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FOREWORD
Sixteen colleagues have contributed to this volume: In addition to this editor, these
include Prods Oktor Skjrerv0, Yutaka Yoshida, Desmond Durkin-Meisterernst, and
Ronald E. Emmerick for the Old and Middle Iranian languages; John R. Perry, Ludwig
Paul, Ernest N. McCarus, Carina Jahani and Agnes Korn for the West I ranian languages;
Barbara Robson, Habibullah Tegey, D. (Joy) I. Edelman, Leila Dodykhudoeva, and
Elena Bashir for the East Iranian languages; and Charles M. Kieffer for the Southeast
Iranian languages. In collaborating with these colleagues, this editor did aim to attain as
much equal sequence and coverage of the topics as possible in each chapter. Admittedly,
that hands-on approach sometimes proved challenging for both parties, but was appreci
ated by others, and gratitude is due to all contributors for their patience.
The present volume could only appear because of the generous help in the editorial
tasks by a number of these colleagues. Greatest gratitude is due to Prods Oktor Skjrerv0,
both for his advice and assistance in editing several chapters, and for his hands-on data
processing expertise and the availability of his data bases.
Work on this volume began some twelve years ago. Sadly two dear colleagues passed
away, Ronald' E. Emmerick in 2001 and Habibullah Tegey in 2005. In addition, the
project encountered repeated critical challenges that threatened its completion . Most
recently, it was only by the extraordinary gracious collaboration of Carina Jahani and
Agnes Korn who, in spite of numerous other commitments, accepted the challenge
of composing the chapter on Balochi in just a few months, that this volume could finally
appear.
My fond appreciation goes to a good number of my former students at the University
of Michigan, including Donald L. Stilo, I raj Bashiri, David 1. Peterson, and Karl 1.
Krahnke, and their enthusiasm and inspiration during work on earlier dialectological
projects. For the present project doctoral student Rev. Harry Weeks assisted the project
with his sophisticated editing and typesetting of earlier drafts, until his untimely death in
2005. I am likewise grateful for those students who diligently worked on the multiple
aspects of the project during its various phases, most recently doctoral student Robert
Haug who produced the excellent four essential maps for Chapter 2 on the typology of
the Iranian languages.
The original impetus for this volume came from a letter in December of 1 996 sent
by Jonathan Price, then Commissioning Editor at Curzon Press (since merged with
RoutledgelTaylor & Francis). Once the project got started a couple of years later, he also
worked with me editorially until 2005 and earned my lasting gratitude. I am equalIy
grateful for the cordial cooperation with successive editorial teams who took his place
folIowing the commercial mergers. These include most recently Senior Production Editor
Geraldine Martin, Editorial Assistant Samantha Vale Noya, and, at Swales & WilIis,
Production Managers Colin Morgan and Richard Willis, and copy-editor Therese
Wassily Saba for their stellar efforts during the production phase of this volume. I would
also like to thank all editorial teams who have collaborated with me on this project for
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their patience during delays that occurred over the years. Finally, I am grateful to
Routledge/Taylor & Francis for assuming the editorial costs involved in preparing this
volume.
Gerilot Windfuhr
Ann Arbor,
April 27, 2009
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Ar.
Aram.
Arm.
Az.
Bact.
Baj .

Arabic
Aramaic
Armenian
Old Azeri dialects, Iranian
Bactrian
Bajelani (Gorani dialect)

Bal .
Br.
Casp.
Centro
ComBal.
D.

Balochi
Brahui
Caspian dialects
Central (Plateau) dialects
Common Balochi
Digor
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ENP
Gath.
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Gor.
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I.
I.
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Ind.
Ir.
IrBal.
IrBalSarh.
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Kumz.
Maz.
Mlr.
Nlr.
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Nur.
NWlr.
OAv.
0Ir.
OP., OPers.
arm.
ass.
Pam.
Par.
Parth.

Dardic
Eastern Balochi dialects
East Iranian
Early New Persian
Gathic Avestan
Georgian
Gilaki
Gorani
Hunza Wakhi
Ishkashmi
Iron
Indo-Aryan
Indic
Iranian
Balochi spoken in Iran
Iranian Balochi of Sarhadd
Iranian Balochi of Sarawan
Kaboli Persian
Kurdish
Khotanese
Khwarezmian
Kumzari
Mazandarani
Middle I ranian
New Iranian
New Persian
Nuristani
Northwest I ranian
Old Avestan
Old I ranian
Old Persian
armuri
Ossetic
Pamir languages
Parachi
Parthian

Psht.
Pers.
Pers.-Ar.
Russ.
Sang.
SBal.
S BaiKar.
Sem.
Sh.
Siv.
Skt.
Sogd.
SWBal.
SWIr.
Taj .
TBal.
Tumsh.
Tk.
Tu.
Uzb.
Ved.
W.

WBal.
WBalNosh.
Wlr.
WW
y.

Yagh.
YAv.
Zaz.

lxxiii

Pashto
Persian, specifically Modern
Standard Persian
Perso-Arabic
Russian
Sangesari
Southern Balochi dialects
Southern Balochi of
Karachi
Semnani
Shughni
Sivandi
Sanskrit
Sogdian
Southern and Western
Balochi
Southwest Iranian
Tajik Persian
Balochi spoken in
Turkmenistan
Tumshuqese
Turkic
Turkmen
Uzbek
Vedic
Wakhi
Western Balochi dialects
Western Balochi of Noshke,
Pakistan
West Iranian
Wakhan Wakhi
Yazghulami
Yaghnobi
Young(er) Avestan
Zaza

ABBREVIATIONS III: GRAMMATICAL TERMS
Note: These abbreviations may appear in capital letters or in lower case with period.
1 , 2, 3
1 st pers.
2nd pers.
3rd pers.

person (with s and p)
first person
second person
third person

A
ABL

accusative
ablative

ABS
ACC
ACT
AD(ESS)
ADJ
ADDR
ADP

absolute
accusative
active voice
adessive
adjective
address
adposition
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ADV
AG
AGR
ALL
ANIM
AOR
ART
ASP
ATTR
ATTRV
AUX

adverb
agent
agreement
allative, allative fu nction
animate
aorist
article
aspect
attribute
attributive suffix
auxiliary

BEN

beneficiary, benefactive verb
(Tajik)

C
CAUS
CL
CLC
CLSS
CMPC
CMPV
CNCC
CND
CNDC
CNJECT
CNJN
CaLL.
COM
CaM P
COMPO
COMPV
CON D
CONJ
CON N
CONY
CaNT
COP/COPU
CP

any consonant
causative
clause. clause linker
c1itic
classifier
comparative clause
comparative
concessive cia use
conditional
conditional clause
conjectural
conjunction
collective
comitative
complementizer
compound
comparative (degree)
conditional
conjunct verb
connective
converb
continuative marker
copula
complement (clause,
predicate)

0

OAT
DBL
DEF
OEM
DENOM
DENT
DET

direct case
dative
double
definite
demonstrative
denominative
dental
determinate, determiner

Dl M(lN)
DlR
DlSTPT
DlSTR
DO
DU
OUR

diminutive
direct case
distant/remote past
distributive
direct object
dual
durative

EMPH
ENC(L)
EQ
ERG
EX
EV(JD)
EZ

emphatic
enclitic
equative
ergative
existential verb
evidential
eziife/iziifa

F
FEM
FOC
FUT/FT

feminine
feminine
focus
future

G-D
GEN
GENRC
GL
GLD
GER
GERV
G LaTT

genitive-dative
genitive
generic
goal
glide
gerund
gerundive
glottal

H
HAB
HI
HaN
HaRT
HS
HUM

hiatus filler
habitual
hiatus filler (glide)
honorific
hortative
heavy stem
human

I-A
JDEF
IMP
I M PF
I MPFV
INAN
INCL
IND
I(N)DEF
INDET
I NESS

instrumen tal-ablative
indefinite
imperative
imperfect
imperfective
inanimate
inclusive
indicative
indefinite
indeterminate
inessive
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IPFV
IPR
IRR
ITR
ITER
IZ

infinitive
short infini tive ( PT stem)
ingressive
injunctive
instrumental
intentional (construction)
interjection
intransitive
indirect object
imperfective
imperative
irreal, irrealis
intransitive
iterative
izafa

L
LAB
LINK
LOC
LS
LW

linker
labial
linker
locative
light stem
loanword

M
MASC
MOL
MID
MOO

'masculine
masculine
middle voice
middle voice
modal

N
NEUT
NEG
NOM, N
NT
NOM
NOMZ
NOMCL
NP
NUM
NUMV
NVE

any noun; nominative
neuter
negative
nominative
neuter
nominative
nominalizer
nominal clause
noun phrase
number, numeral
numerative
non-verbal element

IN F
INF2
INGR
I N]
INST
INT
INTER]
INTR
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QUOT

quotative (particle; verb
forms)

P
PAL
PART
PA RTV
PASS
PAST
PAT
PC
PERF
PER M
PERS
PF
PFV
PGR
PHAR
PL(UR)
PN
POSS
POST
POT

PR
PREF
PREP
PRES
PR.PRT
PRET
PREY
PRO
PROG
PROH
PRO(N)
PT
PTCP
PTPART
PTT
PRPC

plural
palatal
participle; particle
partitive
passive
past
patient
personal clitic
perfect
permansive
person
perfect
perfective
group plurality
pharyngeal
pl ural
proper name
possessive
postposition
potentialis, potential
construct
past perfect, pluperfect;
prepositional phrase
present
prefix
preposition
present
present participle
preterite
preverb
pronoun
progressive
prohibitive
pronoun
past
participle
passive participle
partitive
purpose clause

RC
REF
REFL
REL
REM
R ETR

relative clause
referential
reflexive
relative pronoun/adverb
remote
retroflex

=

OBl
OBlC
OBL
OPT

oblique case; object
object; objective
object clause
oblique case
optative

Q

question marker

PP
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RSLT

resultative

S
SO/SINO
SRC
SUBJ/SBJ
SUFF
SUPER

singular; subject
singular
source
subjunctive; subject
suffix
superlative

TAM
TMPC
TOP
TR/TRANS

tense, aspect, and mood
temporal clause
topic (particle)
transitive

UV

uvular

V
VA
VB
Vel .

any vowel; verb, verbal
verbal adjective
verb
velar

VEL
VEX
VI.
VN
VOC
VP
VPREF
VT.

verbal element
verbum existentiae
intransitive verb
verbal noun
vocative
verb phrase
verbal prefix
transitive verb

W

any semivowel

X

any lexical item

SIGLA
*
0

<

>

reconstructed form
form cited without prefix,
suffix, or enclitic
from
becomes

C HA PTER ONE

INTRODUCTION TO

THE

IRANIA N LANGUA GES
Gernot Windfuhr
1 OVERVIEW
The Iranian languages constitute the western group of the larger Indo-Iranian family
which represents a major eastern branch of the Indo-European languages. With an
estimated 1 50 to 200 million native speakers, the Iranian languages are one of the world's
major language families. The present volume thus relates linguistically most closely
to four other volumes in the Language Family Series: genetically to The Indo-European
Languages and The Indo-Aryan Languages, areally to the latter as well as to The Turkic
Languages and The Semitic Languages, and typologically to all four of them due to
adjacency and partial symbiosis.
Following an overview of the typology of the Iranian languages and selected topics,
this volume provides detailed descriptions of principle Iranian l anguages from Old
Iranian to New Iranian. In terms of descriptive orientation, it aims to present the
typological dynamics of the Iranian languages through time and space. In terms of
coverage, each chapter addresses issues on all linguistic levels including not only
an overview, writing systems, phonology and morphology, but also phrase, clause, and
sentence level syntax, and pragmatic aspects, which are all documented by examples
with close interlinear translations and comments. That is, the overriding focus is on
how these languages "work", highlighting on each level significant typological
features. As such, the volume is complementary to the Compendium Linguarum
lranicarum ( 1 989), edited by Rudiger Schmitt (see CLI in the List of Abbreviations, 1.),
which, with its focus on the phonological and morphological levels, will stand as the
standard reference work for many years to come. In fact, several contributors to the
present volume also contributed to the Compendium (Skjrerv0, Emmerick, Windfuhr,
Kieffer).
The orientation towards typology reflects the appearance of an increasing number of
publications on Iranian typology and linguistic universals on all levels, which necessarily
encompass diachrony and diatopy, by a growing group of specialists in Iranian linguistics
and of general linguistics working on I ranian languages, an orientation originally spear
headed, among others, by Joy 1 . Edelman (e.g. 1 968). Also, comprehensive studies of
individual Iranian languages and language groups have been published, a good number
of them by contributors to this volume, and comprehensive series on Iranian languages
have appeared, such as the two volumes of the Opyt istoriko-tipologicheskogo issledova
niia iranskikh iazykov ( 1 975), the six volumes of the Osnovy iranskogo iazykoznaniia
( 1 979- 1 997), both edited by Vera S. Rastorgueva, and the three vol urnes dedicated to
Iranian languages of the Iazyki mira. lranskie iazyki ( 1 997-2000), edited by Andrei
Kibrik (for these see Opyt, Osnovy, Iazyki mira in the List of Abbreviations, 1.). Two
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recent overviews of the Iranian languages and the symbiotic non-Iranian languages are
Skj<erv0 (2006) and Windfuhr (2006), respectively.
This volume does not include descriptions of all Iranian languages, but only of 1 6
languages of the many, as representatives for the following characteristics: ( I ) the
three historical stages of documentation, Old, M iddle, and New Iranian; (2) the four
main dialectological groups, North-West Iranian, South-West I ranian, East Iranian, and
South-East Iranian; (3) geographical location. Specifically, modern South-West Iranian is
represented by Persian and Tajik; North-West Iranian is represented by Zazaki, Kurdish,
and Balochi; East Iranian is represented by Pashto, Shughni, and Wakhi; South-East
Iranian is represented by Parachi. Geographically, Kurdish represents the (north)
westernmost expansion of the Iranian languages just as diametrically opposed Balochi
represents their south-easternmost expansion, and the Pamir languages with Shughni
and Wakhi represent the north-easternmost Iranian languages. Regrettably, Ossetic
could not be included.
Overall, the coverage of languages in this volume can be seen as representing the center
and the outer circle of Iranian, the latter in contact with non-Iranian languages and thus
marked by Randsprachen as well as interference phenomena, anchored on two chapters:
Chapter 3 on Old Iranian which represents the foundation of the Iranian languages, and
Chapter 8 on Persian and Tajik which represents the superstrate language over the Iranian
expanse and beyond, both as the literary language and through its regional varieties and
vernaculars. Finally, in terms of morphological complexity, Persian represents the least
inflectional language, while two languages represent the most highly inflectional
languages: Zazaki among the West Iranian languages and morphologically even more
complex Pashto among the East Iranian languages.
I n terms of descriptive strategy, a number of chapters discuss closely related languages
jointly and thereby highlight their comparative dynamics. These include: Avestan and
Old Persian in Chapter 3 (Skj<erv0); Middle Persian and Parthian in Chapter 4 (Skj<ervo);
Khotanese with Tumshuqese in Chapter 7 (Emmerick); Persian (Windfuhr) and Tajik
(Perry) in Chapter 8. The dynamics of "Common" Balochi in relation to a great number
of varieties, rather than an arbitrarily selected "Standard" one, is discussed in Chapter I I
(Jahani and Korn). Chapter l4a on the complex Sprachbund of the Pamir languages
(Edelman and Dodykhudoeva) precedes the description of its dominant language,
Shughni, in Chapter 1 4b (Edelman and Dodykhudoeva); Wakhan Wakhi and Hunza
Wakhi are contrasted in Chapter 1 5 (Bashir). The other chapters, while focusing on
individual languages, likewise provide notes on di alectology: M iddle I ranian Sogdian
in Chapter 5 (Yoshida) and Khwarezmian in Chapter 7 (Durkin-Meisterernst); Modern
Iranian Zazaki in Chapter 9 (Paul); Kurdish in Chapter 10 (McCarus); Parachi in
Chapter 1 2 (Kieffer); Pashto in Chapter 1 3 (Robson and Tegey).
Like the chapters on the Old and Middle Iranian languages, the chapters on the
modern languages reflect the present state of research and are innovative in their detail,
and specifically in their syntactic and typological coverage within the framework of a
book chapter. A particular kind of innovation is the daring decision by the authors of the
chapters on Sogdian and Khwarezmian to use phonemic transcription throughout in
addition to transliteration.
Finally, not discussed in this volume are challenging recent studies that, with due
caution, investigate the correlation of regional gene pools of contemporary populations
with language groups and language shifts (rather than popUlations shifts) for which
small elites are often sufficient, as shown for example in the study of the origin of the
Kurdish� and Zazaki-speaking populations by Hennerbichler (forthc.).
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CHAPT ER TWO

DIALECTOLOGY AND TOPICS
Gernot Windfuhr

1 INTRODUCTION
Today the Iranian languages are spoken from Central Turkey, Syria and Iraq in the
west to Pakistan and the western edge of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region of China
in the east. In the North, its outposts are Ossetic in the central Caucasus and Yaghnobi
and Taj ik Persian in Tajikistan in Central Asia, while in the South they are bounded
by the Persian Gulf, except for the Kumzari enclave on the Masandam peninsula in
Oman.
Historically, the New Iranian stage overlaps with the Islamization of Iranian-speaking
lands in the seventh century CEo The Middle Iranian stage began in the third century BCE.
The oldest stages go back to the beginning of the second millennium BCE. The oldest
physical doculJlent of Iranian is the Old Persian inscription by Darius I . of 522 BCE on
the rock face o f M t. Behistun near Kermanshah along the highway that leads down from
the Iranian plateau into Mesopotamia.
1 . 1 Origins: The Central Asian component

For the following section, cf. also Windfuhr (2006b) and the Introduction to
Chapter 3 .
Research during recent decades suggests that the Proto-Indo-Iranians originated
in the eastern European steppes (Pit-Grave culture, ca. 3500-2500 BCE). From there
they apparently moved eastward to the southern Ural steppes and the Volga (Potapovo
culture, 2500-1 900 BCE), then further on to Central Asia (Andronovo culture, from
2200 BCE onwards). At that stage they appear to have already formed two groups: the
Proto-Iranians in the north, and the Proto-Indo-Aryans i n the south. They came into
contact with the proto-urban popUlation of the Bactria-Margiana Archaeological
Complex (BMAC), also known as the Oxus Culture), which had ancient connections
to northwest India, Elam and northern Mesopotamia. They assimilated, gained
prominence, and transformed it, thereby attracting non-Indo-Iranian elements. In the
'
process they had developed a new type of social structure, called the khanate, which was
ruled by a landlord (khiin) residing in fortified farmsteads (qala).
After 2000 BCE, most of the later Indo-Aryans moved southeast probably via
Afghanistan into the Indian subcontinent (Panjab), and also southwest via the Iranian
plateau into northern Mesopotamia (Mitanni kingdom), probably under pressure from
the Iranians to their north. The later Iranians moved into and across the I ranian plateau,
both carrying the new social structure with their languages, with a lasting impact on the
socio-political structures of Iran and Afghanistan, and the subcontinent.
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Linguistically, these cultural contacts with the non-Indo-European languages of the
proto-urban civilization in lower Central Asia left distinct shared layers of loanwords in
the lexicon of Indo-Aryan and Iranian (Lubotzky 200 I ) .
The Iranians on their part can probably be correlated with the subsequent so-called
Yaz I culture in the BMAC complex, which reflects major cultural changes towards a
more rural society after 1 500 BCE. They apparently remained in Central Asia, and only by
the end of the second millennium BCE began to spread over the I ranian plateau.

MAP 2.1 ANDRONOYO, BMAC AND YAZ CULTURES

By the second half of the eighth century BCE, Iranian Median and Persian tribes
(Mada and Parswa) had already been long established among the original non-Iranian
speakers of the Zagros mountain ranges of Iranian Kurdestan , according to the records
of the Assyrian ruler Shalmaneser III (r. 858-824 BCE) . Minorsky ( 1 957: 78) recognized
that the name of the tiny village Qal'a Paswe near Solduz in Kurdestan retains the
memory of the Iranian settlements (cf. also Zadok 200 1 ; 2002). The successors of the
Parswa tribes who settled in the southwest of the Iranian plateau created the Achaemenid
Empire (ca. 558-330 BCE) which, beginning with the Sasanian period (224-6 5 1 CE)
and thereafter, ultimately resulted in the dominance of Persian over the Iranian
expanse.
While the Iranian plateau was increasingly Iranianized, the Iranian tribes known as
Scythians by the Greek and as Saka by the Achaemenids remained in the wide expanses
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MAP 2.2 M EDIAN EMPI R E (CA. 700 CA. 558 BCE)
-

Lake
Balkash

ARABIA

MAP 2.3 ACHAEM ENID EMPIRE (CA. 558-330 BCE)
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to the north, ranging from the Southern Russia to Central Asia and beyond, and became
the predecessors of the Middle East Iranian languages, and of the surviving modern
languages, including Ossetic. However, Scythian and Saka groups also invaded the
Median Kingdom from southern Russia as early as the later 8th century. N umerous later
incursions are known, to which belong the subgroups who settled in Zranka, later Sistan,
in the two centuries straddling the common era during Parthian rule. The name Saka is
still reflected in a good number of locations, including the province of Sista,n < *Saka
stan, and probably Sangesar < ?* Saka-sar(a)- (for Scythians invasions of NW Iran and
Media in the early 8th century BeE, and Scythian loans in Old Persian, cf. Lubotsky
2002).

Uralic tribes

MAP 2.4 SCYTHIA DURING PARTHIAN PERIOD (CA. 247 BCE 224 CE)
-

1 .2 Ancient non-Iranian contact languages
For western Iran, the main identifiable non-Indo-European languages are located along
the Zagros Mountains: ( I ) Hurro-Urartian, which is a linguistic isolate, but may be
remotely related to the Northeast Caucasian languages, in Azerbaijan and Iranian
Kurdestan; (2) the linguistic isolate Kassite in the central Zagros; and (3) Elamite further
south, possibly remotely related to Dravidian as mentioned. In terms of political and
tribal entities, these correspond to the kingdoms/regions of Mannea, Parsua, Ellipi,
Elam, and Anshan.
In the North, the languages along the western Caspian littoral probably included
speakers of South Caucasian languages, and those along the eastern littoral may have
belonged to an assumed so-called Central Asian linguistic continuum. On the central
plateau and probably in Kerman province, at least some languages may have been related
to Elamite and to the Dravidian languages towards the east.
Little is known about the non-Iranian speakers whom the Iranian speakers
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encountered on their way into and across Iran. In the east, in Baluchestan and further
east in the Gandhara/Kabul region and Arachosia/Kandahar, the Iranians were most
likely still in contact not only with speakers of Indo-Aryan, but also with speakers of
Dravidian during the second half of the second millennium BeE.
The following synoptic table correlates the diachrony of the Iranian languages up to
the New Persian period with those of Indo-Aryan and the major non-Indo-European
languages with which they intersected at various stages. Omitted from the tabulation is
Dravidian because of the uncertain information, and Greek.
TABLE 2.1 : TIMELINES OF IRANIAN AND I NTERSECTING LANGUAGES
BMAC
INDO-ARYAN
Vedic Stage
Early I-A
2000-1 500

1 500-1000

Late Vedic

Middle Indic

1 000-500

500 BCE

Early Middle

Middle I-A

New I-A

Mitanni/Panjab
IRANIAN
Early Iranian

Old Avestan

Young Av

2000-1 500

1 500-1 000

600-300
1 000-600
> Parsua/Medes Achaemenid

Old Persian

ELA M I TE
Old Elamite

Middle Elamite Neo-Elamite

Achaemenid

2600-1 500

1 500-1000

550-330

ARAMAIC
NW Semitic

Proto-Aramaic

Old Aramaic

Achaemenid

1 500-950

950-600

600-200

1 000-550

Replacing
Akkadian

1 500-1000

HURRIAN-URARTIA N
Mid Bronze
Old Bronze
Old /Mid Hurr Late Hurrian
2200-2000

1 500-1000

1 000-600

700 CE

Middle Persian New Persian

Late Elamite?

Khuzi ?
1 000 CE

Mid & Late
Aramaic

New
Aramaic

200 BCE-700 CE 700 CE

AKKADIAN East Semitic (Babylonian & Assyrian)
Late Bab
M i d Bab/Ass
Neo-Bab/Ass
Old Bab/Ass
2000-1 500

Middle Iranian New Iranian
300BC-700 CE

[600 BCE

Latest Texts
1 00 CE]

Late Bronze
Urartian
850-600

1 .3 Listing of Iranian languages
In overview, the Pre-Islamic languages include well-documented Avestan and Old Persian
and two language groups, Median and Scythian/Saka, with only onomastic documenta
tion, while Middle Iranian includes six well documented languages.
There are a multitude of New Iranian languages. While the overall grouping of these
languages has been well established, the internal dialectal divisions of the more extensive
language groups in Iran are increasingly better understood due to renewed extensive field
work, and data bases. That is the case in particular in regard to the relationship between
Northern vs. Central and Southern Kurdish, and the re-assessment of earlier division of
Balochi (Jahani and Korn, cf. Chapter 1 1 ). More recent yet is the recognition of the
distinction between Northern Talyshi vs. Central and Southern Talyshi; the separate
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status of Eastern Gilaki vs. Western Gilaki; the distinction among the dialects of
Mazandarani. (cf. Stilo 1 98 1 ; 2001 ; 2005; 2006; ms.), and the four-fold division of the
Central Plateau dialects (for the latter cf. also LeCoq 1 989b; Windfuhr 1 992a). Sharper
dialect boundaries have been highlighted, such as those between Talyshi and Gilaki
(Stilo), and between the Larestan dialects, which have a number of Tatic features, and the
Fars dialects (Windfuhr 1 999; 2004).
The following list of the Iranian languages and their sub-groups is arranged according
to diachronic, geographic, and dialectological parameters. The sub-groupings of the
modern Tatic, Caspian, and Central (Plateau) languages mostly follow Stilo.
Notes on terminology used here:
Northwest conventional cover term for all of West Iranian languages other than
Southwest I ranian
N ortheast conventional cover term for Iranian languages north of Iran and
Afghanistan
distinct locally confined, largely or partially distinct from surrounding group
isolate remnant in non-Iranian language group
onomastic only onomastic documentation
=

=

=

=

=

OLD I RANIAN
Southwest: Old Persian
Northwest: Median, onomastic
Central: Avestan
Northeast: Scythian/Saka, onomastic
MIDDLE IRANIAN
Middle West Iranian
Southwest: Middle Persian
Northwest: Parthian
Middle East Iranian
Bactrian
Sogdian
Khwarezmian (Khwarezmian), also Choresmian
Khotanese and Tumshuqese (Khotanese)
Middle Scythian and Sarmatian, onomastic
NEW IRANIAN
WEST IRANIAN
NORTHWEST IRANIAN, TIER 1
Upper Zagros and Central Plateau Group
Zazaki, endonym Dim(i)li (Zazaki)
Kurdish
N orthern Kurdish, called Kurmanji (Kurmanji)
Central Kurdish, called Sorani (S6rani)
Southern and Southeastern Kurdish
Gorani (G6rani), also Gurani
Auroman group, in Kermanshah area, Iran (Hawraman)
Bajalani, in Mosul area, Iraq (Bajalani)
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SO UTHWEST IRANIAN
Persian and Varieties
Persian
Tat Persian, in SE Caucasus (Tat)
Khorasani Persian (Khorasani)
Varieties on both sides o f the Iran-Afghan border
Afghan varieties, inc!. Dari and Kaboli (Kaboli), etc.
Tajik (Tajik - Tajiki)
PERSIDE GRO UPS, SOUTHERN ZAGROS AND FARS
Shushtari and Dezfuli, distinct
Lori-type languages
Fars dialects (Fars)
Sivandi, distinct
Davani, distinct (Davani)
NON-PERSIDE GRO UPS, LARESTA N AND GULF
Larestani (Larestani)
Gulf Group
Bandari
Minabi (Minabi)
Bashkardi
Kumzari, on Masandam pensinsula in Oman (Kumzari)
NORTHWEST IRANIAN, TIER 2
Talic Group (Tatic)
Talyshi (Talyshi, also Taleshi)
Northern
Central
Southern
Tati, also called Azari (Tati, Azari)
Northern
Harzani, isolate in NE Azerbaijan
Keringani, isolate in N Azerbaijan (Keringani)
Western
Khoin dialects, Zanjan province
Southeastern
Khalkhal dialects, in Eastern Azerbaijan
Upper Tarom dialects in Zanjan province (Tarom)
Rudbar dialects in Sefid Rud Valley, transitional to the Gilaki (Rudbar)
Eastern
"Southern" Tati, in Ramand district of Qazvin
Eshtehardi, in Karaj district of the Central [Tehran] province (Eshtehardi)
Dialects N and N E of Qazvin

Transitional clusters, Taji-esh region east of Hamadan and south of Save
Vafsi-cluster
Ashtiani (A shtiani), Kahaki, Amore'i (Amore'i)
Alviri-Vidari
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Central (Plateau) Dialects
Northwestern
Northeastern
Southwestern
Southeastern
Eastern Iran. Afghanistan. Pakistan
Khuri dialects (Kurdish features), in Kavir Desert
Balochi (Balochi, also Baluchi)
Western
Southern
Eastern
CASPIAN DIALECTS
Galeshi, spoken by mountain herdsmen along the Alborz (Galeshi)
Gilaki
Western
Eastern
Taleqani-Tonkaboni, etc., transitional (TaJeqani, Ton(e)kaboni)
Mazandarani, former name Tabari (Mazandarani)
Gorgani, extinct since 1 6th century (Gorgani)
SEMNAN AREA
Sangesari, distinct
Semnani, distinct (Semnani)
Sorkhe'i and Lasgerdi (Lasgerdi) with Aftari, distinct

EAST IRANIAN
Pashto
Pashto proper (Ch. 1 3)
Northwestern
Northeastern
Southwestern
Southeastern
Wal)etsi Pashto, in SE
Pamir Area
North Pamir Group
Yazghulami (Yazghulami) with Wanji, extinct (Wanji)
Shughni-Rushani group, fuller term Shughnani (Shughnani) including
Shughn(an)i with Bajuwi, Barwozi, Rushani, Khufi, Bartangi, Roshorvi, and Sarikoli, in
Chinese Xinjiang-Uygur province
Ishkaslzimi group
Ishkashimi proper (Ishkashemi), Sanglichi and Zebaki (extinct)
Wakhi Varieties
Wakhi, distinct
Related to the other three
Yidgha and M unji

SOUTHEAST I RA NIAN
Parachi (Ch. 1 2) (Parachi)
Ormuri - OrmuH (Ormuri)
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NORTH IRANIAN
Yaghnobi, in NW Tajikistan (Yaghnabi)
Ossetic, in central Caucasus
1 .4 Predecessors of Modern Iranian languages

Evidence for medieval stages mainly of numerous Western Iranian languages and dialects
in particular are found in relatively brief, often poetic, citations in Classical and Early
Modern Persian sources.
In general, even without any pre-modern evidence, the modern languages can safely
be assumed to continue lost local and regional languages. For example, the modern
languages of Azarbaijan and Central Iran, located in ancient Media Atropatene and
Media proper, are "Median" dialects, even though Old Median is known mainly from
Medisms in Old Persian. The traditional term Pahlav/Fahlav for dialect poetry and other
samples of locales in western Iran found in medieval Persian sources reflects the Parthian
period in these regions.
In addition to the continuation of M iddle Persian in New Persian, three small
modern languages show significant grammatical and lexical reflexes of other documented
Middle Iranian languages: In Iran, Sangesari of the Semnan group shares a distinct set
of features with Khwarezmian. In the east, Yaghnobi in Tajikistan continues a dialect of
Sogdian, and Wakhi in the Pamirs shows distinct reflexes of Khotanese and Tumshuqese
Saka. In fact, Wakhi is an example of the repeated invasions of Saka since antiquity.
Little is known about the languages that were erased by the progressi on of varieties
of Persian into eastern I ran and much of western and central Afghanistan, and the
expansion of Pashto inside Afghanistan (cf. Kieffer 1 989). Only Southeast Iranian Para
chi and Ormuri still survive in a few islands, but are threatened by extinction (see Map 2.6
and Chapter 12 Parachi). That they represent remnants of once continuous language
areas, Parachi in the north and Ormuri in the south, is suggested not only by toponymy,
but also by linguistic features. In particular, the retention of initial voiced stops (unlike
their fricativation in other Eastern Iranian groups) suggests earlier transitional contact
somewhere in central Afghanistan with non-Perside, i.e. "Northwest", I ranian language
groups, now also erased. At the same time, morphology and morpho-syntax reflect suc
cessive contacts with Pashto for Ormuri, and for both contact with Indo-Aryan Dardic
languages, and later superstrate interference from Afghan Persian varieties.
1 .5 Modern non-Iranian contact languages

Bilingualism and even multilingualism are the norm in many regions, given that Persian
is the superstrate language, and that varieties of Azeri Turkic are widely used as the
language of the bazaar. Identity therefore is determined by complex intersecting layered
patterns of cultural, ethnic, and linguistic affiliations.
There were two successive periods of major overlays of speakers of non-Iranian
languages over most of the Iranian linguistic ground. Both covered the entirety of
Greater Iran from the western to the eastern regions, including Greater Khorasan,
Afghanistan and Central Asia. The first was the Arabic overlay which began before Islam
and continued for the next few centuries. The second was the Turkic overlay which began
in the eleventh century.
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Arabic
Literary Arabic, as the administrative and literary superstrate during the early centuries
of Islam, and as the language of the Qor'an, left an indelible impact on Persian and,
through it, on virtually all language of Greater Iran, prominently in their lexicon, but
also in morpho-morphology. However, due to a millennium of assimilation, the
local Arabic overlay in the heartland and hinterland of Iran is now reduced to a
few pockets in eastern Iran (as well as northern Afghanistan and Central Asia). Quite
distinct is the situation of the southwestern regions and along the littoral of the Persian
Gulf in direct contact with, or close to, the Arabic-speaking regions of Iraq and the
Gulf states.

Turkic
In terms of numbers, of a present population of ca. 70 million, Turkic speakers constitute
an estimated nearly third of the total population of lran (compared to Persian with ca. 50
percent) Once Turkic speakers had settled first in Greater Khorasan in the northeast,
then in Azerbaijan in the northwest, and then mostly from there in Fars in the southwest,
they began to overlay the I ranian languages. Historically and geo-linguistically, this
triangular pattern of Turkic settlement repeated the pattern of the original I ranian
settlement some two thousand years earlier.
These expansions during the last millennium resulted in the Turkicization of most of
the Iranian-speaking areas in Azerbaijan, leaving a few Iranian-speaking pockets, as was
the case in many of the Tati-speaking areas in western Iran, including the areas along
the Alborz up 'to Qazvin and the areas east of the Zagros mountains. Moreover, dynasties
of original Turkic speakers ruled the country for most of the second millennium, most
importantly the Safavids. As such, Turkic has had a distinct impact on Persian and other
Iranian languages, both in the lexicon and grammar, particularly in the border provinces
in contact with Turkic in the northeast and the northwest of lran and beyond. Here may
also be mentioned groups of Altaic Mongols who settled in Iran, mainly on I ranian
Kurdestan, and throughout Afghanistan, including the now Persian-speaking Hazara
in Central Afghanistan and the groups called Mogholi (cf. Kieffer 1 983 and 2003), and
linguistically left some traces in the Persian lexicon.

Indo-Aryan
In the east, Iranian languages have been in continued contact with speakers of Indo
Aryan. All of these show various degrees of Indo-Aryan features on all linguistic levels
and the lexicon and, significantly, typological shifts. In particular, Dardic and Nuristani
languages have been in long contact with the Pamir languages, in a multilingual
Sprachbund.

Dravidian
Brahui is spoken in I ranian Bal uchestan and in the adjacent areas of Afghanistan and
Pakistan . The language is the northernmost remnant of the Dravidian languages which
are now found mainly in the southern Indian subcontinent, but prehistorically may once
have been more widely found in Iran. This is suggested in particular by the possible
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distant relationship between Proto-Elamite and Proto-Dravidian. It is therefore not
unlikely that the unknown ancient non-Iranian languages in the South of I ran from Elam
to India may have included Dravidian speakers.

Minor linguistic groups
These include small communities of Neo-Aramaic speakers, both Jewish and Christians,
in Iranian, Turkish and Iraqi . Kurdestan, and Neo-Aramaic Mandeans in Khuzestan,
now largely reduced by emigration, and small communities of Armenians in northern
Azarbaijan and in Esfahan, close to which exist small rural Georgian communities.
European Romanis, deported some 200 years ago from Bulgaria, then part of the
Ottoman Empire, are found in two villages near Qazvin and Khorasan.
2 PHONOLOGY
2.1 Early Iranian dialects
The basic dialect division of the Iranian languages today goes back to the earliest stages
of Iranian (cf. also Chapter 3 Old Iranian, sections 1 .2 to 1 .4) . A primary development in
the shift from Indo-Iranian to Proto-Iranian included the shift of the palatal affricate
pair I: j > ts dz. Proto-I ranian further split into at least four distinct Iranian dialect
groups, defined by the divergent developments of the palatal clusters *l:lI'/*jll', and
further by the absorption of the semivowel 11' in the diametrically opposite NE and SW
groups. The two "upper" dialects are correlated with the regions/languages of the Black
Sea/Ossetic and the Tarim Basin/Khotanese-Tumshuqese, and two "lower" dialects with
central Old Iranian regions/Avestan, and Fars in the southwest/Old Persian. The
Scythian development here is that reflected in Ossetic.
TABLE 2.2: THE FOUR OLD IRANIAN DIALECTS
Lower Tier

Upper Tier
NW Ossetic
I
2
3

4

* (;11.1
Isw

sf
fs

*jw

zw

ZW
vz

NE Khotanese
*cw

ISW

s§
S

*jw

dZlV
zi
Z

SW Old Persian

CentrallAvestan

* CI1-'

* (; l1'

(sw
ss
s

*jw

dzw

zz
z

Isw
sw

sp

*jw

dzw

zw
zb

2.2 West Iranian consonantal developments
The basic differentiation of the West Iranian languages into Northwestern and
Southwestern, i.e. Perside, dialects was pioneered by Tedesco ( 1 92 1 ) and Lentz ( 1 927).
Following a number of other studies, including Hadank (edited posthumously by Selcan
1 992), MacKenzie ( 1 96 1 ) outlined basic internal relationships between the dialect groups,
followed by Windfuhr (1975). Among more recent studies with focus on phonology,
LeCoq ( 1 989) suggested a detailed modified classification. Paul ( 1 998: 1 70) showed major
phonemic isoglosses of the main West Iranian dialect groups. Korn (2003 : 59) showed the
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major isoglosses that determine the position of Balochi, followed i n the same volume by
Paul's (2003) pendent on major lexical isoglosses. All authors duly include caveats,
emphasizing the provisional nature such studies.
The following table of selected West I ranian phonological isoglosses is arranged from
Northwest Iranian to Southwest Iranian. For ease of comparison, the table is doubly
framed by their Middle and Old Iranian pre-forms. The sequence of dialects and features
is arranged to best visualize the patterns, and does not follow the probable historical
sequence of the innovations, such as the one suggested by Korn (2003) which is: Old
Iranian, ( I ) ts; (2) dz; (3) tsw (and dzw, not included here) (4) Or; late Old Iranian and
Middle West Iranian (5) rdz; (6) I'd; (7) dw; (8) hw; (9) Ow. Compare also Map 2.6 Iranian
Languages. Shifts towards Southwest Iranian are marked by underlined capital letters.
In overview, except for rz. I'd, this table shows that by and large the sets of innovations
form a continuum from Parthian-type to Middle Persian-type changes:
( I ) Zazaki and Om'ani are the least innovative i n relation to Parthian .
(2) The middle group constitutes a fairly unified set, except for the late lateralization of
rz and I'd to I in the latter three groups.
(3) Balochi, and more so Kurdish, are transitional to Persian:
(4) /1lI': Zazaki and Balochi have w, and the remainder mostly has reflexes of hu, with
variation in the Central dialects and Balochi.

TABLE 2.3: SELECTED WEST IRANIAN ISOGLOSSES
j

cU'

Isw

II'
Or

S

-tw-Ow-

sw
hw

dw
dw

17
rdz

I'd
I'd

NORTH-WEST
Avestan
(Middle) Parthian

z
z

sp
sp

hI'
hI'

S
S

Ow

f

hw
wit

dw
b

rz
rz

I'd
I'd

Zazaki
Gorani

z
z

sp
sp

(h)r
hI'

s
S

w
U

w
w

b
b

rz
rz

I'
I'lL

MIDDLE GROUP
Talyshi
Tati (Azeri)

z
z

sb
sb

hI'
hI'

s
s

h
h

x(u)
x(u)

b
b

rz
rz

I'
I'

Central Dialects
Caspian

z
z

sb
sb

hI'
I'

s
s

h
h

xu.hI
x

b
b

b.(rz)
rz

L
I'd

Balochi
Kurdish

z
z

S
S

S
S

s
s

h
h

w. h
xw

b

rz

I'd

SOUTH-WEST
Modern Persian

D

S

S

H

h

x

D

Middle Persian
Old Persian

d
d

s
s

s
s·

h

h
xw
<Ouv>* <uv>*

*Proto-W Iranian
*Indo-Iranian

j

ISw

Or
II'

*Indo-Iranian
*Proto-W Iranian

dz

Is

TRANSITION

* Old Persian spelling.

dz

CHI

0

Is

S

-Ow-Iw-

hw
sw

I

D

d
<duv> *

I'd

I'd

dw
dw

rdz
17

I'd
I'd
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(5) ri and I'd: The contraction of these clusters to laterals does not correlate as well
as the other columns with the sequence of innovations, suggesting intersecting
isoglosses or typologically independent change.
Overall then, from Zazaki and Gorani downward to Persian, the dialects are succes
sively less "archaic", each subgroup accumulating additional innovations. At the same
time, Persian has been increasingly the superstrate language, and as such may have most
directly affected dialect groups in contact with it at various historical periods. This was
probably the case with the "transitional" Northwestern pair, Balochi and Kurdish, which
have the Southwestern features tsw and Or > s, Ow > h. Kurdish, in addition, also shares
dw > d and hw > XlV with Persian (where later X\V- > x-). As convincingly argued by Korn
(2003), the two must have acquired those features when in contact with Persian for a
considerable period of time, longer for Kurdish because of the additional two features
(for such contact cf. also MacKenzie 1961 and Windfuhr 1975).
2.3 Innovations: SW drift vs. NW
The successive innovations are essentially cluster reductions. Of the nine clusters dis
cussed, the contraction of r-clusters may be less significant given that lateralization may
occur as independent innovations.
Of the remaining seven clusters, more than half, i.e. four, are Cw-clusters. In all of these
w is lost in the Southwestern dialects. That development is opposed to the Northwestern
innovations where (I) the labial is retained with partial devoicing, and (2) initial con
sonants tends to be lost. These innovations can be seen as divergent drifts that began with
tsw and ultimately extended to the other three. Windfuhr ( 1 972: 58-59) formulated a
"tendency" rule, which also included loss of w in the clusters pwlbw and gw (not included
in the table here).
The phonotactic conditions for the SW-NW divergence appear to be the position of
the articulatory focus in these clusters: in the SW on the initial component, but in the
NW on the final component of the cluster. This conclusion is also suggested by the Old
Persian and Parthian "orthographies", that is, their representation of the cluster *h-w:
It is spelled <uv> in OP. (similar OP. <9uv>, <duv> for *O-w, *d-w) which suggests Ihu/.
But in Parthian it is spelled <�x> which points to Iwhl as suggested by MacKenzie
( 1 967: 26 n. 29).
I n fact, the same articulatory conditions may account for the NW-SW divergence
in other clusters as well, beginning with the divergent four-fold Early Iranian changes
discussed above (see Table 2.2).
TABLE 2.4: SW vs. NW IRANIAN CLUSTER REDUCTIONS
NW

SW

SW

d

SW

�

d

NW

SW

SW

�

�

NW
*dw

zb

d

NW

SW

b

NW
*hw

* tsw

'ts
h

NW
*dzw

*dz

sl!.

xw

w"
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2.4 East and West Iranian
The developments in the East Iranian languages shows a subset of changes identical
to those of the Northwest languages. But the dental w-clusters and tr do not, and may
presuppose splits prior to the Iranian fricativation of preconsonantal stops. In turn,
Sangesari and the two Southeast languages Parachi and Ormuri diverge in their
palatalization of the tr-cluster, as shown schematically in Table 2.5 (cf. Sk<erv0 1989:
377 ):
TABLE 2.5: SOME EAST vs. WEST IRANIAN CLUSTER REDUCTIONS
Prlr.

East
NW Ir.
SW Ir.

*Is
s
s
h

*dz
z
z
d

*tsw

Sp fS I
sp
s

*-Ir-

ali *fJp' Ir' dr6 IS7 (h)ar8 r" irW r'l I

hr
s

( I ) Ossetic; (2) Wakhi; (3) Ossetic; (4) Yaghnobi; (5) Wakhi; (6) Pashto; (7) Yazghulami;
Sanglichi.Ishkashimi; ( 1 0) Yidgha-Munji; (I I) Ormuri; ( 1 2) Parachi.

(9)

gl2

(8)

Shughni group;

Sims-Williams ( 1 989: 1 68-1 69) and Steblin-Kamenskii (1 992) highlight various major
phonological developments from Old Iranian to common Middle and New East Iranian.
These mostly involve word boundaries and clusters and may be arranged as follows (note
that they do not apply to Southeast Iranian Parachi and Ormuri).
( l ) I n initial position the voiced stops become fricative: OIr. #b d g > p <> y (with various
further changes).
(2) There is widespread, though widely varying, palatalization of consonants.
(3) Contraction of clusters is distinctly more prominent than in WIr (and similarly,
palatalization of vowels).
(4) The phonetic clusters of the palatal affricates become dental, but not in Sogdian:
0Ir. c J > Is dz (further > s z).
(5) The voiceless fricatives fx become voiced before t: OIr. ft xt > pd (> ud) yd.
In West Iranian, similar isoglottic changes occurred under various conditions across
large regions (cf. Windfuhr 1 989b: 253-254).
Cluster lenization: ( 1 ) Throughout West Iranian both *ft, *xt > ht > t, and further
changes, e.g. Bakhtiari (Lori-type) raft-am > mild-om - re:-m 'I went'. M oreover, initial
*fr, *xr > (h) r in most of West Iranian, except Kurdish, Gilaki and M azandarani , and
Persian and Perside in the SW (for a map, cf. Azami and Windfuhr 1 972 : 1 99).
Fronting of palatals c J > ts dz: More recent, it is found in the central NW in contact
with Turkic (Stilo 1 994, with map).
Initial clusters: The modern reflexes of Middle and Early New Iranian #CC-clusters
show a distinct areal distribution: insertion of a short vowel, CVC-, along the Zagros,
including the NW tier I from Kurdish, Zazaki to the SW Fars and Larestan dialects,
as opposed to initial vowel, VCC-, elsewhere, e.g. sVmii vs. Vsmii 'you-p'. In the east,
Balochi does allow initial clusters, as do most East Iranian languages.
2.5 Stress
The only modern Iranian language to have retained phonemic stress is Pashto. In West
Iranian, a major change from Old to Middle Iranian was the loss of phonemic stress due
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to the shift of stress to the penult or antepenult syllable. Thereby, derivational as well
as inflectional formants and endings were contracted, and inflectional classes in the
nominal and verbal systems were reduced to the nominal *a-declension and the thematic
*a-conjugation, or were lost. Similarly, contractions occurred in East Iranian, notably in
nominal and verbal forms with the formant of OIr. *-aka.
Initial vocative stress is found throughout Iranian and inherited from Indo- European,
but is also found in symbiotic Turkic and Semitic.
3 MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX
3.1 Gender and animacy
Gender retention is found in most Northwest I ranian and in East Iranian languages. In
West Iranian, these include the languages along NW Iranian tier I : Zazaki, N Kurdish,
GOt·ani, and along the NW tier 2: Talyshi, Tati, the northwestern Central dialects, and
Semnani and the enclave Sangesari. In East Iranian they include Pashto, the North
and South Pamir groups, except the exclave Sarikoli, Wakhi, and Ormuri. Gender is lost
in all SW Iranian, that is, all Persian varieties, Central and Southern Kurdish, Caspian
Gilaki and Mazandarani, and Balochi, and East Iranian Ossetic and Yaghnobi, and
Southeastern Parachi. The degree of gender reten tion varies. For example, pl ural gender
is retained only in Pashto and Ormuri.
Noteworthy is the masculine plural marking of complement clauses in Pashto (see
Chapter I I , section 3 . 1 ), and in Zazaki the feminine marking in both 3s and 2s feminine
endings which reflects the origin of the present stem in the OIr. present participle in *-al1f
+ copula (see 3.5 below).
In addition to natural gender marking, classificatory gender marking con trasts mascu
line abstract vs. feminine concrete in Talyshi-Tati and Sangesari, while feminine
includes collectives and animals in Khwarezmian and Shughni (for the complex system in
the latter see Chapter 14b, section 3. 1 . 1 . l c).
Kinship and a few related terms have the grammaticalized oblique marker -r in Zazaki,
Tati, Talyshi, Sangesari, e.g. Zaz. mii/mii-r 'mother'.
Common Iranian is the human-animacy distinction in interrogative and related pro
nouns, e.g. Persian kiln 'who/what' and iin-ke/iin-ce 'he who, that which', inherited from
Indo-Iranian.
Inherited from Indo-European is plural agreement in the verb for animates, but
singular marking for in animates. This rule is optional in Persian, and other modern
languages, which allow for plural marking for inanimate individ uation (already Middle
Persian).
Semantic classification is found in spite of loss of gender marking, expressed by
specializations of alternate plural markers. Thus, in Persian, human may be morpho
logically distinguished by pI. -iin « OIr. gen. pI. *-iiniim) vs. the generalized plural marker
-hii. It may optionally be the literary plural marker of humans, larger animals, birds, and
trees, and dual marker for body parts, e.g. moze-g-iin-e 11 'her eyelashes'. In the Pamir
languages, human groups and a few other animate sets have differential plural markers
(see Chapter 14b). In Parachi, human is distinguished in the genitive (oblique) singular
-iin vs. -eka, and the existential verb. In Sogdian, human distinguishes animate pI. -st vs.
-to Similar marking is found elsewhere.
=

=
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3.2 Cases and personal enclitics
For the following cf. also Windfuhr (1 990).
The eight-case system of the Old Iranian a-declension was generalized. By or during
the Middle Iranian period, a binary direct vs. oblique case system emerged. The latter
marker is the outcome of the fusion of the case endings into a single case marker, mostly
-e or -f in the singular, phonetically from the masculine genitive-dative, and plural -an
from the masculine genitive plural *-anam in a large number of languages. As a fused
case opposed to the unmarked direct case, the oblique continued the functions not only
of the genitive-dative, but also those of other non-nominative cases, including the func
tion as marker of the innovative ergative agent (for which see section 4.3).
In a number of languages, the singular oblique marker was generalized and attached to
the plural marker, here shown with the examples of languages with plural markers other
than *-an (for Balochi, see Chapter I I , Table 1 1 . 1 1 , for Hunza Wakhi see Chapter 1 5,
Table 1 5 .3, and for Sogdian Chapter 5, Table 5 .5):
Balochi
PI.
Sg.

D1R
OBLj
OBL2
GEN

-0
-a

-a
ay, -/

-0

-all
-an-a
-an-f

Hunza Wakhi
PI.
Sg.

-0
-0
-e

-lSf
-ev

-ev-e

Late Sogdian
PI.
Sg.
-0
-/

-f
- 1-/

A distinct feature of the Iranian languages is the set of personal enclitics inherited
from Old Ira\lian. These function as person markers in all oblique cases, including
possessor, indirect object, direct object, and the ergative agent, just like the generalized
oblique case (see section 4.3 below).
Therefore the loss, or absence, of these enclitics is both historically and typology of
major significance, and can best be accounted for only by the assumption of strong and
lasting substrate typol ogy. As shown in Map 2.8, it is found in northern West Iranian,
beginning with Zazaki and Northern Kurdish, the Northern Tati isolate Harzani, then
further east along the Caspian shore in Talyshi, Gilaki, Mazandarani, also in Semnani
and Sangesari. It is likewise found in Tat Persian, isolated in the Republic of Azerbaijan
and Daghestan (see also Map 3, "Pronominal possessive forms in Iranian and non
Iranian languages" in Stilo 1 98 1 : 1 63).
These I ranian groups are typologically quite distinct from each other; in particular
they include a variety of Persian. Given the fact that the same absence of pronominal
enclitics is found in South Caucasian, it is apparent that this Iranian isogloss is a
substrate feature that continues the effects of the pre-Iranian Caucasian (for possible
Caucasian substrates in earlier Iranian languages on the eastern Caspian shores, now
mostly Turkic, cf. Windfuhr 2006: 383-384).
3.3 Deixis
A distinctly eastern feature is triple vs. binary western deixis, with the exception of
Yaghnobi and Ossetic, and Yazghulami adjacent to Tajik. Speaker orientation is copied
into a triple quasi-pronominal system of ich-, du-, er-deixis in Pashto (Chapter 1 3 ,
section 3. 1 . 3 . 1 ), Ormuri, and is found already in Late Middle Iranian Khotanese
(Chapter 7, section 3.2.1 .2).
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3.4 The verbal quincunx system
The history of the parameters and axes of the verb systems from Old Iranian to Modern
Iranian shows a cycle from a five-member quincunx to varying Middle Iranian systems
back to a quincunx (Windfuhr 1 980, 1 986, 1 987). The development is shown here with
the example of Persian.
The inherited fundamental and primary verbal parameter of the Early Old Iranian
system is triple aspect which intersects with the binary tense parameter of present and
past (marked by the augment (1-). It is centered on the perfective aorist:
Early Old Iranian
Imperfective
Perfective
Resultative-stative

Present
PR

Past
a-PR
AOR

PF

(a-PF)

"Present system"
"Aorist system"
"Perfect system"

In time, this triple aspect system was reduced to forms of the "present" system, i.e.
imperfect present and imperfective past, leaving only a few forms of the aorist and the
perfect. With their loss, the highly complex inherited system was reduced to a single
imperfective stem, distinguishing present vs. augmented imperfect: PR vs. a-PRo
Concomitantly, however, the vacated aorist and perfect ranges of the system were
partially filled by the innovation of a new perfective system based on the adjectival
completive participle in -ta plus the present and past copula, with both intransitive and
transitive verbs (see Chapter 3, Old Iranian, sections 7.4.2.2 and 7.4.3 .2).
In M iddle Persian, the resulting four-member system of two imperfective and two
perfective forms was extended by replacing the copula with the stative verb est- 'to
stand'. The outcome was a six-member system with a triple aspect axis and a binary tense
axis:
Middle Persian
Imperfective
Perfective
Resultative-st.

Present
raw
raft cOP
raft est-

Past
(a -raw )
raft bUd COP
raft estiid cOP
-

present
preterit
perfect

imperfect (later lost)
past preterit
pluperfect

In addition, the adverb harne, lit. 'forever' (see 3.4 below) expressed ongoing and
progressive action as well as continuing state, while its pendant be (homophonous
with the adverb be 'out, away') expressed the singularity of an event in present and past,
and assumed inchoative or future connotation with the present stem (see Chapter 4
Middle West I ranian, sections 4.4.8. 1 and 4.4.8.3).
In Early New Persian (ha)rne- and be- were continued, but the periphrastic resultative
est- forms were replaced by extended forms based on the verbal adjective in -tag « *-ta
ka-). bi- and rne- could still occur with these verb form, and neither was obligatory. The
core system in terms of frequency was the following:
ENP
Imperfective
Perfective
U nmarked
Resultative-st.

Present

rne-rawbi-rawraw-

raft-a COP

Past
rne-raftbi-raftraftraft-a bud-

inchoat.-fut.
gen. present

singularity
gen . past

Subsequently the system was restructured by the coalescence of the unmarked forms
with the perfective forms by the fifteenth century.
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(I) In the present, the perfective bi-form assumed distinct subjunctive function,
alternating with the unmarked general present form, now opposed to the indicative
present-future me-form.
(2) In the past, the general unmarked form subsumed the function of the bi-form to
express both general and perfective events, now opposed to the imperfective me-past
form. It thereby assumed the central role of an aorist in the resulting five-member
system.
This core of the system became thus as follows, and has not changed since:
INDICATIVE
Pre-Modern
Imperfective
Perfective
Resultative-st

Past
me-raft-

Present
me-ravraft-

raft-a bud-

raft-a COP

The non-indicative sub-system developed in parallel to the indicative core, using the
imperfect and past perfect forms for irreal function, and using the present subjunctive of
'to be' for the perfect subjunctive:
NON-INDICATIVE
Present
Pre-Modern
Subjunctive
Imperfective
bi-ravPerfective
Resul tative-st.
raft-a bas-

Past
Irreal
me-raftraftraft-a bud-

Most languages developed similar periphrastic forms already during the Middle
Iranian stage. An example is the system of M iddle East Iranian Khwarezmian. Note that
the following synoptic table (see also Chapter 6, Table 6. 1 5) includes typical grammatical
ized particles that mark further aktionsart and modal distinctions.
TABLE 2.6: SYNOPSIS OF KHWAREZMIAN VERB SYSTEM
New Periphrastic Perfect Forms
PRS
IND
SBJ
OPT
IMP

perm.

+
+

FUT perm.
klim +
-klim

-

PAST
Impf.
Injunc.

conditional
manc

-

-

PF
Ind.
Subj.

+ = documented present and future forms which add the permansive particle:

-

perm.
+

RemotePF

= none of these particles.

Verb systems vary considerably. A most rudimentary is that of the Pamir language
Shughni, which consists of only four forms: present-future and past, present perfect and
past perfect (see Chapter 1 4b, section 3.2.5). The most complex systems are found in
contact with Turkic, including the system of Tajik Persian (see Chapter 8, Table 8. 1 2).
3.5 Markers of aspect
Grammaticalizations such as the Persian prefix mi- reflect the re-emergence of aspect as
a primary parameter of the verb system. In ENP me- was the marker not only of ongoing
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and progressive events, but also of continuing state. It originates in aIr. *hama-aiwa
'same duration, time'. *ham- alone is found in the Khorasani Persian dialect of Shahrud,
apparently unique: hall-ger-om 'I am taking'; ham is also reflected in the Sogdian and
Khwarezmian pre-vocalic imperfective marker m( a)- < ham + augment a- (see Chapter 5,
section 3.2. 1 .2; Chapter 6, section 3.2.5. l a).
Widely found also is the dental marker at-. It occurs in Kurdish as di- - a(t)-, and as
e( t)- in the Central Plateau languages. This at-isogloss fu rther extends down to the
Southwest Iranian languages along the Gulf. However, the immediate area of Isfahan
has the enclitic -e « earlier hait, opt. of 'to be'; a detailed discussion these markers is
found in Stilo (2007 : 1 06-108).
In past forms of many West Iranian languages, the imperfective marker contrasts with
the perfectivity ba-. However, in the Caspian languages, but not in the Semnan group,
the past imperfective is marked by the absence of ba-, and similarly in Pashto, where
pelfectivity is marked by lV.r and by stress-shift with directional preverbs (see Chapter 1 3 ,
Table 1 3.20 and Section 3.2.2.3).
A number of Tati varieties such as Harzani, where a Turkic-type locative progressive
constructions based on the infinitive, developed into the general present, the original
present was downshifted to subjunctive function (see also section 3.5).
By contrast, a distinct archaism from Old Iranian is found in some languages where
even the past imperfective continues to be based on the present stem of the verb. These
include even heavily Turkicized Talyshi and several member of the Tati group, as well as
Gorani, and Yaghnobi in the East. The latter is unique in also retaining the Old Iranian
imperfective augment: a-PR-.
3.6 Present marker *-(lllt
A number of language groups differ from all others in their formation of the present
indicative. They include: ( I ) Zazaki (surrounded by Northern Kurdish), (2) the Northern
Tati isolate Harzani within Turkic Azerbaijani, (3) Eastern Gilaki and M azandarani,
and (4) several small communities around Semnan, but not the city itself, including
Sangesari, Aftari, Sorkhe'i-Lasgerdi (see Map 2.6). The formation originates in an
innovative aIr. progressive construction based on the active present participle in *-ant,
which later took the place of the regular present based on the present stem, e.g. non
progressive Sang. a vin-;JJ1d-i 'I see' < *azam wain-ant-ah ahmi. In spite of their separation
of the groups today, their original close links, and subgrouping, are shown by shared
features, such as contractions, e.g. both Zazaki and Sangesari near Semnan have wa-nd-I
va-nd- 'be saying' < *wac-ant- from *wac- 'to say', while East Gilaki and Mazandarani
have gum-me 'I am saying' < *gaub-ant- from the different root *gaub- 'to say'. In
Harzandi, the participial *-ant-forms have been downshifted to subjunctive function,
and replaced by a new Turkic-type locative progressive construction based on the
infinitive + - (n)d- < *andar 'in'.
These observations suggest a former continuum that was eroded by north-migrating
Iranian groups, such as the predecessors of the Talyshi-Tati groups, and yet again by the
wave of the Turkic overlay.
As shown on Map 2.8, the *-ant- isogloss overlaps with the areas showing loss of the
personal enclitcs. While the latter is probably due to Caucasian, the *-ant isogloss appears
to reflect an earlier Iranian isogloss, for which likely candidates are Scythian/Saka groups
incoming through the Caucasus, or Saka incoming from east of the Caspian.
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Loss of Personal Enelilies

MAP 2.8 LOSS OF PERSONAL ENCLITICS AN D PRESENT IN "-ANT
4 SYNTAX

4.1 Word order typology: adjectival noun phrase
Right-branching vs. left-branching typologies of H EAD and MODIFIER intersect the
genetic NW vs. SW grouping of Western Iranian. The relative position of adjectives,
which tends to be closely aligned with that of dependent nouns and noun phrases is a
case in point.
Specifically, right-branching nominal typology is marked by the insertion of a linker
between noun and adjective, which may be inflected for number and gender, and even for
case as in Zazaki and Northern Kurdish (see Chapter 9, section 4.2. 1 , and Chapter 1 0,
section 7.2). Left-branching typology is marked by an "inverse ezaJe", i.e. by the insertion
of a linker between adjective and noun. As shown in Table 2.7, there are two tiers: one
is shared by both SW Iranian and a number of western NW Iranian groups, the other is
confined to the remainder of NW Iranian:
( I ) the "Zagros" tier has N - EZI ADJ, which stretches from the Fertile Crescent down
ward along the Zagros range into Fars and further into southern Iran, and also
extends into the center of Iran.
(2) the "Alborz" tier has ADJ-EZ2 N, which stretches from Azerbaijan along both sides
of the Alborz range and, mostly represen ted by Balochi varieties, further extends
into southeastern I ran, Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Both tiers contrast with the East Iranian "Hindukush-Pamir" tier plus Ossetic which is
marked by the absence of a linker, ADJ N.
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TABLE 2.7: THE THREE IRANIAN NOUN + ADJECTIVE TYPOLOGIES
"Zagros" Tier
N-EZ, ADJ
Zazaki
N-o '
N -e-2
Kurdish
Gorani
N-i
N-e
Central
SW
N-e

I

=

ADJ
ADJ
ADJ
ADJ
ADJ

"Alborz" Tier
ADJ-EZ2 N
Tat-Persian
Tatic
Gilaki
Mazandarani
Balochi

inflected for gender, number, case;

2

"Hindukush-Pamir" Tier/Ossetic
ADJ N
Pashto
N
ADJ
Yazghulami
ADJ-i N
Pamir
N
ADJ
Parachi
N
ADJ
Ormuri
N
ADJ
N
Yaghnobi
ADJ
Ossetic
N
ADJ

ADJ-(£ N
ADJ-(£ N
ADJ-J N
ADJ-e N
ADJ-en3 N

= inflected in

N Kurdish; 3

=

derivational suffix.

Exceptions in West Iranian include Sangesari of the "Alborz" tier. It has ADJ N,
which is one of the numerous features reflecting the Eastern origin of this language.
However, this construction has assumed indefinite function and is paired with a definite
EZ construction which aligns with the "Alborz" isogloss: ADJ-;:J N. In East Iranian, the
exception is -i in Yazghulami, close to Tajik-speaking areas. .

4. 1 . 1 Diachrony
The two exceptions to the areal typology just cited, as well as the membership of Tat
Persian in the "Alborz" tier, exemplify the well-known fact that word order typologies
require no great time depth, and are initially partial. Thus, while in Tat Persian the
adjectival EZ has aligned with the "Alborz" isogloss, the nominal EZ has remained un
assimilated: N ,-i N2• Nevertheless, the contiguous three tiers with their synchronic triple
typology of noun phrase branching imply a long-standing process in West Iranian involv
ing the adaptation of the relative pronoun to a linker in both the "Alborz and "Zagros"
tiers, and order inversion in the latter.

4. 1.2 Urartian and Elamite substrates
The two documented non-Iranian languages which the earliest immigrating Persian and
Median tribes encountered in the west sometime before the 8th cent. B.C.E. are Urartian
at the northern end of the "Zagros" tier, and Elamite at its southern end. Both Urartian
and Elamite were right-branching languages. Therefore the Elamite typology has been
recognized as the likely source of the innovative Old Persian relative construction N hay
X 'N who (is) X', which in turn is the source for the ezaje i n the Perside languages.
Similarly, the likely source at the northern end of the "Zagros" tier was the equally right
branching Urartian typology. The process was clearly quite gradual . In both Early
Parthian and Middle Persian the descriptive adjective still followed the noun without
linker, and only in Middle Persian did the linker -/ become generalized. M oreover, in
Middle Persian even the left-branching ADJ N is still found side by side the right
branching constructions (cf. chpt. 4 Middle Iranian, sect. 4.2. 1 ) :

[wehj den
'[good] religion'

sah [f wazurgj
'king [EZ great]'

=

'a/the great king'
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4. 1.3 Iranian as a "buffer zone"
The mixed right-branching vs: left-branching adjectival N P typology highlighted above is
only part of an extensive set of implicational universals as expressed in Iranian. It is
number six of eight isoglosses investigated in a succinct pioneering article by Stilo (2005),
who also includes the relative position of demonstrative adjectives, numerals, adverb +
adjective, object + verb, relative clause + noun, and object + adposition. Not only is the
detailed distribution of this extensive set of isoglosses mapped within the I ranian
speaking areas, but the Iranian isoglosses are also embedded in the wider context of the
strictly right-branching typology of the languages to the west, represented by Semitic,
and the strictly left-branching typology of the languages to the east of Iranian, repre
sented by Turkic. Stilo could thus show how, overall, the multi-faceted intemal dynamics
of the Iranian languages reflects the mixed typologies distinctive for a linguistic "buffer
zone".
4.2 Bundling West Iranian isoglosses
Word order typology is thus clearly contiguous, which implies a longstanding process. At
the same time, there are a number of other well known isoglosses that are discontinuous,
and thus suggest displacements. For Westem Iranian most salient is the imperfective and
irreal marker -EN « allende, the Parthian optative of ' to be'), which is found in Zazaki,
Gorani, East Gilaki (but not West Gilaki and Mazandarani), and in Balochi. A lexically
salient inventory item with discontinuous distribution is *gaub- in the sense of 'to say,
speak' in Persian, in both Caspian languages, and in past forms of 'to say' in Kurdish, as
opposed to *wac- elsewhere.
These features suggest earlier contiguity of the diverse language groups involved,
which can be deduced from the bundling of the phonological, morphological and
syntactic features discussed so far (ND *-ant; EN imperfective/irreal marker; *gaub
'to say, speak'; capital letter� plus underline South-West features).
=

=

=

=

TABLE 2.8: BUNDLED WEST IRANIAN ISOGLOSSES
Avestan
(Middle) Parthian

z
z

sp
sp

h,.
h,.

s
s

Ow
f

hw
w"

dw
b

rz
rz

rd
rd

N-EZ, ADJ
Zazaki ENIND
Gorani EN
Central

z
z
z

sp
sp
sb

(h) ,.
h,.
h,.

s
s
s

w
u
h

w
w
flxulh

b
b
b

rz
rz
f=.( rz)

r
rlL
L

z
z

sb
sb

hr
r

s
s

h
h

x(u)
x

b
b

rz
rz

r
rd

z

S

S

s

h

wlh

b

rz

rd

N-EZ, ADJ
Kurdish wai'lgaub
Persian gaub

z

D

S
S

S
S

s
H

h
h

xw
x

D
D

Middle Persian
Old Persian

d
d

s
s

s
·
s'

h
()

h
<()uv>

xw
<uv>

d
<duv>

rd

rd

ADJ-EZ2 N
Tatic
Caspian NDlgaub
E Gil. EN
Balochi EN
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In terms of word order, the grouping is in sets of three:

( I ) N-EZ,AOJ: (a) Zazaki; (b) Gorani; (c) Central Plateau . These three are closest
to Parthian; (2) AOJ-EZ2 N: (a) Tatic; (b) E Gilaki (Caspian); (c) Balochi;
(3) N-EZ,AOJ: (a) NW Kurdish; (b) SW Persian.

In terms of the features EN, NO, and their phonological features, the eight groups are
paired:
( I ) Tatic and Central; (2) E Gilaki (Caspian) and Zazaki; (3) Balochi and Gorani; (4)

Kurdish and Persian .
Assuming that shared features imply earlier adjacency, the following relative positions
can tentatively be reconstructed:
TABLE 2.9: EARLIER LOCATIONS OF WEST IRANIAN GROlJPS
ADJ·EZ2 N :

Tatie

N-EZ,ADJ:

Central

E Gil. ENIND
Gil., Maz. gOllb
Zazaki ENIND

Baloehi

EN

I N ·EZ1

Go ra ni

EN

I N-EZ,

Kurdish
It'oc-gollb
Persian
goub

This rather mechanical re-arrangement of the eight groups reveals a reasonably
ordered continuum of isoglosses on both sides of the Alborz range. It may well
reconstruct the linguistic situation during Parthian times, and supports suggestions made
by various scholars.

Zazaki
Its earlier location in the mountainous region of Gilan known as Oeylam has long been
suggested, reinforced by the endonym Oim(i)li. The Oeylamites (Gk. OolomItai) are first
mentioned in Classical sources in the late second century BeE (cf. Felix 1 995).

Baloehi
For historical and linguistic reasons, the origin of this group has long been assumed
to have been somewhere "just east or southeast of the central Caspian region, the
meeting point of Middle Persian and Parthian" (cf. Elfenbein 1 989; a more general
North-West Iranian area is suggested in Chapter I I , section 1 . 1 ).

Gorani
According to MacKenzie (2003) the origin of Gorani was in the Caspian provinces, from
where the group that is now in the southern Zagros around Awroman moved first at an
unknown early date, while the Bajelan group near M osul followed later. Later, many
Gorani-speaking areas were overrun by Kurdish speakers, leading to a merging of the
two languages, as is evident from the differences between the "archaic" Northern Kurdish
and the Gorani-influenced Central Kurdish dialects.
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Kurdish and Persian

MacKenzie ( 1 96 1 ) and Windfuhr ( 1 975) suggested locating Kurdish closest to Persian
somewhere in the northeast as well. The comparative phonology in Table 2. 1 1 indicates
that Kurdish must have been in contact longer than Balochi.
It remains difficult to assign a more circumscribed northeastern location of earlier
Kurdish, and earlier Persian varieties, in contact with the six groups. Kurdish may
have been located south of the other Northwest Iranian groups, and north of the Fars
languages in the south.
gaub- 'to say, speak'

Even in the spatial reconstruction above, the distribution of this root is discontinuous,
which suggests an earlier configuration with pre-Balochi in contact with pre-Kurdish and
pre-Persian. - The non-Indo-European Iranian root *gaub- is well attested in Central
Asian Iranian, but not in the general sense of 'to say, speak': Sarikoli and Wakhi
'to bark'; Khotan. 'to dispraise, abuse', Bactrian 'to invoke (legally)'; Sogd., Khwar. 'to
praise' (cf. Cheung 2007: 1 1 3-1 14). Accordingly, the shift to neutral 'to say' could indeed
have evolved in a pocket in the area between Sogdia and the southeastern Caspian coast.
Any discussion of people movements must recognize the fact that the movement of
small groups and elites are sufficient to superimpose their language, even over large
regions, while those remaining become subject to language shifts.

4.3 The Iranian ergative construction
One of the typologically distinct features of the Iranian languages is the so-called tense
split ergative. It is morphologically restricted to forms derived from the past stems of
transitive verbs. This construction is first documented occasionally in Young Avestan and
extensively in Old Persian (cf. Chapter 3, sections 7.4.2.2 and 7.4.3.2). In its "classical"
form, the subject/agent (A) is expressed by an oblique case, or by a personal enclitic,
while the direct object/patient (P) is expressed by the direct case and person agreement in
the verb.
Accordingly, verb forms in the past domain that are based on the present stem were
never affected by this construction: ( I ) One is the past imperfect form which to this day
is derived from the present stem, as in Gorani, several Tati-Azari dialects and Yaghnobi.
(2) The other is the subjunctive of the perfective-resultative which in all languages has as
its auxiliary the present subjunctive form of the verb 'to be'.
The emergence and decay of the Iranian ergative is well documented. Its emergence is
due to the decay and ultimate loss of the OIr. aorist (see section 3.3). Morphologically,
it was replaced by one of the innovative periphrastic constructions in Old Iranian,
specifically one based on the completive participle in *-t6 followed by the inflected
copula, to express perfective aspect with both intransitive and transitive verbs. The
subject/agent was generally marked by the genitive-dative or the personal enclitics (here
N nominative neuter):
=

Old Persian
(adam)
iigma-ta
N mana
kilr-ta-m
N-mai
kar-ta-m

alz-mi
(as-ti)
( as-ti)

'(I)
'N my.GEN
'N-my

come-NOM.3sm
done-NOM .3sn
done-NOM.3sn

am'
(is)'
(is)'
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The use of the genitive mana 'my' (also 'me' with gen.-dat. function, see Chapter 3,
section 1 1 .3) as well as the use of the enclitic -mai with gen .-dat. function are earliest
evidence that the genitive(-dative) is the original agent case, and source of the generalized
innovative oblique case in Iranian.
The decay of this construction to morphologically parallel the present terise direct
oblique (nominative-accusative construction) involves various processes: ( 1 ) loss of the
patient ending; (2) loss of the mobility of the enclitics, with increasing obligatory
movement towards the components of the predicate: attachment to the direct object, to
the preverbal nominal or preverb, to modal-aspectual-negative prefixes, and finally to
post-verbal position; (3) loss of agent marking; (4) loss of enclitic marking. Intermediate
stages also show differential object marking, which may result in double-oblique systems.
At each stage, there are certain restrictions of occurrence and co-occurrence. Also, the
co-occurrence of the enclitics with agentive function together with enclitics in possessive
function may result in ambiguity.
I t is quite certain that all Iranian language developed the ergative construction: Thus,
the Middle Iranian languages still had retained it into their early stages. In Sogdian,
the ergative construction was replaced by a periphrastic construction with the auxiliary
dar- 'to hold, keep'.(cf. Chapter 5, section 3.2.3 .3b). Khwarezmian must similarly have
gone through an ergative stage, although the documented texts only have bar- perfects
which is generalized to include the intransitive. Among the modern languages, Ossetic
contrasts transitive and intransitive endings: kod-t-on 'I did' vs. cyd-l-a/1 'I went'.
The following table extends the table of West Iranian languages with ergative in
Scheucher (2006: 18 8) to include both the Old and Middle Iranian languages and the
East Iranian languages, as well as the languages that have lost such marking. The
columns show the three major ways of agent marking: nominal or pronominal subject
marked by case ending (OBL), mobile personal enclitics (AS), and fixed enclitics in post
verbal position (VB-ENCL). The agential oblique case is still quite prominent, being lost
towards the south; the majority has enclitics, some have both. Note that in three separate
areas, Zazaki and Northern Kurdish, northernmost Azari, and in Caspian Gilaki and
Mazandarani , the personal enclitics are absent (KD Kurdish; CPD Central Plateau
languages.
=

=

TABLE 2.10: ERGATIVE SUBJECT MARKING I N IRANIAN LANGUAGES
Agent

OBL

ENCL

Avestan , Old Persian
Early Middle Persian
Early Parthian
Bactrian
Early Sogdian
Khwarezmian

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

Zazaki
Kurmanji N KD
Group C KD 1
M ukri C KD 2
SuI./Warm C KD
Gorani
Harzani, N Azari

+
+
+

absent
absent

+
+

+
+
+
+

absent

VB-ENCL (only)

later: Past stem + t5iir- 'hold', tr. & intr.
Past stem + t5iir- 'hold', tr. & intr.
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Agent

OBL

Keringani N Azari
Talyshi
Azari
Sangesari
Semnani
Semnan area
Tafresh-CPD
Central Plateau
Sivandi
Fars Languages
Larestani
Bashkardi
Balochi
Pashto
Pamir Languages
Parachi, Ormuri
Yaghnobi
Ossetic

+
+
+
+
+

Mazandarani
Gilaki
Persian, Perside

no ergative
no ergative
no ergative

+

+
+
+
+

ENCL

VB-ENCL (only)

absent

+
+

absent

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+ transitive past endings
+ transitive past endings

"moving" enclitics

+ transitive past endings

( I ) Bingerd, Pis ry dar, Arbil, Rewandiz, Khoshnaw; (2) Sulaimaniya, Warmawa

4.4 Differential object marking
Given that in those past constructions the direct object/patient was in the nominative and
later in the direct case, many languages disambiguated the role of the direct object by the
strategy of grammaticalizing selected adpositions. M ost of those already functioned to
mark other cases so that their use for the direct object was in fact an extension of their
functions to differential, or differentiated, object marking (DaM) discussed in detail for
the modern languages by Bossong ( 1 985). This holds for adpositional case marking in
languages which have lost case inflection.
Differential object marking in Iranian is a response to the loss of inflectional case
marking, and grammaticalizes specificity: specific (incl. definite) vs. non-specific (definite
or non-specific) direct objects. Languages with a distinct oblique case use this marker,
and/or the new markers. Differential marking depends on three interlocking variables:
semantic, including the person scale and animacy scale for specificity; syntactic,
including tense marking, nominative-accusative and past ergative; and pragmatic dis
course prominence (cf. Bashir 2008: 49 on transitional areal and diachronic shifts in
Eastern Balochi). Even neighboring and closely related dialects may differ widely in the
progression of their ergative decay and their direct object marking.
One of the markers is the postposition ra. The three stages of Persian may serve as an
example for its development. This marker originates in the Old Persian postposition radi
'on account of, for the sake of, concerning (cf. Latin ratione). In Middle Persian, ray
assumed a wide range of dative functions: (I) possessor with the copula, a-ra pisar-e bUd
'to him was a son' (in the absence of a verb for "have"); (2) beneficiary 'for'; (3) regular
marker of the indirect object, in which function it alternated with the preposition a 'to';
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and, as mentioned, (4) occasional marker of the direct object. However, after the loss of
the oblique case, the direct object remained regularly unmarked, and only in late texts
was it occasionally marked by the postposition ray, clearly under influence of Early New
Persian. All of these functions were continued in ENP. Today, ra has become the obliga
tory marker of the specific direct object, both definite and indefinite. This topicalization
of the direct object further extended to include that of a pragmatic anaphoric marker,
and of a topical marker of temporal and spatial extension: sab-ra illja bas 'stay here
(for) tonight!' The indirect object function of ra, while retained in Tajik Persian, is lost
in Iranian Persian. In both, its beneficiary function is preserved in the prepositional
baraye/baro-i < MP pad ray i'for the sake of'.
The following table shows the marking of the main cases in select Iranian languages
(cf. Windfuhr 1 990: 36) (PR
verbal form of present stem; PT = verbal form from
past stem; A accusative where direct object is marked by adpositions and/or oblique;
N unmarked; 0 oblique; P oblique only in pronouns; ( I ) S Tati Eshtehardi has
DOIDD; (2) Some Balochi dialects have retained the ergative; (3) only marked in plural.
=

=

=

=

=

TABLE 2.1 1 : SELECT SYNOPSIS OF DIFFERENTIAL CASE MARKING
OBL

ERG

Cl. Persian
ModPersian
Lori
Gilaki
Mazand.
Sangesari
Zazaki
Gorani
N Kurdish
Talyshi
S Tali
Semnani
Balochi

Yaghnobi
Osselic

OAT

ACC

-rii

-rii

(-i-) EZ

be N
va N

-rii
-(n)a

;J
-e

-ra

-/'{/

-i

-i/O-I'i!
-O-I'i!
bo O

-i
-i

-e EZ

-;J

-e
-i
-i
-i

-i
-i

-e

-i
-Ii

-i
-i
-i
-i

-i

-e

-i
-Ii

-/- ;J
P
P
P
P

-/-;J
-i

-an
-�l'

-all
- ;JY

-i

-i

( -el)'

-f

-i

-i
-i
-i

Parachi
Ormuri
Pashto
Yazghulami
Rushani
Sanglichi
Ishkashmi
Munji
Wakhi
Sarikoli

G EN
-i EZ

-re

-re
-d;J

-i

-i

-e

-e

-e

-i
-iii

-i
-Ii ( -I'ii)

-i
-Ii ( -I'ii)

-an
-tar

kun-N-i
ku-N-ki

ku-

da O

Ota

-i

P-ra

-no-i
-all
- ;�)I
-all

-i
-f

-i

-tar

-be
P bo
na-

-;Jrk
-I'i
bo O

O-iin

-i

ma-

no P
as P

110( i)
1 0 -0
'

-

- ;JY

0-( el)

-i
-

f

PR/PT
OA/OA
DAIOA
OA/OA
00100
00100
OA/OA
00/00
00/00
00/00
00/00
00/00'
00/00
00/002
OA/OA
OAIOA
O O-P/OO
OA/OA
OA/OA
OA/PA
00100
OA/OA
OA/OA
OAIOA
00/00
00100

Clities
Middle Iranian Khwarezmian and Sogdian provide clear evidence for the universal
person scale. Thus, as established by MacKenzie ( 1 993: 1 4 1 ), it determines the syntactic
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sequence of the personal enclitic chains in Khwarezmian, irrespective of their case
function: I st before 2nd before 3rd person, and, on a higher interlocutionary level, the
speaker is first and the addressee in the dative is last; in addition, singular appears to
come before plural (see Chapter 6, section 4.2.2.5). Similar 1 st and 2nd person hierarchy
is found in other languages, such as Eastern Balochi (d Bashir 2008: 54-55).
For the syntax of complex predicates, see 4.4.6 'Light verb constructions' in Chapter 8,
and similar sections in other chapters.
4.5 Clause complementation

Subordination is either para tactic, or marked by a small set of semanticalJy distinct
conjunctions. Many of the lexical and morpho-syntactical features and combinatory
options had already developed in Middle Iranian. TypologicalJy significant was the step
wise emergence of a universal complementizer (cf. also Ohl and Korn 2006).
Middle Persian had the interrogative-relative pronouns ke 'who' and ce 'what', and
five simple adverbial conjunctions: lea 'when'; ta 'till', ki; 'where' and 'that'; Ciyon 'as, in a
way that'; agar 'if; ce 'because, for'. These could be combined: ta ka 'until - before (that
. . . r, /(11 fa 'so that', Ciyon lea 'as if, and could also form conj u nctional phrases: fa pes lea
'before, until', az an Ciyon 'from that way that'. They could also be introduced by the
relative particle T: T ka ,(which) when', fa an r lea '(till that which) when '. Two of these had
become generalized complementizers: temporal lea included condition 'if and cause:
'since/because', while locative ku also functioned as the complement marker 'that' . In
New Persian, ke and /al merged with ka, which became the general complementizer,
modern Pers.lTaj. ke/ki, besides agar 'if, fa 'till', and con 'as; because; when'; and
'
ce cera '(tha t is) because'.
The evolution of the complementizer ke/ki shows that common Persian participates in
another vast isogloss, one that stretches westward from Iran up to the Balkans (see
Matras 2002, in reference to the generalized complementizer ku in Kurmanji Kurdish).
Finally, a distinctive 'eastern' feature, including Tajik Persian, is the prominence of
participial and infinitive nominalization.
-
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OLD IRANIAN
Prods Oktor Skjarv@

1 INTRODUCTION *
l . l The Old Iranian languages
The Old Iranian languages known from texts are Old and Young Avestan and Old
Persian. Comparative study of these three languages permits the reconstruction of
proto-Iranian as a branch of the Indo-Iranian languages, an eastern branch of the
Indo- European languages that may have been spoken in the area south and south-east of
the Aral sea in the third millennium BeE, splitting into I ranian and Indo-Aryan some
time before 2000 BeE. Geographical names contained in the Young Avesta confirm this
location and also show that, by the time of the Achaemenids, the Avestan speakers had
moved farther south as far as the Helmand valley in modern south A fghanistan (Skj<erv0
1995: 1 63-66). See also section 1 .4.
The Avestan texts contain no historical allusions, so they cannot be dated on such
grounds, but Old Avestan (see below) is closely similar in grammar and vocabulary to the
oldest Indic l anguage as seen in the oldest parts of the Rigveda and should therefore
probably be dated to about the same time. Similarly, Young Avestan must have been
quite similar to Old Persian, which suggests it was spoken in the first half of the first
millennium BeE.
I ranian tribes calling themselves Parswa and Mada are found in (north)western I ran
from the ninth century BeE onward (see Waters 1 999), but the extant Old Persian texts,
written in a cuneiform script, are from the Achaemenid period (ca. 558-330 BeE; the texts
date from between 522 and ca. 350 BeE). Thus, while the language of the Avesta probably
belonged to tribes from north-eastern Iran, both history and linguistics indicate that Old
Persian was the language spoken in southern (south-western) Iran.
Other Iranian languages, beside Old Persian and Avestan, were spoken in the first
millennium before our era, about two of which we have some information:
Median was spoken in Western and Central Iran by the Medes, who ruled Western Iran
ca. 700-ca. 558 BeE, and presumably used their language in official proclamations.
Numerous non-Perside words in the Old Persian inscriptions are from a dialect that
shared important phonological isoglosses with Avestan, rather than Old Persian, and are
assumed to be from Median. Sometimes, both the Median and Old Persian forms of
words are found.
Scythian (Saka) dialects were spoken by tribes in Central Asia.
* Marking

reconstructed older forms with an asterisk

(* )

has been dispensed with, as they will be easily

recognisable as such by their orthography and by '<' (coming from) and non-reconstructed forms will be marked

throughout (OAv., etc.). The asterisk has therefore been reserved for restored (and uncertain) forms. Note the

convention '-8-' for the alternating -II-/-.'-/-s-.
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1. 1 . 1 The Old and Young Avesta, Old and Young Avestan
The Avestan languages are known from the Avesta, the sacred book of the Zoroastrians
(Mazdeans, Mazdayasnians), a collection of mostly ritual texts assumed to have been
composed in the second and first millennia BeE. The texts were orally transmitted until
committed to writing some time in the late Sasanian period (ca. 224-65 1 CE; see Skj<erv0
1 995, 2006; Kellens 1 998). The extant Avestan texts represent only a part of the Avesta
known at that time.
Avestan falls into two chrmlOlogically distinct layers: Old Avestan (OAv.) and Young
Avestan (YAv.). Young Avestan represents a more developed form of the language than
Old Avestan, especially in phonology, but also in morphology and syntax. Thus, Young
Avestan is typologically closer to Old Persian (OPers.), and the simplest assumption is
that these common developments had taken place before the Old Persian-speaking tribes
migrated out of Central Asia at about the turn of the millennium (Skj<erv0 2003-2004).
Old Avestan and Young Avestan are apparently not simply different stages of the same
language, as there are phonological and morphological isoglosses separating them (ibid.;
de Vaan 2003: 5-1 0; Panaino 2007).

1. 1.2 The oral background of the Avestan text
The extant text of the Avesta does not represent a text composed in writing in ancient
times. Rather, it is a compilation of mainly ritual and a few didactic texts that had been
transmitted orally for centuries and even millennia before being written down some time
after ca. 600 CE, though not all, necessarily, at the same time. During this time, the texts
had been, presumably, judging from what we know of oral poetry, first been composed
and recomposed in memory and performance; then, at some time commi tted to memory
so as not to be recomposed or changed in any way ('crystallised'). This happened , at
different times, to both the Old Avestan and the Young Avestan corpora. Nevertheless,
over time, the priests by necessity interfered with the text, both intentionally and
unintentionally, as it was passed down through the generations and as the Iranians
moved into new areas and maybe, even, changed dialects. What the situation was in the
late sixth century, therefore, when it was decided to write the tradition down, we can only
speculate about. I t seems reasonable, h owever, to assume that the two principal texts, the
liturgies of the yasna and the videvdad sade ceremonies, were well known by the priests
among whom the alphabet was devised and so represent 'official' texts. The same may
be the case of the principal texts recited at festivals to individual deities (the yasls) and
some others, but it is not reasonable to think that all the texts were present at the religious
centres; some were probably remembered only in some places by some priests, who
may then have been called in to perform what they remembered to the newly educated
scribes.
The oral background of the Avestan texts suffices to explain the grammatical
inconsistencies and (from our point of view) erroneous forms and uses. The ideas, com
mon throughout the twentieth century, that the 'errors' were due to the 'authors' and
'late' composition, was based on the notion that oral literature could be evaluated in this
respect like written literature (see Skj<erv0 2005-2006, 2006b: 1 12-1 5). Note also that
the suggestion that Old Avestan might in fact be later than Young Avestan, adducing the
comparison with the use of Latin in Europe long after it was no longer a spoken
language, is faulty, as Latin was learned from existing manuscripts and grammars.
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The most important fact to keep in mind is that the priests who performed the texts
no longer spoke the languages and that their understanding of them was that of the
secondary traditions as recorded later in the Pahlavi texts.
As a result, on the one hand, the Old Avestan texts contain many elements that are
clearly borrowed from or influenced by Young Avestan and, on the other hand, Young
Avestan texts contain both elements that are imitations of Old Avestan ('pseudo-Old
Avestan') and later features introduced by the scribes (including from local spoken
languages). This makes it a challenge to determine which of the sound changes we
observe in our extant manuscripts already belonged to the 'original' two languages and
which ones were introduced during the oral and written transmission of the texts. I t
renders even more problematic attempts to identify additional linguistic stages between
Old and Young Avestan (see Tremblay 2006).
Nevertheless, although it is not likely that the texts in every detail reflect a genuine
spoken language, research has shown that, in spite of all the inconsistencies of the
extant text and contrary to the common opinion of pre- Second World War European
scholarship, it reflects a real linguistic system (Morgenstierne 1 942).

1. 1.3 The Avestan alphabet
Some time during the Sasanian period a phonetic alphabet was invented, which was used
to write down the known Avestan texts to ensure their correct recitation, crucial to the
success of the rituals in which they were used. The alphabet was based on the Middle
Persian (Pahlavi) script, of which various stages and styles are known. It is usually
assumed that the Avestan script was primarily based upon the common Pahlavi script as
known from the extant manuscripts, with the addition of forms taken from the Psalter
script (see, e.g. H offmann 1 988). We have no guarantee, however, that the script seen in
the extant manuscripts is identical with that of the first manuscripts. I t is just as likely that
the shape of the Avestan letters developed together with those of the Pahlavi letters, for
instance.
What the principles were that governed the phonetic analysis of the spoken text we do
not know for certain, but they were probably the same that applied to the learning of the
text. Thus, it is possible that the priests simply assigned a sign to each of the sounds they
had been taught to utter during recitation, e.g. : 'to speak this word you say the sound X'
> 'to write this word you use the sign X'.
The oldest manuscripts of the Avesta are from the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries
( Vispered ms. K7a: 1 278?; Yasna mss. 12 and K5: 1 323; Videvdad mss. K l : 1 324, L4: 1 323;
Xorde Avesta ms. Jm4: 1 352), and, from the evidence of the manuscript colophons and
mistakes common to all the manuscripts of a text, all go back to single manuscripts for
each part of the Avesta that were in existence around 1 000 CEo
Most manuscripts of the Avesta are much later, however, and, for some parts of the
text, the manuscript tradition does not go back beyond the sixteenth-eighteenth
centuries. This means that text criticism in the Classical sense can only restore the
readings of manuscripts no older than 1 000 CE, but mostly later.
A serious desideratum is a study of individual manuscripts in order to determine the
scope of scribal variations in paleography and orthography. Until this has been done, n o
definitive descriptive orthography, hence also phonology and morphology, o f Avestan
can be written. Current and earlier descriptions are all, to a large extent, based upon the
orthography of K. F. Geldner's critical edition, which is the one most often referred to for
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grammatical purposes. It is not a completely 'critical' edition, however, since the relative
importance of the manuscripts was not clear to him during the publication (see his
Prolegomena). The edition can therefore not (as is now widely recognized) be used
directly as the basis for grammatical analysis.
This situation also renders theories about dialect features in Young Avestan doubtful,
such as that of Schindler ( 1 982), who interpreted the different treatments of final -al]h
« I I r. -ans) in terms of dialects, and Hoffmann, who ascribed features such as hI;! > x'·
instead of huu- (Hoffmann and Forssmann 1 996, §6.2) and VPV > VI;! V to an Arachotian
dialect (ibid., §63cg).

1. 1 . 4 Stages of Avestan
We may represent the history of the Avestan texts after the proto-Iranian stage
schematically as follows (cf. Hoffmann 1 970, Skj<erv0 1994, Kellens 1 998, de Vaan 2002:
1 1 - 1 5 ; Tremblay 2006: 276-77):
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mid-second millennium BCE: Composition of ritual texts constantly recomposed and
linguistically updated in performance, the last direct evidence of which are the extant
Old Avestan texts.
End of second / early first millennium: Composition of texts, constantly linguistical1y
updated, etc. which resulted in the Young Avestan texts.
Late Old Avestan period: Crystallisation of a set of Old Avestan texts as unchange
able, but, probably, with the introduction of editorial changes then and/or later. These
were the 'five GiiOiis of Zarathustra', as they are called in the Young Avesta, plus the
Yasna Haptal]hiiiti, the sacrifice in seven sections.
First half of first mil1ennium(?): Crystal1isation of the Young Avestan text (containing
the Old Avesta) as unchangeable.
Up to ca. 500 CE: Transmission of the entire immutable text with introduction of
linguistic novelties and changes by the oral transmitters.
600+: Creation of a phonetically unambiguous alphabet, in which the entire known
corpus was written down (to the extent it was deemed worthy?).
Ca. 600 to thirteenth century: Written transmission of the text (copying of manu
scripts), still probably influenced by the oral tradition, and oppression of the religion
and its texts by the Arab conquerors, all of which contributed to deterioration of the
text. Ca. 1 000 CE there was only single manuscripts in existence of each part of the
extant Avesta.

Another problem is the 'canonisation' of the corpus, that is, the process of selecting
which texts were to be part of the sacred corpus. The concept, however, is based on the
canonisation process of the Bible and may not have the same relevance for the Avestan
texts.

1. 1 . 5 Old Persian
We do not know when or how the Old Persian-speaking tribes came from Central Asia to
south-western Iran, where they are found in the historical period from the ninth century
onward. The extant Old Persian texts all date from the sixth to the fourth century BCE.
They are written in a cuneiform script, probably invented under Darius for the purpose
of recording his deeds. The Old Persian language as we know it from the inscriptions
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(sixth-fourth centuries) was already about to change to 'proto-Middle Persian', the pre
decessor of Middle Persian as known from the first century BeE on, as we can see from the
late inscriptions, in which 'wrong' orth ography, especially endings, are common (Skjcerv0
1 999: 1 58-6 1 ). I t is therefore probable that Old Persian had already been spoken
throughout most of the first half of the first millennium BeE and had been more or less
contemporary with Young Avestan.

1. 1.6 The Old Persian script
The Old Persian script is a cuneiform script, but differs from all the neighboring script of
the time in having a small set of signs.
Opinions vary about who invented and first used this script, but strong arguments have
been adduced that Darius invented it for his Behistun (Bisotun) inscription (520 BeE). On
the one hand, it has been shown that the Old Persian version of his ancestor Cyrus's
inscription is a later addition to the Akkadian and Elamite versions, and those attributed
to his grand- and great-grandfathers Arsames and Ariaramnes are probably modern, less
li kely antique, forgeries (Schmitt 2007 : 25-3 1 ). On the other hand, in §70 of the Behistun
inscription, Darius appears to say that he was the first to write 'in Aryan'.
Although the orthography is relatively consistent, there is no particular reason to think
that an orthographic standard had been established (e.g. that of the Behistun inscription)
that was supposed to be followed both under Darius and after him and against which
modern scholars are entitled to judge diverging spellings to be errors. This is all the more
true for late inscriptions, which were obviously written by scribes who no longer spoke
'the King's Old Persian' (see Skjcerv0 1 999b: 1 5 8-61 ).

1. 1. 7 Old Iranian grammars
As the extant Avestan text cannot be assumed to represent actually spoken languages,
any description of the two Avestan languages based upon this text will also not be of
actually spoken languages. Let us sum up:
•

•

•

•

•

the 'crystallized' text probably represents a language no longer spoken by the current
generation;
the oral transmission took place over a large territory, and we do not know from which
local traditions the extant texts have come to us, which may all have left their imprints
on the text in the form of dialect features;
the oral transmission went on for centuries, and we do not know to what extent
phonological and grammatical features may reflect the languages of the transmitters,
rather than the original languages;
the oral transmitters, at some stage, grew increasingly unfamiliar with the (whole)
'correct' text and would substitute passages they knew in places they did not belong,
upsetting the grammar and the context (and metre);
inferior oral traditions influenced the written tradition and, probably, vice versa. The
most serious consequence of this situation is, of course, that no complete phonemic
analysis of the two Avestan languages is possible, since it is a concept presupposing the
possibility of capturing an actual linguistic state.

I t must always be kept in mind that 'Avestan' always means 'the Avestan text as
presented by the manuscripts'. One consequence is that 'Old Avestan' does not
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necessarily imply that a form is thought to have been spoken by the original speakers; it
can also be a form modified by Young Avestan speakers. For instance, it is not likely that
Old Avestan had OAv. hdeii�1n beside IIdOfln = YAy. 'true, real'; it is, in fact, more likely
that the 'original' form, that spoken by the composers, was * lIaOjal11.
As for Old Persian, two features need to be kept in mind:
I.

2.

the l ateness of the language of the inscriptions in the history of Old Persian warns
against forcing phonetic and grammatical forms too much into an Old Iranian
mould; instead one should consider Old Persian as suspended, as it were, between
the Old Iranian and the Middle Iranian language types;
the mix:ed-Ianguage type prevents us from grasping the genuine South-West Iranian
phonological system.

1 .2 The phonology of Indo-Iranian
The traditional reconstruction of late Indo-European phonemes, after the l aryngeals H2
and H3 had colored e to a and 0 (etc.), is set out in Table 3. 1 . 1 . A number of changes
distinguish Indo-Iranian from this reconstruction.
TABLE 3.1 . 1 : LATE INDO-EUROPEAN PHONEMES
Vowels and diphthongs
ee
ei ei
eu eu

Consonants
Labials
DenIals
Palatals
Velars
Labiovelars
Laryngeals

00
oi oi
ou ou

a ii
ai iii
au iiu

p

b

b"

d

k
k
klj

g
g
g!

ct'

HI

H2

1_

u

g'
r!'

Syllabic liquids , nasals

(;:J)

1" 1

Ij

In

I I"
j

11

11 111

s (z)

gj/,
H.1

1.2. 1 Consonants
1 .2. 1 . 1 I I r. Velars

The IE. labio-velars f<!J gY g'h merged with the velars into one series, k g g il.
1 .2. 1 .2 I I r. Affricates

The I E . palatals Ie g gil became the palatal affricates eji [ts di di'l
The velars k g g il produced the allophones kY gY gyll before j, i, e, which developed into
(post-)alveolar affricates e J )'" [18 dz dzh]; when IE. e, a, 0 merged into I I r. a, the con
ditioned variants became phonemes.
1 .2. 1 .3 I I r. oS Z

I Ir. oS and z developed from various sources:
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•

•

I E. s (z) became s (i) after i and u, r and r « r and I and their syllabic variants), k and
gi"), and p and b(II) (the 'ru(p)ki' rule); this rule also worked after an intervening n,

e.g. acc. plur. -ins, -uns, -rns (Av. -is, -us, _;}/'ISj;
The resulting s became voiced i before voiced stops, but also before vowels, notably in
prefixes and before enclitic particles (Ir. dui , nii-; yui-am).
The I Ir. palatal affricates c j j" [ts, di, di"] became s and Z(II) before dentals and,
probably, after l abials.
s and z developed in the IE. 'thorn' groups, 'kjJ, kjJ', etc. > I Ir. cs,ji, kS, ghi > Ir. s, i,
xs, gz (all Ind. k$).
-

•

•

1 .2. 1 .4 IIr. The laryngeals
"
The IE. laryngeal H2 aspirated the (voiceless) stops before vowels (PH2 > p , tH2 >

> k").

t", kH2

Between vowels, laryngeals left a hiatus (or some kind of glide) and, between con
sonants, it is thought, a schwa-like central vowel ;}. They were lost after vowel before
consonant with lengthening of the vowel (e.g. eH > e).
1 .2. 1 . 5 IIr. Liquids and nasals

r and I (and syllabic ! and r) merged, though I was preserved sporadically in dialects, both
Iranian and Indic.
The syllabic nasals !'l and III merged with a and !'lH and IlIH before consonants with ii.

1.2.2 Vowels

o in open syllable became ii (Brugmann's Law). IIr. forms with a instead of ii are often
caused by a laryngeal following the syllable-closing consonant, e.g. sauu-aUa- 'revitalize'
< cayHaja- vs. sriiuu-aUa- 'recite, sing' <criiyaja-.
i a 0 and the corresponding diphthongs ii, etc. merged into a and ai, etc.
The I E . qualitative ablaut e - 0 was lost by this merger and only partly replaced by the
quantitative ablaut a - ii. See also de Vaan 2003, §§30.2-3 .
1.2.3 Proto-Indo-Iranian phoneme inventory
In overview, the reconstructed phoneme inventory of proto-Indo-Iranian was as set out
in Table 3 . 1 .2:

1.2. 4 Ablaut
A distinctive feature of IE. inflection was the qualitative and quantitative ablaut,
correlated with stress patterns. While in Indo-Iranian the qualitative ablaut was lost
after the merger of ii i 0, the quantitative ablaut was retained albeit modified by these
various developments, and ensuing analogies. The basic vocalic ablaut grades were thus
as in Table 3. 1 .3, but other forms are found, as well, especially in connection with lost
laryngeals (examples below).
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TABLE 3.1 .2: PROTO-INDO-IRANIAN PHONEMES
Syllabic liquids

Vowels and diphthongs

rr

u

a ti
ai tii
au tiu
Consonants
Labials
Dentals
Palatals
Palato-Alveolars
Velars
Laryngeal

p
t
(; Its]
c Its]
k

b
d
j [dz]
J [di]
g

b"
d"

/"
l

g"

IJ

r (/)

m
n

s (z)
S

j

(2)

H

TABLE 3.1 .3: PROTO-INDO-IRANIAN ABLAUT
long:
full:
zero:

ti
a

tii
ai
jIi

till
au
jlu

tir
ar
rlr

tin
an
nla

tim
am
mIa

1 .3 The phonology of Proto-Iranian
Proto-Iranian shows the following typical changes separating it from proto-Indic:
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

IIr. interconsonantal ;;I was lost in Iranian in all positions (with sporadic development,
helped by analogy, of anaptyctic vowels in initial consonant groups; see Beekes 1 98 1 ,
Ravmes 1 98 1 , Mayrhofer 1 98 1 , Pirart 1 988);
IIr. rH became Ir. al" in most contexts, but sometimes r (Av. ;;II") (acc. to Cantera 2001 ,
in labial context when unstressed);
The voiced and aspirated voiced consonants merged: b, b " > b; j, ]" > j, etc;
"
The new aspirated stops p I " k" and unaspirated stops p t k before consonants were
spirantised tolO x (e.g. kt > Xl);
A sibilant developed in the clusters dental + dental: lot, dod, d-dl! > t'l, dOd;
Dentals were lost before slz , sli, slf., including in the sequences T l s/sT2 > S/ST2: I't, dOd
> st, zd, and Ct, jd [tst, did] > sl, td. This rule also affected voiced aspirated clusters
that resulted from 'Bartholomae's Law' (see section 2.3.2. 1 b);
Geminates were simplified, including those resulting from assimilation (s-s > s, z-z > z,
soc > s,jf. > :t, d-n > 11 , p-b > b, etc.);
Most significantly, also for later vocalic modifications and changes, s > h except before
stops and 11 (see section 2. 1 .2.2).

1 .4 Early Iranian dialects
Proto-Iranian split into at least four distinct proto-Iranian dialect groups, characterised,
among other things, by the developments of the palatal affricates c, ; and the groups c,j
and the groups c ",j" (see Schmitt 1 989: 27-28).
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The two dialect groups unattested by texts are:
•

•

Old Northwest Iranian, represented by the later Alanic dialects and modern Ossetic, in
which initial p > fand internal rj > I;
Old Northeast Iranian, represented by Middle Iranian Khotanese and modern Wakhi,
in which c" and j" were assimilated to s and i.

The two attested groups are:
•

•

•

Old Central Iranian, represented by most of the remaining dialects, including Avestan
and Median, in which c and j merged with Ir. s and z, respectively, but c " and j" became
sp and zb;
Old South- West (Perside) Iranian, represented in historical times by the dialects of
Parsa/Fars, including Old Persian, in which c and j merged with Ir. 0 and d, but c" and
j" with s and z. Other Perside developments: Ir. 0 > s before j and n (Av. haiOiia-, OPers.
hasiya- 'real, true'; Av. araOni-, OPers. arasni- 'ell');
Ir. Or and cr > a sibilant <c> of uncertain nature that later merged with s (Av. puOra-,
OPers. pur;a-, MPers. pus 'son'; Av. sraiia- 'to lean', OPers. nir;iiraya- 'give back').

There are numerous 'Median' forms in OPers. , e.g. asan- 'stone' vs. OPers. aOa"ga
'stone', aspa- 'horse' vs. OPers. asa-. In some instances, the Elamite transcriptions reflect
Perside forms not fo und in the inscriptions (see, e.g. Hinz 1 973; cf. section 3.6.3.3). As a
rule, the Elamite transcriptions of Old Persian names show the Perside form, while the
Akkadian ones show the Median forms, e.g. cir;a"taxma-, but Elam. ti-is-sa-an-tam-ma
*tir;antama, wi,th c - r; > t- r; (cf. Greek Tissaphernes < OPers. *Cir;a-farnah-).
At this stage, the consonant phonemes of the four groups were presumably identical
except for the palatal sibilants in proto-North-East Iranian, see Table 3 . 1 .4 ..
=

TABLE 3.1 .4: EARLY IRANIAN CONSONANT PHONEMES
Consonants
Labials
Dentals
Palatals
Palato-Alveolars
Velars
Pharyng.-Glott.

p b f
t

d

C j
k g

()

x

Ij

r

j

(/)

m
11

s

z

[5 i N E-Ir.]
S i

h

1 .5 Writing systems

1.5. 1 The Avestan script
The Avestan alphabet contains ca. 55 letters (Table 3 . 1 .5), some being, apperently, only
scribal and/or local and chronol ogical variants. Each letter is usually written separately,
although ligatures like those of Pahlavi are also found. There are fairly distinct dif
ferences in ductus between older and later manuscripts and from scribe to scribe, but no
paleographic study has yet been made to investigate chronological and geographical
trends. See, for instance, the three different handwritings in manuscript L4 in the British
Library, London, the original manuscript from 1 323 and the fairly recent additions
(L4a, b) currently available online at avesta. ana. usal. es/cataloges. htm.
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TABLE 3.1 .5: THE AVESTAN ALPHABET
...

-

too

�

a

a

d@

fi (ll)

�
p
.c)

�
k

--'

eI'

...J

�

b

d

�
g

I(

l!-

tu
Y

C
y

�

S

c

s

z

..

i

J

u

j

�

fi

e

� h
e

0

�
t

Ii

1i2

,JJ

t
r

a

�

�

�

e

x

l;»
0

�

f

P

g2

'I!

!

XV

re
12

�
x

\
';}

�
Q

-5

m

m (hm)

\

E

n

3

I]

�, �
Ij

(ij:), *v (\.i)

I.l

l

I]v

�
fJ

f t
....

<}

�

ii

V

uu

'\)

w

�

§

Z

4

S

'>

fi

IU"

h
�
�

Words are separated by a dot (with or without spaces) and sentences often by more
elaborate punctuation, e.g. multicoloured floral designs. Individual words and com
ponents of compounds are not distinguished. In Western academia, the dot is kept in
compounds, but usually replaced by a space between words. The common practice of
asterisking words reinterpreted as compounds (or compounds reinterpreted as individual
words) is based on unfamiliarity with the script.
Not infrequently, especially in the Old Avesta, punctuation is used, incorrectly from
our point of view, to delimit morphemes (e.g. plural endings in b-), in which case sandhi
forms are applied (e.g. -ai. bis beside -�bisl, and even to split up consonants that the
priests pronounced as double, e.g. aes�m.mahiili for aes'mahiili 'of Wrath' (the Pahlavi
translation has the correct interpretation) and h�m. miiiisa- for h�m. miiiisa- (beside
h�nrJmiiiisa-) 'harness' < ham-jasa-.
For notes on individual letters, see section 2. 1 .
1.5.2 The Old Persian script
The Old Persian script has 3 vowel signs < a, i, u>, 33 consonant signs <C(V» ,
8 ideograms/logograms, numerals, and a word separator (Table 3 . 1 .6). There are minor
differences in ductus throughout the corpus.
The consonant signs are consonantic or syllabic with inherent -a, -i, -u. There are only
four <Ci> signs and seven <Cu> signs; the <Ca> signs are used for the missing <Ci> and
<Cu> signs. Consonants not followed by vowels are written with <Ca> signs.
Short and long t, u are spelled <i, u>, preceded by <Ci> and <Cu> signs when they
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TABLE 3.1 .6: THE OLD PERSIAN SYLLABARY
Ca
m
1"

'1

iffr

ii
1«
<If
«

'I(
I'

�I
'TIT
*

=§l

=§T(

Ci
<0>

<11>

IT

<i>

:(

<u>

II

,1

<bo>

1:

<co>

<�o>

<do>

<fo>

,I I

<di>

<go>

<ho>
<.i o>

-<=

<ji>

<ko>
<10>
<rno>

14

<rni>

�

<:1

<du>

¢

<g o>

<I

<ko>

�

<mu>

<AM I > = Auramazd[

<AM2> = Auromazda

<AMho> = Auramazdiihn

Ci

Cn

Cu
<ii

�T

�m

:(I(

'TIT

<nO>
<po>
<rO>

<so>
<So>
<LO>

KI
-I>

<va>

W ,�

<yo>

"\ ,

<:>

«TT
H

<Sa>

...

n

-«

<ru>

m

<tu>

<vi>

<zo>

"\(
«<

<DR2> = dah�yaus
=

<nu>

<xa>

<DRI> = dnh�yfiuii

<xii>

Cu
<*

xsfiyaSiya

<BG> = ballil
<BU> = bilmis

exist: <Ca-i, Ci-i> and <Ca-u, Cu-u> (exceptionally <Ci> 0). Frequently, we find
<-u-va> for {r « pa-ru-u->, <pa-ru-u-va-> paru- 'much'), <i-ya> beside <i> before
consonant in ' niyasadayam <na-i-ya-sao> 'I set down' beside nfsadayam <na-i-sao>,
presumably reflecting the development of -iya- > -1-.
Final t, -ai and -ii, -au were written <-i-ya> and <-u-va>, but the final -v or -y could be
omitted when followed by an enclitic word (hau-maiy, beside hauv-maiy 'he . . . me',
tayai-saiy 'who . . . his', etc.). Beside -ava- and -aya-, we also find -auva (bava- and bauva
'become') and -aiya (daraya- and daraiya- 'hold').
After h, an i was usually not written (transcribed as hq-).
The syllabic r (transcribed as c;r) was also spelled <ra>, e.g. vazqrka- 'big' > M od. Pers.
bozorg, vs. martiya- > M od. Pers. mard.
Logograms can take case endings (e.g. < X S-ha-ya-a> xsayaOiya-hqya 'the king's',
<DHI-na-a-ma> dahqyii-nam 'of the lands', <BU-ya-a>
biim t-ya 'of the earth').
See also section 2.2.
=

=

=

=

=

2 PHONOLOGY
2. 1 The phonology of Avestan
The Avestan languages share some important features that give them their charac
teristic look, different from Old Indic and Old Persian: raising, lowering, rounding, an d
nasalisation of vowels, anaptyxis; spirants, palatalisation and labialisation of consonants,
nasalisation of intervocalic h.
Thus, Avestan phonology is very complex. The exact inventory of phonemes is unclear,
as the number of phonetic realisations and morphophonol ogical variants is very large,
though all part of an internally consistent phonological system, in many respects similar
to those of later East Iranian languages (Morgenstierne 1 942).
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In the following, the phonologies of Old and Young Avestan are described as they had
evolved through many layers of historical and redactory processes down to the end of the
Sasanian period, when at least some of the texts were first written down, and beyond,
during the written transmission. They are therefore the artifacts of a learned tradition,
and can not be assumed to reflect the actual phonological systems of the languages when
they were spoken.
In view of the uncertainties regarding the shaping of the Avestan phonology, I have
refrained from providing a reconstruction of their phonemic systems. For a recent
attempt, see de Vaan 2003: 61 5-29. Instead, Tables 3.2. 1-2 contain the basic vowels and
consonants, some of which are conditioned variants, differing in Old and Young Avestan.

2. 1 . 1 Vowel systems

The letters a a, d 5, 0 0, e e, and nasalised q, reflect the development and partial
phonemisation of allophonic variants mainly from the basic low pair a ii, the diphthongs
ai, iii and au, iiu, and f. See Table 3.2. 1 .
TABLE

3.2. 1 :

AVESTAN VOWELS

Front
High
Mid
Low
Syllabic r

e

i
e

Central

u

d

Diphthongs:
ae
aO, ao

0

;5

a
r

Back, rounded

a

<;)f;»

ai

au

If

6

a

Nasal
i <iiq, 1>
? < ;1 '1 >
q , q < 'I>
r <;)1"'1 >

I{

<UUq>

6i

;5u

2 . 1 . 1 . 1 Notes on the vowels
For details on the Avestan vowels, see now de Vaan 2003.
All Avestan vowels except e and e are found in initial position, but 0 and 0 only in YAv.
oim, oiium, etc. < ailjam 'one' and in a few words where oi- is from lji- (e.g. oifra- for
vifra-?).
All vowels are also found in anaptyxis and epenthesis, particularly d, i, and u, and may
form secondary diphthongs.
2. 1 . 1 .2 Vocalic length
Old Avestan probably maintained the length opposition longest in the high row, at least
in part: -is, -us vs. -is, -us (see de Vaan 2003: §§9, 1 3).
In Young Avestan (and to some extent in OAv.), the distribution of short and long ill
and ulft may be conditioned by phonetic context (not etymology); it may also be a matter
of scribal preferences and local practice at different times. There is therefore no dis
tinction between proto-Iranian short and long i and u and Avestan contraction products,
-im, -fm, and -ijal11 all > -iml-fm and -um, -um, and -uljam all > -uml-um (ibid., §§8, 1 2).
The exchange of vowel length, alii, ilf, ulu is common and may, at least in some
instances, be caused by shifts of accent (ibid., §30. 1 . 1 ).
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In final position, length opposition is neutralised in all three Old Iranian languages.
Old Avestan final vowels are long; Young Avestan final vowels in monosyllables are
long; in polysyllabic words, we have -a, -i, -u, -e and -� (epenthetic), but -0, -a, and -5
( OAv. -5(Jg) and, rarely, -u « -UlJ5) .
Short � (in OAv. also written �l is an allophone of a before nasals (h�lJti 'they are') and
before 1111 followed by ill. Long 5 is a phoneme in Young Avestan, since it is a distinctive
ending: -5 with allomorph -q.
It is not known whether the length in d was originally phonemic. The short < a> is used
in only one known manuscript to spell a before I) (see Hoffmann and Narten 1989: 3 1 ; de
Vaan 2003 , § 1 8). Here a will be used for a.
=

2. 1 . 1 . 3 Diphthongs
ai. The diphthongs ae and oi are partly in complementary distribution. YAy. oi is pre
ferred before consonant clusters, except s or s plus one consonant (Fortson 1 996),
whereas OAv. oi is apparently also found before s and s < ss and ss: doW 'you show'
< daic-si (strongly doubted by de Vaan 2003: 352 n. 436). For Ir. aii, OAv. has oii (oi.) and
aii; YAy. aii (e.g. OAv. x'liOroU i, YAy. x'liOraiia 'in comfort'). Final ai in monosyllables
became OAy. oi, YAy. -e (but yoi); in polysyllables, it became OAv. oi and -'e (= -e with
preceding palatalisation), YAy. je. Before enclitics, both OAv. and YAy. have ae
au-. OAv. prefers 511, YAy. ao (many mss. ao), but also 511 in imitation(?) of OAv. (de
Vaan 2003, § 1 6. 1 ). In final position, -au became *-ao, YAy. -uuo (also OAv. ) but -a0°
before enclitic (e.g. YAy. draa-co 'and in tree'; see Skj�rv0, 2005a). The apparent
diphthongs au" au, and aou are the result of labialisation of a (see section 2.3.2.4a).
The I 1 r. and Av. diphthongs ai, au are indistinguishable in the script from Av. a +
epenthetic i, II.
-

o.

2.1 . 1 .4 Hiatus
In Old Avestan, long vowels and diphthongs resulting from laryngeal loss remain
disyllabic: a, a < a 'a; a < a '5, a '0 ; -({Ill < -(I 'alll (e.g. plur. gen ., opt. I s); ae, oi < a 7; iii < a a i.
'

2. 1 . 1 . 5 I 1 r. r
The I1r. syllabic r shows up in the later If. languages as r preceded by a vowel that varies
according to the phonetic contexts, e.g. ir, ur (de Vaan 2003 , §24). Avestan usual1y has �r
followed by an anaptyctic �, but d after t (OAv. atr51lJ), and sporadically elsewhere.
Young Avestan has ars for OAv. �r's.
2. 1 . 1 .6 Nasalised vowels
All vowels could at some stage be nasalised. Thus, q is a realisation of an and an before
spirants: z(IOpa-, and sibilants: vqs < vans-t, and of long a before n or m: nqllJa, nama.
The two signs for nasalised q may originally have denoted nasalised a vs. nasalised
;); thus final -5 < -al)h may originally have alternated with -? rather than with -q.
In Old Avestan, the spellings iiq (n) and uuq before 111 may represent nasalised i:
,
jriiq(n)mahf'we make (you) friendly [?] <.fri-n-mahi; and Ii: huuqllJahiO 'we press' < hu-Il
lIlahi. Similarly, the nasalised � is written 5q in OAv. m5q (Y. 28.4). Nasalised { and q
are written (or became) l and u before sibilant. In Old and Young Avestan, nasalised r is
written �rq before s and z.
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2.1.2 Consonant systems
Old and Young Avestan, judging from the orthography, had the consonants set out in
Table 3.2.2, which include phonemes and allophones with differing distribution in Old
and Young Avestan. Note also that the convention 'X became Old Avestan/Young
Avestan Y' is subject to the above caveats.
TABLE 3.2.2: AVESTAN CONSONANTS

Bi-labials
Labia-den tals
Dentals
Alveolar
Alveo-pal.
Retroflex (?)
Palatals
Velars
Palato-velars
Labio-velars
Glottals

Stops!Affr.

Fricatives

Cantin.

Nasals

p

b

Ij

("m) m

t

d

P
f v
() ,)

("r)

r

Sibilants

s

n

c j

k

g

y(?)
x
.f

"

x

h

y

j

z

§ Z
f
f

(fl)
1)" 1)
6" 6
If" 1)"

2. 1 .2. 1 Notes on the consonants
1. The letter 1 probably represented an unreleased stop and was an allophone of ItI and Idl

in final and pre-consonantal position: YAy. janal 'he killed', OYAv. lkaesa- '*guidance',
YAy. lbaesah- 'hostility'. In the manuscripts, 1 alternates with J: alka- and aJka
'coat', druualbiio and druuaJbiio < dI'UUClfJl- 'possessed by the Lie'. - The rare final -g"l
is etymological in OAv. pdtiiaog'-l 'answering', yaog"-l < yuj- 'to harness', but may be a
graphic representation of an unreleased final -g in YAy. -hiig'l 'following'; parag"l 'away
from' (Hoffmann and Forssman 1 996: 99).
I' had a (pre)aspirated/unvoiced(?) allophone before p, k, t, apparently limited to
stressed syllables in proto-Avestan (see section 2.3.4). Before k, p, it is written hI', while
proto-Avo * "rt became .f (see section 2. 1 .2.3). In final position -I' takes a supporting vowel
(-r� .
n was realised as a nasal of uncertain nature written !l or n before consonants (in
editions, usually normalised as �), except j and y. Before j, possibly also i, n was
palatalised to n (ii), but the letter < n> is not consistently used in the manuscripts,
e.g. anUo 'other', anUo, or ainiio, nit;}mo 'nethermost' or nit;}mo; in this description I am
adopting the convention anii- but ainT-.
h > lJ (/z) . Intervocalic h and its palatalised and labialised allophones are usually pre
ceded by their class nasal: -ahii- > -alJha-, -al1ja- > -aJjhii-, and -ahya- > -alJ hii ; similarly,
-hI' > -alJ (h)r- (usually normalised as -alJr-, but mss. often -alJl1r-). These clusters are
indistinguishable from l I r. ns clusters: OAv. m!}Jjhf < mansi 'I have thought'. The nasalisa
tion is omitted in a not well-defined subset of words with internal h, often before i: loc.
sing. manahi 'in thought', less often before u: neut. vohu (see section 2.3. 1 .2). - A similar
nasalisation in Old Persian is suggested by Elam. < pat-ti-ya-man-ya-a> for OPers.
patiyii vahqyaiy (DB 1 . 55), but other explanations of the Elamite form are possible, and,
if the nasalisation is genuine, the form may be 'Avestan' (cf. Av. auuaJjhe 'to (my) aid'; see
Skjrerv0 1999a: 1 8-19.
'
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x' vs. huu and -IJ '1I-. The Avestan labialised velar fricative x' is also an allophone of hy ,
alternating with huu and the labialised velar aspirated nasal IJ'h.
Initial hy- and lmy- both became x"- or huu-: Av. x"afna- 'sleep' « hya-) and Av.
x'aOra- 'good breathing space, comfort' « hu-aO), but huuarsta- 'well-done' « hu-yaO);
OAv. huuar' 'sun', gen. xr§�lg, YAy. 17ft (all disyllabic).
Medial -h ( ujy- became OAv. -x " -, but YAy. -IJ'h-: OAv. n;}111ax'dtf- 'containing
homage', YAy. baobaIJ'hdtf- 'conscious'; remained: OAv. dat. sing. ahuiie 'for the (new)
existence' « ahuyai), YAy. aIJ'he; or became OAv. -IJhuu-, YAy. -IJ 'l1-: OAv. aojoIJhuua(1t-,
YAy. aojaIJ'"lw(1t- 'strong'. - In Young Avestan, the only examples of intervocalic x' are
kax"ar:x5a- 'sorcerer' (cf. OInd. kakhorda), fern. kax'ar'\51-, and the country name
harax'dtf- 'Arachosia'.
i vs. hii and Ijh. The Avestan palatalised velar fricative i is an allophone of hj, alternat
ing with hii and the palatalised velar aspirated nasal Ijlz: initially and medially, i is
common in Old Avestan, but rare in Young Avestan: OAv. 3s opt. iiial, YAy. Iziial 'may he
be', OAv. gen. sing. fern. aiUd, YAy. aIjlul 'her'; OAv. vaiiid, YAy. vaIjha 'better things';
YAy. xiiaona- (ethnic); daxiiu/u/111, gen. plur. of daIjhu- 'land'. OAv. -iU- alternates with
-hii- (perhaps a pre-stress variants, see below): OAv. gen . sing. afahiia vs. afaiiia-ca
(cf. YAy. afaJjhii-ca).

2. 1 .2.2 Sibilants

The sibilants s and z are common before stops: spaiia- 'throw', zbaiia- 'invoke' « cu, i),
daste 'is given', dazde 'is placed', and nasals: snaeza- 'to snow', vasna- 'exchange value,
price', asman, 'sky, stone'; s is occasionally found before other consonants and in
final position (Tremblay 1 999), where it is the result of dental assimilation: OAv. dasuua <
dad-sya, nom. of t-stems: °tas < O-tat-s, OAv. stavas 'praising' < stay(1t-s; OYAv. as 'was'
< as-to
2. 1 .2.3 'Shibilants'
The three sibilants s is f had merged into one sound [sj by the time of our earliest
manuscripts, but must originally have been separate:
•
•

•

s [sl with the voiced allophone z (dus- vS. duz-);
is, written is, isii must have been a palatal(ised) sibilant resulting from the palatalisa
tion of c [ts] before j: cjati- > Av. i(iijaiti- 'joy', OPers. siyati- (cf. Sogd. sat, but Khot.
tsata- [tshada-] 'rich'). The corresponding voiced sound has no letter in the alphabet
and probably merged with z: YAy. druza- (OAv. drujiia- 'to lie'); azi- 'dragon' for aJi
(OInd. ahi-);
f « "rt, see section 2. 1 .2. 1 ) may originally have been a rhotacised alveolar sibilant, e.g.
Av. mafiia- '(mortal) man' (rendered in Pahl. as maS!) or, perhaps, a retroflex or lateral
affricate or flap (cf. Pahl. maId!), but later a retroflex sibilant.
=

2. 1 .2.4 Distribution
Most consonants are found in initial position before vowel; exceptions include the voiced
fricatives (and probably j), the velar nasals (IJ Ij IJ'), and fIn final position, we find m and n, r, the dental l, and the sibilants s and S. Final -s
is also found in sandhi (see section 2.3 .3). The consonants r and s (in sandhi) take ;} as
a supporting vowel as finals (e.g. datar" '0 creator!', kas" te 'who for you?').
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2.2 The phonology of Old Persian
The Old Persian orthography does not express all the phonemic features of the language,
as evidenced by transcriptions into other languages of the time and by comparison with
Avestan and Middle and Modern Persian.

2.2. 1 The vowels a, f, u
In Old Persian, vowel length is expressed explicitly only in the case of non-initial a <
Ca-a>; in initial position, <a> spells a- and 0-. I n final position, the distribution of -(j
and -a is historically based; OPers. -a < Ir. -aC (-alz, -at, -an); OPers. -0 < Ir. -a, -a, -aC.
The quantity of final - l and -i't cannot be determined (see section 1 . 1 . 6).
The Iranian diphthongs ai and au were probably monophthongised to e and 0
sometime during the Achaemenid period. Thus, the Akkadian, Elamite, and Greek
transcriptions show little if any trace of diphthongs (e.g. haumavarga-, Elam. <u-mu
mar-ka>, Akk. < u-mu-ur-ga-'>, Greek (lnlllrgioi, a tribe of Sakas/Scythians).

2.2.2 Consonants
The OPers. consonant system is set out in Table 3.2.3.
TABLE 3.2.3: OLD PERSIAN CONSONANTS

Labials
Dentals
Palatals
Velars
Pharyngeal

Stops/Affric.

Fricat.

p b

f

I

d

C J
k g
11

()

y

x

Cantin.
1'( lj)

r,

I

(j)

Nasals
In

n

Sibilants
.1, 9

z

S (£?)

2.2.2. 1 Notes on the consonants
On r < Ir. Or, cr, see section 1 .4.
Old Persian may have had a phoneme t, judging from n ijayam [nizayam?] < *nis-ayam
'I went out', though it may be simpler to assign [z] to the phoneme 131 and assume that it
was pronounced [dz] as written. Alternatively, OPers. <j> was actually pronounced [z],
and there may have been no phoneme 131.
Elamite, Akkadian, and other transcriptions attest to etymological, but unwritten
sounds, e.g. preconsonantic n: < ba-da-ka-> for ba"daka 'bondsman ', cf. M Pers. bandag;
cira"taxma-, proper name, Elam. <zi-is-sa-an-tak-ma>, Akk. <si-it-ra-an-tah-ma>
(for Median ciOrantaxma); sequence hU: "lIvaipaSiya 'self', Av. x"aepaiOiia-, MPers.
xwebas. In some cases, the various transcriptions are inconclusive, e.g. a"uramazda, Av.
ahura-mazda- ( YH.), Elam. <u-ra-mas-da>, Akk. <u-ra-ma-az-da, a-hu-ru-ma-az-da-'>,
Greek oromasdes), MPers. Ohrmazd, Hormezd. Before m , h could be written or omitted
(e.g. a"miy and ahmiy 'I am'). Note also morphophonological variation such as pres. /zd'
taxsa- 'be diligent', imperf. ham-a-taxsa-.
In final position, the only allowed (written) consonants (other than y and v) are m
and s, perhaps also s. The spread of -s as the ending of the 3s and 3p in akunau-s 'he
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didlmade' (Av. abr'nao-l) and similar forms, however, indicates that the corresponding
forms of a-stems in fact had no consonantal ending (see Allegri and Panaino 1 995).
There appear to be the same kind of restrictions on initial and internal consonants as
in Avestan, and the same kind of groups are found (e.g. xsn: initial and intervocalic).
There are no examples of two-consonant groups in final position, and forms such as
Av. [ifJ 'water' nom. sing. may have been transferred to the I-declension (apt[sJ-sim (?)
'the water . . . him', beside athematic inst. -abl . plur. abis < ap-bis).

2.2.3 La te Old Persian
The inscriptions from Artaxerxes I I (404-359) on are written in what is clearly a post-Old
Persian/proto-Middle-Persian stage of the language (see Schmitt 1 999: 59- 1 1 8; Skjcerv0
1 999b [2002]: 1 58-6 1 ). Those from Artaxerxes I and Darius I I are less clear; they are
written in a late-Old Persian form, as seen from the thematic forms such as
darayavausall�lya and some grammatical constructions, but they are too short and
formulaic to tell us much.
Among the (orthographic-)phonetic peculiarities of the post-Old Persian stage note
(see Schmitt 1 999): <Cy> for <Ciy>: nayiika-, abayapara; use of y or iy to write long c:
paradaydiim for parded"(?) (MPers. palcz); contraction of iya > f in martihqya (Al?); sf for
sf in nistaya; loss of final consonants and their preceding vowels in edings, as evidenced
by the indiscriminate use of short and long vowels and omission of final m.
2.3 The morphophonology of Avestan and Old Persian
There are several kinds of synchronic alternations in Old Iranian: those inherited from
earlier stages of the languages; those due to historical developments; those due to
analogy; and, for Old Persian, those due to the existence of Median beside Old Persian
forms.

2. 3. 1 Vowels
Most of the alternations in the vowels derive from the conditioned variants of a and a
before h and nasals and Pi and !:llu. For details, see de Vaan 2003, Chapter 6.
2.3. 1 . 1 Centralising of a, a > d (�)

all > d (�. Ir. h caused centralising of a preceding a: OAv. am�hmaidf 'we have thought';
vac� 'speech' (but mostly -0 reintroduced from YAv.?).
In Young Avestan, the a remained in initial and medial position (reintroduced into the
OAv. text: ahmal 'us'), and final -ah became -0 (occasionally �: ndm� 'homage'); in sandhi,
the a reappears: -a_sO.
aN > dN. Short a was centralised before nasal, in more positions in Old than in Young
Avestan; - initial: OAv. �nditf 'no going', �mauumJf- 'powerful' (YAv., dniti, amauumJ!-);
in final: OYAv. -�, - In.
Final -an-h > Ir. -a1)h: In Old Avestan, this became -�lJg, notably in the thematic acc.
plur. daeuu-�lJg 'old gods' and the n-stem gen. sing. xV-�lJg 'sun' « hU!:l-a1)h). I n Young
Avestan, it probably became nasalised -� which developed variously to -� and -q: acc.
pI. yazaf-� 'gods', aesm-q 'firewood', gen . sing. bar'sm-q 'barsom'; final -!:l� in turn
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became (uu)il; acc. plur. daeuu-il (daeil), gen. sing. hil « IlUy-ii), etc. (see also Hoffmann
1 970; de Vaan 2003: 492-93).
Final -ah > a. Long a became rounded long a before h in final : -ah > -a; the a remains
in sandhi: _a_sO.
aN > fjN. Long a was centralised to fj before nasal in a few Old Avestan words: xiifjm
'may I be' and strfjl11 , gen. pI. of star- 'star' (both disyl1abic < -a'am). In both Old and
Young Avestan, aN alternates with -qN in the manuscripts.
ay- > ;;JUU-. Ir. ay became �uu sporadical1y in initial position: OAv. fj. vaocal 'he has
said', YAy. ;;Juu;;Jr"zo 'not producing'; and when followed by ilf, OAv. buuitat- 'the wordl
title of kauui', YAy. S;;Juuista- 'richest in life-giving strength', huuaIjh;;Juufl11 '*comfort'
(<huyaIjhayijal11) .
2.3. 1 . 2 Rounding of a, a > :J or J

a + u. YAy. a became 0 before (primary or secondary) (ulii (uu) in the fol1owing syl1able,
regularly before r: po"ru- 'much' <paru, po"ruua- 'earlier' <paruya-, also when the u was
the result of contraction: po "rum < paruyam (see Kellens 1986), sporadicaJly elswhere:
OYAv. vohu 'good' (but vaIjhu-), vohunf- 'blood', YAy. l11oyuo '*Magian'.
a in labial context. Change of a > � or J (also � > J) is found in Old Avestan,
sporadically in Young Avestan, when a is in multiple labial context: apo ma vs. apa; YAy.
dat. plur. "ruui/biiO < uruuan- 'soul'; dat. sing. mauu,jiia 'for me' (OAv mdbiia); note
also d;;Jb" nao- 'deceive' (2 syllables; OInd. dabhno-) , duzuz" ba 'making bad invocations'
< duz-zbah- « -juya-). In Young Avestan, final -uuo for -uua is found in a few cases,
e.g. instr. sing. bazuuo 'arm'. OAv. hoiOoi < haeOa- '*cordwork', with oi for ae, may be the
result of assimilation.
a + u. Labial umlaut of a is found especially in Old Avestan when fol1 owed by t7 (y) in
the next syJlable: u- stems: jiiotiim < jiiatu- '*Iivelihood'.
a + r . The sequence -a + r - (-a + ;;Jr'") in derivatives ofjra ;;Jr 'move forth' gave OYAv.
-fjr" :jrfjr'toil 'moving forth' ,jrfjr'nao- 'send on its way'; the OAv. abl. sing.jror'tois 'from
moving forth' may show assimilation.
-

2.3. 1.2a

Old Avestan

""

initial �Nl- < a-la-

In several words with initial !j... caused by one of the above processes, the original a-Ia
were reintroduced: ;}" adii for * Mii < *adu '1' by u-umlaut; fj.,iinii for anu 'along', centralised
before nasal or by u-umlaut; fj '"Ij ha < aha instr. sing. of ah- 'mouth', centralised before
nasal or before h; fj.,ii_ < auuua 'down', by labial assimilation.
'

2.3. 1 .3 Raising of a, a > e

a and a can be raised (fronted) when preceded by j and fol1owed by palatal or palatalised
sounds.
ja became ye-, -iie-, jl «
•
•

-ai):

before palatal consonant: OYAv. iOiiejah- < Ojajah- 'danger';
before palatalised consonant: OYAv. yed < jazii 'for if'; - OAv. fern. sing. yezuuf
'young' <jaziyf-; - YAy. inf. ending -iidJiiiii < -ja-djai; -jraiieze < -jazie < -jazai 'I
sacrifice'; - OAv. lac. sing. yesne < jasnie « jasnm), Av. yesniia- < yasnllja- 'worthy of
sacrifices (yasna-)'; - compo fern. sing. -iiehf < -iiaNf-; - 2nd and 3d sing. pres. indo act.!
mid. -iiehile < -jahifil and -iieitil-iiete < -jatiljl; - -jeIjM < jahja and jahai: Av. gen. sing.
yeIjhl < jahja 'whose', OAv. inf. -iieIjhe < -jahai;
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in final after h , r, s in some words: ahe 'his' < ahja (also gen. sing. ending -ahe); a're
'Aryans' < arja; nase 'perish !' < nasja;
jaN became jeN when followed by i, i, or -je: I s pres. indo act. -iiemi <jami subj. -iieni
< -jani, mid. -iiene < janie « -janai).
_

2.3. 1 .4 Combined centralising and raising and rounding of a

a > ;) > i. After palatals, ;) before nasal further became i in Young Avestan, sporadically in
Old Avestan:
•

•

after the palatals c j (but a was sometimes restored): OAv. hadina 'company' (instr.
sing.), beside OYAv. hacilJte 'they follow', YAy. raocana- 'window' vs. raocinauua(ll
'*bright';
jaN and 'daN regularly became OAv. j:5N, 'd:5N or jiN, lpiN (the a occasionally remains),
YAy. jaN or jiN, yuN: OAv. y:5m, YAy. yim 'whom'; OAv. nom.-acc. dual y:5ma 'twins',
YAy. yima- 'Yima' (but OAv. yimas-cfl 'also Yima'); OAv. a'rii:5ma, YAy. a'riiaman
'Airiiaman'; YAy. po"rum < paru'dam 'before, in front'; - in final syllable, Old Avestan
often preserves the :5 (y:5m, -ii:5m; always -ii:5n, y:5(lg, -ii:5(lg; -UU:5(lg), but contraction
of j;)111 > un is frequent: OAv. anii:5m 'other', YAy. a'nim; YAy. haxail11 « -ajal11)
'companion'; OAv. ha'Oii:5m and ha'Oim 'true, real', YAy. haiOim. Contraction to -UI11 is
found only in the 2nd plur. mid . ending -dllm.

jaN and 'daN after vowels: Young Avestan regularly has contraction, Old Avestan
sporadically: ajiN > aeN, ajiN > aiN, ijiN > iN (iN): OAv. aii:5m 'this one', YAy. aem,
3rd plur. pres: inj. -aen < -ajan. In the 3p opt. of a iia-stems -ajajan became -aiiaen,
occasionally preserved in the manuscri pts, but most often replaced by -aii;)n (Skjcerv0
,

1 998: 1 9 1 ).

a'duN > aoN (auN), ayuN > auN, uyuN > uN (uN): OAv. br'naon « -a'dan) 'they shall
make', YAy. k;)r;)naun; YAy. baon 'they became'; YAy. adaUlJta « dauua-) 'they spoke
deceiving words'; OAv. tuu:5m < tU'dam 'you', YAy. tum; YAy. bun < buyan 'they shall
become'; YAy. au < a'daoll 'them'.
The sequences -ajum, -aiyam, and -aujam were simplified to YAy. -aeum, -aiium
(-aoiium), or -aem: vaiiu- 'Vaiiu': acc. vaem; daeuua-: acc. daeum, vidaeuua- 'discarding
the old gods': acc. vidaiium; haoiia- 'left': haoiium, haiium, hOim.
Combined labialisation and palatalisation is seen in YAy. paoirim 'first' <par'dijam
(OAv. pa"ruuim, trisyllabic).
The forms with a are frequently restored, especially in certain morphological categor
ies; thus, YAy. 3p -aii;)n is more frequent than -aen. OAv. jant before i, e « -ai) remained
or became iie(ll, uua(1t remained. In Young Avestan, jant became -i(u- (usually after c, j,
sibilants, and 0), but was often retained, and its a could then be raised to e: -iie ilJti, -iie(1te.
YAy. yant became -U(1l-, but adjectives in -ol"l1a(1t- have analogical -o'ha(1t- beside regular
-OhulJt-.

In both Old and Young Avestan, diphthongs resulting from contraction of two
syllables remain metrically disyllabic.
2.3. 1 . 5 Shortening of a and lengthening of a
Ir. a is shortened in Old Avestan under phonetic conditions, for rhythmic reasons, or as a
result of stress movements: before ii or uu, in the gen. plur. ending -anqm; in the preverb
a-, in initial syllable when an enclitic was attached to the word, in antepenultimate or
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earlier syllables or when the word was unaccented (?): a-iial)ha 'you shall request' < a-ya-;
a-xstal 'he will stand by' < a_o; abiias-ca 'and to them' < abiiaso; lIstan:Jm vs. lIstanai <
ustana- 'life breath' . It is shortened in Young Avestan in similar environments.
Ir. a is frequently lengthened in Old Avestan in initial syllables, occasionally in non
initial syllables: nom. plur. kauuaiias-cli < kauui- 'poet'; - after ii: 3rd sing. inj. mid.
maniiata 'he thinks' < -jata; - after Ult: instr. sing. X"j}fluuata < x'j}nuualJt- 'containing the
sun'); - sporadically elsewhere: gen . plur. hiitC/m < halJt- 'being'.
Ir, a is lengthened in Young Avestan in initial syllables: aiia < aja: xstauuaiio vs.
xst:Juui{Jiio < xstaulli- (ethnic 'name) and sporadically elsewhere.
For details, see de Vaan 2003, Chapter 2.

2.3.2 Consonants
2.3.2 . 1 Assimilation and dissimilation
2.3.2, 1 a Voice assimilation

The results of voice assimilation (voicing and devoicing) seen in Iranian occurred at

various times and in various situations.
Devoicing affected unaspirated voiced stops before unvoiced sounds, mainly t and s, s:
Av. baxta- 'shared' « I I r. b"ak-ta < b"ag-); Av. vista- 'found' « IIr. Ijit'-ta- < vid-),
baxsa- 'distribute' « IIr. b"akS-a < b"ag-). On the analogical replacement of bd, etc. with
pt, see section 2.3.2. 1 b.
Voicing was more common, unvoiced stops, affricates, and sibilants being assimilated
to a following voiced stop or sibilant:
•

•
•

stops: YAy. ltpa-bdi 'on the foot-hill (of)' « upa- + pad-); YAy. dat.-abl. plur. d{Jiio,
OPers. instr.-abl. plur. abis < ap- 'water' + -bjah, -bis; OAv. dat.-abl. plur. dr:Jguuo.
d"biio YAv. druualbiio < drugljat- 'possessed by the lie' + -bjah; instr. plur. Av. azd" bTs
< ast- 'bone' + -bis;
affricates: OAv. 2p inj. O{Jar';z-dum < OfJar's- 'to fashion' « I I r. Oljarc-);
sibilants: OAv. zdr 'be!' < ah-Is-; mazda- 'all-knowing < placing (all) in (his) mind'
< mas-da- « mlJs-); - niz-b:Jr"ta- 'removed' « nis- + b:Jr"ta-); duz-zaotar- 'evil libator'
« dus- + zaotar-).

Final s was voiced before vowels and voiced consonants in compounds and before
suffixes (see also section 1 .2 . 1 .3: OAv. :Jr"z-uxJa- 'straight utterance' (but YAy. ars-uxJa-);
dllz-aOra- 'with bad (constricted) breathing space'; afJ" z-dana- 'water container' « ajs- +
dana-).
2.3.2. 1 b 'Bartholomae's law'
A special case of assimilation is 'Bartholomae's law', according to which an IIr. final
voiced aspirate of the stem passed both its aspiration and voice on to an initial t or s of an
ending, so as to produce clusters of the type, e.g., -b"-t- > _bdh_, g"-z > gzh (with ruki,
see section 1 .2 . 1 .3). The resulting clusters remain in Old Avestan: IIr. augh_ 'to present
oneself (as), say' had 3s augh-ta > aog-dha > OAv. aog"da and 2s augzh-sa > aug-zha >
OAv. aoyza; from I Ir. Ijajh_ 'to convey' we have Ijajh-tra- 'conveyor, draught animal' > Ijaj
dhra_ > OAv. vaZdra-; I I r. dadha- 'place' had 3s mid. dad"-tai > dad=-dhai (see section 1 .3 >
OAv. dazde 'it is placed' (vs. I Ir. dad-tai 'it is given' > dat'tai > OAv. daste, YAy. daste);
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I 1r. d"ab"- (> dab"-) 'deceive' had the desiderative stem di-db"-sa- > di(d)bZ"a- > OYAv.
difHa- 'seek to deceive' (but Olnd. dipsa- with elimination of z).
In Young Avestan and Old Persian, these groups remain only in isolated words: YAv.
ubda- 'woven' < ub"-ta- « lJab"-); OAv. , OPers. azdci 'known' (Olnd. addha), but most
often they are analogically replaced by unvoiced groups: YAv. aoxta, vastar- 'draught
animal', dapta- 'deceived' (for dabda-), g;}/"'!sa- 'grasp' (for grb-z"a- < grb"- 'seize'); YAv.,
OPers. basta- 'bound' (Olnd. baddha-).
2.3.2. 1 c Geminates
Geminates resulting from internal sandhi and assimilation were simplified: YAv. lIsnci
'wash (up)' < us-snci-; viscin- < vis-scin- « vis- + /zcin- 'who gains a village', with c-s >
Sf > s).
Analogically restored forms are frequent, e.g. YAv. vis. har'zana- 'abandonment of the
villages' for visarzO « vis- + harzO).
2.3.2. 1d Disstil1ilation
Dissimilation in point of articulation is perhaps to be seen before m in vahma- 'hymn'
if from val- (pres. l!fiia-) 'weave', and daxma- 'burial mound', if from da/ma- < d"ab"
'construct' (cf Gk. taphos, Hoffmann 1 975: 338; Skj<erv0 2005b).
Voice dissimilation is found in the groups /Or > for and xO(r) > x6(r) (no examples
of /O V): nal"6ro < naptar- 'grandson, scion'; ux6a- 'utterance', apcix'6ra- vs. apcixtar
'northern' .
2.3.2.2 Spirantisation
2.3.2.2a Unvoiced stops and the unvoicedfricatives f 8 x
The unvoiced fricatives / 0 x are independent phonemes before vowels (see section
1 . 2. 1 .4), but allophones of p t k before consonants, e.g. I1r. klJ > Ir. XlJ in YAv. perf. part.
vaox'ah- 'having spoken' < lJa-lJk-lJah- (see Skj<erv0 1 997a). The stops remain after
sibilant: OAv. cisk" ;ti- 'following' « sak- 'follow'), gen. plur. str5m 'stars', vcistriia
'forager'.
In Avestan, Ir. /t appears to have reverted to pt: OAv. sing. nom. ptci 'father' vs. dat.
I'6roi < /Orai, YAv. dapta- 'deceived'.
2.3.2.2b Voiced stops b d g and voiced spirants P 8 y
The voiced stops b d g and the voiced fricatives fJ 6 y are in complementary distribution in
both Old and Young Avestan.
In Old Avestan, the Iranian voiced stops fJ and y are allophones of b and d before z:
difJza-, ayzaonuuamna- '?'; otherwise the voiced stops remain unchanged; fJ replaces lJ
after 0, and 6 replaces 0 after x and/(x6, x'6;foJ'6).
In Young Avestan, the Iranian voiced stops remain regularly only initially and after
nasals and sibilants (z z), sporadically also in other words. Elsewhere they become the
voiced fricatives fJ 6 y: dfJi preverb (OAv. db!), duy6a 'daughter' (OAv. dug" dci), driyu
'poor' (OAv. drigu-); y is also found initially before nasals and sibilants: y'nti- 'woman'
(OAv. g'nti-), y"mata- 'gone', yzar'.yzar- 'flow'. Finally, / and x are voiced before z:
afJ"zdtina- 'water container', vtiyz(a/i)biio, and 6 is an allophone of 0 in the groups for and
x6, see section 2.3.2. 1 d.
Later changes. The resulting Young Avestan voiced fricatives are all subject to further
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contextual and chronological, possibly also dialectal, changes and variations: fJ tends
to become y > uu: viiiiuudtf- 'shining' < vi-ii-fJii- < bii- 'to shine', auuara- 'to bring'
« ii-fJara-). In turn, y may combine with preceding a to form the diphthong ao: dfJi 'to' >
auui > aoi (mss. aoi, aoui, etc.; a15dfJiia- 'not to be deceived': sing. nom. masc. ai5aoiio, but
acc. ai5auuim.
15 vs. 0: Sporadically, 15 alternates with 0, notably in forms of vaeO- (vael5-) 'to know' and
in pres. da15ii- (daOii-) < dii- 'to give, place', sporadically elsewhere.
y is lost before y and sporadically before u: YAy. drullaut- < druyya(1t- dr;,gullaut-);
r;,wtf- 'fast' < rayyf- (fern. of rayu-); raom < rayum; moUrum < 111aryum 'Merv', but driyul11,
mOYlio (see Skj<erv0 1 997b).
2.3.2.3 Consonant groups and anaptyxis
Most Indo-Iranian consonant groups survived in Avestan, and anaptyxis does not create
additional syllables as shown by the meter. The anaptyctic vowels is typically ;" but also a,
i, 1I (often as conditioned variants of ;,). Anaptyxis is found in more contexts in Old than
in Young Avestan and varies among the manuscripts. Following are some of the more
unusual groups (others are common and trivial):

Stop + stop:
initial: OAv. pt- in ptar- 'father' (nom. ptii, pUtii; acc. pUtariim, ptariim); db- in
daibitii '1' « dyitii); lk- in lkaesa- '*guidance'; YAy. pia) tar" ta- 'winged'; - in Young
Avestan, pt- in ptar- has been replaced by pit- and db- by lb-; - other groups have
,
been simplified: db- > b-: bitfm 'second(ly) « dbitija111, but ii-lbitim/ii-l5bitim 'a
second time'); I Ir. pt-, kt- > t-: YAv.: tfiriia- < ptryja- 'uncle', kturja- « ktfyja-, cf.
caOrusl 'fourth'; but ii-xtiirfm 'a fourth time');
medial: OAv. iisk·,iti- 'following'* « ii-skti-); gen. plur. dug" drqm < dllg" dar
'daughter'; YAy. hapta 'seven ', alka- (a15ka-) 'coat'; ubda- 'woven'; YAy. ii-lbitim/ii15bitim 'a second time'.

•

•

Stop + non-stop:
initial, common: + continuants: OYAv. br-, etc.; + glides: dii-, duu-; OAv. also +
fricative: d'i-; + nasal: OAv. g'n, g"m-, d'm-; - in Young Avestan less common:
dj- > j-, gn, gm- > In, y"m-, dm- > nm-.

•

Fricative/sibilant + continuant, common:
initial and medial: fi'-, fii-, fs-, sr, zr-, yz-,f"15r « fOr) and medial x'15r « xOr: OAv.
f"rasa-, YAv. frasa- 'filled with (life-giving) juices'; YAv. fiiGlj"ha- 'to hail', OYAv.
fSlliia(1t- 'cattle tender'; OAv. s"raosa-, YAy. sraosa- 'readiness to listen, Sraosa';
OYAv. z(a)razdiiiti- 'reliance'; YAv.yzara- 'flow';
medial: OYAv. vax'15ra- 'speech organ', OAv. raf'15ra- 'support'; YAy. gen. sing.
naj"15ro < naptar 'grandchild, scion'.
•

•

Two fricatives + consonant. Initial groups of two fricatives (fricative + sibilant) +
consonant are found occasionally: OAv. dat. sing. j"15roi < ptar- 'father', fs'ratu- '?';
YAv. fstiina- '(woman's) breast', xstllua- 'sixth', xsnU111an- 'favour', xsmiik;,m 'your
(plur.)'.
Final groups with s or t: k;,r"fS 'body', viixs 'word'; vaxst 'he has grown'.
Final -t is, from a synchronic perspective, sometimes dropped after a sibilant.
Historically, we must distinguish between two cases: I . -t-t > -t'-t > Av. -s-t: OAv.
Ururaost 'howled' < °raud-t; YAy. niiist 'scorned' < niiid-; 2. -s/s-t > Av. -sIs: OAv. iis
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'was', V[IS 'he has overcome' < viin-s-t; xsniius 'he has favoured' < -s-t. The -t was
then reintroduced by analogy: OAv. cois-t 'he has pointed out', vaxs-t, YAy. tiis-t 'he
fashioned' (Tremblay 1 999).
2.3.2.3a Groups at morpheme boundmy

Groups found only at the morpheme boundary include in principle all combinations
of any final group + C or any initial group: dat.-abl. viiyz-,Iibiio < vak-Ivac- 'word',
friidal.fsau- 'cattle-furthering', Orafs-ca 'and satisfaction', ajJ-tacin- 'flowing with waters',
afs-ciOra- 'containing the seed of water', k;)rjs-x'ar- 'body-eater'; fraor'l-fraxsnin
'(a mind) with foreknowledge of and turned toward the reward)(?)'.
2.3.2.3b Anaptyxis in Old Persian

Anaptyxis is found in OPers. only in groups containing d in the vicinity of u: dUruva
'healthy, whole', sugUda- vs. sugda- 'Sogdian'.
2.3.2.4 Palatalisation and labialisation of consonants
I n the Avestan text, palatalised and labialised consonants are indicated either by special
letters (n, Jj, x, f and l)', x') or by writing i and u before the consonants (i- and u
epenthesis). The exact phonetic nature (and age) of the phenomenon is not known. The
sibilants are not marked for palatalisation (s, z, s, z), but permitted palatalisation of
preceding a (see section 2.3.1 .3), and m was not affected. Labialisation affected only r and
proto-Ir. h. For details, see de Vaan 2003, Chapter 7.
Palatals + i/ The alveo-palatal consonants c, j usually remained before i, e.g. ci- 'who,
what?', but were palatalized before vowel:
•

•

cj > f(U): YAy. f(ii)iiiti- 'happiness' < cjiiti- (also OPers. siyiiti-); fern. apafi 'backwards'
< apiiCi;
jj,ji > z, zi (rare): YAy. druza-: OAv. drujiia- 'to lie'; azi- 'dragon' < aji- (OInd. ahi-).

2.3.2.4a i- and u-epenthesis in Avestan

i-epenthesis occurs regularly before r, dentals, and labials and in consonant groups: Av.
irixta- 'left', OAv. gaidf 'come! ', l p mid. ending °ma'de; YAy. staoiti 'praises', vana'fJtf
'victorious' (fern.); iOiiejah- 'danger'; a'PI, a'bl, ae'bUo; between compounds: taroidfti- for
taro. dfti- 'scorn'; - in consonant groups: dat.-abl. plur. viiyzibUo « viik- 'word'); a'rime 'in
peace and quiet' « ar'nie, cf. armaeO); - vocalic ;)r': miriia- 'die' < mr-ja-;
u-epenthesis. This occurs regularly before r: YAy. "ruraod- 'howl ', aUrusa- 'rosy white',
po"ru- 'much'; OAv. pa"ruuiia- 'first'.
Combined i- and u-epenthesis. This occurs before r: YAy. pao'rUa- < par'dja- 'first';
paoirf- < par'dl-, fern. of po"ru- 'much'; - vocalic ;)r': tuiriia- 'father's brother; fourth'
« (Plk)tf'dja-), dat.-abl. plur. n;)ruiio, nuruiio 'for the men' « nr-'djo < nr-bjah).
-

2.3.2.4b Dissimilation ofii and Ul,! to ai, ai and a ll

In a further development, the sequences ii (ij) and uu (U'd) resulting from epenthesis were
dissimilated to ;)i, ai ( ;)j, aj) and ;)U (;)'d): OAv. ;)n;)'ti- 'non-going' « an-i'ti; cf. x'Tticii 'and
good going'); da'diial 'shall she see' « d"fdjal?).
On absence of epenthesis due to stress, see section 2.3 .4.
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2.3.2.4c Epenthesis ill Old Persian

Possible examples of epell thesis include pdsiya 'before' (M Pers. pes if from paOja (k) and
,
yau"l11ani- and yau"l11dni- 'in control(?) if from yau'-l11al1- 'harnessing' « yaug-; several
other interpretations have been proposed, see, e.g. Hoffmann 1975: 56-57, 1 976: 633
n. 20).
2.3.2.5 Glides
The glides-initial y-, v- and i� tervocalic j, y-are in complementary distribution.
j, y > ii, uy. Both postconsonantic and postvocalic j and y were apparently realised (by
the time of our mss.) as ij and uy (including uy < up), written ii and uu; note OAv. oi-i
YAy. ai-i for ai-j. In Old Persian, < iy, uv > is written for postconsonantic (I)j, (17)y.
a-yC > aoC or auC at the morpheme boundary (reduplication, prefixes): Av. perf. stem
vaon- < ya-yll- < l'al1- 'to win', OAv. vaunu- '*winner'; YAy. vaoxl'ah- 'having spoken' <
ya-yk-yah- < vak- 'speak '.
Initial fj- > ii and uy- « *u{3-) > UU. These are rare and are often written y- (/-), v- in the
manuscripts: iieii;)n (/eii-, Y 42.6), subj. of the perf. stem ii-aii- < ai- 'go' (c[ OInd. iyay-),
uua (uya) < ufJa 'both'.
jy and yj. These groups (also with y < {3 and y) survive occasionally in the manuscripts
(only iiuu; no examples of uuii?), but sometimes were resolved by anaptyxis (or dissimila
tion?): initial, viiemi and v"iiel11i < vja- 'pursue', y"uua yuua (yuua < yuUal1- 'youth');
- medial, hiiuu" iia, hauu" iia-ca 'left (hand)' (cf. fem. haoiia-); driuu"iiiis-ca « driuuf- fern.
of dri)'I1- 'poor'; see Skjlerv0 1 997b). Often they were simplified to iy < iuu> . Final -juo
« -jau) appears as -iio: voc. l11alliio- < l11al1iiu- 'spirit'; loco darjho < darjhu- 'land'; see de
Vaan 2003, §25 . 1 O; Skjlerv0 2005a: 202-3).
dUo The initial cluster dU- shows up variously (see section 2.3 .2.3): OAv. dUllaesah
'hostility', d"'bisiia- 'be hostile', YAy. Ibaesah-, Ibisiia-, but perf. diduuaesa 'I have been
hostile'; OAv. d"ibitiia- 'second', YAy. biliia-, but albilTm 'a second time', OPers. duvitfya-.
Intervocalic dy: 2nd plur. mid. -dual11 > OAv. -drll11, YAy. -(){3;)m; YAy. ;),..'6{3a- 'upright',
beside ;),. .'duua-.
Oy. The cluster Oy became Av. 0{3: ratus 'model' vs. gen. raO{3o, but loco gallilio < galall <
gatu- 'place'.
In Old Persian, the 0 also spread to the rest of the paradigm: xratu- 'intelligence'
(M Pers. xrad) and xraOu-, but only gaOu- attested (MPers. gah).

=

=

2.3.2.6 Simplification of consonant groups
Certain consonant groups lose one consonant. The loss may have been early (e.g. earlier
than the I1r. ru(p)ki rule) or late: OYAv. di{3ia- 'seek to deceive' < di-dbia- (OInd. dipsa-);
OAv. loco plur. nafsu < nap(t)-su < l1apat- 'grand son'; YAy. °jsnT- 'with . . . breasts'
(cf. jstana- 'breasC); YAy. saOr- vS. sastar- '(false) teacher' (see also section 2.3.2. l a).
Final -ant-s regularly became Av. -qs (cuuqs 'how great?'), but appears to have been
simplified to -an-s early enough to develop like I I r. -al1-s in the nom. sing. of active
present participles > proto-Ir. -aJ]h (OInd. -iilil before vowels): YAy. ja'6iiq and fral11ru
« ol11ruuanh); the YAy. nom. sing. ending -0 may then have been substituted for -;).
(Schindler 1982 proposed dialect influence in these forms.)
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2.3. 3 Sandhi
Stem-initial or -final consonants or vowels are regulary modified by preceding or
following sounds after prefixes or before suffixes (derivational or inflectional), as well
as, more generally, between members of compounds, according to the rules discussed
above.
Changes to a word-final consonant or vowel are usually caused by enclitics, mostly Ir.
-ca, -cit, occasionally pronouns with initial t-, and, exceptionally, before nouns with
initial t-. This sandhi principally affects final vowels and final If. -(ts!-ah:
•

•

before enclitic Ir. -ca, -cit: OAv. manas-ca 'and thought', gaeOlls-ca 'and living beings',
yimas-cfi 'even/also Yima'; YAy. miOras-ci1 'even/also MiSra', haamqs-ca 'and the
haomas', vfsp5s-ca 'and all '; OPers. (with -s-c- > -s-c-): manas-ca 'and thought', kas-ciy
'anybody';
before enclitic pron ouns and nouns: OAv. y51;lgs-tfl 'whom you', YAy. aiy'matas flirahe
(proper name).

In compounds: OAv. raniia. sk;),.-'tf- 'j oy-making' « -as-k-); YAy. drujas-kal1a- 'den of
the Lie'; OPers. rahqya::-data-, proper name: 'given as the better (of the two)'.
Final -t was probably assimilated to following sibilants and affricates, but in Avestan
it was restored as -1; in Old Persian, it was also analogically replaced by -s-c: YAy. ai-Clf.,
yai-cfi; OPers. aciy, yaciy, but aniyas-ciy, avas-ciy, cis-ciy.
2. 3.3. 1 Anaptyxis in sandhi
Anaptyxis in sandhi occurs after OAv. final -/11 before fricative or sibilant: y5l1t' spasuOa
'whom you *regard' , h5I1t'.frasta 'he consulted with '; - after final -s/-s before consonant:
OAv. vasas'.xsaOra- 'having command at will', YAy. us-'. hist;)11 'they stood up', 11;)I1](/S" te
'homage to you!'; yas" Opqm ('half' -sandhi: < yas + Opqm for *yas tuuql11), aIjMs" tanuua
'of this body'.
2.3.3.2 Final vowels and diphthongs in sandhi
Before enclitic -ca, vowel quantities may change and, at least in Old Persian, original
quantities reappear: OAv. SaUl/a-Ca vs. sauua 'life-giving strengths', x'Tti-ca 'and good
going' vs. ;)11;)itf 'non-going'; - YAy. l11afiia-ca vs. l11afiia 'mortal men', etc.; - OPers.
mana-ca vs. mana 'of/to me'; avahqya-didiy 'on account of that' vs. avahqya.
In Avestan, monophthongised final dipthongs reappear: tae-ell 'they too' vs. OAv. tai,
YAy. te; YAy. draa-ca 'and in tree' vs. *druua.

2. 3. 4 Stress-related alternations
Changes in vowel length are found frequently throughout the Avestan corpus (see section
2. 1 . 1 .7e). At least some of these changes seem to be due to stress, which is sometimes
termed 'rhythmical shortening/lengthening'. Other cases of lengthening and shortening
of vowels includes final a, t and u before enclitics.
We do not know what the actual stress patterns of Avestan and Old Persian were,
although stress must have been responsible for several morphophonological alterations,
both in the case of vowels and of consonants. Vowel quantities often change when words
receive an enclitic particle or in the course of declension or conjugation. Enclisis also
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seems to have affected the palatal isation and labialisation of consonants and the use of
anaptyxis, as well as the distribution of al ternate consonants.
Epenthesis appears to be omitted in words with enclitics: OAv. ;)n-;/ti- « anhi-) vs. x '
fti-di; buudl}t f 'they shall become' vs. buual}ti-ca; maini-madi-dt 'and we think' vs. vii"rii
mddf 'may we *c1assify'; YAv. frii(jati-ca 'and he furthers', vlsati-ca vs. vfsdti 'twenty' (see
de Vaan 2003 : Chapter, 7).
Absence or presence of anaptyxis in Old Avestan may depend on stress patterns: us;)"rfi
« usu"ru-) vs. usuruiie; driiamna vs. driiamanas-cii; ;)r'z-jfs vs. ;)r'z'-jiioi.
The (pre)aspirated/unvoiced allophone of r before p, k, t erp, hrk, hrt > .{) is apparently
limited to syllables which bore the stress in proto-Avestan: acc. k;)hrp;)m 'body' vs.
huk;)r'pta- 'having a good body'; mahrka- 'destruction' vs. am;)r'xti- 'absence of destruc
tion'; asa- 'Order' vs. astuual. ;)r'ta- 'he through whom Order will have bones', acc. afjm
'reward' vs. ar'itim-ca < artim-ca (P. 39) beside afjm-ca; baf(tl·- 'rider' < bar-tar- vs.
bar'tar- 'carrier' (corresponding to bara- mid. 'ride' vs. act. 'carry'). For details, see de
Vaan 2003, §29.

2.3.5

Metro-phonology

Certain (morpho-)phonological phenomena expected from the history of the language
are illuminated by the Avestan meters.
The Old Avestan meters are syllable-counting and based on rhythmical units of (more
or less) identical numbers of syllables. Stanzas contain three to four rhythmical units
(,lines') composed of two smaller units (,half-lines') divided by a cesura.
The Young Avestan meter is based on regular rhythmical units of eight syllables. Next
in frequency are probably units of seven and nine syllables. Set formulas tend not to be
adjusted to the meter and frequently causes the number of syllables to differ from the
standard eight (see Lazard 1 984, 1 990, 2002).
The principal phonological features revealed by the Old Avestan meter are disyllabic
long vowels and diphthongs and 'Siever's Law' (section 2.3.5.2). In the Young Avestan
octosyllabic meter, contracted vowels and Siever's Law apparently provided the
poets with flexibility of syllable count, and often, apparently, they scanned these words
according to the needs of the meter. Whether they actually did this cannot, of course, be
verified.

2.3. 5 . 1 Disyllabic long vowels and diphthongs
Disyl labic long vowels and diphthongs are found in laryngeal-stem nouns and verbs, in
compounds, and between preverb and verb, as well as in certain morphemes which may
or may not have contained laryngeals. Examples:
Nouns: neut. h-stem dJ = da o 'gift'; Han-stem mq()ra = mqOra a 'keeper of the mqOra'
« man()ra-Han-, but obI. mqOran- < manOra-Hn-); gen . plur. -qm (-5m) (always
disyllabic); - iirmdti- 'humility' has a disyllabic initial ii- (cf. Olnd. aramati-).
Verbs: subj.: diiitf = da 'a tf 'he shall give/place' « daH-ati; but dadaitf 'they give/place'
< da-dH-ati < da-dH-l}ti).
Compounds: prasaostriii = jrasa ustrai, vfstaspa- = vista 'aspa-, d"jamiispa- =
djiima 'aspa-, all proper names, but spitama- 'Spitamid' < spita-Hma- 'having fattened
,
strength (Hama-)" dar;)giiiiu- < darga-Hju- 'giving a long life span (aiiu-) .
'
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Between preverb and verb: aUal a-ajal 'he shall come', (iite a-ite 'to come', aUoi
a-ijoi 'I request'.
Optional disyllabic scansion: the thematic dat. sing. ending -ai is most often disyllabic;
- the thematic subj. endings I s -a, ai, 3s -aI, 3p -qn are mono- or disyllabic.
=

=

=

2.3.5.2 Siever's l aw
l Ir. j and y after consonant were realised as j and y or ij and uy according to whether the
preceding syllable was light or heavy: if j and y were preceded by short vowel plus one
consonant (light syllable), the phonetic realisation was j and y; ifj and y were preceded by
a syllable with a long vowel or diphthong plus one or more consonants or by short vowel
plus more than one consonant (heavy syllable), it was ij and uy.
In Iranian, stops before consonantal [j] and [yJ were then spirantised, but remained
before [ii] and [uYJ. This is still the situation in Old Avestan:
•
•

after light syllable, disyllabic: ufiia- 'weave' < uf-ja-, m;}r'OUu- 'death' < mrt-ju-;
after heavy syllable, trisyllabic: vaepUa- 'a *trembler' < yaip-ija-, ma$Ua- 'mortal man'
« mart-ija-).

The endings in -dy-, however, apparently do not cause Siever's Law: OAv. viduiie '(in
order) to know' « yidyai, light) m;}r'1JgduUe '(in order) to be destroyed' « mrng-dyai,
heavy; there are no examples of the 2p ending -dum < -dyam after consonant in metrically
unambiguous positions).
In Young Avestan, there are many exceptions: suffix -tuua-, -OPa- (see section 4.6.2):
mqOPa- 'that ought to be thought' < man-Oya and fraUas" Opa- 'that ought to be sent
forth in sacrifice' (for °jas-tuya-); suffix -yant- (see section 9. 1 . 1 . 1 ): af;}1Jt- < afmta1Jt
'rich in water' (for ap-uyant-); - tu-stems: gen. plur. yaOpqm < yatu- 'sorcerer' (for jat-uya'
am-).
-

2.3.6 Phonological changes associated with inflection and endings
(Morpho)phonological changes associated with inflection and nominal and verbal
endings affect vowels and consonants, among them the following.
Important vowel changes include a, a > e (see section 2.3 . 1 .3); -an- > -;}n and -in- and
-ajaN- > -aen, -ajajaN- > -ajaeN, and -ayaN- > -aon (see section 2.3. 1 .4).
Consonant changes are found in stems (caused by the IE.-IIr. ablaut) and include
spirantisation (see section 2.3 .2.2); palatalisation (see section 1 .2 . 1 .2); dental assibilation
(see section 1 .3); assimilation (see sections 1 .3, 2. 1 .2.2., 2.3.2. 1 ); voice dissimilation (see
section 2.3.2. 1 ); and the modifications of l Ir. i: and } and Hr. s(z).
Spirantisation of voiceless stops (P/b, k/g); nom. sing. af-s < ap- 'water', vax-s < yak
'word' drux-s < drug- '(cosmic) Lie'; loco plur. af-su < ap-; aor. I p jaux-madi, past
part. jux-ta- < jaug- 'harness'; weak perf stem ca-xr- < kar- 'do', ca-xn- < kan- 'love';
ci-cit- < kait- 'distinguish'.
Palatalisation of velars before l I r. e, i; acc. sing. yac-am < yak-; pres. jan-/gn- 'strike
down', aor. jam-, past part. gmata- < gam- 'come'.
Dental assibilation: pres. act. 3s das-tai < da-d-tO, daz-dai < da-dh-tO, imp. act. 2s daz-di,
mid. 2p daz-dyam < da-d-do < da- 'give', dha_ 'place'; inj. 3s nais-t, imp. 2p nis-ta < naid
'scorn' (but nais-mi analogical for *niiin-mi); past. part. yis-ta- < yaid- 'find', bas-ta
(analogical for *baz-da-), bandh. 'bind'.
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Assimilation of voiceless stops before (I1r. aspirated) voiced stops: instr. plur. abis <
ap-bis; a::d-bis < ast- 'bone'; - before z: aug-fa < aug-.
Assimilation of sibilants: nom. sing. haryatas- < haryatat- 'wholeness'; pres. 2s vasi <
vac-si (vas-si) < vac- 'wish'; imp. mid. 2sfrac-sya < frasya < parc-((rac- 'ask'.
Voice dissimilation of xO > xo is found, e.g. in tar-stems:f-Or-ai > f;x5roi < ptar- 'father';
perfect 2s: ya-yax-Oa > vauuax·'oa < lvak- 'speak'; and in the suffixes -Oa , -Ora-: vax-'ora
'speech organ'.
Modifications of I1r. c and j: plur. acc. asn-alz < asan- 'stone, heaven'; pres. 3s vas-ti,
2p us-ta < vac-; OAv. :1r's 'straight' (adv.) < Hd-s (cf. :1r'::u- 'straight' adj.); sing. instr.
barSn-a < bad"an- 'height'.
M odifications of IIr. s (::): nom. sing. viix-s < yak- , loc. plur. af-su < ap-; loc. plur.
ani"ahu < ani"alz-Izu 'in constrictions'; pres. I s ah-mi, 2s ahi, 3s as-ti, 3p h-anti, imp. 2s ::-di
< ah- 'be'; pres. inj. 2s bar-a-Iz < 'you carry', opt. 2s bar-ai-s; imp. mid. 2s -Sya: pres. Av.
yasa-r]'ha < ya-sa- 'request', dasya < da-d-sya < dii- 'give'; aor. kr-sya, pres. kr-nu-sya <
kar- 'do'; s-aor. inj. mid. I s ma1J-h-i, 3s man-s-ta < man- 'think'; imp. 2p Ora-::-dyam;
3s act. 3p sta-h-at < sfa- 'stand'; subj . 3s nai-s-a-t < nai- 'lead'; perf. stem hu-syaf- < hyap
'sleep'.
-

3 MORPHOLOGY I: NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY
The morphological categories of nouns, verbs, etc. are the same in all three Old Iranian
languages and are largely identical with the inherited Indo-Iranian system. They are
much less well known than the Old Indic system, however, because of the limited
material.
There are some modifications: in Young Avestan and Old Persian, the abl. sing. is
marked in all declensions. In Old Persian, the genitive merged with the dative and the
instrumental with the ablative into two cases: gen.-dat. and instr.-abl . In Young Avestan
and Old Persian, a 'preterital optative' developed.
Note also that Old Persian shares morphological (also lexical) isoglosses with Middle
and Modern Iranian languages remaining in Central Asia, so-called 'Randsprachen'
phenomena.
Typically, the morphological categories are defined by the type and morphology of the
inflection and derivation. Both nominal and verbal stems may consist of a root or root +
formant, to which inflectional endings are attached: R-(f)-E.
Both nominal declension and verbal conjugation are characterised by complex
patterns of quantitative ablaut in the so-called athematic classes, affecting the root, andl
or the formant, andlor the ending, as opposed to the absence of ablaut in the nominal
and verbal so-called thematic classes, both marked by a thematic vowel -a « ablauting
IE. aI e) The various ablaut patterns result in the extremely complex inflectional
morphophonology described above and below.
It is useful to classify nominal and verbal stems as strong and weak (occasionally
also middle). The strong stem, if possible, takes the lengthened grade of the root or
stem formant, the weak one the full or zero grade. Strong cases are the nom., acc. sing.,
nom.-voc.-acc. dual, and the nom. plur.
Pronouns have several endings not found in nouns.
-

-

.
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3.1 Nouns
Iranian, on the whole, maintains the inherited the system of vocalic and consonantic
declensions in nouns and adjectives; the triple gender (masc., fem., neut.) and number
(sing., dual, plur.) systems; and the eight cases.

3. 1. 1 Gender
The distribution of the genders in nouns, adjectives, pronouns, nominal forms of the
verb, and numerals is that of Indo-Iranian, with some individual Iranian features,
e.g. vak-Ivac- is feminine in Old Indic (Latin vox fem.), but masculine in Avestan.
A few words have both feminine and neuter forms (not in complementary distri
bution), e.g.:
•
•

fem.-neut. : YAv. zaoOra- 'libation ' ; p;;l!an a- 'battle'; OP. "ul1arii- 'skill';
YAv. neut. a-stems freq uently have fem. plur., e.g. sing. I1I1lG'WI11 'house', plur. I1mGna;
masc.-fem .: OAv. 111([Ora- 'poem' (fem . Yasl1a 43 . 14).

See also section 3 . 1 . 3 . 1 Derived feminines.

3. 1.2 Number and case
There are three numbers: singular, dual and plural. The few dual forms found suffice to
show that this. ' category was of the old Indo-Iranian type, but with distinct genitive and
locative form s in Old Avestan. See Tables 3.3. 1-2
Proto-Iranian had eight cases: nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive, dative,
ablative, instrumental, and locative. All are preserved in Avestan, while in Old Persian
they were reduced to six, the genitive being also used for the dative and the ablative
having merged with the instrumental.
Case syncretism is common: vocative
nominative in dual and plural; genitive
ablative except in the a-stems (in YAv. and, partly, OPers. , the abl. was distinguished from
the gen.); nominative accusative in the feminine plural; nominative accusative (no
voc.) in the neuter singular, dual, and plural; dative ablative in the plural; dative
ablative instrumental in the dual; Old Persian (and Young Avestan?), genitive locative
in the dual.
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

3. 1.3 Stem classes and declensions
Synchronically, stems can be classified as vowel stems (ending in a, 0, i, f, u, fI, ai, and au)
and consonant stems (most commonly ending in 11, r, h, but also p, t, I1t, d, etc.). The main
difference is between a-stems and all the others: only a-stems had distinct forms for the
gen. and abl . sing. in Indo-Iranian and proto-Iranian (elsewhere, gen. abl.) and a gen.
sing. not ending in -hl-s. Another useful classification is declensions with and without
-hl-sl-s (-S in the following) in the nom. sing.
Diachronically, several of the 'vowel' stems are laryngeal stems, with 0 < G or aH,
f < iH, and fI < uH and are still declined as consonant stems. The feminine f-stems fall
into two groups, the so-called vrkf-type, with the invariant formant -i-H- (> -fe, -ijV),
and the so-called devf-type, with ablauting formant -f-I-jo- < -iH-I-jaH-. The feminine
=
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a-declension apparently acquired several features from this type, including the voc. sing.
in -ai and the element -ja-.
I ranian declensions are on the whole inherited from Indo-Iranian, sharing both regular
paradigms and archaic singularities with Old Indic, from which they differ mainly
because of the phonological developments described above.
Special Iranian features include the protero-, hystero-, and holo-kinetic declensions
(see section 3. 1 . 1 .6b).
The principal innovations are the extension of the abl. sing. ending -t in Young Avestan
and Old Persian and the syncretism of cases in Old Persian.
3 . 1 .3. 1 Derived feminine adjectives and nouns
Feminine forms of most a-stem adjectives are declined according to the a-declension: Av.
sur-a- 'rich in life-giving strength', fern. sUr-a-.
Some a-stem adjectives, notably those denoting material , have ' vrkf-type' feminine
forms: YAv. maniiauu-a- 'belonging to the world of thought', fern. manii;]uu-f-; zar;]naen
a- 'of gold', fern. zar;]naen-f-, OPers. aOd'gain-a- 'of stone', fern. aOa"gain-f-; female
patronymics in Av. -!"lir-f- 'daughter of'.
The u-stems and consonant stems have 'devf-type' feminines with zero grade of
ablauting suffixes: YAv. pour-u- 'much', fern. padr-f- « par-u- pary-f-). In this type, the
final -f- probably palatalised a preceding k > C and further to i: apai-i 'backwards' <
*apac-f< apank- (only example).
Non-ablauting suffixes: present participles of thematic verbs in -dlp-f-, -;]lJt-f-: van-dnt
f- 'winning', bar-;]lJt-f 'carrying'; comparatives in -Uah-, fern. -iieh-f-: maz-iiah- 'greater',
fern. maz-iieh-f-;
ablauting suffixes: adjectives and present participles of athematic verbs in -alJt-, fern.
-dt-f-: b;]r'z-alJt- 'high', fern. b;]r"z-dtf-; perf. part. -uuah- , fern. -us-f- : dali-uuah- 'creator',
fern. dali-us-f-; agent nouns in -taro, fern. -Or-f-: bar"-tar- 'carrier', fern. bar'- Or-f- 'womb'.
Fern. (and neut.) forms of i-stem adjectives are declined as i-stem nouns: masc., fern .,
neut. ahdr-i- 'belonging to Ahura Mazda'.
Neut. adjectives are declined like neut. nouns: nom.-acc. sing. Av. sur-;]m, ahuir-i, voh-u
'good', OPers. fras-am 'perfect', par-uv 'much'.
Pronouns and the numerals '3' and '4' have some special masc. and fern. morphemes
(see section 3.6. 1 ).

3. 1 . 4 Protero-, hystero- and holo-kinetic declensions
In these declensions, full and zero grades in formants and endings alternate. Protero
kinetic forms have stem formant in the ful l grade and the ending in the zero grade;
hysterokinetic forms have stem formant in the zero grade and ending in the full
grade; and holokinetic forms have two full grades or two zero grades.
Avestan has a greater incidence than Old Indic of the proterokinetic as opposed to
hysterokinetic, including from n-stems (rln-stems), e.g. hysterokinetic gen. sing. -j-ah, -y
ah, -noah, but proterokinetic -ai-s, -au-s, -aIJ-h.

3. 1.5 Case endings
The basic case endings as reconstructed for proto-Iranian are set out in Tables 3.3. 1 -2.
Note, again, the convention -S -hl-sl-s. Laryngeals are not always noted.
=
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For actual Avestan and Old Persian endings, see on vowel and consonant changes (see
sections 2.3. 1 -2). N ote in particular assimilations between final consonants of stems and
initial S- and b- of endings.
Note also that the new YAy. abl . forms are formed by replacing the proto-Avo gen .
ending -S by -t: gairi- 'mountain': Ir. gen. garai-s � garai-t > garoi-j; nar- 'man': Ir. gen.
nr-s � nr-t > n;}r'-l ); bar'sman- 'barsom' : Ir. gen. barsman-h � abl . barsl11an-t > bar'sm;}n
(the ending reappears before the postposition -a: vaesl11 ;}f}d-a 'up to the entrance haW).
TABLE 3.3.1 : CASE ENDINGS: CONSONANT STEMS

Sing.
V
N
A
NAn
G
Ab
D
I
L

Plur.
NV
A
NAn
G
DAb
I
L

Dual
NAV
NAn
G
DIAb
L

3 . 1 .5.1

Basic

Consonant stems

-0
oS, -0
-In, -am
-am, -0
-ah, -S

-0
-hl-sl-s, -0
-am
-0
-ah, -hl-s
-atl-t
-ai
-a
-i

-I

-ai
-a, -H
-i, -0

-ah
-ah, -nS
-i, -H, - 0
-a afn
-biah
obis
-Su

-i, -H, -0
- a am
-bjah
obis
-hul-sul-su

-a
-ai, -i
-ah
-bja
-ah

-a
-ai
-ah
-bjli
-ah

'

-ah
,.

The zero ending

No ending is typical of several cases an d declensions, sometimes accompanied by ablaut
of the stem formant. Among the noteworthy instances are the following:
•

•

•

•

nom. sing. masc. h-, r-, no, and ai-stems, which also drop the final consonant: YAy.
ndre.man-a « -iih) 'having manly thoughts', OAv. p-tii < p-tar- 'father', drUfi-mii <
airiia-man- 'Ai riiaman', kauu-ii 'kauui, poet';
nom.-acc. sing. neut. n- and r-stems have zero grade of the formant: nii-m a 'name'
< nii-mf}, aU-ar' 'day' < aj-r;
nom.-acc. plur. neut. h-, no, and r-stems have lengthened grade: YAy. nii-mqn 'names',
OAv. aU-iirc; (YAv. aii-qn), vaxii-a < ljahj-iih 'better things';
loc. sing. neut. nlm-stems also have (apparently) lengthened grade beside -i: OAv.
cas-l11qn 'in the eye' (also cas-mdn-t), OYAv. dqm 'in the house' (YAv. also dql11 - i).
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TABLE 3.3.2: CASE ENDINGS: VOWEL STEMS
Vowel stems
a-stems
Sing.
V
N
A
NAn
G
Ab
D
I
L

-a-h
-a-m
-a-/I1
-a-hia
-at
-ai (-a' m)
-a
-a-i

Plur.
NV
A
NAn
G
DAb
I
L

-a (-ahah)
-a-1)1I
-a
-an-a'6m
-ai-bjah
-ais
-ai-su

Dual
NAV
NAn
G
DIAb
L

-a
-ai
-aj-all
-abja
-a1'-ah

-a-@

a-stems

i-stems

i-/ai-stems

u-/au-stems

-ai-@
-(I-@

-i-@
-f-@
-fm

-ai-@
-i-s, -a-@
-i-/I1, -(ij-am

-(II/-@

-(!i-s, -j-ah
-ai-{
-aj-ai, -j-ai
-f

-all-S, -lj-ah
-au-I, -lj-aIJ
-au-ai, -u-ai
-Ii, -lja
-all, -@
-au-all, -alj-all

-II-bjah
-u-bis
-u-su

-a-m

-i-@

-u-s, -au- s
-U-IlI, -a lj-am
-II-@

-a-ja-h
[-a-ja-t
-(Ii ( -a-jc7-i)
-a (-aj-a)
-a-j-a

-jah
-jat
-jai
-f

-a-h
=N

-IS
=N

-(In-a(7m
-a-blah
-a-bis
-a-/1!I

.
-f-n-a am
-i-blah
-f-bis
-i-su

-aj-all, -aj-all
-i-ns
-I
-i-n-a am
-i-bjall
-i-bis
-i-su

-ai

-f

-I

-Ii

-aj-(7h
-abja

-1-b1'a

-1'-ah
-f-bla

-U-(ih
-II-bja
-lj-all

-a-@

"

."

-

1I-I1

-ii

S

.

"

.=

-u-n-a llIll, -lj-a (lIlI

Note that the endingless instr. sing. and the nom.-acc. plur. neut. probably had an
original final laryngeal -H.
3 . 1 .5.2 Endings in bSeveral endings have an original initial b- (see Tables 3.3. 1-2; pronominal forms, see
Table 3.3.5) . In Young Avestan, the forms with b are common in all positions, but must
be due to anal ogyg, as the forms with -b- are phonetically expected only after consonant
(-l;1bis, -t bis, etc.). After vowels, b became p > Ij (uu), which is still frequently preserved
(see Skj<erv0 2007a): dat.-abl. plur. xst:Juui-Piii5 « xstauui-, a mythological people),
vi5iynii-uiii5 < vi5iynii- (a kind of natural disaster, flood?), rasma-oiii5 « rasman- 'battle
line'); note also the pronominal dat. sing./plurs. miiuui5iia « mapja 'for me'), etc.; - dat.
abl.-instr. dual biizu-pe < -bja < biizu- 'arm'; - instr. plur. -Pis > -Ijis (*-aois): val) ulzis <
val)hu- 'good'. The forms viiy:Flibiii5, instr. vayzibis < vak- 'word' must have replaced
forms such vay-pji5 and * vay-Pis > * vaoiii5 and * vauuis.
The n-stem forms such as niim5nis < niiman- 'name', a$aonfs < a$auuan- 'Orderly'
I believe are analogical replacements for niim:Jljis, a$alj:Jljis (see Skj<erv0 2007a).
The expected forms of the ah-stems, *-az-bis and *-az-bjah, were replaced by -5bis,
-5biii5, as if -ah + bis.
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3. 1 .5.3 Added -a
In Young Avestan, a final -a can be added to the acc. sing. (viirdl11-a '*according to
pleasure') and the abl. sing. (-ai5-a, -mdFd-a), with the specific meaning 'all the way to,
up to and including, throughout' (see section 5.4.6.3). Old Avestan also has dat. sing. -ai
and -cli. a.
In the loc. sing./plur. we find the particle in all three languages: OAv. (only sing.)
x'GOroii-a 'in good breathing space'; YAy. gatault-a, op. gaOav-ii 'in place'; - YAy.
glitusltu-a, OP. dahyusuv-a 'among the lands'.
This particle may be identical with OAv. ii, used to emphasise 'here and now/there and
then'(?), which is combined with a variety of local (temporal) cases.

3. 1 . 6 Individual declensions
Following are some notes on special features of individual declensions. For further
details, see Hoffmann and Forssman 1 996, Skj<erv0 2007b.
3. 1 .6. 1 The i- anJ u-ste ms
Most i- and u-stems have ablauting (proterokinetic) stem formants -i-/-ai- and -u-/-au-,
except a small set with hysterokinetic ablaut -i-/-ja- and -u-/-ya- (see section 3. 1 . 1 .4,
Table 3.3.3).
The forms are distributed somewhat differently in Old and Young Avestan ; thus, some
masc. u-stems .have gen. sing. from -aus in Old Avestan, but from -yah in Young Avestan:
OAv. xrat-;)lI.s·, pas-;)us; YAy. xraOfJ-o, pas-uuo < xratu- 'wisdom', pasu- 'sheep'; OAv. instr.
sing. xratu, OYAv. xraOfJ-a. The masc. pasu- 'sheep' also has the irregular nom.-acc. plur.
pas-tlllo (OInd. acc. plur. pasvas).
On various aspects of u-stems see also Pirart 1 993; Tremblay 1 998; de Vaan 2003,
��1 6.3. 1 -2; Skj<erv0 2005a.
A special hysterokinetic i-stem is ra 1- 'wealth' < raHi-, which has the two stems rae- <
raHi- and rclii- (shortened raii-) < raHj-.
3 . 1 .6.2 Monosyllabic and polysyllabic ai- and au-stems
Monosyllabic au-stems include the well-attested gau- 'cow' and djau- 'heaven' (only
gen. sing. diiaos'); nau- 'ship' is absent from the OIr. corpus; gau- is inflected as consonant
stem, with standard strong and weak case forms, but acc. sing. gCi111, plur. gel (OInd. gam ,

gas).

Old Iranian has a few polysyllabic ai- and au-stems (traditionally classified as subsets
of i- and u-stems), which take the long grade of the stem formant in strong cases
and protero- or hysterokinetic forms in the weak cases (the distribution of lengthened
and full grade in Avestan is obscured by shortening and lengthening of a and a), among
them the proterokinetic hax-ai- 'companion' with strong stem < sakH-aj-, weak stem
ha1- < hac-j- < sakH-j-, and kay-ai- 'poet'; and the hysterokinetic dahj-au- 'land'. See
Table 3.3.3 (only attested forms).
Old Avestan also has hiD-au- '*cord-master' with nom. sing. hiD-au-s, acc. sing. hiD-(l
m, and proterokinetic YAy. abl. sing. hiO-uua-If (?).
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TABLE 3.3.3:

ai

- AND

ai- stems

Sing.
V
N
A
G
Ab
D
L

al/-

STEMS, PROTEROKINETIC i- AND

endings

ka!l-ai-

-a
-aj-am

kauua
kauuaem

Sing.
N
A
G
D
I
Plur.
NA
A
G

-aj-ah
� ::::

-i-a am

haxa
haxaim

hale

-j-ai

Plur.
NV
A
G
L
Dual
NAV

hax-ai-

kauuaiii5

haxaiiii

kaoiiwn

haiqm

dahj-au-

Avestan

Old Persian

-au-s
-a!l-am

d({]jhus
daIjhaom

-au-s
-au-t
-a!l-ai
-au

(OAv. daxiium)
daIjhaos
daIjhaol
daIjhaoe
daIjhii

dahl,lyaus
dahl,lyaum,
dahayavam
(Odahl,lyum)
dahl,lyaus

-a!l-ah
-u-s
-u-na am
-u-su
,.

-

-a-!l-a

-j-ah
-i-ai
-j-a

,.

-j-a am

ra'iraU
raem
raiiii

pa'Oe
raiia

kaoiiqm

raiii5
raU
raiiqm

STEMS

au-stems
endings

* -

Proterokinetic i-stems
endings
pati-, kauui-

1/-

da.iiiunqm

dahl,lyauv-a
dahl,lyava
dahayava
dahl,lyunam
dahl,lyusuv-a

daIjhu

Proterokinetic u- stems
endings
xratu-, pasu-

-!l-ah
-!l-ai
-!I-a

xraO{3i5
xraO{3e
xraO{3a

-!l-ah

pasuuii

-!l-a'am

xraO{3qm

3. 1 .6.3 Holo-kinetic stems
These include the following stems:
•

•

•

the laryngeal stem pm;tii-lpaO- 'path' « pant-aH-, plJt-H-): nom. sing. palJt-ii « pant
ii-h < pant-aH-s) acc. sing. palJt-qm, instr. sing. paO-ii « plJt-H-ii);
a few nouns with stem formant -Han-: marta-Han- 'accompanied by death(?)': nom.
plur. mar't-iin-o « marta-Han-as), gen. sing. mar'O-n-o « mart-Hn-as);
a few neut. u-stems: dii"r-u- 'tree, wood', iiii-u- 'life span', ziin-u- 'knee' (sing. nom.-acc.
YAv. dii"r-u, iiii-u, gen. drao-s, yao-s; dat. yauu-elyao-e, instr. yauu-a, loc. draoo; plur.
dat.-abl. znu-biiaso; cf Gk. doru 'wood', gonu 'knee').

3. 1 .6.4 r-stems
The masc. r-stems have nom. sing. with lengthened grade of the formant and zero
ending. The r-stems comprise the following (relatively few forms attested):
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words denoting kinship: OAv. p (ilu) tar-, YAy. pitar-, matar-, OAv. dug'dar-/YAv. duy6ar-,
x"aIJhar-, bratar-, l1aptar- 'grandson', as well as l1ar- 'man'; these have full grade -ar- in
strong cases and zero grade -rlr- in weak cases;
agent nouns in -tar-: patar- 'protector', datar- 'maker, creator', as well as star- 'star'
have lengthened grade -ar- in strong cases.

Both types behave partly like vowel and partly like consonant stems: nom. sing. -a;
hysterokinetic sing. gen. -rah, -rai (YAv. piOro, OAv. f"oroi, YAy. daOro, daOre); acc. plur.
-alz; - acc. plur. -1'I1S (OAv. l1iJrqs1; proterokinetic gen. , dat. sing. -rs: OAv. l1iJr" S, YAy. narf;
sastarf < sastar- 'false teacher' (weak stem saOr-).
iitar- 'fire' was probably originally a neuter r-stem, with nom.-acc. sing. *atr, to which
masc. endings were added: nom. atr-s, acc. all -am > Av. iitars, iitriJm (H offmann and
Narten 1 989: 73 n. 1 26).
'

3 . 1 .6.5 Stem-formants containing n
These comprise the stem formants -al1-; -jan-; -yan-, -mal1-; -ant-, -yant-, -mant-; -ank,
-jank-.
In the zero grade of the formant, the n when between consonants is vocalised to IJ. > a,
producing the alternations -an-I-an-I-n-I-a-; -iint-I-ant-I-at-; -iink-l-iinc-l-iik-l-iic- (-ac-),
-i 'Gnk-I-i 'Gnc-I-fk-I-fc-.
3. 1 . 6. 5a Stems in -anYAy. f. xsapan- 'night' and m. asan- 'stone, sky': sing. nom. xsapa, acc. xsapaniJm,
asiiniJm, gen. '= plur. acc. xsafno, asno, plur. loc. xsapo/zuua « xsapa/zu + -a).
3. 1 . 6. 5b Stems in -ianThe masc. and fern. jan-stems have nom. sing. in -jii > Av. -je: m. fraIJrasiiiin- (proper
name): sing. nom. fraIJrase, acc. jraIJrasiiiiniJm (only forms); - f. kaniian- 'young
woman': sing. nom. kdne, acc. kdnfniJm, gen.
plur. nom. kdnfno (sing. gen. also
kanUa).
=

3. 1. 6. 5c Stems in -l1an-, -man-, -HanExample: a!auuan- m. 'righteous' : sing. nom. a!auuii, acc. a!auuaniJm, sing. gen. plur.
acc. a!aono and a!auno « -yn-), plur; dat.-abl. a!auuabiio « -1Jb-); manOraHan- 'keeper
of the mqOra': sing. nom. mqOrii mqOra 'ii « manOra-Hii), dat. mqOriine « manOra
Hn-ai).
The neuter stems have sing. loc. and plur. nom-acc. with lengthened grade and zero
ending, beside forms with ending -i (see section 3 . 1 . 5 . 1 ) .
Because o f the morphophonological vagaries of Ir. U , the yan-stems are sometimes n o
longer recognizable as such, e.g. Av. span-Ispa-Istm- 'dog' « cyan-IcU�l-lcun-; "ruOpan
'entrails' < ruOyan-; - YAy. aOaruan-, a kind of priest: strong stem iiOrauuan-, week stem
aOaurun-.
The voc. sing. of yan-stems ends in -um (-iJm), with the final -n apparently assimilated
to the preceding Y(iJ): a!iium < a!ayan 'Orderly', yum < yuuan 'youth', iiOraom < iiOrayan,
Orizaj;Jm < Ori-zaf-uan 'three-mouthed'.
=

=
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3. 1.6. 5d SIems in -antThese differ from the n-stems in having nom. sing. in -S, but are otherwise similar to the
yan-stems. The anI-stems include adjectives and present and aorist participles (these have
no ablaut when from thematic verbs).
The nom . sing. varies: adjectives have YAv. -0 and forms from -allll, pronouns and
present participles -Cis (see section 2.3.2.6). Acrostatic presents have the weak stem
throughout (OAv. slauuas < slay-I)t-s < stcLU- 'praise').
3. 1 . 6. 5e Stems in -yant-, -mant-, -HantStems in -yalll-, -l11ant- have sing. nom. and voc. from stems in -yah-I-malz-: YAv.
sing. nom. druua < yah, voc. druuo < -yah, acc. drllU{l1Jt;)l11, gen. druuato < drllg-yant
'possessed by the lie'; l11aza-Hc7Ilt- 'big': YAv. sing. masc. acc. maZa�ll;)117 (mazaf} t;)m),
neut. nom.-acc. mazal « l11aw-Hnt).
-

3. 1 . 6. 5/ Stems in -Hank, -iHankMost of these are derived from preverbs denoting direction, but also from other words.
They have various unusual features: sing. nom. in -s with loss of the velar (cf. ant-stems);
neut. sing. nom .-acc. in -g"l; palatalisation in sing. acc., plur. nom.: sing. nom. parCis
'away < paran (k)-s, neut. parag-'l (see section 2 . 1 .2. 1); sing. acc. niia(1cim « -cam)
'downwards', plur. nom. niiaf}co.
3. 1 .6.6 Stems in -ah-, -jah-, -yalzM ost of the all-stems are neuter (cf. Gk. genos, etc.) and masculine only in compounds.
They take the full grade throughout, except in the plur. nom.-acc. (mana < -alI 'thoughts')
and masc. sing. nom. ndre. l11ana 'with manly thoughts'.
The jail-stems are comparatives (see section 3.2) and the yah-stems perfect participles
(see section 4.6. 1 .2). They both take the lengthend grade in the strong cases, but only
yah-stems have zero grade -uS-.
3 . 1 .6.7 Neuter rln-stems
The archaic heteroclitic neut. rln-stems have
nom.-acc.plur.: aiia,.' 'day', gen. sing. aiicl «
aiiCin; OAv. Iluuar' 'sun', gen . x'�f}g, YAv. hit
rawr- '*straightness', sing. instr. rasna; Old
'great'), sing. instr.-abl. vasna 'by the greatness

r-stem nom.-acc. sing. and r- or n-stem
-a1J II ), nom.-acc. plur. OAv. aiiar';, YAv.
(disyllabic < llU �ar, lzu �a1Jh). Note OAv.
Persian * vazar- 'greatness' (in vazc;r-ka
,
(of Ahuramazda) .

3. 1 .6.8 Stems in laryngeals
Indo-Iranian laryngeal stems ending in vowels plus laryngeal became long vowel-stems in
the attested corpuses: aH > a, iH > r, lIH > li.
Before endings in vowels, the lost laryngeal left a hiatus, e.g. mazdaH- 'omniscient':
acc. sing. mazdaH-am > OAv. mazdCim (3 syllables); gen. sing. mazdaH-as > mazda 'ah,
OAv. mazda (3 syllables) > YAv. mazda (2 syllables); - OPers. nom.-acc. plur. aOd'gainfya"
< -iHah 'of stone'; - tanllH- 'body': gen. sing. tanuH-ah, OAv. tanuuasO. See also on
pantaH in section 3. I .6.3.
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TABLE 3.3.4: EXAMPLES OF STEMS IN STOPS
ap- 'water', Ijak- 'voice, word', drug- '(the cosmic) deception', xsnlll- '*satisfaction', n. asl- 'bone',
sllI/- 'praise', °brl_ 'carrying, riding', fern. derivatives in -Ia/-:

Sing.
NY
A
NAn

G
Ab

D
I
L

af-s
ap-am

Ijax-s
ljac-a/11

dmx-s
druj-am

ap-ah
ap-a/
ap-ai
ap-a
ap-i

Ijac-ah

dmj-ah
dmj-aI

XSllll-S
xfnll/-am
as
sill/-ali
°br/-at

Ijac-a

Plu)".
NY
A
NAn

ap-ah
ap-ah

Ijac-ah
Ijac-ah

dmj-ah

G

Ijac-a'am
*ljag-bjah
*ljag-bis

°druj-a'am

L

ap-a'a/11
a (p J -hjah
a (p) -bis
af-sll

Dua l
NAY

ap-a

DAh

G
D1Ab

*ljag-bja

SllIl-ah
slU/-ah
ast-i
stut-a'am
°brd-bjah
azd-bis

° lata
°lad-alah
o/ad-bja

3. 1 .6.9 Other consonant stems
The stems in other stops are fairly regular. Examples are seen in Table 3.3.4
(reconstructed proto-Iranian).
In Old Persian, where final groups were apparently not allowed, some words may have
been transferred to other declensions (see Section 2.2.2. 1 ).
The two m-stems zam- 'earth' and ziiam- 'winter' have sing. nom. za and ziia and weak
stems z" m- (monosyllabic, -sm- in compounds) and zim- (often confused in the mss.);
- dam- 'house' has gen. sing. OAv. d�lJg « dmJh < dam-s), YAv. loco sing. dqm, dqmi.
3. 1 .6. 1 0 Suppletive stem-systems
There are various kinds of suppletive stem-systems, e.g.:
•

•

alternating vowel and consonant stems: Av. zii-Izam- 'earth, ground', ziiii-Iziiam- 'win
ter'; OAv. sauua-Isalluah- (in complementary distribution) 'life-giving strength', lisa-I
usah- 'dawn', YAv. kaniiii-Ikainfn- 'young woman'; OPers. iipf-Iap-(?) 'water';
alternating consonant stems: ntis-stems tls-, and tln- (napah-Inapat-Inaptar- 'grand
child, scion'; °carat-/Ocaran-); neut. rln-stems.
,

3.2 Adjectives: comparative and superlative
The comparative and superlative of adjectives (including participles) and adverbs is made
either with the suffixes -/jah- and -ista- or with the productive type -tara- and -t:Jma-. The
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suppletive type Eng. good vs. better, is attested in OPers. vaz�lrka- 'great', maO-ista
'greatest' .
The comparative/superlative in -tara-/-t;)ma- is made from the (weak) stem of adjec
tives or adverbs and with appropriate sandhi before the ending: YAv. al11a-uuas-tara-/
-t;)I1Ja- 'more/most powerful ' (-uuast- < -U�lt-t-); huJiis-t;)ma- < huoiih- 'giving good gifts';
yiisbr's-tara-/Ot;)ma- < yiis-k;)r't-t- 'performing (well) at the audition'; YAv. tauruuaiiqs
t;)ma- < °iiGlJt-t- 'overcoming, victorious', YAv. hubaoioi-tara-/Ot;)ma- 'more/most
fragrant'; OPers. apa-tara- 'farther'; YAv., OPers. jra-tara- 'ahead (of)', Av. jra-t;)ma-,
OPers. jra-tama- 'foremost'.
The comparative/superlative in -iiah-/-iSta- is made from the root in the full grade.
Adjectives with suffixes lose these: Av. ak-a-: ai-iiah- « ac'tiah-), ac-ista- 'more/most
evil'; bii-ri- 'plentiful': bao-iiah-, dba-ista- < dU-); driy-u- 'poor': draej-ista-; sp;)�-ta- 'Iife
giving': span-iiah-, spfin-ista-; drug-uant- 'possessed by the Lie': draoj-iiah-, draoj-ista.
Forms from pres. parts. (or verbal nouns) include bair-ista- 'who carries most often'
< bar-;)�t- 'carrying', OPers. tauv-{Yah- 'mightier' < tu-nu-va"t- 'who has power'.
From roots with laryngeals we have forms such as the following: Av. dar'ya- 'l ong'
« drH-ga-): driij-iiah-, driij-ista « draHg-); iid-ra- 'needy' « �Hd-ra-): niiid-iiah
« naHd-): po"ru- 'much' « prH-u-):jrii-iiah-, frae.sta- « praH-jah-, praHista-).
A few adjectives have both kinds of superlative, but with different meanings: OAv.
po"ru-t;)ma- 'in highest numbers'; sp;)�ta. t;)ma- 'having the name Sp;)�lta- in the highest
degree(?)'; YAv. aka-tara- 'worse (for sb.)'.
Double superlative: YAv. draej-iSta-t;)ma- 'the poorest of the poor'.
3.3 Adverbs
Adverbs can be invariable particles or forms of adjectives (also comparative and
superl ative) or other words:
•
•

•

•

•

underived: Av. 1110sl1 'soon, quickly'; OAv. nu, OYAv. nur;)m, OPers. nural11 'now';
nom .-acc. neut. sing. of a noun or adjective: OYAv. vasa 'at will' « vasah- 'will');
YAv. darSal, OPers. dqrsam 'vigourously'; YAv. po"rum 'in front', OPers. paruvam
'before';
abl . and lac. sing.: Av. duriil, OPers. duradas 'from afar'; Av. duir� 'in the distance',
OPers. duraiy (apiy) 'far (and wide)';
ending -S (Schindler 1 987): OAv. ;)r's, YAv. ars 'straight' « Hd-s);
compounds: YAv. yaOii. k;)r't;)m 'as it is done', OPers. pasGva « pasii a va) 'afterward'.
-

Adverbs of place and manner are made from adjectives, pronouns and preverbs with
suffixes: -Ora, -Oa, -da, -diit (OPers. -das), and -tah, e.g.: Av. ya-Ora 'where'; ka-Oa 'how?';
OAv. a-dG 'then', OPers. ava-dii 'there'; YAv. a-Jiil 'from there', OPers. dura-das 'from
afar'; Av. aipi-ta 'all around', OPers. ahma_tah 'from that (place)'.
Comparative and superlative: btiOa '*sometimes, *again and again', sup. baio-ist;)m;fra
'forward': comp. jratar;)m, sup. jrat;)m;)m.
See also section 9. 1 .2.2 Adverbial Gmrecjita compounds.
3.4 Pronouns
There are personal, possessive, demonstrative, reflexive-reciprocal, relative, interrogative
and indefinite (indefinite relative) pronouns, most of them of the Indo-Iranian type.
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3.4. 1 Personal pronouns
The personal pronouns distinguish three persons; the 3rd person distinguishes three
genders. All persons have tonic and non-tonic enclitic forms (see Tables 3.3. 5-6).
TABLE 3.3.5: 1 ST AND 2ND PERSON PERSONAL PRONOUN
Sing.
V
N
A
G
Ab
D
L
Plur.
N
A
G
D
Ab
Dual
NAV
G

2nd pers.

1 st pers.
encl.
ajam
mlim
ma-na
ma-t
ma-bja(h)

vajam
ahma
ahmlikam
ahma-bja
ahma-J
ahmli

mli
mai
mai

encl.

tu
tuuam
OUlim
taua
OUa-t
ta-bjah
(JUa(j)i

fJUli
ta;
ta;

jui-am
nlih
nah
nah

jusmlikam
iusma-bja. sma-bja
jusma-t, sma-t
smli

iiis
Ulih
Uah
Uah

aUa(?)
juulikam

TABLE 3.3.6: 3RD PERSON PRONOUNS
Tonic:

m.

Sing.
N
A
G
Ab
D
I
L

n.

f.

*ha, *ha-h
ta-m
a-hja
a-hm-cit
a-hm-tii
a-nli
a-hm-;

ta-t
ta-t

hli

Plur.
N
A
G
DAb
I
L

tai
ta
ta-I]h
lli
a;-s-a'am
ai-bjah
lais
ai-su

Dual
NAV

tli

tai

tam
a-hj-lih
a-hj-lit
a-hj-a;
a-jli
a-hjli
ta-h
tli-h
li-h-a'am
li-bjah
li-bis
li-hu

Enclitic

m.

n.

f.

it

hf

ha;/sa;

hai/sa;

hai/sa;

hai/sa;

hai/sai

hai/sa;

ins (dins)

f

hW*§fs

hf

hf
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There are three 3rd-person demonstrative pronouns: ha- (sa-)Ita-, i- (hi-Isi-, di-), and a-.
Some forms are poorly attested and difficult to classify.
ha-Ila- serves as 3rd-person personal pronoun and weakly deictic 'that', but is often
difficult to distinguish from the far-deictic demonstrative pronouns; i- is only enclitic; and
a- is identical with the near-deictic demonstrative pronoun.
In Old Persian, the far-deictic pronoun is used as emphatic personal pronoun.
3.4.2 Possessive pronouns (adjectives)
Only Old Avestan has genuine possessive pronouns; these are derived from the oblique
stems of the 1 st and 2nd sing. personal pronouns by thematisation: 111(/- 'my', OPa
« Oya- > 'thy', and from aka-extensions of the oblique stems of the I st and 2nd plur.
personal pronouns: ahmiika- 'our', xsmiika- 'your'. For the 3rd person , the genitive of the
personal pronoun is used or the possessive reflexive pronoun ltya- 'his, her, its, their'.
In Young Avestan and Old Persian, the genitive of the personal pronoun is used .
3. 4. 3 Demonstrative pronollns
The demonstrative pronouns have a th ree-way deixis of varying emphasis, corresponding
to I st, 2nd and 3rd person:
•
•

•

1 st-person deixis (near-deixis): il11a-Ia- and aesa-Iaeta- 'this' (Latin hie, Spanish este);
2nd-person deixis (unclear): OAv. huuolal1a- 'that near you', also 'derogatory' (cf. Latin
iste, Spanish ese);
,
3rd-person deixis (far-deixis): hiiulalllla- 'that (over there) (Latin i/le, Spanish aque/).

All three have two (or more) stems, one reserved for the nom. masc. and fem ., the other
for the other cases, or a more complex distribution. See Table 3.3.7.
3. 4. 4 Relative pronoun
The relative stem i s ja-, with nom. -acc. neut. OAv. hiial (with h- of unclear origin), YAv.
yaJ (rarely h iiaJ). In Old Persian, ja- was univerbated with the demonstrative pronoun
ha-Ila-: haya-Itaya- (cf. Adiego Lajara 2000). See Table 3.3.8.
3.4.5 Interrogative and indefinite pronouns
The stems kcl-Ica- and ci- serve as interrogative pronouns (see Table 3.3.8) and, with
enclitic -ea and -cil, repeated, or negation, as indefinite pronouns: Av. kas-e'iJ 'whoever',
OPel's. kas-eiy, cis-ciy 'anything'; kataras-cil 'each (of two)'; ka- ka- 'each and every';
- negative and preventive: noil kas-cil, Iwe-ci- 'not any', mii-ci- 'let not any'.
Indefinite relative: OAv. yo . . . cis-al (sing. m.), yoi . . . caiias-ea (plur. m.) 'whoever',
yii . . . cl-ea (plur. n.) 'whichever', yahl11iii . . . kahmiiiefl 'to whom-so-ever'.
3. 4. 6 Reflexive pronollns and reciprocity
These are OYAv. x'a- and YAv. hallua- 'own'; YAv. x" aepdOiia- 'own'; OPel's. "u vaipasiya
'self', "uviiipasiya- 'own'. The meaning of lanu- 'body' sometimes comes close to 'own
body, self'.
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TA BLE 33.7: DEMONSTRATI VE PRONOUNS
Near-deictic ( I st pers.) demo pron
n.
m.
Sing.
il11-a t
N
ajal11
il11-am
im-at
A

[

Far-deictic (3rd pers.) demo pron !Jau/alja-:
n.
f.
m.

ijam

Miu

alj-a-t

h(/U, hiill

im-om

alj-a-111

alj-a-t

alj-o-111

ima-/a-:

G

a-hja

a-h-joh

Ab
D
I

a-IIm-ot

a-h-jot

a-hm-oi

a-h-joi

a-l1o

ajo

L

a-/lI11-i

a-h-jo

Plur.
N
A

O/j-ah-jiit
alj-ah-joi
alj-o, alj-a-Ila

il11-o

im-oh

aljai

alj-o

alj-o-h

im-(1)h

im-o

im-all

alja-1)h

alj-o

aljo-h

ai-s-a 'al/1

O-ha[/l11

DAb
I

ai-bjah

o-bjah

Gis

o-bis

ai-.511

o-flll

L

alj-o-bjah

alj-ais-a'al11
alj-ois

alj-a

il/1-o

G

alj-iih

oh, ajoh

DIAb

objii

Far-deictic (2rd pers.) delll. pron

Ill .

Sing.
N
I

alj-ah-joh

il11-ai

G

Dual
NAV

alj-a-hja

h(lIIlal1a

Plur.

h(1II
al1ae)

al1Gis

Reciprocity is usually expressed by aniia- . . . aniia-, OPers. aniya- . . . aniya- 'one . . .
another, each other' (see Jamison 1 997).

3.4. 7 Pronominal case endings
Pronouns have some case endings that differ from those of nouns, including the dat.
sing.!pl ur. ending -bja (h) in the pers. prons. 1 st and 2nd (see also sections 2.3 . 1 .2,
3 . 1 .5.2); - neut. nom.-acc. sing. -at in pass. and demo prons. (and pronominal adjs.);
- masc. nom. plur -ai; - masc.-neut. dat., abl. sing. formant hl71 ; - fem. gen ., dat., abl.,
lac. formant -hj-; gen. plur. masc. formants -1-, fem. -11-. See Tables 3.3.5-8.
There is at least one OAv. fem. sing. form in -ae: x"aeO 'own' (cf. latin hae-c).
-

-

-

3.5 Adpositions
Old Iranian has pre- and postpositions. Some of these are only prepositions, some are
also preverbs, and some are derived from nouns, adjectives, or adverbs or particles. In
some cases it is difficult to distinguish between adverbs, preverbs and adpositions. For
examples, see section 5.4 Uses of Cases.
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TABLE 3.3.8: RELATIVE AND I NTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS
Relative pronouns:

f.

m.

j-a-t
j-ah
j-a-t
j-am
ja-hja
ja-hm-at
ja-hm-ai
ja
ja-hm-i

ja
ja-m
ja-h-jah
ja-h-jat
ja-h-jai

k-at, Ci-t
k-ah, Ci-s
k-am, Ci-m
k-at, Ci-t
ka-hja, c-ahja
ka-hm-at
ka-hm-ai
ka, ka-na
ka-hm-i, c-ahmi

j-ai
ja
j-alJh
ja
j-ai-s-a'am
j-ai-bjah
jais
j-ai-su

ja-h
ja-h
ja-h-a'am
ja-bjah

ja

jai

m.

Sing.
N
A
G
Ab
D

I
L
Plur.
N
A
G
DAb
I

L
Dual
NAV
G
Old Persian
Sing.
N
A
lAb

Plur.
N
A
GD

n.

ja-h-ja

k-ai, cajah
k-alJh
k-ai-sa'am
k-ai-bjah
ktiis

n.

f.
ka
ka-m
ka-h-jah
ka-h-jai
ka-h-ja

ka, cf
ka
ka-h-a'am

ia-hu

ja-jah
m.

n.

f.

haya
tayam
tayana

taya
taya

haya
tayam

taya

taya, tayaiy
taya
tayaisam

tayaiy
tayaisam

3.6 Numerals and measure
A relatively large number of cardinals, ordinals and other number words are attested in
Young Avestan, while Old Avestan has hardly any. Of the Old Persian number words,
only aiva 'one', is spelled out, but several Old Persian number words are found in Elamite
texts.

3.6. 1 'One' to four'
'One' is expressed by the stems aiya- and ha- < sf!1m- (see section 3.6.3. 1 ):
•
•

cardinal : Av. aeuua-, OPers. aiva-;
ordinal: Av.fra-t:1ma- 'foremost, first', OAv. pa"ruuiia- , YAv. padriia-, OPers. paruviya-.

'Two' and 'both': The number 'two' is expressed by the stems d(u}ya- and dyi- (OAv.
duibi_, YAy. bi-):
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cardinal: YAy. duua, fern., neut. duiie, duuaeo (i.e. duya, duyai);
ordinal: OAy. d"ibitiia-, YAy. bitiia-, OPers. duvitfya-;

For 'both ', OAy. has nom.-acc. masc. ubii, fern., neut. ube; YAy. nom.-acc. masc. uua,
fern., neut. uiie < uya, uyai); OPers. nom.-acc. masc. ubii.
YAy. also has the indec1 . uuaem 'both' (OInd. ubhayam).
'Three': The stem is {}ri-:
•
•

cardinal: nom. masc. Oriiiio, fern. tisro, neut. Orf;
ordinal: AY. Oritiia-, OPers. (:itfya- 'for the third time'.
'Four': The stem is caOfJar-lcatur- (YAy. caOruo in compounds):

•
•

cardinal: nom. masc. ca{}fJiiro, fern. ca/aIJro, neut. catura;
ordinal: YAy. tiiriia- « ktryja-, cf. ii-x/r/ rim 'a fourth time').

'One' has proniminal declension; 'two' and 'both are declined as dual a-stems (but
OPers. plur. gen.-dat. ubiiniim); 'three' and 'four' have fern. forms with -hr-I-sr- (see
Table 3.3.9).
TABLE 3.3.9: DECLENSION OF NUMERALS
'One'
N
A
G

Ab
I
L
'Two'
NA
DAbl
L
'Three'
N
A
G

m.

m.

N
A
G

n.

duua

f.

aeuua
aeuuqm
aeuuaIjhii
aeuuaiia

f.

duiie, duuaeo

dUiie, duuaeo

n.

f.

duuaeibiia
duuaiiii

m.
Oriiiio
Oris

Ori
Ori

tisro
tisro
tisrqm, tisranqm

n.

f.

Oraiiqm
Oribii6

DAb
'Four'

n.

aeuuo
oiium, aim
oiium, aim
oiium, aim
aeuuahe
aeuuahmiil
aeuua
aeuuahmi

m.

cafJpiir6
caturfj

catura
catura

catal]ro
catal]ro

caturqm

3. 6.2 The remaining numerals
The cardinals 'five' to 'ten': palJca, xsuuas, hap/a, asta, nauua, dasa; these have thematic
gen. forms (palJcanqm, nauuanqm, dasanqm).
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The ordinals (only YAv.) of '5' and '6' are characterised by the root vowel u: puxl5a-,
xstuua-. 'Seventh' has the formant -Oa-: hapta-Oa-; 'eighth' to 'tenth' the formant -l11a-:
ast;}-l11a-, naO-l11a-, das ;}-l11a-.
M ost of the numerals ' 1 1 ' to ' 1 9' are known only from the ordinals, which were
identical with the cardinals: aeuuan-dasa-, duua-dasa-, Ori-dasa-, caOru-dasa-, pa(lCa-dasa-,
xsuuas-dasa-, hapta-dasa-, asta-dasa-, nauua-dasa-.
'20' is vfsaiti. '30' to '50' are compounds with °sat;}l11: Ori-sat;}l11, caOpar'-sat;}l11,
pa(lcii-sat;}l11. '60' to '90' are fern. ti-stems : xsuuas-ti-, haptii)ti-, astii)ti-, nauua)ti-.
' 1 00' and ' 1 ,000' are neut.. a-stems: sata-, hazalJl"a-, with mixed plur. forms: tisro sata,
caOpiiro sata, nauua hazalJra, etc. ' 1 0,000' is neut. baeuuar/n-.
Compounded numerals are represented by pa(lcii-ca vfsdti '25', Oraiias-ca Orisqs-ca
'33', pWJcii-ca haptiiiti- '75', nauua-ca nauudti '99'.
Higher numerals include duiie nauudti ' 1 80' (two 90) and nauua-ca . . . nauuaitis-ca
nauua-ca sata l1auua-ca hazalJra l1auuasfis-ca baeuuqn '99,9999', which is the highest Av.
number, there being no word for ' 1 00,000'.

3.6.3

Derived numerals

3.6. 3 . 1 M ultiplicatives
Multiplicatives ('times, -fold') have simple and extended forms:
•
•
•
•

'once': YAv. ha-le;}r'!, OPers. ha-learal11; c( Av. , OPers. hWlla- 'one and the same';
'twice': YAv. bis, biz-uual; - 'thrice': YAv. Oris, Oriz-uual; - 'four times': YAv. caOrus;
'six/nine times': xsuuaz-aiia, naol11-aiia;
the tens: vTsaiti-uua, OrisaO-pa, etc.

3.6.3.2 '-th time'
The '2nd-4th time' are formed from the ordinals with the prefix ii-: ii-!bitll11/ii-l5bitfl11,
ii-OritJ/11, ii-xtrirfl11.
3 .6.3 .3 Fractions
Fractions are made with the formant -Sya-: Ori-suua-, caOru-suua-, palJta-lJ'ha-, hapta
huua-, asta-huua-. The same formation is attested for Old Persian by Elamite texts:
*ca(:usuva-, <as-du-mas>
*asta"uva-,
< si-iii-mas>
* (:i-suva-, <�a-is-su-is-ma>
etc. (Hoffmann 1 965).
=

=

=

4 MORPHOLOGY I I : VERBAL MORPHOLOGY
The I ranian verb inherited from Indo-Iranian the categories of aspect, tense, mood,
voice, number, and person expressed by 'finite' forms of the verb, and non-finite forms,
which behave like nouns (infinitives) or adjectives (participles).
Tenses and moods are expressed by endings and augment, while aspect is expressed
lexically by different stems of the verb (see section 7. 1 ).
Verb stems are classified as 'thematic', ending in -a, and 'athematic', ending in
other vowels and diphthongs or in consonants. Athematic verbs are frequently
thematised.
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Most personal endings are the same in the two classes (the 2nd sing. act. is a note
worthy exception), with morphophonological changes in athematic verbs in clusters
resulting from contact between the final consonant of the stem and the initial consonant
of the ending.
The augment a-, which characterises an event as having taken place in the past, is
found occasionally in Old Avestan (imperfect and aorist) and Young Avestan (imperfect),
but regularly with the imperfect in Old Persian. In Young Avestan and Old Persian, it is
also found with optative forms (see below).
4.1 Stem classes
Each conj ugation contains a miscellany of stem formations, most of which are no longer
productive in Iranian.
Athematic verbs show ablaut in the root syllable, e.g. jan-Ign- 'smash', or in the stem
formant, e.g. -nau-I-nll-, distributed as follows (with exceptions):
•

•

•

lengthened grade is found in the acrostatic 'Narten' presents (but see de Vaan 2004),
the s-aor. indo sing., and in some 3s perf. forms;
full grade is found in the singular in the pres., aor., and perf. ind., throughout the
paradigms in the subj., and in the 2p pres. indo and 3s and 2p imper.;
zero grade is found in the dual and plur. of the pres., aor., and perf., in the 2s and 3p
imper., and throughout the opt.

Ambikinetic; ablaut, apparently conditioned by (proto-Av.) stress patterns, is found in
the 3p pres. and in the 2s and 3s opt. endings:
•

•

zero grade of the root + full grade of the ending: Av. plur. -;"}(1ti, -;"}n, opt. -iid, -iiiiJ, etc.
(e.g. h-;"}Fti, II-iiiil < ah- 'be');
full grade of the root (or reduplication) + zero grade of the ending: -dti, -a1; -IS, -fJ, etc.
(e.g. dad-dtl < dad-aJ < -Fti, -Ft, ddd-lJ).

4. 1 . 1 Present stems
4. 1 . 1 . 1 Athematic present stems
Athematic present stems include the following:
1.
2.

root stems: Av. ah-Ias-Ih- 'be', ai-/i- 'go', jan-/ja-Ign- 'smash, strike'; stau-Istu- 'to
praise'; OPers. ah-Ias-, ai-,jan-;
reduplicated stems:
•

•

3.

stems with 'light' reduplication CV-: Av. da-0ii-Ida-0- 'give, place', hishak-Ihisc
'follow' (with hishak- for hi-sak- < Sak-); OPers. da-dii-;
'intensive' stems with 'heavy' reduplication CVC-: Av. zao-zao-Izao-zu- 'keep
calling', car'-kar-Icar'-k;"}r·'· 'keep praising';

stems with n-infixes:
•
•

na-C-I-n-C- stems: Av. ci-na-h-Icfs- « ci-n-s-) '*assign' « kais-lcis-);
niiln-stems « -na-H-I-n-H-): YAv. zi-nii-/zi-n- 'take away', OP. di-nii-I- « ji-na-H-I
ji-n-H-);
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•

naulnu- stems: Av. s"ru-naolnu- 'hear' « sr-na-u-In-u- [or sru-nau-] < sru-); Av. k:J/"'
naulnu- 'do, make', OPers. kunau- « kr-nau-Inu- < kar-).

4. 1 . 1.2 Thematic present stems
Thematic present stems include the following:
I.

stems in a:
•
•
•

2.

stems in ja (see also section 4. 1 . 1 .4):
•
•

3.

root in zero grade: Av. m:J/,,'za- 'wipe', Opers. °m(lrda- (or marda-, M Pers. mal-);
root in full grade: Av. bara- 'carry', bauua- 'become', OPers. bara-, bava-;
root in long grade: Av. frada- 'to further';

root in zero grade: Av. miriia-, Opers. m(lriia- 'die' « mr-ja-);
root in full grade: Av. spasiia- 'spy on', OPers. jadiya- 'ask for';

stems in aja (see also section 4. 1 . 1 .5):
•
•

root in zero grade: Av. sao-aiia- 'appear', OPers. Oad-aya- « c�ld-aya- < (s) cand-);
,
root in full grade: Av. daes-aiia- 'show', OPers. °tar-aya- 'cross (river) ;

4.

stems in -aja- with root in zero grade: g:J"ruu-aiia- 'seize', OPers. ggrb-aya- (cf. YAv.

5.

g:Jr"p-na-);
stems in -sa- (OInd. -cha-, IE. -ske-I-sko-)
•

•

root in zero grade: Av. ja-sa- 'go' (for *gasa- < gl?l-sa- < gam-), wr'-sa- 'to
become afraid'; OPers. a-ya-sa- 'take' « jam-), tgr-sa-;
roots in long a: Av. ya-sa- 'request', OPers. xsna-sa- 'know' « jnii-, cf. Latin,
Greek gno-sk-);

6.

stems with n infix: Av. br"-�-ta- 'cut' « kart-); YAv. vi�da- « vaid-, athematic OAv.

7.

reduplicated stems:

vi-na-d-);
•

•

with 'light' reduplication: Av. hi-sta- 'stand', OPers. (h) i-sta- « Si-St-a-, stii-);
OAv. °iia- 'implore' « i-y-a- < yii-);
with 'heavy' reduplication (intensive): Av. ja-yna- 'smash to smithereens' « gan-I

jan-);
8.

desiderative stems in -Sa- with reduplication: OAv. df-dray-za- 'to wish to hold
firmly' « drang-Idr�g-), OYAv. dipza- 'seek to deceive' < di-(d)b-z"a- < di-db"-sa
« d"ab"'); YAv. zi-xsna-1Jha- 'wish to know' « jna-); mi-mar'x-sa- 'wish to destroy'

« mark-).
4. 1 . 1 . 3 The future stem
A future stem is formed with -Sja- added to the root in the full grade. Old Avestan has
only two forms: vax-siia- < vak- 'speak' and sao-siia-�t- < sau- 'revitalise'. Young Avestan
has a few, including: sao-siia- and the irregular bu-siia- < bau- 'become'. There are no Old
Persian forms attested.
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4. 1 . 1 .4 Passive stem
A passive stem is formed with the suffix -ja-, with the root in the zero or full grade: YAv.
kir-iia- 'be done, be made', OPers. kqr-iya- « krja-), YAv. bdr-iia- 'be carried' « bar-).
See also section 4.3. 1 .
On the 3rd sing. passive in -i, see section 4.3.2.
4. 1 . 1 . 5 Ca usative stem
A causative is formed with the suffix -aja- to the root in the lengthened (or full) grade.
It usually corresponds to a passive or intransitive present: s"ru-nau- 'hear' vs. sru-iia- 'be
heard' vs. srtiuu-aiia- 'make heard' > 'recite, sing'; su-iia- 'be revitalized' vs. sauu-aiia
'revitalize'.
4. 1 . 1 .6 Denominative stem
This group contains stems in -ja- and -aja- and -anja- (cf. Oettinger 1 992): bisaz-iia- and
baesaz-iia- 'to heal' « bisaz- 'doctor', baesaza- 'medicine'), Av. ar"za-iia- 'to do battle
(ar"za)', P:J,.·'s-aniia- 'to discuss', OPers. patiy-a vah-qya- 'to pray for help' (cf. Av. auuah
'help'). See also Tucker 2004.

4. 1.2 Aorist stems
There are the following principal types of aorist stems:
•

•
•

•
•

the root aorist: Av. jam-/ga-/gm- 'go, come' (pres. jasa-) , Av., OPers. dti-/d- 'give, place'
(pres. da-dti-);
the thematic aorist: Av. tas-a- 'fashion' (pres. ttis-);
the s-aorist: Av. stti-h- < stti- 'stand, place', nai-s- < nai-/nf- 'lead' (pres. naiia-), vars- <
var"z- 'produce' (pres. v:Jr'ziia-), OPers. dar-s- < dar- 'to hold' (pres. dtiraya-);
the reduplicated thematic aorist: Av. va-oca- < 1}a-uc-a < vac- 'to speak' (pres. mrao-);
suppletive systems: Av. va-oca- (pres. mrao-); dars- 'see' (pres. vaena-).

Some verbs have both root- and s-aorist forms, e.g. Av. manmaniia-).

-

mqh- 'think' (pres.

4. 1.3 Perfect stems
The perfect stem is formed by reduplication, with the exception of ad-/tib- (invariable)
'say' and vaed-/vaM- (vaeO-) 'know'. The vowel of the reduplication syllable varies:
•

•
•
•

a, i, or u, in harmony with the vowel of the root (velars are palatalized before a and i):
ca-kan- 'love', ci-kaeO- '*point out', "ru-raob- 'howl ', OPers. ca-xr-, weak stem of ca
kilr- < kar- 'do';
rarely ii: dii-dar's- < vaen-/dars- 'see';
roots in initial il- have long ii-: iip- 'reach ', GIJh- < ah- 'be' « a-ah-);
the root ai-/i- has perf. stem ij-ai-: YAv. ii-ae- (f-ae-) < ae- 'go'.
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4. 1. 4 Suppletive stem systems
There are a few suppletive verb systems, e.g. Av. pres. mrau-, aor., perf. vac- 'speak'; pres.
vaena-, aor., perf. dctrs-, OPers. pres. vaina-, imper. dl- 'see'.

4. 1.5 Periphrastic formations
On the use of past participle + 'to be' in YAv. and OPers. , see section 6.4.2.2; on the pres.
part. + modal forms of 'to be' see section 7.2.3.7ce.
4.2 Moods
The subjunctive and optative take special formants added to the stem (present, aorist,
perfect), while the imperative is characterised by a special set of endings.

4.2. 1 The subjunctive
The subjunctive is formed from the present, aorist, or perfect stems by the formant -a-.
This means that athematic verbs are thematised, while thematic verbs take the com
bined formant -ii-. The endings are primary or secondary. The primary Is is -ni (vs.
indicative -mi).

4.2.2 The optative
The optative is formed from the present, aorist, or perfect stems by the ablauting formant
-jaH-/-iH- > -jii-/-l-. In thematic verbs, the thematic vowel combines with -1- to yield the
characteristic thematic optative formant -ai-.
In Old Persian and, sometimes, in Young Avestan, the optative can take the augment to
produce the preterital optative: YAv. a-uuaen-oiS '(whenever) you saw', nisii(5aii-ois 'you
would seat (me)'; OPers. aviijan-iyii' 'he would kill', a-kunav-ayd'tii 'they would do' (see
section 7.2.2.2).
4.3 Voice
There are two 'voices': active and middle. Verbs can have active and/or middle forms.
Some verbs have only active forms, some only middle forms, and some both active and
middle forms. Only in the third group can the middle forms have a special function,
different from that of the active forms. Intransitive verbs typically have only active
(e.g. YAv. aeiti 'he goes') or only middle forms (YAv. iiste 'he sits'), while transitive verbs
can take both active and middle forms. If they do, then most often the distinction
between the two forms is active vs. passive (see further section 7.3.2).

4.3. 1 The passive in -jaMore commonly, the passive ('it is done, he is killed') i s expressed by the special present
stem in -ja- (YAv. -iia-, OPers. -iya-). In Avestan, this form normally takes the middle
endings; in Young Avestan, active endings are also well attested (in Old Persian 3rd
person -tiy and -taiy are indistinguishable <-t-i-y» .
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4. 3.2 The 3rd singular passive in -i
A special Indo-Iranian 3s passive form was made from the aorist stem with the ending -i
(OAv. -1, YAy. -i): OAv. sralill-l'has become renowned'. In Young Avestan, this rare form
was made from the present stem (jain-i 'was smashed', ;}r'nallu-i 'was sent on its way') and
from the perfect stem (aiJ-i 'is/was said').
4.4 Person marking (endings)
The endings are of the Indo-Iranian (and late Indo-European) type, those of the present
and aorist indicative differing from those of the perfect indicative, and with distinct sets
of 'primary' in the pres. and perf. indo and 'secondary' endings elsewhere. The subjunctive
takes endings from either set. See Tables 3.4. 1-4.
In the I s, Avestan still has the pres. indo act. primary ending OAv. -a, YAy. -a, beside the
more common -ami; the subj. has -a and -ani.
The 1 st person endings of the dual and plural are parallel: act. primary -yahi, -malJi,
secondary -ya, -ma; middle secondary -yadi, -madi, YAy. -ma iJe/-maide.
On the 3s pass, ending -i, see above.

TABLE 3.4. 1 : VERBAL ENDINGS 1 . PRESENT INDICATIVE; PRESENT AND AORIST
INJUNCTIVE AND IM PERATIVE
Present indicative

Present/aorist injunctive

Present/aorist imperative

Athematic

Thematic

Athematic

Athematic

Thematic

Active
Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p .

-mi
-Si
-ti
-mahi
-Oa
-anti, -ati

-a, -a-mi
-a-hi
-a-ti
-a-mahi
-a-Oa
-a-nfi

-di
-tu

-a
-a-tu

-ta
-a-ntu

-a-ta
-a-ntu

Id
3d

-uahi
-tah

-a-tah

-am
-a-m
-S
-a-h
-a-f
-t
-ma
-a-ma
-ta
-a-fa
-an
-a-n
aor. -an, -at
-Ua
-aua
-tam
-a-tam
-ai
-a-ha
-a-fa

-Sua
aor. -am

-a-hua
-a-tam

-a-duam
-a-nta

-duam
pres. -ram

-a-duam
-a-ntam

Middle
Is
-ai
2s
-Sai
3s
-tai, -ai
Ip
2p
3p
Id
3d

-ai
-a-/wi
-a-tai

-madai
-duai
-ntai, -atai
-rai-, -arai

-a-madai
-a-duai
-a-ntai

-ailai, -aiOai

-ailai, -aWai

-i
-Sa
-fa
aor. -atam
-madi
-ata

Thematic

-Uadi
-aitam
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TABLE 3.4.2: VERBAL ENDINGS 2. PERFECT, PLUPERFECT

Perfect
Sing.
I
2
3
Plur.
I
3
Dual
3

Pluperfect

Active

Middle

-a
-Oa
-a

-ai
-a-t

-ai

-ma

-rS

-I"

-titl"

-iilai

TABLE 3.4.3: VERBAL ENDINGS 3. SUBJUNCTIVE AND OPTATIVE

Subjunctive

Active
Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

Optative

Athematic

Thematic

Athematic

-ii
-a-h, -a-hi
-a-t, -a-ti
-ii-ma
-a-Oa, -a-ta
-a-n, -a-nti

-ii, -ii-ni
-ii-h, -ii-hi
-ii-t, -ii-ti
-ii-ma
-ii-Oa, -ii-ta
-ii-n, -ii-nti

-jii-m
-jii-h
-jii-t, -i-I
-jii-ma, -i-ma
-dUai
-jii-n
-jii-r, -jii-rS
-i-tam

3d
Middle
Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

-iii, -iinai
-a-hai
-a-tai
-ii-madai

-iii, -ti-nai
-ii-/Jai
-ti-tai
-ti-madai

-a-ntai

-ti-ntai

-(f)j-a
-i-sa
-i-ta

Thematic

-ai-s
-ai-t
-ai-ma

-aj-an

-aj-a
-ai-sa
-ai-ta
-ai-madai
-ai-duam
-aj-anta

TABLE 3.4.4: 'TO BE'

Pres.
Is
2s
3s
3d
Ip
2p
3p
Id
2d

ah-mi
ah-i
as-ti
s-tah
mahi
s-ta
h-anti
s-Iah

I nj -I pf.

Subj.

Opt.

Imp.

tis

ah-ii
ah-a-h
ah-a-t(i)

h-jti-m
h-jti-h
h-jii-t

z-di
as-tu

ah-ti-ma

h-jti-ma
h-jti-ta
h-jti-r

h-antu

.

tih-an
ah-ua(?)

ah-an
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In the athematic 3rd person pres. and aor. mid., a few forms lack the t in the sing. and
have forms with r in the plur. : OAv. pres. indo sing. is-e 'desires', aor. imper. sing. d-qm, uc
qm 'let it be given, spoken', pres. imper. plur. j;:)"n '-rqm 'let them be smashed!', xrClI1'-rqm
'let them be bled!'; YAv. pres. indo 3rd sing. and plur. mruii-e 'is said' « mruyje), mruu
lire 'they are said' « mrao-/mru-); niyn-e, niyn-lire 'is/are smashed down (upon)' « jan-/
yn-, see Hintze 2005); Gl)h-iire 'they sit' (but 3s liste < lil1-) , soi-re/sae-re 'they lie' (but
3s sae-te).
4.5 Preverbs
Common preverbs include us- 'up, out' - ni- 'down'; fra- 'forward, forth' - apa- 'away,
off'; ati- 'up to' - nis- 'out, away, separate, beyond'; ham- 'together' - yi- 'out of, apart'. In
addition, a subset of adpositions also has a preverbial function (see section 3.5). For
examples see sections 5 . 1 .2-3.
4.6 Nominal forms of the verb

4. 6. 1 Participles
Active and middle participles are derived from the present, aorist, perfect, and future
stems of the verb (see sections 4.6. 1-3). The 'past participle' with the suffix -ta- is derived
from the root, usually in the zero grade (see section 4.6. 1 .4), and the verbal adjectives
expressing necessity from the root, usually in the full grade, with various suffixes (see
section 4.6.2).'
4.6. 1 . 1 Present, future and aorist active participles
The active participles of the pres., fut., and aor. stems take the formant -1Jt-:
•

•

thematic verbs with fixed stems in -ant: pres. OAv. fern. maek-d1Jt-f- 'sparkling'; YAv.
them. bar-�1Jt- 'carrying', bii-sii-a1Jt- 'who will be'; future: OAv. sao-sii-a1Jt- 'he who will
revitalize', fern. bu-sii-ei1Jt-f-; - aor.: OAv. han-a1Jt- 'gaining';
athematic forms with strong stems in -ant- and weak stems in -at-: pres. OAv. h-�1Jt
'being', fern. OAv. sii-eit-f- 'inhabiting'; YAv. h-dtf- 'being'; - aor. YAv. °buu-a1Jt
'becoming'; - acrostatic present stems with fixed weak stems: OAv. stauu-at- 'praising'.

4.6. 1 .2 Perfect active participles
The pert: part. act. is made with the formant -yah-/-us-: OAv. vfd-uuah-/vfd-us- 'knowing',
YAv. v"0-uuah-/vfO-us- 'knowing' (see section 2.3.2.2b) ja-ym-us- 'having gone/come'
« gam-). Note the conditioned changes (Skjrerv0 I 997a): vaox-vah- - vaokus- 'having
spoken' « ya-uk-yah- < vak-), vauuan-uuah- - vaonus- 'having won' « van-), yoiO-pah
- yaetus- 'having taken up one's position' « yat-), tari-uuah- 'having fashioned' « ta-ls
yah- < tas-).
Two types of adjectives resemble the perfect participle and have similar functions,
with -u- and -yan-: OAv. vfd-u- 'knowing one', vli-un-u- 'winner', YAv. za-z-u- 'winner';
OAv. ci-ciO-pan- 'who understands', YAv. yoiO-pan- 'standing ready'.
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4.6. 1 .3 Middle participles
The middle participles of thematic verbs end in Av. -;mma- (aiia-stems: -aiiamna-), OPers.
-(tnma-, those of athematic verbs, including the perfect, regularly end in Av. -lina-.
4.6. 1 .4 Past participles in -laThe past participle (Eng. 'gone, killed') has the ending -ta- with the root in the zero grade
if possible and with the regular sound changes: iUla- 'set in motion' « iau-); ux-la
'spoken' « vak-), bas-ta- 'bo und' « band-); full grade: dii-ta- 'given, placed' « dii-);
aox-ta- 'spoken' « aog-; in aoxto. niiman 'whose name is spoken').
On the 'periphrastic' perfect, see sections 7.4.2.2 and 7.4.3.

4.6.2 Verbal adjectives in -6a-, -6pa-, -iiaThe 'participles of necessity', expressing 'that which ought to or can be done', are formed
with the suffixes -Oa- (-Ja- by internal sandhi): ux-Ja- 'that ought to be spoken '; -OPa
(-tuua- by internal sandhi): vax'.Jjfia- 'that ought to be spoken ; or -ija-: kar.f-iia- 'that
ought to be ploughed '. The suffix -ija- could also be attached to nouns: yesn-iia
'deserving of sacrifices' < yasna-.

4. 6. 3 Infinitives
There are two sets of infinitives, which may be formed from the root or the present stem
(see also Kellens 1 994): those ending in -djiii have medial function (cf Llihr 1 994), the
others are neutral with respect to voice.
The infinitives in -dUiii can be made either from the pres. stem: athem. (root in zero
grade) OAv. ja)diiiii 'to strike' « jan-), YAv. da-z-diiiii « da-d=-djiii) 'give, establish',
them. YAv. vaza)(jiiiii 'drive'; or from the aorist stem: aor. stem. athem. OAv. d:JrJ)diiiii
'hold (up)'.
The neutral (active/middle) infinitives are the following:
•

•

•

•

exclusively OAv.: -ai: p-oi 'protect' « pii-); - -yai: vfd-uiie 'know' « yid-yai); - -uuanai,
-manai: vfd-uuanoi 'know'; - -Sai: athem. niise 'to obtain' « niis-sw); them. sriiuuaiie
Ijhe 'recite';
both OAv. and YAv. (rare) are infinitives in -tai: OAv. gal- toi 'go' (for ga-toi < gam-),
i-te 'go', OYAv. mru-ite 'speak', s-toi 'be' « all-);
only YAv., the infinitive in -tajai (identical with the dative of an action noun in -ti):
llX-t:ie 'to speak';
only OPers., the infinitive in -tanaiy, made from the root in the full grade: bar-tanaiy
'to carry', car-tanaiy 'to do' « kar-).

5 SYNTAX I: WORD ORDER AND CLAUSE STRUCTURE
5. 1 Word order
The basic word order is verb-final: SOY. Preverbs in tmesis are always, adverbs often,
clause-initial; the indirect object usually follows the direct object. The second position in
the clause is reserved for enclitics (see section 6.5. 1 .3).
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5. 1. 1 A dpositions
Adpositions can precede or follow their government. The position is freer in Old Avestan
than in Young Avestan and Old Persian.
Adpositions follow enclitic pronouns they govern:
YAy. kaba [no auui} [tjasal nmano.pdtis
'when will our home-lord come [to us]?' (Yt. 1 7 . 1 0).
Enclitic postpositions will seek the second place in the clause:
[asman:J/11 auui} jraiusani
'shall I go forth [to heaven]?' (Yt. 1 7 .57),
vs.
ma [auui asman:J/11} fraiusa
'do not go forth [to heaven]!' (Yt. 1 7 .60).
Adpositions (and preverbs) are frequently placed between a noun and its modifier:
YAy. [aeuuql/l} va [mud xSapalldlll}
'or [for one night]' (Yt. 8 . 1 1 ).

5. 1.2 Pre verbs
In Avestan, bvt not in Old Persian, the preverbs may be detached from the main verb,
usually preceding it, sometimes fronted to the beginning of the clause, sometimes
separated by one word only (frequently the conjunction -ca; Hale 1 993). Coordination of
separated preverbs with (-ca . . . ) -ca is frequent.
In Old Avestan, they are then often repeated directly before the verb, see
section 5 . 1 .3.
They may also be lowered to the end of the clause (or metrical half-line). When a verb
with preverb is repeated, only the preverb may be repeated.
In Young Avestan, a verb can, apparently, have two preverbs, e.g. paW auua.jasa- 'to
come down *in return'.
Examples:
•

joined to the verb in main and subordinate clauses:
OAv. aiia noil :Jr's [vl-iiiata} . . .
hiial ls d" baoma . . . [upa.jasal}
'they did not [discriminate] correctly between these two,
because deception [came over] them' (Y. 30.6);

•

separated and fronted:
YAy. [pdti} mqm :Jr'zuuo [p:Jr'sa1)'ha}
yezi mqm [pdti.p:Jr"saJjhe}
'[consult] me [in turn], 0 upright (Zarathustra)! . . .
,
if you [consult] me [in turn] (Y. 1 8.7);
OAv. [a}-zl d'man :Jm . . . [Odal} I dusita-ca
'for he [has placed] the home [in] . . . and difficulty' (Y. 3 1 . 1 8);
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YAv. yezi-ca he [hqm} tafno [jas{Ll}
'and if fever [comes (and joins) with] her' (Y. 7 .70);
•

post-verbal:
OAv. XraOS;}(ltqm upii
'let them be howled upon! ' (Y. 53.8);

•

one preverb for two forms of the same verb:
OAv. yii Zl [iiitfj;}Ughati}-cii
'namely, (those things) that [are (now) coming] (iiiti < ii af!ti)
and (those) that [shall come] (ii . . . NUghdti)' (Y. 3 1 . 1 4);

•

two preverbs for one verb:
YAv. ii te atjhefra-ca stuiie-pres indo
'for this I am assigning myself by my praise (ii-stuiie?) to you and utter your praise
(fra-stuiie)' (Y. 1 .2 1 );
.

•

preverb minus verb:
OAv. [apiino} dar;}go.jiiiiitfm
[ii} xsaOr;}m valJh;}US manalJho
'[having obtained] (ii-apiino) long life,
having (obtained) (ii) the command of good thought' (Y. 33.5);

•

with change of preverb (and verb?):
kaOii druj;}111 [nls} ahmaJ ii [Oniisiil11ii} /
t;}(jg ii [auuii} yoi asrustois p;)l"'nalJhi5
'how we shall [take away] here from us the Lie,
(and) [(bring it) down] upon those who (are) full of refusal to listen' (Y. 44. 1 3).

5. 1.3 Repetition ofpreverb in tmesis
In Old Avestan (exceptionally in YAv.), preverbs separated from the verb are often
repeated directly before the verb (observing sandhi rules). This phenomenon was early on
recognized as ancient interference with the text, as the repeated preverbs obey sandhi
rules, but are shown by the meter to be additions to the text:
OAv. [fro} SP;}Utii iirmdte / afii daena [fra-daxsaiiii}
'[launch forth], 0 Humility, (our) vison-souls through life-giving Order!' (Y. 33. 1 3);
YAv. [auua} me iizis . . . a1Jhuuql11 [auua-d;}r"nq} sadaiieiti
'that iizi (= ?) appears (to be) [ripping off] my life thread' (Y. 1 8. 1 9).
5.2 Topicalisation: 'raising' and 'lowering'
Departures from the basic word order are frequent, most often for metrical reasons, but
also for emphasis of various kinds (see also section 1 0 Stylistic features).
'Raising/fronting' and 'lowering/backing' of the main constituents are quite common.
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In addition, in the Old Avestan and Young Avestan metrical texts, word order to a large
extent depends on the exigencies of the metrical units, although similar tendencies in Old
Persian show that it is also a feature of elevated style (cf. Hale 1 988).
In general, verbs tend to be raised to initial position, and other parts of the sentence
tend to be lowered. In Old Avestan, this often happens when the sentence goes over
more than one 'half-line'. In Young Avestan and Old Persian, it frequently happens with
complex direct objects. Raising is often combined with other effects, such as parallelism
and chiasmus.

5. 2. 1 Raising of verb
OAv. [ahmf] mazda anaesa . . . kamnana ahmf
'[I am], 0 Mazda, weak . . . of few men I am' (Y. 46.2) [chiasmus];
YAy. [jamiial] va val)haol vaIjhi5
'[may there come] to you (what is) better than good! (Y. 59. 3 1 );
OPers. [Oatiy] darayavaus xsayaOiya
' King Darius [announces]'.

5. 2.2 Raising of direct object
OAv. yaOa [ratflm] ahura vaeda
'how the Lord knows [the model] (to be)' (Y. 3 1 .2);
YAy. ma yauue [imal nman;}m] xVaOrauual xVar"na JrazahfJ
'may not ever Fortune providing comfort leave [this house]!' (Y. 60.7);
OPers. [xsa(:am] hauv aggrbayata
'[the royal command] he took for himself' (DB 1 .41-42).

5.2.3 Lowering of subject
OAv. auuis . . . h!'il}/u . . . [rataiia]
'let there appear . . . [gifts]!' (Y. 33.7);

YAy. a dim p;}r"sal [zara()ustra] 'Zarathustra asked him' (Y. 9 . 1 ).

5.2. 4 Lowering of directlindirect object
Lowering, often for metrical reasons, is frequently found with phrases (dir. obj., double
dir. objs., indir. obj . ) consisting of noun + determinative or sequences of nouns:
OAv. iDa al yazamdde [ahur;}m mazdqm]
,
'thus, in this manner we are sacrificing [to Ahura Mazda] (Y. 37. 1);
YAy. yal k;}r'naol arjhe xsaOraJa / a-marial}ta [pasu viral [8 + 8 syllables]
' . . . that he ( Yima) made during his reign / imperishable [cattle and men]' (Y. 9.4);
=

OPers. yadiy imam dipim vainahgy [imai]-va [patikara]
'if you see this inscription or [these pictures] . . .' (DB 4.72-73).
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5.2.5 Lowering of adverbial complements

YAv. mii zqm vaenoil [asibiia}
'may he not see the earth [with (his evil) eyes] !' (Y. 9.29);
OPers. aval11 kiiral11 . . . adam a-janam [vasiy}
' I smashed that army [greatly]' (DB 1 .88-89).
5.3 Special types of clauses ·
Regular positive statements are of the common Indo-Iranian type. Following are remarks
on special clauses.

5. 3.1 Questions
Explicit questions are introduced by interrogative pronouns or particles. When they are
not, they are, obviously, sometimes difficult to identify. The mood in questions is often
the deliberative subjunctive (see section 7.2. 1 . 1 ):
•

without interrogative particle:
OAv. vfduse zf nii I11ruiiiil
'for may a man tell the knowing one?' (Y. 5 1 .8);

•

with interrogative pronouns:
OAv. [k5} vii afii afrasta [kii} sp;}(Uii iirl11dtis
'[who] has either consulted with Order, (and) [with whom] (has) life-giving Humility
(consulted)? (Y. 5 1 . 1 1 );
YAv. [kuua} he aoso vil;diima
'[where] shall we find death for him?' (Y. 1 9.46);

•

with interrogative particle, including kal and -nii, approximately 'I wonder':
OAv. [kal} moi u/'uuii ise calliiii auual)llo
'does my soul, I wonder, control anybody's help (at all)?' (Y. 50. 1 );
k5m[-nii} mazda mauudte paiiftm dada
'whom, [I wonder], do you, 0 Mazda, give as protector to one like me?' (Y. 46.7);

•

disjunctive questions:
OAv. [katiir;}m} afauuii [vii} d/,;}guua [vii}
v;}r;}nauudte maziio /
vfduua vfduse mraotft
'[whether] the sustainer of Order [or] the one possessed by the Lie
will *retain for himself the greater (reward),
let him who knows say to the one who knows!' (Y. 3 1 . 1 7);
YAv. [katiir;}m} iiOrauua aOaurun;}m [vii} paraiiiil
gaeOanql11 [vii} asp;}/,"no auuoil
'should the priest go away to (do) priestly studies,
[or] should he help as *overseer of the livestock?' (Her. 3).
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5. 3.2 Exhortations and commands

Exhortations (commands, suggestions, wishes) to I st, 2nd, and 3rd person are expressed
in various ways. Simple commands are expressed by the imperative. Negated commands
or exhortations (also to 1 st pers.) are expressed by ma + inj . (pres. or aor.) or ma + opt.
(YAv., OPers.).
Wishes are expressed by the optative, negated by OAv. nail, YAv., OPers. ma. The
difference between negated commands and negated wishes is sometimes minimal.

5. 3. 3 Parenthetical clauses in the nominative
Parenthetical clauses in the nominative are found in Avestan:
OAv. nu [m v[spa [ciOri') z[} mazdal)ho. dum
'now, (you) all, - [for it (is) brilliant!] - pay attention to it (the announcement?) . . .'
(Y. 45. 1 ).
In Young Avestan, we occasionally find descriptive parenthetical phrases in the
nominative such as the following:

upa. tacal ar'duuf sura anahita kdnfllo k;Jhrpa srfraiia . . .
[raelilial ciOr;Jm} azataiia
'Ar:lduuI Sura Anahita came running in the body of a beautiful young woman
- [(her) seed (being) wealthy ( of wealthy seed)] - high-born' (Yt.5.64).
=

On the Old Pe.rsian 'naming phrase', see section 6.4. 1 . 1 .

5.3. 4 Reported speech
Reported speech is identical with direct speech and may be recognizable by context only:
in Avestan as the object of verbs of speaking, thinking, etc., or accompanied by the
particle uid; in Old Persian introduced by the conjunction taya (cf. Schmitt 1 995). It is
found in the following cases:
object of verbs of speaking, thinking, etc.:
OAv. oUa cistf [huuo pta afahiia mazda}
'by this insight: [He is the father of Order, the all-knowing one]' (Y. 47.2);
YAv. yal *aeso yo ap;Jr'naiiuko . . .
aoxto va he aoxte [*OPal paM *al)ha}
'when this child . . .
or having been spoken to says to him: [I shall stay with you]!' (Her. 7);
OPers. yadi-maniya"iy [siyata ahaniy jfva uta mqrla qrtava ahaniy}
'If you shall think: [Let me be happy both (while) alive, and (after I am) dead let me
be blessed!] . . .' (XPh 46-50).
In Old Persian the verb of speaking, thinking, etc., can be embedded in the reported
speech:
[taya} amaniyaiy [kunavaniy} ava-maiy visam ucaram aha
'[whatever] I thought [I shall do] that all was easy for me' (DSI).
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The Avestan particle dd precedes or follows reported speech:
OAv. yaiia spaniia niff mrauual yf5m aI;lgr:Jm /
[nail na mana . . . nail daena noil uruuqna hacifpeJ
'of which two the life-giving one thus shall say (to him) whom (you know to be) the
Evil one:
,
[Neither our thoughts . . . nor vision-souls, nor souls go together] (Y 45.2);
YAv. raul va kas-cil mafiianqmJ

niti mraol ahura mazda .

[ai afaum zaraOustra xVar"na axVar't:Jm isaelaJ
'[therefore may each of you men 1
- thus said Ahura Mazda ,
[0 Orderly Zarathustra, seek the unseizable Fortune!] (Yt. 1 9.53).
In Young Avestan, uiti is often found with aojana-: titi aojana-, thiiaojana- 'thus
saying':
ya aoxta ailurai mazdai tltiiaojana
[ahura mazda mainiia spf5nista . . . J
'who said to Ahura Mazda thus saying:
[0 Ahura Mazda, most Life-giving Spirit . . . ]' (Yt. 8. 1 0).
The OAv. particle uitf, apparently, also serves to abbreviate statements:
yai vaI}ilf5us a manaI)ha siieil;ltf
yas-ca [dtfJ
'the male (deities) who dwell with good thought,
as well as the female ones who ["dwell with good thought"]' (Y 39.3).
6 SYNTAX II: NOMINALS
6.1 Specificity and reference
There are no articles, but relative clauses and, especially, constructions with relative
particles are used to express specificity, and demonstrative pronouns are used for
reference to elements of the discourse (the formerllatter, the aforementioned/following).

6. 1 . 1 The Young Avestan and Old Persian connecting relative and the relative particle
In Young Avestan and Old Persian, the relative pronoun is frequently used to connect a
noun with a nominal (adjective, genitive, etc.). Its function must originally have been
'specifying' or 'delimiting', cf. OPers. haya mana tauma vs. mana tauma 'my family' vs.
'my family'.
I n these constructions, when the antecedent is in the nominative or accusative, the
relative pronoun is usually in the same case.
In Young Avestan, the relative pronoun takes the invariable from nom.-acc. sing.
neut. yal when the antecedent is in a case other than the nominative or accusative,
occasionally also when it is in the nominative or accusative. In such clauses, the case
of the relative pronoun and the predicate noun or adjective is the same as that of the
antecedent.
=
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6. 1 . 1 . 1 Antecedent outside the relative phrase
Nominative-accusative:
YAv. [vfsp;;)m ima1 yat Juiio a1)/zusi-nom.
,
'[all this, the living existence] 'this entire living existence' (H. 2.2);
=

[OfJqmj raTum aiiese yesti [yim zaraOustr;;)mj-acc.
'[you, Zarathustra], 1 harness by my sacrificing as model' (Vr. 2.4);
yo paoiriio [gaOaj jrasrauuaiia1
[ya pWJcaj-acc. spitamahe . . . zaraOustrahe
'(Sraosa) who (as) the first made heard [the GaOas],
[the five] of SpiHima Zarathustra' (Y. 57.8);
haomo [t;;)m-ci1 yim k;;)r;;)sanfmj-acc. apa. xsaOr;;)m nisaJaiia1
'the haoma set [that Karasani, too], down away from his command' (Y. 9.24);
OPers. [kara haya manaj-nom . avam [karam rayam hami(:iyamj-acc. ajan vasiy
,
'[my army] crushed that [conspiratorial army] (DB 2.25-26).

6. 1. 1. 1a With invariable ya!
YAv.
[puOr;;)m yat pourusaspahej-acc.
'[the son 9f Pourusaspa] ' (Yt. 5 . 1 8);
cuua1 [a�tarjhii apo yat armaiWaiiaj-gen.
'how much [of this standing water]?' (V 6.30).
6. 1 . 1 .2 Antecedent inside the relative phrase
YAv. ya1 upa1)haca1 [yim yim;;)m xsaet;;)m huuqOfJ;;)mj-acc.
,
'that he followed [splendid Yima of good herds] (Yt. 1 9.3 1 );
OPers. ima dahc;yava [tayanii mana dataj-abl.-inst . apariyaya
'these lands behaved [according to my law]' (DB 1 .20)
6.2 Number
Singular, plural, and dual are used in the usual ways, with a few noteworthy special
features.

6.2. 1 Neuter plural
The neuter plural Of adjectives and pronouns is commonly used in the sense of 'things':
OAv. [yaj . . . [acistaj-p/nt. da(lto I VaXS;;)(lle
'giving [(those) which] (are) [the worst (things)] I to the blazing (fire)' (Y. 32.4);
YAv. [va1)huj-p/nt.-ca [varjhiisj-p/nt.-ca ajrfnami
' I invite as (guest-)friends [good] and [better (things)]' (y'52. 1 ).
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6.2.2 Dual
The dual is used with the numeral dya- 'two' and the pronoun uba- 'both' or alone to
indicate a pair of equal items (natural pairs or arbitrary items). Some words have only
dual forms (OPers. uSf 'hearing, consciousness'). See also section 6.3 .2.
Two singular items:
OAv. al . . . [ah uua . . jrll1;)l11l1aj . . .
111� lIruua g�lIs-ca aziia
'thus, [we two were there presenting ourselves as guest friends]:
my soul and that of the fertile cow' (Y. 29.5).
A special form of the dual is the 'elliptical dual':
YAv. [hiiuuanaiiasJ-du/gen.-ca afaiia [jrairllaUaj
'and [of the mortar (and pestle) moved forth) in Orderly fashion' (Y. 27.7);
[duuai/bUa haca l1;)r'biia duua naraj us. zaiiei1J te [plur. for dual) . . .
stri-ca ndriias-ca
'[from two men ( a man and woman) two men] are born:
female and male' (Y. 2.4 1).
=

6.3 Grammatical concord
Grammatical concord is of the usual Indo-European/lndo-Iranian type: between nouns
and adjectives, pronouns, and numerals; between nouns and appositions and in com
parisons introduced by yaOa 'like, than'; and between subject and verb. There are some
archaic and novel features:

6.3. 1 Gender
Adjectives (including participles), pronouns, and verbs modifying several nouns tend to
agree with the nearest one:
OAv. vf. n�nasa [ya-s/f. km"po. /as- cii-s/f. buul/as-caj
'ruined are [what (are) the words karapan and kaulllT (Y. 32.1 5);
[yqmj da . . [xsl1ti/;)111 hiiat "ruua/;)/11 . . . j tat 11� vaoca
'[the *favour-s/f. which you (first) established . . . the deal-nt. which (you have») . . .
speak that-nt. to us' (Y. 31 .3).
.

6. 3.2 Dual determinants
Dual forms of determinants and verbs may agree with two singular nouns forming a
pair:
YAv. s/aomi [l11aeY;)111j-s/m.-ca [var;)111j-s/m.-ca
[ya j-du/m. Ie bhrp;)m [vaxsaiiatoj-3du
'1 praise [the fog and the rain,
which make) your body [grow)' (Y. 1 0.3).
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To express 'both X and Y', Avestall uses the construction 'both: (namely) X and Y',
where 'both' is OAv. , OPers. ubii, YAv. lIua or the invariable pronou ll uuaem « lIb " ajam):
OAv. lIM-du/f. lw"rullcls-s/f.-ca . . . al11;;)r'tatcls-s/f.-ca
'both wholeness and immortality' (Y. 34. 1 1 );
YAv. tluaem x" ar'Oml1-s/nt.-ca l'astr;;)111 -s/nt.-ca
'both food and clothing' (Y. 55.2);
OPers. uta I'istaspa-s/m. uta �lrSal71a-s/m. uba ajll'atal11-3du
'Hystaspes and Arsames were both alive' (XPf 1 9-2 1 ) .

6.3.3 Plural subject and singular verb
A neuter plural subject takes a singular verb both in Old and Young Avestan (where we
also find plural agreement):
OAv. [sax ar5J-p/nt . . . [yaJ-p/nt. zf [l'a-lIl1;;)r'zoiJ-3s . . . [yaJ-p/nt.-ca [var'§dteJ-3s
'[the *verses], namely (those) [which have been produced] and (those) I which will be
prod uced)' (Y. 29.4);
"

.

YAv. [v;;)r'ziiatql71J-3s-ca i(5a [I'ohu I'astriiaJ-p/nt.
'and [let good pastures be prod uced] here!' (Vr. 1 5. 1 ),
but
kllua [ta daOra J-P pdti [ha(ljaS;;)(lteJ-3p
'where [a,re those gifts *totalled] in turn?' (Y. 19.27).
6.4 Use s of the cases
Cases fall into the generic, but not always clearcut, categories of 'grammatical' and
'other' cases. The former, nominative, accusative (DO), genitive, dative, are those
required by the syntactical structure of the noun phrase and sentence, wh ile the latter
include the vocative (address, invocation) and the 'local' cases: (local) accusative, ablative,
instrumental, locative, which are 'free/independent' verb- or sentence-modifying cases
and are often accompanied by adpositions.

6.4. 1 Nominative
The nominative is used for the subject of any verb and the predicate of 'to be, become'
and verbs such as 'to seem; be called, declare (oneself as); be announced, renowned,
made/established (as)', as well as appositions to such nominatives:
with copula:
OAv. yiii;)111 z;;)uuistiiclaho ISO
'you (all are) the fastest invigorants' (Y. 28.9);
YAv. hapta h;;)(lti . . . rafauuo
'seven are the models' (N. 84);
OPers. lzamaranakara a"l71iy "ushamaranakara
'(as) a fighter, I am a good fighter' (DNb 34);
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with verbs of thinking, declaration, etc.:
OAv. al hoi [aojf zaraOustro}
,
'thus, [I declare myself to him (as) Zarathustra] (Y. 43.8);
YAv. nman:Jm ho [maniiaeta para. daOo}
'[he may think] (of himself as) [giving] a house' (Y. 1 8.28);
OPers. [fratara maniyaiy} afuvaya
'[I consider myself superior] to fear' (DNb 38).
6.4. 1 . 1 The Old Persian nominative naming phrase
In Old Persian, the names of persons and places in narrative passages may be introduced
by a name in the nominative + nama 'by name', which agrees in gender with the following
noun: name no m. + nama + masc., neut.lnama + fern. and may be regarded as an
adjectival compound. The entire phrase may have any syntactic function and even be
governed by a preposition; its function may then be made explicit by an anaphoric
pronoun or adverb:
-

I martiya-s/m. [martiya namaJ-s/m. ci"caxrais pura-s/m.
[kuganaka nama}-s/nt. vardanam-s/nt. parsaiy avadii adaraya
hauv udapatata uvjaiy
'one man [Martiya by name] son of Cincaxri,
[Kuganaka by name] a town in Persia, there he was staying,
he rose up in Elam'
'one man called M artiya, son of Cincaxri, who was staying in the town of
Kuganaka in Persia, rose up in Elam' (DB 2.8-9);
=

[kiipisakaniS nama}-s/f dida-s/f avadii hamaranam akunava
'Kapisakani by name, a fortress, there they fought the battle'
'they fought the battle at a fortress called Kapisakani' (DB 3. 60-6 1 );

=

haca [pirava nama raula}-s/nt.
,
'from: [Nile by name, a river] 'from the river Nile' (DZc 9).
=

The construction may be found in Young Avestan, but the examples are too few to be
certain:
saosiiqs [v:Jr'Oraja nqma}
'the Revitaliser [Obstruction-smasher by name] ' (Yt. 1 3. 1 29).

6. 4.2 Vocative
The vocative is used for address and is often used together with an imperative or in
questions:
OAv. [j"rasaostra} aOra tu . . . idi
'[0 Frasaostra], you, go there!' (Y. 46. 1 6);
YAv. ko [nar'} ahi . . .
aZ:Jm ahmi [zaraOustra} haomo
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'who, [0 man], are you? . . .
I am, [0 Zarathustra], the haoma' (Y 9. 1-2);
OPers. [martiya} haya auramazdahaJramana hauv-taiy gasta ma fJadaya
'[0 man], do not let Ahuramazda's command seem evil to you!' (DNa 56-58).
In Young Avestan, a vocative may be introduced by the particle ai:
[ai miOra vo"ru. gaoiiaoite}
'[0 Miera, who provide wide grazing grounds], . . .' (Yt. 1 0.42).
A 2nd pers. pronoun in the nominative may be followed by a vocative:
tum [miGra vo"ru.gaoiiadte}
'you, [0 Miera, who provide wide grazing grounds], . . .' (Yt. 10.94);
but one in the acc. by another acc.:
a [OjJa atr;}m} garaiiel11i
'I sing (of) [you, the fire 0 fire], a song of praise' (Atas Niyayisn 2).
=

6. 4.3 Accusative
The accusative is used for the direct object and the predicate of the direct object, as well
as appositions to these. Two accusatives are found with verbs of calling, asking, taking
away, etc. The accusative is used with several prepositions, most of them l ocal with the
sense of direction.
6.4. 3 . 1 Direct object and predicate of direct object
OAv. [ratus} s�lJghdtf armdtis
,
'Humility is announcing [the models] (Y. 43.6);
[Sp;}(1t;}m} al [OjJa} . . . m�Ijhf
,
'thus, I (now) think of [you (as) life-giving] (Y. 43.5);
YAv. ii"l yimo [imql11 zql11} vr.iauuaiial
'then Yima made [this earth] go to the sides' (V. 2 . 1 1 );
[xsaiiamn;}m atauuan;}I11} dtiiiata'
place [in command the sustainer of Order]! ' (Y. 8 .5);
OPers. darayavaus imam duvarOil11 . . . akunaus
,
'Darius made [this gate] (XPa 1 1-1 3);
[aniyal11 usabaril11} akunaval11
,
'[another] I made [camel-riding]
(DB 1 .86-87).

=

'I made another (cross the river) riding a camel'

6.4.3.2 Direct objects with nouns and adjectives expressing actions
Nouns and adjectives expressing actions frequently take accusative objects:
OAv. vohu xsaOr;}111 [vdrfl11 bag;}I11} dbf.bairifunn
,
'the good command (is) the best bringer of [a well-deserved portion] (Y. 5 1 . 1 );
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YAv. sraosa . . . [driYWl1} Oriito.t;}mo
'Sraosa, the greatest protector of [a poor (man)]' (Yt. 1 1 . 3);
OPers. allramazda [OIlVal11} dal/itii biya
'may Ahuramazda be the one who favours [you]!' (DB 4. 54-55).
6.4.3.3 Double accllsative
Two accusative objects, one p�rsonal and one thing, is fOllnd with verbs meaning 'ask for,
take away from':
YAv. [yan;)m va} yasami
'I request [from you a request]' (Y. 65. 1 1 );
OAv. dlls. saslis . . . apo [l11a [stim} °iia,!tii
'the one of bad announcing . . robs [me of (my) wish]' (Y. 32.9);
.

OPers. [x.sa9am taya} gal/mala . adinii [kd"btljiyam}
'[the royal command (of) which] Gaumata . . . robbed [Cambyses]' (DB 1 .43-48).
.

The second direct object can be an 'inner object', which may etymologically related to
the verb or not:
vil5arael11 zaraOustra aom asman;)m . . .
[yim} mazda vaste [va1)han;)m}

'I held out yonder sky, 0 Zarathustra,
[which] Mazda wears (as) [(his) garment]' (Yt. 1 3 .2-3);

yo [aesm;)m} . . . [x'ar;)lI1} jai�lti

'(Sraosa), who strikes [Wrath a wound]' (Y. 57. 1 0).
6.4.3.4 Accusative with impersonal verbs
The construction of an impersonal verb (or noun + copula) + personal accusative (also
known from Latin) is found in Old Persian (cf. MPers. Chapter 4, section 4.3.9. 1 ).
with vflrnav- 'believe':
mam/Ouvam naiy v�m1(lvataiy

'me/you it does not believe'

=

'I1you do not believe';

with kama ah- 'wish':
[auramazdam} avaOa [kama aha}

'[to Ahuramazda] thus [the wish was]'

=

'Ahuramazda wished it thus' (XPf 2 1 -22).

6.4. 3.5 Adverbial accusative
The accusative is used to express direction with verbs of motion and calling. In Old
Avestan, it can be personal or impersonal. In Old Persi an, it is used about place whither,
alternating with abiy, while persons take the preposition abiy:
OAv. [ae§"m;)/Il} h:5(lduuar:5fJta
,
'they would scramble together [to Wrath] (Y. 30.6);
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YAv. (few certain examples):
drime [galtll11} he niillioaeta

'he should sit down quietly [in] his [place]' (Y. 9.33);
OPers. avam adal11 ji'iiiiayam [arminam}
'him I sent [to Armenia], (DB 2.30)
but
adam jraiiayam . . . [abiy aval11}
'I sent . . . [to (= against) him]' (DB 3 . 1 2-14).
6.4.3 .6 Accusative of length of time, space and measure
OAv. vfspa aiiar'-p/nt.
'for all (his) days' (Y. 43.2) ;
YAv. hqmin;)l11-ca zaiian;)l1l-ca
'throughout both summer and winter' (Y. 65.5 = Yt. 5.5);
{varr/Oim pa(lU/I11] a:dte

'(she = the cow) is driven [along the road of captivity]' (Yt. 1 0.38);
OPers. [XL arainfs} barsna
'[forty cubits] in depth' (DSf 26).
6.4.3.7 Accusative 'of respect'
This accusative (like the instrumental) expresses 'with respect to' and is often used with
superlatives and in igura etYl11ologica (see section 6.4.7. l c) .
f

OAv. vohit uxsiiii l11anal)hii . . . [taJ1lll11}
'grow [in body] by good thought!' (Y. 33. 1 0);
YAv. ya1 as [a$;)I11} a$aUuast;)I11;)111
'as he was [in Order] the most Orderly' (Yt. 1 9.79).
6.4.3.8 Accusative with adposition
Numerous adpositions govern the accusative. When they govern more than one case, the
function of the accusative is similar to that of the accusative in general (e.g. motion
toward):
Av. a15airi 'beneath'; alJtar·', alJtar'-ca, OPers. a" tar 'between'; - Av. dbf, auui, aoi;
OPers. abiy 'to', etc.; - Av. dpf 'after, throughout'; - OPers. pariy 'about'; - paWya
'before'; - Av. p(hi, OPers. patiy (patis) 'on, at, against' etc.; - Av. para 'before'; - OPers.
para" 'beyond'; - Av. pasca, OPers. pasa 'behind, after'; - Av. taro, tarasca 'across, over';
- Av. upa, OPers. upa 'in, at, under (during the reign of)'; - Av. updri, OPers. upariy 'over,
on, above, compared to'.
-

6.4.3.9 Young Avestan nominative for accusative
In Young Avestan, whole phrases in the nominative, especially plural, often occupy
positions in the sentence which would require them to be in the accusative. This is no
doubt an effect of the oral transmission:
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yal hauuani dfJi. vaniia
[vispe daeuua 111afiia-ca vispe yatauuo pdrikas-ca]

for:
* [visp:J daeuuft 111afiiqs-ca visp :J yatus pdrikas-ca]
'that I may be an overcomer of overcome
[all old gods and men, all sorcerers and witches] , (Yt. 1 5 . 1 2).
=

6. 4. 4 Genitive
The main function of the genitive is 'adnominal'. The main adnominal functions are
'possessive' and 'partitive'. The genitive is also used with verbs and adjectives.
6.4.4. 1 Possessive genitive
Possession is expressed by the genitive (also in noun clauses, where gen. + 'to be' =
'to have' , see section 7 . 1 .6.3). The use of the possessive genitive ranges from material
possession to genitive of definition. A possessive genitive can be coordinated with a
possessive pronoun. Series of two or three dependent genitives are common:
OAv. [va1)h:Jus] dazda [mana1)ho]
[iiiao()'nanqm] [a1)h:Jus] mazdai

'(the Model) [of good thought] is established (and) [of the actions] [of the (new) existence] - for the All-knowing one' (Y. 27. 1 3 ;
other parsing possible);
YAv. tum zaraOustro [nmanahe] [po"rusaspahe]
'you (are) Zarathustra [of (= belonging to) the house] [of Pour usa spa]' (Y. 9 . 1 3);
OPers. [darayavahaus XSlu}ya] viOiya
,
'in the house [of king Darius] (DPi).
The genitive can be governed by the prior member of a compound:
YAv. [kamar:x5oj.jano [daeuuanq111]
'the [head]-smasher [of the old gods]' (Y. 57.33).
See also section 1 0.5 Figura etymologica.
6.4.4.2 Subjective and objective genitive
Subjective and objective genitives represents 'transformations' of sentences of the struc
ture SV or OV > N gen N:
OAv. aUe [afahiia]
'in search [of Order] , < 'he seeks order-DO' (Y. 28.4);
YAv. [ahe] yasna [yazatanqm]
'by [his]-S/gen. sacrifice [of to the gods- DO/gen.]' < 'he-S sacrifices to the gods
DO' (Y. 57.3);
=

OPers. xsayaOiya [dalu}yunam]
'king [of/over lands]' < 'king rules the lands' (DNa 8-1 1 ).
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6.4.4.3 Defining or descriptive genitive
This genitive is used to define or delimit the scope of a noun. Its most common use is to
define a crime of which one is guilty or accused, that for which one must pay penalty,
or that which one confesses (the 'forensic/legal ' gen.), but genitive phrases describing
persons or objects are also found:
Descriptive genitive:
YAv.

[vIsa siiraiid J Oraetaona

'Thraetaona [of a vigorous house]' (Y.9.7);
vazr;}m . . . [zarais aiial]hOJ jrahixt;}111

,
'a cudgel . . . cast [in tawny bronze] (Yt. 1 0.96).
'Forensic' genitive:
OAv. yada [aesql11J kaenii jal11aitl [aenal]hClll1J
'when the retribution comes [for these sins]' (Y. 30.8);
YAv. hiiuua(1ta [aetahe iiiaoOnaheJ v;},..'ziiqn
,
'they should perform equal (penalties) [for this action] (Y. 1 5 . 1 4).
6.4.4.5 Partitive genitive
The partitive ,genitive expresses that something is part of a totality or an example of
group and is found with nouns (one among, etc.), superlatives or adjectives with implicit
superlative meaning (often with hatql11 'among/of (all) those that are'), pronouns,
adverbs of place and time, numerals (from 'twenty' and up), and other words expressing
quantity. It is often used in expressions of time (,sometime during'), sometimes of place
(,somewhere in'):
OAv. [hiitqmJ huua aojiito
,
'he (is) strongest [of/among (all) those who are] (Y. 29.3);
YAv. yatauuo [mafiianqmJ
'sorcerers [among men]' (Yt. 8.44);
OPers. VIII mana [taumayaJ tayaiy paruvam xsayaOiya aha
'(there were) eight [of my family] who had been kings before' (DB 1 . 8-10).
A 'free' partitive genitive (French du, etc.) is found with verbs of giving, bringing,
partaking, etc.:
YAv. yal va mafiio [mafiianqm xiudranqmJ para.g;}"ruuaiieiti
,
'or when a man receives [(some) men's semen] (Y. 8.32).
6.4.4.6 Genitive with adjectives and verbs
The genitive with adjectives meaning 'full of, satisfied with' and with verbs meaning 'rule
(over), be in command of' is probably a variant of the partitive genitive:
OAv. yoi [a-srustoiiJ p�" 'ndf)hO
,
'who, full [of refusal to listen] (Y. 44. 1 3);
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YAv. im za baulIal P;,r'na [pasuu[/mj-ca
'this earth became full [of sheep) and . . . ' (Y. 2.8);
OPers. adam[-stimj patiyaxiayaiy
'I ruled [over them) ' (DNa 6).
OAv. kal mai url/uii ise cahiiii [auual)llaj
,
'does my soul, I wonder, command anyone's [help)? (Y. SO. 1 );
YAv. naei5a-ca pascaeta h.all na . . . isaeta [jraiufaii}
'not may that man thereafter be capable [of going forth)' (P. 22).
6.4.4.7 Genitive with adpositions
A few adpositions govern the genitive, some of them also other cases:
OPers. anuv 'according to'; - Av. pdti 'on, with, in return for'; - para 'before, in front
of'; pasca, OPers. pasii; - OPers. riidiy 'on account of'.
-

6. 4. 5 Dati1'e
The dative (OPers. gen.-dat.) expresses the ind irect object (usually animate or personified
inanimate) with transitive verbs, most often accompanying a direct object, in the sense of
'giving sth. to sb. ', 'doing sth. for sb. ' (dativus commodi), but also with intransitive verbs.
6.4.S. 1 Indirect object
When accompanied by a direct object, the dative is usually (but not exclusively) a per
sonal dative of the indirect object:
OAv. [kalll11iii} mii 0par" idfll11
'[for whom) have you carved me?' (Y. 29. 1 );
al mii . . [l11azai magiii. iij paitf. ziin"tii

'so . . . acknowledge me [for the great gift exchange)' (Y. 29. 1 1 );
YAv. yii [10m pUOrdl1l bardli [aniiahl1liii ariiiniiij varit;,m
[pdOej upa. bardti

'(the evil woman) who bears that son produced [for another male)
(and then) presents (him) [to (her) husband) (as his)' (Yt. 1 7.S8);
OPers. [aniyah�lyiij asamfriinayam
'[for another) I brought a horse' (DB 1 . 87).
This dative can be governed by a compound:
YAv. viistro.bdr'talieca [gauue hui5!ujilej
'and of the one by whom grass is brought [to the cow giving good gifts)' (Yr. 1 .9).
6.4.S.2 Final dative
The dative of inanimate nouns can express purpose (final dative), often in connection
with a verb of movement and together with a dative of the person for whose benefit it
happens, the dativus coml1lodi:
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OAv. kuOrii [I71;)/"'£dikiii] axstal
'where will (someone) stand by [for ( to show) mercy]?' (Y. 51 .4);
=

il moi [raJ"c5rili] ZaUII;}(1g jasalil
'come to (my) calls (acc. of goal of motion) [for support] for me!' (Y. 28.3);
YAv. ahmiiijasdli [allllwjlze]
'he comes [for help] for him' 'he comes in order to help him' (Yt. 1 0.87).
=

6.4. 5.3 Dativus commodi
This dative is found especially with intransitive verbs and is often accompanied by an
impersonal dative of purpose:
YAv. a'l [yimili] [xsaOrili] OrisatO.z·'ma h;)(1jaS;)(1ta
'then [for Yima] [for (his) command] three hundred winters came together' (Y. 2.8);

[dPiio valJ'hibiio] ima zaoOra
'[for the good waters (are)] these libations' (Y. 22.2);
OPers. imii dalzqYilva tayil [manil] *patiyilisa"
'these (are) the lands which came [to me]' (DB 1 . 1 3).
This dative is also used to refer to future time:

paro. asnili aIJ''he
'for (the duration of his) future existence' (A fr. 3.7).
6.4.5.4 Dative with nouns and adjectives
The same dative is found with nouns and adjectives ('good for', etc.) and interjections
(usIa 'wished-for-things, good luck', n;)IJ1O 'reverence/homage to, hail! ', sildr;)/11 'bad luck
for!', OAv. auuoi, YAv. iluuoiia 'woe to!'):
OAv. huuo ["rusaeibiio] SP:1�ItO
'he i s life-giving [for the meager ones]' (Y. 29.7);
YAv. usta buiiill [ahmiii ndre]
'may there be wished-for things/good luck [for this man]!' (Y. 62. 1 ).
6.4.5.5 Dative of agent
The dative is found with verbal adjectives in -iia-, -Oa-, or -OPa- (-tuua-), meaning 'which
should be done by somebody':
OAv. al til vaxsiiil is;)lJto
yil mazdii(Jii lziialcJJ. [vfduse]
'thus, I shall speak, 0 (you) who wish to come,
those (words) which should be paid attention to,
even when [by someone who knows] (them)' (Y. 30. 1 );
YAv. miOro yo nail [kahmili] aipi.dl·aoxt5o
'M iSra, who (is) not to be deceived [by anybody]' (Yt. 1 0 . 1 7).
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6. 4. 6 Ablative
The ablative expresses separation - movement away from; distance from or point of
origin seen from nearby (usually with ii) - and comparison ('than'). In Old Persian, these
functions of the instrumental-ablative require the preposition haeii.
6.4.6. 1 Ablative of separation

OAv. y5 Is pal [dar'siil] rtfahiiii
'which shall keep them [from the sight] of Order' (Y. 32. 1 3);

a'ltm'" vfsp5(1g dr;Jguuato [haxm 5(1g] °mruiie

'I am banning [from (their) following] all those possessed by the Lie' (Y. 49.3).

Note the special uses of the ablative in the following instances:
YAv. [aetahmiil puOriil] mimar'xsao"ha
'rid yourself [of this child] by destroying it!' (Y. 1 5. 1 4);
ablative of separation plus paru 'before, away from':

YAv. hO noil . . . /ranamaite [OPaesiil {paro daeuuaeibiio} ]
,
'he does not yield [ {before the old gods} to (their) hostility] (Y. 57. 1 8).

6.4.6.2 Ablative of comparison, difference and preference
This ablative is found with comparatives, with aniia- 'other' (tends to become a mere
particle 'other than'), and with verbs:
comparison:
YAv. viito . . . hubaoibis "uhaoi bitarjj [aniiaeibiio viitatbiio]
,
'a fragrant wind more fragrant [than other winds] (H. 2.7);
OPers. /ratara maniyaiy [afuviiyii]
,
'I consider myself superior [to fear] (DNb 38);
with aniia-:
OAv. anii5m [OPahmiil iiOms-eii manaohas-eii]
'other [than your fire and thought]' (Y. 46.7);
YAv. aniio [OPal yal zamOustriit]
,
'(to anybody) other [than you, Zarathustra] (Y. 2.2),
The ablative may be governed by the first member of a compound:
YAv. u'Yra. zaosa [lbWia(1biio]
'those with strong(er) desires [than those hostile (to us)]' (Yt. 1 3.3 1).
6.4.6.3 Ablative of time or place throughout which
I n Young Avestan, the ablative can express time or place throughout which or all the way
up to, often with the particle -a (see section 3 . 1 . 5.3):
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[asna<il -ca xsajna<il-ca] . . . apo auua. bar:;'}/pe

'[day and night] . . . the waters pour down' (Yt. 5 . 1 5);
drujo [vaesm;J1yd-a] az;)mnqm

'being led [(all the way) to the entrance hall] of the Lie' (Yt. 1 0.86; see de Vaan 200 1 ).
6.4.6.4 Ablative with adpositions
Several ad positions govern the ablative, some of them also other cases; the function of
the ablative is then similar to that of the ablative in general (e.g. motion away):
OAv. dbf'as far as . . . is concerned , to the extent one can'; - YAv. a15dri 'Gust) under'; 
OPers. anuv 'along, on (river)'; - Av. a, YAv. -a 'all the way to, at (chez), out of, through
out'; haca 'from, in accordance with, on the part of' (also with 'fear'); - OAv. han a/""'
'without'; - YAv. mal 'with'; - pdri 'from, away from, without'; pdti 'from on the top of�
at, beside, without'; - Av. para 'before'; - YAv. parag'l 'aside from': - Av. para, par:5
'before, in front of, from, because of'; - YAv. pasca 'after'; - updri 'in, throughout'.
-

-

6.4.6.5 Young Avestan ablative

=

genitive

There are few examples in Young Avestan of genitives used as ablatives (other than of
a-stems). Whether these are survivals of the old ablative forms or errors cannot be
verified:
haca [hauuaiids' tanuuo]

'away from [one's own body]' (Y. 1 0.5) [cf. auui x" aepaiOiids' tanuuo-p/acc. in secti on.
6.5.4. 1];
jrqs [aiia1)ho] jrasparal

'he jumped forth (away) [from the metal (pot)]' (y'9. 1 1 ).

6.4. 7 Instrumental
The instrumental expresses means/instrument and accompaniment.
6.4.7 . 1 Instrumental of means
This is one of the most common cases in the Avestan texts, and, especially in Old
Avestan, it is often difficult to decide which nuance is intended. In Old Avestan, the
instrumental of means can also be used of (divine) persons.
This instrumental is also used of space through which (the road along which) on
travels; to express reason or cause; measure and price; and as the instrumental of respect:
OAv. k:5 [ya] md uxsiieitf n;)r'jsdtf O{Jal
'who (is he) [through whom] the moon is (now) first waxing then waning' (Y. 44.3);
YAv. yo aesm;)m [st;)r'O{Jata sndOisa] . . . jdnti
'he who smites Wrath [with a stunning weapon]' (Y. 57. 10);
OPers. ima dahCfyava [tayana] mana [data] apariyaya
'these lands behaved [by/according to (that) which (is)] my [law]' (DB 1 .23).
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6. 4. 7. 1 a Instrumental of space through which
OAv. t�m adlluan:Jm . . . daena . . . [ya hil. k:Jr" ta} . . . "rullaxsal
'that road . . . [along which, well made], the vision-souls have walked' (Y. 34. 1 3);
YAy. hUllar' [auua paOa} a�ti
'the sun goes [along yonder path]' (Yt. 1 3 . 1 6);
OPers. [viObiS-ca} taya-dls gallmata haya magus adina
adam karam gaOava ava�tayam
'and [throughout the houses/towns] which Gaumata the Magian had taken from
them,
I settled the people (back) in its place' (DB 1 .65-66).
6. 4. 7. 1 b Instrumen tal of reason and cause
OAv. v(1)h�us [:Jllllisti} I1WIW1)hO
'[on account of not finding] a good thought' (Y. 34.9);
YAy. yo gaOil asralluaiio [qsta va taro.mdti va} tanum piriieiti

'he who (goes) without reciting the Ga8as [out of evilness or scorn] forfeits his body'
(N. 4 1 ) .
6.4. 7. 1 c Instrumental of respect
This instrumental (like the accusative) expresses 'with respect to' and is often used with
superlatives and in figura etY117010gica (cf. section 6.4.3 .7):
OAv. arma'tis vaxst / [litaii[/tl t:Juuisi}
'Humility (the earth) has grown [with respect to *texture (and) *tension]' (Y. 34. 1 1 );

YAy. [ama} ahmi amauuast:J/11O
'[in force] I am the most forceful' (Yt. 1 4.3);
OPers. uta [abis} naviya aha
'and it ( the Tigris) was *deep [with waters] ( in spate)' (DB 1 .85-86).
=

=

6.4. 7. 1 d Measure and price
OAv. f"ras�m [ vasna} ha'Oii�111 dil ahum

'you have (now) made the existence "j uicy" (fil led it with vitali sing juices) [in
,
(exchange) value] (Y. 34. 1 5);
YAy. imqm zqm v[§alluaiial [aeuua Orisulla} all1nal masiiehim
'he made this earth go apart (to make it) [by one-third] larger' (V 2. 1 1 );
OPel's. XL arasnls [barSl1a}
'forty cubits [in depth]' (DSf 26).
Here may also belong the use of the instr.-abl. raucabis 'days' in the Old Persian dating
formula:
month name (X) in gen.-dat. + mahCfya 'of the month' + numeral (Y) + raucabis
Oakata aha

'of the month of X, by Y days, (the days) had passed'

=

'on the Yth of X',
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but
month name (X) in gen.-dat. + miihqyii 1 raucc/' Oakatam iiha
'of the month of X, one day had passed' 'on the first of X'.
=

6.4. 7.2 Instrumental of accompaniment and dissociation/deprivation
This instrumental is used with verbs of motion, notably haca- (mid .) in the sense of
'be accompanied by, be together with, unite/mingle with', as well as with other verbs
and expressions for 'togetherness, union', etc. In Old Persian, this function requires the
preposition hadii:
6. 4. 7.2a A ccompaniment

OAv. aOrii tfl [ar'driiifJ idf
'you, go there [with the (heavenly) arbiters]!' (Y. 46. 1 6);
YAv. [xl'ar'OaeibiioJ pascaeta iistaiia(lta
'afterward they should approach [with foods]' (Y. 3 . 1 8).
6. 4. 7.2b Dissociation/deprivation

OAv. pari5 va [vfspiiifJ °vaox·'mii [daeuuiiifJ-cii
'we have (always) said you (are) beyond [others], both [old gods] and . .' (Y. 34.5);
.

YAv. vf [daeuuiiiSJ . . . sar�111 111ruiie
'I forswear the company [with the old gods]' (Y. 12.4).
6.4.7.3 In strumental with adpositions
A few adpositions govern the instrumental, some of them also other cases: Av. , OPers.
hadii/haba '(together) with'; - Av. haOra 'in the same place as, together with'; - mal
'(together) with'; - pdti, OPers. °patiy 'at, close to, in, throughout'; pasca 'after'.
-

6.4.7.4 Case replacements
In Young Avestan, the instrumental plural commonly takes the dat.-abl. ending -biio:
yo yu'biieiti . . . [!raba daeullaeibiio J

'who fights . . . [with the old gods]' (Y. 57 . 1 7).
In Young Avestan, the nominative-accusative plural forms of neutre (r/)n-stems
commonly take attributes in the instrumental plural (a still unexplained peculiarity
of YAv.):
yim [vispiiifJ-p/instr. pdtifmar�(lle [yiiiSJ sp�(ltahe mainiii5uf [diimqn J-p/nom.

'whom [all the creatures] of the Life-giving Spirit recall ' (Yt. 8.48).
6.4.8 Locative

The locative indicates time and place in/at which (when?, where?). It also indicates
motion into or inside (also 'wishing sth. upon sb.'). A special use of the loc. is the 'loco of
emotion' ('to my sorrow'; see Kellens and Pirart 1 990, 43).
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6.4.8 . 1 Locative of place and time
OAv. [OfJahmf] ii [dqm] nipi'lljhe
'you are (now) guarding (it) there [in your abode]' (Y 49. 1 0);
YAv. x'·ahmi dqm x'ahmi dOre
'in his own house, in his own lineage' (Vr. 1 4.2);
[fraiidre aiiqn] bauudti huba!5ro

'[On a future day] he beoomes lucky' (Aog. 53);
OPers. pasiiva-dis auramazdii manii [dastayii] akunaus
'then Ahuramazda placed them [in] my [hand]' (DB 4.35).
6.4.8.2 Locative of prize won
The locative is used to indicate things to be won in competition, especially with the verbs
in (the race for) X' and yuioiia- 'to fight (for)':

zii- 'to leave (the competitor behind) at

=

OAv. yoi zazfJl}ti [val)hiiu srauuahf]
'who shall be leaving (the others) behind
(Y 30. 1 0);

=

win [in (the race for) good renown]'

YAv. zazus [vfspaesu val)husu]
'having won [in (the race for) all good things]' (P. 26);
tli yuioiieil}Ii pfJfaniihu [hat/ue asahi soiOraeca]

,
'(the fravashis) fight in battles (each) [for (her) own place and settlement] (Yt. 1 3 .67).

6.4.8.3 Locative with adpositions
A few adpositions govern the locative, some of them also other cases:
OAv. aibf 'in, on, regarding'; - OAv. ii 'in, on'; - Av. iikli 'in the presence of, in view of'
(Skjcerv0 2005a: 203-5); - OAv. pdrf 'among'; - Av. pdtf 'on; at, in return for'; - YAv.
upa 'in'.

6.5 Uses of pronouns and pronominal forms

6.5. 1 Personal pronouns

6.5 . 1 . 1 I st and 2nd persons, tonic forms

The tonic (independent, stressed) forms of the personal pronouns are used in Old
Avestan for emphasis and contrast; in Young Avestan, they are used more liberally; in
Old Persian, personal pronouns are rarely omitted, and only in sequences of clauses at
least one of which contains the pronoun.
OAv. [azfim] -cfJ . . . [OfJqm] mfiIjhf . . .
'[1] for my part (now) consider [you] . . . ' (Y 29. 1 0);
YAv. [tum] no iiOraom zaota-ste . . . [azfJm] . . .
'[you], 0 priest, (are ordered) to be our l ibator . . . (while) [I] . . . ' (Vr. 3.7);
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OPers. [adam] diirayavaus xsiiyaOiya vazqrka
'[I] (am) Darius, the great king' (DB I ).
6.5. 1 .2 3rd person
Of the three 3rd-person pronouns ha-/ta-, i-, and a-, the first two have only nom. and acc.
forms, the third supplies the other oblique forms. ha-/ta- is often difficult to distinguish
from the far-deictic demonstrative pronouns. The classification of the pronoun huuo is
often unclear.
6.5.2.2a ha-, ta-

The forms of ha-/ta- are usually emphatic and are often found in initial position followed
by the emphatic zf, as antecedent to a relative pronoun, and as emphatic anaphoric. They
are found in second position mainly in questions and after sentence-initial particles:
OAv. [huuo] [t�rg] fro.ga . . . cara]
'[he] shall make [them] the lead bulls' (Y. 46.4).
When used as antecedents for relative pronouns, they may be separated from the
relative or precede it immediately (see section 8.2.2):
YAv. [ho] zf asti . . . yo ahuro mazda
'for [he] is . . . , (he) who (is) Ahura Mazda' (Vr. 2.7);
ko [ho] aljha] . . . yo . . . [ho] ba a1Jha] . . . yo
'who may [he] be . . . who . . . will be [he] . . . who' (V 7.78-79).

On OPers. hauv/ava-, see section 6. 5.3.4.
6.5.2.2b The oblique pronominal stem a-

This pronoun is commonly used as a simple enclitic anaphoric, also reflexive, but it also
refers emphatically to an object in contrast to another. In the latter usage it may be
difficult to distinguish it from its use as the oblique stem of the near-deictic demonstra
tive pronoun ima-:
OAv. [ahmiii]-cii xsaOrii jasa]
'and [to him/this one] he shall come with command' (Y. 30.7);
YAv. sruuaena [aesqm] safa1JM zaraniia
'benailed are [their] hooves, golden' (Y. 57.27).
6.5.2.2c i-, hi-/si-, di-

This pronoun can be used proleptically for a noun (pronoun) or for direct speech or
anaphorically; the noun may be gapped :
OAv.,
proleptic:
•

yoi [fm] j"rasi5m br"naon ahum

'(those) who shall make [it] perfect, (this) existence' (Y. 30.9);
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•

anaphoric:
al (hf] (aiia] jrauuar'ta

,
'but [she] chose among [those two] (Y. 29.7);

•

both proleptic and anaphoric:
noil ta [1111] xsnaus vaepiio . . . zaraOllstl';)111 . . .
hiial (hoi] (1111] . . zoi§"'11l1 vaza

'the *trembler did, for (<III) that, not favour [him], Zarath ustra,
when [his] two draught animals (were) *angry at [him]' (Y. 5 1 . 1 2);
YAv. pascaeta (diS] Jl'aspaiieiri miGl'o
'then Miera casts [them (masc.)] away' (Yt. 1 0.43);
OPers. xsaral11 . . . adal11[-sim] gaOavfi a vastayam
'the royal command . . . I set [it] down in its place' (DB 1 . 61-63);
abical'fs . . . taya (-drs] gal/mala . . . ad1nfi

'the pastures that Gaumata had taken [from them]' (DB 1 .64-66).
OPers. sing. -sil11 is also used as instr. -abl . :
kara(-sil11] haca dql'sam at�lrsa

'the army/people feared [him] strongly' (DB 1 .43-53).
6. 5 . 1 .3 Enclitic pronouns I st, 2nd and 3rd person
Enclitics commonly follow the first word in a clause or metrical unit ('verse line, half
line'), less commonly they are placed at the end of a metrical unit. In clauses with
elements raised into the first position, the enclitic may remain in its place. Several enclitics
may follow one another. In Old Persian, the position of enclitics is relatively free.
6. 5. 1.3a Nominative

OAv. 1111zd;)111 mazda yehiia (tu] daOI';)m
'the fee whose depository [you] are, 0 Mazda' (Y. 34. 1 3);
al (yus] daelilia VlspalJhO akal l11analJhO sra ciOI';)111

'but [you], 0 old gods, are all the *seed (issued) from an evil thought' (Y. 32.3);

YAv. a (tu] me aeraiia zaoOraiia/ralJ'1101'0is
'then may [you] partake of this my libation' (Yt. 5.9 1 ).
6. 5. 1.3b Accusative

Accusative forms are distinct from genitive-dative forms in Old Avestan, but Young
Avestan uses the genitive-dative forms of the I p and 2p, occasi onally also the 3s,
pronouns as accusative. In Young Avestan and Old Persian, the tonic forms of the I st and
2nd pers. forms are also used as enclitics:
OAv. affi kal (OPa] dar'sanl
'shall I see [you] through Order, I wonder' (Y. 28.5) [afa raised];
auuis (na] alJtar' h5(lltl . . . rataiio

'let gifts appear among [us]!' (Y. 33.7)
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YAv. aoi [mqm J . . . stiibi yaOa [milJ . . . stauuqn
'praise [me] . . . like they will praise [me]!' (Y. 9.2);
mil cis pa"ruuo bdbiiaeta [noJ

'may no one notice [us] first!' (Y. 9.2 1 ) [octosyllabic verse];
oPers. mil-taya[-milmJ xsnilsiltiy

'lest he recognise [me]' (DB 1 . 52).

6.5. 1.3c Genitive-dative
OAv. sraota [moiJ m;}r"idata [moiJ
'listen to [my] . . . ! be merciful for [my] . . . !' (Y. 33. 1 1 );
YAv. afaiia [noJ pdtf.jamiiill
'may he in (re)turn come [to us] in Orderly fashion!' (Y. 7.24);
OPers. vasnil aural11azdilha utili-l11aiyJ
'by the greatness of Ahuramazda and [me]' (DB 4.46).

6. 5. I.3d Ablative
OAv. y� [OPalJ . . asrustlm . . . yazili apil
'I who shall sacrifice away [from you] lack of listening' (Y. 33.4);
OPers. tayil hacil[-ma'J atflrsa
' . . . which feared [me]' (OPe 9).

6. 5.2 Possessive pronouns
Only Old Avestan has genuine possessive pronouns; in Young Avestan and Old Persian,
the genitive of the personal pronouns is used:
OAv. [m� "ruuilJ g�us-cil aziia
'[my breath-soul] and that of the fertile cow' (Y. 29.5);
nail [nil manaJ . . . haci!1te

'[our ( your and my) thoughts] are not in agreement' (Y. 45.2);
=

t�m [ahl11ilkilis azd;}bfsJ-cil ustiinilis-cil yazamaide

'to him we are sending our sacrifice together with [our bones] and life breaths'
(Y. 37.3);
YAv. [yusmilkml1 yasniliJ-ca . . . [ahl11ilbm hauualJ'"hiliJ-ca
,
'for [your sacrifice], for [our] *well-being] (Y. 1 4. 1 ).

6. 5. 3 Demonstrative pronouns
The two demonstrative pronouns ima- and aya- denote near and far deixis, respectively,
that is, what is near the speaker in space and time, both in his immediate surroundings, as
opposed to farther away, and to his cosmic place on earth, as opposed to in heaven; the
waters and fires on earth, as opposed to those in heaven, etc. The two are often contrasted
in the texts:
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OAv. [ima] raodi bar'zist:Jm . . . bar'zimanqm [auual]
'[these] lights ( the ritual fire) . . . [yonder] highest of heights (the sun)' (Y. 36.6);
=

YAv. [imqm]-ca zqm yazama'de [aom]-ca asman:Jm yazamdde
'and we sacrifice to [this] earth, and we sacrifice to [yonder] sky' (Yt. 1 3 . 1 53);
OPers. haya [imam] hUmim ada haya [avam] asmanam ada
'who set in place [this] earth, who set in place [yonder] heaven' (DE 2-4).
6.5.3 . 1 The near-deictic ima-IaIn addition to its local-temporal deixis referring to objects in the world, this pronoun can
refer to on-going, present events, for instance, those taking place in the sacrifice; it is
often accompanied by 1 st person references. It also refers to the just-mentioned or to the
following:
YAv. [im:Jm] haom:Jm . . . aiiese yesti
'by my sacrificing I harness [this] haoma' (Y. 22. 1 -2);
usIa buiial [ahlllai] ndre

'may there be wished-for things [for this man]' (Y. 62. 1 );

alJtar'-ca druualJt:Jm amriita [aUa] alJtar '. uxti

'he forswore the Lieful One with [this] forswearing: . . .' (Y. 1 9. 1 5);

pdti te . . . [ima] sruua vae(5aUemi

'to you I exhibit [these] nails' (V. 1 7.9);
OPers. mam auramazda patuv haca gasta
uta-maiy vi8am uta [imam] dahqyaum

'may Ahuramazda protect me from evil,
both my house and [this] (my) land!' (DNa 5 1 -55);
a va [a/zqyaya] dipiya naiy nipistam

'that is not written in [this] inscription' (DB 4. 47-52).
6.5.3.2 The near deictic ae.sa-/aetaIn its general use in the ritual and narrative texts, this pronoun overlaps to some degree
with ima-/a-:
YAv. [aetahmi] aI)huuo yal astuudlJti
'in [this] bony existence' [the existence of living beings with bones];
[aeta] vaca maOaiiaI) J'ha

'intoxicate yourself with [this] word ! ' (Vr. 8. 1 ).
It is frequently used with 2nd-person deixis:
YAv. [ae.sa] zao8ra pdti.jamiial tauua ahurane ahurahe
'may [this] libation (of yours) arrive, yours, 0 lady of the Lord' (Y. 68. 1 );
[aetae]-ca te vaco

'and [these] words of yours' (Yt. 1 4.46).
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The majority of occurrences of this pron oun i s in the legal texts. Most of the contexts
are of the type 'how should this/these Xes) behave in the case of this Y? The meaning of
the pronoun is therefore very often 'the X in question, this X we are discussing, the
aforementioned X'. The pronoun seems sometimes to be close to ha- in function, cf. h6 ZI
asti and aeso ZI asti, probably with just a slight difference in deixis:
YAv. caiio a"l [aete} raoca al)/z;1n . . .
yoi auua(}a a. raocaiiei1}te [aetaesuua} var"fsuua
yo yimo k;1/"'nao1
'but which were [these] lights
that shine hither in that way in [these] *enclosures
that Yima made?' (Y. 2.39);
OPers. mam auramazda patuv . . .

[aita} adam auramazdam jadiyamiy [aila}-maiy auramazda dadatuv

'may Ah uramazda protect me . . .
[this] I ask Ahuramazda for; may Ahuramazda give me [this]! ' (DNa 5 1-55);
contrasting oeta- vs. ouua-:
YAv. ma me [aetaiia} zao(}raiiajral)'har;11}tu . . .
noil [auua} zao(}ra pdti. vise ya mauuoiiafraI)'har;11}ti
'let them not partake of [this] libation of mine . . .
I do not accept [those] libations of which they partake for my sake' (Yt. 5.92-93).
6.5.3.3 The demonstrative pronoun huuo, anaThe pronoun huuo can have 2nd-person deixis (cf. Jamison 1 992, Watkins 2000):
OAv. Uruuazisto [huuo} na . . . pdtf.jamiia
'[you there], who gladden (us) the most, may you *in return come to us' (Y. 36.2).
The pronominal stem ana- may have 2nd-person and 3rd-person deixis, with contextually derogatory reference:
OAv. [anais} va noi1 . . . af;1m-ca yanais zar"naema
'may we not anger you, as well as Order and (your) thought, the best, with [those]
requests (to you)' (Y. 28.9);
[aniiis} a manahlm ahum m;1r'1}gduiie

'by [those] actions/utterances [(of yours)] you are destroying (here and now) the
.
existence of thought' (Y. 53.6);
YAv. a(}a aziim-cq . . . daeuuais sar;1m vlmruiie

ya(}a [anais} viiamruufta

'and thus do I too renounce union with the old gods,
like (Zarathustra) used to renounce (union) [with them]' (Y. 1 2.6).
6.5.3.4 The far-deictic auuaIn addition to its local-temporal deixis (see on ima- and aeta-, above), this pronoun can
refer to well-known facts in the other world. In Old Persian, it also serves as emphatic or
anaphoric 3rd-person pronoun (see also section 6.4. 1 . 1 ):
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OAv. viduUcl [auucl'n} yii 1m al)ha! ap�mii
'knowing [yonder] (requital) that shall be the last (to reach?) him' (Y. 44. 1 9);
YAv. [Mu} . . . hurao(jajasiiiti
'(then) [she] shall come, well-shaped' (Y. 19.30);
[aom} gdrim yazamaide yim usadclm usidar'n;1m

'we sacrifice to [yonder] mountain: the ridge Crack of Dawn' (Yt. 1 .28).
OPers. hauvlava- is both fat-deictic and anaphoric, possibly with emphasis:
utii piirsam utii miidam . . . [hauv} iiyasaui
'(it was) [h e] (who) took both Persia and Media' (DB 1 .46.-47);
tayaiy paruva xsiiyaOiyii yiitii iiha
[a vaisiim} avii naiy astiy kr;lI"tam yaOii manii . . . kc;rtam

'the former kings, for as long as they were [they] have not done as much as I have done' (DB 4. 50-52).

6. 5. 4 Reflexive pronouns
Examples:
OAv. y�lJg [x'·�} "ruuii [x'ae}-cii xmodal daena
'whom [their own) breath-soul and [their own) vision soul will make *shudder'
(Y. 46. 1 1 );
YAv. [x'·a} daena nisirinuiici! acistcii al)'he
'may [his own) vision soul give him over to the worst existence!' (Y. 5.62);
aoi nman;1m yim [xl"aepdOim}

'to [(my) own) house' (Yt. 5.63);
OPers. [uvaipasiyahc;yii} dc;rsam xsayamna a "miy
'I am firmly in command [of myself]' (DNb 1 4-1 5);
uta piirsam utii miidam . . . [uviiipasiyam} ah/'lii

'he made both Persia and Media [his own)' (DB 1 .46-47).
6.5.4. 1 Use of tatlll- 'body' as 'self'
In all three languages, tatlll- 'body' is used in the sense of 'own body, self':
OAv. auuaenatii . . . auuar'ncl vfciOahiiii nar�m nar;1m
[xl"axiiiii tanuiieJ
'observe . . . the *preferences of discrimination (made) man-by-man
[for his own body]!';
YAv. auui [x'aepdOiias·' lanuuo}
'upon [(their) own bodies)' (Yt. 1 0.23);
OPers. diirayavaus haya mana pitii pasii [lanumJ mam ma()istam akunaus
'my father, Darius, made me the greatest after [(him)self]' (XPf 30-32).
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6.5.5 Reciprocal expressions and 'other'
Reciprocity is usually expressed by repeating aniia- 'one . . . (an-/the) other' (cf. Jamison
1 997; see also section 4.6. 1 0):
OAv. afii vii" [aniio a'nim} VIlIIl;'l!lghat[1
'(travelling) through Order, let [one] of you *illuminate/overcome [the other]!= [one
another]!' (Y. 53.5);
YAy. yaesq/11 [aniio aniiehe} IIrlluiin;'lll1 aifJi. vaen(/ti
,
' of whom [one] looks at the soul [of the other] (Yt. 13 .84);
OPers. [aniya aniyam} naiy ja"tiy
,
'[the one] does not kill [the other] = 'they do not kill one another' (OSe 35-36);
[alliyam} usabiirim akul1avam [aniyah{lyii} asam Fiinayal11

'[the one = some] I mounted on camels, [for the other = for some] I brought a horse'
(DB 1 .85-87).

6. 5. 6 In terrogative pronouns
Examples:
OAv. [cis} alii: [kahiiii} ahf
'[who] are you? [whose] are you?' (Y. 43.7);

YAy. [ko) I11C{I11 yaziiite . . . [kahl11(U} tanllUo druuatiit:Jm (fZ:J/11 baxsiini
'[who] will sacrifice to me? [to whom] shall I give health of (his) body?' (Yt. 1 0 . 1 08).

6.5. 7 Indefinite pronouns
Examples:
OAv. al hUlio . . . [kas-cfl} afii hllZii"�ltliS
'thus, he there . . . [whoever] by (his) Order (is) of good lineage' (Y. 49 .5);
YAy. [lal'l1-cil} va hlibadoi/:Jl11anqm "rllUaral1({m
'or [whichever] of most fragrant plants' (Y. 8.2);
[kaIjhe katjhe} apayzaire

'in [each and every] outlet' (Yt. 5 . 1 0 1-2);
[kahe kahUa-cfl} druua/Cl'l1

'[of each and everyone] of the ones possessed by the Lie' (Y. 6 1 .4);
pita puOras-ca . . . [kataras-cil}

'father and son [each]' = 'both father and son' (Y. 9.5).
With relatives:
OAv. laca . . . afaune cois
[ya} zf [cfcaJ vahis/ii

'and those (things) you assigned to the sustainer of Order,
namely, [whichever] are the best ones' (Y 47.5);
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ustii aIllnai
[yahmiii] ustii [kahmiiicfl] . . . mazda diiiiiil ahuro

'wished-for (things are) in the wish for him,
[to whomever] Mazda Ahura shall give (them)' (Y 43. 1 ).
Negated :
OAv. aeS(lm aenal)hqm [nae-cfl] vfduua aojoi
'of these sins I declare I know [none] (at all)' (Y 32.7);
[mii cis] al V.:1 . . . gustii

'but let [no one] among you keep listening to' (Y 3 1 . 1 8);

OP. [naiy] iiha martiya . . . [naiy] amiixam taumiiyii [kas-ciy] haya . . .
[kas-ciy naiy] adqrsnaus [cis-ciy] Oa"stanaiy

'there was no man . . . nor anybody of our family, who . . .
nobody dared say anything' (DB 1 .48-49, 53).
Without particle:
OAv. kadii vaedii yezf [cahiiii] xsaiiaOii
'when shall I know whether you are in command [of anything/anybody]' (Y 48.9).
6.6 Uses of the numerals
The numerals ' 1 00' and higher take the geni tive pI ural of a following noun:
YAv. [catal)ro par;]na] vfJiiraiiois auui paOqm kataras-cil
'you should hold out [four feathers] toward each of the (four) roads' (Yt. 14.44);
nauuaitfm [upiizananqm] upiizoil aspahe astraiia

'he shall administer ninety [strokes] with the horse-whip!' (Y. passim).

The nom.-acc. sing. of ordinals (in OPers. with patiy) is used in the meaning of 'for
the -th time':
OAv. noil [dOibitfm] . . . ahum m;]rqjiiiil
'not [a second time] should he destroy the existence' (Y 45 . 1 );
YAv. [paoirfm/bitfm/Oritfm] xVar;]no apan;]mata
'[a first/second/third time] the Fortune turned away' (Yt. 1 9.35-37);
OPers. [patiy (:itfyam/duvitfyam] hami(:iyii ha"gmatii
'the conspirators having gathered [for the third/second time]' (DB 2.43, 57-58).
6.7 Uses of comparative and superlative

6. 7. 1 Comparative
Comparison ('than') is expressed by comparative + ablative (see section 6.4.6.2) or com
parative + yaOa (see section 8.2.3.6).
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6.7. 1 . 1 Comparative + positive in contrasting pairs
The comparative is used together with the positive of another adjective to form a con
trasting pair, in which the first member in the comparative is depicted as superior to the
second member in the positive: 'X'er and Y' 'X and, on the other hand/in contrast,
(the poorer) Y' (Humbach 1 99 1 , I § 1 5 .2. 1 ):
=

OAv. yaiia [spaniiaJ -compo *dtf mrauual y5m [a(lgr;}mJ-pos.
'of which two, [the life-giving one] shall tell (him),
whom (you know as) [the Evil one]' (Y. 45.2);
OPers. haya [tauviyaJ-comp. tayam [skauOimJ-pos. naiy jd'tiy
'[the mighty one] does not kill [the poor one]' (DSe 37-44).
6.7. 1 .2 Comparative in compounds
The comparative is found in an elliptic type of compounds: ' . . . -er than (those of) X':
YAv. bazauua *aurusa aspo. [staoiiehisJ
' arms, white (and) [thicker] (than those) of a horse' (Yt. 5.7).
As the first member of a compound, a comparative may be replaced by the positive,
but maintain its rection:
YAv. [uyraj. zaosa f1bisiiaJbiioJ-abl.
'(the fravashis) with [strong(er)] desires [than those hostile] (to us)' (Yt. 1 3.3 1);
auua damqn . . . ya h;}(lti [padriioj.data [padriiol.fraOparsta
asnaal-ca apaal-ca

'those creations that (were) those established [first], fashioned forth [first]

( earlier) than the sky, the water . . .' (Vr. 7.4) [cf. para, paro 'before' + abl. , see
=

section 6.4.6.4].

6. 7.2 Superlative
The superlative is most commonly used to present something as possessing a quality in
the highest degree, 'the most A', or to single out one thing/person from others of the
same class: 'A is the biggest of all A's' (see section 6.4.4.5).
The superlative is also used in contrast to an adjective in the positive or to depict
something (in the superlative) as vastly superior to another thing (in the positive;
Humbach 1 99 1 , I § 1 5 .2.2):
OAv. y5 dr;}guua-pos. acista v;}r;}ziio /
a!;}m maniius [sp;}nistoJ-sup.

'you, [who are possessed by the Lie], would perform the worst (words/actions);
[the most life-giving] spirit . . .' (Y. 30.5);
y5 va [kas5usJ-pos. aenal)hO a [mazistqm J-sup. °iiamaite bftjim

'or (someone) who for a [small] sin shall incur the [greatest] expiation' (Y. 3 1 . 1 3).
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7 SYNTAX III: THE VERB
The Iranian verb has the categories of tense and aspect, mood, and voice. Finite forms
have the categories of number and person, while non-finite forms behave like nouns
(infinitives) or adjectives (participles).
The negations, Av. noil, OAv. naeda, YAv. nai!/5a, nalilla, OPers. naiy, mainly negate
statements and ma (maoa) commands and exhortations.
7. 1 Tenses
The main difference in syntax between Old Avestan, on the one hand, and Young Avestan
and Old Persian, on the other, is in the use of the tenses, while that of the moods is largely
the same.
The Old Avestan verbal system is based upon the opposition of the present
(imperfective) aspect, which is indefinite (durative, repetitive), vs. the aorist (perfective)
aspect, which is definite (punctual, ingressive, terminated); that of Young Avestan and
Old Persian is based mainly upon the opposition present vs. past.
The common past narrative tense is the present injunctive (augment-less) in Young
Avestan and the augmented imperfect in Old Persian.
In Avestan, an action can be characterised as definitely having taken place in the
paste?) by the optional use of the augment. In Old Persian, the augment is an intrinsic
part of past tenses.
The state reached after a past event is expressed in Avestan by the perfect in its old
function of resultative-stative.
In Old Avestan, the aorist expresses, on the one hand, anteriority in relation to the
present or preterite, on the other punctual or 'immediate', both incipient and concluding,
action vs. ongoing or unfinished action, expressed by the present.
In both Young Avestan and Old Persian, repeated or habitual past action (cf. English
'he would go') can be expressed by the optative. It then takes the augment, regularly in
Old Persian and occasionally in Young Avestan (see section 7.2.2.2).
Thus, all three Old Iranian languages possess the following basic tenses:
•
•
•

•

present: 'he does, he is doing';
preterite: 'he did, he was doing';
pel/ect: 'he has (always, never) done' or 'he did/it was done/it happened and now is'
(present pel/ect);
pluperfect in the function of preterite of the present pel/ect 'he had done and now was,'

etc.
The future is usually expressed by the subjunctive (in Old Avestan by the subjunctive of
the present or aorist depending on the aspect), but also by the special future stem in -hiia

/-5;;a-.

7. 1 . 1 Present indicative
The present indicative is the tense used to describe events that are currently taking place,
whether they always take place or only now. It is also the 'performative' tense (especially
in the I s and I p), used, notably, in ritual contexts to describe the actions in the process of
being performed by the speaker or someone referred to by the speaker.
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I t is used in main (declarative, interrogative) clauses and subordinate clauses of actions
or situations that obtain in general (also eternal truths), but with focus on their current
or incipient validity; actions or situations that obtain at the moment of utterance,
e.g. during the performance of the ritual; and other actions or situations that are
concurrently taking place:
OAv. kf} ya /lUI [uxsiie'tf ndl"''Jsdtf] OPal
'who (is he) through whom the moon [is (now)] first [waxing] then [waning]' (Y. 44.3);
aeibUo yoi "ruuatais dnljo afahUa gaeOel [vfl11dr'(lcdte]

' . . . to those who by (their) deals with the Lie [are (now) destroying] the living beings
of Order' (Y. 3 1 . 1 );
ahiia [yasa] ndmal)ha . . . val) hf}us xratiil1l l11anal)hO

'in homage to him, 1 [am (here and now) asking] for the wisdom of good thought'

(Y. 28. 1 );

YAv. vaso. xsaOro [ahi] haol11a . . .
dr"zux15dm [pdr'sahi] vacim

"[you are] in command at will, 0 Haoma . . .
[you are asking] a word correctly spoken' (Y. 9.25);
apClI11 napels" tel apo . . . soiOro. baxtel [vl. baxsdti]

'Ap'lm Napat [distributes] those waters distributed by settlements' (Yt. 8.34);
[nliismf] ,daeuuo (for daeUlul)

'I (herewith, by my utterance) [blame/scorn] the old gods' (Y. 1 2. 1 );
aiiaozdiia pascaeta bauud(lti

'after that they become ritually impure' (V 3. 1 4);
OPers. sakii tayaiy xaudam tigral11 [bara"tiy]
'the Scythians who wear a pointed hat' (DB 5.22);
martiya taya patiy l11artiyal11 Oatiy ava l11am [naiy vqrnavataiy]
yata ubanal11 hadugam [axsnauvaiy]

'I [do not believe] what a man says against (another) man
until 1 [hear] ( have heard) the testimony of both (of them)' (DNb 2 1 -24) [cf.
section 6.4.3.4];
=

aita adam yanal11 [jadiyamiy] aural11azdam

'this 1 [am requesting] of Ahuramazda (as) a request' (DPd 20-2 1 ).

7. 1 . 1 . 1 Av. present indicative with 'before' = past
OAv. para 'before' and YAv. pa"ruua- 'former, earlier' sometimes transfer the action of the
present indicative into the past:
OAv. drfljo aiiese [hOis.piOa] tanlilio [para]
'in the *harness of the Lie [you (plur.) *very much fattened] (your) bodies [before
of old]' (Y. 53.6) (hois.piOa: intensive hai-spf- < spf- 'fatten'?);
YAv. yoi [pa"ruua] miOrdl11 [druzi(lti]
,
'who [betrayed] MiSra [before] (Yt. 1 0.45).

=
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7. 1 . 1 .2 Young Avestan, Old Persian present asti for imperfect
In both Young Avestan and Old Persian, asti is occasionally used instead of the (rare)
imperfect:
YAv. kauuaem x"ar:mo . . . yazal11dde . . .
yal [asti} ahurahe mazda yaOa diil11qn daOal
'we sacrifice to the Fortune of the poets . . .
which [was] Ahura Mazda's when he set in place the creations (Yt. 1 9 .9-10);
OPers. yaOii taya adam xfiiyaOiya aba vam
[astiy} d'tar aitii dahqyiiva . . . ayauda

'when I became king
there [were] among these lands (some that) were in turmoil' (XPh 29-32).
7. 1 . 1 .3 Old Persian present for continuing state
In Old Persian , the present is found with adverbs denoting time in the past to express
states that still obtain in the present:
hacii paruviyatah iimiitii [a"mahqy}

'from the beginning [we have been] distinguished' (DB 1 .7-8).

7. 1.2 Present injunctive and impelject
7. 1 .2 . 1 Present injunctive
In Old Avestan, the present injunctive is used for general (durative or iterative) actions or
states typically taking place either in the divine or the human sphere, mostly without
specific time reference ('does' or 'would do, used to do'):
mazda [dadiil} ahuro hauruuato am:Jr'tiitas-cii I buroif ii . . .

'Ahura Mazda [(always) gives] out of (his) plenty of wholeness and immortality'
(Y. 3 1 . 2 1 );
adii tafii g;]uf [p:Jr'sal} a$:J11l

'then the fashioner of the cow [will (usually) ask] (or: asked?) Order' (Y. 29.2);
ta [d:Jb'naota} maflm hujUatoif

'thereby [you (plur.) deceive] mortal man of good living' (Y. 32.5).
7. 1 .2.2 Narrative past
The common past narrative tense is the present injunctive (augment-less imperfect) in
Young Avestan and the augmented imperfect in Old Persian. I t also provides the back
ground description for actions in the present injunctive. The Old Avestan texts contain
too few examples of the augmented imperfect to give a precise idea of its use, but it may
simply transpose descriptive and repetitive present indicative actions and states into the
past. Evidence in Old Avestan for the use of the present injunctive as past narrative tense
is uncertain:
OAv. kadii [aNn} muOr:J11l ahiiii madahiiii
'when [did] the urine of his intoxication [(use to) smash] . . 1' (Y. 48. 1 0);
.
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OfJoi [as] armdtis
'Humility [was] with you' (Y. 3 1 .9);

YAv. yo [as] v�r'Orajqst�mo
'who [was] the most obstruction-smashing' (Y. 9. 1 5);
a"l [mraol] ahuro mazda
'then Ahura Mazda [said]'.

In Old Persian, the (augmented) imperfect is a narrative tense referring to actions and
events in the past, both successive actions and events and actions and events anterior to
other actions and events in the past:
iyam gaumata haya magus [a-durujiya] avaOa [a-Od'ha]
'this (picture represents) Gaumata the Magian; he lied (and) said thus' (DBb);
yaOa kanlbujiya mudrayam [a-siyava] pasava . . .
'when Cambyses [had gone] to Egypt, then . . .' (DB 1 . 33);
auramazda-maiy upastam [a-bara] yata ima xsaram [ham-a-darayaiy ]
'Ahuramazda [bore] me aid until [I (had) consolidated] this empire' (DB 1 .24-26).

7 . 1 .2.3 Negation and prohibition
The negated present injunctive expresses commands and exhortations to all persons,
sometimes co �rdinated with the imperative:
•

1 st person:
OPers. haca aniyana [ma [(}rsam]
'[let me not fear] another!' (DPe 20-2 1 );

•

2nd person:
YAv. [mal dim [p�r'so] yim p�r�sahi
'[don't ask] him whom you are asking!' (H. 2 . 1 7);
OPers. paOim tayam rastam [ma avc/'«rda]
'[do not leave] the straight path!' (DNa 58-60).

•

3rd person:
OAv. [mal cis al v� dr�guuato mqOrqs-ca [gusta]
'but [let no] one among you [keep listening] to the poems of the one possessed by the
Lie!' (Y. 3 1 . 1 8);
[mal �uulduua apI [d'bauuaiial]
'[may no] one who does not know [keep deceiving] (us) hereafter!' (Y. 3 1 . 1 7);

YAv. [mal cis [barall aeuuo yairist�m
'[let no] one [carry] alone what is dead' (V 3 . 1 4).
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7. 1.3 Future in -SjiaThe functions of the future are similar to those of the prospective subjunctive, indicating
imminent future, intention, or obligation. In Old Avestan, the rare future is found in
strophe-initial statements only:
((1 [jrallilaxsiiaj

'and so [I shall proclaim]' (Y. 45.6);

YAv. noil /zus/co /zus/cai [sraesiietej
,
'dry (matter) [shall] not [be mixed] into dry (matter) (Y. 8.34);
The future is often contrasted with the past and present:
YAv. aes({m ux(jan({m . . . yais yauuaji-a-ca vaoce
Ji'a-c(( IIII'uiie [Ji'aj-ca [v((xSiietej
'of these utterances which (instr. for nom.) have ever been uttered,
,
are being uttered , and [will be uttered] (Y. 1 9. 1 0).
Here, Old Avestan uses the aorist subjunctive (see Y. 29.4 in section 6.3 .3).

7. 1 . 4 A orist
7. 1 .4. 1 Aorist ind icative
The augmented aorist denotes the immediate, completed, past (Hoffmann 1967, 1 53-55).
The few Old Avestan forms are used about divine utterances, ritual acts and oral trad
ition, in statements and in questions:
ahurahiia zf al v;) mazdiJ
yasl1�m-ca vah/11�I11-ca vahist�m [a-I11;)/lI11ddfj
'for, thus, [we have thought] ( made up our minds about)
the sacrifice and hymn (as) the best (thing) for you (all)' (Y. 35.7);
=

lUI

zfl casl11dnf [vii-a-d((r's�111j
'for [I] just now [caught sight] of it in (my) eye' (Y. 45.8);

al ta mal1iitl pa"l'lliie
ya y;)ma x"afna [a-sruuat �mj
'thus, those two spirits/inspirations in the beginning,
,
who [have been heard of] (as) "the twin sleeps" ( sleeping twin foetuses) (Y. 30.3).
=

7 . 1 .4.2 Aorist injunctive
While the temporal reference of the Old Avestan present injunctive is relatively clear, that
of the unaugmented aorist injunctive is more difficult to determine. The main problem is
whether a given form refers to action already completed at the time of the 'now' or
whether it is just starting. The aorist injunctive probably does not refer to an action that
took place at a specific moment in the past, but, at most, to an action that took place at
an unspecified time in the past, e.g. for the first time, 'aorist of creation'.
It is often accompanied by present indicative or present injunctive or even periphrastic
constructions with the present participle, which give the context in which the aorist
injunctive took or has taken place.
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7. 1.4.2a Aorist injunctive expressillg anteriority

The function of anteriority (to the main verb) is seen clearly in a few instances in sub
ordiante clauses:
al OPii l11iIjhipa"ruuiin l11azdii yazt/m stoi . . .
val)h ills p"tarim llw/wl)ho
hiial OPii [him} casmc/1I1 [Ograb;)l11}
'thus, r (now have begun to) think-aor.inj. of you as being the first, 0 Mazda, . . .
(yet) youthful, father of the good thought since [I have (just now) grasped] -aor.inj. you in (my) eye' (Y. 3 1 .8);
hiial ml:;d;)m zaraOlIstro magauuabiio [coiSt} parii
garo d"miine alllwo mazda jasal pauruiio
'the fee which Zarathustra [had assigned]-aor. inj. before to the participants in the
gift exchange,
in the House of Song, Ahura Mazda (always) comes-pres. inj. (forward for/with it
as) the first (in line)' (Y. 5 1 . 1 5).
7. 1 . 4.2b Aurist il1jul1C1il'e expressing/ulUre

There is one (apparent) instance of an aorist inj unctive being accompanied by a future
time reference (future perfect):
yastii daeuui(lg aparo . . . [tari.111(lst}
'(he) who, on account of that, in the future [shall have despised] the old gods'
(Y. 45. 1 1 ).
7. 1 . 4.2c Contrasting aspects o/presen t and aorist injunctive

In Old Avestan, present injunctive and aorist injunctive forms are often contrasted, with
clear aspectual difference:
aiia 1I0il ;)r;)s [vfliiiitii} daelluii-cina
hiia! l.s d·'bao111a . . . upii.jasal
hiial V;),.-'lIiitii acist;)111 111aIlO
'especially the old gods [did] not (then) [discriminate]-aor.inj. correctly between these
two,
because deception kept coming over-pres. inj. them,
so that they would prefer-pres.inj. the worst thought' (Y. 30.6);
al-cii hoi [Sca(lltl} . . . yasllqs-cii
. . . dal)hO ;),,-'zt/s paOo /
yqm daellqm ahuro saOSiia(lto dadii!
'and so [let them (now) start pursuing]-aor. imp. . . . the sacrifices (to him), (Mazda,)
. . . (which are) the straight paths of the gift
(awaiting) the vision-soul which Ahura (always) establishes-pres. inj. (as) that of the
revitaliser' (Y. 53.2).
7. 1.4.2d Mythical events

The aorist injunctive is used to describe mythical events, as well as human actions in the
past. This use of the aorist injunctive is found in cosmological contexts, often to denote
the first occurrence of an act, later repeated in the sacrifice:
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kas-na x":Jf.!g str:Jm-c(/ [dalJ aduuan;Jm
'who, I wonder, (first) [established]-aor.inj. the road of the sun and of the stars?'
(Y. 44.3);
yaOa til f ahura. mazda [m:Jf.!ghaJ-ea
[ vaoeasJ-ea [dasJ-ea [var;JsJ -ea ya vohi't /
aOa toi dad mahT-pres. indo
'in the same way that you, 0 Ahura Mazda, (for the first time?) [thought] them
[spoke], [established], an<cl [produced]-aor.inj. (those) which (are) good (thoughts,
etc.), in that way we are (here and now) establishing-pres. indo them for you' (Y. 39.4).
.1

7 . 1 .4.3 Negated aorist injunctive to express prohibition
The aorist injunctive is used with the prohibitive negation ma to express 'do not (start)!',
often coordinated with the imperative:
OAv. huxsaOra xS:Jf.!tqm
[maJ n :J duS". xsaOra [xs:Jf.!taJ
'let (now)] those of good command command-aor. imp. (us)!
[let not] those of bad command [(now) command]-aor. inj. us!' (Y. 48.5).
7 . 1 .4.4 Young Avestan and Old Persian aorist
The Young Avestan and Old Persian examples of aorist indicative and aorist injunctive
may be imitations of Old Avestan:
YAv. aUl [mqstaJ yimo
'then Yima [thought]-aor.inj.' (Y. 2.3 1 );
OPers. baga vazqrka auramazda haya imam bumim [a-daJ
haya avam asmanam [a-daJ
'Ahuramazda is a great god, (he) who [set in place]-aor.ind. this earth,
who [set in place] yonder heaven' (DE 1 - 1 1 );
ima dahqyava taya adam [a-dqrsiyJ-aor.inj.
'these lands that I [got hold of)' (DPe 5-1 0).

7. 1 . 5 Perfect
The function of the perfect in the oldest Indo-European languages was to express the
state obtaining from a past action or event. In Avestan, this function is found with verbs
of perception and verbs of state, as well as of transi tive verbs.
The perfect has a few subjunctive forms, as well as a pluperfect. The optative forms are
commonly used in conditions contrary to fact (see sections 8.2.2.6, 8.2.4.2c).
7 . 1 . 5 . 1 Perfects without present
The two perfects iid- 'say' (OInd. ah-) and vaed- have no corresponding presents:
OAv. al toi vlsp:Jf.!g af.!gr:Jf.!g a!auno [adar'J
'thus, [they say/claim] (that) all the evil ones (are) followers of Order' (Y. 43. 1 5);
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YAv. naeeis i!5a zaraOustra sus
yaOa hfm [adar'] mafiiaka
'there is no "vitalisation" here, 0 Zarathustra,
(such) as humans [say) it ( refer to it)' (FrD. 3, see Hoffmann 1 968);
=

[vaeOa]-ca tal * cikaeOa-ca
afaum zaraOustra mana xraOPa-ca eisti-ca
' I [know) and am aware of that,
o Orderly Zarathustra, by my wisdom and insight' (Yt. 1 . 26).

[1i

7 . 1 .5.2 Perfect expressing resulting state
The perfect indicative is used to indicate the result of a preceding action or state and is
often used in 'ever/never' statements.
Perfect of intransitive and medio-passive verbs:
OAv. yoi . . . [nail] frasaiia vaIJhffus [caxnar' « kan-)] manaIJho
'those who . . . [have never taken pleasure) in the questioning of (their) good
thought?' (Y 44. 1 3);
YAv. *frffna dIJhqm nasunqm
yd pdti aUa z"ma trfriOar" « raiO-)]
'on account of the great quantity of the corpses
that [have (ever) died (and now lie dead) all over this earth' (Y. 5.4).
Perfect of transitive verbs:
OAv. a ma aes'mo hazas-ca r;}mo [Ohisaiia « hai-)]
'wrath and violence, restraint [have bound) me (and now keep me bound)' (Y. 29. 1 );
YAv. yo no [dalJa] yo [tatasa] yo [tuOruiie]
'(he) who [has made) us, who [has fashioned) us, who [has *compiled) us' (Y. 1 . 1 );
yo [nail] pascaeta [hulxl'afa (for *hu-syafa < hyap)]
yal maniiu damqn dd!5ft;}m
'(Sraosa . . . ) who [has never slept)
(ever) since the two spirits would set in place (their) creations' (Y. 57. 1 7).

7 . 1 .5.4 The past perfect/pluperfect
OAv. taedl . . . yoi dr;}guuato mazbfS [ei-koil-;}r's « kail-)]
'those too . . . who [had (always) distinguished) those possessed by the Lie with great
(brill ian t gifts?)' (Y. 32. 1 1 ) [see Jasanoff 1 997);
YAv. nis tal paili druxs niisaile ya!5iil a1Jieil [ja-ym-al « gam-)]
'the lie will be dispelled and destroyed there to the very place whence [it had come)'
(Yt. 1 9. 1 2).

7. 1 . 6 The verb 'to be' and noun clauses
Both the subject and predicate of 'to be' are typically in the nominative:
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YAv. mosu tal [as] nail dar'y;)111
'quickly that [was], not long' (Yt. 5.65);
Occasionally, adverbs can be used as predicates with 'to be' (see Hoffmann 1 9 52):
OPel's. kara parsa . . . [kamnam aha]
'the Persian army . . . [was] (just) a few] (men)' (DB 2. 1 8-19).
7. 1 .6 . 1 The copula
A 3rd singular copula is often gapped, sometimes also the 3rd plural or infinitive,
occasionally other persons when the subject is an expressed pronoun:
OAv. huua zf dr;)guuCt
'for that one (is) possessed by the Lie' (Y. 46.6);
kal vj' XSaOr;)111
'what (is) your command?' (Y. 34.5);

YAv. kaUa atj/za ratauua
'which (are) its models?' (Y. 1 9 . 1 8);
OPel's. tayaiy paruvam xsayaOiyti aha
'who had been kings before' (DB 1 .9-10).
7 . 1 .6.2 The existential verb
This present indicative asti usually expresses existence, but is also used in contexts where
it could not easily be omitted or is emphatic. In Young Avestan, it is found in the
following instances: fronted, in relative-subordinate and interrogative clauses, in some
expressions with superlatives, after fronted demonstrative pronoun or adverb (many of
these after zi), and occasionally elsewhere. The use of the 3p h;)1Jti is similar.
7 . 1 .6.3 Possession
The existential verb can take a genitive to express possession :
OAv. cis ahl [kahUa] ahi
'Who are you? [Whose] are you?' (Y. 43.7);
YAv. [yerJlze] vaem mahi
'[whose] we are' 'to whom we belong' (Vr. 1 1 . 1 3);
=

OP. mana auramazda [COP.] auramazdaha adam [COP.]
'mine (is) Ahuramazda, Ah uramazda's (am) I' (DSk);
[dtiraya valzaus] pura aniyai-ciy [tiha"tti]
'[Darius's were] other sons, too' 'Darius had other sons, too' (XPf 28-29).
=

7.2 M oods
The Old Iranian moods were used much as in other ancient Indo-European languages.
The principal innovation was the use of the optative to denote habitual past action in
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Young Avestan and Old Persian. In both Young Avestan and Old Persian, 'irrealis' is
expressed by the perfect optative.
7. 2. 1 Subjunctive present and aorist
The subjunctive is the tense used to refer to the future, and so denotes intention, prospec
tive action and exhortation. In general, the deliberative subjunctive is used in questions
and in a variety of subordinate clauses. The aorist subjunctive has the same functions as
the present subjunctive, but with the difference in aspect. The negations are nait and mG
(negative instructions). On the use of the subjunctive in subordinate clauses, see section
8.2.2 . 1 (relative clauses) and section 8.2.3 (adverbial clauses).
7.2. 1 . 1 The subjunctive in main clauses
7.2. 1.1a 1st person
The I st person subjunctive usually means 'I/we want to do, may I/we do, let me/us do',
indicating intention or impending action:
present:
OAv. yauuai vispiii fraestii1)ha [ii1)hiimiij
'for an entire lifespan [let us be] (your) dearest friends!' (Y. 49.8).
aorist:
tal nfi Illiell [var'sanej
'that [I am about to produce] for us' (Y. 5 1 . 1 );

afii kal OP{I [dar'siinfj
'[shall I see] you through Order, I wonder?' (Y. 28. 5);
YAv.
present:
aZ;}111 te gaeOii [frii&tiien ij aZ;}111 te gaeOii [var'(jaiienij
'I [shall further] your herds, I [shall make] your herds [grow)' (Y. 2.5);

aorist:
afa sraesta [dar'samaj Opa haxl11a
'[shall we (now get to) see] company with you, 0 haoma, through most beautiful
Order?' (Y. 60. 1 2).
OPers.
present:
siyiita [ahaniyj jlva uta l11(jrta (jrtiivii [ahaniyj
'[let me] be happy (while) alive and blessed (after I am) dead!' (XPh 47-48).

7.2. 1 . 1h 2nd and 3rd persons
The 2nd and 3rd person subjunctive refer to the future in various modes:
present:
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OAv. hii n� [a1Jhal]
'she [shall be belong] to us' (Y. 32.2);
=

kadii yauuii huuo [a1Jhal]
'when [shall he ever be] (there)?' (Y. 29.9);

YAv. auuaOa te [a1Jhal] vaIjho
,
'thus for you [shall be] the better (reward) (V. 1 8.7);
aorist:
OAv. koi . . . riimqm [dil(1te < da'antai)]
k�lJg ii va1Jh�us [jimal < jam-/gam-] mana1J1JO cistis
'who [will obtain] peace?
to whom [will come] the insight of good thought?' (Y. 48. 1 1 );
YAv. [bun « bu 'an)] gaeOil amaria/pis
'the creatures [shall become] indestructi ble' (Yt. 1 9 . 1 2);

ilia

cis me ilIJhqm ::aoOrallqm [ji-aIJvhariil] yo nail . . .
'[let] not anyone [consume] these libations of mine who is not . . . ' (Yt. 1 0. 1 22).

7.2.2 Optative present and aorist
The optative is the mood of the imaginary and thus mainly expresses wishes, prescrip
tions, imaginary comparisons or examples, and irreal conditions and comparisons. The
optative of the aorist is used like that of the present, but with the difference in aspect. For
the use of the optative perfect, see 8.2.2.4, 8.2.4.2c.
On the use of the optative in subordinate clauses, see sections 8.2 . 1 (that-clauses),
8.2.2. 1 (relative clauses) and 8.2.3 (adverbial clauses).
7.2.2. 1 Optative in main clauses
The optative in main clauses expresses wishes and exhortations. These are distinguished
when negated: nail negates wishes and mii exhortations. In questions, the optative
expresses ability, potentiality, and permission:
present:
OAv. aDii tu n� gaUas-cii ast;llJtils-cii [iiiil]
'and so [may you be] our life and boniness!' (Y. 4 1 .3);
noil daibitfm dus.sastis ahum [m;lI"iUiil]
'[may] the one of bad announcing not [destroy] a second time (this) existence!'
(Y. 45. 1 ).

OAv. kaOii mazdii riinUo. sbr,itfm gqm [is"soil]
'how [might] he, 0 M azda, [try to obtain] (by prayer?) a joy-bringing cow?'
(Y. 50.2);
YAv. vaso. xsaOro [hUiil] a!auua
'[may] the Orderly [have] command at will!' (Y. 8.6);
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lIIa-ca pascaeta l11azdaiiasna tql11 zqm [karaihm] (for -aiiaen) ma apo [h:Jr'zaii;m]

'afterward the Mazdayasnians [shall not plough] that earth nor [release] water (upon
it)' (V 6.2);
OPers. aural11azdam [yadaisa]
'[you should sacrifice] to Ahuramazda!' (XPh 50-5 1 );
daiva ilia [yadiyaisa]
'the daivas [shall not be sacrificed to]!' (XPh 38-39);

aorist:
OAv. "ruuazisto huuo na . . . [pdtf.jamiia]
'(you) there, who gladden (us) the most, [may you] *in return [come] to us'
(Y. 36.2);
kaOa afai druFJm [diiqm] zastaiio

'how [might I deliver] the Lie into the hands of Order?' (Y. 44. 1 4);

YAv. rasas-ca ttl . . . [xsaesa] hauuanql11 dal11anql11
'and at will [may] you [rule over] your own creations' (Y. 8.5);
[buiial11a] Ie soifJro.pano
ilia [buiiama] soiOro. irico

'[let us be] for you those who stay in the settlements!
[let us noi be] those who leave the settlements! ' (Yt. 1 0.75);
OPers. aural11azda-taiy jd'ta [biya']
uta-taiy tauma ilia [biya']
'[may] Ahuramazda [be] your striker ( strike you),
and [may] there not [be] family to you (= may you have no family)!' (DB 4.55-59).
=

7.2.2.2 Optative of past action in Young Avestan and Old Persian
The optative is used in Young Avestan (with or without augment) and Old Persian to
express habitual or repeated action in the past (see Hoffmann 1 976: 605-19):
YAv. zaraOustro ahun:Jm vdrim [jrasrauuaiioil] . . .
tipo valJ'his [jraiiazai?ta] . . .
daenqm l11azdaiiasnil11 [jraor"naeta]

'Zarathustra [would ( used to) recite] the Ahuna Vairiia . . .
He [would sacrifice] to the good waters . . .
He [would choose] the vision-soul of those who sacrifice to Ahura Mazda'
(V 1 9 .2);
=

yo bMa . . . [a-uuaroil] vacil11 « a-barait)

'who at times [would lift up] his voice' (Yt. 1 0.73);
OPers. yaOa-sal11 haca-l11a aOahqya avaOa [a-kunavayd'ta] (thematic optative)
'as was said to them by me, thus they would do' (DB 1 . 1 7-24);
ktiral11 vasiy [avajaniya'] « ava-a-)

'he [would kill] the people in large numbers' (DB 1 . 50-53).
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7. 2 . 3 Imperative

The imperative is used only in positive statements to express a command or an exhort
ation. The person the command or exhortation is addressed to is frequently in the voca
tive. In Old Avestan, a distinction is made between the present imperative: 'keep doing!'
and aorist imperative: 'stop/start doing!'.
Negative commands or wishes are expressed with the injunctive (see section 7. 1 .2. 1 )
and the optative (see section 7.2.2. 1 ).
aorist:
OAv. vohu {gddl} manal)hii
{diiidl} afii da « da 'ah) dar'giiiili
'[come (now)] with good thought!
[give (now)] with Order the gift of a long lifespan!' (Y 28.6);
present:
OAv. ii 11 {Ouuaena} ahurii
'[keep looking] hither at it, 0 Ahura!' (Y 46.2);
duzullar'snal)/zo . . . {hfi1;ltFI} . . . {XI"[LOS;}1;ltqm upii} . . .
{Iratuj IS dlluafso . . . mosl/eii {astu}
'[let them be] (men) of bad virility! [let them be *howled upon]! . . .
[let] *torment [huddle] them off, and [let it be] soon!' (Y 53.8);

YAv. tapa} druxs {nasej « nasiia)
{apa} druxs {dul/ara} {apa} druxs {vlnase}
'[disappear], 0 Lie!
[run away], 0 Lie! [lose yourself], 0 Lie!' (Y. 8.2 1 );
{X Varata} naro aet ;}m miiazd;}m
'[eat], 0 men, this myazda!' (Y 8.2);
x"ar'Oanqm he {*bar;}1;ltClmj
'[let] (some) of the (best) foods [be brought] to him!' (H. 2. 1 8);
ma he auui piib;}m {aulla. hista}
ma giittim (nipdbiial) ''ha}
'[do not direct] (your) foot in her direction!
[do not lie down] on (her) bed!' (Yt. 17.57);
ma cim g;}r'ziina {piira-iia1;ltu} haea aizmiil nmiiniil
'[let them not leave] this house complaining about anybody' (Yt. 1 3 . 1 57);

OPers. {para-idiy/para-itii} avam kiiram [jadiyljatii}
'go forth! crush that army!' (2s/2p imp.) (DB 2.20-2 1 , 3 . 1 4- 1 5);
ava-taiy auramazdii hueiiram {kunautuv} . . .
ava-taiy auramazdii {nika"tuv}
'[let] Ahuramazda [make] that easy for you! . . .
[let] Ahuramazda [destroy] that for you!' (DB 4.76, 79-80).
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7.3 Middle, passive, causative

7.3. 1 Middle
The middle of transitive verbs most often has passive meaning: YAv. aza-, act. 'leads,
takes (away)', mid . : 'is led, taken away'; vaena- act. 'sees' vs. mid. 'is seen ', etc.).
More rarely, the middle denotes that the action is being performed in the interest of the
subject (e.g. paca-, act. 'cook (for someone else)', mid .: 'cook for oneself'; var'(jaiia- act.:
'increase (trans.), enlarge', mid.: 'increase (in trans.), grow'.
Note the intrans. hista-, act. 'go and stand', mid. 'stand, be standing'.
Middle with passive function:
OAv. ai ta maniiti pal/rlliie
ya yfima x"a/na [asruuat;;m}
'thus, those two spirits/inspirations in the beginning,
which [have been heard of (aor. duo 3p)] (as) "the twin sleeps'" (Y. 30.3);
YAv. im(lm tanum ya me [vaendte} hurao(ja
'this body, which [is seen) to me (to be) beautiful' (Y. 1 1 . 10);
[v;;r" ziiatqm}-ca il5a vohu vastriia
'and [let) good pastures [be produced]-pres. imp. 3s here!' (Yr. 1 5 . 1 ) [cf. section 5.3.3];

OPers. ima frasam taya [vainataiy}
'this perfection that [is seen]' (DNb 1-2);
middle with reflexive, etc., function:
YAv. aipi vastra [ycll)/zaiial)'ha} /ra zasta [snaiial)''ha}
'[put on your (sing.)) clothes! [wash your (sing.)] hands!' (Y. 1 8 . 1 9);
ulm caxr;;m [k;;r'nauuane}
'[I shall make] the earth [my) wheel' (Yt. 19 .43);
a"l az;;m tanum [aguze}
'then [ I hid]-aor. Is mid. [my) body' (Yt. 1 7. 5 5)';

OPers. avaOa xsa(:am [agqrbiiyata}
'thus [he took] the royal command [for himself]' (DB 1 .42-43).

7. 3.2 Passive
The passive, including passive middle forms, passives in -iia-, and 3s aor. in -i, is almost
exclusively used when the sentence has no agent or the agent of the sentence is not
expressed:
YAv. yaOa aniie yazatcll)ho [yazi!Jte}
,
'the way (the) other deities [are sacrificed to] (Yt. 8 . 1 1 );
kahe no il5a nqma [ayairiiaI}
'whose name among us [will be welcomed] here in song?' (Yt. 1 3 . 50);

OPers. vayam haxamanisiyii [Oahqyiimahqy}
'we [are called] Achaemenids' (DB 1 .7);
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yaka haca ga"dara [abariyaj (or: a-bariya)
'the sisso wood [was brought (or: carried)] from Gandhara and Carmania'
(DSf 34-3 5).

3s passive in -i:
OAv. vahista Wis [srauufj zaraOustrahe / spitamahiia
'the best *ritual [has been heard of] ( become renowned) (as that) of Zarathustra I
Spitama' (Y. 53. 1 );
=

YAv. yaJ turo jdnifraIJrase
'when the Turian Frangrasiian was struck (down)' (Yt. 1 9.93).
7.3.2. 1 Passive with agent
Very occasionally, passives are construed with agents (see also section 7.4.2.2 on the past
participle).
OAv. passive with agent in the instrumental or with preposition haca:
ya zf [vaUu;}r"zoi . . . daeuuais-ca ma$iiais-caj
'yes, those that [have been produced . . . by old gods and men]' (Y. 29.4);
ya isudo [dad;}�1te] daOranqm [haca a$aunoj /
,
'the *dues in gifts that [shall be given] [on the part of ( by?) the sustainer of Order]
(Y. 3 1 . 14).
=

In Old Persian, the agent is expressed by (one repeated example of each) the genitive
dative, by the preposition haca, or (possibly) by the postposition radiy (see Skjrerv0 1 985:
2 1 5):
uta-[samj auramazda naiy [ayadiyaj
'and Ahuramazda [was not sacrificed to by them]' (DB 5. 1 5-1 6);
taya-sam [haca-ma aOahiyaj ava akunava"
'what [was announced] to them [from ( by) me]; that they did' (XPh 1 7-1 8), cf.
*taya-sam adam aOaham ava akunava"
'what I said to them, that they did' (DNa 36-37);
=

nai-ma kama taya skauOis [tunuva"tahya radiy miOa kariyaisj
'it i s not my desire that a weak (man) [should be done wrong on account of/by a
mighty (one)]' (DNb 8-9).

7.3.2.2 Old Persian alternatives to passive with agent
In Old Persian, passive with agent is avoided by using impersonal 3rd person plural
constructions (cf. Middle Persian, Ch. 4, section 4.3.5.3):
OPers. uta ci(:a"taxmam [agflrbiiyd' anayd'j abiy mam
'and [they seized] Cicantaxma (and) [brought] him to me' (DB 2.87-88), cf.
hauv a(:ina basta [anayata] abiy mam
'that Acina [was brought] bound to me' (DB 1 . 82-83).
Alternatively, the agent can be circumscribed:
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taya istis [ajaniyaj kara haya babiruviya haul' akunaus
'that the brick [was pounded] (into shape): the Babylonian contingent, it did (it)'
(DSf 29-30).

7.4 Participles
Participles are construed as adjectives, usually attributive or in apposition, sometimes as
predicates.
7. 4. 1 Present, future, aorist, and perfect participles

The present and aorist participles differ only in aspect.
7.4. 1 . 1 Present participles
OAv. y§ va [xsaiiqsj a-dqs drlta [aiia(1t;)mj . . . vIeiro [!Jqsj
'or (he) who (because) [being in command], (by) having placed (h im) there (in his
home)
would keep (someone) [coming] to (him) . . . [being] discriminating . . .' (Y. 46.5);
Ji"ae§iiamahl . . .
[s"runuuatasj-ca [a-s"runuuatasj-ca
[xsaiia1Jtqsj-ca [a-xsaiia1Jtasj-ca
'we send{our *presentations) forth,
both toward [those who listen] and toward [those who do not listen],
toward [those being in command] and toward [those not being in command]'
(Y. 35.4);

YAv. atar;)m; . . . yazamdde taxm;)m [h;)1Jt;)mj raOaestar;)m
'we sacrifice to the fire, [being] a firm charioteer' (Y. 62.8);
OPers. X mahqya [jiyamnamj patiy
'of the month of X at [the waning] ( on the last day)' (DB 2.62).
=

The present participles can be used with 'to be(come)' (see also section 8.2.4.2e):
OAv. al . . . ahrlUii . . . [jrln;)mniij ahuriii ii
'thus, we two were there [presenting ourselves as guest-friends] to the Ahura'
(Y. 29.5);
YAv. nail dim yauua az;)m . . . bitim vacim [paiti.p;)r's;)mnoj hauua
'I shall never be [asking] him another word' (Y. 1 8.29);
OPers. manaha uvaipasiyahqya dqrsam [xsayamnaj d'miy
'by (my) mind 1 am strongly [controlling] myself' (DNb 14-1 5).
In Young Avestan, present participles in apposition with the subject are used with
maniia-, sc0aiia-:
nman;)m h8 maniiaeta [para.da80j
'he may think (of himself) [(as) having given] a house' (Y. 1 8 .28);
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a dim vato [upa. vauuo} saC5aiieiti
'then a wind seems (to be) [blowing toward] him' (H. 2.7).

7.4. 1 .2 Other participles
Aorist:
OAv. aeista [dwpo}
'(even) [giving] what are the worst (things)' (Y 32.4);
YAv. frasa hqm. razaiiata atad . . . dti auuaOa [maghano}
'he stretched himself forward, the fire, (suddenly) [thinking] as follows' (Yt. 1 9.47);

future:
YAv. haomanqm-ca [har'siiamnanqm} yoi har'siie�lle
'and of the haoma (plants) [being about to be filtered], which are being filtered'
(Vr. 12. 1 );
perfect:
OAv. [vfduua} [vfduse} mraot[i
l11a [d-uufduua} apf d5baullaiial
'let him [who knows] say [to the one who knows]!
may no one [who does not know] keep deceiving (us) hereafter!' (Y 3 1 . 1 7);
yehiia "mua xraodaitl . . . afahiia [nqsuua} « na-ns-) paOo
'whose soul will *shudder, [having lost] the paths of Order' (Y 5 1 . 1 3);
yas-te . . . zbaiia . . . [ap{mo} « ap-) dar'gojiiaitfl11
'(I), who shall be invoking you . . . [having obtained] long life' (Y 33.5);

YAv. vispaeibiio haca ar'zaeibiio {valluanuua} pdtijasdti
'he returns, [having won], from all battles' (Y 5 7 . 1 1-12);
aIjlle haxaiio jraiiel}te . . . naMa. eil *l11iOo [vaoxVagho} « Ijak-Iljac-)
'his companions will go forth, [having] never [said] anything wrong' (Yt. 1 9.95);
iatdl11 daOai{j "ruuandl11 afaono {irfriOanahe} « raiO-)
'he makes happy the soul of the Orderly one [who has died]' (P. 23);
nardl11 afauuandl11 [daC5randl11} « dar-) hUl11atdmca . . .
'the Orderly man, [who has held up] his well-thought (thought) and . . . ' (Vr. 2. 5);

perfect participle contrasting with the present and past participles:
OAv. . . . hll-lIar'stanqm . . . vdr'ziial11nanqm- ca vauudr'zanqm-ca
'of (deeds) well done, both those being performed and [those having been
,
performed] (Y 35.2).

7.4.2 Past participles in -taThe past participle in -ta- is commonly used in Young Avestan as apposition, in which
case it refers to an action that was completed before the action or state indicated by the
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main verb of the clause or by present participles. Also when used as an adjective, it
sometimes retains this temporal function:
YAv. [jra-st;)r'tal] pa'ti bar'sl1l;)n
[liz-datal] pdti haol1lal
raoci(lfiil pc/ti iiOral
sriiuuaiiamnii! pc/ti ahullal vdriial
'beside the bars om [spread out],
beside the haoma [set up],
beside the blazing fire,
beside the Ahuna Vairiia being recited' (Yt. 1 0.9 1 , Afr. 4.5);
auual . . . halJjamall;)111 . . . bar'snuuo auuarjhe asno [y-'mat;)l11]
. . . yazamaide
'to yonder gathering [having come (together)] upon the height of yonder sky
. . . we sacrifice' (0. 2.8);

OPers. duvarayii-l1laiy [basta] adariya
'he was held [bound] at my gate' (DB 2.75, 89-90);
hamiriya [ha"-gmata] [para-ita] . . .
hamaranam akunava
'the conspirators, [having come together] and [gone off] . . .
fought the battle' (DB 2. 37-39).

7.4.2. 1 Medial-reflexive function of the participle in -taThe past participle sometimes has medial-reflexive function and can take a direct (inner)
object:
YAv. [a-stutas]-ea [fra-uuar'tas]-ea
iistuiie hUl11at;)111 mana
'[having assigned myself by my praise] and [having made my choice]
(having spoken the astlliie and thefrauuarane)
I assign myself by my praise to well-thought thought' (Y. 1 2.8) [< a-stau- and
fra-yar-, both middle];
upa. taea! . . . aoOra [paiti .Smuxta]
'she came running, [shod] in shoes' (Yt. 5.64).

A past participle is frequently combined with a verb from the same root, see section
10.5 Figura etymologica.
7.4.2.2 Past participle with copula
In Young Avestan, the past participles are occasionally used with the copula and some
times with a personal pronoun (rarely a noun) in the genitive indicating the agent:
YAv. kaJa no ilia a$aum [agato « a-gam-)]
dOUajal)h;)111 ahum a
'how [have you come], 0 Orderly one, to us,
to (this) existence without danger?' (Y. 1 9. 3 1 );
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cuua(1t;}m zruuiin;}l11 maniiauua stis [diita as]
'for how long [had] the existence in the world of thought [been established]?'
(FrY. 2. 1 9);
miinaii;}n ahe yaOa nii sat;}m-ca . . . parsanqm [ni-jat;}m hiiiil]
'j ust as if a hundred and . . . ears of grain [were to be (lying) smashed down]'
(Yt. 1 3.7 1 );

with agent:
YAv. yal [me] auuauual daeuuaiiasnanqm [ni-jat;}I11]
yaOa siir;}l11-a varsanql11 bariimi
'that [by me is smashed down I have smashed down]
as many sacrificers to the old gods as I carry hairs on the head' (Yt. 5 .77);
=

yezica [he] aniia aya §iiaoOna [fra-uuarSta]
pdtita he dOa
'if [for/by him are performed he has performed] other evil deeds,
(then) the penalty for it (is) absolved' (Y. 3.2 1);
=

agent with attributive past participle:
yOi kdnina (for kdnino) [an-upaeta « upa-i-) mafiiiinqm]
'the girls [not yet approached by men]' (Yt. 1 7 . 55).

7. 4. 3 The Old Persian pe/jeet
In Old Persian, the old perfect indicative appears to have been lost and been replaced by
constructions of past participle and copula with agents. This new perfect, like the old
perfect, expresses the result seen in the present ofa past action or event. It is often used to
'sum up' past events told in the imperfect (see Lazard 1 976: 1 84-86, Skjcerv0 1 985).
There are forms of both transitive and intransitive verbs. As the past participle of
transitive verbs has a passive meaning ('done, killed'), the perfect construction in these
instances is formally passive.
There is no active perfect construction corresponding to the passive one, so the con
struction corresponds to both active and passive constructions in the present and
imperfect.
7.4.3 . 1 Without agent
When the past participle is from an intransitive verb, the perfect corresponds to an active
imperfect; when it is from a transitive verb and the agent is not expressed, it corresponds
to a passive imperfect:
intransitive verb:
piirsahqyii martiyahqyii duraiy qrstis [parii-gmatii]
'the Persian man's spear has gone far away' (DNa 43-45);

transitive verb:
ava ahqyiiyii dipiyii naiy [ni-pistam]
'that [has] not [been written (is not written)] in this inscription' (DB 4.47);
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paruv frasam [fra-matam} paruv frasam [k(lrtam}
'much perfect work [had been ordered], much [has been made]' (DSf 56-57);
aniyas-ciy vasiy [astiy kc,trtam}
'much else too [has been done]' (DB 4. 46-47);

plu perfect:
xsa(:am taya . . . [para-bc,trtam aha} ava adam patipadam akunavam
' I redressed the command that [had been taken away]' (DB 1 . 6 1 -62).

7.4.3.2 With agent
If an agent (noun or pronoun) is expressed, it is in the genitive-dative, and the perfect
corresponds to an active imperfect. The only examples are with kc,trta 'done, made', and
the construction is formally identical with possessive constructions in which kc,trta means
'work, achievement' (there may have been a difference in word order):
taya[-maiy k(lrtam} uta taya-maiy [pi(:a darayavahaus XShc,tya kc,trtam}
'what [I have done] and what my [father King Darius has done]' 'what [has been
,
done by me] and what [has been done by my father King Darius] (XPc 1 3-14);
=

[avaisam} ava [naiy astiy kc,trtam}
yaOa [mana} . . . hamahc,tyaya Oarda [kc,trtam}
'[they have not done] as much
as [I have 'done] in one and the same year' ('their achievement is not as much as what
I achieved in one and the same year') (DB 4. 5 1 -52).

7.4.4 The Old Persian potential construction
There are a few verbal constructions in Old Persian involving a past participle + forms of
kar- 'do' and bau- 'become' that express either completion of a past event or the feas
ability of a past event. These constructions are commonly referred to as 'potential'
constructions (see also section 8.2.2.6 Conditional relative clauses):
active:
yata [k�lrtam akunavam}
'until [I had finished (doing)]' (DNa 5 1 , XPf 45-46);

passive:
yaOa [ka"tam abava}
'when it had finished being dug (DSf 25).

7.5 Infinitives
7. 5. 1 Infinitive with intentional verbs
Infinitives either depend upon a verb or are used independently to express the purpose of
an utterance or an action. They are used with vas- 'wish ', vlsa- 'be ready', hacaiia
'induce', verbs meaning 'order', etc.:
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OAv. huuo n;) . . . vastf . . eal"'k;}I"'Orti [srauuaiieIjhe}
'he wishes [to make heard] for us poems of praise' (Y. 29.8);
YAv. yaOa az;}m haeaiiene . . .
zaraOustr;}m [anu-/11at;)e} daenaiiai
'that 1 shall induce . . .
Zarathustra [to help] the vision-soul [along with his thought]' (Yt. 5. 1 8);
OPers. uta-dis alavaya/11 [bartanaiy}
'and 1 was able [to bear} them' (DNb 46-47);
ima stana/11 haul' niyastaya [kd'tanaiy} . . .
pasava adal11 niyastayam imam dipim [ni-paistanaiy}
'and he gave the order [to dig] this niche.
then 1 gave the order [to write] this inscription' (XV 20-25).

7.5.2 Infinite with verbs ofspeaking and thinking
Verbs meaning 'think, speak, see' can take a direct object plus infinitive (,accusative with
infinitive') as the transformation of a S + V clause; the infinitive of 'to be' can then also
take an accusative predicate (see also Gippert 1 98 5):
OAv. al OPa m;)Ijhf. . . yaziim [stoi}
'thus, 1 think of you [to be as being] youthful' (Y. 3 1 .8) [< 'I think: you are young'];
=

YAv. afaUUal1;}/11 Ie [afiieiJiiai} I11ra0111i
,
'I tell you a sustainer of Order [(is) to be obtained] (from a sustainer of Order)
(Y. 7 1 . 1 3) [< 'I tell you: a sustainer of Order is obtained'].

7. 5.3 Independent use
Infinitives are used independently to express purpose, in which case the subject/direct
object of such an infinitive may be in the dative:
OAv. lal l110i [vf-cidiitii} vaoeti . . .
[vfduiie} . . . [111;)U}-ea [dc/diitii}
'speak that to me [for (it) to be discriminated],
[for (me) to know] (it), . . . and [for (it) to be kept in (my) mind]' (Y. 3 1 .5);
YAv. fra gauue-dat. [v;}I"'(ldiitii} . . . a him vaeJaiial11ailf
'in order for the cow [to be chosen], we make her known to (you)' (Vr. 4.2);
OPers. ais hadti kara . . . hamaranam [eartanaiy}
'he came with an army [in order to do] battle' (DB 2.67).
7.6 Verbal adjectives of necessity/gerundives
See Dative of agent (section 6.4.5.5).
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8 SYNTAX IV: COMPLEX SENTENCES

8. 1 Coordination

The usual method of coordination is by way of conjunctions. The most common
exceptions are various kinds of parataxis and repetition.

8. 1 . 1 Parataxis
Both coordination and, in Old Persian , subordination can be expressed by parataxis:
YAv. vfsdti dim jray,.a,.aiio - 110il *jray,.araiieiti
'he declares himself ready to wake him (and then, but) does not wake him' (N. I );
OPers. avaiy ma dausta biya - hujrasta-dls pcp'sa
'you should not favour them (and but) punish them well!' (DB 4.69).
=

With existential verb:
uta aniyas-ca aha .- duskqrtam akqri)'a
'and there was other matter as well (and it = that) had been made badly' (XPh 41 -42);
astiy a"tar aita dahgyava . . . - ayauda
'there were among these lands (and they

=

some that) were in turmoil' (XPh 29-3 2).

In Old Persian and 'post-Old Persian', the verbs 'to send' and 'to command, order to
do' can be construed with an unmarked clause:
pasava adam jraisayam u vjam - hauv arina basta anayata abiy mam
'then I sent (an order) to Elam (and) that A<;ina was brought bound to me' (DB
1 . 82-83);

niyastayam - hauv araxa uta martiya . . . uzmaya-patiy akgriya"ta
'I issued (an order) (and) that Araxa and the men . . . were impaled' (DB 3.91-92).
8. 1.2 Repetition
In Avestan, nominals, verbs, preverbs, prepositions and negations are often repeated
instead of being coordinated by conjunctions (frequent in incantations):
adjectives:
YAv. asista nu aJjlzal lzaca visal gaus buiial
asist�1II af;}m as;st�m narS afaono aojO
asisto alu/iris lkaeso
'may the cow now be not cut off from this town,
(not cut off ) nor the Order, nor the strength of the Orderly man,
nor the *guidance of Ahura Mazda!' (Y. 60.3);
=

verbs:
nase *dduui druxs Ilase daeuuo. ciOre
nase daeuuofrakarSte nase daeuuo.jradaite
apa druxs nase apa druxs duuara
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apa druxs vl-nase apax;x5re apa-nasiiehe
Get lost, deceiving Lie! Get lost, you demon-spawn!
Get lost, you demon-dragged-forth! Get lost, you demon-made!
Disappear, 0 Lie! Run away, 0 Lie!
(Run) away and lose yourself, 0 Lie!
You disappear in the northern (direction).

pronouns:
OAv. kat toi razar;
kat vasl kat va sUlto kat va yasnahiia
'what (is) a *straight utterance for you?
what do you want: what of praise or sacrifice?' (Y. 34. 1 2);
YAv. ima! vo apojddiiemi
ima! z"mo ima! uruuara ima! am;)fa SP;)(lta
'this I request from you, 0 waters,
and from you, 0 earths, 0 plants, and 0 Life-giving Immortals' (Y. 65. 1 2);
preverbs:
nl ti! ziire maJ;)m mruiii!
nl am;)m n'i v;)r'Orayn;)m (etc.)
nl tal yaOa . . . vaso. xsaOro fracarane . . .
nl tal yaOa ta"ruuaiielli . . .
'I call down your intoxication, 0 tawny one,
your strength, and obstruction-smashing . . .
(I call it) down so that I may go forth commanding at will . . .
and so that I may overcome . . . ' (Y. 9. 1 7-18);

preposi tions:
pam auuarjhe asno da1JhOil
para apo para z'mo para "ruuaraiia (etc.)
'before the establishment of yonder sky,
of the water, of the earth, and of the plant . . .' (Y. 1 9.8);

negations:
OAv. noi! na mana / noi! s;}(lgha noi! xratauuo /
naMa varuna / noi! ux&i naMa iiiao(l'na /
nai! dai!na / noil Uruuqno . . . haci(lti!
'neither our thoughts, announcements, guiding thoughts,
preferences, utterances, actions,
vision-souls, nor breath-souls go together' (Y. 45.2);
YAv. ma buiiama soiOro. irico . . .
maba yal no uyra. bazaus niuuanal
'may we not be those who leave the settlements . . .
nor indeed (may it happen) that a strong-armed one should *conquer us' (Yt. 1 0.75);
OPers. naiy aha martiya naiy parsa naiy mada
naiy amaxam taumaya kas-ciy
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'there was no man, either Persian or Mede
or indeed any of Our family' (OB 1 .48--49);
abiy imam dah{}yaum ma ajamiya
ma haina ma dusiyaram ma drauga
'against this land may there not come
an enemy army, famine, or the lie! ' (OPd 1 8-20).
8. 1 . 3 Conjunctions

8. 1 .3 . 1 Coordination
The coordinating conjunctions are uta and enclitic -eft 'and, as well ', which coordinate
words (and their epithets), clauses or sentences. Common coordinations include the
sequences A B-ca and its extension A B . . . C-ea and uta A uta B. Combinations include
uta . . . -ea, uta . . . uta . . . -ea, -ea . . . ea . . . uta 'and also, as welI'. For Old Persian, see
Klein 1 988.
Connecting sentences:
YAv. va1Jhus sraoso . . . hfi-ca 0a yoWpa astu
'good Sraosa . . . and let him have taken up his position here' (Y 27.6);
OPers. mana auramazda upastam baratuv . . uta imam dah{}yaum auramazda patuv
'let Ahuramazda bear me aid, and let Ahuramazda protect this land !' (OPd 1 3- 1 6) .
.

I n Old Aves tan, the form A Bea # C may b e possible a t the cesura:
a ma [aes·'mo hazas-ea # r;Jmo} °hisaiia
'[Wrath and violence, (as welI as) restraint] keep me tied up' (Y. 29. 1 ).

The sequence A-ea . . . B-ea can take an adjective or a pronoun, or it can itself be the
subject or direct object of a verb or be governed by adpositions:
OAv. alea hOi sca�tii mana1J/zii uXOiiis iiao()anaisea . . .
[kauuaea vfstaspo zara()ustris spitamo !"rasaostrasea}
'and so let them follow with thought, utterances, and actions . . .
[Kauui Vistaspa, a Zarathustra-folIower (and) Spitamid, and Frasa-ustra]!' (Y. 53 .2);
YAv. imq [haomqs-ea miiazdqs-ea zaoOras-ca}
'these [haomas, myazdas, libations]' (Y. 4 . 1 );
a�tar' [ma1Jh;Jm-ea huuar'-ea}
'between [the moon and the sun]' (Yt. 6.5);

OP. aita-maiy aruvastam upariy [manas-ea uff-ea}
,
'This is my ability in [thought and understanding] (ONb 3 1 -32).
OccasionalIy OPers. uta introduces a main clause after a subordinate clause with the
function of accommodating an enclitic pronoun:
OPers. ima uvnara taya . . . uta-dis atavayam bartanaiy
'these (are) talents which . . . (and) I was able to carry them' (ONb 45--47).
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8 . 1 .3.2 Disjunction
The disj unctive conj unctions are enclitic va 'or' and tonic a1 va 'or else', negated YAy.
naUl/a 'or not', 'nor'.
The sequence A B-va (A B-va C-va) is most common with clauses, but relatively seldom
fo und with single words. Other sequences include A va B va (C va), x va A B va, A va a1
va B (see also section 5.3. 1 Questions):
OAv. vandntl vii V;)(1g/t;J11 vii vaonar' vii
'(who) are winning, shall (now) win, or have (always) won' (Y. 39.2);
y;) a!aone vahisto # x"aetii vii a! vii V;Jr'z;)niio /
driiamna vii
'(he) who is best for the sustainer of Order #

either through (his) *family or else (as) a member of the *household
or by (his) *community' (Y. 33 .3);
YAy. us vii llmo 11/ vii pdbiial11l1o
'standing up or lying down' (Yt. 1 . 1 7);
OPers. yadiy imam dipim vail1ahqy imai-vii patikara
'if you see this inscription or these images' (0 B 4. 72-73);
negated:
llzg;Jr'pta1 P(/ti draoniil lwlIlIa uzg;Jr'ptiil
'at the dron lifted up or not lifted up' (Y. 5,26);
kii he asti ciOa . . .
IIalllla he asti ciOa IWlIlIa he asti iip;Jr'tis

'what is the penalty (etc.) for it? . . .
there is neither penalty for it, nor is there expiation for it' (Y. 3.38-39).

8. 1.4 Coordinating particles
These are sentence-initial, -medial and -final.
8 . 1 .4. 1 Sentence-introductory a1, [('1
These are the two most common particles in Old and Young Avestan and, according
to the context, may be rendered as 'and, then, but', and similar. They can be followed
by a temporal clause introduced by OAv. hiia1, yadii, YAy. yal 'when'. Enclitic a1 is
typical of the Yasna HaptalJhiiiti (Y. 35-41). They are also used as adversative
particles:
OAv. smota g;)us, iiis . . .
a! ta manihi pa"ruiie . . .
a!-Ca lliia! la h;)l11 mal1ih-'jasaet;Jl11 . . .
'listen with your ears . . .
Then, those two spirits in the beginning . . .
and then, when those two spirits come together' (Y. 30.2-4);
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ai-ea 'as well as', ai va 'or else':
I'Jroi . . . pdOiiae-ea vastriiaeibiio at-ea x"aetalille
'to (her) father and husband, to the foragers,
as well as the *family' (Y. 53.4);
yasn:J111 . . . XSl11aUlIa(o
at va afa staomiici vaea
'the sacrifice to one like you (pl.),
or else, by (my) Order, words of praise' (Y. 33.8);

enclitic at
apo at yazamdde
'and so we sacrifice (to) the waters' (Y. 38.3);
sraestqm at toi k:Jhrp;J111 k:J/irpql11 auuaedaiial11ahf
'thus, as your form, the most beautiful of forms, we are making known . . . ' (Y. 36.6).

YAv. a"t
a"t yai l11iOr:J111 . . . ji-adaJqm . . . aUt dim daJql71
'then, when I brought forth MiSra . . . then I established him' (Yt. 1 0. 1 );

adversative ai, a"t
In Old Avestan, all examples of al introducing a second 'half-line' and several intro
ducing 'verse lines' (exc. al va, al-ea) appear to have adversative function, occasionally
also when enClitic. YAv. a"l often has adversative function, notably in conditional clauses
introduced by a"l yezi (Vid.), yezi a"l (Nir.):
OAv. aeisto dr:JgulIafqm # at afaune l'ahist :JlI1 l11anO
'the worst (existence will be that) of those possessed by the Lie #
but for the sustainer of Order (there will be) best thought' (Y. 30.4);
YAv. l'ispe zf aniie /11aJ(1)ho aeS/11a haeiute . . .
a"t 110 yo haomahe l11aJo afa haedte
'for all other intoxications are followed by Wrath (i.e. darkness and night),
but the intoxication of the haol11a is followed by Order (i.e. light and day)' (Y. 1 0.8);
ma eis baral aeulto yal 'ris(:J111
aUt ye'Zi se baral
'let no one carry alone what is dead;
but ifhe carries alone something that is dead . . . ' (V. 3 . 1 4);
yo gaOa srauuaiieiti . . .
yezi haullaeibiia usibiia dpi. surunuudti ralujiB
yezi aUt noil hauuaeibiia usibiia . . .
'he who recites the GiiSiis . . .
i f he can hear (them) with his own ears, (then) he satisfies the (ritual) models,
but if he cannot hear (them) with his own ears . . . ' (N. 8).
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8 . 1 .4.2 Emphatic particles
These include Av. i1 (combines with various other particles for emphasis); Av. -cll, OPers.
-ciy 'even , -self, just, exactly' (OAv., YAy. al-cli, al-cil, OPers. aciy 'even then, so'); Av.
-cina « -cana) 'especially, even'; tu (used with imperative and optative); and vai
'*definitely':
OAv. . . yazamdde valJhus-ca I[ valJ lhfs-ca I!
' . . . we are sacrificing to both the good male ones and the good female ones'
(Y 39.3);
.

YAy. aOa aOa coil « ca-i£) zaraOustro . . . viiamruufta
'and in that very manner, Zarathustra would renounce . . .' (Y 1 2.6);
vfsp;ml a ahmal ya�iii! (ya(5a-il) upa.jasail iristqm tanum
'just until when he might come upon the dead body' (V. 6.27);

OAv. azfim-cil
'I fOf lny part' (Y 29. 1 0);
tal nfi nU-el! var'sane
'that best (action/command) 1 am just now about to produce for us' (Y 5 1 . 1 );

OPers. yaOa paruvam-ciy
'just like before' (DB 1 . 63);
OAv. a!-el! aibiio vahista yai . . .
'but also as the best things to those who . . . ' (Y 3 1 . 1 );
YAv. ya!-ci! tanum apaiieiti at-cit dim nail rasaiielJte
'even when it reaches the body, even then it does not harm him' (Yt. 1 0.2);
uta vistaspa uta C}rfama uba ajfvatam
ticiy . . . darayavaum . . . xsayaOiyam akunaus
'both Vistaspa and Arsama were (still) alive.
but, *even so, he made Darius king' (XPf 1 9-24);

OAv. aiia nail :1r"s vliiiata daeuua-cina
'especially the old gods did not discriminate rightly between these two' (Y 30.6);
YAy. ma ai5a kaOa-cina tpdti.jime
'may *1 not come up against any such at all!' (Vr. 22.2);
OAv. huxsaOrastii nfi na va niirf va xsaeta
'may a man or a woman of good command command us!' (Y 4 1 .2);
atars viii mazda ahurahiiii aM
'you are definitely "the fire of Mazda Ahura'" (Y 36.3).

8. 1 .4.3 Zl 'for'
The enclitic particle zf is an explanatory particle used in main, subordinate, and
parenthetical clauses with the general meaning of 'for, namely'. Av. yezl, which in Young
Avestan is in complementary distribution with yei(5i zl, may be from *yal zf (see section
8.2.4 Conditional clauses):
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OAv. al (oi a1)h;J/1 . . . toi zl diitii hamaestiiro
'and they shall be . . . for they (have been) made/established as opponents' (Y. 48. 1 2);
nft zit « zf f.l) . . . viiiidar;Js;Jm
'for I just now caught sight of' (Y. 45.8).

YAy. noil zl ahl11i pdti ndri duua l11aniiu r5na auuasta1)hal
'for not shall over this man the two spirits take up a firm stance (of competition)'
(Y. 7.5 1-52).
See also section 5.3.3 Parenthetical clauses.
8. 1 .4.4 Responsive ba, boil
The particle is found once in the Yasna Hapta1)lziiiti, but more frequently in Young
Avestan, where it is often used in answers to questions or as emphasis:
OAv. huxsa(}ro.t;Jmiii hii al xsaOr;Jl11 . . . dad·'mahi-cii
'yes, for (you) having the greatest command,
we then establish the command' (Y. 35.5);
YAy. ciOra vo buiiiir·'s masiina . . .
ciOr;J111 boit « ba f.l) yftz;Jl11-cil x"ar'no . . .
'may your *greatnesses be brilliant! . . .
yes, and may you, too, give brilliant munificence . . . !' (Ny.3.1 ) ).
8. 1 .4.5 OAv. Opal, YAy. bMa '*sometimes, *again and again'
OAv. k5 yii l11a uxsiieitf n;Jr;Jjsaitf OPat
'who (is he) through whom the moon is (now) first waxing then waning (is again and
again waxing and waning?)' (Y. 44.3);
YAy. h;J(Ui biida miiuuaiiacil caOpiiro arsiina
'even I h ave *again and again/at times(?) four males' (Y. 1 8 .3 1 ).
8. 1 .4.6 Interjections
The interjections are usta 'hai l ! good luck!', n;Jmo 'hail !', OAv. auuoi, YAy. iiuuoiia,
biiuuoiia, and siidr;Jm 'woe! ', which take the dative, and YAy. iii 'O! ', which takes the
vocative.
8.2 Subordination
Subordinate conjunctions are usually derived from the relative pronominal stems (OAv.
hiia-, ya-; YAy. ya-; OP. ya-, taya).
8.2. 1 Substantival that-clauses
These function typically as the subject or direct object or appositions to the subject or
direct object. The mood is according to the meaning:
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OAv. a1 zf toi vaxsiia . . Ihiia! ak6iia drdgUUaiteJ
'for thus I shall tell you . . . [that for the one possessed by the Lie (it will end) in an
evil (turn)]-DO' (Y. 5 1 .8);
.

tat a1 var'ma'di . . . Illiia! f mdnimddi-caJ

'thus, we (now) prefer that: [that we may think them and . . . ]-DO' (Y. 35.3);

YAv. tar alunai jasa1 aiiaptdm Iya! he puOro lIs. zaiiataJ
'that prize came to him [that a son was born to him]-S' (Y. 9.4);
OPers. karalz�lya naiy azda abava [taya bardiya avajataJ
'it did not become known to the army [that Smerdis had been killed]-S'
(DB 1 .3 1-32);
ava adam akunavam . . . [yaBa aniya aniyall1 naiy ja"tiyJ

'that I accomplished: [that they no longer kill one another]-DO' (OSe 34-36);

uta [taya bumis akaniya fravataJ . . . kam haya babiruviya Izauv akunaus

'and [(the fact) that the earth was dug down]-DO, the Babylonian people did (it)'
(OSf 28 30) [or: nUlllinalivllS pelldens];
-

nai-ma kama
[taya skauOis tunuva"tahya radiy miOa" kariyaiSJ

'it is not my desire
[that a weak (man) should be done wrong by a mighty (one)l-S' (ONb 8-9) [kariyais:
optative of wish].

8.2.2 Relative clauses
Relative clauses are the most frequent subordinate clauses in Old Avestan and probably
in Young Avestan and Old Persian. They are adjectival and are often coordinated with
adjectives.
A relative clause can precede, follow, or include its antecedent, which can be overt
(explicit) or gapped (omitted) or just implied by the verb. It can be next to the antecedent
or separated from it. The antecedent can be a noun or a (personal, demonstrative, inter
rogative, indefinite) pronoun. The antecedent and the relative pronoun can be in the same
case or in different cases, the antecedent usually being in the case demanded by the syntax
of the main clause and the relative pronoun in the case demanded by the syntax of the
relative clause, but case 'attraction' (assimilation) also occurs.
Like adjectives, relative clauses can be 'substantivised' and take the place of a noun
and so by themselves function as subject, di rect object, etc. ('he who'-clauses). An ante
cedent or resumptive 'dummy' pronoun may be present, which, by its case, shows the
syntactic function of the relative clause: 'I saw him who killed the dragon', '(the one) who
killed the dragon, him I saw'. In Old Persian, the 'he who' clauses were standardised and
produced a new relative pronoun haya-, taya- (cf. Adiego Lajara 2000).
As in other early Indo-European languages, the antecedent of the relative may be
located inside the relative clause (included) and may be in the same case as the relative
pronoun. Such relative clauses may originate from interrogative or indefinite clauses:
'which man killed the dragon?', 'whichever man killed the dragon' > 'which man killed
the dragon went away' (see also Kellens and Pirart 1 990, Chapter 2 on relative clauses).
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See also section 6. 1 . 1 The Young Avestan and Old Persian connecting relative and the
relative particle.
8.2.2. I The use of moods and tenses in relative clauses
All tenses and moods are used in relative clauses, but the functions of the moods can
differ slightly from those in main clauses:
subjunctive present:
OAv. [y:J vd mazdli ahurli paiJ·ijasai} vO/lll manal)hli
'(I) [who shall circumambulate you (pl.)], 0 Mazda Ahura, with (my) good thought'
(Y. 28.2);
YAv. ai-eli toi vael11 J:Ucimli [yoi 1m j"'ras:Jm kJr'naon} ahftl11
'thus, also: may \lie be those [who shall make it perfect], (this) existence' (Y. 30.9);
subjunctive aorist:
OAv. hlit(lm !JUliO aojisto
! yahmiii zaulI:J!Jgjima *kJrJdus a]
'he is strongest of (all) who are [for whom I shall come « lijam-) to (his) calls (even
if they are) weak]' (Y. 29 .3);
optative present:
OAv. [y:J !lun ahmiii vlistrauudtlm stoi "siiatJ
'(someone) [who might wish her and (her) pasture to be for him]' (Y. 50.2);
optative aorist:
tal ahUli [yci tal "pa.jamiiamaj tauua-eli haxJmli

'that of this (one) [by which we may come to that], (namely) your company and . . . '
(Y. 40.2).
8.2.2.2 Old Avestan relative clauses
The Old Avestan realative clauses are particularly difficult to parse, partly because of the
poetic word order and partly because of frequent ellipsis of antecedent, verb, etc.
8.2.2.2a Relative clause precedes the main clause

Antecedent implicit in verb with overt resumptive pronoun:
[y:J . . . a.fJI11 nipdljhe manas-eli vollli yauuaetliitej / f",,;jm . . fro mli slsil
'[(you-sing.) who are guarding Order and good thought for the duration of a
lifespan,] teach you me!' (Y. 28. 1 1 );
.

[ya frauuaxsUli] yezl fa aOli ha'OUli

'(the words) [which 1 want to pronounce] - for if they (are) true in this manner'
(Y. 44.6);
[y:J vd . . . pdrijasili . . . ] maibiio diluuoi aill/ud . . . iliiaptil

'for (you) to give to me, [who shall circumambulate you], the spoils of both
existences' (Y. 28.2).
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Antecedent implicit in verb without overt resumptive pronoun:
!yoi moi ahl11cti s:Jraos:J111 dqn (da 'an-3p) caiias-cii]-S
upii.jil11:J/1-3p hauruuiitii am:Jr:Jtiitii

'[whosoever shall give readiness to listen to this one of mine],
they shall come to wholeness (and) immortality' (Y. 45.5);
!yehiiii moi . . . vahist:Jm yesne pdtf]-DO vaedii mazda ahuro
'(he) [in return for whose sacrifice the best (accrues) to me], Mazda Ahura knows
(him)' (Y. 5 1 .22).

Antecedent included in relative clause with overt resumptive pronoun:
[y{j zaotii afii :Jr:Jzus] I/Uno . . .
'[the libator who (is) straight by (his) Order], he . . . ' (Y. 33.6);
[yas-cii toi g·'na . . . vdriia] ta yazamdde
'[and the women who (are) your well-deserved ones], those we are sacrificing (to)'
(Y. 38. 1 ).

Antecedent included in relative clause without overt resumptive:
[y{j IIlqlJrii viic:Jl11 . . . bardtf]-S . . . zaraOustro
'the poet who is lifting (his) voice], . . . (he is I1he) Zarathustra' (Y. 50.6);
[hiiat 1Il1zd;)1Il zaraOustro magauuabiio coiSt parii]-INSTR
. . . ahuro mazda jasal pauruiio

'[the fee which Zarathustra assigned before to the masters of the gift-exchange],
(with that) Ahura M azda comes (forward as) the first (in line)' (Y. 5 1 . 1 5).
8. 2.2.2b Relative clausefollows the main clause

Overt antecedent preceding the main clause:
kfi [yii l11a uxsiieitf n:Jr:Jfsaitl Opal]
'who (is he) [through whom the moon is (now) first waxing then waning]?' (Y. 44.3);
aem moi ida vista [yfi /1fi aeuuo siisna gusatii]
,
'this one (is the one) found by me [who alone has listened to our ordinances]
(Y. 29.8);
sraotu mazda ahn,.o [yehiiii vahme vohu fraSll11anal)hii]

'let Ahura Mazda listen, [in whose hymn I have (now) asked my good thought]'
(Y. 45.6).
Antecedent overt and included:
xsaO,.:Jm-ca . . . [yii xsalJ,.ii grfihmo hfS'sal]
'and (their) command . . . [a command by which the *glutton *seeks a seat]'
(Y. 32.1 2-1 3).

Without overt antecedent:
hiial . . . ustii [yfi af:J111 dadre]-DAT

,
'that . . . wished-for (things for him) [who upholds Order] (Y. 5 1 .8);
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hiial-cii giius jddiiiii mraof [y!j duraos:Jm saocaiial auuo ]-AG
'and when the cow is mistreated to (the point of) being smashed (by him) [who
"purifies" (by burning) the haoma]' (Y. 32. 1 4).

Antecedent implicit in the verbs:
aniiis va nail . . . yiiniiis zar"naemii-l p . . . [yoi . . yoW·'mii-l p]
'may we not anger you with those requests (to you), [we who have taken our places]'
(Y. 28 . 9) ;
diiidf-2s moi [y !j gqm taso-2s]
'give me (now), [you who fashioned the cow . . . !]' (Y. 5 1 .7);
var'stqm-3s [lliial vasniijraso. t:Jl11:Jm (COP 3s)]
'let (that) be produced [which is most perfect in exchange value]!' (Y. 50. 1 1).

Antecedent included in relative clause:
al yus daeuuii vfspal)hO akiil manal)hO stii ci(}r:J111 [yas-cii va mas yazdte]
'but you, a old gods, are all (of you) the *seed (issued) from an evil thought,
and (so is) (the great one who is sacrificing to you]' (Y. 32.3);
fqm kauuii vfstiispo . . . nqsal . . . [yqm cistfm . . . mat/tii]
'Kauui ViStiispa *reached that (insight), [the insight which he thought]' (Y. 5 1 . 1 6).

Relative clause coordinated with noun or adjective:
OAv. [viistriiiil vii] iiite [y!j vii nail al)hal viisfl·iio]
,
'to come [to the forager] or (to him) [who shall not be a forager] (Y. 31 .9);
ahuua [astuuatas-cii IIiial-cii mallalJ"o]
'of both worlds, both the one with bones and (the one) which (is) of thought]'
(Y. 28.2).
8.2.2.2c Case attraction a/ relative pronoun

There are a few instances in Old Avestan in which the relative pronoun appears to have
been assimilated to the case of its antecedent, which may or not be present. We may
distinguish between two cases:
I.

The verb comes after the relative clause and may be considered as part of both the
main and the relative clause:
vallisf:Jm epii . . [y{;m afii vahistii hazaos:Jm ahur:Jl11] yiisii
.

'you the best-DO (one), [whom-DO of the same pleasure as the best Order, (you) the
Ahura-DO] I ask for . . .' (Y. 28.8).
2.

A verb may be supplied in the relative clause, e.g. 'whom (I know as)', 'whom (X said
to be):
yaiia spaniia *uitf mrauual [y{;m at/gr:Jl11]
'of which two the life-giving one shall tell (him) [whom (you know/said to be) the Evil
one]' (Y. 45.2) ,
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cf.

[y{j�lg . . . vo;stii . . . dii03IJgJ

'(those) [whom you know to follow the established rules] (Y. 28. 1 0);
,

t{jlll adlilliin;}m . . . [Y:;III moi IIIl'aos va1)1t3us l1l{//wl)h6J

'(teach us) that road [which you . . . tell me (is that) of good thought]' (Y. 34. 1 3).

8.2.2.3 Young Avestan relative clauses

The Young Avestan relative ' clauses show several of the general features of the Old
Avestan ones, although, on the whole, they are less complex. They may precede or follow
the main clause, and the antecedent and resumptive may be overt or not.
8.2.2.3a Relative clause precedes main clause

Antecedent included in relative clause:
[yqm a!auua vaJ,]'"h;m afaiiqm vaeoaJ tqm druucl ;}uui(5uucl

'[the Orderly fashion which the Orderly one knows to be good), (of) that the Lieful

one is ignorant' (Vr. 22.2).

8.2.2.3b Relative clause/ollows the main clause

Overt antecedent outside relative clause:
cil al/lIa[ vaco as ahura mazda [ya[ mejrauuaoc6J
'which was yonder word, Ahura Mazda, [which you said forth to me)?' (Y. 1 9. 1 ).

Antecedent not overt:
t;}111 aoi Ibaesa [sa pdliialJtu
iOiiejii [sa [yo J da(5aJ
iOiieja yalJtu [yo d[ da(5aJ
'by (this) invigorant let the hostilities go back against him (who has established
them)
(and), by (this) invigorant the dangers (against him) [who has established them)!
let the dangers go (to him) [who has established them)!' (Y. 65.8).

Antecedent included in relative clause:
r:1lJjdli haomahe l1la(56 [yo . . . haol1l;}111 valJddte lIIafiioJ
'the intoxication of the haoma energises [the man who honors the haoma]'
(Y. 1 0.8).
8.2.2.3c asti ya- 'here is/some o/1Vhich '

Young Avestan relative clauses with asti (asti yo, etc.) express 'some . . . others' (cf.
Middle Persian ast I, Ch. 4, sections 5.2.2.8 and 5.3 .4):
hazal)r;}111 *Oanuuaninql11 asti yo gauuasnahe snauuiia jiia . . .
hazal)r;}111 *islInqm . . . asti yii al)haena spar'ya
'a thousand *bows, well-made, some of which have strings made of sinews of
gazelles . . .
a thousand arrows . . . some of which have stems made of bone' (Yt. 1 0. 1 28-29).
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8.2.2.4 Old Persian relative clauses

In Old Persian, the relative clause most often follows its antecedent and is often embed
ded in the main clause:
daralliyalll "aea sparda uta lwea biixtrfY(1 abariya [laya ida akwiyaJ

'the gold Ithat was wrought here] was carried from Sardis and from Bactria' (DSf 35-

37) .

Resumptive not overt:
lIIartiyii [tayai-sa(y jratam(1 aflusiY(1 ahauIJ av(ija

'the men Iwho were his foremost foll owers] (those) he killed' (DB 3.74-7 5).

Resumptive overt:
diiJ'aym'UlI1lI [Iwya mana pita] avalll xsayaOiyam akullaus
'Darius, Iwho (was) my father], him he made king' (XPf 22-24).

Antecedent nominativlls pendens:
ima dahCfyiiva f tayii adam ag(,rbayamJ . . . adam-sam patiyaxsayaiy
'these countries [which I seized . . .] I ruled over them' (DNa 1 6-- 1 9).

See section 6. 1 . 1 The Young Avestan and Old Persian connecting relative and the
relative particle.
8.2.2.5 Indefinite relative clauses

Indefinite relative clauses are introduced by indefinite pronouns or a combination of
relative and indefinite pronouns. The relationships between pronouns and antecedents
are the same as for relative clauses:
OAv. mall;;"m zaraOlIstra Vdr·'tUe . . . [yaste cis-cii sp�nista]
,
'Zarathustra chooses the inspiration Iwhichever is your most life-giving]
whichever inspiration . . . ' (Y. 43. 1 6);

=

'. . .

[yoi mai ahm[ti S"'raosdm d(ln caiias-ciiJ upa.jimdll . . .

'[whosoever shall give readiness to listen to this one of mine], they shall (now) come
to . . . ' (Y. 45.5);
al 1111110 . . . [kas-cil afa huz�fJtuSJ
'thus, he there is . . . [whoever by (his) Order (is) of good lineage]' (Y. 49.5);
usta all1nai fyahmiii usta kall1niiicll . . . mazda daiial alluraJ
'wished-for (things are) in the wish for him, [to whomever Mazda Ahura shall give
(them)]' (Y. 43 . 1 ).
8.2.2.6 Conditional relative clauses

The only example (OPers.) has the perfect optative potential:
OP. lIaiy aha marliya . . . [kas-ciy
haya avam gallmatam . . . xsa(:am dftam eaxriya-3s-perf. opt.]
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'there was no man at all . . .
,
[who could have taken the royal command from that Gaumata] (DB 1 .48-49, 53).
See also section 8.2.4.2c Conditions contrary to fact.

8.2. 3 Adverbial clauses

Adverbial clauses typically function like adverbs, modifying a verb or a clause. Most of
them are introduced by adverbial forms of the relative ya-: OAv. hiial, YAv. yal, OPers.
taya and yaOa 'as, how' (most common); local Av. yaOra 'where', OPers. yada-taya;
temporal OAv. yada 'when', YAv. yaoa, and others.
8.2.3 . 1 Clauses of time
The conjunctions are OAv. hiial, para hiial 'before', YAv. yal, para . . . yal, a . . . yal 'till',
vfsp;}m a a/unal yal 'until', yGi5i5il, OPers. yadiy and yaOa 'when'; OAv. yada 'when',
hakaram 'once', and others.
Tenses and moods are mostly as in main clauses:
8.2.3. 1 a Old Avestan

al-ca [hUal ta !ram maniiitjasaeti1m-pres. inj.] pa"ruufm dazde
'thus, also: [whenever the two spirits come together], (then) one *receives for the first
time' (Y 30.4);
[hUal us . . naptiiaesit nafSuca . . . °Nn-aor.inj. j. . . « gan-t < gam-t)
'[when he has come up among the *great-grandchildren and grandchildren] . . .'
(Y 46. 1 2);
.

OAv. [yada aesqm kaenajamdtf] . . .
'when the retribution has come for these (sins)' (Y 30.8).
Note the verb-less time clauses; whether the gapped verb is the copula cannot be
verified:
ya mazdaOa [hiial-ell vfduse]
'(the words) to which attention should be paid, [even when (it is) by a knowing
(man)]' (Y 30. 1 );
ya(Ja ta a1)h;}n [h?ilJkdr'ta hUal]
,
'how those shall be [when (they are) at the *accounting « h?ilJk;}r'iti-)] (Y 3 1 . 14).
8.2.3. 1 b Young Avestan

[yal-cil a!ri-pres. indo rasnuuo a!aum upa karSuuar' yal ar'zahi] . . .
'[0 Orderly Rasnu, just when you are over the continent (of) Ar:lzahi] . . .' (Yt. 1 2 .9);
isauuas-cil . . . as;}mno. viDo *bauuainti
[ya(Ja gralJto . . . mi{}niiti miero]
'even the arrows will not find their targets
[when MiSra dwells angered]' (Yt. 1 0.39);
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yauuata ga iia jlllliilllla-pres. indo 'as long as we two live' (Yt. 1 5.40).
[yal astuual. ;),..'ta ji·axstiite-pres.subj. haca apal kqsaoUall . .
'when Astuual. ;)r·'ta shall stand forth from the Kqsaoiia Sea . . . ' (Yt. 1 9 .92);
nail vaIjha ahmal -fiiaoOn;)m v;)r'ziieiti
[ya6ail puOrahe . . . ji'ii naez;)m nasum paciil-press.subj.}
'he performs a deed no better than
[when one cooks the corpse of one's son on a spit]' (Y. 1 6. 1 7);
tqm yazata pauruua . . .
[yal dim usca rtzdrtrtqnaiial-inj . . . . Oraetaona}
'to her Pauruuo sacrificed
,
[when eraetaona tossed him up in the air] (Yt. 5.6 1 ).

Preterital optative:
[yal tum ainim artrtaeniiif} . . . aUi tum ni§. hi/5Ois
'[whenever you would see . . . ] then you would sit down' (H. 2. 1 3);
. . . [yauuata xfaiiiiil huuqOPa yima}
' . . . [for as long as Yima ruled] ' (Y. 9.5).
8. 2.3. 1c Old Persian
[hakaram-maiy uSlya gaOava hiftataiy-pres. ind.} . . .
adakaiyfratara maniyaiy afuvaya
[yadiy vuiniimiy-pres.ind. hamir;iyam} yaOa [yadiy naiy vainiimiy-pres.ind.}
'[once it stands (firmly) in place in my mind] . . .
then I feel more beyond fear
[when I see something conspiratorial than [when I do not see (it)]' (DNb 34-40);
uta-[taiy yava tauma ahatiy-pres. subj.}
auramazda-taiy dausta biya
'and, [for as long as there is strength to you you have strength],
may Ahuramazda favour you' (DB 4.7 1 -79);
=

auramazda [yaOa avaina-impf. imam bumim} . . .
'Ahuramazda, [when he saw this earth] . . . ' (DNa 3 1 -32);
[yaOa taya adam xsayaOiya abavam-impf.} astiy . . . [see section 7 . 1 . 1 .3]
'[when I became king], there was . . . ' (XPh 29-32);
viyaxanahr;ya mahr;[ya} XIV raucabis Oakata aha [yadiy rtdapatatii-impf.}
'it was on the 1 4th of the month of Viyaxana [when he rose up]' (DB 1 .38);
[yata adam babirauv iiham-impf.} . . .
'[while I was in Babylon] . . .' (DB 2.6);
[yaOa ka"'bUjiya br;rdiyam aviija-impf. « ava-a-ja"').
'[when Cambyses had killed Smerdis] . . .' (DB 1 . 3 1 -32).

161
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8.2.3.2 Clauses of place

The usual conjunction is Av. yaOril; YAv. also ya! . . . paiti 'where'; OPers. yada-/aya and
yadaya (for *yadayada acc. to Schmitt 1 994) 'where'. Indefinite clauses are introduced by
YAv. yaMi! 'wherever' (often indistinguishable from 'whenever'):
OAv. hiia! a'bf. g'm;)11 [yaOra cinuuato P;),..'tus}
'when they have come to [where the Ford of the Accountant (is))' (Y. 46. 1 1 );
YAv. nasiieiti . . . ahl11a! haca I1l11ana! ahitis . . .
[yaOra bal5a upastadti haol11ahe . . . baesaz;)l11 }
'pollution disappears from this house
[where he ever and again praises . . . the healing of the haoma)' (Y. 1 0.7);
[ya15oi! dim bai15ist;)111 altHa. zanqn -subj. sfl11o} (siino-acc. for spano -nom .)
'[wherever most often dogs will notice him)' (V 6.45);

OPers. utCI a"tar aita dahqyava clha
[yada-taya . . . daiva ayadiya-i mpf.} . . .
[yadliyii parul'wl/ dail'ii aywliya-impf.} a l1wlci . . .

'and among these lands, there was (one)
[where old gods had been sacrificed to] . . .
[wherever the old gods were sacrificed to], there . . .' (XPh 35-4 1 ).
8.2.3.3 Clauses of purpose

The conjunctions are OAv. hiia!, YAv. yal and yaOa, OPers. negated ma-taya 'lest'. The
mood is the subj unctive:
OAv. I'axsiia 1';) .

. .

[hiial daO;)ug vlcaiiaOa-2p-subj . adaOc/s-ca}

'I shall tell you,
[so that you may sort out those according to the rules and those not)'
(Y. 46. 1 5);

YAv. [yaOa aZ;)1I1 ta"ruuaiieni- subj. vlspe yatauuo pa'rilals-ca}
[ya! l11qm naecis ta"ruuaiial-subj. }
'[so that I shall overcome all sorcerers and witches],
[so that no one shall overcome me)' (Yt. \ .6);
OPers. avahqya-radiy karam ml{jjaniya
[l11a-taya-lI1am xsnasatiy-subj . } (xsnasa" tiy?)
'therefore he would kill the people/army:
[so that it (they?) will not recognize-subj. me)' (DB 1 .5 1 -53).
8.2.3.4 Clauses of result

The conjunctions are OAv. hiial, YAv. ya1, OPers. taya. The mood is the indicative:
OAv. hiia1 is d-'baol11a p;)r"sman;)(1g upa.jasa!
[hiial v;),..'nata-pres. indo acist;)m mcmo}
'because deception would come over them as they were discussing,
[so that they would prefer the worst thought)' (Y. 30.6);
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YAv. ((I he ta"l'lIuaiiat:1m jbaes{l . . .
[yat noij apo takais staiiaj-pres. inj./
'those two overcame his hostilities,
[so that he did not stem the waters from (their) courses'] (Yt. 1 3 .7 8);
OPers. drauga-dis *hami(:iya akunaus
[taya imaiy karam ad"rujiyas-impf.}
'the Lie made them conspiratorial
[so that they lied to the people!army]' (DB 4. 34-35).
8.2.3.5 Clauses of cause

The conjunctions are OAv. hiiaj, YAv. yaj and yaOa, OPel's. taya and yaOa. The mood is
according to sense:
YAv. [yal {wi-pres. indo bafJris sraesta}
'[because the female beaver is the most beautiful there is]' (Yt. 5. 1 29);
auuaOa saosih/s [yaOa VISP:1111 ahiim astlllW(lt:1117 sauuaiial-pres.subj.}
,
'thus (he is caned) 'Revitaliser,' [because he win revitalise the entire bony existence]
(Yt. 1 3. 1 29);

OPers. avahCfya-radi-maiy auramazda upas/am abara . . .
[yaOa naiy a" rfka aham-impf.}
'for this reason Ah uramazda . . .
because I'was not on the Evil One's side' (DB 4.62-63).
In Old Avestan, a causal clause may be correlated with an instrumental of cause!
reason:
OAv. vaeda tal ya ahmf mazda anaeso
mii kal111la!sllua [hiial-eii kamniina ahml}
'I know that on account of which ( the reason why) 1 am weak, 0 Mazda:
(it is) because of my lack of cattle [and because 1 have few men]' (Y. 46.2).
=

8.2.3.6 Clauses of manner, degree and comparison

The common conjunction is yaOa 'as, how, than'. Degree is expressed by Av. yauual 'to
the extent that, as long as, until', manaii;)n ahe yaOa 'as if', etc.; OAv. yal and ya. tj' 'to the
degree that, as far as'. The moods are as in main clauses.
Manner:
OAv. ka mit . . . [yaOa vii hahmf-pres. ind.}
'what (is your) wish . . . [or (for how 1 sleep]?' (Y. 34.5);
[yaOa til l . . . mj'(1gha-ea-aor.inj.}
'[in the same way that you . . . and have thought them]' (Y. 39.4);
ta OfJa p;)r:1sa . . . [yaOii ta a{lh;)n-pres. subj.}
'I ask you . . . [how those shan be]' (Y. 3 1 . 1 4);

YAv. [yaOa vasi-pres. ind.} . . . it5a a{lllo afauua
'[as you desire] . . . here you shan be Orderly' (Y. 7 1 . 1 6);
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uzjamiiqn . . . [yaOa h/s/radaOal-pres. inj.]
'may they come up . . . as he brought them forth' (Y. 55.3);

OPers. [yaOii-siim hacii-ma aOahc;ya-impf.] avaOii akuna vayd'lii
'[as was said to them by me], thus they would do (preterital opt.)' (DB 1 . 1 23-24).
Indefinite manner:
YAv. [yaOa kaOa-ca hi! zaosa]
'[howsoever his pleasure (may be)]' (Yt. 4.7).
Comparison:
YAv. ya yiisk:Jr"stara ahmiil [yaOa vacafi·amrauuiiire-pres.ind.1J
'who are more effective at the audition [than they can be said forth with words
(to be)]' (Yt. 1 3.64).
'As if'-clauses take the optative:
[miillaii:J1l ahe yaOa hazalJl':Jl11 llarqm aim nar:Jm iid:Jr'zaiiOil-pres.opt.]
'[as if 1 000 men were to fetter a single man]' (Yt. 8.55).

Degree:
auual [yiil huuar5 auuiief -aor. pass.] 'as (high) [as the sun has been said (to be)]'
(Y. 36.6).

Indefinite degree clauses take the subj unctive:
OAv. [yauual afii tauuii-subj.-cii iSiii-subj.-cii]
,
'[to the extent I by the Order (of my ritual) can and am able] (Y. 50. 1 1 );
[yauual cuual-ca hi! zaslatbiia ha/Jg:J"ruuaiiqn-subj.] aetauual . .
'[however much of it they can grasp by the hands], this much . . . ' (V. 6.29).
.

8.2. 4 Conditional clauses

The conjunctions are OAv. hiial, yezf, YAv. yal, yezi (yeiJ5i before zi), OPers. yadiy. Real
conditions are expressed by various combinations of indicative, subj unctive, optative and
imperative. The order of protasis (if-clause) and apodosis (then-clause) is irrelevant. See
also Panaino 1 989-90.
8.2.4. 1 Conditional clauses in Old Avestan

The Old Avestan yezf clauses seem to be 'truth-tests': 'if something is/was/will be true,
then . . .'. The apodosis either contains a statement about the current state of the world or
a request for knowledge, rewards or similar in the imperative:
yii/rauuaxsiiii [yezf tii aOii hdOiiii (COP)]
af:Jm iUaoB"niiis d"bqzdtf-pres. indo iirmdlis
'(the words) which I want to pronounce, [if they (are) indeed true in this manner],
(then, clearly), by (her) actions, Armaiti is *thickening Order' (Y. 44.6);
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[yezf aOa sta-pres. indo hdOfm} mazda . . .
al tal moi daxst:>m data-imp.
'[if you are (all) truly in that way], 0 Mazda . . .
then make that a *(permanent?) mark for me!' (Y 34.6);
[yezi adGis a!a druj:>m vj'(lghaitf-aor.-subj.} . . .
al toi sauuGis vahm:>m vaxsal-aor.-subj. ahudi
'[ifhe shall indeed overcome the Lie with (his) . . . , by his Order] . . .
then he will magnify (his) hymn with life-giving strengths for you, 0 Ahura'
(Y 48 . 1 ) .
8.2.4.2 Conditional clauses in Young Avestan

8.2.4.2a yezi-clauses: simple conditions

These take the present indicative or subjunctive and the perfect indicative in 'if ever'
conditions:
[yezi vasi-pres. indo . . . auua lbaesa ta"ruuaiio} . . .
aOa ima nami5nfs . . . fra.mrauua-pres. imp. (thematic form)
'[if you wish to overcome yon hostilities] . . .
then say forth these names!' (Y t. 1 . 1 0-1 1 );
ya ahurahe *xsaiia(lto dasin(lm upa yd(5iieinti-pres. indo
[yezi aem bauudti-pres. indo a!auua-xsnus}
' . . . who fight at the right side of the ruling lord
[if ( whenever) he satisfies the Orderly ones]' (Yt. 1 3 .63);
=

hazalJr:>m az:>m te zaoOranqm . . . barani-pres. subj.
[yezijum « juyam) frapaiieni-pres. subj. aoi zqm}
' I shall bring you a thousand libations . . .
,
[if ! reach alive the earth] (Yt. 5.63);
[yezi OPa diduuaesa-perf. ind.} . . .
a te aIjhefra-ca stuiie-pres. indo
'if ! have (ever) antagonised you,
for this 1 am assigning myself by my praise ( a stuiie?) to you and utter your praise
(fra-stuiie), (Y 1 . 2 1 ) .
-

Alternate conditions are expressed by yezi . . nauual 'if . . . or if not':
.

[yezi tal yaiiata-perf. indo nauual tal yaiiata-perf. ind.}
'[if he has taken up his position or not taken up his position] . . . ' (A fr. 3.3).
8.2.4.2b yezi clauses: hypothetical conditions
-

These take the optative in the protasis:
[yezi-ca hO na pdti. hi(lcoil-pres. opt.} yo . . .
kuOa aetal druxs p :>r naite-pres. subj. (aetal druxs for aetqm drujim)
'[and if that man were to pour] who is . . .
how shall he overcome this lie-demon?' (V. 9.47).
"
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8.2.4.2c Conditions contrary to fact

Conditions contrary to fact (irrealis) take the perfect or present optative in the protasis
and the perfect optative in the apodosis:
[yei6i zf az;)m noil dd6iiWl1-perf. opt. . . . aom star;)I11] . . .
hall p(/rilw . . . al)/llIl1(lm alllta. hisi6iial-perf. opt.
'[for if I had not set in place yonder star] . . .
(then) . . . that witch wo �ld have cut off the *thread of l ife' (Yt. 8.52-54);
[yei6i zf l11a l11afiiaka . . . yazaiia(lta-pres. opt.] . . .
fra *l1urlliio afalluaoiio . . . §lI§uiiqm-perf. opt.
'[for if men were to sacrifice to me],
(then) I would have gone forth for the Orderly men' (Yt. 8. 1 1 ).

See also section 8.2.2.6 Conditional relative clauses.
8.2.4.2d ya l-clal lses

In Young Avestan, conditional ya!-cl auses are sometimes difficult to distinguish from
temporal clauses:
[yal anllso vifiieiti-pres. ind.] . . . ka he asti ciOa
'[if/when someone is buggered unwil lingly], what is the penalty for thatT (V 8.26);
[yal a/lI11i I1l11al1 e . . . nairika daxstallua'ti al)hal-pres. subj.]
,
'[if/when in this house a woman becomes menstruant] (V 5. 59);

abda-ca k5a . . . sa6aiial-pres. subj.
[yal i6a pasfills al1l1l11aiiehe pa6;)m vaenaite-pres. subj.]
'and wondrous it will seem
[if the footprint of a sheep should be seen here]' (V 2.24).
8.2.4.2e Periphrasis with present participle

Presumably because not all verbs had perfect optative fo rms, a periphrasis was used
consisting of a present participle feminine accusative [!] + perfect optative of 'to be':
[yezi-ca aete nasauuo . . . nasus nar;)111 astaraiiei(lIim (Iohal-perf opt.]
isar" .sta'tiia me vfspo al)hus as /UlId . . . (no verb)
'and if these corpses . . . (if this) corpse would have rendered a man guilty,
then, pronto, my entire bony existence (would be . . . ) (V 5.4).
'

8 .2.4.3 Conditional clauses in Old Persian

In Old Persian, only the future condition type is attested:
yadiy imam dipil11 vainahqy-pres. subj. imai-va patikara]
'[if you see this inscription or these images], (then) . . ' (DB 4.72-73).
.

See also section 8.2.2.6 Conditional relative clauses.
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9 LEXIS
9.1 Word formation
Wo rds can be derived in a variety of manners: by prefixes and suffixes and by com
position, of which the following is a selection.
9. 1.1 Derivation
9. 1 . 1 . 1 Suffixes

Among the more common, even productive, Old Iranian suffixes are the following:
-a-: Among its many uses, this suffix makes adjectives from nouns (including derived
nouns and compounds), often accompanied by full or lengthened grade of the first
syllable (vriddhi); when the first syllable has a long vowel, the adjective will be identical
with the noun from which it is derived: Av. maniiauua- 'belonging in the other world'
< maniiu-; haozqOfJa- 'being of good lineage' < hUZa(1tu- 'of good lineage'; apa- 'water
logged' < ap- 'water'; updri-z"'ma- 'who live upon the earth' < zam-; haza1)ro. zima- 'a
thousand-year period' < ziiam-; - OPers. "ullaipasiya- 'own' < "u l'aipasiya- 'self'; marga ra
'person from Margiana' < margu- 'Margiana'; parsa 'Persian' <parsa 'Persia'.
-i-, -]a-: The suffix -i- and its thematicised form -ja- are used to form adjectives
denoting various kinds of appurtenance, notably geographical; they are often accom
panied by lengthened grade in the first syllable (vriddhi): YAv. ahflri- 'pertaining tol
belonging to Ahura (Mazda); htiuuani- '(time of day) pertaining to the haoma pressing
,
(halluana-) ; v,ar"'Orayni- 'victorious' < v;w'Orayna- 'victory, god of victory'; - OPers.
btigayadi- month name < baga- 'god' + yada-, cf. yada- 'to sacrifice'; - YAv. raOfJiia
'according to the ratu'; ttiriia- 'Turian' < tura- 'id.'; hupaOmaniia- 'the fact of having good
,
OPers. /1/clniya- '(servant?) belonging to one's house (mana-) ;
flights (*paOl11an-)';
Oanuvaniya- 'connected withlusing a bow « Oanljarln-); aOuriya- 'Assyrian' < aOura
'Assyria', l11aciya- 'Makranian' < l11aka- 'Makran'. - A special use of this suffix is to
denote someone in charge of: YAv. pasus. hasti-, sb. in charge of, owner of the sheep-pen
,
(pasus. hasta-) . - The suffix -i- is also used to make patronymics: Av. zaraOustri- 'sonl
,
follower of Zarathustra (zaraOustra-) ; also -ana-, -ani-: YAv. jal11aspana- 'son of
Jiimiispa'; aOfJiiani- 'son of AOfJiia'.
-ka-, -aka-: This is the most productive suffix in Iranian, but is still relatively rare in
Avestan and Old Persian: YAv. jdnika- < jdni- 'woman'; mafiiaka- > mafiia- 'man,
mortal '; pasuka- 'sheep and goats' < pasu-; ap;1r'naiiuka- ap;1r"'naiiu- 'minor child' « a
p;1r"'na-aiiu- 'who has not filled his age'); - OPers. vazc;rka- < vazarln- 'greatness'; arStika
(or arStika-) 'spear-man' < *(lrSti- 'spear'; k(lrnU vaka- 'workman, artisan' < kC!rnau- 'do,
make'.
-na-, -ana-: These suffixes produce various kinds of nouns and adjectives from verb
roots: Av. yasna- 'sacrifice' < yaz-; x"afna- 'sleep' < xl"ap-; hal}jal11ana- 'assembly, gather
ing' < ham-gam- 'come together'; pacina- 'cooked meal' <pac- 'cook'; - OPers. °stana-,
stana- 'place (for . . )' < sta-; avahana- 'settlement, town' < a-vah-; draujana- 'liar,
deceiver' < drauj-; hal11arana- 'battle' < ham-ar- 'form ordered (battle) lines'.
-!lant- (-/l1mll- after u): This is a very common suffix meaning 'full of, containing': OAv.
aoj(1)hllUa(lt- 'strong' « aojah-!lant-); YAv. xratll-n1(l(ll- 'wise'.
-tat-: This is a productive suffix making abstract nouns from adjectives. It is also
used to 'quote' or refer to words: Av. haUruua-tat- 'wholeness' < ha"ruua-; upara-tat
'superiority '; OAv. k;1uui-tat- 'being a kauui, the word kauui' (cf. abstract suffix MPers.
-

=

.

-
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-liz, Ch. 4, section 6. 1 .2. 1 ); YAv. yauuae-tat- 'that which is yauuae "forever" '; iriOiiqs-tat
,
'fact of being iriOiimJt- "dying" (mortal) . In Old Persian, this suffix may have been
replaced by -ta- (OPers. �lrS-ta- vs. YAv. ars-tat- 'rectitude').

9. 1 . 1 .2 Prefixation

Some prefixes are also preverbs, others are used with nominal forms only.
9. 1. 1.2a Preverbs used as prefixes

Preverbs used as prefixes typically have slightly different meanings from those of the
preverbs, e. g.:
apa 'in the back, backward' (preverb: 'back, backward'): apa-kauua- 'with hump in the
back, humpback';
Jra 'in front' (preverb: 'forward, forth:): Jra-bazu- '(the length of) the arm held
forward' , jra-xsnu- 'with knees sticking out, knobbly-kneed';
vI 'to the side(s), away' (preverb: 'to the sides, far and wide:): vT-bazu- '(the length of)
the arms held to the sides', vT-daeuua- 'keeping the demons away, discarding the demons',
vl-xrummJt- '(a blow) that causes blood to flow out'.
9. 1.1. 2b Nominal pre;fixes

Exclusively nominal prefixes include:
a- (an- before vowel) 'not, non-, lacking', used to negate nouns and adjectives (includ
ing those made from verbs) and to make adjectives meaning 'lacking sth.': OAv. a
drujiimJt- 'non-deceiving', YAv. an-afauuan- 'not Orderly', ;J-uuista-, ;J-uuisti- 'unfound;
lack of finding' (a- + vista-/visti-), a-1Jlzaos;Jmna- 'not drying out', a-karana- 'limitless';
hu- 'good' and dus-, duz- 'bad, evil': OAv. hu-siti- 'good dwelling', dusiti- 'bad dwelling'
« dus-s"O), xV_/ti_ 'good/easy going' « hu-iti-), duz-iti- 'bad/difficult going'; hu-mata- 'well
thought'; OPers. hu v-asa- 'having good horses' « hu-asa-); dus)yara- 'bad season,
famine'.
9. 1.2 Compounding

Compounds, as well as their individual elements, can be all kinds of words (nouns,
adjectives, adverbs, other compounds): YAv. daIjhu-pa'ti- 'landlord ', v;Jr'Ora-jan
'obstruction-smasher'; - OPers. daiva-dana- 'idol-repository'; tigra-xauda- 'pointed-hat
wearing pointed hat', hamarana-kara- 'battle-doer battle-fighter'.
Possessive adjectival compounds (bahuvrThi) are especially common: bar'smo. zasta
'bars om-hand with barsom in the hand', hu-xsaOra- 'having good command'.
If one member of the compound is a word that usually contains two parts, only one
part can normally be used in the compound: ahura0ata- 'Ahura-placed set in place by
Ahura Mazda', mazda-iiasna- 'Mazda-sacrifice
someone who sacrifices to Ahura
Mazda; compounds consisting of more than two members are probably not of an
inherited type: YAv. [draoyo. vaxsj. draojista- 'who lies [with lying words] the most'.

=

=

=

=

=

9. 1 .2. 1 Form of first and second members of compounds

The final vowel of the first member usually becomes 0, whether it as an a-, a-, or an-stem
or an invariable in -a: daeuuo.data- 'demon-established' « daeuua-), zruuo. data- 'time-
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established « zruuan-); hap to. karsuudrf- '(the earth) having seven continents « hapta
'seven').
Some adjectives use an i-stem as the first member of a compound, e.g. xsuui/3i. isu
'(shooting) vibrating/fast arrows' « xsuuifJra- 'vibrating'), b;}r'zi.giiOra- 'with loud
singing' « b;}r"zaJ)t- 'high, loud').
Nouns as second members of compounds are sometimes in the zero grade, e.g.
friidal.fsu- 'cattle-furthering' « pasu- 'sheep and goats'), ;}r" duua-!snf- 'with high bosom'
« fstiina- 'breat'), spitiima- 'with fattened (increased) strength' < *spfta-Hma- < ama-).
Sometimes, the first member of a compound is in a case form:
•

•

•

•

•

nom.: YAv. afs. tacin- '(mountains) where water flows' « iifs 'water' nom. sing.),
k;}rJs. x'ar- 'body-eating, carrion (bird)' « Iqp-syar- < hyar-?);
acc.: OAv. a!zul11. bis- 'world-healer', v;}r" Orfjl11.,jan- 'obstruction-smasher'; YAv.
af;}m. stut- 'praising Order';
gen .: z'l11as. ciOra- 'earth-seed, having the seed of the earth';
dat.: yauuae-su- 'forever benefiting';
loc.: YAy. mdoiioUad- 'sitting in the middle'.

9. 1 .2.2 Adverbial iimrer;lita compounds

The so-called iimrer;lita compounds are adverbial phrases consisting of repeated words:
OAv. narfjm nar;}m 'man after man'; YAv. nmiine nmiine 'in house after house'.
9. 1 .2.3 'Dual' or 'open dvandvas'

These denote a pair consisting of two different objects, which may be singular, e.g.
'firewood and incense', 'Frasaostra and Jamaspa', or (generic) plural, e.g. 'cattle and
men'. In these expressions both nouns are in the dual, so that the expression looks like
'2 firewoods, 2 incenses', etc.: OAv. giiuuii azf 'a bull and a (fertile) cow'; YAv. iipa uruudre
'waters and plants', sa1Jhauuiici ar'nauuiici 'the two (sisters) Sa1Jhauuiicf and Arnauuiicf'.
If one of the items consists of two words, one word is usually dropped: miOra ahura
'Miera and Ahura (Mazda)" ahuna *airiiamana 'the (prayers) Ahuna ( Vairiia) and
Airiiaman (WiO) '.
10 STYLISTIC FEATURES
Both in the Old Avestan complex metres and in the Young Avestan octosyllabic metre,
syntactic units are frequently confined within a metrical unit, but clauses commonly
continue through several units.
10. 1 Old Avestan poetic word order
The Gathic metre is characterised by strophes divided into 3-5 metrical units (,verse
lines' . . . / . . .) split into two smaller units ('half-lines') by a caesura ( . . . # . . . ).
The most common departure from 'normal' word order involves the splitting up of
small syntactic units, for instance, the separation of determinants from their nouns:
noun + adj . :
[gfjusJ v;}r'zfjne [aziiii}
,
'[cow] in *household [fertile]

=

'in the *household of the fertile cow' (Y 34. 1 4);
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[ahuroj vaeda / [mazdd j
,
'[Ahura) knows [Mazda)

=

'Ahura Mazda knows' (Y. 3 1 .2);

adj./pron . + noun:
[OPahl11ij mazda [viciOoij
,
'[your) Mazda [in discrimination)

=

'in your discrimination, 0 Mazda' (Y. 32.8);

noun + gen .:
[rallim j ahuro vaeda / mazdd [aUd qsaUdj
'[model) Ahura knows Mazda [of these two premiums)'
model of these two premiums' (Y. 3 1 .2).

=

'Ahura Mazda knows the

Often a small syntactic unit, such as noun + adjective/genitive, verb + direct object, or
even preverb + verb, is split between two half-lines or lines, especially in GaOas 2-3, which
have first 'half-lines' of only four syllables. The split can take various forms: the terms can
remain adjacent to one another, occupy parallel positions, be mirrored, or other; and they
can be split between half-lines or verse-lines (enjambement).
Split between half-lines:
ada tasa g!ius [p;)r'sal # a$;)mj
,
'then the fashioner of the cow [asks # Order) (Y. 29.2);
hUal daO!i(lg vi # caUaOa adaO(IS-Ca
'so that you can [dis # criminate) (between those) who are according to the rules and
those who are not' (Y. 46. 1 5).

Enjambement:
maibUo daul/oi [alluud # . . . / aiiaptaj
'for (you) to give to me [of the two existences # . . / the spoils)' (Y. 28.2).
.

'Inverse enjambement' (new clause - or smaller syntactic unit - begins with a single
word at the end of a verse-line):
xsiio / dar;)g!im aU11 t;)I1Ul1)ho
'lamentations, / a long lifespan of darkness' (Y. 3 1 .20);
vallista / gauuoi v;)r'zUatqm
'let the best (things/pastures) be produced for the cow!' (Y. 48 .5).

10.2 Parallelism and chiasmus
Sequences of similar groups of words can be arranged in parallel (AI B I , A2 B2) or
'
chiastically (A I B l > B2 A2)'
'

10.2. 1 Parallelism
Parallelism occurs within or between metrical units (AI ' . . B I /I A2 . . . B2, etc.) and is
found in all three languages:
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OAv. [kal] vii {xsaOrJm} [ka] { fStis} #
'what (is) your command? what (is YOLlr) wish?' (Y. 34.5);
yiisa . . . / [malliiiius] . . . {pa"ruulm } # [sPJ�llahiiii] . . . { vispii�lg}
'I ask [of inspiration] . . . { the first} # [life-giving] . . . {all } ' 'I ask (you) all for the
first (existence) of the life-giving inspiration' (Y. 28. 1 );
=

hiial [hiim] { vohii} # . . [fraslii] {manaoha}
'when [con-] {with good } # [suited] {thought } ' 'when he has consulted with (his)
.

good thought' (Y. 47.3);
YAv. [xnlmim] {giius yii caol"(lolziixs} / [van/Oim pa(l/(lm] {aze/te}
'[bloody] {cow the grazing} / [of captivity road] {is driven } ' 'the grazing cow is
driven along the bloody road (the road which makes her bleed) of captivity'
(Yt. 1 0.3 8);
=

OPers. ulii [a vam vahflyazdiilam] {agqlrbiiyd'} lIlii [martiyii] . . . {agqlrbaya"}
'and [Vah\lyazdiita] {they seized} and [the men] { they seized } ' 'and they seized that
Vah\lyazdiita, and they seized the men' (DB 3.47-49).
=

10.2.2 Chiasmus
In this case, the elements of parallel phrases are arranged in opposite order, 'crossed', as
it were.
Verb + predicate/direct object, predicate/direct object + verb:
OAv. [ahmi] . . . {anaesa / . . . kal11nanii} [ahmi]
'[I am] {weak . . . / few-menn'ed } [I am]' 'I am weak and have few men'
(Y. 46.2).
=

Adjective/genitive + noun vs. noun + adjective/genitive:
OAv. kll [sPJlJtii] {arme/tis} / kuOrii {mana} [ vahist JI11] 'where (is) [life-giving]
{ H umility } ? / where (is) { thought} [the best]?' (Y. 5 1 .4).

10.2.3 Combined parallelism and chiasmus
OAv. {amJr'tiitii ha"rlluiitii} # [spiinistii <manihi>] . . . /
{ tJuufSi utaiif/ti} # [ <manaohii> vohu]
'(give me) {immortality and wholeness} [by (your) most life-giving <inspiration>],
{ *tension and * texture } [by (your?) <thought> the good]' (Y. 51 .7).

10.3 Ellipsis in Old Avestan poetry
The omission of key words, mostly verbs, is one of the most intriguing, frustrating, and
tantalising aspects of the Old Avestan poetry. The omitted words can sometimes be
supplied from the context itself, but very often they must be supplied from the larger
context of the poet-sacrificer's world, as manifested elsewhere in his poetry. If the
omitted word is to be supplied from a still more general context, we cannot do it.
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Repeated verb:
a1 k;lhrp5m utaiii:/tis dadal
iirmd tis qnmii
'thus, *texture gives (him) form,
Humility (the earth) (gives him) breathing' (Y. 30.7);
yas-tii malJta pa"ruiio . . .I
huuo xraOfJii . . . af;lm
'(he) who thought those (thoughts) the first . . .I
he, by (his) wisdom, (thought [= produced by his thought]) Order' (Y. 3 1 .7), c[
y5 ma(1fii af;lm
'(he) who thought Order' (Y. 3 1 . 1 9).

Repeated noun and verb:
ka1 toi afii zhaiielJte auuaIJho /
. . . ka1 toi vohil manaI]hii
'What help do you have for him when he invokes (you) with Order?
What (help) do you have (for him when he invokes you?) with good thought?'
(Y. 49. 1 2).

Close context:
nil fm vfspii # ciOr5 zf mazdi1I]/zo.dilm /
noil daibitfm # dus. sastii ahilln m;lr"§iiii1
'now, all, pay attention to it (S5(lgh;lm 'the (good) announcement'?), for it (is)
brilliant!
let not a second time the one of bad announcements destroy the existence!' (Y. 45 . 1 ),
c[
nf hfm m;lr"Zdiiiii OfJahiiii mqOrais s5(1ghahiia
'in order for it (the Lie) to be wiped out by the (poetic) thoughts of your
announcement' (Y. 44. 14).

10.4 Formulaic diction in Old Persian
Old Persian prose is characterised by several of the features described above for Avestan.
Word order variation:
avaOa-saiy aOaham paraidiy [avam kiiram jadiy] {haya mana naiy gaubataiy}
'thus I said to him: "go forth! [crush that army] {which does not call itself mine} !'"
(DB 3. 1 4- 1 5),
vs.
ava8ii-saiy a8aham paraidiy [kiira ] {haya hami9iya mana naiy gaubataiy} [avam
jadiyJ
'thus I said to him: 'go forth! {that conspiratorial [army] which does not call itself
mine } , [crush it]!" (DB 2.30-3 1 ) .

Same formula, different syntax:
ima taya adam akunavam [vasna auramazdahaJ {hamahqyiiyii 8arda}
pasiiva ya()ii xsiiyaOiya abavam
'this (is) what I did [by the greatness of Ahuramazda] {in one and the same year}
after I became king' (DB 4.3-5),
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vs.
ima taya adam akunavam [vasna auramazdahaj {hamah9yaya Oarda} akunavam
'this which 1 did - [by the greatness of Ahuramazdii] - 1 did (it) { in one and the same
year) ' (DB 4.40-4 1 ) .
10.5 Figura etymologica
This is one of the most common stylistic features especially of Young Avestan and Old
Persian and is found in a large variety of forms.
Noun + noun:
YAy. baeuuar' diiiOl'anqm vFdiiiOl'e
'ten thousand eyes for the one whose eyes see far and wide' (Yt. 1 0.82);
cim haxa haie bard Ii
'what does the friend carry to the friend?' (Y. 62.8).

With one noun as first or last member of a compound:
davh:;us daVhu-pdtis
'the landlord of the land' (Yt. 1 0.83)';
ahmai dal';}),qm dal'")'iijftfm '(give) to him long longevity' (Y. 68. 1 1 );
soiOro.baxta vi. baxsaiti
'he distri�utes (the waters) distributed by settlements' (Yt. 8.34).

Noun + adjective:
YAy. ama ahl11i amauuast;}I11O
'in force 1 am the most forceful' (Yt. 1 4.3).
Noun + verb:
YAy. yiin;)m vo yiisiimi
'1 am requesting from you a request' (Y. 65. 1 1 );
jS:;bFs . . . paiti auua.pasii!
'one shall *nail (him) with *nails' (V 4. 5 \ ).

With suppletive forms:
YAy. cim aetaiia paW. vaea paitiiaml'ao1.
'*what did he answer by this answer?' (Y. 2 1 .4).

Verb + past participle:

YAv. haOm. tal'ita Ol'aIJhaiiete
'he frightens them (so that they are) frightened then and there' (Yt. 1 0 . 1 0 1 );
yo histdte l11aniiu.stiito
'(the sky) which stands stood in the world of thought' (Yt. 1 3 .2);

OPers. haya viniiOayatiy anu-dim vinastahtJyii avaOa P9rsal11iy
'he who does harm, according to the harm done, 1 punish him' (DNb 25-26).
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Note expecially expressions for 'doingltreating well/badly', etc.:
YAv. yaOa hu-h:"..'to haloaite
'when he is carried well-carried

=

well treated' (Yt. 10. 1 1 2);

OPers. a vam ''It-h(potam ahamm . . .
a vam "u-!mstam apq.rsam
'him I carried well-carried ( treated well) . . .
him I asked well-asked ( punished well)' ( O B I .20-22);
taya dus-kq.lotam akq.";ya .
'that which was done badly-done had been done badly' (XPh 42-43).
=

=

=

1 1 SA MPLE TEXTS
1 1 .1 Old Avestan
Yasna 28 is the first poem of the first GaOa (the Ahunauudtf GaOa) and follows the A /now
vairiia, which is the introductory strophe to the entire collection. The metre of the AlllI
nmll/r/lf GaDr! is relatively free compared to those of the other GaOas: strophes contain
three 'verse-lines' divided into two 'half-lines', the first of which, with few exceptions, has
seven syllables, while the second varies, mostly between 7 to 9 syllables, but some more
or less.

y. 28. 6
vo/ui gddf l11ana1]/za daidr afa dll (da 0) dar'giliiii
:Jr'suuais tii ux(5Qis mazda zaraOustrai aojo 1]lluuar raj"'no
ahmdbiia-ca ahura ya duibisuuato duuaeScl ta"ruuaiiama

7+9
7+9
7 + 10

Come with (your)/on account of (my) good thought! Give through (your)/on
account of (my) Order the gift which bestows a long life span!
B y (your) capacious utterances you, 0 Mazda, (gave) support with strength to
Zarathustra.
(So) give to us, too, 0 Ahura, (support) by which we shall overcome the hostilities of
the one hostile (to us the lord of darkness)!
=

Y 28.6a
vohii < lJah-ti « lJahu-H) 'good': u-stem adj., instr. sing. neut.
gddf < ga-di « gfJl-di) 'come!': root aor. imper. 2s act.; pres. stem. jasa- < jaca- for
gaca- < gfJI-Ca- < gam-!jam- 'to go, come'.
mana1]llii < man-all-a 'thought': all-stem neut., instr. sing.; < man- 'to think', cf. manju
(Y 28. l l c).
diiidf < da-di 'give!': root aor. imper. 2s act.; pres. stem. dadii- < da- « daH-) 'to give'.
afii < art-ii 'Order': a-stem neut. instr. sing.; < r- 'to fit (together)'; the Av. form
afa- appears to be from < arta-, rather than rta- ( OInd.); the meaning in the Avesta is
'cosmic/ritual order', never 'truth'.
dll < da o < da:ah « daHall) 'gift': all-stem neut., acc. sing.; < dii- 'to give'.
dar'giiiiii < dargiiju « drHga + Hju) 'which bestows a long life span': u-stem adj . , acc.
neut. sing.; adjectival compound < darga- 'long' + ju- < u-stem iiju- /jau-/ju- (Hiiju-/Hjau
/Hju- 'time, life span, age'.
=
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y. 28.6b

;Jr'suuiiis < rSlj-iiis: 'capacious': a-stem adj., instT. pluT. neut.
ttt < tl1 'you': pers. pron. 2s, nom. enclitic; tonic luyam (see Y. 28 . 1 1 b).
uxbiiis < uxO-iiis 'utterance': a-stem neut., instr. plur.; < vak-I vac- 'speak' (cf.
Y. 28. l l b).
mazdii « mazd"a}J): 'who places (all) in the mind, the all-knowing one': masc. ii-stem
(aH-stem), voc. sing.; adjectival compound < mas « m�s) 'mind' + dii- « d"aH-) 'to
place'.
zaraOustriii < jaraOustr-iii 'to Zarathustra': a-stem proper name, dat. sing. ; adjectival
compound < zarat-(?) 'old(?)' + ustra- 'camel'; cf. Jrasaoslra- (see Y. 28.8b).
aojol)huual < aujah-yat « aujah-y�t) 'strong': yanl-stem adj . , acc. sing. neut.; < aujah
'(bodily) strength'.
raj"'no < rafn-ah 'support': ah-stem neut., acc. sing.; < rap- 'to support'.

Y. 28.6c
alundbiiiiO < ahma-bja 'to us': pers. pron. I p dat.-abl .; obI. stem ah-ma- < �h-, cf. nj <
naft 'us' (gen.-dat. enclitic).
-ca 'and, too': enclitic.
ahur-ii 'lord': a-stem, voc. sing.
yii < j-ii: reI. pron., instr. sing. neut.
duibisuualo < dyis-yal-ah « -y�t-ah) 'hostile': yant-stem adj., gen. sing. masc.; < root
noun dyis- 'hostility'.
duuaesa < dyais-iih 'hostility': ah-stem neut., acc. plur.; < d�tis- 'be hostile'; note figura
etymologica.
la"ruuaiiiima < tarlj-ajii-ma (trHyaO) 'we shall overcome': aja-stem pres. subj. I p; < tar
« tarH-) 'to pass over, cross', cf. Olnd. ttirva- < trHya-.

y. 28. 8
vahist;Jm OfJii valzistii yjm a!ii vahistii hazaos;Jm
ahur;Jm yiisii viiunus naroi I'rasaostriii (-ao- -a-u-) mdbiiiicii
yailibiias-cii 11 ral)hal)hoi vfspiii yaoe vaIJhfius manal)ho
=

7+9
7+9
7 +9

You the best, (I ask) for the best (things), (the one) whom (I know) has the same taste
as best Order,
(you), the Ahura, 1 ask, (once) having won, for the hero Frasa-ustra and for me,
and (for those) to whom you shall give it for the entire life span(?) of (someone of)
good thought (or: time span of good thought?).
Y. 28.8a
vahisl;Jm < yah-iSt-am < yah-u-: superl. acc. sing. masc.
OfJa < Oy-ii: pers. pron. 2s, acc. enclitic.
vahistii < yalz+ist-ii 'best (things)': acc. plur. neut.
yfim < j-am: reI. pron. acc. sing. masc.
vahista < yah+ist-a: instr. sing. neut.
hazaos;Jm < ha-jaus-am 'having the same taste (as)' + instr.: a-stem adj., acc. sing.
masc.; adjectival compound < ha- « hl?l-) 'same' + jausa- 'taste'.
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Y. 28.8b
ahur;Jm < ahur-am: acc. sing. masc.
yiisii < jiic-ii 'ask for, req uest': a-stem pres. indo I s; <jii-sca- < jii-.
viiunus < ya-un-u-s 'winner': u-stem adj., nom. sing. masc.; adjectival derivative of the
perf. stem ya-yn- < yan- 'to win'.
naroi < nat'-ai < nar- 'man': r-stem masc., dat. sing.
j"rasaostriii < Jrasa-ustr-iii: a-stem proper name, dat. sing. masc.; adjectival compound
<frasa- 'fat' + ustra- 'camel '. .
mdbiiii < ma-bja: pers. pron. I s dat.; cf. OInd. mahya-m.

Y 28.8c
yaibiiaso <j-ai-bjaso: reI. pron ., dat.-abl. plur. masc.
11 < i-t: pers. pron. 3s acc. neut., referring to 'best things' neut. plur.
ral)hal)hoi < riih-a-hai 'you shall give': s-aor. subj. 2s mid.; < rii- 'to give'.
vfspiii < yicy-iii 'all': a-stem pronominal adj., dat. sing. neut.
yaoe < jay-ai < iiju- (see Y. 28.6a) 'time, life span': u-stem neut., dat. sing.
vul)1z5w' < yalz-uu-s < yahu- (see Y. 28.6a): gen.-abl. sing.
manal)hO < man-ah-ah (see Y. 28.6a): gen.-abl. sing.
The three times repeated vahista- 'best' leads up to vahu- manah- 'good thought' (the
divine inspiration, the new sunlit sky, . . .), as the desired result of the ritual; it alliterates
with vaunu-, implying victory over the forces of darkness. The mention of Jrasa-ustra
alludes to Ahura Mazda's reward: making the new existence frasa- 'filled with the juices
of fertility and life'.
y. 28.9

aniiis va noil ahurii mazdii a,f;Jm-eii yiiniiis zaranaemii
manas-eii hUal vahist;Jm yoi v5 yoi(Fl11ii das"l11e stutql11
yuz5m z;Juuistiial)hO ISO xsaOr;Jm-eii sauual)/zql11

7 + 10
7+9
7+9

May we not anger you (pl.), 0 Ahura Mazda, and Order with those requests (to
you),
and (your) best thought, (we) who have taken up (our) positions at the *fulfillment
of (our) obligations* (to you in the form) of praises!
You are the fastest offerings and the command over the life-giving strengths.

Y 28.9a
aniiis < an-iiis < ana- 'those (adressed to you)': demo pron., instr. plur. neut.
va < yiih: pers. pron. 2p acc. enclitic, cf. v5 (Y. 28.9b).
noil < na-it 'not': negation.
a,f;Jm < art-am (see Y. 28.6a): acc. sing.
yiiniiis < jiin-iiis 'request': a-stem neut., instr. plur.; <jii- (see Y. 28.8b).
zar"naemii < jar-na-I-l11a « jar-na-) 'may we (not) anger': a-stem pres. opt. I p;
thematised from ./"ar-nii-I./"ar-n- < j"ar-na-H-I.f"ar-n-H- « .f"arH-), cf. OInd. hr-f}(i)
mid.
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y. 28.9b

manasO < man-ah- (see Y. 28.6a): acc. sing.
hiial < h-j-at: reI. pron ., nom. sing. neut.
vahist;Jm < yahist-am (see Y. 28.8a): nom. sing. neut.
yoi < j-ai: reI. pron. nom. plur. masc.
v;5 < yah: pers. pron. 2p gen.-dat. enclitic, c£ va (Y. 28.9a).
yoW"ma < ja-jO-ma 'we have taken up positions': perf. indo I p act. ; <jat-.
das'me < dacmai < dac-ma- 'at the fulfillment of obligations'(?): a-stem masc., loc.
sing.; < dac- 'to fulfill one's obligations (to give gifts for gifts)', cf. OInd. das-.
stutqm < stut-aam < stu-t- 'praise': root noun masc., gen. plur.; < stau-/stu- 'to praise'.

Y. 28.9c
yuz;5m < jftf-am: pers. pron. 2p nom.
z;Juuistiial)hi5 < jay-istij-ahah < jay-istija- 'most enduring': a-stem superl . , nom. plur.
,
masc.; cf. zauuar' (zay-r) 'strength (of endurance) (of horses, feet); cf. OInd. yav-i�rh-ya
'youngest' .
[so < is-ah '(ritual) offering': root noun masc. nom. plur.
xsaOr;Jm < xsaOr-am 'command': a-stem neut., nom. sing.; < xsa- (pres. xsaja-) 'to be
in command, rule'.
sauual)hqm < cayH-ah-a'am 'life-giving strength': ah-stem neut., gen. plur.; ablauting
sau-/spa- < cauH-/cyaH 'swell (with life-giving juices)'; cf. sp;JlJta (Y.8.3a below).
y. 28. 11

y;5 ais a!;Jm nipaJjhe manas-ca vohu yauuaetaite
tuu;5m mazda ahura fro ma slsa Opahmal vaocaJjhe
manii;5us haca OPa ;5'"l)ha yais a al)hus pa"ruiio bauuaJ

7+9
7 +9
7+9

(You) who with/by these protect your Order and good thought for eternity,
you, 0 Ahura Mazda, teach me to speak according to your
inspiration by your mouth (the words/announcements) by which the first existence
will be here (every time)!
Y. 28. l l a
y;5 < j-ah: reI. pron., nom. sing. masc.
ais < a- 'with themlthese': pers./dem. pron., instr. plur. masc.
nipaJj/ze < ni-pa-hai 'you guard': root pres. indo 2s mid.; <pa- 'to protect'.
vohu < yah-u: acc. sing. neut.
yauuaetaite < jayai-tat-ai 'for that which is for a (full) time/life span, forever': tat-stem
fern., dat. sing.; secondary derivative <jayai, dat. of aju-/jau 'time/life span' (see Y.
28.6a).
-

y' 28. l l b
tuu;5m < tu-y-am: pers. pron. 2s nom., c£ tu (see Y. 28.6b).
fro slsa < fra Ci- ( c)Sa '*teach': reduplicated a-stem pres. imper. 2s; < cah-/cs- « caHs-/
cHs- /cHs-), c£ OInd. sas-/sik$a-.
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ma: pers. pron. I s acc. enclitic.
OfJahmal < Oya-hm-at < OfJa- 'your': poss. pron. 2s abl . sing. masc.
vaocaJjhe < ya-uc-a-hai 'to speak': info of reduplicated a-stem aor. ya-uca- < yak/yac
(cf. Y. 28.6b).
Y. 28. l l c

manii:Jus < manj-au-s 'spirit, inspiration': u-stem masc. abl. sing.; < man- 'to think',
cf. manah- (Y. 28.6a); belongs to the other world, 'that of thought'.
Izaca < haca 'fram, according to': adpos. + abl.
OfJa < Oy-a < Oya- 'your': poss. pran . 2s, instr. sing. neut.
:J.'dT)ha < ah-a 'mouth': root noun neut., instr. sing. (see section 2.3.1 .2a).
yais < j-ais < ja-: reI. pron., instr. plur. masc.lneut.; + gapped noun.
a . . . bauual < a . . . baY(1-/ < a-bau-/bU- 'to come about, come into existence(?)': a-stem
pres. subj. 3s; < b"au-/b"u- 'become'.
ayhus < ahu-s '(new) life, (new) world': II-stem masc., nom. sing.
pa"/'uiia < pa/'y-ija-h « prHy-ja-) 'first, primordial ': a-stem adj., nom. sing. masc., cf.
parv 'before' < prH-alz , Ornd. puras.
y. 53.8
antiis ti dllzllual"'snau!Jo daffniiti hfi�lfU
za:i:iiti-cti vispii{lho xraOS;}(1fqm upti
hllx§aOrtii§jfin"rqm xriin" rqm-cti rtimqm-cti tiis dadti/a siieitibiio vTz'biio
1rati'i IS dlllla/so /wuo d;}r'za l11;}r'(}iiaos l!1azisto mosu-ca as/l7

7+5
7+5
8+7+5
7+7+5

On account of those (actions/words of theirs) let them be there (at the judgement as
men) of bad virility! (Let them) be duped
and laughable, all (of them)! Let them be booed!
By those of good command (= good rulers) let them be smashed and bled! And (but)
let him give peace with these to the settled towns!
Let that greatest torment drive them off with the chain of death! And let it be soon!
Y. 53 .8a

anais < all-cUs < ana-: demo pron., instr. plur. masc. (see section 6.5.3.3).
a . . . h:J(ltu < a . . . lz-antu < a-ah- 'to be present': root present imper. 3p act.; < ah- 'to
be'
duzuuar'sna T)ha < duz-yrsn-ah-alz < °Yfsna- or °yrsnah- 'bad men, unmanned': a-/a/z
stem noun/adj., nom. plur. masc. (-ahah).
dafsniia < dafSn-ij-a '(easily) deceivable(?)': a-stem adj., nom. plur. masc.; verbal adj. of
necessity < *daf-s-na- < dab- 'to deceive' (cf. yesniia-, see section 4.6.2); cf. difJza- 'seek to
deceive' (see section 4. 1 . 1 . 1 no. 8).
Y. 53.8b

zaxiia < jah-ij-a 'laughable': a-stem adj., nom. plur. masc.; verbal adj. of necessity
< *ja/z- 'laugh' (not in Avestan), cf. OInd. has-.
vlspay/za < yicy-ahah < yiclja-: nom. plur. masc.
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xraOS;}UUl'l1 upa < xrallsa-ntam upa < lIpa-xrausa- 'cry at, boo' : a-stem pres. imper.
3p mid.; < *xrallt'-s/:a- < xraud- 'to cry'(?).

Y. S3.8c
huxsaOrais < hu-xsaOr-ais 'who has good command': a-stem adj . , instr. plur. masc.;
possessive adjectival compound (bahu vrihi) < hll- 'good' + xsaOra- '(royal) command' (see
section 9 . 1 .2).
jfin"rqm < Jan-ram < Jan- 'to smash, smite': root stem pres. imper. 3p mid .
xrfllr'rqm < xrull-ram < xrlll1a-lxrul1- « xn'i-na-H-Ixn'i-n-H-) 'to bleed' (trans.) < * xni(xruH-): l1a-stem pres. imper. 3p mid.; cf. xrura- 'bloody'.
ramqm < ram-am 'peace': a-stem fem., acc. sing.
dadatu < da-da-tu < da- 'to give': reduplicated athem. pres. imper. 3s act.
siieitibiio < sjat-i-bjah < sjant-lSjat- « sjU.t-) < csai-I/:Si- 'to dwell , inhabit': pres. part.
fern. dat.-abl . plur. with medio-passive meaning 'inhabited'.
viffibiio < vi/-bjah < vi/:- 'house': root noun fern., dat.-abl. plur., dat. functi on .
y. S3.8d

iratu < ira-tu < ir-a- 'to set in motion, send': a-stem pres. im per. 3s act.; reduplicated
ij-ar-li-r-a « Hi-Har-IHi-Hr-a-) < Hr- 'to move', cf. OInd. iyar-.
is < i-Ils 'them': pers. pron. 3p acc.
duuafso < dyafsa-h '*torment': a-stem masc., nom. sing. huuo < hau 'that': demo pron.
nom. sing. mas9. (see Section 6.5.3. 3).
d;}r'za < d(/'i!i-a 'chain': root noun instr. sing.
m;}r'Oiiaos < mrOj-au-s < mrOju- < mr-t-ju- 'death' < mr- 'die': u-stem masc. gen . sing.
mazisto < ma}-iSta-h < ma/'- < majH- 'big, great': superl . nom. sing. masc.
mosuo < masu 'soon' < ma/:-5-: adverb, cf. OInd. l1l(fk�ll, Latin max.
astu < as-tu < ah-: root present 3s imper. act.

t t .2 Young Avestan
y'8.2
x'"arata naro aet;}m l11iiazd;}m
yo dtil1 halJhtine afa-ca frfir·'ti-ca

Eat, men, this myazd,
(he among you) who has gained it for himself by (his) Order and by (his) sending (it)
forth(?)!
x'"arata < hyara-ta < hyar-a- 'to eat': a-stem pres. imper. 2p.
/laro < nar-ah < Ilar- 'man': voc. plur.
aet;}m < ait-am < aisa-Iaita- 'this': demo pron., acc. sing. masc.
miiazd;}m < mijazd-am, a kind of food offering: a-stem masc., acc. sing., cf. OInd.
miyedha-.
dim < di-m 'it': pers. pron. 3rd pers., acc. sing. masc. (see section 3.4. 1 ).
ha1)hane < ha-han-ai < han- 'to gain': perf. 3s mid .
jrfir'tiO <fra-rt-i 'sending forth(?)': i-stem fem ., instr. sing.; action noun in -ti- < fra-r
'to set in forward motion'; see section 2.3.1 .2.
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y'8. 3
am:Jfa sp:JI}ta daene mazdaiiasne
val)hauuas-ca val/his-ca zao()ras-ca
yo aesuua mazdaiiasnaesuua mazdaiiasno aojano
afahe ra()ma jfstaiiamno ya()pa afahe gae()a nwr"'Y"I}te
auui tft dim disiiata ya apas-ca "ruuaras-ca zao()ras-ca
o life-giving immortals! 0 vision-soul of those who sacrifice to (Ahura) Mazda!
o good (gods) and good' (goddesses)! 0 libations!

(He) who, among these who sacrifice to (Ahura) Mazda, (while) representing
himself as someone who sacrifices to (Ahura) Mazda,
(as someone) *seeking victory(?) by a *composition of Order
(yet) by sorcery destroys the living beings of Order,
do point him out, 0 waters, plants, and libations!
Y.8.3a

am;'}fa < a-mft-Ci 'non-dead, immortal': a-stem adj., voc. plur. masc.; adjectival com
pound < a-, privative prefix + mrta-, past part. of mr- 'die'.
sp;'}I}ta < cyHanta < cyHan-ta- 'life-giving': a-stem adj., voc. plur. masc.; < c(u)yHan
(OAv. spf)n-) '*swelling' + suffix -ta- 'being provided with' < cyaH- (spa-) 'swell (with the
juices of life)' (see Y. 28.9c, above). The am;'}fa sp:JI}ta 'life-giving immortals' are six
beings brought forth by Ahura Mazda during his cosmogonic sacrifice. When Ahura
Mazda is counted they become the Seven Life-giving Immortals.
daene < dajan-ai 'vision-soul': a-stem fern., voc. sing.; < day-Idf- « d"aiH-ldhiH-) 'to
see', specialised in the meaning of 'seeing' in the world of thought, in the beyond; the
vision-soul is also the totality of a person's good or bad thoughts, words, and deeds and
is represented as a woman, pretty or ugly, accordingly.
mazdaiiasne < mazdajasn-ai 'pertaining to a mazda-jasna-': i-stem adj., voc. sing. fern. ;
"vriddhi" derivative <mazda-jasna- 'someone who sacrifices to (Ahura) Mazda',
adjectival compound < (ahura-) mazda- + jasna- 'sacrifice', cf. yaza- < ja}-a- 'to sacrifice
(to), offer up in sacrifice (to)'.
Y.8.3b
val)hauuaso < Ijah-alj-aso < Ijah-u: voc. plur. masc.
val)''llfs < yah-y-f-s < yah-u-: derived fern. i-stem adj., voc. plur.
zao()ras < jau()r-a-sO 'libation ': a-stem fern. pI. of neut. sing. zao()ra-, voc. plur.; see
section 3. 1 . 1 .

y'8.3c
aesuua < ai-su + a < a-: demo pron., loc. plur. masc.
mazdaiiasnaesuua < mazda-jasn-aisu + a < mazda-jasna-: a-stem masc., loc. plur.
mazdaiiasno < mazda-jasn-ah: nom. sing.
aojano < auJ-ana-h < aug-lauJ- 'to present oneself as, say': pres. part. mid., nom. sing.
masc.
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YS.3d
a!ahe < art-ahja < art-a-: gen. sing.
riiOma < riiOmii < riiO-ma- '*composition': a-stem masc., instr. sing. (uncertain
derivation and meaning).
,
jistaiiamna < jiSt-aja-mna-h < )1st-aja- '*seek life/victory(?) : aja-stem pres. part. mid.,
nom. sing. masc.; < )1- 'live' or ji- 'win'(?).
yiiOfJa < jiiOy-ii < jiiOy-a- 'sorcery': a-stem masc./neut.(?), in str. sing.; derivative ofjiitu
'sorcerer'.
gaeOa < gaiO-iih 'living beings': ii-stem fern. , acc. plur.; derivative of gai-I)1- (gaiH-lfiH-)
'live'.
m�rJY"IJ-te < mrng-tai (mrnx-tai?) < mr-n-k- < mrk- 'to destroy': n-infixed athem. pres.
indic. 3s mid.; the form appears to be metathesised, but the exact phonetic processes
involved are unclear; the OAv. form would have been *m�rJlJg{J)-de.

YS.3e
auui . . . disiiata < abi . . . dicja-ta < abi . . . dic-ja- 'to point at' < daic-Idic- 'point': jastem pres. imper. act.
tft < tu: emphatic enclitic particle; see section S. I A.
ya < jii-h: reI. pron., nom. plur. fern.
apaso < ap-ah < ap- 'water': root-noun fern., voc. plur.
"ruuarasO < ruyar-iihO < ruyar-ii- 'plant': ii-stem fern., voc. plur.

Y.8.5
vasas-ca tli ahura mazda ustii-ca xsaesa hauuanqm diimanqm
vasa iipa vasa "ruuara vasa vispa vohft a!aciOra
xsaiiamn�m a!auuan�m diiiiata axsaiiamn�m druualJt�m

May you, 0 Ahura Mazda, rule at will and according to wish over your own
creations!
(May you rule) at will, 0 waters, at will, 0 plants, at will, 0 all good things whose
seed is from Order!
Place the Orderly one in command, the one possessed by the Lie out of command!
YS.Sa
vasasO < yacasO < yac-ah 'wish' < yac-Iuc- 'to wish': ah-stem neut., acc. sing. used as
adverb; see section 3.3.
tft < tft: pers. pron. 2s voc. enclitic.
ahura: voc. sing.
mazda < mazdii: voc. sing.
ustiiO < ust-ii < ust-i- 'wish' < yac- luc- 'to wish': i-stem fern., loc. sing., action noun in
-ti-.
xsaesa < xsai-.sa < xsii-i-sa: aor. 2s opt. , < xsaja- to rule (over: + gen.)'; < xsii-.
hauuanqm < hay-iina'am < hay-a- 'own': poss. refl. pron ., gen. plur. neut.
diimanqm < diiman-a'am < diim-an- 'creation': n-stem neut., gen. plur.; < dhii- 'to
place'.
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Y.8.5b
iipo < iip-ah: voc. plur.
"ruuaril < ruyar-iih: voc. plur.
vfspa < ljicy-ii: acc. pi ur. neut.
vohu < yah-u: acc. plur. neut.
afaciOra < arta-CiOr-ii 'whose seed is from(?) Order': a-stem adj., acc. plur. neut.;
adjectival compound < arta- + CiOra- 'seed'.

y' 8.5c
xsaiial11n;J111 < xsaja-l11n-al11 < xs-aja- 'to rule' < xsii-: aja-stem pres. part. mid., acc.
sing. masc.
afauuan;J111 < artiiljan-am < artii-yan-lart-ii�l11- 'Orderly, who sustains Order': yan-stem
adj. acc. sing. masc.; < arta + yan-.
diiiiata < diija-ta < OO-ja- < d"ii- 'place': ja-stem pres. imper. 2p.
aXSaiia111n;J111 < a-xsaja-111n-am 'not in command, not ruling': a-stem adj . , acc. sing.
masc.; adjectival compound < a- + xsaja-l1111a-.
drlllW!1l;J111 < drugyant-am < drllg-yant-Idrug-ljat- (drug-yl;1t-) 'possessed by the Lie':
yant-stem adj., acc. sing. masc.; < drllg-Idruj- 'the (cosmic) Lie' (female principle of
deception), together with the Evil Spirit Ahura Mazda's principal opponent. Originally
perhaps Chaos. She deceives gods and men as to the true nature of the ordered cosmos.
YB.B

ralluas-ca x'"iiOr;JlI1-ca iijrfniimi vlspaiiii afanono stois
qzas-ca duziiOr;J111-Ca iijrlniil11i vlspaiiii druuato stois

I invite the open space and easy breathing of the entire (temporal) existence of the
Orderly one.
I invite the constriction and laboured breathing of the entire (temporal) existence of
the Orderly one.
y'8.8a
rauuasO < ray-all 'open space': all-stem neut., acc. sing.
x"iiOr;J111 < hu-iiOr-am < hu-iiOr-a- « HIJH-Ora-) 'good breathing (space), easy breath
ing, comfort': a-stem neut., acc. sing.; nominal compound < hu- 'good' + ii-Ora- < an H
'to breathe'.
ajrfnami < ii-jrfnii-111i < a-jrf-nii-lii-jrf-n- « ji-i-na-H-Ijri-n-H-) 'to invite as (guest)
friend(?)': na-stem athem. pres. indo I s act. (performative).
vfspaiiii < yicy-iij-iill < yicy-a-: fern. sing.
afaono < artll-un-all < artii-yan-Iartii-yn-: gen. sing. masc.
stois < stai-s < s-ti- '(duration of) being, (temporal) existence': i-stem fern., gen. sing.;
< ah- 'to be'.

y'8.8b

qzasO < aly-ah 'constriction': all-stem neut., acc. sing.; cf. angst.
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duZiiOrd111 < duz-iiOr-a111 < duz-iiOra- 'bad (constricted) breathing, discomfort': a-stem
neut., acc. sing.; nominal compound, antonym of hu-iiOra-.
drullalo < drugyat-ah < drug-yant-Idrug-yal-: gen. sing. masc.
Most of the Young Avesta is written in a basically octosyllabic metre, of which the
following text from the hymn to MiSra is a sample. In Yt. 1 0. 1 2 , the first line is
hypermetric.
Yt. l O. 12
111iOrd111 vo"rll.gaoiiaoitl111 yaza111aide
arS. vacaIJhd111 viiiixand111
hazaIJra. gaosd111 hutiistdl11
bacullar'. casmand111 bdr'zWltd111
pdr'Ou. l'ac15aiiandm Stlrdm
ax"afnd111 jayii"ruuGl)hdm
We sacrifice to MiSra with wide grazing grounds, of truthful speech, *eloquent,
with a thousand ears, well-fashioned, with ten thousand eyes, tall,
with broad outlook, strong, sleepless, waking.
miOrd111 < l11iOr-a111 'MiSra': a-stem masc. acc. sing.
vo ru. gaoiiadti111 < yaru-gau-jaut-im 'having wide grazing grounds': i-stem adj., masc.
acc. sing.; possessive adjectival compound < yaru- 'broad' and gau-jallt-i- of uncertain
exact meaning; cf. OInd. ga l'-Yllti-.
yazamdde .( yaza-: pres. indo I s mid. (see Y.8.3a).
arS. vacal)hd111 < rs-yacah-am 'of truthful speech ': alt-stem adj., masc. acc. sing.; posses
sive adjectival compound < aI's 'straight, truthful(ly} < Hd-s (OAv. dr " s).
viiiixal1dl11 < yijiixan-a111 (4 sylls.) word of uncertain meaning: a-stem adj., masc. acc.
sing.
hazaIJra. gaosdl1l < hajahra-gaus-am 'having a thousand ears': a-stem adj . , masc. acc.
sing., possessive adjectival compound < hajalzra- ' 1 000' and gattSa- 'ear'.
hlltiistd111 < *hu-tast-a111 'well-fashioned': a-stem adj . , masc. acc. sing.; the fOfm with
long vowel analogical with the present {(Is-Ii 'he fashions'.
baclIuar'.casman dl11 < baiyar-casm-an-al11 'having ten thousand eyes': man-stem adj.,
masc. acc. sing.; possessive adjectival compound < bcti-yar- ' 1 0,000' and cas-l11an- 'eye'
(neut.).
bdl"'Z(llJ tdl11 < bdant-al11 'tall' : ant-stem adj., masc. acc. sing.
Pdl"'OIl, vae15aiiandl11 < prOu-yaidajall-al11 'with broad outlook': a-stem adj., masc. acc.
sing.; possessive adjectival compound <prOu- « pt tH-u ) 'broad' and yai-daj-ana-,
derivative of Yi-day- 'see far and wide'.
sftrdl11 < cftr-am « cuH-ra-) 'rich in life-giving strength': a- stem adj., masc. acc. sing.
(see Y. 28.9c on sauual)hqm).
ax"afndl11, a-hyafn-al11 'sleepless': a-stem adj., masc. acc. sing.; from a- + hyaf-na
'sleep'.
jaya"rUUGIJhdl11 < ja-gar-yiih-a111 'waking': pf. part. act. of garH-Igrii- 'wake'; the
diphthong _aU' perhaps substituted for -ao'" (de Vaan 2003, §1 7.4.2) but perhaps with
vowel metathesis, cf. OInd. ja-gar-.
u

-
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Yt. 10. 1 3
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

yo padriia maniiauua yazata
taro harclm *iis;)naoiti
pa"ruua. naemiil am;)fahe
hu yal a"ruuat aspahe
yo paoiriia zaraniia.pfsa
srfra *bar'snauua g;)r'pniiiti:
aJiil visp;)m iidiJiiiti
driia. saiian;)m s;)uuista
,

Who as the first in the other world to be sacrificed to
rises over Hara,
in fron t of the immortal
sun with fleet horses,
who, as the first, seizes
the gold-adorned, beautiful heights.
From there, he surveys the entire
settlement of the Aryans, he most rich in life-giving strength.
a
paoiriia < pary-ija-h (see Y. 28. l l c) : a-stem adj. masc. nom. sing.
maniiauua < manj-ay-ah 'of the world of thought: a-stem adj . , masc. nom.sing.; < 
manju- (see Y. 28. l l c).
yazata < jaj-at-ah 'being worthy of sacrifices' <jaja- (cf. Y.8.3a): a-stem, masc. nom.
sing.

b
taro < tar-ah 'over, beyond' < trH- 'cross over': prep. + acc.
harqm < har-iim 'Hara' a mountain: ii-stem fern. acc. sing.
*iis;)nadti (mss. iisnaoiti) < ii-sa-nau- 'rise' < ii-slJ-nau-: nau-stem pres. indo act. 3s.

c
pa"ruua. naemiil < parlJa-naim-iit 'from in front of' : a-stem masc. abl. sing. ; compound
<pa"ruua- 'before' and naema- 'half, side'.

d
hU < huyal)-h < lui-yarln- 'sun': yarln-stem neut. gen. sing.
yar relative particle (see section (6. 1 . 1 . 1 a).
a"ruuat aspahe < aryat-acy-ahja aryat-acya- 'having fleet horses: a-stem adj. masc. acc.
sing.; possessive adjectival compound < aryanl- 'fleet' and acya- 'horse'.

e

zaraniia.pisa < jharanja-pic-ah 'gold-adorned': cons.-stem adj., fern . nom. plur.;
adjectival compound <jharanja- 'gold' and root noun pic- 'paint, adorn', cf. OPers.
ni-piO- 'write'.
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f
sdra < cdr-ah 'beautiful' < craiH-/criH-: a-stem adj . , fern. nom.plur.
*bar'snauuo (ms. F l °auua) < bar/,n-ay-ah 'height': u-stem fern. nom. plur.; this nom.
phrase is used for expected acc.; for the gender and reading, cf. Yt. 1 8.6 vfspa bar'snauuo
gdrinqm 'all the heights of the mountains'.
g;Jr'pnaiti < grb-nii-ti < g"rb "-na-/g"rb"-n- 'take, seize': na-stem pres. indo act. 3s.; also
g;J"ruuaiia- < grbaya-, cf. OPers. gqrbaya- (DNa I S-22b).

g
ai5al < ad"-at 'from there';
adii5aia < a-di-da-ti 'surveys' < day- /df- (see Y8.3a): red. pres. indo act. 3s.
11

airiio. saiian ;J/11 < arja-c.sajan-am 'settlement of the Aryans': a-stem, masc. acc. sing.;
compound of arja- 'Aryan, I ranian' and c.saj-ana-, derivative of c.saj- 'dwell, be settled'
(see Y 5 3.8c).
S;Juuisto < cayH-ist-ah 'most endowed with life-giving strength' (see Y 28.9c on
sauua1Jhqm): a-stem super! ., masc. nom. sing.

1 1.3 Old Persian
DNa 1 5-22

a
b
c
d
e

Oatiy darayavaus xsayaOiya
vasna auramazdaha ima dahqyava taya adam agqrbaya111 apataram haca parsa
adam-sam patiyaxsayaiy mana bajim abaraha
taya-sam haca-ma aOahqya ava akunava
datam taya mana ava-d't[sJ adaraiya

King Darius announces:
By the greatness of Ahuramazda, these (are) the lands that I seized further away
from Persia.
I ruled over them. They brought me tribute.
Whatever was announced to them from/by me, that they did.
My law held them.'
a
Oatiy < ca1Jha-ti < ca1Jha- 'to announce': a-stem pres. indo (performative) 3s act.
darayavaus < daraja-vahu-s: u-stem proper name masc., nom. sing.; nominal com
pound < daraja-, pres. stem . of da/"- 'to (up)hold' and yahu- 'good (things)'.
xsayaOiya < xsajaO-ja-h 'king': a-stem masc., nom. sing. ; ja-stem 'vriddhi' derivative of
*xsaj-aOa- 'rule' < pres. xsaja- 'to rule'.

b
vasna < yajna < *yajarln- 'greatness': rln-stem neut., instr. sing.; cf. yaJr-ka- (vazqrka-)
'great'.
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aural11azdiiha < ahura-mazdiih + all < altura-mazdii- : gen. sing. ; the gen. sing. ending -ah
has been added to the gen. mazdiih < mazdaH-alz.
imii < il11-iih 'these': demo pron., acc. plur. fern.
dah{lyiiva < dahj- iiu- ah < dahj-au- 'land': au-stem fern., nom . plur.
tayii < ta + j-{tll: reI. pron., acc. plur. fern.
adam < ajam '1': pers. pron. I s, nom.; Av. aZ:JI11.
ag{l/"biiyam < a-grb-iija-m < grb-iija- < g"rab"- 'to seize': iija-stem pres. , imperf. I s act.;
cf. Yt. 1 0. 1 3 f.
apataram < apa-tara-m < apa- 'away': adverbial acc. sing. neut., comparative.
hacii < haca 'from' (+ instr.-abl .).
piirsii < piirsiit < piirsa- 'Persia': instr.-abl . sing., abl. function.

c
-siim 'them': pers. pron. 3rd pers. enclitic, gen.-dat. plur., gen. function.
patiyaxsayaiy < pati-a-xsaj-ai < pati-xsaja- mid. 'to rule over': aja-stem pres., imperf.
I s mid.
mana < mana 'me': pers. pron. I s gen.-dat., gen. function.
bajim < baJi-m 'tribute': i-stem (masc'/fem.?), acc. sing.
abaraha < a-bara-n (error?) < bara- 'to carry': a-stem pres., imperf. 3p; in principle, the
form could be read as a-bara- 'to bring'.

d
taya < ta+j-at 'that which, what': reI. pran ., nom. sing. neut.; see section 3.4.4. -ma <
-ma-I 'me': pers. pron. I s (instr.?)-abl . enclitic, abl. function.
aOahflya < a-cahja- I < cah-ja- < C!:zhja- or < ca1)h-ja- 'to be announced': ja-stem passive
of c(1) ha- , im perf. 3s act.
ava < au-at 'that': demo pron., acc. sing. neut.
akunava < a-ku-nau-an < kr-nau-Ikr-nu- 'to do': nau-pres. stem, imperf. 3p act.; com
monly regarded as an 'allegro' form with kun- < krn-, cf. Av. k:J/""'-nau-, but perhaps
analogical (rhyming) with forms such as *sru-nau- (Av. s"runao-).

e
diitam < dat-am 'law': a-stem neut., nom. sing.; substantivised past part. data- 'placed,
set down' from d"a-drs < "i-ns 'them': pers. pran. 3rd pers., acc. plur. masc.; for *i-ns.
adaraiya < a-daraja-t < daraja- 'to hol d (firmly in place)': aja-stem pres., im perf. 3s act.
DNa 31-38

a
b
c
d

auramazda yaOa avaina imam bitmim *yauda"tfm pasava-dim manafrabara
mam xsayaOiyam akunaus adam xsayaOiya a"miy
vasna auramazdaha adam-sim gaOava niyasadayam
*taya-sam adam aOaham ava akunava *yaOii mam kama aha

When Ahuramazda saw this earth being in turmoil, then he gave it to me.
He made me king. I am king.
By the greatness of Ahuramazda, I set it down in its place.
Whatever I announced to them, that they did as was my wish.
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a
auramazda < ahura-mazda-h: nom. sing.; Av. ahlll'D mazda < ahura-I! mazda-h.
yaOa < ja-Oa 'when': conjunction.
avaina < a + yaina-t < yaina- 'to see': a-stem pres., imperf. 3s act.
imam < im-a-m 'this': demo pron., acc. sing. fern.
bumim < bllm-im 'earth': i-stem fern . , acc. sing.; cf. Av. b/ll11f-.
yauda"tfm < jauja-nt-f-m < jallja- 'to be in turmoil, be chaotic': pres. part., derived f
stem fern., acc. sing.; cf Av. yaoza-.
pasava < pasca + alja-t 'afterward, then': adverbial compound <pasca 'after' + alja-t
'that'.
-dim < d[m 'it': pers. pron. 3rd pers., acc. sing. fern. enclitic; it is not known whether the
form had preserved the long f, cf. OAv. him.
mana < mana 'me': pers. pron. I s, gen.-dat., dat. function.
Jl'abal'a < Jra-a-bara-t < fra-bara- 'to proffer, give': a-stem pres. , imperf 3s act.

b
mam < mam 'me': pers. pron. I s, acc.
xsayaOiyam < xsajaOj-am: acc. sing.
akunaus for a-kunau < a-kunau-t < kunau- 'to do, make': nau-pres. stem, imperf. 3s act.
a"miy < ah-mi < ah- 'to be': pres. indo I s act.

c
-sim < -s-[m: pers. pron. 3rd pers., acc. sing. fern. enclitic; cf OAv. hlm.
gaOava < gaOalj + a < gatu- (gaOu-) 'place, platform (throne)': u-stem loc. sing. +
postpos. -a.
niyasadayam < ni-a-sadaja-m < ni-sadaja-, caus. of ni-sad- < had- 'to sit': aja-stem
(caus.) pres., imperf I s; the form has been analogically remade from *ni-a-hiidaja-.

d
aOaham < a-Oa1Jha-m: imperf I s act.
kama < kama-I! 'wish': a-stem masc., nom. sing.; this noun takes a personal dir. obj.:
mam kama" '1 wish' see section 6.4.3.4.
aha < aha-t < alz- 'was': imperf. 3s act.; the form is a thematised replacement for
*as- (t) , which would probably have been reduced to *a in OPers.; the long initial ah
is < a-Hh-.

DNa 38�7
a
b
c
d

yadi-patiy maniyahay taya ciyakaram [ahaJ *ava dahqyava taya darayavaus
xsayaOiya adal'aya
patikal'a didiy tayaiy gaOum bara"tiy
ada xsnasahqy ada-taiy azda bavatiy parsahqya martiyahqya duraiy qrstis
paragmata
ada-taiy azda bavatiy parsa martiya duray haca parsa parataram patiyajata
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If, again, you think - 'How were those lands which King Darius held?' - then look at
the pictures (of the men) who carry the throne.
Then you will know, then it will become clear to you that the Persian man's spear has
gone far away.
Then it will become clear to you that the Persian man *defended himself fat beyond
Persia.
a
yadi- < yadi 'if': conj.
-patiy < -pati 'in addition'(?): enclitic particle.
maniyiihay < man-jii-hai < man- 'to think': ja-stem. pres. subj. mid.
taya < ta + ja-t 'that': conj., here introducing dir. speech.
ciyakaram < c�a-kar-al11 'how?' (or: 'how many'?): adverbial compound < c�a- 'how
much(?)' + kara- 'work', i.e. 'of what kind of work is he capable?'.
iiha < iih-an < ah- 'to be': imperf. 3p act.

b
patikarii < pati-kar-ii 'pictures': a-stem masc. acc. plur.; nominal compound <pati +
kara- 'sth. made to reflect'.
dfdiy < df-di 'look at!', pres. vaina-: imper. 2s act.; perhaps originally an aor. stem.
tayaiy < ta+jai 'who': reI. pron. nom. plur. masc.
giiOul11 < giit-u-m < giitu-: acc. sing.; see section 2.3.2.5.
bara"tiy < bara-nti 'to carry': a-stem pres. indo 3p act.

c
adii < ada 'then': temporal adv.
xsniisiihc;y < xsniicii-hi < xsnii-sca- 'to know': pres. subj. 2s act.; xsnii-sca- < jna-,
cf. diinii- 'know' <jii-nii- (for jlJ-na-H-).
-taiy < -tai 'you': pers. pron. 2s, gen.-dat., dat. function.
azdii < azdii 'known, clear' « ad=d"ii, OInd. addhii).
baviitiy < bay-ii-ti < bau-/bU- 'to become': a-stem pres. subj. 3s act.

d
piirsahc;yii < piirsa-hja 'Persian': a-stem adj., gen.-dat. sing. masc., gen. function.
l11artiyahc;yii < martija-hja 'man': a-stem masc., gen.-dat. sing., gen. function.
duraiy < durai < dura- 'far': adverbial loc. sing.; see section 3.3.
c;rstis < rsti-s 'spear': i-stem fern., nom. sing.
pariigmatii < parii-gl11atii < parii-gam- 'to go away'(?): intrans. perf. nom. sing. fern. (see
section 7.4.3 . 1 ); cf. YAv. y"mata-.

e
piirsa < piirsa-h: nom. sing. masc.
martiya < martija-h: nom. sing.
parataram < para-tar-am < para- 'beyond': adverbial acc. sing. neut., comparative.
patiyajatii < pati-a-Ja-ta < pati-Jan-/fn- « fi.t-) 'to strike back', mid. 'defend onself (?)':
imperf. 3s mid.
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DNa 48-55

a
b
c
d

Oatiy diirayavaus xsiiyaOiya
aita taya k(lrtam ava visam vasnii auramazdaha akunaval11 . . .
miim auramazda patuv haca gasta uta-maiy viOam uta imam dah(fyaum
aita adam aural11azdal11 jadiyamiy aita-maiy auramazda dadatuv

King Darius announces:
All this that has been done I did by the greatness of Ahuramazda.
Let Ahuramazda protect me from foulness, as well as my house and this land!
This I ask Ahuramazda for. Let Ahuramazda give me this!
b
aita < aita-t 'this': demo pron., nom.-acc. sing. neut.
kqrtal11 < krt-am < kar- 'to do': intrans.-pass. perf. , nom.-acc. sing. neut.
visam < yiey-am 'all': nom .-acc. sing. neut.
akunavam < a-kunay-am: imperf. I s act.

c
patuv < pa-tu < pa- 'to protect': imper. 3s act.; there are no pres. forms attested of this
verb, but cf. pati-paya-"u vii (DB 4.38) <pati-paja-hya pres. imper. 2s mid.
gasta < gast-c7t < gasta- 'foulness': a-stem neut.(?) i nstr.-abl. sing., abl. function; past
part. gas-Ia- 'foul-smelling' < g(u'-ta-, replacing *gazda- < *glJd=-d"a- < gand"- 'to smell
foul'.
uta- < uta 'and': conj.
-l11aiy < -mai 'me': pers. pron. I s, gen.-dat., gen. function.
viOam < yie-am 'house': root noun fem.(?), acc. sing.
dah(fyc7ul11 < dahy-c7u-m < dahj-au-: acc. sing.

d
auramazdc7111 < ahura-mazda-am: acc. sing.; < mazdaH-am.
jadiyc7miy < Jad-jc7-mi < Jad-j-a- 'to ask' (+ acc. of pers. + acc. of thing): ja-stem pres.
(performative) indo I s act.
dadc7tuv < da-dc7-tu < da- 'to give': reduplicated pres. imper. 3s act.
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MIDDLE WEST IRANIAN
Prods Oklor Skjarv@

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview
Middle Persian (MPers.) and Parthian (Parth .) constitute the western branch of the
known Middle Iranian languages. * The term 'Pahlavi' (pahl.) refers to the Middle
Persian of the Zoroastrian texts, but is also sometimes used for Middle Persian in general .
The indigenous words for the languages may have been Parsig and Pahlawanag 'Parthian'
(found in a Manichean text). This usage was sometimes adopted by Western scholars, as
well (Herzfeld, Nyberg: Parsik, Pahlavik). Still earlier, Pahlavi and Chaldeo-Pahlavi were
used.
The two languages are closely similar in structure, though Parthian shares some
features with its eastern neighbors, notably with Bactrian, rather than with Middle
Persian (see Sims-Williams 2007). The fact that Manichean Middle Persian and Parthian
were two separate languages with different l inguistic affinities was first shown by Tedesco
( 1 92 1 ).
Parthian was spoken in Parthia, east of the Caspian Sea, and became an official
language under the Parthian (Arsacid) rulers of Iran (ca. 247 BCE-224 CE). It is known
mainly from a large corpus of short, formulaic, Parthian inscriptions mostly on
potsherds from the Parthian capital of Nisa dating from the first century BCE (see
Skj::erv0 1 995a, 1 999); a few royal Parthian inscriptions from the last couple of centuries
of Parthian rule; Parthian versions of the inscriptions of the third-century Sasanian
kings Ardashir I, Shapur 1, and Narseh; and from the Manichean (Man.) texts found at
Turfan in north-eastern Chinese Turkestan (Xinjiang) in the early nineteenth century.
On the language of the mostly Aramaic inscriptions from north-western Iran and the
Awroman document see Skj::erv0 ( l 995a).
Middle Persian is descended from Old Persian (OPers.) and is the ancestor of New
Persian (NPers.). Its proper homeland was the area of Pars in south-western Iran
(Gk. Persis), and it was the official language of the local Perside kings (ca. 200 BCE-224
CE) and their successors, the Sasanians (224-651 CE). After the fall of the Sasanians, it
continued to be used by the Zoroastrians long after the spoken language had become
New Persian in the centuries following the Arab conquest (ca. 650). Middle Persian
is known mainly from inscriptions, documents on parchment and papyrus, a translation
of the Psalms of David (the 'Pahlavi Psalter' [Ps.]) found at Turfan, the Zoroastrian
scriptures, and the Manichean texts from Turfan . A page from a Pahlavi text containing
verb forms was also found there (Barr 1 936).

'For reasons of space, Parthian could not be discussed as fully as Middle Persian. All descriptions and examples
therefore apply to M iddle Persian on ly, unless explicitly marked as Parthian.
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The earliest inscriptions are those on the coins of the Perside rulers and on a silver
bowl from the second half of the first century BCE (Skj<erv0 1 997b). There are royal and
private inscriptions by high officials and travelers, most of them from the third century,
a few from the fourth-fifth centuries; the earliest ones were bilingual (trilingual) Middle
Persian, Parthian, (Greek). There are inscriptions on objects (silver bowls, seals, etc.)
from the entire Sasanian period (see Brunner 1 974; Skj<erv0 1 993). The Zoroastrian and
Christian funerary inscriptions are from the late Sasanian and early Muslim period (see
Gignoux 1 978: 1 4); some are from as far away as India (that on the Thomas Cross from
the seventh century, see Gignoux 1 995) and Xi'an, China (from 874, see Humbach and
Wang Shiping 1 988; Sundermann and Thilo, 1 966). The papyri are probably from the
sixth-seventh centuries (see Weber 1 992, with bibliography pp. ix-x). A large corpus of
mostly legal documents on parchment from the seventh century has recently surfaced
and is currently being deciphered and studied (see, e.g. Gignoux 1 99 1 , 2001 , 2002-3 with
refs.; Weber 2007 with refs.).
The earliest Manichean texts may have been composed in the mid-third century, but
the manuscripts are much later, and texts were still composed in Turfan in the eighth
century (e.g. the Mahrnamag is dated in 762, see Boyce 1 975: 52); the Psalter manuscript
probably dates from the seventh cen tury, although the text is probably older (Skj<erv0
1 983: 1 78-79).
The Zoroastrian ' Pahlavi books' were written down in the ninth-tenth centuries,
but contain texts that were transmitted orally for centuries. The corpus can be divided
roughly into three categories (see Tavadia 1 956; Boyce 1968): 1 . translations of Avestan
texts, 2. texts with religious contents, sometimes incorporating translations from the
extant or lost Avesta; and 3. secular texts, including word lists.
1 .2 Writing systems
The non-Manichean Middle Persian texts are written in scripts derived from Achaemenid
Aramaic ('Imperial Aramaic'; Henning 1 958; Skj<erv0 1 995a, 1 996); the Manichean
texts are written in a Syriac script more closely related to the Palmyrene script than
to Estrangelo, as traditionally thought (Durkin-Meisterernst 2000a). I n both, the con
sonants <', w, y> are also used to express vowels (matres lectionis, see section 2. 3 . 1 ). See
Tables 4.1-3.
The Persian variant of the Aramaic script evolved in Pars in the late Parthian period,
as can be seen from coins. There is a clear change at the end of the second century CE, and
the standard form appears under Ardashir I's older brother Shapur (Skj<erv0 1 99 1 b,
1 997b). An advanced form of the script is seen in the Psalter manuscript, while, in the
earliest funerary inscriptions, we have the cursive forerunner of the Pahlavi script used
in the later funerary inscriptions and in the Pahlavi books ('Book-Pahlavi '). The final
stage of the script is found in the documents on papyri and parchment (Weber 2007
with refs.).
In Tables 4. 1-2, the order of the letter forms is right-to-Ieft. Letter forms preceded by a
line are final (or post-vocalic in the Pahlavi script). M anichean letters with a left-side
flourish or lengthening lose these when connected with a following letter.
In the Pahlavi column, letters in parenthesis are alternative forms: those of <k> and
<I> are used in a few arameograms.
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TABLE 4.1 : ALPHABETS. PARTHIAN AND MIDDLE PERSIAN SCRI PTS DEIUVED FROM
IM PERIAL ARAMAIC
Hebrew

Semitic
alphabet

Translit.

Parthian

va/lies

illscrips.

MPersial1

Psalter

Pahlavi

.u

...

illscrips.

, (ale[)

K

a

A

..lI

b

.:l

b

B

::0

g

)

g

G

y

l'

d D

?

h

II

-

E

c:tt-

\V

1

w

W

!)

z

l'

z

Z

J

L

lJ

s

n

h

H

J.1

..u

...

t

\J

-

Jl..

8

.>.>

-

-

y

y

)

k

K

�

I

L

�

m

1 .l

M

�

n

N

'D

s

S

d

y

,

k

1 J
?

I
m

n o

n

s

0

y

, ( 'ayill)

t') !l

p

y�

�

jJ

q
r

1

S
t

�

--'
J

-'

�

c\

'1 [=

0, r]

�

n_

1

�

�
1

17

:n

[= r]

'1

[= r, w]

P

P

.b

c

C

q.

J.l

Q

.>.:r

�

r

R

\lj

S

S

n

t

T

!o

;l

�

[= 0]

(�_ )

�

L

.$S
L
�

�

�

.:u

�

r>

l

...

.9

l'oI
.J1 �

:I

L!

L

h

...

L

'l [= O, w]

l:

--1

J

3

-1- -'

!o

--'

to

,

...

('!)

5

(�_ 2:..J ")
.to
I
'0 .1)
I
eJ

� - C!.
.to
,

('"'CI) "U
'til

1.2. 1 Merger of letter shapes
In the Parthian and M iddle Persian scripts derived from Imperial Aramaic, some of the
original 22 letters began merging early on, and the Book-Pahlavi script contains only
1 2 distinct letters, but even these are often ambiguous. In the Parthian inscriptions,
< ' ( 'ayin) r>, and <b>, <k>, and <r "> are sometimes indistinguishable (e.g. in the
Paikuli inscription, <OBDt> iceI'd is often written so as to look like <krd-t>. In the
Middle Persian inscriptions and the Psalter, <w r 0>, and, in Book-Pahlavi, <n w =
r 0>; in the inscriptions and the Psalter, < '(alef» , <I» , <g>, <d>, and <y> were still
distinct, but, in Book Pahlavi, < '= b>, <g d = y>, and in the Psalter and Book Pahlavi,
<s yy>.
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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TABLE 4.2: ALPHABETS. TH E PAHLAVI SCRIPT
Pahlavi

Pahlavi

Values

....

<'> = <h>, <y.y>

-1
.,

.,

.

<b>

!I

<g> = <d, y>

'l

.

d, g, y, ]

<w> =

I

<n,

<:z:> = <g>

.J1 ,{
....

I

� _ 1:._
�

<-E> , <mn>

tI4-

<1>

)

<- g>

.. .
.. .. " ..
.. .

<K>, r

0,

1'>

<L>

<n>

I

=

<W, 0,

r>

<s> = <yy>

'0 .1]

eJ

<p>

(!.

<c>

t-

<-c> = <-p>

�

<Q> = <m>

<r> = < W, n, 0>

I

<m> = <Q>

Values
<0> = <W, n, r>

I

<Ie>

J

<d> = <g, y>

J"

,

Pahlav i

Values
<y> = <g, d>

"U

<5>

'"U

<5> = <y'>

10

<I> (= <yn»

<h> = <'>

TABLE 4.3: ALPHABETS. THE MANICHEAN SCRIPT
ri

-!:D

' (alefl

...c

b

G- �

J;.

�

�

g

�

l,l

.....!:I.

t

,

�

y

�

k

0'"

, ('ayin)
p
f
c

x

U;:Il

�

I

(... ) ..

r

-h

u:s

m

w

S

"

W

\- a.

n

\0-

t

\

z

s

A

j (z)

y

�

d

'";7\

�
(... )

..

.....!:Io

q

In Pahlavi, which is a cursive script, the letters also have variant forms when combined
and, in certain words, they take on special forms or the shapes of other letters, e.g. <z>
can represent <y d>; <y d> can represent <b>; and, so, <z> can represent <b>:
<YZLWN> for <Y8LWN> 'carry', etc. This is indicated in transliteration by an under
bar: <Y,!! LWN>. In Pahlavi manuscripts written in India, <8> is indistinguishable
from <y '>. The letter < '> is frequently used for <yy, zd>: <y ''n'> = <yzd 'nO > yazdan 'the
gods'; note also <m ht'> (or m yyyt') for <mzdysn' ( mhyst') > 'Mazdayasnian' with
< '> for <zd> and <yt> for <sn>.
Note that the Aramaic letters <E> (only final), <0 (OYI1» , <Q>, and <0> (Aram.
<p) were used only in arameograms (see below). In Pahlavi, they merged with other
letters: <E mw>; <0 w>; <Q m> (only in <QDM> abar 'on'); <0 = t> (e.g.
Aram. <tb>, MPers. inscr. <08>, Pahl. <T,!! td> nihv 'good').
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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In the Manichean script, all the letters are distinct and the spelling is near-to phonetic
(with a few exceptions: Man. M Pers. <p> = P and f; <Vc> M Pers. Vz, <Vc, Vj> =
Parth. VZ).
=

2 PHONOLOGY

2.1 Inventory and distribution
By cross-referencing Middle Persian with Old Persian and New Persian, the vowel and
consonant phonemes that can be posited for Middle Persian (see MacKenzie 1 967) are set
out in Tables 4.4-5. The Parthian vowel system was probably of the same type, but the
consonant system was more complex.
TABLE 4.4: PHONOLOGY. VOWELS

Back

Front
High
Mid
Low

[
if

(e)
aa

u
(0)

ii

6

TABLE 4.5: PHONOLOGY. CONSONANTS

Labial

Dental

Palatal

Velar

SlOpS. Affi'icates

pb

Fricatives
[Parthian
Rounded
[Parthian
Nasals
Continuants

Iv
fl

td
sz

cj
S (i)
i

kg
x (y)
y]

2. 1 . 1 Vowels

m

w

<5
xw
XO]
n

I;

I

y

(l))

Glottal

h

Since the script does not distinguish between if and T, 0 and fI, these values can only be
determined by etymological considerations and their distribution in early New Persian
and modem dialects of Persian (in standard New Persian they have merged into i and u),
and a few instances remain uncertain .
The existence o f the phonemes (e) and (0) i s suggested by alternate spellings with
or without mater lectionis and is also posited for etymological reasons in words such
as kerd <krt'> 'did' (OPers. kr;rta with syllabic r, Man. M Pers. <kyrd>, NPers. kard,
dial. kerd) and ox < hw'> 'mind' (Av. ariM, Man. M Pers. < \,yx>; see MacKenzie
1 967: 23-25). The question remains, however, whether we have any e and 0 contrasting
with a - i and a - u, respectively, as there do not seem to be any minimal pairs/triples
of the type kird - kerd - kard or widurd - widord - widerd <wtwlt', wtlt'> 'crossed over'.
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2.1.2 Consonants

The consonant phonemes Middle Persian (y) and (2) are found mainly in learned
(Avestan) words, but perhaps also in words of n on-Persian origin, and so probably repre
sent marginal phonemes Iyl and IiI (see MacKenzie 1 967: 20-23)
(1)) is an allophone of n before velars (not expressed in the script). The opposition
n m is neutralised before labials, as evidenced by the alternate spellings <np, mp,
nb, mb>.
The voiceless stops and affricates are found in initial position and after voiceless
sibilant, but only sporadically after vowels (other than after prefixes such as a- 'non'). In
intervocalic position, they are the result of gemination (geminates, apparently, do not
contrast with non-geminates, and so were not phonemic): appar- 'rob' « *apa-para-),
pat-tay- > pattay- 'endure (something)" waccag 'child'; kerbag-kar > kerbakkar 'well
doer'. In final position, they are found in the suffixes -ak and the rare -fk (contrasting
with -ag and -fg); as a result of early syncope in ek (yak) 'one' « *ew-k), ec 'any' « *ew
C), and pak 'pure' « paw-k, cf. Parth. pawag); in a few words such as kayk 'flea', sabuk
'light, easy'; and after h in Man. <bsyhk>. For the comparative and superlative suffixes
-tal' and -tom, Man. MPers. has -dar and -dom after voiced sounds, but New Persian has
forms with t throughout, and it is likely that this was already so in Pahlavi. Examples
of other geminates: passand- 'please' « *pati-sand-), skenn- 'break' « *skandaya-), and
andar-ron 'in-side'.
(j) is essentially limited to the initial position and the position after n: panj 'five',
Man. M Pers. <pnz>. Before voiced consonants, it is indistinguishable from (i) : dujden 
duZden 'unbeliever'.
The phoneme (I) is common in non-initial position, but also occurs sporadically
in initial position Gudging by the New Persian equivalents of these words and the
occasional explicit Pahlavi spelling with <I> with diacritic). In Manichean Middle
Persian, it is rarer, being often replaced by r: Pahl., NPers. sal 'year', larz-'tremble', Man.
MPers. sar, rarz-, but Pahl . , N Pers., and Man. M Pers. dil 'heart'.
Parthian probably also had the phonemes 0 and y (mainly from older intervocalic d, g)
perhaps also p (but old intervocalic b had become w) contrasting with d, g, b, cf. minimal
pairs such as pao 'foot' pad 'protected' and contrasting structures such as bay-an 'gods',
butJi"est-ag-an 'prophets', as well as words such as apr 'cloud'.
Note also that Manichean Parthian usually writes <wx> where Middle Persian
has <xw>, which may i ndicate an indivisible phoneme xC: <wxybyh> "'xebeh, M Pers,
xwebas.
I n inscriptional Parthian, initial c- is written <8> before i « 8yhr> = Man. Parth. Cihr)
which perhaps reflects a local sound change. Another difference between the two dialects
is the form of the abstract ending inscr. Parth. -if Man. Parth. -ift (both probably
from *-ftf).
-

-

-

-

,

=

2. 1.3 Syllable structure and consonant groups

Middle Persian initial, medial, and final groups usually contain fricatives, sibilants, and r.
The initial groups 'sibilant + stop' early on acquired prosthetic vowels, globally in
Manichean Middle Persian and Parthian, but sporadically as early as the third century,
judging from inscr. Parth. (a)spiiO-bed 'general', spelled < sp Clpty> and <spdpty>
(cf. Man. Parth. ispiiO < sp CI> 'army').
Parthian also had the non-initial groups df and sf (not found in Middle Persian):
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nid/iir- 'hurry' (Pah!. <nswb 1-> nixwiir-); sadf-iin 'beings' « Skt. sattva), kis/ar 'contin
ent' (MPers. kiswar), padis/ar 'honour' (MPers. padixsar).
A small problem is posed by the phonological analysis of initial <C-y-V>, which is
best analysed as Ci- plus a non-phonemic glide: ni(y)iiy- 'to sing', zi(y)an 'harm' (there
is no phonemic contrast between [CyV-], [CiyV-], and [CIyV-]). Similarly, the final -y in
words such as < hy> 'other', <mhy> (beside <myh» should perhaps be analysed as
-f (rather than -y); cf. the Pahlavi spellings <AHRNYQ> and <ZKYQ> , with <-YQ> -fy;
here, this final will be spelled -fy, with -y reflecting the spelling with (-d), anfy for
MacKenzie's any.
=

2.2 Non-segmental aspects
The theory that Middle Persian may had a system of 'light' and 'heavy' stems (like
Sogdian) proposed by Back ( 1 978: 39-6 1) was disputed by MacKenzie ( 1 982: 294-95).
A similar theory was also proposed by Huyse (2003), which still needs to be assessed.
Words such as afllY and mahly may have been stressed on the first syllable, since the
final syllable was later lost (alltV, later an; mahfy later meh).
2.3 Relationship between orthography and phonology in Pahlavi
Two features complicate the phonological interpretation of Pahlavi orthography: I . con
servatism, resulting in an orthography based on that of the first two centuries of our era
(cf. English, French); 2. the use of arameograms.
2.3. 1 Vowels
All the Parthian and Middle Persian alphabets contain consonants only, with three of
the consonants used as matl'es lectioflis: < ',"> a, <w> 0, lI, ft; <y> e, i, f. In the
Manichean script, <'y-> is used in initial, and sometimes in internal, position, to
distinguish i-, -f- from e- spelled <'y-> .
=

=

=

2.3.2 Consonants
In non-Manichean Middle Persian, few letters regularly spell the corresponding con
sonants: <m, n, z> m, n, z. In initial position, all the letters usually express the corre
sponding consonants: <p k'> pak 'clean', <c 1> car 'able', <gl> gar 'mountain', etc. In the
Middle Persian inscriptions, <I> and <r> are used according to the whim of the scribe to
spell r. In Pahlavi, <r> is relatively rare and limited to certain types of words (especially
arameograms); the <I> with a diacritic stroke can be used when it spells I (rather than r).
After vowels and voiced consonants, the unvoiced stops express the corresponding
voiced stops: < p'> ab 'water', <w i'> wad 'wind', kerd < krt'> 'did', etc. and <c> is used
to spell z (but <nc> n]): <tyc'> fez 'sharp', <Inc'> rani 'toil' (Man. <rnz» . In inter
vocalic and final position after vowels, the voiced stops <b (wb» and <d (yd), g> spell w
and y, respectively: <Iwb k'> rawag 'current', <dlwb'> dro( IV) 'deceit', mayan <myS:Jh>
'middle', <mynwd> menoy 'the world of thought (the other world)'.
=
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2.3.3 Historical and pseudo-historical orthography

Pahlavi orthography reflects a phonology closer to Old Persian than to Manichean M id
dle Persian, and consonants that had been lost or changed were still written as they were
originally. Thus, what the Manicheans wrote as <by, r y, xrd, shr, s H>, i.e. bay. riiy. xrad.
fallr, saWr, one would write <bg, I 'd, hit', str', srd 'l> (OPers. baga-, radiy. xratll-,
Av. xfaOra-).
Analogical (also called 'pseudo-historical') spellings are also common. For instance,
since old b and d had become IV and y between vowels, <b> and <d> were used for any w
and y, e.g.: rllwan <Iwb h> 'soul' (Av. urulIan;:Jm), ziyan <zyd h> 'harm' (Av. ziiiini-)
Man. <rw h>, <zyy 11>; since old s and 0 had both become h between vowels, h could
be written as <h> or <s>: gah <g 'h, g 's> 'throne' (Av:, OPers. gaOu-), Man. <g 'h>; puhl,
inscr. <pwhly, pwlsy> 'bridge' (Av. p;:Jr;:JOu-) Man. <pwhl>.
In many Pahlavi manuscripts, a letter identical with <w>, but with no phonetic mean
ing, is written at the end of the word (the 'final stroke'). The form developed from a final
<-y>, also with no p !lOnetic (but perhaps historical) significance, used in inscriptional
Middle Persian and the Psalter, but their distribution is different; in Pahlavi, it is only
used after consonants with which it is not combined « b, c, k, t, w/nlr» . It is commonly
transliterated as <-'>.
In addition, e is often spelled <yw>: <nywk'> nek 'good', etc., and final -i (-iy) <-ys!.>:
<gytys!.> geti(y) 'the world of the living'. In learned words, 0 and a are often spelled
<wk> : <yt"hwkwylywk> Yatci-allll-Iveryo, an Avestan prayer.
Letter forms differ from scribe to scribe and develop throughout the centuries.

=

=

2.3.4 A rameograms

Parthian and Pahlavi (including the inscriptions and the Psalter) used a large number of,
more or less faithfully rendered, Aramaic words, also called 'ideograms' or 'heterograms',
but here: 'arameograms' (Skjcerv0 1 995a; Nyberg 1988). Iranian endings were added to
the arameogram as 'phonetic complements'. To distinguish the arameograms from M id
dle Persian words spelled 'phonetically' arameograms are now transliterated in upper
case, e.g.: <OLE> oy 'he, she, it', <GBRA> = mard 'man', with phonetic complements:
<OLE-s h'> awe-san 'they', <GBRA- 11'> = mard-an 'the menCs)', <OBYDWN-d>
kun-end and Parth . <OBDW-nt> = kar-end 'they do'. Parthian still has a few Aramaic
plurals, where Middle Persian uses phonetic complements, e.g. MPers. <GBRA- '11 ' >
mard-an, Parth . <GBRYN> 'the menCs)'.
For the phonetic complemen ts of verbal arameograms, see Skjcerv0 1 989, 1 995a.
=

=

=

=

2. 3. 5 Transliteration and transcription systems

Throughout the history of Pahlavi studies, many transliteration and transcription sys
tems have been used. This is due to two facts: the correct interpretation of the Pahlavi
orthography did n,ot become known until the inscriptions and the Pahlavi Psalter were
fully deciphered, and the actual pronunciation of Pahlavi did not become known until the
discovery of the Manichean texts.
Different opinions among scholars then resulted in basically two systems of transcrip
tion: one that remained faithful to the actual spelling as seen in the inscriptions and the
Psalter and one that was based on the assumption that the spelling was largely historical
and did not reflect the actual pronunciation, as evidenced by the Manichean texts. These
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two systems were implemented in Nyberg's Manual ( 1 964-74) and MacKenzie's Concise
Dictionary ( 1 97 1 ), respectively, which set the standards for them (see also MacKenzie
1 967). Here, MacKenzie's system will be adhered to throughout with only minor
departures. While the differences in transliteration systems today remain small (see
Table 4.2), those between the two major transcription systems produce two rather
different-looking languages, e.g.: ap - ab 'water', wat - wad 'wind', sakan - sagan 'of
Sakas', miitagdan - miidayan 'specifically', hac - az 'from ', miO,. - mihr 'Mithra'.
The main innovation in MacKenzie's transliteration system was the use of only capital
letters in the arameograms, tha't is, also <A, E, 0> for < '(alef), H (H), '(ayin» , to which
Humbach added <0> for <T>, e.g. <AB> vs. < 'B> 'father', <BYTA> vs. < BYT'>
'house', <ZNE> vs. <ZNH» « ZNH» 'this', <OLE> vs. < 'LH> « 'LH» 'he', <0B>
vs. <TB> 'good'.
Another common system, especially in French publications: < ' , H, '> = <A, E, 0>,
<I). > <h>, and <S> = <C>, e.g. <1 '1).> vs. <I 'h> rah 'road', < 'R l;I Y '> vs. <ORHYA>
bay 'god, majesty', <SBW> vs. <CBW> xlr 'possessions', <YSBH-> vs. <YCBE-> kam
'wish' , In some personal transliteration systems, <x> is used for <h> and <H> for <E>,
e.g. <XWH-> for <HWE-> h- 'be'.
=

3 MORPHOLOGY
With the loss of Old Iranian final syllables in Middle West Iranian, the original gender
and case distinctions were to a large extent lost. Nevertheless, third-century inscriptional
Middle Persian and Parthian still had a two-case system, which had largely been given up
in the Manichean texts, but is still present in early Pahlavi, especially in the translations
of the Avesta. In contrast, the verbal system is quite archaic.
There is a rich derivational morphology, including sequences of more than one deriv
ational marker, which often leads to nominalised constructions that straddle the bound
aries between word class, noun phrase syntax, and sentence syntax, a process which is
complemented by the derivational verbalisation of simple and derived nominals. As word
order is relatively free, it is often difficult to distinguish adverbs, adpositions, and
preverbs.
3.1 Nominal morphology
Morphological categories in nominals include number, case, person, and deixis and mar
ginally feminine gender, definiteness and animacy.
3. 1.1 Nouns
3. 1 . 1 . 1 Gender

Animate and inanimate is distinguished in the interrogative pronouns ke 'who?' versus ce
'what?' and the indefinite pronouns kas 'somebody' and tis 'something' (Parth. ke, ce,
kec, Cis), as well as compound forms of these (see section 3 . 1 .4.5).
Feminine gender can be marked by -ag in Middle Persian proper names (Jam and
Jamag) and by -anlY (-enfy) in imitation of Avestan (ahlaw and ahlawenfy 'righteous'). I n
Manichean Middle Persian and Parthian, -can denotes female members of a group:
niyosag-can, Parth. niyosag-can 'hearer female'.
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3. 1 . 1 . 2 Number and case
In the early texts (inscriptions and the Psalter), there are two cases and two numbers, and
there are sufficient examples in Pahlavi of the old system to show that it probably sur
vived until quite late. The cases are regularly distinguished in the plural, but in the
singular only in the r-stem family terms (,father', etc.) and in the I s pronoun. The enclitic
personal pronouns are only used as oblique. See Sims-Williams 1 98 1 ; Skj<erv0 1 983;
Cantera Glera 1 999, 2004: 270-73. Table 4.6 (the forms are also Parthian).
TABLE 4.6: NOMINAL NUMBER AND CASE MARKING
IN THE THIRD-CENTURY INSCRIPTIONS

DIRs
OB Ls
D I Rp
OBLp

'man'

'father'

mard
l11ard
l11ard
l11ard-tin

pid
pid-ar
pid-ar
pid-ar-till

In the Pahlavi texts, the forms in -an are used freely as marked general plurals, and the
forms with -ar alternate with those without.
Archaisms include the pl ural (ob! ') endings -fn and un (from original i- and u-stems,
but there is much analogy): inscr. mow-un <mgwny> 'Magians' and Man . MPers.
dusmen-un 'enemies' (old u-stems), Ps. pidar-un <ptlwny> 'fathers' (old r-stem),
Jrazend-fm <plcndwny> 'children' (old i-stem), Man. Parth. dusmen-fn, ji-azend-fn. On the
reflexes of old final vowels before enclitics, see Sims-Williams 1 98 1 .
This case system eventually collapsed into a no-case system, with cases surviving mar
ginally in the pronouns; in Pahlavi, the originally plural oblique case marker, -an, became
the unmarked plural marker, next to which a new ending -fhii (Man. -fhan) expressing
individual plurality is found: koJ-an 'the mountains' vs. ko!-fha 'the various/individual
mountains', pad surag-fha f koJ-an 'in the various holes in the mountains' (Bd. 2 I E.7),
pad anJoman-fhii 'throughout the congregations' (Ps. 1 3 1 canon). The plural was used
mainly when plurality was emphasised, not when a class of objects was referred to,
e.g. 'stones are heavy'.
3 . 1 . 1 .3 Definiteness
There are no definite and indefinite articles, but the numeral ew <- I , -HD> 'one' can be
used to express 'one specific X, a certain X' (see also section 3 . 1 .4.5):
aswar-[ewJ sahryar wen-em
'horseman-lone] prince we see' = 'we see/saw a princely rider';
ud nun zan-[ewJ paydag
,
'and now woman-lone] manifest (COP) 'and now a woman appeared';
u-s tarGzug-[ewJ pesfy est-ed
'and-him scales-[one] before stand-PR ES/IPF-3s' 'and a scales stood before him'
(KNRm 34-37).
=

=

3. 1 . 1 .4 Address
In Manichean texts, a particle -a may be used to express address:
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[rosn-iiJ Jayediin '[0 light] eternal!' (M729 II V i, line 6, Mir. Man. ii, p. 333).
Man. MPers. pid-ci-n 'our father! ' may be a frozen vocative pidci plus the old enclitic
I p pronoun -no

Parthian
ka(5 to s([w-e [xwaday-a} amiih-iz az ziid-murd boz
'when you go-PRES-2s [0 lord!] us-too from born-dead save-IMP-2s'
'when you go, 0 lord, save us, too, from rebirths!' (M5779c, lines 3-5, BBB, p. 45).

=

Pahlavi has the particle of address ay (hay): ay druwand '0 wicked (one)!' (Bd. 30.20).
Man. Parth. on < 'wn> is a particle of address or means something like 'hail!': 011
xwarsed lVuzarg 'hail, great sun!' (Mil: Man. iii, text e 1 5-1 6).
3. 1.2 Adjectives and comparison
The endings of the comparative and superlative are -tar and -tom (Man. MPers. -dar and
-dom after vowels and voiced consonants): simple adjective: abezag, abezag-tar. abezag
tom 'pure, purer, purest'; participle of necessity: (zan-isn)-tar 'more worthy of being
killed'; adverbial: Ji'as-tar (from Ji'iiz , in Ji'iis-tar zaman 'in the future'), derived adverbial :
(gowiziir-ihii)-tar 'more in detail' see section 3 . 1 .3. I rregular formations include the
following, which preserve fossilised forms showing vowel gradation (see Old Iranian
Chapter 3, section 3 . 1 .2) gar-an 'heavy (serious)', compo griiy, super!. gray-ist; comp. Ji'iiy,
Ji'ell 'more', super!. jI·(jy-ist, jI,(/h-ist 'most'; was 'much', weS 'more'; bul-and 'high,' super! .
biil-ist. Note also kam 'little' kem 'less', kamist 'least'.
There is a small set of suppletive comparatives and superlatives: wazurg 'great', mah-fyl
meh, mah-ist 'greater, greatest'; kodag 'small', keh 'smaller'; xob 'good', lvah-fylweh
'better', pahlom, pasom 'best'.
Forms such abdom 'last' (Av. apa-tama-) are mere lexical items in Middle Persian.
Parthian has -istar and -istom, but -istar is used for both comparative and superlative:
The suffix -tar (-dar) survives sporadically: masii-dar 'elder', (tbar-dar 'higher'. Note
bay-iin bay-is tom 'the highest god' (Sogd. pay-iin pay-lam-f). Irregular: qmbyg, kamb,
kambist 'little, less, least, fewer, fewest'; Parth. kaliin 'big', mas 'bigger', mas-ist 'biggest'.
Simple comparisons are expressed by Ciyon 'like', edon Ciyon 'like', miiniig (i) 'like',
and the postposition llOl11an-ag 'resembling, like' (also pad homiiniig i and edon
Ciyon-hol11anflg 'just like').
3. 1 . 3 Adverbs andparticles
Adverbs are formed from simple adjectives and other adjectival forms by the productive
ending -fhli. They can take the comparative and superlative endings.
From simple adjectives: xtlb-fhii 'well'; - from com pond adjectives: (abe-brahm )-ihii
'(walking) (without c1othes)-ADV'
'(walking) without clothes', (are.sk-kiil11ag) -ihii
'(envy-desire)-ADV' = 'out of envious desire'; was-fhii 'much/many-ADV' 'greatly'; (a
Ji'aJlld-az-is) -fhii 'non-diminished-from-it)-ADV' 'so that nothing has been diminished
from it' (Dk. 5.2. 1 , 7. 1 .4 1 ) ; (a-padfr-isn )-fhii '(non-reception)-ADV'
'without
receiving'; - from the reflexive pronouns: xwes-fhli 'by oneself'; xwad-fhli 'of oneself;
- from adjectival verbal forms: verbal noun in -iig: (tuxs-iig)-fhli-tar '(striv-ing)
ADV-COMP'
'more diligently', (diin-ag)-fhli-tol11 '(knowing)-ADV-SUP'
'most
=

=

=

=

=

=
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-ag: (zad-ag) -ihii '(strick-en)-ADV'

=
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'having been struck

3 . 1 . 3 . 1 Adverbs of time, place and manner
These include simple and combined forms:
Time or duration of event: aMy 'first, originally' (parth. has); Man. az nox 'from the
beginning'; fradom (pad /radomih), nazdist 'first, at first'; abdom 'last, at last' (pad
abdomih 'at last, in the end'); niin 'now' (parth. mvas); ahal1llz 'still, yet' (see also section
4. 1); hamelll (later hame), hall1esag, and hamwar 'always', hamey-fha 'forever'; Man.
and(om) 'for so long'. Adverbial phrases formed with zaman 'time', gah 'time (of the
day)', bar 'time; .fois' (Parth. yawar): (pad) oy/an zaman 'at that time', (pad) ham zaman
'at the same time, immediately', andar zaman 'immediately', hanv gah 'every time', pad ell'
bar 'once'.
Location or direction of event: edar 'here' and anoh 'there' (parth. ed and (6), note pad
ham ano/z 'also in that place'; alVar 'hither, come here!' (see section 4.3.7.3a), be 'out, away';
adverbial phrases formed with ron 'side, direction' (Parth. agot) and gyag 'place', e.g.
anda(r)ron 'inside', beron 'out(side)', az-o (r)ron 'from-hither, from-until now', ulron
'upward'; hanv gyag 'everywhere', kadam gyag, ka gyag 'where?', abar gyag 'on the spot';
Parth. hanvagoz 'to all sides, wherever'.
Time or location: pes (0 peS) 'before, peSty 'before, in front'; pas (Parth. pas) 'after,
afterward, then, next', az an pas 'after that, afterward', pasfy (ado pasty) 'after, behind'
(Parth. at pas 'behind, after'); - bare nouns: bamdad 'at dawn ', was /rasang zamtg sud 'he
went a ground ( distance) of many /rasangs'.
Manner of event: edon 'thus, in this way', olVon (Man. awon, Parth. awayon), ed-olvon,
en-OIl'On, all-OIVon 'in thislthat way'; oh 'thus, in the usual way'; ewar 'for sure, certainly'
(also eIVar-fhii) ; saxt 'firmly, intensely'; - adverbial phrases formed with elVenag,
hangosfdag 'manner, how', and tim 'reason': pad en/an elVenag 'in this/that way',
ham-eIVenag 'in the same manner, likewise'; pad en hangostdag 'in this manner'; im/ham
tim ray 'for thislthe same reason', pad ed/an tim 'for this/that reason, therefore'.
Degree: aber (+ adjectives, adverbs), 'very', was (+ adjectives, adverbs, verbs) 'very,
greatly, in great numbers' and Man. M Pers. frahtd (= Parth.).
=

3.1 .3.2 Adverbs formed by repetition
Middle Persian typically uses repetition to signify distribution. The repeated word is
usually a noun: gyag gyag 'in various places, from place to place' (also gyag a gyag),
alVam alVam 'in various ages, from age to age', Jar Jar 'from time to time', Parth. yawar
yawar; an adjective: nog nog 'ever anew, again and again' (Parth. nawag nawag); an
adverb: andak andak 'little by little', Jud Jud 'separately, individually' (Parth. yud yud);
a pronoun: kas kas 'each one individually'; a numeral : Man. yak yak 'one by one', se se
'three each'; phrases: ast t ka-ud ast t ka 'sometimes-sometimes'; Parth. ba6 ba6 'again
and again'.
3. 1 . 4 Pronouns and deixis
3. 1 .4. 1 Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns have full forms and enclitic forms. Case distinctions survive in the 1 st
singular in both Middle Persian and Parthian and, perhaps, in the 2nd singular i n
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Parthian. In Pahlavi, cases are only sporadically distinguished, especially in Pahlavi
translations of Avestan texts. Table 4.7
TABLE 4.7: PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Parthian

Middle Persian
DIR
Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

OBL

DIR

Enclitic
OBL

OBL

a z <AN E>
an <ANE>
man < L>
man < LY>
to <LK>
*to < LK>
*tu <ANT>
oy <OLE>
ho <LHw>
amah < LNE>
amah <LN>
asmah < LKWM>
asmah <LKM>
hawfn <LHwyn>
oy
awi!San <OLES'n'>
awfn (Man.)

- Vm
- VI
- Vs
- Vn, - Vman
- Vtan
- Vsan

The enclitic forms of the personal pronouns are the same i n Middle Persian and
Parthian, except the 1 st plural -n, which is found only in the third-century inscriptions as
royal plural and, perhaps, in Manichean pid-ii-n '0, our father!'. They are only used as
oblique, never as subject. The vowel preceding the enclitic pronouns appears to have
varied according to phonetic and morphological context (Sims-Williams 1 98 1). After
consonants, the connecting vowel was mostly -i- (-im, etc.), sometimes -u!o- (-um, -am,
etc.).
Parthian inscriptions also have the arameograms <OLY> 'to me' and <OLYN>
'to Us', the readings of which are uncertain ( * aw-im, *aw-in?).
3 . 1 .4.2 Possessive pronouns
In both Middle Persian and Parthian, the oblique forms of the personal pronouns are
used to express possession, also in predicative position. They also have special possessive
prounouns used substantivally, but they are quite rare: Pahlavi I s man-fg-iin, I p amii-g
iin; Parthian I s man-iin, 2s taw-iin (see section 4.2.3). The Parthian forms appear to be
derived from the personal pronouns by means of the suffix -iin denoting appurtenance
(see section 6 . 1 .2.6) .
3. 1 .4.3 Reciprocity and reflexitivy
Reciprocity is expressed by the combination ek-did (didiin), M an . Parth. ew-bid (bidiin)
'one-another' .
The reflexive pronouns are xwad (Man. Parth. "'xad) '(my-, your-, him-, etc.) self!
selves'; and xwebas (Man.), xwes (Man. Parth. "'xebeh) '(my, etc.) own'. Note the
adverbs xwad-fhii 'of oneself, (of one's own accord)', xwes-fhii 'by oneself, (alone)';
xwesfhii-giih 'place for being on one's own' = 'toilet'. The combination xwes tan 'own
body' is common, and sometimes to be analysed as a simple reflexive pronoun as in
New Persian:
[xwes tanJ pad bandag-fh 0 kas ma abespiir
'[own body] to slave-ry to somebody do-not hand-over-IMP-2s'
own body over to slavery!' (AAM . 7).

=

'do not give your
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[XWe5 tan riiyJ zan xwad xlVah
'[own body for] wife self seek-IMP-2s'
'seek yourself for a wife for yourself!' (AAM. 42).

=

3 . 1 .4.4 Demonstrative pronouns
The unmarked (weakly deictic) demonstrative pronouns are identical with the 3rd person
personal pronouns in both Middle Persian and Parthian. In Parthian the personal pro
noun is also far-deictic. Table 4.8.
TABLE 4.8: DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

Singular
Plural

M Pers.

Parth.

M Pers.

Parth.

Near-deictic
im <LZNE>
im-esiin <LZNE-s'n>
en <ZNE>
ed <HNA>

Near-deictic
im <ZNE>
im-fn <ZNHn>

Far-deictic
tin <ZK>

ho <LHw>

haw-fn <LHwyn>

ed <ZK>

Spatial and temporal deixis is usually expressed by M Pers. en . . . an, Parth. im . . . ho
'this . . . that'. They are also used in the sense of 'one . . . the other', and, by extension, (In
can be used alone i n the meaning of 'another':
{arag f ardaxsfr [az an darJ xwah-ed
'means CNCT ArdasIr [from that door] seek-IMP-2p'
'seek a means (to deal) with ArdasIr elsewhere!' (KN.3.20).
=

Note also the deictic particle en-ak 'look here; voici':
enak ay-ed nawaz f new
'look-here comes skipper CNCT good'
'look, here comes the good skipper!' (M224 I R 6-7, Mir. Man. ii, p. 322).
=

MPers. ed expresses 'this one in question', referring to the written or spoken context.
MPers. im is used in Pahlavi mainly in adverbial phrases such as im roz 'today'.
In Manichean Parthian, a few old oblique pronominal forms survive in adverbial
phrases: (0) yahm 'until' « *yahmat?), amabar 'hereafter' « *ahmat aparam):
ud ham haw-in-iz ke [amabarJ May-end
'and also those-too REL [hereafter] be born-PRES-3p'
'and also those who will be born hereafter' (Mir. Man. iii, text b 95-96).
=

3 . 1 .4.5 Interrogative and indefinite pronouns and related adverbials
Interrogative pronouns function as indefinite pronouns when doubled or in combination
with demonstratives, indef. -ew, or -iz 'also, -ever'.
Animatelinanimate: ke 'who?'; ce 'what?'; paired, ke-ke '(whether) someone who-or
someone who'.
Individual animate: kas 'somebody' (also noun: 'person'); - inanimate: tis 'something'
(also noun: 'thing'); ec (heC) 'any (at all)' (Parth. kef, Cis, ewiz). Combined: kas kas
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'each one'; an kas 'that person, that someone'; an tis 'that (some)thing'; allfy/alll-::
kas/tis 'somebody/something else (too)'. These three occur frequently in questions and
negated clauses: kas-ne 'nobody, no one'; tis-i::-ne 'nothing'; ec-ne 'not any =
nothing'.
Inclusive: har( w) 'every' (pI. harll'-Jn); wisp (pI. Ivisp-iin, also Parth .), hanvisp (hanvist)
'every, all ' (pI. hanvisp-in, Man. hanvisp-an); hiimoyen 'all, in entirety'; hamiig 'all, entire,
whole'; - composite: hal'll' ce 'everything (that)'; han1' kas 'everybody (who)'; hal'll' tis
'everything'; hal'll' N-elV 'each. and every N'; note har\1l do, plur. hal'll' do'in, do (n)iin
'both' (see section 3 . 1 .6. 1 ).
Selective: kadiim 'which?'; kadiir 'which (of two)?'. Composite: kadiir-i:: (-ew) 'which
ever'; cegiil11-i= (-ell') 'what-ever'.
Quanti tive: cand 'several; how much?'; and 'so much/many'; and cand and and-cand 'as/
so (much/many)-as' (Parth, iilVend, ciill'end, * caIVend, * cII'alld); andale 'a little' - composi te:
andale andak 'little by little'; en-and, ed-and 'this much/many'; iin-and 'that much/many';
cand-eIV 'several , a few'.
Adverbial : kli 'where?'; kay 'when?'; c(Fon?'; tim 'why?' (see also section 3 . 1 .3. 1).
3. 1 . 5 A dpositiol1s
Adpositions comprise preposItIOns, postposl tlOns and ambipositions. Prepositions
are either simple or compounded. Postpositions are always simple, and ambipositions
consist of a preposition plus a postposition or a postposed adverb/n ominal. Note
that prepositions are lowered when governing an enclitic pronoun attached to the first
word of a clause (see section 4.2.5. 1 ). In some instances this makes it almost impossible
to distinguish between postpositions and preverbs.
Only pre/postpositions: prepositions: a:: 'from, than', 0 'to', pad 'on, with, by means
of'; Man. hal11badJ:: 'corresponding to', padisay 'on account of'; - postpositions:
hammis( 1) 'together with' (usually a::-17al11l11is); riiy 'on account of, for the sake of',
tii 'except', etc.
Prepositions that are also adverbs and preverbs: abag '(together) with', abar 'above,
on, about', andar 'in', be 'except' pas, pasfy 'after', pes (pesfy) 'before', t([l; fal'ist 'across,
through', tii 'to, until'.
Ambipostions: a::-riiy, pad-riiy 'on account of'; a::-hammis ( t) 'together with'; a::-rol1
'from (the direction of)'; a::-o(l')ron 'from-in this direction'; o-tarist 'into'; o-ron
'toward, in the direction of'; be-enyii 'except'; be-Iii 'except'.
Parthian: aJ (-ham) '(together) with', frahiih 'for the sake of', nJrJ (niyarJ?) 'near,
with', panviin 'before', wasniiJ 'for the sake of', yad (yad 0) 'to, until', yahm 'until' (in
yahm [yahl11 0 yahm) y(Jwedan 'forever'), etc.
3 . 1 .5. 1 Nouns and adjectives as adpositions
Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs used as prepositions usually take the connector f or are
combined with az or other simple prepositions. In Pahlavi, it is not always possible to
decide whether the relative particle should be present or not.
Prepositional phrases with or without the connector I: with adverbs: pes (l) 'before, in
front of, in the eyes of'; mayiin (f) 'between, in the middle of'; periimon (l) 'around'; a::
pas (l) 'behind, after' (local); a:: abar (l) 'above'; a::er (f) 'below'; - with adjectives:
miillag (f) 'like'.
Prepositional phrases with az: pes a:: 'before' (time); pas az 'after' (local, temporal);
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abm'dar az 'farther above'; o(r) ron az 'on this side of'; beron az 'outside'; pan'on az
'beyon d'; bedandar az 'outside', etc.

3. 1.6 Numerals
Pahlavi numerals are usually written with numbers, and some are only known from the
corresponding ordinals. The vocalisation of 30 and 40 is uncertain . Tables 4.9-10.
TABLE 4.9: CARDINALS

1 0-90

1 1 -19

1-9

1 00+

MPers.

Parth.

MPers.

Parth.

M pers.

Parth.

MPers.

Parth.

ew, .ek, yak
do
se
cahar
panz
!fa!f
haft
h(l5't
no

ell'
do
hre
cafar
pan]
.fwah
haft

yazdah
dwazdah
sezdah
cahardah
p{;nzdah
.fazdah
hq(dah
ha!ftdah
nozdah

ewandas
dwa&s
*hri!<5as
cafaf()as
*pan.Jr5as
!fwaMas
hafttid
ha!fttid ha!ftad
nalVad

dah
wTst
sT

das
wist
*hrT.5 I
*cafarast
pan/ast
!fa!it

sad
dIVest
* /frest
cahar sad

sad
dwesad
hresad

tw!N

*nah

MPers., Parth . hazar 'thousand'
MPers. , Parth. bewar 'ten thousand'.

tiM

pan]ah
!fast

etc.

TABLE 4.10: ORDI NALS

Middle Persian

Parthian

1 st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Ji'adom, naxwist (naxlIst)
didTg, d6wom
sidTg, se)'0111
tasom, cahar0111
pan/om

afradom, naxwi.ft, naxll'ihl
bidTg
hridTg
cuhrom
pan/om

9th
13
etc.

11Ohom

Iwhom

etc.

hrMesomTg 'thirteenth'

3.1 .6. 1 Card inals and ordinals
Cardinals take the plural (obI.) ending -iin (also Parth.), except '2', which, in Pahlavi,
takes -Tn or -iin « 2-yn', 2- h'» : o-miin hal'll' do-Tn (do-nTn?) 'to both of us' (Bd. 1 .2 1 ).
Man ichean Middle Persian has do-niin ( Parth .) and *si-niill from do and se. Parthian
also has panj-eniin.
The forms *siniin, and panjeniin are presumably from old i-stems as in other Middle
Iranian languages (Kh otanese dVIIlU, drailJlt, pal?ljinlt, etc.):
=

az [si-niin} (iiy-iig) -iin (zTw-en-iig)-iin im-In gyiin
'from [three-PL] (com-er)-PL (vivi-fi-er)-PL this-PL soul'
'from these three who shall come and vivify the soul' (M3 1 I V 1 -2, Mir. Man. ii,
p. 37 [328])
=
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Parthian:

alVayon ohrmezd-bay 0 [panJ-enan] rosn-an dar-ed
'in-that-way Ohrmezd-god DO [five-PL] light-PL holds'
'in that way, god Ohrmezd keeps the five lights' (KPT 941-3).
=

Combined numerals:
caMr sad sast ud hast sar '(one thousand) and four hundred sixty-eight years' (Sab.
289).
pad hazar-an ud bewar-an wyag-an 'in thousands and ten thousands (of) places'
(M206 I I V 4-5, OW § 144).

Parthian:
panJwfst '25', wfst ud caJar '24', sad ud WIst '20';
hre hazar dwesad hastad ud [. . . ] 'three thousand two hundred eighty-[. . .]' (KawT 8);
swah yawar hresad ud ewandas bewar tid caJar sadfresta-an 'six times 3 1 1 x 10,000 + 400
messengers' (M33 I R i 2-5, Mir. Man. iii h 2-5).
Composition forms:
Man. M Pers. tas-kerb 'four-shaped'; Parth. ctlhr-pik5 'four-footed'.
3 . 1 .6.2 Distributives
Distributive numerals are formed by repetition (see section 3 . 1 .3 .2).
3 . 1 .6.3 Multiplicatives
Multiplicatives are formed with the suffix -(a)ganag: e(w) -ganag 'single(-minded)"
do-ganag 'two-fold, double, twin' hazar-(a)ganag 'a thousand-fold'.
3 . 1 .6.4 Fractions
Fractions include nem 'one half', formations like se ek-ew 'one third', and expressions
with bahr 'part, share': en xwastag se bahr ew bahr '(of) this property: (of) three parts
one part ( 1 /3)' (MHO. 54.3); az 100 bahr ew bahr mand 'of 100 parts one part ( 1 %)
remained' (Rd. 14.20).
=

=

3 . 1 .6.5 Quantity
Words specifying quantity include was 'many', Man. MPers. Jrahfd 'many', abiirfg 'the
other(s), the remaining', and 'so many', cand 'some, as many'. These words are construed
like normal adjectives, but note also the typical, distracted, word order:
[mardom] andar gumez-isn [was] ke
'[people] in mix-ture [many] (COP) REL . . .
who . . . ' (Rd. 1 .25);
hannam-an rosn-an anoh [Jrahld]
'limb-PL light-PL there [many] (COP)'
(RT 1 1 , 2232-3).

=

'

=

'there are many people in the Mixture

'there, the limbs of light (are) many'
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3.2 Verb morphology
Morphological categories include person and number, tense, mood and various stem
formations.
3.2. 1 Stem /ormation and semantic modification
The Old Iranian conjugations (present stems) are no longer (see Old Iranian Chapter 3,
section 4. 1 . 1 ). The only derived stems are the causative/denominative and passive. For
derivatives from verbal stems, see section 3.2. 1 .2.
3.2. 1 . 1 Present and past stems
Conjugation is based upon the present and past stems of the verb. The past stem always
ends in a dental stop, -d after vowels and voiced consonants, otherwise -to Verbs with past
stems ending in -ist, -fd (not Parthian), or -ad (rare in Middle Persian, common in
Parthian) are 'regular', and the present stem is found by removing these endings, e.g.
dwar-/dwar-ist 'run'; purs-fd 'ask' ;(rest fd 'send'; est-ad (est-ad) 'stand'.
Verbs with past stems ending in only -d or -t are 'irregular' and have unpredictable
present stems, e.g.: saw-/su-d 'go'; ay-/ama-d 'come'; stan-/sta-d 'take'; Jah- /Jas-t 'jump';
xwah-/xwas-t 'seek, ask for'; nisfn- (Ps., Man. nisfy-)/nisas-t 'sit (down); gfr-/griJ-t 'take,
seize'; kun-/ker-d 'do, make', etc. The past stem mad ( amad) has no corresponding
present stem; similarly Parthian gad ( ayad 'came', present stem as-).
-

=

=

3.2. 1 .2 Causative and denominative verbs
Causative and denominative verbs derived from present stems and nouns/adjectives
by -cn- are common. In the Psalter, these causatives are written with -n- only; N Pers. has
-an-, but dialects only -n- (see, e.g. 'Dezfiili and Siistarf Dialects' in En Ir, vol. VII, esp.
p. 353b).
Causative verbs made from transitive verbs (doubly transitive verbs) are quite rare,
e.g.: {jzan-en- 'to cause (somebody) to kill (somebody else)', dan-en- 'to cause to know'
(Pahl. Y 3 1 . 1 7).
Causative verbs made from intransitive verbs are common, e.g.: saw-en- 'to cause to go,
send off', abesfh-en- 'to cause to perish, destroy', est-en- 'to make stand, establish, place',
zfy-en- 'vivify' (spelled <zyw-yn->, cf. Man. zfw-en-).
Denominative verbs are made freely from nouns and adjectives, including those
derived from verbs:
•

•

•

from nouns: tarazug-en- 'weigh' (from tarazug 'scales'), Ps. afsos-fy- 'be ridiculed'
(from *afsos-en- from afsos 'ridicule'); royisn-en- 'make grow' (Dk. 9 . 1 2.5; from roy-isn
'growth' from roy- 'grow');
from adjectives: agah-en- 'make aware' « agah 'aware'); paydag-en- 'make appear,
manifest' (from paydag 'manifest); (ham-JuxtJ -en- '(make a) pair' « ham-Juxt
'together-joined, partner');
from past stems (past participles), e.g.: zad-en- 'cause to be born' (zad 'born').
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3.2. 1 .3 Compound verb phrases
Compound verb phrases with prenominals are frequent: aga/z kerdan 'to inform', nigah
kerdan 'to look', ranI bllrdan 'to suffer' , prepositional pad Cd daslan 'to think, imagine',
etc.
3.2. 1 .4 Preverbs
Verbs can be modified by particles that are either exclusively used with verbs or also
are pre/postpositions. As postpositions often end up before the verb, they can become
indistinguishable from the verb modifiers.
The following common place words modify the sense of verbs beyond their intrinsic
meaning:
abar 'up, on(to)' expresses upward movement and movement onto or toward. In some
cases abar may continue an Old Iranian preverb and have no specific meaning:
pas a alaxs [abar mad} (= Av. upa.jasa£ Y. 30.6)
,
'next to fire [upon come-PRET-3s] = 'next, he came upon the fire' (Bd. 4 . 1 0);
[abar rafl h-end} pad xll'i8karfh
'[upon go-PRET-3p] to duties' = 'they went about their duties' (Ok. 7. 1 . 1 0);
([ndar 'in(side)' expresses movement inside (and similar) and is used idiomatically with
some verbs:
lI'ay-iz abZar-elV /-5 pad kar [({ndar aMy-isl)
,
'Way-too tool-one REL-him-IO for work [be-needed-PR ET]
= 'Way, too, (was) a tool that he needed for the work' (Bd. 1 .46);
,
aMz 'back(ward) and Faz 'forth, forward' express backward and forward movement
and 'backward' action and return (local or temporal), repetition, remainder, and
retention (hold back): aMz eSI- 'to cease' (e.g. rain):
pad dast [Faz} say-Cd [griftan}
,
'with hand [forth] be-possible-PRES-3s [take-I N F]
= 'it is possible to seize (it) with the hand(s)' (AWN. 1 8 .4);
Fad 'down' and ul 'up' express downward and upward movement, but are also
idiomatic with a few verbs:
eg all [Fad murd}
,
'then that one [down die-PRET-3s] (Ok .7.3.45);

[ul} 0 an [zad} mard f ray-omand (cf. Av. us. zaiia- 'up-be born', Y.9.4, etc.)
'[up] to that [be-born-PRET-3s] man CNCT glori-ous'
= 'a glorious man was born to him' (Ok. 7.2.58);

be 'out, away' and aspect:
The preverb be, besides being used as 'aspectual' modifier (see section 4.3.8 .3), is still
used in its original meaning of 'out, away', but also as a less specific modifier of the sense
,
of the verb: be esl- (+ az 'from') to desist from (= stop) .
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3.2.2 Nominal verb forms
From both the present and past stem nouns and adjectives can be derived, which can
function as such but which also have verbal function. The adjectival forms can be
class ified as participles, although their occurrences are limited. On their verbal uses, see
4.3. 1 0. On the infinitives, see 4.3. 1 0.2; on the agent and action nouns in -tar, -tar-ilz/-dar,
-dar-ilz, see section 6. 1 .2.3; on verbal nouns in -ifn from past stems, see section 6. 1 .2.2.
3.2.2. 1 Nominal forms derived from the present stem
From the present stem, three adjectival forms with active meaning are made: the produc
tive agent noun in -ag, the rare -endag (-andag) (descendant of the Old Iranian active
present participle), and -an (descendant of the Old Iranian middle present participle);
and the participle of necessity in -ifn . On their verbal uses, see section 4.3. 1 0 . 1 -3.

3.2.2. 1a Agent noun in -ag
The form in -ag is an agent noun mostly used adjectivally: salV-ag '(who/which is capable
of) going', dan-ag 'one who knows, a wise man', saz-ag 'fitting, appropriate'.
Derived forms are common: rall'-ag 'current': abstract noun (ralV-ag)-ilz 'currency';
denominal verb (raw-ag)-en- 'to make current, propagate'.

3.2.2. 1h Participle in -andag
The form in -endag (-andag) is mostly used adjectivally: adur soz-endag / xlVar-endag
'burning / consuming fire', (man-endag)-an 'those similar (to)', zf-ndag « zfy-endag)
'living'.
Parthian has forms in -end-: hanv-fn (adfh-end)-an 'all those going in' (H uy. V,
strophe 4).

3.2.2. 1 C Active participle in -an
This form has only verbal function.

3.2.2. 1d Partciple of necessity in -isn
This form can be derived from any present stem and functions like the Latin gerundive
(see section 4.3. 1 0 . 1 ) . It must be carefully distinguished from the derived noun in -ifn (see
section 6. 1 . 2.2).
3.2.2.2 The verbal adjective in -ag from the past stem
The verbal adjective in -ag is intransitive(-passive) and expresses state resulting from
,
a past event: paywast-ag 'something connected, continuous(ly) « paywand- 'to connect
to'), ii/rid-ag 'someone/something created', bftd-ag 'something that has (always) been '.
On its verbal use, see section 4.3. 1 0.3d.
3.2.2.3 Infinitives
Infinitives are either identical with the past stem ('short' infinitives) or identical with the
past stem plus -an (endings -tan/-dan, -fdan, -istan, -adan). The two forms cannot always
be distinguished in the Pahlavi script since the only orthographic difference between the
short and the long infinitives is the final stroke. On their uses, see section 4.3. 10.2.
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3.2.3 'To be'
3.2.3. 1 To be'
The present stem is h-, the imperfect stem ana- in the inscriptions and Manichean Middle
Persian (3s ana-d, 3p ana-nd); Parthian has 3s ahaz (Skjrerv0 1 99 1 a). The other tenses and
moods, including the imperative and preterite, are supplied by baw- bud 'to be, become',
with 'allegro' forms such as b-ed = balV-ed, bad baw-ad (Psalter also 1 s b-am); in Pahlavi,
these are mostly hidden by �rameograms, but the occurrence of the phonetic spelling
<byt'> in series with <YHWWNyt'> suggests they were quite common.
The 3rd singular indicative copula is mostly gapped, the 3rd plural often, and the
subjunctive 3rd singular sometimes. The 3rd singular ast usually denotes existence.
Parthian does not appear to have an imperative, and the subjunctive is used instead.
See Tables 4.1 1 - 1 2. Table 4. 1 3 gives the arameograms used in the inscriptions.
On the use of 'be' as copula, existential verb, and in possessive constructions, see
section 4.3 . 1 .
=

TABLE 4.1 1 : MIDDLE PERSIAN 'TO BE'

Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

Indicative

Imperfect

Subjunctive

h-am (Man. h-em)
h-e
asl, nesl 'is not'
h-em (Man. hom)
h-ed
h-end

*anii-n

h-iin

anii-d

h-iid

h-e

anii-nd

h-iind

h-end he

I ndicative

Imperfect

Subjunctive

h-em, ah-em
*ay-e
asl, ne asl
h-em (Man. h-em-ii(5)
h-ed
ah-end

*ah-ii-n

ah-ii-n

ahii-z

Optative

Imperative
biis

baw-ed

TABLE 4.12: PARTHIAN 'TO BE'

Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

Optative

Imperative

ah-e-nde
ah-e-nde

baw-iih

ah-ii-d

ah-ii-nd

ah-e-nde

baw-ed

TABLE 4.1 3: MIDDLE PERSIAN AND PARTHIAN
'TO BE': ARAMEOGRAMS

Present
3s
Imperfect
Preterite

M Pers.
<HWE>
<AYTY>, < LOYTY>
<HWYTN>
<YHWWN>

Parth.
<HWY>
<AYTY>
<HWE>
<YHW>

3.2.3.2 Enclitic forms
Enclitic forms are also found, e.g. I s -am, 2p -ed:
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guJt 0 awesiin ka-s diid bud hend ku {mard-ed]
,
'say-PRET to them when-he-AG create-PAST PRET-3p that [man-be-2p]
'(Ohrmazd) said to them when he had created them: You are men' (Dk. 7 . 1 .9).
=

Cf. Psalter: kOdak-am <kwtkm> 'I am small' (Ps. 1 1 8. 1 4 1 ), kerd-am <kltm> 'we have
been made' (Ps. 96 canon).
3.2.4 On the endings
Forms from the present stem have endings indicating the 3 persons and two numbers. In
the past tenses, the auxiliaries ('be, stand') have the endings, e.g.:
3s pres. indo saw-ed 'he goes,' subj . saw-ii-d, opt. saw-e;
3p pret. indo sud h-end, past pret. sud bud h-end, perf. sud est-end, pluperf. sud est-iid h

end.
3.2.4.1 Notes on the present endings
In non-Manichean Middle Persian, the 1 st singular is usually spelled with the phonetic
complement <-m>, contrasting with <-ym> in the 1 st plural, which indicates a distinc
tion between -am and -ern (as in NPers.). In Manichean Middle Persian the I st singular
ending is -em <-ym>.
In the Pahlavi manuscripts (especially of the Pahlavi Avesta), the 1 st singular sub
junctive ending is frequently written <-hy, - hd>, sometimes also <- hYQ>, which I
interpret as an archaising spelling for -iinfy imitating Av. -iinf (differently Cantera 1 999,
2004: 295-96).
The optative is extremely rare, but may have ended in -e (see AZ. 40 in section 4.3.8.5).
The 2nd singular ending -e was originally spelled <-ydy> (Ps. piiy-e <NTLWN-ydy» ,
which in Pahlavi became <-YQ> and, in the oldest manuscripts, is regularly spelled with
the final <-Q> resembling a stunted <-b>. In later manuscript, the ending is also spelled
<-y ; - y, - '; -y>.
The 2s optative ending -es is relatively frequent in Denkard book 9. In Indian manu
scripts, it is indistinguishable from -e. It needs to be investigated whether it is only used in
imitation of Avestan.
The 2s imperative has no ending, but the original -a appears to be preserved as -ii
before enclitics in the Psalter and in Manichean Middle Persian (Sims-Williams 1 9 8 1 ) :
ahriim-a-m < hr m �m> 'raise m e (-111) up!'. The 2s indicative i s frequently used for the
imperative in Middle Persian, the 2s subjunctive in Manichaen Parthian. See also section
4.3.7.3a on awar 'come!'.
A small group of verbs have only the ending -d/-t in the 3s: Pah!., Man. MPers. kun-d
'does', Pah!. *da-d <dt'>, Man. M Pers. <dt> and <td> (for *dah- (aJd), Pah!. raw-d
<Ipd> 'moves about', bar-d <bId> 'carries', ciis-t 'teaches', Ps. hos-t 'dries', Jragen-d
<plkyndy> from Jragan- 'lay the foundation'. See Gershevitch 1 970.
The I p indicative has the ending -om in the inscriptions « -wmy>; it may be restricted
to the imperfect) and in Manichean M iddle Persian « -wm» . Pahlavi regularly has
<-ym> in both phonetically written forms and arameograms.
The 3p optative has the ending -end-(hJe, with -e spelled < HWE> he and <HNA>
e « e-d) .
There are two special, 'shorthand' forms of the endings of the 3s and 3p derived from
<-yt> and <-ynd> (see the facsimiles in Barr 1 936). I n some Pahlavi texts, these endings
=

-

=
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tend to be used indiscriminately, and MacKenzie therefore introduced the transcriptions
as <-XI> and <-X2>' Other endings are sometimes added, e.g. <YBLWN-x2-ynd> bar-end
'they carry'.
For the phonetic complements of verbal arameograms, see Skja:rv0 1989, 1 995a.
For the endings in inscriptional Parth ian, see Skja:rv0 1 986. For the Parthian verb in
general, see Durkin-Meisterernst 2000.

3.2.5 System of tenses and moods
The Parthian and Middle Persian verbal systems are more or less identical. On the
Parth ian verb, see Ghilain 1 939; Durkin-Meisterernst 2000b, 2002. The Old Iranian
moods and inflection by six persons were preserved, but the old past tenses, with the
exception of the imperfect in the earliest inscriptions, were replaced by the new, com
posite forms we see adumbrated in Old Persian.
From the present stem are made the present indicative and subjunctive, optative,
and imperative. From the past stem are made the preterit and perfect tenses, both with
the moods indicative, subjunctive and optative.
The imperfect and its accompanying past imperfect survive in the inscriptions, but only
the imperfect of 'to be' in Manichean Middle Persian and Parthian (see section 3.2.3 . 1 ).
It was then lost.
The past tenses other than the imperfect are made with the past stem plus 'to be'
(preterite and past preterite) or 'to stand' (perfect and pluperfect).
There is a terminological problem with the past tenses of Middle Persian and Parthian,
authors using a variety of different terms. I shall use the terminology set out in
Table 4. 14.
TABLE 4.14: BASIC VERB SYSTEM

From the present stem:
+ present endings
present:
+ imperfect endings
imperfect:
From the past stem:
preterit:
past imperfect:
past preterit:
perfect:
pluperfect:

+ present of 'to be'
+ imperfect of 'to be'
+ preterit of 'to be'
+ present of 'to stand'
+ preterit of 'to stand'

saw-am
*saw-en

'I go'
'I went'

sud h-am
*sud anli-n
sud bud h-am
sud est-am
nibist est-ed
sud estlid Ii-am
nibist esUid

went, have gone'
'I had gone'
'I had gone'
'I have gone'
'it is (stands) written'
'I had gone'
'it was (stood) written'
'l

Note that, instead of 'preterite', the term 'simple past' is also used on the model of
French imparfait and passe simple; instead of 'past imperfect' an d/or 'past preterite',
'pluperfect' is also used; and instead of 'perfect' and 'pluperfect', 'present/past perfect'
is also used. Brunner ( 1 977), for instance, uses the term 'perfect' for the preterite,
'pluperfect' for both the past preterite and the pluperfect, and 'present perfect' for the
perfect.
See the complete M iddle Persian paradigms in Tables 4. 1 5- 1 7 . Table 4. 1 8 lists the
Parthian present forms only, as the past tenses follow the same pattern as the Middle
Persian ones.
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TABLE 4.15: MIDDLE PERSIAN PRESENT: 'to do'

Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

Indicative

Imperfect

Subjunctive

!alll-am, -em
kUI1-e
!alll-eel (/am-d)
kUIl-em
kUI1-eel
!wn-elld

!alll-e-11

kUI1-a-11
klll1-a
!a/ll-a-d
!a/ll-a-m
kUI1-a-d
klln-a-l1d

*!(lIll-e (-eel)
*klll1-0m

Optative

Imperative

kUI1-es
iam-e

!am
!alll-eel

klll1-e-l1d he

TABLE 4.16: MIDDLE PERSIAN PAST: 'to go'

Past preterit

Preterit
I ndicative

Is
25
3s
Ip
2p
3p

sud h-al11
sud II-e
sud-IJ
sud h-em
;,'ud h-ed
slid (h-el1d)

Subjunctive Optative

sud h-a-Il

sud h-a-d

sud h-a-l1d

Indicative

slid biid h-am
sud blid II-e
sud biid-IJ
sud h-e
slid blId h-e-m
sud blId II-eel
sud h-e-nd he slid btld h-e-nd

Subjunctive

Optative

sud biid h-a-d

slid bad h-e

sud bad h-a-nd

sud bad h-e-nd he

slid bad h-a-11

TABLE 4.17: M I DDLE PERSIAN PERFECT: 'to go'

Is

2s

3s
Ip
2p
3p

Perfect
Indicative

Pluperfect
I ndicative

slid est-mn
;,'ud est-e
sud est-ed
sud est-em
sud est-eel
sud est-end

sud estad h-am
sud estad h-e
sud estad-IJ
sud estad h-el/1
;,'lId estad h-eel
sud esttid h-e-nd

TABLE 4.18: PARTHIAN PRESENT: 'to do'

Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

I ndicative

Subjunctive

kun-al11, -al/1
!Cllll-e
kun-eel
!(lIII-am
kun-eel
kun-end

kun-a-n
kun-a
kun-a-(<»
ialll-a-m
kun-a-d
klln-a-l1d

Optative

Imperative

kun-ende
kun-ende

PUl's ( -a)

kun-eel
kun-endiJ

3.2. 6 Intransitive and transitive
The Middle Persian verb system is dominated by the opposition intransitive vs. transitive.
In the present and imperfect, intransitive and transitive verbs are construed in the same
way, but in the preterite and perfect (see below), intransitive verbs are construed as in the
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TABLE 4. 1 9: INTRANSITIVE AND TRANSITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

Preterit

Present
I ntransitive:

Subject + Verb-I NTR

Subject + Verb

Transitive non-agential:

Subject + Verb-PASS

Subj. + Verb

Transitive agential:

Subj .lAgent + Dir. obj. + Verb

Agent + Dir. obj.lSubj. + Verb

Examples:

Present

Preterit

I ntransitive:

an saw-am

an sud h-am

'I-SBJ go-PRES- l s'

Transitive non-agential:

Transitive agential:

=

'I go'

'I-SBJ go-PRET- l s'

=

' I went'

,.6z baxs-fh-ed

,.6z baxs-fh-ist

'day divide-PASS-PRES-3s'
'the day is divided'

'day divide-PASS-PRET-3s'
'the day was divided'

nekfh dad bawed

nekfh dad

'goodness give-PASS-3s'
'goodness is given'

'goodness give-PRET-3s'
'goodness was given'

an t6 wen-am

man t6 dfd h-e

'I-SBJ you-DO see-PRES- l s'
'I see you'

'I-AG you-SBJ see-PRET-2s'
' I saw you'

present, but transitive verbs with an ergative (agential/passive) construction (Skj<erv0
1 985). This system is commonly referred to as a 'split-ergative' system (see section 4.3.3. 1 ).
Thus, the preterite has the following meanings:
•
•
•

intransitive verb of state or action: active meaning;
tran'sitive verb without agent: passive meaning;
transitive verb with agent: active and passive meaning, corresponding to active and
passive constructions in English ('I killed him' 'he was killed by me').
=

3.2.6. 1 In transitive-transitive verbs
Middle Persian has intransitive-transitive pairs of two main types:
1.

the transitive stems are characterised by -ii- (OIran. causatives in -aya-), e.g.: ahram
'go up' (Man.) ahriim- 'lead up', nibay- nibast 'lie down' nibiiy- nibiist 'lay down',
nisfn- (nisfy-) nisast 'to sit (down)' nisiin- (Man. nisiiy-) nisiist 'to seat', etc.;
the present takes the suffix -s- (OIran. inchoatives in -sa-); this type is only
Manichean Middle Persian and is also common in Parthian, e.g.: buxs- 'be saved'
bOz- (Parth. bO'Z-) 'save', with past stem <bwxt>, which was probably *buxt for
both stems. I n Pahlavi this type was replaced by stems in -t-: bOxt- (see next).
-

-

-

2.

-

3.2.6.2 Morphological passive
There is a small set of synthetic passive stems in Middle Persian surviving from Old
Iranian, among them kir- 'be done', inscr. 3s kir-ed < klyty> (Man. kirfh-); Pahlavi abesfh
(abesfy-) 'be destroyed' and skfh- (skfy-) 'be broken' (act. skenn- 'break'; see Skj<erv0
1 997b: 1 78-79).
Productive passive stems are formed by the suffix -fh- (older also -fy-) to the present
stem:
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suffix -iy-: lVizand- 'shake': pass. Ps. wizand-iy-end <wcnd-yd-yndy> 'they are shaken';
kun- 'do': pass. imperf. 3s inscr. a-kir-iy < k(y)lydy> 'it was made';
suffix -ilz-, past stem -TIz-ist (-ilz-Td): imperf. 3s inscT. abzay-flz 'was increased', gugan ih
'was destroyed'.
-

The passive of causative and denominative verbs (see section 3.2. 1 .2) is formed by
replacing -en with -ill (Skjrerv0 1 997a: 1 79-80): aJsos-en- 'ridicule': pass. Ps. aJsos-fy-end
< 'psws-yd-yndy> 'they are ridiculed'; rawag-en- 'propagate': pass. rawag- ilz- 'be
propagated', zad-en- 'give birth to': pass. zad-fh- 'be given birth to'.
A small set of verbs with past stem in -xt- and -ft- have passive present stems also in
-xt- and -Jt-, e.g. bOxt-ed 'he is delivered', ne fre.{t-ed 'he is not (to be) deceived' (see
Dhabhar 1 955). These forms correspond to Manichean Middle Persian and Parthian
'inchoatives' in -xs-, -Js-, e.g. buxs-ed 'he is delivered', wifs-ed 'he is deceived' (see section
3.2.6. 1 ).
3.2.6.3 Periphrastic passive
In both Middle Persian and Parthian, the passive of any transitive verb can be formed
with baw- 'to become':

beside

gufl baw-ed
gow-ih-ed

'it is being said'

beside

bOXI baw-ed
bOxt-ed

'he is saved'

4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS
4.1 Coordination and negation
The main coordinating conjunction is ud (u-) 'and' and the disjunction ayab 'or' (parth.
agarn). The enclitic -iz 'also, as well, even' is used for coordination and emphasis, for
which see section 5 .2.2. 1 . The common negation is ne; rna is used with (a) the imperative,
(b) the particle of exhortation ew (rna ew) and (c) the subjunctive of exhortation. They
can be distracted from the verb.
The negations combine with indefinites such as: kastei5-ne 'no-body/not any no-one,
nothing'; ahanuz-ne 'still not, not yet'; Izagriz-ne 'never'; Izarnbun-iz-ne 'not at all' (see
section 3. 1 .4.5).
=

4.2 Noun phrase structure
4.2.1 Modification of nouns by adjectives and nouns
The modifying noun or adjective (pronoun, numeral) can be placed before the head noun
(the o lder and rarer construction) or added after the head noun by means of the 'relative
connector' f(Man. fg, I), descendant of the Old Persian relative connector and forerunner
of the New Persian ezaJe (CNCT).
Dependent nouns are in the oblique case where retained. The 'possessive' relations thus
expressed include all those of the ancient genitive: possession, subjective and objective
genitives, etc. (see also section 4.2.4):
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Without connector
Singular

With connector

[weh] den

sah [i wazurg]

'the [good] religion'

'king [CNCT great]'
king'

Plural-OBL

=

'a/the great

pad [yazd-an] nam

pad pI/oft [i yazd-an]

'in the [gods'] name'

'with support [CNCT gods']'
'with the gods' support'

The plural of the modifier can be used with collective nouns and, regularly, with
superlatives: abar [lVas-iin mardomj 'over [many-OBLp people)' (KN. I .45); mard-iin pah10m 'man-OBLp best' 'the best of/among men', yazd-iin mahist 'the greatest of/among
gods'.
The degree of agreement between noun and adjective, including pronouns and
numerals, varies throughout the history of the language as well as between the different
corpora. In the earliest texts, agreement is relatively strict, but in the later texts, where the
case system is loosened up or abandoned, agreement tends to serve the function of clarity
(see Boyce I 964b).
Several nouns and adjectives can be connected with relative particles:
=

kiir-niimag [f ardasfrj [Tpiibag-iil1j
,
'the book-of-deeds [CNCT ArdasIr) [CNCT Pabag-(son-of))
'the book of deeds of Ardasir son of Pabag';
=

marg [f alaksandarj [f hromiiyfgj
'death [CNCT Alexander) [CNCT Roman)'
'the death of Alexander, the Roman'.
=

Frequently, adjectives so connected are separated from the noun:

piibag rliy [pusj-ew bad [f abayisnfgj
,
'Pabag for [son)-one was [CNCT comely)
'Pabag had a comely son' (KN. I .24).
=

The adjective can be replaced by a prepositional phrase:

a/sii f dibfr [f az harriin sahrestiin j
'Afsa [CNCT scribe) [CNCT from Harran town)'
= 'Afsa, the scribe, from the town of Harran' (BIS.9- 1O) .
Enclitic pronouns (see below) can b e attached to the relative particle:

hanvisp roz [l-t zfndagfhj
'every day [CNCT-your life)'
'every day of your life' (Ps. 1 22.4).

=

In Parthian, the relative connector ce (rarely ke) is used less than in Middle Persian and
to some extent for the sake of disambiguation (Boyce 1 964b; Brunner 1 977: 1 6):

"'xad ast sahroiir [cej harw-fn sahr-iin j
,
'himself is ruler [CNCT all-PL realm-PL)
'he himself is the ruler of all realms' (M32a V, lines 9-1 0, Boyce 1 975: 1 20, text
bo 2);
=
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rosn-ift ay-e [ ce-man]
'light-ness be-2s [CNCT-us)' = 'you are our light' (M83 I R, line 28, Boyce 1 975,
text au).
4.2.2 Demonstrative pronouns and numerals
Demonstrative pronouns and numerals are usually preposed, but occasionally postposed,
though without the relative particle:

[pahikar en] man
'[this image] (is) of me . . . ' (ANRm a);
ud [lahar-dah dar] ud [man panz] ud [galz se]
'and [fourteen doors] and [houses five] and [thrones three)' (M98 R, lines 20-22,
Hutter 1 992: I I ).
4.2.3 Possessive pronouns
The oblique forms of the personal pronouns are used to express possession, also in
predicative position, while the rare possessive pronouns are used substantivally:

ke l11izd 0 [manlg-c7n] jra: dah-e
'who fee to [my-OBLp] forth give-PRES-2s'
'you who give the fee to mine (= my people)' (Y 40. 1 );
=

oy ke [amag-an] tan ud jan ziy-isn u-s yaz-am
'he who [our-OBLp] body and soul liv-ing (COP) and-him-IO sacrifice-PRES- I s'
'and I sacrifice to him who is our people's body and soul (i.e.) livelihood' (Y 37.3)

=

ud pad [taw-an] farrox-ih new framen-am-a
'and at [your] fortunate-ness welI rejoice-PRES-I p-Exclamation'
= 'and we do rejoice in your good fortune!' BBB (425-7).
Parthian:

to zlr-ift az [man-an] abar-dar ast
'you-IO wis-dom than [mine] high-er there-is'
'you have wisdom superior to mine' (BT I I , lines 1 40 \ -2);

=

hanv [taw-an] kam kirbag ispurr biid
'all [your] wish good-deed complete became'
'all your desired good deeds were completed' (Mit: Man. iii, text m 20-22)
=

4.2.4 Periphrastic adnominal constructions
The construction with preposed adjective or genitive can be replaced by lin i, oy i, ed f 'the
. . . one; that of, the one of, the one belonging to, this . . . of (mine, etc.)':

[a-sar] rosn-ilz > [lin f a-sar] rosn-ilz
,[without-head] light' > [that CNCT without-head] light'
= 'the light without beginning' (Bd. 1 .7);
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Istar-an IJ axtar-Ig ud Iall-iz IJ ne axtar-Ig
'[star-PL C NCT] zodiac-al and [those-too CNCT] not zodiac-a!'
'the stars of the zodiac and also those not of the zodiac' (Bd. 2. 1 );
=

loy 1 druwandJ gannag menoy
'[he CNCT wicked] Foul Spirit'
'the wicked Foul Spirit; he, the wicked Foul Spirit' (PN. I I );

=

pad led 1 to kerbJ
·
'in [this CNCT you(r) sh ape]'
'in this shape of yours' (Bd. 1 3.29);
=

pad Ian 1 xwes (hu-kunisn) -IhJ
,
'by [that CNCT own (good-doing)-ness]
'by my/your/his (etc.) own good deeds' (PN. 32).
=

4.2. 5 The use and word order of adpositions
The regular use and word order of ad positions calls for no comments.
Following are two special cases: enclitic pronouns governed by adpositions and
adpositions governing complex noun phrases.
4.2. 5 . 1 Enclitic and relative pronouns governed by adpositions
Prepositions can usually take enclitic pronouns:

warrag-ew Iabiig-isJ pad asp nisast est-ad
'ram-one [with-him] on horse be-seated-PLUPF-3s'
'a ram was sitting with him on the horse' (after KN. 3. 1 8);

=

u-m /cam-ist Ipad pes-isJ namaz bur-dan
'and-me wished [to before-him] homage carry-INF'
= 'and I wished to do homage before him' (AWN. 1 1 .4),
cf.
ka-m /cam-ist namaz bur-dan Iohrmazd pesJ
'when-me wished homage carry-I N F [Ohrmazed before]'
homage before Ohrmazd' (AWN. 1 0 1 .2).

=

'when I wished to do

The prepositions az 'from', a 'to', and pad 'on, with' regularly govern the 3rd singular
enclitic pronoun, more rarely other enclitic pronouns. In these functions, the prepositions
are usually written phonetically: az-im <hem> 'from me', pad-isan <ptS h'> 'on + them',
aw-is < wbs> 'to + him' (only form):

zarduxst Iaz-isanJ an l OY doysar 1pad men-isn be ne bast

'Zarathustra-AG [from-them] that CNCT him eye CNCT in thought BE NEG
closed'
'Zarathustra did not close his mental eye to them' (Dk. 7 .3.33).

=

When the enclitic pronoun is not governed by the preposition, the preposition is
written with the arameogram:
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o-[man <OL-m h'> harw do' an}
'to-[us-OBLp all two-OBLp)'
'to the two of us' (Bd. 1 .2 1 );

=

abar-[is waxswar-Ih}
'about-[his prophe-cy)' (Dk. 7.2.6 1 ) .
When used as postpositions, these three appear as azis, awis, padis (spelled phonetic
ally), where -s is an empty suffix. In that case, they usually govern an enclitic personal
pronoun or a relative pronoun (see also Boyce 1964a):

u-[s} asman [azis} be tars-Id
'and-[him] sky [from] BE feared'
= 'and the sky was afraid of him' (Bd. 4.10);
spazg-Ih ma kun ku-[t} dusraw-Ill . . . [awis} ne rased
'slanderous-ness NEG do-IMP-2s, that-[you] infam-y [upon] NEG comes'
= 'do not slander, so that infamy may not come [upon you]' (MX. 1 . 8).
In relative clauses, they may govern the relative pronoun directly or a resumptive
pronoun:

pem ike} tan-gohr I zarduxst [awis} mad estad
'milk [REL] body-substance CNCT Zarathustra [into] come-PLUPF-3s'
into which the body substance of Zarathustra had come' (Dk. 7.2.46);

=

'the milk

an menoY I-[s} gannag-Ih I dam-an lohrmazd [azis} bUd
'that spirit REL-[him] foul-ness CNCT creature-OBLp CNCT Ohrmazd [from]
be(come)-PRET-3s'
= 'that spirit, from whom stench came to Ohrmazd's creatures' (Bd. 1 .49).
4.2.5.2 Adpositions governing complex noun phrases
Nouns governed by prepositions can take all kinds of modifiers, including adjectives,
possessives and relative clauses. In such cases, the postposition ray comes at the end of
the complex phrase:

gMurun [pad gospand (abaz 0 getfy dah-isn )-Ih) ham-dadestan bUd
'G6suriin [for cattle (back to world-of-the-living establish-ing)-ness] agreed was'
'G6suriin agreed to the re-establishment of ( to re-establish) cattle in the world
of the living' (Bd. 4A.6);
=

=

ud paydag ku dew-an
'and manifest (COP) that the demon-PL
[zan-isn I-san az an xwarrah ray}
'[strik-ing CNCT-them-IO from that Fortune on-account-of]'
[pad kanfg (petyar-gar) -Ih)
,
'[for young-woman-IO (adversity-mak)-ing]
o han dell 3 xen abar bar-end
'to that village 3 plague upon carry-PRES-3p'
'and it is manifest: the demons, on account of the beating they took from that
Fortune, in order to provide adversity for that young woman, will bring three
plagues upon that village' (Dk. 7.2.6);
=
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spandarmad abaxSiiy-ed
'Spandarmad (have-mercy)-PRES-3s'
abar ahlmv-an [(dus-xlI'ar} -lh i-san abar tan ray]
'upon righteous-OBLp [(dis-comfort)-ness CNCT-them upon body on-account-ofj'
ud abar druwand-an [p(ldifi'iih I-sail abar ruwan ray]
'and upon wicked-OBKp [punishment CNCT-them upon soul on-account-ofj'
= 'Spandarmad (the Earth) has mercy on the righteous on account of the discomfort
to their bodies and on the wicked on account of the punishment (exacted) upon their
souls' (WZ. 35.47).
4.3 Semantics and use of verb forms
See Table 4. 1 5 for a survey of verbal constructions.

4. 3. 1 'To be'
The I st and 2nd person copula are usually expressed; in the present indicative, the 3s
copula is mostly, the 3p often, and the 3s subjunctive sometimes gapped.
4.3. 1 . 1 To be' and the existential verb
Usually ast denotes existence or possession, but we also find it in certain contexts (not
yet entirely defined) referring to some preceding discussion or explanation, meaning
,
something like 'that is (id est) or 'and that is X':

an ast ohrmazd
'(Wahman said:) That/he is Ohrmazd';
az asarag kerb ahunwarJraz bud. ast dell
'From the headless form, the Ahul11var originated, that is, the den'.
Parthian: "'xad ([st sahroar 'he himself is the ruler'.
4.3 . 1 .2 ' Belonging to'
The adjectival reflexive pronoun (section 3 . 1 .4.3) is commonly used to express possession:

ollrmazd xwes II-am
'Ohrmazd's his-own be-PRES- I s'
'I belong to Ohrmazd';
=

pad (In I xwes (hu-kunisn}-fh
'by that CNCT own (good-doing)-ness'
'by his own good deeds' (PN.32).
=

4.3. 1 .3 To have'
'To have' is expressed by the verb of existence h-, pret. baw- and an oblique form of
nominals (originally indirect object):
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agar-[it} hal11bun-i::: l11ihr / amah [ast}
,
'if-[you-IO] at-all love CNCT us [there-is-PRES-3s]
'if you have any love for us at all'.

=

In some texts, the postposition ray is used to mark the possessor (as in early New
Persian):

[ardawan ray} kan/:::ag-elV abtiyisntg [biid}
'[Ardawan 10] servant-girl-one comely [there was]'
'Ardawan had a pretty servant-girl' (KN. 2. 1 ).

=

Parthian:

merd-elV aha::: *ud haft puhr [bftd}
'man-one be-IMPERF-3s and seven sones) was'
'there was a man, and (he) had seven sons' (BT I I , lines 83-84).
4.3.2 Agreement betlveen (grammatical) subject and verb
When the subject is the plu ral of an ani mate noun (h umans or animals) the predicate is
usually in the plural, but in the preterite the auxiliary is often omitted. When the subject
is not expressed, the auxiliary cannot usually be omitted. In sequences of verbs, the
auxiliary may be added to one or more of the forms:

an-i:::-im be [stad}
'[those]-too- I-AG [seize-PRET(-3p)]'
U-111 aba::: ' o Xl lies sahr [hisf h-end}
'and I-AG back to own land [let-PRET-3p]'
'those, too, I seized, and I let them return to their own land(s)' (KKZ 1 3)
=

Collective nouns in the singular can take a plural verb:
[grOIz-elV ay-end}
'[group-one come-3p]'
'a group will come' (Bd. 33.24).
=

When the subject is an inanimate noun, the predicate is usually in the plural when the
individuality is emphasised, also when the noun has no plural ending:

pas [hal11ag kof} Ira::: [rust Iz-end} pad 18 sal
'afterward [all mountain(s)] forth [grow-PRET-3P] in 1 8 years'
'afterward, all the mountains grew up in 1 8 years' (Bd. 9. 1 ).
=

There are occasional differences between Middle Persian and Parthian, as in the con
clusion of the Hajiabad inscription (see section 8 . 1 ).

4. 3. 3 The ergative construction
In the 'ergative' construction, the performer of the action (the subject in the present)
becomes the agent and is in the oblique case (frequently an enclitic pronoun), and
the direct object of the action becomes the 'grammatical' subject and is in the direct case.
The verb then normally agrees with the direct object of the action (the grammatical
subject):
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pas [porusasp] an hOm [kust]
,
'next [Porusasp-AG] that hOm-SBJ [grind-PRET-3s)
u-[s] a an gaw pem [gumext]
'and-[he-AG] (in)to that cow milk [mix-PRET-3s)'
'next Porusasp ground that hom , and he mixed (it) into the milk of that cow' (after
Dk. 7.2.46);
=

kafrabih bad It-am a-[t] frabihtar [kerd h-am]
,
'when fat I was then-[you-AG make-PRET- I s]
'when I was fat, then you made me fatter'

=

gufl a awesan ka-[s dad bad hend] ka mard-ed
'said to them when-[he-AG create-PAST-PRET-3p] that: man-be-2p'
'(he) said to them when he had created them: You are men' (Dk. 7 . 1 .9).
=

Consecutive intransitive and transitive verbs:
When a noun is the agent of a sequence of coordinated or subordinated clauses with
transitive verbs, it can be resumed by an enclitic pronoun:

[pabag] (ka-[s] namag [dId]) andolt-gen [bad]
,
'Pabag-SBJ (when-[he-AG] letter [see-PRET-3s]) sorrow-ful [become-PRET-3s)
u-[s] pad passox (10 ardaxslr [kerdJ) [nibist] ka
and- [he-AG] in answer (REL to Ardaxslr made) [write-PRET-3s] that'
'when Pabag saw the letter, he became sad, and, in the answer he made to Ardaxslr,
he wrote that . . . ' (KN. 1 .41-2).
=

Transitive and intransitive verbs often alternate in one and the same sentence:

udpas [oy wiraz] ([Ciyon-isan an saxwan asnad) abar a pay [est-ad]
'and then [that Wiraz-SBJ] (as-their that word hear-PRET-3s) on to foot
,
[stand-PRET-3s)
ud dasl pad kas [kerd] ud [guft]
'and hand in arm-pit [do-PRET-3s and [say-PRET-3s)'
'and then that Wiraz, when he heard [transitive] that speech of theirs, got up
[intransitive], placed [transitive] his hands under the armpits, and said [transitive)'
(AWN. 1 .20).

=

Here, the agent pronoun is left out, but could have been included, e.g. u-s dast pad kas
kerd 'and-he-AG . . .'.
In late texts, New Persian-type constructions are also found, in which the preterite of
transitive verbs is construed actively like the present:

ud andar [sud h-endJ ud a wistasp-sa namaz [burd h-end]
'and inside [go-PRET-3p] and to Wistasp-king homage [bring-PRET-3p)'
udfrawardag be [dad h-end]
'and letter BE [give-PRET-3p)'
'and they went inside, did homage to King Wistasp, and gave (him) the letter'
(AZ. 8)
=

Here burd hend and be dad hend (for -san . . . burd 'they-AG brought' and -san . . . dad
'they-AG gave') reflect New Persian (active) burd-and and be-dad-and.
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4.3 .4. 1 Reflexive pronouns in ergative constructions
Reflexive pronouns normally refer to the agent of the sentence:

[ohrmazd1 neryosang [XlVes astag1 paydag-en-fd est-ed
'[Ohrmazd-AG] Nery6sang [own messenger] manifest-CAUS-PERF-3s'
'Ohrmazd has revealed Nery6sang as his own messenger' (Dk. 5 .4.6).

=

Occasionally, they refer to the (,logical ') direct object when it is grammatical subject:

u-m abaz 0 [xlVes1 sahr hist [h-end]
'and I-AG back to [own] land [let-PRET-3p]'
= 'and I let them return to their own land(s)' (KKZ 1 3).

4. 3. 4 TIle use o/ the tenses
4.3.4. 1 Present indicative
The present indicative is the 'unmarked' tense and is used for events taking place in the
present or soon in the future and for general statements including in subordinate clauses.
It is used with the particle e(lV) to express exhortation (see section 4.3.8.2) and with
expressions of time to indicate the duration of an event from a point in the past until the
present, 'since', 'for' (similar to New Persian):

im roz haft *mahfgan ast [taJ abustan [h-am]
,
'this day seven month there-is [while] pregnant [be-PRES- I s]
'today I have been pregnant for seven months' (KN 9 . 1 9) .
=

.

4.3.4.2 Imperfect and past imperfect
In the inscriptions, the imperfect is used as a narrative past tense and still contrasts
to some degree with the preterite, which is often used in subordinate clauses to express
priority (Skjrerv0 1 985, 1 989):

ud uzdes [gugan-rh]
,
'and idol [destroy-PASS-IPF]
ud gilist f dew-an [wisob-fh].
'and dens CNCT demon-OBLp [ruin-PASS-IPFJ'
ud yazd-an gah ud nisem [a-kir-fy]
'and god-OBLp throne and seat [make-PASS-IPFJ'
'and the idols were destroyed, and the dens of the demons were ruined and were
made into a throne and seat for the gods'. (KKZ 1 0).

==

In the Manichean texts, the imperfects of 'to be' are used parallel with regular
preterites:

ud awesan zor-an ke oy zaman han zahag zay-en-ad
'and those power-PL-AG REL that time that child gave-birth'
hanvisp-an lVuzarg sad-flz [bud]
'all-PL great happi-ness [be-PRET-3s]'
u-s Izarw padis gas [anand]
'and-it all at joyful [be-IPF-3pJ'
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'and all those powers (archons), who had given birth to that child at that time, they
all felt great happiness, and rejoiced at it' (KPT 5 1 0-1 6);

=

Parthian:

ahaw ne lu5 zawar [ahaz} ke zan-ad . . .
'but not that power [be-IPF-3s] who-AG knew . . . '
'but it was n o t that power, (the one) that knew . . . ' (M2 1I R i , lines 34-3 5, Mil: Man.
iii, text a).
The past imperfect is a regular pluperfect:

u-m pad an spas
'and-me-DO for that service
f-m pad yazd-an ud sabuhr sahan Stih [kerd ana-d}
,
'REL-I-AG to god-OBLp and S abuhr king-OBLp king [do-PAST-IPF-3s]
an-im kune(d) sabuhr sahan sal! . . . kam-kar udpadixsay
'that-me-DO make-IPF-3s Sabuhr king-OBLp king acting-at-will and auth oritative'
'and tor the service I had performed for the gods and to Siibuhr, king of kings, (for)
that Sabuhr, king of kings, put me in complete charge' (KKZ I );
=

[sfrid anti-d} az . . . u-s az nas fg dew-an
ud az rem f druxs-an [kerd ana-d} en nasal! . . .
'Az [be-angered-PAST-IPF-3s] . . . and-she-AG from carcass CNCT demon-OBLp
and from filth CNCT she-demon-OBLp [make-PAST-IPF-3sJ this corpse'
= 'Az had been angered . . . and from the impurity of the demons and from the
filth of the she-demons she had made this corpse . . .' (S 13 a6 + S 9 a, lines 4-8,
Boyce 1 975: 1 00, text aq 2).
Parthian:

maran [kaft aha-z} ud yabahr abnaft
'death [fall-PAST-IPF-3s] and sickness [retreat-PRET]'
'death had fallen and sickness retreated' (AR . VII, strophe I ).

=

4.3.4.3 Preterite and past preterite
The preterite and the past preterite must originally have contrasted with that of the
imperfect and past imperfect, but, in Pahlavi, the preterite is the only past tense (beside
the historical present). The past preterite is used to indicate that an action or incipient
state was completed before something else happened in the past.
Intransitive verbs:

az menay [mad h-am}
'from world-of-thought [come-PRET- I s]

,

ne pad getiy [bud h-am}
,
'not in world-of-the-living [be-PRET- I s]
'I came from the world of thought; I have not (always) been in the world of the
living' (PN. I ).

=

With gapped auxiliary:
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u-man 6 padfrag [amad} alVeSan widerdagal1 rUlVan
'and-us to-meet [come-PR ET-(3p)] those-OBL departed-OBL souls'
'and the souls of those departed came to meet us' (AWN. 10.2).
=

Transitive verbs without agent:

ne abag tan dad
,
'not with body [establish-PR ET]
ce ka tan [dad bUd} xll'ab az pas blid
,
'for when body [establish-PAST-PRET] sleep after [be-PR ET]
= '(sleep) was not established together with the body, for when the body had been
established, sleep came into existence after (it)' (Bd. 1 9 .2).
Transitive verbs with agent:

u-[s} hal11ag dam ud dah-isll az all be [kerd}
,
'and-[he-AG] all creature and creat-ion from that BE [make-PRET-3s]
ud ka-[s} be [kerd bl/d}
,
'and when-[he-AG] BE [do-PAST-PRET-3s]
a-s andar 6 tan burd
,
'then-[he-AG] inside to body bring-PRET-3s]
= 'and he made all the creatures and creations from that (body); and, when he had
made (them), then he brought (them) into (his own) body' (PR. 46.3).
4.3 .4.4 Present and past perfect
The original function of the present and past perfect was to express a state resulting from
a previous event, e.g. nibist est-ed 'it is written ', with emphasis on the presence of writing,
not on the fact that it was written at some specific moment in the past. The perfect was
originally intransitive-stative and non-agential:

pad nibist abar sian [nibist est-ed}
,
'in inscription on *monument [write-PREF-3s]
'it is/stands written in the inscription on the *monument' ( S KZ 27);
=

ta ma-dan fpetyarag 6000 sal zaman [lViderd estad}
'until come-INF CNCT adversary 6000 year time [pass-PLUPF-3s]'
'until the coming of the adversary a period of 6000 years had passed (and was now
over)' (Bd. 58. 1 5).
=

Parthian:

garan mast-ift kii [xult ist-e}
'heavy drunkenness (COP) where [sleep-PERF-2s]'
'heavy (is) the drunkenness in which you are asleep' (Mb: Man. iii, text g 9 1 ) .
=

l17ard6m pad an Iviyaban-ih
'people by that being-led-astray'
6 (uzdes-[parist-isn) )-f!t [mad estiid h-end},
'to (idol-[worship-ing])-ness [come-PLUPF-3p]'
= 'by being led astray by those, people had come to (and were then) worshipping
idols' (Dk. 7.4.72).
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In Pahlavi, however, the perfect began to be construed like the preterite:

ek cand tis f widemas f dahag pad Jadug-fh andar babel [kerd estad}
'one some thing CNCT wonderful REL [Dahag-AG] by sorcer-y in Babylon
,
[make-PERF-PAST-3s]
= 'several wonderful things that Dahag had made by sorcery in Babylon' (Dk.
7.4.72);
ud ka man a-franaft bttd, h-am [ke} wad [dast estad h-am},
,
'and when I un-propagated was [who-AG] bad [hold-PLUPF- I s]
a-t a-franaft-tar kerd h-am
'then-you-AG un-propagated-COM P make-PRET- 1 s'
= 'and when I was unpropagated by those who had considered me bad(ly) (held me
i n low esteem), then you made me more unpropagated' (AWN. 1 7 . I S).
4.3.5 Passive and agency
Most passive sentences were originally agent-less, although the means of an action was
regularly expressed (by the instrumental in Old Iranian, see section 6.4.7). In Pahlavi,
passive constructions were also influenced by the ergative construction.
4.3.S. 1 Instrument
The instrument of an action is regularly expressed by a preposition, usually pad:

gow-isn ud warz [ke padif} andar mardom
pad waxfwar-fh wabar-fh-ist h-end
'say-ing and wonder [REL by] among people
in prophet-hood true-(CAUS-)PASS-PRET-3p'
'(their) sayings and wonders, by which they were revealed among men as true
prophets' (Dk. 7. 1 .3).
=

4.3.S.2 Passive agent
Agents are occasionally used in passive constructions with baw-:

ed wad murn]en-ed ce ka-[tan} wiid murn]en-fd
'this wind destroy-IM P-2p for when-[you-AG] wind destroyed (ERG)'

a-[tanJ harwisp dam [murnJen-fd baw-ed}
,
then-[you-AG] entire creation [destroy-PASS-PRES-3s]
'destroy this wind! For, when you have destroyed this wind, then you will have
destroyed the entire creation' (after Bd. 2 1 .4).
=

4.3.S.3 Unspecified agent
In subjectless sentences, a passive form can be translated using 'one, somebody':

kIf pad gyan f xwaday-an [koxs-fh-ed}
,
'when upon life CNCT 10rd-OBLp [make-effort-PASS-3s]
'when an attempt is made when somebody makes an attempt upon the life of
lords' (KN.9. 1 S).
=

=
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When the agent is unknown, it can also be expressed by a 3rd plural, e.g. gow-end 'they
say' 'it is said'; u-[san] ozad 'they killed (him)' 'he was killed'.
==

==

4. 3.6 Direct and indirect object marking
Nouns as direct and indirect objects were in the oblique case in early Middle Persian and
can be unmarked in later texts, as wel l . They can also be marked by adpositions, the direct
object more frequently in Manichean, the indirect object frequently in all texts.
4.3.6. 1 Unmarked and adpositional direct object
Nouns as direct object are regularly unmarked in Zoroastrian Middle Persian. In
late Pahlavi, we occasionally find, presumably under the infl uence of New Persian, the
postpososition ray used to indicate the direct object, even in agential constructions:

u-s an zan [ray] ne ozad
'and-he-AG that woman-rOO] not killed'
'and he did not kill that woman' (KN.9. 22).

==

4.3.6.2 Direct object marked by the preposition a
In the Psalter and Manichean Middle Persian, as well as in Parthian, the direct object is
often indicated by the preposition a, including in agential constructions, but the use
may be restric;ted to certain verbs, since verbs such as 'to see, bind', etc., apparently
do not take it, It is not clear to what extent this usage may have been influenced by the
Aramaic/Syriac use of the preposition /i-:

afur-el11 [0 en xwan yoJdahrJ
'we bless [DO this table pure)'
ud istay-el11 [0 to] saraI' f hu-Jadag
and we praise [DO you] leader CNCT of-good-fortune'
'we bless this pure table, and we praise you, (our) fortunate leader' (after M729 1 R,
lines 2-3, Mil: Man. ii, p. 330);

==

u-s ne padfrift [0 nabfy-anJ ud [0 payal11bar-anJ
'and-it-AG NEG received [DO prophet-OBLp] and [DO messenger-OBLp)'
'and it did not receive the prophets and messengers' (Ps. 1 36 canon).
==

Parthian:

az [0 to] bOi-an ai harwfn apnas
'I-SBJ [DO you] deIiver-SUBJ- l s from all-OBLp harm'
'I shall deliver you from all kinds of harm' (AR. VII, strophe 43).
==

4.3.6.3 Indirect object
In early Middle Persian, nouns as indirect objects are marked simply by being in the
oblique case. Later, they were regularly marked by the adpositions ray 'for the sake of, for
the benefit of' and 0 'to'.
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4.3 .6.4 Indirect object and possessor raising
With some verbs that are normally transitive and take a direct object plus a personal
indirect object or prepositional phrase in the present, in the agential construction, the
grammatical subject does not correspond to the direct object, but to the person affected
by an action (Mackenzie 1 964, who named it the 'indirect affectee'). These constructions
may be compared to passive constructions in English where an indirect object becomes
the grammatical subject: 'he gave me a book' > 'I was given a book by him':

wemar h-e gosllrlln az an i gannag menoy lVemar-ih
'sick you are G6suriin from that CNCT Foul Spirit sick-ness'
ud ken i dew-an [abar burd h-e} (pres.: ken T dew abar to bar-end)
,
'and malice REL demon-OBLp-AG [upon bring-PRET-2s] (upon . . . -2s 'upon
you')
'you are sick, G6suriin, with the Foul Spirit's sickness and the malice the demons
have brought upon you' (Bd.4.3 1 )
=

=

ed i-[t} . . . pursTd
'this REL-[you-AG] asked'
u-[m} xitb-iha [awis gl!ft} (for: lI-m-[it) Xllb-Tha [awis} gll!t)
,
and-[I-AG] well-ADV [to] told-PRET(-2s)
lid [handarz-en-Td h-e} (pres.: 0 to handarz-en-am)
,
and [instruction-DENOM-PRET-2s] (to . . . -2s 'to you')
'this which you asked about and which I told (you) well and (in which) I instructed
you' (MX. 1 96);
=

=

u-s men-isn be [ahOg-en-rd h-endJ,
'and-he-AG think-ing BE [sin-DENOM-PRET-3p]'
'and he made their thought(s) sinful' (Bd. 14. IS).

=

4. 3. 7 The use a/ the moods
4.3.7 . 1 Subjunctive
The subjunctive is the mode of eventuality, and expresses future, wishes, purpose,
indefiniteness (,whatever', etc.), etc. (see Lazard 1 984, Skjeerv0 1 986).

4. 3. 7. 1 a Main clauses
In main clauses, the subjunctive regularly expresses exhortations to all persons. It is often
accompanied by subordinate clauses also in the subjunctive:

[ifr Tn kerd kli
'vow made that':
sabuhr anosag lid Jawed-sallr [bmv-ad} . . .
' Siibuhr immortal and eternal-rule [be-PRES-SUBJ-3s]'
ud an-iz bandag ed kerd [kun-an} . . .
'and I-DIR-too servant this done [do-PRES-SUBJ-Is]'
lid az edar drust Jraz 0 dar f awesan bay-an [ras-an}
'and from here safely forth to court CNCT their-OBLp divinitie-s-OBLp [arrive
PRES-SUBJ-I s]'
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'He vowed : Let Sabuhr be immortal and rule for ever! And let me, (His) servant,
also succeed in doing this . . . ! And let me arrive safely at His Majesty's court'
(S Ps. II 5-9, cf. section 4.3. 1O.3e).

=

In Manichean Middle Persian, this is negated with the particle ma-bez 'lest,
however':

ba llIa-bez [h-ad] kas ke gow-ad
'but N EG-EXH [be-PRES-SU8J-3s] somebody who say-PRES-SU8J-3s'
'but let there be nobody who shall say' (M9 I Y, line 8, Mil: Man. ii, p. 298).

=

Parthian:

kadal11 zaman [all-ad] ka!5 hO axraw drust baw-all
'which time [be-PRES-SU 8J-3s] when that itch healthy be(come)-PRES-SU8J-3s'
ku pad hal11ag tanbar drust ud abe-dard baw-al!
'that in entire body healthy and without-pain [be(come)-PRES-SU 8J-3s]'
'when will the time come when that itch shall be healed, so that he will be healthy
and painless in the entire body?' (8T 4, lines 2047-49).

=

4.3. 7. 1 b Subordinate clauses
In subordinate clauses the subjunctive is used to express future, especially in relative and
final clauses:

[ke] en n{imag [wen-ad] ud [pahiburs-ad].
'who this document [see-PRES-SU8J-3s] and [read-PRES-SU8J-3s]'
an pad yazd-an ud xwaday-an ud xwes ruwan rad ud rast ew *baw-ed
'that-one for god-08Lp and lord-08Lp and own soul generous and truthful EXH
be-PRES-3s'
'whoever sha11 see and read this document, let him be generous and truthful
toward the gods, the lords and his own soul!' (KKZ 1 8);
=

[hi ta] gohr I zarduxst be 0 pidar-an [ras-ad]
'[so that] substance CNCT Zarathustra BE to fathers [arrive-PRES-SU8J-3s]'
'so that the substance of Zarathustra should come to his parents'
(Ok. 7.2.39);

=

ciyon [dan-a] ku kerd yazd-an ud ama weh owon kun
,
'as [know-PR ES-SU8J-2s] that: done gods-IO and us-In better thus [do-IMP-2s]
'as you sha11 know that (something) is done in the best way for the gods and Us,
act in that way!' (KKZ 3).

=

Parthian:

u-t grfw az ho pay-Cd [ku]-s l11ehgar ne [kar-a]
'and-your soul from that protects [that]-it-OO harm NEG [do-PR ES-SU8J-2s]'
= 'and he protects your soul from that (fire), so that it does not harm it' (8T I I ,
lines 775-6);
[ke] buxtag-ift az andar [kist ah-ad]
'[who] deliver-ance from inside [sow-PRET-SU8J-3s]'
= '(those) in whom deliverance may have been sown' (8T 1 9, §54);
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on 0 to gy[m rosn pand dah-a-m [ku} boy [wind-a}
'hail to you soul light advice give-IMP-2s-me-IO [so-that] deliverance [find-SUBJ-2s]'
'hail! to you, Light soul, give me advice, so that you may find deliverance!'
(M4a R i, lines 2-4).

=

In late Pahlavi texts, the subjunctive is used instead of the optative as irrealis:

[agar} ne edon [kerd h-ad},
'[if] NEG in-this-way [do-PRET-SU BJ-3s]'
an rosn-fh 0 getfy ne [tab-en-fd h-ad}
,
'that light-ness on world-of-the-living NEG [shine-CAU S-PRET-SUBJ-3s]
'if it had not been done in this way, that light would not have been made to shine
upon the world' (Bd. 7.9).

=

4.3.7.2 Optative
The optative is used in main clauses to express a wish. In the Manichean texts it survives
in some set formulas with 3rd singular present optative of 'be': Man . M Pers. oh b-e,
Parth. 017 haw-ende 'so be (it)!'; M Pers. aji-fd h-e, Parth. a(rfd baw-ende 'blessed be . . . !'.
The 2nd singular is found in Pahlavi, perhaps in imitation of Avestan (see section
3.2.4. 1 ) :

ohrmazd 0 zardust guft ku oy f dan-ag [men-es}
'Ohrmazd-AG to Zardust said that: he CNCT know-ing [think-OPT-2s]'
'Ohrmazd said to Zardust: You should think the Knowing one!' (Dk. 9.24. 1 1 );

=

was to awe.san zardust [ez-es} u-san [ji-anam-es}
,
'much you them Zardust [sacrifice-OPT-2s] and-them [further-OPT-2s]
'You should sacrifice to them much, Zardust, and promote them!' (Dk. 9.35 .20)
Cf. Y. 65. 10 iipo [jaiJii-ois} zaraOustra 'may you implore the waters, Zarathustra'
and [yaz-ae.sa} me zaraOustra 'may you sacrifice to me, Zarathustra' (passim).

=

4.3. 7.2a Impossible conditions (irrealis)
In conditional as well as relative clauses the optative is used to express impossible
conditions and imaginary situations (irrealis; see Lazard 1 984, Skjrerv0 1 986; see also
Texts 8 . 1 -2):

ud ka ne piiniigfh awe.siin riiy [h-e}
'and if NEG protection their on-account-of [be- OPT-3s]
ahrimen ud wisudag-iin hamoyen ruwiin f dl'Uwand-iin
'Ahrimen and abortions all soul CNCT wicked'
andar dosox be [marnj-end-e} (-e spelled <HNA»
'in hell BE [destroy-PRET-OPT-3p]'
= 'and if it were not for their protection, Ahrimen and (his) abortions would be
destroying all the souls of the wicked' (PT, p. 1 24 §23);
agar man ne [diid h-e} menoy f bUm ud deh
'if I-AG NEG [establish-PRET-OPT-3s] spirit CNCT earth and land'
hanvisp mardom be {j eriinwez [sud h-end h-e} xwasfh f anoy riiy
'all men away to Eranwez [go-PRET-OPT-3p] nice-ness CNCT there on-account-of'
'if I had not established the 'spirit' of earth and land, all men would have gone to
E ranwez, because it is so pleasant there' (Bd. 3 1 . 1 );

=
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ardaxSfr asp do az barag-an I ardawan
'Ardaxslr-AG horse two from steeds-OBL CNCT Ardawan'
ke pad roz-elV 70frasang be [ay-end h-eJ zen kerd
'which in day-one 70 frasang BE [come-PRES-OPT-3p] saddle did'
'Ardaxslr saddled two of Ardawan's horses, which would come 70 frasangs in one
day' (KN.2. 1 4);
=

ce ka hamag gehiin abadan-Ih [bud lz-eJ
,
'for ifall world-of-the-living inhabited-ness [be-PRET-OPT-3s]
agar-isan was-iz [zad ud sto kerd h-end lz-eJ
'if-they-AG much-too [strike-PRET and ruin do-PR ET-OPT-3p]'
az dam-an wizend-Ih beron ne [sud h-end h-eJ
'from creatures NEG harm-ing outside NEG [go-PRET-OPT-3p]'
ce-san ne [tuwan-ist h-eJ su-dan
'because-them NEG [be-possible-PRET-OPT-3s] go-INF'
'for, if the entire world were inhabited, even if they had smashed and destroyed a
lot, harm would not depart from the creations, because it would not be possible for
them to go (away)' (Bd.28 . 1 9);
=

4.3. 7.2b Irrealis in questions
The present optative is used in questions to indicate unlikely possibilities:

ke be-z-usan sar az hiiyan [ul hannar-eJ
,
'who out-too-their head from *resting-place [up raise-PRES-OPT-3s]
u-san en sad-liz [nizelz-e}
,
'and-them this happi-ness [teach-PRES-OPT-3s]
'who would lift their head(s) out and up from their *resting-place and teach them
this happiness?' (Sab. esch., lines 1 5 1 -3).
Parthian:

ke-m [abdaz-ende} az ham [. . . }
'who-me [deliver-PRES-OPT-3s] from all . . . '
'who would deliver me from all [ . . .]?' (AR. I IIb, strophe 1 2).
=

4.3. 7.2c The 'parabolic' optative
The optative is commonly used in relative and comparative clauses together with their
main clauses to express assumptions and imaginary comparison:

man-ag f oy fiyon
'resembl-ing CNCT he like]
ke pus f dost f (2-sal) -ag (3-sal)-ag pad {tosn-darisn)-flz [bar-eJ
'REL son CNCT dear CNCT 2-year-ling 3-year-ling by ?-hold-ing [carry-OPT-3s]'
= 'just like someone who were to carry his dear two-year-old (or) three-year-old son
by holding him?' (Dk. 7.2 .34);
awesan wen-isn owon tez ku an f m'yand-tom dosox owon wen-end
'their sight thus sharp that that CNCT murki-est hell thus see-PRES-3p'
Ciyon mard-ew ke casm aber wen-fig andar ewenag [*niger-eJ (ms. <nkylnd»
'like man-one whose eye very see-ing in mirror look-OPT-3s'
tan f xwes [* wen-eJ (ms. <HZYTWNd»
'body CNCT own [see-OPT-3s]'
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their sight is so so sharp that they see the most murky hell like a man with a very
'seeing' eye were to look in a mirror and see his own body' (PT, p. 124 §22);

=

lid awon ce on zTr merd
'and thus like wise man'
ke draxt-ew nell' ud bar-war tollll1 [wind-e}
,
'who tree-one good and fruit-ful seed [find-OPT-3s]
'and just like a wise man, who were to find the seed of a good and fruit-bearing
tree' (after M49 II V, lines 1 0- 1 3, Mir. Man. ii, p. 308);
=

alVon man-ag ce on iskoh merd
'thus resembl-ing like poor man'
ke dux t T nek [zad h-e}
,
REL-IO daughter CNCT good [be-born-PR ET-OPT-3s]
ud aber hu-Cihr [h-e}
'and . . . very good-looking [be-OPT-3s]'
'like a poor man, to whom a good daughter were born, and who were very
beautiful' (BT 4, 20 1 0-1 3).
=

Parthian:

ke ai ma(iyan was-an dusmen-Tn wb·ext
'who from middle many-OBLp enemies-OBL fled'
lid . . . 0 dast ew wazurg ud wiyaban [yad-ende} . . .
'and . . . to plain-one large and deserted [come-OPT-3s]'
a(iyan ai dtir ma(iyan dast kadag ew [wen-ende}
'then from far middle plain house-one [see-OPT-3s]'
= '(like a man) who (had) escaped from the middle of many enemies, and were to
come to a large plain and desert . . . and then from afar were to see a house in the
middle of the plain . . . ' (BT I I , 79 1-80 I ).
,

4.3.7.3 Imperative
The imperative exhibits no special features. It is negated with ma. Commands to 3s and
3p and I p are usually expressed with the particle ew + indicative (see section 4.3.8.2):

ec zaman ma pay u-s ozan
'any time NEG [wait-IM P-2s] and-him [kill-IMP-2s]'
'do not wait, but kill him!' (KN. 9.2 1 ).
=

The 2nd singular indicative is not infrequently used as imperative:

ma man abar [zal1-e} srid
'NEG me upon [strike-PRES-2s] Srid'
'do not strike me, Srid!' (Dk. 7.2.64).

=

Parthian:

gyan-umfrih-istom 0 ktifranaft ay-e abai [izwart-a}
,
'soul-my dear-est to where go-forth-PRET-2s back [turn-PRES-2s]
'0 my dearest soul, return to where you went forth!' (M4b R i, lines 6-8, Boyce
1975: 1 60).
=
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4. 3. 7. 3a The 'pseudo-imperative' alVaI', aH'ar-ed
The original adverb mvar (0) 'hither' is used in expressions of greeting in the function
of imperative of ay- amad 'come' and is then inflected like an imperative: alVaI', awar-ed
'come here!' (Nyberg 1 932). It is negated by ma:

drfSf lid lVeh lid pad drod [awar-ed}
'healthy and good and in health [come-I M P-2p]!'
'welcome!' (KN. 1 2.4);
=

[mal drfsf [awar}
,
'[NEG-EXH] healthy [come-IM P-2s]
'you are not welcome!' (M3 R, line 22, Boyce 1 975: 45).

=

Parthian :

[mvar} bay 0 man lVen
'[come-I M P-2s] god DO me [see-I MP-2s]
'come, god! look at me!' (M4b I V 1 9).

,

=

4. 3.8 Aspectual and modal particles
Aspectual and modal nuances can be rendered explicit by particles (see Lazard 1 984,
Skj::erv0 1 986):
4.3 .8. 1 hame
The adverb hame (inscr., Man. hamelV) 'for ever' is used to express ongoing, progressive,
state or action:

kamag f gannag menoy rhame warz-end}
'wish CNCT Foul Spirit [HA ME perform-PRES-3p]'
'they keep doing the Foul Spirit's wish' (Bd. 1 .25);

=

[hamew nimay-ed lid xand-ed}
,
'[HA ME show-PRES-3s and smile-PRES-es]
'he keeps pointing (at him) and smiling' (KSM 5 1 ).

=

4.3.8.2 ew
The particle ell' (inscr., Ps. < yw>, Man. heb; Pah!. e), negated ma ell', expresses
exhortation/warning to 3rd person singular and plural and 1 st person plural:

sah-an sah 0 er-an sahr [ell' wihez-edJ
,
'kings-OBL king to Iranians-OBL land [EXH move-PREE-3s]
'let the King of Kings move hither to the land of the Iranians ( Iran)!' (after
NPi 9);
=

burdesnohr [ew baw-em}
'thankful [EXH be-PRES-I p]'
'let us be thankful!' (Ps. 1 3 5 canon);

=

=
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drozan [l11a izeb baw-end]
'deceitful NEG [EXH be-PRES-3p]'
= 'they [should] not [be] deceitful' (M 5794 II R, lines 1 5-1 6, Mil: Man. ii, p. 297);
111ard uzwan az saxwan tne abiiy-ed guf-tan be [e palzrez-ed}
'man tongue from speech REL NEG ought-to say-INF away [EXH keep-PRES-3s]'
= 'a man should keep his tongue from saying things he should not say!' (PR. 1 0j I ).
4.3.8.3 be
The particle be (Man. <b ' » often appears to express the singularity and completion of
an event and to be to some extent complementary to lza111e, but this is not always the case.
In Middle Persian, it is homonymous with the preverb be 'out, away', from which it is
sometimes difficult to distinguish. It can be separated from the verb, notably by the
negation:

ka zaman brehen-ed dam-iz t alzrimen raw-ag [be baw-ed]
,
'when time fashions creation-too CNCT Ahrimen mov-ing [BE be(come)-PRES-3s]
= 'when he fashions time, Ahrimen's creation, too, will start moving' (Bd. 1 . 36);
azer en Za111tg Izamag gyag ab [be est-ed]
,
'under this earth all place water [BE stand-PRES-3s]
'under this earth, in every place, there stands water' (Bd. I A. I 0)
=

da ka han kantg az zarfg [ba l11urd]
,
'until when that girl of sorrow [BE die-PRET-3s]
'until that girl died of sorrow' (M2 V ii, lines 27-29, Mil: Man. ii, p. 306).
=

winalz andar hasr [be ma hil-ed]
'sin within "mile" [PART N EG-EXH let-IM P-2p]'
'do not let a sin within a mile (of you)!' (PN. 36).

=

4.3.8.4 olz
The particle 017 'thus' is used as a verbal particle meaning approximately 'in the usual,
well-known way' (Skjrerv0, forthcoming):

u-s dan-ist kil hOm [ah ras-ed]
,
'and-he-AG knew that Hom [ OH arrive-PRES-3s]
= 'and he knew: the Hom will come in the usual way' (Pah!. Y. 9. 1 ).
4.3.8.5 kat
The particle kat (ka) 'if only' is used with the preterite indicative or optative to express
an impossible wish:

ruwan t kersasp be 0 zardust guft kil
'soul CNCT Kersasp BE to Zardust said that:'
[kat} man herbed-ew [bUd Iz-am}
,
'if-only I priest-one [be-PRET- l s]
ke-m tuwan-ew padpust [h-e] . . .
'REL-me power-one in back [be-OPT-3s]
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lid gehan man zist pad c(ism [brtd h-e]
,
and world me ugly in eye [be-PR ET-OPT-3s)
'Kersasp's soul said to Zardust: If only I were a priest and I had a power in my
back (?) and the world had seemed ugly to my eye(s)' (PR. 18f3);

=

[kac ka] man az miidar ne [ziid h-am]
,
'if-only I from mother NEG [be-born-PRET- I s)
ayab ka ziid h-am pad xwes baxt pad rahfgih be [murd h-e]
,
'or when r was born by own destiny in child-hood BE [die-PRET-Opt- l s)
ayab munv-ew [bad h-e] a drayab [abast h-e]
'or bird-one [be-PRET-Opt- l s] to ocean [fall-PRET-Opt-l s)'
ayab asmah bay-an en /rasn az man ne [purs-id h-e]
'or you-PL divinity-PL this question from me NEG [ask-PR ET-OPT-3s)'
'if only I had not been born from a mother or, once born, I had not reached
childhood or I had been a bird (and) and had fallen into the ocean or Your
Majesty had not asked me this question' (AZ. 40; readings follow the manuscript
M K).
=

4. 3. 9 Impersonal constructions
Various modalities can be expressed by verbal phrases involving impersonal verbs in the
3rd singular or constructions with nouns and adjectives. These constructions can take a
subordinate clause in the subjunctive (see section 4.3.7 . 1 b) or an infinitive (short or long,
see section 4.3 . 1 0.2). To express necessity, a derivative in -isn from the present stem is
used. In both cases, if an agent is expressed, it is in the oblique case, but in the first case it
is an indirect object (historically also direct object), in the second case, it is an agent.
4.3 .9. 1 Impersonal verbs
These include abiiy-ist 'be proper/necessary', andar abay-ist 'need', kam-ist 'wish', salz-ist
'seem', saz- 'be proper', say-ist 'can, be possible', wurray-ist 'believe':

to ke h-e ke [man] edan [sah-ed] kit
'you who are REL [me] thus [seem-PRES-3s] that'
-/ hanvisp xwar-ih ud asan-ill padis

-you all comfort and easy in'
'who are you, in whom-it seems to me-there is all happiness and ease' (Bd. 30. 1 5);

=

ke-s [wurray-ed] xwar-ed
'who-him [believe-PRES-3s] eats'
ud ke-s ne [wurray-ed] ne xwar-ed
'who-him N EG [believe-PRES-3s] NEG eats'
'he who believes shall eat, and he who does not believe shall not eat' (PR. 48.60);
=

be ka-tan purs-fd eg-[im] ne [kam-e]
'but when-you-AG asked then-[me] N EG [wish-PRES-OPT-3s]
be ka rast gaw-am
'except when truth speak-PRES- l s'
'but since you have asked me, I would wish for nothing except that I (should) speak
the truth' (AZ. 40).

=
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be [abay-iJdJ [abesfh-c7d} lI'is Tporusasp
'but [be-necessary-PRES-3s) [be-annihilated-PRES-SU BJ-3s) house CNCT
P6rusap'
'but it is necessary (that) the house of P6rusasp should be annihilated' (Dk.7.2.57).
=

Active forms with a personal subject are occasionally found (Say-em 'we can',
lVurroy-end 'they believe', etc.):

pad dastwar [abay-end diiS-tanJ
,
'as spiritual-guide [be-proper-PRES-3p hold-INF]
'they should be regarded as spiritual guides' (Dk. 7.4.47).
=

4.3.9.2 Impersonal constructions with adjectives
,
These including expressions meaning 'possible (for) (dastan, tUlVan), Parth . car
'necessary' (for additional examples see section 4. 3. 1 0.2):

ud ahrv Famay-en kiJ
'and at-first order-IPF- I s that:'
-[I11J agar [dastan h-c7dJ
'-me-IO if [possible be-PRES-SU BJ-3s)'
eg adW'-elV iJdar nisay-an
'then fire-one here found-PRES-SUBJ- l s'
'and, at first, I gave an order (saying): if it becomes possible for me, then I shall
found a fire here' (Abnun);

=

anay-om pid-ar-an tawan ud dastan kfl
'but-my father-OBLp possible and possible that
-tan piiddasin f (ew-roz)-ag ray day-and Hid-TI! ifayiJdan
'-you-IO CNCT one-day for give-PRES-SUBJ-3p happi-ness eternal '
= 'but for my fathers it was possible and possible (
my fathers were able and
capable) to give you eternal happiness as reward for one day's (good work)'
(Mil: Man. ii M95/R/4-5 [GGZ)).
=

4.3. 10 The use a/ verbal nouns and adjectives
4.3. 10.1 The participle of necessity in -iin
The participle of necessity in -isn takes a regular agent:

u-[sJ ce [kun-isnJ
'and-[he-AG) what [do-N EC]
'and what should/must he do?' (KN.9. 1 5);

=

[l11ardom-anJ pad en se rail saxt [est-isn } . . .
,
'[people-AG) on these three path firmly [stand-N EC)
mizd f menoy [be ne hit-isnJ
'reward CNCT other-world BE NEG [relinquish-NEC)'
'people must stand firmly on these three paths; (they) must not relinquish (their)
reward in the other world' (PN.28).
=
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4.3. 1 0. 2 Infinitive constructions
The infinitive is used largely as in English: as a noun ; with verbs meaning 'to order,
command' and 'to send, allow'; with impersonal constructions such as 'it is necessary to'
(often short infinitive), 'it is time to', etc.; with adpositions, as well as in enumerations
and summaries of contents (see Sample Text 8.5).

4. 3. 10. 2a b?finitive as subject
The infinitive is commonly used as subject in impersonal constructions:

ce xwad-iz pad nahCihr [frana/-tan] bnd
'for himself-too to hunt [go-forth-INF] was'
'for, for himself, it was (time) to go hunting' (M3 R, lines 14- 1 5, Boyce 1 975,
text n);

=

[hanv kas] be [abay-Cd dan-istan] ku az ku be mad 17-a/71
'[every person-DO it-is-necessary know-I N F] that: from where BE come-PRET- I s'
'everybody should know from where he comes' (PT, 57 §I I );

=

ek ka-[s] tis [kam-Cd gu/t-an]
'one when-[him] something' [wish-PRES-3s say-I N F]
'one (Ahunwar), when he wishes to say something' (Ok. 9.2.4);

=

ce-m [asmah kam] kun-isn
'which-I-AG [you-IO wish (COP)] do-NEe'
man (agah-el1) -fdan /ramay-Cd
'me-IO make-known-INF order-I MP-2p'
= 'that which it is your wish I should do (
you wish me to do), please make known
to me! ' (DO. Intra. 27.2);
=

ek-ew ku be ne mfr-end
'one-one (COP) that BE N EG die-PRES-3p'
ek-ew ku [oza-d] ne [say-end]
'one-one (COP) that [kill-INF] NEG [can-PRES-3p]'
= 'one (reason) is this: they (the ama17rspands) do not die; another is this: they cannot
be killed';
ka-t ahanuz [al11a-d zaman ne brtd]
,
'when-you-IO yet [come-IN F time NEG be-PRET-3s]
= 'when it was not yet the time for you to come' (AWN. 4. 1 ).
4.3.10.2b b?finitive as direct object
The infinitive as direct object is most often found with verbs meaning 'command',
'permit', 'begin', 'finish', etc., but also with other verbs:

abaz [dwar-istan ne hist]
'back [run-IN F N EG permit-ted]'
= 'he was not allowed to run back' (Bd. 1 A.6);
u-t [nimay-al11 bud-an] I ristaxez ud tan fpasen
'and-you-IO [show-PRES- l s be(come)-INF] CNCT resurrection and body CNCT
final'
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'and I shall show you the coming about of the resurrection and the Final Body'
(AWN.5.7);

=

nihang-bv azer [nibis-tan niwist estedJ
,
'section-one below [write-INF begin-PERF-3s]
'a section (on . . . . ) has begun to be written below' (Dk. 7 . 1 .42)

=

u-[sJ ne [tuwan bnd hanzaf-tanJ nibis-tan
'and-him-IO NEG [able be-PRET-3s finish-INF] write-INF'
'and he was not able to finish writing' (M I 1 77-8).
=

With adiig 'able':

pad an zaman ce Jeh xwah-ed gannag menoy [adug dad}
'at that time what Jeh requests Foul Spirit [able give-I N F] (COP)'
= 'at that time the Foul Spirit was able to give Jeh what she requested' (Bd. 4.7).
Parthian:
(1., 1 zamall

kur5 dellilflar

"'xebeh grlw ali burz [car dir-dall )

'there-is time when faithful own soul thus high [able hold-INF]

,

cwayon samlr koj
'like Samir mountain'
'there will be a time when the faithful will be able to hold his soul just as high as
Mount Sumeru' (Mir. Man. iii b 28-3 1 ).

=

4. 3. IO.2c Infinitive with adpositions
The infinitive is commonly used with adpositions, like the ing-forms in English:

[az rna-dan} f tazig-an a er-an sahr
'[from come-INF] CNCT Arabs-OBL to Iranians-OBL land'
[( rawag-en) -ldan } l an-iSan dus-denlh
'[propagate-INF] CNCT that-their (bad-den)-ness'
'from the coming of the Arabs to Iran (and) the propagation of their evil religion'
(Bd. O.2);
=

[pad (marnJ-en)-ldanJ tag abar kerd
'[to destroy-INF] attack upon made'
= 'he attacked to destroy (it)' (Bd. 1 . 1 6);

[guman ker-danJ l rnardom-an . . . [ray}
,
'[doubtful make-I NF] CNCT people [in-order-to]
'in order to make people doubt' (AWN. 1 .3).

=

4.3. 1 0.3 Participial constructions
The nominals derived from verbs function largely like participles in other languages.
4.3. 10.3 a Present agent noun in -ago
The present agent noun in -ag occasionally has verbal function but is construed like a
noun:
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Ciyon awesan dwazdah axtar ud haft abiixtar
'as those twelve constellation and seven planet'
[ (breh-en)-ag ud (ray-en)-agj f gehan h-end
'[determine-A G and govern-A G] CNCT world-of-the-living are'
'as those twelve constellations and seven planets are the ones that determine (the
destiny) and govern the world of the living' (MX 2 1);

=

sahriyar f xwarasan-fg [dar-agj f den [winnar-ag] f ardaw-an
'prince CNCT east-ern [hold-A G] CNCT den [establish-A G] CNCT righteous-PL'
'ruler of the East, upholder of the den, establisher of the righteous; ruler of the
East, who upholds the den and settles firmly the righteous' (MIK36 R i 8-1 0 [IB
637 1 D.

=

Parthian:

narah-fg [waJ-agj
'hell-ADJ [Iead-AG]'
= 'who leads to hell' (Mil: Man. iii, text g 1 28-37).
4.3.10.3b Present verbal adjective (participle) in -andag
The present verbal adjective in -andag (-endag) has verbal function in late Pahlavi texts
(only?):

[dtir kun-andagj ast man ardwahist amahrspand
[far mak-ing] is I Ardwahist amahrspancf
ke [bahr-ew dah-andagj ast man . . .
'REL [share-one giv-ing] is I . . .
'the one who removes, that is I, the amahrspand Ardwahist; he who gives (people
their) shares, that is I . . .' (Pahl. Yt. 3 . 1 3).
'

=

4.3.10.3c Active participle in -an
The form in -an is used as a free participle and after niwis-tan 'to begin' (more common in
Manichean Middle Persian):

zarduxst [griy-an] passox guft
'Zarathustra-AG [weep-ing] answer spoke'
= 'Zarathustra answered, weeping' (PR. 36.7);
ka est-an xez-an ayab niSin-an ayab nibay-an ayab bar-an ayab waz-an
'when stand-ing, ris-ing or sitt-ing or Iy-ing or rid-ing or driv-ing' (Pursisnfhii 1 0
[ l ID;
[niwistj mahly [baw-anj
,
'[begin-PRET-3s] big-ger [becom-ing]
'it began to become bigger' (BT 4, lines 568-69).

=

4.3.1O.3d Past verbal adjective in -ag
The verbal adjective in -ag from the past stem is sometimes (mostly in 'late' texts?) used as
in New Persian as a 'conjunctive participle' (gerund), meaning 'after having done such
and such':
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ardaxsir 4000 /liard arast
'Ardaxsir 4000 man equipped'
[abar awesan taxt-agJ sabixon kerd
'[upon them run-AG] night-raid made'
= 'Ardaxsir equipped 4000 men (and), having set upon (the enemy), he made a night
raid' (KN. 5 . 1 0);
ud a: kurd-an l11ard 1000 ozad
'and of Kurds man 100Q killed'
[abarfg xast-agJ dast-gfr kerd
'remaining [wounded-AG] captive made'
'and he killed 1 000 men of the Kurds; having wounded the rest, he took them
captive' (KN. 5. 1 0-1 1 ).
=

4.3. 10.3e Past participle
The past participle can be used in figura etymologica with the present, to express some
thing like 's ucced (in doing), finish doing':

slibllhr . . . hame [kerd kiln-ad] . . .
' Sabuhr . . . ever [done do-PRES-SUBJ-3s]'
lid all-i: bandag ed [kerd Iwn-anJ . . .
'and I-DI R-too servant this [done do-PRES-SU BJ- I s]'
'Let Sabuhr for ever succeed in doing! And let me, (his) servant, also succeed in
doing this!' (S Ps. II 6-7, cf. section 4.3 . 7 . 1 );
=

hanv ke well-tar dall-ed [gult gow ed]
,
'every who better-CaMP knows [said say-PRES-3s]
'whoever knows better let him succeed in saying it)' (PT, 1 59).
-

=

5 COMPLEX SENTENCES
5.1 Clause structure and word order
The normal word order is Subject/Agent Object Verb (SOV), but the verb is frequently
raised, and, not infrequently, a subject, direct object, or another part of the sentence may
be lowered to the position after the verb:

ud [pllrs-fd] an r aMaw-all rtnvall
'and ask-PRET that CNCT righteo us-OBLp soul'
= 'and the soul of the righteous ones asked' (AWN. 4. 10);
sidfgar ha:arag bun bad ka fredon kiswar baxt [salm lid tii:]
'third millennium bottom was when Fredon(-OBL) land shared [Salm and Tiiz-AG]'
= 'it was the beginning of the third millennium when Salm and Tiiz divided Fredon's
land' (Bd. 33 .3);
mard r well-ag abar nigah e dar-ed [deh ]
'man CNCT see-ing over look EXH keep-3s-IND [village]! '
= 'let a "seeing" man watch over the village!' (after Dk. 7.7.29);
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koffra::: rusl h-end [pad 18 sal}

'mountain forth grow-PRET-3p [in 1 8 year]'
'the mountains grew up in 1 8 years' (Bd.9. 1 ) .

=

5. 1 . 1 Word order in ergative constructions
The word order in the ergative construction normally parallels that of the present (see
above): Agent-G rammatical Subject-Verb. But we also find inversion, i.e. Grammatical
Subject-Agent-Verb:
Agent noun:
=

II-I lVars lid res [wad-an lVisuft}
,
'and-you(r) hair and beard [wind-OB Lp-AG tousle-PR ET]
'and the winds have tousled you hair and beard' (AZ. 86);

=

pas a::: an I [ardaxsTr} all kirm [o:::ad blid aba::: amad

'after-from-that CNCT [Ardaxsfr-AG] that Kirm [kill-PAST-PRET-3s] back came'
'after Ardaxsfr had killed that Kirm, he came back (KN. 9. 1 ).

=

Agent

=

non-encli tic pronoun:

ike} to [dad h-e} ike} l11an [dad h-am}

'[who-AG] you-S [make-PR ET-2s] [who-AG] I-S [make-PRET- I s]
= '[who] made you, [who] made me?' (Dk. 7.3.60).

,

Agent = enclitic pronoun:
lid a::: awesall agra-dar ke-[man} alIty [did h-end}

'and than those excellent-COM P who-[we-AG] first [see-PRET-3p]'
'and he was more excellent than those whom we saw at first' (KNRm 39);

=

u-[s} kof-/M a::: an gohr be [roy-en-Id}

'and-[he-AG] mountains from that substance out [grow-CAU S-PRET]'
'and he made the mountains grow from that substance' (PR. 46 .5).

=

5. 1 . 1 . 1 Sequence of enclitics
In chains of enclitic pronouns, the agent is in various positions:
all-OIVOn-il11-[ is} lFahist . . . [llil1llid}

'that-manner-me-IO-[he-AG] paradise [show-PRET-3s]'
'in that manner he showed me paradise' (KNRb 7-9);

=

harw ke en mi:::dagta:::1 a::: man padTrift had

'every REL this good-news from me receive-PRET-SUBl-3s'
lid 0 ell ajrah . . . 1-[I11}-is ni:::ist hunsalld had . . .

'and DO this instruction REL-[me-AG]-him-IO] taught content be-SUBl-3s'
'everyone who may have received this good news from me and may be content with
this instruction, which I taught him . . .' (BBB., lines 1 2-· 1 7).

=

5.1 . 1 .2 Fronted verb
If the verb is fronted, the agent can be enclitic to the verb:
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guJt-[is] ohrmazd ka-s zan brehenfd kii
'said-[he-AG] Ohrmazd-AG, when-he-AG woman fashioned that:'
dad-iz-[im] he to ke-t Jeh-an sardag petyarag
'established-too-[I-AG] be-PRES-2s you who-your-IO whore-OBLp species
adversary (COP)'
'Ohrmazd said, when he fashioned the woman : I established you, too, whose
adversary is the whore species' (Bd. 1 4A. I ).
=

Other instances of agent el1c1itic to the verb:

u-t anfy xfr dad-[om]
'and-you-IO other possessions give-PRET-[I-AGJ'
'and I gave you other possessions (as well)' (M49 II R, line 3, Mir. Man. ii, p. 307).
=

When the verb is fronted and the agent is a noun, it is usually anticipated by a pronoun
proclitic (with u-) or enclitic to the verb:

guJt-[is zarduxst]
,
'said-[he-AG Zarduxst-AG]
'Zarduxst said' (Dk. 7.4.58);

=

u-[san] did [Jrawahr] i mardom-an anagfh
'and-[they-AG] saw [pre-souls-AG] CNCT men-OBL evil'
= 'and they, the pre-souls of men, saw the evil' (after Bd. 3.22).
Note the attachment to the preposed past preterite auxiliary bud in the poetic Parthian
sample text VI below, Text, (8.7):

[bud-is sanad] az zaJr ahrfwar 0 ho ayag abrang-ift az ku osaxt
'[raise-PAST-he-AG-PRET] from pool dark to that place pur-ity, from where came
down'
'he had raised (it) from the dark pool to that place of purity, from where it had
come down'.
=

5 . 1 . 1 . 3 Agent resumption
When a noun is the agent of a sequence of coordinated or subordinated clauses, it may or
may not be resumed by an enclitic pronoun:
Coordinate, not resumed:

pas [sros ahlaw ud adur yazd] dast f man Jriiz [grift ud guJt]
'then [righteous Sros and the divine Fire took] my hand [and said]' (AWN.5 .4),
instead of grift u-san guJt.
Embedded in subordinate clause:

pabag ka-[s] pad an ewenag [did] abd [sah-ist]
,
'[Pabag-AG/IO] when-[he-AG] in that way [see-PRET] marvellous [seem-PRET]
'When Pabag saw how it was, it seemed marvelous (to him)' (KN. 1 . 1 2).
=

Here pabag is the actual agent of dfd represented by -s, but also the indirect object of
the impersonal verb sahist 'it seemed'.
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5. 1 . 1 .4 Fronted agent and resumptive pronoun
A similar pattern is found in main clauses, where the noun is resumed by an enclitic
pronoun by means of the particle ii-:

eg [oy mar] ii-[s] 0 pasfy gaw abiiz [riin-en-fd]
'then [that villain-AG] A-[he-AG] to back hands [move-CAUS-PR ET]'
'then that villain brought his hands to the back' (Dk. 7.3.6).'

=

5. 1.2 Questions
Questions without interrogative pronouns or adverbs are indistinguishable from positive
statements. For indirect question, see section 5.3.3 . 1 .
Most often questions are introduced by interrogative pronouns and adverbs (see
section 3 . 1 .4.5). These can be placed at the beginning (but frequently after a raised
subject, etc.) or at the end of the question:

rad fmard-iin [ke] rad f zan-iin [ke]
'model CNCT men [who?], model CNCT women [who?]'
'who is the model for men, and who is the model for woman?' (MX. 60. 1 );

=

war [jam-kard [ku kard est-edJ?
'bunker CNCT Jam-made [where? made-PERF-3s]
tan f siim [ku gyiig nibay-edJ?
,
'body CNCT Sam [where? place lie-3s]
'
ud miinisn f sriiS [kuJ?
,
'and dwelling CNCT Sras [where?]
'Where was the bunker that Jam made built? In what place lies the body of Sam?
And where is the dwelling of Sras?' (MX. 6 1 .3-5);
=

iin do aswiir f 0 en kustag-ron mad h-end [kay be wideI'd]
'those two horseman REL to this side-ward come-PRET-3p [when? BE pass-PRET]'
Those two horsemen who came hither, when did they pass?';
=

mihr-druz [cand ewenag ast]
,
'contract-cheater [how-many kind there-is]
'how many kinds of contract-cheaters are there?'
=

Parthian:

[az ku ay-e]
,
'[from where? be-PRES-2s]
'where are you from?'

=

Disjunctive questions are formed with ayiib 'or'. A negated repeated verb can be
gapped:

en yaz-isn 0 yazd-iin ras-ed [ayiib] 0 dew-iin
'this sacrific-ing to gods-OBL arrives [or] to demons-OBL'
ud 0 frayiid f ruwiin f amiih ras-ed [ayiib ne]
'and to help CNCT soul CNCT us arrives [or not]'
'does this sacrifice come to the gods or the demons? and does it come to the help of
our soul?' (after AWN. 1 . 1 5) .
=
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5.2 Coordination and connectors
Middle Persian and Parthian have the usual types of sentences. What is most noteworthy
is the freq uent use of sentence-introducing particles and sentence connectors.

5. 2. 1 Sentence connectors

The most common of these is the conjunction lid (11-) 'and', which is often introduced, it
seems, to serve as 'chair' for a,n enclitic pronoun. Less frequent, but with similar function ,
is a- (rarely independent).
Adverbs such as eg 'then', pas 'afterward, then' and did 'next' have their full meaning:
[kaJ sabuhr sagan sah . . . Cdar 0 sad sUIt! amad
'[when] sabuhr sakas-OBL king here to hundred columns came'
[IIJ-s nan andar im xan xWClrd
[and]-he-AG food in this house ate'
'When Sabuhr, king of Sakas, came hither to the Hu ndred Columns ( Persepolis),
he ate food in this house' (S Ps. I, lines 2-6);

=

=

se sal unvar han v ce ne abay-ed [aJ ne has-Cd
'three year plant all which N EG be-proper-PRES-3s then NEG dries'
'for three years, all the plants that ought not to, do not dry out' (Bd. 48. 3);

=

an f 0 dam ras-Cd tajraskerd
'that CNCT to creation arrives until perfectioning'
[aJ-s danist
[then]-he-AG knew'
= 'what comes upon the world until the perfectioning (of the existence) he knew'
(Bd. I . 53);
[agarJ den ne stay-e
'[if] religion NEG praise-PRES-2s'
[egJ-it en tigr pahikiif-om
'[then]-you this arrow pierce-PRES- I s'
'if you do not praise the religion, then I shall drive this arrow through you'
(PR. 48. 50);

=

[didJ harwisp-agah-fh f ohrmazd ray
'[next], omni-science CNCT Ohrmazd about
= 'next, about the omniscience of Ohrmazd' (Bd. 1 . 1 0).
u-s [pasJ mayanag f zamfg suft
'and-he-AG [then] middle CNCT earth pierced'
'then he pierced the middle of the earth' (Bd. 4. 10);

=

u-s [pasJ be 0 gyag bar-isn
'and-he-OBL [afterward] BE to place to-be-carried'
[pasJ-iz be nih-Cd
'[afterward]-too BE places'
'and he should carry (it) to a place, and then he puts it down, too' (after Sn S 2. 10)

=

Note the frequent use of pas in the Abnun inscription, which recalls that of pasava in
Darius's Bisotun inscription (simplified text):
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[pas} ka abar snl 3 snbllhr ka hromny ny-end
'[then] when in year 3 Sabuhr . . . when Romans-DIR come-PRES/IPF-3p'
[pas} an edar *ann-n
'[then] I-DIR here be-IPF- I s'
[pas} lal iisnall"-ell krt ImJme7y ely-elld
'[then] when hear-IPF- I s that: Romans-DIR come-PRES/IPF-3p'
[pas} an yazd-an *pndll'eh-en /al . . .
'[then] I-DIR gods-fO implore-IPF- I s that: . . . '
[pas} lal nsnaw-en lal hroll1(IY snbuhr zad II-end . . .
'[then] as hear-fPF- I s that: Romans-DIR S abuhr-AG smash-PRET-3p [then . . J'.
Then, in year three of Sabuhr, when the Romans were coming, then I was here.
Then, when I heard that the Romans were coming, then I implored the gods: . . .
Then, when I heard that Sabuhr had smashed the Romans [then I . . .J'.
.

=

In Manichean M iddle Persian, gaMy <ghy> is used in similar functions:
ud [gaMy} hnmsalzr dudiy hnmln baw-Cd
'and [then] universe again summer be(come)-PRES-3s'
'and then, there will again be summer in the universe' [literally: 'the universe will be
summer'] (M798 1 II R ii, lines 28-30, Hu tter 1 992: 64).
=

Parthian has a6ynn 'then' and bid 'next, again':
[a6ynn} ohrmezd-bay padwah-nd 0 mnd "'xwebeh
'[then] Ohrmezd-god-AG implored to mother own'
' then god Ohrmezd implored his own mother' (Mil: Man. iii, text p, lines 4-5);

=

[bid] mnrf mnnf wnxt
'[then] Lord Mani-AG said'
'then Lord Mani said' (BT I I , line 903).

=

5.2.2 Coordination and disjunction
Particles and conjunction connecting clauses include words meaning 'and', 'too', 'both
. . . and'; 'nor', 'neither . . . nor'; 'or', 'either . . . or' and similar.
5.2.2. 1 Coordination
Coordination is expressed by lid 'and', the enclitic -iz 'and, too', and the adverb ham
'also' (literally: 'same'), often in combination; lid . . . lid, lid . . . lid . . . -iz, -iz . . . -iz, ham
. . . (ud) ham 'both . . . and'.
pc7dixsay-fh be-[iz} dah-e [ud] be-[iz} cels-e
'king-ship BE-[too] give-PRES-2s [and] BE-[too] teach-PRES-2s'
'you both give kingship and teach' (Dk. 9.35.5);
=

lid [ham} awesiin andar *andarwiiy iib III bar-end
'and [both] they in atmosphere water up carry'
[lid ham} andar wm fg frod bar-end
'and [and] in earth down carry'
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ku nem-roz war-ed
'that mid-day rains'
'and those both carry the water up into the *atmosphere and also carry (it) down
into the earth, so that it rains at midday' (Bd. 2 1 C.20).
=

Coordination can also be effected by the periphrastic adnominal constructions (see
section 4.2.4):
padasn I ahlaw-an [an-iz] f druwand-an padifrah
'reward CNCT righteous-OBLp that-too CNCT wicked -OBLp punishment' (after
AWN. 1 1 .6), beside:
padasn f ahlaw-an padifrah-[iz] I druwand-an
'reward CNCT righteous-OBLp wicked-OBLp-[too] punishment'
'the reward of the righteous and the punishment of the wicked'
=

5.2.2.2 Adversative conjunctions
The conjunctions be 'but' and Man. anay express contrast and are often coupled with
negations:
andar deh [ne]
'in village [NEG]'
[be] pad kustag-ew f deh widard
'[but] to side-one CNCT village passed'
= 'he passed, not through the village, but to one side of the village' (KN. 2. 1 6);
o(r)ron [rna] awar [anay] anoh pattay
'hither [NEG-EXH] come-IM P-2s [but] there wait-IM P-2s'
'do not come here, but wait there!' (M2 I R i, lines 1 2-13, Mir. Man. ii, p. 301).

=

Parthian has abaw and be:t 'but' expressing contrast:
[abaw] ne ho zawar aha-z ke zan-ad
'[but] NEG that power be-IPF-3s REL-AG knew . .'
[be:t] ho zawar rosn ke . . .
'[but] that power light REL . . . '
[abaw]-is ham-Cihrag nest
[but]-it of-the-same-form NEG-COP'
= 'but it was not that power, (the one) that knew . . . but (rather) that light power
which . . . but (that one) i s not of the same *form as it' (M2 1 I R i, lines 16-20,
34-3 5, Mir. Man. iii, text a);
.

ce to 0 anlY kee abwen-ah II"xad rna kar
'what you to other person blame-PRES-2s self NEG do-IMP-2s;
[beZ] pattud car az masa-dar-an
[but] endure-INF ought-to from old-er-OBLp'
'do not do yourself what you blame somebody else for, but (rather) you should
endure (it) from those older (than you)!' (Mir. Man. iii, text b, lines 9-1 1 ).
=
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5.2.2.3 Correlative negation
Correlative negation 'neither . . . nor' is expressed by ne . . ne, ne . . ne-iz 'neither . . . nor':
an tarazug ec kustag ogray ne kun-ed
'that balance any side dip N EG does'
[neJ aMaw-an ray [ud ne-izJ druwand-an
'NEG righteous-OBLp for [and NEG-too] wicked-OBLp'
'that balance does not dip to any side (i .e. is not biased), neither for the righteous
nor for the wicked' (after MX. 1 . 1 20).
=

5.2.2.4 Coordination and negation by repetition
Clauses can be coordinated by repeating a preverb or a negation. These constructions
may imitate Avestan ones (see Old Iranian, Chapter 3, 8 . 1 .2):
[be] abar 0 an deh an I abaron an-(ast-Ih) [pad-edJ
'[BE] up on that village that CNCT evil non-peace [fall-PRES-3s]
be an I abaron snoh-isn be an f abaron spazg-Ih
'[BE] that CNCT evil *bad-weather [BE] that CNCT evil sland-er
ud [ne-iz] az an dell an I abaron anastfh Jraz [abeslh-ad]
'and N EG-too from that village that CNCT evil non-peace [be-cut-off-PRES
S UBJ-3s]
[ud neJ an I abaron snohisn ud ne an I abaron spazgfh
'and N Eq that CNCT evil *bad-weather and NEG that CNCT evil sland-er'
= 'and upon that village evil discord, evil *bad weather, and evil slander will fall;
and neither evil discord, evil *bad weather, nor evil slander will be cut off from that
village' (Dk. 7.7. 1 7).

5.2.2.5 Disjunction
Disjunction is normally expressed by ayab 'or' (parth. agam), ayab . . . ayab 'whether
or'. In questions it is preceded by kadar 'which (of two)':
asf ka mahf [ayab ] wazay [ayab] sang wared
'there-is when fish [or] frog [or] stone rains'
= 'there are times when fish, frogs, or stones rain' (Bd. 21 E. l );
kadar pes dad xwarrah [ayab] tan
'which (of the two) first established Fortune [or] body'
'which was established first: the (divine) Fortune or the body?' (Bd. 1 4.8);

=

kadar [ayab ] ahlaw [ayab] druwand wurroy-ed meh
'whether [either] righteous [or] wicked believes much-COMP' [see section 4.3.9. 1 ]
ku kas-an [ayab ] an f ahlaw tuxsag-fha-tar wurroy-ed [ayab] an druwand
'i.e. people-OBLp, whether that CNCT righteous zealous-Iy-COM P believes [or]
that CN CT wicked
= 'does the righteous or the wicked one believe the most: i.e. among people, does the
righteous or the wicked one believe the more zealously' (Pah!. Y. 3 1 . 1 7).
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5.2.2.6 Restriction
To express 'other than, or else' (be . . ) enyii (Man. ba . . . anay) is used:
.

min [be] ka rast gow-e [enya]
'now [except] if truthfully you-speak [otherwise]
/wl11-dadestan ne ball'-em
'agreed NEG be(come)-PRES- l p'
'now, unless you speak the truth, we will not agree' (KN. 1 2. 1 8);
=

diin-isil [ba] pad en dar-an 1-/11 az abar nibisl [anay]
,
'kn owl-edge [except] by these doors-OBL REL-I-AG from-above wrote [otherwise]
o mardohm-an madan ne siiy-ed
'to people-OBLp come-INF NEG be-possible-PRES-3s'
'knowledge cannot come to people other than by these doors which I have written
above' (M9 I V, lines 9-1 1 , Mil: Man. , p. 298).
=

5.2.2.7 Parataxis
Various relationships call be expressed without connectors (parataxis), e.g. contrast and

consequence:
edon be /all1-e
'thus BE you-do'
kas abar oy 1 did res ud ziyan kardan ne tuwiin baw-iid
'anybody unto him CNCT other harm and damage do-I N F NEG able be-SUBJ-3s'
= '(if) you do thus, (then) nobody will be able to do harm and damage to another'
(Dk. 7. 1 .2 1 ).

5.2.2.8 Particles introducing exegetical passages
In the Pahlavi translations and commentaries on Avestan texts, the particles ay, hiid and

/al all can mean approximately 'that is', but, more specifically, ay can mean 'the meaning

,
is', had 'yes (and/but) ; to point out varying opinions, the expression ast like (edon)
gowed or aS1 like 'there is someone who (says) (thus)' are used:

xwarsed 1 a-marg 1 rayomand I arwand-asp
,
'sun CNCT death-less CNCT wealth-y CNCT fleet-horse(d)
[kil]-s asp nek;
,
'[i.e.]-it horse good (COP)
[ast ke] edon gow-ed
'[there-is who] thus says'
fay] asp fnek be dah-ed
'[the meaning is] horse CNCT good gives'
= '[translation of the Avestan:] the sun, immortal, shining, with fleet horses;
[Pahlavi:] i.e. it has good horses; there is one who says: the meaning is "he gives good
,
horses" (Pah!. Y. 0.9);
hom I ahlaw f dttras

'Hom CNCT righteous CNCT duros"';

[had] dliras-Ih-is

'[i.e.] duras-ness-his'
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ed kii os az rUlVan f mardol11-all dlll' dar-ed;
'this (COP) that death (os) from soul CNCT people-OBLp far-away (dnr) holds'
rosn gult
'Rosn said'
[had} a-hOs-ill pad /tom balF-ed
'[yes, and] death-less-ness through hOm is'
'[translation of the Avestan:] Hom, the righteous, the duros"'; [Pahlavi:] i.e. it is
called duros for this reason that it holds death far away from men's souls'; Rosn said:
yes, and (also) because deathlessness comes about through Hom'. (Pahl. Y. 9.2).
=

5.3 Subordination
Subordinate clauses usually precede or follow main clauses and other subordinate
clauses, but embedding is also found (see Relative clauses).
5.3. 1 Conjunctions
Among subordinating conj unctions, we can distinguish between those with one specific
function and those with multiple functions, e.g. agar 'if' and l11a agar 'lest, let not' (with
verbs of fearing), ce 'because', ka 'when, if'; fat 'that, so that, than, where, etc.', Ciyon 'as,
when, because; that is', ta 'so that, until'. There is further ambiguity in Pahlavi, where ka,
ke, and fat are sometimes confused under the influence of New Persian ke. Composite
conjunctions are common.
Nominal 'that' -clauses introduced by kit are the most common subordinate clauses in
Middle Persian; kit introduces reported speech (see Section 5.3.3 . 1 ).

5.3.2 Relative clauses
The relative pronouns are T, ke and ceo They can function by themselves as subject, direct
object and indirect object, and be governed by pre/postpositions. Their grammatical
function (other than as grammatical subject) may be expressed by (independent or
enclitic) personal or demonstrative pronouns. Thus, an enclitic pronoun attached to a
relative pronoun can be independent or simply resume the relative pronoun, i.e. ke-s 'who
his = whose' or 'who . . . him/his, 'who to him = to whom', etc.':
oy [ke-s} zan ne blId
a-s zan dah-end
'he who-him wife NEG was
CNCT-him wife give-PRES-3p'
'to him who had no wife they will give a wife' (PR. 48.63).
=

As enclitic pronouns tend to 'spread' throughout the clause, doing duty for what
ever they are needed for (agent, possessive pronoun, etc.), it is sometimes difficult or
impossible to determine their precise attribution:
nek-raw-isn-fll an menoy
[f)-sf[I-S} tan 1 xwes padis lVeh be kerd
'good-go-ing-ness that spirit (COP)
which-it body CNCT own thereby better made'
'goodness is that spirit by which he made his body better' (Bd. 1 .35).
=
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With [f-sJ . . . padis 'which-it . . . thereby with which' or 'which-his . . . thereby by
which . . . his'.
The relative pronoun ce is rare and mainly used when the referent is not specific
(,whatever, everything that, that which'), corresponding to ke animate references (,who
ever, someone who, he who'):
=

=

ud [ce] andar an dar
'an [what] in that chapter (COP)'
'and whatever (else is) i.n that chapter'.
=

5.3.2. 1 Generic statements
Relative clauses containing generic statements take the subjunctive (cf. section 4.3.7. 1 b)
and parabolic relative clauses take the optative (see section 4.3.7.2c).
5.3.2.2 Complex relative clauses
Relative clauses can combine with other clauses:

pas 0 ab mad [fj-m guJt ku azer f en zal11 fg winnard est-ed
'next to water came [which water]-I-AG said that: (water) below CNCT this earth
set up-PERF-PRES-3s'
'next he came to the water, which I said is set up below this earth' (Bd. 4. 1 0);
=

=

u-m anf-z kerdagan f yazd-an was kerd
'and-I-AG other-too ritual-S CNCT gods-OBL many did'
[fj-m agar abar en nal11ag nibist h-e eg was bud he
'[which ritual-S]-I-AG i f in this inscription write-PRET-OPT-3s then (ritual-S)
much be-PRET-OPT-3s'
'and I performed also many other rituals for the gods, which, if I had written
(them) here, would have been too much' (KNRm 48-49);
=

=

Ciyon l11ard-ew [keJ
'like man-one [who]

,

ta pad getfy bud [azis] /zural11-tar ne bud
'as-long-as (man-S) in world-of-the-living was [than (man)] happi-er N EG was'
'like a man than whom, while he was in the world, there was none happier' (AWN.
4.6);

=

an Jrazend [f-sJ asmahJramud ku be ozan
'that child [which-him-DO] you-AG commanded that: BE kill-IM P-2s'
u-l11an ne ozad
'and-we-AG (child-S) NEG killed'
'that child which you ordered us to kill we did not kill' (KN. 1 0. 1 1 ).
=

5. 3. 3 Nominal clauses
Nominal 'that' -clauses introduced by ku are the most common subordinate clauses in
Middle Persian.
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5.3.3 . 1 Reported speech
Pahiavi, like New Persian, does not have indirect speech; instead, reported speech is
phrased as direct statements or questions introduced by kit and is therefore identical with
nominal 'that'-c1auses. The governing verbs include verbs of utterance, thought, and
various kinds of perception (seeing, hearing), but also fear, etc.:
fars-fd kit [ma agar mardom f deh wen-end snas-end1
'he feared: Let not people CNCT this village see-PRES-3p recognise-PRES-3p'
'He feared that the people of the village might see (them) and recognise (them)'
(KN. 2 . 1 6).

=

Indirect questions:
gow kit [an 3 tis eel
,
'say-I MP-2s that: [that three thing (COP) what?]
'tell (me) what those three things are'.
=

Parthian:
aJyan warrag waxf kit
'then Warrag-AG said that:'
[-s az at kit zan-am bay1 kit [ee asf1
,
'[-it I-DIR [from where? recognise-PRES- I p lord] that: [what? COP]
'then Warrag said: wherefrom am I to recognise, lord, what it is?' (BT 1 1 , lines 7 1 92 1 ).
=

Disjunctive indirect q uestions:
asmah dan-ed kit
'you-PL know that:'
[en yaz-isn ayab 0 yazd-an ras-ed ayab 0 dew-an1
,
'[this sacrific-ing either to gods-OBL arrives or to demons-OBL]
'do you know whether this sacrifice comes to the gods or the demons?' (after Sn S .
9.5).
=

Occasionally, the conditional conj unction agar 'if' is used in indirect questions to
express 'whether':
IrM ward snas-am [agar1 fo h-e spandarmad
'down turn-IMP-2s know-PRES- I s [whether] you are Spandarmad'
'turn around (so) I may know whether you are Spandarmad' (Dk. 7.4.58).
=

5. 3.4 Adverbial clauses
The main types of adverbial clauses and their conjunctions are the following:
•

•

Time: (f) ka 'when' and asf fka 'sometimes'; Ciyon 'as when'; ew-bar 'once, as soon as';
pas az an ka 'after'; pes 'before'; fa (Man. da) 'as long as, until' (also with infinitive; see
also kit fa, below), and 'since' (expressing duration in the past: Germ. seif, Fr. depuis),
fa ka, fa (pes) ka, fa an f ka 'before, until'.
Place: kit 'where' or combinations such as anoh kit 'there where', an gyag kit 'the place
where', etc.
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Reason and cause: ce 'because, for'; a::: on i'iyon 'for the reason that'.
Purpose and res ult: (ku) to 'so that, in order that'.
Comparison: Ciyon 'as, in the way that'; harll' Ciyon 'in every/whatever way that'; fiyon
ka 'as if'.
Condition: agar and lea 'if', with indicative.

For examples, see on the uses of the tenses (see section 4.3.4) and the moods (see
section 4.3 .7).
5.3.4. 1 Adverbial phrases
Adverbs in -Iho, especially those from compound adjectives, can qualify a verb more
broadly:
dm\l-end [abe-bra!lI11-fho}

,
'they run [without-dress-ADV]
= 'they run about undressed' (M28 I V ii, line 19, Skjeerv0 1995b: 25 1 ) .
spoh I kirm . . . 0 beron mad

'army CNCT Kirm to-outside came'
abiig aswor-on I ardaxslr kore:::iir [gyon-abespor-Iho} saxt kerd

'with horsemen-OBL CNCT Ardaxsfr battle [soul-surrendering-ADV] hard did'
'Kirm's army came out and fought (such) a hard battle with ArdaxsTr's cavalry as
to (as if they were willing to) surrender their souls' (after KN. 6. 16);

=

ahril11en lid 1110:::anlg-iin lid ii::: spoh-bed I aborlg dew-on

'Ahrimen and Mazanfg(-demons) and Az army-ch ief CNCT remaining demons
OBL'
[( stard hOl11onag)-iMi)

'[(stunned like)-ADV]'
[(pad xwes hamestar-Ih Ival/Td-ag)-Tha)

'[(by own oppos-ition conquered)-ADV]'
be 0 mardom-an didar-Tg bmv-end

'BE to people-OBLp seen-AD] be(come)-PRES-3p'
'Ahrimen and the Mazanfg demons and A z, general of the other demons, as if
stunned, having been conq uered by their own opponents, become visible to people'
(WZ. 35. 35);

=

was dew-an dru:::-an pad (blm-nimiiy-isn)-ih . . . aw-is amad h-end

'many demons lie-demons for (fea r-show-ing)-ness . . . to-him came'
ud hamag [(a-padlr-isn)-Tha) lid [(:::ad-ag)-Tha) [stow-iha) az-is wast h-end

'and all [(non-receiv-ing)-ADV and [(strick-en)-ADV] and [defeated-ADV] from
him turned'
pad an i oy abe:::ag (fra::: gow-isn ) -i/z T abestog

'by that CNCT him pure (forth-say-ing)-ness CNCT Avesta'
'many demons and lie-demons came against him (Zarathustra) to induce fear in
him, and all turned back from him without (him) receiving (them), having been
struck down, and overcome, by that pure one's recitation of the Avesta' (Dk. 5.2.6).

=
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5. 3.5 'Subordination ' by means of derived nouns and adjectives
Infinitives (see 4.3 . 1 0.2a) and the derived nouns in -Ill (see 6. 1 .2.4), in particular, are often
used instead of subordinate clauses, especially with prepositions like pad 'for', etc. and
the postposition rily in order to, on account of':
"

sag-an [pad IWl11eslar-Th j t gllrg-sardagan

'dogs [for oppos-ition] CNCT wolf-species-OBLp'
ud [panag-llij t gospand-an [kerdan rayj dad ested

'and [protect-ion] CNCT cattle-OBLp [do-IN F in-order-to] establ ish-PERF
PRES-3s'
'dogs have been established (in the world) for the opposition of ( in order to
oppose) the wolf species and for the protection of ( in order to protect) the
domestic animals' (Bd. 24.38);
=

=

=

andar dosox dnU t spazg-Th [ (garan-l I'inah) -lh rayj dll'ar-isll 10 pas

'in hell lie-demon CNCT slander [(heavy-sin)-ness on-account-ofJ runn-ing to back
(COP)'
'in hell every lie-demon rllns in front (of the damned), but the lie-demon of slander
runs behind because it is such a heavy sin' (after MX. 1 . 1 2).

=

Compound adjectives are often used as alternatives for subordinate clauses, for
instance, relative clauses:
lid ant-z erbed-an lid l11oll'111ard-an l osl11l1rd-l11iinsr

'and other-too teachers and priests CNCT recited-(11 OIy-text)

,

t (drarlje,;-tdJ -zand I llskiird-diidestiin

'CNCT memorised-wild CNCT studied-law'

I agiih-den I (ni111ii-dar)-Cim I (lI'izl-dc/r) -kirbag

'CNCT aware-den CNCT (show-er)-meaning CNCT (discrimin-ator)-good-deeds'
pad cand gyag Ii-end

'in several place are'
'and there are other teachers and priests, too, in many places, who have recited the
holy texts, who have memorised the zand (the Pahlavi versions), who have studied
the law, who are aware of the den (tradition), who can show the meaning, and who
can say what are good deeds and what are not (DO. Intro. 9.3).
=

5. 3. 6 Dating
In Middle Persian, dates are expressed by the names of the days and months and the year
according to the Yazdegerd era (63 1 CE):
/razaJt pad drod ud sadth ud riimisll

'completed in good health and happiness and joy'
andar roz sahrtwar ud az mah ablin 908 f yazdgerd I siihiin sah

'on the day of Sahriwar and the month of Aban (in the year) 908 of King of Kings
Yazdegerd' 908+63 1 1 639';
=

=

en ayiidgarlha nibistag Mid estad pad mah wahl11an i andar sal 324 roz day pad iidllr

'these stories were written in the month of Wahman in the year 324 on the day of
Day before Adur' 955;
=
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en ayadgar andar roz xwarsed mah sahrfwar kadfm wihezagfh sal f sas-sad nawad-ek
nibiSt
'this story was written on the day of Xwarsed, month of Sahrlwar in the intercalary
year (according to the) Qadim (calendar) of 69 1 ' 1 32 1 .
=

Parthian inherited the dating formula seen i n Old Persian, Sogdian, etc.:
pad cafar saxt sahrfwar mah
'on four passed Sahrlwar month'
'on the fourth of the month of SahrIwar' (Mir. Man. iii, text c 23-24);
=

pad saxt cuhram mah sahrfwar pad dosambat ud zaman ewandas
'on passed fourth month Sahrlwar on Monday and hour eleven'
'on the fourth of the month of Sahrlwar, on Monday, at I I o'clock' (Mil: Man. iii,
text d 57-60).
=

6 LEXIS: WORD FORMATION
The main strategies for word formation are the use of prefixes, affixes, compounds, and
combinations of these.
6. 1 Nominal derivation

6. 1 . 1 Prefixation
The following are some of the most common prefixes making adjectives from nouns or
verbal stems:
•

•

•

•

a- (an- before vowel) and abe- denote lack of something; antonyms include adjectives
in -omand (from nouns) and -ag (from verbal stems): sej 'danger': sej-omand 'full of
danger', a-seJ 'without danger'; dan- 'to know': dan-ag 'knowledgeable', a-dan 'with
out knowledge, stupid'.
ham- - jud- 'being of the same X', 'being of different/opposite X' (Parth. hiim- - yud-):
ham-den 'having the same religion'; jud-den 'having a different (the opposite) religion';
Parth. ham-tohm-ag 'of the same family', yud-awend-ag 'without equal'.
hu- - dus- (du (s)- before s, duj- before voiced stops) 'having good X', 'having bad X'
[or: 'very bad' if already bad]: casm 'eye' > hu-casm 'benevolent' (from casm 'eye'),
dus-casm 'envious'; sraw 'reputation' > hu-sraw 'of good fame, famous', dusraw 'of
bad fame, infamous'; gand 'stench' > Man. duj-gann 'foul '; Parth. hu-Cihr 'pretty',
dur-Cihr 'ugly'.
pad-: forms adjectives expressing possession: pad-be! 'with hostility, incensed' (cf.
a-bel); pad-parr-ag 'wi th wings, winged'.

6. 1.2 Suffixation
The following are common suffixes used to form adjectives and nouns from verbal stems,
nouns, and adjectives.
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6. 1 .2 . 1 Nouns
The two most common nominal ising suffixes are -isn (also Parthian), which makes action
nouns from present (occasionally past) verbal stems, and -fh (parth. -if, -ift), which makes
abstract nouns from nouns or adjectives (including compounds). Others:
-stan makes nouns of place: hindug 'Indian': hindu-stan 'India'. Other: dad 'law':
dadestan 'law, judgement'; herbed 'priest': herbed-estan, title of Avestan texts containing
rules connected with priestly studies.
6. 1 .2.2 Action nouns in -isn
The action noun in -Un, which differs from the passive participle of necessity (see section
4.3. 10. 1 ) by syntax and word order, can be made from any present stem and a few past
stems:
•
•

•

from simple present stems: men-isn, gow-isn, kun-isn 'thinking, speaking, doing';
from derived present stems: (paydag-en)-isn 'reaveal-ing', (agah-fh)-isn 'being made
aware, being informed', hammoxt-isn 'being taught';
from past stems: al1lad-isl1 'the coming' (Man.), ::ad-iSI1 'being born, birth' (Dk. 5.2.2).

It frequently forms compound verbs with kerdan 'to do': ram-isn ud asay-isn kerdan
'enjoy-ing and relax-ing make' 'having a good time and relaxing' (PN. 8).
=

6.1 .2.3 Agent nouns in -tarl-dar
This agent noun is formed from the past stem: warz-fd 'work, labour, perform': warz-fdar
'one who performs/does sth., a labourer'; xwar-d 'eat': a- (xwar-dar) 'not eating, without
eating'; kar-d: 'do, make': margfh-(ker-dar) 'death-maker'; da-d 'give': (ataxs-dadar) -tar
'more fire-giving', ma-d 'come': madar-tom 'who comes most (often)'.
A few forms have passive meaning: grif-t 'seize': grif-tar 'prisoner' , fref-t 'deceive':
fref-tar 'easily deceived'.
6. 1 .2.4 Abstract nouns in -fh
The abstract noun in -fh can be made from any nominal:
•
•
•
•

•

nouns: xwaday 'lord': xwaday-fh '(over)lord-ship, rule';
adjectives: fraron 'morally good : fraron-fh 'good-ness';
verbal nouns and adjectives: dan-ag 'knowing, wise': (dan-ag)-fh 'wis-dom';
agent nouns in -tarl-dar: nimu-dar: 'show-ing': (nimu-dar) -fh 'guid-ance'; bOx-tar
'deliver-er': (bOx-tar)-fh 'deliver-ance'; (tarazug-en)-fdar 'a weigh-er': (tarazugen
fdar) -fh 'weigh-ing'.
compounds (see below): (rast-gow-isn)-fh 'speaking of truthful speech', (dew-ezag) -fh
'(demon-worshipp)-ing'; Parth. (abe-astar)-ift 'being (free from sins)'.
'

It is common with action nouns in -isn: (agah-fh)-isn 'being made aware': (agah-fh
isn) -fh 'the fact of being made aware', (hammoxt-isn)-fh 'the act of being taught',
(amad-isn)-fh 'the act of coming' (Man.). In compounds: a- (bOxt-isn) 'having no salva
tion': (a-bOxtisn)-fh 'the fact of/state of having no salvation'; a- (sray-isn) '(someone)
without recit-ing': pad (a-srayisn)-fh 'in a state of being someone who does not recite'
'while not reciting'; anag- (raw-isn) 'of evil behaviour': (anag-rawisn)-fh 'having evil
=
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behaviour'; gisnag- ( zfy-isll) 'having short living, short-lived': (gisnag-zfyisn) -fh 'short
lived-ness'. The nouns in -isll-fh are sometimes almost indistinguishable from those in -isn
(see Josephson 1 998) .
6. 1.2. 4a Qualalianal -ih

In exegetical texts, -fh is often used to 'quote' a word to explain it:
111ihr fjriigoyOd f haziir-gas . . .

'Mihr CNCT "with-wide-grazing-grounds" CNCT thousand-eared'
u-s [(hazar-gas) -fh] i!d /al

'and-his "(thousand-ear)-ness" this (COP) that:'
-s 500 111ellOY 0 sal' nisfn-end,

'-him-IO 500 spirit on head sit-PRES-3p'
u-s kar f [gas-fh] kun-end

and-him-IO action CNCT "ear-dam" do-PRES-3p'
'[translation of Avestan:] M ihr with wide grazing grounds, with a thousand ears
. . . ; and his (being said) to have a thousand ears (means) this that 500 spirits sit on
his head and perform the task of being ears for him' (Pah!. Y. 4.8).

=

6.1 .2.5 Nouns and adjectives
-ag: nii111 'name': nii111-ag 'written document'; (se-sab )-ag 'lasting three nights'; with
no discernable function or the unsuffixed word no longer exists: xiin, xan-ag 'house',
kanar-ag 'limit, border' (cf. kanarag-omand 'limited').
-gar (-kar), -giir (-kiir) 'doer of X, making X': yoJdahr 'ritually pure': yoJdahr-gar 'who
makes ritually pure'; bazzag 'bad deeds ' : bazzak-kar 'doer of bad deeds, evil-doer'; winiih
'sin, crime' winiihgiir (winiihkiir) 'sinful, criminal'.

6. 1 .2.6 Adjectives
-ak (-k) makes diminutives: and 'so much': and-ak 'a little'; nell' 'good': nek 'good ';
Man. M Pers. kodak and kodag 'small'.
-(In forms adjectives denoting appurtenance, especially filiation: ardasfr-iin 'son of
Ardashir', razll1 f lvisliisp-iill 'the battle fought by Wistiisp'; the expanded form -ag-an
commonly denotes 'son of': sabuhr-ag-iin 'son of Shabuhr' (also the name of the book
Mani presented to king Siibuhr); pabagan is ambiguous, 'son of Piib/Piibag'.
,
-all' Parth. suffix denoting language:j" ol11-iiw '(in) "Roman" ( Greek) .
-fg (rarely -ik), the most common suffix for forming adjectives from nouns: (burz-isn)fg 'praise-worthy'; n([zd 'near(ness)': nazd-fk 'near'.
-ol11and (Man. M Pers., Parth. -iiwend), forms adjectives meaning (things) 'full of . . .':
bfl11-ol11and 'fearful' (cf. abe-bfm 'without fear'); kaniirag-omand 'limited' (cf. a-kaniirag
'limitless'); padixsar-iiwend, Parth. padiifar-iiwend 'hon ourable'.
-gen, similar to -ol11and, but less common: bim-gen 'scary'; Parth. zen 'armour,
weapons': zen-gen 'weaponed'.
-en: adjectives denoting material and similar: zan'-ell 'of gold, golden'; Parth. iidur-en
'fiery'.
-gon 'kind, species': colour adjectives: zarr-gon 'golden', and adjectives made from
indefinite pronouns and adverbs, e.g. hanv-gon, wisp-gon 'of all kinds/colours'.
=
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-war: adverbs of manner from adjectives and nouns: sazag 'fitting, appropriate':
(saz-ag)-war 'fittingly, appropriately'; xwaday 'lord, ruler': xwaday-war 'in a manner
befitting a lord'.

6.2 Compounding
Compounds are formed by combining other words, with or without suffixes. Following
are some common types.

6.2. 1 Nouns
noun + noun: kar 'work' + namag 'written document': kar-namag 'book of deeds';
noun + verbal noun: uzdes 'idol' + parist- 'to worship': uzdes-parist 'idol-worshipper'
(uzdes-paristisnfh 'idol-worship').

6.2.2 Adjectives
adjective + noun: rast-gowisn 'of truthful speech'; Ivas-anag 'who has (commits) much
evil'; Parth. "xas-boy 'fragrant';
noun + noun: dro-dadwar 'whose judgements are deception (false)';
noun + verbal noun: gyan-abespar 'surrendering one's life, reckless, desperate';
parag-stanisn 'who takes bribes'; anag-kerdar 'evil-doing, evil-doer'; (delV-ez) -ag 'who
sacrifices to the dews'; Parth. razl11-Yoz 'battle-stirring';
noun, adjective + past participle: yazd-aJrfd 'god-created '; ohrl11azd-dad 'given,
established (created) by Ohrmazd'; /zanvisp-pesfd 'adorned with every (adornment)';
Parth. (sary-zad) -ag 'lion cub'.
numeral + noun: (panzdah-sal) -ag 'fifteen-year-old'; Man. M Pers. tas-kerb 'four
shaped'; Parth. cuhr-paJ 'quadruped'.
7 LEXICON AND STYLES
7.1 Dialectology and loans
Many of the 'Medisms' of Old Persian have been inherited, e.g. asp 'horse'. The Psalter
and Manichean M iddle Persian sometimes have purer Perside dialect forms than Pahlavi,
e.g. Man. MPers. dal11estan 'winter' - Pahl. zal11estan <z/dmst h'> .
There are some loan words:
•
•

•

from Indic: semspar 'astrologer' < samvatsara (MacKenzie 1 984);
from Greek: ster 'stater' (via Central Asian stader); Pahl. kalbodlkalbed < kalap6dion
(Bailey 1 943: 96);
from Aramaic: nakkfra 'repudiating' (Henning 1 946: 732 1 977, I I : [250]).
=

7.2 Religious terminology
A special problem is presented by determining the meaning of the religious terminogy
inherited from Avestan in Pahlavi or Pahlavised form, sometimes also in Perside from
inherited from Old Persian Examples:
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Avestan Ahura M azda, the name of the supreme deity, originally meant, literally,
'omniscient lord', but the adjective mazda (maz-da' ah- 'who places [all] in [his] mind') is
not otherwise used in the Avesta, and, already in the Young Avesta and, a fortiori, in the
Old Persian inscriptions, where it is univerbated as Ahuramazda, as well as in Pahlavi
Ohrmazd, where the individual parts are no longer recognisable, it was just a name. In the
tradition, however, the original epithets had been preserved as harwisp-agah 'all-aware'
and xwaday 'lord' (Bd. 1 . 1 , 34 etc.).
Avestan raeUUalJt xVar;man''halJt, approximately 'wealthy and fortunate' (blessed by the
divine fortune) has the Pahlavi equivalent rayomand xwarrahOmand; here, for instance,
the Zoroastrian exegetes disagreed about the meaning of rayomand, which was
i nterpreted as rad 'generous' (S. 1 . 1 ), tuxsagfh 'diligence' or abzar-omandlh 'possession
,
of "means" (S. 1 . 1 1), while 'being xwarrahOmand' was equated with xweskarlh 'per
formance of one's duties' (according to station in life).
Avestan afauuan- clearly referred to being in accordance with the cosmic (true) order
(afa-) as established by god (Ahura Mazda); the Pahlavi term alzlaw, on the other hand,
while referring to being in accordance with the Ohrmazd's creation and the teachings of
Zarathustra, probably had a more general meaning, which we cannot define (,righteous'
is a stop-gap translation that is often inapplicable). In addition, the Old Persian form
artavan-, which characterised those who went to paradise, the 'blessed' dead, survives as
arda in some phrases, e.g. arda zardust, arda frawahr, where it is not much more than a
standing epithet.
Avestan daena- denoted a mental faculty, probably that of 'seeing' in the beyond;
she is also personified as sacrificer's guide in the ritual race and as a women who appears
to the departed in the beyond and guides him/her to the Bridge of the Accountant and
beyond to paradise or hell. Pahlavi den preserves this last function in the inscriptions
of Kerdir and in the Pahlavi books, but, in addition, den also refers to the entire
(orally transmitted) religious tradition, as expressed i n the term gowed pad den 'it says i n
the den', and similar phrases. Only in the late Sasanian and Islamic periods does the
term probably acquire a meaning comparable to 'religion' in the Christian discourse of
that time.
Pahlavi menoy and getfy are nouns and adjectives referring to the other and this world
and their inhabitants, respectively. Translations such as 'spirit, spiritual' and 'material'
associate them with modern meanings they probably did not have.

7.3 Sociolinguistic aspects: styles and levels of speech
A wide variety of styles are found in the Middle Persian corpus. Some of these are
genuine Middle Persian, while others are clearly influenced by the language they were
translated from. Thus, the word order in the Psalter follows that of the Syriac original.
Some of the Manichean texts may also have been translated or adapted from Aramaic
and so preserve some of the originals' style.
The simplest style is the colloquial seen in narrative texts. It is characterised by short,
paratactic sentences and sparse use of anaphora and conjunctions:
pas abar suft mad
,
'then (he) bored up (through it and) came (inside) (Bd. 7. 1 0).

A typical feature of Middle Persian style is variation:
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IVar f jam-kard [kit] kard est-ed?
tan f siim [kit gyiig] nibay-ed?
ud miin-isn f sros [kit]

'where is the bunker that Jam made built, in what place lies the body of Sam, and
where is the dwelling of Sros?' (MX. 6 1 . 1 ).
Close to this style is the didactic prose of texts such as the Menoy xrad, the
Pand-ntimag, and the Bundahisn . The most complex style is the elaborate prose of the
Denkard and some other texts. The complexity of the prose of the Denkard is com
pounded by the fact that it is, to a large extent, based on Pahlavi versions of the Avesta
and its exegesis.
The elevated polite style is seen in the royal inscriptions (especially the Paikuli
inscription) and the Ayiidgiir f Zarertin. The king uses, is addressed, and referred to in
the royal plural and with titles such as oy bay (obI. awesiin bay-iin) 'His Majesty', asmti/z
bay- (iin) 'Your Majesty'. The verb framit-dan 'order' is used as a dummy verb or
auxiliary for the speech and action of a superior:
aMy az abiirfg xwar-iSnframiiy-e xwar-dan

'first from the other food order-PRES-2s eat-INfO
'first deign eat some of the other food! ' (KN. 93).

=

8 SAMPLE TEXTS
The following are samples of texts from inscriptional Middle Persian and Parthian, the
Middle Persian Psalter and Book Pahlavi, and Manichaean Middle Persian and
Parthian, each given in parallel transliteration and transcription, together with inter
linear and idiomatic translation (ERG ergative; AG agent; I M P imperfect; SBJ
subjunctive; OPT optative).
=

=

=

=

8.1-2 M iddle Persian and Parthian inscriptions of S iibuhr I at Ha.i iabad
ZNE
tgl'hy
mzdysn
LY
shpwhry
bgy
ifn
tigrtil!
mazdifsn
man
bay
stibuhr
ZNE
wfwny
mzdyzn
ALHA
LY
shypwhr
mazdifzn
widawall(f) im
man
bay
stibuhr
arrow-shot
this
god
me
Mazdean
Sabuhr
This arrow-shot (is that) of me, the Mazdean divine Sabuhr,'

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

v

=

M LKAn
W
'yr'n
M LK A
Stil!-till
stil!
ud
iff-till
M LKYN
M LK A
'ry'n
W
stih-tin
stih
iff-till
ud
o f-Kings
king
of-Iranians
and
'king of kings of Iranians and non-Iranians,'

'nyr'n
an-ifr-till
'ny'ry'n
an-ifr-tin
non-Iranians

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

=

MNW
kif
MNW
kif
who
'whose seed
=

ctry
MN
Cihr
az
MN
syhr
sihf
at
seed
from
is from the gods,'

yzt'n
yazd-tin
y'ztn
yazd-tin
gods

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

=
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M LKAn
M LKA 'yr'n
'rIhStr
B R E mzdysn
bgy
(Middle Persian)
sah-an
sah
ardaxsahr
mazdesn
bay
er-an
PliS
M LKYN M LKA
A LHA 'rthStr
(Parthian)
ry'n
B RY mzdyzn
sah
ardaxsahr
sah-an
plIhr
mazdezn
bal
er-an
Ardaxsahr ot�kings
king
god
ot�Iranians
Mazdean
son
'whose seed is from the gods, son of the M azdean divine Ardaxsahr, king of kings of Iranians,'
=

MNW

MN
ctry
az
cihr
MNW
MN
syhr
ai
sihr
ke
from
who
seed
'whose seed is from the gods,'

Ice

(Middle Persian)

yzt'n
yazd-an
y'ztn
yazd-an
gods

(Parthian)

=

M LKA
p'pk
bgy
npy
bay
pabag
sah
nab
M LKA
p'pky
bg
pwhrypwhr
sah
pabag
bal
puhripllhr
king
P1ibag
god
grandson
'the grandson of the divinity Piibag, the king.'

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

=

A MT
ka
when
and
LN
A MT
W
ka,5
amah
lid
when
we-AG
and
'And when We shot this arrow,'
AP

II

-n
-n
-we-AG

ZNE
en
this
ZNE
im
this

HTYA
figr
arrow
H0YA
fill'
arrow

SOYTN
wist
shot
SOYt
*wist
shot

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

=

AOYN
eg
then-

LOYNY
pes
before
QOMTE
parwiin
before

-n
-in
we-AG

stldl'n
sahryar-an
rulers
hstrdryn
• sahf(5ar-in
rulers

W
lid
and

B RBYTAn
wispllhr-an
princes
BRBYTAn
wispllhr-iin
princes

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

SOYTN
W
'zt'n
wclk'n
( Middle Persian)
iiziid-iin
wist
lid
wllzurg-iin
W
SOYt
'z'tn
RBAn
( Parthian)
*wazllrg-iin
lid
aziid-iin
*wist
and
great men
and
nobles
shot
'then We shot it before the rulers, princes, great men, and nobles.'

W
lid

=

LGLE
ZNE
PWN
drky
darrag
en
pad
piiy
NGRYN
ZK
wym
pty
wem
pad
ed
pM
on
this
cleft
and- we-AG foot
'And We placed (Our) foot/feet on this cleft (parth. 'stone'),'

APu

n
-n

HNHTWN
nihiid
HQAYMWt
awestiid
placed

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

=

HTYA
LCOr
ZK
cyt'k
tar
iin
figr
Cidiig
LCD
LHw
W
H0YA
syty
ti),r
tar
lid
hi5
Sid
cairn
past
that
and-Us-AG arrow
'and We threw ( shot) the arrow beyond that cairn.'
APII

=

n
-n

=

B LA
be
LBRA
beh
away

L M YTN
abgand
R MYt
*abgand
threw

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)
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wy'k
AYK
HTYA
LMYTN
BLA
oy
gyag
tigr
kii
abgalld
be
TME
ANW
H0YA
NPLt
bys
&)
kii
tii'r
kaft
bet
that
where
place
arrow
fell
but
'But, the place (parth. 'there') where the arrow was thrown (parth. 'fell'),'
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(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

=

ZK-'wgwn
wy1<
an-owon
gyag
place
that-manner
LHw-znk
ATRE
lVyag
ho-zanag
that-manner
place
'there the place was not such that,'

TME
anoy
there

=

cyt1<
Cfdag
syty
srd
cairn
'if a cairn had heen

HT
agar
1<
ag
if
=

cyty
tid
BNYt
*dist
erected
raised'

LA
ne
not
LA
lie
not

YHWWN
biid
was
YHWt
biid
was

HWE
h-e
HWYndy
ah-ende
were-OPT

by-lwny
pty'k
be-ron
paydag
OL LBRA S0RA
1<sy
a beh arag
agas(iJ
to out-side
visible
then
'then it would .have been visible outside.'

ADYN
eg

AYK
kii
that
AYK
kii
that

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

HWE
h-e
HWYndy
ah-ende

YHWWN
biid
YHWt
biid
would-be-OPT

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

=

MNW
cyfk
'wlndly
A H R LNE
prm't
pas
amah
framad
ke
Cfdag
or-andar
'dyn
LN
'wpdst
M NW
syty
PNEstr
al)yan amah
ubdist
ke
tid
or-istar
then
We-AG ordered-ERG
who
cairn
more-hither
'Then, We commanded (someone) who raised the cairn *on this
direction ').'
=

'ws
awris
'(now)

MNW
ke
MNW
ke
who

YDE
dast
YDA
dast
hand(s)

PWN
ZNE
drky
pad
en
d(llTag
pty
ZNE
wym
pad
im
whn
'(Now) he whose hand is (parth.
cleft (Parth. 'stone')
=

0B
new
0B
new
good

HWE
h-ad
HWY-nt
ah-and
be-SBJ-3s!p

that

LGLE
pay
NGRYN
pal)
foot'

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

H NHTWN
'yw
(Middle Persian)
ew
nih-eel
hyp
(Parthian)
H QAYMWd
heb
*awest-e<5
'hands are') good, let that one place his foot on his

W
HTYA
OL
ZK
cyt'k
ud
tigr
a
an
tidag
W
H0TYA OL
hw
syty
lid
til'r
a
h6
sid
'and
arrow
to
that
cairn
'and let him shoot the arrow to that cairn!'
=

ZK
an

cyty
(Middle Persian)
Cfd
BNYt
(Parthian)
dist
erected
side (parth. 'further in this

'yw
ew
hyp
heb
EXH

SDYTN
wih-ed
SDYW
*wih-e<5
shoot'

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)
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AHR
pas

MNW
HTYA
OL
ZK
cyt'k
L M YTN
(Middle Persian)
ke
tigl'
a
an
crdag
abgan-ed
MNW
HeYA
OL
hw
syty
z'mywd
(Parthian)
ke
tiyl'
a
110
Sid
zam-el5
'then
who
arrow
to
that
cairn
throws (parth. 'leads, makes reach')'
'Then , he who shoots the arrow to (parth. 'makes the arrow reach') that cairn,'
=

OLE
oy
LHw
-p
hO
-b
'he
indeed
'his hand is (parth.

=

YDE
eB
dast
new
YDA
eB
HWYN
dast
lIew
ah-end
hand(s)
good
(are)
'hands are') good (indeed)!'

(Middle Persian)
(Parthian)

8.3 Pahlavi Psalter, from Psalm 1 27
stny
ZY
PWN
cygwn
sfdytky
NYSEt
Ciyon
pad
stax
I
staYld-ag
zan-it
like
praised
at
wife-your
vine
'Your wife is like a praised vine in the bosom of the house.'

d'mny
daman
bosom

ZY
I
of

BYTA.
xan.
house

=

ZY
cygwn
nm'mk[y]
zyty
plcndt
pyl'mwn
Ciyon
zayt
Ilimamag
I
Jrazend-it
peramoll
tree
of
like
olive
child-your
aroun d
'(And) your children (are) like a tree o f olive oil(?) about your table.'

-t
I-t
of-your

hw'ny.
xwan.
table.

=

LHNAs
GBRA
MNW
'wgwn 'plyny
klyty
*ed-is
owon
[ifrlll
kir-ed
mal'd
ke
this-him thus
blessing
who
man
is made
'In this way he is blessed, the man who fears the Lord.'

tlsyt
tars-ed
fears

=

M ROHY
OBYDWN't
'plynt
aji"fn-it
kun-ad
xwaday
will-make
lord
blessing-you
'The Lord shall bless you from Zion.'

MN
az
from

chywny
Cihyon ($i�yon)
Zion

=

W
wyn'y
ud
wen-a
and
see-SBJ-2s
'And you shall see by
=

PWN
klpky
kerbag
pad
grace
by
the grace of Jerusalem.'

YWM
KRAwspy
roz
ha/wisp
all
day
'all the days of your life.'

ZYt
I-I
of-your

ZY
I
of

'wlSlmy
urisalm
Jerusalem

zywndkyhy
zlndaglh
life

=

W
plcndy
OLt
wyn'y
o-t
Jrazelld
ud
wen-a
and
you-see-SBJ
child
to-your
'And you shall see children unto your children .'
=

plcndwn
Jrazend-un.
children

MN
az
from

M ROHY
xwaday.
lord
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8.4 Pahlavi Bundahisll (Bd.33.0-4)
abar
wizend
i
hazarag
hazarag
0
eran-sahr
on
harm
that
millennium
millennium
to
Eran-sahr
'" 'On the harm that befell the land of the Iranians in each millennium:'
ka
gannag
menoy
andar
dwar-ist
when
Foul
Spirit
in
rushed
'" 'When the Foul Spirit rushed in in the beginning,'
nazdist hazarag
i
andar
millennium
first
in
'" 'the first millennium in the mixture,'

pad
in

mad.
came

bun,
beginning

gumez-isn-ih
mixture

gaw
ud
gayomard
bUd h-end.
were
Gayomard
and
Bull
'" 'there were the Bull and Gayomard.'
ka
masTy
ud
masyanfy
an
huspasih
kerd
Masiy
and
Masyani-AG
that
good-worship
made
when
'" 'When Masiy and Masyani had performed that good worship/service for 50 years,'
eg-isan
zay-isn
azis
ne
bud.
then-them
birth
from
not
was
'" 'then there was no birth from them (-isal! . . . azisj.'
andar
ham
hazarag
pad
for
millennium
same
in
'" 'In the same millennium, for 70 years,'

70 sal
70 year

h6Sang
ud
tahmuraf
harw
do
Hosang
and
Tahmiiraf
each
two
'" 'Hosang and Tahmiirafboth killed demons.'

ozad.
killed

dew-an
demons

andar
hazarag
sar
dew-an
Jam
in
millennium
head/end
demons-AG
Jam
'" 'At the end of the millennium the demons cut Jam (in hal!).'

kin·en-id.
cut

didfgar
hazarag
bun
bud
bottom/beginning
was
millennium
second
'" 'At the beginning of the second millennium was.'
azidahtig
dus-xwaday-fh
abar
kerd
100 sal
be
Azidahag
evil-rule
began
1 00 year
'when Azidahag began (his) evil-rule. He did (so) for a hundred years.'

kad.
did

=

Ciyon
hazarag
sar
bUd
fredon
grift
as
millennium
end
became
Fredon-AG
took
'When the end of the millennium came, Fredon seized and bound (him).'

bast.
bound

=

sidigar
hazarag
bun
bud
third
millennium
was
beginning
'" 'It was the beginning of the third millennium'
ka
fredon
kiswar
baxt
salm
when
Fredon
land
divided
Salm
'when Salm and Tiiz divided Fredon's land (between them).'
=

ud
and

tUz.
Tiiz

50 sal

50 year
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eg-i§an
i!!..ij
ozad
Jrazend-an
ud
awtidag-an
then-they-AG
EriJ
killed children
and
families
'Then they killed EriJ and destroyed (his) children and family.'

abesfh-en-id.
destroyed

=

andar
ham
hazarag
manl/§Cillr
Miinuscihr
millennium
same
in
'In the same millennium, MiinusCihr was born'

zad
was-born

=

ud
ken
i
eri]
xwast.
and
vengeance
of
EriJ
sought
'and sought (exacted) vengeance for EriJ .'

=

8.5 Pahlavi Denkard (Dk.9.45.4)
(DkM II,

pp.

870-7 1 ; DkDH, p. 235)

stay-i§n
i
poruCist
i
zardux§t-an
praise
of
P6rucist
Zarathustrid
'On the praise of P6rucist, daughter of Zarathustra'

abar
on
=

pad
dM-fdan
I
weh-den
pad
for
loving
of
Good Den with
'for loving the Good Den with wisdom'

xrad
wisdom

=

handarz
ud
ker-dan
i
an
i
den
and
making
of
that
of
den
advice
'and for happily performing the advice of the Den.'

hunsand-Ihti.
happi-ly

=

da-dan
I
tan
pad
zan-Ih
o
gIVIng
of
body
in
matrimony
to
' How she gave her body in wife-hood to Zarathustra'

zardux§t
Zarath ustra

ud
spurrig
warz-fdan
I
kar
ud
and
fully
performing of
work
and
'and fully performed "work" and respect for him.'

tarsagah-ih
respect

=

I
of

oy.
him

=

pas
az
zardux§t
zan-ih-iz
ud
tarsaglih-ih
I
jtimlisp
after
Zarathustra
wife-hood-also and
respect
of
Jiimiisp
'After Zarathustra, how she also performed wife-hood and respect for Jiimiisp.'
=

ud
(wazurg-mizd)-Ih
i-:,'
az
ohrmazd
and
(great-reward)-ing
of-her
from
Ohrmazd
'And the fact that a great reward (came) to her from Ohrmazd'
=

(in
denig-ih
ud
pad
den-following
and
that
for
'for following the Den and being the gods' own.'
=

yazd-lin
gods'

xwU-ih.
own-being

ker-dan
mak-ing
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8.6 Manichaean Middle Persian
(Mb: Man. i , text e, M7984 I R ii, line 34 v ii, line I )
gah/y
hiin
wiftob
az
gariin
then
that
lusty
Az
heavy
'Then that *lusty Az was filled with heavy rage,'

xesm
rage

pahikand,
was-filled

=

niwist
giim
II-S
xwiih-iin
began
step
and-it-AG
seeking
'and it began to seek (her next) step.'
=

des
forms

hiin
pad
do
ji'(/fniid ku
II-S
that
two
by
and-she- ordered that:
AG
'And she ordered: 'According to those two forms,'

=

f
=

srfgar
lid
nar
f
naresah-yazd
female
and
male
of
Naresah-god
'male and female, of god Naresah, which I saw,'

f-m
that-I-AG

miiyag
female

hiin
do
diim
nar
lid
that
two
creatures
male
and
'I will form those two creatures, male and female,'

dfd
saw

des-iin
I-shall-form

=

lai-m
paymog
lid
niyam
baw-and . . .
that-me
garment
and
covering
be-SBJ-3p
'(in order) that they may be a garment and covering for me.'
=

pas
hiin
iiz
az
hamiig
hiin
then
that
Az
from
all
that
'Then that Az, of all that brood of the demons'

zahag
brood

f
of

dew-iin
demons

=

ke
az
asmiin
zam/g
a
who
from
sky
to
earth
'that fell from the heaven upon the earth,'

kaft h-end
fell

=

han
iisare.stiir
f
nar
iisare.star
archon
archon
male
that
'that male Archon (and) that female Archon,'

f

miiyag,
female

=

sagr-kerb-and
axsoz
lid
xesm-en
bazzag lid
lion-shaped
*lusty
and
of-wrathful
sins
and
'(who) were lion-shaped, *I usty, of wrathful sins, and thievish,'
=

awesan
paymoxt.
those
donned
'those it donned.
=

u-s
xwe.s
niyiim
lid
paymog
and-it-AG
own
covering
and
garment
'And it made them its own covering and garment.'

=

II-siin
alldar
axsoz-fh-ist
lusted
inside
and-them
'And she lusted inside them.'

=

kel'd h-end
made-them

appal'
thievish

anii-nd
was-IPF

27 1
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8.7 Manichaean Parthian poetic text
(Mil: Man. iii, text k, M 1 04 R lines 1-1 7; Boyce 1 975: 1 27, text bx)
adur-en
Jrasis-tan
kam-ad
warm
cloud
fiery
breaking
it-wished
'It wished for the fiery cloud to break forth'
=

kft
hamag
pad
adur
haw-ah.
that
all
by
fire
consume-SBJ-3s
'(in order) that it might consume 'everything by (its) fire.'
=

sahrl5ar
aryaw
"'xebeh
padmi5ian
own
garment
prince
noble
The noble prince changed his garment'

izwast
changed

=

a
to

ud
pad
sezd-f/t
bUd
agas
and
in
power
was
revealed
'and was revealed to Satan in his power.'

satan.
Satan

=

wilarz-ad,
hampad
zamfg
ud
asman
trembled
sky
*immediately
earth
and
'Immediately, the earth and heaven trembled,'

=

ud
samel
kaft
a
iaJr-an.
and Samel
fell
to
depths
'and Sammel fell down into the depths.'
=

wasnal5
tarkuman
rast
bUd
abaxsah-isn rosn
interpreter
true
was
forgiveness
light
for the sake of
The true interpreter had pity for the sake of the light'

=

dusmen-fn
xaz-ad.
ce
swallowed
enemies
which
'that the enemies (had) swallowed.'

=

ahrfwar
san-ad
ai
iaJr
bUd-is
was-he-AG
pool
raised
from
deep
'He had raised-Cit) from the deep dark pool'

=

a
h6
ayag
abrang-f/t
ai
kft
to
that
place
puri-ty
from
where
'to that place of purity from where it had come down.'

=

namiiZ
a
to
(wazarg-f/t)-(zad-ag)
Homage
to
you
(great-ness)-child
'Homage to you, 0 child of greatness,'
=

ke
abdiiZ-ad
'" xebeh
ardaw-f/t.
own
righteous-dom
who
delivered
'who delivered your congregation of the righteous!'

=

awas-ii
marfzakko
pay
ami5i-ag
now-also
M arf Zako
stay
teach-er
'So stay now, (our) teacher M ari Zako , '
=

pan-ag
wazarg
ce
to
car-ag
protection great
of
your
flock
'(as) a great protection of your shining flock!'
=

nisag-en
shining

osaxt.
came-down
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ABBR EVIATIONS OF TEXTS

AR.
AWN.
AZ.
BBB.
Bd.
BT 4, I I , 1 9
Bis.

inscription of Abnun, ed. Skj<erv0 ( 1992).
Inscription of ArdaxsTr at Naqs-e Rostam, ed. Herzfeld ( 1 924: 84-85),
Back ( 1 978: 28 1-82)
Angad rosniin, ed. Boyce (1 954).
Ardii Wiriiz-niimag, ed. Haug and West (1 872), Gignoux (1 984).
Ayiidgiir f Zareriin, ed. Monchi-Zadeh ( 1 98 1 ).
Henning (1936).
Bundahisn, ed. Anklesaria (1 956).
Sundermann ( 1 973, 1 98 1 , 1 997).
Inscription of Sabuhr at Bisaplir, ed. in Nyberg ( 1 964: 124-25), Back

Ok.7
Huy.
KKZ

Denkard, book 7, ed. Mole ( 1 967).
Huyadag-miin, ed. Boyce (1954).
Inscription of Kerdfr on the Ka'ba-ye Zardost, ed. Back (1 978: 384-489)

Abnun
ANRm

( 1 978: 378-83).

Kiir-niimag f ardaxsfr f Piibagan. ed . Sanjana (1 896).
Inscription of Kerdfr at Sar-e Mashad, ed. MacKenzie (1 989).
M anichean manuscript in the Turfan collection of the Berlin
Brandenburgishe Akademie der Wissenschaften.
Madayan I hazar diidestan, ed. Macuch (1 993).
M H O.
Mir. Man. i-iii The texts edited in Andreas (1932-1 934).
NPi
. Inscription of Narseh at Paikuli, ed. Herzfeld ( 1924), Humbach, H., and
. P. 0. Skj<erv0 (1 983).
Pahlavi yasna, ed. Ohabhar ( 1 949).
Pahl. Y.
Pahlavi yasts, ed. Ohabhar ( 1927).
Pahl. Yt.
Pand-namag, ed. Kanga ( 1 960).
PN.
PRo
Pahlavi rivayat, ed. Williams ( 1 990).
The Pahlavi Psalter, ed. Andreas and Barr ( 1936).
Ps.
Pahlavi Texts, ed. 1. M. Jamasp-asana ( 1 897).
PT.
Sab. esch.
Sabuhragiin, the eschatological part, ed. MacKenzie (1 979-80).
SH
Inscription of Sabuhr at Hajiabad, ed. M acKenzie ( 1978).
S KZ
Inscription of Sabuhr on the Ka'ba-ye Zardost, ed. H uyse (1 999).
S Ps. I I
Inscription of Sapiir Sagan-sah at Persepolis, ed. Back ( 1 978: 495-97).

K N.
KSM
M

LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTIONS
The most recent descriptions of phonology, morphology (and some syntax) are Ras
torgueva ( 1966 and 198 1 ) and Sundermann (1989), with extensive bibliographies. See also
Klingenschmitt's (2000) miscellany. Older works include Haug ( 1 870), E. W. West in
Geiger and E. Kuhn ( 1 895: 249-332); Bartholomae ( 1 9 1 1-1 5 and 1 9 1 6-22). For the
phonology, see Weber (1 997) with bibliography. For the morphology of the verb, see
Henning (1 933) for M iddle Persian and Ghilain (1 939) for Parthian. For the syntax see
Brunner ( 1 977). Introductions to Pahlavi: Nyberg's (1 928-3 1 ) Hilfsbuch (see Henning's
[ 1935] review) and the revised ( 1 964-74) Manual. Hansen (1 963) contains select texts as
excercises in reading Pahlavi. Henning ( 1 958) is a survey of the place of Middle Persian
and Parthian among the Middle Iranian languages. Many of the Manichean texts
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published before Sundermann (1 973) were published in transliteration by Boyce
(1 975) accompanied by a glossary (1 977). Dictionaries: MacKenzie ( 1 97 1 : Pahlavi) and
Durkin-Meisterernst (2004: Manichean Middle Persian and Parthian).
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CHAPTER FIVE

SOGDIAN
Yutaka Yoshida

t INTRODUCTION

I. t Overview

1.1.1 History
Sogdian is a Middle Iranian language once spoken in Sogd iana. Among the Middle
Iranian languages Sogdian is classified as belonging to the North-Eastern group which
also includes Khotanese, Tumshuqese, Bactrian, and Choresmian.
The land of Sogdiana is located between the two great rivers of Central Asia, the
Amu-Darya and the Syr-Darya (part of modern Uzbekistan and Tajikistan). Sogdiana
consisted of several oasis-states which were located along the rivers Zarafshan and
Kashka-Darya, the leading cities being Samarqand, Buchara, and Kish (present day
Shahr-i Sabz). The eastward movement of the Sogdians led them to colonize Tashkent
and an area beyond, and consequently a Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang who went to India
via Central Asia in the seventh century referred to the region between Semirechie and
Iron Gate, located to the south of Kish, as Suli, i.e. Sogdiana.
The history of Sogdiana is largely obscure. It constituted a satrapy of the Achaeme
nian Empire, and after the conquest of the empire by Alexander the Great in the fourth
century Be, Sogdiana was under the control of neighbouring super powers, such as the
Kushans (first to third centuries), the Sasanians (third century), the Kidarites (fourth
to fifth centuries?), the Hephtalite (fifth to sixth centuries), the Western Turks (sixth
to seventh centuries), and Chinese (seventh to eighth centuries). However, it was able to
enjoy a degree of independence until it was conquered by the Arabs in the eighth century.
During this period of relative independence the Sogdians played an active role as inter
national traders along the Silk Road between China and the West, with the result that the
Sogdian lan guage became a kind of l ingua franca in the region between Sogdiana and
China, where the Sogdians founded many trade diasporas.
The dominion by the Achaemenian Empire was important for Sogdian in that the
chancellery language of the Empire, Aramaic, was introduced to Sogdiana, from which
later the Sogdian script developed after the Empire had collapsed and Aramaic ceased
to be used by the local scribes. By the end of the sixth century, this Sogdian script came to
be written vertically rather than horizontally from right to left, and lines running from
left to righ t.
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1.1.2 Materials ·
The Sogdian materials handed down to us reflect the activities played by the Sogdians in
history. (On the major publications until 1 995, see Gharib 1 995: xiii-xxvii.) Except for the
very short inscriptions discovered in Kultobe, Kazakhstan (ct'. Sims-Williams and Grenet
2006) and the legends found on coins of the early centuries of CE, the earliest substantial
materials are the so-called 'Ancient Letters' discovered by Sir Aurel Stein in a watch
tower located on the route between Dunhuang and Loulan. They were sent to the
addressees staying in Samarqand and oasis cities lying in between by Sogdian merchants
and their families resident in China, who reported the news about their activities,
and were shown to have been written in the early fourth century (ct'. Grenet and Sims
Williams 1 987). Numerous rock inscriptions or graffiti discovered in North Pakistan
along the ancient route connecting Central Asia and North West India are similar to the
Ancient Letters in the ductus and seem to have been inscribed by merchants who came
there either directly from Sogdiana or by way of China.
Their activities of the sixth to seventh centuries are reflected by an epitaph dated 580 CE
which was unearthed from a tomb of a Sogdian couple in Xi'an and a sale contract of a
female slave dated 639 CE and discovered in Turfan (see Yoshida 2005 and Yoshida et al.
1 989). Apparently, during the seventh to eighth centuries when the Tang Dynasty was the
most powerful, Sogdian trade activities reached their height, and a great many Sogdians
immigrated to China. Some of them were converted to Buddism under the influence of
Chinese Buddhists. They produced many Buddhist Sogdian texts based on Chinese
prototypes, of which dozens of specimens were discovered in Dunhuang and Turfan.
The role played by the Sogdians in the propagation of the Manichaeism is not entirely
clear. However, a number of M anichaean Sogdian texts were discovered in Turfan, where
the Uighurs, who adopted Manichaism in 762/3 CE as their state religion, constituted the
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ruling class. Apart from the translations from the Middle Persian and Parthian originals,
one finds many works originally composed in Sogdian. Christian monks resident in a
monastery of Bulay"iq located to the north of the Turfan basin left numerous Christian
Sogdian texts based on the Syriac originals. That they were also engaged in trade is
inferred from a few Dunhuang texts written by Christians. Apart from the Sogdian script,
which was so to speak the Sogdian national script, Manichaean and Syriac scripts were
employed respectively to write Manichaean and Christian texts.
Similarly, Brahmi script was applied to write texts translated from Sanskrit (or
Tocharian as well?) , either of Buddhist or medical contents. However, only a small
number of Brahmi fragments have so far been encountered among the treasures
unearthed from Central Asia (see Sims-Williams I 996c).
While the bulk of Sogdian materials are from East Turkestan, the land of Sogdiana
also yields a handful of manuscripts and short inscriptions. The most famous are some
80 secular documents discovered at M ount Mugh, which represent part of archives of
Dhewasti"c (?-722), the last independent ruler of Penjikent.
While the Sogdians were governed by Turkish peoples, such as Turks and Uighurs, they
exercised strong cultural influence upon their rulers; the Sogdian language served as a
literary language for them until they began to write their own languages, first in Runic,
and later in Uighur script, of which the latter originated from the cursive variant of
the Sogdian script. Of the two Sogdian inscriptions unearthed in M ongolia, one, the
Bugut Inscription, was erected by Turks around 600 CE and the other, the Karabalgasun
Inscription, is trilingual in Sogdian, Chinese and Uighur in Runic script, and com
memorates the eighth Khaghan of the Uighur empire (r. 808-822). Another stele which
is similar in contents to the Bugut Inscription was discovered on a stone statue unearthed
in Mogolkiire in Xinjiang.
Very late inscriptions going back to the tenth to eleventh centuries, which have been
discovered in Kirghizia, contain several Turkish elements; they may have been written by
Turkophones who employed Sogdian as a written language (see Livsic 1 996). A few late
documents also containing Turkish words and phrases were discovered in Dunhuang and
Turfan .
The linguistic variations found among all these materials are not trivial mainly for
chronological reasons. Moreover, the bulk of Christian Sogdian texts and a great part of
the Manichaean materials are written respectively in Syriac and Manichaean scripts,
whose orthographies are free from historical spellings found in texts written in Sogdian
script. However, despite the wide area of diffusion of the Sogdian language, very few
purely dialectal differences have so far been observed. On this point see the section 7.2,
Dialects and variations.
1 .2 Scripts, orthography, and phonetic values
The three scripts (Sogdian, M anichaean, and Syriac) derive ultimately from the Aramaic
and thus have many features in common, the most salient being that they are so-called
consonant scripts, and that vowel phonemes are not always sufficiently distinguished.
Inevitably some uncertainties surround the problem of the Sogdian vowel phonemes, the
situation not being radically improved by the recent discovery of a few texts written in
Brahmi script (see Sims-Williams 1996c). In this connection an important advantage of
Syriac script is to be mentioned; vocalic points are sometimes employed to distinguish
vowels of different qualities: y: [�], y: [i'], VI [5], VI [ ill, and c;: [Cal. In the texts
written in Sogdian script, which evolved from the Achemenid chancery Aramaic, one
=

=

=

=

=
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finds a certain number of ideograms, i.e. Aramaic word forms pronounced with their
Sogdian equivalents (see also Chapter 4 on Middle West Iranian). For example, a word
for 'ten thousand' is often spelled as RYPW (cf. Aramaic rbw = ribb6) and was pro
nounced as fJrewar. That it was pronounced as a Sogdian word is proved by a phonetic
complement which appears in its cardinal Aramaic form with the Sogdian ordinal
suffix (-myk): (RYPWmyk =) *prywrmyk, i.e. fJrewar-mik ' I O,OOOth'. (In modern trans
literations one distinguishes ideograms by Roman capital letters.) Below is the chart of
Sogdian, Manichaean, and Syriac scripts with their transliteration and phonetic values,
which will be discussed in the following section.

2
3
4

S

6
7

Of the two major varieties, formal and cursive scripts, the former as attested in the
manuscript of the Vessantara Jataka is reproduced.
The frequent doubling of the letter y, w, and 8, and t has no phonetic significance.
Only used in ideograms.
Only used in word-final position.
Usage varies: some scribes employ the diacritic point(s) to distinguish z (= [z) or [z))
from n, others to distinguish [z) from [z).
Only in kn6, k6 'city' and in Syriac words.
Not used.

2 PHONOLOGY

In the following, M and C indicate sources in Manichaean script (without distiction
of t and t) and Christian Syriac script, respectively. Otherwise, spellings cited are those
in Sogdian script (if necessary indicated by S). Light stems, on which see below, are
differentiated from heavy with a hyphen (-).

2.1 I nventory and distribution

2. 1 . 1 Vowels and diphthongs
2. 1 . 1 . 1 Vowel system
Given that the three scripts, Sogdian, Manichaean, and Syriac, ultimately derive from
the Aramaic consonant script, there remain uncertainties in the determination of the
Sogdian vowel phonemes, which are inconsistently indicated.
TABLE 5.2: VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS

high
mid
low

front

central

back

l, i
e, e

0)
( ;J)

u, u

a

Diphthongs

0, 0

a

There is phonemic length distinction, which is not overtly marked except for the low
pair, and is otherwise inferred etymologically as well as by means of the 'rhythmic
law' (see below): fJay- (py-) 'god', fJay (Wy) 'garden, farm'; butfne.s- (C fnys-) 'be deceived',
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fn i?S (C fnys) 'deceive'; witar- (wytr-) 'go', \VItaI' (wytr) 'went (3s imperf.)'; but- (pwt-)
'Buddha', pute (pwt'k) 'rotten'; roxsn- (rwxsn-) 'light, bright', royn (rwyn) 'oil'.
NaturaIly, long and short vowels are likely to be different in terms of quality as weIl.
Thus ii is a back vowel in contrast with a which is front. This is clear in view of the
Uighur orthography which is based on the Sogdian speIling conventions; thus in Uighur
a back vowel a is expressed by initial ("-) and medial (-'-), both being the notations for ii
in Sogdian, whereas the front counterpart Ii is represented by those standing for a in
Sogdian (see Sims-WiIIiams 1 98 1 : 358).
i and � are aIlophones of a phoneme a mainly appearing in the initial position where a
never occurs: �psiik Cps'k) 'garland'. Compare also the fact that foreign words beginning
with a- are usuaIly transcribed with ("-), i.e. ii- rather than C-), i .e. �-, e.g. ("swr) for Skt.
asura.
The high central vowel i is restricted to the position before sp-, st-, and S/1- and is
transcribed by the letter ' Cain) in Manichaean script: isptyak (M 'spty'k) 'completion'.
When they are unaccented, short vowels i, a, and u seem to have been reduced to �. The
alternation of (-y-), (-w-), and (zero) encountered in the speIlings seems to reflect this
situation: e.g. z�t- (M jt- - jyt-) 'strike' (past stem < OJr. *Jata-); 6�ste (M oystyy - S
ost'y) 'built' « OIr. *distaka-); oSJ)'te ('ws(')'ty - 'ws(')wytk) 'pure' « OJr, * (fW{f
suxtaka-).
2. 1 . 1 . 2 Rhotacised vowels

Apart from the above-mentioned simple vowels, Sogdian possesses three rhotacised
vowels, �f, t, II which are counted as short vowels: m�'y- (mry-) 'bird', ki"m- (kyrm-)
'snake', and pu"n- (pwrn-) 'full'. This element constitutes the second element of
diphthongs: mary ma�'y (mry) 'forest', zern ze�fn (zyrn) 'gold'.
=

=

2 . 1 . 1 .3 Diphthongs

As the second member of diphthongs Sogdian also possesses a nasal element 1!1, which
probably had moraic status: km?10 (knoh) 'city', paf!1J(pnc) 'five'.
The long diphthongs iii and iiu are also known: iiiku/1 ("ykwn) 'forever', iiuriiOe
("wr'o'k) 'fellow-traveller', while Old Iranian *ai and *au have become e and 0
respectively.

2.1.2 Consonants
2 . 1 .2. 1 Consonantal system

Sogdian has the following consonants; those in parentheses are allophones or marginal
phonemes.
TABLE 5.3: CONSONANTS
labial
Plosive/affr.
Fricative
Nasal
Liquid/Glide

p (b)
IP
m
w

dental
0 (5

alveolar

palatal

velar/glottal

t, (d) (ts)
sz

e (j)
SZ

xy

11

r

(/)

y

k (g)
( 1) )
(h)
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The typologically marked system with voice opposition found only with fricatives is
due to the sound change in which the voiced plosives and affricate *b, *d, *J, *g have
become fricatives p, (j, i, and y even in intial position: par- (f3r-) 'bring', (jar (8'r) 'to hold',
Zeir (C z'r) 'poison', yar- (yr-) 'mountain'. On the other hand, due to the Sogdian con
servatism, the voiceless plosives and affricate *p, *t, *1", *k even after a vowel are pre
served: ap (" p) 'water', wat (w't) 'wind', lVyak (wy'k) 'place', wac (w'c) 'send', 'release'.
The voiced counterpart b, d, j, g are found only after nasalized vowels, i.e. f!1: za1?lb
(M zmb) 'coast, river bank', pal?lde (M f3ndy) 'slave', pm?lJmfk (M pnjmyk) 'fifth', Sm?lg
(M sng) 'stone'.
2. 1 .2.2 Marginal I, h, (S , and

l);

I and h are marginal phonemes only found in loan words and foreign forms: flok (sl'wk
- sr'wk) < Skt. sloka 'verse'; raha,!ld (M rhnd) < Skt. arhant 'arhant'. Only sporadically
do I and II appear in original Sogdian words as a result of dissimilation: wilarz (C wlrz - S
wyr'rz) 'tremble' « OIr. *wi-rarz-, cf. unreduplicated form attested in Khotanese rrfyz
'tremble'), !lImax - Xlmax reflected in (M hwnx - xwnx) 'that'.
The marginal status of ts may be inferred from the fact that the Christian Sogdian
form (mc') 'hither' corresponds to (mrts'r) in Sogdian script; thus Syriac {zaddi (c) can
represents I" as well as {s, so that ts is treated as a single segment. Compare also (M pncts)
and (C pncc) both representing panc(a) ts 'fifteen'.
l) is sometimes represented by the spelling (-nn-) in Manichaean script: sarOal)g
(sr8nng beside srong), i.e. sa;lO,!lg 'leader'.

2. 1.3 Syllable structure and clusters
Due to the Sogdian orthography with consonant scripts it is not always easy to know
the syllabic structures. Etymological consideration and spellings lead us to assume that
Sogdian allows consonant clusters consisting of a considerable number of consonants:
iuxfk- (C zwxsq-) 'disciple', sJrfn (M sfryn) 'create', xepOtf (C xyp8-t-y) 'one's own
(pI. obl.)'.
The pronunciation of cl usters is occasionally eased by prothetic vowel o r by
metathesis: psak (M ps'k) - ;}psak (M 'ps'k) 'garland', iuxfk- (C zwxsq-) - txufk- (Zxwsk-,
8rxwsk-) 'disciple', etc.
Combinations of voiced fricative and voiceless plosive or affricate are characteristic
of Sogdian , pa(jk- (p8k-) 'law', ;}pta Cf3t') 'seven'. In view of the similar clusters in Ossetic ,
one may assume that the second member was pronounced as a weak devoiced plosive,
i.e. ;}prja.
2.2 Non-segmental features and rhythmic law
(In the following stress is indicated by an underlined vowel.) The position of the
stress accent is governed by the so-called 'rhythmic law' (see Sims-Williams 1 984) as
follows:
I.
2.

A syllable containing either a long vowel or diphthong is counted as heavy while a
syllable consisting only of a short vowel is light.
Stress falls on a stem ifit contains a heavy syllable, i.e. heavy stem, whereas it falls on
the suffix or ending in the case of light stems that consist only of light syllable(s).
Unstressed endings and suffixes suffer reduction or loss, so that the patterns of
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conjugation and declension of heavy stems are totally different from those of light
stems; thus:
heavy stem: mifO (C my6) 'day (dir. sg.)', mifO-1 (my6y) (obI . sg.);
light stem: ram-{ (rmy) 'people (nom. sg.), ram-!:!. (rmw) (acc. sg.), ram-yf!. (rmy') (Ioc.
sg.), etc.
Enclitic and proclitic forms, even if they consist of light syllables, do not bear stress
and lose their endings: fJay-f!. (�y') vs. -fJay (-�y) '0 lord!' (encl. voc.); ;}st{ Csty) vs. ;}st Cst)
'is' (encl.);
Light stems ending with -r, -lV, and -y sometimes behave as heavy when they are
followed by endings beginning with a consonant: fJf!.r-t (�rt) - fJar-t{ (�rty) 'bears' (3 sg.
pres.).
2.3 Alternations and combinatory phenomena

A considerable amount of spelling variations are observed throughout the texts; some are
simply due to the difference between historical spellings and those more or less reflecting
the actual pronunciation: ( ;))xseO ('xS'y"8 vs. M xsy8) 'king' « Olr. *xsayaOiya).
Most conspicuous are the differences observed between Christian Sogdian forms in
Syriac script and those in Sogdian script. Prothetic vowels are virtually non-existent
in the former while they abound in the latter: zfJak (C zb'q) 'tongue' vs. ;}zfJak CzWk).
Another peculiar difference between the two groups is the existence of ,!1 in the latter
and its loss in the former before continuants: ka,!10 (kn8h) 'town' vs. kaO (C q6), W?lyam
(S, M 'ny'm) 'end' vs. ayam (C 'y'm), but compare fJa,!lte (S �nt'k, M �ndy, C bnty) 'slave'.
In late 'demotic' texts one sometimes finds the tendency to voice t and p after a voiced
sound: ab (C b, cf. M "p) 'water', mard;}xme (C mrdxmy, cf. M mrtxmy) 'man', saydya
(C sydy', cf. M syty') 'on the . . . th day'.
Similarly, post-vocalic r ;}' is often lost in the Christian texts: S ze;}'n (zyrn) 'gold' vs.
C zen (zyn); S, M Sa;}' (s'r) vs. C sa (s').
The loss of 'll and ;},. does not change the rhythmic status of the stems. Accordingly,
Christian Sogdian kaO and zen behave as heavy stems.
Metathesis of u or lV, both progressive and regressive, is so common that one almost
always finds alternative forms: blVyt- (owyt-) - byut- (oywt-) 'daughter', suyblk (swyoyk)
- syl/bik (sywoyk) 'Sogdian', yaOuk (y' owk) - YlVaOk (yw 'ok) 'throne', compare OIr.
*gaOu-. This metathesis affects even loanwords: samutr- - sum tar- (smwtr- - swmtr- <
Skt. sal1ludra) 'ocean'.
The cluster er often becomes st: saer (s'ct) - sast (s'st) 'it is necessary', fJaypurest
« fJaypurec with the plural ending -t) 'divine virgins'.
=

3 MORPHOLOGY

From here on, the transcription is somewhat simplified; thus n or m for f!1, r for ;}'. Also,
voiced plosive allophones after f!1 are transcribed as p, t, Ie or b, d, g in conformity with
spellings: e.g. fJante (S �nt'k) or fJande (M �ndy) for phonemic fJal?lle. Occasionally trans
literated forms are given, somewhat inconsistently, for the sake of clarity. Moreover,
the inflectional tables are idealized in that attested endings are added to sample stems
regardless of whether the forms in question are actually attested or not.
3.1 Nominal morphology

The inflections of Sogdian nouns and adjectives are identical, and the following
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description also applies to adjectives, except that the latter lacks the numerative, on which
see below. On the Sogdian inflection see Sims-Williams 1 982 and 1 990.
The Old Iranian distinction of three genders (masculine, faminine, and neuter) has
been preserved, although the survival of the neuter is marginal as many old neuter nouns
have shifted to masculine or feminine. Similarly, the distinction of three numbers has
been preserved; however, the old dual forms have come to be used in the position
immediately following a numeral, where they occur not only after the number two bu t
also higher numbers, and thus developed in the special form called 'numerative' (NUM),
and discovered by Sims-Williams ( 1 979).
The case distinctions, largely reflecting Old Iranian, are: nominative (NOM , N),
accusative (ACC, A), genitive-dative (G-D), locative (LaC), instrumental-ablative (I-A),
and vocative (VOC), with light stems, which are reduced to the opposition of direct
(DlR) vs. oblique (OBL) with heavy stems.

3. 1 . 1 Stem classes and declensions
Sogdian nouns are classified into several stems. Apart from the distinction between light
and heavy (hereafter abbreviated as LS and HS repectively), a few light stems ending with
-u (-w) inflect differently from ordinal light stems.
A considerable number of stems go back to forms extended by the suffixes masc. *-aka
and fern. *-aka, and are referred to conventionally as the aka-stem and the aka-stem. In
Sogdian script, these two stems are often written with historical spellings, (-Ok) and
(-'kh), respectively. The feminine counterpart of the masculine stems ending in -e
« *-aka) usually corresponds with the adjectival feminine stems ending in -c: masc. spt-e
(C spty) 'complete', fern. spc- < spt-c (C spc-).
There are also a few indeclinable nouns ending in -f (-y): martf (mrty) 'man'.
-

3. 1 . 1 . 1 Light stems
The following are paradigms of light stem nouns masc. ram- 'people', neut. fJayn- 'temple,
altar', and fern. wan- 'tree'.
The regular plural forms are marked by the ending -t-. These plural stems are treated as
feminine singular; that is, the plural form of light stems like ram- have the same inflection
as feminine light stems like wan-.
TABLE 5.4: DECLENSION OF LIGHT STEMS

Plural

Singular

NOM
ACe.
G-O
LOC
I-A
VOC
NUM, N-A

'people'
masc.

'temple'
neut.

'tree'
fern.

'people'
masc.

'tree'
fern.

ramram-i
ram-u
ram-e
ram-ya
ram-a
ram-a
ram-a

paynpayn-u
payn-u
payn-e
payn-ya
payn-a

wanwan-a
wan-a
wan-ya
wan-ya
wan-ya
wan-e
wan-e

ram-t- (pI.)
ram-t-a
ram-t-a
ram-t-ya
ram-t-ya
ram-t-ya
ram-t-e

wan-t- (pI.)
wan-t-a
wan-t-a
wan-t-ya
wan-t-ya
wan-t-ya
wan-t-e

payn-e
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For a masculine u-stem noun, note nom.-acc. mayu (myw) 'magus', gen .-dat. mayw-e
(mywy).
3. 1 . 1 .2 Heavy stems
As indicated above, the declension of heavy stems does not differentiate masculine from
feminine and distinguishes only direct and oblique cases. It is to be noted that in actual
texts, especially those in Sogdian script, heavy stems often take the endings of light stems
by analogy and possibly because of the clarity and salience of light stem inflection for the
syntactic function.
TABLE 5.5: DECLENSION OF HEAVY STEMS

DIR
OBL
VOC

mase. meO 'day'

p I.

fern. zwan 'life'

pI .

meO
me()-i
meO(a)

meO-t
meO-t-i
meO-t-e

zwan
zwan-f

zwan-t
zwan-t-f
zwan-t-e

3 . 1 . 1 .3 Irregular plural forms, -ar-t, -Is-t
The plural forms of prat 'brother' and i5uyt- 'daughter' have the formant -art-: prat-ar-t,
i5uyt-ar-t. Also, some animate nouns, especially light stems, have the plural markers dir.
-IS-t, obI. -Is-I-I: pay- 'god', pI. pay-Is-t-.
3. 1 . 1 .4 aka- and aka-stems
Historically, intervocal -k- was lost, and the resulting hiatus was later contracted (see
Sims-Williams 1 990: 286-29 1 ); thus, nom. masc. sg. *-aki > -*a'i > -e; similarly: acc.
*-aku > *-a'u > -0. I n further development, while in one Christian Sogdian manuscript
C2 the original case distinctions are well preserved after the contraction, in all the other
texts the ending -e found in the nom., gen.-dat., and loc. sg. was generalized, replacing
acc. -0, and instr.-abl., voc. -ii. The plural ending -t is suffixed to the nominative form,
thus -e-t, and inflects as the heavy stem.
The contraction in the feminine iikii- stems similarly resulted in minimal distinctions.
The following table shows the declension patterns ofmasc. mart;}xme 'man' in C2 and in
other texts, and of fern. xiinii 'house'.
TABLE 5.6: DECLENSION OF aka- AND iikii- STEMS

mase. mart:Jxm-e 'man'

NOM
ACC
G-D
LOC
I-A
VOC
NUM , N-A

fern. xana 'house'

C2

other texts

pI .

mart:Jxme
mart:Jxmo
mart:Jxme
mart:Jxme
mart:Jxma
mart:Jxma
mart:Jxma

mart:Jxme
mart:Jxme
mart:Jxme
mart:Jxme
mart:Jxme
mart:Jxme
mart:Jxmela

DIR
OBL
VOC

mart:Jxme-t
mart:Jxme-t-i
mart:Jxme-t-e

sg.

pI .

DIR
OBL
VOC

xana
xane

xane-t
xane-t-i
xane-t-e
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3. 1 . 1 . 5 Indeclinables and archaic plural -iin
Indeclinable nouns do not inflect in the singul ar, but have the binary case distinctions in
the plural ending: sg. dir., obl. martl 'man', pI. dir. marti-t, obI. martl-If. Some nouns take
the old genitive plural ending -iin « OIr. *-iiniim): flay -iin 'gods' (LS), pfc5-iin 'elephants'
(HS), martiJxm-iin « *-a 71/1, aka-stem). This ending is restricted to stereotyped phrases
such as flay-iin flaxtam 'godliest of gods' Skt. del'iitidel'a.
=

3. 1.2 A djectives
3 . 1 .2. 1 Degree
The productive suffix of the comparative is - ( i) star: murziJk-;star 'shorter', yawiinCfk-star
'more necessary'. Somewhat obsolete is the suffix -tar, which is not suffixed to derived
stems or compounded forms. Thus we have c5llr-tar 'farther', namr-tar- 'sweeter' but
. l11and-yrfliik-star 'more stupid', pacxllc5-yone-star 'more despicable', etc. Irregular forms
are: mazex 'big, great' > masyiitar, ymj'many, much' > fyiitar, s;r- 'good' > syiifar, kafln
'little, few' > km!lpf, etc.
Old superative forms with the suffix -tam are attested . They are either restricted to
stereotype expressions, as in flay-iin flax-tam 'devatideva', or lose their superative
meaning and are treated as simple adjectives (to which secondary suffixes are added: iJskii
'high' - iJskii-tam-Cfk 'highest'.
An alternative way is preposing ew 'one' or iic5parm 'whatsoever' to the comparative
form, e.g. ell' iJxsnak-istar 'the most excellent', iic5parm /ratar 'the best'.
3 . 1 .2.2 Elative
Sogdian possesses special elative formation with the meaning 'so much -, very -'
It is formed by means of the exclamatory particles cii- 'how' and wii- 'so' - wat- (before
s-), together with the suffixes -t, - ( iJ)st, in various combinations: cii-iJfli£iixuk-st
'so painful', wii-ziirf 'so miserable', wii-/riik-t 'so early in the morning', wal-spet-I
'so white'.

3. 1 . 3 Pronouns and deixis
3 . 1 .3. 1 Personal pronouns
The I s and 2s personal pronouns distinguish direct and oblique. Independent forms of
the 3rd person are provided by weak demonstratives (see below):
TABLE 5.7: PERSONAL PRONOUNS

DI R
OBL
ENCL

Is

2s

Ip

2p

3s

(;})zu
malla
-mil-/11

lafu
lawa
-fil-J

max
max
-mall

( ;))Smax
(;})Smax
-fail

=
=

3p

demo pron.
demo pron.

-su, sf s
-

, -

-san

Some texts show case distinction in enclitic forms; thus 2s -ffor acc. and inst.-abl. and
-Sf for all cases including acc.

-t(f) for gen . -dat. 3s -su is chiefly used for acc. and
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When they are dependent on adpositional elements which are also enclitic (-c 'from ',
..(j 'with', -t 'to'), forms -111, -f, and -1 appear: rti-sc (rty-sc) 'and from him', etc. The I s
and 2s have also fused prepositional case forms: I s tilIna and 2s ta/a (S t'P'kh) functioning
as acc. (t- obsolete ;]t(a) 'to'), and similarly cama, ca/a (c- 'from'), Jal11a, Ja/a (J- 'with'),
parama, par[tja (par- 'on, by'). (See also Adpositions, section 3 . 1 .4).
3. 1 .3.2 Reflexive and reciprocal forms
A feminine noun yrlw serves as the reflexive pronoun referring to the subject, while it also
retains its original meaning 'body':
lvayone fnc
kii �yrf1v iJariil
such
woman to self hold.suBJ.3s
'one should keep such a woman with oneself'.
Reciprocal sense is conveyed by ew 'one' in combination with the inflected form of
J;]pty- 'second' or by ;]ny- 'other' combined with another ;]l1y-. xaJanyu 'each other'
enphasizes the meaning: ew J;]ptya xa&myu ne y;]rpant 'they do not know each
other'.
3.1 .3.3 Articles, demonstrative pronouns and adverbials
Sogdian distinguishes two kinds of demonstratives: ( I ) one employed as the article and
3rd person pronouns (weak demonstratives), and (2) the other extended forms function
ing as proper demonstratives (strong demonstratives). The latter forms are extended from
the former by means of several elements.
Sogd ian distinguishes three foci of deixis, each consisting of a direct and oblique base:
( I ) y-ll11 'this (with me)', (2) 1-lt- 'that (with you)', and (3) x-Iw- 'that (with him)' (see
Sims-Williams 1 994). The three foci are here referred to by Ich-, Du-, and Er- deixis.
Strong demonstratives are extended either with -/1- or -eJ. There are adverbial forms
based on the demonstrative bases. The following tabulates the declensions of some
attested samples with their typical uses.
-

TA BLE 5.8: ARTICLES AND PERSONAL PRONOUNS
Ich-Deixis

rnasc.

fem.

pI .

NOM
ACC

yll (yw)
(�)11111 «(')mw)

= f.
= f.

G-O
LOC

�lI1en ('rnyn)
�mya {'rny")
�m[('rny)

yll (yw)
�l11aCrnh)
�mll ('mw)
�m[('my)
�mya
�m[

masc.

fem.

pI.

sa (if)
�ta ('th)

= f.
= f.

mesan (rny5n)

Du-Deixis

NOM
(�)su «(")5W)
ACC
�tu Ow)
(On (5'), see Yoshida 2000: 82.)
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Er-Deixis
NOM
ACC

mase.

fern.

pI.

(;})xu (Oxw)

xa (xh, X )
wa (w )
a ('w)
wya (wy )
;}wf('wy)
wya
;}wf

=

a ('w)

w;}nf(w(y)ny)
w;}nf Cwyn)
wya (wy')
;}wf('wy)

G-D
LOC

f.

= f.

f.
wesan (wysn)

=

TABLE 5.9: DEMONSTRATIVES
n-Extension
Ich-Deixis
NOM
ACC
G-D
LOC

mase.

fern.

pI.

yune (ywn'k)
ene ('yn'k)
muna (mwn'kw)
nimant(f) (nym'nt(y))
;}myamant(f) ('my'm nt(y))

yana (y'n 'kh)

yant (C y'nt)

mana (m'n'kh)

mant (C m'nt)

mase.

fern.

pI.

Du-Deixis

sune (swn 'k)
NOM
tuna (twnkw)
ACC
(On sune, ef. Yoshida 2000; 8 1 .)

Er-Deixis
NOM
ACC
G-D
LOC

mase.

fern.

pI.

xune/xunax (xwn'k/xwn'x)
ana/wana ('wn'kw/w'nw)
(w;}) niwant(i) «w)nyw'nt(y))
wyawant (wy'wnt)

xana (x'n'kh)
wana (w'n 'kh)

xant (C x'nt)
want (C w'nt)

Ich-Deixis

Du-Deixis

Er-Deixis

eo (' yo)
mea (myo)

teo (tyo)

xM (xyo)
weo (wyo)

ed-Extension
DIR
OBL

sant (fntt)

TABLE 5.10: DEMONSTRATIVE ADVERBS

"here" , etc.
"here", etc.
"here", etc.
"hither", etc.

Ich-Deixis

Du-Deixis

Er-Deixis

Interrogative

ma& (moy)
ma,5eo (moyo)
maI'O (mro)
martsar (mrts'r)

taoe (toy)
taoe,5 (toyo)
tarO (tro)
tartsar (trts'r)

waOe (woy)
waoeo (woyo)
arO (,wro)
artsar ('wrts'r)

kur& (kwro)
kurtsar (kwrts'r)
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In Manichaean and Christian texts, the gen.-dat. plurals mesan and wesan provided
with the secondary plural ending -t are also employed: mesan-dlmesan-d-f, wesan-dl
wesan-d-f.
These articles, just before they were lost in the latest stage of Sogdian, came to be
proclitic and prefixed to nouns: yi-miin-f (C y-m'ny; yi < wya, ;Jwf, loc. masc. ofEr-deixis)
'in the mind'.
The articles (weak demonstratives) themselves are occasionally preposed to the
extended deictics, e.g. xu xunax yrfw 'that body'.
The adjective wisp- 'all' occasionally takes pronominal endings: G-D wisp-ne, I-A
wisp-na (cf. can wispna-c 'from all' and Jan wispna-J 'with all'), PL. NOM wisp-e,
PL. G-D wispesan.
The functional distinction between simple forms as articles, and the extended forms as
demonstratives can be shown by their use in translations. Thus, of the 70 instances of
simple forms in lines 1-88 of Pelliot Sogdien 5, the short Buddhist text translated from
the Chinese Dfrghanakha-sutra, only one case corresponds to the Chinese qi 'that'. In
turn, of the 32 instances of extended forms, all but three render a demonstrative.
3 . 1 .3.4 Interrogative, relative, and indefinite pronouns
In Sogdian every interrogative pronoun or adverb can be used as relative pronoun or
adverb. The following interrogative pronouns are known in Sogdian: dir. (;J)ke 'who?'
«(Jky), obI. (;J)kya «(Jky), inst.-abl . kanac, cakanac, or cakana (kn'c, ckn'c, ckn); (;J) cu
'what?' «(Jcw); katar 'which' (kt'r); katam 'which' (kt'm).
While (;J) Cu is exclusively for inanimate antecedents, (;J)ke is the most commonly used
relative pronoun, used for both animate and inanimate antecedents. Since (;J)ke is some
times used also for oblique cases, it may rather be referred to as a relative particle that
simply connects relative clauses to main sentences. Some Christian texts employ kat (qt)
as a relative particle.
The following interrogative adverbs are also used as the relatives. They are: (;J)ku
'where' «(Jkw), kurO 'where' (kwr8), kutsa(r) 'to where, whence' (kwrts'r, C qwc), kaJa
'when' (k8), caf'how much' (c'P), calar 'how much' (c'pr), cano 'how' (c'n'kw, C c'nw).
The following forms serve as indefinite pronouns in Sogdian (see Sims-Williams
1 986a): animate Me ("8y), Me Cy8y) 'someone', and inamimate a(J)c ("8c, "c), e(J) C
Cy8c, 'yc) 'something'. The corresponding negative forms are neJe (ny8y) and neJe (ny8c)
with some variant forms. The negated forms always appear with the negative particle (see
section 3.2.4), that is to say, doubly negated: rti-sf neJe ne pert 'and-him nobody not
believes Nobody believes him'.
=

3. 1.4 Adpositions
In Sogdian both prepositions and postpositions are common.
3 . 1 .4. 1 Fused prepositions
The inherited prepositional elements are par- 'on, in', c- 'from', J- 'with', while the
obsolete preposition (;J) t Ct) < (;J)tii (reflected in the I s, 2s pronouns tama, tala (see
section 3. 1 .3 . 1 ) has been functionally replaced by (;J)ku 'to, towards', originally the older
relative adverb ku 'where' (see Sims-Williams 1 986b). wasn (wsn) 'for the sake of' and
witur (wytwr) 'until, up to' are not common but are not obsolate either.
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What is peculiar to Classical Sogdian is that old prepositIOns never appear inde
pendently but are always fused with oblique pronominal or demonstrative elements. On
this point see also the two ideograms found in the Ancient letters, 'LZK = paru and
'NwZK = ku 'where' which contain the pronominal element ZK -u.
=

TABLE 5.1 1: FUSED PREPOSITIONS

parc-

,)
ku-

e,)-Extension

II-Extension

No Extension
Er-Deixis
< -11'-

Ich-De'ixis
< -m-

Er-Deixis
< -want

Ich-Deixis
< -mallt

Er-Deixis
< -we,)

Ich-Deixis
< -me()

paru (prw)
can (c'wn)
')Oll Wwn)
(;J) ku ('kw)

par;Jm (prm)
call (cnn)
()all (,)nn)

pariwallt
Ciwallt
,)iwallt
kill'ant

parimant
cimallt
,)imant
kimallt

parill'e,)
CiwM
,)iwe()
kil1'M

parime,)
time,)
()ime,)
kime,)

The plural form of Er-deixis pronoun is also found: paril vesan, etc. Those of Du-dexis
are only sparsely attested with e6-extention: Cite6, etc. Although fused with 6- 'with'
15hvantI6hve15 and 15imantf(5ime!5 have genitive and locative fu nctions. In Christian texts
are attested pariw (pryw) 'on him', Ciw (cyw) 'from him', and 15ilV (oyw) 'with him' of
unclear origin.
Those which are construed with acc. case (of the light stem) are par (u) , parm, and
(:J)ku, while can (or call) and 15an (or 15on) govern the inst.-abl . case.
3 . 1 .4.2 Postpositions and circum positions
The most common postpositions are sa(r) (s'r, C s') 'toward, from', parelV (pr'yw)
'together with', and pi15ar) 'for the sake of, because of' which themselves are often
preceded by prepositions: lailcan . . . sal'; can . . . sarlpi15ar, 6an . . . parel\'; lai 15el1 sal' 'to
the religion', call 1V:Jnl sal' 'from him'.

3. 1.5 A dverbs and inteljections
3 . 1 . 5 . 1 Adverbs
Adverbs are indeclinables: tIm 'moreover', Yllne!5 'immediately', iyart 'quickly'. Some
adverbs take the optional ending -I « oblique ending): ramant(-f) 'always', niir(-i)
'today', xwa15kar( -i) 'alone'. Oblique case forms of heavy stem nouns behave as adverbs
or postpositions: mi!5an-i « mi15an 'middle') 'among'. They also appear in predicative
position, a(l!l)sak-I 'suitable' (C 's'q-y; a(m)sak 'equipment').
Adjectives in the neuter accusative of light stems may function as adverbs, e.g. sir-II
'well', iay-u 'very' « iay- 'severe'), wisp-u 'entirely'.
3 . 1 .5.2 Interjections
In Sogdian the following interjections have been encountered : (a) 6 Cw, M 'w·) 'O!', (b)
ai (M 'yy, C 'y) 'hey!', (c) nay (n 'y) '10, see!'.
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3. 1.6 Numerals
3 . 1 .6.1 Cardinal numbers
TABLE 5.1 2: CARDINAL NUMBERS
1-9
ell' C yo
:JOn (;J)Ow( a)
;JOre, se
ca{(ar
pallc
UXI/SU
;J/it(a)
;Jst(a)
naw(a)
-

1 1- 1 9

1 0-90

1 00+

1 000+

yonts
owats

oas(a)
wist
ses
catfars
pancas
xusasti
;J/Jt6t
C slat
Ilawal

satowesate
sesat

zar(/I)
panczar
/irewar

caifarats
pallca{)s
C xlJSarts
C Plats
;JSIa{}s
Ilots

' 1 000'
'5000'
' 10000'

C /itasar

Units precede the decades: ;Jfil-wl�( '27', nawa-nwat '99'. Numbers close to the decade
may be expressed by subtraction: ew kanpi paneas 'one less fifty'
'49'. 'Two' dis
tinguishes gender and case, thus masc. (;l}c}wa, fern. (;ljbIVe, gen.-dat. c}ifJnu. In 2, 7-1 0,
forms without -a originate from proclitics.
Some numerals show an old genitive ending I1U: uxusu-nu, dwats-nu, etc.
=

-

3 . 1 .6.2 Distributives, multiples, and fractions
The distributive marker is -ki or -kankf: fJrewar-kf 'by ten thousands'. Multiples are
expressed with yawar 'time' or IVafar 'so much': uxusu yawar uxusu 'six times six', i.e. '36'.
'Half' is by neme: a>ii l1eme 'two and half'.
3 . 1 .6.3 Ordinal numbers
Ordinal numbers: ;lftam- - ;lftamik - ;lftameile 'first', c};lfJti - c};lfJtik 'second', (;l}stik
- eastik 'third'. The ordinals higher than 'fourth' are derived from the cardinals
with the suffix -am(i) or with -mfle: eatjar-am - eatjar-mik 'fourth' pane-am - pane-mile
'fifth', ;lst-ami - ;lst-mik 'eighth', C stjarwfst-l11ik 'twenty-fourth', zar-mik 'one
thousandth', etc.
3.2 Verbal morphology

3.2.1 Stem formation
3.2. 1 . 1 Present and past stems
Verb forms are based on two basic stems, present and past (in the following indicated by
present/past). Historically they derive from the Old I ranian present stems and perfect
participles in *-ta. Synchronically the two stems may differ remarkably: kun- - IVan-I
(;l}kt- 'do, make' « *krn (a}u-, krta-). Other stems are suppletive, e.g. wiifJlwayt- 'say',
afJarlayat 'bring', x-I(w}mat 'be'. The productive past formant is -at (occasionally
shortened to -at) and some verbs have both forms, i.e. two past stems: wayt- and wacat
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corresponding to the present stem wiic 'allow, let, send' and Jast- «
psiit of ps- 'ask'.

aIr. *Jrasta-) and

3.2. 1 .2 Imperfective stems
Certain verbs have a distinct imperfect stem. These are characterized by the preservation,
or analogical extension, of aIr. augment. Diachronically, these are those verbs where the
augment was preserved between original directional prefix and present stem, and later
fused with the prefixal vowel to -ii-, -f-: patyos 'hear' > pat-f-yos « aIr. *pati-a-gausa-),
/ramiiy 'order' > Jr-ii-miiy « aIr. *Jra-a-miiya-). However, verbs with *ham- > anlm- have
the prefix m-: anxaz 'rise' > m-anxaz, which was later extended to verbs with initial
*ii-: iipar 'bring' > m-iipar. Those verbs beginning with the Old Iranian preverb *abi
and *us- show imperfect stems with -ii- and -I- respectively: ;)piay- « aIr. *abi-jawya-)
'increase (vi.)' > piiiay, sxwiiy « aIr. *us-xwiihaya-) 'take up') > sfxwiiy. Other verbs,
without an inherited prefix, such as par- 'bear', show no alternation between present and
imperfect stems.
The formation of the imperfect stem was later extended to stems without preverbs:
sniiy « aIr. *.miiya-) 'wash' > slniiy, uJs- « aIr. *huJsa-) 'fall asleep' > wet/so
3.2. 1 .3 Derived voice stems
One finds numerous pairs of transitive-causative and intransitive-passive present stems
which are inherited from aIr. : xwer 'feed' vs. xwar- 'eat', iipar 'bring' vs. iipir 'be
brought',Jnef 'deceive' vs.Jnef be deceived', soclsuyt- 'burn' vs. suxs- 'be burnt', kun- 'do,
make' vs. kir- 'be done, be made'. These morphological causative and passive stems are
largely obsolete with the possible exceptions of the so-called inchoative stems derived
from the past stem with the suffix -s like suxs-: e.g. yaJs- 'labour', wiyriis 'be awaken'
(see Weber 1 970: 1 27-228).
'

3.2.2 Nominalforms
3.2.2 . l Infinitives and verbal nouns
Sogdian possesses two kinds of infinitives, the past and the present, and verbal noun (see
Yoshida 1 979).
3.2.2. 1a Past infinitive
This form consists of the past stem with the ending -e (-y, LS), or -0 (HS): payt-e
(paxs-Ipayt-) 'give', yoPiit (yoPlyoPiit) 'praise'. On the syntax of the infinitive see
section 5.3.5.
3.2.2. 1 b Present infinitives
While the formation and usage of the past infinitive remains constant in all types of
Sogdian, the forms of the present infinitive vary considerably from text to text:
(a) In Christian texts one often finds infinitives consisting of the preposition par and the
present stem with an ending -u (LS) or without ending (HS), as in par OPar-u 'to
give', par wen 'to see'.
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(b) In Manichaean (and some Christian) texts the present stem with the ending
-i (-y, LS) or without ending (HS) serve as infinitives, as in paxs-i 'to give' ,jramay 'to
order'.
(c) In Buddhist texts the stem enlarged by the suffix *-aka is often attested, as i n wan-e
(wn'y) 'to do' and smar-e (sm'r'y) 'to think'.

3.2.2. 1 c Verbal noun
Mainly in Christian, Manichaean and other late texts one finds a verbal noun derived
from present stems with a suffix -amante (-'mnty): pat/as-amante 'reading'. In Buddhist
texts the present infinitive functions as a verbal noun.
3.2.2.2 Gerund and participles

3.2.2.2a Gerund
Gerund: Present stems with the suffix -kya (-ky', LS) or -ki (-ky, HS), serve as a kind
of gerund meaning 'having -ed, -ing': par-kya 'having brought, bringing', wap-ki 'having
said, saying'.

3.2.2.2b Present participles
Present participle (a). The most productive participle in Sogdian is that derived
with the suffix -ene (LS) or one (HS) from the present stem, as in OPar-ene 'giving,
giver', and pattaw-ne 'enduring'. Heavy stems often take light stem ending as well,
as par-ene (M p'rynyy) 'nourishing, nourisher'. This participle is mainly employed as
an attributive adjective or agent noun:
jritat ke
lV;:Jnf
sat sire
;:Jktye
panvezne
love REL the.G-D all good.G-D action . G-D nourish. PART
'love which is the nourisher of all the good deeds'.
2

3

Present participle (b). Predicative and adverbial function is often played by the
form which is derived by the aka-suffix, as in nw-e (S ny8'y) 'sitting', but -ek or -esk
(-yq, -ysq) in Christian texts. The Christian form always combines with the inflected
forms of (IV) mat, the preterite of x- 'be', and functions as a periphrastic expression
denoting progressive past: <>arek mat 'he was having'.
Forms provided with the old ending of present participle enlarged with the aka
suffix, i .e. -ante are also met with. But they seem to be fossilized and are no different
from adjectives: ;:JzulV-ante 'living', pM-ante - pM-anti: (fern.) 'fragrant', wen-ante
'visible'.

3.2.2.2c Passive participles
Future passive participle. This participle is derived from the present stem by means
of -for (O rfk (-y, -(y)cyk): pfr-f(S pyry) 'to be obtained', sumb-Cfk (M swmbcyk) 'to
be bored'.
Past (passive) participle. This participle is derived from the past stem with the
aka-suffix, masc. -e, fern. marked by -r: masc. par8ayt-e, fern. par8aytr (S pr8'yt'k,
pr8'ytch) 'stretched' (pres. par8enc). Forms derived from intransitive verbs have a
perfect meaning while those from transitive verbs have a passive perfect meaning:
tayt-e '(having) entered' (tes/tayt- 'enter'), pirt-e '(having been) obtained' (pirlpfrt
'obtain').
-

2
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3.2.3 System of tenses, aspects, and moods
The Sogdian tense and aspect system comprises present, imperfect, preterite, and perfect.
There are six moods: ind icative, subjunctive, injunctive, optative, imperative, and
irrealis.
The perfect tense is formed periphrastically by the past participle and the auxiliary
verb.
Middle endings are almost all replaced by the active, only a few of them having
survived. However, 3s imperfect and optative middle endings are formally so salient that
they serve as starting-points for the analogical development of new paradigms.
Passive is also formed by the past participle and the auxiliary verb. (On the traditional
description of the Sogdian verbal system see Gharib 1 965.)
3.2.3. 1 Forms based on the present and imperfect stems

3.2.3. 1 a Major conjugations
The best attested personal endings of the above-mentioned moods are shown in the
following tables. The two verbs selected to serve for the sample paradigms are lI'al1(wn-) 'do, make', imperfect stem wan- (LS), and patyos- (ptyws-) 'hear', imperfect stem
pat-f-yos- (HS). As is the case with the nouns, heavy stem verbs frequently take light
stem endings, and in fact, the heavy stem endings -u of I s and -i of 2s imperfect are
those of the ligh t stems.
TABLE 5.13: LIGHT STEM CONJUGATION, lVall- 'do'
Present

Imperfect

I njunctive

Optative

Subjunctive

Imperative

I s wan-tim
2s wan-e
3s wan-ti
I p wan-em
2p wan-Oaf-fa
3p wan-and

wan-II
wan-;
wan-a
wan-em
wan-fkt!-fa
wan-and

wan-II
wan-;
wan-a

wan-e/-e-m
wan-e/-ya
wan-e
wan-em
wan-eO
wan-end

wan-tin
wan-a
wan-ti-f

wan-a

wan-Oa/-ta
wan-and

wan-Oaf-fa

TABLE 5.14: HEAVY STEM CONJUGATION, patyoi- 'HEAR'
Present
I s palylis-(im
2s palyM-e
3s paly().'<-t
I p paly();'-em
2p palyM-O(a)/-Ia
3p palyM-and

Imperfect

Injunctive

Optative

Subjunctive

palfyih'-II

palyM-1I

palyli.l'-el-em paly(h'-(in

paliyii.l'-i

palr();'

paly(h'-el-ya

palyli;'-a

pllliyM

paly().�

paIYlv§-e

palyM-{1I

pal-f-yM-em

Imperative
paly();'

palyM-em

pal-f-yM-O(a) I-Ia

palyli.l'-O(a)l-la palyM-eO

pal-f-ylis-and

palyM-and

paly()s-fJ(a)/-Ia

palyM-end

The endings -lim, -lin, and -lit of the heavy stem are occasionally shortened to -am, etc.
In the texts written in Sogdian script, one occasionally finds the ending (-'ty) (subj. 3s),
which is a historical spelling for -lit (cf OIr. *-liti - -lit). The plural endings of the
subjunctive and injunctive are not distinguishable; or rather, the subjunctive function is
expressed by the forms of the injunctive.
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The difference between 2 pI. endings -Or a) and -ta are largely chronological; while
earlier texts written in Sogdian script tend to prefer -Ora) (-8('» , most Christian texts in
Syriac script show almost always -fa (-t), invariable with both light and heavy stems and
indi fferent to moods. Some texts do distinguish between -Ora) and -fa in that the former
is used in modal forms other than the indicatives (see Gershevitch 1 954: � 737).
In addition to the forms listed above, the imperfect stem with optative endings, called
the optative imperfect, serves as a durative or iterative past, e.g. wiipat-e 'it was falling'
« opat 'fall') .
MIDDLE ENDINGS

Survivals of the middle endings are: 1 p -eman (-'ymn); 2s optative -es (-ys), which is the
,
base of 2p opt. -esO(a) (- 'ys8( ); 3s pres. -te (-ty), 3s opt. -et (-yt); 3s impf. -f(a) (-t('».
Only the 3s present form retains its original middle-passive force: Wetl-te 'is seen' vs. wen-t
'he sees'.
3.2. 3. 1 b New minor and secondary conjugations

These are innovative and include the following:
IMPERFECT MIDDLE

This derived from the 3s impf. middle ending (e.g. Ivan-ta 'he did', as-t 'he took'):
1 S -t-II, 2s -t-i, 3s -ta, 3p -t-ant, e.g. iis-t-u 'I took', etc.
2

OPTATIVE MIDDLE

This is modeled on the 3s -et to which new modal endings are attached; attested
are:
I s -et-u, 2s -et-a, 3s -et-e, l p -et-eman, 3p -et-ent, e.g. {3fr-et-1I '{ may obtain'. This
category has hitherto been called 'precative'.
3

IRREALIS

This is marked by the suffix -01 (LS) or -/- (HS) to which the new modal endings are
attached:
Is - (O) I-U, 2s -(o) t-a, 3s -(o) t-e, 2p -(o) t-esta, 3p - (o) t-ent, e.g. 2p W;}/'I1-ot-esta
(C wrnwtyst) 'you might believe'.

4

AZ-IMPERFECT

This new imperfect is a kind of durative past. It is formed by adding the imperfect
endings to the 3s past form ClZ 'was':
I s -iiz-u, 3s -liz, I p -liz-em, 3p -liz-ant - -liz-ent, e.g. /Jlir-liz-ant 'they were holding'.
These forms are particularly numerous in Christian texts and only th ree verbs are
encountered in other texts: ;}skw-clz 'remained', saw-liz 'was going', an d liz 'was '.
5

EK-( W) MA T 1MPERFECT

As mentioned above, this imperfect is only found in Christian texts. It consists of
inflected forms of (w)mlil, the preterite x- of 'be', and functions as a periphrastic
expression denoting progressive past, e.g. dtir-ek mlit 'he was holding'.
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3.2. 3. 1 c Progressive or durative particle: skun, archaic -;}stan
Progressive force is provided by the particle -slam (-skwn) following the inflected form of
verb: saw-am-skun 'I am going'. This particle is added to the present, imperfect, optative
imperfect, and the az-imperfect, but is incompatible with the subjunctive, injunctive, or
imperetive. Its form varies from text to text: -;}skun > skun > sk;}n > sk, and -k;}n > ku > k
after the ending -t or -ant: wap-ant-k 'they are saying'.
The archaic alternative form -;}stan ('stn) is attested in a few Buddhist texts (see
Benveniste 1 966).

3. 2. 3. 1 d Future and past prospective particle: kam
Future sense is added by the particle -kam (k'm), which is suffixed to present, and less
frequently to the subj unctive, optative, injunctive, imperative, and the az-imperfect,
e.g. paxs-am-kam 'I shall give'. The form of this particle also varies from text to text:
(k'm, k'n, C -q', -g'(n) after nasal consonants).
ne pareOan-kam
. . . apate
ne kunam-kam
not sell. SUB] . 1 S-FUT . . in. bondage not make. PRES. I S-FUT
'I shall not sell (her) nor put (her) in bondage'.
.

Of particular interest is the combination with az-imperfect found in the manuscript
C2, where the construction has past prospective meaning: e.g. zwart-az-ka (zwrt'zq') 'was
about to return'.
3.2.3.2 Copula and existential verb
Sogdian presents a great variety of the stems of the verb meaning 'be'. Some are inherited
forms and the others, mostly 3s and 3p, are formed anal ogically on the basis of the
former. The copula also serves as the ending in the intransitive preterite.
Indicative forms (mostly inherited from aIr.):
I s im ('ym), 2s is ('ys), 3s (;})sti - ;}st ((')sty) and az '3s was' ("z; az-imperfect); I p em ('ym)
or eman Cymn), 2p -s{}( a) (-so', as preterite ending) and sta (imperative), 3p ant ('nt).
Some examples of analogical formation:
3s x-aCi (xcy), i-Ci ((')ycy), 2p an-s{}(a)('nso(')), ista ('yst' based on 2s 'ys), 3p x-ant (xnt),
;}st-ant ('st'nt).
Optative and subjunctive forms are also secondary:
opt. 3s ;}s t-e ('st'y), x-e (x'y), y-e (y'y), e ("y), 3p ;}st-ent ('st'ynt), x-ent (x'ynt), ent ("ynt);
subj. I s x-an (x'n), 3s ;}st-at ('sft), x-at (x't), y-at (y't), at ("1).
In principle, the forms based on ;}st- denote existence while those based on x- and
y- (reminiscent of Er-deixis vs. Ich-deixis) are mainly employed as a copula or auxiliary
verb (see Weber 2000).
Notice that the article (;})xu sometimes functions as a copula in texts written in
Sogdian script:
xa azun ouyta
;}XU
'the child daughter COPU

=

the child is a daughter'.

The preterite forms (see section 3.2.3 .3a) are based on the stem (w)mat- 'was, were'
and (;})kt- 'became'.
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3.2.3.3 Forms based on the past stem
The Sogdian has the preterite and potentialis (see section 3.2.3.3c) which are based on the
past stem followed by auxiliary verbs. The preterite of intransitive verbs consists of
the past stem and the verb 'be' (see above on the copula) while the transitive verb takes
oiir- 'have' as an auxiliary.

3.2.3. 3a Preterite
The following are the preterite conjugations of P(w} -/;)kt- (LS) 'become', es/iiyat (HS)
'come', kun- - wan-/;)kt- (LS) 'do, make', wen/wet (HS) 'see'.
TABLE 5.15: PRETERITE CONJUGATONS

Is
2s
3s

Ip
2p
3p

vi ./pass. LS
'became'

vi . H S
'came'

vt. LS
'did, made'

vt. H S
'saw'

;>/a-im
;>kt-is
:>kf-i
;>/a-em
;>kt-as{}
;>kt-ant

ayat-im
ayat-is
tiyaf
ayat-em
ayat-asO
ayat-ant

;>/a-u Mr-am
;>kt-u oar-e
;>kt-u oar-t
;>kt-u oar-em
;>/a-u Mr-{}
;>/a-u oar-ant

wet oar-am
wet oar-e
wet oar-t
wet oar-em
wet oar-O
wet oar-ant

The 3s of heavy stems does not take the auxiliary verb, while light stems show the
ending -i (-y). Occasionally one finds 3s feminine forms in a and neuter forms in -u:
nizt-a (C nyzt') 'she went out', xwart-u (xwrtw) 'it was eaten'. Note that the transitive
preterite of the light stems differs from the heavy in that the former takes the ending
-u (-w) before the auxiliary.
The 2p ending is sometimes -ista: kt-ista (C qtyst') 'you became' and weoiir-ista
(C wyd'ryst') 'you saw'.
In late texts one sometimes finds the present stem instead of the past before the
auxiliary oiir: pez-Oiirt (C pyzd'rt) < pez/pist- 'hit' (cf. pystw-8'rt). In some late texts
intransitive verbs are construed with oiir-: piiw-Oiirt (C b'wd'rt) 'he approached'.
Another late feature is the fusion of the past stem and the auxiliary oiir-: kOiiram
(k8'rm, C qO'rm) < ;)ktu-Oiiram) 'I did',fi'amiioiirt (C frm'd'rt) <framiit-Oiirt (M frm't 8'rt)
'he ordered'.
-

,

MODAL FORMS

These are obtained by conjugating the auxiliary verb: subj. ;)kt-iit ('krt-'t) 'he may have
become', ozy;)st-Oiir-an (M 'wjyyst-8'rn) 'I may have settled'.
ELLIPSIS

When preterite verbs are coordinated, it is sometimes only the last verb which has an
auxiliary verb, all the others consisting only of the past stems:
iiraxsiit
;)ti
'he resorted to and

p;)rtu
;)ti . . . patskwiit-Oiir-t
brought . . . and
entreated . . . .
'
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3.2.3.3b Ergative consfruction
The earlier ergative construction is fo und in the Ancient Letters and some other texts
written in Sogdian script. Characteristically, the agent is expressed by the gen.-dat. of the
noun or enclitic pronoun, while the auxiliary verb agrees with the object/patient, and thus
formally corresponds to the intransitive preterite. Compare the following phrases in
standard preterite and in formulaic archaic ergative, which occur at different places in the
same text, both meaning '(my) father banished me':
standard (active) preterite:
rti-ml ;)XII
;)p tri . .
yarmytin ;)/au-<5tirt
and-me the. NOM father. NOM . . . punished make-pRET.3s
ergative:
;)w;)n
;)ptre
the.G-D father.G-D

yarmyan ;)/a-im
punished become.PRET. l s

3.2.3.3c Potentialis system
The potentialis system expresses both possibility and anteriority of the action expressed
by the verb (see Beveniste 1 954). Intransitive (or passive) verbs take the auxiliary fJ(w}
/;)kl- 'become' while the transitive 1(1111- lVan-/;)kt- 'do, make'. Light stems end with -II
(-w) or -a (-') whereas heavy stems take no ending (on the origin of the poten tialis see
Sims-Williams 2007):
( I ) Possibility
-

nistu fJ-am (nystw Wm)
'I can sit';

tayta fJ-ant-sk (C tyt bntsq)
'they are able to go into';

;)ktu wan-an Ckrtw wn 'n)

parayat fJ-am (pr"yt fJ'm)
' I can arrive'.

' I should be able to do';

'

(2) Anteriority
Another function of these forms is to denote anteriority in the temporal clause
introduced by the conj unction cano 'when', and in that sense it may be called the
plu perfect:
rti Nmo ;)XU suJasn waytu-wan-a rti ;)XU baraman 'iyart manxaz
and when the S.
said-POT
and the brahmin quickly rose-I PF
'when/after Sudhashn had said (it) the brahmin got up quickly'.
3.2.3.4 Forms based on the past participle
3.2. 3. 4a Periphrastic pel/ect
The forms of the periphrastic perfect consists of the past participle (i.e. the past stem plus
aka-suffix) and the existential verbs. With transitive verbs the auxiliary is sometimes Jar,
similar to the transitive preterite, but the construction is much less frequent than those
with the existential verbs which have passive meaning, and one may reasonably argue that
the Sogdian perfect is passive by nature. Participles agree with the subject (or with the
object of transitive verbs) in number and occasionally in gender, so that morphologically
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speaking the construction behaves like a nominal than a verbal formation. Modal forms
.
are obtained by inflecting auxiliaries. Some examples are:
pSiitet Jar-em (C pS'tyt d'rym, < ps'y)
'we have cast (them) away'.
Ylitc x-an (ywtch x'n, < yw-)
'I (fern.) should have been conducting sin'.
aZitet wmat-and (M "jytyytt wm 'tnd, < 'JY) 'they had been born'.
3.2. 3. 4h Periphrastic passive
Passive construction
A periphrasitic passive is formed with the auxiliary verb P(lV)-/;)kt- 'become' and
the past participle which often agrees with the subject in number and gender. The
construction is also nominal rather than verbal. Some examples are:
Pirt-e (masc. sg.) plV-e (pyrt'y pwy)
;)ktc-a (fern. sg.) p-at Ckrtch Wt)
sfrit-et (pI.)
IVp-and (M sfrytyt wWnd)
2

'it should be obtained'.
'(if) it should be done'.
'they will be created'.

Agents
In the periphrastic passive, an agent is frequently expressed by (a) a noun phrase
preceded by the preposition can and par (non-human agent). However, (b) nouns or
pronouns in the genitive-dative or oblique case are also used:
(a) can:
xa ;)7yma . . . can maxyan sal' ;)ktc-a p-at
the deceit . . . from M .
from done.F become.SUBJ.3s
'the deceit would be done by Makhyan'.
(b) Oblique case:
pzik rez-i
parOftt-e . . . ;)/a-im
evil desire-OBL burnt . . . become-pRET. 1 s
'I was burnt by evil desire'.

3.2.3.5 Voice and causativity
3.2.3.5a Passive and middle
Apart from the periphrastic passive discussed above, passive or middle voice is expressed
morphologically, though not productive. The old force of middle voice is perceivable in
the 3s present with the ending -te, which has a passive sense when used with transitive
verbs, e.g. wen-te 'is seen' vs. wen-t 'he sees'.
Sogdian has inherited passive forms. Inchoative forms similarly function sometimes as
passives (for both see section 3.2. 1 .3 above):
(a) Old passive:
rli xa ziiy
zpar/ kim
and the ground pure was. made « OIr. *krya-, cf. kun-/;)kl- 'do, make')
'the ground was made clean'.
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(b) Inchoative:
rti Cimeo
pibiir
ou waxs-ti
and from. this because. of dhu is. said (cf. wliplwayt- 'say').
'for this reason it is called dhu'.
3.2.3.5b Causativity
No special means for expressing causativity is found in Sogdian. Some inherited present
stems have causative meaning (see section 3.2. 1 .3):
rti i5
barliman xwart ;}ti easant xwer
and the.ACC Brahmin food and drink feed.l MPF.3s
'he made the Brahmin eat ( fed him with) food and drink'.
=

3.2. 4 Negation
Sentences are negated by placing either ne Cny) or nil (n') before finite verbs; the both are
masked by an ideogram L'. The preterite differs from the periphrastic perfect in that ne
precedes the main verb in the former and the auxiliary in the latter: ne ilyiltem 'We did not
come' vs. xrlimte ne wmlit 'he had not proceeded'. While ne negates proposition, nli is a
prohibitive particle: ne wlip-lim klim 'I shall not speak', ne niylit-blir-t 'he did not take',
nli ps-a 'don't ask'. Sometimes negation is reinforced by the indefinite pronoun or
negative indefinite pronoun, e.g. Me maryilrt ne sumbt 'he does not bore any pearls'. ne
and ;}sti combine to give nest (nyst) 'is not, there is not'.
The negation of the imperfect differs from this pattern (see Sims-Williams 1 996b). It is
formed not with the imperfect, but with either the present indicative or the injunctive,
occasionally preceded by the enclitic element -P(i) (-P(y)):
positive:
rti ourf zliy saw-a (impf.)
and far land went
'he went far'.

negative:
rti-pi
ne ourf zliy saw-t (pres.)
and-ENCL not far land goes
'he did not go far'.

3.2.5 Synopsis of the system of tense, aspect, and mood
The following table presents a tentative synopsis of the Sogdian verb system, summar
izing the discussion above. The system distinguishes non-past and past, imperfective and
perfective as well as indicative and non-indicative forms, showing an over all balance.
Non-indicative forms are perfective in their default meaning. The imperfective forms of
the non-past and the past forms are formed by adding skun, which is optional in the cases
of the liz-imperfect and optative imperfect.
The liz-imperfect is largely confined to some Christian texts, except for 3s forms; it
corresponds to the ek- ( w)mlit-imperfect of other Christian texts.
The perfective use of the present tense also has future meaning, which can be
reinforced by the particle klim. Note that the periphrastic perfect and passive are still
nominal constructions and are not included in this synopsis.
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TABLE 5.16: SOGDlAN SYSTEM OF TENSES AND MOODS
Perfective
non-past
<ind. >

<non-ind.>

past

present
present
imperfect
preterite

Imperfective
future meaning

+ kClln; subj. (+ kam)

pres. + skun

az-impf. + Mm
(past prospective)

imperfect + skun
opt. impf. (+ skun)
az-impf. (+ skun)
ek- ( w)mat impf.

non-past

Past

subjunctive (+ kam)
optative (+ kam)
i njunctive (+ kam)
irrealis
imperative (+ Mm)

preterite subj.
preteri te opt.
pret. inj.

4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS
4.1 Use of cases

4. 1 . 1 Light stems
The use of the six cases of light stems is comparable to those of the Old Iranian counter
parts and Sogdian follows the nominative-accusative pattern. Notice that the
inst.-abl. case forms never occur independently, being always preceded by the
prepositions can, con (cnn, c'wn) 'from' or ban, bon (onn, o'wn) 'with ' . However,
the original situation is obscured by several changes that Sogdian underwent; even in the
most archaic texts the tendency can be observed to confuse genders and case endings and
to generalize the masculine nominative form for all the other functions. Some examples
follow:
(a) Genitive-Dative:
xu zate ;)w;)n
;)p tr-e
anbek bare
the son the.G-D father-G-D custom have.oPT.3s
'the son should possess his father's characteristics'.
(b) Nominative and Instrumental-ablative:
xu xar-i
ban xar-a
parew ranft
the donkeY-NoM with donkeY-I-A together fights
'a donkey fights with (another) donkey'.
(c) Locative:
rti mana ;)wi'
xwarant ;)pkas-ya tes
and my the.LOC right
side-LOc entered
'it entered my right side'.
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4. 1.2 Heavy stems
Employment of the direct and oblique cases is complicated and the most consisten t
feature of the oblique case is the purely negative one. It never occurs in any syntactic
context which would require the nominative of a light stem (where heavy stems properly
have the direct case). This is partly due to the multiple origin of the ending -1, which
goes back to *-ya (i.e. the endings of loc. sg. m., gen .-dat., inst.-abl., and loc. f. sg.) (see
Sims-Williams, 1982: 72-73).
The situation is ameliorated to some extent by the frequent employment of the articles,
which may precede both l i ght and heavy stems indiscriminately, and the fact that the
preposition never collocates with the article is in consonance with this case-marking
function of the article.
Another possible way of compensating for the poverty of Sogdian case-marking is the
use of xepO 'one's own' as a marker of the genitive:
xllne patkare xepO
lviopay
that statue its.own explanation
'the explanation of that statue'.
4. 1 . 3 Direct object and animacy hierarchy
The forms assumed by the direct object of transitive verbs may briefly be surveyed .
Usually it is represented by the accusative or direct case:
;Jrti 0
x.sespat
pay-u
waOeO fllseoand
and the.ACC Splenditenes. D1R gOd-ACC there seated.3p
'there they seated the god Splenditenes'.
Sometimes, through syncretism discussed above a nominative form is substituted for
the accusative:
ase-skun
xurn-i
blood-NOM she was taking
'she was taking blood'.
2

Partitive sense is expressed by the preposition can 'from':
ne can yate xwart-Oare
not from meat you ate
'you did not eat meat'.

3

As in other languages a verb meaning 'fear' takes the ablative object:
packwert-sk;Jn can xup
very much fears-DuR
from lord
'he fears the lord very much'.

;JZYli

4

The two highest in the 'agency hierarchy', 'me' and 'you' (sg.), show special forms for
the direct object tama and tala:
;JZlI tala

wenam-kam

1
you.2s see. I s shall
' 1 shall see you'.
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Direct object marking
Regarding the animacy hierarchy, the latest stage of Sogdian, the language of the
Christian Sogdian ms. C5, employs the oblique case for marking the direct objects
which are both human and definite:
fsam-dort
xepO
:;.ote-t
send.pRET .3s his. own son-OBL
'he sent his son'.
Compare the ordinal direct case for the accusative function: 1([1 :;.ote so 'to the son '.
One even finds this use applied to the oblique form of the I s pronoun: mano-y-t
(C mn'yy) 'me (direct object)'. On the unique oblique case form which has developed
in the language of C5 see section 7.2. 1 .2.

4.2 Use of verb forms
4.2. 1 Possession
Possession is expressed by the gen.-dat. (or obI.) of the noun or (suffixed or independent)
pronoun and the word for existence: (a), (b). Though not common, (jor 'have, hold' is also
known to serve as the verb: (c).
tawa
lI1C
;]sti ;]ti rincak :;.akt
(a) rti-[Jal'
and-lord! yOU.OBL woman is and little children
'and, a lord! you have a wife and little children'.
(b) rti-mT nest wa(ju ne :;.ate Ile (jul'ta
and-me is. not wife not son not daughter
'I have no wife, son, or daughter'.
(c) rti pa(jka xai'i ;]ti
;]XU ;:ate ;]111;]11 ;]p tre
an(jek (jare
and law is that.cON] the son the.G-D father.G-D manner have.oPT.3s
'it is customary that a son should possess his father's manner'.
4.2.2 Use of tense and aspect
The basic tense di stinction in Sogdian is between the past and non-past. The former is
represented by the preterite, im perfect, optative imperfect, 0:;'- imperfect, and ek (w)mat
imperfect, the latter by the present tense. The present and past perfect forms describe the
state reached through an action. The future is just a subcategory of the non-past tense
and expressed by the present tense form occasionally followed by the particle kam. The
future meaning is also conveyed by the subjunctive forms.
In Sogdian there is also the opposition between perfective and imperfective (or
durative) aspect. In the non-past tense, the former is represented by the plain present
form while the durative is marked by the particle skull. I n the past tense, the imperfect
and preterite represent the perfective aspect, while 0:;'- imperfect, ek (w)mat imperfect,
imperfect followed by skull and optative imperfect, occasionally accompanied by skull,
represent the imperfective (or durative) aspect.
It should be mentioned that the term 'imperfect' is used because the forms go back to
the Old I ranian imperfect, and does not refer to the actual function. In the last stage of
Sogdian, the form with skull became increasingly common, and virtually replaced
the simple present form, similar to the development of Early New Persian flame to
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the imperfective marker mi-, which became obligatory in the indicative (see Telegdi
1 938: 222-227). The bleaching of durative meaning is paralleled by the gradual reduction
of form from (;J)skun to just sk or k.
4.2.2. 1 Examples
(A) Plain form
Present:
;Jrti siit
wispu ark
Y;Jrp-iim
and whole all
work 1. know
'I know every kind of work'.
2

Imperfect:
rli xu nawe nyiyiX5an pat[l]menc
and he new garment he. wore
'he wore a new garment'.

3

Preterite:
;Jpyiir
xwapnu wet-[ r5iir-]iim
last.night dream see-PRET.I s
'last night I saw a dream'.

4

Optative as imperfect:
can ;Jstana ;JxsiPti ros[-e]
from breast milk flowed
'milk was flowing from the breast'.

5

iiz- imperfect:
par ew zamnu ;JXU bagaPiim ;Jskw[-iiz] ;JWl
riijgarl mazexak kanei
in one time the Bhagavan stayed
the.LOc Rajagrha great
city
'one time the Bhagavan was staying in the great city of Rajagrha'.

6

ek (w)miit imperfect:
yiint est
Mfet b[-ek miit]-ant
these thing.PL said.PL being were
'these things were being said'.

(B) Forms with skun
Present:
rti ;JCU wiina ziiri
riiy-e[-;Jskun]
and why thus miserably you.cry-ouR
,
'why are you crying so sorrowfully?
2

Imperfect:
a

t[i]kos-ant[-;Jskun]
buti
the.ACC Buddha they. saW-OUR
'they were looking at the Buddha'.
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3

Optative as imperfect:
par pateJ saw[-eJ-nt[-;1skunJ
for begging they. went-ouR
'they were going for begging'.

4

az-imperfect:
sir andoxcnak ;1ti smareken saw[-az-skunJ
very sorrowful and thoughtful was.going-ouR
'he was going in great anxiety and deep in thought'.

4.2.2.2 Imperfect and preterite

The difference between the imperfect and preterite is somewhat comparable with that
of the German Pditeritum and Perfektum (see Paul 1 997). Thus, in one narrative text, the
Vessantara Jataka, the imperfect is used in the narrative part whereas the preterite is
preferred in direct speech. The story begins with the following sentences:
maO patfskway wiyasa ;1ti fJaya xwataw paruti yran
;1ktim
thus say.IMPF.3s rejoice! COMP lord! king!
for.coMP pregnant become. PRET. 1 s
paraw ma() ;1ti
;1pyar
xwafJnu wet-Jaram
because thus COMP last.night dream see-PRET. l s
'(the queen) said (imperfect): "rejoice, 0 lord king!, for I have become (preterite)
pregnant, because last night I saw (preterite) a dream" '.
In later texts the distinction became less and less clear, and one sometimes finds texts
where imperfect and preterite forms alternate without any semantic distinction. For
example, Christian text C5 prefers the preterite, and even in the narrative part one often
finds the preterite forms:
;1t yoz-Jart
p0ar ;1t ntpes . . .
and request.PRET.3s tablet and write. IMPF.3s . . .
;1t w0as-Jarant
wispu Me
and be.surprised.PRET.3p all
someone
'and he requested (preterite) the writing table and wrote (imperfect) . . .
,
and all the people got surprised (preterite) .
The merger of the two tenses may also be inferred from those preterite forms, though
not common, which show the augment: z-i-wastant 'they returned' « zwartlzwast-) and
w-a-mat for wmiit 'was'.
To note, originally, the preterite tense functioned as a 'perfect', but when it lost its
original function the perfect sense came to be supplied by the newly formed periphrastic
perfect tense.
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4.2.3 Use of modalforms
4.2.3. 1 Functions

2

The imperative is used for command and prohibition, the latter being preceded
by nii.
The optative mood has several functions:
(a) In main clauses it denotes exhortation, comparable with the imperative, likewise
with prohibitive nii.
(b) I t also expresses hypothetical sense, extended to parabolic use.
(c) In subordinate clauses it mainly conveys hypothetical sense and is typically used
in purpose, (indefinite) relative, and conditional clauses.

3

The sUbjunctive has the following functions:
(a) It is used in both main clauses and in temporal clauses to express future.
(b) It is used in purpose, (indefinite) relative, and conditional clauses for hypo
thetical action.
(c) It also denotes injunction to the third person, and when negated nii is employed.

4

The usage of the injunctive mood has been studied by Sims-Williams whose findings
are summarized as follows (Sims-Williams 1 996b: 1 83):
(a) It expresses the simple past in negative sentences.
(b) It is used in conditional and purpose clauses.
(c) It expresses politeness.

5

The irreal is mood denotes irreal or counterfactual situations in both main and
subordinate clauses. Note that the forms identified by Gershevitch as 'irrealis ii'
appear to be forms of IVl11 iit followed by modal forms of the auxiliary: IVmiit-e 'might
have been' (wm't'y, opt. 3s) and IVl11iil-u 'I would have been' (wm't'w, inj. I s).

4.2.3.2 Merger of modal categories: non-indicative
It is noteworthy that the subjunctive, optative, and injunctive are all used in subordinate
clauses with verbs which also take the infinitive construction. This situation may suggest
that the three categories were becoming confused and were merging into a single modal
category, which may be referred to as non-indicative. For this tendency, note also the
new, secondary modal endings, I s -u, 2s -a, 3s -e, which are the endings of the injunctive,
subjunctive, and optative, respectively.
4.2.3.3 Modal particles
4.2.3.3a Hypothetical particle xiit
xiit (xl), 3s subj . form of x- 'be', is sometimes added to inflected forms to give or
reinforce hypothetical meaning: subj. mir-iin-xiit '(if) I should die', preterite kOiir-ant-xiil
'if they have done'.
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4.2.3.3b Hypothetical particle: -(a)n

In the texts written in Sogdian script one finds an enclitic element -( a)n which reinforces
the hypothetical meaning of the sentence. The verbs are in the present indicative,
subj unctive, optative or injunctive, that is, those denoting non-past events:
rti-n pfst kaJ uttekin wtina mtin P-{ll
and-N but if U.
thus mind be.suBJ.3s
;Jti ;Jma catta waJu ne Jtir-at-kam
paruti-s-an wtic-at-ktim . . .
CONJ the C wife not have.suB.3s-FuT but-her-N divorce. suB.3s-FuT
'however, if Uttekin should think that he would not keep Chatta as his wife but
would (rather) divorce her . . .'.
4.2.3.4 Examples
Here follow examples of modal forms (see also Complex sentences, section 5.3):
Imperative:
;Jti xepO prat
par z;Jyma nii
ozam
and own brother on lie
PROJ-l condemn .IMPR.2s
'do not condemn your brother with lies'.
2

Optative:
rti-su par sir paJiparcya parya
and-it on well enquiry
bring.oPT.2s
'You shall make extensive investigation on it'.
rti kaJ ;JXU lvesparkar xe
rti-Sf
Ore I'll ;Jskwe
and if he Weshparkar be.oPT.3s and-him three face exist.oPT.3sg
'if he should be Weshparkar, he should have three faces'.

3

Subjunctive:
rti ;JXU can mana tans
mirant-ktil17 rti mana mazex ;Jletanl pat
and he from my affliction die.FuT.3p and me great sin
be.suBJ.3s
'they will die because of affliction to me and I will have (committed) great sin'.
rti tiM . . . xwatletime na ;Jskwat
and someone . . . selfish PROJ-l remain.suBJ.3s
'One should not be selfish'.

4

Injunctive:
mana wana wap can tawa rez pek-ti
ec
ne raxl1u
;Jkte
me thus said from your desire outside-coMP something not venture.INJ. l s to.do
'he said thus to me: "I would not venture to perform anything except your
wish".'

5

Irrealis:
rt-su
tayu kaJac
wa-xupt lie Jrestu-kunate
and-him you not.at.all so-good not send-poT.IRR.2s
'you would never been able to send him such a good (letter)'.
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6

Hypothetical particle - (a)n:
ywf watoar pot-kam ke-t- (a)n . . . salVat rti-n . . . yran arn yawat
many beings be.FuT REL-COMP-n . . . go. SUB] and-n . . . heavy sin commit.SUB]
'there will be many beings who would go . . . and would commit great sins'.

4.2.4 Modal constructions
4.2.4. 1 Necessity construction
Necessity is expressed by the auxiliary verb sac 'be fitting' followed by the infinitive. The
construction is impersonal and the agent, if expressed, is encoded by the enclitic
pron ouns or nouns in G-D or Ob1.:
rti mana saCt
ite can yara
kti yaru
and LOb1. is. fitting to. go from mountain to mountain
'I must go from mountain to mountain.'
4.2.4.2 Desiderative construction

Desire is expressed by the verb kam similarly followed by the infinitive. In Christian texts,
par infinitives are used in a way similar to the past infinitives:
par-patxway lV;}nl
kament
ke
who(REL) desire.oPT.IMPF.3p par-kil1.INF him
'who were wishing to kill him'.
4.3 Concord and agreement
4.3. 1 Light and heavy stems
Naturally light stems follow the same agreement patterns as observed in Old Iranian. In
contrast with the light stems, heavy and contracted stems are very relaxed with regards to
the rules of agreement. To a large extent, the suffixes -1(ob1.) and -t (plur.) are treated as
optional, being often omitted where clarity is unimpaired. When light and heavy stems
are combined to constitute a phrase, each member behaves according to its own syntactic
function, although the preference of nominative or direct case for every function is often
encountered:

a

casmu
[alVa
roxsnu
the.Acc yOU.OBL light.Acc eye.Acc
'your light eyes'.

zay
naptca
par sukca
on dry.F.AcC wet.F.ACC ground.F.DIR
'on the dry (and) wet ground'.
paya
zarcantik
can tawa
from yOU.OBL mercifu1.DIR gOd.I-A
'from you, merciful God'.
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tamya
t�rxaki
sat
�lVT
the.LOC all.DIR harsh.NoM hell.LOc
'in the whole harsh hell'.
4.3.2 Group inflexion and nouns after cardinal numbers
4.3.2. 1 Group inflexion
One also finds the phenomenon of 'group inflexion' where only the last in a series of
(usually asyndetically coordinated) words is inflected: can anxar paxare-t-f [Jek 'with the
exception of fixed stars (instead of expected pI. obI. form anxar-t-f) and planets'. The
rule of group inflexion is not compulsory either. Thus, in combination with heavy stem
adjectives and nouns one finds all the following examples in C2 (see Sims-Williams
1 982: 69). The tendency is that determining adjectives are uninflected while descriptive
adjectives agree in number:
[Jayiinik a (1J1)[Jarz
yarfyampan-f
sat bew-t
xepO ancaman-t-f
a (1?1) [Jasc-fpacukiin-f
riizyiin-t lViixs-t
mazyiitar-t es-t-f
penamCfk-t-f es-t-f

'divine visitation'
'much labour'
'all demons'
'one's church'
'constant prayer'
'symbolic words'
'greater things'
'former things'

(dir. + dir.)
(dir. + obI.)
(dir. + dir. pI. )
(dir. + obI. pI.)
(obI. + obI.)
(dir. pI. + dir. pI .)
(dir. pI. + obI. pI.)
(obI . pI. + obI. pI .)

4.3.2.2 Nouns after cardinal numbers
Both singular and plural forms follow cardinal numbers, while light stem nouns some
times take numerative forms in that position:
cat/iiI' b[Jar-a (num.) 'four doors' vs. bwiits b[Jar-ta (pI .) 'twelve doors';
�[Jt paxare (sg.) 'seven planets'
vs. �[Jt paxaret (pI.) 'id'.
4.3.3 Agreement of the subject and the predicate
The number of the predicates usually agrees with that of the subject. However, 3s,
which is the unmarked number and person, occasionally appears instead of the expected
plural form: �zyantt xartet �sti 'the envoys have gone (sg. �sti instead of �stant or xant)'.
The relaxed nature of agreement in Sogdian verbs may also be exemplified by the 3s
fern. forms of the intransitive preterite of light stem verbs. One sometimes finds special
feminine forms ending with -a (-'). But ordinary forms without gender distinction are
commonly encountered:
xu na/sa pyamt-a
�ti �kt-a
anyate �pu
xwec
the Nafsha was.healed.F and became.F whole without pain
'Nafsha was healed and became whole and without pain'.
rti fnc
[Jeksiir nizt-i
and woman outside went.out
'the woman went out'.
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5 SYNTAX OF SIMPLE AND COMPLEX SENTENCES

The syntax is the least studied field in the study of Sogdian grammar. As yet there exists
no general account of Sogdian syntax. On some topics see Heston 1 976.
5.1 Order of constituents
5. 1 . 1 Noun phrase slruclUl:e
In Sogdian the head noun of noun phrases is preceded by the article, demonstrative,
possessor noun, and adjective:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

0 tawa roxsnu casmu
yune mana xepO £yawar
par xepOawandf/raman
XII xunax yriw

'the your light eye'
'this my own heart'
'on owner's order'
'the that body'

'your light eye'
'this heart of mine'
'according to the owner's order'
'that body'.

Similarly, cardinal numbers and words for unit precede nouns with this order:
nots kapcakk na-art yantam
' 1 9 kapchak of non-ground wheat'.
Nouns designating rank, title, or category usually follow the proper nouns: smer yari
'M ount Sumeru', IIparatt samani ' Monk Uparatt'. However, counter examples do exist:
samani yansyan 'Monk Yansyan', wispise suJiisn 'Prince Sudhiishn'.
A prepositional phrase modifying a noun follows it:
o zernene wartan (jan anyatc parftak
'the golden chariot with all the equipment'.
When an appositional phrase is governed by a preposition, the latter is repeated before
each member (see Sims-Williams 1 973):
can
sirpaxc
;lti ;lstapsare can farnxunt
zatet
lit. 'from Shirvakhch and 3stapsare from Farnkhunt's (two) sons'

5. 1.2 Clause structure and word order
5. 1 .2 . 1 Complementizer
A syntactic feature peculiar to Sogdian (and for that matter to Bactrian as well) is that
each clause (both main and subordinate) contains an enclitic complementizer (CaMP):
(;l) t(i) , -uti ( 'PZY, ZY). This stands in the second position from the beginning, to
which other enclitic elements of the sentence are added (see Sims-Williams I 985b,
Yakubovitch 2005). Complementation includes the most frequent (;l) rti, which marks
the beginning of a clause and etymologically consists of the adverb r- (see Khotanese
rro 'also') and -ti.
The same is found in relative clauses, where relative pronouns or adverbs are followed
by the complementizer. Similarly, direct quotations are also treated as independent
clauses, where the second position is occupied by the complementizer (see Weber 1 97 1 ):
=
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xa xlI'aten maO patiskway maO ;}ti
fJaya menu
rtL-sI
thus COMP lord! I .thought
and.cOMP-him the queen thus said
can xlVer-fJayi ;}ti
;}fJt
Gintaman ratni niti
sun-god
from
COMP seven cintamal)i jewel it. went.out
'the queen said to him: "0 Lord! I thought thus: <from the sun god went out the
,
seven cintamal)i jewels>"
As shown by can xwer-fJayf ;}ti above, the element standing before the complementizer
is not always a single word but one syntactic unit, whereby the vocative form is not
cou nted.
However, this feature was declining. Thus, in such a late text as Christian manuscript
C5 the complementizer is almost lost, the only vestiges being the -t element found in the
compound conjunctions kat (C qt) 'that, who (reI.)' and pat (C p't) 'for (conj .)', and
interrogative particle cut (i) 'est-ce-que'.
5. 1 .2.2 Enclitics
Even as a Middle Iranian language. Sogdian still observes the Wackernagel's law, accord
ing to which enclitics occupy the second position in the sentence. As stated above, in
classical Sogdian the second position is usually occupied by the complementizer (;}) t (i)
and other enclitics are added to it:
par-ti-sf
xu Ivma zani jramatoare
but/for-coMP-him the lute to. play you.ordered
'but you 9rdered him to play the lute'.
When in a very few cases one pronominal suffix is attached to another, the first person
precedes the second and the third: ;}rti-m-f- (a)C CtIRZYmpc) 'to me from you', rti-m-su
CtIRZYmsw) 'and him for me'.
Apart from the enclitic pronoun, several other enclitic elements occur in Sogdian. They
are prepositional elements (-c, -0, -t), -fJay '0 lord!', and -n (hypothetical particle), -fJ(j)
(perfective particle employed in the negated imperfect sentence), etc. These enclitics
follow pronouns:
maO ;}ti-s-n
ufJyu samani Yansyan xlVati ;}ti . . . par kame xalVat
thus cOMP-her-PART both monk Yansyan himself and . . . by desire hit.sUBJ.3s
'so that either monk Yansyan himself or . . . may hit her as he likes'.
5 . 1 .2.3 Word order
5.1.2.3a SOV
Sogdian is basically an OY language where heads follow the dependent elements. Thus,
the basic structure of the Sogdian sentences consists of SOY. However, Sogdian is far
from being a consistent OY language and attests a number of counter-examples. The
unmarked order is (a) SOY, but (b) the verb initial order is also often encountered.
Extended constituents, including subjects and objects, tend to follow shorter constituents:
(c), (d). Sometimes, even a part of a longer constituent is extraposed toward the end of a
sentence: (e). Standards of comparison precede the adjective: (f). Adverbial elements
tend to stand before verbs or objects of verbs: (g) On the orders of the adposition and the
auxiliary verbs see sections 3. 1 .4 for adpositions and 3.2.3.3-4 for auxiliaries.
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(a) ;)rti xu maryiirll xep(jiiwand . . 0 satu ofniir zern toz
and the pearl's owner
. . . the 1 00 denar gold paid
'and the owner of the pearls paid the hundred gold denars'.
(b) rti /riiyiiz ;)XU wispise Sur5iisn wispu MC fJayte
and began the prince Sudiishn all things to. give
'Prince Sudiishn began to give all the things'.
(c) rti-sf
es
can patfcsiir ew briiman cansll siiw ;)ksi ;)ti . . .
and-him came from in.front one brahmin very black lean and . . .
'one very black, lean, . . . brahmin came towards him'.
nii/
;)ke-ti
par pateo sawent-;)skun
(d) rti ;)XU wen Yalf bikSe
and he saw many mendicant people WhO-COMP for begging were. going-oUR
'he saw many mendicant people who were going for begging (alms)'.
(e) a nii/t
martsiir tux
;)/siim
;)ti arkkaret
the people.pL hither quickly send.IMPv and workers
'send people and workers hither quickly'.
(f) can sakara niimartar
from sugar sweeter
'sweeter than sugar'.
(g) rt i yoner5
fJok
fJfrant-kiim
and immediately salvation they.find-FuT
'and they will get salvation immediately'.
.

5. 1.2.3b Counter-examples
Since Sogdian is not a consistent OV language, counter-examples are not uncommon.
But some of them are due to the prototypes. The bulk of the Sogdian texts are trans
lations from other languages, and the word order often reflects those of the original
language or texts. This is particularly evident in translations from the Syriac New
Testament. See the following example. Notice, however, that the deep-rooted order of
possessor + possessed (fJar-et-f zamnu 'fruits' time') is never inverted:
Syriac
I wt
pig'
kd dyn mt'
[zbn' d- p'r1 sdr I -[bdw-hy]
when but reached [time of-fruit] sent to-[servants.his] towards farmers
Sogdian
pfst tiino pariiyat [fJar-et-f zammu} /samoiirt [xep(j fJantetf} ku fJiiy-rJiiret
but when reached [fruits' time]
sent
[his servants] to farm-keepers
'however, when the time offruits (i.e. harvest) came he sent his servants to the farmers'.
Naturally, emphasized and topicalized elements tend to be placed towards the begin
ning of sentences:
mart mart can ;)stana ;)xsifJti rose
rti xa uxusu fJrewar fnc
and the six
1 0,000 woman each each from breast milk flOW.OPT.IMPF.3S
'as for 60000 women, milk was flowing from each woman's breast'.
5.2 Questions
Sogdian does not seem to have a special device for forming interrogative sentences. Inter
rogative pronouns and adverbs follow the ordinary word order: (a), (b). However, since
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the interrogatives are the topics of the statements in their very nature they tend to be
placed at the beginning of sentences: (c). Yes/No questions are formed either by an
ordinary order (possibly with different intonation): (d), or by putting cut(i) at the begin
ning of a sentence, of which -t(y) originates from the complementizer. Disjunctive sense
is sometimes emphasized by the phrase kalar (:Jti) ne 'or not?' placed after the sentence:
(e). Rhetorical questions make use of the particle p( u)nukar: (f).
(a) tayu pernamstar cu
:Jktya kOare
you before
what deed dO.PRET.2s.
'What deed did you do before?'
(b) xa :Jspiyi-ti
kutsar wacam
the horses-coMp where I.send
'Where shall I send the horses?'
(c) :Jrt-su
cakanac pwar maryart ne jramaye suflte
and-him whence because pearl not order.2s bore.INF
'Why didn't you order him to bore pearls?'
(d) ne tkos
not see.INJ.2s
'Don't you see?'
xa zakt
taMb ayatant katar-:Jti ne
(e) cuti
whether the children there came or-COMP not
'Have the children arrived to you or not?'
(f) :Jcuti
pnukar tawa wana ne patyosti
whether pnwkr by.you thus not heard.PRET
'Have you never heard thus? (Yes, you have surely heard thus.)'
5.3 Complex sentences
In Sogdian there are three kinds of subordinate clauses: (a) relative, (b) adverbial, and (c)
nominal.
5. 3. 1 Conjunctions
Coordinate conjunctions are (:J)rti (Orty, 'ljRZY) which marks the beginning of the
clauses, :Jt(i) ('t(y) (,PZY, ZY) 'and', and katar (:Jti) (kt'r, WZY) 'or'. Apart from these,
several adverbs placed towards the sentence initial are employed to enhance cohesion.
Some of the most frequent are: mas 'also, again', prst 'but', nukar, paIsaI' 'then', tfm
'furthermore'. Of Old Iranian origin are connecting particles flao . . . flao 'sometimes . . .
sometimes', uflyu . . . uflyu (w�yw, C by) 'both . . . and . . '.
Subordinate conjunctions are:
=

.

2

preceding the main clauses: cu 'if', cana 'when, while, since', kal5( a) 'if', mant 'when,
while';
following the main clauses (:Jti is the complementizer described above): :Jt (i) ('t(y)
'PZY, ZY) 'that', cana :Jt(i) 'as ( like), than', par(u)ti (p'r(w)ty, later pat) 'for, (not
. . . ) but', paraw :Jt(i) (pr'w 't(y» 'because', and yiwar-:Jti (yiw'r ('ty» 'however'. kao
and :Jt(i) on the one hand, and mae (mo KZNH) 'thus' and :Jt(i) on the other, are
combined to give the new subordinate conjunctions kat (kt, C qt) 'that' and mat
(m't) 'that', respectively, which are quite common in Manichaean and Christian
=

=

=
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texts. These conjunctions occasionally combine with adverbs to form compound
conjunctions as eilver5 piOar paruti 'because', lit. 'because of that for', paraw mao ;Jti
'because', witar ;Jti (wytwr 'ty) 'until', etc.

5. 3. 2 Relative clauses
5.3.2 . 1 Correlatives and gaps
Relative clauses are introduced by relative pronouns or adverbs, to which is attached
the complementizer M(i) in Classical Sogdian. They always follow their head, which is
usually marked by a cataphoric demonstrative. Although the following remark is not
without exception , a general tendency is observable: the correlative in the relative clause
is the verbal ending if nominative (a), while the direct object is gapped (b). With other
cases, the relative may be in the oblique itself (;J)kya (c), but generally it assumes the
relative particle (;J)ke, while the correlative is a pronoun or adverbial demonstrative
filling the gap in the relative clause (d), (e) (see Provasi 1 997). Comparative clauses can be
classified as relative clauses (f):
(a) ana martl wiru
kunat
ke-ti-Sl
xwati rezat
that man husband make.suBJ.3s REL-coMP-herherself please. suBJ.3s
'she shall make that man her husband who might be pleasing to her'.
(b) yune eakrapart Cintamani darani ke-ti
;JZU pm·perat-r5aram
this Cakravarti Cintiimal)i spell REL-COMP I explain-PRET. l s
'this Chakravart Chintamani spell which I explained'.
(c) ;J1V;Jn se
ralne . . . ;Jkya-;Jt-ml sace
xu pas
pat
the three jewel . . . REL-COMP-me be.fitting.OPT.3s the honour observe. INF
'three jewels . . . to which it may be fitting for me to pay honour'.
(d) xand a/rltel atakt ke ;Jti-san
sak
;Jti patsmar nest
those blessed places REL cOMP-their number and number is. not
'those blessed places whose number and counting do not exist'.
war5er5 menand xa roxsnda paYIst
(e) xand a/rltet atakt . . . kfl-;Jti
those blessed places . . . where(REL)-COMP there stay.3p the light
gods
'those blessed places where the light gods are staying'.
(f) /ratar max a ;Jpiza parem eana-ti
;JW;Jn ;Jp tre xa punyan zarne
more we the evil endure than-coMP the father's the merit lost
pat
become.sUBJ .3s
'we would rather endure sufferings than our father's merit should be lost'.
5.3.2.2 Other relatives
(;J)ke is originally a nominative singular form used with an animate noun , but it tends to
be generalized to all the contexts and behaves like a relative particle. On this point see the
examples cited in the previous section.
In principle any interrogative pronoun or adverb can be used as a relative. Here follow
several examples:
(a) wispu ark eu ;Jti-mf
tayu/ramaye
all
work which (REL) COMP-me you order
'all the work which you order me' .
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fJirt-6arant
(b) wayone samar
such
samadhi obtain-PRET.3p
cakanac :Jti
:Jnyu fJrewar samar fJlrt-fJat
from. which(REL) COMP other 10,000 samadhi obtain-PAss.poT.3s
'they obtained such meditation from which other ten thousand
meditations can be obtained'.
(c) am al5cu
:Jsti katar-:Jti-:Jmf
fJaxse-kam
still something is
which(REL)-coMP-me give.oPT.2s-FuT
'still there is something which you could give me'.
5. 3.2.3 Indefinite relative clauses
Indefinite relative clauses have no head and precede the main clause, which is often
introduced by the conjunction ra: (a). Sometimes indefiniteness is reinforced by xatu and/
or al5parm: (b). Another way of reinforcing indefinite force is to duplicate the relatives,
first by the original (in the present case kft 'where') and again by ke, which in this function
is a relative particle rather than a relative pronoun: (c). cu zamnya, lit. 'whatever time'
functions as a kind of compound conjunction meaning 'whenever': (d).
(a) rt-mas
katam
[[ZunI aZit
rti xu ramant Jatismar yrfw fJlrt
and-again which(REL) life is. born and he always jatismara body gets
'again in whichever life he may be born, he will always get jatismara-body
(i.e. he will remember his previous lives)'.
(b) :Jcu
xatu al5parm wanti rti-sl
wisp sat . . .
wh�t(REL) ever ever
does and-him every all . . .
'whatsoever he may do, everything is . . . for him'.
(c) kft
sar
ke sawete
xu juxar . . .
where(REL) toward REL gO.OPT.MJD.3s the blessed .one
'wherever the blessed one may go . . . .
(d) rti CU zamnya can fJayistan oxazat
rti pal'll butyak
and what time.Loc from heaven descend.suBJ.3s and on buddhahood
raO ostayt
road stands
'whenever he may descend from the heaven he will stand on the road of
Buddhahood'.
'

5.3.3 Adverbial clauses
Clauses that explicitly or implicitly state logical and temporal conditions precede the
main clause, and are typically introduced by conjunctions such as kal5( a) 'if', cano 'when,
since', mant 'when, while', kft parm 'as l ong as', etc. In classical Sogdian both subordinate
and main clauses are introduced by a conjunction rli.
rt-su
ka15 ne waytu-6are rt-su
yonei5
na wac
and-him if not send-PRET.2s and-him immediately not send.JMpv.2s
'if you have not sent him, do not send him immediately'.
rt-su kft parm ne tozan
rt-su . . . paru warlu l5aram-kam
and-it as.long.as not pay.suBJ. l s and-it . . . on interest have. l s-FuT
'until I pay it ( as long as I do not pay it), I shall owe (lit. 'have') it with interest'.
=
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Other adverbial clauses expressing purpose, cause, etc. are accompanied by appro
priate conjunctions and follow matrix sentences. Here follow examples of (a) cause and
(b) purpose:
(a) can se satu ;)fsanx zay ;)ti
ayatim paraw maO-;)(i wana pat/yas
from 3 1 00 mile land COMP I.came because-coMP thus I .heard
'I have come from the place 300 miles far (from here), because 1 heard thus . . .'.
Opar pfran
(b) sawam-;)stan ;)li-s(a) c
I .go-DUR
CONJ(=coMP)-him-from gift obtain .suBJ. l s
'I am going (there) so that 1 might get a gift from him'.
5. 3. 4 Nominal clauses and direct quotation
5. 3.4. 1 Nominal clauses
The most common nominal clause is the complement of a transitive verb which is intro
duced by ;)t(i). kat « kab-;Jt(i)), or mat « maO ;)((i)): (a). An appositional clause is also
introduced by the same conjunction: (b).
(a) xa pwt
wana wenant ;)ti xa bramant a . . . xwataw parepant
that the brahmins the . . . king
took-away
the elephants thus saw
'the elephants saw that the brahmins took the king away'.
(b) rti wana paoka
nest ;)ti ;)wf yantak raOf anpate
and thus judgement is.not that the bad
way fall.oPT.3s
'there is no such judgement that he should fall into a bad existence'.
5.3.4.2 Direct quotations
Direct quotations are treated differently from clausal complements in classical texts
but later they came to take the same construction. Thus in one Buddhist Sogdian text
Vessantara Jataka direct quotations are always in troduced by the complementizer placed
in the second place (see section 5 . 1 .2. 1 ), while in later texts they are often introduced by
kat:
;)rt-xu xepOawand wana wap kat-pay muna martf. . .
and-the owner
thus said that-lord! this man . . .
,
'the owner said: "0 Lord! (I hired) this man . . .
"

Notice that in Sogdian it is a rule that the verbs introducing direct speech or nominal
complements should be preceded by a pleonastic adverb wana or maO 'thus'.
5.3. 5 Use of infinitives and verbal nouns
5.3.5. 1 Past infinitives
Functionally speaking, infinitives and verbal nouns are comparable to subordinate
sentences and their usage is described in this section.
The past infinitives are dependent on verbs such as meaning 'order', 'begin', 'wish', 'be
fitting', etc. and always follow them. Below is the past infinitive dependent on an
impersonal verb sastlsaCt 'it is fitting': (a). A subordinate clause dependent on sast is also
given : (b)
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ana
;}cu-ti-sl
ne saCt
fJayte
(a) rti ;}XU ne fJaxse
and he not give.oPT.3s which (REL)-coMP-him not is. fitting give.INF
'he may not give that which is not fitting for him to give away'.
kat par wesant citpar yan
xozem
can fJaya
(b) wana sast
thus is.fitting that on them upon favour request.oPT. l p from god
'it is fitting that we should ask favour from the God upon them'.

One special usage of the past infinitive is to appear in the construction can . . . karl
(cnn . . . k'ry) meaning 'after having . . .', where the light stem takes the ending -a or -u
while the heavy is without ending (on the origin of the construction, see Sims-Williams,
2007):
can murtu karl
from dying after
'after having died';

mana can nirfJan witart karl
my from nirviil)a passing after
'after my passing into the nirviil)a'.

5.3.5. 2 Present infinitives and verbal nouns
As stated above the form and usage of the presen t infinitives in Sogdian vary considerably
from text to text. Their unstable nature owes much to the fact that they were developing
from the nominal form based on the present stem, i.e. productive verbal nouns, to the
forms more similar to the past infinitives. par infinitives in Christian texts are used in a
way similar to the past infinitives:
par-patxway w;}nl
kament
ke
who(REL)' desire.oPT.IMPF.3p par-kill
him
'who were wishing to kill him'.

The present infinitives of the Buddhist texts show more characteristics of the verbal
nouns than par infinitives of the Christian texts, where the ordinary verbal nouns are
derived by means of the highly productive suffix -amante.
Compare the Buddhist Sogdian and Christian functionally equivalent:
zane
zamnya
giving. birth time.LOc
'at the time of giving birth';

wya zanamante me{)
her giving. birth day
'the day of her giving birth'.

Forms derived with -amante are very few in Buddhist texts whereas they are much more
numerous in M anichaean texts.

6 LEXIS
6.1 Sogdian lexicon

The Sogdian lexicon consists of three groups of words: (a) those inherited from Old
Iranian; (b) loanwords; (c) foreign elements temporarily appearing in texts. Some of the
native Iranian elements show distinctively East Iranian features. Thus, ka1fl{) 'town',
kap- 'fish' are typically East Iranian. Jarn 'glory, fortune' has recently been shown to be
originating from the language of Scythians at the Old Iranian stage (see Lubotsky 2002).
Foreign elements are mainly Sanskrit forms in Buddhist texts and Syriac words in
Christian texts (see Sims-Williams 1 983b, 1 988). They are quite numerous and their
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number seems to be dependent on the scholarship of each translator. On the other
loanwords originating from the language contact, see section 7.3.
6.2 Derivation
6.2. 1 Suffixes
Derivation in Sogdian, which is an OV language, is mostly by suffix. The most productive
suffixes are the following. They are so productive that loanwords come to be provided
with them:
(a) Adjectives from (mainly) nouns:

2

3
4

-ene, f. -enc (-'yn'k; aka-stem) 'made out of -': zernene < zern 'gold', oiirukenc <
oiiruk 'wood'.
-erk, -ick (-cyk, -yck): yarcrk 'mountain-like' < yar- 'mountain'; ciiO arerk 'low' <
ciioar 'below'; pekpiirCTk - pekpiirick 'external' < pekpiir 'outside'. Compare the
two adjectives derived from ziiwar 'power': ziill'arcik 'helpful' vs. ziiwarken
'powerful' .
-menc (-mync): incmenc 'female' < fnc 'woman', iitkyiimenc 'safe, sound'
< iitkyii 'health' < iitk 'healthy'.
-ik (-yk): oarmlk 'of dharma' < oarl11 « Skt. dharma ' Buddhist law').

(b) Abstract nouns:
5
6
7

-yak (-y'k, from LS), -yii (-y'kh, M -y', from I-IS): roxsnyiik 'splendour' < roxsn
'light', Payyiikya 'divinity' < payyiik 'id.'. < pay- 'god'.
-iiwe (-'w'k, aka stem): jriyiiwe 'love' < jri- 'dear', patpateniiwe 'isolation' <
patpaten 'opposed'.
-onf (-wny): mas/oni 'drunkenness' < mas/ 'drunken', /iiyon/ 'theft' < tay 'thief'.
-

(c) Others:
8

9

-iinc (S -'nch): female counterpart of nouns meaning male human: upasiinc <
upase 'lay-brother' « Skt. upiisaka), n;)yosiikiinc < n;)yosiik 'Manichaean
auditor' « Part. ngwS'g). For upiisiinc see Tocharian B upiisakiifica 'id.'.
-au (-'w) 'in the - language': clniiu 'in Chinese' < cin 'China', syuoyiiu 'in
Sogdian' < suyo- 'Sogd'.

6.2.2 Prefixes
Prefixes are much less common than suffixes. Productive are the following:

2
3
4
5

iiu- Cw-) 'co-': iiupatyiip 'sharer' < pa/yap 'share', iiuxiinet 'co-inhbitants' < xiinii
'house'.
mant- (mnt-) privative: manty;)rpiik 'foolish' < y;)rpiik 'wise'.
nii- (n'-) privative: nG-paokCTk 'unlawful', nii-mart;)xme 'non-human '. The past
participle is negated with this prefix: nii-lVet 'invisible' < wen/wet 'see'.
(;)) pu- (Opw-) privative: pu-patsl11iir 'innumerable' < patsmiir 'number'.
jrf- (S pry-) 'philo-': jrf-rwiin 'who loves one's own soul' < rwiin 'soul', jri-iipraxse
'lascivious' < iipraxse 'lust'.
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6.3 Composition
Seve ral patterns of both verbal and nominal compounds are known (see Gershevitch
1945) .
(a) Containing present stems:
noun + present stem + aka-suffix forming agent nouns:/raman-patyose 'servant,
obedient' ([raman 'order' + patyos 'hear'), yipak-pare 'angry' (yipak 'anger' +
par-'bear'). N otice that older type of the similar compounds show as its second
member a slightly different form than the present stem: ;Jptxwar 'carnivorous' <
*pitu + xwara, compare xwar- 'eat', sirxoze 'friend' < sir- 'good' + xwez 'to
wish'. The following compounds contain Old I ranian acc. sg. forms as the first
members: pzangare 'sinful', sirankare 'pious'.
(b) Containing past stems:
past stem + noun forming bahuvrThis: suPt-yos 'with pierced ears' < sumb/supt
'pierce', ;J/({-;Jspas 'obedient', lit. 'made-service', part-yamband 'enduring the
strain (;'amban) (pl.)' < par /part 'bear'.
noun/adverb + past participle: wat-nyate 'wind-sick, taken by wind (wat)' <
Ilyas/nyat 'take', con-zme-l11i15anf-ayate 'coming from among (/110al1) the anger
(zme) , < es/ayat 'come'.

2



-

3

(c) Containing nouns and adjectives:

noud, adjective, etc. + noun + aka-suffix forming bahuvrThis: sir-name
(M �yr-n'my 'good' + 'name') 'famous' (cf. sirnam 'fame'), 15wats-rfte 'having
,
twelve faces (rft)', an-kutre 'originating from the An family (kutr-) .

4

6.4 Collocation
6.4. 1 Hendiadys
Two near synonyms deriving from the same root are combined to make a kind of
dvandava compound, occasionally with a conjunction ;Jt(i) 'and'. They are called
etymological hendiadys and are quite common in Sogdian. Of the two members, the
shorter form precedes. When they consist of the same number of syllables, the one
beginning with vowel precedes: wazti ji'alvazti 'he flies about' < waz- 'fly', ji-f aji·f
(pryh "pryh) 'very dear', ankrantt ;Jt /rakrantt 'he cuts and chops' < krant 'cut', etc.
Synonymous hendiadys, usually asyndetic, are no less common: yok/sak 'teaching (and)
training', nOI11 pa15ka 'law and judgement', rame yeO 'cattle flock'. However, Sogdian lacks
such hendiadyses as those abundant in Uighur which consist of an Indian loanword and
its Uighur synonym: cakir tilgiin 'wheel ' < Skt. cakra- (see Gabain 1 974: 1 59).
6.4.2 Phrasal verbs or idioms
Idiomatic combinations or phrasal verbs are not uncommon in Sogdian. Examples are:
OPar OPar-, lit. 'gift give', 'give', raO saw-, lit. 'road go' 'travel', namac par-, lit. 'honour
bring' 'pay homage', wa15u parep, lit. 'wife take' 'get married', zawar OPar-, lit. 'power
give' 'help'. While all these are transparent and are easily analysable, the origin of
=

=

=

=

=
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kumarfpares (kwm'ry prys) 'understand perfectly' seems to have been already opaque to
the Sogdians. I t is a combination of kit marfpares, lit. 'arrive at memory (mar 'spell')'.

7 SOCIOLINGUISTIC ASPECTS
7.1 Polite phraseology and signals

7. 1 . 1 Honorific expression,s
7. 1 . 1 . 1 Verbs
Sogdian possesses several ways of expressing respectful and humble feelings on the part
of a speaker. The honorific expression for 'say' isframay, lit. 'to order' while the opposite
is expressed by pats/may and the unmarked lexeme is wap. Thus when the Buddha or a
king say s framay is employed whereas disciples or servants are patskway-ing:
,

maO patfkway . . .
rti nitkar axu anant kit payan paxtam buti
and now the A.
to devatideva
Buddha thus said . . .
rti axu payan paxtam buti
awan anant maO framay . . .
and the devatideva
Buddha the A.
thus said . . .
'then (the disciple) Ananda said to the devatideva Buddha . . .
the devatideva Buddha said to Ananda . . . .
'

The corresponding nouns /raman and patskwan mean '(His M ajesty's) word' and
'humble message' respectively.
The verb framay combined with the past infinitive is also used as an honorific expres
sion meaning 'deign to . . .'. The opposite i s the verb raxn- 'venture to do':
framay
ati-mf
ana wwpay
akte
order.IMPV COMP-me that explanation make.INF
'please explain that to me'.
azu cano raxnu
ati-n
yune as/rack apsu
I
how dare. INJ . l s COMP-PART this thing ask.INJ. l s
'How dare I ask (the Buddha) about this matter?'

N otice that in the sentence cited above, politeness is also expressed by the injunctive
forms raxnu and apsu. On the hypothetical particle - (a)n see section 3.2. 3 . 1J
The verb xram 'walk' seems to have a shade of honour, i.e. 'walk with dignity':
rti-sf
maO patfskway xram ati paya . . .
and-him thus said
walk COMP lord!
'he said to him (the prince): come, 0 Lord!, . . . .
'

7. 1 . 1 .2 Nouns and other expressions

Pleonastic use of the vocative form paya '0 Lord!, sir' or its enclitic counterpart -pay is
one of the most common ways of expressing one's feeling of honour towards the
addressee:
rti-su
maO patfskwayant zarf ati
paya sayem
and-him thus said.3p
sad COMP lord! seem. l p
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par-ti
fJaya max ;)m/ uxusu fJrewar Tne
anyu ::ate nest
for-coMP lord! us the 6
10,000 woman other son is.not
'they said to him: we feel sad, 0 Lord!,
because, 0 Lord!, for us 60,000 women there is no other son'.
;)ZU mabe ;)kii eaenTk
xii(J esu rti-fJay
u(Jyu postel patTweou . . .
rti-fJay
and-lord! I
here to ofChach king came and-lord! both letters submitted . . .
'0 Lord! I came here to the king of Chach. 0 Lord! I handed both the letters . . .'.

Jam (S pm) 'fortune, majesty' is also sometimes used as an honorific word, compare
smaxJam 'Your Majesty', tawaJarn 'Your (sg.) Majesty'.
As in New Persian 2p forms instead of 2s may be employed for expressing
hono ur:
DalVio siik(Jar Jam-sar
yarJ iam
namae . . . an(Jarz (Jarta . . .
monk majesty-toward many humble homage . . . care bring.IMPv.2p . . .
D.
(Janfe im
;)ZU smax
YOur.PL servant am
'to David the monk. much humble homage to (Your) Majesty . . . ( please) pay (2p)
heed to . . . I am your (2p) servant'.

7. 1 . 1 . 3 Expressions showing the speaker's humility
In the passage cited in the last section one finds other means of expressing one's feeling
of humility: ialJ'l 'humble', lit. 'fine' and (Jante '(your) servant'. fJante 'male servant' or oay
'female servant' is a h umble expression for 'I' and is often accompanied by kastar 'less' or
other synonyms:
plst can xepO kastar satu (JrewarmTk (Jante
sent from your less
1 00 1O,000th servant
'sent from your most trifle one millionth servant'.

Notice that among the elements discussed above patskway (> patskwan), raxn-, and
injunctive forms are also counted as showing humility on the part of a speaker or
addresser.
7.2 Dialects and variations
7.2.1 A rchaic and late Jeatures
7.2. 1 . I Ancient letters: oldest stage
The oldest and latest strata of the Sogdian language differ considerably from each other.
The oldest stage is represented by the so-called 'Ancient Letters'. One finds several
features peculiar to the material. These include:

2

Some nouns that show special inflections totally unknown in l ater Sogdian:
inst.-abl. ouyOrya (8wy8ryh) < ouyta 'daughter',
gen.-dat. maOrf (m 8ryh) < mat (m'th) 'mother'.
The abundance of the ergative construction which is noticeable because the
construction is later displaced by the transitive preterite with the auxiliary oar:
'
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;)sl Ore sarJ ciino-li-m- (a)n-c
pacfJant ;)/Jyarl
is 3 year since-coMP-me-them-from answer obtained
'It is three years since I have received an answer from them.'

As regards the phonology, several light stem forms are without vocalic endings: e.g.
;)fJiz C�yz) 'evil', brt (krt) 'made', etc., but it is hard to assess this fact in the history of
Sogdian phonology.
7.2. 1 .2 Christian Sogdian text C5: latest stage
The latest stage of the Sogdian language is represented by Christian Sogdian manuscript
C5. At this stage:
I
2
3
4

5

N o article is employed.
The conjunction rti never occurs and its function of connecting sentences is dis
placed by ;)t.
The conjunction kat 'that' plays the function of relative particle as well.
The nominal inflection shows strong tendency to use nominative form in all the case
functions. Thus in C5 only x- and y-forms of the extended demonstratives are
attested: xeJ, xiint, eJ, yiint.
On the other hand:
The new oblique case begins to be formed by adding -I to nom. sg. and to similar
generalized forms. Compare the inflexi ons of ram- (masc.) 'people' and wal1- (fern.)
'tree': sg. dir. ram-i, obI. ram-i- (y) /; pI. dir. ram-ta, obI. ram-ta- (y) f; sg. dir. wan-a,
obI. wana-(y) I.

Had the inflection been extended to all nouns, the language would have become a fully
agglutinative type like Yaghnobi, the so-called ' M odern Sogdian' (see Sims-Williams
1 982: 69-70).

7.2.2 Sogdian dialects?
Linguistic differences observed within the written materials are relatively trivial in view
of the wide area where Sogdian texts were discovered. Most differences can be explained
as chronological or orthograph ic. For example the durative particle SkUI1 appears in the
forms Cskwn, skwn, C sqn, sk'n, kn (C qn), sk, kw, and k). Cskwn) and (skwn) which are
mainly attested in Buddhist and Manichaean texts are older than (sqn, kn, kw),
and (k) found in Christian and other late texts and one can assume that gradual reduction
of unaccented particles is reflected in the spellings: ;)SkUI1 > skull > (s)bn > (s)b > (s)k.
A similar reduction of the future particle kiim is observed.
Henning once argued that the linguistic difference between Manichaean and Christian
texts would most probably be due to the sociolinguistic factors (see Henning 1 958:
1 05-1 08). According to him, in Turfan where the bulk of Manichaean and Christian
Sogdian texts were discovered, the Manichaean church was supported by the aristocratic
believers whereas ordinary people were the members of Christian church, and the
differences between the two varieties are due to the social stratification of the both groups
of speakers. Although Henning was rel uctant to admit the existence of Sogdian dialects
reflecting geographical distribution, one may be reminded that in Christian texts the two
forms representing the durative past, i.e. iiz-imperfect and ek(w)miit imperfect, show
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complementary distribution, and that the fact may most reasonably be explained by
supposing two dialects which developed different forms for a single category (see Yoshida
1 980). However, the diffe rence is trivial and may not deserve to be called dialectal.
The Sogdian langu age documented by the materials known to us most probably
rep resents the standard variety spoken in Samarqand. A Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang
(?-664) who went to India via Sogdiana reported that the manners of Samarqandians
were im itated by other Sogdians (see Bea1 1 884: 33). In fact the Bukharan dialect as cited
by Islamic writers is slightly different (see Sims-Williams 1 989b: 1 65-1 66).
7.2.3 Sogdian and Yaghnobi
The wide range of linguistic difference which once existed in Sogdiana may be inferred by
comparing Sogdian with Yaghnobi.

2

The absence of the rhythmic law in Yaghnobi may be explained by its loss in the
course of development.
Ho wever,
(a) the formation of t he imperfect stem by adding the augment a- to any present
stem: Yaghn. piraxs- > a-piraxs- 'left' vs. Sogd . par;}xs- > par;}xs, and
(b) the 3rd pI . ending -or:
Yaghn. a-wen-or 'they saw' vs. Sogd. wen-ant, cannot be due to the linguistic

change.
It is worth noting that the
and Khotanese languages.

-I'

ending of 3p is shared by the neighbouring Choresmian

7.3 Language contact and loanwords
The land of Sogdiana was surrounded by other Iranian-speaking areas such as Bactria
(to the south), Chorasmia (to the west), and Khotan (to the east). The three languages
show a strong affinity to Sogdian and they share several areal features (see Sims-Williams,
1 983a and idem 1 989a: 1 69-1 70). However, no loanwords borrowed from Choresmian
and Khotanese has so far been noticed, whereas a few Bactrian elements are known in
Sogdian: saxr (sxr) 'wheel' and raxa (rx"kh) 'cart'.
7. 3. 1 Borrowings
7.3. 1 . 1 Contact with Bactrian or Kushan influence
Bactrian, the national language of the great Kushan empire, apparently had prestige over
Sogdian, because the two forms just ci ted had cognates in Sogdian, i.e. faxr (cxr) and raO
(roo-), and may have been borrowed as culture words (see Sims-Williams 1 996a: 50-5 1).
Compare also paOlar- (po�r-) 'honour, rank' borrowed from Bact. TClOOCPUpO [piofar]
'honour' (see Sims-Williams 2004: 54 1 ). Similarly sartpaw (s'rtp'w) 'caravan-leader' is
suspected to be a loan from Bactrian and this form consisting of Indian sarI (cf. Skt.
sartha- 'caravan') and Iranian -paw induces one to assume that some loanwords of Indian
origin were borrowed into Sogdian via Bactrian. One possible example is pani (pny)
'small copper coin' ultimately going back to Skt. patJa, which was borrowed into Bactrian
as nuvu.
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Other Indian elements in Sogdian may also be due to the Kushan influence. Thus
Indian loanwords attested in the Ancient Letters belong to the field of transaction, such
as nn«5i (mwoy < Skt. mftlya) 'price', siirt « Skt. siirtha) 'caravan ', prastak « Skt. prastha
'pint (measure of capacity)'), etc., and the Sogdians may have learnt them from the
Indian merchants travelling through the territory of the Kushan empire� M oreover,
several Greek elements may also have come from Bactrian: i5w;}m (oyo(y)m < OtaOTUla
'diadem', nom (nwm < VOllor; 'law', oraxm- (orxm < OpaXIlT] drachma', kapiO (M qpyo <
Ka1tT]A£tOV 'shop', mii5ampan « Il£OtIlVOr; 'measure of capacity)', etc. Of course they
could equally be a legacy of Hellenism in Iranian languages in general .
7.3 . 1 .2 Loanwords from Western Middle Iranian
Strong cultural influence came from Parthia and Sassanian Iran, and Western Iranian
loanwords are numerous. For example all the words for days of a week are of Middle
Persian origin: mfr 'Sunday', miix 'Monday', wanxiin 'Tuesday', etc. (see Henning 1 937:
85-86). A Middle Persian word roc 'day' is usually added to the Sogdian name of a day
of a month, e.g. xurmazt roc 'day of Xurmazt, i.e. the first day of a month'. mayi5ap
'minister' is from Parthian and is once accompanied by another Parthian word wazark
'great': wz'rktt myopt' 'great ministers'.
Vocabulary concerning Christianity is also from Western Iranian: tarsiik 'Christian',
sukpiir 'monk', maswar 'presbyter', etc. (see Benveniste 1964).
However, the alleged contact with Old Sogdian and Old Persian has been refuted as
illusory (see Sims-Williams 1 989a: 1 7 1 ).
Some Indian elements came via Manichaean Parthian, e.g. caxsiipat « Parth. cxsbyd
< Skt. sik�iipada) 'precept', basfk 'hymn' « Parth. b'sh < Skt. bhii�ii).
7.3 . 1 .3 Indian loanwords
However, not all the Indian elements came via Parthian . Thus, such words as makara
'monkey' (mkr' < Skt. markara), niik 'dragon' (n'k < Skt. niiga), ratn- 'jewel' (rtn- < Skt.
ratna), saman- 'Buddhist monk' « �amana < Skt. srammJa), etc. which are fully
naturalized in Sogdian may represent Indian cultural influence in general. Some
phonological features found in those words are proved to be of North Western Prakrit
(generally known as GandharI) origin (see Sims-Williams 1 983a).
N aturally, Indian elements abound in Buddhist texts. They are of three groups: (a)
loanwords naturalized in Sogdian: e.g. samutr- « Skt. sam udra) 'ocean', (b) Buddhist
terminologies well established in Sogdian: e.g. bodisatp 'Bodhisattva' « Skt. bodhisattva),
and (c) nonce borrowings employed by certain translators: e.g. priitimokS « Skt.
priitimo/qa 'moral code').
7.3. 1 .4 Borrowing from other languages
As the traders of Silk Road, a number of Sogdians were resident in China and one might
expect many borrowings from Chinese. However, they are not at all numerous, and a very
few which actually found their ways into Sogdian are attested also in other Central Asian
languages, such as Uighur and Tocharian (see Yoshida 1 994: 379). For example a word
for 'pint' sang which comes from Chinese ft (Middle Chinese *si;}ng), also found
in Uighur sing, Tocharian �ank, and Khotanese �amga, sif(lga. The situation suggests
that they were culture words widely in use among the peoples of Central Asia, and that
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they were not necessarily borrowed directly from Chinese into Sogdian. Similarly, the
languages of Turkish peoples, with whom Sogdian had close contact, lent very few words
to Sogdian. One of the possible examples, other than personal names and titles, in late
texts is arxis 'caravan' « Uighur arqi"S") which seems to have displaced a Indian counter
part siirt by that time.
Tocharian elements are also very few. One example sintiip, which occurs in a medical
text, seems to be borrowed from Tocharian B sintiip 'a kind of rock-salt', ultimately
derived from Indian, compare Skt. saindhava 'rock salt'.
Recently, cabis (cpy!;), which alternates with an inherited word sarOang (sr8ng) 'general
(of army)', has been argued to have originated from the language of the Hephthalites.
The Hephthalites ruled Sogdian for some hundred years beginning in the latter half
of the fifth century and their language could have influenced Sogdian, though no other
Hephthalite words have been known.
7.3.2 Sogdian elements in other neighbouring languages
In stark contrast with the borrowings, Sogdian lent many words to Uighur, an Old
Turkish dialect, e.g. aiun « iiiun) 'existence', kant « k(ll710) ' town', niZlVani « nizpane)
'sin', tamu « tam-) 'hell', etc. Sogdian's prestige over Uighur was such that the latter
adopted Sogdian script for writing Uighur. A so far unnoticed Sogdian element in other
Turkic languages than Uighur is axsam 'evening' which goes back to ;}xsiim ('xii'mh)
'evening meal '.
The influential Sogdian culture and language in the early Islamic period may account
for relatively numerous Sogdian loanwords in New Persian (see Henning 1 939): e.g. cayz
'frog' < cayz (cyz), cuyd 'owl' < cyut (cywt), etc.
The reason why virtually no Sogdian loanword is found in Chinese may be due not
only to the latter's prestige but also to its natural reluctance to borrowing foreign words
in general . Only two forms which found their way into dictionaries are chi bo wt.fIT�
(Middle Chinese *ts'iet puat) denoting a special kind of horse which is derived from
c;}rOpiiO (cyr8p'8) 'quadruped' and mi l:'li (Middle Chinese *miet) from mir 'Sunday
(ultimately from Middle Persian mihr)'.
7.4 Language death

The latest known Sogdian text is dated to 1 025 CE (see Livsic 1 996: 27 1 and Yoshida
2004: 2 1 ). Possibly within a few centuries after that the Sogdian language was no longer
spoken or written and became a dead language.
7.4. 1 Death of Sogdian: Turkicization and Persianization
7.4. 1 . 1 Turkicization
The changing relationship between Sogdian and Uighur is reflected in several late texts
where many Turkish elements (words, personal names, expressions calqued on Uighur)
are found. A text discovered in Dunhuang and dated to the tenth century is bilingual in
Sogdian and Uighur; in it the scribe alternates between writing in Sogdian and in Uighur,
and it is difficult to find reasons for the use of one or the other (cf. Sims-Williams and
Hamilton 1 990: 24-25):
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Uighur
bar
temCi-dii bir qi"zil qars alyu
TemCi-by one red wool to. be. taken is
'by TemCi one red qars is to be taken '.

Sogdian
n;)/3ant ;)si! karmfr rayzi Cisf
alp irkinf
XLI
wool to. be. taken is
Alp Irkin .oBL by
th 'ree red
'by Alp Irkin three red rayzs are to be taken'.
Sogdian appears to have been in the process of being absorbed into Turkish first in the
eastern part of the Sogdian speaking area. Mabmiid al-Kasyarl of the eleventh century
reports that in his time people from Soyd (area between Bukhara and Samarqand) were
resident in Balasayiin (a city in modern Semirechie, Kirghiz), and that their dress and
manner was that of Turks (see Dankoff and Kelly 1982: 352 and Yoshida 2009). The
description of those Sogdians may point to their profound Turkicization in the eleventh
century.
7.4. 1 .2 Persianization
The examples of the languages that al-Muqaddasl in the tenth century reports as those of
Samarqand (be-goftag-ol11 'I have said') and Bukhara (dCinest-['you.2s knew') are nothing
but dialects of New Persian (see al-Muqaddasi 1 994: 335), and show that Sogdian was no
longer in use there by that time. This conclusion is also reflected in a note of I�takhrr
of the tenth century that in his time the inscription on the Kish gate of Samarqand
was incomprehensible to the local people. It is likely that the inscription, which I�takhrl
took for Himyaritic, was in Sogdian (see Barthold 1 958: 87). On the other hand,
al-M uqaddasl also mentions a vernacular spoken in Suyd (the area lying between
Bukhara and Samarqand) which sounded similar to a dialect found in the suburbs of
Bukhara.
This suggests that during his lifetime Sogdian was still spoken in small villages, while
New Persian was spoken in the urban areas. Today, the sole survivor of the Sogdian
dialects, once spoken all over Sogdiana, is Yaghnobi, which continues to be spoken in the
most remote valley of the Yaghnob (No rth Tajikistan).

8 SAMPLE TEXT

The following sample texts reproduce the main part of the Manichaean Sogdian 'Story
of the Pearl-Borer', pp. 466-469 in Henning, W B. ( 1 945). The text is in two scripts, one
in Manichaean script and the other in Sogdian. (Round brackets) indicate damaged
letters; [square brackets] indicate suggested restorations of missing letters (see Henning,
ibidem). The text is arranged here by clause divisions. For each clause there are five lines:
I
2
3
4
5

transliteration of Manichaean script;
transliteration of Sogdian script;
transcription;
literal interlinear translation;
idiomatic translation, mostly following Henning.
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s'r
s'r
sar
towards

mr'z
mr!yy kw
xtw
'r!yxw
kw
'xtw
[rty ZK] mr'z
marti kii
:Jxtu
(:J)rti xu maraz
to
judge
and the hired.labour man
'The hired labourer addressed the judge thus:

w'nw
(w'n)[kw
wanD
thus
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p!yskwy
ptys]kw'y
patfSklVay
said.I MPF

2
w'crn
c'nw
ywnyy fSy'ws
fm'
k!�y
w'crn'y
ywn'k '�sy-'ws
c'n'kw fm'k ZKwy
kt�y
kat-fJay yune ( :J)fs:JyallS cano lama :Jlvi.LOC wacarn (f)
gentleman when me
the
bazaar
that-lord! this
"My lord, when this gentleman saw me at the side of the bazaar,

kwsyy
kwsy
kt5si.OBL
side

3
w'nw
'rq
ps
k6w!y!! cw
'!myy
w'n'kw
cw
'YKZY
'rkh
ps
rtmy
ell
ka13-uti
ark
:Jrt/:Jt-mf wano psa
asked
thus
that
work
what
and-me
he asked me: "Hey, what work can you do?"

yr�yy
yr�()[y]
Y:JrfJe
you.know.2s

4
p!yskwyy
'zw w'nw
'r!sy
'zw w'n'kw ptyskw'y
rtSy
( :J)rt-si :JZll wano palfskway
thus
said
and-him 1
'I replied: "Sir, whatever work

kt
�y
[k](t) �y
kat
fJay
that lord!

wyspw
wysph
wyspu/a.ACC
all

'rk
'rkh
ark
work

5
cw'!my
'r!y
s't
!yw frm'yy
cw-[ZY](m)y
tyw pr'm'yy rty
s't
cU-:JI-l11f
tayu fral11aye :Jrti sat
that-COMP-me you order
and all
you may order me (to do), 1 can do it all" '.

'rk
wyspw
yrp'm
wys(p)[h]
yrp'm
ark
Y:JrfJam
wispu/a
work I . know
every

6
'!ymy
c'nw
kw
s'r
sykr
x'n'
rtmy
c'n'kw kw
sykr
x'n'kh s'r
sikar
:Jrt-l11i
cano
kft
xana
sar
and-me when
to
house towards lead . IMPF
'When he had taken me to his house,
7
'r!my
wyn'
fr'm'y
j!yy
rty my
wyn'kh pr'm'y
z-yfy
:Jrti-mi wina
jramay z:Jte
and-me lute
ordered play.INF
he ordered me to play on the lute'.

wyn
wyn
wen. I M PF
saw
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8
'r!y �y'ryy
rty
�y'r'k
::Jrti pyare
and evening
'Until nightfall

prm prw xyp8'wndy!:!
frm'n
wyn'
prm prw xyp8'w'nty
prm'nh wyn'k
parm paru xepOawantf.OBL /raman wfna
until on
owner's
order lute
I played on the lute at the owner's bidding'.

jy!(w) 8'rm
z-ytw 8'r'm
z::Jtu.,(jaram
play-PRET. I s

9
'rtsw
xtw
w'nw
p8k'
rtsw
'xtw
w'n1kw] p8kh
::Jrt-su . (::J)xtu wano
pac5ka
and-the judge
thus
verdict
'The j udge pronounced this verdict:'

nym'y
nym'y
nfmiiy
judge. I MPF

10
kt
!yw
wny
mr!y
mr'z
'YKZY tyw
ZKn [m](r)ty mr'z
kat
tayu w::Jnf martf
maraz
that
you
the
man
hired.labour
"You contracted that man's (skilled) labour"
(which includes musical performance).

p!xry!8'ryy
ptxr'yt8'r'y
patxrft.,(jare
hire-PRET.2s

II
'rtsw
rt�
::Jrt-sul-P
and-him.PART

cqn'c
[cknl(c)w
i'.akanai'.
from. what

py8'r
py8'r
piJjar
sake

mry'r!
mry'rt
maryart
pearl

nyy
L'
ne
not

frm'yy
Sw�!y
pr('m)['yy
sw�ty
/ramayelji'amaye supte
order.PRES.2s
bore.I N F
ordered. I M PF.2s
"So why did you not order him to bore the pearls,

12
xww
wyn'
jnyy
p'r!ysy
wyn'kh z-n'y
[p'rZYsy
ZK
par-ti-sf
xu
wlna
tani
but-COMP-him the
lute
pI ay.INF
"but bid him play on the l ute instead?"

frm'!8'ryy
prm't 8] 'r'y
/ramal.,(jiire
order-PRET.2s

13
prxyy
wny
xww
'r!y
mr!y
'SP!y!:!
prxy
rty
(ZKn) [mrty
ZK]
'spt'k
parxe
::Jrti
w::Jnf
::Jspte
martf
xu
wage
and
man
the
the
completely
"That man's wages will have to be paid in fulL"

8�!yy
8Wrt'k
Oparte
given

ywt-k'm
ywt-k'm
yawt-kiim
needs-FUT
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C HA PTER S I X

KHWAREZMIAN
Desmond Durkin-Meisterernst

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview
Khwarezmian is an Eastern M iddle Iranian language formerly spoken around the lower
reaches of the river Amu Darya (Oxus), including its delta into the Aral Sea in the north
- the ancient Chorasmia. The Khwarezmian language area borders on the areas of
Sogdian to the south-east and Parthian in the south, though in each case semi-steppe or
desert intervenes. Khwarezmian shares features with Sogdian (note in particular the
augment in the imperfect, see section 3.2.4. 1 a) but also with other East Iranian languages
(verbal endings containing r occur only in Khwar., Avestan, Saka and Yaghnobi,
Henning 1 958: 1 1 7). The best attested form of the language is patently influenced by
Arabic and New Persian. Not unlike most Middle Iranian languages, Khwarezmian came
to light and to be studied only early in the twentieth century.
Khwarezmian is comparatively scantily attested, in two forms:

2

sources in a regional development of the Aramaic script: coin legends (Vain berg
1 977), inscriptions on wooden boards (from Toprak Kala, see Livshits 1 984), on
ossuaries (from Tok Kala, see Tolstov and Livshits 1 964) and on silver vessels found
in the Urals, some leather documents (from Toprak Kala, see Livshits 1 984) and on
an ostracon (from Humbuz Tepe, see Livshits and Mambetulaev 1 986).
I slamic sources in Arabo-Persian script:
(a) quotations in books of case-law, namely the Yatfmat ad-dahr (YD) (645 AH
1 246-7 CE, pub!. Zeki Velidi 1 927), the Qunyat al-Munya and the deriva
tive Risiila (together QR) of ca. 755 AH 1 3 54 CE (MacKenzie 1 990: 5, 'the
Khwarezmian material in R. can be regarded as practically the most reliable
that we have');
(b) the Khwarezmian glosses in a copy of al-ZamaxsarI's thematic Arabic diction
ary Muqaddimat al-Adab (Zeki Velidi Togan 1 95 1 , Benzing 1 968, M acKenzie
1 970-72; the text is quoted as M uq., or simply by page and line references to the
manuscript).

The sources date from the pre-Sasanian period (some of those in Khwarezmian script)
to the Islamic period when, sometime after the fourteenth century CE, the language died
out. The paucity of the pre-Islamic sources makes it difficult to form a picture of the
language in these texts, though the older Khwarezmian script was apparently still in use
in the eleventh century (Henning 1 958: 58). Our main sources for Khwarezmian are those
of the Islamic period (including older forms recorded by the polymath al-BerlinI (362336
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440 AH 973-1 048 CE), a native speaker: (Henning 1 958: 1 1 4-5). In the case of differences
between the language of the pre-Islamic and the Islamic sources we can speak of Middle
and Late Khwarezmian, but it should be remembered that Khwarezmian is attested
neither in the Old nor the modern Iranian period. On the relative chronology of the
language of the various sources, see Tolstov and Livshits 1 964: 237-240.
There is no record of how long Khwarezmian survived our latest sources. The
invasions of the Mongols ( 1 220 CE) and Timur ( 1 388 CE) devastated the area, the
prosperity of which depended heavily on the maintenance of extensive and sensitive
irrigation systems. Khwarezmian was replaced by Turkic languages (the use of Turkish
is mentioned in QR 1 23).
Azami-Windfuhr ( 1 972: 1 5-17, 36) suggested that Sangesari, while a member of the
dialect groups circling the town of Semnan east of Tehran, includes a distinct subset of
phonological, grammatical, and lexical features which it shares with an Eastern Iranian
continuum that included Khwarezmian . (These include: *8r > s in s;) 'three' and other
items, Khwar. (sy); the object marker -d;} < dar, Khwar. Jara; the potential construction
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with auxiliary b;1-ker-, Khwar. (k-); lexical items such as sas- 'dilapidate, scatter', Khwar.
(s'sy-) 'strew'; asax 'knucklebone, dice', Khwar. CSkk) 'hoof' (little shoe)'; s;1keYln
'woman' (besides =;)11), Khwar. Csc(y)k) 'female'; cf also G. Windfuhr 1 975.)
The limited extent of the material means that we have an incomplete picture of the
language. For the following description the sources of the Islamic period are used.
Khwarezmian appears to be of mixed origin, since it often exhibits more than one
development of Old Iranian consonants (Henning 1 958: 1 09-1 10); compare the different
forms, with (s), (hr), and (cy) for * 01', from the family '3, 1 3 , 30' (see section 3 . 1 .6,
N umerals).
t .2 Writing systems

As mentioned above the bulk of the Khwarezmian material is written in the Arabo
Persian script. The proper reading of numerous passages is complicated by the fact that
the crucial diacritic dots, that serve to distinguish letters in the Arabo-Persian script are
often neglected. In the case of isolated words, the correct reading is difficult to establ ish.
In turn, there are also cases of mispointing, e.g. (n) for (y) in (mryndnd) for m-aryend-eda
(m-rynd-yd) 'called '; under pointing (b) for (p) in ('sb) for asp ('sp) 'horse' and rarely
overpointing, e.g. (p) for <b> in (p'dr) for ba-tider; (b'dr) 'without fire'.
New letters are: ( I ) (�) based on (f) with three dots (as in Early New Persian); (2)
the pair (c,j) [ts, dz] based on (1 with 3 dots above (as in Pashto), e.g. Cwrcy-) < air. *a
wartaya- and (�ncy-, *�njy-) 'to tie' < aIr. *bandaya- (MacKenzie 1 970, Glossary I: 543).
As mentioned below, among special uses of diacritics is that of the shadda, for
gemination and stress.
In the earlier script Aramaic ideograms are used, e.g. S NT for sarc5- (sro) 'year' .


1 .3 A note on transcription
The incomplete nature of the sources, the defective orth ography used therein, the
functional (and facultative) nature of the vowel marking in the Arabo-Persian script
and uncertainty about whether unaccented syllables were reduced or lost means that we
do not have eno ugh information to transcribe Khwarezmian consistently and reliably.
Providing even a tentative transcription risks falsifying the facts of the language.
Therefore the basis for the following description must be the transliteration. Very often
the transcription can do no more than indicate what could be expected (i.e. as an exercise
in etymology or i n formal analysis), which may not at all be what actually existed .
Sometimes a transcription is avoided enti rely. When it is offered it is always tentative, and
is occasionally marked with an asterisk as being speculative, particularly to indicate
problems of legibility or pointing and, in tables, to indicate reconstruction on the basis of
documented forms. Old Iranian forms and likely earlier forms are marked here as 'aIr.'
and 'earlier', respectively, with asterisk.
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2 PHO NOLOGY

2.1 Inventory and distribution
2. 1. 1 Vowels and diphthongs
2. 1 . 1 . 1 Vowels
The vowels of Khwarezmian are defectively marked in both scripts. In the Arabo-Persian
script, they may be indicated according to the traditional conventions: ( I ) both long and
short vowels by the consonantal letters " y, w; (2) short vowels by the three superscript
diacritics Ca, C, CU (supplemented by CO for absence of vowel). Only before enclitics are
short vowels more regularly written in order to distinguish inflectional endings:
f . . . xiib-mi zadek
Cy . . . xllwb-m z'dYk)
'my beautiful child (masc.)' QR 1 22;
ya xllb-a-mi 6uy6-a
a
(y ' xwb" '-m i ollyod _ )
'my beautiful daughter' (fern.) QR 1 20.

Occurrences of C or CU in place of an expected a seem to indicate conditioned variants
that may be indicated in the transcription by e 0 respectively. However, this comprimise is
not extensively relied upon here.
Any attempt at establishing the phonetically distinct vowels based on such a narrow
range of representational signs must therefore remain hypothetical, mostly based on
parallels in related languages and sometimes on etymological considerations. With these
caveats, it is possible to posit eight phonemic vowels:
,

TABLE 6.1 : VOWELS
T

i!

a

ti

{)

u

a apd C�d) 'seven'; a611'i Cow) 'two'; 6ast- (ost) 'hand';
a as- ('s-) 'to take'; namek- (n'mYk) 'name';
iy- Cy-) 'go'; pica (pc) ' father' ;
f 6fcek- (oyck) 'seen'; nfO- (nye) 'become';
e ew- ('yw) 'one'; l11eO- (mye) 'day';
u 611111- (owm) 'tail'; uc- ('c, 'wc) 'place';
it pitm- (�wm) 'earth'; priic- (�rwc) 'brows';
o poo- (�wo) 'scent'; yox- (ywx) 'ear'.

For simplicity the non-etymological prothetic vowel in e.g. ('ps) 'sheep' may be repre
sented by a, *aps- though a reduced vowel such as shewa or even a front vowel i or e, since
it seems that initial () can express any short vowel, might be more accurate.
2. 1 . 1 .2 Semivowels and diphthongs
W: lVar- (w'r) 'rain'; yawar- (y'wr) 'time'; yrlw- (yryw) 'self';
y: yima(?) (ym) 'I am'; ayac-a ('y'c) 'come!'; casliy- (cswy) ' tasu (weight)'.
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2. 1 . 1 . 3 Nasalization
It is likely that there was strong conditioned nasalization. This is indicated by the ortho
graphical variation (n - y); e.g. Wndk - �ydk), probably <fJedek- 'servant', (pnd'k - pyd'k)
< pediik- 'way', (rn} - ryJ) < rej- 'toil' (differently Henning 1 958: 1 1 7), and the sporadic
loss of final -n, that is indicated by variants such as (8yn) and (8y), probably < Oi!
'woman' .
2 . 1 . 2 Consonants
The inherited set of phonemic consonants appears to be as follows:
TABLE 6.2: CONSONANTS

Plosive
Affricate
Fricative
Sibilant
Semivowel
Nasal
Trill
Lateral

Labial

Dental

Palatal

p b

t d
cj

cj

s z

si

n

y
(ii)

1 ft
IV
m

O S

r

Velar

Glottal

k g
x f

11

( l))

In the Arabo-Persian script, the letters (�, �, t, ?, 1), ), as well as postvelar (q) which are
retained in Arabic loanwords, most likely do not represent a pharyngealized loan com
ponent in the inventory.
n may have had palatal and velar conditioned variants: wiiIJg- (w'nk) 'caJ]', and pos
sibly palatals, e.g. afic- Cnc-) 'fear'.
h is often lost between vowels, e.g. hiifJr-ne-di < hiifJer-na-hi-di (h'�r-n )y-di) 'I gave it to
you'; yo-fJiirak- (yw-Wrk) 'earring', from yox- (ywx) 'ear' (Humbach 1 989: 1 95).
Examples (not minimal pairs) are:
'

par- (pr) 'on', bazak-(?) (bzk) 'bad';
f(i) cur- (fewr) 'uncle', P(a)rak- (�rk) 'fruit';
tan- (tn) 'body', dro6- (drw8) 'praise';
Oayd- ({)-yd) 'hard', 6ast- (list) 'hand';
sar6- (sr8) 'year', zfw- (zyw-) 'to live';
cayd- (cyd) 'entrance', fJenjay- (�ncy- < �njy-) 'to tie';
Ciyr- (eyr) 'sharp', juft- Oft) 'spouse';
(syt) 'lip', zad (id) 'resi n';
karc- (krc) 'knife', garak- (grk usually written krk!) 'flock, herd';
xa6- (x8-) 'to sting', yas- (18) 'tooth', hifJr- (hpr-) 'to give';
rast- (rst) 'true', ley- (lyy) 'tripping';
magas- (mks) 'fly', niin- (n'n) 'this'.
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2. 1.3 Syllable structure
Geminates constitute an integral part of the inventory, and are usually marked by shadda
(indicated here by an over-bar), e.g. Jummen- (orrm) 'enemy'. But shadda seems also to be
a device to mark stress, see section 2.2. 1 .
While many historical consonant groups were assimilated or reduced (e.g. camm-a (cm)
'eye' < OIr. *casman-, apan-a Cpn) 'co-wife' < Olr. *hapaOnT-), others have survived,
albeit modified, such as initial J[3, e.g. J[3er- (oWr) 'door' « OIr. *dwarOi-) and sp and ck,
e.g. spedek- (spydYk) 'white', ckes- (ckys) 'lie' « Avestan *lkaisa-), and postvocalic [3d, yd,
e.g. in afk5 C�d) 'seven' and Juyd- (oyd) 'daughter'. M ore stable consonant groups are seen
in [3riid- (�r'd) 'brother', yrTw- (yryw) 'self', xubisk- (xbsk) 'own', wasn- (wsn) 'because of',
ast Cst) 'eight', mizy (mzy) 'brain', and namaOk- (nm8k) 'salt'.
Prosthesis has occurred at different stages of the language, leading to such forms as a[3('�-) < b(a)w- 'be', and ak- ('1<-) < k(u)n- 'do, make'.
2.2 Non-segmental features
2.2. 1 Stress and unstable I'owels
2. 1 . 1 . 1 Unstable vowels
The incidence of consonant groups, and thus the retention or loss of the short vowels i, u,
a, seems to depend on their position in the word. MacKenzie ( 1 990: 94) sees 'a general
reduction of unstressed short vowels, producing consonant groups in internal but not
word-initial position', contrasting sukund- (s"k"nd) 'oath' QR 1 1 3 with *d i-skund- (di s_
°knd) 'then an oath' QR 251 < da sukund.
2. 1 . 1 . 2 Position and marking of stress
Stress on the preceding vowel appears to be often, but irregularly, marked by the shadda
though the system is not entirely clear (MacKenzie 1 989: 270ff.). Most examples point
to pre-final stress. (Stress is indicated here by an underlined vowel). When a suffix is
added the stress shifts to the right, with apparent non-phonemic lengthening of the
vowel: apgn-a Cpn) 'co-wife' > *pen-[1-mi (pn'm i) fern. 'my co-wife' (QR 1 05; Henning
1 956: 423).
2. 1 . 1 .3 Unstressed lengthening
However, a similar but perhaps unstressed lengthening is to be seen when the definite
article T is written together with a word with initial short vowel, without discernable
difference; e.g. T + a is written (y.') in *y-iibar-ew- (y. bryw) 'the other' < T abar-ew- QR
373, similar to T + ii in y-iiyat- (y.'yt) 'the beginning' M uq. 6 1 . 2 < T iiyat. The latter word is
clearly distinct in writing from yii yat-a (y' yt) 'the running!' 349.8. (In the foregoing a dot
has been introduced in the analysis to separate items written together in the original .)
2. 1 . 1 .4 Pre-pausal position
Of particular interest is the indication of the vowel (y), presumably stressed (even
anaptyctic), before the last consonant of a word in pause, or at the end of a sentence.
(This pausal (y) is hereafter written superscript (Y). Compare, e.g. *z,!!dek (z'dk) 'son', in
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pause zad(jk (z'dYk), even lJ.rg Cwrk) 'wolf', pause lIr£g CwrYk), and the verb hafJ£r-da
(h'�rd) 'he gave', pause hafJr-£da (h'�rYd) (after Henning 19 55: 44; 1 958: 8 1 ) . The
phenomenon seems also to occur in the earlier script (Tolstov and Livshits 1964: 243-4).
2.3 Morphophonemic change
In addition to the variation discussed above, Khwarezmian, like other Iranian languages,
has inherited a complex morphophonology, which is discussed together with
morphology.
3 MORPHOLOGY
Khwarezmian is inflectional. With the noun, extensive use is made of prepositional and
postpositional phrases, together with the weakly differentiated flexional endings. In the
verb use is made both of inflectional endings and of suffixes added to the endings to
distinguish further categories.
3.1 Nominal Morphology
3. 1 . 1 Categories
3. 1 . 1 . 1 Gender, number, and case
There are two genders, masculine and feminine, and two numbers, with traces of the
dual in the number 'two' and in pai red parts of the body, and a numerative. The basic
distinctions between the two genders and the three numbers are most evident in the
demonstrative pronouns presented below.
Gender, number, and case are marked by inflectional endings. But there is no
inflectional distinction of gender in the plural, and no distinction between the nominative
and accusative in either the singular or plural (but see section 3. 1 .4. 1 postpositions). The
plural has a basic and an extended form.
Even though the writing system is deficient, the inflectional system is well known and
predictable. In addition, there are further clues:

2

frequent, but irregular diacritic vocalization by " (-'), i (-y), before enclitics, mainly
personal suffixes;
palatalization, prominently of final -k « OIr. *-aka-) in adjectives and in perfect
participles in (-dk, -tk), which reflects the OIr. feminine ending -/ and plural ending
-ayah > e > i. Thus masc. (-k), fem . (-c), and masc. (-dYk), fern. (-c): OIr. *barzaka
> masc. fJazek- (�zk), fern ., pI. (�zc) 'long'; aIr. *mrtaka- > masc. *madek (mdYk,
fem. 'mc) 'dead'; masc. (*pr'dk), fern . parae-a (pr'c) 'divorced'.
-

Simil arly, -t, -d, -nd are occasionally palatalized: fern . ya bast- 'the hand' > I-a base-ya

(f.' bsc-y) 'with the hand' 490.3, pI. f base-ina Cy lisc-n) 'the hands' 387.3; kayad- 'paper' >

e-a kayae-ya (c. ' k'yc-y) 'from the paper' 9.4; (y' . . . 'kwnd) 'the finger' 374.3 > pI.
Cy 'kwnc-n) 402.4.
In addition, a few fem inines are derived by the formant -al1- Cn): ask- Csk) 'deer' > ask
an Csk-'n) 'doe'; urg- Cwrk) 'wolf' > w·g-an Cwrk-'n) 'she-wolf'; gawaZ/1- (ywzn) 'stag' >
gawazn-an (ywzn-'n) 'hind'. Similarly hlln-an- (h(w)n-'n) 'slave-girl', presumably 'H unnish
woman' (MacKenzie 1 990: 1 1 2).
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3. 1 . 1 .2 Animate terms
Animate terms, even though generally not overtly marked, are known to be feminine
when referring to the female, or to the species as a collective (cf. MacKenzie 1 97 1 ,
Supplement: 30b), e.g. aps Cps) 'sheep' is contextually masculine or feminine, col lective;
besides this a fern. amell-a Cmh) 'ewe' exists. Gender is also lexically marked, e.g. (nrk)
'male' in (nrk h'ks) 'he-goat' Mug. 5 1 .7-8.
3. 1 . 1 .3 Dual and numerative
A dual form, identical with the feminine singular, also occurs with '3' and '4', and so can
be regarded effectively as a numerative (Sims-Williams 1 979: 339-40). Due to its use for
paired body parts, some of the masculine terms such as (f) oast 'hand' and (f) pao 'foot'
have developed al ternates that inflect as feminines, thus ya oast-a, ya pao-a.
3 . 1 . 1 .4 Defi niteness and indefiniteness
3. 1.1.4a Definite article

Khwarezmian has a definite article, which patently originates in OIr. relative pronouns:
masc. f Cy), fern. ya (y'), dual ya (y'), plural masc., fern. fCy). These are written together
with prepositions, e.g. (f.y, f.') probably indicating contractions f-f, f-a < fa f, fa ya; and
combine with a following vowel, both the fern. and masc. becoming (y-), e.g. ya (a )sm-a
(y'sm") < 'the sky' QR 297, masc. faJ'at (y. '')'t) < 'the beginning' Mug. 6 1 .2.
The article can accompany names, e.g. I zayd Cy zyd) 'Zayd' 5 1 6. 1 ; c-f allah-an (cy
'lIh'n) 'Allah's' 103.5. Note also the article with dependent tonic personal and definite
demonstrative pronouns after prepositions (MacKenzie, Glossary I I , 1 97 1 : 88): par-f hafJf
(pry h�y) 'to you' Q R 85, pef-f nan-a (psy n'n) 'to that one' 238. 1 . (cf. par-a fJum-a
(pr' �wm) 'to the ground' 2 1 5 .7).
3. 1.1.4h Indefiniteness

Indefiniteness may be marked by elV- Cyw) 'one'. Non -specific indefiniteness in both
singular and plural is indicated by the absence of the articles and possessives.
3. 1 . 1 . 5 Nouns and inflectional classes
The cases (nominative-accusative, genitive, possessive, ablative, locative) are partly dis
tinguished by inflection alone and partly in combination with pre- or postpositions. Thus,
the dative and the definite direct object are marked by the genitive or possessive + oara.
The essentials of the following paradigms were established by Henning ( 1 955: 46 n. I ).
TABLE 6.3: NOMINAL INFLECTION
Mase.

Fern. Fern.

-k Stems

PI.

-k Stems

extended

-ka
-ca
-ca
-ca
-ka

-i
-i
-till
-i
-i

-ci
-ci
-k-till
-ci
-ci

-ina
-ina

-till
-a
-a

-a
-ya
-ya
-ya
-a

NOM -ACC
GEN
pass

ABL
LaC

-

ill tin
-

-ina
-ina
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Generally the consonants and the long vowels are written. Short vowels are occasion
ally written before suffixes or postpositions (e.g. fitim-ya &ira (pwm-y' -8'r) but final short
vowels are unwritten except, sporadically, in the vocalized material.
3. 1 . 2 Adjectives and comparison
Adjectives as a word class are generally unmarked, e.g. xtib (xwb) 'good', but there are
typical derivational formants, such as (-ynk, -'n(Y)k, -myn(Y)k), and the prefixes (8-) with'
and privative (mnd-) (see section 6 Lexis).
The comparative is formed with the suffix -dar (-dr), e.g. bazag-dar (bzk-dr) 'worse';
with the preposition ci- (c-) 'than', e.g.
bazag-dar ci
nan-a (ny bzk-dr c.n'n)
ne(n)
'this one (is) worse
than that one' 280.6.

A superlative suffix is not attested.

3. 1.3 Pronouns and deixis
3 . 1 .3. 1 Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns are as listed by MacKenzie ( 1 993: 1 3 6). In the following table, a
hyphen indicates pre- or suffixation. The sign '+' in the left column indicates that the form
of the pronoun precedes this, e.g. (m'r) occurs with the postposition (8'r): mar oara (m'r
8'r). The pronoun of the 3s is not varied for gender.
The object suffixes are directly attached to the finite verb forms; e.g. oamb-eda-ma
(8'nbyd'.m) 'he hit me', etc. (8nby-) 'hit'; (cf. Henning 1 958: 1 1 7 n.4; Samadi 1 986: 66).
3 . 1 .3.2 Demonstrative pronouns
These distinguish between near and far deixis, and a topical, deictically neutral pronoun
'such a one, the one' (Muq. 65.4-8, 66. 1-7). All inflect for gender, number, and case. The
feminine of the latter is notably distinct from the masculine in both singular and plural. A
rarer near-deictic is nys.
3 . 1 .3.3 Interrogative and relative pronouns
The variants with (') contain the interrogative particle also used in questions, but the
distribution of interrogatives with (') and relatives without seems to be disturbed.
3 . 1 .3.4 Reflexive and reciprocal pronominals
Reflexive: *x(u)dak- (xd'J<) 'self, same; he/she'; yrfw- (yryw) 'soul, self, he/she'; adjective:
xubisk- (xbsk) 'own'; reciprocal: *any Cny) 'other', (nywny) 'each other'.
3. 1.4 Adpositions
3. 1 .4. 1 Pre- and postpositions
According to the cases employed with them, the adpositions fall into several sets. The
postpositions occur prominently with c1itic pronouns, for which see Table 6.4 Pronouns.
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TABLE 6.4: PERSONAL PRONOUNS

naz
NOM
sutf.
G-D, POSS mi
-m(i)
suff.

fa, par, ci + -mika
mici
pas +
ma-ra+ (jara
ma-c(i)
ABL
ma
ACC
-m(a)
suff.
ma+ bir, bes
+ ci, Oa

autak
tak
di
-d(i)
-flfJika
*-flPi-ci
tewa-ratewa-ci
fa/pa
-flp(a)
flpa-

Transliteration
Is
(n)
NOM
sutf.
G-D, POSS (my)
(-m(y))
sutf.
(-mYk)
,
par,
ci
+
a
f
(-mYc)
pas +
(m'r)
+ (jam
(m'c(y))
ABL
(m)
ACC
(-m('))
sutf.
+ -bir, bes (-m'-)
+ -ci,

3s

2s

Is

2s
C(w)tk)
(-tk)
(dy)
(-d(y))
(-�/fYk)
(*-�/fYc)
(tw'r)
(tw'c)
(Wf )
(-Wf())
(-Wf'-)

Indef.

Ip

2p

3p

ci
ci

mapf

hapf

*epr

mn(a)
-men
fmapy-an
fmally-an
mafJy-anmna-ci

*fn( a)
-fen
f hapy-an

hin
-hin
f e{ly-an

*hapy-an-

efJy-an

-men
mn-a-

-fen
fn-a-

-na
-n( a) , -(h)in( a)
hina-

lp
(m�y)

2p
(h�y)

3p
(*'y�y)

(mn, mn')
(-mn)
(-y m�y'n)
(-y m�y'n)
(m�y'n)
(mn'c)

(*fn , *fn )
(*-fn)
(-y h �y)

(hyn)
(-hyn)
(-y�y)

(*h �y'n)
(*fn'c)

Cy-�y'n)

(-mn)
(-mn'-)

( -fn)
(-fn'-)

hi
-h(i)

hi
-h( i)
(h)i-

ci
-c
ci-

3s

lndef.
(cy)
(-c(y))

(hy)
(-h(y))

(hy)
(-h(y))
« h)y-)

(ey)
(-c)
(cy-)

*(na-ci

(n')
(-n(), -hyn, -yn )
(hyn'-)

fla

TABLE 6.5: DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
Near

Singular
Dual
Plural
Singular
Dual
Plural

Topical

Far

mase.

fern.

masc.

fern.

masc.

fern.

ne(n)
naw-a
naw-i

nen-a
naw-a
naw-i

nawer
nawer-a
nawer-i

ned-a
ned-a
ned-i

na( n)
nan-a
nan-i

nan-a
nan-a
nan-i

(ny(n))
(n'w)
(n'w)

(nyn)
(n'w)
(n'w)

(n'wYr)
(n'wyr)
(n'wyr)

(nyd)
(nyd)
(nyd)

(n'(n))
(n'n)
(n'n(y))

(n'n)
(n'n)
(n'n)

TABLE 6.6: INTERROGATIVE AND RELATIVE PRONOUNS
I nterrogative
a-ki
a-ci
a-*kdam-

Relative
«)ky)
«)c(y))
«)kd'm)

'who?'
'what?'
'which?'

ki
ci
*akdam

(k)
(c)
«)kd'm)

'who';
'that, which'
'each, any'
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Prepositional Oa (8) 'with' tentatively included here is actually attested only in com
pounds (see section 6. 1 , Word formation). The postposition -Mra, which expresses both
dative and definite direct object, takes the gen itive in the singular, but the possessive -a/1 in
the plural.
TABLE 6.7: ADPOSITIONS AND CASES
Prepositions
Locative
(pr)
pal'
pis
(ps)
wasn- (wsn)
(p)
pa
(f)
fa

'on, for'
'beside'
'because of'
'at, for, by'
'in, at, to, into'

Postpositions

,Ablative

pac
fa
[Oa
-ci

(pc)
(f)
(9)
(c)

-ber-bis-da

'behind, after'
'with, for, by' -wa
'with']
-Oa
'from, than'
-ci

(-b'r)
(-bs)
(-d)

'on'
'before, near, with'
'forth']

(-w)

'therein'
'with'
'from'

(-9)

( -c)

Genitive/possessive
(O'r')

Possessive genitive
pas- (ps)
'after'

-/kim

3. 1 .4.2 Circumpositions

There are numerous combinations with prepositions and nominal quasi-postpositions,
such as:
ci - sal' (c. - s'r)
fa - anbec (f - 'nbc)
fa -parama (f - prm)

'for' (sal' 'towards');
'(together) with, with (regard to)' (anbec 'together');
'until' (parama).

Examples: [c(i) J f zarnf [sal'J (c.y zrny sa 'rO) 'for the gold' QR 389; [f(a) J f *xdak-a
[anbecJ (fy xd'k 'nbc) 'with him' QR 368; [f(a) J aMnak-a [paramaJ (f.'8ynk prm)
'until Friday' QR 1 74. Syntactically, such adverbial noun phrases are in the ablative or
locative.
3. 1 .4.3 Nominal inflection and adpositions

The following examples demonstrate the nominal inflection, including some of the uses
of prepositions and pronominal suffixes. Square brackets mark case endings.
3. 1.4.3a Masculine singular

NOM:
ACC:
GEN:

f asp [-oJ ('y 'sp) 'the horse' 1 07.2;
[ xsin[-oJ ('y xsYn) 'the thing' 82.2;
c-a maOan-ya-hi kam[-oJ (c.' m8'n-y.h k'm) 'from (the inside of) his
mouth' 103.6;
pass:
f asp[-anJ ('y 'sp-'n) 'of the horse' 38.5;
c-f kam[-aJ-hi (c.y k'm-'.h) 'from his mouth' 48 1 .5; f-f baqq[-aJ-hi (fy
ABL:
I)q-'.h) 'for his right' 21 2.5;
f-f asp[-aJ (fy 'sp) 'on the horse' 343. 7;/-[ kam[-aJ-hi (f.y k'm-'.h) 'into
La C:
his mouth' 3 5 1 .5;
DAT:
f baMs-hi [oaraJ ('y b'8ys.h 8'r) 'to his command' 498.8;
Def. Obj. f aps [oa/'aJ ('y 'ps 8'r) 'the sheep' 305.8.
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3. l. 4.3b Masculine dual/null1eralive (=feminine) , wilh numbers 2-4

NOM:
LaC:

yii-(a}Ow[-a) xsin-a (y'.8w xsYn) 'the two things' 483.7; yii cajii,.(a)
pii6-a spedec[-a) (y' crr p'8 splYc) 'the four legs white' 38. 1 ;
f-ii se pM[-a) (f. ' sy p'8) 'on three legs' 220. 1 .

3. J. 4.3c Masculine plural
f *uss[-i) Cy 's) 'the camel s' 1 30.6; I sanc[-i)-hi Cy snc-y.h) 'its stones'
(*sang (snk» ; 36.3; f pii6[-illa) Cy p'8-n) 'the legs' 387.3; - pl. /allIum: f
jUl17leg[-i) Cy Jwmlk) 'the totality, all' 63.4;
f * uss[-i) Cy 's) 'the camels' 302.4; iih[-i) C'11_i) 'sighs' QR 3 1 2; akt [-ina)
ACC:
('ktn) 'acts, deeds Ckt)' 25 1 . 7;
pas-f ps[-in-iin) (ps.y ps-n-'n) 'after the sheep' 1 03.8 (M acKenzie,
pass:
Glossary 1, 1970: 547);
C-I xsn[-i)-mi (c.y xsn-y.m) 'from my things' QR 253;/-1fJandec[-ii-hi (f.y
ABL:
�ndc-y.h) 'with his servants (�ndk)' 330.2;
f-I pacxiis[-i)-hi (f.y pcx's-y.h) 'in his clothes' 1 92.3; f-akt[-ina)-hi
LaC:
(f.ktn-'.h) 'for his deeds' 148.7;
i wii6[-i 6iira) Cy w'd_i 8'r) ' to the winds' QR 1 67;
OAT:
Def. Obj. fjumleg[-iin 6iira) Cy Jwmlk-'n.8'r) 'the totality, all' 62.5.

NOM:

3. l.4.3d Feminine singular
yii aps[-a) (y' 'ps) 'the ewe' 326. 1 ; yii camm[-a)-hi (y' cm-'.h) 'his eye'
1 1 0.2;
yii
asm[-a) (y' 'sm) 'the sky' 359. 1 ; ya badw[-a) -hi (y' bdw-'.h) 'his
ACC:
property' 298.3;
ya *usS[-ya) (y's-y) 'of the camel', ya yoc[-a) (y' ywc) (palatised) 'of the
pass:
cow (yok (ywk»', ya (a )ps[-ya) (y' ps-y) 'of the ewe' 5 1 .2;
ABL:
f-ii camm[-ya) (f. ' cm-y) 'with the eye' 88.7; e-ii fJiim[-ya) '(c.' �wm-y)
'from the earth' 96.4; e-a pa6-ya)-hi (c.' p'8-y'.h) 'from his foot' 223.4;
par-a *pisk[-a i-hi (pr.' psk-'.h) 'on its back' 48. 1 ;
LaC:
y (ii) cire[-a 6cim) (y'rc 8'r) 'for work Crk)' (palatised) 399.5;
OAT:
Def. Obj. yii jJrlm[-ya oiira) (y' �wm-y'-8'r) 'the earth' 1 64. 1 .

NOM :

3. l.4.3e Feminine plural
f camn[-a)-hi ('y cmn-'.h) 'his eyes' 98. 1 , which retains an old dual (Olr.
casman-ii); - pl. tantllln: f luin[-i) Cy hwn-y) 'blood' 1 1 7.3;
ACC:
i suwee[-i) 'Cy swYc) 'the nails (swk)' 1 1 2.8; f yox[-ina) Cy ywx-n) 'the
ears' 203 .3; -pl. tanlUm f etib[-iJ Cy cwb) 'the water' 98.3;
GEN:
f-ii ma6iin-ya paOak[-ina) (f.' m8'n pSk-n) 'in the midst of the houses'
21 9.6;
pass:
I *sman[-iin) ud ffJlfm[-in-iin) Cy smn-'n 'wd 'y �wm-n-'n) 'of the heavens
and the earths' 354.8 (MacKenzie, Glossary III, 1 97 1 : 3 I 6);
ABL:
e-fpaOak[-ina) (c.y pSk-n) 'from the houses' 238.2;
LaC:
f-I badw[-ina) (f.y bdw-n) 'in the properties' 484.8.
Def. Obj I etfb[-iin ocira) Cy cwb-'n 8'r) 'the water' 309. 1 (MacKenzie, Glossary II:
1 97 1 , 85);

NOM:

Several isolated examples appear to diverge from the paradigms which cannot be
detailed here.
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3. 1.5 A dverbs and adverbial phrases

Some adverbs are simply lexical items without specific formant, e.g. (brsm) 'very', (mS)
'here'; So are adjectives used adverbially. However, there are denominal adverbs derived
by (-'wy"); e.g. (z'dOk-'wOy") 'as a child' QR 1 1 6 < (z'dYk); (mr'yk-'wy) 'hypocritically'
430.8 < (mr'yk) 'hypocrisy'; (nmd-'wy) 'in honour' 48 1 .8 < (nmd) (M acKenzie 1 990: 98).
3. 1.6 Numerals
3 . 1 .6. 1 Cardinal numbers
Cardinal numbers (listed in M uq. 3 1 .5-34. 1 , inc1 uding very high combined numbers).
TA BLE 6.8: CARDINAL NUMBERS
1 -9

1 1-19

\0-90

1 00-900

Other

('yw) i'w
(Oli'w)
(sy)
(cf'r)
(pnc)
Cx)
C'�d)
CS t)
Wo) *§fi<5

('ywnd's)
('8w's)
(*hr8's)
(cwro's)
(pn�)
Cxro's)
('�do's)
CSto's)
(nw'o's)

(O's)
(\vs'c)
(s ys)
(cf'r's)
(pnc's)
C'x'c) uxxic
('�d'c)
C'st'c)
(nwyc)

(s'd) sed
C'8wysd)
(syzd)
(cf'rzd)
(pn�d)
C'xzd) uxxuzda
('�dzd)
(,stsd)
(nwsd)

2 1 (,yw-dws'c)
\ 000 (hz'r) hm[ir

3. 1 . 6.2 Ordinal numbers
Ordinals, except for 'first', are marked by (-Ym): (ftm-ycYk) ' I st', (8�c-Ym) '2nd', seyem
(sym, sym) '3rd', (cf'rjm) '4th, quarter', (pnc-Ym) '5th, a fifth', Cxt-Ym) [sic] '6th, a sixth',
C�d-Ym) '7th', CsPm) '8th', (s'8-Ym) '9th', (8sjm) ' 1 0th'.
3. 1 .6.3 Fractions
Fractions are usually identical with the ordinals as listed (e.g. fifth/a fifth), but note
Crc-y'dk) 'a third (part)'.
3 . 1 . 6.4 Distributives
Distributives are plural forms, always with (-c), e.g. C8w-c) '(by) twos' (1-10 listed Muq.
34.8-35. 1 ).
3 . 1 .6.5 Multiplicatives
M ultiplicatives are formed with (-8Wy) '-fold', e.g. (()8w-, sy-, cf'r-8Wy) 'two-, three-,
fourfold' 47.4, 6 1 .8. Note also (sy'wr) (almost always (sy'wr) 'three times (y'wr)' and (syk)
,
'triple (divorce) (or perhaps 'triad').
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3.2 Verb morphology

Verbs are inflected for tense, mood, and aspect. In addition there are periphrastic con
structions, and modifying particles. Like other Iranian languages, Khwarezmian shows
complex morpho-phonemic alternation, in the main reflecting Old Iranian distinctions of
stem formation. The present stem (which includes the imperfect) is inflected as a verb, the
past stem is a nominal formation.
3.2. 1 Stem/ormation
3.2. 1 . 1 Present and imperfect stems
There are two inflected stems, present and imperfect, the latter distinguished (as in Sog
dian) by some form of the 'augment' (see section 3.2.5.1 a Imperfect). In the limited
sources available most verbs are only attested in the imperfect.
The present stems form three classes. The difference is most obvious in the 3s forms of
the imperfect.
( 1 ) stems in consonants, 3s -eda (_Vd) « aIr. *-a-ta):

('k-) 'do'
(�x-) 'give'

> m-ak-eda
> bax-eda

(m-k-Yd)
(Wx-Yd)

'did';
'gave'.

This -d is devoiced by contraction after many stems in -s, -s, and even -rd, -nd (-dd >
-t), e.g. (nys-) 'arrive', (m-nys-dlt-, m-nys-t). The frequently attested, but unique (ws)
'he said' is probably an allegro form of *was-ta.
(2) stems in 0y_ , 3s - (a)y-eda (-yYd) « OIr. *-(a)ya-ta):
(*'cy-) 'be(come) thirsty'
(w'ry-) 'rain (tr.)'

>
>

m-acy-eda (m-cyjd) 'became thirsty';
war-ay-eda (w'ry-Yd) 'it rained'.

(3) irregular stems in -a, -ah, and the root i- 'go' with preverb, 3s -ay-ta (-yt):
(sm'h-) 'command'
'enter'
(cy-)

> samay-ta
> cay-fa

(s'my-t) 'he commanded'
(c'y-t)
'he entered'

« OIr. */ra-ma-);
« aIr. *ati-ay-).

These verbs also have an exceptional 3rd pI. in -la, e.g. cay-Ia (c'yl) 'they entered' (cf.
regular -ara). The same opposition -t : -I is also found in the present of the substan
tive verb y- 'be', which presents several unique forms (see Table 6. 1 3) .
3.2. 1 . 2 Intransitive stem classes and derived causatives
The following stem pairs exemplify the complex pattern of inherited and productive
stem alternation, including the pervasive opposition between intransitive and passive vs.
transitive and causative (cf. MacKenzie, Glossary IV, 1 972: 532-533). The marked
intransitives reflect Old Iranian 'inchoatives' in -s-, and passives in -ya-. The marked
transitives derive from old causatives in -aya-, with lengthening of the short root
vowel, and, in turn, derive secondary causatives from the 'inchoatives'. This process is
productive and applies even to loans. Denominative verbs may include loans, such
as (bsmr-) 'slaughter < Ar. bismillah-; (tfsyr-y-) 'comment' < Ar. ta/sfr 'commentary';
(ckys-) 'tell lie' < Av. *lkaeSa- 'false belief' .
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TABLE 6.9: STEM DERIVATION
In transitive & Passive

Transitive & Causative

(xwr-)
(,ne-)
Crh-)
(pcmyz-)

'eat'
'be afraid'
'get free'
'flow

(x 'r-y-)
(,ne-'m-y-)
Crh-'n-y-)
(pcmyz-y-)

'make eat, feed';
'frighten';
'set free';
'make rain';

" Inchoatives"
(pcm\-s-)
(xl'-s-)
((')n;s-)
(yx-s-)

'get dressed'
'be grasped'
'reach'
'be arranged'

(pcm'c-)
(xf-)
((')nis-y-)
(ywz-y-)

'put on';
'grasp';
'make reach';
'arrange';

Passives
Czr-y-)
(psy-)
Cnbzy-)
(hncy-)

'be tormented'
'be bound'
'lie down'
'rest'

CZ'r-y-)
(�nc-y-)
Cn'b'z-y-)
(hnc-'w-y-)

'torment';
'bind';
'lay down';
'rna ke rest';

(knb 'w-y-)

'make less',

Denominative stems
'become less'
(knbw-)

3,2, L3 Compound verbs

Various verbs in combination with a noun may form compound verbs. With ak- 'make'
the noun is often a loanword (Henning 1 97 1 : 23b (g)), though not excl usively so, e.g, AI',
inkar ('nk'r) 'denial ', badlO (\:!dye) 'telling, report', na(jr (nor) 'vow', nikab (nk\:!) 'mar
riage' + ak- 'reject, speak, vow, marry', but also Khwar. pend- (�ynd) 'husband' + ak
'marry, take as husband'. With Cfy) 'dear', (nnk) 'shame' (Pers. nang), (smnk) hope',
(wf'y) 'faith' (AI', lVqfa ') + oaray- 'hold' we have 'like (hold dear), be ashamed, hope, keep
faith' (MacKenzie 1 97 I , Glossary IV: 536),
With masc. abstract nouns in -aw(e)k- (-'wYk) a distinction appears to be made
between a specific with singular noun (in k ), and a more general meaning with the
plural form (in -ci): (pcpkk-'wk hy-e m-k-d) 'he opposed him' (lit 'made opposition with
him') 430.3, but ('pcpkk-'wc m-k-'r) 'they contended (lit 'made oppositions') 49 1 .8.
-

-

3.2 , 1 .4 Directional adpositional particles

Verbs may combine with directional-Iocational adpositions, which may appear before or
after the verb as enclitics, usually in enclitic chains (see section 4,2,2,3). They include the
following:
'take from, out';
'there-from, out': as- -ci ('s- -c)
'perform; say',
'out, away, forth': ak- da (1<-d')
da was-a (d' ws) 'he spoke out';
-wa (-w) +fa NP 'there-into': wa ak- (w' 1<-)
'put into',
wa cay-ta/-f wac (w' c'yt (fy w'c))
,
'he entered into (the matter) 357.4;
-lVaOa (-we) 'there-inside':
maneda-wa-Oa (m'nyd(')we) 'he lived therein',

-ci (-cy)
-da (-d)
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3.2.2 Nominalforms
The nominal forms of the verb can be divided into those based on the present stem and
those based on the past stem.
3.2.2. 1 Present stem
3.2.2.1 a Present participles
The productive derivation is by (a) -nek (-nYk), e.g. (Opzp-nYk) 'shining', (,y-nk) 'going';
or (b) -en( e)k (-ynYk), e.g. (nps-ynk) 'writing, writer', (y'sw-ynYk) 'going, goer (away)' <
« y)'sw-) 'go'. A few archaic present-participle-like forms ending in (-nd(k» occur, such as
('wsy-nd) 'hungry' (cf. ('wsy-) 'be hungry'), (zyw-ndYk) 'living'. Both these endings have
fern. and pI. forms in (-nc).
3.2. 2. 1 b Verbal nouns
Verbal nouns, or 'present infinitives' in -tik (-'k) are feminine; e.g. li{Jozay-tik Cpwzy-'k)
'smelling' (see section 6. 1 Word Formation).
3.2.2.2 Past stem
3.2.2.2a Normal past participles and 'past infinitives '
These participles and 'past infinitives' end in a dental, -d or -t (those in -st < *-tt or
< *-5t), and usually originate in an aIr. zero grade stem. The infinitives function in the
potential construction (see section 4.3.2.3a), the participles mostly in compounds,
e.g. (pyrd-'y'8yk) 'successful' (lit. 'having acquired desire') < (pyr-) 'acquire'.
3.2.2.2b Pelfect participles
Perfect participles are formally derived from the past participle, taking final -ek (-k): (-dk,
-tk). They have regular pI. forms in -ci: -deci (-dYc), whereas assimilation in the feminine
singular yields just (-c). They function in perfect tenses (see section 3.2.4.2), and as
independent forms. Examples: akt-ek ('ktk) 'done' < ak- 'do'; edek Cydk) 'gone' < iy- 'go'.
Some participles have a nasal formant, (-nk), pI. (-nc) (MacKenzie, Glossary I, 1 970:
552).
Several other derived forms are found, such as participial adjectives in -c-i/( (-cYk) and
feminine abstract nouns in -c-ik (-cyk) < *-tikli- (MacKenzie 1 972, Gl ossary V: 1 972: 69).
3.2.2.3 Morphophonology of tense stems
In overview, the various morphophonological patterns of the two pairs of stems may be
exemplified as follows (for the marking of the imperfect, see discussion section 3.2.4. 1 a):
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TABLE 6.10: MORPHOPHONOLOGY OF TENSE STEMS
Presen t Stem
Present
Imperfect
ak('k-)

mm-ak-

Participles
Past part.

Perf part.

akt-

akt-ek

('kt-)
(,yt-)
('yd) .
(*'kwst)

('kwnd-)

(m-k-)
(m-'s-)
(m-y-)
(m-kwnd-)

( �yr-)
(pcrm-)

Lengthening
(Wr-)
( �yrd-)
(*pcrm'd)
(p'crm-)

('s-)

(y-)

Suppletive Stems
(m-'s-)
('s-)
(wyn-)
(wyn-)

(,yt-)
(*oyc)

(Oktk)
(*'ytk-)
('ydk)
('kstk)

'do'
'take'
'go'
'beat, pound'

(*�yrdk)
(pcrm'dk)

'obtain'
'rest'

('ydk)
(oyck)

'come'
'see'

< 01 r. * krn-I*I'I'-ta<Oir. *ii-ya-sa-I*ii-ya-ta-

< OIr. *ii-i-sa-I*ii-ga-ta< OIr. *waina-I*di-ta-

3.2. 3 Person marking
The personal endings show tense and mood distinctions. Note that the 2p endings appear
to be patterned on those of the 2s, that the subjunctive forms share -ii-, and that the
impf.-inj. forms are marked by -a. (As indicated, in the writing system the use of vowel
signs depends on whether the verb is in pause or not, so that before a suffix the final vowel
of an ending may also be written plene.)
The basic inflected forms, to which modal and aspectual suffixes are added, are the
following (see also Table 6.13 'be, become'):
TABLE 6.1 1 : PERSON MARKING
PRS
SBl
IPF/INl
IMP
OPT

Is

2s

3s

-iim-i
-ii, -lin
-in-a

-i
-ix
-ix-a
-a

-iea
-iie
-ed-a

Transliteration
Is
PRS
(_'m(i»
(-'(n»
SBl
IPF/INl
(-Yn, iiO-)
IMP
OPT

2s
(Jil)
(_yx(Ol)
(-YXa, -tal )
(Jal)

Jp

-iimn-i
-iimin-i
-iimn-a

2p
w
-�-ix
-

-�-a
-� a
-

3s
(-Yc, -cO)
(_'cO)
(-ydO)-

Jp
(-'mn(y-»
(-'mYni)
(_'mna)

2p
(-f(y)-)
(-�yx)
( -f)
( -�(')

3p
-iir-i
-iir-i
-tir-a
-ir

3p
(-'r(y-))
(_'r(i»
(-'r)
(-yr)

The I p, 2p endings are attested only before the future marker kiim (k'm); the OPT 3p -ir
(-yr) occurs only once.
3.2 . 4 System of tense, mood, and aspect
The system of tenses and moods comprises both those forms with flexional endings and
those marked by the addition of a suffix to an inflected form, as well as periphrastic
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perfect forms. The former include the tenses present, imperfect and (rare) injunctive (in
form, an 'unaugmented imperfect') and the moods indicative, subjunctive, imperative
and (rare) optative. Suffixed formations include the future tense, the permansive aspect
and the conditional mood.
3.2.4.1 Present and imperfect forms

The present stem is the base for the present indicative, the present subjunctive and
imperative, and the imperfect. The subjunctive is distinguished by a separate set of end
ings, as are the imperfect and the injunctive.
3.2.5. 1a Imperfect
The imperfect is marked also by an 'augment', the form of which depends on the syllabic
structure of the stem. It is generally expressed as follows: either
(a) by substituting -a- (-'-) for the first internal short vowel of a polysyllabic present stem
(particularly but not only in a prefix), e.g.
prefix, hi-fJr- (h-�r-) > h-a-fJr-eda (h-'-�r-Yd) 'he/she gave',
(b-stw-) > (b-'-stwd) 'he/she disavowed';
polysyllabic, (bsmyr) > (b-'-smyr-d) 'he/she slaughtered',
which is also an example of both a denominative stems and an integrated loan « Ar.
bismillah); or
(b) by prefixing (m-) to stems with an initial vowel, whether primary or secondary, e.g.
as ('s-) > m-as-eda (m-'s-Y d) 'he/she took',
ak- Ck-) > m-ak-eda (m-k-d) 'he/she did'.
There are, however, many exceptions. Verbs which do not fi t ei ther of these categories,
e.g. monosyllabic stems, or those with internal long vowels or diphthongs, mostly have
identical present and imperfect stems. (For details, see MacKenzie 1 975.)
3.2.4. 1b Injunctive
The injunctive is essentially the immediate base for the imperfect, and lacks the 'aug
ment', i.e. m- (m-) or lengthening:
ne-mi [afJ-edaJ . . . (ny-m '�-d)
not-me it becomeS-INJ, i.e. 'is does not suit me' 3 1 4.8;

in subordinate clauses:
'sxt m-afJ-eda . . . ka-hi
[ak-edaJ f nanam wac ('sxt m-�-d k '-h 'k-yd 'y n'n 'm w'c)
'close he waS-IPF that he-it dO-INJ the certain thing' 5 1 6.4, i.e. 'he was close to
doing . . . .
'

3.2.4.2 Compound tenses, perfect forms

Perfect forms, both transitive and intransitive, are based on the perfect participle in (-tk/
-dk) and the verb baray- (8'ry-) 'have' as auxiliary. The three forms that are attested
happen to represent the present perfect indicative, the perfect subjunctive, and the remote
perfect, or pluperfect (Samadi 1 986: 296), indicated by the personal endings of baray-,
and include both transitive and intransitive verbs.
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3.2. 4.2a Present pel/ect

Transitive:
a-ci lVa�fyat . . . [aktek 6iiray-iimi-naJ ("C w�yt . . . 'ktk 6'ry-'my-n)
'what testament . . .I have made' QR 4 1 1 ;
3.2.4.2b Pel/ect subjunctive

Transitive:

ka-hi
nikii�l
[(;ktek 6iiray-iin-iJ (k11 nk'Q. 'ktik D'ry-Vy) ( D'ry-'ny?)
'if-(to)her marriage I should have made' QR 205;
=

3.2.4.2c Remote pel/ect

Intransitive:
ud-hi-bef(aJ I-T isiirat (edek 6iiray-eda-miJ Cwd hy.bs f.y 'S'rt 'ydk' D'ry-d. 'my)
'and-him-to at a sign she had gone, *say' Q R 257, with problematic (-'my).

3.2.4.3 Basic inflectional system
The basic inflectional system may be illustrated by forms of the verbs ak- ('k-) 'do',
ap- C�-) 'be(come)' , and the existential verb y- (y-) 'be' which is the most irregular, in
particular its present. (For the vocalizations and stress patterns, cf. MacKenzie 1987:
570-575; note also that much more frequent for 'become', and quite regular, is the verb
parll'uz- (prwz-). Even for these best documented verbs some forms are missing in the
texts. Thus, the example for the remote perfect is from the verb 'go', 3s edek 6iiray-eda
'Ydk' D'ryd'-) 'had gone' and hOb-ir (hwbyr) 'may they fall' for the optative.
TABLE 6. 1 2: BASIC INFLECTIONAL SYSTEM, 'do, make'
( I ) 'do, make'
Is
PRS
ak-ami
SBJ
ak-li{n)
IPF
mi-k-ina
INJ
IMP
OPT
PRF
aklek (Iara),-limiPFSBJ akfek baray-a{n) i
REM
Transliteration
Is
PRS
( * 'k m)
(" k', -k'n)
SBJ
I PF
(mkYn, mkn'-)
I NJ
I MP
OPT
PRF
(Ktk o'ry'my-n)
PFSBJ ('ktk o'ry'yy)
( (o'ry'ny) ?, QR 205)
REM
'

=

2s

3s

Ip

ik-i
ak-T.x
m-ik-ixa
ak-a
ile-a

ak-ica
*ak-lic
l11-ak-eda
ak-eda

ak-amni
ak-{a)fli
*ak-amini
*ak-Ilix
l11 -ak-lil11lla *m-ak-Ila

2p

3p
*ak-al'i
*ak-al'i
m-ak-lira

ak-fJa
hob-il"

Mek bliray-eda

2s
Ck, -k)
Ckyx)
(mk'x)
(K)
('k ", -k)

3s

(*'kYc, -k'c)
(*K'C)

(mk'd, mkt)
Ck'd)

('ydk o'ryd'-)

Ip
( *'k 'mny)
(*K'myn)
(mk'ffln')

2p
(*'kfy)
(*'k�yx)
(*mkf)
«(')kf)

3p
(*K'r)
(*'k'r)

(mk'r)
(hwbyr)
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TABL E 6.13: BASIC INFLECTIONAL SYSTEM, 'become, be'
(2) 'become, be'
Is
*a/l-ami
PRS
SB]

2s

3s

a/l-i

a/l-ica

fJ-Tx,

a/l-ac,

ha-/1-lx

ha-fJ-ac

Ip
*a/l-am ( i) 11 i

*a/l-amilli

2p

a/l-ari

*a/1-/lfx

fJ-ari
117-afJ-ara

m-a/l-eda

IPF
IN]
IMP

3p

*a/l-/li

a/l-eda
a/l-a

Transliteration
Is
(* 'Wm)
PRS
SB]
IPF
IN]
IMP

2s
C�, ny. '�)
C�yx,
h'.�yx)
(*'�)

3s
(*'We)
eWe,
h'· We)
(mb1d)
CWd )

Ip
(*'p'mny)
(*'Wmyn)

2p
(*Wy)
(*'�yx)

3p
CWr)
CWr)
(m Wr)

TABLE 6.14: BASIC INFLECTIONAL SYSTEM, EXISTENTIAL VERB
(3) 'be'

yah-i

ye-li?, ya-li?

yi-m(i)lli?

Ip

2p

)'al1-a(l1)

*yah-Ix

yah-ac

yah-amini

m-ey-a

l11-e),-/a

l11-ey-111 ( i) na

*ya-fJlx

m-ey-na

3s
(yiP, y't" y'ty)
(y'h 'c)
(my!)

Ip
(yln n)
(yb't11yn)
(mymn-)

1s

yi-l11a

PRS
SB]
IPF
IMP

2s

3s

*ya-fJi?

3p

yi-Ii

yah-a

Tra nsliteration
Is
(ym)
PRS
(y'h')
SB]
IPF
(m yn)
IMP

2s
(yl1')
(*y'hyx)
(my)
(yb)

2p
(yf)
(yTyx)

3p
(yip)

3.2.4.4 Phasal and modal enclitic particles
3. 2.4.4a Perl11ansil'e particle -ina, -f
The permansive is a modification of an inflected verb to signify duration and iterative
action, added after the personal endings. It combines with both non-periphrastic and
periphrastic forms, including the present indicative, present subjunctive, and the futu re.
Its general form is -i(n) , except for the 3s indicative:
-

PRS
SBJ
FT

-ina (-y(n)) after I s, 2s, 3p; but
-ern), -emv(a) C-, -'n, -'nw) after 3s;
-1- (n) (-y(n));
-i-kam-i (-(y)-k'm-y) (double marking).

3.2.4.4h Future particle -!cam
The fu ture is formed with the particle !cam (-k'm) (as in Sogdian) added after the personal
endings. Both indicative and subjunctive forms occur.
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( I ) I ndicative:
I s kaeay-ami-kam (kcy'm.k'm) 'I shall throw';
2s ap-i-kam ('�k'm) 'you-2s will become'.
(2) Subjunctive:
2s ne-k-fx[-kamj (ny.kyx.k'm) '(if) you-2p will not do'.

3.2.4.4e Conditional particle -mane( a)

A conditional is formed by" adding -mane (a) (-mnc-) (with further obscure suffixes: -ae,
-ah (i) , -(/z)i) (-'c, -'h, -y) to the imperfect (cf. MacKenzie 1 97 1 , Supplement: 4 1 b-42a):
kas-ka-na
(k's-k'-n'

yawar-ina[-maneaj
y'w'r-yn'-mnc)

would-that-them I knew-IPF-COND, i .e. 'would that I had known' 1 74 . 7 ; Persian trans!.
kaski danist-am-e;

ka ya nanam-ya Jara
m-aryand-ina [-manea-aej
(k' y' n'n'm-y' 8'ra
m-ar/nd-n'.mnc-'c
if the such-and-such-Accf I summoned-IPF-coND
ud ma-bis m-e-da [manea-aej
('wd m'.bs mY-d.'mnc-'c)
and me-with she went-IPF-COND, i.e.
'if I should have summoned such-and-such a woman, and she should have gone with
me . . . ,' QR 256, with I s impf. m-aryand-ina of *aryand- 'summon', and m-e-da (my-d) <
m-ay-eda, 3s of ay- (,y-) 'go'.
3 .2.4.5 Overall system of tenses, moods, and aspect
In tentative initial synopsis, the system of tenses, incuding forms marked by suffixes, may
be shown as follows ('+' indicates documented present and future forms which add the
permansive particle):
TABLE 6.15: SYSTEM OF TENSES AND MOODS
PRS
IND
SBJ
OPT
I MP

perm.

+
+

FUT perm.

- kiim +

-klim

PAST
IPF
INJ

conditional
-manc-

PRF
IND
SBJ

perm.
+

PAST
RemotePF

3.2. 5 Negation
3 . 2.5. 1 Basic negation and prohibition
Normal negation is expressed by the particle ne- (ny):

inkar-hi
ne-k-ami
f wa�fyat-hi
ne az-iea fa nan wah-a
ny.k-'m
'y w�yt.hi)
('nk'r hy
(ny 'zc
f-n'n w'h)
'not it is worth that price' 432.6; 'contest-his not I shall do the testament' QR 405.
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A prohibition is marked by the particle ma- (m):

'do not return! ' YD 8;
'don't talk idly!' QR 265,

ma-yfr-a (m'-yyr)
ma-kirb-a (ma" OkrO b_a)

The negation of the verb 'be' in the 3rd sg. is expressed by *inci ('nc) 'is not': pandilk-wa
(i)nci (pnd'k wa' 'nc) 'there is n o way thereto' QR 56.
3.2.5.2 Particlefa + ne and time reference

The particle fa (r), among other functions (see section 4, 3.2.3b Potential construction),
appears with the negative present indicative and injunctive, expressing past and future in
terms of time reference and semantic context (Sims-Williams 1 996: 1 73), In overview, the
following combinations occur:

ne
Present:
pres. ref.
Injunctive: pres. ref.
(I)

fa + ne
past ref.
past ref.

fa + ne
fut. ref. , in oaths, potential construction ('can');

Present reference, withoutfa:
(a) present:

inkilr-hi ne-k-ilmi f wa�fyat ('nk'r hy ny.k-'m 'y w�yt.hi) . . .
'I shall not contest his (-hi) testament' QR 405;
(b) injunctive:

ne-mi afi-eda, fpacxils ne(n) (ny-m 'P-d 'y pcx's ny)
'it does not suit me, this garment' 3 1 4.8 (Henning 1 97 1 : 8b);
cf. impf. m-afi-eda (m-p-d).
(2) Past reference,fa + ne:
(a) present:

ne-fa-ci pacxr-ilmi xumer (nyJ'.c pcxr'm xwmYr)
'I did not sleep a wink', 398, I lit. 'taste any sleep'.
(b) potential:

yil yrfw fa-ne-<5ard-k-ica (y' yryw f'-n-Brd k-c)
'he could not restrain himself (yrfw)' 486.7 (see section 4.3.2.3, Modal
constructions).
(3) Future reference,fa + ne:
(a) present:

iiserb fa kaSlek ne-k-ilmi ("srB f' kstk nyk'm)
this year sowing I shall not do, i .e. 'I shall not sow this year' QR 229.
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4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS
4.1 Noun phrase structure and word order
4. 1 . 1 Noun and adjective
Adjectives agree with their noun in gender, number, and case. When indefinite, they
generally follow the noun they qualify, but may precede it. The latter position is mostly
found when the definite article is present. When, less often, an attribute follows a defined
noun the article is repeated,. together with any governing preposition:
4. 1 . 1 . 1 I ndefinite
Optional sequence:
sing. Csp 'zr) 'an old ezr) horse' 1 66.4, or Czr 'sp) 37.4;
plur. (r'c wc1ncy) 'old (wdnk) veins' QR 3 38.
4. 1 . 1 .2 Defini te
Fixed sequence: article + adjective + noun,
(y' 'zr ywk) 'the old cow' 94.8; ('y ftmyck sr8) 'the first year' QR 233.
4. 1 . 1 .3 Definite, postponed adjective
(Prep.) article + noun, (prep.) article + adjective:

[i] cub-i [i] reng-drayac-i

I[-i} =pak-al[-i] turkang-a

Cy cwb 'y rng-dry'cy)
,
'discoloured water (cub 'water', pl. tantum) 1 96.6;

(f-y z�'k f-y trk'nk)
'in the Turkish tongue' QR 1 23.

4. 1.2 Nouns and dependent nouns
With following possessives the article logically keeps the gender of the head noun. How
ever, when the possessive is a feminine, it attracts its own article.
m. + m . : [i] (wqiqat [i] wac-an Cy I)qyqr' 'y w'c'n) 'the truth of the matter' 1 22.6;
m. + m.: [i] xusr [i] marcy-an Cy xsr 'y mrcy'n) 'father-in-law of the man' 2. 1 ; but
m. + m . : [c-f] babes-a [bi] allah-an (c.y b'8ys c.y llh'n) 'from Allah's command' 1 03.5;
m . + f.: [i] xusr [ya] be(n) -ya Cy xsr y' 8y) 'the woman's father-in-law' 2. 1 ;
m. + f.: [I} bar [ya} uOr-ya Cy b'r y' 'w8ry) 'the foetus (lit. load of the belly (fern.))'
1 06.7; feminine attraction:
f. + m.: [ya] pac-a [ya] wac-an (y' pc y' w'c'n) 'the end of the matter' 6 1 . 3 .

4. 1.3 Nouns and demonstrative pronouns
Demonstrative are inflected, and as adjectives agree with their noun. In that function,
always with a definite article, only n'(n) 'that' precedes the noun. All the others
follow:
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nan- N f-a [nan-a) ayd-a (f.' n'n 'yd) 'at that time' QR 240,
ya [nan-ya) hunc7n-ya i5ara (y' n'ny hwn'ny o'r) 'for that slave-girl' QR l i S ;
N nen-:l sukund [ne(n) ) ('y sknd ny) 'this oath' QR 363,
ya i5en-a [nen-a) (y' oy nyn) 'this woman' 65.5;
Np nalV-i:lkl-ina [nalV-i) Cy ktn n 'wi) 'these deeds' QR 28 1 ;
N nalVer-:l mare [naIVer) ('y mrc n 'wr) 'that man' 65.6;
N ned- :ya i5e(n)-a [ned-a) (y' oy nyd) 'that woman' 65.7.
4. 1.4 Nouns andpronominal suffixes
The attachment of the pronomial suffixes follows the rule of left-most attachment, after
the respective case ending, but before another enclitic.

( I ) Article + noun + pronoun:
ya i5uyd-a[-mi) (y' oyod_a'_mi) 'my daughter' QR 1 2;
f biii5es[-hi) biira ('y b'oys.-h o'r) 'to his command' 498 .8.
(2) Article + adjective + pronoun + noun:

ya xub-a[-mi) i5uyd-a, f . . . xi/b[-mi) zadek

(y' xwb-a'-mi oUy O d", 'y . . . xUwb-m z'dyk)
'my beautiful daughter, my beautiful child' QR 1 20, QR 1 22.

(3) N 1 + pronoun + N2:

e-a

me6an-ya[-hi) kam (c.' mO'n-y-.h k'm)

'from-the inside of-his

f-ew-a

mouth' 1 03 .7;

e-ai5w-a[-hi) pai5-a (t:yw c. 'owl1 p'o)

'with one of his two

feet' 192.3, 429.3 (Henning 1 97 1 : 1 5b).

4.2 Clause structure and word order
4.2. 1 Order of constituents
4.2. 1 . 1 Basic order
The basic word order is subject (- object) - predicate. Such is the case, e.g. in nominal
clauses, where the copula is as a rule omitted:

ne(n)

nan-a (ny bzk-dr c.n'n)
than that one' 280.6.

bazag-dar ci

'this one (is) worse
4.2. 1 .2 Questions

All questions are introd uced by the interrogative particle a-, which may affect word order:

parae-a yah-i (pr'c yb)
a-yah-i parae-a ('._y'hi pr'c)

'you are divorced' YD I S;
,
'Q-are you divorced? QR 1 09.

a-pa-ci yi-ti(?) ya wu6-a se-yawar parae-a C.f'.c yt: y' wUo sy'wr pr'c?)
Q-is (your) wife (wui5-a) thrice divorced from you?' QR 1 97; pa-ci 'thee from'.
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4.2. 1 . 3 Initial negation
The negation is often clause-initial, especially in combination with the particle fa- (f);
accordingly, enclitics are attached to it:

faco w-i(na?), fa-ne-fJer-ica (fC'w-y f'-n.-�yr-yc)
'quarries, he found not' 358.4;

ne-mi afJ-eda, fpicxos ne(n) (ny.-m '�-d 'y pcx's ny)

'it does not suit (become) me, this garment' 3 1 4.8, injunctive;

ne-ci incifa non-a, am (u) x-ok-a (ny.-c 'nc f.-n'n 'mx-'k)
'there is not any (-ci) in that/this one, movement' 402 .2.
4.2.2 Affixes and 'principle of anticipation '
In fact, there is considerable free variation in the order of constit uents. I n particular, the
verb is often in topical initial position, or may precede the subject and other parts of
speech. Tn that case there is a complex set of rules that govern multiple reference by
cataphoric and anaphoric chains, which may themselves be topicalized by attachment to
clause initial particles and phrases.
As in Middle Persian, Parthian and Sogdian, pronominal suffixes are attached to any
first syntactic unit of a clause, including particles and conjunctions. It i s one of the
distinctive features of Khwarezmian that such marking i s obligatory, even when followed
by explicit noun phrases. This is the 'principle of anticipation', defined by Henning ( 1 955:
48). Attachment includes the adverbial suffixes, such as -wo- (-wO-), -waOa (-we) 'therei n'
and -da- (-d(')-) 'beyond, off'.
In the following '=' indicates attachment boundary.
4.2.2 . 1 Direct object + indirect object

hafJr-ina[=hij-di, yo ouyd-a-mi (h'�r_n.iy._di, y' oy Od-"'.-mi)
'I have given her to you (hi-di), my daughter' QR 1 2;
4.2.2.2 Adverbial suffixes
( I ) ci, ci NP (c-):

wozay-ta[=cij, [c-joyudc-a, i xerox (w'zy-t'-c, c-'ydc, 'y xr'x)

'it came out of it, from the scabbard, the sword' 457.4; (on Cydc), see MacKenzie,
Glossary I V, 1 972: 524).
(2) -waJa-NP (-w, f-):

m-os-ta=na[-waj, [f-jfparoofJ-a (m 's1'n'w, fy pro'�)

'he took them-therein, into deception' 4 1 7, 6-7 ( MacKenzie, Glossary I I I ,
1 97 1 : 325).

4.2.2.3 Pre- and postverbal position
For pre- and post-verbal positions of the enclitic chains, compare:
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rasu!=hi-Oa m-afres-eda baIVi(n) cek-a (rswl hy-8 m-frys-d b'wyck) 348.5,
biiwi(n) cek-a=hi-Oa rasu! *m-afres-eda (b'wyck h-y8 rswl *m-frys-d) 204.5;
both 'he sent a messenger to him (hi-Oa 'him-to') secretly'; and
m-ajres-ina=hi-Oa, f xsin (m-frys-n'.hy.-8 'y xsYn)
'I sent it to him, the thing' 349.3;

*m-afres-ed=e-Oa (m-frys-d. y. -8)
'he sent him to him' 300.7.
In the last example, =e- is contracted from -a-hi-hi 'him-him-to'. Similarly, hin-hina
contracts to a single /zina, formally indistinguishable from hi-na, as shown by MacKenzie
( 1 993: 1 4 1 ). In fact, up to four enclitics may from the chain, but never more than two
pronouns and two adverbials.

1Je!5-eda=hi-[na-daJ-ber (hyo-d'.-hy.-n'.-d'.-br)

'he recited them (greetings) to him' 298.8 (lit. 'read-him-[them-forth]-upon').

This rare example in terweaves the basic verb he!5- 'read' with (a) the directional pre
verb da 'read forth, off'; (b) its accusative/direct object l1a 'them'; and (c) its indirect
object, or rather adverbial phrase, hi-ber 'him to, upon'.
4.2.2.4 Clause-initial particles
The same rules apply when the chain is attached to clause-initial particles and
conjunctions: '

ka=/3a-[naJ-ci-[da m-iis-ina(!) J (k.-f'.n'-.cy.-d" m-'sO-n")

'that I took them from you' QR 366 (lit. 'that-thee-[them]-from-[away took]').

Note -da- before -ber, but after -ci, in the preceding and this examples, respectively.
4.2.2.5 Agency hierarchy
When two personal suffixes are present, there is an inflexible order in their sequence, as
established by MacKenzie ( 1 993: 1 4 1 ), irrespective of their 'logical' order:
TABLE 6.16: ORDER OF PERSONAL SUFFIXES
DAT
2s (last)

ACC,DAT
l s/p

2s/p

3s/p

Singular
Plural

-ma-, -fni-mena-

-�a-�ena-

-hi-, -ci-na-, -hina-

-di-

Transliteration
Singular
Plural

(m', my)
(mn')

(f')
(fn('))

(hy, cy)
(n '/hyn')

(dy)

That is, the logic of the sequence implies a pragmatic hierarchy: ( I ) basically, I before 2
before 3; (2) this, within an overall frame where the speaker is first, and the addressee in
the dative is last; (3) in addition, singular appears to come before plural.
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4.3 Semantics and use of forms
4. 3 . 1 Use a/number and case
4.3. 1 . 1 Impersonal plural
Impersonal or neutral subjects are expressed by the 3p verbal endings and pronouns
(Henning 1 955: 46, 197 1 : 8b; MacKenzie, Glossary I , 1970, 548, Glossary I I , 1 97 1 : 82).

afi[-ari] nan[-i] (''' Wri n'n)

'be they thus', i .e. 'be it ·th us' QR I I ;

da ak-ica (,.ci.kyn a d' 'kc')
'Q-of-whom-them (= it) is he talking',

a-ci-ki[-na]

i.e. 'who is he talking about?' Q 293 (Henning 197 1 : 22b)
contextually 'talk, speak'.

=

QR 357; da ak- (d' 'k-)

4.3. 1 .2 Dative of affectee
This feature was discussed in more detail by Mac Kenzie ( 1 993: 1 4 1 ), who cites

dahedena/-a tey-ya (dhdyn f' tyyy)
< dah-eda-hi-nCl
f-a tey-ya
'hit-he (to-)him-them with the stick' 234.5.
The sentence exemplifies another noteworthy semantic feature of Khwarezmian by
which the recipient of the action is put in the dative as the affectee. Here, 'hit' can be
paraphrased as 'give blows to', thus -hi-na 'them to him', as reflected in MacKenzie's
translation of this sentence.

4. 3.2 Use a/ verb/arms
4.3.2 . 1 Possession, 'have'

( I ) Existential 'be':

Possession is expressed by verb afi- 'be' and the genitive-dative, usually a personal
suffix:

ltsi(?)

hi-wa

m-afi-eda f-l wac-a ('ws hy.w mpd f.y w'c)

sense him-upon was
in the matter' , i.e.
'he had sense in the matter' 1 98.7;

ka-as mafiyan-Jara xsty afi-ac . . . (k.'s mpy'n <'l'r xsty 'Wc)
a will should be, i.e.
if
to us
'if we should have a will' QR 27 1 .

(2) Jaray-:
The verb Jaray- 'hold, keep' is much less common in this sense:

asnadek-astar Juft
Jiiray-ina-mi ci-fiika Csn'dk 'str Juft <'l'ry-n'-my c.fyk)
than you
more pious husband I had
'I had more pious husband than you' QR 1 64.
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4.3.2.2 Phasal constructions

4.3.2.2a Duration , 8arayDuration may be expressed through the verb (5(iray- 'hold, have' used together with a
nominal form :

ayraci-hi bar-eda Cyr'cy hy 8'ryd)

'he kept him awake' 350.5.
with ayracin 'awake' < perfect participle ayradek of the verb ciyras-Iayrcisy- Cyr's-I
'yr's-y-) 'awake (intr.ltran s.)' (Henning 1 97 1 : 20b-2 I a ; MacKenzie 1 97 1 ,
Supplement: 36b, Wry-)).

4.3.2.2b Incipient action, ayazThe beginning of an action is expressed by the verb fa- . . . ayaz- Cy'z) and the 'past
infinitive':

[m-ciyciz-edaJ-hi f-akt-a (m-'y'z-d'-h f-'kt)
'he began-it

to do' 343 , 1 (cf. Henning 1 97 1 : 1 9b).

4.3.2.2c Ingressive action, 'about to, close to ', *(-m-)ah-; CSxt '/3-)
( I ) The anticipation of an action is expressed by fa . . . * (-m-)ah- (3s imperfect) and the
'present infivitive' in -ak:
[m-ah-eda J (f' 8nby-'k mh-yd)
'on (the Roint of) hitting he was' 5 1 6.3; Persian trans!. nazdfk sud ki, xVast ki . . .
'got close to, was about to' (lit. 'wanted') (Henning 1 97 1 : 2 1 b).

fa bambay-ak

(2) Another means is a finite construction with the inj unctive dependent on the
expression Csxt '�-) 'be(come) close Csxt) to':
[Csxt) m-afJ-edaJ ka-hi
ak-eda i nanam waca Csxt m�d k'h 'kyd 'y n'n'm w'c)
'close he was
that he-it dO-INJ the certain thing' 5 1 6.4, i.e. 'close to doing'
(Ar. qarub-a ya-jal-u; MacKenzie 1 97 1 , Supplement: 3 1 b).

4.3.2.3 Modal constructions

4.3.2.3a Optative particles as and ha(n)
The particles as Cs) and ha(n) (h'(n)) have a clear modal function generally termed
'optative' and are found in sentences containing a subjunctive verb (MacKenzie 1 97 1 ,
Suppement: 30 and 40):

dr-asJ-hi O-barakak a-fJ-ac (da: .so.hi e.brkk ' We)
'may it be blessed to her (-Ill)!' QR 87;

parac-a [ha(n) J-fJ-ix (par' ah'.�-yx)
'may you-2p be divorced!' QR 4 1 .
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4.3.2.3b Potential construction, -k-

The potential is formed by the verb -k- 'do' (reduced < ak-, see M acKenzie 1 97 1 ,
Supplement: 40) as an auxiliary in combination with the perfect participle of the main
verb (cf. Sogdian, Gershevitch 1 954: 1 30ff.). M ost of the few examples attested are nega
tive and involve the particleJa (see section 3.2. 5.2):

ka-fa-ma ne-pard[-k-ij (k-f' m ' ny prd-ki)
'for you-2s cannot restrain me (-ma)' QR 1 6 1 (pres. piiray- 'restrain');
yii yrfw-aJa-ne-Jard[-k-icaj (y' yryw r n-Ilrd-k-c)
'he could-PRS not hold himself' 486.7 (pres. biiray- 'hold').
4.3.2.3c Necessity, yuwNecessity is expressed by the verb yuw- (yw-) 'be necessary, be wanting', combined with
the dative of the beneficiary:

niin [yuw-ica tewiir-a biiraj ka-hi ak-a
(n'n [yw-c1 tw'r-Il'r]
'that [behooves you]

f niin niiniim wiic

k'-h 'k
'y n'n n'n'm w'c)
that-it you-INJ-2s do such-and-such a thing' 5 1 6 . 3 .

5 COMPLEX SENTENCES
5.1 Conjunctions, particles, and clitics
The main coordinating and correlative conjunctions are ud Cwd) 'and'; wii (w') 'or'; IVii
. . . wii bii (w' . . . wb') 'either . . . or'; the enclitic mes (ms) 'too, again'; iimiidi Cm'd) 'let
alone'. The adverb da (d-) 'then' may connect clauses loosely. (For its use in complex
sentences, and other conjunctions and phrases, see section 5 . 1 )
5.2 Subordination
Subordination is marked by the relative pronouns ki (k) and ci (c), cii (c'), and the general
conjunction ka (k), as well as conjunctional phrases.
Clauses expressing an objective, result or fact, including direct speech, and purpose or
condition of a wish, usually follow the main clause.
Clauses expressing situations, including temporal and conditional clauses, as well as
relative clauses with a cataphoric demonstrative head, usually precede the main clause,
which in turn is as a rule introduced by the resumptive particle da (d) 'then'.
Regarding the use of tense and mood, note:

( I ) the contextual use o f the imperfect also for completed action (e.g. piickun-eda=mi

(p'cknd'm) 'he (has) settled (it) to me' QR 376),
(2) the use of the subj unctive for explicit or implicit conditions, including relative
clauses, and
(3) the use of the injunctive for purpose, and of the future for wishes, together with
'optative' particles.
The conjunction ka is the most widely used conjunction. It marks explicative remarks
and object sentences including reported speech.
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5.3 Relative clauses, ki

I n relative clauses the head is represented by the verbal ending if i t is the subject, or by an
anaphoric pronoun.
( 1 ) subject:

f suyl ne(n), ki=mi

fa-hi

xudak anbee

m-iy-ta, da yuydek yiti(?)

f.y
Cy syl ny, k.my
m-y-t d' y"ydk yt:)
xd'k 'nbc
'this business that-(to)me with-his self together was, then fixed is' QR 368,
i.e. 'that I had with him'.
(2) direct object:

f kt-ina
niiw-i ki k-i=na
utak
Cy ktn
n'wi k. kiyn
'tk)
'the actions these, that you are doing-them, you' Q 2 1 7 (Henning 1 97 1 : 23a) = QR 281 .
5.4 Subject and object clauses

5.4. 1 Subject clauses, cii
eii + subjunctive, da + present indicative:
cii was-iie,
da-ne(n) rastiiwand
d-ny
rst'wnd)
(c' ws'c,
'what he �ay say, then-this (is) true' QR 400 = Q *335 (Henning 1 97 1 : 34b).

5.4.2 Object clauses, k a
5.4.2. 1 Basic pattern

. ka + present indicative:
a-cfmi nii yiwiir-i-y-f,

ka=hi-na-ei

ya (jiiray-iimi?

C "cwni n' yw'r-y-y,
ky.n'.c
y' o'ry'my?)
how that you know that-him-them-from I have
'how do you know that - that I have them from him?' QR 360.
5.4.2.2 Direct speech, ka (bii)

ka-hii, a-eiwii ma ckes-i? (k. b' '-cw' m' ckys-y?)
' . . . that rather, 'why do you give me the lie (in this matter)?' QR 1 49.
5.4.2.3 Topicalized object clause, with interrogative, cii, aei

( I ) eii + present indicative, da + imperative:
Ilii(II)-k-a
and
cii=lIa-k-i,
da=lIa da-ka
n'.k)
and
(c'n'k,
dn'd'k)
what-you do-PRS, that -do-IMP what-them -you do, then-them do
'whatever you do, that do' QR 93, i.e. 'do what you (want to) do' (Henning 1 97 1 :
22b, 24a), 3p -na for general reference.

cii-k-i,
(c'.ki
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(2) a-ci Cc) for ca, a-ci + present perfect, da + imperfect:

aktek oii,.ay-iimi-na, da=na tewiir-Oiira piine-ina
wa�fyat fplIr-Jiira
w�yt
'y pr-o'r
'ktk o'r-y'my-n,
d-n'
tw'ro'r
Wnc-yn)
'what testament for the (my) son I have made,
then-that to you
I attached'
Q 345 (Henning 197 1 : 1 3a) = QR 4 1 1 ; 3p -na for general reference.

a-ci

('C

5.5 Adverbial clauses

5. 5. 1 Temporal clauses, k a
Temporal clauses are introduced by temporal phrases and the conjunction ka, and may
be followed by the resumptive da.
5.5. 1 . 1 'at time that, when '

tifiin-ya ka ('wf'ny k) + imperfect:
"fii,,-ya ka=mi baliil-a m-ey-ta ('wf'ny
lawful was
when-(to)me
'when she was lawful to me' QR 69.

k .my bl1 m)y-f)

5.5. 1 .2 'as soon as'

( I ) miin-bii ka (m'nb' k) + future:
miill-hii ka=na well-iimilli-kiim (m'n . b' k.n' wyn-'miny.k'm)
when-them
we shall see
'when we shall once see them . . .' QR 286.

(2) miin-bii ka (m'nb'k) + future, da + future:

miill-hii ka=mi-hi
(wliil-a ak-pi-kiim,
da=wa
lIyos-iim-kiim
(ma'n°.ba' k.miy.hi
bl1a
'k-fy. k'm
d.w'
nyws-'m. k'm)
as soon as-(to-)me-her lawful you-2p will make, then thereto I shall listen
'as soon as (that) to-me-her you will make lawful, then-thereto I shall listen'
QR 68.
5.5. 1 .3 'while'

Imperfect, da + present permansive:

niiniim wiic ak-iea-na
(y'.xb
ms'nyd,
d.y
n'n'm
w'c 'kc'n)
the night he passed
while that certain thing he is doing
'he passed the nights while he was doing that certain thing' 1 35.5;

y-ii xab-a m-asiin-eda, d-f

possibly imitating Ar. biita yaf'alll kaOii, (Henning 1 97 1 : 26a), referring to the use of the
present indicative for ongoing action in a past context.
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5.5. 1 .4 'when(ever)'

( I ) y-ayd-a ka (y'yd k) + subjunctive:
y-iiyd-a ka=wa
'when-there

ciy-ii(ll) (y'yd" k' w cY')
I (shall) enter' QR 1 42 = Q 98 (Henning 1 97 1 : 20a).

(2) y-ayd-a ka . . . da (y'yd" k . . . ) + future, da + future permansive:

ciT
venar-a ItiP" -ii-kiima
y-iiyd-a k- iis-i-kiim-ll,
dy i
oyn'r"
h pr'm-k'm")
(y'yd" k'gi-k'm",
'whenever you will come, then the money I shall give'
QR 1 43 = Q 99 (Henning 1 958: 20a); < da-di-J?
(3) ci-yac-ya-kama ka (cycy'k'm k) 'whenever' + future permansive:

ci-yac-ya-kiima ka=mi (wlal Pa/'wll'Z-iic-illa (cycy'k'm k'm 1)11 prwz'cyn)
whenever-(to)me
lawful may become-3s
Q * 1 4 (MacKenzie 1 97 1 , Supplement: 34b), cf. QR 2 1 and note there p 2 1 ; here with
permansive -ina.

5.5.2 Conditional clauses, ka . . . d a
I n conditional clauses the protasis is introduced by ka (k(') 'if', and the apodosis by the
resumptive da.
5.5.2. 1 Basic patterns

( I ) ka + subjunctive, da + present:
k-amiy-ii(Il) ,
(k. 'my-',
'if I (should) die,

da=tak
d.tk
then-you

bezar
byz'r)
(are) free' QR 404.

(2) ka + subjunctive, da + imperative:

par-mika xlII'-a
ka para pan-a=mi sukund lle-xlII'-fx-f,
da=ci
(k' pr.' 'pn'.mi
sknd ny xr-yx-y,
d".dy
pr.mk
x"r)
swear
if on co-wife-my oath you not swear, then-one on me
'if you do not swear an oath (of divorce) against my co-wife, then swear one on me'
QR 1 05 .
(3) ka + future permansive, da + future:

Ile-k-iimi
xarj
ka=mi-Izi ItiP" -f-kiim-f T zirni ne( n) , da=pa-ci
ew ips-i
(k. my.h hipr_y.k'm_i Cy zrny ny,
d. p'.c
'yw ps
xrJ
ny.k-'m»
'if-me-it you will give the gold this, then-you-from one farthing spending I will
not do
'if you will give me this gold, I do/shall not spend a farthing from you,

bii=hi aspani xill-iim-kiim
(b'.hi 'sp"niy xin-'m. k'm)
but-it iron
I shall buy
but I shall buy iron (with) it' QR 1 57 .
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(4) ka + subjunctive, ud Cwd) 'and' + subjunctive:
aktek biil'Uy-ii-Yl, ud=hi-ci
ka=hi nika(/
ak-ii(n)
'wd-hy-c
(k'h nk'J:!
'aktik I}'ry-y-y
'k')
if-her marriage I had made,
and -her-with I may do
'if I had married her, and if I do it with her' QR 205; Jaray-a-yi palatalized < Jaray
an-i with permansive -I; Persian transl. agar karde bas-am.
5. 5.2.2 Implicit conditional, imperfect
biiray-ina-mi ei-pika
Csn'dk 'str Juft
I}'ry-n'-my
c.fyk)
than-you
more pious husband I had
'(if?) I had a more pious husband than you' QR 1 64 = Q * 1 1 7; Persian transl.
pakdaman u parsa-tar soy me-dast-am (cf. M acKenzie 1 97 1 , Supplement: 36a-b;
Samadi 1 986: 63), -mi is uncertain .

asnadek-astar fuft

5.5.2.3 Wishes, han
In wishes, the specifying condition given foll ows the wish.

( I ) han + subjunctive, ka + future:
parae-a hii(n)

ap-iie
se-yawar, ka=hi kabin-a
ak-iim-kiim
(par,c
h'
'13-'c
sy wr,
k.h k'byn
'k-mo.k'm)
if-her betrothal I shall make
may-3s be thrice
divorced OPT
'may she be divorced thrice, if I shall betroth her' QR 1 5 1 .

(2) han + subjunctive, ka + past conditional, mane(a) (manc):

a-hii(n) -p-lx

parae-a, ka=hi
pr'c,
k'.hiy
x
C. h'. I3 Y
Q-oPT-may-you-2s-be divorced, if-it
'will you be divorced if you should have

m-ik-lxa-mane-ii-hi?
m)k-x'.mnc-'hi?)

you should have done
done itT QR 1 07.

See also section 4.3.2.3 Modal constructions.

5. 5. 3 Causal clauses, ka
These are introduced by ka, and normally follow the main clause:

( I ) ka + imperfect:
paekun-eda=mi, ka j-a payd-a m-anyas-ta
(p'ckn-d'.m,
k. f' l3yd' m-nys-t)
he has settled-me for as gift
it has come
'he has settled (it) to me, for it has come to (be regarded as) a gift' QR 376; with
imperfect for completed action.
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(2) ka-ba 'because':

yah-i
se-yawer-a parae-a, ka-hii dah-ina=na-di
ybi
sY'wra
pr'c,
k.b'
dhn'.n'.d?)
(,a.ma'.c
Q-me-from you-2s are thrice
divorced, for
I hit -you-2s (-di)
'are you thrice divorced from me, because I hit you?' QR 1 1 0.

a=ma-ci

5. 5. 4 Final clauses
Final clauses follow the main clause and are introduced by ka, and kan-ci (k'nc(y)) « ka
/w-ei'?), as well as eamend (cmnd) 'so that'; clauses or expressions implying possible action
or state have the injunctive:
5. 5.4. 1 Basic patterns, ka
( 1 ) ka + present ind icative:

areyad(a)k f wa�f
pm·ex-ica, wa kaJaki? ay-as
kiin=ci
pryx-yc
w ' k6'k?
(k'n.c
'rcy 'dk
'y. 's)
'y w�iy
so that-from third
the trustee leaves
or not?
yes
'so that the trustee leaves a third of it (unpaid), or not?' 'Yes.' QR 4 1 3 ; see section 8
Sample Text.
(2) ka + injunctive (or imperfect):
niin yw-iea
tuwar..(jara,
tw'r-8'r,
(n'n yw-c'
'that behooves you,

ka=hi ak-a
nan nanam
wae
k'-h
'k
n'n n n m
w'c)
that-it you do such-and-such a thing' 5 1 6. 3 .

(3) ka + injunctive:

y-aya(5ek=mi

k-ap-eda
f
nanam
wac
(y'y'8k-m
k'p-yd
'y
nnm
w'c)
the wish-(to-)me that it be the such-and-such matter
'it is my wish that such-and-such a matter be' 285.6 (Henning 1 97 1 : 1 9b).

5.5.4.2 'until, so that', eamend

( I ) eamend( -a) 'until, so that' + imperfect:
f Jast f-afJrue-a
was-eda, camend wii-siikas-ta fa xsin-a
('y 8st
f-'prwc
w's-d
cmnd
w'-SKst
f-xsyn)
the hand on eyebrow he laid,
so that
he could look at something
'he laid (his) hand on the eyebrow so that he could look at something' 497.6
(Henning 1 958: 1 1 9 n. 3: 'er legte die Hand auf die Augenbraue, auf dass er auf
etwas hinsahe').
(2) eamend(a) + imperfect:

Jamb-eda=hi, camend piic-eda
(8'nb-yd'-h,
'he hit-him,

cmnd p'c-yd)
so that it swelled up' 4 1 0.3 (Henning 1 958: 1 1 9 n. 3).
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(3) camend ka 'until finally' + imperfect (or injunctive):
camelld ka nanan wac
was-a
(y' yryw f' n-ord-k-c
cmnd k- n'n'n w'c
ws)
until
that certain thing he said
the self he cannot hold,
'he could not hold himself, until he said that certain thing' 486.7; negated potential
construction, ne-Jard k-, and impf. or inj . 3s was-a or < was-tao

ya yrflv-aJa ne-Jard-k-ica,

5.6 Nominalized clauses
In addition to the use of the infinitives and verbal nouns in the phasal and modal
constructions discussed above, infinitival phrases also occur in various functions, either
with or withoutJa 'to, for'.

{kacay-ak} kozay-eda
kwzy-d)
(kcy-'k
'he asked for dictation' 507.4 (Samad i 1 986: 1 07).

{nipiJj=hi-ci kozay-eda

kwzy-d)
(npc hy-c
'asked him to write' 494.2 (MacKenzie 1 97 1 , Supplement: 44a).

{nipiJl yfr-eda f yeck-an
(npc yyr-d 'y yyck'n)
'sought the writing of the letter' 494.6 (MacKenzie 197 1 , Supplement: 44a; Samadi
1 986: 84);
Persian trans!. nivistan xwast nama-ra.

[Ja-nipiJj=hi-ci habr-eda qa$fdek-a

q�ydyk)
hyc h'�r-d
(f-npc
'gave him the qa$fda to write' 344.7 ( M acKenzie 1 97 1 , Supplement: 44a).

[J-apozay-ak-a}=hi hapr-eda

h'�r-yd)
(f-'�wzy'k
hy
'he gave it for smelling' 368.3 (Henning 1 97 1 : 1 1 b).

6 LEXIS
6.1 Word formation
6. 1 . 1 Derivation oJnouns and adjectives
6. 1 . 1 . 1 Suffixation

6. 1. 1. 1a Verbal nouns and b�fil1itives, allJeminine
-fik-a (-'k): (�x-'k) 'division' 423.3 ( MacKenzie, Gl ossary I I I , 1 97 1 : 325) < (�x-) 'divide,
distribute' - (kwzy'k) 'request' 3 1 6.6 < (kwzy-) 'seek, ask of' - (*bsmyr- 'k) 'sacrifice'
301 .8 < (*bsmyr-) 'to sacrifice' « bismillah).
6. 1. 1.1b Abstract nouns, all masculine
-fiw(e)k (-'wYk): (oyn'�r-'wYk) 'religiosi ty, piety' 479 .8 < (oyn'�r) 'religious' - Oft-'wk)
'matrimony' QR 1 9 < Oft) 'spouse'.
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6. 1.1.1c Adjectives
( I ) General suffixes:
-ank (-'nk): (Jhw8-'nk) 'Jewish' 1 1 .7 - (trk-'nk) 'Turkish' QR 1 23 - (p'rk-'nYk) 'of a
rider' 1 5 .4; -enk (-ynk): (py'8k-ynk) 'of dawn' 23.4 - (skrpk-ynk) 'wooden' 1 5 .5
(MacKenzie, Glossary V, 1 972: 59);
(2) Adjectives of relationship (cf. Sogdian masc., fern. (-my(n)c»
-menk (-mynk): (xw'r-mynk) 'flesh-y' 334.4 - (y8-mynk) 'concerning wounds' 6 1 . 6 <
(Oy8) 'wound';

(3) From verbal nouns

(bsmyr-'k-mynk) 'sacrificial' 301 .8 - masc., fern. (w8ry-'k-mynk-c) 'of support' 8 1 .4
30.6 < (w8ry-) 'be supported'.

6. 1.1.1d Diminutives
-ik (-Yk): (Jbyc-Yk) 'small boy' 85.3, 1 06.3 < ObYk) 'young, child'.
6. 1 . 1 .2 Prefixation
( I ) Oa- (e-) 'with': (e-ywndk) 'sinful' 249. 1 < (ywndk) 'sin' - (e-nmek) 'salty' 324.7 <

(nmek) 'salt';

(2) ba- (b-) 'without': (b-mzk) 'tasteless' 25 1 . 3 < (mzk) 'taste' - (b.zP'k) 'dumb' 352.7 <
(zP'k) 'tongue';

(3) mand- (mnd-) 'uno': (mnd-cyr) 'blunt' 1 24,3 < (cyr) 'sharp' - (mnd-m'nynd) 'unlike'.
These derived adjectives may function as substantives as wel l: I ba- IFu8-i ('y b.w8) 'the
bachelor' ('without a wife (w8)') 323. 1 .

6. 1.2 Compounding
6. 1 .2. 1 Verbal components
Present participle, kun-enk-: ablidlin-kun-enk (b'd'n-knynk) 'settling, making cultivated'
105.8 - past particple, akt-: akt-weJen- ('kt-wy8yn) 'large four-featered arrow' (lit. 'made
piercing') 42.7 (Henning 1 97 1 : 27b) - mand-akt-ramlin-cfk-aw(e)k (mnd-'kt-rm'n-cyk
'wk) 'disobedience' 1 49.4, composite of mand- 'un' + akl-ramlin 'done-the-order'
'obedient' + abstract suffixes -clk + -aw( e)k - perfect participle, akt-ek-: anul-ek-akl-ek
(*'nwtk-'ktk) 'pupil' (lit. 'instructed-made') 390.4; - libadlin-akc-a (b'd'n-'kc) 'settled
made, populated (fern. -co)' 1 05.8 - adjectival -k-link: pas-afJin-k-ank (ps-pn-k-'nk)
'sheep-shearing' (with karcci (krcc, fern . (-c» 'shears') 5 1 . 1 .
=

6. 1 .2.2 Nominal components
afJray-a-zad-ek Cpr'y-z'dk) 'young tree' 9 1 .2 (lit. 'tree-child') - afJar-sarl5-ek Cpr-sr8k)
'grown-up, adult' B (Henning 1 97 1 : 2a) 203.2 1 , ('above' + 'year' + suffix) - al5wa-sard-ek
(,8w-sr8k) 'two-year-old' 45.5; al5wa-pickar-ek C8w-pckr-yk) 'Two-Images, Gemini', al
Berlini, Chronology of Ancient Nations 1 93.4, 238. 1 2 - cikam-fJar-ek (ck'm-pr-k) 'laden
with fruit' 369.5 ('many' + 'fruit' + suffix) - fJumya xar-cfk (pwmy' xr-cyk) 'wood-louse',
55.2 (lit. 'earth-donkey+diminutive').
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6.2 Sociolinguistic aspects
6. 2. 1 Standard and colloquial registers
The situations dealt with i n the Qunya include statements made on an impulse juxta
posed with concise indications of their legal import or consequences. Much of the
material there is quoted colloquial, some even intimate speech. The following unmarked
conditional sentence is clearly colloquial:

ew sapar-a wazay-ac,
ud naz i abarew sapar
'wd n'z y. bryw s'p'r)
Cyw s'p'r" w'zy'c
one witness he may produce, and I the other witness
'let him produce one witness and I (am) the other witness' QR 373.

6.2.2 Kinship terms
Most of these kinship terms are l isted in the M uq. 1 -2.
TABLE 6.17: KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY
pica (pc), obI. picerpic-ender (pc'nd'r)
pur, apr- (Opr)(?)
ziidek (z'd'k)
pur-ander (pr'ndr)

'father'
'step-father'
'son'
'child, son'
'step-son'

prOd (pr'd)
afcur (Ofcwr)
afcur-pur-ak

mtid-a (m'd)

'mother'
'step-mother'
'daughter'
'grandchild
'step-daughter'

'brother'
'paternal uncle'
'cousin'

ux-a Cx)

'sister'
'aunt'

feyend(?) (fynd)

'husband'

pic-prOd (pc �r'd)
ztimOd (z'm'd)

'brother-in-law'
'son-in-law'

we/5-a (w'll)
apr a)n-a Cpn)
nanek-a (nn'k)
an(u)h-a ('nh)

xus(u)r (xsr)

'father-in-law'

xu.s(-ii) (xs(w»

'wife'
'second wife'
'sister-in-law'
'daughter-in-law,
sister-in-law'
'mother-in-law'

(*'fcwrprk)

mtideri(*m'dry)
/5uyd-a (Ily d)
nabtisenek (*nb'sn'k)
duyd-ander (Ilyd'ndr)
afciiri (Ofcwry)

7 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT, LOAN COMPONENT
Words with initial b, d, g (though these are not always written unambiguously) instead of
the expected Khwar. p, J, y, are loanwords, mostly from Early New Persian (ENP):
(bwst'n) 'garden ' ENP bOstan, (drw/i) 'praise' ENP dr oo, (grk) 'herd' NP gallall. The
latter exhibits a regular feature of all such loans with final -ah, namely the replacement of
this by written (-k). This may date from Middle Persian (MP), e.g. bazak 'bad': M P bazag
'sinful', but ENP bazah 'sin'; (zywndYk) 'alive': M P zywndg, but NP zindah. Nevertheless
it is strongly represented in Arabic loans in -all, e.g. Cy ftnYk) 'temptation' 1 1 5.4 <fltna',
Cy hdyk) 'gift' 356.6 < hadfya', Cy b'dyk) 'desert' 480.4 < biidfya'. Other Arabic loans are
mainly unassimilated, at least in writing, e.g. ('yb) 'defect, disgrace', (�1;Ibt) 'conversation'
433.5, Wm) 'food' 240.4. Those with final ali/ often take a final (-y), e.g. (dw�y) 'prayer'
235.3 < du 'ii', wf'y 'faith' 386.7 < wa/ii', but Cyl') 'oath' 384. 1 < lUi'. Many such
loans occur assimilated in combinations like (e-�I) *f)-a$l 'of noble origin' 33 1 .3, C�lyk)
=

=

=
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'original' (lit. 'with-origin') 402.5 < '�I 'origin, root', (b-'db'wk) 'rudeness' QR 262, cf. NP
be-adab-I 'being without manners' < Ar. adab 'good manners'.
Few Turkish loanwords have been identified: (bknyn) 'beer' QR 1 7 7 < Turk. bagni,
biigini; ('8rm) 'a felt pad beneath the saddle' 40.3 < adnm; (xc) 'ram' 49.5 < Turk. qat.

8 SAMPLE TEXT
This sample text is the rendering of an Arabic passage (QR, M acKenzie 1 990: 82-83),
with interlinear version (the Arabic in transcription is placed at the end):
I . QR 4 1 3

f-I

nan �aral ka ya *(Jasanfiwan-a f fufl (jara
'y Jft 8'r
n'n �wrt k. y' �sncw'n

wa�1 was-eda

f-i

nafaqan *(jraka-nfk f- arcyiid(a)k-a

tarikat-a-hi

w�y w'-yd)
(f.y
the h usband-Acc trustee appointed-IPF-3s
in the that case that the *testatrix
'In the case that the *testatrix appointed (her) husband as trustee'

c-f

(f.y nf'y'n
8rwk'niyk
f. 'rcy'dk
c.y
trkt-'.h)
in the wasting? illness
for third
from the legacy her
'during (her) fatal illness for a third of her legacy,'

a==wa

yiti(?)

daxil

I

mahr==hi

('a.w
yP
d'xiyl
'y mahr.h)
Q-therein is
included the dowry-her
'is her (unpaid) dowry included therein,'

k-an==ci

arcyad(a)k I wa�1

parex-ica

wa

ka(jaki? ay.as

'rcy'dk
'y w�y
pryxyc
w
k8'k? 'y . 's)
(k'n.c
that there from third
the trustee leaves-PRs and is it so? yes
'so that the trustee leaves a third of it (unpaid), or not?' 'Yes. '
The Arabic text is:

j'i-ma 'wa 'aw�ati I-mar 'atu 'illt zawji-haj'i mara(li mawti-hiifiO-OulOi min tarikati-ha
hal yadxulu l-mahrufi l-wa�fyati bawl <yuf>riju l-wa�IYu OulOa-ha 'am la? - na 'am.
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KHOTANESE AND TUMSHUQESE
Ronald E. Emmerickt

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview
1.1. 1 Historical background
Khotanese and Tumshuqese, properly Gyaidian (Rong and Duan 1 996 [2000]), are
Middle Iranian languages that were once spoken in what is now known as the Xinjiang
(earlier Sinkiang) Autonomous Region of China. They are treated here together because
they are more closely related to each other than to any other Iranian language. Both
geographica11y and linguistica11y they are classified as East Iranian languages and are
thus related more closely to other East Middle Iranian languages such as Sogdian than to
Iranian languages spoken in western regions.
Although Khotanese and Tumshuqese are so closely related to each other that we
can confidently posit a common parent language, such a language remains entirely
hypothetical and is likely to be the language of a nomadic tribe that moved about Central
Asia before settling in oases around the Tarim basin some time during the second half of
the first mi11ennium BCE.
After speakers of the Tumshuqese-Khotanese parent language settled on the northern
side of the Taklamakan desert they appear to have had little contact with their fellow
tribesmen who settled along the southern rim of the desert. The l anguage spoken in the
north developed in the course of time into what we now term Tumshuquese after the
locality where the most of the extant texts were found whereas the language spoken i n
the south developed into what we call Khotanese since i t was spoken i n the ancient
kingdom of Khotan.
Little is known of the history of the Tumshuqese speakers in the north and even their
language is not well known since few texts have survived.
The situation is rather better in the case of Khotan, concerning which Chinese 'sources
provide extensive information over a long period. I n addition, there survive a very con
siderable number of documents in Khotanese. Since many of them are translations from
known languages it has been possible to decipher them with confidence.
We do not know exactly when speakers of Khotanese first settled in the area, but it
could hardly have been before the founding of Khotan, which is likely to have been in the
third century BCE. There are traces of the presence of Khotanese speakers that date
long before the earliest datable documents i n Khotanese. Of particular importance is a
document written in an I ndian language, North-West Prakrit, that is thought to date
from the third century CEo I t is dated in a regnal year 'of the Great King of Khotan, King
of kings' and betrays clear evidence of the Khotanese language.
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MAP 7.1 KHOTAN AND TUMSHUQ
Long before the seventh century Buddhism was well established in Khotan, which by
then was a leading centre of Mahayana Buddhism. Almost all the extant texts in
Khotanese are coloured by Buddhism. Many of them are translations of Buddhist texts
while some of them appear to be original compositions concerning Buddhist lore and
doctrine.

1 . 1 . 2 Textual material
1 . 1 .2a Khotanese
Most important for the secure decipherment of the language are the numerous works
translated from Buddhist Sanskrit slitra literature and a large medical text, the
Siddhasara, translated from Tibetan with account being taken of its Sanskrit source.
There are also many secular documents dated i n the regnal years of Khotanese kings.
Relatively little original Khotanese literature has survived, but we have among other
items a charming version of the Ramayal)a, some lyrical verses, a substantial fragment of
a metrical composition containing a love story, the description of a journey through
Gilgit and Chilas to Kashmir, and some literary epistles.
The bulk of the extant documents all appear to date from the period between the
seventh and the tenth century CE, but some fragments have been dated on palaeo
graphical grounds to the fifth and sixth centuries CE (for details, see Emmerick 1 992a).
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1 . 1 .2b Tumshuqese
Far less material in Tumshuqese has come to light than in Khotanese so that it remains
difficult to decipher it and many details of grammar remain unknown or uncertain. The
oldest text is the so-called Karmavacana text, which is also the most important text since
it is the only one for which we have bilingual evidence. It was translated from Tocharian
(Schmidt 1 988). In addition there are fourteen published items (see Skj<erv0 1 987: 77),
including legal documents, fragments of Buddhist literary works, sales documents
of commodities in a Buddhist monastic milieu, and several unpublished fragments in
various collections.
None of the Tumshuqese documents can be precisely dated , but there are grounds for
assi gning the majority of them to the late seventh or the eighth century CE (for details,
see Emmerick 1 992a).

1 .2 Writing systems
In Khotanese, besides a few numerals in Tibetan script (Maggi 1 995), the extant material
is written in varieties of Central Asian Brahm!. The varieties range from highly formal
to cursive. Only the formal varieties have been the object of detailed stu dy. They were
classified as: ( I ) Early Turkestan BrahmI; (2) Early South Turkestan BrahmI; (3)
South Turkestan BrahmI; and (4) Late Turkestan BrahmI (see Sander 1986; Skj<erv0
2002: lxxi-lxxii).
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TABLE 7.1 : THE EARLY SOUTH TURK ESTAN BR A HM i SCRIPT OF KHOTAN
(FROM LEUMANN 1 934)
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The Tumshuqese documents are written i n formal (Karmavacana and Tum. VII I-IX)
and cursive varieties of North Turkestan Brahmi that are similar to those used by
Tocharia ns. The Tumshuqese may have adopted their writing system from the Tocharians
adding nine signs not used for Tocharian. The precise interpretation of a number of these
signs is still to be determined. The absence of long vowels other than ii is noticeable. In
comparison, the Khotanese alphabet and that used in the Tumshuqese Karmavacana
text, with signs found in other texts added, are as follows:
TABLE 7.2: COMPARATIVE ARRANGEMENTS OF
KHOTANESE AND TUMSHUQESE ALPHABETS
Khat.
Tumsh.

a a 1i
a a 1i

Khat.
Tumsh.

k kh

Khat.
Tumsh.

c ch
h
cc

Khat.
Tumsh.
Khat.
Tumsh.

k

if
g gh
g

d

j

t th

c,l c,l"

ts

t t"
t t"

Khat.
Tumsh.

p ph
p

Khat.
Tumsh.

y
y

r 1
rr1

Tumsh.

ky

d dz

U ll

e ai ei a au
e ai a au

u

Ii.

11
fi
fi
I)
I)

d dh n
d d" n
bb
b

h

m
m

1TI

1TI

v

v

s�s
h
s�sz h

w

i.

xi;

There are certain differences in the use of several features. Thus, the Khotanese writing
system, while largely identical with Sanskrit, includes digraphs for sounds not repre
sented in the BrahmI script, e.g. ys for [z], and diacritics added to an ak�ara for the
following: ( I ) ii [;:!] by two superscript dots, approximately [�] in stressed syllables
(Emmerick and Pulleyblank 1 993: 45-46); (2) ei [a;:!] by a superscript sign resembling a
St. Andrew's cross (Emmerick 1 998); (3) nasalisation by one superscript dot, transcribed
by /11 with underdot or a hook below the vowel, e.g. IJI or q; (4) aspiration by two dots,
transcribed by a colon (Late Khotanese); (5) breathed syllable by a hook below vowel,
transcribed by a hook below the vowel or by an apostrophe at the end of the syllable.

1 .3 Orthography
Khotanese texts are characterised by very considerable spelling variation that not seldom
impedes interpretation. Thus, the texts vary in date and reflect different linguistic stages
of the language. They belong to different genres and reflect different registers. Beside
archaising formal speech we find colloquial l anguage; besides texts carefully written by
learned monks and official documents, we find personal letters, casual notes and
unskilled school exercises. There appear to have been different orthographic conventions,
possibly associated with different monasteries. Moreover, the texts were in many cases
copied by scribes whose speech differed from the language of the text they were copying
and they allowed their speech to influence their work .
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The Tumshuqese Karmavacana text is earlier than the other Tumshuqese documents
probably by several centuries, and was written before the introduction of the nine
special signs. In view of our limited knowledge of the language it is not safe to draw any
conclusions from apparent variations in spelling.

2 PHONOLOGY
2.1 Inventory and distribution
2. 1. I a Khotanese
See especially Emmerick 1 98 1 a, 1 98 1 b, 1 989, I 992b, 1 998, Emmerick and Maggi 199 1 ,
Emmerick and Pulleyblank 1993, Kumamoto 1 995.
2 . I . l a. 1 Vowels
The vowel system of the older language appears to have had I I phonemes. In the later
language the distinction of quantity was replaced by one of quality with a consequent
reduction to the 6 phonemes i it e U d (I. Also, the diphthongs ai, au, and ad of the older
language were monophthongised.
TABLE 7.3: VOWELS--KHOTANESE
Front
High
Mid
Low

T, i

Back

Central

e, e

u, ii

;J

0, 6

a

a

2. 1 . 1 a.2 Consonants
The consonant system appears to have distinguished 41 or 42 phonemes.
TABLE 7.4: CONSONANTS--KHOTANESE

Plosives

Labial

Dental

Retroflex

P"
p
b

til
t
d

,"
!
cJ
'
,I

IS"
IS

Affricates

dz
Fricatives

f

Nasals

m

Trill
Approximants
Lateral

S

z

n

Palatal

g
Is"

ts
di
x

11

ii

r

y

I'

IV

1'1'

Glottal

k"
k

�

?

Velar

I

Ii

h
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Of these, f and x occur only in Late Khotanese renderings of foreign words. The exact
phonetic nature of the two r-sounds is unknown. They are distinguished in the script by
signs that are conventionally transl iterated as r and rr, although rr is not a graphic
combination of two rs and does not represent a long consonant. In Khotanese the
retroflex phonemes were not confined to l oanwords as in the case of Tumshuqese but
for med an integral part of the system. Both r-phonemes may have had retroflex
allophones.

2. J. J b TUl11shuqese
No attempt has so far been made to reconstruct the Tumshuqese phonological system as
the material available is so scanty.
2. 1 . 1 b. 1 Vowels
Although the script does not reflect length distinction except in the case of ii and a, it can
be assumed that it was phonemic on systemic and historical-com parative grounds. The
central vowel ii [;J] is commonly fo und in uns tressed syllables originally containing a.
Other vowels may have had an allophone [;J] in unstressed syllables. Two diphthongs, ai
and au, are attested. It is probable that a set of nasa Ii sed vowels also existed.
2. 1 . 1 b.2 Consonants
The comparison with Khotanese suggests a similar system. This includes the assumption
of two kinds of r. Differences may also reflect different stages of development. Thus
Tumshuqese has the voiced fricatives /3, v, and J, and no evidence for the glottal stop,
or for f, and x. The aspi rated plosives found in Khotanese could theoretically be still
fricatives in Tumshuqese.

2. J.2 Syllable and clusters
Only in the case of Kh otanese do we have any means of determining the syllabic
structure of the language. Analysis of Old Khotanese metrical texts (Emmerick 1968b)
reveals that non-initial syllables may begin with any single consonant phoneme including
the affricates whether or not they are foll owed by y. We have no evidence regarding
consonant groups containing a sibilant plus a single consonant except for ysm [zm],
which does not make position in iambic metre so that the word aysmu ['azmu:] must have
been divided a-ysl1111. The word bissa- 'all' < Indo-Iranian *yisya- could be treated in
metrical texts as having its first syllable either heavy or light. Since long consonants
otherwise make position, it appears to be the case that [I bissa] was in the process of being
simplified to [Ibisa] at the time the texts were being composed.

2.2 Non-segmental features
Since the position of the stress is not recorded in the script, it can only be inferred on the
basis of historical phonology. Khotanese accentuation has been treated by M. M aggi
( 1 992, 1 993). According to him, in polysyllables the Old Khotanese stress accent fell on
the first heavy syllable from the end of the word but never on the word final syllable.
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A word containing only light syllables was stressed on the initial syllable. There is
insufficient evidence to say much regarding the stress in Tumshuqese.

3 MORPHOLOGY
3. 1 Nominal morphology
Both Khotanese and Tumshuqese preserve the morphological distinction of masculine
and feminine gender, and of singular and plural number. Neuter is still distinguished in
Khotanese although it has largely been replaced by masculine and feminine, while the
evidence for neuter in Tumshuqese is at present insufficient (in the nom. pI . , Schmidt

1 988: 3 1 2).
Old Khotanese and probably also Tumshuqese had a six-case system, reduced from the
eight-case system of Indo-I ranian: nominative, accusative, locative, genitive-dative,
instrumental-ablative, and vocative. The two compound cases result from morphological
merger but retained the syntactic functions of their components. The accusative is identi
cal to the nominative in the plural. The vocative is -a in the singular of the a-declension
and -ii in the singular of the a-declension; elsewhere it is identical with the nominative in
the singular, but with the instrumental-ablative in the plural.

3. l . l a Nominal stem classes and declensions-Khotanese
The following summary is largely confined to Old Khotanese.
N ouns and adjectives are inflected according to vocalic (primary and secondary) and
consonantal declensions.
The primary vocalic declensions are:
the a-declension which is masculine or neuter;
and the a- and i-declensions which are feminine.
The secondary vocalic declensions attested are:
masculine or neuter -aa, -ia, -ua, -aa, -fa, i1a;
feminine -aa, -ia, -ua, -aa; and -ai; -ii, -au.
They arose as a result of the loss of in tervocalic consonants, and the merger of
the resulting short or long vowels with the vocalic endings, mostly of the a- and a
declensions, rarely of the i-declension, while the au-declension arose from words in an
original labial.
For the consonantal declensions the following subdivisions may be made:
the masculine and feminine r-declensions;
the masculine and neuter n-declensions;
and the nd-declension which has natural gender.
Of these, the masculine and feminine declensions have almost exclusively consonant
stem endings only in the nominative (sing. -e, plural in -ii), but are based on a thematic
stem in the other cases. Isolated forms show traces of other consonant declensions, e.g.
the nom. sg. ysar-e 'old age' < *zar-ah (OIr. h-stem *zar-ah-).
I t should be noted that there is considerable variation in orthography, and that most of
the forms cited in the tables are attested in other spellings, especially when reflecting
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di fferent stages. Thus, the distinction between nom. sg. -a and gen.-dat. sg. -i in the
primary a-declension is observed only in a few Old Khotanese texts. Endings that have
spread from the n-declension and from the pronominal declensions (Sims-Williams 1 990)
are on the whole not included. (See Emmerick 1 968a: 249-349 and Sims-Williams 1990.)
3 . 1 . 1 a. 1 Vocalic declensions:
Examples for primary and secondary vocalic declensions:
masc. -a/fern . -ii: balysa- 'Buddha', uryiina- 'garden' kanthii- 'city', dlvatii
'goddess', hlnii- 'army';
masc. -aa/fem . -aii:, iichaa- 'disease', ysamassandaa- 'world', balysflfiavllysaa
'boddhisattva', ggiithaa- 'householder' baSdaii- 'sin', brltaii- 'love';
fern. -i: mulysdi- 'compassion', balyslisti- 'enlightenment', bii'yi- 'ray', hiilsti- 'spear',
tciirami- 'sphere'.
-

-

TABLE 7.5: VOCALIC DECLENSION8-KHOTANESE
Singular
NOM
ACC
G-D
I-A
LOC
VOC

-a rnase .
balys-a
balys-u
balys-i
balys-ana
uryan-a
balys-a

-a fern .
kanth-a
kanlh-o
kfnth-e
Icfnth-e jsa
Icfnlh-a
dfvat-a

-aa rnase .
ach-ei
ach-au
ach-ai
ach-aina
ysamassand-iya
balysiinaviiys-a

-aa fern .
baSd-a
baJd-o
baSd-(i)ye
basd-(i)ye
brft-ya

Plural
N-ACC
G-D
I-A
LOC
VOC

-a rnase.
balys-a
balys-anu
balys-yau
uryan-uvo
balys-yau

-a fern.
kanth-e
kanth-anu
hrn-yaujsa
kanth-uvo '

-aa rnase.
ach-a
ach-anu
ach-yau
ggath-uvo

-aa fern.
baSd-e
baSd-anu

-i fern.

mulysd-a
mulsd-u
mulSd-e
mulSd-ejsa
balysiisl-a
-i fern.
haist-a
Milst-anu
ba 'y-yaujsa
tcarfm-uvo

In a- and aa-stems, neuter differs only in the nom.-acc. pI., where they have -e instead of
-a, and -e instead of -ii respectively, e.g. klra- 'act' has klr-e, and iistaa- 'bone' has iist-e.
The same endings are found i n Tumshuqese and may reflect a similar distinction
(Schmidt 1 988: 3 1 2).
3. 1 . 1 a.2 Declensions, iia- and iiii-stems
Examples for ii- and iiii-stems:
diia- 'fire', piia- 'foot'; nitiia- 'river', bisiia- 'tongue', hVla- 'sweat'; dylia- 'demon',
buslia- 'fuel', sylia- 'orphan'; masc. raysii-a-, fern . -ii- 'empty'; masc. pac}ii-a-, fern. -ii
'first'; paliiii- 'banner'.
Monosyllabic and polysyllabic iia-stems are declined differently. No such distinction
is apparent in the few attested cases of the la- and lia-declensions. Some words have
irregular declension . The forms of the iiii-declension tend to merge with either with the
aii- or the au-declension.
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TABLE 7.6: DECLENSIONS OF iil/- AND iiii-STEMS-KHOTANESE
Singular

aa- stem

aa-stem

NOM
ACC
G-O
I-A
LaC

aa-stem.
masc.

iiii-stem.
rem.

dai
dall
dai
daina
da-iia

nil-a
nit-a
nlil-a-yi
bis-a-na
nil-a-ya

pacj-a; rrays-a
pacj-a

rrays-a
pacj-o; rays-au

Plural

aa- stem

aa- stem

aa- stem.

aa- stem

N-ACC
G-O
I-A
LaC

p-a
p-anu
p-liyau
P-I'O

niU-a
bis-anu

rrays-a

pal-e
pal-yau

monosyll.

monosyll.

polysyll.

polysyll.

pacj-a-ye

masc

rem.

l1iil-a-I'O

3 . 1 . l a.3 Consonantal declensions
Examples for consonantal declensions:
nd-stems: rre, rmnd- 'king', hl'e', h l'a'nd- 'man';
l1-stems: mase. Ilaeje, naejallll- '(heroic) man', sl'e, Sl'an- 'dog' - ntr. ssama, sal11al1- 'face',
tcei'mall- 'eye', LateKh. t5aman-;
r-stems: masc. piite, piitar- 'father', brate, bratar- 'brother' - fem. mata, matar
'mother', duta, dutar- 'daughter'.
TABLE 7.7: CONSONANTAL DECLENSIONS-KHOTANESE
Endings

nd-stem

n-stem

-0

r-stem
masc.

I'-stem
rem.

rre
rrllnd-u
rl'llnd-i
rrtlnd-iina

nacje

piUe
piitar-u
plr-ii
pyar-ina

mata
matar-u
mer-Ii
mer-ijsa

-0

rre

nacje

Plural

Endings

/1d- stem

/1- stem

r-stem

N-ACC
G-O
I-A
LaC
VOC

r-stem
masc.

-Ii
-anu

rl'llnd-Ii
rl'llnd-iinll
rl'llnd-yau
II 1'({/!ld-u 1'0'
rrtlnd-yau

svan-ii
svan-antl

bratar-(i

dillar-li, dUlr-1i
dlllr-iil,1u
dvatar-yau

Singular
NOM
ACC
G-O
I-A
LaC
VOC

-u
-i
-{ina
-ia,
-( i) na

-),(111

-tl1'O
-yau

3.1.2a A djectives-Khotanese

n({cjalln-ii
nacjalln-lina
ssall1({ii-a

bratar-yau
rcamaii-Da
nacjaun-yall

rem.

bra tar-you

Adjectives follow the same declensional patterns as nouns but also have some mostly
optional endings adopted from the pronominal declension, and most adjectives take
pronominal endings where otherwise palatalisation would be req uired.
The comparative suffix is -tara- and the superlative suffix -tal11a-, inherited from Indo
Iranian, e.g. bata- 'smal l', baltara-, baltama-, and the old pair hastara-, hastama- 'better,
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best' to the pOSItive ssara- 'good'. Only the comparative seems to have been fully
productive by the time of our texts.

3. 1. Jl2b Declension of nouns and adjectives-Tumshuqese
Tumshuqese seems to have developed basically the same declensional patterns as Khota
nese. The most important difference is the gen.-dat. sg. ending -a of the a-declension vs.
Khot. -i (both from OIr. * -ahya). Consonantal declensions similar to those in Kh otanese
are attested by such forms as nom. sg. bratje 'brother', cf. Kh. brate, beside nom. pI. brare,
cf. Kh. bratari, nom. sg. re 'king' cf. Kh. rre, beside gen.-dat. sg. ritje, ef. Kh. rrundi, and
nom. sg. hvaie 'man', ef. Kh. hve', beside nom . pI. hvaiandi, cf. Kh. hva'ndi (for the latter,
see Skja:rv0 1 987: 84).

3. 1.3 Pronollns and deixis
3 . 1 .3. l a Personal and demonstrative pronouns-Khotanese
Some originally 1 p and 2p forms of the personal pronouns are used as polite forms for
the singular.
The demonstratives distinguish three degrees of deixis (see Sims-Williams 1 994), all
with the same set of endings:
�-, tt-;
neutral
near
�ii-t-, ttu-t-u (ace.), ttii-t- (reduplicated);
remote
�-iir-, tt-ar-,
The neutral deictic demonstrative also serves as personal pronoun. Emphatic forms
of the neutral pronouns are marked by the deictic particle -I: �-r, �a-i, tV-I, tt-I for �-ii, �·-a,

tt-u, It-ii.

Occasionally double reduplications are fo und with the near deictic pronouns, e.g. �a-�a,

�a-�a.

Pronouns are used as correlatives of the relative pronoun. Usually the interrogative
relative pronoun distinguishes animate kye, ce and inanimate-neuter ell in the nom.-acc.
singular, but it does not distinguish number. In the following table contracted and some
alternate forms are omitted.

TABLE 7.8: PRONOUNS-KHOTANESE
Singular
NOM
ACC
G-D
I-A
LOC
POSS
ObI. encl.
I-A

2

3 masc.

3 fem.

'who'

'what'

aysu
l11a, I11l1ho
l11({mii
I11l1ho jsa

thu
uhu
tvi
tv/jsa,
uhojsa

�-ii
It-u
It-ye
It-iina

�-a
It-o

kye, ee
kye, ee
kye, ee

eu
eu

l11({miinaamti, -111

ivtinaaIii, -e

tt-iiiie

team-iina

tI-tii'ia
tI-iiiIa
If-ye
-i, -yii
-/1 jsa (-111 jsa, -jsa)*

leal11-tii'ia

(Continued overleaf)
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TABLE 7.8: Continued
Plural
NOM
ACe
G-D
I-A
LaC
VOC
pass

ObI. encl.

buhu, muhu
maha
111[HU,
ma(nu)
mih-yau

2
uhu
uhu
umavu,
uma(nu)
um-yau jsa

3 masc.
a-Ii
It-a
It-anu

u';1-yau
um{ljaa-,
umania-

m{ljaa-,
manianil, -1?1

-u

3 rem.
lI-e
I-Ie

'what'
'who'
(same as singular)

lI-y(/lI
It-uvo'
It-anu
na, -n, -itl

*Ex.: ttata-n jsa ttata jsa (ttata-£) jsa) 'they from it' (Suv 0.5), vyatarcl(1e-n jsa
vyatara(w jsa ( vyatarm;e-£)jsa) 'the predictions from it' (Suv 0.8). [Skjeerv0]
=

=

3 . 1 .3 . l b Personal and demonstrative pronouns-Tumshuqese
Few pronouns are certainly attested in Tumshuqese. Their forms mostly reflect earlier
stages of development from Old Iranian in comparison with Khotanese: I s nom. asu,
azu, encl. obI. me, 2s nom. ta, gen.-dat. tivya, I p mva.
3 . 1 .3.2 Reflexive and reciprocal pronouns
The reflexive possessive adjective is htvia- 'one's own' for all three persons. It is attested
also in Tumsh'uqese ha vya, hiivyii (Emmerick 1 985a); the pronoun is uysanaa- 'self'. The
reciprocal pronoun is ssujata- 'one another', lit. 'one the second'. Its equivalent in
Tumshuqese may be sad,i, sad,e.
3 . 1 .3.3 Indefinite and interrogative pronouns and adverbials
Khotanese has only one indefinite pronoun ye 'one', which is enclitic and invariable,
e.g. ne ju ye 'no one' where it follows the negation and the indefinite particle ju. It has not
yet been established for Tumshuqese.
Generalised indefiniteness '-ever' may be expressed by the simple repetition of an
interrogative-relative, e.g. kama- 'which' in kam-afia kiim-afia k�lr-a 'in whichever land'.
Insertion of the neutral pronoun is found in a few fixed phrases, e.g. kye �-ii kye
'whoever' (nom. sg.), ee tt-a ee (nom. pl.); eu �-a eu 'whatever' (nom. or acc. sg.). Most
commonly it is indicated by particles such as ju, bura, hanu or halei, e.g. kye hanii, ee -ju,
-bUrG, -halci, -halciju, -ju Iwlci, all 'whoever'; eu -bura, -lzalci, -bUrG halci all 'whatever'; ku
-bUrG, -halci 'wherever'.
Alternate indefiniteness may similarly be expressed by the repetition of interrogative
relatives such as kye - kye 'one - some' or 'some - others':

kye diifi-a plt-tii kye vii ggar-na pat-lndii
'one falls into a fire, some fall from a mountain'.
The interrogative-relatives form pairs with correlatives and may themselves function
as adverbs. Those of location and direction may be distinguished by deixis: near speaker,
mara (ta) 'here'; near addressee, ttara 'there'; and away from speaker, vara (ta) 'there'.
The main pairs are the following.
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TABLE 7.9: ADVERBIAL DEMONSTRATIVES-KHOTANESE
kiima-, CM
criimacandacandakacera
cfya
ciilsto
ku

'which'
'of what kind'
'how much'
'how much, little'
'how much'
'when'
'whither'
'where'

�-; tta

tlriima-, ttandriimattanda-, ttandiattandakattera
Itlya
ttO/SIO
mara
Itara
vara

'that'; 'thus'
'of that kind'
'(just) so much'
'(so) little'
'so much'
'then'
'thither'
'here'
'there'
'there' (remote)

3. 1.4a A dpositions-Kho tanese
Khotanese has by far more postpositions than prepositions. Some adpositions occur in
both positions, but there are no circumpositions. There is considerable variation with
regard to case rection which is essentially determined by the semantics of the adposition
and the context (see section 4.4. 1 Use of cases). Most take the gen.-dat., some only or
also the accusative (direction, extension, etc.), a few the instr.-abl .
3. 1 .4a. 1 Postpositions
Postpositions found in Old Khotanese include: astanna 'etc. ', udiSSa 'for the sake of',
kar/ana 'on account of', pracaina 'by reason of', Ina 'before', nimalSa 'behind', n(u)va
'behind', plrmo 'at the head of', bruf!lbate 'in front of', vara ( ta), varalsto 'towards', va�!a
'throughout', vaska 'for', viitii, vlrii 'in, at, on'. The last pair of interchangeable post
positions occurs in numerous idiomatic phrases, such as hamu viilii, hamu vlrii 'always',
with nom.-acc. sg. neut. of hama- 'all'. Also used as prepositions are: bana 'beside', bendii
'upon', patiina 'before'.
3 . 1 .4a.2 Prepositions
Prepositions include: patii 'to(wards), in the presence of', odi 'up to, until', naysdii 'near',
myano 'in the middle of', dl 'under', anau 'without', vina, vanau 'without, apart from'.

3.1 . 4b Adpositions-Tumshuqese
In Tumshuqese there is little evidence for adpositions. The postposition tsi is used like
Khotanesejsa « OIr. *haca) as a marker of the instr.-abl. case. The relationship of au 'up
to' « OIr. *awa) to Khot. odii is not clear (Emmerick 1 985a: 20).

3. 1 . 5 A dverbs
There are three productive ways of forming adverbs from other parts of speech: ( 1 ) by
using the acc. sg. nt. of an adjective, e.g. ssiir-u well " < ssiira- 'good', including relative
adjectives, e.g. ttand-u 'just a little'; (2) by means of suffixes such as -alsto added to
adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, adpositions, and locative nouns, e.g. biSS-alslo 'home
wards' < bisa- 'house' (Degener 1 989a: 1 05-1 1 2); (3) by means of the language suffix -au
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added to an adjective, e.g. hvatall-au 'in(to) Khotanese' < h vatana- 'K hotanese' (Degener
1 989a: 1 72-1 7 3).
Like adjectives, adverbs may be intells(jied by preposing an adverb such as atii or kiirje
'very', t vare or bihfyu 'extremely' or more rarely by repetition, e.g. mu/su mulSu 'at very
short intervals', Ita Ita 'thus'.
In Tumsll uqese there is little evidence for adverbs, but some adverbs found in
Khotanese are attested, e.g. mara 'here' as in Khotanese, and kari 'at all', Khat. karii.
3. 1 . 6a Numerals-Kh otanese
3 . 1 .6a. 1 Cardinal numbers
The cardinal numbers in Old Khotanese are as follows (cited in the nom.-acc.):
TABLE 7. 1 0: CARDINAL NUMBERS-KI-IOTANESE
1 -9

1 1-19

1 -9 +

1 0-90

1 00 +

,j�sa[{

{it/lit/Will
d(u) l'tisu
drraisu
Icahau/asu
pa'!ljsiisu
k$asu
haudiisu
ha$!t7su
nallsll

dl'til'al'edl'rail'al'eIcahaul'epllspal'ek$ei' l'al'ehopal'eha.spal'enOl'al'c-

;;i, 1'(11 e-

tillSlIli

J(/Ia
)'stiru
byiirl'u
kt7/ana)'lIIa-

d(lI) I'a
drrai( a)
leahol'a
p{ff!1jsa
k$ala', k$ei'
hoda
ha$!a
nO, nall

bislii
diil'sii
leaho/sa
P {ff!1jstisa
k$a�,!ii'
hodtilii
ha$!tila
nOla

'hundred'
'thousand'
'ten thousand'
'ten million'
10"

Numbers between the decads above twenty are compounds of the unit + *parah
'beyond' + decade, e.g. sHlvare-bisfii '2 1 ', puspare-biistii '25', hopare-diirsii '37'. Counters
of higher numbers precede, e.g. dVI sclfii 'two hundred ', haHii ysaru 'eight thousand',
fcahorehaHutii ysaru 'eighty-four thousand'.
Numbers are inflected, except byFl/'l'lI 'ten thousand'. The number 'one' distinguishes
masculine and feminine; both 'one' and 'two' have some special forms with neuter nouns.
3 . 1 .6a.2 Ordinal numbers
Ordinal numbers, except for the first five, are regularly marked by the suffix -al11a-, with
the final -l/ of teens > -al11a-, thus 'first' through 'ninth': parjallysa-, siita-, dii{dja-,
tsFlral11a-, Plllw-; k�ei'l11a-, hodama-, ha�ral11a-, llalll11a-.
3 . 1 .6a.3 'Both' and indefinite adjectives
Khotanese !luduva 'both', etymologically originally 'both two ', is declined like duva 'two'.
Indefinite adjectives include phar-u, phariika- 'many', bissa- 'all ', hal'biSSa- 'every, all',
h((Jl1a- 'all', pana- 'every', handara- 'another'.
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3. 1.6b Numerals-Tumslzuqese
Tumshuqese numbers are comparable to those in Khotanese: SO, dl'a, dre, tsahari, pa/!ltsi,
xsi, *hoda (ordinal /lOdama-), ha�ti, dase; only a few decads are attested: bista '20', patsasl/
'50', and xsi�ta '60'. However, there is a striking difference from Kh otanese with regard
to the formation of the compound numerals in that the *parah type is used for the
numbers below but not above twenty (M aggi 1 99 1 ); thus Tumsh. ho-parsa- ' I T vs. Khot.
haudftsu, Tumsh. bistyo patsyo '25' vs. Khot. puspare-basta showing inversion of digit and
decad. Attested ordinals are: tsarl11a- 'fourth', xsima- 'sixth', hodal11a- 'seventh', ha�tama
'eighth', dasl11a- 'tenth'.

3.2 Verb morphology

3.2. 1 Stem Jormation-Khotanese
3.2. 1 . 1 Present and past stems
Verbs have two stems, present and past. They derive from the Old Iranian present stems
and the past participle in *-ta. respectively. but the original relationship is often no
longer transparent: presentfpast stems yan-fyacja- 'make, do' « Indo-Iranian *Iqnay-,
*krtit-). Some verbs have suppletive stems, e.g. sarb-fsata- 'rise', and IrTs-fata- 'come',
ah-/llata- 'be'.
Many verbs distinguish intransitive and transitive stems, but have the same past
participle which is then inflected according to transitivity: present panal11-fpanel11- 'rise'f
'raise', past intr. 2s perf. panat-t 'you arose' vs. trans. 3s perf. panat-andii 'they raised'
(same past participle panata-).
The two present stems relate to one another in various ways:
( I ) no formal distinction, transitivity only indicated by endings: bar-fbar- (act.fmid.)
'ride'/'carry' ;
(2) length: h l'aii-fhva;i- 'be spoken'/'speak'; hanass-fhanass- 'go astray'/,destroy';
hamah-fhal11fh- 'change' (intr. )/'change' (trans.);
(3) intransitive -s ('inchoative' present stem of Old Iranian) vs. otherwise marked
transitive stem: haspas-fhaspfs- 'strive'/'urge';
(4) palatalisation of transitive stem: pasftjs-fpastij- 'bum' (intr.)/'Iight (a lamp)'
« *apa-sauca- and *apa-saucaya-);
(5) obscured: hatcy-fhatcaii- 'be broken'/'break' (trans.) « *fra-scadya- and
*fra-scandaya-) ;
(6) causative marker -aii: bam-fbam-aii- 'vomit'/'make vomit'; ysai-fysy-aii- 'be
born'/'cause to be born '.
3.2. 1 .2 Directional particles
The particles va and hii are commonly associated with verbs of motion and occasionally
with other verbs. The particle va expresses motion towards, hii motion away from the
speaker:

[va] usahy-a kU-I!l bis-a balys-a
'deign (come) [here] where my house (is), Buddha' (Z 2.58);
ku [hal tsut-e ham-ate
'when he has gone [away)'.
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The directional particle ttii is used in Middle and Late Khotanese to express motion
towards the addressee, giving a system of triple deixis similar to the directional
demonstratives:
to speaker, vii; to addressee, ttii; away from speaker, hii.

3.2.2 Nomina/forms
3.2.2 . 1 Present participles
There are two:

( I ) Most common is that formed with the suffix masc. -anda-, fern. -af!1kyii, -af!1cii

(historically, thematicised *-ant-, fern. *-anta-cf-) found with both active and middle
stems: masc. hits-anda- 'sleeping', masc. hvar-anda- 'eating'; fern. biiriiii-Gl?JCii
'shining'. The feminine form was often used also for the masculine in the later
l anguage.
(2) The participle in -iina- remains confined to the middle stems: ss-iina- 'lying (down)',
ham-iina- 'becoming'. The verbs iih- 'to sit' and ss- 'lie' have reinforced forms iilJa

- iifJ-af!lda-, ss-iina- - s-iin-af!1da-.
Both types of present participle may optionally be extended by a secondary -a-:
hiis-anda- - hiis-and-aa- 'sleeping', iifJa- - iifJ-aa- 'sitting'.
In Tumshuqese, only the present participle in -anda- is attested: day-anda- 'seeing',
�as-andii 'knowing'.

3.2.2.2 Past participles
Past participles are based on the past stem, masc. -ta-, fern. -tii- (see section 3.2. 1 Stem
formation): mar- > mut;la- 'die'; hu�- > hu�ta- 'become dry'. There was however a
tendency to add -ta- directly to the unmodified present stem: murr- > murr-da- 'crush',
paysiin- > paysiin-da- 'recognise', and in some cases -iita- or -ata: hu��- > hu��-iita-,
hu��-ata- 'grow'. Occasionally there are extended forms: pres. miir- 'die' > mut;la- >

mut;la-a-.

Tumshuqese shows many striking agreements with Khotanese: iita- 'come' « *iigata-),

vasuta- 'pure' « *awa-suxta-), hvata- 'spoken' .
3.2.2.3 Infinitives

Khotanese has two productive types of infinitive based on the present and past stems
respectively: ( I ) present stem + -a or -i, and (2) past stem + -e, whose palatalising effect is
increasingly lost in the later language. Some verbs have both types: hviiii- 'speak' >
present infinitive hviiii-i and > past infinitive hvft-e, hvfy-e, but there appears to be
n o functional difference. Thus, both hviiii-i and hvfy-e are used with haf!ljsa�- 'be about
to' (Z 2.64 5.7). In a few instances the infinitive is substantivised and declined in the
oblique cases as an a- stem (see section 3.2.7.3 Necessity construction).

Tumshuqese
I n Tumshuqese the predominant type of infinitive is marked by -ana- added to the
present stem (once found i n Khotanese). The loc. sg. of such infinitives with the post-
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positon a as a whole came to be treated as a feminine noun (Emmerick 1 985a: 1 4), e.g.
instr.-abl. sg. tsatanayy-a lsi 'from killing'.
3.2. 2.4 Gerundives and gerunds
The gerundive or participle of necessity is formed ( I ) by the suffix -alia- (new formation)
added to the present stem: yan-alia- 'be done', hvali-alia-'be spoken '; or (2) by -ya
suffixed to the lengthened verbal root. The latter is unproductive and often stands beside
the new formation, e.g. yan-alia- 'be done' beside tcera- « * carya- from *kar-); h vali-alia
'be spoken' beside hvalia- « *hwanya- from *hwan-). The ya-gerundive may optionally be
extended by secondary -a-, e.g. tcera- besides tcera-a- « *carya-ka-), an extension found
only once with -alia-.
That Tumshuqese had a corresponding alia-gerund is evidenced by pat valiya, probably
< *pati-lav-alia- (in the Karmavacana, Emmerick 1 985a: 20), while the ya-gerund may be
reflected in liyesyo (Konow 1 935: 27), but the context is obscure.

3.2.3 Person marking and 'to be '
Person is marked by the forms of the copula and verbal endings. Forms based on the
present stem distinguish active and middle voice; forms based on the past stem dis
tinguish intransitive and transitive inflection, and distinguish masculine and femine
gender in some persons. Also, 3s neuter -u is often found in idiomatic expressions: Itai
« Ita + -I) hiimal-u 'thus it occurred to him', Ita disl-U 'it appeared th us', Ita-ma PYU${-U
'thus I have heard' (cf. Sanskrit eVa/?1 maya srutam) .
Personal endings are distinguished in the four moods: indicative, subjunctive,
optative, and imperative; a few instances of the injunctive are found in Old Khotanese.
Tumshuqese has an imperfect form marked by an augment as in Old Iranian, which is
not attested in Khotanese.
The verb 'be' is suppletive, its past stem vala- deriving from Old Iranian *buta-. The
singular of the indicative present has enclitic forms.
The following is an overview of the person marking in Khotanese, combining the
attested personal endings and 'be, become'; for periphrastic verb forms see section 3.2.6.2
(note that raised i indicates palatalisation of the preceding syllable; "a-i " "a or i ").
The archaic optative forms in v- of the copula (originally aorist optative) occur in
potential and irreal conditional sentences (Skjrerv0 1 98 1 ; see section 3.2.6.2 for
pluperfect and section 5.3.2 for conditional clauses).
In Tumshuqese only few non-indicative forms are attested, which correspond closely to
their Khotanese counterparts.
=

TABLE 7.1 1 : PRESENT AND PAST PERSON MARKING-KHOTANESE
Active. Present
Is
IND
-ima
SBJ
-i-iii
OPT
-ii,
INJ
IMP

_10_ , 'u, -f-ne

-u

2s

3s

Ip

2p

3p

Ji
-e

-ita-i
-ata
-i-ya,
_ia, -a
-(a)ta
-(a)tu

-iima
-ii-rna (ne)

-(i) ta
-ii-ta
-i-ru

-inda-i
-ii-ru-o
-i-I"u-o

-a

-ii-ndu
-(a)ta
(Continued overleaf )
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TABLE 7.1 1 : Continued
Middle. Present
Is
INO
-e
SBJ
-ii( -ne)
OPT
INJ
IMP

2s
-a
-ii

3s
-(i) Ie
-ii-Ie

-u-

-i-yo
-(a)ta
-til a

-I-ne

Past Indicative
Is
INTR
-t-a ma

2s
-I-i

TRNS

-I-ai

-I-ai ma (m)
-I-ii ma (/)

3s
-I-a-o (m)
-t-a-o (I)
-l-e-o (m)
-I-ii ta (/)
-t-u-o (nt)

Ip
-ii-mane
-ii-mane

2p
-il'u
-ii-Ia

3p
-iil'e
-ii-I'u-o,
-ii-nde
-1-1'1/-0

Ip
-t-a mii

2p
-I-a sla (m)
-t-e sta (I)
-t-iind-ii sta

-I-iind-a mii

3p
-t-a-o (m)
-I-e-o (I)
-1-iind-ii

TABLE 7.12: COPULA AND 'BE, BECOME'-KHOTANESE
ah- 'be'. Present
Is
INO
imii, -/flii
SBJ
OPT
IMP

2s
i, -e
ii-ye

Ip
ma
ii-m{l/l1

3p
indii
ii-I'o, ii-l?ldu

2p
sta

ii-ndu

vat- 'be, become'. Past
2s
Is
INO
val-I
vat-a ma
SBJ
OPT

3s
astii, -sta
ii-ya
i-ya, i-Ia, i

v-y-o

3s
m. vat-a
f vii/-a
vat-ii-ya
v-i-ya, ( v)ya

Ip
vat-a ma

2p
m. vat-a sUi
f. vii/-e sla

3p
m. vat-a
f. vat-e

v-f-ro

3. 2. 4 Conjugation classes
Four main conjugation classes can be distinguished based on the endings of the 3 pres.
indicative. Of these types C and D are rare (Emmerick 1 968a: 1 77). The table contains
attested forms of hviiii- 'speak', yan- 'make, do', puva'd- 'fear', dai- 'see', hiim- 'become,
occur', and ysai- 'be born'.
TABLE 7.13: CONJUGATION CLASSES-KHOTANESE
Active
Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

A
'speak'
h viiii-fma
h viiii-i
hviiii-ata
h vii/i-iima
h vlili-ita
h viiii-indi

B
'make, do'
yan-ima
yaii-i
yin-di
yan-lima
yan-da
yan-fndi

C
'fear'
puvai'-ma

p vai't-Ia
puva't-Ia
puvai'-ndi

0
'see'
dai-ma
dai
dai-ya
day-lima
dai-ya
dai-ndii
Continued overle4
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TABLE 7.13: Continued
Middle

Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

A
'become'
htitn-e
hiim-a
hiim-tile
hiim-amane
hiim-il'll
htim-are

B
'make, do'
)'an-e
yan-a
yan-de
yan-atnane
yan-iru
yan-clre

C

D
'be born'

ysai-ye
ysiy-tire

In Tumshuqese the few attested verb endings are of type A and B. They correspond
to earlier Khotanese forms, but do not show the palatalisation in the I s and 3p charac
teristic of Khotanese: I s -ami, 2s -e, 3s -if!.i, 3p -andi.

3. 2.5 Negation
In both Khotanese and Tu ms h u qese there are two proclitic particles. ( I ) the general
negative ne, and (2) l11a which occurs: (a) with the imperative for inhibitive and preventive
prohibition, (b) with the sUbjunctive or (c) optative for wishes. In Khotanese l11a appears
to be a characteristic of formal or archaic language (Emmerick 1 990). Both ma and lie
may be strengthened by ne or by intensifying adverbs such asjll or kara: imperative:

[mal pva' or [ma ju] puva '
'fear not!' (2s imperative),

[ma ne] puva 't-ta
'fear not!' (2p);

subjunctive:

[maju] ssand-o skauy-ate
'may it not touch the ground' (skally-ate 3s subj.);
subjunctive negated with ne rather than ma:

[ne ne ju] ma,!l pracai kadi baM-a aya
'may there be no sin at all because of me!' (aya 3s subj.) (Z 1 2.70).
The 3s present enclitic form contracts with ne, nasta, nistii 'is not', when the verb is
unmarked.

3.2. 6 System of tenses
3.2.6. 1 Present and past
As indicated, Khotanese has two tenses based on the present and past stems respectively.
The latter adds the endings to the past participle, but not in the 3rd person where there is
gender distinction, as is the case in nominal sentences: 3 s indo h vat-e -(} 'he spoke'.
Moreover, there is intransitive and transitive distinction:

parrat-a rna
'I have been delivered'
(pres. stem pars-);

parret-e ma
'I have delivered'
(pres. stem parrij-).
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However, there was a tendency for the transitive to predominate (see Sims-WilIiams
1 997 on the origin of the perfect).
3.2.6.2 Periphrastic perfect and pluperfect
The periphrastic past forms are based on the past participle and forms of 'be'.
In the periphrastic indicative perfect in the 3s and 3p only forms with the negative are
found:

ne h vat-e sta
'he did not speak'.
The perfect sUbjunctive and optative add the respective forms of the copula.
The pluperfect adds the past forms of 'be', of which the optative is extremely rare
(Skjcerv0 1 98 1 ). The following table i1Iustrates the pattern, citing some of the rare non
indicative forms.
TABLE 7.14: PERIPHRASTIC PERFECT AND PLUPERFECT-KHOTANESE
Pluperfect

Perfect
IND yacj-e
S8] yiicj-e
OPT yiicj-e

sta
aye
iya

'you (pI.) have done'
yacj-e vat-a
aull-a vat-aya
'you may have done'
'he may, might have done' ysat-a vya

'he had done'
'it would have lasted'
'he would/might have been born'

Note that functionally there is no discernible difference between the n on-periphrastic
simple past and the periphrastic perfect. Essentially, then, the perfect has two forms:

parst-e ma 'I (have) ordered';
parst-e ma fma'I (have) ordered'.
There is insufficient evidence to establish the perfect system in Tumshuqese.
TABLE 7.15: OVERVIEW OF TENSES AND MOODS-KHOTANESE
Present
Perfect, simple
Perfect, periphr.
Pluperfect

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

subjunctive

optative

su bjunctive
subjunctive

optative
optative

imperative

(injunctive)

3.2. 7 Modal and aspectual constructions
3.2.7. 1 Potential-completive construction and passive
The auxiliaries yan- 'make, do' and hiim- 'become' when used with past participles have
the following functions: yan- + past particle expresses active ability or completed action,
lziim- + past participle expresses passive ability or completed action or simple passive in
the present. The past passive is expressed by 'to be'.
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3.2.7. l a Ability
(a) Intransitive

�ii vyiigr-a ne panat-a ham-ate

'the tigress [cannot get up]' (Suv 1 8.99).

(b) Transitive active
Present

ye ttussii-ttet-u [ne yucj-u yfn-da najsan-u}

'[one cannot demonstrate] (the doctrine of) emptiness';

ku [ne} ne [yucj-u yan-de} samu

'if [he] simply [cannot do] them' (i.e., miraculous deeds)' (Z 1 2 . 1 32), note that in the
expression riddha yan- 'perform miraculous deeds' yan- is middle.

(c) Transitive passive

iitc-a biss-a [kha�r-a ham-ate}

'the water [can] all [be drunk (up)]' (Z 2. 1 20).

3.2. 7. l b Completed action
(a) Intransitive
Present

cfya ��aman-a [iit-a hiim-iire}

'when the monks [have come]' (Z 24.2 7 3 ).

(b) Transitive active
Past

cf aysur-a [purrd-u yM-iinda}

'when [you-p had defeated] the asuras';

cl gyast-a balys-a ttut-u tta tta [hvat-u yacj-e}

'when the Lord Buddha [had said] this thus' (Suv 6.3 .72).

(b) Transitive passive
Past

cfyii �ata tla tta [hvat-a hiimiit-ii}

'when this [had been said] thus' (Suv 1 0.67).
3.2.7. l c Passive
Present(-future)

fmu mama mast-a rak�-a [yiicj-a ham-ate}

'today by me great protection [will be made given]' (Suv 6.3.62), translating
Sanskrit adya mama mahaty iirak�ii krtii bhavi�yati.
=

Past

ce buro . . . hlfiejsa [bvata fnda}

'as many . . . army-by [destroyed are'] 'as many (lands) have been destroyed by a
(foreign) army' (6. 1 .24), translating Sanskrit ye kecid . . . para-cakrelJa vii upahatii
=

bhavi�yanti;
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[kiilsta-i viit-a} sSiirye hiirii biit-a

['planted-by-him was] of-good thing root' = 'by him had been planted the root of a
good thing' (Suv 2.2).
3 .2 .7.3 Infinitive-based constructions
See Emmerick 1 968a: 21 S-220 and Degener 1 987: 284-293.
The infinitive depends on verbs predicating inception or completion, such as 1U/,!ljsa�
'be about to', iik�lIv- 'begin', byeh- 'succeed', pari- 'order' , or ability: hot- 'be able':

nastii kye biss-o baSda-u haut-ta vastarna [hviy-ii}

'there is no one who could-INJ [tell] the whole evil in detail' (Z 24.437);

svi iik�uv-iima [padind-e}

'tomorrow we will begin [to make] (it)' (Z 23.43);

lIysnor-a /eye . . . diit-u byeh-flldii [pyii�{-e1

'beings who get [to hear] the Law' (Sgh § 34. 1 4).

3.2.7.4 Gerundives, gerunds, and necessity construction
See Emmerick 1 968a: 1 7 1 - 1 76, 2 1 4-2 1 8 and Degener 1989a: 54-7 1 , 2 1 8-266, 299-304.
The gerundive or participle of necessity, formed by the suffix -iiiia- or by -ya- (see
section 3.2.2 N ominal forms) expresses necessity.
Negation of both types of gerundives is by ne, which in the 3 s may be followed by the
enclitic copula, or less commonly by the privative prefix a-.
The neuter singular of the gerundive is used as a gerund, constructed with the gen.-dat.
of the experiencing subject:

ka [mama1 nary-o . . . [�!-iiii-u ham-ate}
'even if [I should have to stand = remain] in hell' (Z 2.2 1 5).

3.2.8 Diathesis
Khotanese inherited both causative and medio-passive stems (see section 3.2. 1 Stem
formation).
The passive can be expressed by the medio-passive endings with transitive verbs.
The middle can also have a reflexive function (Canevascini 1 99 1 ). Thus, jsan- 'kill' is
normally active as i n handar-ujsfn-da 'he kills another', but it is middle in uysiin-o jsan-de
'he kills himself'.
The auxiliary verb yan- 'make, do' may be conjugated either in the active or in the
middle, but each phrase has its particular diathesis. Thus in the phrase kfr-e yan- 'do
(good) acts' yan- is always active whereas in the phrase kiicjiigan-e yan- 'do evil acts' yan
'do evil acts' it is always middle.
The passive can also be expressed by the potential-completive construction of hiim
(see section 3.2.7. l c).
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4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS
See Canevascini 1 99 1 ; Degener 1 993; Emmerick 1 965, 1 987a; Emmerick and Skj<erv0
1982: 32, 97; Herzenberg 1965: 1 1 7-1 37; Heston 1 976; Skj<erv0 1 98 1 : 46 1 -463.

4.1 Coordination

4. 1 . 1 Coordinating conjunctions and clitics

Coordinate conjunctions in Khotanese are: non-enclitic 11 'and' and 0 'or'; enclitic r(r)o
'and', vii 'or', hii(le 'but'. Of these, Tumshuqese appears to have 0 'or' and ro 'and'.
Extended forms are a vii 'or on the other hand', and alternative o . . . 0 'either . . . or'.

4. 1.2 Enclitic particles and words
Khotanese has a common deictic particle -f(see section 3 . 1 .3 a/b. 1 Demonstratives), and a
rare emphatic particle -ft (Canevascini and Emmerick in Emmerick and Skj<erv0 1 997:
25-28). Enclitic words include indefinite jll, buro, hanll, halei, and emphatic giil'lI, tiil'lI
after negation in Old Khotanese. In Late Khotanese the present participles of jsii- 'go',
iih- 'sit', and ${- 'stand' have various functions which remain to be studied in detail.
4.2 Noun phrase structure
Khotanese and Tumshuqese are languages where dependent items precede the head.
Thus the structure of the simple noun phrase as well as that of the simple genitival noun
phrase are (see also 4.3.3 Enclitic pronouns): ADJECTIVE - NOUN and NP2 - NPj•

4.2. 1 Concord and agreement
4.2. 1 . 1 Adjectives
Adjectives agree in case, number, and gender with the nouns they qualify. For example,

ii$$ei'l)-a haten-ai sSfy-a ham-a hamau

'bl ue, red, white (is) the same goblet' (Z 4.33).

Here the four adjectives agree with the nom. sg. masc. of hamau 'goblet'.
In later stages of the language the concord is often confused, being obscured by the
reduction of the endings:

bu'ys-ye ba(l-na

'for a long time' (JS 7r2, 20r2).

Here the ending -ye of the adjective is formally instr.-abl. sg. fern ., and the ending -na of
the noun is instr.-abl. sg. masc.
4.2. 1 .2 Group inflection
In the later language the final syllable -na of the instr.-abl. sg. masc. of an adjective is
sometimes dropped as in miriihfnai hiirna 'with a pearl necklace' for *miriihfnaina hiirna.
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This phenomenon reflects the shift towards group inflection, and may have spread from
the numbers, where already in Old Khotanese the members of complex numbers are
either all inflected, or only the last one.

4.2. 1 .3 Demonstrative adjectives
Demonstrative adjectives similarly agree with their head noun:

balysa [ttft} h vana-u naljsond-e

'the Buddha concl uded [this] speech.' (Z 22.334), accusative;

[ttilt-aye} hvat-ye hvan-ai

'[this] speech having been spoken', genitive (absolute construction).

4.2.2 Dependent nouns
Dependent nouns usually precede the head noun directly. The possessive function of the
gen.-dat. may be emphasised by the adjective havia-, hlvia- 'belonging to' which agrees in
case, number, and gender with the head noun :

balys-a (gen .) [hiivy-e} ird-i lit.
'the Buddha's [own] miraculous powers'

=

'the Buddha's miraculous powers'

(Z 1 4.9 1 ),
instead of *balys-il-GEN ird-i;

sakrr-a [hfv-f} barai

'Sakra's [own] steed'

=

'Sakra's steed' (Jiitakastava 6v3, ed. Dresden).

This usage i s rarely attested i n Old Khotanese but becomes more prominent later.
Titles etc. precede names, e.g. gyast-a balys-il 'the Lord Buddha'.

4.2.3 Extended noun phrase
The order of the extended noun phrase has not been fully determined but appears to be
as follows:
Demonstrative - handara (,other') - Number - Adjective - Noun,
where the number may itself be preceded by indefinite adjectives such as phar-u, phariika
'many', bissa-, harbiSSa- 'all'.

4.3 Clause structure and word order
See Degener 1 993: 46-5 1 .
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4.3. 1 Nominal sentence
Nominal sentences, which consist of a subject and a nominal predicate, omit the copula
in the present and past if both positive and indicative:

thu-na pate

rre udayan-a sir-a

'you (are) our father' (Z 23 . 1 1 4).

'King Udayana (was) joyful' (Z 23 . 1 23);

4.3.2 Order of constituents
In view of the fact that there is relatively little prose literature available that is not
translated from another language, it is difficult to determine in detail the principles
governing Khotanese word order.
Khotanese and Tumshuqese are SOY (subject-object-verb) languages: Khot.

balys-a dat-u hvat-e
'the Buddha spoke

=

preached the Law' (Z 1 3 . 1 09).

An indirect object precedes a direct object:

tt-iinu cakrravartt-iinu rrund-inu-GEN-DAT haur-u-ACC haur-a
'he would give a gift (haur-u) to the cakravartin kings' (Sgh § 88.3).
4. 3. 3 Enclitic pronouns
The enclitic pronouns in their genitive and dative functions as possessor, experiencer, or
agent are attached to the first unit of the clause. This may be the following:

( I ) Adverbial:

tta-ma pyun-u

'thus-by-me was heard'

=

'thus I have heard'.

(2) Conjunction:

tta cu-te sait-ta

cv-imast-a hastam-a kir-e

'well , how-to-you does it seem?'
(Sgh § 9 1 . 1 );

(Z 23.47).

'as-for-his great, excellent deeds'

(3) Relative-interrogative:

kye-na rro grat-u hviifj-ate

kU-1J1 bis-a

(Z 24. 5 1 6);

(Z 2.58).

'and who-to-us will preach instruction?'

'where-my house (is)'

(4) Subject itself:

tlzu-na pate
'you (are) our father' (Z 23. 1 1 4).
I t is always attached to the negation:

nai « ne + -I) ne mara ram-ate
'it pleases him (-I) not at all (ne . . . ne) here' (Z 22. 1 72);
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ne-11 l1e mara ram-iite

'it pleases them (-11) not at all here' (Z 22. 1 72; 22. 2 1 1 );

CU l1ai « ne + -i) be;' khiis-a yan-iima

'why don't we put poison in his (-I) food?' (Z 2.26).

The last example shows that by this rule the enclitic pronoun may be separated from its
referent, lit. 'why not-his poison in food we do'.

4. 3.4 Topicalisation
It is probable that, as i n most languages, focus could be given to a word by deviation
from the standard word order, but further research is required to determine the details.
Moreover, in texts which are mostly translations, topicalisation may follow the original.
For example, in the following sentence the word order closely corresponds to Sanskrit
(Sgh § 62.2, cited by Degener 1989: 49):

tta . . .

balys-a (Khot.)

me

te

by me

the

tathiigatii (Sanskrit)

l1amasiit-aima . . . aysu
'worshipped . . .

I'anditiis . . .

'worshipped . . .

I

the

Buddhas'
Buddhas'

A common form of topicalisation is the placing of a dependent noun in initial
position, marked by the conjunction cu 'as', with or without an anaphoric replacement:

cu kUl?1js-a �!-e, tt-ye YSI'-e
'as far as (cu) sesame (ku,!ljsa) is concerned (�!e), its (ttye) taste (ysl'e)' (Si § 3 . 1 8),
from non-topicalised 'the taste of sesame';

cl'-f mast-a hastam-a kfr-e, biss-a balys-a iilJi l1ijsa�{-e
'as for (Cl'-) his great, excellent deeds, all (of them) the Buddha displayed (while)
sitting' (Z 23.47).
4. 3.5 Questions
4. 3.5. 1 Yes-no questions have the same word order as statements, their interrogative
character being indicated by intonation:

( I ) dalzak-a ysq qjfsk-a

'has a boy been born or a girl?' (Nanda 4 1 ).

(2) With reaffirmative tag, ii ne 'or not', later 0 ne:

dv-a ttai�y-a caiga-k�fr-a tSl'iilpd-a, ii ne

'did the two monks go to China or not?' (P 5538b.43 KT 3 . 1 22).

4.3.5.2 I nterrogatives are as a rule in initial position:
(I)

carle brem-a

'why are you (sg.) weeping?' (Z 24.235);

kye-na ITO grat-u hviiij-iite

'and who will preach instruction to us?'

(Z 24. 5 1 6).
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(2) Optionally preceded by a discourse initiator, such as: (fa 'thus, so':

Ita clI-te sail-ta
'well, how does it seem to you?' (Sgh § 9 1 . 1 ).

4.4 Semantics and use of nominal forms
4.4. 1 Use of cases
On the whole the syntax of the cases conforms with that of Avestan and Indo-Iranian.
Particular features are the following.
4.1 . 1 . 1 Genitive-dative

( I ) As object and experiencer with verbs of fearing:

[sHtjf-ye] plIvai'-ndi
'they fear [one another]' (Z 1 1 . 10);
and as experiencer with such as verbs as 'occur to, seem to someone, realise'.
(2) With the participle of necessity:

ka [mama] nar-yo . . . Han-li ham-ate
'if it were [for me] to stay (�rat7-u) in hell'
(Z 2.21 5);

=

'even if I should have to remain in hell'

k�iila' paramat-e [hvqnd-ii] . . . car-at/-e

'the six perfections must be practised [by a man]' (Z 1 1 . 1 7).

(3) As agent in future passive constructions:

fmu [mama] mast-a rak�-a yiit;l-a hiim-ate
'today [by me] great protection will be given' (Suv 6.3.62).
(4)

In past passive participle constructions:

[biSS-anu gyast-anu balys-anu] aysdagiit;l-ii

,
'watched over [by all the Lord Buddhas] (Suv 6. 1 .4).
(5) In a genitive absolute construction:

[ttiit-aye hvat-ye hvan-ai]
[this spoken speech]-GEN '

=

'this speech having been spoken' (Sgh § 43. 1 ).

4.4. 1 .2 Locative
The use of the locative is shown in the following.

( I ) For the source of motion:

khoju ye viys-u thGl?lj-ate [khalj-a]
'just as one pulls a lotus out [of the mud]' (Z 5.90).
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(2) With the adjective bisaa- 'residing, located (in)':

[jaytlbvfy-aJ bis-ii sat v-a

'beings (living) [in Jambudvfpa)' (ApS § 6);

[tciytlfi-aJ bis-e arv-e

'in the eye located (medicinal plants ) medicine (that one puts) in the eye'
'eye-medicine' (Si 26.3 1 ).
=

=

(3) In Late Khotanese, with the present participle middle iina- 'sitting, dwelling' to
express motion away from the noun, instead of a simple ablative noun :

[hvaytmy-a k�i'r-aJ qn-a �acuvii�ra

'[in Khotanese country] dwelling to Sacu'
(StH 36).

=

'from the Khotanese country to Sacu'

4.5 Semantics and use of verb forms

4. 5. 1 Possession
Possession is indicated by the genitive-dative with the existential verb, e.g. here with
enclitics, asla-ta 'you have', lit. 'to you is', nista-ma 'I don't have'.

4.5.2 Tense and aspect
The basic distinction of tense is present and past. In turn, past tense distinguishes
between perfect (simple and periphrastic) and pluperfect.
4.5.2. 1 Future
The future is normally expressed by means of the present or the subjunctive.
4.5.2.2 Accomplishment of past action
The accomplishment of an action in the past is expressed by the potential-completive

yan-, ham-construction (see section 3 .2.7. 1 Potential construction).
4.5.2.3 Immediacy

Immediacy is frequently expressed in Late Khotanese by adding the present participle
middle �riina- of ${- 'stand', often together with vaytlfia 'now':
ttriist-ai ra thu parjii . . . u [ttriiy-i �tiinaJ vaytlfia �tiina is a particle by then, no ending
'you formerly rescued . . . and [you (sg.) are rescuing] now' (Avdh 1 2v l -2) (comparable to
Buddhist Sogdian �sl�m and Yaghnobi -ist).

4.5.3 Use of modalforms
See Degener 1 993: 5 1 -55.
On the whole, one can distinguish between what may be termed 'major modal' (indica
tive and imperative) and 'minor modal' (subjunctive, optative, and Old Khot. 3s
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injunctive), forms. In their usage the moods are not always clearly distinguished, the
inherited system being in the process of disintegration, and there is the tendency to use
only the indicative.
In gene ral, the indicative is used for statements; the imperative for commands; the
subjunctive for potential action or state, including softened commands and wishes; the
optative for irreal action or state, including wishes; the injunctive for potential as well as
past action or state.
Examples of the use of the moods are the following (for hypothetical statements see
section 5.3.2 Conditional clauses below; for ability and necessity, see sections 3.2.7 . 1
Potential, and section 3.2.7.4 Gerundival constructic)\1s):

( I ) Statements:
(a) Indicative:

balys-a tt-u hvana-u [naljsond-e]
'the Buddha [concluded] this speech.' (Z 22.334).
(b) Injunctive, past function:

samu ne rre patcu [haraysd-a]

'then no sooner [had] the king [stretched out] . ' (Z 5.88).

(c) Commands, imperative:

maju [puva'] badr-a [aleut-a] ggaf!1(iy-o tsa$!-o
'[fear] not, Bhadra! [Strike] the gong calmly.' (Z 2. 102).

pram-a [$kfm-af!1du]
'[let them build] arches. ' (Z 5.96).

(2) Wishes:
(a) Subjunctive:

ka va tt-a [pars-aro] dukh-yaujsa

'if only [they may escape] from woes! ' (Z 5. 1 1 2).

(b) Optative:

ka na [parrij-fya] dukh-yau jsa

'if (only) [he may rescue] them from woes!' (Z 22.292).

(c) Indicative:

ma va [parS-Ima] PU$$O
'nor [may I escape] wholly' (Z 7.4).
5 COMPLEX SENTENCES

Subordinate conjunctions in Khotanese are: ka 'if', kamu 'as long as', leu 'where', kho
'how, as', cfya 'when', cu 'when, if, because, since'. Of these, ka and cu are found in
Tumshuqese.
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5.1 Quotative c1itic

The particle se is a discourse marker introducing direct speech after verbs of speaking or
thinking or similar locutions, corresponding to the colon in the English translations:

tta hvat-e [sei cu nai (ne + -I) be; khas-a yan-ama
'he spoke thus l:l " Why don't we put poison in his food?" (Z 2.26).
,

5.2 Relative clauses
Relative clauses are introduced by relative pronouns or relative adverbs, with or without a
preced ing demonstrative or demonstrative noun phrase. The case of the pronoun is
determined by its function within the relative clause. Potential or generalised action or
state is in the subjunctive or injunctive.

5.2. 1 Indicative, factual
nista kye ),If(j-1I yfn-da pal71at-ll . . . ��ahal1-c
'there is not = no one who can measure-POT the virtues' (Z 24.652).
5.2.2 Relative pronoun in genitive-dative
samu kho ffye ci mata mffje
'just as that one whose mother dies' (Z 23.24).
5.2.3 Injunctive, potential
,iasta kye biss-o baSda-u haut-ta vastarna hVly-a
'there is no one who could tell the whole evil in detail ' (Z 24.437).
5.2.4 Clauses with head noun
kl/il'-ii ku ne rre niista 0 � a bis-a ku hva�!-a mtfje
'the land where there is no king, or the house where the master dies' (Z 23.23);
-

�-a ��av-a

ku na sat-a sta h(J1?1bafj-a mast-a
'the night . . . when the full moon has not risen' (Z 23.22).
.

.

.

5.3 Adverbial clauses

5.3. 1 Temporal and local clauses
Temporal and local clauses are introduced by Ct, clya, or ku, locational clauses by ku:
5.3. 1 . 1 Temporal
cf gyast-a

balys-a ttut-u tta Ita hvat-u yafj-e

when the Lord Buddha had said-POT this' (Suv 6 . 3.72);
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elya ��{l/l1an-a at-a hiim-are
'when the monks have come-POT' (Z 24.273).
5.3 . 1 .2 Local
Local clause, subjunctive dependent on possible condition:

ka . . . nai (ne + -0 bv-ate (kll mara at-ii hiim-ate)
'if he should not realise it: where he has come here' (Z 2. 5 1 ).
5.3.2 Conditional clauses
Conditional clauses are in troduced by ka or ko. Potential action or state is in the
subjunctive, irreal in the optative:

( I ) Subjunctive, potential:
ka . . . nai (ne + -0 bl'-ate (ku mara at-a hiim-ate)
'if he should not realise (where he has come here), (Z 2.5 1 ).
(2) Optative in protasis and apodosis, irreal:

ko sat v-ii Itatvatu v-fya (nirvan-ye gavu ni his-a)
'if indeed a being really existed (v-iya), (one would never come (his-a) to Nirval)a)'
(Z 6.58).

5. 3.3 Consecutive and comparative clauses
Consecutive and comparative clauses are preceded by demonstrative adverbs and intro
duced by kho and a correlate relative pronoun or relative adverb:

jmpbviv-i triim-a viistal-li kli lle mamta halys-a IIi vei sta
'Jambudvfpa had become such as when no Buddha has been here' (Z 23.22);
pan-ye ttaa ka�c-a uysnor-a samu kilO ttye ci mat-a l11it;le
'the anxiety of every living being (was) as great as that of one whose mother dies'
(Z 23.24);
kilO ju ye viys-u thm?1j-iite khctlj-a
'just as one pulls a lotus out of the mud' (Z 5.90).
5.4 Nominalised clauses

5.4. 1 lI�{initival constructions
In infinitival constructions (see section 3.2.7.3), the complement may either remain with
the infinitive, or be placed before the head verb
( 1 ) Position before the infinitive:

parst-e (It-a dvas-u bmphy-a piihast-e)
'he ordered (to fell those twelve trees)' (Sgh § 2 1 1 .2).
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(2) Position before the head verb:

uysnor-a kye . . . (dat-u) byeh-Indii (pyu$!-e)
'beings who (the Law) get (to hear)
§ 34. 1 4).

,

=

'beings who succeed in hearing the Law' (Sgh

5.4.2 Participial-adjectival clauses
I n addition to the infinitival find gerundival constructions (see sections 3.2.7.2-3), and
the genitive absolute (see 3 . 1 . 3 alb. I Demonstrative adjectives), Khotanese makes fre
quent use of participial-adjectival clauses. They are prominently, but not only, locational:

mari ii'gy-e dlvat-e,
'here residing deities' (Z 23 .25);

h vaf!1n-ya k$t r-ii qn-ii
'dwelling in Khotanese country' (StH 36);

ttaj-va [Is-a] devatt-a lit.
'in the rivers dwelling deities' (ApS V § 25).
They tend to evolve into locational enclitics:

hvaf!1n-ya k$tr-ii qn-ii $acuvanii

'from the Khotanese country to Sacu' (StH 36), lit. 'dwelling in'.

6 LEXIS AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC ASPECTS
6. 1 Word formation

6. 1 . 1 Derivation
There is a large number of productive suffixes, but few prefixes (for productive suffixes,
see Degener 1 989a). The following are examples of productive affixes that derive adjec
tives and nouns:
6. 1 . 1 . 1 Suffixation

( I ) Adjectives from nouns: (a) -ffia-, from nouns denoting living beings: dahlfia- 'belong
ing to a man' < daha- 'man'; kavffia- 'belonging to a fish' < kava- 'fish'; -lnaa- (fern.

-If!lgya-), (b) from nouns not denoting living beings (with one exception): ggustlnaa
'flesh-' < ggusta- 'flesh'; spiitainaa- 'flower-' < spiitaa- 'flower'; (c) -aunda-:
pufiaunda- 'meritorious' < pufia- 'merit'; tcei'maunda- 'having (seeing) eyes' <
tcei'man- 'eye'; (d) -jsa-: piitalsa- 'mighty' < piita'- 'might'; rrlmajsa- 'dirty' <
ITlman- 'dirt'. (2)Nouns from adjectives: -ia-: krtafiia- 'gratitude' < krtafia- 'grate
ful '; $kiilSia- 'pride' < $kiilSa- 'proud'.
(3) Nouns from nouns: (a) -ofia-: arahandofia- 'arhatship' < arahanda- 'arhat';
bviikaufta- 'the state of being a knower' < bviika- 'knower'; b) -osti-: dahosti- 'virility'
< daha- 'man'; hayunausti- 'friendship' < hayuna- 'friend'.
6. 1 . 1 .2 Prefixation

( I ) Adjectives from adjectives: (a) privative a- 'un-', ah vata- 'unspoken' < hvata
'spoken '; (b) bi- 'less', bijundaa- 'lifeless' < jundaa- 'living'; (c) hu- 'well': hubasta
'well bound' < basta- 'bound'.
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(2) Adjectives from nouns: a-: aggaJ]ljsa- 'flawless' < ggaf!1jsii- 'flaw'; du�-: du�piita'
'powerless' < piila' - 'power'.
(3) Nouns from nouns: 'non-': aldi'matti- 'non-thought' < kii'matti- 'thought'; ggu- 'un-':
gguhamaqlggattiti- 'unevenness' < hamangattiti- 'evenness'.

6. 1.2 Composition
Khotanese compounds consist almost exclusively of two members (see Degener 1 987).

( I ) Substantive as prior member:
(a) + substantive: a. bahuvrfhi: data-ahara- 'having the Law as food' (+ tihara
'food'); b. determinative: kamala-rrtiha- 'headache' (+ rraha- 'ache');
c. dvandva: mtira-piitara 'parents' (+ piitar-) 'father'.
(b) + adjective: cti'ya-niirmiita- 'produced by magic' (+ niirmiita- 'produced ').
(c) + verbal stem. This type usually has secondary -a- (see section 3. 1 . l a Nominal
stem classes): data-hvaifaa- 'Law preacher' (+ hvaifaa- 'preacher' < hvaif- 'to
preach').
(2) Adjective (adverb, pronoun) as prior member:
+ substantive, a. bahuvrfhi: a�ei'�1G-VrrallO�1G- 'having dark blue garments' (+prraho�1G
'garment'), �i�!a-bisa 'tongue-tied' (+ bistia- 'tongue'); b. karmadharaya: hvatiina
k�fI'a- 'Khotan(ese country)' (+ Iqfra- 'country').
+ adjective: haJ?ltsa-ysata- 'born together' (+ ysata- 'born').
(3) Numbers as prior element:
+ substantive, a. mostly bahuvrfhis: drrai-pii�kala- 'of three classes' (+ pii�kala
'class'), si-vaa- 'biped' (+ paa- 'foo1'); b. not bahuvrfhis, e.g. drai-padia- 'threefold'
(+ padia- 'kind ').
+ number, two instances only: hiiduva 'both' (+ duva 'two'); ssujiita- 'one another'
« siita- 'second').

6. 1.3a Loanwords-Khotanese
See Bailey 1 946, 1 947, 1 96 1 : 4; Degener, 1 989b, 1 990; Emmerick 1 985b, 1 989: 228-229.
6. L3a. 1 Iranian
The oldest loanwords in Khotanese are Zoroastrian technical terms that have been
adapted to a different religious environment. The best known are urmaysde 'sun' <
*ahura-mazdah (nom. sg.), cf. Avestan ahuro mazda, Old Persian auramazda, and
ssandriimatfl-, which is the Khotanese equivalent of the name of the Avestan female Holy
Immortal SP;}fJtfl- armaiti- but is used to designate the Buddhist goddess of fortune,
Sanskrit SrI. To this layer of borrowing may also belong the much disputed word pharra
'splendour', the Khotanese counterpart of Old Persianfarnah- (Emmerick i n Emmerick
and Skjrerv0 1 997: 1 03-104).
6. 1 .3a.2 Indian
The majority of the Indian loanwords in Khotanese are learned borrowings that are
adopted unchanged but are inflected as Khotanese, sometimes with Khotanese suffixes.
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Often it is not possible to determine whether their source is Prakrit or Sanskrit, but many
of the frequent words betray by their phonological features the influence of the North
western or GandharI Prakrit. They are extremely common in a Buddhist milieu, e.g.
��al11al1a-, 'monk', ��iil'aa- 'hearer, disciple', s(ll!ltsiira- 'cycle of existence', cf. GandharI

�al11{/!1((-, �a l'aka-, satsara-.

According to the degree of assimilation there are 'loan synonyms', 'loan blends', and
'loan homonyms' (Degener 1 989b). Thus, a word of l ranian origin may add the meaning
of a similar Indian word, e.g. sam-, whose meaning 'to agree' has been ascribed to the
infl uence of Buddhist Sanskrit and Pali sal11-. A loanword may be blended, e.g. Indian
piiramitii- 'perfection' > piiriil11atii-, here with the common Khotanese abstract suffix
-iimatii-. A loanword becomes homonymous with a native word, e.g. Indian iitama- in the
sense of 'Buddhist tradition' « Sanskrit iigal11a-) became homonymous with Khotanese
iil11atama- 'wish, desire' « *iikiima-).
Borrowings from other languages are rare. ( I ) Tocharian. The only instance seems to be
Old Khot. puka- 'cubit' from Toch . A poke 'arm'. (2) Chinese. Apart from proper names
and titles borrowings, few administrative terms are attested; e.g. kbJa ' 1 6 ounces' from
Chinese chin (jin), k�(flt 'voucher, receipt' from Chinese cll 'ao (chao). (3) Tibetan. Loans
are rare and confined to Late Khotanesc, e.g. skyaisa 'official gift, present' from Tibetan
skyes. (4) Turkish. Except for a number of Turkish proper names and titles in Late
Khotanese n o loans have so far been found.

6. 1.3b Loanwords-TUl11s/zuqese
The short Buddhist Karmavacana text shows that Tumshuqese likewise borrowed its
Buddhist terminology in large measure from GandharI Prakrit, e.g. uviisaa- 'layman'
(Khot. ul'iisaa-) and retena- 'jewel' (Khot. ratana-). However in Tumshuqese there is
much stronger influence from Tocharian than in Kh otanese. The influence from Chinese
is minimal, Ciil!l�yii, from Chinese ch'ang shih (chang shi) designating the holder of an
administrative office, a term also attested in Khotanese, Middle Persian, and Uighur
(Bailey 1 96 1 : 1 1 8).

6.2 Sociolinguistic aspects
Polite Phraseology. The Khotanese verb parf- parsta- 'order' is used honorifically with
the infinitive like Sogdianfrm'y- and New Pe rsian farmiiy- : ku �!a past-ai nllid-ai 'Where
,
did you deign to stay? I n the imperative it may be rendered 'please': laka mara pary-a
l111il!ld-ai 'Please stay here a little'.
The loanword usahy- 'endure' is used as an honorific in stead of a verb of motion: vii
usahy-a kU-1!1 bis-a balys-a 'Deign (to come) to where my house (is), Buddha' (Z 2.58).
It is customary in letters to refer to oneself as nasa- bfsa- 'humble servant'. The phrase
drun-ii pvais-li ' I ask after the health' of persons known to the writer of a letter is
sometimes abbreviated to simply pvais-u 'I ask after'.

7 DIALECTS AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
Although some fragments appear to contain rare forms, it has not so far been proved
that the extant material in Khotanese and Tumshuqese reflects traces of dialect dif
ferentiation. Khotanese and Tumshuqese themselves, although closely related, must be
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considered independent languages rather than dialects. They were spoken in widely sep
arated communities that were political1y independent of each other, and in view of their
divergent historical development the level of mutual intel1igibility must have been
extremely low.

7. 1 a Khota nese
See Bailey 1 963: vii-viii; Canevascini 1 993: xvii; Emmerick 1 987b; Skja:rv0 1999:
294-30 J .
It has always been clear that Khotanese shows a striking phonological development that
Bailey compares with the development of Latin to Italian and French. It has however
not always been realised that the phonologically late forms are also attested very early.
The texts reflect accurately the observation made by the Chinese pilgrim Hsiian-tsang
(Xuan-zang) in the seventh century that the learned form of the name of Khotan
was hvatana-, the Old Khotanese form, while at the same time the popular form was
hval!zna-, the Late Khotanese form. Kumamoto ( 1 996: 90) suggests that the monastic
trad ition of writing in Old Khotanese did not survive the period of Tibetan sway in
Khotan (ca. 790-840 CE).
Attempts have been made to distinguish between more than j ust Old and Late
Khotanese, but unanimity prevail s only with regard to the existence of two phonological
sytems, the details of which have graduaJly been established. Skja:rv0 has recently begun
to argue in favour of three stages in the development of the language, which he terms
Old, Middle, and Late Khotanese (see Skja:rv0, 2002: lxx-lxxi, 2004: Ixxiv-Ixxv).

7. t b Tumshuqese
The scanty extant material provides no indication of the phonological development of
the language. The earliest text, the Karmavacana, has a different appearance largely due
to the fact that it was written before the introduction of the nine new signs used in the
later texts (cf. section 1 .2, Writing systems).

7.2 Demise of the languages
We have no direct evidence concerning the demise of Tumshuqese and Khotanese, but it
is probably significant that no Khotanese text can be dated to later than the tenth century,
whereas the language was flourishing throughout the century. It can hardly be coinci
dental that Khotan fel 1 to Moslem invasion early in the eleventh century.

8 SAMPLE KHOTANESE TEXT Z 23.22-25

jaf!1bvlv-i

tram-a vastat-a

Jambudvlpa such became
'Jambudvlpa had become such (as)

kho ju

ku

$-a $$av-a sUir-yau hal!llsa leu

like indeed the night stars
with
'just like the night with (its) stars

ne marata balys-a ni vei

ita

where not here
Buddha not been is,
when no Buddha has been here,'

na sat-a sta haf!1ba{i-a mast-a

where not risen is fuJI
moon,
when the fuJI moon has not risen,'

-�
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o k�fr-a ku

ne rre na-sta

o �-a bis-a ku

hva�!-a mi(ie

or land where not king not-is
'or a land where there is no king,

or the house where master dies.
or that house where the master dies.'

triim-u miiiiaJ?1d-u a-nah-a

ysamassand-ei harbiss-a ttfya

such like
protector-less
world
all
' Likewise, the whole world (was) then without a protector.'

haJ?1ggargg-a harbiSS-a hayirulJ.-e

khan-a

then,

buss-a pana�!-e

gatherings all
pleasures
'All gatherings, pleasures,

laughter jokes disappeared.
laughter, jokes disappeared. '

pan-ye tter-a

samu kho tt-ye

ka�c-a uysnor-a

ci

mata

mf(ie

every's so-great anxiety of-living-being just as of-him whose mother dies.
'The anxiety of every living being (was) as great as that-of-one whose mother dies.'

balys-u vate ka�can-a ysir-u

juhan-a stor-u uysnor-a

yearning greatly living-beings
'Beings (were) greatly yearning

Buddha for anxious fiercely
for the Buddha, fiercely anxious.'

paljsargg-a harbiSS-a hva'nd-a mari

a'gy-e dfvat-e yak�-a

men
tormented all
'Tormented (were) all men,

here

residing deities Yak�as.
deities residing here, Yak�as.'
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C H A PTER E I G H T

PERSIAN AND TAJIK
Gernot Wind/uhr and John R Perry

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview

The focus of this chapter is Modern Standard Persian and M odern Standard Tajik. Both
evolved from Early New Persian. Western Persian has typologically shifted differently
from modern Tajik which has retained a considerable number of Early Eastern Persian
features, on the one hand, and has also assimilated a strong typologically Turkic com
ponent, on the other hand. In spite of their divergence, both languages continue to share
much of their underlying features, and are discussed jointly in this chapter.

1 . 1 . 1 Historical background
Persian has been the dominant language of Iranian lands and adjacent regions for over a
millennium. From the tenth century onward it was the language of literary culture, as
well the lingua franca in large parts of West, South, and Central Asia until the mid
nineteenth century. It began with the poli tical domination of these areas by Persian
speaking dynasties, first the Achaemenids (c. 558-330 BCE), then the Sassanids (224-65 1
CE), along with their complex political-cultural and ideological Perso-Iranianate con
structs, and the establishment of Persian-speaking colonies throughout the empires
and beyond. The advent of I slam (since 651 CE) represents a crucial shift in the history of
Iran and thus of Persian. It resulted in the emergence of a double-focused Perso-Islamic
construct, in which, after Arabic in the first Islamic centuries, Persian reasserted itself as
the dominant high register linguistic medium, and extended its dominance into formerly
non-Persian and non-Iranian-speaking territories in the East and Central Asia.
The writing system became that of the new dominant religion, and there occurred
increasing infusion of Arabic features into the lexicon, phonology and grammar (com
parable to the absorption of the Norman component into English). However, throughout
the evolution of the literary standards from Early New Persian to M odern Standard
Persian the considerable typologcal changes that Persian underwent are due to both
internal Persian developments, induding the leveling of regional features, and to the
assimilation of expanding areal cross-linguistic typological isoglosses.
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1. 1.2 Persian and related groups
See Chapter 2, Map 2.6.

1 . 1 .2. 1 Varieties of Persian
Overall, Persian varieties are divided into a Western group mainly in Iran and an Eastern
group in Afghanistan and Central Asia, with transitional varieties.

Caucasus
The northwestern outpost of Persian is Caucasian Tat Persian spoken in an Azeri Turkic,
Caucasian and Armenian environment, with three varieties: (a) M uslim and (b) Jewish
(Juhuri) in Azerbaijan and Dagestan, and (c) Christian Armeno-Tat in Armenia.

Iran
( I ) Persian sociolinguistic registers include:
(a) Modern Standard Persian, the written norm in Iran (Farsi) and Afghanistan
(Dari), evolved d uring the last few centuries:
(b) Colloquial Persian, specifically the normalized form of Colloquial Tehrani Per
sian, used for most polite spoken communication, which increasingly shows
reflexes in the standard l anguage;
(c) Xodemuni 'our own ', « xod-eman-i), i.e. familiar speech, the non-normalized
local variant such as in Tehran.

(2) Regional and local varieties in the urban centers throughout Iran in non-Persian

dialect and language areas.
(3) Khorasan Persian varieties, representing a major distinct regional subgroup and
stretching from east of Tehran to the Afghan border. Tehran to the Afghan border.

Transitional group
Varieties straddling the Iran-Afghan border: ( I ) closely related Kohistani in Iran and
Afghan Farsiwani, and (2) Sistani on both sides of the border.

Afghanistan
See Kieffer 1 983, inc!. map and detailed table.

( I ) Afghan Persian, officially called Dari, mostly close to literary Persian.
(2) Kaboli (Kaboli), increasingly become the standard Afghan vernacular.
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Large regional Persian varieties include:
Herati (Herati) near the Iranian border.
Ayamaqi (Aymaqi) near Herat (in pockets also in Iranian Khorasan).
Hazaragi (Hazaragi), stretching northeast through the Afghan center, some in Iran.
Afghan Tajik in the NE, including Afghan Badakhashani, the latter with the outpost Madaglashti near Peshawar in Pakistan.

Note that the terms "Tajik" as well as "Dari" are sometimes erroneously used collect
ively for all Afghan varieties.

Central Asia
Tajik, in an Uzbek Turkic environment, with four broadly defined groups (see 1 .2 below).
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1 . 1 .2.2 Related varieties and dialect groups

Colonial Persian
Persian was cultivated at the courts of the Anatolian Seljuk and Ottoman rulers (from
ca. 1 200-1 922), several of whom are known for composing Persian poetry. Probably best
known among their proteges is Rumi (d. 1 273), the most cherished Persian mystic poet
who had come to Konya from Wakhsh near Balkh in Afghanistan. Literary Ottoman
Turkish is a virtual amalgam of Turkish and Persian (with all of the latter's Arabic loan
.
elements).
In the East, Urdu developed under heavy Persian influence. Persian first entered India
with the conquest of north-west India by Ghaznavid armies in the eleventh century. Four
centuries later, Persian was chosen as the court language of the Mogul rulers ( 1 5301 857), who were major patrons of Persian literature and poets from Iran, unlike the
contemporary Safavids in I ran .
It was at the courts of India and Turkey where many of the major traditional
dictionaries of Persian were compiled from the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries,
including grammatical treatises. Simultaneo usly, there developed in India a Persian
vernacular, and it was from the Indian scribes and secretaries that the English officers of
the East India Company, a number of whom wrote grammars of Persian, learned their
Persian, with all its local idiosyncrasies. Persian was abolished in its last official bastion
the courts of law-in 1 837 by the authorities of the East India Company.

Judea-Persian
Judeo-Persian varieties, like other Judeo-Iranian varieties, are found throughout I ranian
speaking regions, such as Jewish Tat Persian and Bukhara Tajik. In fact, Jewish mer
chants and travellers have been the earliest speakers who wrote in Early New Persian, and
left its earliest documents. These and later documents, in a Hebrew-writing tradition
parallel to that in Arabic, have been crucial for the study of the diachrony and diatopy of
Persian (e.g. Lazard 1 968; Paul , ed., 2003a).

Luri-type and Fars dialects
In SW I ran there are two groups which can be recognized as "Perside", i.e. they continue
numerous features that evolved from Southern Early New Persian (see 7 Diachrony),
though each evolved differently:

( I ) The Luri-type dialects (Luri proper, Bakhtiari, Boyer-Ahmadi, Mamasani
Kohgeluye).
(2) The Fars dialects stretching from the Gulf into western and central Fars.
1 . 1 .2.3 Number of speakers
According to various sources, the totals of native speakers of Persian and its varieties
(or rather 'ethnic' Persians) in the three Persian-speaking countries vs. the total popula
tion (who at least use or understand Persian as a second language) are: I ran 35170 m;
Afghanistan 1 7/33 m (Hazara 2.8 m; Aymaq 380,000); Taji kistan 5-617 .2 m. Overall, the
numbers are, counting speakers outside these countries. a total of 6011 1 0 m, and of these:
3 5170 m for Western Persian vs. 23/40 m for Eastern Persian . The estimates for Caucasian
Tat suggest about 26,000, now reduced from a much larger number due to (partially
forced) assimilation and emigration.
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1 . 1 . 3 Evolution of Standard Persian

1 . 1 .3 . 1 Early linguistic groups
Sou rces from the nineth--eleventh centuries distinguished four linguistic groups:
( I ) Parsi, the literary Middle Persian (mainly used by Zoroastrian priests).
(2) Parsi proper (mutlaq), the literary and spoken Southern Early New Persian
used from Fars to Sistan, which had retained numerous Middle Persian features and
vocabulary, with relatively few Arabic loans.
(3) In the North, (Piirsi-i) Dari: The term originally referred to the administrative
and spoken Persian that had developed at the Sassanian court in Ctesiphon and was
administratively used throughout the Empire. In Khorasan it had already replaced the
local Parthian dialects even before I slamization. As a ready vehicle for the M uslim
administrations, besides Arabic, it became the vehicle of the Muslim mission into Central
Asia and beyon d, where a Persian variety had already been used as a lingua franca.
This process not only led to the ultimate replacement of Sogdian, Bactrian, and
Khwarezmian, but also inserted into this Dari an increasingly larger Arabic loan
component as well as local eastern Persian and other I ranian vocabulary.
(4) Pahlavi, Ar. jalt/avi, lit. 'Parthian': The term implied the non-Persian Iranian
languages, particularly in western and central I ran which was once part of the former
Parthian Empire.
In addition, Early New Persian varieties must also have been spoken in Sassanian
border garrisons east and west. One of these was probably the ancestor offat Persian in
the Sassanian outpost at the Caspian gate to the Caucasus, Darband. The others, prob
ably older, were the outpost in Central Asia out of which ultimately developed Afghan
and Tajik Persian.
See also the detailed study by Perry (2009).

1 . 1 . 3.2 Arabic and Turkic
See Chapter 2, Map 2.7.
( I ) Arabic and Turkic
A major contributing factor to the Arabization of Persian was the magnitude of Arab
settlement in Greater I ran, and presumably the intense interaction and intermarriage
between the immigrants with the local populations at both the highest and lowest
social levels, and after large numbers of Arab tribes moved into the Fertile Crescent
during Sassanian times, Shapur II (r. 309-379) settled some of them in Fars as well as in
the hinterland of Bam and Kerman. After Islam, settlement occurred in various waves
throughout, and was most extensive in eastern Iran, including Khorasan, Afghanistan,
and Central Asia. At its height, the number of Arab immigrants may have totaled
250,000. While these Arabic-speaking populations were ultimately absorbed, except for
isolated Central Asian Arabic pockets (eastern I ran, northern Afghanistan, Central
Uzbekistan), Arabic continued as the high register literary language during the earlier
centuries of New Persian, mainly as the dominant language of science and religion, and
may have at least indirectly affected even syntax, particularly through extensive transla
tion activities both from and into Arabic.
In contrast, the immigration of Turkic speakers has led to the Turkification of large
regions, mainly in Azerbaijan (Azeri Turkic) and less so in Fars (Qashqa'i) and Kh orasan
(Turkmen). In addition, dynasties of Turkic or Turko-Mongol origin ruled in Iran from
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the late tenth century to the twentieth century. Linguistically, there has been considerable
Iranization of Turkic, but the intense Turko-Iranian symbiosis has also effected
grammatical innovations i n Persian, including the emergence of the evidential catgegory
in the verb system during the nineteenth century (for this section, see also Windfuhr
2006).
(2) Shift of cultural centers
Early New Persian Dari became the vehicle for the emerging New Persian literature.
Even before the Mongol invasion in the thirteenth century, the literary center shifted
westward, prominently to the city of Shiraz in Fars. This extended process led not only
to the elimination of the Eastern linguistic shibboleths, but also to the demise of the
Early Southern standard. With the rise of the Safavids at the beginning of the sixteenth
century, the center shifted north to Turko-Persian bilingual Esfahan, and finally with the
rise of the Qajars to Tehran at the beginning of the nineteenth century.
In overview, the sociolinguistic set-up from Late Sassanian times may be shown as
follows: (see also section 8 Diachrony and dialectology)

Late Sasanian
Early Islamic
M ongols, 1 3th cent.
Safavids, 1 6th cent.
Qajars, 1 9th cent.

Iranians
High
M iddle Persian
Arabic, Dari
Persian
Persian
Persian

Persians/Non-Iranians
Low/Lingua franca
Dari
Dari
Persian
Persian Turkic
Persian

1 .2 Tajik
Tajik, or Tajik Persian (zabon-i tojikf, zabon-i forsi-i tojik) is a variety of New Persian
used in Tajikistan and parts of Uzbekistan, including the cities of Bukhara and
Samarkand. Since the 1 920s it has been fostered as the national and literary language of
the Soviet Socialist Republic (from 1 99 1 , the independent state) of Tajikistan. The Tajik
and Iranian Persian speech areas are not contiguous, but lie at opposite ends of a con
tinuum with Persian dialects of Afghanistan in between, and interrupted by areas of
Turkic (Turkmen and Uzbek) speech . Spoken Tajik has been evolving independently
of Persian of Jran since the sixteenth century, but the written language (which functioned
as the common language of high culture, government, and diplomacy in Central Asia
and India) maintained a virtually universal standard, based on Classical Persian, until
the early decades of the twentieth century.
In the Soviet period, with the promotion of a more vernacular style and lexicon and
the systematic introduction of Russian loanwords, language change was more rapid. The
writing system was changed from Arabic to Latin in 1 928, then to Cyrillic in 1 939. The
modern literary language (zabon-i adabi-i hozira-i tojik, as planned and exemplified by
Soviet Tajik writers of the 1 920s and 1 930s, notably Sadriddin Aini) was based loosely
on the style of the old cultural center, Bukhara, and contained many Uzbek loanwords
and some syntactic structures calqued on Uzbek usage. I n recent decades writers from
different regions of Tajikistan, and some who have traveled abroad, have introduced a
more varied style, including features closer to the Persian of I ran.
Tajik dialects may be divided broadly into two groups: North-western and South
eastern, corresponding in rough topographical terms to the lowlands and highlands
respectively of the Oxus basin. Several refinements of this scheme have been proposed,
and much fieldwork remains to be done. The most comprehensive classification posits
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four groupS: ( I ) Northern, compnsmg Bukhara, Samarkand and Derbend in
Uzbekistan, the Ferghana Valley (including Khujand, former Leninabad), and extending
down the Varzob valley to the region of the capital , Dushanbe. (2) Central, comprising
the upper Zarafshon (Zeravshan) valley. (3) Southern, stretching south and east of the
capital , in Kulob and Qarotigin (Karategin) regions, including Gharm, as far as the
Pamirs (Mountain Badakhshan). (4) South-eastern, in Darvoz region, on the bend of
the Oxus near Rushan.
Dialects of the last two groups have strong affinities with those of the left bank of the
upper Oxus in Afghanistan's province of Badakhshan. They include Tajik as the contact
vernacular (called forsi) of Gorno-Badakhshan, extending into Afghanistan and
Wakhan. In these regions the native language of a majority of the population is one of
the Iranian dialects of the Pamir group (see Chapter 1 4a).
Northern dialects have been influenced to varying degrees by Uzbek, with which there
is widespread bilingualism. A distinctive sub-variety of Northern Tajik speech , with a
modest literature, is that of the Jews of Bukhara, most of whom have emigrated.
Dushanbe was a small market town before its promotion to national capital in 1 924 and
the consequent influx of Tajiks from elsewhere in the region and of Russians and other
Soviet nationalities. Though nominally included in the Northern dialect area, it is
again in a state of demographic fluctuation since independence, and is best considered
separately. There are approximately five million Tajik Persian speakers in Central Asia
and Afghanistan, including minorities in U zbekistan and Kirgizstan. The so-called
Tajiks of south-west Xinjiang, in and around Taxkorgan (Tashqurghon) - an official
nationality in China - are speakers of Pamir languages (mainly Sarikoli and Wakhi),
not Persian.
The variety of Tajik described here is basically the ideal, and to an extent still trans
parently hybrid, Modern Literary Tajik ( M LT), unless otherwise noted.

Notes
( I ) In the following Modern Standard Persian and Modern Standard Tajik are referred

to as Persian and Tajik.
(2) In examples, Persian and Tajik forms are separated by a slash: xiindlxond '(s)he
read'.
(3) In phonemic transcription, (a) initial glottal stop is not marked, and (b) stress is
indicated by an underlined vowel.

1 .3 Writing systems

1.3. 1 Persian
The Persian writing system uses the Arabic alphabet, which is a consonantal system.
Vowels are written as follows: the three long vowels are represented by the letter of the
consonant nearest in pronunciation. Thus, the letter <y> represents both y and i [i], <w>
both v and u [ill, and <alef> both the glottal stop ' and ii. The three short vowels may be, but
are usually not, represented by diacritics which ultimately derive from the same letters
<w>, <y>, and <alef> . The main innovations in Persian are two: additional letters were
created for the four Persian consonants p, C, g, Z by providing three dots to distinguish the
"Arabic" letters <b>, <j> , <k>, <z> (the dots merged into an oblique stroke in the
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case of <g» . Unlike Arabic, in final position, short vowels are always represented by
consonantal letters, final a by <w>, and both final e and a by <h>.
The A rabic orthography is retained, distinctly by the subset of letters marked A in
Table 8 . 1 a. They represent pharyngeals, a pair of non-strident interdental fricatives, and
the voiceless stop q, which in Persian phonemically merged with the corresponding plain
and strident consonants, respectively, except i: > z , while q merged with voiced y. Other
wise, the orthography is basically phonemic in the represen tation of the consonants and
long vowels, but does not represent short vowels other than in final position. In rare
TABLE 8.1a: PERSO-ARABIC A LPHABET
Position in Letter Group
Filial Medial Initial Separltte

Name
alef

y.

...

..,.,

'-:;'u.

:i'
:i..

�

C'

+-

.;>

C

�

7-

�

t

t

7
....

:..

6-

�

c:
.l.

.;.....

i

J-

'7
w

�

c:
.:..

i..>'"

..;..

<Y"-

,
.....

..!:

A

j
j

P

J::

0'"

v'=>.b.

....:....

�

.b.

.b

u'"
.b

h

h

.b

.b

...

i:-

t

"-

U-

.s..

..s..

So.

t

0-

:L

J.

{
1

0-

.i.

J..

r

�

"'-

+,!-

CS"

A

=

I:-

t

t

!

U

oS;

....s;

.§

�
j

A
A
A
A
A

J

A

�
J

P

("

U
A

xe

�

0'

J

<.S

a
b
p
s
j

c
P ce
A he-ye j i m i h

�

J

j.
.J.

be
P pe
te
A �e
jim

Phollemic

dal
zal
re
ze
ze
sin
ins
sad
zad
ta
za
eyn
yeyn
fe
qaf
kaf
gaf
lam
mim
nun
vav
he
ye

x

d
z
r
z
z

s

s

s

z

z
q
f
q
k
g

I

m

n
v/u/owlfinal
h/fina\ e, a
y/i/ey

letters occurring mostly in Arabic loanwords; P

The basic shapes

JJ � I

do not connect to the left.

=

0

letters found in Persian only.
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instances, an Arabic pharyngeal letter is used, such as <�> in <�ad> for sad 'hundred'. In
Turkic loans, fronted .lkl and backed Ikl are represented by <k> and <q>, respectively.

1.3.2 Tajik
The Tajik alphabet adds six supplementary letters to the Cyrillic inventory (distinguished
by means of diacritics), and despite post-Soviet spelling reforms, the Cyrillic orth ography
established for Tajik in 1 939 remains Russian-specific in significant ways. Since examples
taken from M LT will be presented in transliteration, certain peculiarities of the standard
orthography must be noted here.
The yotated vowels (51, e, e, 10: in Russian, devices to indicate that a preceding
consonant is palatalized) each serve to represent the combination of the consonant
Iyl and a following vowel , though Iyl is sometimes represented by H: cf. rY 5IJl giiy-ad 'says',
IDHUH yundT 'dishwater', XOHae xonae Ixon,!!-yel 'a house', taHer tayyor 'ready'; in the
last example, the geminate Iyyl is written with a sequence of two distinct graphs. Prefixed
verb stems may likewise be disguised: 05lJl o-yad or bHe5lJl hi-o-yad 'let him come'. The
letter <e> additionally represents simple leI after a consonant: JlHJleM did-em 'we
saw'; word-initially, leI i� written with nOll-yotateu cJ: jjlaK li.lllk 'sieve'. RlIssian H is
quasi-yotated and in Tajik always represents Iyil after a vowel : XOlJaH MaH xOI1{!.-i man I
xona-yi manl 'my house', HaHCTOH naiston /nayistonl 'reed bed'.
Th e letter H (with macron) is a device to distinguish accented word-final -T (one of
two morphological formatives) from unstressed final -i of the syntactic ezii/elizoJat (EZ)
clitic (see next section): JlYCTH MaH 'my friend', but JlYCTH 'friendship'; the macron is
dropped before an EZ: JlYCTHH XaJIKXO diisti-i xalq-Ito IdLlsti-yi xalq-hol 'friendship of
peoples'. It is also used in monosyllables: KH kf 'who?' (as distinct from the unstressed
subordinizer ki), 'IH CT 'what?', CH sf 'thirty', -MH -ml! (interrogative enclitic).
2 PHONOLOGY
A major factor in the development of the Persian phonology has been the impact of the
Arabic loan component, which constitutes approximately 50 percent of the lexicon, with
approximately 25 percent freq uency of usage. Not as extensive was the impact of the
Turkic loan component (and Persian-Turkic bilingualism). Also, the effects of social
dynamics are difficult to determine. A particularly challenging aspect is the rather unique
cultural setting in Iran, where until recently schooling involved the intensive study of
classical Persian li terature and prosody through all levels of education.
2.1 Inventory
The sound system of both Modern Standard Persian and Tajik are essentially the same
and quite symmetrical. There are a total of 29 Persian and 30 Tajik segmental phonemes
including four pairs of stops and four pairs of fricatives, two nasals, a liquid and a trill,
three glides, and three pairs of vowels. The single difference is found in the diachronic
development of the ENP velar fricative y and loaned uvular q, which merged in Persian
but not in Tajik, and that of the vowels.
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TABLE 8.th: TAJIK ALPHABETS
Cyrillic
Letters

Sound

a
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a
b

r

g

B
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e
e

)1(
3

3
3

V
Y

d
e
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z
Z

z
z
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i

H
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y
k
q
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0
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u
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x
h
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C
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j

h

Y

:J
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10
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S
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Letter
name

ARABO-PERSIAN ALPHABET EQUIV A
Position in letter group
Medial
Final
In itial
Isolated
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TABLE 8.2: VOWEL SYSTEMS
Diachronic Development
Modern Standard Persian

e

Early New Persian

0

Tajik Persian

/\

f e

u
v

e

u

v

ii

u

/\

ii 6

a

ii a

ii

a

0

Qualitative Characteristics
Modern Standard Persian

Front Central Back

High
High mid
Mid
Mid low
Low

u
0

ii

e
a

Tenseness
tensellong (stable)
lax/short (unstable)

u ii
e 0 a

Modern Standard Tajik

High
High mid
Mid
Mid low
Low

Front Central Back

Tenseness
stable
e
unstable i

u

ii

e

0
a

ii

u

0
a

2. 1.1 Vowels
Both Modem Standard Persian and Tajik have reduced the eight-vowel inventory of
Middle and Early New Persian to six, but in quite different ways. Whereas in the Persian
of Iran the two long mid vowels e and {j collapsed with high f and ii, in some varieties of
Tajik length was neutralized by the merger of the short and long high vowels and the
rounding of long ii, as in the scheme in Table 8.2. The vowel systems of Persian and Tajik
are thus as follows (see Windfuhr 1 987: 543, and Ansarin 2008).

2. 1 . 1 a Persian
While the original opposition was one of length, the lowering of the short high vowels
and the raising of the long mid vowels and merger with the old long high vowels resulted
in the opposition of levels, a pair of high vowels and pair of mid vowels. Correspond
ingly, ii is lower than low mid a. The primary distinguishing feature, while inherently long
and short, respectively, is stability, in part indicated by the lengthening of e a 0 « i a u)
when stressed and their shortening and partial conditioned assimilation when unstressed.
While length distinction is neutralized in Persian in most environments, it is usually
found in initial stressed syllables of vocatives and imperatives (Windfuhr 1 979: 1 36):

i vs. e:
u VS. o:
ii vs. a:

bi-adab!
h!!:sang!
nii-kas!

b�-gu!
hQseyn!
n�-gu!

'impolite!'
'Hushang!'
'nobody!'

'say!'
'Hoseyn!
'don't say ! '

Assimilation
In Persian colloquial speech the unstable vowels e 0 a are subject t o assimilation in height
and rounding: keltd > klltd 'key', xeyiibijn > xTyiib!!:n 'street', bolyr > bUlyr 'crystal', b�-gu
> bQ-gu 'say!' (be- > bo- - bU- only in a few h igh-frequency stems with back vowel).
Similarly, a ( 1 ) tend; to b� raised (a) before sibilants: madrase > madrese 'school', casm
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> ceSlI1 'eye' (whose a is retained in the venerable expression casm 'all right, it will be
done' abbrev iated from the phrase meaning 'by the light of my eyes'), and (b) generally in
the 2s and 3s personal clitics: ket[lb-at. -as > ket[lb-et. -eS 'your, his book', and (2) there
tends to be length assimilation: nah[lr > Iliih[lr 'lunch'.
The two diphthongal sequences ey and ow « ai, al/) increasingly tend to be contracted
to the long vowels [e:], and OIV > [0:] even in higher registers: key > [ke:] 'when', dolV >
[do:] 'run(ning), race', ce-towr > [ceto:r] 'how', contrasting with short e and 0: ke [ke]
'general subordinating conjunction', do [do] 'two'.

2. 1 . 1 b Tajik
The Tajik central and back vowels are rounded: 11 (orthographically <ft» is more close
than u, and slightly lower; a is more open than the Russian 0, and without any lv-glide.
The older phonemic contrast of length is now replaced by a contrast between stable
and unstable vowels. The stable vowels, which are phonetically invariant, are e, ii, and o.
The unstable vowels, in which the length and quality of articulation vary according
to the phonetic environment, are i, a, and 1/. Thus in stressed position and unstressed
closed syllables they are equivalent in length to the three stable vowels; in unstressed open
syllables they may be shortened and reduced to � or elided, e.g. did '(s)he saw', d'gar
'other, else'; dud 'smoke', g'doz 'melting'; bad 'bad', b" dan 'body'. (In some dialects,
e.g. of Bukhara, phonemic length is preserved in ilf and uID.) The vowel i is lowered to e,
and u to ii, before h or the glottal stop and a consonant: istehsol 'production ', 1I10ne'
'hindrance' (cf. istiloh 'idiom, term', 1110hir 'skilled'); 1111lhtaram 'respected' (cf. mustaqil
'independent').
Note that in the following II is transcribed as II, and finally stressed i by f, which reflects
the Cyrillic-Tajik orthography.

2. 1.2 Consonants
TABLE 8.3: CONSONANTS
Stops/Affricates
tense/voiceless
lax/voiced
Fricatives
tense/voiceless
lax/voiced
Nasals
Liq uids/Glide

Labial

Dental

Palalal

Velar

Uvular

p
b

I
d

C [tsh]
j [dzh]

Ie
g

q
q-

(TAJ)
(PERS)

f

s
z

s
z

x

-y

(PERS)

v
(PERS)
v-w (TAJ)

m

y (TAJ)

Glallal

h

n
I. I'

Y

- = conditioned varilltion

2. 1 .2. 1 Stops and fricatives
The distinctive feature of the pairs of stops and fricatives in contemporary Persian is still
being debated. It may be indentified either as voice or as tenseness, as in this essay.
Tense p t k are slightly aspirated word-initially [khar] 'work'.
Fronting of k and g before i e a is typical for Persian speakers of Azeri Turkish
background, as it is in Tajik under the influence of Uzbek: Pers./Taj . [k'ar] 'deaf'.
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2. 1 .2.2 Velar y and uvular q

This phoneme has triple origins: ( I ) the inherited lax fricative y; (2) the Arabic voiceless
stop q and the voiced fricative y; and (3) the Turkic voice-neutral velar stop k before back
vowels. -- In Tajik, the opposition between q and )' is retained.
In Persian, q and y have merged into a lax consonant: while systemically a lax fricative
in the system, its peculiar articulation appears like a virtual compromise of its origins: ( I )
intervocali cally i t is a lax velar fricative, [y]; (2) in initial and final position i t i s a lax
uvular stop [q], which often has an affricate-like release before vowels (varying with the
speaker and speech-situation); (3) in spoken Persian, it tends to be assimilated to a tense
stop or fricative, eqtesiid [extesad] 'economy', raqs [raxs] 'dance', vaqt [vaxt] 'time'.
2. 1 .2.3 Glottal stop

The glottal stop has a triple origin: ( I ) the inherited automatic feature before initial
vowels and in hiatus, ['inl'in] 'this', [pa'iz/po'iz] 'autumn', affixal [xan�-'i/xon�-'e] 'a
house; (2) in Arabic loans, (a) the phonemic glottal stop: so 'iillsu 'ot 'question' and (b) the
pharyngeal stop ayn : ma 'niilma 'no 'meaning'.
Note t ha t ill the transcription here the initial glottal is not marked.
2. 1 .2.4 Palatal i

This is of limited distribution, occurring in a few Persian words such as iiitelio/a 'dew',
moielmiia 'eyelash'. - In Tajik, it also occurs in Russian loans; in spoken Tajik it tends to
be replaced by j. (This is also a feature of Uzbek, standardized under a single grapheme;
it is noteworthy that the Tajik and Uzbek sound systems are virtually identical.)
2. 1 .2.5 v

-

IV

In Persian this l abiodental is bilabial only in the diphthong, au > ow before consonant
and pause. - In Tajik there is conditioned variation: intervocalically v is realized as
bilabial I V in ( I ) final position, (2) between rounded vowels, and (3) pre-consonantally
after a: varaq 'page', beva 'widow', but goll' 'cow', suwol 'question', qawl 'speech' (Taj .
orthographically, <qavl» , corresponding to Pers. giiv, so'iit, qOlVt. Afghan Persian has
retained bilateral IV in all environments (note that Persian and Tajik v < w).
2. 1 .2.6 Lateral l
Arabic rounding of I may be fo und in alliih and yallii 'let's go'.
2 . 1 .2.7 Final position

Lax stops tend to lose release in final position, while in some dialects of Tajik b d g tend
to be devoiced.
Similarly nasals and l aterals tend to lack release in the environment CC-pause: [sellL]
'pail', [hokMJ 'order, judgment'.

2. 1.3 Syllable structure
Given the phonemization of the glottal stop, the syllable structure is predictable: CV,
CVC, CVCC: tiilto 'till', dar/dar 'in', dastldast 'hand'. Accordingly, the syllable boundary
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is any consonant before a vowel: dast-am [das-tam] 'my hand', and diphthongs have the
structure VC: eyvan/ayvon [CVCCVC] 'porch', qOlVl11/qalVl11 CVCC 'extended family,
clan'.

2. 1 . 4 Clusters
In clusters, tenseness tends to be neutralized: [mo S Kel] 'difficult'.
2. 1 .4.1 Initial clusters
The inherited initial cl usters have been resolved by prothetic or epenthetic vowels, either
of which could become standardized, e.g. st-: star 'star' > setare/sitora, br: bradar
'brother' > baradar/barodar, but also brii 'brow' > abru/abru. Borrowings of an aberrant
structure are assimilated by the introduction of epenthetic or prothetic vowels (to resolve
initial consonant clusters), e.g. Pers. estudiyo 'studio', teren 'train', Taj. istansa < Russ.
stantsiya 'station '.
In Tajik, Russian borrowings have added alien initial clusters to the corpus, as zveno
'team, unit', Stalinobod (former name of Dushanbe). Such loanwords have been repro
duced in their original orthographies (regarded as normative) in successive writing
systems; the degree to which speakers assimilate them to native phonotactic and phonetic
norms depends partly on non-linguistic factors such as their level of education and
cultural predilections.
2. 1 .4.2 Final clusters
The Arabic impact brought a large number of final clusters that contravened Persian
phonotactics, especially those involving obstruents and their clusters, notably in final
position, e.g. qotb/qutb 'pole', majd/majd 'glory'. These were integrated into the Persian
system.
In Tajik one finds a common "Eastern" feature whereby medial or final consonant
clusters may be epenthesized: sl:!..krulhZ 'thank God', but sl:!..k"r 'thanks', or be reduced .
2. 1 .4.3 Gemination
This is a distinctive characteristic of Arabic, whereas in inherited Persian items it is a
marginal feature. While retained in high registers, it is eliminated in contemporary
standard pronunciation, e.g. korre 'foal' vs. kore 'globe' (Ar.), mat(t)e '(mechanical) drill',
bana 'building' (Ar.) vs. banna 'architect' (Ar.)
2 . 1 .4.4 Glottal stop, h and r
Other than in high register or in slow articulation the glottal stop and h tend to result
in the compensatory lengthening of the preceding short vowel: Pers. ba'd> [ba:d] 'after',
or in occasional compensatory germination of continuants: Pers. jom'e > [jom (:)e]
'Friday'.
Similarly, h tends to be lost in postconsonantal and final position: Pers. sobh > [sob]
'morning', [sob-e zud] 'early morning'.
In colloquial Persian, final r tends to be elided in final position in some high-frequency
items such as agar > [age] 'if', digar > [dige] 'other; moreover'.
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In Tajik, particularly in southern dialects, there is a tendency to drop h in all positions,
and to drop r before d in a few common words, especially in the past stem of the common
auxiliary kG/'dan, kad-um 'I did', etc.
This loss Tajik has in common with Afghan Persian, where the tal in this environment
is additionally lowered to ta l: ba'd > Iba:dl 'after', sahr !Sa:r I 'town'.

2.1. 5 Hiatus
2. 1 . 5. 1 Standard Persian and Tajik
No two adjacent vowels are allowed Hiatus breakers are ( 1 ) -y-, or (2) a glottal stop with
the copula and with both indefinite and derivational -i:
( 1 ) Pers. xane-ye tolxona-yi to 'your house', qali-ye bozorglqoli-yi buzurg 'large carpet';
n�-y-aln�-y-o 'don't come! ', less distinct when combined with i: mP-a-y-andlme"!'-o-yand
'they come', mP-a-'il11lme-Y-o-'em 'we come', b!..!'-alb!..J'-o 'come!'
(2) xastelxasta -'am, -'i, - 'ast, etc, 'I, you, (s)he am, are, is, tired', etc.; indefinite -i/-e:
jt!:,-'i!jQ-'e 'some place'; and derivative -{: kojfl-'Pkujo-'{ 'where from'.
For intervocalic -g- see section 2.3 Morphophonemic alternations.
2 . 1 .5.2 Colloquial absence of hiatus
The absence of the hiatus breakers -y- and glottal stop, coupled with contraction and loss
of postconsonantal h and -ra > -ro > -0, is a major feature that distinguishes less formal
registers of Persian (see section 2. 1 . 5.2):

ketab-ht!:,-yam >
ketab-fl-m
'my books';

ham�-y-as >
hama-s
'all of it';

ham�-y-as-ra >
hama-s-o
'all of it (dir. obj.)';

raft-�-'i >
raft-{
'you have left'.

2.1 .5.3 Persian final -e as a dialect feature
Where Persian has final stressed -� all other varieties of Persian have -�, including Tajik
and Dari and Kaboli of Afghanistan: Pers. hame, Taj . Iwnw, Kab. hama. The examples
above show that in suffixation Persian colloquial has retained the common Persian
feature and not been subject to this dialectal feature of Standard Persian.
2.2 Non-segmental features
( I ) Stress is word-final in nominals, including nominal verb forms: bacc�/bac� 'child', did
d�nldid-�n 'to see'. Trisyllabics have secondary initial stress: b�cce-g-Pb�ca-g-{ 'child
hood', dfd-dan-p d{d-an-{ 'worth seeing'. Transparent compounds may exhibit one or
more secondary accents: k�m-st!:,lIk�m-sQI 'juvenile', Pers. bonyt!:,d-gozflr{ 'founding',
,
trisyllabic m[ijera-j'!:. 'adventure seeker, adventurous'; Taj . k�m-bay�l 'poor (person) (kam
'little' + sal/sol 'year', bayal 'armful'), Taj . nQ-taw!.l1-bil1[ 'envy' (no-tavQI1 'not-able' +
binf seeing').
A number of common adverbials and interjections have initial or penultimate stress:
bqlelb�le, t!:,re/Qre 'yes', b�lke/b�lki 'but (rather)" x�li/x�le 'very, a lot', qmmfllC!:,mmo,
v�li/v�le 'but', y�'ni/y�'ne 'i .e., 'I mean', f!:.yalQYo (interrog.), zfrfllz�ro 'because', h�tta/h�tto
'even', but Pers. albatt� vs. Taj . alb�tta 'of course', Pers. halt!:, vs. Taj . hQlo, hQle 'now';
further, Taj . mQYlas 'Good, OK', Taj. kC!:,n f 'well, then'; and conjunctions compounded
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with the complementizer ke/ki: h�r-kelhqr-ki. Adpositions and enclitics of all kinds are
unstressed.
(2) Stress in verb forms is basically regressive, though less so in Tajik than in Persian.
The subjunctive-imperative prefix be-Ibi-, the imperfective prefix mi-Ime-, and the nega
tive prefix na-, are always stressed, the latter assuming primary stress: 111£-ra v-amlmf!.-rav
al11 'I won't go', nf!.-mi-ral'-al11ln(i.-me-rav-al11 'I won' t go'. With be-Ibi-, Pers. bf!.-gir-id
'take-2p!', Tajik differs in having primary stress on the final syllable with secondary stress
on the prefix: b£-gir-�d. Similarly, stem-initial past tense fo rms have stress on the stem
syllable in Persian, but in Tajik may stress either stem or the (personal) ending according
to context: Pers. ggt-iIll/Taj. gift-em - glljt-f!.111 'we said (it)'. The original stress on the
personal ending in un-prefixed present forms is retained in the definite future: xah-�m raft
'I will go'.

2.3 Morphophonemic alternations
Synchronically there is a morphophonemic alternation between word-final -el-a and
-qd-a� before the stressed suffixes -ani-on (alternate plural marker), -anel-ona (adjectival)
and -i/-i (nominal and adjectival): baccelbaca 'child' > bacce-g-an Ibacag-on 'children',
bacce-g-ane/baca-g-olla 'childish, children 's', bacce-g-ilbaca-g-i 'childhood'. Unlike
Persian, Tajik has also developed a derived participle: kard-a > kard-a-g-i 'done' (see
section 3.2.2.2).
In Tajik, this g is now intuited as euphonic, and is supplied even for words in -a of non
Persian origin (talaba 'student', pI. talaba-g-on). Note also yak-to 'single', yak-to-g-i
'singly', while in Persian such derivation from words of Arabic origin is rare): qa'ede
'rule; menstruating' > qa'ede-g-i 'menstruation'.
Related, but irregular and rare, is suffixation of the generalizing plural suffix -j-at to
final vowel: ruz-Ilame 'newspaper' > ruz-nal11e-j-at 'the printing media', sabzi 'greens,
vegetable' > sabzi-j-at 'vegetables' in the generic sense.
Diachronically, -eg originates in the Middle Persian suffix -ag, while the alternation -i 
-i-j-at originates in Middle Persian suffix -[g, which was loaned early into Arabic, with
Pers. j > g, and, with the abstract feminine plural marker -at, was later re-Ioaned into
Persian, where it is moderately productive, where g thus still underlies the stem form.
In fact, most conspicuous is the com plex morphophonological alternation that is
inherent in the morphology of the massive Arabic loan component (see section 7.2 . 1 ).
Less evident, and frozen, is the complex Indo-European type morphophonol ogy of
Old Persian which is still evident in ablaut series like bar 'load' > bar- 'bear, carry' > bor-d
'carried' « br-ta, from the OIr. verb bar- 'bear, carry'), but is largely obscured (see
section 3.2. 1 . 1).

3 MORPHOLOGY
3.1 Nominal morphology
Substantives are weakly divided between nouns and adjectives; there are no characteristic
stems and no case inflections. Many adjectives and primitive nouns are identical (javanl
javon 'young; a youth', Mlalbolo 'high; top' - also an adverb, 'up'), and derived adjectives
may often function as nouns (Buxoro-i'Bukharan; a Bukharan', honar-l11andlhunar-l11and
'skillful; a craftsman').
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Gender is not marked in nouns or pronouns. Sex may be distinguished lexically : morql
l11ury 'fowl, hen', xoruslxllriis 'rooster'; more generally by selective use of a qualifier: bozl
bllz 'goat', nar-bozlnar-buz 'billy goat', made-bozlmoda-bllz 'nanny goat'; xar-e Ilarlxar-i
nar 'male donkey', xar-e madelxar-i modo 'female donkey'. Borrowed Arabic and
Russian feminine nouns are used in context: raqqaselraqqos-o '(female) dancer', Taj.
sllldenllw '(female) student', including the feminine marking in abstract terms such as
xarej-e, in terms like vezaral-e omur-e xarej-e 'ministry of foreign affairs', and female first
names: m. Taher, f. Tahere.
Animate vs. inanimate distinction is found in subsets of interrogative-indefinite
pronouns (see section 3 . 1 . 3. 7a)
3. 1 . 1 Nouns

Nouns are distinguished by having the categories of number and of definiteness indefiniteness, and by syntactic status, i.e. their ability to combine in an ezaJeli::.oJat (EZ)
construction as both heads and modifiers by means of the particle -el-i and to take
ad positions. Since this construction is so fundamental to the elucidation of nominal
categories in Persian, a short prel iminary definition is olTered here (see section 4.2
Eziife):
( I ) In a nominal EZ the modifier is a noun, pronoun or NP designating the possessor,
matrix, source, agency or other relati onship with the head: dor-e xaneldar-i xona
'the door of the room', xolase-ye dastanlxulosa-i doston 'the gist of the tale', rq(tan-e ul
rciftan-i vay 'his departure'.
(2) In an adjectival EZ the modifier is an adjective or adjectival phrase qualifying the
head: /rava-ye xublhavo-i nayz 'nice weather', casm-an-e pOI' az asklcasl11-on-i pur az ask
'eyes full of tears'.
3. 1 . 1 . 1 N umber
3. 1. 1.1a -Iuil-llo and -ani-on

Singular nouns are zero-marked, plurals by the suffixes -hal-11O and -ani-on. The former is
universally applicable: Ciz-halciz-ho 'things', pesar-halpisar-11O 'boys', asb-halasb-ho
'horses', ma'na-halma'no-ho 'ideas'; -ani-on is more limited in application and less
frequent, denoting ( I ) animates: pesar-anlpisar-on, asb-on, mo'ollem-halmuallim-on
'teachers'; (2) paired parts of body: lab-anllab-an 'lips', dast-anldast-an 'hands', etc. - a
relic of the ancient dual number; (3) a few other words: deraxt-anldaraxt-on 'trees';
setarelsitora 'star', setare-g-anlsitora-g-on 'stars'; it is stylistically marked as literary in
register, and relatively more frequent in Tajik than in Persian .
Morphophonemic variants occur after -al-o (dana-yanldono-yon 'sages'). There is a
frozen plural of niyalniyo 'forefather' in niya-k-anlniyo-k-on.
3. 1.1.1 b Arabic loan plurals

The Arabic loan component includes a large number of pI ural forms:
( I ) Arabicate suffixes in -atl-ot, -e-j-atl-a-j-ot, -inl-in: xiyal-atlxayol-ot 'dreams,
fantasies'; qal'e-j-atlqal'a-j-ol 'fortresses'; mo'allem-inlmu'allim-in 'teachers'.
(2) Most distinct are the Arabic "broken plurals": olamalulamo 'religious scholars', sg.
alemloUm; axbarlaxbor 'news', sg. xabarlxabar 'information, news'. For lexicalization of
such plurals, see section 7.2. 1 Loanwords.
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3. 1 . 1 .2 Indefinite -i/-e and yek/yak
Indefiniteness may be marked by the (unstressed) enclitic -if-e. The preposed numeral
yek/yak 'one' may also function to mark indefiniteness. Both may combine, mostly in
coIloquial speech.

mard-i iimad/
yek mard iimad/
mard-e omad
yak mard omad
'some man came'; 'one/a man came';

yek mard-i iimad/
yak mard-e omad
'some/a man came'.

While most frequently found with singular nouns, it likewise occurs with plural nouns
(see also section 5.2 . 1 Definiteness and specificity). Tajik also aIlows plural without
enclitic -i:

yek mard-/zii-i iimad-and/
yak mard-ho-e omad-and
'some (or a certain) men came';

yak piyola-11O
'some cups'.

Note that the admission of the plural marker distinguishes this function of yek/yak
from its role as a numeral.
3. 1 . 1 .3 Tajik indefinite determiners
In Tajik, there are also two explicitly indefinite determiners, yag-on and kadom (yak) .
These determiners may also be applied to plural NPs. (Note that this function of
kadom is distinct from its function as interrogative-indefinite 'which', which determines a
specific NP):

yag-on ruz ba xona-i
mo marhamat kun-ed
some day to house-EZ us kindness do-p
'please come and visit us some day';
kadom yak zan-e

yag-on odam-Ito-e
some persons-INDEF
'some persons or other';

did-am

some one woman-I NDEF I saw
'I saw some woman or other'.
3. 1 . 1 .4 Persian referential -e
Colloquial Persian stressed -e (-h-e after vowel) has referential function to a person or an
item spoken about by the speaker (similar to colloquial English 'this . . . here, that . . .
there');

pesar-� C1Z-l
na-goft
boy-REF thing-INDEF did not say
'this/that boy didn't say a thing';

bacce-h-e ce mi-xii-d
child-REF-what wants
'what does this/that child want?'.

3. 1 . 2 Adjectives
Adjectives may be used attributively, predicatively, and adverbially. In no case do they
vary for number, or show agreement with any other of the properties of the head noun,
unless themselves substantivized:
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in gol-ha sefid ast/in gul-ho safed-ast
'these flowers are white'.
3 . 1 . 2. 1 Subsets

3. 1.2. 1a SlIbstqntivized adjectives
Substantivized adjectives behave like nouns, but show animacy distinction in the plural,
animate -iin vs. inanimate -ha: digar-iin/degar-on 'the other people' vs. digar-hii/degar-ho
'the other things'.

[sefid-hii-yasJ zibii-st/
zibii-yiin-e hiiliwud/
[safed-ho-sJ zebo-st
zebo-yon-i holivud
'the beauties-EZ Hollywood'; 'the white ones are beautiful', lit.
'the white [ones] of it'; note the sg. verb.
3. 1.2. 1b Morphological subsets
( I ) Several morphologically distinct classes of adjectives, often substantivized, are made
up of verbal participles (see section 3.2.2 Nominal forms).
(2) Another large notable subset is represented by A rabic loan adjectives as well as
active and passive participles.
3 . 1 .2.2 Comparative
The comparative degree is marked by the stressed suffix -tq,r/-tq,r: bozorg-tar/buzurg-tar
'greater, bigger'. Suppletive are ( I ) Pers. xub > beh-tar 'good > better', but Taj . xub-tar;
(2) xeylilxele > bis(-tar) /be!(-tar) 'much, very > more'.
The standard of comparison is introduced by the preposition az/az 'from': az iin
bozorg-tar/az on buzurg-tar 'bigger than that'.
In attributive position the comparative is connected with the noun in the EZ construc
tion like the positive; in predicative position, the adjective usually precedes the copula or
verbs of becoming (but may also follow the verb):
Attributive EZ

ketiib-e bozorg-tar [az iinJ
kitob-i [az on] buzurg-tar
book-EZ from that bigger
'the bigger book';

Predicative
[beh-tarJ ast/
in boluz az iin
[xllb-tarJ-ast
in kurta az on
this blouse from that better
is
'this blouse/tunic is better than that'.

In colloquial Tajik the posItIve may also be used in a comparative function In
predicative position, similar to Turkic:

in kurta az on [xub] as
this tunic from that good is
'this tunic is better'.
3. 1 .2.3 Superlative
The superlative degree is marked by -tar-{n/-tar-{n.
I n an attributive NP the superlative usually precedes the noun in both Persian and
Tajik, but may also follow in the EZ construction in which case the superlative is
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expressed as a universal comparative, using the phrase (lZ hCllnelaz /wnw 'than all'. In
Tajik, the superlative may follow the head similar to the positive and comparative:

kllh-e az hame boland-torI
boland-tar-ill /wld
baland-tar-in hlh
/(llh-i az /W/71([ balalld-tar
'the highest mountain'.

lalh-i balalld-tar-in

In predicative position the superlative is similarly expressed as a universal comparative:

in kuh az hame boland-tal' astl
ill /(lih az homo balalld- iar ast
'this mountain is higher than all

=

the highest'.

ELLIPTIC SUPERLATIVE

The elliptic substantivized superlative may head a partitive EZ construction, or a pro
nominal eli tic, denoting the class of things being compared :

[bolalld-tar-iIlJ-e kllh-ha-ye
donyal
[baland-tar-inJ-i /alh-lto-i
dUIlYo
mountains-EZ world ';
highest-EZ
'the highest mountains of the world';

bozorg-tar- in-e.Sa/11
buzurg-tar-in-ason
biggest their
'the biggest one of them'.

3 . 1 .2.4 Intensive reduplicated and echoic superlative
Adjectives may form a red uplicated EZ construction to express superlative grade,
'exceedingly', etc. xlIb-e xlib 'totally good ', sabz-e sabz 'very, thoroughly green'.
In Tajik, similar to Turkic, some qualitative adjectives (esp. of color) form an intensive
by addition of a stressed pre-ech oic syllable, i.e. a duplicate of the adjective's first syllable
plus a labial, voiced or unvoiced as appropriate: Taj . sap-sared 'snow-white', sip-siyoh 'jet
black', top-torik 'dark as dark (could be)'.
3. 1 . 3 Prono uns and deixis

3 . 1 .3. 1 Personal pronouns and deixis
Personal pronouns are of two kinds: independent and enclitic (colloq.

=

colloquial):

TABLE 8.4: PERSONAL AND DEICTIC PRONOUNS
INDEP.

Is

manl
man

2s

3s

101

/II

III

Colloq.

ii

veyl
I'ay

Ip

mal

2p

3p

somal

isanl
eson

mo

slImo

ma-hal

soma-hal

/110-110 (n) ,

sllmo-17o,

mo-),on

slImo-),on

Far

ani

Near

inl

in-hcil

in

in-llo

ENCLITIC

on

an-llal
vay

on-ho

Is

2s

-ami

-all

-asl

-emanl

Ip

2p

3p

-am

-at

-as

-amon

-alon

-ason

3s

-elanl

-esanl

I'ay-o
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3. 1.3. 1 a Register and animacy

1 p malmo may refer to the speaker, both as the plural of majesty and as a member of a
soci al group. In polite or formal speech, 2p SlIIl1lilsllmo is also used to address an indi
vidual. In turn, the colloquial pluralized forms in -hal-ho, Taj . also with al ternate -on,
function to refer to more than one person.
The 3rd person personal pronouns are marked for human animacy, but not gender: ulrt
'he, she', isanldon 'they (human)', in Persian also polite for an individual.
In Tajik, the 3rd person is augmented by the demonstratives in and on. On-ho may also
refer in respectful usage to one person, and has replaced earlier don 'they' (human),
which became an honorific and ultimately a common noun referring to religious dig
nitaries (oll-ho may thus refer in respectful usage to one person).
Veylvay. In Persian the pronoun vey is a highly marked polite 3s human alternate,
mostly literary, and lacks a plural form, while in Tajik vay is both animate 'he, she' and
inanimate 'it'. It has the plural form vay-o, and may also function as an unmarked
demonstrative adjective: vay kor 'that matter', vay mard-ho 'those men'.
(Note also the animacy distinction in the indefinite-interrogatives kilkr 'who' vs. celer
'what', and kaslkas 'person' vs. Cizlch 'thing', and compound forms with them).
3. 1.3. 1b Attachment of object marker

The direct object marker -ral-ro (see section 3 . 1 .4.2) is affixed regularly in the literary
language, except for the standard contraction 1 s ma-ralma-ro « man-ra). Spoken Persian
and Tajik exhibit a variety of forms, notably postconsonantal -ral-ro > -ol-a, including
man-olman-a, to-rolto-ra, Taj . vay-a.
3 . 1 .3.2 Possessive construction
Possession 'mine, yours, his', etc., is expressed by EZ constructions: Persian mal-e, lit.
'possession of', Tajik az on-i 'from that of' followed by an independent pronoun. Az an-i
and similar constructions are also found in local Persian dialects and earlier stages of
Persian .

l11at-e
in pilI
in pul
az oll-i
this money property-EZI
from that -EZ
'whose money is this?

- l11al-e
ki-st
kr asf?
- az on-i
who COP.3s - property EZI
from that-EZ
- it's ours'.

ma-stl
1110-St
we COP.3s

3 . 1 .3.3 Enclitic pronouns and oblique
These interpose a euphonic -y- after vowels (Sahr-ha-yemanlsahr-ho-yamon 'our cities'),
but in colloquial speech the initial short vowel of the personal clitics contracts with
preceding vowels, as shown in the following example (combined with contracted -ral-ro):

dast-ha-yat-ra
be-deh-id!1 >
dast-llO-yat-ro
dih-ed!1 >
hand-p-your.s-DO IMP.give-2p
'give me your hands!'.

dast-a-t-o be-d-id!1
dast-o+at-it!

These enclitics function as oblique cases, including possession as in the example above,
and as direct and indirect objects.
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3.1 .3.4 Demonstratives and quasi-articles
The demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adjectives are identical in form; as adjec
tives they are preposed. In Persian there is a two-term deictic system, inlin 'this', anion
'that'.
In Tajik there is a three-term system, the basic forms being in 'this', on 'that', as well as
vay 'that'; the third term is generally interchangeable with on, but may be more a rhet
orical anaphoric word:

qin bud-agf-st
'vay kor
tough GERV-COP3s that work
'must be a tough job, that'.
Inlin and art/on are fairly weak demonstratives, and function virtually as definite
articles.
3. 1.3. 4 Emphatic ham-

The demonstrative function is often intensified by prefixation of the emphatic particle
ham- 'same', ham-illl ham-ill, hall/-ailihaill-oll:

ham-in rah dorost astl
ham-in roh durust-ast
this very road right-COP.3s
'this road is the right one';

rah-e dorost ham-in astl
roh-i du/'Ust ham-in-ast
road-EZ right this. very-COP.3s
'the right way is this one'.

In Tajik dialect also occurs havay « ham + vay) 'that very (one)'; other colloquial
variants include I, amI, amu (for in, ham-in, ham-on).
Compounds include: (hamJ in-jal(ham-J in-jo 'right here', (ham-Jan vaxtl(ham-Jon
vaqt 'just then'; (ham-J eon-inl (ham-J eun-in 'this very -, just like this, just so', (ham-) Con
anl(ham-) Cun-on 'that very one, etc. '; and idioms such as Pers. (ham-J injur 'just this way,
manner', etc., Taj. (ham-Jin xel 'this sort' , (ham-Jon guna 'that kind'.
3 . 1 .3.5 Reflexive-emphatic pronoun
3. 1. 3. 5a Reflexive

The pronoun xodlxud is used possessively, 'own', reflexively, 'self', and emphatically,
'-self'. When possessive and reflexive, it refers to the subject; when emphatic, there is no
such restriction.
( I ) In a possessive EZ phrase, it combines with a specifying enclitic pronoun:

medad-e xod-am sekastl
qalam-i xud-am sikast
pen-EZ own-my brake.PT.3s
'my own pen broke'.
In the 3rd person , possessive xodlxud and xod-as, xod-esanlxud-as, xud-ason may sub
stitute for enclitic -as, -danl-as, -ason to resolve a possible conflict of scope:

baradar [-as] -ra kost/
barodar [-as] -1'0 kust
brother his
DO kill.PT.3s

'he (A) killed his (A's or B's) brother';
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baradar-e [xod}-as-ra kost/
barodar-i [xud}-as-ro kust
brother-EZ self-his-DO kill.PT.3s 'he (A) killed his (A's) brother';
baradar-e [u} -ra kost/
barodar-i [u} -ro
kust
Brother-EZ he-DO kill.PT.3s

'he (A) killed his (B's) brother'.

In this disambiguative use, xod/xud is not necessarily emphatic.
(2) As a reflexive pronoun it combines with the appropriate enclitic pronoun and
adposition:

xod-am-ra mi-senas-am/
xud-am-ro me-sinos-am
self-my-DO IPFV.know. PR-1 s
'I know myself';

az xod-esan mi-tars-and/
az xud-ason me-lars-and
from self-their IPFVfear.PR-3p
'they are afraid of themselves'.

3.1.3.5b Emphatic
( 1 ) When used emphatically, it precedes a noun or pronoun attribute in an EZ construc
tion: xod-e to/xud-i to 'you yourself', or with the addition of an enclitic pronoun: xod-at/
xud-at 'you yourself:
Subject
xod-e mo 'allem goft/
xud-i mu'allim guft
self-EZ teacher say. PT. 3s
'the teacher himself said so';

Object

xod-e mo'allem-ra kost-and/
xud-i mu'allim-ro
kust-and
self-EZ teacher-DO kill.PT-3p
'they killed the teacher himself'.

(2) In topical constructions, the noun or independent pronoun is placed at the head:
ma xod-eman mi-dan-im/
mo xud-amon me-don-em
. we self-our
IPFVknow.PR- l p
'we ourselves know';

mo 'allem xod-as goft/
mu'allim xud-as guft
teacher
self-his say.PT.3s
'the teacher, he himself said so'.

3 . 1 .3.6 Reciprocals
( I ) The main reciprocal pronoun is ye-digarlyak-digar 'one-another' or
ham-digar/ham-digar 'each other' (often with pronominal enclitic):

pas az digar-i
yek-i
yak-e
pas az digar-e
one-INDEF after from other-INDEF
'one after the other/another';

ham-digar-esan-ra mi-senas-and/
ham-digar-ason-ro me-sinos-and
each other-their-DO IPFVknow.PR-3p
'they know each other'; also pas az yak digar.

(2) The particle ham/ham 'same, together' may also function as a reciprocal pronoun
synonymous with yek digar/yak digar, here with prepositions ba/bo 'with' and az/az
'from':
[ba ham} raft-im/
[bo ham} raft-em
together go.PT- I p
'we went together';

[az ham}
joda
sod-and/
[az ham}
judo
sud-and
from each other separated become.PT-3p
'they parted'.
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3 . 1 .3.7 Interrogatives, indefinites, and related adverbials
Animacy distinction is partially retained lexically in the basic interrogative and indefinite
pronouns, and by the plural distinction animate -an/-OIl vs. inanimate -ha/-ho of the
indefinite pronominal determiners and of 'other'.
3. 1.3. 7a Basic interrogatives and indefinite determiners

( I ) Basic interrogatives
(a) pronominal: animate kilk/ 'who?', pI . ki-ha/ki-ho, inanimate celC/ 'what?', pI. ceha/ci-ho, ce-/ca- in compounds;
(b) demonstrative: kodam/kadom 'which?', pl.kodam-ha/kadom-ho;
(c) quantitative: cand/cand 'how many';
(d) adverbial : key/kay 'when?', koja/kujo 'where', and ku/ku 'where is, are' (lacking
the copula);
,
(e) causal: cera/caro 'why? ;
(f) yes-no interrogative: aya/oyo 'whether' (see section 5. 1 .3 Questions).
(2) Basic indefinite determiners and compounds
(a) pronominals: (aa) animate kas/kas 'person, somebody' (pI. kas-an/kas-on, con
textually with a connotation of persons of good or noble standing) and (ab)
inanimate CizlCiz 'thing, something'; (b) quantifiers: (ba) distributive har/har 'each',
(bb) hic/hee 'any (at all)' (interrogative or with negative na-), and (bc) collective
hamel/w/1w 'all', (bd) cand/cand 'several, a few', also candin/ca/1din.
Examples:

ki bud/ke bud 'who was (it)?'; Pers. ce sode 'what happened?', Taj . C/ gap-ast? 'what's the
matter?'; kodam, hal', hic, h{l/l1e ruzlhar, hec, hama ru: 'which, every, no (not any), all day';
cand ketab dar-i/cand kitob dor-i 'how many books do you have?', cand(-in) biir/cand(-il1)
bor 'several times'; key, koja raft-iI/my, kajo raft-i 'when, where did you go?'; hasall ku/
hasan ku 'where is Hasan?'; cera na-y-amad-i/ca/"O na-omad-i 'why didn't you come?',
aya dorost nist?/oyo durust nest? 'isn't that correct?' .
3. 1.3. 7b Pro/1ominal quantifiers and demonstratives

The interrogatives and quantifiers function as pronouns under the following conditions:
( I ) hic/hec functions as a pronoun by itself: hic na-goft-am/hee na-gl!!t-am 'I didn't say
anything'.
(2) hame/hama similarly functions as a pronoun: h{l/l1e amad-alldl/wma omad-and 'all
came'. It is also often used in EZ with a pronoun or noun, singular or plural, to express
totality: hame-yeman/hama-amol1 'all of us', hame-ye dOl1ya/hama-i dunyo 'the whole
world', hame-ye zan-ha-ye deh/hama-i zal1-ho-i qis/oq 'all the women of the village' (It
likewise functions as an adverb, see section 3. 1 . 5 Adverbs).
(3) kodam/kadom requires suppletion by a partitive EZ phrase or an enclitic: kodam-e
in-hii/kadom-i in-ho 'which (one) of these/them?'; kodam-esan amad/kadom-ason omad?
'which (one) of them came?' (human, pI. clitic); kodam-as-ra mi-deh-i?/kadom-as-ro
me-dih-/! 'which (of them) will you give?' (non-human, sg. clitic); plural, kodam-ha
yeman/kadom-ho-yamon? 'which (ones) of us?'.
(4) har/har 'every' minimally req uires a nominal when used pronominally: hal' yekl/zar
yak 'every one'.
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(5) cand/cand both as interrogative and non-interrogative determinative minimally
,
requires a classifier: cand ta/cand to 'how many/several (items) .
3. 1.3. 7c Compound indefinite forms

The basic in terrogatives and basic indefinite determiners combine to form indefinites:
( I ) hic-kodam/hee-kadol11 'not anyone, none': hic kas nist/hee kas nest 'there's no one
(here)', hic kodal11-e an-ha/hee kadom-i on-ho 'none of them';
(2) har-kas, -Ciz/har-kas, -Ciz 'each one (person, thing)', whoever, whatever'; hic-kcls,
hic-Ciz (colloq. hiccf)/hee-kas, Ciz 'anyone, anything' (with negative na-);
(3) hame-kas, -cizlhama-kas, -Ciz 'everyone (all persons), everything (all things)';
har-kodam/har-kadol11 'every (single) one';
(4) har/har with the pronominal interrogatives function as heads of generalized relative
clauses: har(-an-)ke/har(-on-)kf . . 'who(so)ever . . . ', har-ce/har-cf . . . 'whatever
. . .'; hal' koja/har kujo . . . 'wherever . . .', etc.
-

.

In addition, there are compounds with yek/yak 'one': har-yek/hal'-yak 'everyone', hic
yek/hee-yak 'no one', kodam-yek/kadol11-yak 'which one?', yek-cand/yak-cand 'a few':
ek-cand naf{trlyak-cand nafar 'a few people' (with regular singular after numbers).
.v
The indefinite clitic -i/-e, in colloquial Persian combined with yek, is frequently added
to the pronominals: kodam kas-i/kas-e 'which one (person)'; (yek) kas-ilkas-e, (yek) Ciz
ilCiz-e 'something'. It is similarly added to the numeral yek/yak 'one' and several common
nouns which thereby may function as indefinite pronominals: yek-i/yak-e, saxs-i/saxs-e
'someone' (,person, individual').
In terms of specificity, while the indefinite series kas-il/ws-e, Ciz-i/Ciz-e, etc., may be
either non-specific ('someone or other') or specific ('a certain person'), kodam/kadom in
its function as an interrogative determines a specific NP, with obligatory -ra/-I'o:
kodam zan-I'a
kadoll1 zan-I'o

did-id?/
did-ed?

which woman-INDEF-DO see.PT-2p
'which woman did you see?'
3. 1.3. 7d Other indf!;finites

( \ ) Other pronominal indefinites include: folanljalon used for a person or thing not
specifically named, 'such-and-such, so-and-so': folan ruzljalon I'UZ 'on such-and
such day', aqa-ye folan/oqo-yi falon 'Mr. so-and-so', ey folan!lay falon! 'hey, you
there' , folan-kas([alon-kas 'such-and-such a one, what's his name?', and low-respect
yal'u 'that fellow', lit. 'friend' .
(2) Other qualitative indefinites include (mostly literary) cen-in, -an - con-in, -an/cun-in,
-on 'such': cen-an kar/cun-on kol' 'such work, doing', also used adverbially: con-an
kal'd/cullOIl kard 'he did thus'.
(3) Other quantifiers include xey/ilxele 'much, many', kam 'little, few', kam-tar 'less,
fewer': kam-tar kas-ilkam-tar kas-e 'only a few, fewer (persons)', etc.
(4) The determiner 'some' is expressed by the Arabic loan ba'z-ilba'z-e preposed to a
plural noun: ba'z-i Tajik-hiilba'z-e Tojik-on 'some Tajiks' (note animate plural -on).
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3 . 1 . 3. 7e Compounds with ee-Iea-

Other adverbial determiners are compounds with interrogative eeler plus semantically
appropriate terms, here exemplified with interrogative ee-Ier (literal meaning of the sec
ond component in parentheses:
( 1 ) time and location: ee-vaqtlei vaqt 'when' ('time'); ee-ja'ilefjo-e 'where ('place');
(2) quality and manner: (a) ee now'lef nay' + N 'what sort of' ('sort, species'), (b) ee
gunelei guna 'how', + N 'what kind of' ('kind, color'), (c) ee-towrlef lavr 'how, what
manner' ('manner, kind'), (d) Pers. ee-jur + N 'how, kind of' (,kind'), (e) Taj . ef xel:
ee-gune hekayatlef guna hikoya 'what sort of tale(s)?', ee now' leMsl er nay' libos
'what kind of clothing?', etc.;
(3) amount expressed by -qad(a) rlqadar 'measure': ee-qadr mi-sav-ad I Ci qadar me-sa v
ad 'how much will it be?', eeqadr nanlef qadar non 'how much bread?'.
3. 1 . 3. 7/ Digarldigar 'other, else'

'Other, else' is digarldigar, used as a noun and adjective both independently and in
various constructions, including regular and inverted (preposed) EZ, the latter confined to
fixed phrases in the modern standards:
( 1 ) independent use with obligatory animacy distinction -an vs. -ha: digar-an 'the others
(people)', digar-ha 'the others';
(2) regular construction, mardom-e digarlmardum-i digar 'the other people', kas-i digarl
kas-e digar 'someone else', yek-i digarlyak-e digar 'another one, someone else';
(3) preposed, digar ki?ldigar kf? 'who else?', digar Ci?ldigar ef? 'what else, what next?'.
Particular idioms include ruz-e digarlruz-i digar 'the following day', Mr-e digarlbor-i
digar, digar Mrldigar bor 'once more, again; next time'.
3. 1 . 3. 7g Tajik hybrids

( 1 ) Turkic kimAssimilated into the Tajik literary language is a series of Uzbek-Tajik hybrids formed
from Uzbek kim 'who?': kim-kf 'someone (or other), anyone', kim-er 'something, any
thing', kim-kadom 'some-N or other': yay az kim-er no-rozi ast 'she's unhappy about
something,' kim-kadom vaqt 'sometime or other, whenever', dar kim-kujo-ho 'somewhere
or other'. As opposed to the Persian series kas-ilkas-e, ja'iljo-e, Ciz-ilCiz-e, etc., the kim
series is unambiguously non-specific indefinite.
(2) Tajik indefinite determiners
In Tajik, there are also two explicitly non-specific indefinite determiners, yag-on and
kadom (yak) :
[yag-on J ruz ba xona-i

mo

marhamat kun-ed

some
day to house-EZ us kindness
'please come and visit us some day'.

IMP.do-2p

These determiners may also be applied to plural NPs.
3. 1 . 4 A dpositions and case relations

Case relations may be expressed by means of prepositions, postpositions, or
ambipositions.
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3. 1 .4. 1 Prepositions

3. 1. 4. 1 a Primary prepositions
There are nine primary prepositions, one of which forms an EZ constructions (6), while
one is partially (7) and another (9) nearly fully replaced by such construction in col
loquial Persian .
( I ) belba 'to, in; with, by' (dative, direction, manner, means)
This is the most frequent preposition with a wide range of meaning:
Dative: be to mi-deh-amlba tu me-dih-am 'I'll give it to you'; direction: be sahrlba
sahr 'to the city', manner: be iisiin1fba oson{ 'with ease', lit. 'easiness'; means: be
(zabiin-e) fiirsi ha/fbe-zan!lba (zabon-i) tojikf gap zan! 'speak in (the language of)
Persian/Tajik!'.
(2) darldar 'in(to)' (locative)
In Persian colloquial speech this preposition in the sense of "inside" is frequently
often replaced by tu(-ye) , lit. 'the inside', in an EZ construction; in Tajik dialects it
tends to be reduced to da: dar iinjiildar on jo 'in that place, there', dar tiibestiinldar
tobiston 'in the summer', dar (- tu-ye) sanduq goziiStldar sanduq guzost 'he put into
the box'; idiomatic: dar ;n surat/dar in slIrat 'in this case', do dar doldll dar du 'two by
two'.
Omission of be and dar in Persian. In the locational and directional sense these
two may be omitted: (dar) tiibestiin xeyli garm mi-sav-ad 'it gets quite warm in the
summer', (dar) tehriin zendegi mi-kon-ad 'he lives in Tehran'; man (be) sinemii mi
rav-am - mi-rav-am (be) sinemii 'I'm going to the movies'.
(3) azlaz (a in Taj . dialects) 'from, than; along' (ablative, source, partitive; passage)
Ablative: 'az injiilaz injo 'from here', az emruzlaz im/"uz 'from today'; than: qeyr az
tolyayr az tu 'other than you', bozorg-tar az tolbuzurg-tar az tu 'older than you';
source: az tarslaz tars 'out of fear'; partitive: por az taliilpur az talo 'full of gold';
passage: az pelle Mlii raftlaz zina bolo raft 'he climbed the stairs'; az riih-e Tehriinlaz
roh-i Dusanbe 'by way of Tehran/Dushanba'.
(4) tiilto (up)to, until' (goal), 'for, as far/long as' (extent, duration)
tii Tehriinlto Dusanba 'till Tehran/Dushanba', fii hiiliilto holo 'until now'; tii andiize-il
to andoza-e 'to an extent'; tii dah ruz xabar-i na-diist-amlto dah ruz xabar-e na-dost
am 'for (a period of) 1 0 days I didn't get any news'.
Note that with human objects the locational-directional prepositions require the
adverbial noun pislpes 'front, before' in the sense of "presence": da/; be az piS-e
miidar/dar, ba, az, to pes-i miidar '(being) with, (going) to, (coming) from mother'.
(5) biilbo 'with' (comitative, instrumental)
Comitative: bii tolbo tu 'with you', bii ajalelbo ajala 'with, in haste'; instrumental: bii
cakoslbo cakus 'with the hammer', bii asb raftlbo asb raft 'he left on horseback'.
(6) barii-yelbaro-i (benefactive, purposive, causative, in origin ba riiy-e 'for the sake of')
Benefactive: in barii-ye to-stlin baro-i tu ast 'this is for you', barii-ye man ta'rif kon!1
baro-i man naql kun! 'tell me!', lit. 'narrate for me'; purposive: barii-ye celbaro-i Cf
'what forT; causative: barii-ye garmii 'because of the heat', but not so used in Tajik.
Pers. colloquial also has viise-ye (benefactive, purposive).
(7) bilbe 'without'
While still active in Tajik, in Persian this preposition has been largely reduced to a
privative preformative (see section 7. 1 .3 Word formation) and replaced by be-dun-e
in an EZ construction: bi - be-dun-e pedar 0 miidar/be pidar-u modar 'without father
and mother'.
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(8) bar/bar 'on(to)' (locative)
This preposition occurs mostly in fixed phrasing:
bana bar in/bano bar, 'based on this, accordingly'. bar aks/bar aks 'on the contrary'.
In Persian it has been mostly replaced by /'ll-ye, lit. '(sur)face of', in an EZ construc
tion, ru-ye mizlrii-yi mez 'on(to) the table'. In Tajik it is still used in basic locatice and
directional phrases: bar kfth ba/fbud 'there was snow on the mountains'; bar po istod
'she stood up, got to her feet'.
(9) cun/ciin 'like, similar to'
pesar-i cun to/cun tu pisar-e 'a son like you'; cun man 0 to/cun man u tu 'like me and
you'. This preposition is mostly replaced by the EZ construction.
3. 1.4. 1b Secondary prepositions

There are many more secondary prepositions.
( I ) Common compound prepositions of the structure N + Preposition. These include
hamrah M/hamroh bo '(together) with (person)', joz az 'except' (also without azlaz),
pis az/pes az 'before', pas azlpas az 'after', and prominently those based on a borrowing
from Arabic such as qabl az/qabl az 'before', ba'd az/ba'd az 'after', eMrat azliborat
az 'consisting of'; Pers. roje ' be/Taj . oid ba (or oid-i) 'about, concerning', qeyr az/yayr az
'other than, excepe .
The preposition az/az may alternate with the EZ without and with a difference
in spatial relationship; thus both birun-e/berun-i and birun az/bel'On az 'outside (of)',
birun-e - az sahr/berun-i - az sahr 'outside/out of town'; Pers. ba'd az 'after', but Taj. ba'd
az - ba'd-i. However, pis/peS 'front, before' when locational requires an EZ construction:
da/; be, az pis-e xone/dar, ba, az peS-i xona 'at, to, from the front of the house', but az/az
when temporal: pis az zohrlpeS az whr 'before noon '.
(2) There are numerous noun-adverbs or adjective-adverbs forming EZ constructions
with the focal noun or phrase, in combination with a primary preposition, mainly da/; be,
az (of which the first two tend to be omitted, particularly in colloq vial):
ru/ril 'on' ('face, su rface'), dar, be, az ru-ye divar/rtl-yi devol' 'on, onto, (from) off the
wall'; others include miyan/miyon 'between' ('middle, waisf), miyan-e man 0 to/miyon-i
man-u tu 'between you and me'; (dar) miyan-e kuh-hii/dar miyon-i kllh-ho 'amid the
mountains'; Pers. tu, darun/Taj . damn 'in' ('interior'), ttt-ye, darun-e xane/darun-i xona
'inside the house'; tah/tag 'under(neath), base of, end of' ('bottom'), tah-e deraxt/tag-i
daraxt 'underneath the tree'); zirlzer 'under(neath)" bala/bolo 'above' ('upper part') and
zirlzer 'below' ('lower part'), Mla-ye, zir-e mizl bolo-yi, zer-i mez 'above, under the table';
manand-e/monand-i 'like', lit. 'resembling', commonly l11esl-e/l11isl-i N (,likeness of'),
l11anand-e, l11esl-e to/l11onand-i, l11 isl-i tu 'like you'.
3 . 1 .4.2 Postposition -ra/-I'o
3. 1.4. 2a Specific direct object

The principal function of -ral-ro is to mark a definite and any otherwise specific noun or
noun phrase as the direct object:
ketab-ra xarid-al11/
kitob-ro xarid-al11

doxtar-e
duxtar-i

dust-es-ra
dost-as-ro

did/
did

book-DO buy.PT- l s
daughter-EZ friend-his-DO see.PT.3s
'I bought the book';'he saw the daughter of his friend'.
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In Persian colloquial, -rii > -1'0 > postconsonantal -0: II-rii gere/t-and > lI-ro gere/t-and
'they caught him', xiill�-rii xarid-and > XIIIl�-ro xarid-and 'they bought the house' (with
xiin e- > XIIIl�-); in-rii be-gil' > ill-o be-gil' 'pick up this one'.
1;:;- Tajik, -1'0 has the colloquial reflexes -ra, -a, -ya, this last after a vowel: ktiza-ya
ovard-am 'I brought the jug'.
3. 1.4.2b Temporal and local extension

In additi on, -r[t may mark focused temporal and local extension:
[emsab }-rii
[imsab-ro}

injii
injo

bils-idl
bos

[ill hame rill! }-ril
[ill hmna 1'011}-ro

nut-andl
nut-and

tonight-DO here be.IM P-2s/p this all
way-DO go.PT-3p
'stay here for the night';
'they walked all this way';
ru-ye

yax-ril

ilb

rixt-and

face-EZ ice-DO water pour.PT-3p
Pers. 'they poured water on the ice'.
3. 1.4.2c Tajik circumpositional -ro

In addition to marking the di rect object, -ro (or rather its colloquial reflexes) can be found
in several other uses. Thus, it may form circumpositions with nouns governed by
prepositions:
baro-i man >
baro-i k;: ?
[baro-i} kf[-raj? - [baro-i} man[-a}

az
[a ( az) }

sake-EZ who-for sake-EZ I-for
'for whom?
- for me';

from
laugh.INF-for die. PT- l p
'we died from laughing'.

=

xandidan
xandidan[-a}

l11urd-im >
murd-em

3. 1.4.2d Northern Tajik EZ with -ro

I n Northern dialects of Tajik, a construction using -1'0 widely replaces the Persian type
of EZ: The word order is that of the equivalent Uzbek NP l11uallim[-ning} kitob-i, lit. 'of
the-teacher his book':
pisar-i man > man[-a} pisar-am

kitob-i

son-EZ me
'my son';

book-EZ teacher
teacher-for
'the teacher's book'.

I-for

son-my

muallim> muallim [-a} kitob-as

book-his

Note that with this construction the definite direct object is not marked with -1'0.
Zaydullo-I'a palink-o-s

peS-l

usto

ovard-am

Z.-for
shoe.p-his [no DO] before-EZ cobbler bring. PT-I s
'I took Zayd ullo's shoes to the cobbler's'.
The use of -ro in the preceding two constructions is reminiscent of the earlier stages of
Persian (predicative) dative-possessive construction: ma[-ril} pesar-i hast 'I have a son',
lit. 'to-me a son is'.
3. 1 .4.3 Other Tajik postpositions
The use of postpositions is a feature that distinguishes Tajik from Persian.
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( 1 ) M LT is relatively conservative, admitting formally only barin 'like, resembling': man
[barin] odam 'a person like me' (vs. Pers. adam-i mesl-e, manand-e man, with indefinite
-i).
(2) Other postpositions are:
(a) qatf 'with' (found in Southern dialects and Afghanistan as a preposition): tu [qatf}
'with you', [bo] qosuq [qatf] 'with a spoon' (here as an ambiposition with the synonym
ous preposition bo); and (b) da « dar) 'in, at, to': ow[-da] raft 'she's gone to (fetch)
water'.
(3) Other postpositions used widely in the Northern dialects are direct borrowings
from Uzbek, e.g. -dan 'from'.

3. 1 . 5 A dverbs
3. 1 . 5 . 1 Nouns
Nouns with inherent locative and temporal meaning are typically found in adverbial
function, frequently without adpositions, as mentioned above: Mzar raftlbozor raft 'she
went to (the) market', :dine nist-and/xona nest-and 'they're not (at) home',
I terative-approximative -ha/-ho: Such nouns may be marked by plural -ha in its
function to express iteration or approximation: sab-[ha] kar mi-kon-adlsab[-ho] kor
me-kun-ad 'he works nights', in-ja[-ha]lin jO[-flO] 'around here somewhere, hereabouts'.
3 . 1 .5.2 Adverbs proper
Adverbs proper include the following:
( 1 ) A small set of invariable, unmodified adverbs, including hanuzlhanuz 'still, yet',
hamiselhame.sa 'always', hargez/hargiz 'ever' (with negated verb, 'never', in Pers. coli .
hie vaxt 'any time'), faqat 'only', Pers. coIl. hey 'continuously, repeatedly'.
(2) A small set of those which selectively admit of limited qualification includes the
words for 'now': hala/holo, hole, aknun - konun (literary) /aknun, Taj. hozir, modified
ham-in hMa, ham-aknun 'right now', aran 'now, this moment'. az, ta halalaz, to holo
'from now on, until now'; ta aknun/to aknun 'up till now', az aran 'from right now';
further, bas/bas 'enough' (bas-a/bas-o 'many, much', literary): az bas kelaz bas ki . . .
'so much that . . .'
3. 1 .5.3 Adjective-adverbs and noun-adverbs
Essentially all adjectives may function as adverbs. I n addition, aJarge number of nouns
function as noun-adverbs. Accordingly, the majority of adverbs are identical with or
derived from adjectives or nouns.
( I ) Common adjective-adverbs are: time, zudlzud 'early, soon', dirlder 'long, late' (dir
bazlder boz 'long ago, for a long time'; Taj . dar-rav 'immediately'; location, durldur
'far, distant', nazdiklnazdik 'near (to), at hand'; manner, tanhaltanho 'alone, only',
ahestelohista 'slow, slowly', yavaS 'slow, slowly, restrained', tond/tez 'quick, quickly'.
Adjectival adverbs admit of the comparative: zud-tarlzud-tar 'sooner, quicker',
har ee zud-tar 'as quickly as possible'.
(2) Common noun-adverbs are: Mia/bolo 'up, above, upstairs', pa'inlpoyon 'below,
down(stairs)'; em-ruzlim-ruz 'today', em-sallim-sol 'this year' and related time
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relational terms; nagahanlnogahon 'suddenly' « na-gah 'inopportune time'), gah
gahilTaj. goho 'sometimes' (in origin a plural, goh-ho).
(3) Abstract suffix N-{l-[. Adverbs may also be formed by the periphrastic structure: (a)
be N-ilba N-f for manner and (b) dar, az N-ildar N-ffor location, the derived quality
of the nominal assuming the stressed abstract suffix -il-f (see section 7 . 1 .2 Word
formation): be zud-ilba zud-f 'soon, quickly', lit. 'with quickness', be sefid-i-ye barflba
safed-f-yi barf 'as white as snow', dar bist kilometri-ye Tehranldar bist kilometrf-yi
Dusanbe '(at a distances of) 20km from TehranlDushanbe', (be) hamegil(ba)
hamagf 'altogether' (hame 'all').
(4) Reduplications of substantives, adjectives, and participles are also specifically
adverbial: gah-gah(i)lgoh-goh (f) 'from time to time, sometimes' (abstract -i-I-f),
tond tond gozastltez tez guzast 'it raced by', raft-e-raft-elraft-a-raft-a 'gradually'.
(5) Derivational are: (a) a few adjectives with suffix -anel-ona (see section 7. 1 . 2 Word
formation) form a few adverbs of time: sab-anelsab-ona 'at night, by night',
xos-baxt-anelxos-baxt-ona 'luckily, fortunately'; mota 'assef-anelmutaassif-ona
'regretfully'; (b) a few active participles in -anI-on, e.g. : davan-davanldav-on-dav-on
'at a run'.
(6) Arabic borrowings: (a) Adverbs in -an. These constitute the largest class of dedi
cated, morphologically marked adverbs: movaqqat-anlmuvaqqat-an 'temporarily',
ettefaq-anlittifoq-an
'incidentally', ba'd-anlba'd-an 'later', fowr-anlfawr-an
'immediately', asl-anlasl-an 'at all, ever', with neg: 'not at all, never'. (b) Common
adverbials modifying adjectives, adverbs and measure such as nesbat-anlnisbat-an
'relatively', kamel-anlkomil-an 'completely', Pers. taqrib-anITaj. taxmin-an
'approximately'. (c) Common Arabic adverbial constructs include la-bodllo-bud
'undoubtedly', be-la-faselelbi-lo-fosila 'without interruption, immediately', belaxarel
biloxira 'fin ally'.

3. 1.6 Numerals
3 . 1 .6. 1 Cardinal numbers
TABLE 8.5: CARDINAL NUMBERS
1 -9
Pers.
yek
do
se
cahtir
panj
ses
haft
hast
noh
•

1 1-1 9
Taj.
yak
du
se
cor, *cahor
panj
sas
haft
hast
nuh

Pefs.
ytizdah
davtizdah
sizdah
cahtirdah
ptinzdah
stinzdah
hefdah
heidah
nuzdah

1 0-90
Taj.
yozdah
duvozdah
sezdah
cordah
ponzdah
sonzdah
hafdah
haidah
nuzdah

Pefs.
dah
bist
si
cehe/
panjtih
sast
hafttid
hasttid
navad

1 00-900
Pefs.
Taj.
dah
(yek) sad
devist
bist
sisad
sf
til, *tihil cahiirsad
ptinsad
panjoh
sessad
sast
haftsad
haftod
hastsad
hastod
nohsad
navad

Taj.
(yak) sad
dusad
sesad
cO/·sad
panjsad
/sassad
haftsad
hastsad
nuhsad

literary, archaic

Numbers are construed in order from highest to lowest, with the connective enclitic -ol-u
'and' after each range: bist-o yeklbist-u yak ' 2 1 ', si-o yeklsl-u yak '3 1 ', etc.; 1 000: hazar!
hazor, or yek hazarlyak hazor; 2000: do hazar!du hazor, etc.; 4963: caMr hazar-o nohsad-o
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sast-o seliior hazol'-lt nuh-sad-u sast-u se; 'zero' is sefr/sifr «
'nil' « Russian).

Arabic), in Taj . also or no!

SINGULAR AND PLURAL MARKING

Numerical quantifiers precede the numerand and canonically req uire the singular,
including cardinal numbers as well as indefinite and interrogative quantifiers (cand/cand
'several; how many': cahar, cand darvis/cor, cand darveS 'four, several dervishes' . The
exception is the indefinite ba'z-i/ba'z-e 'some, several' which obligatorily requires the
plural: ba 'z-i deraxt-ha/ba'z-e daraxt-ho 'several trees'.
3.1 .6.2 Ordinal numbers
Ordinal numbers are formed with the suffix -ond-llm, -yQI11; after vowels: Pers. avval, Taj.
yak-lun, do-v-ol11/du-YIII11, se-v-ol11/se-ytll11, si-yol1l/si-YIII11 'first, second, third, thirtieth ';
note that Persian has avva! « Arabic), but regular yek-ol11 with decades: bist-o-yek-om
'21 st'.
Like regular adjectives, ordinals follow the noun qualified in EZ construction: stil-e
se-v-om/sin/-i se-ytll11 'third year/grade'.
Ordinals themselves may be substantivized and constitute the head noun in an EZ
phrase to express a date: avval-e xordad/yak-nm-i may 'the first of Xordiidlthe first of
May', and may be joined to a pronominal enclitic: cahar-om-as-ra na-did-am/cor-um-as1"0 na-did-am 'I didn 't see the fourth one (of them)'.
3. 1 .6.3 Fractions
In Persian fractions are expressed by cardinal numerator + ordinal denominator: yek
cahar-om, do se-v-om 'one-fourth, two-thirds'. Quite differently, Tajik uses a partitive
,
collocation in the inverse order, 'from [cardinal denominator] [cardinal numerator] : az se
du, lit. 'from three (equal parts) two' = 'two-thirds', etc., omitting the preposition if the
numerator is 'one': panj-yak 'one-fifth', dah-yak 'one-tenth; ten percent'.
3 . 1 .6.4 Distributive adverbs
Distributive adverbs are formed by simple repetition of the number, with or without the
classifier - ta/-ta: cahar cahar/cor cor 'four by four, in fours'; do ta do ta/du-ta du-ta (du-to
du-to) 'two by two, in twos'; or by suffixing stressed -i in Persian: yek-l yek-l 'one by one',
yek-ta-{, 'singly', and in Tajik by suffixing -g-lto the number + classifier stem: yak-ta-g-[
(yak-to-g-[j 'singly, one by one'.
3.2 Verb morphology
Verbs are inflected for person, number, tense, aspect, and mood. Further distinctions are
made by aspectual-modal particles and periphrastic constructions.

3.2. 1 Stem/ormation
3.2. 1 . 1 Present and past stems
Every verb has two stems: Stem I (traditionally called the "present stem", from which are
formed present tenses, and present and active participles) and Stem II (the "past stem")
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from which are formed past tenses, past and passive participles, and other nominal forms.
Stem II always ends in a dental, -d or -I.
Verbs are divided into two form classes: ( 1 ) regular (weak), in which Stem II is derived
from Stem I by suffixation of -id (as ras-/ras- > rasid-/rasid- 'arrive'), and (2) irregular
(strong), in which the form of one stem is not predictable from that of the other (reflect
ing Old Iranian ablaut patterns, obscured and mixed since Middle Persian). There are a
few pairs of verbs with both irregular and regularized Stem II forms, such as gard-. gast
gardid- 'turn, become'. A good number of irregular verbs have regularized forms in -id,
side by side with the irregular Stem I I retained in the higher registers. Note that "regular"
and "irregular" refer only to stem relationships; except for the copula, all conjugations
and other verb forms are regularly derived from these two stems.
Similar to other Indo-European languages, there are small subsets which have irregular
formants and those where the original morphophonemic change is still partially
recognizable. The following lists some subsets with select members (omitting Taj ik forms;
parenthesies higher register; * final consonant of Old Iranian verbal root + principal
marker -ta-) :
_

=

=

··id
-d - -t
-ad
-est
-a >- -ud

ras- > ras-id- 'reach, arrive', ke.f- > kes-id- 'stretch, pull';
xan- > xan-d- 'read, call, sing', kos- > kos-I- 'kiJl';
ist- > ist-ad- 'stand (up)', oft- > of1-ad- 'fall';
dan- > dan-est- 'know'; tavan- > tavc7n-est- 'can';
farm-c7- > farm-ud- 'command, .o rder', rob-c7- > rob-ud- 'rob,

ar > or-d

bar- > bor-d- 'bear, carry', somar- > sOl11or-d- 'count'
« *ar-ta-);
y(Ib- > yctf-t- 'find', kub- > (kuf-t-) > kub-id- pound
« *p-ta- > -fta-);
su(y)- > sos-/- 'wash', ru(y)- > (ros-t-) > ru(y)-id- 'grow'
« *d-ta- > -sta-);
nevis- > neves-t- 'write', ris- > (res-t) > ris-id- 'spin' « *a-Ia-);
saz- > saxt- 'build', riz- > rixt- 'drop, pour' « *k-ta- > xla-).

steal';

b >f
(y) >

'

S

s>s
z>x

'

Typically, most of the statisticaJly frequent verbs are also most irregular, including:
konsa vdehgir-

>
>
>
>

kar-d'do, make';
so-d'become';
dc7-d'give';
geref-t- 'take';

za-dbas-tgof-traf-t-

'hit';
'bind, tie, close';
'say';
'go, leave'.

zanbandgurav-

>
>
>
>

bin-

vs di-d- 'see'.

Suppletive
a-

vs al11a-d-

'come';

3.2. 1 .2 Denominal verbs
Verbs may be formed by suffixing regular -id to the noun or nominal stem: nam-, namid-/
nom-, nom-id- 'name' « nOI11 'name'), Pers. , Taj . fahm-, falzm-id- 'understand' « falll11
'understanding'), Taj. favt-Ifavtid- 'pass away' « faw 'death'; in origin Arabic action
nouns). In both Persian and Tajik this procedure is no longer very productive.
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3.2. 1 .3 Derived causative verbs

Intransitive verbs may be transitivized, and both intransitive and transitive verbs may be
made causative by suffixation of -anI-on to Stem I and -an- (i)dl-on-(i)d- to Stem II: ras-I
ras-, rasid- lrasid- 'arrive' > ras-an-lras-on-, ras-an-(i)d-Iras-on-(i)d- 'make arrive, take
to', xor-Ixur-, xord-Ixurd- 'eat' or 'drink' > xor-an-Ixur-on-, xor-an- (i) d-Ixur-on-(i)d
'make eat or drink, feed'. Irregular causatives include Pers. nefin-, nefast- 'sit (down)'
> nefan-, nefand- 'set (down)', but Taj . sin-, sist- 'sit' > sin-on-, sin-on-id- 'set, plant'.
A few causative-type deriyatives are commonly used with little or no modification of
the meaning of the basic verb:
Pers. suz-Isuz-, suxt-Isuxt- 'burn (tr., intr.)' > suz-an-, suz-an-d- '(make) burn'; Taj .
firist-,firistod> .firist-on-, .firist-on-id- 'send'. Others represent a different specialization
.
of the base verb: kef-Ikas-, kesid-Ikasid- 'pull, draw (tr.), stretch (intr.)' vs. kes-an-Ikas-on
, kef-an-dlkas-on-id- 'take away, carry off'.
TAJIK

While in Persian derived causativation is only partially productive, in Tajik it is fully so,
including:
( I ) make-other-causatives: duz-Iduxt- 'sew', duz-on-Iduz-on-id- 'have something sewn';
(2) transitive denominal and deadjectival verbs: mukofot-on-, mukofot-on-id- 'reward'
« mukofot 'reward'), elektr-on-, elektr-on-id- 'electrify, power' « elektr[ikaJ
'e1ectric'), xusk-on-, xusk-on-id- 'dry' « xusk dry');
(3) causativation of transitive compound verbs with kun-, kard- 'do, make': remont
kun-on-, kun-on-id- 'have (something) repaired '.
'

3.2. 1 .4 Preverbs

The three most frequently occurring preverbs are bar/bar 'up' (Pers. colloq. var), darldar
'in; out'Joru(d)lfuru(d) 'down'; further, bazlboz 're-, again' (mostly colloq. valvo), and
literary also fara 'forth'.
In Tajik, but not in Persian, the first three preverbs have become inseparably attached
to the stem of the most common verbs of motion, and are preceded by the negation
na- and imperfective marker me-:
Pers. bar a-, amadl dar avar-, avord
Taj. bar 0-, omad- dar or-,
ovard'bring in, out';
'go up, out';

foru a-Jom amad
furo-, furomad

'come down, descend';

but
Pers. bar mi-a-yam
Taj. me-[barJ-o-yam
IPFV-out-come.PR- I s
' I go up, out';

dar mi-a var-am
me-[darJ-or-am

foru mi-ay-am
me-[furoJ-yam.

IPFV-out-bring.PR-I s
'1 bring in, out';

I PFV-down.come. PR- I s
'I come down'.

An exception to the Tajik coalescence is dar gir-, girift- 'catch, take (fire, etc.)'; dar na
me-gir-ad 'it isn't catching'.

For light verb constructions, see section 5. 5.6.
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3.2. 2 Nominalforms

While forms derived from Stem I are only minimally productive, and function mainly as
adjectives and nouns, those derived from Stem I I are fully productive.
3.2.2. 1 Forms derived from Stem I
3.2.2. 1 a Present participle, PR-andel-anda

This participle is derived by the suffix -andel-anda: a-yandelo-yanda 'coming; future'. The
latter is both an adjective and a noun: hafte-ye ayandelhafta-i o-yanda 'next week', dar
ayandeldar o-yanda 'in (the) future', whereas nevisandelnavis-anda 'writer' and most
others have evolved into agent nouns.
3.2.2. 1 b Active participle, PR-anl-on

This participle is derived by the suffix -ani-on: rav-anlrav-on 'going'.
3.2.2. 2 Forms derived from Stem I I
3.2.2.2a Infinitive PT-an

The infinitive is formed by addition of -an: gereft-anlgirifi-an 'to take, taking', sod-anlSud
an 'to become, becoming' (primarily an action noun, which does not function in the
verbal system).
3.2.2.2b Short infinitive PT

The "short infinitive" is identical with the past stem (Stem II) of limited application in
the verbal system.
3.2.2.2c Past (perfect) participle PT-a

The past, or perfect, participle (active or passive) is derived by the suffix -el-a: gereft-el
girift-a '(having been) taken', sod-elsud-a '(having) become'. They may also function as
adjectives or nouns: gozastelgozasta 'past, (the) past'.
3.2.2.2d Tajik participle PT-agf

From the past participle is derived a second "past participle" by the addition of stressed
-g-f to the base: sud-agf 'having become', girift-agf 'having (been) taken', guzast-agf
'having passed'.
3.2.2.2e Future participle or gerundive PT-anil-anf

This participle is derived by stressed -i/-f from the infinitive, or verbal noun: intransitive,
raft-an-i Iraft-an tabout to go', transitive, did-an-{/did-an-{ 'worth seeing', biivar-na-kard
an-f/bovar-na-kard-an-f 'unbelievable'.
The l atter participles play several specialized roles in verb formation and NP syntax
(see sections 3 .2.6b.4 Tajik Conjectural Mood, 5.5.4 Conjunct verbs, and 5.5.2 Modal
constructions).
-

-

-
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3.2. 3 Person marking and 'be '
The usual present tense of the verb 'be' comprises an affirmative independent and an
enclitic copula paradign. The personal endings differ from the latter only in the 3s. The
other tense and modal fo rms are supplied by biis-, bud-I bos-, bud-).
TABLE 8.6: 'BE' AND PERSONAL ENDINGS
Independent
Copula

Is

2s

35

lp

2p

3p

hast-amI
hast-am
-amI
-am

hast-if
hast-f
-if

hast, ast/
hast, ast
asf, -st/
ast, -st

hast-im/
hast-em
-im/
-em

hast-id/
hast-ed
-id/
-ed

hast-and/
hast-and
-and/
-and

-if

-ad/
-ad
-0/
-0

-im/
-em
-ill1/
-em

-id/
-ed- - eton
-idl
-ed - -elan
-idl
-ed

-and/
-and
-and/
-and

-/

Personal Endin gs

PR

-am/
-am
-amI
-am

PT

-/

-if
-f

Imperative

-0/
-0

The endings, but not the copula, insert -y- after vowels: Pers. l71i-gu-yam 'I say', but
el71rika'i and 'they are American ', xaste im 'we are tired '; Tajik me-gtt-yam 'I say', but
dono-yand 'they are knowledgeable'. Ast contracts with final vowels in formal speech:
koja astlkujo ast > koja-stlkujo-st 'where is it?' .
hast- functions both as the existential verb and as an alternate of the copula in persons
other than 3s:
man
hast-am, to
l11al1 xuh hast-am, tu

bo-row!1
raw!

well EX- I s you.s go. IM P.2s
'I will stay' , lit. 'am here, you go! ';

xub-amlxub-al11 - xub hast-amI
xub hast-am

well-EX- I s
' I am well, fine';

but 3s hast/hast is only used in existential sentences:
dar in otaq do panjere hast!
dar in xona du tireza hast

in this room two window EX .3s
'there are two windows in this room'.
NEGATION

The negative form of both independent and enclitic forms of 'be' are based on nist-Inest-,
inflected like hast-, 11ist-am, nist-i, nist, etc./nest-am, nest-I, nest, etc.
Dialect and vernacular variants include:
Pers.
3s
3s
2p
3p

astlast
-adl-ad
-idl-ed
-andI-and

>
>
>
>

-e
-e
-in
-an

Taj.
=

ast, as

-a

-et, -e
-an
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Pers. xub ast > xltb-e 'it's good ', l11i-ras-adlme-ras-ad > mi-res-elme-ras-a 'arrives'.
Honorific use: 2p -idl-ed and 3p -alldl-and may be used to address or refer to a single
person in polite or formal usage, while Tajik 2p -elan (cf. personal c1itics) is used only for
the plural (see section 3 . 1 .3.1 Personal pronouns).
TAJIK -ak

In some Tajik dialects, such as Varzobi, occur forms with an apparent reflex of the
nominal diminutive affix -ak, with affective connotations:
in-as

r

aft [-akj,

dil-am

suxt

this-REF left-AK heart-my burn.PT.3s
'she [left], and I was devastated'.

3.2.4 Aspectual-modal markers and negation
3.2.4.1 Prefix mi-ImeAspecto-temporal distinctions are expressed primarily by the presence or absence of the
stressed imperfective marker mi-Ime- added to Stem I and Stem I I forms. With Stem I
forms, mi-ll11e- distinguishes presen t/future indicative from subjunctive/optative: mi-ral'
aml me-ral'-am ' I go, am going, will go' vs. be-rav-amlrav-am 'let me go'. For the modal
use of l11i-/me- with Stem II forms, see sections 3.2.5.9-1 0 Counterfactual forms.
3.2.4.2 Prefix be-/biStressed be- marks the subjunctive and imperative in Persian be-ra v-al11 '(that) I go',
be-ral'-id 'go-2p!'
( I ) be- > bi- before initial stem vowel: bi-u- 'come', bi-anduz- 'throw'; the vowel may be
lost: bi-anduz-and > b-enduz-an (d) 'let them throw'.
(2) In colloquial there is assimilation: be-gozur > bo-gzur - be-zur 'let (me . . . )', be-ral' >
bo-rolll 'go-2p!', be-kon > bo-kol1 '2s do!'
be- is mutually exclusive with the preverb bar: mi-xuh-am bar gard-am 'I want to
return', lit. 'that I return', but is optional in compound verbs, particularly in dependent
constructions:
ejuze

be-deh-id

xod-al11-ru

mo'arrefi

(be-) kon-am

permission I M P give-2p self-my-DO introduced SBlmake.PR- 1 s
'allow me to introduce myself', 'lit. 'that I introduce'.
In Tajik, however, bi- is vestigial . It occurs regularly only as a morphological suppletive
in Stem I forms of the two common verbs o-Iomad- 'come' and or-Iovard- 'bring': me-bi-o
yam 'I come, am coming'; bi-O/; bi-or-ed 'bring (it)'.
It may be used with Stem I to mark the subjunctive: agar bi-gu-yad . . . 'if he says . . . ',
but this usage is characterized as poetic or archaizing (for agar gu-yael). As an optional
prefix of the imperative it occurs with some common verbs in polite spoken Tajik:
bi-silz( -ed) 'sit-2s(2p) down!' (cf. 2p sill-ed - sin-elon), bi-don (-ed) 'know-2s(2p )!'. Before
a stem beginning with b- the vowel is modified to u: bu-baxs-ed-2p 'excuse . . . . . 2p',
bu-b ill-ed 'see -2p'.
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3.2.4.3 Negation na-InaThe negative prefix na-, Pers. ne- before mi-, precedes other prefixes and takes primary
stress: ne-mi-gu-yamlna-me-gu-yam 'I won't say', ne-mi-iivar-aml na-me-bi-or-em 'we
won't bring (it)', na-raftlna-raft '3s did not go'. It likewise precedes the periphrastic verb
forms, e.g. na-raft-e astlna-rafta ast 'has not gone'.

3.2.5 Basic system of tense, aspect, and mood
Persian and Tajik, like other varieties of Persian, share a core set of basic forms of the
verb, and especially in their personal inflection offer analogies with other Indo-European
verbal paradigms. The basic aspect system has a triple distinction of imperfective,
perfective-aorist, and resultative-stative forms.
The following comparative tables show the basic verb forms and their functions shared
by Persian and Tajik, with the example of the verb for "go, leave", present stem rav-,
past stem raft-; perfect participle raft-elraft-a, all with 3p marking, except 2p imperative,
first in list form, second in terms of their categorical vectors.
While there are nine basic finite forms, three of those forms have more than one
function , of which two forms have both indicative and non-indicative functions: ( I ) the
imperfective past mi-raft-Ime-raft-, also functions as imperfective counterfactual; (2)
the resul tative-stative, raft-e bud-Iraft-a bud-, also functions as perfective counterfactual.
(3) one form, raft-, the simple past, often also referred to preterite, functions not only in
past, but also in present and future contexts, as well as in potential conditions, for which
reason the term "aorist" has been suggested by Windfuhr.
Future. All indicative forms may function in future contexts, as there is no para
digmatic future formation. (For the discussion of the Persian verb system, cf. also Wind
fuhr 1 979: 83-1 26; 1 982; 2006).
3.2. 5 . 1 Present-future

mi-rav-adlme-rav-ad 'goes, is going, will go'
The present indicative marked by mi-Ime- is the general present imperfective form with
a wide range of functions. Depending on the context and adverbial cues, it may refer to
actions that are:
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

habitual-iterative and generic, 'they (always, generally) go, leave';
progressive, 'they are going, leaving';
intentional, 'they are about to go, leave';
future, 'they will go, leave'.

3.2.5.2 Imperfect

mi-raftlme-raft 'was going, used to go, would go'
This imperfective form has both indicative and non-indicative functions.
As an indicative, the imperfect is the general past imperfective form with a wide range
similar to the present indicative. Depending on the context and adverbial cues, it may
refer to events that are:
( I ) habitual-iterative and generic, 'they (always, generally) went, left' - 'would go, leave'
- 'used to go, leave';
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TABLE 8.7: PERSIAN AND TAJI K CONJUGATIONS
PERFECTIVE

RESULTATIVE-STATIVE

2

3

4

Imperfect

Preterite!Ao";st

Present Pel/ect

Past Perfect

mi-raft-am
me-raft-am
mi-raft-i
me-raft-f
mi-raft
me-raft
mi-raft-im
me-raft-em
mi-raft-id
me-raft-ed
mi-raft-and
me-raft-and
ne-mi-raftna-me-r{t/t+ PT Ending

raft-mn
raft-wn
raft-i
raft-f
raft
raft
raft-im
nt/t-em
raft-id
raft-cd
raft-and
raft-and
na-raftna-raft+ PT Ending

raft-e am
raft-a am
nt/t-e i
nt/t-a f
raft-e ast
raft-a ast
raft-e im
raft-a em
rqft-e id
raft-a ed
raft-e and
raft-a and
na-nt/t-e
na-raft-a
+ COP

raft-e bud-am!
raft-a bud-am
raft-e bud-if
raft-a bud-f
raft-e bud!
raft-a bud
raft-e bud-im!
raft-a bud-em
raft-e bud-id!
raft-a bud-ed
raft-e bud-and!
raft-a bud-and
na-raft-e bud-!
na-nt/t-a bud+ PT Ending

IMPERFECTIVE

Indicative
1
Present

mi-rav-am
me-rav-am
mi-rav-i
2s
me-rav-f
mi-rav-ad
3s
me-rav-ad
I p mi-rav-im
me-rav-em
2p mi-rav-id
me-rav-ed
3p mi-rav-and
me-rav-and
Neg. ne-mi-rav/la-me-rar+ PR Ending
Is

Non-Indicative
6

2a

3a

7

Counterfactual

Aorist

Subjunctive

Counterfactual

mi-raftme-r{t/t+ PT Ending
ne-mi-raftna-me-raft+ PT Ending

raftraft+ PT Ending
na-raftna-raft+ PT Ending

raft-e basraft-a bas+ PR Ending
na-rqft-e basna-raft-a bas+ PR Ending

raft-e bud-!
nt/t-a bud+ PT Ending
na-nt/t-e bud-!
na-raft-a bud+ PT Ending

Subjunctive

be-ravrav+ PR Ending
Neg. na-ravna-rav+ PR Ending

5

8

Sa

9

Imperative p" esent 2p

Impel"Utive pel/ect!past 2p

raft-e bas-id!
raft-a bas-ed
(na-raft-e bas-id)
(na-raft-a bas-ed)

be-row, be-rav-id!
(bi-) raw, (bi-)rav-ed
Neg. na-raw, na-rav -id!
na-raw, na-rav-ed

(2) progressive, less commonly, 'they were going, leaving';
(3) intentional 'they were about to go, leave';
(4) past future 'they would go, leave (the next day, etc.)'.
Examples for intentional and past future contexts:
to
tu

ke Ciz-i
ki ciz-e

[ne-mi-dad-ij!
[na-me-dod-1J,

you.s that thing-INDEF not-IPFV-give.PT-2s,
cera haman
caro hamon

dam-e dar
dam-i dar

na-goft-il
na-guft-l

at-EZ door not-say.PT-2s
why that-same
'since you [were not going to - would not give] me anything, why didn't you say so
right at the door?
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farda
fardo

madar-as mi-raft va
modar-as me-raft-u

pis-e
pes-/

be u mi-gofll
ba u me-guft

tomorrow before-EZ mother-his would go and to her IPFV-say.PT. 3s,
'tomorrow, he would go to his mother and would tell her . . .
'

For the counterfactual function of the imperfect see section 3.2.5.9.
3.2.5.3 Preterite, or "aorist"
raftlraft 'he went', 'there he goes'

This is the perfective form of the verb system and used mainly in past, but also in
present and future contexts. Due to the renderings of the predominantly past occurences
into English and other languages, it is trad itionally often referred to as (simple) past.
( 1 ) It states that an action was performed and (by implication) completed, usually in
the past, irrespective of its duration, and is the usual tense of narrative:
ma xeyli dur peyade
1110 xele dur piyoda

raft-iml
raft-em

we very far on foot go.PT - 1 p
'we walked a long way'.

(2) It may also designate an action that is presented as completed at the moment of
speech :
to
tu

man raft-amI
man ret/I-am

bas-i,
bos-I,

you.s be. I M P/-2s I
go. PT- l s
'you stay here, I am on my way',
lit. 'I went';

hasan lai?
/rasan ku?

iih, amad!
oh, omad!

Hasan where.is
aha come.PT.3s
'where is Hasan - there he is!',
lit. 'he came'.

(3) It may also assert the completion to an action or event in the future, or refer to
action or state that will necessarily have been completed by the time of the action
proposed:
sayad
soyad

l11ii ham
1110 ham

raft-iml
raft-im

perhaps we also go.PT- l p
'we will most likely go, too', lit. 'perhaps we went, too'.
Such use is typically found as a precondition for the action in the main clause:
havii
havo

ke
ki

sard
sod . . .I
xunuk sud . . .

become. PT.3s
weather that cold
'when/once the weather becomes cold, . . .';

vaqli
vaqt-e ki

amad,
omad,

time-L that come.PT.3s say.IM P.2s
'as soon as he comes, telI me'.

(4) As such, the aorist also may have subjunctive function:
agar na-bud,
agar na-bud,

be-gul
bi-gu

zang be-zanl
zang
zan

if not be.PT. 3s bell ring. I MP.2s
'if he is not there, cal1.2s me!',
where the assumed condition is stated as a completed action or state.
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3.2. 5.4 Present perfect
raft-e ast/raft-a ast 'has gone, is gone'

( J ) The present perfect tense is formed from the past participle plus the enclitic copula
(see Table 8.6). In its "traditional" function as a resultative, the perfect designates an
acti on viewed as having been completed, and its consequences still in force, at the time of
speaking:
barname-ra be kolli
plan-ro
tamoman

ejra
ijro

nemud-e a/ld/
namud-a-and

plan-DO completely execution make.PART make-3p
'they have fully implemented the plan'.
(2) The perfect may refer not only to the result, but also to the process. This is readily
shown with change of state verbs, where English makes overt distinctions:
pusid-e and
posid-a and

bacce-ra dast gereft-e
baca-ro dast girift-a

- bud-and/
- bud-and

put on .PART te.3p be.PT-3p may imply
'they haw/had put on (a coat)',
or
'they are/were wearing (a coat)';

bud/
bud

child-DO hand take. PA RT be.PT.3s

'(s)he was h ol di n g the child by the hand',

or

'(s)he had taken the child by the hand'.

The perfect has an additional function which will be illustrated under section 3.2.6b. J
Evidential mode.
3.2.5.5 Pluperfect or distant past
rctft-e bud/rafi-a bud 'had gone, was gone'

The plu perfect, or distant past, is formed from the past participle and the simple past
of bud-an 'be' .
( J ) Anterior past action
It refers to an action or state in the past already completed by a certain time in the past,
often that of the start of another past action (often rendered by the simple past in
English):
ketab-i ra,
kitob-e-ro,

ke
ki

be man dade
ba man dod-a

bud-id,
bud-ed,

xand-am/
xond-a tamom

kard-am

the book-DO [that to me give.PART be. PT.-2p] read.PT- l slread.PART finished
make.PT- l s
'I read/have finished read ing the book that you gave me'
(for Tajik, xond-a tamom kard-am see section 5.5.3 Aktionsart constructions).
Sometimes a past action is not mentioned, but is understood from the context:
be soma adat
ba sllmo odat

kaJ'd-e
kard-a

bud-im/
bud-em

to you.p adj ustment make.PART be.PT- l p
'we are used to you', lit. 'we had habituated to you';
this is a tag explaining the speaker's reaction to an action just completed.
The pluperfect form, in the context of the time frame mentioned, locates the action as
definitively prior to any recent discussion:
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bud/
bud

amade
omad-a

u parsat
U porsol

he last year come. PART be.PT.3s
'as you know, etc. he came last year' .
(2) Remoteness
This tense may also be used to underline the remoteness of an action:
devist
dusad

sal-e
sol-i

.

pis
pes

az
az

in
in

two-hundred year-EZ before from this
pedar-an-e ma
bobo-yon-i mo

be lnJa kuCid-e
ba injo kflCid-a

omad-a

bud-and/
bud-and

fathers-EZ us to here migrate.PART come.PART be.PT-3p
'two hundred years ago our forefathers migrated here'
(for Tajik kuCid-a omad-a bud-and see section 5 . 5.4 Conjunct verbs).
(3) Change-of-state verbs
The pluperfect tense of change of state verbs such as istad-an/istod-an 'stand up,
stand', neSast-an/ sist-an or sist-an 'sit down, sit', xabid-an/xobid-an 'lie down, lie' and 'go
to sleep, sleep', pusid-an/posid-an 'put on, wear', designates past durative time without a
sense of prior action or remoteness:
Piruz
Afand!

dar
dar

balaxane-yas
boloxona-as

nesastnisast-a

bud/
bud

P./A.
in
upper story-his sit/PA RT be.PT. 3s
'Piruz/Afandi was sitting in the upper story of his house'.
For the counterfactual function of the pluperfect see section 3 .2.5.10.
3.2.5.6 Imperative
( I ) present imperative: be-rav-id/rav-ed 'go-2p!'
The imperative is based on Stem I: 2s -a, 2p -id/-ed: be-gil', be-gir-id!/gir-, gir-ed 'take,
take! '.
(2) perfective-resultative imperative: raft-e bas-id/raft-a bos-ed 'be gone-2p'.
The perfective-resultative imperative is as elsewhere rarely found and both semantically
and contextually restricted, mostly found with change-of-state verbs: neSast-e bas-id/sist
a bos-ed 'stay seated', raft-e bas/raft-a bos 'be gone'.
3.2.5.7 Present-future subjunctive
be-rav-ad/(bi-)ral'-ad 'he may go, (that) he go'

The present-future subjunctive (also known as the "aorist subjunctive", following
mainly Turkological nomenclature), is formed on Stem I + personal endings. Persian has
the prefix be-, while Tajik mainly the plain stem (see Prefix be-/bi- section 3.2.4.2).
( I ) Independent use
Independently the subjunctive is used as optative, or hortative, and as suggestion:
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boland be-sav-il11!
xez-em!

tall SBJ-become.PR-1 p!(SBJ).rise.PR
'let's get up!';
na-tars-im!
na-tars-em

not.SBJ-fear. PR-1 P
'let's not be afraid';

be-rav-ad!
rav-ad

be-rav-a111?!
rav-am?

SBlgo.PR-3s
'let him!her go';

SBJ.go.PR- l s
'shall 1 go?'.

bas-ad!bos-ad 'let it be, OK', Pers. colloquially bas-e.

(2) Dependent use
Given its function to refer to potential action or state, the subjunctive typically follows
modal verbs and expressions:
mi-xast-am
me-xost-am

xane
xona

be-rav-am!
rav-am

IPFV -want.PT- I s house SBJ-go.PR- l s
'I wanted to go home', lit. 'that 1 go'.
As such it occurs in modal constructions and subordinate clauses implying potential
acti ons or states.
Time reference is usually irrelevant, the action expressed by the subjunctive being
potentially future in relation to the time of the main verb.
3.2.5.8 Past (perfect) subjunctive
raft-e bas-ad!raft-a bos-ad 'he may have gone, be gone', in past contexts 'might have gone,
may be gone'
The past, or perfect, subjunctive is constructed with a past participle + the subj unctive
of 'be'. It most commonly occurs in doubting or questioning, desiring or regretting a past
action (accordingly rendered in English by a variety of modal formations, depending on
the context):
man boyad sas-sola
sud-a
bos-am
1
must 6-year-old become.PART SBlbe- I s
ki
ma-ro
padar-am
ba maktab . . . burd-a

mond

that I-DO
father-my
to school
take.PART do.PT. 3s
'I may, must have been six years old when my father took me to school . . . '
for mond see section 5.5.4 Conjunct verbs.
bavar ne-mi-kard
bovar na-me-kard

ke
ki

do
du

gusfand gom sod-e bas-and!
gusfand gum sud-a bos-and

belief not-IPFV.do.PT.3s that two sheep lost
become. PART (SBJ.)be-3p
'he still didn't believe that two sheep were, may have, could have been lost'.
Thus it often follows precative particles such as Pers. (xoda) na-kon-ad 'may (God) not
do', Tajik na-xod 'God forbid', rna-b-M-a ke!rna-b-od-o (ki) 'let it not be', hopefully not',
kaskelkoski 'would that', and the modal bayad!boyad 'must' in its resumptive sense:
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na-kon-ad ke
na-xod

soma
sumo

hatf-e
gap-i

ma-riil
ma-ro

God forbid that you. p word-EZ I-DO
jeddi
jiddT

gereft-e
fahmid-a

biis-id?1
bos-ed?

take. understand . PART (S8J.)be.PR-2p
seriously
'did you really take me seriously?'
3.2.5.9 Imperfect counterfactual
mi-raftlme-rafl 'might, would go, might, would have gone', 'if he went, had gone'.

In its counterfactual function the imperfect is an irrealis and tense neutral. As such it
is used in both present-future and past contexts and may imply a present or past irreal
action:
( I ) to express an unrealized desire, after koski 'would that':
kaske
koski

ne-mi-amadl
na-l11e-omad!

would that not-IPFV -come.PT. 3s
'if only she had (not) come!'
(2) in both clauses of a counterfactual conditional sentence (see section 6.5.3.7 Con
ditional clauses):
agar l11i-al11ad,
agar l11e-ol11ad-ed,

xod-elan
xud-aton

l11i-did-idl
l11e-did-ed

if IPFV-come.PT-2p self-your
IPFV-see.PT-2p
'if you came, you would see for yourself'.
In Persian it may also follow bayad for which see section 5.5.2 Modal constructions.
3.2.5. 1 0 Pluperfect counterfactual
rcift-e budlraft-a bud 'would have gone, if he had gone'

The pluperfect may also express unfulfilled past conditions in either protasis or
apodosis, or both, of a counterfactual conditional sentence (see also section 6.5.3.7
Conditional clauses).
kaske
koski

zud-tar
zud-tar

cll11ad-e
ol11ad-a

bud-andl
bud-and

would that early-CaMP come.PART be.PT-3p
'would that they had arrived sooner';
agar zud-tar
agar wd-tar

clmad-e
omad-a

bud-i,
bud-f

if early-CaMP
come. PART
be. PT-2s
'if you had come earlier, you would have seen it'.

l11i-did-i/
me-did-f

IPFV-see.PT-2s

In Tajik, but not in Persian, it may add the prefix l11e- in pluperfect conditional func
tion: rcift-a {me-Jbud-am, etc.
The following two tables provide an overview of the basic categorical vectors and of
the conjugations of the Persian and Tajik verb systems.
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TABLE 8.8: BASIC PERSIAN AND TAJIK VERB SYSTEM, 3s
Presen t

Imperfective
mi-ral'-ad
me-ray-ad

Past

mi-rafl
me-rafl

Perfective

Reslil tative-stative
raft-e ast/
raft-a ast

raft-e bud/
raft-a bud
raft

Preterite/Aorist
Subjun ctive

be-ray-ad
ral'-ad

raft-e bas-ad/
raft-a bas-ad

Coullterfactllal

mi-rafl
me-raft

raft-e bud/
rafl-a bud

Imperative 2p

be-rav-id
rav-ed

(me-) rafta bud
raft -a bos-ed

3.2.5. 1 1 Defective verbs

The verbs bas-, bud-Ibos-, bud- 'be' and diir-, dast-Idor-, dosl- 'have' are by nature stative
and as elsewhere are irregular and partially defective. They do not take mi-Ime-, but may
do so as part of compound verbs.
3.2.5. Jla 'be'

This verb also lacks the perfect subjunctive and past perfect, *bud-e bas-, *bud-e bud-,
while the present and past imperfective mi-Ime- forms have limited use.
( I ) Stem 1 form bas-Ibos- supplies the present sUbjunctive and imperative of the
copula, and is also found in a good number of frozen idiomatic expressions, including:
subjunctive in optative function: zende bas-idlzinda bos-ed 'may you live! Bravo!';
imperative:
mard baS!!
mard bos!

xasle
monda

na-bas-idl
na-bos-ed

not.IM P.be-2p
man IMP.be.2s tired
'be a man !';
'don't be tired', i.e. 'take it easy', a casual greeting.
Persian
bas-ad

Tajik
na-bos-ad

(SBI)be-3s
'let it be, OK;

not(SBI)-be-3s
'in that case', lit. 'may it not be';

na-bas-ad

ke . . .

not(SBI)-be-3s that
'I hope not that . . . ';
TAJIK
na-bos-ad, pagoh

he(! na-bos-ad

any not(SBI)-be-3s
'at least, in any case', lit. 'may it not be at all'.

me-o-yed

well then tomorrow IPFV-come.PR-2p
'well then, why don't you come tomorrow?';
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hei5 na-bos-ad,

yak ruz mehmon-i mo sav-ed

any not(SBJ.)-be-3s one day guest-EZ
'at least stay with us one day'.
PRECATIVE
na-bos-ad

we (SBJ.)become-2p

man kasal sa v-am

not(SBJ.)-be-3s
ill
(SBJ.)become.PR- 1 s
'God forbid I should fall ill'.
(2) The imperfective form, mi-bas-Ime-bos-, may substitute for the existential hast
under felicity conditions, e.g. typically li terary, but also to lend weight to a statement or
when the verb is widely separated from its antecedent:
salim, ke hame-ye
Salim, ki IWI11G-i

S.

that all-EZ
ozv-e
a 'zo-i

an
on

soma u-ra
sumo u-ro

mi-senas-id,
me-sinos-ed,

you.p he-DO IPFY.know.PR-2p
hey'at
komsomol

[mi-bas-adjl
[me-bos-ad]

member-EZ that committee IPFV-be. PR-3s
'Salim, whom you all know, is a member of that committee/the Komsomol '.
(3) In Tajik, but not in Persian , me- in its counterfactual function may be added to
Stem I I : bud-am, etc. me-bud-am, etc.
-

3.2.5. 11b 'have'

The meaning 'have' of this verb is derived from its basic meaning 'keep, hold'. When used
in its primary sense (which implies an imperfective-durative state), this verb does not
admit the prefix mi-Ime- with either stem, while the resultative-stative form daste bas-I
dost-a bos- functions also as the present subjunctive:
ketab dar-adl
kitob dor-ad

pul na-dast-idl
pul na-dost-ed

'he has books';

'you had no money';

momken ast
mumkin ast

dast-e bas-andl
dost-a bos-and

'it is possible they have it' or 'had it';

an-ra dast-e basid!l
on-ro dost-a bos-ed!

'have, keep it!'

I t may take mi-Ime- like any other verb when forming part of an idiomatic compound
verb with a nominal or adjectival component:
u-ra
vay-ro

dust
dust

mi-dast-am
me-dost-am

he-DO friend IPFY.have.PT- l s
'I used to Ii ke/love him';
post-e bam-ra tir-hii-ye
mohkam negah
bom-ro
bolor-ho-i yafs
nigoh

mi-dar-andl
me-dor-and

roof-DO
beam-p-EZ stout
support IPFY.keep.PR-3p
'the roof is held up by stout beams'.
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3.2.6a Extended verb system ofModern Standard Persian

3.2.6a. 1 Evidential or non-witnessed mode
While not found in Early New Persian, Modern Standard Persian has a sub-system of
evidential forms. (Windfuhr 1 979: 90 ["reported" speech, Table Verb system of con
temporary literary Persian], 1 982, 1 985, 1 987; Lazard 1 985, 2000; and Jahani 2000a). It is
morphologically signaled not by a single marker, but its forms are derived from the
perfect participle. The evidential subset is categorically parallel to the sub-system of the
past. This results is the double function of the form raft-e ast, as both present resultative
stative and evidential perfective past.
TABLE 8.9: PERSIAN EVIDENTIAL FORMS, 3s
Present
Evidential
Past

Perfective
raft
[raft-eJ ({st
raft

Imperfective
mi-rav-ad
m i-[mft-eJ ast
mi-raft

Resu Itative-stative
mft-e ast
[raft-e hlu/-eJ ({st

raft-e bud

This evidential mode is confined to the past. Its function and range are similar to those
described for Turkish and in general by Johanson (2000). That is, it marks an action
or state as non-manifest. This generally includes such qualifications as second-hand
knowledge, concl usion, the latter often encountered in historical surveys and personal
reminiscence, among others, and is rendered into Western languages by various tags, such
as "they say, evidently, apparently".
be zabiin-e

Miizandariini se 'r

mi-[goft-e]

and

IPFV. say. PART COP-3p
in language-EZ Mazandarani poetry
'(the records suggest that) they used to write poetry in the M azandarani language';
yiid-am

mi-ii-yad

to memory-my I PFV-come.PR-3s
siil-hii pis

dar biire-ye in

xeyli

motiile'e

mi-[kard-e]

am

year-p before about-EZ this much research IPFV-do.PART COP. I s
'I remember now that years ago 1 used to study this very intensively';
mi-guy-and

diruz

dar yek tasiidof dah nafar

[kost-e

IPFV-say.PR-3p yesterday in one accident ten person kill .PA RT
sod-e]

and

become. PART COP.3p
'they say yesterday ten people got killed in a single accident';
ma'ium sod

zud-tar

[iimad-e

bud-e]

ast

evident become.PT.3s soon-COMP come.PA RT be.PART COP.3s
'it became evident from what he said, that he had come earlier'.
3.2.6a.2 Progressive
The progressive is not yet fully integrated into l iterary Persian. The means for this
innovation is the verb diir-Idiist- 'to keep, h ave' and refers to an event as ongoing
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or imminent. It is preposed to the imperfective forms of the main verb, including the
evidential imperfect.
TABLE 8. 10: PERSIAN PROGRESSIVE, 3s
PR
PT
E vidential

Progressive
mi-rav-ad
dar-ad
mi-raft
dast
dast-e ast mi-raft-e ast

Imperfective
mi-rav-ad
mi-raft
mi-raft-e ast

Perfective
raft
raft
raft-e ast

Resultative-stative
raft-e ast
raft-e bud
raft-e bud-e ast

Functionally, it disambiguates the progressive and imminent-future functions of the
imperfective, but has not yet emptied the latter of that function. Moreover, it is indicative
only and cannot be negated. It precedes the main verb and may be separated from the
latter. Significantly, both auxiliary and main verb are inflected, but may be separated:
al'an dar-ad
a{'an dar-e

hOll'sele-am
hOll'sela-m

sal'
sal'

mi-rav-ad (standard)
mi-r-e (colloquial)

now PROG.PR-3s patience-my head IPFV-go.PR-3s
'my patience is running/about to run out now';
dast
dane mi-Cid
ke . . .
rooster PROG.PT.3s grain IPFV-pick.PT.3s when
'the rooster was picking up grains, when . . . ;

xorus

'

ranande dast-e
dowr mi-zad-e
ke . .
apparently driver
PROG.PART-EV turn IPFV-hit.PT-EV3s when
'apparently the driver was about to make a turn when . . '

zaheran

.

.

3.2. 6b Extended verb system of Modern Standard Tajik

Tajik has considerably expanded the common Persian system both in number of forms
and range of functions, in addition to the inherited system of aspect, tense, and mood.
There are three innovative subsystem which intersect with the basic system, and with each
other.
Like Persian, Tajik has developed a sub-system of the evidential mode, based on the
perfect participle, e.g. rafta, but expanded it to include also present tense forms and
non-indicative forms.
Likewise similar to Persian, it developed a progressive sub-system which, however, is
not based on an inflected converb, but on a doubly participial compound consisting of
the perfect participle of the main verb plus the perfect participle of the verb 'stand',
reflecting the pervasive participialization of Tajik. Here again, unlike Persian this new
system is expanded to the non-indicative and, in one case, to the evidential mode.
In addition, Tajik has a less developed conjectural sub-system (see sections 5.5.3
Aktionsart constructions and 5.5.4 (Taji k conjunct verbs).
3.2.6b. 1 Evidential mode
raft-a

There are four complex tense forms all structured on the form of the perfect participle
raft-a. Similar to their function in Persian, they denote an action or occurrence known to
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the speaker not by direct observation but from collateral sources - hearsay or logical
infe rence (quotative, inferential); or a situation unexpectedly discovered, or a fact only
just appreciated as relevant (mirative). The indirect nature of the experience may (or may
not) be signaled by an epistemic verb such as sunav-/sunid- 'hear' or xabar gir-/girijt- 'be
informed ', or a phrase such as ma 'llim Slid 'it became known'.
3.2. 6b. l a Pelfect as evidentialform
[raft-a) ast '(evidently, etc.) went, left' and 'has, is (evidently) gone'

The perfect tense, apart from its role as resultative, also functions as an evidential past
(preterite, aorist) as well as evidential perfect (resultative):
mi-gu-yalld

ki

kulliYOl-i

in na visanda [bar omad-a)

ast

1PFV-say.PR-3p that collected works-EZ this writer out-come.PART-EV COP.3s
'they say that collected works of this writer's have appeared, are out';
rllZ-l

raft-an-as

/casal sud-a

day-EZ go.lN F-his ill

bos-i,

become. PART (SBJ.)be.PR-2s

t/uyullbe [raft-a)-y

Monday go.PART-EV COP.3s
'if you fell ill on the day of his departu re, then it was Monday that he left'
(inference); [raft-a)-y < rafta-ast.
Unlike Persian, the perfect of 'be' and 'have', bud-a- and dost-a- refers to present time
when used in evidential contexts (generally, as miratives):
odam-i

xub

[bud-a)-ast

zan-i

Ci

xub-e

what woman-EZ good-I N DEF

person-EZ good be.PART-COP3s

[dost-a)-ed!

'he's a good man as it turns out';
pul-i mayda-am

have.PART-EV COP.2p
'what a good wife you have!';
- sumo pul-i

na-[bud-a)-ast

money-EZ small-to me not be.PART-EY.COP.3s you.2p money-EZ
non-ro

dill-cd!

bread-DO give.I M P-2p
'I don't have change - you pay for the bread'
(this sentence also exemplifies an idiom of 'be' with the sense 'have').
3.2. 6b. l b Evidential pluperfect
[raft-a bud-a)-ast '(evidently) had gone'

Similar to its function in Persian, this tense corresponds to the regular pluperfect, while
connoting quotation, inference or sudden realization:
loiha-i on

pes

az

jang tayyor

[sud-a

bud-a )-ast

projectEZ that before from war prepared become. PART be.PART. EV-COP.3s
'his project was evidently ready before the war', lit. 'had been readied'.
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3.2. 6b. 1c Eviden tial durative
me-[raft-a]-ast 'is (evidently) going, goes, will go, be going' and 'was (evidently) going ,

used to go, would go, be going'.
This form appears to be indifferent to tense, and may designate past or present habitual
or progressive action, as well as future (or intended) action:
( I ) Present:
in

navozanda-g-f xudd-i

this playing

mullo-g-f barin [bud-a]-ast-u

like�EZ mullah-ing like be.PART-EV-COP.3s-and

na-na voz-ed,

az

xotir

me-[bar-omad-a ]-ast

not.SB1-play-2pfrom memory IPFY.out.come.PARTEV COP.3s
'playing a musical instrument is like reading-and-writing: if you don't play, you
forget how to';
l11a'lum-ast

ki

u pagoh

l11e-[raft-a]-ast

known be.PT3s that he tomorrow I PFV-go.PARTEV-COP.3s
'it's known
that he is going-EV tomorrow'.
(2) Past:
me-gu-yand

ki

peS-tar

boy-ho-i

qisloq

IPFV-say.PR-3p that before-COMP richman-p-EZ village
sol-e

yak-du bor

ba sikor

me-[bar-ol11ad-a]-and

year-INDEF one-two times to hunt IPFV-out.come.PART.EV COP-3p
'they say that formerly the rich men of the village used to go hunting once or twice a
year'.
3.2. 6b 1 d Evidential progressive
.

[raft-a istod-a bud-a]-ast 'is (evidently) going' and 'was (evidently) going'.

This is equivalent in tense function to two evidential tenses, the present progressive
(raft-a istoda-am) and the past progressive (raft-a istod-a bud-am):

( I ) Present:

Sodi dar xona, ba xob kard-an

tayyor-f

[did-a

istod-a

Shadi at home to sleep make.INF preparing see. PART PROG.PART
bud-a]

ast

be.PARTEV COP.3s
'Shadi is now at home; he is preparing to go to bed'.
sumo yak asar-i

naw

[nivist-a

istod-a

bud-a]

ed

you.p
one opus-EZ new write. PART PROG.PART be.PARTEV COP.2p
'(I see) you are, have been writing a new opus'.
(2) Past:
yay kitob [xond-a

he book

istod-a

bud-a]

ast

read.PA RT PROG.PARTbe.PARTEV COP.3s

ki man dar-ro
that 1 door-DO

taq taq

[kard-a] am

knocking make.PART COP. I s
'he was evidently reading a book when 1 knocked at the door'.
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3.2.6b.2 Progressive forms
The progressive forms are marked by the perfect participle of the main verb and the
perfect participle ist-, istod- 'stand': raft-a istoda followed by the various tenses of 'be'.
By their semantics, the s�ative verbs, dor-�dost- 'have' and bos-Ibud- 'be' do not h�ve
.
.
.
progressive tenses. For eVidential, subjunctive and conjectural forms of the progressive,
see the respective subheadings.
3.2. 6b. 2a Present progressive
[raft-a istod-aJ-ast 'is going'

This form refers to an action now in progress, sometimes to habitual action:
man maktub [nivist-a istod-aJ-am

letter write. PART PROG.PART-COP. I s
1
'I am writing a letter';

baca-ho bozi [kard-a istod-aJ

and

children play do.PART OROG.PART COP.3p
'the chil dren are playing';
mo dar institut fann-ho-i gunogun-ro

[omuxt-a istod-aJ

im

we in institute subject-EZ various-DO learn.PART.PROG.PART COP. I p
'we are learning various subjects at the institute'.

3.2. 6b. 2b Past progressive
[raft-a istod-aJ bud 'was going'

This tense designates an action observed in progress in the past, often at the start of a
second action:
Nuralf asb-as-ro

N.
ki

ba mex

horse-hisDO to nail

[bast-a

istod-aJ

bud,

tie.PART PROG.PART COP. I s

Hoji-umar namo-yon

sud

when H.-U.
appear.PR.PART become.PT.3s
'Nurali was tethering his horse to the stake when Hojiumar appeared'.
3.2.6b.3 Subjunctive forms
3.2. 6b. 3a Durative perfect subjunctive
[me-raft-aJ bos- 'may have gone' and 'might have gone'

The durative subjunctive is indifferent to present and past distinction, and expresses
conjecture, doubt, apprehension, regret, etc. in relation not only to progressive, habitual
or iterated actions in the past, but also to current or potential actions of a durative
nature:

( I ) Present
ba kujo

[me-raft-aJ

bos-ad?

Ro where IPFVgo.PART (SBI)be.PR-3s
'where might she be going (l wonder)?'
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(2) Past
boyad sodi ham az

in

kor-ho-i modar-i

mehrubon-as

must Sh. also from these doing-p-EZ mother-EZ kind-his
zavq

[me-giri/t-a J

bas-ad

pleasure 1PFY.take.PART (S81)be.PR-3s
'Shodi must have derived pleasure from everything his dear mother did'.
3.2.6b. 3b Present progressive subjullctive
[raft-a istod-aJ bas-ad 'may be doing'

This tense is rarely used in M LT, but is widespread in Northern dialects. It has similar
modal connotations to the past (perfect) subjective and the durative subjunctive, in
respect of a progressive action in past or present-future time, and occurs in concessive
clauses:
on-ho az

l11asina

xele dllr kor [kard-a-istod-aJ bas-and

ham,

they from machine very far work do. PA RT PROG. PA RT (S81)be.PR-3p also
all
saJlqun-i XOI1UIS-n({-Sav-anda-i
noiseEZ silent-n ot-becoming-EZ that
ki ovoz-i
!Jamsoya-i
xlId-ro

na-l11e-l11ond
n ot-allow PT. 3s
sllnaJl-and

that saying-EZ neighbor-EZ self-DO (S8J.)hear.PR-3p
'although they were working quite far from the machine,
its constant noise did not allow them to hear what the person next to them was
saying'.
3.2.6b.4 Conject ural mood
raft-agT-st- - raft-agT-y-

This mood is used to express an unsubstantiated conjecture or assumption. It is a
peculiarity of Northern dialects that has been assimilated into M LT. It is constructed
upon the past, or perfect participle, in -ag-T and forms of 'be'. Only present tense forms
are used. These are either formed with the contracted existential verb: raftagT-st- (-st <
ha5t-), or with the copula: raftagT-y-. Colloquially, these forms are contracted (-agi +
personal endings beginning with a- and e- > -agi- > -age-, and further all > -agi-):
rajlagT-sl-om
mftagT-yam
roftagem
mflagim

roftagT-sl-T
rajragi-yT
rq(lagT
mftagi

ra/lagT-sl (zero)
mfragT-sl-em
raflagf-sl « asl)
mfragf-yem
mflage
« a{51 )) rq(togem
rafragi
raftagim

mftagT-st-ed
raftage-yed
raflag-el{ on)
rq(ragid, -il ( on)

mftagT-sl-ond
raflagT-yand
raflagen
raflogin

While theoretically the conjectural mood may have all tense, modal, and aspectual
forms, only four forms are used in Tajik.
3.2.6b.4a Past conjectural
[raft-agfJ-st - raft-age 'I suppose he went'

The tense connotes various degrees of supposition or conjecture, and may be trans
lated with the help of an adverb such as "probably" or modal idioms "may, might, must
have"
II

az

sahr [omad-agiJ-st

he from city come.CNJ ECT-COP
'he may have come from the city';

faromlls

kard-aged «

[kardagTJ-yed)

forgotten make.CNJECT-COP2p
'you've probably forgotten'.
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However, the tense of the verb 'be' invariably has present reference:
agar 1Ia111011

l11ayol1araw-as

[bud-agfj-st

if that-same veiled figure Puliid may not be go-between-his
'if that veiled figure is not Pulad, it must be his go-between'.

faranjidor

Pulod na-bos-ad,

has been-EV

3.2. 6b. 4b Present-future conjectural
[me-rq(t-agfj-st 'might be going, about to go'
Constructed with the imperfective prefix l71e-, this form expresses a conjecture about a

potential or a current (habitual or iterated) action:
pag01l

[me-omad-agij-st

tomorrow IPFY.come.CNJECT-COP.3s
'he'll probably come tomorrow';
gazeta-i

I11l1allil11-011-rO fl har /'liz [me-xol1d-agfj-st

journal-EZ teacher-p-DO he each day IPFY.read.CNJ ECT-COP.3s
'I 'll bet he reads the Teachers' Gazette every day'.
3.2. 6b. 4c Present progressive cOlljectllral
[raft-a istod-aj-gf-st- 'might be going'

This progressive form corresponds to the indicative present progressive:
balld

vay dar yagon caris

perhaps he in some
jon [kand-a

ba

XWI-U

xok-as oYlIst-a

sud-a,

meadow in blood-and dirt its weIter.PART become.PART

istod-agTj-st

soul tear.PART PROG.CNJ ECT-COP.3s
'quite likely, in some meadow, weltering in gore and grime, he lies dying'.
Dialect reflexes of these forms are subject to various contractions, e.g. kar-soda-y <
kard-a istod-a ast 'might be doing' raf-sod-ag-el11 < rqft-a istod-ag-i-am 'might be going'.
3.2.6b. 4d Plupelject counterftlctual conjectural
[raft-agfj me-bud '(if) he might have gone'

This form extends the range of the conjectural to parallel the pluperfect in its counter
factual function, further marked by the the prefix me- as a non-indicative marker (see also
Imperfect section 3.2.2.2d).
agar casl11-i Yodgor-ro andesa-i

if

eye-EZ Y.-DO
na-[kard-agfj

oyanda-i

sioh

torik

thought-EZ future-EZ black dark
me-bud

not make.CNJECT IPFV.be.PT. 3s
'if the thought of a black future had not darkened the vision of Yadgar . . . ' 'if Yodgor's vision had not been clouded by the prospect of a black future . . .'
3.2 .6b.5 Synopsis of Tajik verb forms
The following is an overview of the innovated forms. Note that several forms are tense
neutral, that is, they may refer to both a present and past context.
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TABLE 8. 11 : TAJIK INNOVATED VERB FORMS, 3s
Progressive forms

raft-a istod-a-ast
Present progressive
Past progressive
raft-a istod-a bud
(see also evidential, subjunctive and conjectual forms)
Evidential mo(le

Evidential durative
Evidential progressive plu perfect

me-raft-a-ast
raft-a istod-a bud-a-ast

(tense neutral)
(tense neutral)

me-raft-a bas-ad
raft-a istod-a bas-ad (rare)

(tense neutral)
(tense neutral)

SlIbjllnctive fm'ms

Durative perfect subjunctive
Present progressive subjunctive
rhe conjectural mood

Present-future conjectural
Past conjectural
Pluperfect counterfactual conjectural

me-raft-agi-st
raft-agf-st
raft-agf me-bud

Present progressive conjectural

raft-a istod-agi-st

3.2. 7 Synopsis of Persian and Tajik verb systems
Table 8. 1 2 shows the inherited basic verbs forms (in italics) and the innovative forms
(non-italic) and their categories; several forms are listed more than once according to
their functions. The arrangement of the table highlights the fact that in Tajik the progres
sive and the evidential mode have become major parameters of the system, intersecting
with the tense parameter, present and past, here represented by pairs of tense forms in
each subset. Note also that the conjectural forms constitute a subset together with the
imperfective conditional (imperfect form in its counterfactual function).
4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS I: NOUN P HRASE STRUCTURE

The NP may consist minimally of a single nominal, which may be a noun, independent
pronoun, infinitive: xand-an asan astlxond-an oson ast 'reading is easy', or any item that is
nominalized or used in nominal function.
4.1 Coordination
4. 1 . 1 Single and paired conjunctions
The two basic conjunctions are: ( I ) coordinating valva, enclitic form -0, - vol-u, -yu,-v-u, in
open and closed compound, respectively, e.g. man va tolman va tu 'I and you' vs. man-o tol
man-u tu ' I-and-you', so in fixed compounds such as number, e.g. bist-o dolbist-u du '22';
(2) disjunctive yalyo 'or'.
Paired coordinators of homogeneous NPs (and VPs) include: valva . . . valva 'both . . .
and', hamlham . . . hamlham 'both . . . and', eelef 'whether . . . whether, both . . . and'; yal
yo . . . (va) yal(va) yo 'either . . . or'; xahlxoh . . . xahlxoh 'be it . . . or, whether . . . or';
nalna . . . (va) nal(va) na 'neither . . . nor':
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TABLE 8. 1 2: SYNOPSIS OF VERB SYSTEMS, 3s
Stem forms: rav-, raft-, raft-a 'go, leave';

=

same in form; * rarely used
EVIDENTIAL RAFTA

PROGRESSIVE RAFTA I STODA

BASIC

IMPERATlVE, 2p
PR
PT

rav-ed
rafta hos-ed

SUBJUNCTIVE
'[rafta istoda] bas-ad
PR
PT

mv-ad
mfta hos-ad

me-[ rafta] bas-ad =
me-[ rafta] bas-ad

me-mv-ad
me-raft

me-[rafta]-ast
me-[rafta]-ast
[rafta] istoda buda-ast PROG

Counterfactual
me-I'aft =
me-mft

Co njectural -agi-st

mft

[rafta]-ast =

rafta ast =
mfia hnd

[rafta]-ast =
[raft a] buda-ast

Subj., Counterf.

Conjectural -agi-

rafta hos-ad S8J
rafia (me-)hlld C-F

[rafta]gi me-bud

=

IMPERFECTIVE
Indicative

PR
PT

[rafta istoda]-ast
[rafta istoda] bud
[rafta istoda] buda-ast EV

NOlI-Indicative

Conjectural -agi-st*[rafta istoda]gi-st

PR
PT

=
=

=

PERFECTIVE
Preteri telAorist

me-[rafta]gi-st
[rafta]gi-st

RESULTATIVE-STATIV E
Imlicative

PR PF
PT PF
Non-Indicative

PR PF
PT PF

PERSIAN
magar [na man na to]

layeq-e in

kar

hast-im?

but not I
not you/s fit-EZ this work EX- l
'but are neither I nor you are fit for this task?';
TAJIK
ba

in

koyaz- (h)am [na dast-i to]

ras-ad,

[na dast-i

man]

with this paper also not hand-EZ you.s (SBJ.)reach-3s not hand-EZ me
'and let [neither my hand] [nor yours] touch this paper'.
The contrastive construction na tanhiilna tanho . . . balkelbalki - hamlham 'not only . . .
but also' may link NPs, VPs or clauses:
[na tanha] man, [balke] doxtar-am
rna tanho] man, [balk;] duxtar-am

[ham] u-ra
[ham] ii-ro

not alone I
but daughter-my also
'not only I , but my daughter too saw him'.

didl
did

he-DO see.PT. 3s
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Adjectives are similarly concatenated, or are connected by -el-i if they qualify the
preceding N + AD] phrase:
ketiib-e
kitob-i

bo:wrg 0
buzurg u

mofidl
mufid

zibii-ye
zebo-i

wl1-e
WI1-i

book-EZ big
and useful
'a big and useful book';

mahrll
mahni(y)

woman-EZ beautiful-EZ moon-faced
'a beautiful moon-faced woman '.

4. 1 . 2 Concatenation and group inflection

No uns and noun phrases (and any other constituents) may be concatenated, typically by
adding -ol-u, to each constituent except the last, or to the penultimate one alone, or
without addition. Grammatical markers such as the direct object -rii/-ro are normally
added only to the last of several closely coordinated group of nominals:
[u(- v}-o mii-o somiij-rii /11o 'ayyall kard-and/
[vay-u 1110-V-1I SUI110 j-ro fa'ill
kard-alld

he-and we-and you.p-DO identified do.PT-3p
'they designated [him and us and you]';
[ketiib, dqftar va qalamj-rii
[kitob, daftar va qalamj-ro

ru-ye
ru-i

miz
stol

goziist-am/
mond-om

book notesbook and pen-DO face-EZ table pl ace. PT- 1 s
'\ laid [the book, notebook and pencil] on the table'.
4.2 Constituents following the head: EziiJe
Dependent nominals, including adjectives, nouns and nominal phrases, follow the head
noun and are linked in the EZ construction by the connective clitic -e/-i, as described
under Morphology, allowing multiple embedding.
4.2. 1 Basic structure

4.2. 1 . 1 NP levels
The EZ noun phrase has two levels and two basic types, depending on the syntactic status
of the complement:
( I ) adjectival, noun + adjective:
ketiib-e
kitob-i

bozorg/
buzurg

book-EZ big
'big book'.
(2) compound, noun (+ adjective) + noun (+ adjective):
ketiib-e pedarl
kitob-i pidar

book-EZ father
'book of father/father's book'.
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(3) phrasal: noun + adverbial phrase:
qarn-ha-ye
sada-ho-i

pis
peS

az
az

eslam/
islol11

centuries-EZ before from Islam
'the centuries before Islam'.
(4) clausal: noun + nominalized phrase or clause, prominently in Tajik:
pesar-e [az
pisar-i [az

l11adrase gorixt-e]l
madrasa gurexta-eJ

boy-EZ from school flee.PART
'boy fled from school', i.e. 'truant boy'.
4.2. 1 . 2 NP clitics
There are three sets of NP clitics which attach according to level:
( I ) the indefinite -i/-e, (2) the personal enclitics, (3) the postposition -rat-ro o The former
two function on the level of the adjectival noun phrase, the latter functions on the level of
the NP as a whole.
( I ) Thus, as a rule, -i/-e is attached to the singular and plural N, but to the adjective in
an adjectival EZ:
so 'al-i/
sllwol-e

so-al-ha-i/
sUlVol-ho-e

[so'al-e xubJ-i
[sulVol-i xubJ-e

[so'al-ha-ye xubJ-i
[suwol-ho-i xubJ-e

'a question',

'some/certain questions';

'a good question',

'some, certain good
questions'.

In case of several adjectives it may be attached to the noun directly, without -i/-e:
Esfahani-ha [mardom-an-e

besyar mellll1andust/

Isfahani-p people-p-EZ

very

va l11ehraban, samimi va

and kind

hospitable

siril1-zaban J-i

alUl

sincere and sweet-tongued-INDEF are

vS.
Esfahani-ha [l11ardol11-an J-i

hast-alld

Isfahani-p people-p-INDEF are
va mehraball, s{ll11imi va

[besyar l11ehmandust

very

hospitable

siril1-zaban J

and kind
sincere and sweet-tongued
'the Isfahanis are (a) very hospitable, kind, sincere and sweet-tongued people'.
(2) The pronominal clitics are similarly attached:
so 'al-am/
sliwol-am

so-al-ha-yam/
sUl\lol-ho-yam

[so'al-e xubJ-at
[sulVol-i xub J-at

[so 'al-ha-ye xubJ-at
[suwol-flO[-ixubJ -at

'my question',

'my questions';

'your good question',

'your good questions'.

These two sets are mutually exclusive.
(3) The postposition -ra/-ro is clitic to the NP as a whole in rightmost final position
irrespective of its internal structure, be it a single N, simple NP or an extended NPP as a
whole.
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The basic EZ structures are thus as follows (N noun, A adjective, NPP compound
noun phrase; 3s -as exemplifies personal clitics; all with nouns in the singular):
=

=

=

TABLE 8.13: CLITIC ATTACHMENT
or -i]
[-ra]1
or -e] [-raj
DIROBJ
a
book his, her
'his, her book' 9r 'a book'.

N

kettib [-as
kitob [-as

NA

[kettib-e bozorg]
[kitob-i buzurg]

NPP

or -i]
[-as
or -e]
[-as
book-EZ large
his, her
a
'his, her large book' or 'a large book'.
=

[-ra]1
[-raj
DIROBJ

[mo'allem-e javan]
[mu'allim-i javon]
book EZ large EZ teacher EZ young
'the large book of his young teacher'.

kettib-e bozorg-e
kitob-i buzurg-i

or -i]
[-as
[-as
or -e]
his, her or a

[-ra]1
[-raj
D I ROBJ

4.2. 1 . 3 Alternate attachment of indefinite marker
The noun alone (or with plural marker) without any determiner, modifier, or enclitic, is
either non-specific or definite, and can be used either in a generic or non-generic sense.
Without a determiner they are usually indefinite.
While -il-e is usually added to the end of the EZ phrase, in the adjectival EZ it may
optionally be attached to the head noun or NP, in which case the EZ particle is not used:
kas-e
kas-i

digar-il
digar-e

or

kas-i
kas-e

digarl
digar

person-INDEF other
'someone else'.

person-EZ other I NDEF
'another person'

( 1 ) -il-e: As discussed under Morphology (section 3 . 1 . 1 .2), both singular or plural
nouns may be followed by the indefinite (specific or non-specific) clitic:
ketiib-ilkitob-e

ketiib-ha-ilkitob-ho-e

'some - any book' or
'a book';

'some - any books' or
'some - certain books'.

(2) yeklyak. Alternatively, the noun may be preceded by the quasi-indefinite article yekl
yak 'one, a' and may further be followed by the indefinite enclitic -ii-e. The admission of
plural and the indefinite enclitic distinguishes the quasi-article yeklyak from its role as
numeral:
Singular:

Plural:

[yekJ fenjiin[-i-]/
[yak] payola [--e]

[yek] fenjiin-ha [--i]/
[yak]payola-ho [--e ]

'a (certain) cup';

'some (certain) cups'.

Tajik also allows plural without enclitic -i: [yak] piyola-ho.
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4.2.2 Types of noun phrases and complements
4.2.2. 1 Overview
Fun damental for identifying the function of the ezaje construction is the fact that it
encompasses not only nouns, but also adjectives. Heads may be nouns, including verbal
nouns, as well as adjectives and participles, prominently those belonging to the Arabic
loan component and, rarely, a pronoun. Complements may similarly be nominal and
adjectival, or participal, or may be sentential nominalizations. (A good number of the
latter is further reduced to quasi-compound words; see section 7 . 1 Word formation.)

pesal; u, saxtanl
kar-e
pisar, vay, soxtan
kor-i
work-EZ boy, he, building
'the work of the boy, him, building';

moskel, anjam-sodel
kar-e
kor-i
muskil, anjom-suda
work-EZ difficult having been completed
'difficult, completed work'.

In Tajik, moreover, the nominal EZ in combination with verbal nouns, especially the
infinitive and other non-finite verb forms, has greatly extended its range of application
(arguably under the influence of Uzbek), and may condense into a single sentence what
would appear more naturally in Persian or English as a subordinate VP (see section 6.5.4
Tajik Turkic-type nominal clauses).
4.2.2.2 Nominal heads and valence relationships
The nominal EZ can be seen as essentially the nominalization of underlying case rela
tionships, or n eutralized valences:
Predicate
Event
Possessor
Agent
Patient
Purpose
Goal
Location Time
Origin
Source, Cause
Substance
Element
Part

asman-e abilosmon-i- obi 'blue sky';
ruz-e enqelablruz-i inqilob 'the day of revolution' - 'revolution
day';
ketab-e Hasanlkitob-i Hasan 'the book of Hasan' - Hasan's
book';
kar-e mardomlkor-i mardum 'the work of people';
qatl-e Hoseynlqatl-i Husayn 'the murder of Hoseyn';
daru-ye geripldaru-yi gripp 'influenza medicine';
rah-e Tehranlroh-i Dusanbe 'the road ofIto Tehran, Dushanbe' Tehran, Dushanbe road';
mardom-e inja, emruzlmardum-i injo, imruz 'people (of) here, of
today';
ahl-e Tehranlahl-i Dusanbe 'inhabitant of Tehran, Dushanbe';
ab-e cesmelob-i casma 'water of well' - well-water', bim-c mowj
'fear of the waves';
gombad-e talalgunbad-i- talo 'dome of gold';
anbuh-e sa 'el-anlanbuh-i so 'ii-on 'crowd of pilgrims';
do najar-e an-haldu nafar-i on-ho 'two (persons) of them'.

Predication includes the following relationships, also marked by -el-i:
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,

Genus-species
Class-gender

gol-e sorx/gul-isadbarg 'rose (flower) ;
dust-e doxtm; pesar/dllst-i duxtar, pisar 'girl-,

Class-name

asb-e nar, miide/asb-i 11m; 1110da 'male, female horse;
sahr-e Tehriin/sahr-i Dushanbe Tehran/Dushanbe city

boyfriend ';

- city of TehranlDushanbe';
Address-last name

iiqii-ye, xiinom-e Javiidiljal1ob-i, xOI1UI11-i Javodi

'Mr., Mrs. Javadi'

Address-first name
First-family name
Series-number

. aqa-ye Ahmad/janob-i Ahmad ' M r. Ahmad',
xiinol11-e Maryal11/xollum-i Maryam 'Mrs. Maryam';
Ahmad-e Javiidi/Allll1ad-i Javodi 'Ahmad Javadi',
Maryam-e Javiidi/Maryam-i Javodi 'Maryam Javadi';
dm's-e panj, panj-om/dars-i panj, panj-ul11 'lesson five,
fifth lesson'; sii'at-e se/so 'at-i se 'three o'clock'.

A typical result of neutralization may be overt identity: dust-e doxtarldust-i duxtar may
be both predicative 'girlfriend' and 'a friend who is a girl ', as well as possessive 'a friend
of the girl'. Similarly, eSq-e dust-an/isq-i dust-on may be both subjective 'love by the
friends' and objective 'loving (the) friends'.
4.2.2.3 Possessor
4.2.2.3a

Preposed possessor

The possessor can be topicalized by inversion and anaphoric pronominal eli tic:
eSI11-e to/isrn-i to

ketiib-e Hasan/kitob-i Hasan

name-EZ you.s

book-EZ H.

[to]

[Hasan] ketlib [-asJlHasan kitob-as

»

esrn [-at]/tu ism-at

you.s name-your-s
'your name';

H. book-his
'Hasan's book'.

Syntactically such NPs are clause initial:
be-bin-am,
bin-am,

[to] esm[-at]
[tu] ism [-al]

Ci-st?/
Cf-st?

SBlsee. PR-2s you.s name-your-s what-COP.3s
'let me see, what's [your] name?'
4.2.2.3b Tajik Turkic-type possessor inversion

In the Northern dialects of Tajik, a topical possessor inversion may serve to bind a
complex N P such as a reduced relative clause. This construction uses the postposition -a
« -ro )which at earlier stages of Persian had also a dative function, but has become the
unmarked construction, essentially a Turco-form version of the EZ (see Postposition -ra,
-ro section 3. 1 .4.2):
kitob-i

in

mard

'book of this man' (Tajik) >

book-EZ this man
in

mard[-a] kitob-as

this man[-RA] book-his

'this man-to book-his'.
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4.2.2.4
4. 2.2.4a

Adjectives and ordinals
Superlatives and ordinals

These two canonically precede the head:
behtar-in ketab/
bihtar-in kitob

avval-in ruz-e tabes tan/
avval-in ruz-i tobiston

'the best book';

'the first day of summer'.

In Persian, superlative adjectives always precede the head, as do ordinals when
focused position.
bozorg-tar-in l71asin
dovv-om-in salgard

vs.

masin-e bozorg-tar
salgard-e dovv-om

111

'the largest car' vs. 'the larger car';
'the second anniversary'.

In Tajik, ( I ) superlatives, (2) ordinal adjectives in -in, (3) simple ordinal adjectives in
(4) adjectives in -ngJ, and (5) phrases with the postposition barin may either precede
or follow the head:
-11111,

.\:ahr-i kalon-far-ill
bor-i oxar-in
poyezd-i du-yul71
fllz-noma-yi dina-ngT
saxs-i man barin

kalon- tar-in sallr
oxar-in bor
dll-YIII11 poyezd
dina-ngJ fllZ-1l0ma
man barill saxs

'the biggest lown';
'the last time';
'the second train';
'yesterday's paper';
'a person like me'.

4. 2.2.4b Prepdsed affective adjectives

When used affectively or evaluatively, adjectives may precede the noun, notably when
exclamatory. When evaluative, Persian often has indefinite -i:
pesar-e xub(-i)
pism'-i xub

ast/
buda ast

friend-EZ poor-EZ I

boy-EZ good(lN DEF)

is/seems to be

>
[bicareJ dust-e
[bei5oraJ dllst-i

>
[xllbJ pesar-i ast/
[xubJ pisar bud-a ast

dllst-e
dllst-i

bicare-ye man/
bei5ora-i man

man/
man

poor
friend-EZ I
good boy
is/appears to be
'my poor friend!'; 'he's/seems to be a good boy', non-evidential-mirative.
4.2.2.4c Pronouns as heads

Pronominal heads of EZ constructions are marginally productive and mostly confined to
deplorable qualifications: man-e bicare, Jalak-zade/man-i be-cora, Jalak-zada 'poor, fate
stricken me', etc.
4.2.2.5 Nominalized complements
4.2.2.5a Verbal nouns as heads

Verbal nouns, in both Persian and A rabic, behave essentially like nouns, those derived
from transitive verbs exhibiting ambivalence between agent and patient, i.e. subject
and direct object (here using roughly equivalent Persian infinitives and Arabic verbal
nouns):
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Intransitive

Transitive
bar gozid-an-e - entexiib-e Hasan/
bar guzidan-i - intixob-i Hasan

rasidan-e
rasidan-i

- vorud-e vazirl
- vurud-i vazirl

'the arriving - arrival-EZ minister'.
- choice-EZ H;
'choosing
both 'choice by Hasan' and 'choosing Hasan'.
Archaizing diction allows the direct object to be attached (e.g. in sub-headings):
kost-an-e
kustan-i

Rostam [Sohriib-raj/
[Suhrob-roJ

S.-DO
kiII.INF-EZ R.
'Rostam's killing of Sohrab', lit. 'the Sohrab killing of Rostam'.
4.2.2.5b Compound participles and adjectives as heads

A few adjectives and a relatively limited set of participles forming compund verbs behave
similarly to nouns and verbal nouns in neutralizing valence relationships. They consist
mainly of Arabic active and passive participles. Common examples include the following
(see Ahadi 200 1 : 105-1 09):
Persian adjectives
docar be/ducor ba 'affected by':

docar-e dkal ast 'is encountering

difficulties';
sifte az/seJtra az 'enamored by':

sifte-ye cesm-ha-yas ast 'is enamored

by her eyes';
Arabic participles
motavalled dar/muta vallid dar 'born in':
ast/
motavalled-e Idin
muta valid-i Tojikiston ast

aseq ba/osiq bo 'being in love with':
aseq-e doxtar ast/
osiq-i duxtar ast

'was born in Iran/Tajikistan';

'is in love with the girl';

-ra monker/-ro munkir 'denying s.th.':
monker-e xoda ast
munkir-i xudo ast

montazer-e/muntazir-i 'waiting for':
montazer-e dust ast/
muntazir-i dust ast

'is a denier of God';

'is expecting the friend'.

tahvil be/tahvil ba 'handing over to':
kard
tahvil-e u
tahvil-i vay kard

'he handed it over to him'.
A distinct subtype are reduplicated adjectives:
xub-e xub/xub-i xub 'very good', lit. 'good of good', etc.
4.2.2.5c Participial phrases as complements

(See also section 6.3.7 Tajik nominalized relative clauses)
Participial relative clauses as complements tend to be idiomized compounds and
adjectival, particularly in Persian:
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mard-e [dast-sekast-e]l
mard-i [dast-sikast-aJ

iidam-e
odam-i

[keSti-sekast-e]l
[kasti-sikast-aJ

man-EZ hand-break. PART
person EZ
ship-break .PA RT
'the man with a broken hand';
'ship-wrecked person';
but not *mm·d-e miisin-suxte 'the man with a burned motor'.
Prepositions can be retained:
[az
[az

forsat-hli-ye
fursat-ho-i

dast raft-e]l
dast raft-aJ

opportunities EZ from hand give.PART
'missed opportunities', lit. 'given out of the hand';
pesar-e [az madrase gorixt-eJ-i
bud-am ke . . .
very same boy-EZ from school ftee.PART-INDEF be. PT- l s who . . .
'I was again that same truant boy who . . .'

ham-lin

4.2.2.5d Tajik nominalized relative clauses

In Tajik copular relative clauses may be nominalized as a possessive EZ construction :
mard(-e) ki /11u-yas safed ast 'a man whose hair is white' >
mard-i
[/11U-yas safedJ

the man-EZ hair his white
'the white-haired man'.
4.2.2.5e Tajik constructions with participle in -agf

While in Persian participial constructions are limited, Tajik has constructions with the
participle in -agf that are fully productive (see also section 6.3.7. 1 ):
korgar-on-i

[az

Evropa boz-gast-agfJ

worker-p-EZ from Europe return.PARTII
'workers having returned from Europe',
cf Persian: diinesju-ylin-e [azfarang bar-gast-eJ
'students having returned from Europe'.
4.3 Constituents preceding the head noun

4.3.1 Overview
Determiners including demonstratives, indefinite and interrogative pronouns, quantifiers
and numerals with or without classifiers and their interrogatives, and others precede the
head noun:
DEM - INDEF-INTE R ROG - CLASS - NUM - NOUN
Examples are: lin mard/on mard 'that man'; har hafte/har hafta 'every week'; ce now'/cr
xel? 'what sort?'; do kilo gust/du kilogramm gust 'two kg of meat', etc. (see also examples
under Morphology).
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4. 3.2 Classifiers

4.3.2. 1 Numerative classifiers
Numerative classifiers constitute a small set of terms that follow the cardinal number or
the indefinite and numeral interrogative cand/cand 'several; how many?' and precede the
head nominal without any connective marker: N umeral - Classifier - Noun.
In Persian the head noun is in the singular following the singular rule after numbers,
while Tajik allows the plural as an option when the numerand denotes a conventionally
or contextually defined group. A classifier is obligatory in the absence of a head nominal,
but optional otherwise. The choice of these classifiers is conditioned by the semantic class
of the counted nominal, with the basic distinction of human and non-human.
The general semantically unmarked classifier is unstressed {(i/to 'unit, item'. In Persian,
there is the distinction of plurality vs. singularity: ta follows numbers larger than one, do
fa pesar, medad 'two boys, pencils', cand ta pesm; medad 'several boys, pencils' and 'how
many boys, pencils', as opposed to dane 'grain' for single non-human items, yek dane
medad 'a single pencil'.
In Tajik, to (colloquial ta) has no such restrictions and is widely used for all classes of
numerands and all numbers: yak fo zan 'one [item] woman', sad to kllrta 'a hundred
shirts', while dona 'grain' is the classifier for smallish inanimate objects.
Most semantically distinguished classifiers are the same in Persian and Tajik, which
once constituted an extensive series; some of those still in use are the following:
( I ) H uman: nC!farinaJar 'individual' (Ar.) and tan 'body, person', haJt nC!far pirezan/haJt
naJar kampir 'seven old women'; panj tan/panj tan 'five (bodies)'; Tajik plural numerand
of contextually definite group:
az

hamin

sas nqfar-onJaqat ba du naJar

from this-same six persons only to two person
dast na-l11e-ras-on-em

hand not-IPFV.reach. CAUS. PR- l p
'of these six men we will leave unharmed only two '.
(2) Prominent part of whole, larger animals: (a) sar/sar 'head' or (b) ra 's/ra 's (Ar.), se
sar boz/se sar buz 'three head of goats' .

(3) Prominent part for whole, inanimate: (a) houses, bab/bob 'door' (Ar.), dah bab xane/
doh bob xona 'group of ten houses'; (b) books, jeld/jild 'skin, book cover' (Ar.), se jeld
ketab/sejild kitob 'three volumes'.
(4) Small-sized objects, including small animals, plants, and other smallish things:
(a) dane/dona 'grain' dah dona bodring dih-ed 'give (me) ten cucumbers', cand dona anor
'several pomegranates' and 'how many pomegranates?', or (b) adad 'number' (Ar.), se
adad mix 'three nails'.
(5) Shape: taxte 'flat board', etc., yek taxte qali 'one (item) 'carpet'.
(6) Small sets: (a) Pers. das{ 'hand', and yek dast lebas 'one suit', se dast sandali 'set of
three chairs'; (b) small groups (animal, people, objects): Pers. daste 'handful', mostly with
EZ, yek daste(-ye) gal 'a bunch of flowers'; Tajik has dasta for both (a) and (b) without
and with EZ, yak dasta gul, dclsta-i jinoyatkor 'a criminal group'.
(7) Buildings, apartments: dastgah/dastgoh 'compound unit, set', se dastgah emarat/se
dastgoh imorat 'three buildings, flats'.
The classifier is obligatory only if the number is mentioned without the numerand:
cand (ta) ketab/cand (to) kitob - se ta/se to 'how many books - Th ree', soma cand naJar
bud-id?/sumo cand naJar bud-ed? - se naJar/se naJar 'how many were you? - Three'.
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Numbers and classifiers may also be joined with a dependent nominal or pronouns,
frequently enclitic: hal' do- (tii) -yas qasang astlhar du- (to)-yas nayz ast 'both of them',
lit. 'of it', 'are nice', hal' se tii-yesiilllhar se to-yason 'all three of them', yek-dane-yas-ra
bi_yallda:::lyak-to-yas-ro parto 'toss me one of them'.
4.3.2.2 Mensurative classifiers
Mensurative classifiers identifying weight, length, and other measures designate a portion
of a mass and combine freely with mass nouns. Syntactically they behave like numerative
classifiers: do fenjan cayldu payola coy 'two cups (of) tea', cahiir-o nim kilo sib-zamillilcor
II nim kilo kartoska 'two and a half kilo (of) potatoes', pWU'ah lei/ometr r{7hlpanjoh kilom
ell' roll 'fifty kil ometers (of) way, road'.
Mensurative noun phrases contrast with partitive EZ constructions: se qatre xUlllse
qatra XUII 'three drops of blood' vs. se qatre-ye xunlse qatra-i xun 'th ree drops of the, that
blood' .
4.3.2.3 Kind and manner classifiers
Kind and manner classifiers li kewise behave like numerative classifiers. These include
nO Il" /lIall" 'kind, sort; breed, species' way, method, manner, mode': Pers. colloq. tOlVrltall'r
'sort, kind, type; manner, style'; Pers. jur, 'sort, kind, variety; manner'; raqamlraqam
'number'; 'type, kind, sort': ce now' parandelCi /law' paranda 'what kind of bird?'; Pers.
ce-tolV/' (idal11-i ast? 'what kind of person is he?'; Pers. in jur 111 i::: 'this kind of table?'; in ce
raqal11 ketab astlin Cl raqam kitob ast 'what type of book is this?'.
5 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS II: CLAUSE STRUCTURE
5.1 Order of constituents
The canonical sequence in main, coordinate and dependent clauses is:
(SUBJECT) - (OBJ ECT) - VERB.
The parentheses indicate that both subject and object may be lexically omitted since the
person of the subject is incorporated in the verb, and the object of transitive verbs may be
contextually implied.
Thus the simplest clause may comprise a single finite verb:
al11ad-andl
omad-and

dozdid-andl
duzdid-and

'they've come, are here';

'they stole it'.

With three-valence verbs such as "give", the definite or specific direct object generally
precedes the beneficiary (indirect object), but follows it in preverbal position if indefinite.
Note that in the preverbal position of the unmarked object ketablkitob exemplifies the
generic function of unspecified nominals in preverbal position as part of compound
verbs:
(Ahmad) [ketab-raJ be man dadl
Ahmad
[kitob-roJ ba man dod

(Ahmad) be man [ketab J dadl
Ahmad
ba man [kitob } dod

'Ahmad gave me the book';

'Ahmad gave me a book, books.'
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Word order is flexible and allows for "scrambling" (particularly in spoken registers).
Typically, such re-ordering requires non-canonical marking patterns involving shifts of
stress (and pauses). The more frequent and less marked of such patterns are discussed in
the following.

5. 1 . 1 OSV and O VS
5. 1 . 1 . 1 Object raising
For emphasis on agent OSV may occur:
sag-Iii
sag-ro

man
man

kost-am/
kust-am

killed (it)'
I
dog
'I was the one who killed the dog'.
5. 1 . 1 .2 Concomitant subject lowering
For emphasis on the patient, or the activity, OVS may occur with concomi tan t subject
lowering:
sib-ra
seb-ro

ne-mi-xar-id
na-me-xar-ed

soma?/
sumo?

the apple-DO not-IPFV.buy.PR-2p you.p
'aren't you going to buy any apples?'
Note the contrastive use of the direct object marker -ra/ -ro even with indefinite non
specific objects, approximately 'as to the apples there (in addition to yoghurt, etc.)'.

5. 1.2 A dverbials
Adverbs of time and sentence adverbials are often placed first in the sentence. The
unmarked order of other is:
TIME - MANNER - LOCATION/D I RECTION,
and is determined by the valency of the verb, such as the means and direction of "going"
in the following example:
ma 'mul-an,
odat-an,

ma
mo

har ruz
har ruz

ba otobus
bo avtobus

usually
we every day
with bus
'we usually go to school every day by bus'.

be madrase
ba madrasa

mi-rav-im
me-rav-em

to school

we go

Otherwise the position of adverbials is relatively free, such as the focused locative
preceding the preverbal beneficiary of "giving" instead of following the initial time
adverbial:
diruz
dina-ruz

Ahmad
Ahmad

ketab-ra [dar ketab-xaneJ be man dad/
kitob-ro [dar kitob-xonaJ ba man dod

yesterday Ahmad
the book in library
to me
'Ahmad gave me the book in the library yesterday'.

he gave
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Particularly in colloquial speech direction, but not location, follows the verb, usually
without the preposition be/ba 'to':
raft madrase/
r�ft madrasa
'she went to the school'.
Adverbials pragmatically connecting and/or qualifying the sentence as a whole (often
Arabic loan adverbi als and phrases) are typically in first position:
ettefaq-an man ham did-am
ittifoq-an man ham did-am
'incidentally, I saw it, too';

zaher-an farda mi-a-yad
az aii-as pagoh me-o-yad
'from the looks of things, he'll be coming tomorrow'.

5. 1.3 Questions
Word order in questions is normally the same as for statements.
( I ) Yes-no questions, aya/oyo
In yes-no questions interrogativity is established suprasegmentally by means of
intonation and pitch contour, which ends at mid-height rather than falling as in
statements.
In addition to the primary contour, Common Persian is one of the languages that has
developed an overt question marker, the particle: ijya/qyo (initial stress) 'whether, isn't
it that', which may be followed by the clipped tag question ya na/yo na 'or not':
hamrah mi-a-i
ya na?/
aya to
hamroh me-o-yi yo na?
oyo tu
Q you.s along
IPFY.come.PR-2s or not
'are you coming along, or not?'.
In colloquial Tajik, the Uzbek interrogative clitic -mfis added to the final word:
na-me-xar-ed-ml!
seb
apple not-IPFV-buy.PR-2p-Q
'won't you buy some apples?'
(2) Surprise and indignation, magar/magar
I n questions connoting surprise or indignation (including rhetorical questions) the
particle magar in the sense of 'but is it not true that, but' may precede or follow the subject:
magar u an-ha-ra na-did-e ast/
tt magar on-ho-ro na-did-a-ast?
but he
those-DO not-see.PA RT COP.3s
'(but) hasn't he seen them?'
magar may also imply possibility in questions or statements (for its use as a
conjunction 'unless' see section 6.5.3.7):
magar soma ham mi-dan-id/
magar sumo ham me-don-ed?
whether you.p also IPFV.know.PR-2p
'maybe you know, too?'
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(3) In terrogative pronouns and adverbs
Persian has in situ constructions. Interrogatives for parts of speech appear in the same
slot as in statements when unmarked, but may appear at the beginning when focused
(before or after an adverbial phrase):

Direct object

Subject
[kif
[kf]

emruz
il111'l/z

mi-li-yadl
me-o-yad

who today IPFYcome.PR-3s
'
'who will come today?';

»

el11ruz [kif l11i-li-yad?

.soma an-ja
sumo on-jo

[ce kas-i]-rli
[CI kas]-/'0

did-id?1
did-ed?

you.p there what person-DO see.PT-2p
'what person, whom did you see there?'
»

[ce kas-i]-rli lin-jli did-id?

Adverb
ketlib-rli
kitob-ro

[kojli] gozlist-e i?1
[kujo] l11ond-a i?

book-DO where put.PART COP.2s
»

kojli ketlib-rli gozliSte i?

'where did you leave, put the book?';

balilir el11sli/
Ibahor imso/

[key] mi-li-yadl
[kay] me-o-yad?

spring this year when IpFYcome.PR-3s
»

key emslil baMr l11i-li-yad?

'when will spring come?'

5. 1.4 Exclamations
( I ) Vocative
The vocative has primary stress on the first syllable, and may be preceded by the
particle eyley or liy:
bgfce,
brica,

injli bi-lil
in jo bi-o

child
'boy,

here come-I MP.2s
come here! '.

(2) Selective reference
Surprise and admiration are marked by ce N-i 'what (a) N' and ce AD] 'how AD]'
(similar to questions):
c£

havli-ye

xub-i!

what weather-EZ good-IN DEF
'what a fine weather!';

ce

xub!

what good
'how good !'.

(3) Tags
These include (a) - (h)li(n) 'take note, careful, beware' and (b) dige, li terary digar
'already, simply', lit. 'other':
ggft-am-li!

ggft-am-dige!

'I said so, didn't I ! ';

'I've already told you!'.

5.2 Definiteness and subject and object marking

5. 2.1 Marking of definiteness and specificity
The marking of a NP as definite, indefinite or specific is interdependent with case rela
tions, which in turn are expressed chiefly by syntactic means.
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5.2. 1 . 1 Definiteness
The stem form of a noun has two uses, apart from paratactic mention in lists, titles, etc.
These are:
( I ) Generic , when focus is on the concept it conveys or the generic referent, rather than
a specific member of the class or number of items:
dar maqaze [ruzname j hast?1
dar magazin [gazetaj hast?

ketab be-xiin!l
xon!
kitob

newpaper EX.3s
in store
'are there newspapers in the store?';

book read.IMP.2s
'read a book!', i.e. any book, or books in general;

pedar-hii-yemiin
padar-ho-yal110n

[dehqiinj andl
[dehgol1 j-and

father-p-our
peasant COP.3p
'our fathers are peasants', lit. 'peasan t'.
(2) Definite, when a referent has been mentioned, or is contextually defined, for
instance as a proper noun, independent or clitic pronoun, demonstrative, or equivalent
in terrogatives. A definite count noun denoting a plural requires a plural marker and,
usual ly, plural verb agreement:
Singular
deh
az
qis/oq az

inja xeyli riih /list!
injo xele roh nest

vill age fro'm here much way not.COP.3s
'the village isn't far from here';

pedar-bozorg
bobo

amadl
omad

grandfather come.PT.3s
'grandfather has come, arrived' .

Plural
deh[-hiij xeyli rail nist[-and}/
qisloq[-Iloj xele roll nest[-andj

village-p
much way not.COP.3s
'the villages are not far'.
5.2. 1 .2 Specificity
The specific N P occupies a status between the indefinite NP, the referent of which is
known to neither speaker nor listener, and the definite NP, the referent of which is known
to both. It constitutes information known to the speaker, but introduced for the first time
to the listener; with this form, the speaker signals his ability or willingness to give further
information.
A specific NP is marked with -i/-e and/or yeklyak, and as a direct object it req uires the
marker -ral-ro, while an indefinite noun normally does not.
5.2.2 Marking of subjects
5.2.2 . 1 Verbal agreement
( I ) 3rd person. The Classical Persian norm for 3rd person verbal concord (inherited from
Indo-European) is that inanimate subjects have singular agreement and anaphora. In
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turn, humans and sentient beings (including higher animals, notably horses) have plural
agreement: this is still a valid pattern, but the use of singular and plural is determined by
the speaker's perception of the degree of individuation of the subject:
dust-ha
dUst-ho

amad-and/
omad-and

friend-p come.PT-3p
'the friends have arrived-3p';

ketab-ha
kitob-ho

inja-st injo-sl -

(hast-)and/
(hast-) and

book-p
here is
(EX)-3p
'the books are here'.

Similarly, collective nouns and pronouns, as well as plural inanimates, may have a
singular or plural verb, more commonly in Tajik:
human collective-plural

inanimate plural-singular

mardom dar amad-and/
mardum daromad-and

sax-ha-ye
sox-ho-i

people out.come.PT.3p
'the people came out',
individually, in small groups;

bough-p-EZ tree-p
I PFY.shake.PT.3s
'the boughs of the trees shook',
all together.

deraxt-hii mi-jombid/
daraxt-on me-jumbid

(2) Combined persons. Subjects combining 1 st person with either or both the other two
have 1 st plural agreement, subjects combining 2nd and 3rd person have 2p plural
agreement:
man 0
man u

soma mi-dan-im/
sumo me-don-em

I
and you .p I PFY.know-l s
'I and you we know';

man 0
man u

Ahmad bii ham raft-im
Ahmad bo ham raft-em

and A .
together go.PT-1 s
'I and Ahmad went together'.

(3) H onorific marking
Social convention requires respectful reference to 3rd persons with plural agreement,
particularly in their presence. Similarly, the addressee is called by the plural pronoun
soma/sumo 'you' with the corresponding verb ending, while the speaker may use the self
deprecating plural malmo 'we' (see section 3. 1 .3 . 1 Personal pronouns):
ostad
ustod

saxs-e bozorg-i bud-and/
saxs-i buzurg-e bud-and

professor person-EZ great be.PT-3p
'the professor was a great man';

soma bud-id/
sumo bud-ed

ma ce
mo Cl

mi-dan-im/
me-don-em

you.p be.PT-l p we what IPFY.know.PR-lp
'it was you';
'what do I know?'.

5 .2.2.2 Copular predicates and ellipsis
As noted under Morphology, the copula form of 'be' in the present tense may be either
enclitic or derived from the stems hast-/hast-, biis-/bos-, or nist-/nest-, and in past tenses
from the stem bud-/bud-.
In Persian colloquial the present tense forms are obligatory, except with certain
question words and phrases: ku?, koja? 'where (is): Hasan ku, koja? 'where is Hasan?'.
Exclamatory rhetorical phrases include deictic forms like inak: inak-parcam! behold/
here (is) the banner!'.
In colloquial Tajik, present tense forms may be more readily omitted, especially in
questions: Nadir kujo? 'where's Nadir?', including basic identification statements: man
tojik 'I'm a Tajik'.
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5.2.2.3 Specified and unspecified subjects
Since the person is expressed in the verb ending, the minimal clause consists of an
inflected verb, and there may be no overt subject noun phrase:
sib

mi-xar-amlseb me-xar-am

apple IPVbuy. PR- I s
'I'll buy (- some) apples'.
Unspecified human subjects are expressed by the 3p verb ending (see section 5.5.7.2
Agency and causation), while impersonal inanimate subjects are expressed by the 3s verb
ending only: e.g. bas-adlbos-ad 'let it be, OK', mi-sav-adlme-sav-ad 'it's possible, one can
(do it)', and prominently in indirect verb constructions (section 5.3 .2).
'Weather-verbs' such as bar-, barid-Ibor-, borid- 'pour from above' and similar verbs
require a subject noun: bariin, barf mi-bar-adlboron, barf me-bor-ad 'it rains, snows' ('it
pours down rain, snow').

5.2.3 Marking of direct objects
5.2.3 . 1 Definite direct objects
Definite objects are obligatorily marked with -riil-ro:
ketiib-rii xarid-aml
kitob-ro xarid-am

u-rii
did-amI
vay-ro did-am

book-DO' buy.PT- l s he-DO see.PT-I s
' I bought ' the book'; ' I saw him'.
5.2.3.2 Indefinite specific and non-specific direct objects
An indefinite noun as direct object is not normally marked with -rill-ro. However, while a
specific NP is also marked with -i/-e and/or yeklyak, as a direct object it requires the
object marker:
(yek) zan[-iJ-rii
(yak) zan [-eJ-ro

did-amI
did-am

one woman-INDEF-DO see.PT- I s
' I saw a certain woman';
(yek) ketiib-e
(yak) kitob-i

xub[-iJ-rii
xub[-eJ-ro

xiind-aml
xond-am

one book-EZ good-INDEF-DO read. PT- I s
'I've read a good book'.
Such sentences as a rule require, or imply, following explanatory clauses, typically
relative clauses, such as, for the latter example, 'a good book - which I might now identify
or describe for you, if you show interest'.
5.2.3.3 Scale of specificity
Specificity is given overtly when a noun or noun phrase is, or contains, a name, personal
or demonstrative or interrogative pronoun, and implicitly when a specific or certain item
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or set is referred to by the speaker. Accordingly, -ral-ro also attaches to items or sets that
are marked by the indefinite -il-e, when specific, such as kas-i-ra didlkas-e-ro did 'he saw
someone, a certain person'; in comparison:
'they killed the wolf';
'they killed a certain wolf';
'they killed some wolf';
'they killed wolves, were wolf-killing';
'they killed many wolves', -ha with emphatic stress.

gQrg-rii kQst-and
(yek) gQrg-i-rii kost-and
(yek) gQrg-i kost-and
gQrg kost-and
gorg-"!J. kost-and

5.3 Use of pronominal elitics
The enclitic series of the pronouns is used primarily to express attributive possession and
its metaphors (see section 3 . 1 .3 .2):
ketiib-amlkitob-am 'my book', varaq-hii-yasl varaq-ho-yas 'its pages'.

This use includes the Turco-form possessive construction in the northern Tajik dialects
discussed above:
in

mard[-a]

kitob[-as]

this man-RA book-his'
'this man's book'.
In addition, the clitics function both as direct objects and indirect objects, including
the experiencer. In Tajik they also function in a possessive construction, including
nominalized clauses (see section 6.3 .7).

5.3.1 Pronominal direct and indirect objects
The pronominal clitics may also express the direct or ind irect object of a verb to which
they attach.
,
( I ) direct object, did-al17-elanldid-am-aton 'I saw you (-elanl-aton) .
The pronominal clitic may replace the direct object phrase, and is attached to the verb,
and in compound verbs usually to the preverbal nominal or to the verb itself (mostly
colloquial, see section 5.5 .6.2):
[II-rii] did-amI[vay-ro] did-C1/11
did-am [-as]l
did-am [-as]

'I saw him';
Persian

Tajik

[II-rii] bidar kard-aml [vay-,'o] bidor kard-am
bidar[-as] kard-aml
bidor[-as] kard-am
bidor kard-am [-as]
bidar kard-am[-as]l
'I woke him up', bidar kardanlbedor kardan, lit. 'make awake'.

In spoken Tajik these forms often elide the initial vowel and add the object marker -a
« ro): me-gir-an[-s] 'they'll catch him (-s,)'; did-am-t[-a] 'I saw you (-I)'.
,
(2) indirect object, goft-am-aslguft-am-asl 'I told him (-as) .
These replacements are found with a small number of simple and compound verbs
with beneficiary valence:
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Persian
[he uJ goft-aml
goft-am[-asj!

Tajik
[ha vayJ guft-am
guft-am[-asJ

'I said to, told him';

Persian

Tajik

[he uJ komak kard-aml [ha vayJ yorf dod-am
komak[-asJ kard-aml
yorf[-asJ dod-am

'I gave him help, hel ped him'.

5. 3.2 Indirect experience
Indirect verb constructions express bodily or mental experience as happening to, or
overcoming, a person without his or her doing. They are most frequent in casual styles,
and appear to be an expanding class.
The verb is a compound of a noun or adjective plus 'be' or 'become' and a small set of
other verbs in the impersonal 3s, while the experiencer is referred to by the personal
clitics, at earlier stages of Persian also by the independent personal pronoun plus -ra in its
dative function.
The source is usually indicted by az 'from '. Some sensations and events can only be
expressed that way, while others can be expressed either by an indirect construction or by
verbs which imply the active involvement of the speaker, allowing for options. Among the
commonly used indired verb (;onstrudions, and their adive (;orrespondents, there are
prominently those expressing bodily sensations, emotions, and mental activity. The fol
lowing examples illustrate the pairing of active expressions with indirect construction,
and the typical pairs of verbs which are similar to those used in the quasi-active/passive
pairs of other types of compound verbs:
Active

Experiential

man gorosne [amJ

gorosne [-amJ ast'

hungery COP. l s
'I am hungry';

hungry-to me COP.3s
'I feel hungry';

man bavar ne-mi-kon[-amJ

bavar[-amJ ne-mi-sa l'-ad

I
belief not-IPFVmake. PR- l s
'I don't believe it';

belief-to me not-IPFVbecome.PR-3s
'I cannot believe it';

qahr

kard[-imJ

make.PT- I p
quarrel
'we quarrelled', lit. 'made quarrel';
[an-raj dust

dar-im

that-DO friend have.PR- I p
'we like him, it', lit. 'have as friend';

qahr[-emiill}Sad

quarrel-to usbecome.PT.3s
'we got to quarrelling';
[az allJ

xosJ-amJ mi-a-yad

from that well to me IPFVcome.PR-3s
'I like it', lit. 'from it it comes well';
cf. earlier [ma-raJ xos amado

Compound with yad 'memory', all 'I remember'
[an-raj yad

dar[-amJ

[anJyad[-amJ

hast

that-DO memory have.PR- I s
'I have it in memory';

that memory-to me EX.3s
'that is to me in memory';

[an-raJ yad

[anJyad[-amJ

mi-avar[-amJ

mi-ay-ad

that-DO memory I PFVbring.PR- I s that memory-to me IPFVcome. PR.3s
' I bring to memory';
'it comes to my memory';
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Typically colloquial is the expression ce-t-e? 'what is the matter with you?' Ciz-i-m
ce-at ast 'what to you is?' and Ciz-i-am nist 'a thing to me is noC).
-

nist! 'nothing!' «

5.4 Subject and object complements
Nominal complements implying a property are non-specific (generic) and are unmarked,
whether intransitive or transitive. The verb is a verb of state and persistence or change,
most typically 'be', including copula, the existential hast-/hast-, neg. nist-/nest-, the sub
junctive bas-/bos, past all b'ud-/bud-. Other verbs include: intransitive man-, mand/mon-,
mond- 'remain', sav-, sod-lSav-, sud- 'become'; transitive kon-/kun-, kard-, dan-, danest-/
don-, donist- 'know, recognize', entexab k.lintixob k. 'elect', etc.
qabl-an cupiin
bud-and/
qabl-an podahon bud-and

u-ra
ti-ro

before shepherd be.PT- l p
'before they were shepherds';

he-DO friend IPFY.know.PR- l s
'I consider him a friend'.

dust
dust

mi-dan-am/
me-dan-am

The same rules applies to adjectival complements.
However, when modified by a specifying nominal EZ plural marking is obligatory:
qabl-an cupan-hii-ye
qabl-an podabon-ho-i

ma bud-and/
mo bud-and

iin-hii-ra dust-hii-ye
on-ho-ro dtist-ho-i

ma mi-dan-m/
mo me-don-im

before shepherd-p-EZ we be.PT-3p they-DO friend-p-EZ we IPFV.know. PR- l p
'before they were our shepherds';
'we consider them our friend s'.
5.5 Complex predicates
The following general characterizations can be made:
The combined morphology and categorical functions of this system suggest the following
parameters:
Aspect. The primary parameter of the system is aspect, intersecting with the param
eters of tense and mood. It is defined by the polarity between imperfective and perfective,
framing the central perfective-aorist.
The perfective preterite (aorist) is the unmarked form and refers to an event simply as
completed, and is central to the system. It refers most frequently to past events, and is
traditionally equated with a Western preterite, or simple past. However, it may also refer
to present or future contexts, and, in addition, may have subj unctive function, notably in
subordinate clauses.
The imperfective is undifferentiated and refers to an event simply as not completed.
Thus, the indicative present and past may refer to punctual, habitual-iterative or d urative
progressive events, in present and past.
The resultative-stative refers to prior action, result, and temporary state in present and
past contexts.
Mood. Basically, real action is marked by the indicative, potential action or state by the
subjunctive, and unlikely and unreal action by the counterfactual. Both subj unctive and
the counterfactual have binary distinctions, imperfective and perfectivelresultative
stative. In form, the imperfective counterfactual is identical with the imperfect, while the
subjunctive is morphol ogically aligned with the present. Both occur in independent
clauses, as well as in subordinate clauses.
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5. 5. 1 Possession

possession is expressed by the verb diir-, diist-Idor-, dost- 'have, keep'.
In Tajik, the pronominal c1itics in their dative function together with 'be' may also
express (alienable) possession of a predicate (see Pronominal di rect and indirect objects
section 5.3. 1):
safar pul[-as]

hos-ad

agar.

l11e-ti-yal11-t [-a]

S.
money-his may be if,
I PFY.give.PR- l s-you.s-RA
'if Safar has any money, I 'll give it you . '
5. 5.2 Modal constructions, verb + verb

5. 5.2. 1 Definite future
xiih-al11 raftlxoh-al11 raft 'I shall, will (definitely) go'.
This modal construction with xiih- 'will' is isolated and expresses definite future, con

trasting with the unmarked imperfective present. It is formed from the unmarked present
stem of the verb xiih-Ixoh- 'will, want, wish' marked for person plus the short infinitive:
(na-J xiih-am raftl(na-Jxoh-am raft 'I will (not) go'; compound verbs: kiir (na-Jxiih-and
kardlkor (na-Jxoh-and kard 'they will (not) work'.
In Tajik, more so than in Persian, this construction is regarded as "literary" and
generally avoided in favor of the simple present-future. See also section 8.3.2 Uncertainty
constructions.
5. 5.2.2 Volition
Volition is expressed by fully inflected xiih-, xiist-Ixoh-, xost- 'want, wish' followed by the
subjunctive.
bacce ce
bacca cf

mi-xiih-adl
me-xoh-ad

child what I PFV-want.PR-3s
'what does thislthat child want?'

mi-xiist-am
me-xost-am

xiine
xona

be-rav-aml
ray-am

IPFV-want.PT- l s house S BJ-go.PR- l s
' I wanted to go home', lit. 'that 1 go'.

5,5.2.3 Intention and expectation
( I ) [raft-an-f] (hast-Jam 'I am about to, supposed to'
Verbs of motion, and particularly raft-anlraft-an 'go, leave', are formulated in a con
struction formed with the future participle, or gerundive (see section 3.2.2.2e Nominal
forms) and forms of 'be' to express intention.
In Persian this construction is marginal. Used predicatively, it is found with a seman
tically highly restricted set of verbs and contexts: intransitive, rarely used in tenses other
than the present, and rarely negated: man raft-an-i hast-am 'I have to, am about to go'.
In Tajik there are no such restrictions. It is used with both intransitive and transitive
verbs, occurs with bos-Ibud- 'be' and sav-Isud- 'become' (and colloquially, without a
verb), may be negated, allows for any inflected form of the verb; examples of negated,
evidential, and progressive forms are:
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Intransitive:
man

rqft-an-f-yam

go.GERV-COP- l s
I
'I'm going, I 'm off';

- hast-am

raft-an-l

sud-em

- EX- I s
go.GERV
'we were all set to go '.

become. PT- l p

Transitive:
hei5 Ilujum [kard-an-fj

nest-and

[gujt-an-Jj na-[bud-aj-ast

any attack make. G ERV not-CO P- l p
'they are not going to attack';
ma-ro ba dusman [dod-an-Hud-aj

say.GERV not.be.PART. EV-COP.3s
'it appears she's not about to tell';
istod-a

and

I-DO to enemy give.GERV become. PART PROG.PART COP-3p
'they're getting ready to give me to the enemy'.
This productive construction is thus distinct from the use of the predicative use of the
gerundive in both Persian and Tajik with forms derived from the transitive verb which
may be understood as a passive: Persian xeyli did-an-i ast 'it is very much to be seen,
worth seeing', Tajik on jo hec did-an-l nest "that place isn't worth seeing'.
(2) rav-ona 'about to, supposed to go'
In Tajik, the most commonly found form in the adjectival derivative is -ona:
man estalinobod

ravona bud-am

ke

na-sud

I
St.
go.ADJ be.PT- l s
that not-become.PT.3s
'I was about to/supposed to go to Stalinabad, but it didn't work out'.
In Persian , there is raviine sod-an; kard-an 'set out, start; send off', but no corrsponding
construction.
5 . 5.2.4. Obligation and presumption
5.2.2. 4a Obligation and necessity

Obligation and necessity are expressed by means of the impersonal defective verb biiyad/
boyad, neg. na-bayad/na-boyad (less freq uent variants with milder force are (mi-J biiyesl
(iJ/me-boist with mi-/me- in its counterfactual function and the frozen archaic counter
factual enclitic -i, respectively).

(I ) Impersonal generalized statements

bayad raftlboyad raft 'one (we, etc.) must go'

This construction is formed with the short infinitive ( Stem I I).
(2) Personal expressions
=

bayad be-ra v-ad/boyad rav-ad 'he must go'

This construction is formed with the present subjunctive:
bayad fardii
boyad fardo

parviiz be-kon-am/
parvoz
kun-am

must tomorrow flight SBlmake. PR- l s
' I have to fly tomorrow';
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mi-bayest
me-boist

in deraxt-ra
in daraxt-ro

az
az

bix be-kan-iml
bex kand-a

bar-or-em

would have to this tree-DO from root pull.PART up-SBlbring.PR- 1 p
'we ought to uproot this tree'.
Frequent other expressions are lazem ast, budllozim ast, bud 'it is necessary' and majbur
hast , blldlm ajbul" ast, bud 'he is obliged, forced to . . . ', etc., similarly followed by the
subjuncti ve.
(3) Counterfactual forms
These are marked by the imperfect in its counterfactual function in the dependent verb,
given that bayad does not have a functional past form (similar to English "must").
(a) imperfective form
bayad mi-raJtlboyad me-/"cift 'he had to, should have gone'
biiyad zud-tar
boyad zud-tar

mi-rrift-il
me-rcift-r

must early-CaMP IPFY.go. PT-2s
must earlier
would leave
'you had to leave, should have left earlier'.
This construction also refers to an action that had to be done instead of another:
taze qabl-as ham [bayad mi-rcift-am}, baradar-am ra madrase be-gozar-am
toza qabl-as ham [boyad me-raJt-am}, uka-am-ro
maktab mon-am

'before that I had to go drop my brother off at school (and did not come here right
way)'.
(b) resultative form (rare)
bayad raft-e bud 'he had to, should have gone (earlier, before then)'.
(4) Tajik infinitival construction
In Tajik, obligation in any tense is expressible by a circumlocution such as darkor ('in
the act, appropriate') preceded by a nominalized clause construction:
xobond-an-i

vay-ro

darkor

bud

laying-EZ
he-DO necessary be.PT.3s
'we had to lay him down'.
5.5.2.4b Presumption
biiyad raft-e biis-ad/boyad raJt-a bos-ad

Presumption about a state or the completion of an action is also expressed by boyad
and is followed by the perfect subjunctive or the present subjunctive of 'be'. With change
of state verbs the completion usually corresponds to a present in English:
biiyad dar xane
boyad dar xona

bas-ad/
bos-ad

bayad ta hala rasid-e
boyad to holo rasid-a

must in house (SBJ) be-3s
'she must be at home';
biiyad anja istad-e
boyad onjo istod-a

must till now arrive. PART (SBI)be-3p
'they must have arrived by now'-;

bas-and/
bos-and

must there stand. PART (SBI)be-3p
'they must have stood up be standing there now'.
=

bas-and/
bos-and
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5.5.2.5 Ability
Ability is expressed by the fully inflected verb taviin-. taviinest-/ tavon-, tavonist- 'be able'.
Similar to biiyad/boyad there are two constructions:
( l ) Generalized impersonal statements
mi-taviin raft/me-tavon guft

This construction uses the bare present tense form plus the short infinitive, highly
marked as literary:
mi-taviin goft
me-tavon guft

IPFV-can say. I NF2
'one can (not) say'.
(2) Personal expressions
mi-tavan-ad be-rav-ad/me-tGl'onist ral'-ad 'he can go' (present form)

This construction has fully inflected modal and dependent verb forms in the sub
junctive with person agreement. The cover term "ability" includes permission as well:
ne-mi-taviinest-am be
na-me-tavonist-am

xiib
xob

not-IPFV-can .PT-l s to sleep
' I could not go to sleep';

be-rav-am/
rav-am

mi-taviin-am
me-tavon-am

be-rav-am?/
rav-am?

SBlgo.PR- l s

IPFV-can.PR- l s
'can 1 go, leave?'.

S BJ-go.PR- l s

(3) Tajik participial constructions
[raft-a] me-tavon-ad (present form)

Though the Persian subj unctival construction is available in Tajik, the preferred idiom
is a participial construction. Specifically, instead of the dependent verb following the
modal in the subjunctive, this is a conjunct construction where the past, or perfect
participle precedes the modal verb: [raft-a] me-tavon-am '1 can go' (here with the modal
in the evidential mode in the first example, and in the progressive in the second):
vay [tojikf gap zad-a]

na-tavonist-a-ast

he Tajik talk hit.PART not can.PT-EV-COP'3s
'he couldn't speak Tajik, as far as I know'.
5.5.2.6 Possibility
The fully inflected verb sav-, sod- 'become' may express possibility as well as permission.
It also provides the pendant to impersonal (ne-) mi-ta viin 'one can'. Whereas the latter
implies the ability proper to living beings, reflecting the original meaning 'be strong' of
taviin-/tavon-, sodan/sudan implies not so much physical as logistical or moral feasibility
reflecting its original meaning 'go, proceed' (c£ German es geht 'is is possible, can be
done', lit. 'it goes').
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( I ) Generalized impersonal statements
mi-sav-ad raftlme-sav-ad raft 'one can go'

In this construction the modal is followed by the short infinitive:
[ne-mi-sav-adJ

maze-ye an-lJa-ra

[faramus kardJ

not-IPFV-become. PR-3s taste-EZ those-DO forgotten make.INF2
'one cannot forget the taste of those';
na-sod

cera na-raft-i?

not-become.PT.3s

why not-go.PT-2s

'why didn't you go? - it didn't work out, was not possible'.
Tajik

man ba maskaw

raft-an-f bud-am,

lekin na-sud

to Moscow go.GERV be. PT-l s but not-become. PT.3s
I
'I intended to, was supposed to, was ready to go to Moscow, but it didn't come off'.
(2) Personal construction
mi-sa v-ad be-rav-adlme-sa v-ad rav-am (present form)

Persian also has a personal construction, similar to tavanestan, where the 3s
impersonal modal is followed by the inflected dependent verb in the subjunctive:
ne-mi-sav-ad

be-rav-am

not IPFV-become.PR-3s SBJ-go.PR- l s
'it is not possibible for me to go - can't I go?', colloquial ne-mi-s-e be-r-am?

5.5.3 Aktionsart constructions, V + V
Aktionsart constructions are mostly confined to colloquial speech in Persian (see
Windfuhr 1 979: 1 02-105), but are less restricted in Tajik. They are expressed by a
small number of verbs with dependent finite verb, infinitive, or participle. Of these, the
infinitive construction is inherited from earlier stages of Persian, which i s retained in
Tajik, but in Persian tends to be assimilated to post-auxiliary position. Typically, most
Persian constructions are double finite, while Taji k constructions are participial (see
section 5. 5.3), as is the case with the progressive construction discussed in section
3.2. 6a/b.2:
Persian
(dar-am)

Taji k
mi-rav-aml

rafta

istoda

am

PROG.PR-l s IPFV-go.PR- l s go.PART PROG.PART COP. l s
both: ' I am about to leave, leaving'.
5.5. 3 . 1 Inception, non-intentional
In Persian, raftan 'go, leave' followed by the subjunctive expresses the notion of 'be going
to' with the connotation of possibility or likelihood, usually in combination of dastan:
mi-rav-am

yavas yavas be in

natije be-res-am

ke . . .

IPFV-go.PR - l slow slow at this result SBJ-arrive. PR- l s that
'I am slowly beginning to understand that . . .';
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mi-rav-ad

faramll.s

be-.sav-ad

IPFY-go-3s forgotten SBJ-become.PR-3s
'(this old tradition) is now in the process of being forgotten' .
5.5.3.2 Inception
Ali .som' kard [be nevdtanJl
Ali [ba nivi.§tan} .surii' kard

A. begin made [to writi ng-IN F]
'Ali began to write'.
5.5.3.3 Inception, completive
Persian uses the infinitive in the li terary, but TMA marking in the colloquial register;
Tajik uses only the former:
Persian
( I ) infinitive
asb

david-an gereft

horse run-IN F take.PT. 3s
'the horse began to gallop'.
(2b) Imperative

(2a) Past
gereft-and xabid-and

hama-.s na-gir

be-xab

take.PT-3p sleep.PT-3p
all-its
not take. I M P-2s
SBJ-sleep.I M P-2s
'they took to sleeping, fell asleep';'don't fall asleep all the time'.
Tajik
korkar-i

xud-aton-ro

hu·d-an

gir-ed!

work-EZ own-your-p-DO do-I N F take. I M P-2p
'you get on with/begin your work!' .
5.5.3.4 Inception, ingressive
The incipient function of the verb xastan 'want' derives from its modal connotations.
This innovative construction is to be distinguished from the long-established, but isolate
definite future construction with xah- + past stem: xah-am raft/xoh-am raft 'I will go'
(cf. section 8.3.2 Uncertainty constructions). While in colloquial Persian this construc
tion is restricted to ingressive function, in Tajik it is not.
Persian
bicare

mi-xad

be-mir-e

poor
I PFY-want.PR-3s SBJ-die.PR-3s
'the poor fellow is about to die'.
Tajik
Sobir cahar-cub girifta,

xost

ki

S.
frame
take.PART want. PT.3s CL
'Sobir picked up the frame and made to go'.

bi-rav-ad

SBJ -go.PR-es
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Some of these verbs may be combined in a double Persian finite construction:

mi-r-e
miisin diir-e
PROG.PR-3s IPFY.go.PR-3s
car
'the car is about to begin to burn'.

be-suz-e
SBJ-burn.PR-3s

5. 5. 4 Tajik conjunct verb constructions

Also known as serial verbs, these are a salient feature of Tajik, especially in the literary
language and the Northern dialects, where they seem to have originated as calques on
Turkic usage. The category may still be evolving and expanding. In fact, the progressive
hU'd-a istod-a-, and the ability construction kard-a tavon-Itavonist- discussed above, are
grammaticalized instances of the type, and other uses will be noted.
In its most systematic manifestation, the construction joins an inflected form of one of
a class of auxiliaries, which provides an Aktionsart or adverbial nuance, to the non-finite
"past participle" of the semantically (and grammatically) main verb. There are about 1 6
such modals, the most commonly used being:
( I ) dih-Idod- 'give' (other-benefactive):

nOI11-as-ro
naviS/-a me-dih-am
asufa xond-a
dod-and
name-his-DO write. PART I PFV-give.PR- l s song sing.PART give.PT-3p
'I'll write its name down for you'; 'they performed songs',
xon-Ixond- 'sing'.
(2) gir-Igirift- 'take' (self-benefactive):

a/sona-I'o navist-a
maV}-1
ktltoh-ro dost-a
me-girift-em
gil'ift-am
tale-DO write.PART take.PT- l a wave-EZ short-DO hold.PARTIPFV-take.PT- l p
'I copied down the tale';
'we used to get the short wave', dor-/dost- hold'.
(3) bin-Idid- 'see' (tentative):

xtird-a
did
non-ro
bread-DO eat. PART see.PT.3s
'he tasted the bread', xtir-Ixtird- 'eat'.
(4) sav-Isud- 'become' (completion of an action):

kitob-ro xond-a
sud-am
book-DO read. PART become.PT- l s
'I finished the book'.
(5)firist-ffiristod- 'send' (sudden, violent action):
kard-a
xand-a
firistod
laugh. PART do.PART send.PT-l s
'he burst out laughing'.
(6) mon-Imond" 'stay, remain' (sudden action fol1owed by continuing state; non
completion or forestalling of an action, depending on the sense of the main verb):
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zan-as kasal sud-a mond man tanho pust-i on adam-ro did-a mond-am

'his wife fel l ill';

'I only saw that man from the back'.

(7) ra v-lraft- 'go' (motion away from the speaker; finality; progressivity, depending on
the sense of the main verb):
baca david-a

raft

daftar-am

gum sud-a raft

child run . PART go.PT.3s notebook-my lost become.PART
'the boy ran away';'my notebook got lost';

go.PT- l s

ohista-ohista sihat sud-a
me-rav-f
little little health become. PART IPFV-go.PR-2s
'little by little you'll get well'.

(8) o-Iomad- 'come' is similarly used for motion toward the speaker.

5. 5. 5 Light verb constructions
Light verb constructions (LVC), also referred to by the ill-defined term "compound"
verbs, consist of a nominal and a limited set of simple ("light") verbs. They represent a
class of complex predicates that is distinct from modal, aktionsart, and conj unct verb
constructions, even though lexically their sets of function verbs partially overlap. Most
prominent are transitivity-voice pairs of LVCs with 'do' and 'become': xosk kardan ::
sodan 'make :: become dry'. Essentially, then, LVCs are analytical types of de-nominal
and de-adjectival verbs as opposed to derivation, such as fahm-, fahm-id- 'understand'
(Ar. fahm 'understanding'), xosk-, xosk-id- 'dry (out), drain' (Pers. xosk 'dry'; see 3.2. 1 .2
above). For many centuries the emergence of LVCs, now estimated at over a thousand,
has been the only source of verbal innovation, including basic verbal concepts, e.g. dust
dastanldust dostan 'love, like,' lit. 'have as friend', kar kardanlkor kardan 'work,' lit. 'do
work', and in turn has led to the decreasing use of simple verbs, of which only some 1 50
have retained higher frequency.
These constructions consist of nominals that provide the main lexical meaning and
about 1 8 light (simple) verbs that carry the full inflectional load (including auxiliaries).
The nominal include adverbials, nouns, adjectives, or nominalized forms of verbs, such as
as verbal nouns and active and passive participles-many of which are integrated Arabic
loans-both with or without ad positions. The LVCs therefore range from relatively little
to considerable morphological, syntactic, and semantic complexity. Thus, Ahadi (200 1 :
53) found eleven syntactic subclasses of varying complexity, consisting o f one- to four
place NPs, determined by the specifics of both the verb and the obligatory complements
(even though some of the latter may be contextually omitted under definable conditions).
Others distinguish more or fewer subclasses.
Syntactic criteria for testing the syntactic properties and subclassification include
prominent place of verbal rection , permissibility of insertions, deletions, and permuta
tions, and semantic shifts (for the insertion of the amplifier -ha see Windfuhr 1 979: 33).
While to a certain extent these hundreds of LVC can be classified, ultimately each has its
own syntactic and semantic range. Moreover, they may vary from speaker to speaker. The
foll owing example shows the set of the insertion options related to fekr 'thought, think
ing' plus kardan 'do, make'. This LVC has partially replaced the simple literary verb
andisidan 'think, reflect; plan, devise; fear, be apprehensive' in terms of semantic range
(cf. Meyer-Ingwersen 1 974):
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Nominalization, EZ
'his thoughts, thinking'.

fekr kardan-e u

Insertions permitted
(yek) fekr-i
fekr-ha- ( 'i)
infekr-ra
fekr-e xub (-i)
fekr-e put-ef-ra

mi-kan-am
mi-kan-am
mi-kan-am ke
mi-kan-ad
mi-kan-am

be put-asfekr

mi-kan-am

'I'll think of s.th.', lit. 'make a thought';
same, action amplified by plural -ha;
'I think this that . . .';
'he has good ideas', lit. 'makes a good thought';
'I'm thinking of the costs of it',
lit. 'its money-DO';
'I think of the costs (that might be involved',
lit. 'at its money'.

Preverbal
xubfekr
hamin-rafekr
bara-ye ta kar-ifekr

mi-kan-ad
mi-kan-am
mi-kan-am

'he has very good ideas', lit. 'thinks well';
'I am thinking the same-DO';
'I am thinking of some things for you to do
('a job', etc.).

The example offekr kardan contrasts with the Lve atu zadan 'iron (clothes)', lit. 'hit
with iron', where the insertion of the direct object marker -ra dissolves the LVe: atu-ra
zad 'he hit the iron (in anger)', etc.
There are predictable correlative transitive vs. intransitive pairs using these and other
auxiliaries (as had been noted from the earliest Western grammars of Persian onward),
the semantically least specified pair being kardan vs. sadan:
darost ka rdan/
durust kardan

darost sadan/
durust sudan-

'make correct, prepare s.th .';

'be corrected, prepared'.

gerd avardan/
gird avurdan

gerd amadan/
gird amadan

'amass, convene' ('bring around');

'gather, congregate' ('come around').

rah andaxtan/
rah andaxtan

rah aftadan/
rah tiftadan

'set in motion, start' (,throw on road')

'set out, start' (,fall on road').

From a seman tic perspective, there are two kinds of ligh t verbs:
( I ) Those involving metaphorical use of a nominal, adverbial, etc., where the semantic
load is spread fairly evenly between both elements and the auxiliary may vary
idiomatically:
sar kardan/sar kardan

az bar/bar kardan

'begin', lit. 'make start'

'learn by heart', lit. 'make by memory';

sar dadan/sar dadan

dar bar gereftan/giriftan

'let go', lit. 'give start',
< sar 'head, start';

'embrace', lit. 'take into bosom',
< bar 'bosom; memory', not used independently.

(2) Transparent conversions of a nominal using the same set of "dummy" auxiliaries,
the semantic load remaining with the nominal:
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rast konl
rost lail1-

'straighten ',
lit. 'make straight';

qofl kon- - zan-I
qu/fkun- - Z(/I1-

tahiye kon- - bin
tahiya kun- - bin

'lock, bolt',
lit. 'make - hit lock';

'prepare',
lit. 'make - see to preparation'.

In literary style, the dummy kon-, kard-Ikun-Ikard- may be replaced by nel11a-, nel11udl
l1aIl10-, namud- (originally 'appear; show'), and sav-lSav-, sod-Isud- by gard-Igard-,
gast-Igast- - gardid-Igardid- (originally 'turn'):
vaziJe-yesan-ra
vaziJa-ason-ro

ejra . nel11ud-e andl
ijro namud-a-and

vaziJe-yesan ejra gast - gardidl
vaziJa-ason ijro gast - gardid

duty-their-DO deed do. PART COP-3p duty-their deed become.PT.3s
'their duty was carried out'.
'they have carried out their duty';
Semantically, LVCs frequently mark general categories such as "duration". Thus, the
two verbs zadan 'hit' and ke.sidan 'draw, pull, stretch' are paired as dast zadan vs. dast
kesidan both 'touch'. However, kesidan connotes continuous (moving) touch, and zadan
once or quickly repeated action, including making sounds: vaks zadan 'shoeshine' (vaks
'wax'): hGlf zadan 'speak' (hmf 'word'); violon zadal1 'play violin'; gil! zadan 'deceive' (gill
'deception').
5.5.5. 1 Reflexivity
While the light verbs tend to become semantically bleached, they also tend to develop a
more generalized meaning. Thus, ke.sidall belongs to the subset of verbs that are both
transitive and reflexive, as in deraz kesid '(s)he stretched out, lay down'. So does xordanl
xurdan 'eat, drink', which as a light verb connotes "take to self', and is one of the
partners of zadcl11: gut xordan 'be deceived'.
5.5.5.2 Experiencer-subject LVCs
In Persian, a distinct and open subset of LVCs consists of reflexive, or indirect, verb
construction where the affected experiencer is marked by a personal enclitic in its dative
function: az an xos-as amad 'he liked it', lit. 'from that it became him well'; qahr-eman sod
'we began to quarrel', lit. 'to us happened quarrel'; sard-am ast 'I am cold', lit. 'to me it is
cold'; coIl. ce-t-e? 'what's the matter with you?' « ce-at ast 'what is to you'). Today,
experiencer LVCs are particularly frequent in non-formal speech, but they continue an
impersonal construction well-documented throughout the diachronic stages of Persian,
where it alternated with -ra in dative function: a-ra xwas amad, lit. 'it became him well'.

5. 5. 6 Voice and agency

5.5.6. 1 Passive voice
( 1 ) The passive voice is formed for all tenses with the past (perfect) participle of the main
verb and the inflected auxiliary sav-, sodlsav-, sud- 'become, get (intrans.)':
kost-e l11i-sav-adlkust-a me-sa v-ad

kost-e sodlkust-a sud

'(s)he is being, will be killed'
or 'is, will be getting killed';

'(s)he was killed'
or 'got killed'.
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This includes the evidential forms and the Tajik conjectural forms, e.g. Tajik avard-a
me-[sud-a}g-i-st 'it is probably being taken '.
(2) In compound verbs, sav-, sod-Isav-, sud- replaces the transitive auxiliary kon-,
kard-Ikun-, kard- 'do, make'.
Tajik prefers the "long passive", i.e. with passivization of kard-an: kard-a sav-Isud-,
which is at best rare in Persian:
[1/1
on

ketab tarjome
kitob tarjuma

sodl
sad

(kard-a)

that book translation (do. PART) become.PT.3s
'the book was translated '.
(3) The passive construction has no overt agent, though the agent may be referred to
indirectly, where felt necessary, by adverbial EZ phrases such as az taraJ-elaz taraJ-i 'from
the side of', be vasete-yelba vosita-i 'by means of', az, be dast-e 'from, by the hand of':
in
in

name
az
maktub az

taraf-e
taraf-i

edare
rafiq-am

nevest-e
nivist-a

sodl
sud

from direction-EZ office/my friend write. PART become.PT.3s
this letter
'this letter was written by the olhce/by my friend' .
The passive is comparatively little used in both Persian and Tajik, and is relatively more
restricted semantically in Persian than in Tajik, and typically a feature of literary and
bureaucratese diction.
The most prominent means of indicating an unspecified agent is the use of third
person plural:
an-ra
on-/"O

tarjome
tarjuma

kard-andl
kard-and

all
on

that-DO translation make.PT-3p
'they translated it';

ta/jome
tatjlll1la

kard-a

sodl
sud

that translation make.PART become.PT. 3s
'it was (made) translated'.

5.5.6.2 Scale of agency and causation
The following illustrates the position of the passive construction on the scale of agency,
using past tense forms (Windfuhr 1 979: 1 05-1 1 3):
(a) Agent specified, causation:
pesar ab-ra
pisar ob-ro

rixtl
rext

'the boy poured the water out'.

boy water-DO pour.PT.3s
(b) Agent unspecified, causation:
ab-ra
ob-ro

rixt-andl
rext-and

water-DO

pour.PT-3p

'they, someone poured the water out'
- 'the water was poured out'.

(c) Agent unspecified, causation:
tib
ob

rixt-e sodl
rext-a sud

'the water was poured out'.

water pour.PART become.PT.3s
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(d) Agent unspecified, no causation :
ab
ob

rixt/
rext

'the water poured out'.

water pour. PT.3s
6 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS III: COMPLEX SENTENCES
The basic word order in subordinate clauses is essentially the same as in main clauses.
6. 1 Clause linking

6. 1 . 1 Overview
There are two distinct types of clause linking: one in which the dependent verb is finite,
the other where the dependent verb is a nominal form of the verb. In Tajik, both types
exist side by side, due to its partial convergence with Uzbek, whereas in Persian the
nominal type is relatively marginal (see section 4.2 Ezafe).
In the finite type, clauses may be paratactic or connected by conjunctions and particles.
Devices for clause linking inside the second clause include the use of pronominal
anaphora and the verb ending when same subject, as well as gapping. These rules apply
irrespective of the type and syntactic status of the clauses involved. Noteworthy
for all varieties of Persian is the gapping of the direct object due to the lack of an overt
independent non-deictic 3s pronoun (such as English it):
did-am, xarid-am/
did-am, xarid-am

I saw, I bought
'I saw i!, and bought i!'.
A further linking feature is the strict distinction between indicative vs. non-indicative
mood in the subordinate clause, depending on the semantics of the verb phrase in the
matrix clause (a distinction referred to as "realis" vs. "irrealis" in current typological
discussions).
For the use of mood, the logic of the three main modal degrees of reality in the verb
system applies: ( 1 ) events or states that are expressed as factual use the indicative forms;
(2) those that are expressed as possible or contingent, or describe a general characteristic,
use the two subjunctive forms (imperfective and perfective, e.g. be-rav-am/rav-am and
ra/te bas-am/ra/ta bas-am, and more complex forms in Tajik); (3) those that are expressed
as counterfactuai, ranging from unlikely to impossible, use the two irreal forms
(imperfective and perfective, mi-ra/t-am/me-ra/t-am and ra/te bud-am/ra/ta bud-am in
their counterfactual function, and more complex forms in Tajik).
The use and various combinations of these three devices, morphol ogical connectives,
anaphora, and mood, by the speaker results in a continuum from more tightly to
less tightly integrated sentences, partially conditioned by the semantic-pragmatic
context.
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6. 1.2 Coordina ting conjunctions and clitics
The coordinating single and paired conjunctions are the same as those used to join NPs,
but may have additional functions.
( I ) Independent va/va - enclitic -o/-u, etc. These denote a second event contempor
aneous with or closely following the first, or a consequence of it, the latter emphasized by
va/va:

Same subject:
in soxan-e talx-as-I'a goft
in suxan-i talx-as-I'o guft

va
va

az
az

otaq birun
xona bar- omad-a

this speech-EZ bitter-his-DO say.PT. 3s and from room out
'he said these bitter words and left the room'.

raft/
raft

come. PART go.PT.3s

Different subject:
"kef" goft-am-o
"kif" guft-am-u

raft/
raft

gonjdk be hava parvaz kard
cumcuk ba havo parvoz karda

"pshsh" say. PT- l s and sparrow to air

flight

make.PT.3s/ go.PT.3s
PART
'I shouted "kish", and the sparrow flew up into the air', karda raft, cf. conjunct
verbs.
(2) The conjunctions amma/ammo, valilvale, laken/lekin 'but, however' (all borrowed
from Arabic) introduce the second of two contrasted clauses:
hava
havo

abri
abr

sod,
sud,

vali baran na-barid/
lekin boron na-borid

weather cloudy/cloud become.PT.3s but
'it became cloudy, but it didn't rain'.

not rain.PT.3s

rain

(3) ham/ham and ke/ki
Ham. The c1itic ham 'also, too' may have focusing-contrastive function, as does the
generalized complementizer ke/ki. Note that the use of the latter is typically colloquial
(see section 6.4.5 Idiomatic ke):
to
to

an kar-ra
on kor-ro

bo-kon,
kun,

man ham ke
man ham - ki

you.s that work-DO SBJ.do.IMP.2s I
also
'you do that work, I though - but I am leaving'.

-

mi-rav-am/

me-rav-am
though IPFYgo. PR- l s

In colloquial speech, the members of the preceding sets of linkers may occasionally be
used in seq uence, which can be rendered only approximately in English. Therefore these
linkers mark three successive syntactic levels.
The ke/ki-c1ause here can be attached after the c1itic ham/ham (but not the coordinating
conjunctions), which suggests that syntactically it is a subordinate clause.
(4) Anaphoric c1itic -as
The 3s c1itic -as, or the independent pronoun an/on, refers to a preceding situation,
mainly in colloquial speech:
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ba'd-d - ba'd az
ba'd-as - ba'd az

un
all

l11a raft-il111
1110 raft-em

after-it after from that we go.PT- I p
'there( -as1-after, then we left';

axer-es raftl
oxar-as raft

ku-s-d? (Persian)

final-it go.PT.3s
'in the end he left';

where-there-his?
'where is heT

(5) Anaphoric c1itic -ra
The phrase c1itic -ra in its general function of topicalizing reference (see section 3 . 1 .4. 2a)
introduces clipped clauses:
Hasan-ra -

ne-l11i-dcln-am ce sode ast

'as to Hasan, I don't know what happened'.

6.2 Subordinate clauses and linking
Subordinate clauses fall into three major types: ( I ) relative (property) clauses; (2) com
plement (propositional) clauses; and (3) adverbial clauses. Unmarked relative clauses are
embedded in the matrix clause. Unmarked complement clauses, both subject and object
clause as weI\ as purpose cla uses, are post-verbal . Un marked adverbial clauses fall into
two sets: those that precede the main clause, and those that follow it. This unmarked
distinction follows the logical or temporal sequence of the events or situations in the
respective main and subordinate clause.
Typologically significant is the existence of a generalized complementizer, ke/ki
(partially comparable to English that).
This complementizer is an enclitic, and may introduce most types of subordinate
clauses. As such, it precedes them when they follow the matrix clause, but is inserted after
their first constituent component when they precede the matrix clause. Moreover, it
combines with demonstrative pronouns and/or nouns in conjunctional constructions.
Significant for the function of this complementizer are two facts: it may also attach to
most semantically specified conjunctions (e.g. CUll kelcun (ki) 'because'), and second
there are pragmatic-semantic conditions where it is said to be optional. This suggests that
kelki is not semantically empty.
Subordi nate clauses may be linked as follows: ( I ) without morphological linker
(asyndetic), (2) with the general complementizer leelld, and (3) with complex con
junctional constructs consisting of a nominal head + ke/ki. The head may be:
(a) minimally a demonstrative prop, inlin or anion:
(b) an EZ construction with the pronominal prop:
(c) a noun + linker -i, with optional prop:

Iin ki;
in ke
N-e in ke IN-i in ki;
(an) N-i ke I (on) N-e lei.

Depending on the role of the head in the matrix clause, these phrases may be modified
by primary and secondary adpositions (see section 3. 1 .4. I Prepositions), including
the direct object marking postposition -ral-ro: in-ra Icelin-ro ki, N-e in-ra kel N-i ill-ro ki,
N-i-ra keIN-e-ro ki.
In 'this' is the default demonstrative prop in most contexts, whereas an 'that' tends to
be preferred in the head of relative clauses. The choice may be semantically significant: inl
in pointing to the present or immediate situation, or anticipated a future event, and ani
on referring to a more remote situation or past state. - Both demonstratives may have
focused forms marked by stressed ham- 'same', haminl/zal11in, /zamanl/zamon 'this, that

very'.
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Focusing, topical reordering and extraposition obligatorily requires the use of such a
prop, minimally ke/ki (cf. also Aghaei 2006).
Note: In the following the interlinear annotation will be simplified .

6.3 Relative clauses

6. 3. 1 Restrictivity and specificity
Relative clauses (Res) distinguish between restrictive and non-restrictive types. The for
mer requires the linker -i/-e before the generalized complementizer kel/d, the latter does
not. This distinction corresponds to the EZ construction marked by the linker -e/-i vs.
zero linkage in appositional NPs (Windfuhr 1 979: 65):
Relative linkage
N-i kelN-e ki
N -keiN - ki

EZ linkage
complement
complement

N-e/-i
N-

Like other nouns, the head noun of relative clauses may be marked by the indefinite -i/
e, which is homophonous with the relative linker. When combined, these two markers
coalesce into a single -ii-e.
In addition, heads may be further marked by a demonstrative pronoun (an being
the default choice), or by indefinite yek/yak 'one, a'. The following shows the basic
patterns, here using Persian only (OEM
linker).

=

demonstrative; 1

=

indefinite marker; L

=

TABLE 8.14: ORDER OF RELATIVE CLAlJSES
DEM

HEAD I

L

PROPERTY

PREDICATE

Restrictil'e
( I a) an
( I b) yek

doxtar
doxtar -i

-i
-i > -i

{ke A Ii-ra dust dar-ad]
{ke Ali-ra dllst dar-ad]

inja-st
inja-st

{ke A Ii-ra dust dar-ad]
{ke A li-ra dust dar-ad

inja-st
inja-st

NOll-restrictive

(2a) an
(2b) yek

doxtar
doxtar-i

Restrictive:

( I a) '(that) the girl who loves Ali is here' (not the other one).
(I b) 'a (certain) girl who loves Ali is here' (not another one).
Non-Restriclil'e:

(2a) '(that) the girl, who I think, etc. loves Ali, is here'.
(2b) 'a girl, who I think, etc. loves Ali, is here'.

6.3.2 Gapping and anaphora
There are no dedicated relative pronouns. Agreement and case roles of the head inside
the relative clause are ind icated by the combination of the general complementizer kellei
and anaphoric reference. The latter is marked in the verbal ending if same subject, and
by an anaphoric pronoun otherwise; non-an aphoric repetition is an emphatic option.
The occurrence of the anaphoric phrases ranges from obligatory to optional. When
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optional, occurence marks emphasis (examples here from Persian only; translation is
literal; parentheses optional; double parentheses strongly emphatic):
Basic cases:
=

=

Subj . , N who, opt.:

doxtar-i ke ((u)) A li-ra dust darcad

Dir. obj., N whom, opt.:

doxtar-i ke Ali ((u-ra) ) dust dar-ad

'the girl that Ali her

loves';

Ind. obj., N to whom, obI.:

doxtar-i ke Ali he II

gal

'the girl that she Ali

loves';

dad

'the girl that Ali to her flowers gave';
Abl ., Comp., N from/than whom, obI .: doxtar-i ke Ali az
u kucek-tar ast
'the girl that Ali from her younger is';
Poss. , N whose, obI. (mostly clitic):
doxtar-i ke A li dust-as
ast
'the girl that Ali friend-her is'.
Adverbial:
Time, N when, opt.:

ke ((dar an)) in ettefaq oftad
that (on)
this happened';
deh-;
ke (dar an) zendeg; mi-kard
'the village that i n it
she lived';
ellat-i
ke !zmjna-zad
'the reason that she didn't talk';
towr-i
ke ( (be an) ) in kar-ra anjam dad
'the manner that in it
this work she
accompl ished' .

ruz-i

'the day

Place. N where, opt.:
Reason, N why, none:
Manner, N how, none:

Clausal:
CL, which, none:

ke
xeyli ajib ast
'at all she didn't talk, which is very strange'.

asian harf na-zad,

6. 3.3 Ordering of restrictive Res
Restrictive relative clauses distinguish an unmarked and a marked order: ( 1 ) When
unmarked, they immediately follow the head phrase, and are thus embedded within the
matrix clause as in the example above: (2) When marked, they are post-verbal, and have
focusing-contrastive function. The post-verbal position is also typical for relative clauses
that identify a characteristic of the head, irrespective of whether the head is indefinite or
definite: (an) N(-i/-e):
( I ) Unmarked:
an

doxtar-i ike Ali-ra

dust

dar-ad]

raft

friend have.PR-3s go.PT. 3s
that girl-L that A .-DO
'(that) the girl whom Ali loves left'.
(2) Contrastive:
an

doxtar-i raft

ike Ali-ra

dust

dar-ad]

that girl-L go.PT.3s that A.-DO friend have.PR-3s go.PT.3s
'(that) the girl [whom Ali lovesl left', not the other one.
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(3) Topical :
towsiye
tawsiya

yek ketab-i-rii
yak kitob-e-ro

me-kon-am
me-kun-am

[ke xod-am xand-am}
[ki xud-am xond-am}

one book-IND EF-DO commendation IPFY.make.PR - I s that self-my read.PT -I s
'I'll recommend a (certain) book that I have read myself'.
Cop ular relative clauses are necessarily post-verbal because the copula is enclitic.
However other forms of 'be', such as subj. bas-Ibos-, past bud-Ibud- and the existential
verb hast-Ihast- 'be there' do allow for positional options:
an doxtar-i-st

[ke A li-ra dust dar-ad}

who Ali-DO friend has
that girl-L COP.3s
'she is the girl who loves Ali'.
6.3.4 Use of moods

Inside relative clauses, the moods express the three degress of reality in the verb system,
from factual to potentially factual to counterfactual, all necessarily pragmatic responses
to situations, whether with explicit reference or as general statements (then often with
present subjunctive). Typically, relative clauses may be relativized adverbial clauses (see
section 6.5 Adverbial clauses).
( I ) Indicative
(a) Facts:
duxtarca

[ki dar gird

little girl

[that in around and front-EZ self mother-EZ self-DO not.find.PT.3s

ba girya

u

peS-l

xud modar-i

xud-ro

na-yoft}

dar omad

to cry.INF in come.PT.3s
'the little girl, who did not find her mother anywhere near, began to cry', implicitly
also 'when' and 'because she did not find'.
(b) Referential facts:
in-ja kas-i-st
injo kas-e-st

ke
ki

kar
kor

mi-kon-adl
me-kunad

here person-L COP.3s that work IPFVdo.PR-3s
'here is someone who works, is working'.
(c) General statements:
Indicative
kas-i
kas-e

ke
ki

kar mi-kon-ad
kor me-kun-ad

xoshal astl
xursand ast

person-L that work IPFY.do.PR-3s happy
'someone who works is happy'.

COP.3s

..�-
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(2) Subjunctive
(a) General characteristic:
ke
ki

in-jii kas-i nisI
il1jO kas-e nesl

lair
kor

be-kon-ad
bi-kun-ad

here person noLCOP.3s that work SBldo.PR-3s
'there is no one here to work ';
(b) General comparison:
mesl-e
misl-i

mard-i ke
mard-e ki

asian kiir-i
asian kor-e-ro

na-karde
l1a-karda

bas-ad/
bos-ad

like-EZ man-L that at all work-1N DEF-DO noLdo.PART (SBJ)be.PR-3s
'he looks like a man who has done absolutely nothing';
(c) Purpose:
be zabclll-i
ba zabon-e

ke
ki

11m! be-zan-id

mii ham be-falll11-im
mo ham bi-fahm-em

gap

zan-ed

in language-L that we too SBl understand.PR- l p word speak. I M P-2p
'speak the/a language that we can understand';
(d) Wish:
keliib-i
kitob-e

l11i-xiih-am
me-xoh-am

ke
ki

gerc7n
qimal

na-bas-ad/
na-bos-ad

book-1NDEF.L 1 PFY.want.PR- l s that expensive not (SB1)-be. PR-3s
'I want a book that hopefully is not expensive';
(e) Condition and consequence:
on

ki

ba 1110

dastdarozi

kun-ad,

albata, bozi

lam-ad

that that to we handraising SBlmake.PR-3s surely, play SBlmake.PR-3s
'he who raises his hand against us surely risks his head', Tajik.
(4) counterfactual condition
Ciz-i
Ciz-e

be man foruxt
ba 1110 furt/xt

ke
ki

xod-as
xud-as

ne-mi-xarid/
na-me-xarid

thing-1NDEF-L to I
sell .PT.3s that self-his not.IPFY.buy.PT.3s
'he sold me something that he himself wouldn't buy'.

6. 3. 5 General-indefinite Res

( I ) Indefinite relatives ' -ever'

Clauses introduced with the distributive pronouns har 'each, every' designate a
restricted class of entity, defined only by the clause itsel( The heads are relative con
structs with indefinite pronouns and adverbial nouns, and have the structure:
(a) har ke/harki 'whoever' vs. har-ce/har-Cf 'whatever', hal' kas ke/har kas ki 'whoever
,
(person) vs. har c7n ce/har on Cf 'whatever'; har cand/har cand 'however much, although,
notwithstanding'; (b) har jii ke/harjo ki 'wherever (place)'; har kOjii ke/kujo ki 'wherever';
har vaqt ke/har vaqt ki, waqt-i ke/vaqt-e ki 'whenever'; har tOlVr-i ke/har tawt'-e ki
'however (way)'. Note that these are the only type of relative heads that distinguish
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human and non-human gender (see section 3 . 1 .3.7 Indefinite pronouns). The use of tense
and mood is the same as in other relative clauses.
(2) Specific indefinite heads (optional demonstrative req uiring ke/ki):
har an
har on

ke
ki

dana
dono

bas-ad
bas-ad,

tavana
w vono

bas-ad/
bas-ad

each that that knowledgeable (S81)be.PR-3s powerful (S81)be.-3s
'whoever is knowledgeable is wise; free variation of saying:
har ke dana boy-ad ta vana boy-ad, which retains the archaic subjunctive stem bo y-for
bas-.

(3) Non-specific pronominal heads
Non-specific heads do not require ke/ki:
har koja ke
har kujo ki

be-rav-i,
rav-i,

ke
ki

be-gu
/alll11on

ma ki hast-im
mo ki-st-em

wherever that S8Igo.PR-2s I M P.say/understand that we who EX. 1 s
'wherever you go. tell people who we are';

har kas-i-ra
liar kes-e-ro

mi-did,
me-did,

az
az

u pul
it pul

qarz mi-kard/
qarz me-kard

each person-L-DO I PFY.see. PT3s from he money loan IPFY.make.PT3s
'he borrowed money from whomever he met' (Lazard 1 992: 235).
(4) Non-pronominal indefinite heads:
Similar to other post-verbal object clauses, which do not require ke/ki, lexical heads
that introduce object clauses do not require the complementizer. (In such cases, there
tends to occur a pause when uttered):
mi-xast-am
me-xost-am

ja-i
jo-e

bud-al11- na adam-i
bud-am - na odam-e

bas-ad,
bas-ad,

na dard-esar
na dard-i sal'

IIPFY. want.PT- l s place-L be.PT I s -not person-INDEF (S81)be.-3s not headache
'I wished 1 were somewhere where there were no people and no worry';
bara-ye an
baro-i on

kar
kor

sab-i mi-xah-ad
sab-e darkor

for-EZ that work night-L IPFY.want.PR-3s/needed
- saM
- suM

na-daste
na-dosta

- morning not.have.PART
ya ruz-i l11i-xah-ad
yo rliz-e darkor ast

bas-ad
bas-ad

(S81)be. 3s

- a/tab-as
a/tab-as

or a day I PFY. want.PR-3s/needed COP.3s - sunshine-its
font na-rav-ad
/urli na-rav-ad

does not(S81)-go.PR-3s
'in order to do that, one needs a night that has no morning, or a day when the sun
never sets'.
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6. 3. 6 Head incorporation
Head incorporation is an alternative to the anaphoric strategy: the case rection of the
correlating NP in the subordinate clause is moved to the head noun phrase; this process
tends to trigger focused lexical repetition in the main clause:
( I ) No change of sequence
(a) Direct object -ra/-ro:
( 1 ) indefinite-specific object:
magar I zan-i
magar [zall-i-,.ii

but

a woman-L DO

kef ensan u-,.ii dust mi-dar-ad]
kef ensan
dust mi-diirad}
that man her loves

almas-o javaher-ast?
almas-o javaher-ast) ?

diamond and jewels is

'but is the woman that a person loves diamonds and jewels?'
(Ali Dashti, cited in Lazard 1 992: 232)
(2a) Prepositional phrase, Persian
kef ma Ihii iilll emruz soxan mi-gu-yim . . .
emruz soxan mi-gu-yimJ . .
ke] ma
must know with language-L that we with it today speech say
hamiin zahiin
ast Ice. . .
same language is that
'one must realize that the language with which we communicate today . . . is the
same language which . . . (Kasravi Tabrizi, ci ted in Lazard 1 992: 232)

bayad danest [
zahiill-i
bayad danest [hii zahiill-i

(2b) Tajik
ha hamon jo-e ki az iin] omad-i
bar gard!
I
lazjo-e
kif
omad-i}, [ha hamon jo] bar gard
that
from the place
you came to same place return
'go back to where you came from!'.

6. 3. 7 Tajik nominalized relative clauses
Two types of nominalized clauses were discussed in sections 4.2.2.5d, e. Both are EZ
constructions where the dependent verb is nominalized as a perfect participle. The latter
is the perfect participle in PT-e/PT-a (ra/te/ra/ta) which alternates with the participle in
PT-agi (ra/tag!) in Tajik. While in Persian the participial EZ construction is of limited
length, Tajik has developed an elaborate system that goes far beyond the inherited
pattern and allows for full-length participial clauses.
Typologically significant for this pattern is the fact that participialization does not
involve the complete loss of tense, mood, and aspect: while tense distinction is lost (as in
a number of finite forms, see Table 8.8), modal and aspect marking are retained. That is,
the participial forms may be marked by the prefix me- for imperfectivity and non
indicative mood as well as by the participle istoda for progressivity. Given the two Tajik
participles, the system of the participial forms are shown in Table 8. 1 5 (rav-/ra/t- 'go,
leave').
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TABLE 8.15: TAJI K FINITE AND PARTICIPIAL FORMS
Finite forms
m/ta istoda ast
ra/ta istoda bud
Participial forms in -a
m/Ia istod-a
begin of progress or in progress
Participial forms in -agf
m/ta istod-agf
begin of progress or in progress

me-mv-ad
me-kard, and
(bi-) kun-ad

ret/ta ast PRS
m/la bud PST
SBJ

me-m/la
general process or continuing
state, and modality

m/la
process concluded
or temporary state

me-m/l-agf
general process or continuing
state, and modality

nt/l-agf
process concluded
or temporary state

The distinction between these two sets is partially a matter of register, the -agl forms
being notably more frequent in colloquial speech.
As is the case with the reduced participal construction shared by both Persian and
Tajik, the passive in terpretation of these constructions with transitive verbs is partially
suspended, and voice in terpretation depends on the context, including the animacy of the
subjects. Most distinct from Persian is the fact that in these constructions the agent
subject may be marked by the possessive clitics.
6.3.7. 1 Level of nomina lizations
Compared to finite subordination, the process from finite clause to full nomizalization
and Turkification involves not only the deletion of conjunction and nominalization, but,
as mentioned, the replacement of the finite subject verb ending (and pronominal subject)
over several stages with a possessive pronoun, and, in a final step, the inversion of head
and clause. Schematically, the sequence of these stages may be shown using -agl forms
(SUBJ subject; VB verb form; END finite ending; POSS possessive clitic):
=

=

=

=

Unmarked: raft-agt
(0) ob-e [ki
mo
az
hawz ovaI'd -em}
from pool bring.PT- l p
water-L that
we
'the water [that we brought from the pool]'

»

( I ) ob-i
(2) ob-i
(3)

[mo
[
[

az
az
az

hawz ovard-agf}
hawz ovard-agi-amoll}
hawz ovard-agi-amon} ob

Indicative or subjunctive: me-raft-agl,
corresponding to present or past according to context
(0) ob-e [ki
mo
az
hawz me-ovard-em}
'the water that
we
from
pool IPFYbring.PT- l s
'the water that we are - were to bring from the pool'
»

( I ) ob-i
(2) ob-i
(3)

[1110
[
[

az
az
az

hawz me-ovard-agl} EZ
hawz me-ovard-agi-amoll}
hawz me-ovard-agi-amon} ob
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Progressive: ret/fa istod-agf
corresponding to present or past according to context
(0) ob-e
water-L

that we from pool bring. PART PROG.PART COP- l p

( 1 ) ob-i
(2) ob-i
(3)

[mo
[
[

»

[ki mo az

hawz ovarda

istoda

em]

az hawz ovarda istod-agf]
az hawz ovarda istod-agi-umoll]
az hawz ovarda istod-agi-umoll] oh

As is true for any other relative clause, the case rection of a nominalized relative
clause in the matrix clause is irrelevant for its internal structure, and is indicated by a
preposition preceding its head, and by -ra following the entire clause.
Further examples
( 1 ) raJt-agT
Finite ke navisond-id > navisond-agi-aton 'which you dictated ', lit. 'caused to write':
mazmun-i

maktub-ho-i

[navisond-agi-aton]-ro ba

II

naql

kard-em

[having dictated-your.pJ-DO to he repeat make. PT- l p
content-EZ letters-EZ
'we repeated to him the content of the letters [you had dictated)'.
(2a) me-raJt-agi, indicative
mon

ki

on

wf-u

odat-llO-i

allow that that traditions and custom-p-EZ
[zan-ro

kaniz,

mard-ro Yillom me-kard-agi]

[woman-DO slavegirl, man-DO slave
az

miyon

IPFVmaking.]

bar-doshl sa v-ad

from among abolish.PART (S8J)-become-2s
'let those traditions that make women into servant girls and men into slaves be
abolished'; gerundial 'the traditions of making . . . '
(2b) me-raJt-agi, modal function
man zan-i

[sal'

me-dod-agi]

na-dor-am

wife-EZ [release IPFY-giving] not.have.PR- l s
'I don't have a wife to divorce', i.e. 'I'm not about to divorce my wife'.
(3a) raJta istod-agi, active interpretation
(indicated by presence of personal clitic)
qozi-ho

poy-ho-i

[ba taht-i

sikam kasida-istod-agi-ason]-ro ham

the qadis foot-p-EZ [to under-EZ belly
ba kor

dar-ovarda,

du-poya

being pulling-theirJ-DO

even

gllrext-and

to work bring.PART] two-feeted flee.PT-3p
'even the qadis brought their legs [that they had been pulling under their bellies] into
action, and fled hotfooting'.
(3b) karda istod-agf, passive interpretation
(indicated by lack of possessive clitic)
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istod-agiJ-ro

thing-EZ [he memory give. PART PROG)-DO

durust

gl!fta

na-(avon-ad

correct say.PART not(SBI)-can-3s
'if he cannot correctly repeat something that he is being taught . . . '
In the ultimate reduction, these participializations are compacted to nouns:
[ba qur'on al11al na/11ud-agfJ kas

[dar xona bud-agiJ-ho

[to Koran act doing)
person
person
acting
acc.
to
the
Koran';
'a

[in room being/-plural
'those who are/were in the room';

[qalam be

ja vob

na-me-girift-agfJ

[pen
without permission not-IPFY.take.ADJ)
'who is never taking the pen without permission'.
6.4 Complement clauses
Comple ment clauses comprise subject and object clauses as well as purpose (or final)
clauses. The former two are typically in the indicative, and will be discussed in the
following, while purpose clauses are typically in the subjunctive and will be discussed
under Adverbial clauses (see section 6. 5).
6. 4. 1 Subject and object clauses

Both subject and object clauses have the same basic syntactic structures and follow the
same rules of permutations (see also Aghaei 2006). The order of matrix clause and com
plement clause defines three levels of functional markedness:
( I ) In the unmarked order, the complement clause, with o r without the complementizer
kelki, follows the matrix clause.
(2) In the focused order, a cataphoric demonstrative, mostly in, with or without a lexical
head, is inserted in the matrix clause, and the complement clause is introduced by the
complementizer.
(3) In the topical order, there is inversion: the complement clause precedes the matrix
clause, and is introduced by the cataphoric demonstrative plus complementizer,
in ke/in ki (identical to one of the heads introducing relative clauses), with object
marker -rli/-ro inserted if object clause.
Example patterns
«( I) object clause; (2) subject clause; (3) relative clause; AG agent; parentheses:
optional). Note that agents are optional since subjects are obligatorily marked in the verb
ending.
=

=

=

=
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TABLE 8.16: FOCUSED AND TOPICAL ORDER
( I ) Basic unmarked pattern, post-verbal:
(AGENT)
(a) (Hasan)
Hasan
(b) (empty)

PREDICATE
mi-dan-ad
knows
doruq-ast
lie is
(a) '(Hasan) knows that Ali built this house';
(b) 'it is a lie that Ali built this 'house',

(2) Focused pattern, post-verbal:
(AG) IDEM ( H EAD)
PREDICATE
(a) (Hasan) li,,-ra
mi-dan-ad
knows
Hasan this-DO
(xabar)
doruq-ast
(b)
Ii"
this information is lie
(a) 'Hasan does know (this), that Ali built this house';
(b) 'this (matter) is a lie, that Ali built this house',

COMPLEM ENT
[ke Ali in xane-/'a sax!}
that Ali this house-DO built
[ke A li in xane-ra saxt}
that Ali this house-DO built

+

+
+

+

COMPLEMENT
[ke Ali in xane ra saxt}

+

[ke Ali xane-ra sax!}

+

(3) Topical pattern, preposed:
Topical inversion
PROP
PREDICATE
COM PL E MENT
(AG)
IDEM ( H EA D)
(a)
(Hasan) mi-dan-ad
[ke Ali in xane-ra saxt}>
Ii" (xabar) (-ra)
doruq-ast
(b)
Ii" (xabar)
[ke Ali xane-ra sax!}>
(a) '(this matter) that Ali built this house, Hasan knows (about) it';
(b) 'this matter) that Ali built this house, that's a lie'.

6.4. 1 . 1 Use of TMA
Epistemic matrix verbs of observation (cognition) of facts (see, know, understand) as
well as verbs and expressions governing potential actions or states (modal verbs; want,
must, can; decide, try, etc.) do not map their tense onto the dependent verb. Rather the
former require the indicative (present or present perfect), and the latter the subjunctive
(present subjunctive and perfect/past subjunctive):
fahmid-am
fahmid-am

ke
ki

iidam-e
odam-i

xub-i
xub-e

ast
ast

understand.PT- l s that person-EZ good-INDEF COP.3s
'I realized that he was a good person';
did
did

ke
ki

Izame rafte
llama rafta

and
and

see.PT. 3s that all
go. PART COP.3p
'he saw that all had left';
tasmim geraft-am
qaror
dod-am

be iin-jii be-ray-am
ba on-jo
ray-am

decision take/give.PT- l s to there SBlgo-PR- l s
'I decided to go there',
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6.4.2 Embedded speech

6.4.2. 1 Levels of integration
Embedded speech may be direct, indirect, or integrated indirect.

( I ) Direct speech

Persian and Tajik partially differ in the representation of direct speech. In Persian,
the speech string follows the verb of saying, which may be introduced by the general
complementizer kelki:
mo'allem goft

ke

aUm daftar-ha-yetan-ra

be-gir-id

teacher say.PT.3s that now notebook-p-your.p-DO SBltake.PR-2p
'the teacher said, now take your notebooks'.
(2) Indirect speech and questions
mo'aUem goft
muallim guft

ke
ki

hafa daftar-ha-yeman-ra
aknun daftar-ho-yamon-ro

be-gir-im
gir-em

teacher say.PT.3s that now notebook-p-your.p-DO SBJ.take. PR- l p
'the teacher told us to take our notebooks now'.
The interrogative marker ayaloyo 'whether' is used in with indirect questions, with or
without the complementizer kelki, paired ke aya . . . ya . . . , ki . . . ya. . . . :
ma'fum nist ke aya u hamrah mi-a-yad, ya nal
ma 'fum nest ki oyo vay hamroh me-o-yad, yo na

clear not.COP.3s that whether he along IPFY.come.PR-3s or not
'it isn't clear whether he is coming along or not'.
(3) Implicit indirect speech
Direct speech may be further integrated with verbs of cognition:
u koja raft
it kujo raft
you.p self-your.p IPFY. know.PR-2p that he where go.PT.3s
'you know where he went';

soma xod-etan
sumo xud-aton

mi-dan-id
me-don-ed

mi-danest-am
me-donist-am

ke
ki

ke
ki

mo'allem-eman
muallim-amon

dir bi-a-yad
del' bi-o-yad

IPFY.know.PT- l s that teacher-our
late SBJ.come.PR-3s
'I knew that our teacher would be late'; here the subjunctive implies a response to the
question about the teacher's absence.
6.4. 3 A dpositional and EZ complement clauses

Distinct subsets of complement clauses are those that depend on complex verbs consist
ing of adpositional noun phrases or EZ constructions based on adjectives, participles,
and nouns, many of which are Arabic loans:
( l a) preposition (a) azlaz 'from' (source, cause), tarsidan azltarsidan az 'be afraid of',
xoshaf budan azlxushof budan az 'be happy about'; (I b) preposition balbo 'with', movafeq
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budan bii/muvofiq budan bo 'agree with' (Arabic participle); (2) EZ construction,
l11ontazer-e . . . budan - ellieziir-e . . . diistan/ml/l1tazir-i . . . bl/dan - intizor-I . . . dostan

'be expecting, waiting for' - 'have the expectation of' (Arabic participle and noun).
In these subsets, the retention of adpositions and EZ construction marks
topicalization .
(a) so urce az 'from':
az all

xosMi/-a111 ke iimad »

xoshiil-am ke amad
'I am happy that he came, is here now' »
'what I am happy about is that he came', lit. 'from that I am happy that . . .';

(b) objective EZ:
montazer
munfazer-e

bud-ml1 Ice bi-ii-yad »
bud-am ke biii-yad
'I was waiting for him to come' »
all

'what I was waiting for was for him to come', lit. 'I was waiting that, that he come.
6. 4. 4 Tajik Turkic-type nominal clauses

In Tajik there are not only the Persian type, as above, but also at least three variants of
a Tu rkic conj unct-type of construction, which are more frequent in literary Tajik. In
addition there are finite two-clause and nominalized one-clause constructions.
( I ) Two-clause constructions
(a) The matrix clause follows the speech string, and the verb of saying is incorporated
parenthetically within the speech string, or more typically is enclitic to it (rather than
clause-final):
[man] guft

[ba sahr na-111e-rav-amJ

say.PT.3s to town not.I PFY,go.PR- l s
'I, she said, am not going to town ';
[uka,

bisyor ka/oll-girla na-Iwn-ed!]

guft

Soldr

ba Ahmad

little brother, very high-mighty not. I M P.do-2p say. PT. 3s Shokir to Ahmad
'little brother, don 't be so high-and-mighty, said Shokir to Ahmad '.
(b) with nominalized forms
(ba) Clitic conjunct participle. If the matrix verb of saying is anything other than
gufl-an 'say', a conjunct construction using the participle guft-a is followed by an
inflected form of the specific speech verb:
gufta
man az
Rahim Qalld pursid-am
[xud-i li ki sl?]
[self-EZ he who COP.3s] say.PART I
from Rahim Qand ask. PT- l s
'[who is he, actually?] I asked Rahim Qand'.
-

(bb) A loose conjunct construction using either gufl-a or gli-yon frequently marks an
idealized speech string which may be in mixed indirect and direct speech, as a sentential
complement (often a purposed phrase or clause).
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na-l11e-xoh-il11}

they group-DO make. PT-3p this very chairman-DO not-IPFV-want.PR-1 p
gllfta

say. PA RT
,
'they organized [in order to protest (the appointment of) this chairman] ;
[xurjin-ro

ham ba sumo {{l11uleofot-giiYOII/

dill-ad}

saddlebag-DO also to you.p reward say. PART. PR (SBI)give.PR-2p
'he'll give you the saddlebag too, [as a reward]" lit. ' . . . "reward" saying . . .

'

This is similar to a typically Turkic construction, using dep 'saying' in Uzbek.
(c) Quotative-evidential phrase.
A speaker repeating someone else's words to a third party may end with a quotative
buda-ast:
Pulod ako,

Polod sir,
[modar-am xl/rok tayyor

kard-and, ros-ed)

/Jlld-a-ast

mother-my meal prepared made-3p hurry-2p be.PART.EV-COP3s
'Pulod, I'm to tell you [my mother has cooked a meal, and to hurry up]'
(2) Single-clause constructions
In these constructions the verb of the subject and object clause is an infinitive and the
agent is converted to a possessive enclitic, and/or xod 'self':
mo me-don-em
Id [kujo me-ra v-em} »
[kujo raftan-i xud}-/"O me-don-em
'we know where we are going' »

lit., 'we know our where-going';
vay gufl ki ba qiSloq me-ral'-ad »
vay
[ba qisloq raflan-as}-" O guft

'he said that he was going to the village' »
lit. 'he said our to the village-going'.
Double nominalization:
darkor nest
ki bi-guy-em [ki in duxtar lei-st} »
[lei budan-e in duxtar}-I'o guftan
dar/wr nest
'it is not necessary that we tell who this girl is' »

lit. 'saying the who-being of this girl-DO is not necessary'.

6. 4. 5 "Idiomatic " clitic ke

In the Persian colloquial register, the complementizer ke may have so-called "idiomatic",
i.e. asseverative function. This is because it does not seem to introduce dependent clauses,
but is inserted after the first syntactic constituent of main clauses, mostly brief responses
or observations. Pragmatically, it appears to have strong or weak emphatic as well as
contrastive function and accordingly tends to be rendered in English by 'though,
however, but, why' and similar, depending on the context:
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in

ke kiir-i

na-diir-e

this KE work-INDEF not.have. PR-3s
'this, though, does not require any major effort', or, smoother:
'why, that's no problem' (Hayyim, Farhang-e yekjeldi-e fiirsi-englisi, p. 69 1 ).
It has been difficult to identify the syntactic role of this particle. Similar to others, Ohl
and Kom (2008: 1 42) regard this ke as homonymous with, but distinct from, the
complementizer ke, and suggest Enunziativmarker for its function.
However, the very designation "idiomatic", combined with use in the colloquial speech
register, should be taken' as a hint that there may be no enigmatic non-subordinating
function of ke involved at all (discussed in Windfuhr 2004). Rather, one expects elli ptic
constructions, which are typical for that register. Following these observations, it
becomes apparent that what is elliptic here are contextually understood stereotype
subject and object matrix clauses. The general tenor of such introductory clauses can be
easily imagined, given the context of discourse: ma'lum ast 'it's obvious', be nazar-am 'in
my opinion', nist 'isn't it (true)', mesl-e in ke 'it seems like' for subject clauses, and mi-bin
id 'you see', etc., for object clauses. The second position of ke is explained by the ellipsis:
with the deletion of the introductory phrase, this enclitic necessarily shifts to second
position, which may be the clause itself. The syntactic process in the example cited above
and some other examples may be shown as follows:
Non- "idiomatic"
be nazar-am [ke sam
xord-iJ
in view-my that supper eat.PT-2s
'it appears
that you did have supper'

"Idiomatic"
siim ke xord-i?

Ike Ja
na-diir-eJ
I PFV.see.PR-2p that place not-have.PR-3s
'you see (yourself) that there is no space'!
(in response to the suggestion to sit down),

jii ke na-diir-e!

mi-bin-id

Ike javiib na-diist?J
not.COP3s that answer not.have.PT.3s
'isn't it (true) that there was no answer?'

nist

'you did have supper, didn't you?';

'but there is no space'!
javiib ke na-diist
(no question contour)
'there was no answer; right?';

Ike in kiir-i
na-diir-eJ in ke kiir-i na-diir-e
sure COP I s that this work-INDEF not-have.PR-3s
'I'm sure that this doesn't require much
'why, that's no problem'.
effort'
motma'en am

6.5 Adverbial clauses
The basic rules for the sequence of matrix and adverbial clauses depends on the l ogical or
temporal relation of their events or states: when the latter precede, the adverbial clauses
are in first position; when they follow, their clauses are in second position. Thus, causal,
temporal, conditional, and concessive clauses, as well as circumstantial clauses of place,
manner, and degree, precede, while consecutive, resultative, and purposive (final) clauses,
as well as causal-explanatory, interruptive-temporal, and conditional-exceptional clauses,
follow. However, as is the case with relative and complement clauses, both focusing and
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topical inversions are frequent, depending on the pragmatic context. I n Tajik, these finite
adverbial clauses compete with nominalized adverbial clauses.
There are four types of subordinators: parataxis; the general complementizer ke/ki
(roughly comparable to English conjunctional 'as'); a small set of three primary conjunc
tion s, with or without the complementizer, as well as two interrogatives; conj unctional
phrases with the complementizer.
Parataxis and ke/ki occur prominently in colloquial speech. Being lexically empty, they
may substitute for a number of other subordinators, depending on the pragmatic context:
pul

ke

mi-deh-i,

111I-a-y-am

money KE IPFV-give.PR-2s, I PFY.come. PR-l s
'(as) you give me money, I come', more specifically,
'because - when - if - even though you give me money for this, I will come'.
The primary conjunctions include:

(a) i5un/i5un 'because, since', also 'when' (only literary);
(b) vaqt-i/vaqt-e 'when' « conjunctional phrase vaqt-i ke/vaqt-e ki).
(c) ta/to, (ca) temporal and conditional duration or end point, 'till, until, as long - soon
as' (note ta na-/to na- 'un-less'); (cb) comparison 'than';
'if';
agar/agar
(d)
(e) magar/magar 'unless';
(f) zira/zero 'for this reason, because';
Conjunctional phrases are numerous, and syntactically identical with the heads of
relative clauses (see section 6.3) such as:

(PREP) N-i/-e

ke/ki,

(dar) vaqt-i ke/vaqt-e ki

'at time that'
(PREP) N-e/-i

in ke/ki,

=

'when';

(be) ellat-e in kef (ba) illat-i in ki

'for the reason that'

=

'because';

PREP

in ke/ki,

ba in kefbo in ki

N *PREP

in ke/ki,

ba'd az in ke/ba'd az in ki

'with this that'

=

'although';

'after from this that'

=

'after doing . . '

* The nominal may be a noun, adjective, or adverb.

6. 5. 1 Position and use of TMA
( I ) Position. Ke/ki is an unstressed enclitic. I n sentence-initial subordinate clauses it is

typically inserted after the first constituent component of the clause; in sentence-final
position, it is attached to the preceding matrix clause (similar to the enclitic coordinator
-o/-u 'and'. Other clausal heads may optionally be in second position as well (see
section 5 . 1 Order of constituents).
(2) M ood. The use of mood is predictable: Events or states require the indicative when
real (factual), the subjunctive when potential, and the counterfactual when unlikely:
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Real

Potential

mi-xah-i, mi-rav-iI711
me-xoh-f, me-rav-em

raft-am, ta - ke
rq(t-am, to - ki

you want IPFY.go.PR- l p
'if you really want to, we will go';

go.PT -I s till - that from he S8J.ask.PR-l s
'I went in order to ask him'.

az
az

u
[i

be-pars-ami
(bi-)purs-am

Counterfactual
man mi-raft-aml
mall l11e-raft-am
1

IPFY.go. PT- l s
'I would go (i f f were you)'.

(3) Aspect is predictabl e as well. Notably the preterite (i.e. the perfective aorist form in
the verb system) is required when an event or state is completed prior to that of the
matrix clause (while English uses the present). Conversely, incomplete events or states
req uire the subjunctive, notably those headed by pis az in ke/pes az in ki 'before', beja-ye
in kelbajo-yi il1 ki 'instead of', bedun-e in kelbidun-i in ki 'without':
agar u-ra
agar [i-ro

did-i,
did-f,

be-gu
bi-gli

if he-DO see.PT-2s I M P.say-2s
'once you see him, tell me';

bedul1-e in ke
be
on ki

Ciz-i
Ciz-e

be-f!U- vad.
(biJ -gu-yad,

re!(f
r4t

without this that anything S8J.say. PR-3s go.PT.3s
'he left without saying anything'.

The basic unmarked patterns of clauses, together with verbal modality (the Persian
COl1seclttio tempOrll/11), may be shown as follows (cf. Windfuhr 1 987: 539/2009: 457).

Note that in each column, the subordinators for pre-matrix position may also occur in
post-matrix position.
TABLE 8.17: PATTERNS OF CONJUNCTIONS AND MOODS
Preceding Main Cialise

Fol/owing Mail! Clallse

Cause

clln/clln

'because'

INO

Explanation

zira. zero

Time

I'aqlih'aqte

'when

INO

Interruption

ke/ki

'as soon/
long as'

INO

End point

la/lo

Purpose

fa/lo

'in order to, so
that'

S131

magar/
magar

'unless, if not'

SBJ

Point/Stretch lalto
Condition

ta/to,
la na-/
ta na-

'until'
'unless'

S8J
S8J

Condition

agar/agar

'if

S8J, Exception
CNO

6.5.2 Pre-matrix clauses
For these, see also the paradigm of relative clauses in Table 8. 14.

'(that is) because' INO
,
'when (suddenly) INO
'until (finally) ,
INO
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6.5. 2 . 1 Locative clauses
These are plain relative clauses:
ke
ki

beja-'i
bajo- 'e

raft-i
raft-i

(be an-jay bar gard!1
(ba on jo) bar gard!

go.PT-2s to there
to place that
to
where
you
come from!'
back
'go

IMP.return.2s

6.5.2.2 Temporal clauses
These are mostly introduced by vaqt-i (ke)lvaqt-e (ki) . The noun may be substituted by
similar time-nouns, such as mowqe'-i kelzamol1-e ki 'the time, moment when'. Time
extension may be indicated by moddat-i kelmuddat-e ki 'period, duration'. These may be
preceded by prepositions, dm; az Tldm; az T 'at T, from T, since'. Punctual events are
introduced by hamin kelhamin ki 'the very same that, just as', and simultaneous events by
dar hlil-i keldar hol-e ki 'in the situation that, while'. Generalized events use hal' vaqtlhar
Ilaql 'each, every time, whenever'.
Posterior and anterior events use the adverbial phrases ba'd -pas az anlba 'd - pas az on
'after from that, after (he did - doing . . . )' and pas - pis az an ke/pas - pes az on ki 'before
from that, before (he did - doing . . . )', which require the subjunctive as they refer to
potential actions:
pis
pes

az
az

an
on

Ice
ki

an
011

kar-ra
kor-ro

xod-at-ra
xud-at-ro

tamam
tayyor

before from that that that work
'before you do that, think!';
to
to

vaziJe-ye
vaziJa-i

fe!(/'
fikr

be-kon-i,
kUll-f,

kon!!
!alll!

SBJ.do.PR-2s thought IM P.make. PR.2s
na-kon-i,
na-kun-f,

until dutyEZ self-your-DO accomplished not(SBJ.)-make. PR-2s
be kuee
ba kuea baromada

na-row!1
na-rav!

to alley out.come.PART not. lMP.go.2s
'until you've done your homework , don't go outside!'.
6.5.2.2a Since-clauses

For the expression of the time since an event is taking or has taken pl ace, Common
Persian uses a subject clause construction of the type 'it BE(-COME) X time that':
pallj sal
pmli sol

ast
ast

(- mi-sav-ad)
(- me-sav-ad)

ke
ki

u-ra
ft-ro

na-dide am
na-dide al11

five years COP.3s IPFY.become.PR-3s that he-DO not.see.PART COP. l s
'I haven't seen him in - since - for about five years'.
6.5.2.3 Conditional clauses
These are introduced by agar/agar 'if', !wr gahlhar goh 'as soon as, when, if'. In col
loquial Tajik speech agarlagar may be pl aced at the end of the protasis, after the verb,
similar to Uzbek.
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Real conditions require the indicative, followed by the indicative present or imperative:

Present indicative
agar u-ra
agar ti-ro

dust
dust

mi-dar-i,
me-dor-i,

komak kon!1
yori
diM

if he-DO
friend IPFVhave.PR-2s help
'if you really like him, help him!'.

do/give. I MP.2s

Preterite (perfective aorist)
he-gul
did-i,
guy
did-i,
if he-DO see. PT-2s I M P-2s
'once you see him, tell me'.

agar u-ra
agar u-ro

Potential conditions require the subjunctive, also followed by the indicative present or

imperative:
agar u-ra he-hin-id,
agar u-ro bin-ed,

be-I'as-iin-idl
"as-on-ed
if
her SBJ-see.PR-2p see saHim-EZ we-DO SBJ-taketo.PR-2p
'if you see her, give her my regards'.
salam-e
salom-i

ma-ra
ma-ro

CountelJactual conditions have the imperfective past (in its modal function) in both

clauses:
mi-did-idl
me-did-ed
if
along-EZ I I PFVgo.PT-2p he-DO IPFVsee.PT-2p
'if you were to come with me, you would see him' or
'if you had come . . . you would have . . . '
agar hamrah-e
agar hamroh-i

man mi-raft-id, u-ra
man me-raft-ed, u-ro

Past anterior time may be specified by the use of a pluperfect in its modal function in

one clause:
bud-id . . . )1
bud-ed . . . )
if
along-EZ I
go. PART be.PT-2p
'if you had gone with me . . . '

agar ham-riih-i man raft-e
agar ham-roh-i man raft-a

I n Tajik, logical, o r quasi-conditionals (which connote 'since, as appears, i t i s the case
that', etc., use the durative perfect subjunctive (not found in Persian) for present reference:
dust
me-dost-a
bos-and,
digar
ci?
if together-their-DO friend IPFVhave.PART (SB1)be. PR-3p further what
'if they love each other, what of itT.

agar ham-digar-ason-ro

They use the past subjunctive for past reference in the protasis:
kitob-ro xond-a
bos-ed
agar, carD na-ovard-ed?
this book-DO read.PART (SB1)be.PR-2p if
why not.bring.PT-2p
'if you've read this book, why didn't you bring itT

in
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6.5.2.4 Concessive clauses
These are introduced by the following phrases, all 'though, although, despite the fact
that': agar-ce/agar-Ci, lit. 'if, though'; har cand ke/har cand(-e ki) , lit. 'however much
that'; bii ( vojud-e) in kelbo vujud-i) in ki, lit. 'with the existence of this that'. They usually
take the present or past subj unctive, according to time reference. The matrix clause may
be introduced by vali/vale, amma/ammo, liken/lekin 'but, still':
na-did-e
biU-am,
na-did-a
bos-am,
although earlier you.p-DO not.see.PART (SBI)be.PR-l s
( vali) esm-e
soma be man asna
bud/
sumo ba man ma 'lum
bud
( vale) nom-i
(yet) name-EZ you.p to me familiar/clear be.PT.3s
'even though 1 hadn't seen you before, still your name was familiar to me' .

agar ce qablan soma-ra
agar Ci pes-tar sumo-ro

Tajik post-clausal -ham 'also, even'
Frequent and peculiar to Tajik is use of the postposed particle ham as a concessive:
havo

ham,
not(SBJ.)-be. PR-3s also,

xunuk na-bos-ad

weather cold
barf bo

dona-ho-i

kalon-kalon-i laklakl me-borid

snow with piece.p-EZ big-big-EZ fluffy IPFY.rain.PT.3s
'although the weather was not cold, the snow was falling in large, fluffy flakes';
note the generalized present subjunctive instead of the perfect subjunctive.
6.5.2.5 Causal clauses
These are introduced by: cun ke/cun (ki) 'since, as'; madam ke/modom-e ki 'while, since,
inasmuch'; bara-ye in ke/baro-i in ki 'for the sake of, because' (see also section 6.5.3.4
Purpose clauses) with tense and aspect according to sense:
madam
modom-e

ke u
ki u

amad,
omad,

be u be-gu-id
ba u gu-ed

ke
ki

in-ja tu bi-a-yad/
injo dar-o-yad

while EZ KE he come.PT.3s to he say.IMP-2p that here in SBlcome.PR-3s
'since he's arrived, tell him to come in '.
6.5.3 Post-matrix clauses

6. 5 . 3 . 1 Causal-explanatory clauses
These are introduced by: cun ke/cun (ki) , lit. 'because (that)'; zira/zero (ke/ki) , lit. 'for
this (that)'; cera ke/caro ki, lit. 'what for that'; bana bar in ke/bino bar in ki, lit. 'built on
this that', all 'because, therefore':
ketab-etan-ra
kitob-aton-ro

be u
ba u

na-dad-am,
na-dod-am,

zira ke
zero ki

u-ra
u-ro

na-did-am/
na-did-am

your book-DO to he not.give.PT- l s because he-DO not.see.PT-l s
'I didn't give him your book, because I didn't see him'.
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6.5.3.2 Temporal clauses
Post-matrix temporal clauses are syntactically focused clauses:
ke kas-i dar zad/
ki kas-e dar zad
IPFV-want.PT sleep SBJ-go. PR- l s
that someone door knock.PT.3s
'I was about to go to bed when someone knocked at the door'

mi-xiist-am
me-xost-am

xiib
xob

be-ray-am
ray-am

6. 5.3.2a Subordinator switch

A distinct syntactic operation involves the switch of the subordinator between two
clauses. This is found typically in subsets where an ongoing or existing situation, or an
event that is not yet completed, is interrupted by another event. When the latter is in post
matrix position, it is introduced by a simple ke/ki:
dar iin-jii
dar Of/jo
1

nesaste
nisasta

bud-am,
bud-am,

u

ii

dar iimad/
daromad

there sit.PART be.PT- I s he come.in.PT.3s
'I was sitting there, and he came in'

»

vaqt-i dar c1n-jii neSaste bud-am, u dar iimad/
vaqt-e dar onjo nisasta bud-am, fI daromad
unmarked, 'while I was sitting there . . .'

»

ke u dar iimad/
ki fI daromad
marked: ' . . . , when he suddenly came in'.

dar iin-jii l1eSaste bud-am,
dar onjo nisasta bud-am,

6.5.3.3 Result clauses
These are introduced by tii/to:
iin-jii
on jo

neSaste
nisasta

bud-(l/l1,
bud-am,

beliixare
biloxara

there sit.PART be.PT- I s finally
'I sat there, until he finally arrived'.

iimad
omad

come.PT.3s

6.5.3.4 Purpose clauses
These are introduced by the following, all 'so that, in order to, to (do)': ke/ki, tii ke/to
(ki) , barci-ye in ke/baro-i in ki/baro-i on ki. Of these, tii/to is mainly literary. All require the
present subjunctive, irrespective of the matrix tense:
iimad-am, ke
om ad-am, ki

1 came

- tii u-rii
- to fI-ro

be-bin-am/
bin-am

that - till he-DO SBJ-see. PR- I s
' I came to see him';

candiin kon,
candon kun,

ke
ki

jii
jo

bas-ad
bos-ad

thus
do.IMP.2s that place (SBI)be.PR-3s
'make it so, that there is space'.
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Colloquially, the purpose clause may be ju xtaposed without a conjunction:
pis-e
peS-i

mellman-at
meltmon-af

bo-rOl��
rav,

az
az

to
to

narallat na-sav-ad
xafa
na-sav-ad

front-EZ guest-your.s I MP.go.2s from you.s offended not.(SBl. )-become. PR-2s
'go over to your guest, so he won't be offended'. See also section 6.4.2 Embedded
speech) .
6.5.3 .5 Consecutive clauses
These are introduced by ta (in ke)/to (in ki) 'until, as far as', conan . . . ke/clinon . . . ki, be
qadr-i . . . ke/ (ham-)in qadar . . . ki 'so (much) that', tOlvr-i ke 'in a manner that', so':
raft-o
raft-II

raft,
rqft,

ta be jangal-i
to ba jongal-e

rasid/
rasid

go.PT.3s-and go.PT.3s till to forest-INDEF reach .PT.3s
'on he went until he reached a forest';
U

ft

cOllan tond pasme mi-Cin-ad,
cunon tez paxta me-tin-ad,

ke
ki

hame Ilayran
/WIIW Itayron

mi-l11an-and/
me-moil-and

she so
fast cotton IPFYpick.PR-3s that all
astounded IPFV.remain .PR-3p
'she picks cotton so fast that everyone is astounded'.

6.5.3.6 Comparative clauses
In Persian, these are introduced by ta/to. Tajik has instead a single-sentence infinitival
constructi on, az INF dida 'seen from (his doing)':
u

bistar mi-xab-ad,

ta

kar

mi-kon-ad

he more IPFY sleep. PR-3s than work IPFV.do.PR-3s
'he sleeps more than he works';
vs. Tajik
bestar xob me-rav-ad
u az kor kardan did-a
he from work do.INF see.PART more sleep IMP.go.PR-3s.
6.5.3.7 Conditional exception clauses
While agar/agar may introduce post-matrix conditional clauses, exceptional conditions
are introduced by its negation, magar/l11agar 'unless':
man Ile-mi-rav-am
man na-me�rav-al11

magar to
magar tu

ham bi-a-yi
ham
a-Yl

not.IPFYgo.PR-l s unless you.s also SBlcome.PR-2s
'I will not go, unless you come, too'.
6.5.4 Tajik Turkic-type nominal clauses

As shown in some of the discussions above, the final clausal constructions represent only
part of Tajik's syntactic repertory. M ost of them can be recast in the Turkic mold as a
single sentence containing one or more non-finite verb forms representing nominalized
VPS.
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The means of nominalization is the nominal EZ which has greatly extended its range
of application (arguably under the influence of Uzbek), by the conversion of the verb
phrase of finite subordinate clauses to non-finite verb forms, especially ( I ) participle I I in
-agf and (2) infinitives (gerunds), thereby condensing into a single sentence what woul d
appear more naturally in Persian or English as a matrix-plus-subordinate Clause.
6.5 .4. 1 Participial relative clauses in -agf
( I ) I n the basic pattern, the augmented past participle in -agf (which is either active or
passive in voice, and may be tensed analogously with the complex tenses which it helps to
form, may be used in EZ and other constructions to perform the functions of a relative
clause. Note that these participles retain the modal-aspectual distinction of perfective
progressive, and conjectural (see section 6.3.7. 1 above):
Perfective form
kitob-i
[man ovard-agf}
book-EZ [I having brought]
'the book that I brought';

Progressive form
in

duxta,.-i [kitob xond-a istod-ag-i}

this girl-EZ [book reading-PROG]
'the girl who is reading the book';

Conjectural form
zan-i

[sar me-dod-agi}

wife-EZ [to divorce-PR-coNJEcT]
,
'a wife [to divorce] (sal' dod-an 'let go').
(2) Inversions and topicalized relative constructions
The nominalization of a relative clause ranges from retention of the agent and
word order, to the replacement of the agent pronoun to a pronominal clitic, to the fully
Turkicized inversion:
HEAD-EZ [Clause] > [Clause] HEAD
kitob-i [man ovard-agf} book-Ez [I having brought] 'the book that I brought'.
kitob-i [ ovard-agi-am} book-Ez [my having brought-]
[avard-agi-am} kitab
[my having brought] book.
6.5.4.2 Infinitival clauses
The infinitive, often in combination with conjunct verb forms, can participate in quite
complex, nested N Ps as sentential complements.
6. 5.4.2a Object clauses

Infinitival object clauses are marked by the direct object marker -1'0 and precede the main
clause:
( I ) 'how do you know that doing this will not be worthwhile?'
az kuja me-dan-i [ (kiJ az in karfoida-yas na-ha,.-o-yad) »
[az in korfoida na-ha,.-omad-an-aiJ-"o az kuja me-dan-i!

from where do you know [that from this work benefit-its may not come out]
[from this work benefit not-issuing-its]-Do from where do you know?
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(2) 'of course one needn't tell anyone who this girl is'.
albal ta darkor nest [ki gii-yem} [in doxtar kf stj} »
albalta [kf bud-an-i in duxtar} 1 0 guftan} darkor nest
-

- '

of course necessary not is [that we say [this girl who is]]
of course [[who being-EZ this girl]-Do saying] necessary not is
(3) 'this excessive wheat isn't worth for us to take back'.
in gandum-i ziyodatf na-me-arz-ad [boz gast-a girift-a bal'-em} > >
in gandum-i ziyodatf [ba [boz gast-a g;rift-a bUl'dan}} na-me-arz-ad
this wheat excessive is not worth [having taken back that we carry]
this wheat excessive to [returned CONJUNCT taking] is not worth
(ba . . . arzid-an 'be worthy of, to').
6.5.4.2b Adverbial clauses

In adverbial infinitival clauses, the infinitival clause is headed by a nominal replacing the
conjunction, here with the example of a temporal clause:
'when the lamp was being taken out of the room, its glass broke';
dar vaqt-i [ki lamp-ra az xona bal'-ovard-and}} sisa-as sikast »
[dar vaqt-i [az xona bar-ovardan-; lamp-ra)j} sisa-as sikast

at the time [that the lamp-Do from the room they took out] glass-its broke
[at the time-EZ [from the room taking out-EZ the lamp-Do]] glass-its broke
6.5.4.3 Embedded infinitival clauses
With the concomitant gapping of an anaphoric independent or enclitic pronoun, infini
tival clauses may further be embedded by an EZ construction:
'we heard the sound of that man's footsteps (po) as he was coming downstairs'.
[dar vaqt-e ki on kas po;n me-furomad} sado-i po-i on kas-ro
sunid-em > >
sunid-em
[[dar vaqt-e poin furomadan-i Oil kas} sado-i po-i; Y.!:!J:} }-ro
sunid-em
[sado-i po-i [poin furomadall-i Oil kas j}-I'O
[[at time when that one was coming down] sound-EZ foot-EZ that one]-DO we heard
we heard
[ at time-EZ coming down-EZ that one] sound-EZ foot-EZ him-DO
we heard
[sound-EZ foot -EZ [coming down-EZ that onell-DO
'we heard the sound of the footsteps of that one's coming downstairs'.
Note the EZ embedding of infinitival temporal clause and the gapping of the
anaphoric pronoun.
6.5.4.4 Persian conjunct participle
Persian allows for the participialization of finite verbs in sequences of clauses by reducing
finite verbs to participles in an clauses except the last (known as hazf-e fe'/ 'ellipsis of
tense-mood-aspect and person marking'). This strategy rarely includes subordinate
clauses. I t is well known from classical texts, and in contemporary Persian is confined to
literary use. The following is an (abbreviated) example from an Iranian journal about old
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dialect poetry (fahla viyat) found in various sources (M. Rezayati Kishe Khale, Gl/y
eSsenasilDialectology 2. 1 (Feb. 2006): 1 29).
Doktor Ali Asraf Sadeqi, ke

Dr. Ali Ashraf Sadeqi
hel11mat-e

vajh-e

tashih-e

siil-hc7-st

who years
xod

qarar

direction-EZ effort-EZ-self own resolve
axiran . . . ill

recently

yc7zdaftJahlavi-ra

this eleven fahlavis-D

fahlaviyc7t . . . rc7

is (that) emendation-EZ fahlavi poetry-DO
tillcle,
having given

tashih
klll'c1e
correction having made

va dOl11bal-e lwr do-beyti tahqiq-i
l11ostoll:/i
afZlIlle
and after-EZ each two-liner research-INDEF comprehensive having added
kolli part/iixte ast
I'a be bahs-i
and to discussion-INDEF general has undertaken
'Dr. Ali Ashraf Sadeqi, who for many years has made the emendation of the
fahlaviat the focus of his scholarly work, has recently not only corrected these eleven
(aldavis. but has also been engaged in extensive discussions of the problems involved
in general .'

7 LEXIS AND SOCIOLINGUISTICS
7. 1 Word formation
The basic procedures of derivation and compounding are the same in Taji k and Persian.
However, as the result of a degree of cultural separation during the last five centuries,
and a flurry of conscious language planning in Tajik over the past 75 years, there are
considerable differences of detail.

7. 1 . 1 Homonymy and con version
There is a fair amount of tolerance for homonymy, which is di sambiguated syntactically.
A word such as xc7blxob may be a noun with two distinct meanings, 'sleep' and 'dream'; it
may additionally function as a predicative adjective: xc7b astlxob ast 'he is asleep'. The
noun c7rc7l11lorom 'quiet, calm, tranquility' may also be the adjective (both predicative and
attributive) 'quiet, calm, tranquil'.
Conversion without morphological change occurs most readily from adjective to
noun status: l11ard-e javc7nlmard-i javon 'young man', yek javc7nlyak javon 'a youth',
javc7n-c7nlja von-on 'young people, the young'.

7. 1 . 2 Suffixation
Suffixation is the principal means of lexical derivation; more than 40 nominal
suffixes may be identified . The following list is limited to those regarded as most
productive:
-ilf (-g-ilg-f after the vowel -a-): forms abstract nouns of quality from adjectives and
type nouns, of activity from agentives, etc.: pir-ilpir-f 'old age' < pir/pir 'old; old man';
zende-g-ilzinda-g-f 'life' < zendelzinda 'alive, living'. Such nouns readily evolve concrete
,
senses, as sirin-ilSirin-i 'sweets, candy (sweetness) < sirinlSirin 'sweet',
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-karlkor, -garl-gar, -til-ef: form agent nouns and agentive adjectives from nouns of
entity or activity (occasionally, adjectives): xeyanat-karlxiyonat-kor 'traitor, treacherous'
< xeyanatlxiyollat 'betrayal '; kar-garlkor-gar '(manual) worker' < klirlkor 'work';
hilc-garlhila-gar 'deceitful, cunning' < hilelhila 'trick, deception'; xedmat-Cilxizmat-ef
'employee, clerical worker' < xedmatlxizmat 'service, employment'; Tajik a 'lo-cf 'honor
stu dent' < a '10 'superior, excellent',
-akl-ak:

(a) added to entity nouns and NPs, forms diminutives, often endearing or derogatory
in connotation: pesar-aklpisar-ak 'laddie, kid' < pesarlpisar 'boy'; Taj . modar-i
mehmbon-ak 'mommy dear' < modar-i l17e/rrubon (EZ phrase) 'kind mother'; Tajik has an
,
intensive form, -akak: kam-akak 'a pinch, spot' < kam 'little (in quantity) ;
(b) added to verbal agentives, it forms concrete instrumentives: Taj . ob-pos-ak 'water
ing can' < ob 'water' and Stem I of posid-an 'spray'; band-ak 'pin, clasp' < Stem I of bast
an 'fasten'.
-eel-ea: forms diminutives from nouns and adjectives (neutral or endearing): ketab-eel
kitob-ca 'booklet' < ketablkitob 'book'; Taj . duxtar-ea 'lassie' < duxtar 'girl'; Taj . safed-ea
'whitish' < safed 'white'.
-el-a: a nominal suffix from several ultimate sources, still productive in some functions
(metonymic or specifying): dast-eldast-a 'handle' < dast 'hand'; xandelxanda 'Iaugh(ter)'
< xand-id-anlxandid-an 'laugh'; gerye/giry-a 'weeping' < gerist-anlgirist-an 'weep'.
Numerical expressions are made adjectival or adverbial: do-ru-yeldu-rll-ya 'two-faceted,
iwo-faced, hypocritical' < doldu 'two', rulru(y) 'face'; panj-sal-elpanj-sol-a 'of five years
(adj.), a five-year-old, five-year plan' < panjlpanj 'five', sol 'year'.
-stanlston (after a consonant, estanl-iston) forms locative nouns, esp. names of
countries: Pers. kudakestan 'kindergarden' < kudak 'child', BaluchestanlBalochiston,
Baluchistan' .
The following suffixes form adjectives from nouns:
-il-f (after a vowel, -g-il-g-f or -v-il-v-i): the most general and neutral relative adjective,
originating in both Middle Persian -/k and Arabic -iyy, and readily substantivized: b'an-il
'eron-f 'Iranian, an Iranian'; xane-g-ilxona-g-f 'domestic, household'; sowra- v-ilsovet-f
'deliberative; Soviet' < sowralsawro 'council'; Taj. partiya-v-f '(of the) Party' (billet-i
partiya- v f ' Party card').
Taj -angf (after a vowel, -ngi): forms relative adjectives, especially in colloquial Tajik:
dina-ngf 'yesterday's' < dina 'yesterday' .
-anel-ona (after a vowel, -g-anel-g-ona) 'characteristic o f -': forms adjectives applied to
non-humans, frequently used as nouns or adverbs: aqel-aneloqil-ona 'intelligent, sensible'
< aqelloqil 'intelligent' (of a person); e.g. kar-e aqel-anelkor-i oqil-ona 'sensible action';
baeee-g-anelbaea-g-ona 'children's; childhood -; childlike, childish' < baccelbaea 'child';
mah-anelmoh-ona 'monthly; salary' (see also section 3. 1 .5 Adverbs).
-nakl-nok 'possessing the quality of- ', xatar-naldxatar-nok 'dangerous' < xatarlxatar
'danger': a very productive suffix in Tajik, generating adjectives or nouns from
intangibles: foida-nok 'useful, advantageous' < foida 'benefit'; xarakter-nok 'charac
,
teristic, specific' < xarakter 'character(istic) ; sado-nok 'vowel' < sado 'sound, voice'.
-

7.1 . 3 Prefixatioll
Productive nominal prefixes (mostly identical with prepositions) which form adjectives
and related nouns are:
biilbo- 'with': bii-este 'dadlbo-iste'dod 'talented' < este 'dadliste 'dod 'talent'.
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bi-Ibe- 'without': bi-adablbe-adab 'discourteous, impolite' < adabladab 'manners,

courtesy'.
na-Ino- 'not, un-': na-danlno-don 'ignorant, ignoramus' < Stem I of diinest-anldonist-an
'know'; nii-omidlno-umed 'hopeless, desperate' < omidlumed 'hope'.
ham-Iham- 'together', a particle connoting sharing, reciprocity or cooperation:
ham-riihlham-roh 'companion, fellow-traveler' < riihlroh 'road, journey'; ham-iihanglham
ohang 'harmonious, consonant' < iihanglohang 'melody'.
kam-Ikam 'little' (quantity): kam-zurlkam-zur 'weak' < zur 'strength; Pers. kam-harf
'taciturn' < hmf'word'.
ser- 'full, sated', rare in Pers.: sir-iiblser-ob 'saturated' < iiblob 'water'; Taj. ser-odam
'crowded, populous' < odam 'person'; ser-masraf 'often used, in demand, popular' <
masraf 'consumption, utili zation'.
por-Ipur- 'full': por-ma'niilpur-ma 'no 'meaningful ' < ma'nii 'meaning' (literary variant
of ma'ni); por-sokuhlpur-sukijh 'splendid' < sokuhlsukuh 'splendour'.
Prepositional EZ constructions (the following all Arabic loanwords) include:
l'eYI'-e-qiinun-ilyayr-i-qonun-f 'illegal' < qiinunlqonun 'law'.
zedd-elzidd-i- 'against, anti-, counter-': zedd-e-havii'ilzidd-i-havo-f 'anti-aircraft' <
haviilhavo 'air'.
ba 'd-i- 'after': ba'd-ijang-r 'postwar' < jang 'war'.
Tajik 10- 'up to, until ': to-maktab-f 'pre-school' < maktab 'school'; to-inqilob-f
'pre-revolutionary' < inqilob 'revolution'. Note that this prefix qualifies a ready-formed
adjective, as do the preceding three. (This use of tii is unknown in Persian, and was
probably influenced by identical Russian use of do- ' up to, until'.)

7. 1 . 4 Compounding
Compounding is most frequently effected by simple j uxtaposition of stem nominals,
or a nominal and a verbal radical, modifier before head. Such compounds are of two
kinds:
Determinative, where the compound is of the same lexical category as the head (a
,
noun): hafte-niimelhafta-noma 'weekly (periodical) < hafte/hafta 'week' + niime/noma
'document, letter'; pis-raft/peS-raft 'progress' < pislpeS 'forward' + raftlraft, Stem I I of
raft-anlraft-an 'go'; dast-nevis/dast-navis 'manuscript' < dast/dast 'hand' + nevis/navis,
Stem I of nevest-an/navist-an 'write'. Structures of this last type are more commonly
agentives or instrumentives: kafi-duz/muza-duz 'cobbler' < kafs 'shoe', moza 'boot' +
Stem I of duxt-an/doxt-an 'sew'; biiriin-sanj/boron-sanj 'rain gauge' < bariinlboron 'rain' +
Stem I of sanjid-anlsanjid-an 'measure'.
Possessive, generally where the modifier is an adjective or adverb, and the resulting
compound refers to a third entity possessing, or characterized by, the compound quality
(fundamentally, an adjective): cahiir-piilcor-po 'q uadruped, animal' < cahar/cor 'four' +
pii/po 'foot, leg'; seyah-casm/siyoh-casrn 'black-eyed' < seyiih/siyoh 'black' + casrn/casm
'eye'; xos-zabiin/xuS-gap 'well-spoken, courteous' < xos/xus 'good' + zaban 'tongue,
language', gap 'speech'.
Modifier and head are occasionally reversed: del-saxt/dil-saxt 'cruel' < delldil 'heart' +
saxt/saxt 'hard'; this is usual when the modifier is a participle: Pers. ru-bast-e 'veiled' < ru
'face' and Stem I of bast-an 'tie, close', Taj. ru-toft-a 'disobedient' < ru 'face' + past
participle of toft-an 'turn (away)'.
There are a few common copulative compounds, where two nouns or verb stems are
joined by addition of enclitic -o/-u 'and' to the first element: ab-o havii/ob-u havo
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'weather', lit. 'water-and-air'; raft-o-iimadlraft-u-omad 'visit(ing), traffic' < Stem I I
raft-anlraft-an 'go', and Stem I of iimad-anlomad-an 'come'; Taj. also raft-u-o(y) .
Stems I I of verbs. Adjectives and adverbs are similarly formed by compounding
or reduplication of nouns with a connective element: pey dar peylpay dar pay 'con
tinu ous(ly)' (peylpay 'track, (in) pursuit, after'); Taj. xel-ma-xel 'various, of all sorts' (xel
'so rt, kind').
Adjectives may be intensified by similar means: dur-o-deriizldur-u daroz 'lengthy' (dur
'far', daroz 'long'), Taj . garm-o-garm 'extremely hot' (garm 'warm, hot'), but note Persian
EZ construction garm-e garm.
By adding prefixes and suffixes to these structures, neologisms can be formed: ha vii
peymii-bar 'aircraft carrier' (havii-peymii 'air-plane', bar- 'bear, carry').
Tajik can generate neologisms of almost Russian length and complexity, a develop
ment that has been encouraged from the Soviet period on. Examples are:
mablay-judo-kun-f 'appropriation, disbursement of funds' (sum-separate-mak-ing);
avtomobil-kor-kard-a-bar-or-f 'automobile production' (auto-work-done-out-bring-ing).
Echoic reduplication is used in several ways, mostly in the colloquial language. Collec
tive or generalized nouns are generated by repetition with a change of initial, to add a
rhyming or echoic nonsense-word: ketab-metablkitob-mitob 'books and papers'; Pers.
eynak-meynak 'spectacles, glasses'; Taj. baca-kaca 'kids and the like' < baca 'child'; os-pos
'food and stuff' < os 'food'; mayda juyda 'odds and ends' (mayda 'small'; juyda mitob,
etc. have no independent meanings).
,

7.2 Loanword.s
Arabic vocabulary is the oldest and still the largest foreign element in the lexicon. In
literary Persian it constitutes about 50 percent, in spoken about 25 percent.
7.2. 1 A rabic
In Iran, official organizations, including the Farhangestan-e zaban-e Farsi, targeted
especially this stratum for replacement by native vocabulary during the 1 930s and 1 940s,
and in Tajikistan during the Soviet language reforms of the same period; however, the
presence of many everyday Arabic words for which there is no ready Persian equivalent
(e.g. ketiiblkitob 'book', haviilhavo 'air, weather') has mitigated the effects of purification.
Some specialized uses of Arabic and Arabicate plural forms continue to be used in
Iran and have survived the general Soviet condemnation of archaisms in Tajikistan, since
they have been lexicalized and fill a useful niche. Words with the suffixes -iitlot, -j-iitlj-ot,
Taj . -v-ot denote collectivities: heyviiniitlhayvon-ot 'animals, fauna', mive-j-iitlmeva-j-ol
'fruit(s)', Pers. sabz-ij-iit, Taj . sabza-v-ot 'vegetables'. I n Tajik, some plurals have
developed a singular meaning: taskil-ot 'organization', hasar-ot 'insect' (with regular
plurals Ilarbab-hii, taskil-ot-ho and hasar-ot-ho).
Arabic "broken plurals" are often lexicalized, with collective or singular meanings:
atriiflatrof'environs, neighborhood' (cf. taraf'side, direction'), a'ziila 'zo 'member' (of an
institution), a'zii-ye badanla'zo-i badan 'parts of the body'; Pers. arbab 'landowner', boss
(cf. rabb 'Lord [God]'); Taj . talaba 'student' (cf. tolib '(rel igious) student').
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7.2.2 Turkic

While Persian has integrated a considerable number of Turkic nominals (including a few
of Mongol origin) such as otiiq/utoq Pers. 'room' vs. Taj. 'house, place' and titles like iiqii/
oqo 'sir, Mr. ', the Northern Tajik dialects are replete with pre-Uzbek Turkic and Uzbek
vocabulary, even at the level of function words; a number of common loans have entered
the literary language and are also widespread in Southern speech, e.g. boy 'rich', tfty
'wedding, circumcision celebration', yaroq 'weapon', yordam 'help', qisloq 'village' (Pers.
qefliiq 'winter quarters'), an9 several kinship terms such as uka 'younger brother', ylll1ga
'sister-in-law' (see section 7.4.3).

7.2.3 Russian

In Tajik, the large Russian component pervades the speech of the cities, reinforced by
code-switchi ng and official communication (forms, notices, interaction in banks and post
offices, etc.). The written language may be highly Russianized in political, economic
and bureaucratic documentation or journalism, while in other cultural contexts it
will display much more Persian vocabulary. At the height of the language reform
movement in 1989-90, conservatives complained that unbridled substitution of
Persianisms for established Russian loans (dollis-goh for lIniversitet 'university', havo
payl110 for sal11olyot 'airplane', etc.) was making the language incomprehensible to the
man in the street.
Abbreviations and acronyms are a feature of Soviet Russian bureaucratic language
that have readily been adopted (in Russian) and adapted (to Tajik), e.g. VA BK, for
Viloyat-i avtonol11-i Badaxson-i Kiih-i 'the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region'.

7.3 Lexical distribution, Persian-Tajik
In the everyday Persian and Perso-Arabic vocabulary, even frequently-used words have
been differentially distributed between Iran and Central Asia. Some Tajik words and
expressions are either completely foreign to Iranians, or perceived as archaic or literary;
the meanings of some common words have shifted considerably. In the following
selection of shibboleths, words in parenthesis are Standard Persian equivalents (which
sometimes coexist as variants in Tajik): dina (dim:::) 'yesterday', pagoh (fardii) 'tomor
row', be-goh ('asr) 'evening; yesterday', tira-moh (pii'i::: ) 'autumn', daryo (rlld, rud-xiine)
'river', bahr (daryii) 'sea', paxta (panbe) 'cotton', tireza (panjare) 'window', xel (jur)
'sort, kind', tayyor (hazer) 'ready', hozir (lwlii) 'now', vazn-in (sang-in) 'heavy', sang-in
(sang-i) '(of) stone', kalon (bozorg) 'big, great, old', mayda (xO/'d) 'tiny; small change',
xurd (kllcek) 'small, little, young', kampir (pir-e :::an) 'old woman', nayz, nek (xllb,
qasang) 'good, nice', gallda (xariib) 'bad', kasal (mariz, bimar), 'sick', mond-a (xaste)
'tired ', pok ((amiz) 'clean', (flos (kas(f) 'dirty', aftid-an (o/tiid-an) 'fall', sist-an (nefast
an) 'sit', l11ond-an (goziist-an) 'let, put', parto/t-an (alldiixt-an) 'throw', Yllndost-an (jam '
kard-an) 'gather'.
This applies even to quite recent neologisms: Taj . madaniyat, Pers. /arhang 'culture';
Taj . ittifoq, Pers. ettehiid '(labor) union'. Many of the Tajik shibboleths are also common
to Persian of Afghanistan (Kaboli, Dari).
Nominal compounds and conjunct verbs, the productivity of causatives, and adjectival
formatives such as -Ilok and -g-l constitute another la rge area of lexical difference with
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Standard Persian. Compound neologisms, even i f formed from native lexical stock and
not calqued on Russian (for Tajik) or French (for Persian) may not coincide, either
lexi cally or structurally: compare Taj . bayn-al-xalq-T. and Pel's. beyn-al-melal-i 'inter
national', where the difference lies merely in the selection of the central (Arabic) lexeme;
Taj. yaroq-parloi, Pers. xal'-e selah 'disarmament', where the Uzbek-Tajik compound
is a modern calque on the Arabicate compound, lit. 'casting off arms', still current in
Standard Persian; Taj . zio!, Pers. rOll-san fekr '(liberal) intellect ual', in which the under
lying idea of 'enlightened thinker' is expressed in an Arabic-Persian derivative and a
Persian-Arabic compound respectively.
7.4 Sociolinguistic aspects
7.4. 1 Registers and ta'arof

A crucial strategy of spoken and written communication is /a 'aro/ formal mutual recog
nition'. It aims, in addition to its illocutionary function such as making a request, at the
perlocutionary effect of self-presentation and respect, inferior and superior, respectively.
It is one of the poles of the "communicative contexts in Iranian culture which are marked
in terms of two continua: one of personal and communicative intimacy, from 'inside'
(MIen) to 'outside' (zaher), and another of social hierarchy, from contexts indicating
hierarchical relationships to those indicating equality" (Beeman 1 988: Abstract).
Linguistically, it is marked by a highly conventionalized phraseology and address ter
minology depending on the context, accompanied by appropriate metalinguistic behavior
and gestures, including proper pacing and packaging of objectives, and is applied by
speakers from the lowest to the highest speech registers.
Personal pronouns and endings are in the plural (see section 3. 1 . 3 . 1 a), soma VB-id
'you.p are . . . ' for the add ressee, isan VB-and 'they are . . . ' for a third party, while the
speaker may use /lUI Vb-im, 'we are . . .', retlecting the role of the speaker as member of
a social group, rather than as an individual. Lexically most notable is the use of!armudan
'to order, command' for any superior's verb of action such as be-farma-id 'please (�O)'.
Ty pical is the use of light verb constructions for simple verbs: superior raising includes
lasrif '(your) honor' in tasrif avordan 'bring honor' amadan 'come', tasrif bordan 'take
honor' mftan 'go, leave', /asr(! dClstan 'have, keep honor' budan 'be there, present'.
Inferior lowering includes (be) xedmat-e 'to the service of' be, pis-e 'to, to the presence
of', e.g. xedmat residall 'arrive at service' amadall 'come to'; arz kardall 'make presenta
tion' go/tan 'say, remark', often in subjunctive, arz !con-am 'let me remark ', and may use
an oath-like address such as qorban 'your honor' < qorban-e soma be-rav-am - be-sa v-am
'(I am ready) to be sacrificed for you'. Superior is addressed as janab(-e) aliljanob-i oli
'Sir', 'gentleman, aristocrat', lit. 'high side', vs. ill janeblin jonib '1', lit. 'this side', and
sarkarlsarkor 'Sir' or 'Madam', lit. 'leader, head of work', vs. bandelbanda '1', lit. 'slave'
little used today, and others. All these are contextually selected from a paradigm of
options for each, ranging from higher to lower.
Inferior typically introduces requests with one or a series of phrases, or their
substitutes, rarely up to seven, and usually in this relative sequence: janab iiqa-ye X;
,

=

=

=

=

=

=

ma'zeral mi-xah-am, agar ejaze be-deh-id, xiihef mi-kon-am, agar l11ol11ken bas-ad, lotI-an,
bi zahl11at, be-farl11a-id . . . 'your excellency Mr. X, I beg your pardon, if you permit me,

I ask of you, if it be possible, kindly, (if it is) no trouble, please . . .'
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7. 4.2 Kinship terms

Persian kinship terms for some basic consanguineal and affinal relationships are single
terms, but others are composite descriptive terms expressed by EZ constructions.
In Tajik, alternate or additional terms (some of Uzbek origin) include: oca 'mother';
ako, aka 'elder brother', dodar, uka '(younger) brother'; apa, aya 'elder sister'; yanga 'aunt
(uncle's wife), sister-in-law'; tayol - amu/amak 'uncle', padar-suy, xusur 'father-in-law (of
wife)" modar-suy, xusdoman 'mother-in-law (of wife)'.
TABLE 8.18: PERSIAN KINSHIP TERMS
3
2
-I
-I
-I
-0
+1
+2
+3
+4
-

-

Male
jadd-e bozorg
jadd Ar.
pedar(-e) bozorg
pedal'
amu Ar.
dti'i Tk.
pesar

+5

Female
jadde-ye bozorg
jadde Ar.
mtidar(-e) bozorg
mtidar
ame Ar.
xtile Ar.
doxtar

nave (navtide. navtise)

nalije
nab ire
na-dide

Male
dtimtid

Female
arus Ar.

sowhar

zan
havu
zan
zan

pedal; mtidar-e sowhar
bartidal; xtihar-e sowhar
zan-e
bartidar
sowhar-e
btijntiq Tk.

xtihar
jtiri

zan-e
sowhar-e

amu, dtii
ame, xtile

G.-great-grandparents
Great-grandparents
Grandparents
Parents
Paternal uncles, aun ts
M aternal uncles, aunts
Children
Grandchild
Great-grandchild
G.-G.-grandchild
G.-G.-G.-grandchild
Bridegroom Bride
Son-in-law Daughter
in-law
Husband
Wife
Co-wife
Parents-in-law
Siblings-in-Iaw
Brother's wife
Sister's husband
Husbands of sisters
Wives of husbands
Uncles, aunts-in-law
U ncles, aunts-in-law

7. 4. 3 Modes ofaddress

Between members of the same peer and solidary groups (age, sex, occupation) address is
essentially informal, given names being widely used, often with the endearing suffix -jiin/

jon (Ahmad-jan/Ahmad-jon, Zohre-jan/Zuhra-jon) .
Family members traditionally address one another in kinship terms rather than by
their given name, again often adding -janljon: Mba/bobo 'grandfather', Pers. also 'daddy',
coil. 'fellow'; bibi/bibl 'grandmother' (also mistress of house, etc.); dada 'father', Pers.
also 'daddy, mamma', Pers. aqa-jan 'daddy'. Most of these may be used figuratively to
address unrelated acquaintances and strangers of the appropriate age and sex.
During the Soviet period in Tajikistan, Russian and Soviet modes of address became
fashionable, including rafiq 'comrade' preceding the surname and the Russian-style name
and patronymic, as Ahmad Ibrohim-ovic. Russian-style surnames were also widely
adopted ( Yusup-ov, Nazir-ova). Since the 1 980s many Tajiks have re-Persianized their
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surnames by means of relative or patronymic suffixes such as -f and -zoda. In the change
from Yusupov to YusuJ-zoda or YusuJ-f the substitution of J for p further represents
re_ Persianization of an Uzbek reflex of the Perso-Arabic Yusuf
8 DIACHRONY AND DIALECTOLOGY
8.1 Phases
The grammatical changes and typological shifts in the evolution of New Persian over
fourteen centuries has been substantial, though shifts were mostly gradual and individual
rather than bundled together. They involved temporal, social, as well as geographical
parameters. Overall , between Middle Persian and contemporary Persian , the decisive
monument for the history of Persian was the Shahname by the eleventh-century poet
Ferdowsi of Tus in Khorasan.
In particular, recent detailed investigations of textual occurrence and relative
frequency of features and their typology have led to clearer insights into the historical
and geographical dynamics of their loss and innovation. In overview, the following
table, based on Paul (2000b), shows the successive phases of innovation and relative
consolidation , in correlation with related dynasties:
700-900
900-1 100
l l OQ.-1 300

1 300- 1 600

1 600-1900
1 900-present

Transition from Middle Persian
Earliest NP, Ghaznavids; Shahname of Ferdowsi of Tus
ENP, Mongols: in twelfth century: relative dialectal homogeneity
and standardization, Persian international language in Eastern
Caliphate
"Classical Persian", Turko-Mongols to Safavids: considerable
standard reached; earlier features may occur in emulation of
"Classical" style - thereafter slower shifts
Early Modern Persian, Qajars
Modern Persian, Pahlavids, Islamic Republic: rapid change in
written register, influenced by spoken Tehrani Persian

The complex socio-linguistic dynamics of the development during the early phtases of
Persian are detailed in Perry (2009).
8.2 Comparative dialectology
The common Early New Persian vowel system had six members: i f e, u fI 6, a a. There
occurred shifts in the three main varieties of Persian: I n Iranian Persian, the vowel system
was restructured by the turn of the seventeenth century: The tense long mid vowels were
raised, while the lax short high vowels were lowered: e 6, i u > f fI, e 0: be > bi 'without',
6 > u 'he, she'; ki > ke 'which, that', -u > -0 'and'. More recently, word-final -a was raised
to -e, but -a is still retained before enclitics in the Spoken Modern Standard: ba > be 'to',
hame-y-as-ra, but coli. hama-s-o 'all of it'. In Tajik Persian, the restructuring involved the
loss of length distinction under Turkic pressure, whereby the inherited short and long
high vowels merged, and long a was rounded to o. The fewest changes are found in
Afghan Persian, where the lax high short vowels were lowered: i 0 > e 0, and a > a. The
development of the vowels is shown i n the diagram given overleaf (see also Table 8.2).
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0
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a
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L-J
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ii

i

i

a

it

J-
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a

8.3 Innovative constructions, summary

The development in the morphosyntax of these three varieties is the history of increasing
differentiation, particularly in their verb systems through the development of new
constructions. These include the progressive Aktionsart and the evidential mode. For
Afghan Persian see also Farhadi and Perry 2009).
8. 3. 1 Progressive

Persian uses diiStan in its basic meaning 'keep, hold', where both auxiliary and dependent
verb are finite. Tajik and Afghan use conjunct verb constructions with istoda 'standing'
and raftan 'go', respectively: Pers. dar-ad ketiib mi-xiin-ad, Taj. [kitob-ro xond-aJ istoda
ast, Afgh. [ketiib-ra xiind-aJ me-rav-ad 'he is reading the book'.
8. 3.2 Uncertainty constructions

Unlike Persian, Tajik and Afghan have developed modal constructions expressing
uncertainty. In Tajik, the conjectural is based on participle II in -agf in its gerundive
sense. In Afghan, the dubitative is based on the lexical marker xclt, a generalized form of
3s xiih-ad 'it will probably be' < xah- 'want, will': [zad-aJ xiit bud-om 'I might hit'. These
contrast with the literary definite fu ture construction with the short infinitive, xiih-ad raft
'he will go', inherited from Early New Persian (for more detail, see Perry 2002).
8. 3.3 Evidentiality

Evidentiality, while found in both I ranian and Afghan Persian, is fully developed only in
Tajik, again clearly by interference from Turkic where it is expressed by the single marker
emi!. Just as the verb forms of Turkic are mostly based on participles, so in Tajik one
finds the development of participial formations with so-called converbs, where the
participial main verb is followed by a varied set of verbs whose meaning is generalized to
express various Aktionsarten .
8.4 Isoglosses West vs. East
8.4. 1 Conjunct constructions and complemen tizer

Morphosyntactically, the innovative progressive and evidential constructions, and the
uncertainty constructions in Tajik and Afghan Persian, differ drastically: they are
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double-finite construction in Persian, and other western Persian varieties, but are
nominalized conjunct verb constructions in Afghan and Tajik Persian . The earliest
example of such Eastern conjunct constructions, which . was integrated into common
Persian, is the passive conjunct construction with sodan 'go': an kusta sud 'that one was
killed'. These features evidence the membership of Tajik in a vast isoglossic area, to
which belong not only Turkic, but also Hindi/Urdu (Windfuhr 2006: 279-28 1 ).
8.4.2 Persian hOl11oglossia

In Tajikistan, the linguistic situation is bilingual, and the relationship between the literary
standard and local spoken Tajik registers is locally homoglossic rather than diglossic in
the sense of two distinct grammatical inventories.
Similarly, in I ran all registers share the same morphological and syntactical features
and rules, though high and low differ in complexity. Phonologically, the l ower register is
characterized by the loss of a number of phonological distinctions which however involve
only some 1 5 merger rules leading predictably from standard to low. The main distinction
is lexical and phraseological. There are only the following shibboleths of exclusive use:
high /liz 'also' vs. shared hum al so' ; x;i§ 'oneself, own' vs. shared xud 'self, own '; low vase
vasiye 'for' vs. shared bara-ye 'for (the sake of)'. Only the low aspectual particle hey
'continuously' (reminiscent of EN P hame) does not have a corresponding high pendant.
Perry (2003) has shown that the major coding distinctions between the two registers of
Persian amount to a difference of degree rather than kind. Those involve the selection,
addition, deletion, reordering, or the re-glossing of elements familiar to both registers,
but not exclusiVe grammatical features. They include:
'

-

( I ) Expanded and versatile use o f the pronominal enclitics:
(a) use of personal enclitics with prepositions: be-h-eS goft 'said to him';
(b) use of 3s enclitic for subject, raft-eS 'he went';
(c) post-verbal position of the enclitic direct object: bord-am-as 'I took it'.
(2) The double-finite progressive construction with dastan 'keep, hold'.
(3) Violations of SOV: raft hazar 'he went to the market', na-did-am baha-t-o 'I didn't
see your dad'.
(4) The "idiomatic" use of ke.
(5) The omission of the locative prepositions be 'to' and dar 'in(to)'.
(6) The nominal referential suffix -e.
However, all of these are to be found in earlier styles of Persian, notably in Classical
poetry.
8.4. 3 Topical references to Chapter 2

See also the sections in Chapter 2 Dialectology and Topics where Persian serves as the
example for the linguistic evolution: the Iranian verbal quincunx system (section 3.4);
marking of aspect (section 3. 5); noun phrase and syntactic arguments, definiteness
(section 4. 1 ), genericity (section 4. 1 .2), and differential marking of the direct object
(section 4.4); and clause complementation (section 4. 5).
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9 SAMPLE TEXTS
9. 1 Persian
The following are the first six sentences of a report on an archaic custom in the region of
Khomeyn, Central Lorestan, performed during the ten coldest days of wiilter (ca. Jan.
25-Feb. 5). A strong person is chosen to go into the Alvand mountains to assure the
return of warmth (Anjavi Shirazi, Seyyed Abolqasem ( 1 352) Jashn-lJa va adab va
mo'taqedat-e zemestani [Winter customs and beliefs], Tehran). He is referred to as Korde
'that Kurd', which clearly reflects not only vague memory, but also its ancient connota
tion of the term kord, "mountain people".
Linguistically noteworthy in this passage, particularly in the initial sentences, is the use
of the Persian evidential forms, here reflecting both the researcher's second-hand know
ledge and the villagers' fading memory (L linker in relative heads).
=

Korde be kuh

'(Sending) the Kurd to the mountain(s)
Be tOlVr-i ke

,

mardom-e mantaqe-ye Rebat-e

Morad-e

Xomeyn

the way-L that people-EZ region-EZ Rebat-EZ Morad-EZ Xomeyn
'As the people of the region of Rebat-e M orad in the Khomeyn district'
revayat

mi-kon-and,

narrative IPFV-make.PR-3p
'tell it,'
ta yek-sad-o

panjah sal

pIS

marsum

bud-e

till one-hundred & fifty year(s) before customary be.PART.EV
'they had a custom until some 1 50 years ago'
hame sale

dar ayyam-e "Korde be kuh " yek naJar-ra

one person-DO

all year.ADJ in days-EZ K .
'that during the days of K., one person'
ke

besyar qavi

va nirumand bud-e,

entexab mi-kard-e and.

that very strong & powerful be.PTEY.3s choice IPFV-make.PA RT. EV-COP3p
'they would choose who was very strong and powerful'.
Tamam-e ahl-e

mahall be u

qaza va pusak

mi-dad-e and

whole-EZ people-EZ place to him food & clothing I PFV-give.PARTEV-COP3p
'All people of the village would give him food and clothing'
ba tuJang va lebas-e garm va azuqe-ye
dah-ruze
va u-ra
& him-DO with gun & dress-EZ warm & provision-EZ ten-days.ADJ

'and him, with gun, warm clothes and a ten-day provision,'
mojahhaz mi-kard-e

va be onvan-e "Amu Kord Ali"

supplied IPFY.PARTEV & by title-EZ A.
,
'they would outfit, and, as "A."
be kuh-e

Alvand

mi-Jerestad-e and.

to mountain-EZ Alvand IPFV-send.PARTEV-COP3p
'would send him to M t. Alvand'.
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mi-raft

he these ten days-DO to mountain IPFV-go.PT.3s
'He would go to the mountain for these ten days,'
va bar

mi-gast-e ast.

& back IPFV-turn.PART.EV COP.3s
and return . '
Va asr-e

ruz-e

dah-om mariisem-i-rii

& afternoon-EZ day-EZ ten-th ceremonies-INDEF-DO
'And in the late afternoon of the tenth day, certain ceremonies
be xiiter-e

bar gastan-e

u

darjelo-ve

u

arljam

mi-diid-e and

for sake-EZ return. INF-EZ him in

front-EZ him performance IPFVgive.PART.EV-COP3p
'they would perform in front of him in appreciation of his return,' .
va zemn-e

rixtan-e

ajit

va noql

va nahat be sar-e

u,

& meantime-EZ pour.INF-EZ dried fruit & sweets & candy on head-EZ him
'and, showering him with dried fruit, sweets, and candy,'
esteqbiil-o

paZlra l-ye

garm-i

az

u

be amal mi-iivord-e and.

welcoming & reception-EZ warm-INDEF from him to action IPFVbring. PART.EV-COP3p
'they would give him an extensive reception and warm welcome. '
agar iin

�at

kam-biiriin

va bad-i

mi-sod-e

if that year little-rain.ADJ & bad-INDEF IPFV-become.PA RT.EV
'But if that year turned out to have little rainfall and a bad crop,'
saxs-e

digar-i-rii

barii-ye in

kiir

entexiib

Person-EZ other-INDEF-DO sake-EZ this work choice

mi-kard-e and.

IPFV-make.PA RT.EV
COP3p

'they would choose another person for this task.'
Zemn-an mardom se iis

ham barii-ye saliimati-ye Amu Kord A li mi-paz-and.

IPFV-cook.PR-3s
meantime people 3 soup also sake-of health-EZ A.
'Also, for the sake of the health of A., people would cook three soups (one before his
departure, one during his absence, and one on his return).'
Ham-conin mo'taqed and

ke

agar iis

na-paz-and

same-thus convinced are-3p that if soup not.SBJ-cook.PR-3p
'Also, they believe that if they would, lit. 'do', not cook those soups,'
va sag-hii-ye mahalle ham dar ayyiim-e, Korde be kuh zuze be-kes-and

howl SBJ-continue.PR-3s
& dog-p-EZ place also in days-EZ K.
'and also ifhe dogs of the village howl during the days of K'
va ow 'ow kon-and

va mardom kafs-hii-ye xod-rii

& people shoe-p-EZ own-DO
& bark SBlmake-3p
'and bark, and if (regarding their shoes) people'
post-o-ru

bozorg-an-e

iihadi

back-&-front not.SBJ-place.PR-3p one-INDEF from elder-p-EZ

na-goziir-and,

yek-i

az

village
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mi-mir-ad.

IPFV-die.PR-3s
'would, lit. 'do', not turn them around, one of the elders of the village will die'.
Pas bayad iis

be-paz-and

va agar sag-hii OlV OW kard-and.

thus must soup SBJ-cook.PR-3p & if dog-p bark make.PT-3p
Therefore they have to cook the soups; and, once the dogs bark . lit. 'barked ',
kafs-e

xod-rii

viirune kon-and

va post-o-ru

be-goziir-and

shoe-EZ own-DO turned (S BJ)make. PR-3p & back-&-front SBJ-place. PR-3p
'have to turn their shoes upside down and backwards.'
9.2 Tajik
The following is a paragraph from Sadriddin Ayni's autobiographical novella Maktabi
knhna [The old(-fashioned) school], as published in the Ayni anthology Aknlln navbati
qalamast [Now it is the turn of the pen], Dushanbe, 1 978, p. 1 26. Abbreviations and
markings in the interlinear gloss:
A verb in upper case translates a non-finite conjunct form; + = connective in
adjectival E phrase; CONJ non-finite conjunct form; EVID/QUOT evidential
use of perfect tense, here two examples with quotative connotation; INT
intentional construction with future participle; BEN benefactive verb in
conj unct construction; PR-PROG present progressive; SBJ subjunctive;
IMP = im perative.
=

=

=

=

=

=

The duo 'prayer' referred to in this text is a pious formula written on scraps of paper,
which would be immersed in water, where the ink would dissolve, and the water would be
drunk as a treatment; the nazr-i domullo is a charitable gift, here the fee, given to the mullo
for his cures.
man az

rolz-i

dur. az

Obkena omad-am,

guft

on

zan.

that woman.
from way-EZ far, from Obkena come.PT- l s said
'I've come all the way from Obkena (Abgina), the woman said.'
ma-ro

hamsoya-amon sarojboy,

I-DO neighbor-our Sharofboy
'My neighbor, Sharofboi (Sharafbay),'
ki

zan-as zoyid-a

that wife-his DELIVER-CONJ
'his wife can't deliver her baby'
dard-i

saxt

na-tavonist-a

not-been-able-EVID/QUOT

kasid-a istod-a-ast,

pain-EZ severe D RAW-CONJ PR-PROG,
'and is in great pain,'
yak tanga dod-a

one tanga having-given-PART
'gave me a tanga ("penny")'
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baro-yi duo-yi

kusoyiS .firislod-an-l

sud,

for
prayer-EZ opening about-to-send-INT became.3s,
'and was going to send me to fetch a childbirth prayer.'
zan-on-i

hall1soya-g-on-i

digar ham

women-EZ neighbors-EZ
other also
'My other neighbors' wives, too,'
ki

har kadom

dard-mand bud-a-and,

that each which suffering they-have-been-EVI D/QUOT,
'who all have various aches and pains,'
baro-yi

dard-ho-yi xud duo

farmud-and

for-EZ pains-EZ self prayer they-ordered
'asked me to bring back prayers for their aches, too'
va

har vaq! put

yob-em

and any time money we-find-SUBJ
'and as soon as they could afford it,'
domullo-ro me-dih-em,

nazr-i

fee-EZ master-ro we-give,
'they'd send you the money'
me-dih-l

burd-a

gufl-and.

TAKE-CONJ you. s-give-BEN they-said.
'through me, they said.'
man

ham

az

baro-yi

savob

also from sake-EZ (spiritual) reward
'So just to do a good deed'
ba

in

qadar

roh

po-yi

piyoda xesl-a

omad-am

by this much way foot-EZ on-foot RISE-CONJ I-came.
'I've come all this way on foot'
duo-ho-ro

sumo

dih-ed,

you.2p prayers-DO give-IMP,
'So, give me the prayers.'
boz

har vaql

on-ho put

dih-and,

again any time they
money give-3p-SUBJ,
Then when they give me the money'
me-dill-am . . .
BRING-CONJ
I-give-BEN . . .
' I will bring it and give it to you . . .'
ovard-a

kadom-i

in

duo-ho

ba kadom

which-EZ this prayers to which
'which prayer is for which painT
guft-a

on

zan

pw·sid.

SAY-PART that woman asked.
'the woman asked.'

dard ast?

pain is?
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CH APT E R N I NE

ZA Z A K I
Ludwig Paul

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview

The name Zazaki (ZazakT) is an exoterm, originally with pej orative connotation. The
endoterm Dim(i)li is used, in particular by Sunni Zaza, besides other self-designations
by various Zazaki groups. Geographically, Zazaki is spoken in eastern Turkey at the
north-western borders of Kurdish-speaking areas, in a triangle defined by the cities of
Siverek, Erzincan and Varto, as well as in an exclave of several villages near M utki west
of Bitlis, which may suggests a formerly wider distribution of Zazaki. Linguistically,
Zazaki is a North-West Iranian language, more closely related to GaranT and the
(Iranian) Azari dialects than to Kurdish.
The history of Zazaki studies began in 1 8 56, with P. I. Lerch's recordings of about 40
pages of text (including a German translation) in Zazaki, which at that time was still
considered a Kurdish dialect. In 1932, the first grammatical description of Zazaki was
attempted by Hadank (ed. of Mann 1 932), which also served to establish Zazaki, among
linguists, as a language in its own right. No grammar in a modern sense was published
before Todd (1985). Yet another 13 years passed before two comprehensive grammars of
Zazaki were written (Paul 1998; Selcan 1998). The present description is an abbreviated
and revised version of the former.
There are no reliable statistics about the number of Zazaki speakers. In SE Anatolia
they might number between 1 . 5 and 2 million. About the same number of Zaza may have
emigrated to the urban centers of Western Anatolia, and to Western Europe, during the
last 40 years. These numbers include all ethnic Zaza, however, many of whom (esp. the
younger generation) have been assimilated to Turkish or Kurdish meantime. Another
(apparently declining) part of the Zaza, although still speaking their mother tongue, have
traditionally considered themselves as Kurds speaking a dialect of Kurdish. There have
been ongoing emotional discussions among Zazas and Kurds for the past 20-25 years as
to whether the Zaza form a separate people, or nation, and accordingly whether their
form of speech may, or must, be called a separate (non-Kurdish) language. In most parts
of the Zaza's home country there also live many Turks or Kurds, e.g. 50 percent of Turks
in the city of Enzincan, or 50 percent of Kurds in Siverek and Varto. The most important
cities with a predominant Zaza population are <;:ermik, Tunceli and Bingo\.
In the Republic of Turkey, Zazaki shares with (Kurmanci) Kurdish the status of a
minority language, but (like Kurdish) it is not granted the rights that minority languages
usually have in Europe. It has been ignored by state officials, or its existence has been
denied until the I 980s. From 1989 on, publication in Zazaki (and Kurdish) has been
partly allowed in Turkey, but the actual government policy has rather discouraged, or
545
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prevented by force, regular and free publication in Zazaki. Since the 1 980s, the main
impetus for writing in Zazaki has come from the Zaza diaspora (exiles and guest workers)
living in Western Europe (mainly Germany and Sweden).
Zazaki is divided into many quite heterogeneous dialects, most of which may be
attributed to either of three (a northern, south-western, and south-eastern) dialect areas.
Actually, Zazaki "consists" of dialects only, since no single dialect, or standardized
mixture of dialects, can claim to be used (if in writing only) by a majority of speakers.
The northern dialect area is defined not only linguistically, but also religiously, as all
"northern" Zazas are Alevi Shi IS, while the southern Zazas are Shafi I Sunni.
Zazaki has been in contact with many other languages in history. The most important
single language to infl uence Zazaki over time has been (Kurmanci) Kurdish. Other
languages whose contact with Zazaki may still be seen today include Arabic, Persian,
Armenian (esp. for the northern dialects), and Turkish whose influence on Zazaki has
been rapidly increasing for the past decades.-In the following, NX refers to the dialect in
Berz 1 988.
2 PHONOLOGY
2.1 Inventory and distribution
The <;:ermik-Siverek dialects of Zazaki have the following phonemic system of 8 vowels
and 30 consonants, including 2 semi-vowels.
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2. 1.1 Vowels and diphthongs
2. 1 . 1 . 1 Vowel system
TABLE 9.1 : ZAZAKI VOWELS
Close
Mid

Front
i

Back

u il
0

e
e

Open

a

2. 1 . 1 .2 Diphthongs
In the Cermik-Siverek dialects of Zazaki there are only falling diphthongs ending in -y
-IV (aw, elV, e w) . When a diphthong is followed by a vowel, it loses its
diphthongal character, e.g. ray-a mi is syllabic I'a-ya mi 'my way'. Therefore, diphthongs
are not considered phonemic here.

(ay, ey, oy, uy) or

2. 1.2 Consonants
TABLE 9.2: CONSONANTS
Stops/Affricates
Fricatives
Nasals
Laterals, plain/vel.
Vibrants, flap/trill
Semi-vowels

Labial
p b
f v
111

Dental
I ! d

S

Il
/'

w

,.5

Z

Palatal
C J

Velar
k g

S i

x

y

Uv.
q

Pharo

Glottal

(1'

h

I'
Y

2.2 Non-segmental features
As a rule, Zazaki words have their stress on the last syllable of the stem, while endings
and suffixes are unstressed (stress is indicated here by underlined vowel). But note the
following exceptions:
Stressed are the case endings -el' and -an; the negative prefixes ne- and me-, and the
modal prefix b(i) - . Unstressed are the primary postpositions -a, -di(l') , -I'a, -I'e, -1'0; the
substantive verb; the particle do (future); and the c1itic conjunctions u 'and' and zf 'also'.
Vocative stress is on the penultimate syllable, where possible. Unpredictably, a small set of
words has non-final stress, e.g. bl'!Pis 'jail' (anaptytic -i-, cf. Ar. (tabs), k�l'df f 'knife', m!!:kf
'female', w{na 'so'. Difference of stress may be phonemic: nIna 'she does not come' - nfn�
'of these' (obI. pI. of dem.).
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3 MORPHOLOGY
3. 1 Nominal morphology

3. 1 . 1 Nouns
Zazaki nouns distinguish the following inflectional categories: gender (masculine
and feminine); number (singular and plural); case (direct and oblique); animacy; and
definiteness. The distinction of gender exists only in the singular, including the number
'one', and natural gender jn the vocative. The categories of animacy and definiteness
operate in restricted areas.
3. 1 . l . l Gender
In their simplest forms nouns are unmarked for gender, except for the following subsets:
( I ) Masculine are: (a) nouns in -e: iiyre 'mill', girwe 'work'; (b) infinitives i n -is.
(2) Feminine are: (a) abstract nouns in -ey, e.g. rind-ey 'kindness'; (b) infinitives in
-en; (c) tree names in -er: sii-y-er 'apple tree'.
Also, singular feminines with final consonant are often marked by a "euphonic" -i:
iiw-i (f) ii xo sere ki 'hold the water (f) to your head'. However, gender is always overtly
distinguished in the oblique cases and in the eziije construction, including nouns allowing
for natural gender distinction, such as weI' 'owner (m/f)': wer-e (m) dew-i (OBLf) 'the
owner (m) of the village' vs. wer-ii (f) por-f (OBLm) 'the owner (f) of the hair'.
3. 1 . 1 .2 Number and case

Both singular and plural distinguish two basic cases, direct (DIR) and oblique (OBL).
Any noun designating a plural number always takes the plural endings, while nouns used
in the generic sense and collective nouns take the singular: siir do pey bi-huw-o 'the people
(s) will laugh about it' (pey huw-). Feminine oblique -er is facultative. Vocalic endings
insert hiatus -y-; -f replaces masc. -e, otherwise - f > -y after vowel.
TABLE 9.3: BASIC NOMINAL INFLECTION
DIRs
OBLs
DIRp
OBLp

DIRs
OBLs
DIRp
OBLp

-f/-y
-f/-y
-an

rnasc.
-e
-f/-y
-e-y
-(ey)-an

fern.
(-i)
(-er)(i)
-f/-y
-an

'house'
rnasc.
ban
ban-f
ban-f
ban-an

'camel'
rnasc.
deve
dev-f
deve-y
dey-an

'girl'
fern.
keynek(-i)
keynek(-er) ( -i)
keynek-f
keynek-an

rnasc.
-0

fern.
-a
a -er-(i)
-e-y
-an

-

,

'story'
fern.
meseta
meseta, mesel-er (-i)
meset-e-y
mesel-an

'sister'
fern.
wa
wa-r(-;)
wa-y
wa-y-an

A small subset of nouns has a secondary oblique case with a "kinship-r": miilmii-r
'mother', pflpe-r 'father', biriilbirii-r 'brother', wiilwii-r 'sister'. These are obligatory in
those eziife constructions where the noun phrase is other than the syntactic subject or
di rect object (see section 4.2 Noun phrase structure).
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3 . 1 . 1 .3 Vocative
Th e vocati ve may distinguish gender, with a forward stress shift up to the pre-penultimate
where possible: masc. -@, fem. -e, (rarely) -l or -@; plural -eno.
3. 1 . 1 .4 Definiteness and unity
A noun in its simplest form may express either definite or indefinite singular or unity, or
be used in a generic sense:
[liizek] si-n-o

Ji-re [liizek] b-en-o

'[the boy] goes (away)';

'she has ('to her is being') [a boy]';

[piyiiz] wes perey ke-n-o
'[onions] make (keno) good money' (note ms -0).

Indefinite plurality may be expressed by the singular or plural in the direct case:
[Cinii-y-Q-m new-e-DIR-sm] bl-y-iir-e

'bring [new clothes]';
plurality,
[enJll-f-p wisk-l-DIR-p] we-n-e

'they eat [dried figs]'.
In addition, indefiniteness and unity may be expressed by two c1itics or the numeral
'one':
( I ) -e (unstressed), -en before vocalic c1itics only: Jii-y[-ej-rii 'from some place', hete
Jii-y[-en]-ii 'to some place, (to) somewhere'. It supersedes the oblique endings: sew-e
'(for) one night'. In function, it corresponds more or less to the English indefinite article,
and, depending on the context, either indefiniteness or unity may be more prominent:
Mn-e(n) 'some, any house', or 'one house' (not two or three).
(2) The suffix -nii 'another' implies also an indefinite meaning. I t likewise supersedes
inflectional endings: oblique merdim-[nii]-re 'to another man'.
(3) zewlZu 'one' (m/f)' may be thus used as well:
[zew] Jiimerd u [zu] Jinf-y-ii Ji

'[a] young man and [one] wife of his (fi)' .

3.1.2 Adjectives
There is no strict boundary between adjectives and substantives in Zazaki. Adjectives
may regularly be used as substantives, and some substantives as adjectives, while some
nominals are difficult to assign to either class:
sere-y-e [e beniimus-l-oBL]

'the head of that [dishonourable] (man)';
merdim-e-do [dew-iz]
'a (-e) certain man, a peasant' ('a certain [peasant-ish] man');
liizek-e-do bol {jiimerd]
'a very [brave] boy' « jiimerd 'hero')

(for typical adjectival derivation, see section 6 Lexis).
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3. 1 .2. 1 Gender, case and number
Like nouns, adjectives distinguish gender and show a two-case system. Unlike nouns,
masculines in -e have corresponding feminines in -e, and singular feminines never take
obI. -er.
TABLE 9.4: ADJECTIVAL I NFLECTION

DIRs
OBLs

rnasc.
gird
gird-r

DIRp
OBLp

'big'

fern.
gird( -i)
gird(-i)

'white'
rnasc.
sip-e
sip-[

fern.
sip-if
sip-if

rnasc.
siyii
siyti-y

sipe-y
sip-tin

gird-r
gird-tin

'black'

fern.
siyti
siyti

siyti-y
siyti-y-tin

When used predicatively, adjectives may optionally take the case ending of the noun to
which they refer:
ma pero weS-i-p ye
'we are all well-p', but
insiin-I-p ben-e iiyii-s

'the people-p become awake (aya)', i.e. 'wake up'.
For attribution, see Section 4.2 Noun phrase structure.
3 . 1 .2.2 Comparison
The simple form of an adjective may regularly be used in comparative or superlative
functions: comparative, niime-y bb'ii-y [lVerdJ-i 'the name of the [small(er)] brother';
superlative, seytiin-o [girdJ ti ye 'the [big(gest)] Satan is you'.
More explicit options are de(la 'more' or en 'most' « Turkish daha, en):
zur-a wiirezii-y [de(1a girdJ bf

'the lie of the nephew was [bigger]';
keynek-ii [en girdJ-i ris-en-o jor

'he sends the [biggest] girl upwards'.
The comparative relation is expressed either by the postposition -ra: mi-ra gird 'bigger
than me' (lit. 'big from me'); or by the adjectival suffix -er(i): mi gird-er (f} 'bigger than
me' (cf. English my elder). The former is used generally for simple predication, the latter
for all other types of comparative sentences:
kund [mi aqil-erJ viZ-y a
'the owl has turned out [smarter than me]'.
-

The superlative relation is expressed by postpositional miyan-di 'among':
[ne (feyr U [llr} -f-oBL miyan-diJ en sifte sewsewok-i ye-n-a

'[among these birds], as the first comes the bat'.
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The noun o f reference may be resumed by a pron oun, such as the general 3rd person
referential ji:
[ (fin

it

jiniill'ir) -f-OBL miyiin-dij. en tersinok-e ji iirwes f b-en-e
-

'[among the animals], the most fearful of them are the hares'.

3. 1.3 Pronollns and deixis

3. 1 . 3.1 Personal pronouns
The Zazaki personal pronouns distinguish three persons in the singular and plural, and
direct and oblique cases, except in the I p, 2p. Gender is distinguished in the 3s. There is
also an invariable weak (but not enclitic) oblique form. Note that Zazaki (like Northern
Kurdish) lacks personal suffixes.
TABLE 9.5: PERSONAL PRONOUNS
DIR
OBL

Is

2s

3sm

f

Ip

2p

3p

ez
mi(l1)

Ii
10

0
ey

a
a)'

ma
ma

iiima
sima

e
Tl1al1
Ii

weak

Ii

The I s min occurs before enclitic vowels only, e.g.

ti

liii-e min e 'you are my son '.

3.1 .3.2 Demonstrative pronouns
The demonstrative pronouns have one distant form, identical with the strong 3rd person
personal pronouns, and one proximate form distinguished only by initial n-. There are
also two corresponding demonstrative adjectives which precede the noun they qualify,
and are morphologically less differentiated than the former.
TABLE 9.6: DEMONSTRATIVES

DJR
OBL

ADJ
OBL

'this'
masc

fem.

' these'
plural

'that'
masc.

110
ney

na
nay

ne
nTna(l1)

0
ey

ti

e

no
ne

na
na

ne
ne

0
e

a
a

e
e

fem.

OJ'

'those'
plural
Tnan

3.1 .3.3 Reflexive and possessive pronoun
The Zazaki reflexive marker xo 'self, own' is invariable, and co-referent with the syntactic
subject only. In non-ergative sentences, it must be used for any "oblique" verbal or
nominal complement:
( I ) Present direct object

(2) Adverbial

[xoj kuw-en-ii erd-ii

ye-n-o [ii xo j

'she throws [herself] to the ground'.

,
'he comes [to himself] .
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(3) Possessive of direct object
[mesela xo] mi-re vaz-i

,
'tell me [your story] .

Similarly in past ergative sentences, xo occurs only if co-referential with the subject/
agent, in which case the verb always shows masculine singular agreement:
ne kese-y

ma-ra

tersa-y

these turtle-s us-from fear-ed-3p
'these turtles were afraid of us',
[xo]

est

dol-f

miyan

u

[xo]

dol-di nimit.

lake-in hid-3sm
threw-3sm lake-oBL inside and self
self
'they threw themselves inside the lake and hid [themselves] in the lake.'
Accordingly, co-reference with the direct object/patient requires the respective personal
pronoun:
pf-y-e [to]-OBL ti-DIR-PAT polat kerdi bf-2s?
'had [your] father

steeled you?'

In subordinate clauses co-reference with the subject of the main clause is expressed by
the simple referential pronoun:
herfn-en-e
Cf-y-o ki
{ji-re] lazim 0,
'what (-ever) is necessary [to them], they buy'.

3. 1 .3.4 Reciprocal pronoun
A reciprocal relationship within a sentence is indicated by invariable pe 'each other' which
always shows (like reflexive xo) singular masculine agreement:
ne wirna [pe] vfn-en-e

'they both see [each other)';

sima wirna belal [-e pe] ye
,
'you both are helal [to one another] ;

ma [pel kerd (ms) vfnf

,
'we have lost [one another] .

3. 1 . 4 A dpositions
3 . 1 .4. 1 Primary adpositions
3. 1.4. 1 a Simple preposition

The simple prepositions immediately precede the nominal fo rm they qualify, which is
normally in the oblique case; thus PREP + OBL (mostly). The following are attested:
a 'to, towards';
be 'without, except';
bi 'with, through';

beta(n)
nezdf
pey

'until, up to';
'towards, near';
'behind'.

zey

'like, according to';
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3. 1.4. 1 b Simple postpositions

The simple postpositions may be attached to nominals and secondary postpositions.
They usually require the oblique, thus OBL + POST (mostly). Some of these post
positions more or less correspond to a case of traditional grammar:
-a 'with, through' (instrumental);
-ra 'from, out of; along; through' (ablative);
-ro '(up)on '; -0 '(up)on' (only after 'erd m 'ground'
and ray f 'way').

-di(r) 'in, on' (locative);
-re 'for, to' (dative);

3 . 1 .4.2 Secondary adpositions
3. 1.4.2a Secondary prepositions

Secondary prepositions are nouns, adverbs, and other expressions with locational
meaning, partly borrowed, that syntactically form ezaJe constructions, e.g.:
bin-e N

corsme-y- e N

bii(zd-e N
gore-y-e N

'under N' « bin 'bottom');
'around N' « co rsme 'surrounding');
'after N' « Ar. prepos. ba a 'id.');
'according to N' « Turk. postpos. gore 'id.').

3. 1.4.2b Secondary postpositions

Secondary postpositions are nouns, adverbs, and other expressions with locational mean
ing, such as bin 'under' ('bottom'), ser 'on(to) ('head'), zere 'in(to)', that syntactically
form ezaJe constructions. They express motion, but state with the postposition di(r) 'in',
e.g. bfr-f bin '(down) into the well', but bfr-f bin [-di] '[at] the bottom of the well'.
3. 1 .4.3 Circumpositions
Prepositions may be combined with simple postpositions to form circumpositions that
always require the OBL. Two plain prepositions, bi, zey; and four that contain an ezaJe,
hende, hete, qande, tewde, may optionally be combined with the postposition -a, without
altering their meaning:
[bi] ling-an-de xo-y[-a]

'[on ('by')] your own feet';

[qan-de] CiCf-y [-a]
'[for] what'.

Similarly, the prepositions a and bi, as in a . . . ra, a . . . ro and bi . . . ro, do not alter the
meaning of the postpositions: a xo-ra 'on themselves'. (bi) . . . a and -ra form a large
number of modal and causal adverbial phrases (-ra often with plural):
bi hers-a 'furiously', bi huwatey-a 'laughingly', rast-a 'really';
keJ-an-ra 'with joy', ters-an-ra 'for fear'.

3. 1 . 5 Adverbs

Any adjective where this is semantically possible may have adverbial sense: duff 'far',
tay '(a) few', wes 'well', germ 'warm', etc. In their turn, some adverbs may be used as
attributive adjectives, e.g. wina 'such' « wina adv. 'so').
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Some important temporal adverbs include: emser 'this year', par 'last year', el vro
'today ', vizer 'yesterday', mesti 'tomorrow', nika 'now', relV 'soon, fast', lim 'always' ,fina
'again', fine 'once', fine-ra 'suddenly'. Some important local adverbs include: jer 'below',
jar 'above', tiya 'hither, here', war 'down(ward)', wiZci 'thither, there'. liya and wiza may
be combined with simple postpositions: liya-ra 'from here', and also be used as masculin e
nouns, liya 'the (area) here'. A particular group of local adverbs are the "absolute"
prepositions, such as pey 'thereby', and circumpositions such as pira 'thereof', tej
'thereby'.
Nouns, when used for denoting units of time are in the OBL: sefaq-i 'in the morning
(m)'. The suffix -/la, attached to certain nouns and adverbs, may form temporal
adverbs that point to the future: seJ'-na 'next year', or give the meaning 'already' in the
past: vizer-na 'already yesterday'.
3. 1 . 6 Numerals

3 . 1 .6.1 Cardinal numbers
The Zazaki cardinal numbers are the following:
TABLE 9.7: CARDINAL NUMBERS
1-9
iew/ili (m/t)
di(di)
hire
Ci�arlce(lar
panilpan]
ses
(lewt
�est
new

1 1- 1 9
zondes
diwes
hires
cares
pan]es
siyes
�elVtes
(les/es
nelVes

1 00+
se
di sey
pansey
hezar

1 0-90
des
vist
hiris
cewres
pancas
sesli
(lew/ay
(/estay
neway

1 00
200
500
1 000

Other numbers are additive, using ii 'and': visl It zew 'twenty-one', etc.
The cardinal numbers immediately precede the noun they qualify. With most numbers,
the noun takes the plural ending:
di esker[ -ij-DIR-P bar ke-n-e

'two soldiers are loading';

ez do hire eSlor[-an-j-OBL-P vet-a
'\ shall get out three horses';

name-y-e ne (lewl bira-y[-anj-oBL-P

'the name of these seven brothers'.
With multiples of 1 0 (between 20 and 100) and multiples of 1 00, nouns more often
remain in their singular form:
plural,

singular,

�lewlay dew[-anj-oBL-P, -agent werd-i-f

visl merdim-s

'70 camels have eaten (f, implied is a melon)';

'20 men get killed'.

kis-y-en-o-3s

Enumerators assume the grammatical marking, here direct object:
[hire Ciwal-I allun-ijlir-en-e

Ii [di se-y kayit pere-yj bi-d-e mi

'they steal [three bags (of) gold]';

'(if) you give me [200 Lira (of) money]'.
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3 . 1 . 6. 2 Ordinal numbers
The ordinal numbers do not seem to be uniform within the <;:ermik-Siverek dialects of
Zazaki. While according to Todd ( 1 985: 83) they are derived by suffixing - (i)n to
the cardinal number, for the dialect NX this is true only for the numbers '2', '3', and ' 1 0':
did-in, hfr-in, des-ill, while the remainder are derived by -I: ptinJ-f '5th', (lewt-f '7th',
iondes-f ' 1 1 th', ptinjes-f ' 1 5th'.
3. 1 . 6.3 Quantifiers
Like the cardinal numbers, most quantifiers occur uninflected before the noun which they
qualify:
'much, many, lot of', bol perey qezenc ke-n-o 'he earns a lot of money';
'several, some', also 'how many', cend mellg-I tepiyti 'after some months';
'each, every', hergi meng-i 'every month';
'all', pero od-tin-rti 'through all rooms'.

bol
cend
hergi
pero

Alternatively, bol may be inflected and follow the noun; similarly, bol, pero and heme
'all' may also follow the noun, but in apposition and with case agreement only (but not
number):
wer-e
Cf-y-e bol-l-oBL-s
bi-b-e
'(that you) become owners of many things'.

3.2 Verb morphology
Verbs are inflected for person, number, tense, aspect, and mood, and show distinction in
transitivity and voice. Further distinctions are made by aspectual-modal particles.

3.2. 1 Stemformation
3.2. 1 . 1 Subj unctive, past, and present stems
The Zazaki verbal forms are based on three stems: subj unctive, present, and past.
The subjunctive and past stems generally continue inherited Iranian present stems,
while the present stems are derived from the Zakaki subjunctive stems by the formant
- (e)n.
Past stems are mostly irregular and end either in a dental, with various degrees of
changes: subj. kiS-, past kist- 'kill'; subj. ros-, past rot- 'sell'; or they end in a long vowel
(due to loss of final -d), e.g. subj. d-, past dii 'give'. "Regular" past stems end in -ii, e.g.
subj. res-, past resti- 'arrive'.
Present stems show likewise certain irregularities, mostly loss of final -r in a small
subset, e.g. subj. ker-, pres. ke-n-, past kerd- 'do, make', but also subj. viii-, pres. vii-n-,
past viif- 'say'.
Two verbs are suppletive: subj. yer-, pres. ye-n-, past time- 'come' and subj . vln-, pres.
vln-en-, past dl- 'see'.
3.2. 1 .2 Causative and passive stems
Most verbs with subjunctive formant -y- are intransitive, and verbs with subjunctive
ending in n are transitive and regular, e.g. intransitive subj. rey-, pres. rey-en-, past
-
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reya- 'escape'; ginvey-, pres. girwey-en-, past ginveya- 'work' « ginve 'work'); transitive,
subj. birn-, pres. birn-en-, past birna- 'cut'.
Similarly, morphological passive forms are marked by -(i)y or -ey, e.g. vaz- 'say' > VGZ
y-; tir- 'steal' > tir-iy-; vin- 'see' > vin-ey-.
Causative stems are derived by -n, rarely -an; e.g. geyr- 'go around' > geyr-n- 'show
around'; ters- 'be afraid' > ters-an- 'frighten'.
Both causative and passives may be derived from the same stem, e.g. 'ediz-y- 'tire' vs.
'ediz-n- '(cause to) tire'; sik-y- 'break' vs. sik-n- '(cause to) break'.
3.2. 1 .3 Preverbs
Generally, the preverbs modify the meaning of the simple verb. There are two kinds,
"true" preverbs and "absolute" circumpositions, such as the following:
ara1'0-

dewepa
pira

'back, open', e.g. a-geyr- 'come back'; a-b-/a-ker- 'open' (intr./ tr.)', a-bifn
'separate';
'back, open, forth', e.g. ra-cam- 'bring back', ra-b-/ ra-ker- 'be opened,
open (tr.)', ra-kew- e.g. 'lie down, go to sleep';
'down', e.g. /'O-Ilcn- 'put down', ro-qilot-Ilell- 'swallow', J'o-s'en- 'sit (down)';
'into', e.g. de-ker- 'put into', de-kew- 'fall into', de-nis-n- 'set up';
'out', e.g. we-Cfn- 'choose', we-Icer- 'kindle' ('bring out [fire]').
'at, onto' « bi-a), e.g. pa nan- 'place (at/onto)';
'on' « bi-ra), e.g. pira d- 'put on'.

While true preverbs always precede the verb, e.g. sew-e, no [ra-Jkew-n-o 'one night, he
sleeps', absolute circumpositions precede the verb if subjunctive and imperative, but
otherwise follow it, e.g. Gina-y-o pak [piraJ de 'put on clean clothes', but cina-y da-n-e
[piraJ 'they put on the clothes'.
Given that the absolute forms originate in empty circumpositions, an overt noun or
pronoun takes the place of the prepositional component, e.g. xo 'self' in Gina xo-ra di 'put
on (some) clothes'.
3.2. 1 .4 Compound verbs
Compound verbs typically consist of a nominal component and a small set of verbs that
carry the inflection. Most basic are b- 'be, become' and ker- 'do, make' for intransitive
and transitive function, e.g. hewn vin- 'dream', lit. 'see a dream'. To many English simple
verbs there correspond Zazaki combinations of nominal complements with a subset of
verbs. The nominal components may function as:
( I ) direct object: zur-i ker- 'make lies' 'lie'; veyn d- 'give a call' 'call';
(2) allative: fa yer- 'come to the place' 'be fulfilled';
(3) postpositional complement: hewn-a s- 'go with-sleep' = 'fall asleep'.
=

=

=

Similar to these is a small set of eziife constructions with dependent "logical object"
which as a whole likewise function as syntactic direct objects, e.g.
gostar-ey-a N ker- 'make hearing of N' 'listen to N',
or allative, e.g. gazf-d-a N yer- 'come to the help of N'.
=

A third, stilI smaller group consists of compounds of 'be' with "mis- participles"
borrowed from Turkic, e.g. dis-mis b- 'make thinking' 'think'.
=
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Causatives compounds are formed with the verb d- 'give' + infinitive in -en, e.g.
mi sere-y-e Ji da Ji-kerd-en-i

'I had his head cut off'.
Passives are formed with yer- 'come'.

3.2.2 Nominalforms
3.2.2. 1 Infinitives
Two infinitives, ending in - (yJ is (m) and - (yJen (-iJ (f), are derived from the past stem,
e.g. geyra-y-is 'to go around', ra-kewt-is 'go to sleep'; Ji-kerd-en(-i) 'to cut off'. Both
infinitives are freely exchangeable in NX.
3.2.2.2 Past participle
Past participles consist of the past stem + endings: -e (m), -a (f), -ey (p).
3.2.2.3 mis-participle
There is also a mis- participle borrowed from Turkic.

3.2.3 Person marking and 'be, become'
3.2.3. 1 Person marking
In initial overview, the person markers in the various tenses and moods are shown in the
following table:
TABLE 9.8: PERSON MARKING
COP
PRES
SUBJ
I MPR
PRET
PERF
PPRF

Is
-a
-a
-a(n)
-a
-a
-(i) bf-y-a

2sm
-e
-e
-e
-i
-I
-e
-[ bl

f
-a
-a
-a

3sm
-0
-0
-0

-a
-a
-i bf-y-a

-(}

-0

-( i)-bf/i

-0

Ip
-e
-el-im
-e(-mi)

-i
-a
-i bl

-I/-I-m( i)
-e
-ibi

f
-a
-a

2p
-e
-e
-e
-e
-I
-e

-[ hi

3p
-e
-e
-e
-[

-e
-[ b[

The I p has both the generalized plural endings -e, -f and -iml-mi, either alone or in
various combinations (-iml-mi are rarely found in NX).
3.2.3.2 Existential verb
The existential verb is est-. In NX only 3rd pers. forms are found:
3sm
PRES
PRET

3sf

est-o
est-a
est-OJ bl est-i bl

plural
est-e
est-I bl
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All other tenses of the copula and the existential verb are supplied by the verb b- 'be,
become'.
The stative meaning 'be' is distinguished from non-stative 'become' in the subjunctive
and past: subj. b- vs. bTy- 'shall be/become', past bf- vs. biy-a- 'was/became':
subjunctives:
ma do wext-o are [bl-y-e1
'then we will (do) gather' ('get together');
past:
xizna a-[bl-y-a-y-a1
'the treasury was ['became'] opened' (a-b-).
3. 2. 4 Aspectual-modal and negative affixes andparticles

3.2.4.1 Modal biThe modal prefix b (i)- marks two sets of moods, the subjunctive and imperative (sub
junctive stem), and the past subjunctive (imperfect past in -e). There are various
contractions with verb-initial components: blr- 'come'; b-cinj- 'draw'; bllr- 'eat'; note
bi-WelZ- 'want'. b(i)- is superseded in the present subjunctive and imperative by a pre
verbal particle or nominal (are-d- 'collect' bar ker- 'load'), and is lacking irregularly with
some other (mostly monosyllabic) verbs (ber- 'carry', res- 'arrive', Iir- 'go', VelZ- 'say',
vil1der- 'stand').
3.2.4.2 Negative prefixes ne- and meThe negative prefix is ne- (11I-y- before vowel), the prohibitive prefix is me-; both supersede
b(i)-. The negative forms of the copula have the prefix I1Ty-; those of the existential verb
have Ci-ne/T-:
pf-y-o zey to Wel Ci-ne-b-o
'a father like you (are) should not (Wel ne) exist'.
3.2.4.3 Imperfective particle -e
The invariable enclitic -e is attached to the subj unctive past to mark the imperfect. Com
bined with b (i) - it marks the past subjunctive.
3.2.4.4 Future particle do
Preposed do, often immediately following the subject, marks the simple future in combin
ation with the present subjunctive, and the past conditional with the past subjunctive.
3.2.4.5 Optative particle wa
Preposed Wel marks the (present) optative in combination with the present subjunctive,
and the past optative with the past subjunctive (b(i)- + e).
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3.2. 5 System of tense, mood, and aspect

Zazaki has two basic tenses, present and past, and two basic aspects, imperfective and
perfective. M oods include indicative, subjunctive, imperative, and optative ("con
ditional"), expressing various functions. Transitivity is distinctly marked in past tenses
(see section 4.4. 1 . 1 Ergative) .
3.2. 5 . 1 Forms based on present stem
3.2. 5. 1 a Present indicative

The present indicative is formed from the present stem, as shown in the following
paradigms:
TABLE 9.9: PRESENT INDICATIVE
Is
2sm/f
.i sm/f
Ip
2p, 3p

ker- 'do
ke-n-a
ke-n-e!ke-l1-a

d- 'give'
da-n-a
da-I1-e!da-n-a

we/'- 'eat'
we-n-a
we-n-ehve-l1-a

ke-Il-e (ke-ll-ill1)
ke-n-e

da-Il-e
da-n-e

we-n-e
we-n-e

ke-Il-ulke-n-II

dii-II-oldii-II-II

H,:e-Jl-u/ .,ve -Il-ii

:,'ir- 'go'
si-na
si-ll-e!Si-Il-a

si-ll-o!Si-Il-ii

si-n-e (5i-l1-ill1)
si-n-e

3.2.5. 1 b Continuous present

The continous present is formed from the present indicative and the preposed copula (but
I s has more often -0 instead of -ii).
TABLE 9.10: CONTINUOUS PRESENT
Is
2sm/f
3sm/f

ez ala
Ii ye
o yo

ke-n-a
ke-l1-e I Ii ya ke-n-a
ke-n-o I a ya ke-n-a

Ip
2p
3p

ma
sima
e

ye ke-n-e
ye ke-n-e
ye ke-n-e

3. 2.5. 1c Present subjunctive

The present subjunctive is formed from the subjunctive stem with the prefix b (i)-. It is
missing before compound verbs and a small number of simple verbs. The final -n in the I s
occurs occasionally; the I p variants - (e ) -mi and -im-e occur only rarely and irregularly
in NX. Used independently, the subjunctive is used as an "exhortative" or "deliberative"
forms for the I s,. I p.
TABLE 9.1 1 : PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE
Is
2sm/f
3s
Ip
2p, 3p

'go '
sir-a( n)
sir-iHSir-a
sir-o
sir-e - si-mi
sir-e

'give'
bi-d-a
bi-d-elbi-d-a
bi-d-o
bi-d-e - bi-dim-e
bi-d-e

'eat'
biir-a
biir-e!biir-a
biir-o
biir-e - bar-emi
biir-e
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3.2.5. 1d Future
The future preposes the particle do to the subjunctive: e(z) do sir-ii, ti do sir-e 'I, you
will go'.
3.2.5.1 e Optative
The optative preposes the particle wii: wii siir ne-vJn-o 'may the people not see (it)'.
3.2.5. 1f Imperative
The imperative is formed from the subjunctive stem with the prefix bi-, neg. me-, and the
personal endings 2s -i, 2p -e. I rregular verbs whose subjunctive stem ends in -r have often
irregular and unstable imperative forms, e.g. bi-gJr( -0 'take!', l11e-gJ( r) 'don't take!'.
3.2.5.2 Forms based on past stem
The following shows the inflections and the personal endings of intransitive verbs, which
also mark the past patient in the ergative construction (see section 4.4 . 1 Use of cases).
3.2.5.2a Preterite
The preterite (simple past) is formed from the past stem and the appropriate personal
endings. The l p endings with -m- occur only spontaneously in most <;ermik-Siverek
dialects (similar to the present). The ending -e of the 3sf is irregular.
TABLE 9.12: INTRANSITIVE PRETERITE
Is
2sm/f
3sm/f
Ip
2p, 3p

3.2.5.2b

'fall'

'go around'

'colne'

'be'

kewt-ti
kewt-flkewt-ti
kewtlkewt-i
kewt-f- kewt-im
kewt-f

geyrti-y-ti
geyrti-ylgeyrti-y-ti
geyrtilgeyr-e
geyrti-y
geyrti-y

time-y-ti
time-yltime-y-ti
time-e/tim-I!
time-y - time-y-mi
tim-ey

bi-y-ti
bflbf-y-ti
bi, brlbi
bf- bf-mi
bf

Imperfect

The imperfect tense is formed from the past stem and the invariable suffix - (y)e for
all persons. Accordingly, the plural forms of the imperfect are formally identical with
those of the perfect, and may be distinguished from the latter only by the context.
The imperfect gives the sense of a repeated or habitual action, or continuous state in the
past:
l11eng-i-ra fine Zf

ez [ame-y-ej, l11i
Ji-re tay cJ-y-e
werd-J
a month once also I [came]
I-OBL-AG for him some things of eating
[ard-e]
[brought]
'once a month I came . . . and I brought him some things to eat';

hewa-ra kutik [lawa-y-eJ
'a dog (kutik) [was (just) barking] from the air'.
3.2.5.2c

Past subjunctive

The past subjunctive, b (i)- + imperfect, expresses impossible conditions in the protasis of
conditional clauses (see section 5.5.2 Conditional clauses).
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3.2.5.2d Past conditional
The past conditional preposes do to the past subjunctive. It expresses impossible
conditions in the apodosis.
3.2.5.2e Past optative
The past optative preposes IVa to the past subj unctive. It expresses impossible past
conditions in the apodosis, and unfulfillable wishes, e.g.
IVa ez bi-merd-e
'(oh), if only I had died'.
3.2.5.3 Perfect forms
3.2.5.3a Present perfect
The present perfect (Perfect I) is formed from the past stem and the copula. Plural
persons are not distinguished.
TABLE 9.13: INTRANSITIVE PERFECT
1s
2sm/f
3sm/f
plural

'fall'

'flee'

'go'

kewt-n
kewt-e I kewt-a
kewt-o I kewt-n
kewt-e

remn-y-n
remn-y-e I remn-y-n
remn-y-o I remn-y-n
remn-y-e

Sf-y-n
Sf-y-e I sf-y-n
Sf-y-o I sf-y-a
Sf-y-e

Basically, the perfect tense is used to denote a past action that is connected, through its
result, with the present moment, e.g. ejel-e to [ame-y-oJ 'your last hour [has come]'. In
usage, however, the perfect is no longer clearly distinguished from the preterite. Some
times, both are used in one and the same context, or the perfect is used where a preterite
would be expected:
cf-y-e
[df-y-oJ
ya cl-y-e
ame-y-o aqil-de to
anything seen-PERF-3ms or anything come-PRET to mind of you
'[have you seen] anything, or [has] anything [come] to your head?'.

to

YOU-OBL-AG

3.2.5.3b Non-witnessed/unction
Another characteristic usage of the perfect (maybe developed recently, following the
Turkic "miS-tense") is that as "narrative", indicating that the speaker has not witnessed
what he reports:
dew fina [ame } (preterite in "aorist" function)
va-n-e,
'they say: "The Diw has come again" (in the sense of 'he is here')
vs.
"dew [ame-y-o J (perfect in non-witnessed function)
'(they report to Heso:)
"The Diw has come (reportedly)" '.
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3.2.5.3c PelfecI II

While the past participle is used mostly as an adjective, th ree verbs whose present tense
connotes directed motion of living beings (ra-kew- 'go to sleep', ro-sen- 'sit down', vinder
'stop, stand') form a second perfect tense that expresses a temporary state, e.g. dar-i bin-di
zelV lazek [ra-kell'l-e y-o] 'under the tree, a boy [is sleeping]'; keynek-en a ro-nisl-a 'a girl
[is sitting]'. By contrast, the simple perfect of these verbs expresses the act of motion.
3.2.5.3d Pluperfect

The plu perfect seems to be quite non-uniform in the various Zazaki dialects. I n NX, it is
formed for most persons from the inflected preterite, together with the likewise inflected
preterite of the auxiliary verb 'be':
pT-y-e

ez

polat [ne-kerd-i-bT-y-aJ

father of me I-PAT steel had not made- I s
'my father had not steeled me';
lIli sond lI'erd-i bl

ma pivG Gme-v bT

'we had come together'.
'I had sworn'
(cf. Persian sOlFgand xordall);
In the I s and 2sf, the inflected auxiliary is attached to the uninflected past stem of the
main verb. The optional - (i)- of the main verb in the I s, 3sm is euphonic.
TABLE 9.14: INTRANSITIVE PLUPERFECT
1s
2sm/f
3sm/f
Ip
2 , 3p

'had remained'
mend-(iJ
mend-T
mend-(iJ
mend-T
mend-T

'had arrived'

bf-y-a
bf
bi, bT
bT( 1 71i )
bf

l71end-i bf-y-a
mend-i bT

-

resa
resa-y
resa
resa-y
resa-y

bf-y-a
bf
bi, bf
bT(-l71iJ
bT

res-e bf-y-a
res-e bf

3.2.5.4 Overview of system of tenses
In overview, the tense and mood system of Zazaki may be summarized in the following
table, using 3sm, 2s forms of geyr- 'go around' and ro-nis- 'sit down'.
TABLE 9.15: SYSTEM OF TENSES AND MOODS: geyr- 'go around',
/'o-I/;S- 'sit down'
INDICATIVE
PRES
CONTIN

geyr-en-o
o geyr-en-o

PRET
I M PF

geyra
geyrii-y-e

PERF-I
PERF-II
PPERF

geyra-y-o
ro-nis(-e-y-o 'he is sitting'
geyra bT

NON-INDICATIVE

bi-geyr-i 2s
bi-geyr-o
do bi-geyr-o
wa bi-geyr-o
bi-geyra-y-e
do bi-geyra-y-e
wa bi-geyra-y-e

I M PR
SUBJ
FUT
OPT
PT SUBJ
PT COND
PT OPT
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4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS

4.1 Coordinating conjunctions and c1itics
The most important coordinating conj unctions include: LI 'and'; yarn) 'or'; enclitic if
'also'; (ina if 'nevertheless'; biibd-o (if) 'then, after', wex/-o 'then'; qand-e Joy 'therefore',
'
yanf 'that is'; el11a 'bu t '.
4.2 Noun phrase structure
Dem onstratives and numbers generally precede the head noun; dependent nominals
follow it.

4.2. 1 Ezafe construction and case marking
Depen dent nominals are connected to their head noun by enclitic particles (EZ) that
distinguish gender, number, and case. Adjectival markings differ slightly in the 3sm.
Adjectives assume the grammatical marking of their head noun; d e pen de n t n o u ns are in
the basic oblique case (OBL,).
The marker d- distinguishes ezaje constructions that function as secondary syntactic
cases (OBL1), that is, any cases other than the syntactic subject/agent and direct
object/patient. Constructions with allative function and with primary postpositions
(ALL/POST) have optional d-, except 3s do .
TABLE 9.16: EZAFE PATTERNS
Nominal

A qjec til'{l I
Head

DIRm

N-o

EZ

A DJ-

Head

EZ

-0

ADJ-o

N-o

-e

OBL,m
OBL,m
ALL/roSTm

N-o

-e

ADJ-f

N-o

-e

N-o

-de

N-o

-de

N-o

-do

ADJ-i
ADJ-f

N-o

-(dye

Dl R p

N-o

-e

ADJ-f

N-o

-e

OBL,p
OBL,p
ALL/POST p
Dl R f
OBL,f
OBL,f
ALL/POST I'

N-on

-e

A DJ-on

N-on

-e
-de

N-on

-de

ADJ-on

N-on

N-on

-(d)e

A DJ-on

N-on

- ( d) e

N-o

ADJ-(i)

N-o

N - ( er)

-0
-0

ADJ-(i)

N - ( er)

-do

ADJ-(i)

N-( er)

-

ADJ- ( i)

N-(er)
N-( er)
N-( er)

-0
-0

( d)ii

N-OBL

-do
-

( d) o

Words ending in a vowel usually insert a glide -y- before an ezaje vowel, with optional
contraction ofmasc. -e-y-e and fem. -a-y-a: name-y-e - namey - name; keyna-y-a - keyna.
4.2. 1 . 1 Adjectival ezaje constructions
( I ) Primary cases
DIR:

OBL,m, direct object:

biI'{i-y-o gird

[embaz-e bfn-IJ vfn-en-o

'the big brother';

'he sees the other friend'.
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(2) Secondary cases, OBL
(a) direct object:
veyn da-n-a [legleg-an-de-p bfn-an)
,
'(she) calls [the other storks] ;

(b) adposition:
hete [ esker-an-de-p bfn-an)-a
'to the other soldiers'.

(c) allative:
nobet-i ye-n-a [keynek-er-da-fwerd-iJ
'the turn comes [to the little girl]'.
(3) Primary postposition, ex. without d-:
{fa-y-an-e-p pak-an)-di
'at (-di) clean places'.
Certain adjectives that obligatorily require qualification by a noun may take this with
the ezaje:
pif-e gunf
'full of blood';

keyna mi [/iiyiq-e to) nf-y-a
'my daughter is not [worthy of you]'.

4.2. 1 .2 Nominal ezaje constructions

( I ) Primary cases

(a) direct case:
beg-e diyarbekir-f-oBL
'the Beg of Diyarbakir';

(b) direct object:
lazek [mirfCik-er-a-f xoJ ge-n-o
'the boy takes [his bird]';

(c) past subject/agent:
o ki [pf-y-e-m sima) ma-re kerd-o
'what [your father] has done to us'.
(2) Secondary cases
(a) indirect object:
arwes-f mis-n-en-o [laz-de-m xo)
'he shows [his son] the hare';

(b) adverbial cases:
xatir-de (m) {o-OBL
'good bye' (,for your memory');

(c) allative:
ver-e xo da-n-e [ayre-y-e (m) aw-i-oBL-f]
'they proceed [to the water mill]'
('mill of water').

(d) primary adposition:
[bizek-da-f ma-di) ey GiCT df-y-o?
what has he seen [in (-di) our kid]?'

(3) 'Kinship-r'
(a) primary case:
[bira-y-e xoJ ber-e wiza
'bring [your brother] there';

(b) secondary case:
[bira-r-de ji)-ra
'from his brother'.
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4.2. 1 . 3 Group inflection

Hendiadys connected by ii 'and' often inflect the second element only:

( I ) Adjective:
(!eyr ii fiir) -o-m bin 'the other birds';
(2) Dependent noun (with both elements inflected):
xeber-i da-n-e [(ma-r fi pe-r) -de-p bizek-er-i]
'they inform [(the mother and father parents) of the kid]'.
=

4.2.1 .4 Multiple ezaje constructions
In multiple ezaje constructions, where the head noun (N ,) is followed by a combination
of dependent nouns and adjectives, each qualifier is preceded by its appropriate ezaje.
Basically, secondary ez(ife constructions normally should be in OBL and marked by d-,
but may be not under certain conditions.

(I) N , + N2 + ADJ,
An adjective qualifying the head noun (ADJ,) is invariably in final position. It
attracts the EZ of the head noun, and is linked to N2 without d-, whether the whole
phrase is in the primary or secondary case:
(a) subject:
wa [0 aya (-y-e sima) -y-o benannisj b-ir-o
'may [that infamous Agha of you] come';
(b) allative:
si-n-e [a dew (-da xidir aya) -y-a-f bln-i]
'they go [to that other village of Xidir Agha]';
(c) agent:
[Iaz (-e min)-e werd-i-oBL,-m] vat-i bi
'[my small brother] had said'.
(2) N , + N2 + N) or ADJ2
A further dependent noun (N) or adjective qualifying N2 may or may not be marked
by d- if the noun phrase as a whole is in a primary syntactic case:
(3) N , + N2 + ADJ2
(a) with d-:
hete [ne esker-an-(de padisah-de blni-y) ]-a rem-en-a
'(it) flees to the soldiers (of the other king)';
(b) without d-:
res-en-e [tay esker-an-(e padisa-y-e bin-I) ]
'they reach [some soldiers (of the other king)]'.
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(4) NJ + N2 + N)
direct object,

(a) with d-:
NP, este-[y-e gan-(de /110]
'the bones of my body';

ZII1-[e estor-lin-(de xo) ] gire da-n-e
'they tie up the saddle [of their (xo) horses]';

(b) without d-:
subject, qeeek-[e embiri-y-lin-(e l11a)] lil11e-y
'the children [of the neighbor of us] came';
direct object, heq-[e ray- (a to)] ez dli-n-li
'I pay your fare' Cfare [of road of youJ').
4.2. 1 . 5 Indefinite head noun
Indefinite eZlife construction, marked by -ern) or -/lli, always insert d-:
( 1 ) Adjectival noun phrases
(a) predicative:
klimore [llizek-e-do bol fal11erd]

'K. is [a very brave boy]';

0

(b) direct object:
[piren-e-do dih7f]-e da-l1-o xo-rli

'he puts on [a torn shirt]';
(c) agent:
[keynek-e-dli zey clSl11l] gOl'end-i anl-e

'[a girl like the 111 00n] has danced the round dance'.
(2) Genitival noun phrases
(a) subject:
[derd-e-de to] esl-o

'there is a pain of yours'
'you have a pai n';

=

(b) with -/lli, direct object:
[bira-r-nli-de /lIn-an] kisel1e

'they kill (another brother of these)' .
4.2 . 1 .6 Inalienable possession
With body parts or articles of dress in the sense of inalienable possession, the possessor
pronoun and xo often precede the head noun unconnected if the phrase has a locative or
allative sense:
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kell'/ [l11i des/]
'(it) has fallen [(in) my hand)' (not kewt dest-e l11i);
mirftik-i da-n-o [in-an des/]
'he gives the bird [(into) their hand)';

[xo ser-i l11iyan-di] plan-an bena a-n-a
'[inside (her) own head] she makes plans'.

4.2. 1 .7 Elliptic ezafe forms
The head noun of both the nominal and adjectival ezafe may be elided, giving the group a
possessive sense, or a substantival sense:
no lazek [e l1alll11al1 beg-i] nl-y-o
'this boy is not [(the one) of Nahman Beg)';

[0 bin] va-/1-O
'[the other (one)] says'.

4.3 Clause structure and word order
Every simple sentence contains a subject and a predicate. The other details of its struc
ture depend mainly on the valence of the verb that is part of the predicate: direct object;
indirect object; complements (that depend on the valence of the verb), either a simple
case, or ad positional.
For the word order of the main constituents the following rules apply:
Subject + Object + Verb, specifically Direct Object + Verb.
4. 3. 1 Pre- and post verbal placements

Dependent complements without postposition follow the predicate; those with post
positions may take any post-subject position (but for most verbs there is one charac
teristic position in which they occur). Thus, indirect objects marked by -re preceed, those
without it follow the VP. These rules apply to past ergative sentences respectively.
4.3 . 1 . 1 Preverbal placement
eZ-D1R [ay-a]
zewz-ty-a-y-a
'I
[with her] got married';

Ii ye [l11i-ra] Cicl waz-en-e?
'you [from me] what you want?';

'ereM z. cm{l
[xo-ra]
veZ-en-a
' Erebu z. the clothes [from self] takes'.
4.3 . 1 .2 Postverbal placement
( I ) Oblique cases, allative
lazek
5i-I1-0 [dew-da xo]
'the boy goes [to his village)';
(2) Postpositional phrases
111a-ya
liizek-f tfr-ii nan-I
dan-a [sere-de
bizek-er-i-roJ
'the mother of the boy the rolling-pin throws [on the head of the kid) ' .
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4. 3.2 Other conditions for word order
4.3.2. 1 Omission of biThe indirect object or complement that would regularly follow the verb, precedes it
·
when the subjunctive form lacks b (i) - (subjunctive, future, imperative), mostly with
d- 'give':
ez do keyn-er-a xo [to J-OBL da
'(then) I FUT daughter my [you]
give';
pes-l-y-o
[]i-ro]
ne-ver-da-n-a
'she doesn't allow (him) [(on her)self] (that) he embrace' .
4.3.2.2 Adverbial complements
Free adverbial complements which regularly precede the verb, follow the copula when the
subject is pronominal, in which case the copula may be repeated in final position:
o yo [to hetiJ
'he is [with you]';

ma ye helvlla [tiya-Il-an-di]

'we still are [in this region]';

ne ye nika [kotl-dir] e?
'[where] are they now?'.

4.3.2.3 Topicalization
A subject may be topicalized by following the direct object:
�eq-e ray-a to [ez] da-n-a
'your travel expense [I] will give'.
4.4 Semantics and use of nominal forms

4. 4. 1 Use of cases
4.4. 1 . 1 Ergative
Zazaki shows the typical tense-sensitive crosswise ergative pattern of the primary cases,
and verb agreeing with the DIR case:
Present
Past-trans.

Subject
DIR
OBL

Direct Object
OBL
DIR

Verb Agreement
DIR
DIR

Also D I R are the non-specific indefinite direct object in the present, the intransitive
subject in the past, and the predicative complement. Secondary syntactic cases are in the
OBL. These include the indirect object ("dative"), the local complement of a verb of
motion ("allative"); and the temporal nominal adverb.
Inanimate singular nouns, however, tend to show the direct case when in allative
function, or when dependent on the primary postpositions -di(r) (always), and -a and
-ra (often). Examples for direct:
ti do Zf [�epis-di-DIRmJ bi-mir-e
'you will also die [in prison]'.
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The scale of oblique marking in animate vs. inanimate singular masculine nouns is as
follows:
TABLE 9.17: SCALE OF SINGULAR OBLIQUE MARKING
Subject, patient, indef. object, predicate
Postposition -di{r)
Postpositions -ii, -rii, -re, -ro; allative
Agent , dative
Def. object., genitive, comparison
Secondary adpositions, adverb

animo

inanim.

+
+
+
+

+

+/-

not attested

+
+

4.4. 1 .2 Verbal rection and transitivity
Some Zazaki verbs govern their complement in a way different from their English
equivalent. For example, in verbs such as (les ker- 'love', the "object" of the emotion is
seen as the "source" thus -rii 'from' (historically 'for sake of', beneficiary):
ez 0 [keynek-e-riiJ (les ke-n-ii
'J love [a girl] ', with the transitive verb ker- 'do'.
Other Zazaki verbs with postpositions have similarly various ways to govern, whether
the basic verb is transitive or not, e.g. d- 'give' or 'hit' + ro 'on, down' or rii:
ti wes dii-n-e [mi-roJ
'you beat [(on) me] well';

zew-ser dii-n-e [rem-ro J
'immediately they flee' ('hit [on flight]');

poste-y-e xo dii-n-ii [xo-riiJ
'she puts [on (to) her skin]'.

4.4.2 Subject marking
4.4.2. 1 Impersonal subjects and expressions
Impersonal subjects ('one, they') may be expressed by the 3p:
mi-re [vii-n-eJ "Ser Osmiin "
'[they] call me "Ser Osman" '.
Impersonal expressions of the type 'it is getting dark', 'it seems', etc., are generally with
'empty' subject, e.g. bellO zimistiin 'i t becomes winter':
wini [iis-en-0-3smJ, no merdim-en-o xiiyfn 0
'[it seems] ('thus'), this man is a traitor'.
But expressions of precipitation require the use the respective nouns:
yiiyer u vew-ri [viir-en-eJ
'it rains and snows' ('rain and snow [are raining]').
3sm without copula are elliptic expressions like:
[wes kiJ to mi-re vii
'[(it is) good that] you told me';

sikur Ellii-y-re ki . . .
'(may) thanks (be) to god that . . .'.
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4.4.2.2 Non-specific past agents
Transitive past tenses occurring without agent may have passive sense:
no qundc"iy qand-e Cicl [ard-o]?
maida pero [kerd-o bo ]-y-ii
'what [has] this bundle [been brought) for?'; 'the whole quarter [has been painted)'.
Otherwise, the morphological passive is used:
win-en-e ki altlln-l [tir-iy-a-y-e]
,
'they observe that the gold [has been stolen) .

4.4.3 Object marking
4.4.3.1 Implicit direct object
Transitive verbs may occur without object (or one of their objects) if it is understood
from the context
to rind kerd
'(this) you have done [it) well';

o va-n-o: "ti viraz-i!"
'(the) one says: "you prepare [it)!" ';

ez soz da-n-a
'I give (my) word'
(no overt indirect object);

yan ti da-n-e m i
'either you give (her) to me'.

4.4.3.2 Compound verbs
Zazaki compound verbs such as bar ker- 'load', lit. 'make load', often have no simplex
pendant, and thus function like simple verbs, and may govern direct objects:
koll-y-an [bar ke-n-a] her-d-e xo
'she [loads) the firewood upon her donkey'.
Since no sentence can contain two direct objects, these constructions require a special
explanation. Either the nominal complement has to be explained as a direct object within
the verbal phrase itself, or the compound verb has to be considered a lexical unit that is
not further analyzable (cf. Paul 1 998c: 1 3 1 If.) .
4.5 Semantics and use of verb forms

4.5. 1 Possession. 'have'
Possession is expressed by an eziiJe construction together either with the existential verb
and forms of b- 'be', or with the postposition -re ("dative"):
di sart[-e mil est-e
[Ji-re] lazek b-en-o
'I have two conditions',
'she has a boy',
lit. 'there are two conditions [of mine)'; lit. ' [to her) is being'.
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4.5.2 Aspectual construction
4.5.2. 1 Incipient action
This is expressed by ker- here 'begin, be about to' and d- piro 'hit on':
wexl-o ki Ii [ke-n-ej bi-zewz-iy-e
'when you [make/set about] to get married (subj.)';
ne [dii-n-e piroj, Si-n-e ki . . .
'they [hit/set about] (and) go (ind.) to . . . '
4.5.2.2 Instantaneous action
This is expressed by d- 'hit' (similar to the Persian colloquial use of zadan 'hit'):
zew-ser [da-n-ej rem-ro
'immediately they flee' ('[hit on] flight').

4.5.3 Modal constructions
The main modal auxiliary verbs are: s-/sa- 'be able, possible', waz-/wiiSl- 'want', and
wetar-/welard- 'dare'. Necessity is expressed by lazim 'necessary' and majbLir 'obliged '.
They are followed by the subjunctive:
(zewtay de1V-an 1Verd-i,
fina zi
[ne-saj
bi-qed-en-o
villages have eaten (of it), still though it could not be finished up';
'70
ez [IVaz-en-aj ey-a bi-ze1Vj-iy-a
'[I want]
to marry him';
ki �lesl selzal-i sir-e
[lazim 0 j
'[it is necessary] that they walk eight hours';

ma [mejbltr ej 10 bi-ris-e
,
'we [have to] send you (there) .

4.6 Sentence types and word order
4.6. 1 Nominal sentences

Predicative sentences with a noun and copulative verb form a type of their own. These
verbs may be intransitive (copula, b- 'be, become', man- 'remain, stay') or transitive
(ker- 'make, render', si/as-n- 'recognize as'). The nominal usually precedes the verb, but is
postverbal when change of status is implied, specifically with b- in the sense of 'become'
and ker- 'do':
( I ) Preverbal:
no [besj 0
'this is [enough]';

hewn-e eysa [rastj viz-y-a
'Ayse's dream turned out (to be) [true]';

merde-y-e mi [sexj qebLiI kerd-o
'he has accepted my husband [(as a) Shaikh]'.
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(2) Postverbal:
zeH-y-ii Ji b-en-ii [nermi]
'his heart becomes [soft]';

liizek-f ke-n-o [piidfsiilz]
'he makes the boy [king]'.

4. 6.2 Other types

Besides declarative sentences, there are interrogative, imperative, optative, and exclama
tory sentences for all of which, in principle, the rules established above are valid.
4.6.2. 1 Interrogative sentences
These may be distinguished from sentences of statement only by way of intonation:
to ey-re Zl sijfl dii?
'did you give him also a register?'
Interrogative pronouns are not in sentence-initial position (as in English), but in the
position of the part of speech asked for:
ti do Ji-re [CiCf] vaz-e?
'[what] will you say to him?'
4.6.2.2 Imperative sentences
These have either a simple subjunctive of the I st person (exhortative), or an imperative
that often (but not always) contains the subject:
( 1 ) Subjunctive
mii [sfr-e] silk-e-d-ii gird-i
'[let's go] to a big city'.
(2) Imperative
xeber-i [bi-d-i] mi
'inform me!' ('(give] me information');

[til mi-re �eb-e wext [bi-d-i]
'[you] [give] me a little time!'

4.6.2.3 Optative sentences
These have a subj unctive verb and one of the optative particles lVii, or (less frequently)
bokii. Any of the three persons may be the subject; with the present or past subjunctive,
the desire is real or irreal respectively. Wii, but not bokii, usually stands in sentence initial
position:
[IVii] veysiin bi-miin-o
'may (that) she stay hungry';

ez [bokii] mudir b-ii
'may (that) I become director';

[IVii] ellii-y ez
ne-dii-y-e (past subj. -e)
would God I-D1R-PAT had not created- I s
'would that God had not created (,given') me'.
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4.6.2.4 Exclamative sentences
These are often introduced by i'i 'what (a) N':
[i'iJ padlsa-y-e-d-o a(zmaq o!
'[what a] foolish king he is!'

5 COMPLEX SENTENCES
Zazaki complex sentences are composed of two (or more) constituent clauses that are
either coordinate clauses, or main and subordinate clauses to which further clauses may
be subordinated.
5.1 Coordinate clauses
A complex sentence consisting of two main clauses is not basically different from a
sequence of two independent main clauses. Those two clauses may be connected with
out or with overt conjunction such as If 'and', yan 'or'. Semantically, there may be a
logical , temporal, and other dependence between the two main clauses, which is either
implicit:
ez do bira-r-d-e xo-re vat-a, ey
ez
da-y-a ney
I FUT brother- my tell he-AG-3s I-PAT- I s has given this
'I shall tell my brother, (because) he has given me to this one';
or is made explicit by one of a series of coordinating conjunctions:
ne
pes-iy-e-ne tazek-l-ro, biilJd-o zf si-n-e
theY-AG3p embrace the boy
then also they go
'they embrace the boy, then they go';
ez do sir-a, emii sart-e-d-e mi est-o
I FUT go but condition of me is
'I shall go, but I have a condition (sart)'.
In complex sentences, the subject/agent or direct object/patient of the second main
clause may generally be unexpressed if it is identical with that of the first main clause:
mi
bilifkerd, ii e
xapey-n-a-y
I-AG l s bluff made and them-DIR-PAT-3p cheated-3p
'I made a bluff, and cheated them'.
If one of the two main clauses is constructed ergatively, and the other one intransitive,
this is true for 3rd person subjects/agents only:
ez
xapey-n-a-y-a, u rem-a
I-DIR-PAT seduced-I s
and fled-INTR-3s
'(he) seduced me, and fled';
dew am-e-y-o,
lina (aw-a bfr-d-e dew-i)
birn-a-y-a
diw has come-INTR again (water of well of village)-PAT-f interrupted-PRET-f
'the diw has come, and again (jina) interrupted (the village well's water) (aw, f)'.
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However, I st or 2nd person subjects must be expressed:
[ta]
girat-i, Ii [til
ii-geyr-e
YOU-OBL-AG took-f and yOU-DIR came back-INTR
'you took her, and you came back'.
5.2 Subordinate clauses
A subordinate clause may be subordinated to a main clause, or to another subordinate
clause. Most types of subord inate clauses precede the main clause they qualify. Zazaki
subordinate clauses may have nominal, attributive, or adverbial function. Even though
not all of these clause types of traditional grammar constitute a distinct formal category
in Zazaki, they will be so distinguished here.
Typically, most types of subordi nate clauses are introduced by a characteristic clause
initial conjunction or conjunctional phrase, or a relative pronoun or the relative particle
ki. Clause-final conjunctives are the enclitic particle -se 'if' (from Turkish) in certain
conditional clauses, and the adverb tepiyii 'after' in certain posterior temporal clauses.
Some types of subordinate clause have a variant without conjunction. Most frequent are:
the conjunction/particle ki which has a broad range of uses in various clause types, and
occurs as the (optional) second element of some bipartite conjunctions; further, eger 'if',
lVext-a ki 'when', (letiin (/d) 'as long as, until', madel11 (ki) 'because', ('imki 'because',
hendik(i) 'as much/far as'.
5.3 Relative clauses
The relative clauses (RC) of Zazaki may be classified into those that are independent and
function as subject, object, or adverbial complement, and those that are attributive and
are governed by a head noun. Independent RCs are in troduced by an indefinite relative
pronoun or adverb, attributive RCs req uire an eziiJe construction with adjectival ez[ife
particles connecting the head noun with the relative particle ki, or pronoun, dir. ki, obI.
ke: independent kam si-n-a '(he) who goes' vs. attributive l11erdim-o ki si-n-a 'a/the man
who goes'.
An intermediate position between the nominal eziiJe and the attributive RC is held by
two constructions, RC with gapped copula:
l11iir-o
ki
keynek-i piz-e-di
'the snake which in the girl's belly',
and EZ-construction with particles such as zey 'like':
jini-y-ii zey to
'a woman like you'.
5.3. 1 Functians aJ RC in the main clause

In functions other than subject, the relative pronoun 'who' is in the oblique, ke, but not
the head noun:
teps-e
ke
'whom they (may) catch';

ke-di niil11us est-a
'at whom is honor'
(,who(ever) has');

jelViib-e ke dibii weS-d-e l11i sir-a
'the answer of whom I like more'
(,whose answer');
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but
girwey-o ki ma ne-za-n-e
'a work that we don't know'.

5.3.2 Resumptive pronouns
Clause-internally, the co-referent to the head noun is resumed by the general 3rd person
pronoun Ji if it functions other than as a subject or object:
qulti ki bin-e Ji
nT-y-as-en-o
'a hole that bottom of it is not visible' (,whose ground').
In the main clause, a RC is resumed by a pronoun that disambiguates the syntactic
function. This is obli gatorily the case of indirect object, and postpositional and ezaJe
complements:
zflr-ii ke ]Verdi b-o-se, 0 do viraz-o
'whose lie is smaller, he FUT prepare it' ('the lie of whom')
(b-o = 3sm subj. of 'be' + conditional -se);
kiim pe-fa bol bes ke-n-o, Iniin-re va-n-e
'who loves each other (pe-ra) very much (bol ), to them they say'.

As part of the main clause, the RC may take the regular position of the constituent as
which it functi. ons:
si-n-o 0 ode-y-o ki altfln-f miyiill-di bf
'he goes to the room that gold in (it) was' ('in which was').

5. 3.3 Topicalized relative clauses
A RC may be topicalized and take the sentence initial position. In that case, its regular
position remains either vacant:
ginve-y-o ki ma ne-za-n-e, ma ne-ke-n-e
work
that we not know we not do
'we don't do a work that we don't know';
or it is resumed by a pronoun that makes his syntactic function explicit:
ma ke-rii qahr-en-e,
ma ey a-n-e
we whom we are angry we him bring
'about whom we are angry, him we bring'.

5. 3. 4 Head incorporation
The incorporation of the head noun into the relative clause is a noteworthy option (also
known in Persian and other I ranian languages):
por-e mi
kew-n-o ke
dest, IVa bfr-o
hair of me fall s
whose hand may he come
'in whose hand my hair (por) falls, (he) shaH come'.
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5.4 Nominal clauses
Subject and object clauses paraphrase subjects and objects but do not occur in their
regular position, instead they follow the predicate, often introduced by ki 'that'. Indirect
questions also, and sometimes conditional or comparative clauses, may be nominal
clauses.

5. 4. 1 Subject clauses
Subject clauses follow impersonal expressions such as 'it is necessary, clear, a pity', etc.,
whose subject they replace:
h-en-o ki ez bi-mir-a
'maybe that I (shall) die'.

They can also resume a preceding demonstrative pronoun that takes the subject
position:
seheh-e Ii no yo ki kes-f
Cf-y-e-d-o wina qebu!
ne-kerd-o
reason of it this is that anybody thing
such accepted has not made
'the reason for it is that nobody has (ever) accepted such a thing'.

5. 4.2 Object clauses
Object clauses follow verbs of perception and communication and paraphrase the direct
object or complement that is usually governed by these verbs:
ez za-n-a ki 0 yo
'I know that he is

ters-en-o
fearing' (,frightened').

5. 4. 3 Quotations

The two verbs of communication vaz- 'say' and pers ker- 'ask' ('to make question'),
however, usually govern direct speech instead of an object clause:
peyember va-n-o: ne-b-en-o
'the prophet says: "it doesn't work" ';

Ii-ra pers ke-n-o: wa-y-e, ti kam a?
,
'he asks her: "Sister, who are you?"

5.5 Adverbial clauses

5.5. 1 Temporal and local clauses
Zazaki temporal clauses always precede the main clause. Formally, they cannot always be
clearly distinguished from other subordinate clauses, e.g. temporal clauses introduced
by wext-o ki 'when' (lit. '(at) the time that') are similar to relative clauses introduced by,
e.g. roz-a ki '(on) the day that'. Here, temporal clauses will be distinguished, according to
their temporal relation to the main clause, in anterior, simultaneous, and posterior
clauses.
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5.5. 1 . 1 Anterior temporal clauses
These are formed with the adverb tepeya 'after' following the verb of the temporal clause.
This verb is usually in the preterite, but may be in the present tense if the verb of the main
clause is also in the present:
tina
da
xo-ra tep-e-yii,
Tezali si-n-a
tep-ey-ii, A(zmed veyn da-n-o
hits-PRES
clothes
put
on
own
after
goes-PREs
after
A
.
,
call
r.
'he
goes
after
having
put
on
(his)
'after rezali goes
Ahmad calls';
si-n-o
he goes-PREs
clothes' .
5.5. 1 .2 Simultaneous temporal clauses
These are introduced by wext-o ki 'when', rarely also ki, following the subject of the
main clause. The verb of the temporal clause is usually in the same tense as that of
the main clause:
II'ext-o ki keko
merd,
mi za-n-a
'when
the older brother died-PRET, I-AG knew-pRET . . .';

keynek-i ki b-en-a
teysan, ye-n-a
girl
when she becomes-PREs thirsty she comeS-PRES
'when the girl gets thirsty, she comes'.
If the temporal sentence is in the preterite and the main clause in a present tense,
wext-o ki may correspond to English 'as soon as'; more often, however, senf (ki) occurs in
this sense, then causing the same tense in the temporal and main clause:
A. Ji ber-o
II'ext-o ki K ame, wa
K. came-PRET, A him bring-suBl;
when

'as soon as K. comes, A. shall bring him';

hef-i senf
ez df-y-a,
bear as soon as I-PAT saw-pRET- I s
rem-e
he fled-PRET
'as soon as the bear saw me, he fle d'.

5.5 . 1 .3 Posterior temporal clauses
These are introduced by (zeta(n) (ki) 'until; as long as'. When a past action is reported,
the verb of the temporal clause is in the present indicative or in a past tense, and (zeta(n)
(ki) corresponds to English 'until':
�etiin xo res-n-en-e-PRES wede-de padfsay,
xeyle ma(zkitm-f mir-en-e-PRES
'until they proceed
to the king's room, many criminals die';
�etiin ame-PRET
res-e-pret to het,
'until it came (and) reached to you,

bf
it was-past

neway it new
99 '.

When the reported action is not yet past, the verb is negated and in the present
SUbjunctive or preterite, and (zeta(n) (ki) corresponds to the English 'as long as':
�etiin
ez ey ne-kis-a,
ma-re re(zat-ey ti-nf-y-a
as long as I him not kill-subj to us peace is not
'as long as I don't kill him, we have no peace';
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(Ietiill
e
I1f-y-ame-y-e,
ma bi-rem-e
as long as they have not come-pret we let us flee
'let us flee, as long as they haven't come'.

5 . 5 . 1 .4 Local clauses
Local clauses are introduced by kotf '(to) where', /wlf-di 'where', or kolf-ra 'from where'
and may be resumed through the local adverb lViia 'there' (or wiia-di, wiZc"i-ra
respectively):
kotf-,.ii
ye-n-e,
wa b-fr-e
'from where they come, may they come';
kotf-di sail b-en-o,
ez lVizii-di ra-kew-n-a
where dark it becomes I to sleep fall to
'where(ever) it gets dark, there I go to sleep'.
5.5.2

Conditional clauses

Zazaki conditional clauses are mostly introduced by the conjunctions eger or (less often)
the enclitic particle -se following the verb, or by a combination of both (eger . . . -se),
all meaning 'if'. They always precede the main clause ('apodosis'). The conditional
clauses may be distinguished in those with possible and those with impossible condition.

ki,

5.5.2.1 Possible conditions
5.5.2. 1a Present and subjunctive

With possible conditions, the verb of both the protasis and apodosis often has a present
tense form. The mode of the verb of the apodosis is, in principle, independent of that of
the protasis.
( I ) Present
ege,. ti
'if

lIIaz-en-a-PRES,

ma piya bi-zewi-iy-e-SUBJ

you want,

let us marry';

ki ti da-n-e-PREs, ti /ina ded-e ma ye-PR Es
'if you give (it), you are again (/inc/) our uncle'.

(2) Subjunctive
eger bi-zan-o,
ez do e-y sex-o rasta-y ker-a
FUT him true sheikh I make-SUBJ
if he knoWS-SUBJ I
'if he knows (it), I will make him a true sheikh';
bi-kew-o-se,

da(la Illes ne-b-en-o

he falls-SUBJ if, again well he won't become-PREs
'if he falls, he won't get well again'.
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5.5.2. 1 b Preterite
If the action of the apodosis must, of necessity, follow that of the protasis in time, the
past tense may appear in the protasis:
ege,. wiher-e Ji iil11-e,

l11ii do

(zeq-e Ji

bi-d-e

if owner of it came-PRET we FUT fee of him give-SUBJ
'if his owner comes, we will (certainly) pay its fee';
l11erd-f-se,

l11ii if to-y-ii
l11ir-en-e
you died-PRET if we also with you die-PREs
'if you die, we also will die with you'.

ti

5.5.2. 1 c Pelfect
Conditions that have already been fulfilled or not, but about whose fulfillment the
speaker has no knowledge, have a verb in the perfect tense:
ege,. cl-y-e

if

bi rez1i.li kerd-o,

anything to r.

l11ii giin-e xo

ser

nCln-e

done-PERF-3sm we life of own shall put-SUB) up

'if they have done anything to r., we shall gi ve o u r lives';

Cinii-y-e l11ii berd-o-se,

l11ii do sir-e

key-d-e milii-y

clothes of us taken-PERF3sm if we FUT gO-SUBJ house of Molla
'if he has taken away our clothes, we will go to the Molla's house'.
5.5.2.2 Impossible conditions, -e
With impossible past conditions in the protasis the past subjunctive or past optative in
used, and in the apodosis the conditional:
ega e

nf-y-iime-y-e,

mi

do kot/-rii

-e

is

hi-ziinii-y-e

if
they had not come-PASTOPT I-AG FUT whereform have known-coND
'if they hadn't come, from where should I have known'.
Most types of conditional clause may also occur without conjunction, and then be
recognized as such by the context or a subjunctive verb form only:
wii-y-e, ti

Ci-y-e-rii fiillin ke-n-ii,

to

l11ii b-fr-e

sister you anything understand-PREs we let come-SUBJ
'sister, if you understand anything, let us come to you';
l11i poste-y-e to

ne- ves-n-ii-y-e,

di(Jii

fi

heti

you to

do hf-y-ii-y-e

I-AG skin of you had not burnt-PAsT-SUB) further you FUT had eaten-COND
'if I hadn't burnt your skin, you would have furthermore been . . . '
5. 5. 3 Concessive clauses
A concessive relation is often expressed through two main clauses that are connected
through the coordinating conjunction finii Zf 'nevertheless, yet':
werd-i,
fina Zl ne-sii
bi-qed-en-o
70
villages-AG have eaten
again also could not be finished-suB)
'70 villages have eaten (of it), still it could not be finished up'.

(lelVtiiy delV-Gn
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A conditional clause with zf 'also' may correspond to an English concessive clause:
mii bi-ziin-e ki to kis-en-o
Zt,
mii meJbur e to bi-ris-e
we knOW-SUBJ that you he is killing though we forced are you we send-SUBJ
,
'even if we know he is going to kill you, we must send you (there) .
Sometimes, an optative clause introduced by wii, following a main clause, may express
a concessive relation:
si-n-e, ilia
mii zf sop-tii fn-iin-rii '
mii Zf bi-kis-e
we also track of them-D1R-OBJ go
may be that us also they kill-sUBJ
'and we follow their track, even if ('may that') they kill us'.
5.5.4 Causal clauses
Causal clauses are introduced by timlcf or miidem (ki) 'because, since' and stand with
Cimkf before or after, with miidem (ki) always before the main clause:
cimkf Abdirrebman Beg merd, e
rey-a-y
died, they got free';
'as A. Beg

dew-iz-f
qiind e Ji Sin ke-n-e,
Cimkl her-kes Ji-ra ?Jes
k-en-o
the farmers sake of him mourning make because everyone him liking makes
'the farmers mourn for him, because everybody loves him';
-

madem ti St,
meraq me-k-i
since you went-PRET concern don't make
'since you have gone, don't be surprised!'

More often, however, a causal connection is expressed by two main clauses and the
coordinating conjunction qiind-e Joy 'therefore':
Cl-y-e
iim-e
ey sere-di,qand-e Joy 0 nf-y-am-e
'something has happened (ame 'came') to him, therefore he hasn 't come'.
5.5.5 Final clauses
Final clauses are introduced by ki, more seldom by qiind-e ki, both '(in order) to', and
require, irrespective of the tense of the main clause verb, a verb in the present subjunctive.
With ki they follow, with qiind-e ki they precede the main clause:
liizek sf-y-o
ki poste-y-e ii-y bi-vfn-o
boy has gone that skin of her find-suBJ
'the boy has gone to find her skin';
qand-e ki ti ne-m tr-e
ti do sop-d-ii ii-y-rii sir-e
in order that you not die-SUBJ you FUT track of her
gO-SUBJ
'so as not to die, you will follow her track'.
,

In addition, a final clause may often also follow the main clause asyndetically, or an
optative (main) clause with wii may correspond to an English final clause:
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ez iime-y-ii
giin-e to bi-gir-ii
1 have come life of you 1 take-suBJ
'I have come to take your life';
'eJele ne-y ber-e, wii
Cim-e mi ne-y ne-vin-e
quickly him take so that eyes of me him not see-SUBJ
'take him away quickly, s o that my eyes may not see him (any longer)'.
5. 5. 6

Consecutive clauses

Consecutive clauses are built with one of the conj unctions hendil winf . . . ki 'so . . . that'.
The consecutive clause, introduced by ki, follows the main clause:
hendi rind b-en-ii,
ki kes
ne-s-en-o
so
pretty she is being that anybody cannot
'she is so pretty that nobody can describe her';

wesf-iin-e Ji
bi-d-o
description of her make-suBJ

ez do win, rezfl-ey-ii giin-e to bi-gfr-iin, ki . . .
I FUT such meanness life of you I take-SUBJ that
'I shall take your life with such a meanness that . . .'
Certain clauses that follow a double winf, or a question clause asyndetically (ex.2), may
also correspond to an English consecutive clause:
win, Ji-rii bes ke-n-e, win, bes ke-n-e, Ji-re gan-e xo dii-n-e
liking make so liking make for her life of self they give
so it
'they love it so much, so much, (that) they lay down for it their life';

to
Cl
care
df, ti remii-y?
yOU-AG what remedy saw you have fled
'what remedy have you found, (that) you have fled?'
5.5. 7

Comparative clauses

Comparative clauses of equality are introduced by zeki, senf or (rarely) hendi ki, and
followed by a main clause that is often introduced by winf. The verb of the comparative
clause is often indicative, but may also (after zeki) be subjunctive:
zeki qertel-f -ld-f
sero iire-b-en-e, win, xidir iiyii-y sero iire-b-en-e
like vulture corpse upon gather
so X.Agha
upon they gather
'like vultures gather on a carcass, so they gather on X. Agha';
zeki Jip-i bi-riim-o,
dfreksfyon-f win, ke-n-o
xo dest
like a jeep he may drive-suBJ wheel
so he makes his hand
'as if he would drive a jeep, so he takes the wheel in his hand';

esto-ri sen, rem-en-ii, wii bi-rem-o
'like the horse flees, so it shall flee';
hendi ki
mi dest-rii
b-fr-o,
ez do bi-ginve-y-ii
as much as my hand-from may come-SUBJ I FUT shall work-SUBJ
'as much as I can, I will work'.
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6 LEXIS AND REGISTERS
6.1 Word formation
In the fairy tales and folkloristic texts that have been used for this study and that continue
to predominate in Zazaki literary production, the possibilities of using derivation and
composition for the formation of complex lexical units seem to be rather limited. This
may be due to the fact that Zazaki still lacks most registers of official and "higher" literal
usage, for which complex lexical units are usually formed.

6. 1 . 1

Derivation o/nouns and adjectives

The most important derivational suffixes for the formation of nominals that continue to
be productive in Zazaki are:
•

•

•

•

-it, the nisba

suffix that forms nouns of origin and certain other nouns: Malmlsan
it '(a person) from (the mountain of) Malmisan', dew-it 'farmer' « dell' 'village');
-ey, attached to adjectives or agent nouns, to form abstract nouns (that are
feminine): rind-ey 'goodness', dizd-ey 'theft' « rind 'good', dizd 'thief') (in certain
dialects, -ey is replaced by -In or -en);
-er, attached to names of fruits, to form tree names (that are feminine): sa-y-er
'apple tree' « sa apple);
-en (or in certain dialects, -In), attached to nouns or adverbs, to form adjectives:
jer-en '(being) below', reng-en 'coloured ', goft-en 'fleshy, consisting of meat' « fer
'below', reng 'colour', goft 'meat').

6. 1 . 2

Compounding

The most important compounding strategies in Zazaki are (Paul 2002):
( I ) right-headed determinative compounds occur seldom, and mostly as 'frozen'
historical forms: Ice-bel' 'house-door' (the regular syntactic EzaJe construction seems
to be much more productive to express concepts that correspond to determinative
compounds in other languages);
(2) more frequent are verbal compounds that employ a verbal stem (usually the
,
subjunctive one) as a second element: merdil11- lVer 'cannibal(istic) (lit. 'man-eating');
(3) the most productive compound type that seems to occur in the texts that have
been used here are left-headed possessive compounds: gan-ribat 'comfortable',
lit. '(having a) relaxed soul' < gan 'soul', ri(zat 'comfortable'.
6.2 Sociolinguistic features
6. 2 . 1

Standard and colloquial registers

Since Zazaki still lacks most registers of official and "higher" literal usage and the major
ity of publications still belong to folk language and everyday speech , it is of no use to talk
about the "social" strata of Zazaki. As for the question of a possible standard dialect,
there have been various discussions since the I 990s (mostly in the exile press) about which
dialect, or combination of dialects, should be preferred to create such a standard dialect,
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but (at least until 2005) these discussions seem to have been purely academic, and every
Zazaki writer still seems to use his own (village or town) dialect when he (or she) writes.
6.2.2 Kinship terminology

Some of the most important items of kinship terminology that have been met in the texts
include the following: ma(y) 'mother', pf 'father, wa(y) 'sister', bira 'brother', xal
'(maternal) uncle', vistirT 'mother-in-law'. Interestingly, some human nouns like 'boy,
girl' , etc., are derived by the suffix -ek from their corresponding kinship term, e.g.:
!at 'son'
!at-ek 'boy'
jinf 'wife' - finek 'woman'

keyn (a) daughter'
merd 'husband'

keYIl-ek 'girl'
- merd-ek 'man'

6.2. 3 Terms of address
Many Zazaki terms of address correspond to (Kurmanci) Kurdish equivalents and thus
attest to the close ethnic and historical bond that connects the Zaza to the Kurds:
address: Gim-an ser 'goodbye' (lit. 'on the eyes') - Kd. ser cav-an 'id.';
response: ser-an ser 'goodbye' (lit. 'on the heads') - Kd. ser ser-an.
Other Zazaki terms of address include:
address: ti xeyr ameye! 'welcome!' (lit. 'you have come well');
response: xeyr l11iyan-di b-o! (lit. 'may welfare be in-between');
address: xatir bi to! 'goodbye' (lit. 'goodbye (be) to you');
response: oyl/r b-o! (lit. 'may good luck be!');
Ellah ra::f b-o! 'thank you!' (lit. 'may god be content').
7 SAMPLE TEXT

'Anves-/' ('The Hares'), in Koyo Berz 1 988.

]jin u jinawir-f miyan-di, en tersinok-e ji
anves-f
Animals-oBL among-in, most fearful-Ez them-oBL hare-up
'Among the animals, the most fearful of them are the hares.' .

b-en-e.
are

mar xlls-en-o,
anves-i rem-en-e; her
::il'-en-o, arwes-f rel11-en-e,
snake hisses
hare-p flee-3p
donkey bray-sm hares-p flee-3p
'The snake hisses, the hares flee; the donkey brays, the hares flee';

ga qOI'-en-o,
arwes-f rel11-en-e;
kutik law-en-o,
anves-f rem-en-e . . .
dog bark-sm
hare-p flee-3p
ox bellow-sm hare-p flee-3p
'the ox bellows, the hares flee; the dog barks, the hares flee . . . ,'
GiCT xo
ltIn-en-o,
anves-f rem-en-e.
what self move-sm
hare-p flee-3p
'what(ever) jumps about, the hares flee'.
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foz-e
arwes-f pero are-b-en-e pe
ser,
day-a
hare-p all
gather-3p each-other on,
'One day, all hares gather around themselves and say:'

van-e:
say-3p

no
dinya-di ma-ra
tersinok kes
Ci-nf-y-o,
this world-in us-from fearful
someone not-exists
'In this world, there is no-one more fearful than we are,'
en
tersinok-e ne
dinya-y
ma yeo
most fearful-Ez-p this,oBL world-oBL we are
'we are the most fearful (ones) of this world.'
ma henda-y-e tersinok-f
we so-much
fearful-p
'We are so fearful,'

ye,
are- I p

badire! ma pero sir-e,
xo
ce-ker-e
dol-f
nuyan,
ahead! we all
gO-SB1- l p self
inside-do-sBl-1 p lake-oBL into
'(let's go) ahead, (and) all go (and) throw ourselves into the lake,'
ma pero bi-fetis-iy-e
Ii
ne
ters-i-ra
bire-ye!'
we all
drown-sBl-1 p and this-oBL fear-oBL-from escape-sBJ- I p
'let's all be drowned, and escape from this fright!'
ne
da-n-e piro
si-n-e ki
these set-3p about go-3p that
'They set about (and) go to'
xo ce-ker-e
dol-e-d-e
llmin-f
mlyan.
self inside-do-suBl-3p lake-one-Ez-oBL dirty-oBL into'.
'throw themselves into a dirty lake.'
dol-f
ki
nezdi-d-e
ye-n-e
come-3p near-EZ-OBL
lake-oBL that
'They come close to the lake so that'
dol-f
ce-ker-e
xo
self
inside-do-sBl-3p
lake-oBL
'throw themselves inside the lake,'

miyan,
into

win-en-e
kese-y-e
ki
notice-3p
turtles-Ez-p that'
'they notice turtles that'
teber-d-e
dol-f-di
xo da-y-o
ver-a-roz.
outside-Ez-oBL lake-oBL-in self give-PERf-3sm sun-place
'have exposed themselves to the sun outside the lake.'
e
kese-y
pero fine-ra
those turtles-p all
suddenly
'All those turtles all of a sudden,'
rap rap rap
iirwes-an-ra
ters-an-d-e
fear-oBL-p-Ez-oBL hare-oBL-p-from rap rap rap
'out of fear of the hares, rap rap rap'
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erz-en-e
xo
dol-f
miyiin
self throw-3p lake-oBL into'
'throw themselves into the lake'
ters-iin-rii
xo
dol-f
miyiin-di nil11n-en-e.
and fear-oBL-p-from self lake-oBL midst-in hide-3p
'out of fear, and hide themselves, in the lake.'

u

iinves-f vinder-en-e, viin-e:
say-3p
hare-p stop-3p
'The hares stop, (and) say:'
kese-y
mii-rii
tersii-y
ne
these turtle-p us-from fear-ed-3p
'These turtles were afraid of us,'

xo
est
dol-f
l11iyiin 1/
xo
dol-di nimit.
self
threw-3sm lake-oBL inside and self lake-in hid-3sm
'they threw themselves inside the lake and hid themselves in the lake.'
zey mii

tersinok-f dinyii-di bol-f
ye,
like us fearful-p world-in many-p
are
'In the world, there are many (who are) fearful like us,'

dol-f l11iyan
mii Ci-re xo
ce-ker-e
we why self inside-do-sBJ- l p lake inside
'why should we throw ourselves into the lake'
bi-fetis-n-e?
xo
and self
drown-sBJ- l p
'and drown ourselves?'

u

biidir-e! 111ii pey-di sir-e,
ahead we back
go-sBJ-l p
'(Let's go) ahead, let's go back(wards),'
mii xo ne-y-erz-en-e dol-f miyiin'.
we self NEG-throw-l p lake inside'.
'we don't throw ourselves into the lake'.
pero diin-e piro
.!inii pey-di a-geyr-en-e
all
set- l p about again back
return- l p
'All set about (and) return back again,'
vila-yo
si-n-e,
'erd-iin
1111yan-rii
b-en-e
and go- l p
soil-oBL-p among-from become- l p scattered-p
'and go (and) get scattered among the earths.'
u

kes-iin,
xeyr-d-e
benefit-Ez-oBL turtles-oBL-P
'Thanks to the turtles,'
iinves-f kist-en-d-a
xo-ra
hares-p killing-INF-EZ-OBL self-from
'the hares escape from their suicide.'

rey-en-e.
escape- l p
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CH APT E R T E N

KURDISH
Ernest N McCants

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview

Kurdish is a cover term for the largest group of closely-related Western Iranian dialects,
spoken in a large contiguous area that extends from Turkey into Iraq, Iran, and Armenia,
with smaller groups in other countries. This cover term also reflects the linguistic and
ethnic unity perceived by the speakers in spite of considerable linguistic differences. There
are three main sub-groups: ( I ) Northern Kurdish is the most widely spoken variety of
Kurdish (ca. 20 million), also known as Kurmanji, which is the autonym used by most
speakers, besides BahdTnan in north Iraq. This variety is roughly delimited in the west by
the Turkish town of M alatya, in the south by the north-eastern tip of Syria and by Mosul
in northern Iraq, and it reaches up to the Armenian capital of Yerevan in the north-east.
Relatively large groups are also found in Syria and Lebanon, as well as in Azerbaijan and
Georgia in the Caucasus (ca. 500,000 in the former Soviet republics). There are also
considerable emigrant groups in urban centers in the Middle East (e.g. ca. 2 million or
more in Istanbul) and in Western Europe (ca. 700,000, mostly Germany). (2) Central
Kurdish (total ca. 5 million) has two main subgroups, Sa rani in northern Iraq up to the
Little Zab river, and Mukri in adjacent I ranian province of Kordestan, with pockets
(by earlier deportations) elsewhere in Iran, mostly the Caspian provinces and the north
eastern province of Khorasan. (3) Southern Kurdish (ca. 3 million) is found in the abut
ting areas of Iraq and Iran, from Khaneqin in Iraq over to Kermanshah in Iran and
down to north of AI-Amara, Iraq, as well as in the Bijar region of Iran. Best known are
the Laki tribes in the Pish-e Kuh region of the Zagros mountains between Kermanshah,
Khorramabad, and Kangavar (cf. the monumental study by Fattah, 2000).
Linguistically, Kurdish as a whole occupies an intermediate position between
North-Western and South-Western Iranian dialects. Internally, the three main groups of
Kurdish are quite distinct from each other, and Northern Kurdish in particular is not
mutually intelligible with the other groups (see section 7 Dialectology).
Earliest written documents date from the sixteenth and seventeenth century,
prominently the epic poem Mem u Zin by Ahmadi Khani ( 1 650-1 707). It is only in the
early twentieth century that both Northern Kurdish and SaranT have developed written
standards and alphabets, beginning with the Kurdish alphabet for Kurmanji by Emir
Djeladet Bedir Khan in the 1 930s and 1 940s and the newspaper Zhrn for Sarani from the
1920s in Sulaimania, Iraq.
In Iraq after the Second World War Kurdish scholars initiated a movement to establish
a Modern Standard Kurdish (MSK; see Ahmad 1 986). It is mainly based on the dialect
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of Sui aimania which was considered by most Kurds to be the best l iterary model. MSK is
now used in most Kurdish publications in Iraq and Iran. Accordingly, Sulaimani Kurdish
is the focus of the following discussion.
Linguistic scholarship on Kurdish has a long tradition. M ore recently, in consequence
of the massive emigration, paralleling the literary, journalistic, and other cultural
activities by Kurds, scholarship has been flourishing in Europe, mainly on the Kurmanji
of Turkey, and prominently from the typological point of view, as have l iterary studies.
It should be noted that three other Iranian dialect groups which happen to be
symbiotic or adjacent to Kurdish-speaking areas are sometimes considered varieties of
Kurdish: Zazaki/DimiIT found in central-eastern Turkey north-west of the present
Kurdish area, Garani found in the Awraman region of the middle Zagros in Iran
(Hawramani) and near M osul in Iraq (mainly BajilanI), and LorI-BakhtiarI in the
southern Zagros. However, while these share, to various degrees, a common history and
culture with the Kurds, and while there has been considerable convergence on all lin
guistic levels, in terms of Iranian historical dialectology, they are West Iranian language
groups distinct from Kurdish.
1 .2 Writing Systems
Kurmanji Kurdish has been written in a variety of alphabets, from Armenian to Cyrillic
to Latin. Today the Kurds of Turkey and Syria use a modified Turkish script, developed
originally by Bedir Khan in the 1 930s and I 940s, while those of the former Soviet Union
use a modified Cyrillic.
Sarani Kurdish has always been written, like Persian, in a modified Arabic alphabet.
The present-d ay Kurdish alphabet used in I raq and Iran was developed mainly after the
Second World War, with diacritic marks for Kurdish phonemes not found in either of
the other twO. It has no symbol for the vowel i, but is otherwise a phonemic script,
achieved through the use of diacritic marks for non-Arabic consonants and vowels and
by reassigning some letter values. The representation of Kurdish phonemes not repre
sented by the Perso-Arabic alphabet, l) v I I and e 0, is as follows:
l) is written by the digraph <ng>; v is represented by three dots, instead of one, over
<t>; I and ,. are marked by a hachek above < I > and <r>. In addition, the glottal stop is
written over the hook of <y> as a seat, except word-finally where it is written aloof, while
gemination is represented by doubling the consonant letters.
The long mid-vowels 0 and e are both indicated by a hachek over <w> and <y>,
respectively. u i s represented by double <ww>, and u by a single <w>; f and I are likewise
represented by double <yy>, unless I occurs in a word that retains its Arabic spelling.
Long ii is represented by the letter alif, and short a by <h> in postconsonantal position.
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2 PHON OLOGY

A characteristic feature of Kurdish in comparison with other Iranian languages is the
high degree of conditioned morphophonemic alternation that affects vowels and con
sonants alike, in particular the intervocalic lenition of -d- (the "Zagros-d").
2. t Inventory
2. 1. 1 Vowels
Sulaimania Kurdish has nine vowels, five long, f e a 6
length, height and tenseness, I i li a.

a,

and four short, contrasting in

TABLE 10.2: VOWELS
Front
High close
open
Mid close
open
Low

Central

Back

f

II

Ii

{j

e
a
ii

There are two central vowels, both short, a and i. The open mid front vowel a has
schwa [aj as its principal allophone. It fluctuates over the area delineated by [aj, low
front [eej and mid front [Ej. The allophone [aj is obligatory ( I ) before w, as in aw [awj
'he', aw{jn [aw�:nj 'they'; (2) before y in the same syllable, as in aybfn!m [ay.bi.n!mj 'I see
him'. The allophone [Ej occurs before y in the following syllable, as in hgya [hE.yaj 'there
is'. The low central allophone [aj occurs adjacent to pharyngealized � as in sa�t [sa�tj
'sixty'.
As shown in Table 1 0.2, there is a three-way contrast among high unrounded vowels:
long front close f, short front open 1, and central unrounded open i. I occurs mostly in
Arabic loans, as in lmtlban 'examination', mllmk!n 'possible', or as an altemant of high
front f before consonant clusters (see section 2.3.1 .5). It contrasts with f and i as
ill ustrated by mllmk!n 'possible' versus ac[n 'we go' and acin 'you-2p go', in all of which
the final vowels are stressed.
Natively, the high open short vowels I and 1I occur only as reduced allophones of f and
a (see section 2.3. 1 ), but have attained phonemic status by virtue of their occurrence in
the many Arabic loans.
2. 1.2 Consonants
2. 1 .2. 1 Overview
Sulaimani Kurdish has 3 1 consonants as shown in the following table:
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TABLE 1 0.3: CONSONANTS
Labial

Dental

Stops/Affricates
voiceless
voiced

p
b

1
d

Fricatives
voiceless
voiced

f
( v)

Glides

IV

Nasals

m

Flap/La teral
plain
trill/ve1arized

Phar.

�

s
.z

Palatal

Velar

Uv.

C
j

Ie
g

q

S

X

i

y

Pharo

Glottal

(1

h

,

y
J)

/J
r

I

fl

Note that the non-pharyngeal glottal stop, particularly in word-initial position, will
not usually be marked in this description.
2. I .2.2 Pharyngeals

There are three, all fricatives: ( I ) the pharyngealized alveolar sibilant ,l'; (2) the voiceless
faucalized pharyngeal �l; and (3) the voiced faucalized fricative approximanC These
three, together with y, occur in Arabic loans, but also in a number of words of Kurdish
origin: ( I ) ,l'iilib 'Salih' (masc. name); in high-frequency Kurdish words such as ,l'ag 'dog',
,l'ad 'hundred', ,l'iil 'year'; (2) biil 'condition, state', baywan 'animal ', sifta(l 'first sale of the
day'; Kurdish bawl 'seven', a(letene 'it neighs'; (3) 'Mat 'custom, tradition', 'amI' 'age
(years)', saat 'hour; clock', ma hii 'meaning'; Kurdish asman - asmiin 'sky'; (4) paya 'bull
calf'.
2. I .2.3 Labio-dental v
This voiced labio-dental fricative is a marginal phoneme (indicated by the parenthesis in
the table). It occurs: ( I ) in onomatopoeias: gTvagfv (sound of bullets); or (2) in loans from
other Kurdish dialects, such as mirav 'man' and gaviir 'magazine', and in (3) ba Yda �j([vva 'seventeen'.
2. 1 .2.4 I and I
These are voiced, and distinguish a plain dental and a velarized alveolar l ateral , articu
lated by the retraction of the tongue body and the tensing of the tongue dorsum. I does
not occur word-initially: ( I ) lazim 'necessary', salamat 'safety' , kalla 'skull ', gul 'leper';
(2) gul 'rose', baralla 'loose', miil 'house' (mostly, 1 < *rd, * rz, and spontaneous in loans).
2. 1 .2.5 r and f
These distinguish a voiced single alveolar/apico-Iaminal flap and an alveolar trill.
Geminate flaps equal the trill: ( I ) birJn 'wound', aner? 'he will send', anerr? [:lne:f� 'it will
be sent', kqr-a [k�r:ll 'it is a donkey', hal' 'only'; (2) kgf-a [k�f:ll 'he is deaf', naf-a-naf
'bawling', a-bf-? [:lbf� 'he cuts', abif-r? [:lblf�:] 'it will be cut', taf 'wet', I'iist 'correct'
(mostly, f < *rn, *rr, in loans, and initial r-) covered in 2. 1 .2.9.
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2. \ .2.6 Nasals
These are voiced and show a three-way contrast, m, n, l): miim '(paternal) uncle', ama
'this', sammtin 'bread rolls', kiim 'which?'; niin 'bread', ziinfn 'know', diinsiiz 'dentist',
ganmasiimf 'maize'; and miil) 'month', dalpibiis 'information, data', bal) kirdin 'call,
invite'.
2.1 .2.7 Gemination
All consonants except affricates may occur geminate. These are phonetically long and
occur only word-medially. Gemination by contact is frequent: a-yiin-niis-im 'I know
them', where -yiin is the 3p suffix.
2 . 1 .2.8 Diphthongs and glides
The glides IV and y combine to form diphthongs freely with all vowels, e.g. nfw 'half', sew
'apple', iiw 'water', baraw 'below'; kay 'when?'.
They are often the regular result of the contraction of final vowels with foll owing
unstressed long high vowels: V + 2s -f> - Vy in a-l§.-y 'you say', tft-y 'you went', a-rQ-y 'you
go', iiz?!.-y 'you are brave'; -0 + ti 'and' > -ow in no-w ygk 'nine and one' (see also section
2.3. 1 . 1 Glide insertion).
y tends to be inserted before initial e when preceded by an affix: es 'pain, ache', but
a-m-y-?.s-et 'it hurts me'.
2. 1 .2.9 Distribution
The following continuants do not occur word-initially: the single flap r, the velarized
lateral I, and the velar nasal l). The short high vowels, I i u do not occur in word-final
position (but see discussion of d > i below). Vowel sequences do not occur (see section
2.3. 1 . 1 ).
2. 1 . 3 Syllable structure and consonant clusters
Syllable division precedes an intervocalic consonant: ge. rii. na. wa 'narrate'. In syllable
division two-consonant clusters are generally divided, as in sar.gar. diin 'confused'.
The minimum syllable is consonant plus vowel, CV, as in ta. la. ba 'student'. Given
certain morphophonemic rules (see section 2.3), any two consonants may cluster word
initially, i.e. CCV, except that a stop can only follow another stop or an affricate, glides
cannot be first in the cluster, and stops are not fol lowed by nasals: kteb 'book', tfal) 'rifle',
sfor 'unveiled' (woman), xriip 'bad'. Morphophonemically, however, there are no word
initial consonant clusters. Thus, in the examples above the clusters result from the elision
of the non-tense central vowel. Note that in the present description a morphophonemic
writing is generally followed.
Phonemic three-consonant clusters CCC do not occur initially but may occur word
medially, in which case they must contain at least one continuant: qarz-diir 'debtor', or
word-finally, in which case they consist of glide-continuant-stop: royst 'he went'.
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2.2 Non-segmental features
Word stress falls on the last vowel of the word unless otherwise marked . The following
generalizations, however, can be made: inflectional suffixes, including the suffixed pro
nouns and the suffixed copula, are not stressed; thus, word stress falls on stem-final vowels.
The secondary noun plural marker -iin and the noun marker of definiteness -aka
however, are exceptions to this rule. Thus�the stem of th� verb gel?!:·m-awa 'I told, relat�
,
(a story) is gel�[l· whereas the stem of the noun is geNj-n-aw� 'relating, telling'.
Vocatives take word stre� s on the first vowel of the word : bir[l - br[l 'brother', but
vocative birii 'Brother!'.
On the phrase or clause level some words are uttered more loudly than others, whose
word stress is then reduced to secondary stress (indicated here by small undercircle) or is
suppressed, as in tiizqya 'it is new', but zQr tiizaya 'it is very new'. Nouns are generally
stressed:
I�Qiek la Miqn euyn bo sayr[ln 'one day we went on a picnic';

so are interrogatives and negatives:
bQ a-efta awe
'why are you going there?'.
but bO n?!.C/ta alVe 'why aren't you going there?'

In a noun phrase stress is as follows:
( I ) Dependent attribute. I n iziiJa phrases (those containing the liaison morpheme -I) the
final word is stressed: lozekf b?!.s 'a nice day'.
(2) Pre-head modifiers tend to attract stress:
(a) interrogatives, like e[ ,which?, what?', kiim 'which?', cal) 'how many?', and the
bracket ci- . . . (ek) 'what, which?':
e{-pyaw(ek) hat? k?!.m pyaw hiil?

'which man came? what man came?';
c�1) pyaw(ek) hal? 'how many men came?';

(b) numerals and quantifiers: did. pyiiw 'two men'; hamid. . . . . ek 'each , every'; and
zor 'much, many, very':
z{jr pyaw hat 'many men came'.
(3) Prepositions are generally unstressed, although the preposition bO 'for, to' usually

does receive sentence" stress:
?Jaz akam biCim bQ haziir 'I'd like to go to the marketplace'.

On the sentence level, the foll owing classes of words attract sentence stress:
•

•

demonstratives:
adverbials:
preverbals:
interrogatives:

•

negatives:

•
•

�IV darsa s�xt bU 'that lesson was hard';

!111M ziJ. hal sliim 'I got up early today';
kqy II�-' stiiy? 'when did you get up?';
k� hall bi) era? 'when did you come here?';
mv kica k�a? 'who is that girl?';
min az?!.nim, b�liim all' ,,!J.ziine 'I know, but he doesn't';
na ; zi)r biis ,,!-ya 'no, it's not very good'.
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2.3 Conditioned and morphophonemic changes
In this section stress will be marked when it plays a significant role in the process;
inherently-stressed affixes will also be so marked. The hyphen denotes a morphological
boundary and the period marks syllable division.
2.3. 1 Vowels
In the following rules it will be noted that the lower a vowel is the more morphophono
logically powerful it is. That is, in contact between low and mid vowels, the low vowel is
stable and the mid vowel undergoes change, while mid vowels overpower high vowels.
Further, long vowels are stronger than short ones, and stressed long high vowels are more
stable than unstressed high ones. That is, there is a hierarchy of susceptibility to con
ditioned change. It is defined by three parameters: ( I ) articulatory highness; that is, of
two vowels in adjacent syllables or in contact, the low vowel is more stable than the mid
vowel, and the mid vowel is more stable than the high vowel; (2) relative length; and (3)
relative stress. Overall, the vowels of SuI. Kurdish fall into six sets of stability priority,
with ii being the highest, and the short high vowels the lowest:
TABLE 10.4: HIERARCHY OF VOCALIC SETS
I . long low
2. long mid
3. stressed long high
4. short low-mid
5. unstress�d high
6. short high

101
Ie ij/
IT iJl
101
liU!
II i ul

Two behaviors are evinced when identical vowels come together: identical high vowels
merge whereas identical non-high vowels are separated by glides. The behavior of short a
is exceptional here in that it behaves like the high rather than the non-high vowels.
Phonologically, all long vowels are shortened when unstressed, and high and mid long
vowels are shortened and lowered before consonant clusters or before homorganic glides.
2.3. 1 . 1 Glide insertion, V-G- V
Two adjacent vowels are connected by an unstable glide (for exceptions see below): cU'a-y
qn 'lamp-s', dro-y-qn 'Iie-s', aza-y-tbrave-ry', xw�-y-a 'it is salt', zQ-w-a 'it is early'.

2.3. 1 .2 Conditioned shortening

All long vowels, f e o ti ii, are phonologically shortened and lowered when unstressed: f> i
[1]: say[ [sa:yiJ 'ceremony', but hf!t-f [ha:tl] 'you-2s came'; e > e: a-c-� [;)C�:] 'he goes', but
}?!:.r-e [j�re] 'one time, once'; 0 > 0 [::l]: 110 [no:] 'nine', but b?!:.bO [ba:b::l] 'father!' (initial
vocative stress); a > a [0]: bab?!:. [ba: b�:] 'Qalandar dervish', but baba [ba:bo] 'indeed, to
be sure'.
2.3. 1 .3 Contraction
Sequences of high vowels and glides contract, ( I ) to semivowels, ylw, when unstressed,
and (2) to single long vowel when homorganic:
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( I ) kanf-y-[jn > kany-[jn '(water) springs'; no-w-u > n�-w 'nine and . . ', cf!:-y-f(t) > cu
y (t) 'you-2s went', a-l�-y-f(t) > al�-y(t) 'you say', az[!:.-y-i(t) > az[!:.-y (t) 'you a�
brave';
(2) di-y-f(t) > d[- (t) 'you saw', amaraki-y-ft > amarak[-t 'you are an American'; i'fl-W-U
> cf!: 'has gone'.
.

Exceptions are ( I ) definite -akc:.; (2) present stems in -a(h) ; (3) central vowel i:
( 1 ) The definite suffix -akc:. contracts with word-final -a, -a, and with the plural ending
-an: talabc:. + -akc:. > taiaba-kc:. 'the student', i'ira-kc:. 'the lamp', i'ira-k-[!:.n 'the lamps';
(2) The 3s ending -at contracts to -a-t when attached to the following sets of stems:
(a) stems in Ca-: a-da + at > a-da-t 'gives'; a-ka + -at > a-ka-t 'does'; a-ba + -at >
a-ba-t 'takes, carries';
(b) the stems xwa- and faw-: a-xwa- + -at > a-xwa-t 'eats'; a-faw- + -at > a-fwa-t
'goes'; however, xwa-, faw- > xo-, fo- before the other personal endings or
pause, e.g. a-xo-yn 'we eat', a-fa-y (t) '2s go', bi-xo 'eat!', bi-fa 'go!'.
(3) Central short i is (a) rounded in contact with w, and is (b) elided after vowel : n[!:.w-im
> Il[!:.-w-um 'my name'; cu- + -im > cu-m '} went', a-xQ-in > a-xQ-n 'they eat ;farm!!:.-i
bU > farmu bft 'had ordered' (but xw[!:.rd-i bu 'had eaten ').
'

2.3. 1 .4 Unstressed i
Short central vowel i is elided in unstressed syllables, except in deliberate speech: tin-an
(deliberate register) � zn-[!:.n (normal register) 'women ', c:.-c-im-a > c:.-c-m-a ' I go to', dirik
ft-dal > dirk-u-dal 'thorns and weeds', b�ra 'brother' in vocative, but elsewhere bra.
2.3. 1 . 5 Clusters and homorganic glides
The high and mid vowels fo ft, but not e, are shortened and l owered ( 1 ) before consonant
clusters and (2) before homorganic glides. Pre-cluster shortening is most notable in
present and past stems:
( 1 ) d[!:. a-nfs-im/da mst-im 'I sit/sat down', a-frQs-im/frQst-im [fr�st-im] 'I sell/sold', a-n!!:.
m/nl:!:.st-im 'I sleep/slept';
(2) c[-y-a > c!-y-a 'what is it?', n[-y-a > n!-y-a 'is not', zf!:-w-a > zl:!:.-w-a 'is early'.

2.3.2 Consonants
Conditioned variation increases from deliberate to normal to rapid speech. Consonants
may undergo assimilation, occur intrusively, or be elided, depending on the environment.
2.3.2 . 1 Voice assimilation
Stops are fully released in word-final posItIOn . Voiced stops and fricatives may be
partially or fully unvoiced in final position; sag [S;)g - s;)k] 'dog', sig � sik 'stomach', xa/Uz
- xa/Us 'charcoal '.
Voiced and voiceless stops (but not q) and sibilants undergo partial regressive assimila
tion in any position: stop, bicuk > p-cuk 'little'; Cl bi-ka-m - cfp-ka-m 'what shall 1 doT;
sibilant, xos bft > xOi bft 'it was fine'; pas nfw-a-fa > paz nfw-a-fo 'after noon'.
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h
Voiceless stops (but not q) are slightly aspirated in word-initial position: pan [p a:n]
h
h
'wi de', talab[! [t ;,l;,b!D 'student', kitiJ..b [k te:b] 'book', and optional1y so in word-final
position .
2.3.2.2 Palatalization and fronting
In informal speech, the velar stops and the labials except b and m are fronted before front
vowels and y.
( I ) k g become the dorso-palatal affricates [tlO] [d�] in contrast with the lamino
postalveolar affricates c [tn and } [d.3]. To the uninitiated ear the palatalized stops are
easily confused with their corresponding affricates: ke [kJe:] 'who?', gfyqn [gJ:y�:n] 'soul ',
i
i
agi n[! [agii:n� 'otherwise', c�k-f [tfa:k i:] 'are you welJ?', mumk!n [mumk !n] 'possible';
(2) p, w, ! pen} [pie:nd.3] 'five',jen{k [fie:n!k] 'cool'.
2.3.2.3 Fronting of IV
weriin [qe:r�:n] 'ruin'; �w-f �qi] 'his water', kwe [ki qe:] 'where?'; kwer [ki qe:r] 'blind', gwe
[gi lj�:J 'eye'.

2.3 .2.4 Dentals
Before pause the final -t of the personal endings 2s -f(t) , 3s -at, -et and the personal
enclitic 2s -it may be elided: [!-c-[t > a-c-[ 'you go', but a-c-[t-awa 'you go back'; d[!st-it
- d[!st-i 'your hand'; b-e(t) 'may 3s be', but a-b-iJ..t-awa 'becomes', hat-iJ:.-w-a 'has come',
but hat-u-w-at-awa 'has come back'.
2.3.2.5 The "Zagros d"
As a widespread regional feature, termed the "Zagros d" (Windfuhr), postvocalic d is
softened to glide-like -i-, or -w-, and contracts with adjacent high vowels: a-d[!-m - a-i[!-m
'I give'; nad{r - na{r 'Nadir' (masc. proper name); bad - bai 'bad'; xwa - xuw� 'God' <
* xuda. Note that all vocalic past stems originate in - Vd: farnui- < *farmud- 'ordered' (see
section 3.2. 1 Stem formation).
-

-

-

2.3.2.6 Nasal assimilation
Elsewhere, d assimilates to a preceding nasal: qalam-dan - qalam-man 'pencil box'; le-m
da-yt - le-m ma-yt 'I hit you' (past tense); i'asm-aka-y pis�n da-m - l'asm-aka-y pfs�n na-m
'he showed me the picture'.
The sequence nd may alternate with contracted n, or with contracted l): afand[ - afan[
'gentleman'; mandiJ:. - mal)iJ:. 'tired', cand - can - cal) 'how many; several', band-a-xwen banaxwen - bal)axwen 'belt-cord'.
The dental may be lost before z and the vowel nasalized, most prominently in the
number terms for teens: hiinz[n [bfizIn] 'benzine, gasoline', yanz[! [y fiz!D 'eleven', dwanz[!
[dwh!D 'twelve', seyanz[! [sey frz!D 'thirteen', panz[! [phfiz!D 'fifteen', sanza [sfiz!D 'sixteen'.
2.3.2.7 I ntrusive d
d is often intrusive in sequences of -nr-: the passive perfect participles cen-r�-w - cen-d-r�
'sown'; dii'en-r�-w - dl'en-d-r�-w 'torn'.
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2.3.2.8 Deletion of h
h may be lost in non-initial position: NFl-hal-hat - Nii-al-iit 'sunrise; east'; IlQ-hat - 11[!-ii{
'he didn't come'; b{-hen-a - b-?.f1-a 'bring!'.

3 MORPHOLOGY
Kurdish has the morphologically defined word classes nouns, adjectives, pronouns, verbs,
and particles. Particles, which are indeclinable, are subclassed syntactically into inter
jections, interrogatives, conj unctions, prepositions, adverbs, and preverbals; a closed
class, all particles except interjections and conjunctions may receive suffixed pronouns.
Particles are found in Syntax in conjunction with the syntactically relevant feature.
3.1 Nominal morphology
In Sulaimania Kurdish grammatical gender has been lost. So have the case distinctions
in nouns and pronouns, except for a few remnant traces, and have been replaced by a
complex system of person marking. III turn, definiteness has evolved as a major category.

3. 1 . 1 Nouns
3. 1 . 1 . 1 Gender, number, and definiteness
Gender of animate nouns may be shown lexically in male/female pairs: gii 'ox' and
miiI)-gii 'cow' « *miidiyiin 'female').
Nouns may be inflected for number and definiteness; some nouns also may show
vocative case or relic locative case endings. The bare stem may signify indefinite non
specific singular or a generic plural; -ek signals indefinite specific singular, and -ak[!
marks definiteness; -iin denotes plural, and follows the definite suffix, if any. The deictic
envelopes am/mI' . . . a 'this/that', inherently definite, may cover a noun with or without
the plural suffix. These are all illustrated with p)'iill' 'man' in the following synoptic table
(arrangement suggested by Windfuhr):
TABLE 10.5: SPECIFICITY AND DEFINITENESS
Indefinite

Indefinite
Specific

Definite

Near/Far Deictic

Singular

pyau·

pygw-ek

pyaw-akf!.

amlal1'-pyaw-f!.

Plural

pyaw

pyaw-gn

pyaw-ak-gl1

am/ow pyaw-an-f!.

"luan'

'some men'

'a man'

'nlen'

'the man'

'the men'

'this/that man'

'these/those men'

3. 1 . 1 .2 Vocative
Singular names may receive the unstressed vocative suffix -a (-]Va after vowels) and, after
plural nouns, -In-a, in direct address; polysyllables, especially those of Iranian origin, take
word-initial stress: h�ro-Iv-a, wQI'-a bO era! 'Hero (fern.), come here!' x[!lk-ln-a! 'People!
Everybody!'
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3 . 1 . 1 . 3 Locative
The relic locative suffix -e is found on a few nouns of place or time: s[lr-e 'in the city', SQl l'
e 'in the evening', with the form -11-e after a vowel: sibqy-n-e 'tomorrow' (cf. sibqy 'mor
row', d!J.-sbay 'day after tomorrow').

3.1.2 Adjectives and degree
Adjectives, like nouns, can receive the definite suffix, the indefinite suffix and the plural
suffix and, additionally, can be made comparative or superlative: cak 'good'; c[lk-ek 'a
good one'; cak-ak(i 'the good one'; cak-ak-[l11 'the good ones'.
Degree is indicated by the comparative suffix -t{r, with fa 'from, than' introducing the
compared item; the superlative form in -trIn precedes the noun head:
ahl71ad :drak-tir-a fa kalVa; fa hanui-yan ztrak-trtl1 tafaba-y-a.
' Ahmad is sm�rter than Kawa; h;is the smarte�t stude-;-lt of (fa) all of them . '

3. 1.3 Pronollns and dei.�is
3 . 1 . 3 . 1 Personal and demonstrative pronouns
In addition to the personal pronoun, which may be ( I ) independent, or (2) clitic, there
are also reflexive pronouns; for interrogative pronouns see section 3. 1 . 3.4. Independent
and c1itic suffixed pronouns show distinction of person and number, but are otherwise
invariable. Suffixes lose -i and -f> Y in postvocalic contractions.
TABLE 10.6: INDEPENDENT AND DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
1 st pel's.
Indep. sg.
Indep. pl.
Enclitic sg.
Enclitic pI.

mill
ema
-i1111-m
-man

2nd pel's.

3rd pel's.

'that'

'this'

f6

(III'

all'-(I

(1111-(1

ewa

aw-cln

(f11'-OI1-0

am-an-a

-it/-I
-fan

-II-y

-yan

The 2s may receive the nominal emphatic vocative c1itic: 171(i-ka, IQ-lv-a 'don't do (that),
you!'.

( I ) The independent pronouns are mostly used for emphasis or contrastive focus. They
occur as:

(a) subjects; (b) objects of prepositions; and (c) possessors in izafa noun phrases.

(2) The clitic pronouns may be suffixed to nouns to denote possessor: nall'-il71 'my

name'. They may be infixed between predicate and copula as experiencer or
beneficiary:
[bo cfj-t-a? 'what is that for you?' 'what do you want with that?';
[basj-t-a? 'is (that) enough for you?'.
They also serve as pronoun objects of transitive verbs in the present tense, as in a
yan-nas-im 'I know them' (-yan); and as the subject markers of past tense transitive
verbs (see section 4.4.4 Past agent suffixes).
=
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(3) The demonstrative pronouns manifest a one-level contrast, proximal am-(i 'this, this
one' and distil aw-� 'that, that one'. The separability of -(i appears in their attributive
functions, when they become the discontinuous envelopes am . . . (i 'this' and alV . . .
a 'that':
[am-�] biiS-a-w [ aw-an-a] bas nf-n
'this one is good and those are not good',
but [am] qalam-[�] bas-a-w aw-qalam-an-� zar bas nf-n
'this pen (qalam) is okay.; those pens are not very good.'

3 . 1 .3.2 Possessive forms
Independent pronominal possession is expressed by the iziifa-construction hf + the
personal enclitics, or possessor: hf min 'mine', hf dayk-im 'my mother's', etc. (see 4.2.2. 1 ).
3 . 1 .3.3 Reflexive-emphatic pronouns
Reflexive-emphatic pronouns consist of xii 'self' plus a clitic pronoun: xa-m 'myself', xa-I
'yourself', etc.: reflexive, xQ-tan amada ka-n 'get yourselves ready!'; emphatic: xQ-t a-zan-f
'you know'. yak-/!r 'each other' serves as a reciprocal pronoun.
-

3 . 1 .3.4 Interrogatives and related adverbials
Interrogatives: ke 'who?', Cl 'what?', kam 'which?', cand 'how many?', kwe 'where?', kay
'when?', con 'how?', bQ Cf bo? 'for what, why?" kwa 'where is . . . ' typically receives a
copula suffix as subject, as in kwa-n? 'where are they?', kwa kuf-ak�-m? 'where is my sonT
(see also sections 3. 1 . 5 Adverbs and 3 . 1 .6.3 Quantifiers).
-

3. 1.4 Adpositions
3. 1 .4. 1 Pre- and postpositions
The basic adpositions include:
( I ) Two prepositions:
(a) the multivalent ba 'in, at; by; to'; and
(b) the bipolar la 'in' or 'from': ba kurdf 'in Kurdish', la karkuk 'in Kirkuk', la
cak-ak-?!:,n 'from the good ones'.
(2) The postverbal allative clitic -a 'to': a-c-In-a karkuk 'we are going to Kirkuk';
(3) Two postpositions:
(a) -da 'in', and
(b) -awa 'from', only combined with prepositions.
(4) Other adpositions include:
(a) ba 'for', also indirect object; goal, bo min - bo-m 'for me': a-c-im ba baya 'I'm
going to Baghdad', a-y-da-m bo ta 'I'm giving it to you';
(b) ta, hat?!:" Izat?!:,ku 'till, as far as': g�st-in hata karkuk 'they arrived as far as
Kirkuk';
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(c) be, ba-be . . . (-alVa) 'without': be IS 'without work, unempl oyed';
(d) fa gal . . . (-da) 'together with', with d- often elided or assimilated, e.g. ke hat
lagat-t-a 'who came with you';
(e) la-bar 'on; because of';
(f) bar-alva 'towards';
(g) wak, w�ku 'like': lV�ku min 'like me'.
3. 1 .4.2 Absolute forms
The first four ad positions listed above, ba, la, -a, da, have absolute forms marked by -e
and devoicing: pe, Ie, -e - -r-e (postvocalic), teo While ba and la occur with following
nouns, independent pronouns or with other prepositions, pe and Ie occur elsewhere, and
may take the personal enclitics, thus ba min > pe-m, la alVan > le-yan, e.g. le-t a-d-a 'he
hits (at) you'. It also occurs in infinitives, e.g. pe kan-fn 'to laugh'.
b6 'for, to' corresponds to -a + noun, and postverbal -(r)e:
kay a-c-It-a baya/bO baya? 'when are you going to Baghdad?';
bO min bi-da 'give me (some)!' vs.
bi-m-da-r-e-n 'give them (-in) to (-r-e) me!' (-im);
dfnqr-ek-it a-da-m-e 'I'll give to (-e) you (-it) a dinar'.

3. 1 .4.3 Circumpositions
ba and la form circumpositions with -da and -alVa. Note that balla lose their vowel before
the initial vowel of the demonstratives pronouns, aw-/am-, and some adverbs, alVe 'there',
era 'here', e.g. f-era 'in this place, here'. Similarly -da > -a after consonants:

( I) ba and fa:
,
(a) ba . . . awa 'with (instrument) : ba xwe-y-alVa 'with salt'; ba qalam-alVa b-f-nus-a
'write it with a pen (qalam)!';
(b) la . . . da 'in': la karkuk- (d) a 'in Kirkuk';
(c) la . . . awa 'from', la karkuk-alVa bO baya 'from Kirkuk to Baghdad', f-aw-fa,
awa 'on ("from") that (aw) side (fa)'.
(2) Other circumpositions include:
(a) ba . . . da 'through': ba bazar-a cu-yn 'we went by way of the bazaar';
(b) fa-gal . . . (da) 'together with';
(c) bO . . . awa 'through'.
These circumpositions thus also serve to disambiguate the bipolar fa 'in' and 'from' : fa
karkuk 'in/from Kirkuk', but fa karkuk-a 'in Kirkuk' « -da) vS. fa karkuk-awa 'from
Kirkuk'.
Note that fa . . . da may function to express sensations, with or without temporal
locative -an: fa tlnu-da 'from thirst', fa tirs-an-a 'from, with fear'.
3. 1 .4.4 Compound absolute forms
While -e « -a) is always enclitic to the verb, there are compound absolute forms with
-awa and -da; thus: ba-awa > pewa 'in, at'; ba-da > peda > pya: pya-m-a 'at, on me';
da-awa > tewa; da-da > tedii > tyii 'inside'.
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Combined with -ek, there are: pek, pekmV(/ 'together'; lek 'from each other'; tide
'together' .
These, in turn, may be attributive, like t)'a in naxsa-y-ek-i-kurdustiin{-J-tyiij-y-a 'there's
a map (naxsa) of Kurdistan in it'.
Both simple and derived absolute forms may also function as preverbs (see section
3.2. 1 .3).
3. 1.5 A dverbs
3 . 1 .5. 1 Lexical adverbs
Adverbs as a word class are essentially lexical items, without general marking patterns.
Some adverbs have opaque deictic markers: era 'here', (live 'there', estii 'now', with appos
itional forms such as I-era 'in this place, here', l-era-lI'a 'from here, hence', bO era 'hither',
I-awe 'in that place, there'.
Some are derived , such as dlvii-y-f 'later'. Others are compounds with or without
adpositions, often Persian in origin, such as yak-sar 'immediately'; damdal11 'from time to
time', dal"-(lal 'immediately', or Arabic loans sllch as x?!..sat-an 'especially'. Others include:
yzjii 'then; in that case', hestii 'still, yet' (with negative verb), tanhii 'only, alone', zor 'very'.
A specific subset is terms of time relations, such as 1111-1'0 'today', lin-saw 'this evening',
par 'last year', piiS-a-loz 'in the future', sibh01-n-e 'tomorrow'.
har 'j ust, only' is selective-restrictive: har I-awe 'only over there'; Iwr estii 'right now';
har kaMb a-xo-111 'I eat only kabob' and l11in kaMb har a-xo-111 '1 do nothing but eat
kabob'.
Ivii 'thus, like this', « aIr. *awa-6a) functions as the manner adverb, with regular
adverbial stress: IV?!.. hiit-im 'I came like this', I V?!.. a-XO-/11 '} eat thus, this is how I eat'. It is
distinct from the unstressed locative-temporal verbal particle IVii 'here, now' « aIr.
*awa-da); IVa It?!..t-im 'I'm coming, I'm on my way', wa (/-xo-m 'I am now eating', lVa-n la
eriin-dii 'they are (-in) now (wa) in Iran'.
3. 1 .5.2 Adverbial phrases
Prepositional phrases and nouns with inherent adverbial meaning, with or without adpo
sitions, may function adverbially:
( I ) Preposi tional phrases:
pes SCI (It dli 'before 2:00'; la pes nan xlViird-in 'before eating'; pas n/lV-a-lo 'after
noon', and la piis alVa '(from) after that', dway 'after (time)': dway alVa ctl-n bo bazar

'after that they went to the market'.
(2) Nouns:
ba sar . . . da 'over' (sar 'head, top'); la naw . . . (da) 'within, inside of' (nalV 'inside');
la niilV . . . (alVa) 'from out of'; la Mbat . . . (awa) 'about, concerning' (babat 'item,
topic'): witiir-ek la {biibat silr-f-kurdi-yj-alVa 'a talk on Kurdish poetry'.

3. 1 .5.3 lz[tfa construction
While such phrases precede their dependent directly, they themselves may follow nouns
or adverbials, in which case the dependent is attached by regular iziiJa (see Section 4.2
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Noun phrase structure): la-bar dam-I X 'in front of X' (dam 'mouth'); la l11a beyn-I 'in
between '.

3. 1 . 6 Numerals
3 . 1 .6. 1 Cardinal numbers
TABLE 1 0.7: CARDINAL NlJMBERS
1-9

1 1- 1 9

1 0-90

1 00-900

1 0"

yak, -rk
dl7
se
clVar
penj
sas

yiinza
dll'allzda
syanzda
cwarda
paliza
sanza
havda
hazda
nozda

da
bisl
sf

�ad
dli-�ad
se-�ad
clVar-�ad
penj-Fld
sas-�ad
haw-$ad
has-$ad
lIo-�ad

hazelr 'thousand'
milyolI 'million'

lwWI

hasl

no

Cit

pallja
sa�t
hafla
hasta
nawad

Numbers higher than ' I ' are followed by the singular nominal; however, the plural is
marked in the verb, e.g. with in terrogative-indefinite cand - ca1): ca1) pyiiw (-ek) h{!J-in?
'how many men came?' and dij pyiiw hiit-in 'two men came'.
In time telling, the noun sa Cit 'hour; clock, watch' precedes the number without
connective: sa Cit du 'two o'clock' vs. du sa Cit 'two hours' or 'two watches', etc.
Numbers may be nominalized by -an, e.g. dii-y-an hat-in 'two (of them) came', se-y-iin
'three of them'.
3 . 1 .6.2 Ordinal numbers
Ordinal numbers are marked by stressed -�111: yak-�m 'first', cwiir-�m 'fourth'. The
selective ordinal adds -in: yak-am-[n 'the very first', cwiir-am-[n 'the fourth', and precedes
the head: am-a se-y-am(-fn) k(1)ra-y-a 'this is the third congress'.
3. 1 .6.3 Quantifiers
Quantifiers are uninflected nominals that signify amount or number, and may function
independently or as pre-head noun modifiers. They typically are followed by a
singular noun which has the indefinite suffix -e(k); they receive phrasal stress, with the
following noun receiving secondary stress. They include ham!}, . . . -e(k) 'each, every':
ham!}, fi)z-ek 'every day'; cand - c(1) - can . . . -e(k) 'some, a few': C�IJ pyi)w-ek 'a few
men'; gal-e(k) 'a great number of', e.g. g�l-eji)r 'many times, often'; h�r . . . -e(k) 'each,
any': h�r yitk-ek 'each one, any one'; hie 'any', with negative verb 'no': hfC kas n�-hiit
'nobody came'. I-am cand-iin-a-dii 'in the past few days, recently' illustrates independent
usage.
The quantifier zQr 'many' may be linked to a preceding noun head by iziiJa but is
usually preposed without izeifa, e.g. zQr pyiiw - pyi)w-i zQr 'many men'.
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There is a miscellaneous group of nouns that function as numerals or with numerals.
( I ) The classifier sal' 'head' i s used in a numeral phrase a s a pre-head nominal modifier:
panja sal' mal 'fifty head of sheep'.
(2) diina 'item, thing' (cf. dan 'grain') functions with yak 'one' as a pronoun: eand-yan
hiit-in? 'how many (of them) came? yak dana 'one.'
(3) ta 'one of a pair; half' functions as a noun: ta-f darga 'leaf of a double door'.
-

3.2 Verb morphology
Verbs are inflected for aspect, mood, tense, person and number, and show distinctions of
transitivity and voice. All verbs may be made negative, and transitive verbs may receive
an enclitic pronominal object, while intransitive verbs may be made causative.
3.2.1 Stem formation and modifiers
3.2. 1 . 1 Present and past stems
Verbs are based on two stems, present and past. Past stems are distinguished typically by
the dental stop: fros-lji'ost- 'sell', mir-Imird- 'die', sometimes accompanied by difference
in voicing: kui- Ikust- 'kill'; or additional segments: N5-lroyst- 'go', awe-!J·Vlst- 'want'; or
ablaut: bizer-Ibiiard- 'choose'. Others may show no overt distinction, such as past-Ipast
'press'; or are suppletive, such as le-lwlt- 'say', e-Ihat- 'come'.
Typical for Kurdish are also vocalic past stems in of, -il, -a ( < -*fd, *-ud, * -ad) , where
the inherent dental -d is obscured by postvocalic softening and contraction ("Zagros-d"):
larz-Ilarzf- 'tremble', farmil-Ifarmil- 'command', tirs-Itirsa- 'fear'. "Regular" verbs have
-e-I-a: gal-e-Igal-a- 'stroll'.
3.2. 1 .2 Morphological passive and causative
( I ) Passive stems are derived from present stems by -r-e/r-a « *-r-ad): kui-re-Ikuz-ra- 'be
killed'. They are inflected with intransitive subject markers: a-kui-r-e-m 'I am, will be
killed'; kui-r-iJ..-w-im 'I have been killed'; agar bi-kui-r-e-m 'if 1 am killed'; agar bi-kuz-r-ii
m-ii-y-a 'if 1 had been killed'.
Stems in Ca- > Ci-rICu-r; thus: ka- 'do' > ki-r-e-Ikir-ii- 'be done', xwa-Ixo- 'eat' >
xu-r-e- Ixu-r-a- 'be eaten', da- 'give; to hit' > di-r-e-Idi-r-a- 'be given; be hit'.
(2) Causative stems are derived by -enl-iin (d)-: tirs- 'be afraid' > tirs-en-Itirs-iind- 'make
fear, frighten', ga- 'arrive' > ga-y-en-Iga-y-iind- 'make arrive, bring to'; if- 'live' > ii-en-lii
y-iind- 'bring to life, give birth'. Adpositions are attached regularly: ii-y-iind-in-awa
'revive'.
3.2. 1 .3 Preverbs and postverbs
Preverbs modify verbal meanings or create new lexical items. They include two main
sets: inherited prefixes and absolute prepositional forms (see section 3 . 1 .4 Adpositions).
They form a closed class, numbering a dozen or so at most. In the following listing,
illustrative combinations are mostly given with the verbs eu-n 'go', hiit-in 'come', hena-n
'bring':
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TABLE 10.8: PREVERBS AND PREFIXES
Preverb
hal

'up'

da

'down'

1'6

'down'

l'ii

'forth, away'

dar

'out'

war

'from' + girt-in

cu-n 'go'

Mit-in 'come'

hilna-n 'bring'

'boil over';
'jump over'
'sag'; 'lose
prestige'
'go down';
'sink down'
'go down';
'leak'
'go out,
appear'
'get from, receive'

'rise (sun)';
'run away'
'come down';
'be new'

'produce';
'hatch (egg)'
'bring down';
'invent'

'become used to'

'train,
tame'
'bring out,
produce'

'come out,
emerge'

TABLE 1 0.9: PREVERBS: EXTENDED PREPOSITIONS
Preposition

cu-n 'go'

hat-in 'come'

hena-n 'bring'

peda/pya 'across'

'penetrate into'

'come through, traverse'

'rub on'

'in, on, with' 'fit into'
'q uarrel with each
pilk 'together'
other'
pilwa

til

'in, into, on'

lilk

'together'

'bring luck to'
'come together, agree, be
formed'

'bring together, unite,
create'

'enter, pierce'
'fall together'; 'lose
composure'

Both subsets may combine: [te hal] da-n 'kick (someone)', [tek war] da-n 'stir' (lit. 'hit
together', cf. Persian be ham zadan).
3.2. 1 .4 Adpositions
Prepositions as well as postpositions may similarly modify verbal meanings; note that
with infinitives the absolute form is used:
,
lalle: Ie da-n 'hit (at), play (instrument) ; Ie girt-in 'receive, get from'; Ie sand-in 'take
from'; ba/pe: pe da-n 'give to'; pe kanf-n 'laugh at'; pe wit-in 'say to, tell'; bu-n ba 'become,
come to be';
-a/-e postvocalic -r-e: cu-n-a 'go to'; da-n-e 'give to';
-awa, postvocalic -r-awa: da-n-awa 'give back, return (s.th.)'; xward-in-awa 'drink' vs.
xward-in 'eat'; kird-in-awa 'do again; to open'; cu-n-awa 'return, go back';
hat-in-awa 'come back/again'; bu-n-awa 'become, happen to'.
Note that ba, la, -a > pe, le-, -e occur with personal enclitics (see section 3 . 1 .4
Adpositions).
There is correspondence between the prepositions bo and -a: -a is found on verbs of
movement: hO/ba + cu-n 'go to' vs. postverbal cu-n hO - cu-n-a as in kay a-c-f [hO baya]? 
kay a-c-ft[-a baya]? 'when will you go to Baghdad?'; cf. hat-in[-a df] 'come into view, be
realized '.
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The absolute form of -(r)-e « -a) is fo und with verbs of giving such as da-n 'give': bO
min bi-da-[r-eJ - bi-m-da-[r-eJ 'give it to me!'
3.2. 1 . 5 Compound verbs
A large number of verbs are compound, consisting of a nominal with a small subset of
function verbs, mostly kird-in 'do, make' and bll-II 'become': cak kird-in 'make good,
im prove'.
Object complements may be introduced by: ( I ) Correlated prepositional phrases, such
as gIVe fa X girt-in 'take ear to X, listen to'; or (2) izajcl constructions: biis-l X kird-in
'make discussion of, discuss X'; ccll\'(II'e-i X kird-in 'make expectation of, wait for X'.
Lexical intransitive vs. transitive function is found with certain pairs of verbs, such as
hat-in/hena-n 'come'/,bring': hat-in-a df 'come into being, be realized' and llencl-n-a df
'bring into being, create'.
3.2.2 Nominalforms
The two most prominent nominal forms are the infinitive ("verbal noun") and the
past participle ("verbal adjective"), both of which are derived from the past stem. Mor
phologically, they are nouns or adjectives respectively, and syntactically they have the
force of verbs as well as that of nouns or adjectives. Semantically, infinitives name the
notion of the verb from which they are derived and serve as the citation form of the verb.
Participles denote the resultant state on the completion of the action of the verb.
3.2.2 . 1 Infinitive
Infinitives are marked by -£n: kird-£n 'make, do', or -n after postvocalic contraction:
gaF?!.-n 'stroll' « *gaF-ad-{n).
3.2.2.2 Past participles

Past participles are marked by -Q, which forms diphthongs or contracts with preceding
vowels: xward-Q '(having) eaten', kawt-Q '(having) fallen', bfnf-lV 'having seen' « *bfn-fd
ill, btl '(having) been' « *btld-ij).

3.2. 3 Person marking and ' to be, become'
The following is an overview of person marking. It combines the existential verb and the
copula, with the personal endings and agent markers, and the verb 'to be, become' in
the various tenses. Note that the markers of the 2p and 3p have merged except in the
transitive past tenses, where the agent markers are in fact the personal enclitics.
TABLE 1 0.10: PERSON MARKING AND 'TO BE, BECOME'

Existential
Copula
Present, Subjunctive
Imperative

Is

2s

3s

lp

2p

3p

ha-m
-im
-im

ha-y(t)
-f( I)
-f( I)
-a

hq,-y-a
-a(t)/-ea
-e( tJ/-a(t)

ha-yn
-fn
-fn

ha-n
-in
-in
-in

ha-n
-in
-in

KURDISH
Is

Past intrans.
Past trans.

-im
-im

'be, become '
Subjun ctive
Preterite

b-im
brt-m

Is

2s

-f( t)
-if

2s

b-f( I)
brt-Y(f }

3s
-0

-f

3s

bert)
bti

Ip

-In
-mall

Ip

b-fn
bti-yn

2p

-ill
-tall

2p

b-in
brt-n
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3p

-ill
-yan

3p

b-in
bti-n

Regard ing (t) in the 2s, 3s endings, it appears before vocalic eli tic in 2s -l( t) and in 3s art), -e(l ) , -a r t) ·
In the 3s, the copula -a( t ) 'is' and a preceding 3s suffix - 1 combine to -etl: py[jw-f + a (-I
as possessor) > py[jH'-y-etl 'he is his (-0 man'.
Similarly, in present perfect forms the 3s copula -a(t) appears as -a when in final
position: xward-a-y[-aJ 'he has eaten', but -t appears when followed by a postposition:
hatu-lV-im [ a tJ-alVa 'I have returned', xlI'ardQ-y-[etJ-f 'he has eaten it' (y < 3s agent -0.
The 3s ending -art) occurs after present stems in -a: ka-at > k-at 'does', xIVa-at > XlV-at
'eats' (see section 2.3. 1 . 3 Contractions).
The imperative 2s -a is absorbed by the stem vowel: ben-a 'bring!', but h{-Nj 'go! '. The
verb e-/ha/-in 'come' has a suppletive stem in the positive, wqr-a!, but prohibitive mq,-y-e
'don't come!'.
The change-of-state forms of b- 'be, become' regularly take the imperfective prefix a
and the subjunctive-imperative bi-:
-

( I ) 'exist, be there':
ema-s ha-yn! 'we also exist' (don't forget us!); but
gal-e kas ha-bft,
balam esta hie kas nl-y-a

'there was a lot of people, but now there is no one';
(2) 'be, become':
bas a-b-e '(that) will be fine';
el a-b-et-alVa?
'what will become of itT (lit. 'what will it become').

The forms of the present perfect of b- 'be, become' are identical with the preterite
forms due to contraction: btI- 'was/were' and 'has/have been' « pret. *bad, < perf. *bftd
ill; the past perfect has btt-btt- 'had been' « *bQd-i bad).
3.2.4 Aspectual-modal and negative prefixes
There are two aspectual-modal prefixes, as well as a negative and a prohibitive prefix:
- n?J.-Fo-y 'you don't go';
a-, na- imperfective « na-a-):
a-Fo-y 'you go'
b{-, nq,- subjunctive, conditional: bl-lo-y '(if) you go' - nq,-lO-y '(if) you don't go';
b{-, mq,- imperative, prohibitive: bi-I'o 'go!'
- mq,-lO 'don't go!'

In the present indicative of 'to come', the imperfective marker and the stem -e- merge to
'to ye-: ye-m 'I come'.
bi- may be omitted, particularly with nominal preverbs: I?J. co 'go away!' for Iii hi-co,
and tends to show vocalic contraction: b-e-t 'that he come' < bi-e-et; but bi- marks the
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distinction between state and process with 'be'; thus, b-et '(if) 3s be' vs. bi-b-et '(if) 3s
become'; pyaw-a cak b-a 'be a good fellow!'
The copula is negated by nf- with the post-vowel endings: nf-y-a 'is not'. gal-f kas ha-bU
bqlam esta /zfc kas nf-y-a 'there were a lot of people, but now there is no one'.
The personal enclitics are inserted between these prefixes and the verb stem to denote
the direct object: a-y-bfn-im 'I see him (-i)'; bl-yan-xo 'eat them!'; na-yan-nas-ft 'you don't
know them'.
3.2. 5 System of aspect, mood, and tense
Kurdish has two basic aspects, imperfective and perfective. Indicative verbs are perfective
in aspect unless marked by the imperfective aspect prefix a-. Perfective forms depict a
single completed event or series of events in a narrative, whereas impelfective verbs depict
anything else. Specifically, the imperfective aspect encompasses progressive, habitual,
predictive ("future"), generic and, in a narrational context, narrative Aktionsarten; these
sub-aspects are generally distinguished by accompanying adverbials such as hamit I�oz-ek
'every day', wa (unstressed) 'right now', sibqy-ne 'tomorrow', etc.
There are four moods, the indicative and non-indicative imperative, subjunctive, and
countelfactual. They show the attitude of the speaker toward the truth-value of the
utterance: The indicative denotes propositions uttered as true or factual; the subjunctive
denotes potentiality; the countelfactual denotes abstractions that are hypothetical or
unrealized ("irrealis"); and the imperative issues a direct command. The indicative is the
default mood, the subjunctive and the imperative being triggered by specified preceding
expressions or contexts, such as indefinite antecedents which require a subjunctive verb.
There are two basic tenses, present and past, the latter with four forms, preterite,
imperfect, present perfect, and past perfect.
3.2 . 6 Transitivity and ergativity
Transitivity is marked distinctly in past forms in a tense-split ergative pattern. With
intransitive verbs, the subject is marked by the personal endings in all tenses and moods.
With transitive verbs, the subject/agent is marked by the personal endings in the present,
but by the personal enclitics in the past. These suffixes are mobile, attaching to the
leftmost component of the clause after the subject position: the direct object/patient
noun or noun phrase, the nominal parts of the verb phrase and in the absence of any
other component to the verb form itself (see also section 4.4.3 Subject and object
marking in Syntax).
This applies also to compound verbs with transitive verbs, such as kird-in 'to do', even
though semantically they may be intransitive: ImlO bayanf zit pyasa [-m kirdJ 'I went for
a walk early this morning' ('did a walk'); ema xQs [-man fa b-wardJ ta ewar-a 'we had a
good time until evening' ('spent [time]').
3.2. 7 Individual verbforms
Altogether there are five indicative morphological tenses: ( I ) the present, which depicts
activities (progressive, habitual, predictive ["future"] , generic) or states in present time,
that is, as of the moment of speaking; (2) the imperfect, which depicts the same in past
time prior to the moment of speaking; (3) the preterite, which denotes a completed event
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or series of events in a narrative; (4) the present perfect, which denotes a completed event
with present time relevance; and (5) the past perfect, which recounts an event completed
in the past prior to the completion of a subsequent event also in the past.
Regarding subject and object marking, with intransitive verbs the subject is marked by
the person al endings in all tenses and moods. With transitive verbs, while the subject/
agent is marked by the personal endings in the present tense, it is marked by the personal
enclitics in the four past forms. These suffixes are mobile, attaching to the leftmost
component of the clause after the subject position: ( 1 ) the direct object/patient noun or
noun phrase, (2) the nominal parts of the verb phrase, and (3) in the absence of any other
com ponent to the verb form itself (see also section 4.4.3 Subject and object marking
under Syntax).
3.2. 7 . 1 Present tense
Transitive and intransitive verbs take the same subject markers in the present tense:
TABLE 1 0. 1 1 : PRESENT-FUTURE
'I come', etc.

•1

Is
2s
3s

ye-m
ye-yt
ye-t

a-xo-m
a-xo-yt
a-xwa-t

Ip
2p
3p

ye-yn
ye-n
ye-n

a-xo-yn
a-xo-n
a-xo-n

eat', etc.

3.2.7.2 Preterite
The preterite ("simple past") consists of the plain past stem and the intransitive subject/
transitive agent markers. Stress is placed on the stem vowel :
TABLE 10.12: PRETERITE

Is
2s
3s
Ip
2p
3p

'I came', etc.

'I ate', etc.

hat-im
hQt-f{ t)
hat
haHn
hat-in
hat-in

xward-im
xward-it
xward-f
xward-man
xward-tan
xWQrd-yan.

The preterite is a neutral perfective in aspect; it denotes a single event completed before
the time of the utterance. It may denote more than one occurrence in a narrative but
does not denote progressive or habitual action: kay hi}J-f bi) era? 'when did you come
here?' ; sejar hiJ:t-im bi5 era 'I came here three times'.
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3.2.7.2a "Aorist" function
The preterite is also used to denote the certa inty of fulfillment of an action, as weIl as
anticipated certainty: d[!.l)-it eli bo al71erf/di 'your voice went ('has already gone') to
America' (said to someone whose voice had just been tape-recorded). That is, the "preter
ite" is not confined to past contexts; hence it may be caIled an "aorist" in the same sense
that the term is applied to similar phenomena in Persian and other Iranian languages
(cf Windfuhr 1986).
3.2.7.3 Imperfect
The imperfect denotes past progressive and habitual action ("was doing, used to do,
would do"), and past future ("he said he lVould go and teIl her the next day"):
a-hiit
a-hiit-in

'3s was coming'
'they were coming'

{[-

y-xlI'?!.rd
a-yiin-xI F?!.rd

'3s was eating'
'they were eating'.

The distinction between the preterite and the imperfect is best shown with inherently
past fo rms of the stative verbs such as 'I knew'. Here, the preterite denotes a change of
state or entering upon a state, while the imperfect denotes a continuous state or repeated
action; thus preterite ziinf-171 'I knew' in the sense 'found out, learned , recognized then
and there' vs. imperfect a-l11-ziinl 'I knew' (all along).
3. 2.7.4 Present perfect
The present perfect is based on the perfect participle in -iji-IV, the person marker, and with
transitives the copula -a:
hiit-l/-II'-a
hiit-li-n

'he has come'
'they have come'

xlviird-i!..-y-a
XI Fiird-iJ..-yiin-a

'he has eaten'
'they have eaten'.

The present perfect denotes an event completed prior to the moment of speaking but
with present time relevance. It can often be translated into English as a present state or
condition resulting from a completed event; it thus contrasts with the present in that it
denotes a completed event in present time whereas the present denotes an action which is
repeated or in the process of happening:
hiit-li-m
hiit-im
ye-m
wastii-lV-il1l
a-wastii-im
a-lVast-im

'I have come, I'm here now';
'I came', 'here I am';
'I come, I'm coming, I 'll come'.
'I have (now) stood up, I am standing';
'I was getting up' or ' ( always stood (there)';
'I am getting up/wiIl stand up' or 'I al ways stand here'.

3.2.7.5 Past perfect

The past perfect is formed of the reduced perfect participle in -i + the past of , be', and the
appropriate person markers, which attach to the entire complex verb form:
hiit-i bli
hiit-i bli-n

'3s had come'
'they had come'

xlV?!.rd-i bU-y
xlV?!.rd-i bU-yiin

'3s had eaten'
'they had eaten'.
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The past perfect denotes an event completed before the completion of a subsequent
event in past time, or simply a remote event.
3.2. 7.6 Imperative
The imperative is based on the present stem, with the elidible prefix b{- and the endings 2s
_() -a after consonants, and 2p -in. Verbal pronoun objects are inserted before the stem:
bi�Hj 'go!', bi-yan-ji-ijs-in 'sell them!'; lVW'- imperative stem of 'come': I\'(//'-in-a era! 'come2p here! '; JII�t'-a, b� bi-e-il1 bo era 'come, let's go over here'; da . . . (-d�) asseverative,
invoking attention: da bi-t'o, da bi-t'o d�! 'go ahead!, go on!'; da 1I'w'-a 'come here!'.
3.2.7.7-8 Present and perfect subjunctives
The present subjunctive is based on the present stem, and the perfect subjunctive on the
past stem + -i followed by the subjunctive of the copula. They express imperfective and
perfective potential action or state, respectively:
Cl bi-ka-m? 'OK, what shall I do?'; b�s-a, b� bie-in 'good,
in dependent clau se, b{-c-e(i) '(that) 3 s go ' ; bi-x ll -ill '( tha t) 3s eat';
(2) Perfect, ha/ -i b-e( t) '3s may/might have come'; xlVard-i b-e( t) '3s may/might have
eaten'; hlIJ ha-y-a halparke-s [kra b-e/] 'perhaps there was folk-dancing, too' (lit.

(I) Presen t, hortative, b�s-a,
let's

'
go ;

'may have been done').
3.2.7.9- 1 0 Imperfective and perfective counterfactual
There are two counterfactual forms marked by the modal prefix bi- and the enclitic -a + 3s
copula -a, attached to the past and the reduced perfect stems. They are restricted in use,
occurring mostly in conditional clauses, and express imperfective and perfective hypo
thetical or irreal action or state (see section 5.5.2 Conditional clauses):
'had 3s come'
b{-xlVard-a-y-a
'had 3s eaten'
( I ) b{-h�t-a-y-a
(2) bi-!t�t-i blV-a-y-a '3s would have come' bi-xlV�rd-i blV-a-y-a '3s would have eaten'.
3.2.7 . 1 1 Overview of system of aspect, tense, and mood
The basic pattern of the system of tense, aspect, and mood may be shown as follows,
using traditional terms for the individual paradigmatic forms in the I s except for the 2s
imperative (following suggestions by Windfuhr):
TABLE 1 0.13: SYSTEM OF ASPECT, MOOD, AND TENSE
PR

=

present stem; PT

=

past stem, intransitive

Imperfective

Indicative

Non-Indicative

Present
Imperfect

a-PR-im
a-PT-im

bi-PR-a
bi-PR-im
bi-PT-im-ii-y-a

Imperative
Present Subjunctive
Past Conditional

Perfective
Aorist "Preterite"

PT-im

Resultative
Present perfect
Past perfect

PT-i'i-m
PT-i bi'i-m-a

PT-i b-im
bi-PT-i b-i'i-m-ii-y-a

Perfect Subjunctive
Perfect Conditional
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4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS

4.1 Coordinating con.junctions and eli tics
The two basic coordinating conjunctions are Iva -il/-IV 'and', which usually cliticizes,
and yan 'or' . Paired coordinators include IVa . . . IVa 'both . . . and', yan . . . (IVa) yan
'either . . . or', na . . . (·ii, -IV) na 'neither . . . nor', and others.
In addition, there is the enclitic -fs 'also, too' which attaches to the first component of
the clause, even inside the first main component before other clitics:
-

m{n-[fs} ye-m 'I'm coming, too'; xQ-[SJ-f IVa wit 'he himself (xo) also said (-f wit) so
(wa)'; I�- lsi-it da-m 'you (-it) also hit me' (Ie da-n 'hiC); combined in: n?!.-xo-m-alVa
w n§:.-[s}-k�s-im 'I don't drink nor do I smoke' (-w < -ii 'and').

4.2 Noun phrase structure
4.2.1 Post-head modifiers
Post-head nominal modifiers are linked by either of two liaison morphemes depending
on whether the noun is definite or indefinite, where definite is defined as having the
definite suffix -akq, 'the' or a demonstrative envelope, such as q,m . . . -a 'this', whereas the
indefinite noun has neither of these.
4.2.2 Dependen t nominals
Dependent nominals, including adjectives, nouns, and nominal phrases, follow the head
noun, and are linked by either of two liaison morphemes, -f or -a.
4.2.2. 1 Definite nominal phrases
The definite markers -akq, 'the' and the deictic envelope am/aw . . . -q, 'this/that' require
the liaison morpheme -a-. In all other cases, including non-specific -ek 'a', -f- occurs: kic
ek-f-jw§:.n 'a pretty girl' and kic-a-jwan-akq, 'the pretty girl'.
Note that nouns oj inalienable possession (some kinship and body-part names and the
noun naw 'name') are implicitly definite and do not receive the definite suffix: dayk-im
'my mother'; naw-im 'my name'.
4.2.2.2 Indefinite nominal phrases
The simple nominal phrase consists minimally of an unmarked indefinite noun or other
nominal head with optional pre- or, most commonly, post-head modifiers. Numbers and
quantifiers precede the head and take phasal stress: dQ pyaw 'two men', gq,le jar 'many
times, cq,nd .Jal? 'how many years?'
4.2.3 Iziija construction
The izaja construction with -/ is the unmarked type of subordination. The dependent
nominal may be qualifying or limiting (with adjectives, nouns, particles as modifiers),
possessive (with nouns, pronouns, interrogatives), appositive (nouns), naming (proper
nouns), or infinitival phrases.
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While the izaja treats the head and the dependent nominal as separate semantic units,
the construction with -a essentially treats the two components as forming a closer seman
tic and syntactic relationship. In schematic form the two types are as follows:
Type I
[N]-fX
[N-ek]-f X
[N-ak�-f X
[am/aw N-�-fX

Type 2
[N-a X] (compounds)
[N-a X]-ak�
am/aw [N-a X]-�.

Type I
[N]-fX: helka-f taza 'fresh eggs'; pyaw-f zor 'many men'; du pyaw-f cak 'two good
men';
jasus-f �ad �al 'a spy of a hundred years'; saqam-f wa 'streets like this';
[N-ek]-fX: [pyaw-ek]-f cak 'a good man';
[(aw) N-ak�-fX: [aw saw-akqJ -f sarjo 'that night in Serjo';
[am/aw N-�-iX: [am is-gJ-i to 'this/that deed of yours'.

Type 2
[N-a X], compounds: kilk-a miska 'rat-tail';
[N-a X]-ak�: [kic-ajwan]-ak� 'the pretty girl'; [pyaw-a cak]-ak� 'the good man ';
aw [N-a X]-�: aw[(pyaw-a-cak)-ak-an]-� 'those good men'.

4. 2.4 Specific dependents
kiteb-f ke? 'whose book?'; naw-f min 'my name';
ganj-f am-sar-� 'the young (people) of this city';
sa at du-fpas nfwar 0 'two o'clock in the afternoon';
naw-f mudfr-f [ma arif] 'the name of the director of education';
bas-imezu-f [kurdustan] 'discussion of the history of Kurdistan'.

4.2.5 Naming, apposition
siir-f silamanf 'Sulaimania City, the city of Sulaimania'; mal)-f galawez 'the month of
Gelawezh' (July-August); A�mad-l-bira-m 'my brother Ahmad'.

4.2.6 Infinitival head or dependent
kist-in-i [kawa] 'the killing of Kawa, Kawa's murder'; xarik-i [dars-xwend-in] 'busy at
studying, about to study'.

4.3 Clause structure
4. 3. 1 Word order
In a declarative sentence the basic sequence of the clause is SUBJECT - OBJECT VERB. Modifying adverbial phrases are inserted variously: clause-initially, after the sub
ject, and before or after the verb. The clause as a whole may be introduced by one or more
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introductory expressions, such as interjections and coordinating connectors. The minimal
clause consists of an inflected verb. The full sequence is:
(I) (C) (S) (M 1 ) (DO) (M2) (P) V (M3)
General rules include the following:
( 1 ) Introductory expressions ( I ) are typically inteljections, conventional expressions of
emotions:
ay 'well, now; as fo r' (signaling a change of topic in conversation); ay to c!2n-f? 'and
you, how are you?'; '0'; ay adlb-ak-ijn-f kurdustiin! '0 Writers of Kurdistan!';
hii! and xo! 'aha!'; xo 'I say!' (accosting); IUXlVii - txwii 'indeed!' (incredulity, < * to u
xudii 'thou and God'); mar?wba 'hello';
iiflrTm - [iferTl1 'bravo! well done!'; nos 'cheers ! ' (a toast); amiin 'alas; woe', oxay 'ah'
-

(delight);
bqle, ii, bel, ay (informal); qre, q,re-walla (polite) 'yes'; l1a, 11q,-xer (polite) 'no'.

(2) Connectors (C) include conjunctions such as c!!..1)ka '(that is) because', bq,liim 'but'
(see section 5 Complex Sentences).
(3) Direct object phrases (DO) as a rule follow subjects (S), but are not differentially
marked .
(4) M odifying adverbial phrases (M), when they co-occur in the same position, usually
follow the sequence: Time - Location - Manner/Instrument:
dll'ene
la miil-mva
ba dast miir-ek-I kust
yesterday at home by hand snake-a-he killed
'he killed a snake by hand at home yesterday'.
-

-

(5) In a sequence of two time adverbials the more specific follows; thus: bayiin-I zli 'early
(zli) tomorrow'; dlVf.ne sa IF 'yesterday even ing'.
4. 3.2 Verbal m odifiers
Modifiers of the verb are typically indirect objects or expressions of manner:
kiteb-aka [ba dc/riij a-fros-im 'I 'll sell the book [to Dara]';
to kurd! [biis} a-ziin-I 'you know Kurdish [well]';
lasol [wii} dars a-xlVen-e '[that's how] Rashol studies (reads lesson)'.

M odifiers are often are placed postverbally. This includes typically allative expressions:
estii a-c-fll [hO miil-alVa} 'we're going to go [home] now';
capok a-kes-in [ba sar-T} 'they slap him [on his head] (in disapproval)'.

Other parts of speech may occupy this position, such as subject clauses and post
copula locative expressions. Otherwise, the postverbal position marks special focus:
bas btl hiit-f [la-gal-m-iij 'it's good that you came [with me'] (lit. 'it was good');
am-a tiiza-tir-fn saqiim-a [l-am-siir-aj 'this is the newest street [in this city'];
a-le-111 [hO to} . . . '[to you] I say'.
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4.3. 3 Questions
Questions do not change word order. The question words appear where the parts of
speech they represent are normally l ocated: IInFo s{!.r-I klVe a-da-yn? 'what place are we
visiting today?', cu-n bo kwe? 'where did they go?'.
Yes-no questions, mostly in literary Kurdish, are introduced by ijya 'whether', i.e. 'is it
the case that'; ?!ya lVit[jr-ek-f db-ez-I xWfnd-awa? 'did he deliver a long speech?'.
Questions are marked by a terminal interrogative intonation contour, e.g. to kurd! a
zan-I? 'do you know Kurdish?'. Briefly, it is a contour that is falling but does not fall as far
a� the level of a terminal statement contour.

4. 3.4 Topicalization
In topic - comment constructions, the topic is extra posed before its clause and a reference
to it, typically a resumptive pronoun or verbal agreement, is contained in the clause;
thus:
Cf-y-a
[toJ f§[-itJ
I don't know you work-your what-is
'I don't know what your work is'.

nii-=iin-im

4.4 Syntax and use of nominal forms

4.4. 1 Pronouns
The independent pronouns are mostly used for emphasis or contrastive focus. They
occur as: ( I ) subjects; (2) objects of prepositions; and (3) possessors in ;ziija noun
phrases.

4.4.2 Personal enclitics
The enclitic pronouns serve as: ( I ) direct object in the present tense; (2) subject markers
on transitive verbs in the past tenses and objects of past tense verbs; (3) objects of
prepositions and of present tense verbs; (4) possessor in noun phrases; (5) experiencer or
beneficiary after adjectives.
As a general rule, the direct object suffixes in the transitive present tense verb phrases
(as opposed to single-word verbs), on the one hand, and those of the sUbject/agent
suffixes in transitive past tenses, on the other hand, follow the rule of leftmost attach
ment. The hierarchy in both present and past is as follows: ( I ) the nominal parts of the
verb phrase; (2) the preverbs; (3) the prefixes. In their absence they are attached to the
verb form itself. All of these are superseded in the transitive past by the direct object/
patient noun or noun phrase.
The past intransitive person markers (see Table 1 0 . 1 0) are suffixed to the past tense
transitive verbs to indicate pronominal direct objects.

4. 4.3 Subject and object marking
( I ) Nominal components, present tense object:
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(a) Adjective: kay pan[-yan] a-ka-n? 'when will they widen them?' (pan 'wide');
(b) Noun: bo bas[-f] a-ka-n? 'why are you-2p discussing it?' ('doing its
discussion ');
tasakkur [-it] a-ka-m 'I thank you very much' (,make gratitude ofIto you');
(2) Preverb: ba war[-yan] bi-gr-ln 'let's (ba) take them' (war- 'up');
(3) Prefix: bl[-yan]-xo 'eat them!'.

4. 4.4 Past agent suffixes

.

Examples of leftmost attachment (3s patients
phrase; AG agent suffix):

=

zero ending, DO

=

direct object/patient

=

( I ) DO + [AG) + VB:
tanha yak kiteb [-im] kiff '[I) bought only one book';
cl[-tan] kird I-awe? 'what did [you-2p) do there?';
ustaz-ak-an-yan aw-foz-a bas-f mezi'l-f kurdustan[-yan] na-kird.
'on that day their professors ([they)) did not discuss the history of Kurdistan', lit.
'did not make the discussion of K.'.

(2) DO + [AG) + Locative + VB:
bo cl am-wisa-y-a-[t] la-sar taxta-ka nusi'! 'why did [you) write this word on the
blackboard?';

(3) DO + [AG] + Nominal + VB:
mal-aka[-man] cak kird/a-kird/kird-u-wa
'[we] improved/were improving/have improved our house'.

(4) DO + [AG] + Preverb + VB:
aw[-f] tek war da/a-da/da-w-a '[he] stirred/was stirring/has stirred the water'.

4. 4.5 Particles can and wa
Exceptionally, the suffixes may be attached to the pair of manner adverbs can 'how?', wa,
'thus': con[-it] zan-I? 'how did you come to know that?'; wa[-m] zanf 'l came to know
it thus' 'as far as 1 know, 1 believe'; wa[-yand naw-yc1I12 nusf they (-yanJ) wrote their
(-yan], 'the others') names like this'.
=

'

4. 4. 6 Verb-only phrases
There are specific rules for sequencing past agent suffixes and patient endings after simple
verb forms. The basic rule requires that the agent suffixes be attached directly to the verb
form, followed by the personal ending marking the patient: V B + agent suffix + patient
ending:
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TABLE 1 0.14; PRETERITE AGENT AND PATIENT
Agent/Enclitic

Patient/Ending

I s Stem -im
-it
2s
/
3s
-man
Ip
-tan
2p
-yan
3p

-im
-It

-

-0

-In
-in
-in

Exam ples:
'I saw you-2s';
bini-l11-it
bini-miin-in 'we saw you-2p';
bini-liin-in 'you-2p saw them';

bini-I-im
bini-liin-in
binI-yiin-in

'you-2s saw me';
'you-2p saw us';
'they saw you-2p'.

However, there are two exceptions to the basic rule: ( 1 ) the 3s agent suffix -l is always
second; (2) the 1 s -il11. whether agent suffix or patient ending, precedes any plural subject
or object:
3s agent second
bini-l11-i 'he saw me';
bini-t-i 'he saw you-2s (-i( t))';
bini-n-i 'he saw us/you-2p/them';
(bini-n < bini-in, -in, -in);

I s before plural patient and agent
bini-l11-in 'I saw you-2p';
bini-l11-in 'I saw them';
bini-m-tiin 'you-2p saw me';
bini-m-yiin 'they saw me'.

The rule of I s + plural agents may not apply to all varieties of Kurdish, as other
varieties have different rules.
In all other combinations, the agent comes before patient.
4.4. 7 Preposing of adposilional suffixes
When an adpositional phrase follows a direct object, the personal enclitic precedes its
adposition and is directly attached to the object, and the adposition assumes its absolute
form; thus, bo min 'to, for me' > -il11 bo, ba min 'to me' > -im pe, la to 'of, from you' > -it
Ie, e.g.:

eii[-111 hO] b-en-a! 'bring me some tea!';
ud[-it hO] Ie a-da-m 'I'll play the lute for you';
a-m-aIVe eaIJ su 'iil-ek[-it Ie] bi-ka-m 'I want to ask you some questions';
gIVe [-y Ie] a-gr-im 'I'll listen to him';
erii [-m pe] xos-a 'I like it here' ('here is nice to me').
In sequences of two adpositional phrases the attachment of the suffixes may result in
complex intertwined patterns: with gIVe Ie girl-in 'listen (,take ear') to':

gIVe [-tj-i [hOJ [Ie] a-gr-il11
'I'll listen to him (-i . . . Ie) for you (-I . . . bo)'.
However, in transitive past tenses, the agent suffixes precede the adpositional phrase,
and block the inversion:
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su 'al-ek-im [Ie-y] kird
'I (-im) asked him (-y) a question' (sll 'iil la N kird-in 'ask something of a person ').

4. 4. 8 Past tense object and possessor raising
In the absence of direct object phrases, the beneficiary expressed by indi rect objects or
objects of adpositions may behave similarly to direct objects in past tenses. That is, as an
alternative to the regular ergative construction, they may be syntactically "raised" and
marked by the personal endings. Similarly, the possessor of a direct object/patient phrase
may be "raised":
( I ) Beneficiary:
salam-yan [Ie] kird [-In]
'they (-yan) greeted us (Ie -In)', lit. 'made greeting to us';
[pe]-m wit [-in]
'I (-il11) said to you-2s' (pe -in).

(2) Possessor:
[backak-an]-I a-xward-im
'it (-i) used to eat my (-il11) children' (MacKenzie 1 96 1 : 1 1 5).

4. 4. 9 Three-place verb ' to give to '
This verb typically has double valence, the direct and the indirect object, which is
expressed in Kurdish by the postposition -a, absolute form -e. The latter follows the
inflected verb forms (preceded by -r- after vocalic ending), but its object suffix is attached
according to the leftmost rule (MK MacKenzie 1 96 1 ):
=

( I ) Present:
dinar-ek[-it] a-da[-m]-e
dinar-one you-2s I MPF-give-I-to
'I'll give you (-it -e) a dinar';

a[-y]-d-[at]-e
I M PF-him-he gives-to
'he gives it (-e) to him (-f -B' ;

(2) Preterite and perfect, indirect object raised:
kiMk[-yan] na-da[-yn]-e
girl-one-they-Ag-not-gave-we are-to
'they did not give us (-in -e) a girl' M K 80;

Me[-yan] na-da-w[-im] -at-e
any-they-AG-not given-pF-I am-PF-to
'they have given nothing to me'
M K 1 1 6.

I n the absence of a preceding noun phrase, there may be a triple sequence, such that the
indirect object is expressed by a second personal ending. The relative order is essentially
that of transitive verbs:
( I ) Present:
a[-t ]-da[-m]-e{-n]
IMP-you-2s-give- 1 s-to-they are
'I'l l give them to you';

(2) Preterite:
da[-I11] [-it] [-in]-e
gave- I s Ag-you-2s are-they are-to
' I gave you to them' M K 1 1 6.
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4.5 Semantics and use of verb forms
4.5. 1 Possession
possession i s expressed by the 3 s of the existential verb, hQ-y-a 'there is, exists' and the
personal enclitics in their function as indirect object/beneficiary. They are attached to the
object possessed: -111 ha-y-a 'to me is' 'I have', exceptiona1\y to ha- in the absence of an
object: da diniir [-im ha-btiJ, baliim estii hie piira[-m nf-y-aJ 'I had ten dinars, but now I
don't have any money at a1\'.
=

4. 5.2 Aspectual constructions
4.5.2 . 1 Virtual accomplishment
Virtual accomplishment or completion of an action is expressed by the locative particle
1I'ii 'here, now' and the preterite ("aorist"): \Vii h?!J-im 'I'm coming! I'm on my way!';
cf. lVii-n la erqn-dii 'they are (-in) now (IVii) in Iran (fa . . . dii)'.
4.5.2.2 Progressive action
Progressive action may be highlighted by the locative infinitival construction: fa + [infini
tive] + - (d) ii + copula:
fa [Njyst-in J-ii-yn
a-fo-yn

'we are going' vs. simple present:
'we go, are going'.

4.5.2.3 Continued intensive action
Continued intensive action may be expressed by an infinitival iziiJa construction
depending on semantically fitting nominals such as xarTk 'busy' + infinitive:
111iiIJ-a
xarik-f [fs kird-inJ-in
(it) month is (that) busy-IZ [work-doing] they are.
'for months they (-in) have been hard at work'

4. 5. 3 Modal constructions
The modal verbs in Sariinf expressing ability, desire, etc., are realized mostly as canonical
verbs triggering a subjunctive verb; necessity is typica\1y expressed by verb or adjective
plus subjunctive.
4.5.3.1 Ability
Ability is expressed by the transitive verb t\Viin-/twiinf- 'be able, can'; it may take a direct
object:
nii-twiin-im bi-fO-m
a-t-twiin-im

'I can't go';
' I can manage you (-t)!'
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4.5.3.2 Desire, necessity, and assumption

Desire, necessity, and assumption are expressed by the modals ( I ) awe( t )-/WlSt- 'want',
(2) a-b-e '(it) must (be)', and (3) pe wist-a 'is necessary'. These are impersonal construc
tions; with awe-/wist 'want' the experiencer must be expressed by personal enclitic (,to me
is desire'):
( I ) 'want':
ama[-m] a-we
hie-yan [-man] na-we
a[-/11]-awe
bi-zan-f
a[-man ]-awe
bi-i'o-yn
a[-man ]-a-wist
bi-i'o-yn
( 2)

'I (-m) want this one';
'we (-man) don't want any of them (-yan)';
'I want you to know';
'we want to go';
'we wanted to go';

'must':
a-b-e
na-b-e
assumption,
a-b-e

bi-i'o-yn
bi-lO-yn

'we must go, we have to go';
'we mustn't go';

i'oyst-i b-et

'he must have gone' (perfect subjunctive);

bi-i'o-yn
zii b-f-kay

'it is necessary that we go, we have to go';
'you must do it (-i) right away' ('it is
necessary that').

(3) 'necessary':

pe wist-a
pe wist-a

5 COMPLEX SENTENCES
5.1 Coordinate clauses
The canonical simple sentence consists of a single independent clause; it may also consist
of an interjection or, through ellipsis, a single word or phrase.
Statements are signaled by a sentence-final intonation conto ur. In written Kurdish they
are signaled by Western punctuation marks and practices.
Compound sentences may be coordinated or subordinated, with or without overt con
nectors, and may be quite complex.
The connectors may be simple conjunctions or complex phrases.
Coordination conjunctions include wa - -ii/w 'and', ya 'or'; b�lam 'but', b�lkii 'but': wa
la-pas aw-a, Cf-t kird? 'and after that, what did you doT (see also the coordinating con
junctions and c1itics discussed in section 4. 1 ) .
5.2 Subordinate clauses
Matrix verbs and other expressions that govern assertions are followed by verbs in the
indicative, whereas verbs and expressions that require action or a change of state by the
embedded subject or express doubt or other such emotions are followed by embedded
subjunctive verbs.
Subordinating conjunctions include: ka 'that; when'; �gar 'if'; �gf na 'otherwise';
m�gar 'unless, if not'; h�ta - fa 'until', 'in order that': temporal, purpose, and conditional
clauses; eY:lJka 'because'; wak, w�kii 'as'.
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In addition, there are complex conjunctive phrases with prepositions of varying
syntactic complexity, both coordinating and subordinating. They are marked by
adpositions, often based on the neutral demonstrative awa 'that' which may be foll owed
by the relative connector -f, with or without the conjunction ka 'that'. These phrases
mostly originate in adverbial constructions, and are particularly frequent in literary
registers.
Clauses introduced by conjunctive phrases such as 'before, without, instead of' also
trigger the subjunctive:
har gwe a-gr-in be aw-a-I hawbasf bi-ka-n la qi�a kird-in-a
'they only listen without taking part in the discussion'
(lit., 'without (that) they may take part in the discussion').

5.3 Relative clauses

As a rule, relative clauses are introduced by: ( I ) the �onjunction ka 'who' if definite and
specific; (2) -f if definite, restrictive; (3) no overt connector, or -ek.
Clause-internally, the head (antecedent) is resumed by the personal ending if subject,
but by the personal enclitic in all other functions.
The degree of definiteness also determines the mood of the verb in the relative clause.
It is: ( I ) indicative if the antecedent is definite, whether specific or not; (2) subjunctive if
the antecedent is indefinite:

5. 3. 1 Subject
(I) Definite antecedent:
hal la-gal-t-a
aw pyiilV-� ka
'the ('that') man who came with you';
am-a se-y-am kOlJg,.a-y-� ka
this is the third congress that

I-am babat-a-wa a-gfr-e
on this topic
will be held';

alV-a-f kd
hat la-gal-t-a
'the one that came with you'.

(2) Indefinite antecedent:
alVa-f bi-c-et-a sar-f kwer-an,
a-be dast ba caw-awa bi-gr-et
'he who goes to the city of the blind must cover his eyes with his hand'
("when in Rome do as the Romans do", proverb);
kas h�-y-a I-awe
'is there anyone there

kurdf bi-zan-e?
(that) k nows Kurdish?'.

5.3.2 Pronoun o ther than su�ject
( I ) Specific:
alV pyaw-a ka I-awe a-y-bfnf
'the man that you see him there';
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(2) Indefinite, -etc
a-c-fn-a fii-Y
(that) we can go to him';

duktor-ek a-niis-im.
'I know a doctor

a-miin-awe kas-ek
'we want someone

bi-ziin-e kurdf
(that) he
knows Kurdish';

bi-twiin-e ba sar ttp-aka-nuln sar kmil-e
h,e tfp-ek nf-y-a.
'there is no (any one) team (that) can beat (fall ahead of) our team'.

5.4 Subject and object clauses
Subject and object clauses as a rule follow the verb phrase, and may be i ntroduced by the
conjunction ka.

5. 4. 1 Subject clauses
b[is-btt
h[jt-f
fa-g[!:l-m-ii
'it's good (that) you came with me'.

5. 4. 2 Object clauses
( I ) No ka:
ke a-ziin-e
l11a 'nii-y am-wisa-y-{!, Ci-y-a?
what
the meaning of this word is?';
'who knows

(2) with ka 'that':
b!st-il11 ka fa sarat[i-f l11iilJ-ek-f t{r sarQkjamtutriy{!,t-f amarfk[i a-c-£ bo filrans{!,
'I heard that at the beginning of next month the American President will go to
France';
(3)

Sequential clauses:
wii bi-ziin-im
'I believe

hamu kas-ek a-ziin-e
everybody knows
-

-

ka xanjq,r-f-kurdust[jn fa hamf!:. xanjar-ek biis-t{r-a
that the daggers of Kurdistan are better than any other daggers';
(4) Asyndetic:

bfnf-m-ft

a-h[jJ-r 'l saw you coming' ('I saw you, you were coming').

5. 4. 3 Quotations
Quotations are in direct speech:
ba to a-le-m

nij,-ziin-im 'to you 1 say,

pe-y w{t-im
'he told me

nij,-m-a-we bi-c-{m fa-g{!,l-tiin
he didn't want to go with us' (lit. '1 don't want to go with you-2p)'.

" I don't know" ';
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5.4.4 Predicative clauses

alV[! 'that' occupies the predicate position; the appositive predicate clause follows the
copula:
cak-lir-in sit l-all1-kiteb-�
alV�-y-a
naxsqy-ek-i kurdllsl§:.n-i tya-y-a
'the best thing about this book is this (that) there is a map of Kurdistan in it';
awa hii
yak-ek l-alVaf/�
'one of them [news items] was this
mamwaslii-yan-i kurd . . . la bay a bas-i ziman-i kurd! a-ka-n
(that) the Kurdish teachers will discuss the Kurdish language in Baghdad'.

5.4.5 Appositive complement clauses
In constructions like la binv§:.-dii bii-n 'be of opinion, believe', the appositive clauses are in
apposition with aw-binvii-y-� 'that opinion':
lIIill l-an'-binva-y-[!-dii-m,

'I am of that opinion

kobfm-awa-i sarokwazir-iin-a wiliif-a-gawra-k-?J:.n silek-f z?!,r ba k[!lk-a
'(that) meetings of the prime min isters of the major powers are a very beneficial
thing'.
Note that in this and similar constructions the appositive clause occurs without the
conj unction ka 'that'.
5.5 Adverbial clauses
5. 5. 1 Temporal clauses
Temporal clauses are introduced by conjunction ka 'when', and as a rule precede
the main clause. A particular use of tense is that of the preterite verb form in its
function of indicating completed action or condition, in either past or present
time ("aorist"). Anticipated action before another, pes awa-! 'before', requires the
subjunctive:
ka bu ba sa al dwanza,
nan-man xward
'when it was (became) twelve o'clock we ate';

ka gayst-in-a alVe,
kayaz-ek-im bO bi-nus-in
'when you-2p get ('got') there send me a letter';
pes aw�-'i b-e-yn bO sinif 'before we come to class'.

5.5.2 Conditional clauses
5.5.2. 1 Real, possible, and irreal conditions
Conditional clauses precede the main clause, and are normally, but not necessarily, intro
duced by [!gar 'if'.
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Real conditions, or conditions presumed as fact, are in the indicative; potential or
probable conditions are in the sUbjunctive; and counterfactual or irreal conditions are in
the "conditional" mood.
There are various patterns of the tense-mood sequences in protasis and apodosis,
which will be indicated in the examples below.

(J) Factual conditions:

(a) present + present:
�gar a-z{!n-f !mNi-s har be laq�l-f,
duktQr-ek a-n{!s-im a-c-fn-a li!:.-y
'if you think you are still indisposed, I know a doctor to whom we wiIJ
go';

(b) present + imperative:
lJ�z a-ka-yt.
IQ-S wal-a pyas� hi-ka-yn
'(if) you feel like (it), you too come for a stroll' (,that we stroll').

(2) Possible conditions:
Subjunctive + present,
�gar d{! nfs-im.
'if I sit down
wi!:. bi-zan-im.

dir�IJ a-h-?,
I will be late';
min-IS kabab bi-xo-m bas-a
-

-

-

'thus I should think, "(if) 1 too should eat some kabob, it's fine" ', i.e.
'I think I should have some kabob too'.
(3) Counterfactual conditions:
The basic pattern in counterfactual conditional clauses is that the condition in the
protasis is marked by the conditional forms in -a-y-a, followed in the apodosis by
either the imperfect or the past perfect in their counterfactual function:
Imperfect:
Past perfect:

Protasis
b1-kird- . . . a-y-a
bi-kird-i bw- . . . i!:.-y-a

Apodosis
a- . . . kird
kird-i bit . . .

Of these, the imperfect form may refer to both present and past contexts, but the past
perfect form only to anterior contexts. Occasionally, the imperfect and past perfect may
occur in the protasis as well:
imperfect + imperfect
a-kird?
agar xanjar-ak�-t-miin n�-dii-yt-ii-y-altla,
cf-t
if dagger- you-2s (-It)-we-AG had not given-it-coND what-you-AG would dO-IMPF
'if we hadn't given you back your dagger, what would you have done?'.
Here the verb is da-n-awa 'give back', whose positive conditional form would be bi-da[-a
y-aJ-awa.
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5.5.2.2 q,gina 'if not, otherwise'
This explicit apodosis conj unction is regularly followed by the imperfect in its modal
function :
na-m-ziini na-xos bu-y, q,gina na-a-cu-m
'I didn't know you were sick, otherwise I wouldn't have gone':
agina dwene hal' sal'-im a-dii-y la utel-aka.
7"'Otherwise I would certainly have visited you at the hotel yesterday'
(sal' dii-n la 'to drop in on, visit').

5.5.2.3 Wishes
Wishes are introduced by the particle xozga 'would that' « *xwaz ka 'wish that') and
paraHel conditional clauses. Fulfillable wishes are in the subjunctive, unfulfillable ones in
the imperfect:
xozga

le-m hi-firs-in ' I hope they will (may) be afraid of me':

xozgajiir-ek-f tir-is a-hiit-ft-awa naw-man
'I wish you-2s would come again (and live) among us'.

5. 5.3 Causal clauses
Causal clauses that imply a reason or condition precede the main clause, and are intro
duced by demonstrative relative phrases such as la-bar awa-i'on that' + ka. Those that are
explanatory follow the main clause, usually introduced by cUIJ-ka:
la-hal' alVa-y-ka a-c-in
'since you are going

bo baya bi-xwen-in,
to Baghdad to study ('that you study'),

kiiyaz-ek a-nus-im bO rasol
I'll write a letter to Rashol';
baz nii-ka-m dii nis-im-SUBJ,
ba rastf,
' to tell the ruth, I don't want to sit down,
cUIJ-ka a-m-awe
toz-ek pyasa bi-ka-m-suBJ
because I want
to take a little stroll'.

5.5.4 Purpose clauses
Clauses expressing purpose generally foHow the main clause, with the verb properly in the
subjunctive. They may be introduced by the adverbial phrase bo awa-f 'in order that', or
hatii, fa 'so that', but often occur without overt conjunctive. The latter is also the typical
pattern for potential action after verbs and phrases implying purpose:
5.5.4 . 1 Potential action
da nis-a,
toz-ek qi�a bi-ka-yn
'sit down (dii), (so) we can talk a bit';
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kayaz-ek a-nus-im bo bawk-im
'I'll write my father a letter,
hO a ilia-I yarmali-tan bi-d-a ka gayst-in-a a we
so that he will help you . when you get there';
hatii sar bi-kaw-in 'that you-2p fall ahead', i.e.
'in order for you to succeed'.

5. 5.4.2 Non-factive phrases
zor (J{/z a-ka-Ill
�a{-ek-f tir bi-c-im bo amarfka bi-xwen-im
'I very much want to go to America next year to study' ('that I study');

hfl1'adar-illl la xos{-w baxtlyar{-da b-in
(that) you-2p will live ('be') in happiness and prosperity';
'I hope
biryar-man da
'we decided

bi-c-in bo sayran
to go on a picnic' ('that we go');

min amada-m
'I am ready

bo-t yarmatl bi-ka-Ill
to help you' ('that I do help');

(al) ha-y-a halparlce-s kra b-et
'perhaps there was folk-dancing, too' (lit. 'may have been done').
5.5.4.3 Suggestions
Independent sUbjunctive clauses express proposed actions and questions about actions:
bo kam la b{-c-in? 'which way shall we go?' (la 'side').
Usually there is an introductory hortative ba 'let' « *b-a-d 'may it be') for suggestions:
b?!. bi-c-fn! 'let's go!'; b?!. b-et! 'have him come!';
bii har q�a nQ-k-am 'I'd just better not say anything.'
6 LEXIS
6. 1 Word formation

6. 1.1 Derivation
6. 1 . 1 . 1 Nouns
-c{, occupation: boyaCf 'bootblack' (bOya 'shoe shine');
-okQ, diminutive: minalOka '(dear) little child' (minal 'child').

6. 1 . 1 .2 Nouns or adjectives

-I, abstractions, quality or state, '-ness, -hood': dayk[ 'motherhood';jwani'beauty';
-a-y-at-{, abstractions: sarokayati 'leadership' (sarok 'leader');
-{, gentilic, origin: Tsayi 'Christian ';
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-gii, place: kargii 'workplace' (kar 'work');
-dina, building, room: ciiyxtina 'tea-house' (ctiy 'tea');
_{!, q�ality or condition: siirdii 'coldness'.
6. 1 . 1 .3 Adjectives
-ti-w-f, covered with: qortill'f'muddy';
-b{!lV: of the shade of: sllrbtiw 'reddish'.
6. 1 . 1 .4 Negation
na-, nti-, unstressed ; nti- seems to be used more than na- for figurative meanings; with
nouns, adjectives, verb stems:

( I ) xGS 'good, fine': naxos 'ill, sick'; nGXOS 'unpleasant'; Jam 'comprehension': nafGm
'innocent (child)'; nGjib71 'ignorant';
(2) others: niikas 'baseborn ' (nobody); nabft 'non-existent'; namir ' undying, immortal '.
6. 1.2 Compounding
6. 1 .2.1 With or without a composition vowel :
c11'iirpe 'quadruped' ('four-foof); marmiisf 'eel' (snake-fish'); gfyiinlabar 'animal' ('soul
upon '), CalV{f/�e 'expecting, in wait' ( 'eye-to-road'); qi�axos 'witty' ('speech-pleasant');
dllriidrei 'prolonged, in detail' (,far-and-Iong').

6. 1 .2.2 Verba I component
noun + verb: hlsmgfr 'photographer' ('picture-taker'), dilgfr 'sad' (,heart-taken'),
maasxor 'employee' ('salary-eater', cf. Persian -xor); 1<O!fhiilhiit 'sunrise; east' ('sun-up
coming'); adjective + verb: dlirbfn 'telescope' (,far-seeing').
6. 1 .2.3 Reduplication
Reduplicated nominals are most frequently nouns and adjectives, with either distributive
meaning, like damdal11 'from time to time', from dam 'period of time, a while', or intensi
fied meaning, like palapal 'great haste' from pala 'haste'. The latter example illustrates the
elison of word-fin ai -a.
6.2 Sociolinguistic aspects
6.2. 1 Registers
Modern Standard Kurdish constitutes the literary register of Sulaimani Kurdish. It is
characterized by primarily literary expressions, e.g. tananat 'then ', and by none of the
consonantal morphophonemic changes discussed under Phonology. The imperfective
aspect marker in MSK is da- rather than a-; it is the prefix found in most Saran) outside
of Sulaimania. There is also a spoken Formal register, a deliberate variation in which, for
example, the palatalization of k and g may be blocked.
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6.2.2 Modes of address
Polite forms consist of second person plural verb forms or pronouns used in addressing
an individual, and in the use of specialized honorific lexical items. I l lustrations of the
latter are the verb farmu-n 'to order, command' which in the imperative means "please
(do the honor of) . . . " as in fqrmu diJ. nfs-a 'please sit down' and in the indicative means
"speak, talk' as in w[!.ku a-farmu-y 'as you say [polite]'.
The expression oyir 'blessed goings and comings' occurs in the polite expression oy{r-be
'where are you going?' and its response oyir-tiin x?r-be 'may your goings be blessed' (be <
b-et 'may it be'), and in the verbal phrase oyir kird-in 'to depart'. kiJ.k-a 'sir!', vocative of
kiik 'older brother', is commonly used as a term of respect for older men.
7 DIALECTOLOGY
The major work on comparative Kurdish dialectology remains MacKenzie ( 1 961 ),
together with his other comparative publications. More recently numerous scholars
have contributed both comprehensive studies, particularly Fattah (2000) for Southern
Kurdish, and typologically oriented studies. A notable recent contribution is the succinct
overview of KurmanjI by Haig and Paul (200 1 ). The following highlights the major
features in dialectal variation.
The major break, defined by convergent bundles of isoglossic lines, is that between
Northern Kurdish and SaranI. Northern Kurdish itself shows a western and eastern
division (not discussed here).
7.1 Phonology

The basic differences in the phonological systems between Northern and non-Northern
Kurdish are shown in the following synoptic tables. I n the vocalic system, typical for the
latter is the retention of 0, and the phonemic status of I in Sulaimania. A feature that is
common to all dialects of Kurdish is that the most common allophone of a is [a].
In the consonantal system, the most salient Northern feature is the phonemic
opposition between aspirated and non-aspirated stops, undou btedly due to contact with
Armenian in Eastern Anatolia. In turn, non-Northern are the lenization of intervocalic
-d- to a glide (Zagros-d), and the phonemic status of velar IJ and of velarized /, as found
in Sulaimania.
TABLE 10.15: COMBINED KURDISH VOWEL PHONEMES
[1

=

only SuI.; ( )

High long
short
Mid long
short
Low

=

only North.; a mostly I'JI

Front

Central

f (Ii)
{I }

Back
ii
u

{a}

e
a
a
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TABLE 10.16: COMBINED KURDISH CONSONANT PHONEMES
[]

=

only SuI., [ill

=

Zagros-d; ( )
Labial

Stops/Affricates
aspirate
voiceless
voiced

only North

=

Dental
(r')

(p")

t

P

b

d

Fricatives
voiceless
voiced

J
v

s

Glides

w

[�j

Nasals

m

n
I'

Palatal

Velar

({)

C
j

k
g

�

S

x

Uv.

Pharo

Glottal

I;

h

(11')

i

(?)

z

Flap/Lateral
plain
trilllvelarized

Pharo

q

y

y

[1J j

I

I' [Ij

7.2 Nominal inflection
The typical system of nominal inflection in northern Kurdish has binary distinction
in number, case, as well as gender, but confined to the singular. Number and gender
are also marked in the Kurdish izaja construction. The direct plural is typically zero vs.
the oblique -an. The following examples show the pattern in the northern variety of
Cizre-Botan (Jizre-BohHin) spoken south of Lake Van (adapted from Haig and Paul
2001).
TABLE 1 0.17: PERSONAL PRONOUNS I N CIZRE-BOTAN

DIR
OBL

Is

2s

3s

lp

2p

3p

ez
min

tu
te

ew

em
me

him
we

ew
wolin

m. wf
f. we

TABLE 1 0.18: NOMINAL INFLECTION I N CIZRE-BOTAN
'man'

plural

'woman'

plural

mer
mer-f

mer
mer-lin

jin
jin-e

jin
jin-lin

mer-ek
mer-elc-f

mer-in
mer-in-lin

jin-ek
jin-elc-e

jin-in?
jin-in-lin?

mer-e
mer-elc-f

mer-en
mer-in-e

jin-a
jin-elc-e

jin-en
jin-in-e?

Definite

DIR
OBL

Indef

DIR
OBL

IzliJa

Def.
Indef.
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This table includes indefinite plural forms in -in, which are cited in certain grammatical
descriptions, but may be doubtful (here marked by '?'; cf. Standard Persian indefinite
plurals such as mard-ha-I 'certain men' in specific contexts).
Sulaimani Kurdish and the Wiirmiiwa variety to its south represent a distinct island
within the Kurdish expanse. They have lost nominal inflection (except for the reflexes in
the vocative and a few locative/temporal forms mentioned above), and have generalized
the oblique plural ending -an as plural marker, and the indefinite masculine marker of the
izaja, -I.
The northern dialects lack the definite marker -aka, while -a with preceding demon
stratives is confined to the proximate in a subset of those dialects.
The retention of gender and case distinction in Northern Kurdish may well be due to
the Ziiziiki dialects where an even more complex system is found, particularly in the iziiJa
construction, both adjectival and nominal, and in combination (see also section 4.2 . 1
Ezaje constructions i n the ZiiziikI Chapter 9 i n this volume). The northern pattern is
shown in the following examples (adapted from Schroeder 2002):
adjectival: sa v-a cu-y-f= night-Ez-F gone' 'last night',
indefinite: gund-ak-I xl1'asik = village-Ez-INDEF-EZ-M nice = 'a nice village';
nominal: dast-e kaCik-e = hand-Ez-M girl-oBL-F = 'the hand of the girl', 'the girl's
hand'.
=

When combined the adjective qualifying the head noun is postponed after the inserted
.'
possessor, e.g.:
halVs-a
courtyard-Ez-F

lV-an-a
they-oBL-3p-Ez

marmarl
of-marble = 'their marble courtyard'.

Northern Kurdish also shares with Ziiziiki the loss of the personal enclitics. These
dialects therefore differ remarkably from the others where particularly in transitive past
tenses one finds complex patterns of postverbal sequencing of personal agent and patient
marking, as shown above for Sulaimani.
7.3 Verb system
Northern Kurdish has a modal particle for future, (d)e, followed by the present tense (cf.
Ziiziiki). It has a periphrastic passive construction, and lacks the morphol ogically derived
passives. In turn, it has retained the ergative construction with past transitive verbs, where
the agent is in the oblique, and the patient in the direct case and marked by the verbal
ending: min (DIR) to (DIR) 'ajo kir-I= 1 thou forgiveness made-2s 'I have forgiven you'
(Akre variety). This contrasts with the agential construction, where the agent is marked
by the personal enclitic, as described for Sul aimanI above.
=

8 SAMPLE SO RANi TEXT
This excerpt is from a short story "Kwii kui'-aka-m?" by Mistifii Siilih Karim about a
man who is in the hospital after having saved a boy from a raging flood, thinking that he
was saving his own son who has in fact perished in the flood. Here he is talking to his wife
Galawezh (Abdulla and McCarus 1 967: 49).
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kUl<-aka-m?
kwa
where-is son-the-my
'Where is my son?'
.

.........

,

.

.. ...
.

111�-gir-T,
g�lawez,
111�-gir-f.
not-cry-2s Galawezh not-cry-2s
'Don't cry, Galawezh, don't cry. '
to pe-III bi-Ie
sizii la kJll�-y-a? la miil-all'�-y-a.
in house-is
you to-me IMPv-say Siza in where-is
'He's at home. '
'Now, tell me where Siza is. '
ay, bQ n�-t-1zenii
la-gal xo-t?
hey why not-you-brought with self-your?
'Well, why didn't you bring him with you?'
Niste-k�-y d{l-illl
n�-a-hiit
« FiistT-aka-l)
truth-the-its heart-to me not was-coming
'The truth of the matter is that I didn't have the heart
pe-y bi-l�-m to la naxos-xiil1�-Y.
to-him sUBJ-say-I you in hospital-are
to tell him that you are in the hospital . '

(-y < -T(t))

ax{r
11?J.-be,
lIIin a-l11-awe
b-[-bln-im. (3s nii-be < na-a-b-e( t))
after all ! not-will-be I IMPF-me-want sUBJ-him-see-I
'Come, now, that won't do. 1 want to see him.'
la dlViiy[-y-ii ka
ciik a-b-[t-mva
(a-b-tt < a-ba-f(t))
in later-in
when good IMPF-be-you-again
'Later, when you are well again,
(d- < dii, dial. var. of a-)
dar-e
a-y-bln-f.
d-e-t-a
come-you-to outside-at IMPF-him-see-you
you will come out and see him.'
g�laJllef. min miniil nl-III,
a-ziin-im
Galawezh, I
child not-am I IMPF-know-I
'Galawezh, I'm not a child; I know
ka
l-er�
ba-zfnduw[
n?J.-y-e-m-a
d�r-a lVa.
that from-here with-being alive not-come-I-to outside
that I will not get out of here alive.'
a-l11ir-im. ttl-XW{l �gar w{l bi-le-y!*
IMPF-die-I by God if thus sUBJ-say-you
'I am dying.' 'Please, don't talk like that!'
da b{ls-a am jiir-CJ:. b-[-hen-a
la-gal xQ-t
EMPH good-is this-time IMPv-him-bring-! with self-you
'That's enough! Next time bring him with you.'
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*tii-xwa, agar wa bi-Ie-y! implies: 'if you should talk like that, beware of God' (tii-xwa
< to ft xuda '(between) you an d Go d'.
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C H A PT E R ELEVEN

BALOCHI
Carina Jahani and Agnes Korn

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview
Balochi (Bal.) is spoken in south-western Pakistan, in the province of Balochistan as
well as by smaller populations in Punjab and Sindh, and by a large number of people
in Karachi. It is also spoken in south -eastern Iran, in the province of Sistan and
Baluchistan, and by Baloch who have settled in the north-eastern provinces of Khorasan
and Golestan. It is furthermore spoken by smaller communities in Afghanistan (par
ticularly in the province of Nimruz), in the Gulf States (especially in Oman and the
United Arab Emirates), in the Marw I Mari region in Turkmenistan, in India, East Africa,
and nowadays also by a considerable number of Baloch in North America, Europe and
Australia.
It is difficult to estimate the total number of Balochi speakers. Central authorities
readily underestimate ethnic minorities, while members of ethnicities sometimes do the
opposite. Censuses generally ignore the bi- or multilingual situation of most speakers.
Moreover, large numbers of those who identify as Baloch do not speak the language any
more, particularly in the areas bordering Indian languages in Punjab and Sindh, on the
one hand, and in Khorasan and Golestan, on the other hand, as well as in East Africa
and in the Gulf States. In contrast, Balochi has been retained quite well in Turkmenistan
due to the adherence to a traditional rural lifestyle and the generally low level of educa
tion. The total number of speakers of Balochi has been estimated as being between
5-8 million (Jahani 200 1 : 59), but might also be somewhat higher than that.
From a historical point of view, Balochi is classed as a North-Western I ranian lan
guage (see also Korn 2003, 2005a: 328-330), although it is spoken in the south-eastern
corner of the Iranian linguistic area today. It is likely that the original habitat of the
Baloch was in the north-western part of the Iranian linguistic area, and that they
migrated south-eastwards under pressure from the Arabic and Turkic invasions of the
Iranian plateau (from mid-seventh century AD onwards). It also appears that tribes and
groups of various ethnic origins, including Indo-European, Semitic, Dravidic, Turkic,
Bantu and others, have been incorporated into the very heterogeneous ethnic group today
known as the Baloch (see e.g. Spooner 1 989: 599-600, 606-607, Korn 2005a: 43-5 1 ). On
the other hand, the Balochi epic tradition provides them with a 'true Islamic' genealogy,
according to which they are of Arabic origin and migrated from Aleppo in Syria after the
battle of Karbala, where, despite the fact that the majority of the Baloch today are Sunni
M uslims, the epic tradition has it that they fought on the side of the Shi'ite Imam Hussein
against his enemy, the Umayyad caliph Yazid (Dames 1 907, I: 1-2).
Balochi is surrounded by languages belonging to at least five language families. In the
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Balochi mainland it stands in contact with other Iranian languages, Persian (Farsi and
Dari) in the west and north-west, and Pashto in the north and north-east, as wel1 as with
Indic languages: Urdu, Panjabi, Lahnda and Sindhi in the north-east and east. In the
Gulf States, Balochi is spoken alongside Arabic, and in East Africa with languages such
as Swahili. In the central parts of Pakistani Balochistan, the Dravidian language Brahui
has lived in symbiosis with Balochi for centuries, and in Turkmenistan, Balochi is in
contact with Turkmen (a Turkic language). In the diaspora, Balochi is meeting new
languages, mainly of the Indo-European family. It is only natural that Balochi has been
infl uenced by al1 these languages, some of which are official languages and languages of
education in the various states where the Baloch live. The influence of neighbouring
languages wil1 be evident in many of the sections to fol1ow.
Balochi is neither an official language nor a language of education in any of the
countries where it is spoken. This is reflected, for example, in the lack of a standard
written norm for Balochi (see 1 . 3). There is also a dispute about which dialect, or dialects,
ought to be the basis of the literary language (on the importance of the dialects, see 1 .2).
On the whole, writing and reading Balochi is at the moment an exclusive activity carried
out by a limited number of persons belonging to the Balochi literary elite. Balochi is, as a
minority language, largely restricted to traditional and informal domains such as home,
neighbourhood, and traditional occupations (e.g. pastoralism and agriculture), and a
career outside these traditional sectors is to a great extent linked to higher education and
a good mastery of the national language. Efforts to preserve and promote the Balochi
language are mainly of an unofficial character, based on private initiatives. However,
there is a growing concern among the Baloch that their language may wel1 be lost within a
few generations if it does not develop a written standard.
Thus, a number of educated Baloch, mainly from Pakistan, where conditions for a long
time were less unfavourable than in Iran, have since the 1 950s actively attempted to
preserve and promote Balochi by creating a literature in this language, establishing
'language academies' and literary societies, running periodicals, publishing dictionaries,
oral poetry and folk-tales, etc. They have also tried, although with little success, to
promote Balochi as a language of education. Quetta and Karachi are the main centres of
these activities, although this effort has in later years spread to other places inside and
outside of Balochistan where cultural1y active Baloch reside.
There is a Balochi Academy in Quetta, founded in 1 96 1 , the most important activities
of which are the publication of books (mainly in Balochi), and arranging literary
meetings. A number of periodicals have been published in the language for varying
lengths of time (see Dashtyari 2003). There have also been some attempts at starting
primary education in Balochi. In 1 99 1 a state programme for mother tongue education in
the Province of Balochistan, Pakistan, was launched, but it did not last long; neither did
it result in any official decision on matters of language standardization. In the higher
education system it is at the moment possible to study Balochi at the University of
Balochistan in Quetta. Private initiatives have also been taken to teach Balochi. Radio
broadcasts in Balochi are taking place in Iran and Pakistan, and there are also TV
programmes in Balochi broadcast from Quetta.
Balochi oral literature remains rich when it comes to both prose and poetry. The poetic
tradition consists of a large number of heroic and romantic epic poems, mainly centred
on the tribal wars of the Baloch, where the two main tribes contesting for power were the
Rind and Lashari tribes, and on the contests between the Baloch and the Europeans.
Some of the famous Baloch heroes, who are still referred to with great pride, are the tribal
chiefs Mir Chakar and Mir Gwahram as well as Hammal-i Jiand, who fought against the
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Portuguese. There are also romantic ballads of a more common Islamic origin such as
those of the famous couples Dosten and Shiren, and Hani and Shih M urid. The
first Balochi poet known by name is Jam Durrak, court poet of Nasir Khan I of Kalat
( 1 749-1 794). As for prose, there is a rich tradition of fairy tales, tales of the life of the
Prophet and his companions, and other stories told for entertainment and to teach
moral lessons. Some attempts at collecting and publishing these stories have been made.
The most active editors of Balochi oral literature, apart from the Baloch themselves, are
M. L. Dames and Josef Elfenbein. Modern short story and novel writing is still a new
genre in Balochi, although some good novelists and short story writers are emerging,
particularly in Pakistan. Some factual prose writing also takes place.
1 .2 Dialects and other variations
Owing to the fact that Balochi does not have a standard language (nor a standardised
orthography) or standardised variants within the individual dialects, it is impossible to
discuss any phenomenon of the Balochi language without making constant reference to
its dialects. For a synchronic description of Balochi, it is not a viable method to present
one variant as the standard and describe the others in terms of deviations from that
system. Rather, the Balochi dialects need to be presented as grammatical systems in their
own right (thus Rossi 1 979: 1 79 for the Bal. phonemic systems).
The main dialect split is between Western (WBal.), Southern (SBal.) and Eastern
(EBal.) Balochi. This is a very broad dialect division, within which further dialect
demarcations can be made. Some dialects do not easily fit any of these groups. This is
true, for example, of the dialect spoken in Iranian Sarawan, which shows transitional
features between Western and Southern Balochi.
The fact that the Balochi speakers are separated into several countries with various
official languages (see 1 . 1 ) is another factor which increases dialect differentiation in
Balochi. The dialects in Pakistan are not only influenced by neighbouring languages, but
also by the national language Urdu, and by English, the official language in British India
and also in Pakistan, where it is the most important language both in administration and
in higher education.
There are also sociolectal variations, often coinciding with generatiolects, since it is
mainly the younger generation that has received education and thereby also a better
command of the national language.
I t is access to data and linguistic consultants rather than the relative importance of the
dialect in question that has determined which dialects have been better described than
others. Among the Pakistani dialects, the most comprehensive modern description is that
of Noshke Balochi (Barker/Mengal 1 969). Earlier works from Pakistan were mostly on
Eastern Balochi: Dames ( 1 89 1 , 1 907) and Gilbertson ( 1 923, 1 925). Farrell ( 1 989, 1 990,
2003) has described the Southern Balochi dialect of Karachi and Collett ( 1 986) that of
Oman. The Western Balochi dialect of Turkmenistan has attracted much interest from
Russian linguists, e.g. Sokol ova ( 1 953), Sokolov ( 1 956), Zarubin ( 1 932, 1 949) and Axenov
(2006). The most comprehensive description of the dialect spoken in Afghanistan is
based on data from only one speaker (Buddruss 1 988). Nawata ( 1 98 1 ) provides another
brief description of this dialect. As for Iranian Balochi, descriptions are available for the
Central Sarawani dialect (Baranzehi 2003) and the Lashari dialect (Yusefian 1 992).
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1.2. 1 Western Balochi
The Western dialects are spoken in:
(a) the Mari region of Turkmenistan (TBa1.);
(b) eastern Iran (lrBa1.), in pockets in Khorasan and Golestan, then further south in
Sistan and in the northern parts of Balochistan around Zahedan and Khash,
with varieties often referred to as Sistani (not to be confused with the symbiotic
cross-border dialect of Persian) and Sarhaddi (lrBaISarh.);
(c) southern Afghanistan (AfBal.);
(d) south-western Pakistan, including the dialects spoken in the districts of Chagai,
Kharan and Kalat where the dialect around Noshke / Nushki (WBaINosh.) is of
particular importance, because it is spoken by several well-known poets and writers.
WBal. dialects have sometimes collectively been referred to as Rakhshani, and some
times this term is used for WBal. dialects spoken in the valley of the river Rakhshan in
Pakistani Balochistan.
Transitional dialects between Western and Southern Balochi include Sarawani in Iran
(IrBalSarw.) and Panjguri in Pakistan.

1.2.2 Southern Balochi
The Southern dialects are spoken in:
(a) the southern parts of Iranian Balochistan, up to lranshahr, dialects including
Lashari, Bampuri and Sarbazi;
(b) south-western Pakistan, up to the Kech Valley;
(d) the Kech Valley itself;
(e) the coastal areas and in the Gulf States;
(f) the city of Karachi. Karachi Balochi (SBaIKar.) is mainly based on SBal . dialects
spoken in Iran (from where there was a heavy influx of Baloch especially after 1 928)
but is today also under heavy influence from surrounding Indic languages,
particularly Urdu.
In particular, the Sarbazi and Kechi dialects have been important vehicles of Balochi
poetry.

1.2.3 Eastern Balochi
The Eastern dialects constitute a conglomerate of dialects often referred to by their
respective tribal names, and include (a) Marri; (b) Bugti; (c) Leghari; (d) M azari (both
not on the map), (e) Upper Sindhi, and (f) Kasrani. There is too little material available
to make well-motivated dialect divisions within this group, even though some of the early
descriptions of Balochi (e.g. those by Dames and Gilbertson) were based on Eastern
Balochi. Not only is this area largely inaccessible, particularly to foreigners, but there is
also very little modern literary output.
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1.3 Writing systems
Although there have been many suggestions concerning a suitable orthography for
Balochi, based on Arabic/Persian/Urdu (see e.g. lahani 1 989: 1 34-143), Roman and
Cyrillic scripts (see e.g. Axenov 2000), no one orthography has won general acceptance
among the Balochi cultural elite.
When Balochi is written by the Baloch themselves, the default script employed is an
Arabic-based script because it is the script used for the national languages in the
countries where Balochi is predominantly spoken.
Questions concerning the pronunciation and the rendering of borrowed phonemes in
the Arabic script are likewise hotly debated among the Baloch (cf. lahani 1 989: I SOff.).
The typically Arabic sounds found in loans (six pharyngeals and two interdentals) are
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TABLE 1 1 .1: A LPHABET COMMONLY USED FOR BALOCHI IN PA KISTAN
Letter
-\

y
Y

W
I...J

W

Represents the following
phoneme(s)

Comments

a

also for V in vocalic onset

b
p
I

t

�

j

t

x,

r;
('
.)

.)
.)

J
J

c
h

d

r

J

�

t
f

W

(,j
....s
LS
U

F'

0
0

U

in Pers.-Ar. loanwords, f5 in Eastern Balochi

r

u;.
..b
..b

z

s

s

z

I
z

-

g, �
.r. p

k (also: x, h,
k

m
n

n

see 2 . 1 .2. 1 ( l )
nasal element of a nasalized vowel

ltV, U, jj

i..S

y, T,

L

g)

in Pers.-Ar. loanwords
in Pers.-Ar. loanwords
in Pers.-Ar. loanwords
in Pers.-Ar. loanwords
in Pers.-Ar. loanwords (see 2 . 1 .2.2)
see 2 . 1 .2 . 1 (2)
see 2 . 1 .2 . 1 (2)
see 2 . 1 .2 . 1 (2)

J!
I

.J

0

see 2 . 1 .2 . 1 (2)

z

i

l,)-O

k, h

d

j
j

(JJl

in Pers.-Ar. loanwords, 79 in Eastern Balochi

s

h
if

if

for if in word-final position, see below
only in word-final position
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pronounced without those features, as in New Persian (Pers.), i.e. !. is rendered as t; � and ::l:
are rendered as s; �, ;:, z as z; b as h (see also 2.1 .2. 1 (2), 2. 1 .2.2). These letters, as well as
those for the peripheral and borrowed phonemes IfI, lxI, IgJ, and Iql (see also 2. 1 .2. 1 (2)
and 2. 1 .2.2) are treated in various ways in the Balochi orthographies. While some writers
use the Pers.-Ar. spelling of loanwords, others prefer to indicate the actual Balochi pro
nunciation. Mixed strategies are also found. The problem is rendered even more difficult
by the use of some 'Arabic letters' for certain phonemes of the Eastern Balochi dialects
(see 2 . 1 .2.3 (2» .
Another phenomenon that has entered the Balochi writing system is 'morpho
phonemic writings' which means that a particular morpheme is represented by a special
sign. Various such writings have been suggested for Balochi (see Jahani 1 989: 1 53-1 55),
but the ones that are the most commonly accepted are � for the oblique singular case
ending -a (in some dialects pronounced -a) and � for the genitive singular case ending -ay
(also pronounced -e, or even shorter) and � for the word u 'and'.
In Turkmenistan, Balochi has been written in Cyrillic and Roman script (cf. Axenov
2000), if at all (cf. Rzehak 1 998: 1 52).
Also among the literary elite in Pakistan there has been a debate for and against
Roman script (c f. Jahani 1 989: 1 44-149 and Elfenbein 2000) and in the 2 1 st century, the
'lay' use of Roman letters for representing Balochi in emails, SMS and on Internet pages
has again stirred up this discussion.
1 .4 Descriptive approach
The text below describes grammatical phenomena for a wide range of Balochi dialects.
The description is not exhaustive, though, since not all variants have been investigated
yet, and the sources for some dialects do not contain information about all features to be
discussed here. While phonology and morphology have been reasonably well investigated
for a number of dialects, there are until now few phonetic descriptions for specific
Balochi dialects. There are also few descriptions of sentence level syntax, particularly
hypotaxis, and none as yet of discourse structure.
Particularly in the field of syntax there is a considerable degree of divergence between
the written and the spoken language. However, no systematic studies have yet been made
of the different registers of Balochi. Therefore the main variants of Balochi that will be
described are those based on geographical distribution (geolects) rather than those based
on literary register or variations that are to be attributed to social or other factors
(sociolects, etc.).
Since a mere listing of the various systems might be confusing to the reader, the text
will occasionally make use of the concept 'Common Balochi' (ComBal .), which is meant
to refer to an abstract (reconstructed) entity which does not show the characteristics of a
particular dialect. The term Common Balochi is thus used to illustrate which elements
are common to all or most variants of Balochi.
For the sake of brevity, the description makes only few references to the sources used in
the language description. All the examples will, however, contain a reference specifying
the dialect andlor source. They are here somewhat unified in transcription and the (rather
literal) translation, glosses are mostly added.
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2 PHONOLOGY
Owin g to the fact that the Balochi dialects do not share a common phonemic system (nor
a common morphology and syntax), in principle, a separate description would need to
be done for each variant (cf. Rossi 1 979, Elfenbein 1 997). More details about the words
menti oned may be found in Korn (2005a: 54-70, I 7 I -286), on which this section is
largely based.
2. 1 Inventory
2.1.1 Vowels
2. 1 . I . I Common Balochi vowel phonemes
Phonologically, Balochi has five vowels and a quality contrast (short vs. long) for the high
vowels and for the low one (a, i, u), while the middle vowels (e, 0) do not have short
counterparts.
The sequences ay, aw have generally been analysed as diphthongs in descriptions of
BaJochi, but the analysis as V + C (a + y, a + w, see 2. I . 3 .2) is to be preferred in view of the
syllable patterns in Balochi (see 2. 1 .3. 1 ). The sequences ay, aw are nevertheless included
in the vowel charts since they do not pattern the same way in some variants as would a
plus other consonants.
The ComBa! ' system of vowel phonemes can be posited as in Table I 1 .2.
TABLE 1 1 .2: VOWEL PHONEMES OF COM MON BALOCHI
Vowels

V+G

II, U

i, I
e
ay

a, ti

6
aw

Nasal vowels are found in the vast majority of Balochi dialects. In most cases, they can
be analysed as allophonic sequences of V + n (for which see 2.3. I ), but there are dialects
where at least some nasal vowels seem to have acquired phonemic status (d Jahani 1 989:
80(; Farrell 2003: 1 73f.).
In some SBa! . and EBa!. dialects, a fronting of ii > fhas taken place (e.g. SBa! . bft 'was'
vs. other dialects bftt). Owing to adoption of loanwords it seems that there is no Balochi
variant from which ii is entirely absent.
Several Balochi variants (independent of their affiliation to one of the major dialect
groups) show a loss of quantity contrast for word-final vowels. This chiefly applies to
word-final a, but in some dialects also to other vowels (see Korn 2005a: 25 1 , 260).
2. 1 . 1 .2 Vowel systems of Balochi dialects
Phonetically, the Balochi dialects vary in their pronunciation of Iii, lui and of layl and
law/. As in many languages, the short high vowels tend to be pronounced more open than
the long ones. Still, the vowel system of the dialects spoken in Afghanistan (AfBa! .) and
Turkmenistan (TBa!.), as well as of most dialects spoken in Pakistan, is close to the
system shown in Table 1 1 .2.
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Persian influence has effected a pronunciation of IiI, luI as e, 0 in most Balochi dialects
spoken in Iran, and of ay and alV as approaching ey, OlV in some of them. Also, Ifil moves
to an open back position under the influence of Persian in some dialects spoken in I ran.
Some of these also show the break up of e, jj to the falling diphthongs ie, ue, so that the
resulting system has three short vowels (e, a, 0), th ree long ones (i, ii, ii), pIus ie, ue. The
diphthongs ie, ue differ from ey, ow in terms of syllable weight (see 2. 1 .3). These dialects
show the vowel system in Table 1 1 .3.
TABLE 1 1 .3: VOWE L SYSTEMS OCCURRING IN BALOCHI DIA LECTS IN IRAN
Vowels
e

e

6

ii

It

ii

f

It

e

a. ti

a, ti

Diphthongs

ie

V+G

/Ie
e) '

ow

ey

ow

2. 1.2 Consonants
( 1) Common Balochi consonant phonemes

While the Balochi vowel system is essentially in line with that of other Iranian languages,
the ComBal. consonant system is simpler than one might expect from a comparative
I ranian perspective (Table 1 1 .4).
TABLE 1 1 .4: CONSONANT PHON EMES OF COM MON BALOCHI
Stops and affricates

voiceless
voiced

Fricatives

voiceless
voiced

Nasals

p
b

f
d
s

z

m

Tap

(:

k
g

.r

II

S
Z

11

r

Lateral
II'

Glides

y

(2) The Eastern Baloclli consonant shift
TABLE 1 1 .5: EASTERN BALOCHI CONSONANT SHIFT
ComBal.

EBal .
word-initial and postconsonantal position

p, t, k

b, d, g

c, .r
II'

aspiration: P" , I", II'

(no change: b, d, g)
aspiration: c"(no change: .f)
aspiration:

11'''

postvocalic position
fricatives: f, {}, x

fricatives: fl, 8, is
fricatives:

.5,

Z

(no change: 11')
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The main feature distinguishing the dialects of the EBa!. group from the Southern and
Western ones (collectively noted SWBa!.) is a lenition of consonants in postvocalic pos
ition, which shifts voiceless and voiced stops to the corresponding fricatives and effects a
loss of the dental element in the affricates (see Table 1 1 .5). Retroflex consonants (see
2. 1 .2. 1 ( I » are not affected by this shift.
2. 1 .2. 1 Specific consonant classes
Contemporary Balochi dialects diverge from the system shown in Table 1 1 .4 in several
ways, but chiefly by the adoption of retroflex consonants and by the addition of
fricatives.

(1 ) Retroflex consonants
The phonemic systems of the contemporary Balochi dialects include the retroflex phon
emes {, rj and r, which mainly occur in loanwords from Indic (Ind.) languages, but are also
found as results of developments within the language. Retroflex consonants are rather
frequent, indicating that they are an integral part of the phonemic systems of most
Baloehi variants (for a discussion of r see Rzehak 1 998: 1 52). There are, however, a small
number of dialects spoken in the westernmost parts of Iranian Bal ochistan without
retroflex consonants.
In SBa! . , (1 is attested only in a limited number of loanwords and it seems uncertain
whether a majority of speakers pronounce it, or rather replace it by n (Collett 1 986 does
110t include (1). However, (1 seems to have acquired phonemic status in Eastern Balochi
(Bashir 2008: 58).
The retroflex consonants of Indic loanwords are pronounced as such in Balochi. ItI
and Idl in loanwords from English (which has alveolar rather than dental ItI and Id/) are
often replaced by retroflex consonants in Pakistani Balochi as they are in Modern Indic
languages, e.g. {ikaf! 'ticket', kaba{ 'cupboard' , fu{bal, pu{bal 'football'; rjak{ar 'doctor',
rjfs '(satellite) dish'.
(2) hicatives and q
While the ComBa! ' phonemic system (see Table 1 1 .4) does not include fricatives other
than the sibilants and h, the fricatives are integrated to varying degrees in the various
contemporary dialects.
The complete set off, {}, x, (jJ?), 6, it is present as regular phonemes in EBa! . (see 2. 1 .2.3
(2» . In SWBal., the fricatives f, x, it (which chiefly occur in Persian and Arabic loan
words, but also in loanwords from other languages and potentially from Eastern Balochi)
are found as peripheral phonemes (see 2. 1 .2.3 ( I » . The tendency to replace them by
sounds found in the core of the phonemic system is strong in SBal., where the fricatives
are absent from the repertoire of most speakers, but weaker in the WBa!. dialects. In
IrBa!., the pronunciation off, x and it in l oanwords has become more usual in recent
times because of the increasing influence of Persian via television and the educational
system. Also, speakers of Balochi with higher education may use a 'learned pronunci
ation', specifically for Pers.-Ar. words from the sphere of religion. So there are doublets
of 'common' and 'learned' pronunciation of the same word: k(a)rab, (h)arab 'bad'
(Pers. -Ar. xarab 'out of order'); kuda, xuda), huda 'God' (Pers. xuda); kial, xayal, haya/
'thought, opinion' (Pers.-Ar. xayal, xiyal 'imaginati on, idea'); keriat, (h)eriat, xayriat
'health, well-being' (Pers.-Ar. xayriat 'welfare').
When the fricatives are not retained, Pers.-Ar. f is replaced by p: piiida, faida
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'advantage' (Pers.-Ar. fii'ida), pilm (Englishfllm). For x, the most common substitution is
that by h: hiilfg 'empty' (Pers.-Ar. xiilf), haliis 'finished' (Pers.-Ar. xalii§) , halk 'village,
people' (Pers.-Ar. xalq). Since h disappears in some WBa!. dialects (see 2. 1 .2.3 ( I )), x in a
loanword may appear as zero (cf. e.g. Buddruss 1 988: 44; Axenov 2006: 35-36): aliis
'finished', alk 'village, people', ayriin 'surprised', (h)abar 'news, talk' (Pers.-Ar. xabar).
The substitution of k for x appears to be a more recent phenomenon and has been
attested, for example, in Karachi Balochi (Farrell 2003: 1 76): kiimas, xiimus 'quiet'
(Pers. xilmos), kat, xat (t) 'letter' (Pers.-Ar. xa!!. 'line'). The sound g is replaced by g in
most cases: garib 'poor' (Pers.-Ar. garib), galat 'wrong' (Pers.-Ar. gala! 'mistake'),
gam (l11) 'grief' (Pers.-Ar. gal11 (I11) ); augiin 'Afghan' (Pers. algiin). In Afghanistan and
Turkmenistan Balochi, the pronunciation of x and g is common (Budd russ 1 988: 44;
Axenov 2006: 43).
The uvular plosive q is as a rule replaced by k; substitution by x and h also occurs:
iikibat, iikubat, iixibat 'future' (Pers.-Ar. 'iiqibat), kismat 'destiny' (Pers.-Ar. qismat),
kulp, kulf, kubl '(door-)lock' (Pers.-Ar. qufl), pakir 'beggar' (Pers.-Ar. Jaqir), arax 'sweat'
(Pers.-Ar. 'araq), wahd (Ar. waqt, Pers. vaxt). As q and g fal l together in some variants of
Modern Persian, borrowings in Balochi may also have g or g: alga-gas 'earring' (Pers.-Ar.
halqa 'ring'), iisig, iisix. iiiik 'lover' (Pers.-Ar. 'iiliq), iigii 'lord' (Pers.-Turkic iiqii).
(3) Aspiration
As a rule, plosives and affricates are unaspirated in Western and Southern Balochi.
However, aspiration is found in several SWBa!. variants.
The EBa!. consonant shift, which brings about aspirated voiceless stops and ch in word
initial position (see Table 1 1 .5), has been used as a criterion to differentiate Balochi
dialects. However, the EBa!. aspirated voiceless stops and c are still the word-initial
allophones of the unaspirated counterparts. Also, it seems that the significance of EBa!.
aspiration has been slightly overestimated. Aspiration of word-initial stop fol lowed by a
sonorant seems to be weak (if there is any) so that unaspirated word-initial stops have
probably always been present to some degree in Eastern Balochi. In fact, aspiration of
word-initial voiceless stops has been observed in other dialects as well (Farrell 2003: 1 79).
Aspirated voiced stops (b", d", (i", i') and the affricate P likewise occur in Indic loanwords
in Eastern Balochi, but insofar as these sounds occur at all, they may be considered
borrowed phonemes. H owever, the EBa! . dialect from Kohlu district described by Bashir
(2008: 58-59) appears to have contrastive aspiration for voiceless and voiced stops and
sonorants.
Apart from this, aspiration does not seem to be phonemic in Balochi. In this sense, the
only reason to note aspiration of voiceless stops in Eastern Balochi is that EBa! . words
have been cited this way so far.

( 4) Gemination
With the exception of y, h and the peripheral phonemes, all consonants may be gemin
ated. Geminates only occur under certain conditions, though (see 2 . 1 .3.3). They are
mainly found in loanwords, but are also the result of sound changes in Balochi words.
Dialects and sources vary significantly in the occurrence (or notation) of geminates.
The details remain to be studied. So far, it seems that geminates are frequent in some
Western dialects and less frequent elsewhere, and gemination also appears to depend on
the subdialect or other sort of variant involved.
In what follows, gemination is noted as C(C): cam (m) 'eye', duz (z) 'thief', meaning
that one or several sources show gemination whereas others do not.
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2.1 .2.2 Pronunciation of loanwords
'Foreign ' consonants other than those mentioned in 2. 1 .2 . 1 are rendered as follows in
Balo chi:
The majority of the Arabic loans are likely to have entered Balochi via Persian, so it is
not surprising that they show features also exhibited by their form in Persian. However,
Arabi c words may also have been adopted via Indic languages or via direct contact. Since
the source of a particular word may be difficult to determine, these words will be labelled
'Pers.-Ar. ' .
Arabi c 'ayn (t) disappears in word-initial position (as it does in Persian, for the
treatment of Arabic 'ayn in Persian, see Jahani 2005a): adalat(t) 'court' (Pers.-Ar. 'idalat
'justice'), izzat 'honour' (Pers.-Ar. 'izzat), uzr 'excuse' (Pers.-Ar. 'u�r), akl, agl 'intelli
gence' (Pers.-Ar. 'aql), ayb 'fault' (Pers.-Ar. 'ayb). See also 2. 1 .3 . 1 .
In postvocalic position, 'ayn lengthens the preceding vowel (as i n Urdu and in spoken
Persian): bad 'later' (Pers.-Ar. ba'd), tarip 'praise' (Pers.-Ar. ta'rif), tam 'taste' (Pers.-Ar.
ta'm), dawa 'lawsuit' (Pers.-Ar. da\va). Postvocalic word-final 'ayn seems to be lost: tama
-;-desire' (Pers.-Ar· lama ').
The loss of intervocalic 'ayn or hamza (.) may result in a sequence V + V: paida,faida
'advantage' (Pers.-Ar. fa'ida). A glide may then be inserted (see 2.3.2. 1 ): sahat, sahat
'hour, time' (Pers.-Ar. sa'at).
Sindhi d:. is replaced by t;l or d. The other implosive consonants are replaced by the
corresponding non-implosive consonants.
Although v in loanwords (see also 2. 1 .2.3 (2» is as a rule replaced by w, some cases of
word-initial v- show up as g- or b- (and in Iran, also v-) when taken over into Balochi (see
Korn 2005a: 279-280).
2.1 .2.3 Consonant systems of Balochi dialects

( J) Southern and Western Baloehi
As the divergences between the SWBal. consonant systems are rather minor, it is
convenient to present the overall system as shown in Table 1 1 .6.
TABLE 1 1 .6: CONSONANTS I N SOUTHERN AND WESTERN BALOCHI
Stops and affricates
Fricatives
Nasals

voiceless
voiced

p
b

voiceless
voiced

(/)
m

Taps

t

d

!
Ij

s

c

k

J

g

s

(x) h

i

z

(g)

n
r

r

Lateral
Glides

w

y

z is rare in SWBal. (comparable to its status in Persian), but as there are minimal pairs,
it should be considered a separate phoneme.
h is absent from the WBal. dialect of Turkmenistan and weak in the other WBal.
dialects (thence noted as optional e.g. in Barker/Mengal 1 969).
f x, and g are peripheral phonemes (see 2 . 1 .2. 1 (2».
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(2) Eastern Baloelli
The EBal. consonant system (Table 1 1 .7) differs markedly from that of the other dialects
by the integration of a series of voiceless and voiced fricatives. For the status of
aspiration, see 2. 1 .2. 1 (3).
Historically, the EBa\. fricatives started out as allophones of the corresponding stops,
but when the consonant shift (see 2. 1 .2 (2» had ceased to operate, the adoption of
loanwords containing postvocalic stops and fricatives not only in postvocalic position
created a new phonemic opposition.
The number of labial fricative / glide phonemes in Eastern Balochi is not entirely clear
(see Korn 2005a: 6 1 -62 for discussion). Some authors have assumed the presence of a
glide 11' corresponding to ComBal. HI (with a word-initial aspirated, or maybe rather
devoiced, allophone lI''') , and of a fricative P (noted P here for systematic reasons, without
implications as to its pronunciation) resulting from postvocalic ComBal. b via the
EBal. consonant shift. Other authors assume only one phoneme lV, with or without an
allophone )II" . It might also be possible that there is a phonemic opposition between )II
and P in some EBal . dialect(s) and none in others.
On a synchronic level, the EBal. palatals correspond to the set seen in the other
dialects. However, owing to the sound change described in Table 1 1 .5, the status of i
within the phonemic system is much stronger than in the other dialects. The affricates e, J
have been reintroduced in Eastern Balochi in postvocalic position via borrowings from
other languages and dialects.
TABLE 1 1 .7: CONSONANTS IN EASTERN BALOCHI
Stops and affricates
Fricatives
Nasals
Taps
Glides

voiceless
voiced
voiceless
voiced

'
P'' '
b

f

{(/I)
1)

fit?)

()

111

11

k''')

.r
§

c!

s

g

x

z

z

(!1)

r

W (II)

{ (II)

,(/1)

d

r

it

h

y

In some EBa\ . dialects spoken in Sindh the dental fricatives fJ, 0 change to the corre
sponding sibilants s, z (e.g. e"as 'spring, fountain' vs. e"a {), SWBal. Ceit; suz 'hunger' vs.
suo, SWBal. sud, cf. Geiger 1 89 1 : 428 , Grierson 1 92 1 : 4 1 4), yielding a simpler system of
consonant phonemes (Table 1 1 .8).
TABLE 1 1 .8: CONSONANTS IN EASTERN BALOCHI DIA LECTS OF SINDH
pi")

,(II)

Stops and affricates

voiceless
voiced

b

d

Fricatives

voiceless

f

s

voiced

fie?)

z

111

11

Nasals

r

Taps

{(II)

c!

crtl}

.r
§
z

(IJ} (? )
r

Lateral
Glides

IV

y

Ie' '')

g

x

it

h
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2. 1 . 3 Syllable structure and consonant clusters

The points described below instantiate a common principle: namely, they restrict the
maximum weight of a syllable.
2. 1 . 3. 1 Syllable patterns
There are nine possible syllable pattern s in Balochi (see Table 1 1 .9). In all these syllable
patterns, the vowel may be either long or short.
TABLE 1 1 .9: SYLLABLE PATTERNS IN BALOeHI
v
ve
vee
ev
eve
evcc
eev

ccvc

ccvcc

II

'and', ti 'that, he, she', e 'this'
as 'from', tip 'water', er 'down, below'
aI's 'tear (n.)', IImr 'life', tirt 'flour'
na 'no', bi'i 'smell', (il 'big'
man '1', nod 'cloud', .IeI' 'lion'
/11ark 'death ', garl11 'warm', bask 'upper arm'
bra 'go (imper. 2S)" Irii 'aunt', brti 'brightness'
gll'ar 'beside', sren 'loins', brtis 'brother'
bram§ 'twinkle', drai'k 'tree', pr6§1 'break' (pret. 3S)

The pronunciation of a syllable with an initial V after a pause normally starts with a
non-phonemic consonantal feature (glottal plosive or glottal fricative) (cf. also lahani
2005a). In the northern parts of the WBal. area, the glottal plosive is normally
encountered . Word-initial h is also normally dropped (see also 2. 1 .2.3). In some dialects,
e.g. IrBal. of Sarbaz, the common consonantal onset feature is fl, e.g. [hjasp / [hjaps
'horse', [hjoster 'camel'. In the SBal. variant of Chabahar the two onset features are
employed side by side, even by the same speaker, e.g. [hjall'r / [?jmpr 'rain', [hjasl�/
[?jast� 'he/shelit is'.
Onset clusters found in a large variety of Balochi dialects are:
•

•

•

•

•

any plosive (except the retroflex ones) and s, z + r: prllsag 'to break (itr.)" brams
'twinkle', tramp 'drip of water', drilj 'long', kril1c 'wrinkle', grand 'thunder', sren;
b, d, g, j, 11, S, S + 11': dwilrag 'again', gwaril 'beside', jll'illl 'good, well', I1lPilsag 'grand
child ', swill' 'riding, mounting', slVilllag 'shepherd', zring 'well';
any plosive (except the retroflex ones) and 171, 11, 05, Z + y: pyillag 'cup', tyilb 'seashore',
riyilr 'land', kyilmat (t) 'resu rrection', gyilbi1n 'desert', myill1 'middle', nyilm 'middle',
syei(h) 'black', zyeit 'much';
sp, st, sIc spet 'white', steir/steil 'star', skDI 'school' (these clusters are, however, often
pronounced with a prothetic i-: ispet, isleir / isleil, is/all).
For consonant clusters involving the modal prefix bi-, see 2.3.2.2.

The number of possible coda clusters found in Balochi is much greater than the onset
clusters. (Intrasyllabic clusters are not discussed here.) Some examples of coda clusters
are:
•

C plus plosive: -pI ( (h)apt 'seven'), -tk (izbolk 'lovage (ligusticum ajowan)'); -ck (drack
'tree'), -jg (majg 'marrow, bra in'); -sp, -st, -sk (musk 'mouse', trusp 'sour', gi5St 'meat');
,
-sk, -sp, -sl (eisk 'gazelle', bwasp 'sleep', busl 'stand up (both imper. 2S) ); -hd (wahd
'time'); -mp ( tramp 'drip of water'), -nt, -n{, -nd, -lUI, -11k, -ng (pant 'advice', lun! 'lip',
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rand 'after', guranrj 'ram', telank 'pushing', jang 'fight'); -rp, -rt, -rd, -rk, -rg (barp
'snow', art 'flour', mard 'man', mark 'death', murg 'bird'), -Ip, -Ik, -Ig (kulp 'lock',
(h)alk 'settlement, encampment, village', balg 'leaf'); -wt (rawt 'he/she/it goes'), -yp,
-yb, -yk, -yt (kayp 'pleasure', ayb 'fault', hayk 'egg', kayt 'he/she/it comes');
C plus sibilant or affricate: -ne, -nj, -nz (pane 'five', brinJ 'rice', ponz 'nose'); -ms
(brams 'twinkle'), -bz (labz 'word'); -re, -rs, -rz (kare 'knife', ars 'tear (n.)', burz 'high');
-ws, -wz (kaws 'shoe', jawz 'walnut'), -ys (ays 'luxury');
combinations of stop plus sonorant: -br, -tr, -dr, -kr (zabr 'good', putr 'enter, sneak
in (imper. 2S)" nadr (an interjection of appreciation), pikr 'thought'); -kl, -km (akl
'reason', (h) ukm 'order');
other combinations: -sn, -zn (gusn, guzn 'hunger'); -sl, -sm (gusl 'washing', kism 'kind,
sort'), -zm, -zr (izm 'permission (to leave)" uzr 'excuse'); -hi, -hm (tahl 'bitter', tu/un
'seed'); -1m (zulm 'oppression'), -rm, -rn (garm 'warm', karn 'century'); -wi, -wm, -wn,
-wr (kawl 'promise', kawm 'people', sawn 'divorce', hawr 'rain'); -yl, -yr (sayl 'looking',
hayr 'well').

2. 1 .3.2 Diphthongs
The sequences ay and mv (see 2. 1 . 1 . 1 ) often referred to as 'diphthongs' are biphonemic
combinations of a plus a glide, which implies they are never followed by another con
sonant cluster or a geminate. Conversely, e and 0 (including the IrBal. variants ie and ue,
see 2. 1 . 1 .2) may be followed by two consonants, but not by a geminate.
2. 1 .3.3 Geminated consonants
As a rule, the geminated consonants (see 2. 1 .2. 1 (4)) are limited to the position after
short vowels. Gemination is also limited to word-final or intervocalic position. According
to Elfenbein ( 1 99 1 : l I S), a word-final geminate is shortened when the next word
begins with a consonant. So from the perspective of the sentence as a whole, geminates
only occur in intervocalic position. Geminates count as consonant clusters in metrical
texts.
Some SBal. dialects appear to geminate consonants after f and U. Other cases of
geminates after long vowels are specific to some sources, and all of them are likely to be
loanwords, e.g. saddf 'joy' (WBaINosh., BMC).
2.2 Non-segmental features

2. 2.1 Word stress
The scarce information available on word stress in Balochi suggests that it differs con
siderably among the dialects, and even in the very principles it foll ows. The diverging
stress patterns appear to mirror language contact (see Korn 200Sa: 67-70).

Western Balochi
For the Western Balochi dialect of Turkmenistan (cf. Axenov 2006: 48-S0, partly revising
Rastorgueva 1 966: 328f., 334-336; M oshkalo 1 99 1 : 40, 67ff.) and Afghanistan (Buddruss
1 988: 4Sff.), a system of stress has been noted which is similar to that of New Persian .
The stress is on the last syllable of the word as a rule, except for the individuation marker
(see 4.2) -e, the pronominal suffixes and the present copula, which are enclitic. The verbal
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stem is also stressed on the last syllable, but the endings of the present tense are usually
stressed. The negative prefix na- and the prohibitive prefix ma- attract the stress. Verb
forms with the prefix b(i)- (see 3.2. 5.2) likewise have the stress on the first syllable (thus
on the first syllable of the stem if the vowel of the prefix is omitted, see 2.3 .2.2), and the
nominal part of complex predicates takes the phrase stress. Case endings added to mono
syllabic nouns always bear the stress (on their first syllable if the ending has more than
one syllable), whereas polysyllabic nouns are stressed on the last syllable of the stem, all
case endings being enclitic. Inflected forms of the interrogative pronouns ce 'what' are
stres sed on the first syllable, however. There are also a few adverbs that are stressed on the
first syllable.

Southern Balochi
Acco rding to available data (which, however, would need careful checking), the stress
patterns in the SBal. dialect of Karachi differs markedly from the WBal. system in that
the place of the stress depends on the weight of the syllables. A heavy syllable is one
which contains a long vowel or diphthong or a short vowel followed by more than one
consonant. The nasal element of nasal vowels does not count as a consonant. A word
final long vowel and a word-final short vowel followed by one consonant count as light
syllables. The domain of the stress is the last three syllables of a word. Counting from the
end of the word, the stress is on the first syllable that is heavy. A secondary stress may fall
on the initial syllable of longer words, and some morphologically conditioned rules may
override these principles.
In the SBal . dialect of Chabahar (Iran), however, stress is on the final syllable irrespec
tive of syllable quantity.
Eastern Balochi
Information on the EBal . stress is particularly scarce. The description by Gilbertson
(1 9251II : 797), although presented in categories different from those used here,
seems to suggest rules very similar to (if not i dentical with) those observed for Karachi
Balochi: i.e. essentially, the last heavy syllable of a word is stressed. Complex verbs and
preposition + noun are treated as a unit as far as stress is concerned.

2.2.2 Intonation
There is contrastive intonation in Balochi. Declarative sentences and sentences with
question words are characterized by a falling pitch on the final syllable of the sentence.
Interrogative sentences without a question word have a gradually rising pitch towards the
end while an added tag question has a falling tone.
2.3 Conditioned morphophonemic changes

2.3.1 Nasal vowels
Nasal vowels are widespread in Balochi, specifically in the Eastern and Southern dialects;
some WBal. dialects do not have nasal vowels at all. In most instances nasalisation is not
phonemic, and nasal vowels can be analysed as allophonic sequences of V + n. There is
often a pronunciation Vn when a vowel follows: OBL.P -an + V vs. -ii + C, adj. suffix
-en + V vs. -J + C.
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Nasalisation mostly affects iin and en; the number of dialects that show nasalisation of
other vowels is smaller. In some dialects, VIII may yield a nasal vowel as well: ziinl vs. za
'knows', int vs. � (3S copula) in Karachi Balochi.
In some dialects, certain nasal vowels have acq uired phonemic status. This applies to a
and � in the EBal. dialect described by Bashir (2008: 60), to the vowels j ust mentioned
and to J in Karachi Balochi (Farrell 2003: 1 74), and to all vowels in Sarawani (Baranzehi
2003: 8 1 ).
In the following sections, nasal vowels (e.g. a) will be noted when the given dialect(s)
do not have a non-nasalised variant; otherwise the notation will be Vn (e.g. an).
2.3.2 Consonants
2.3.2. 1 Hiatus
Adjacent vowels may be separated by a hiatus-deleting consonant (HI, see Korn 2005a:
1 62, 235, 242, 249, 259). This applies to hiatus caused by absence of C (e.g. sii(hJir 'poet'
(Pers.-Ar. fii'ir), mahl 'May') and to the addition of suffixes to stems in vowels (e.g. a-h-an
/ ii-y-iin / c7-w-an DEM-HI-POBL. cc7-h-c7n 'tea (P.OBL)', zMlJ) - / ziiy- 'give birth', gre(lI'J
'weep'). In other cases, the vowel hiatus remains (see 2. 1 .2.2).
To some extent, the use and the choice of the consonant depend on the dialect
involved. The use of h is widespread, with WBal. dialects also making use of w and y.
2.3.2.2 The modal prefix biThe vowel of the modal prefix bi- (see 3.2.5.2) may be rounded before back vowels in the
following syllable (e.g. btl-pas 'put on (clothes)'), or it may be omitted. I n this case it often
assimilates to the following consonant (cf. Buddruss 1 988: 59): p-kass 'pull ! ' (Baranzehi
2003: 96), p-kan 'do', b-gind 'see', b-car / p-ciir 'look', b-doc 'sew', b-sOd / p-sOd 'wash',
b-nind / m-nind 'sit'. It may merge with p- and b-, e.g. putI' 'enter', bar 'carry'. Before
vowels, it displays the variants b- (before back vowels) e.g. b-ast 'stand', b-ust 'stand up',
or by-, e.g. by-a/' 'bring' (all examples are imperative 2S).
2.3.2.3 Verbal suffixes
Parallel to the nasalisation of vowels (see 2. 3 . 1 ), the form of some verbal suffixes may
depend on the following sound. In some dialects, there is a tendency for the -t of the 3S
and the 3P (see 3.2.4) to be limited to the position before vowel while there is a reduced
or nasalised form in other contexts (Baranzehi 2003: 88 note 22, cf. also the frequent
alternation Jarmc7ini '(God) command s' vs. Jarmainfl-i (with 3S pronominal suffix) in
Farrell 2008: 1 30ff.).
Similarly, the perfect participle (see 3.2.3 .2) is mostly -ag before a suffix with vowel, but
often -a otherwise.
2.3.2.4 Metathesis
There are several instances of metathesis of consonant clusters (see Korn 2005a:
1 76-1 78, 234, 240-24 1 , 265-267). One type involves stops or a stop plus s: waps- vs.
wasp- 'sleep', bask- 'forgive' (also bakS-) (vs. Pers. baxs-); SBal. getk vs. WBal. geht <
*gext-, past stem of gej- 'throw'), others arrange syllables according to the preferred
sonority pattern (kulp vs. Pers.-Ar. qufl 'lock', lahl vs. Pers.-Ar. talx 'bitter').
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3 MORP HOLOGY
Baloch i dialects differ considerably in many aspects, and the morphology is no exception.
For the notation of nasal vowels, see 2.3. 1 .

3. 1 Nominal morphology

3. 1. 1 Nouns
3. 1 . 1 . 1 Nominal categories
There is no grammatical gender in any dialect of Balochi.
The categories relevant for the Balochi nominal system are case and number (singular
(S) and plural (P), see also 4.5. 1 ).
Mass nOllns like ap 'water', fa 'tea', nan 'bread', gost 'meat', galla(g) 'wheat', etc. are
treated as plural nouns and used with a 3P verb when they denote a certain quantity:

cammag-ay yaxx-en u
pale-en
ap-ana-a
war-ant
e
DEM spring-GEN ice-ATTR and pure-ATTR water-POBJ-V.El drink.PR-3P
'they drink the cold and pure water of this spring'. (TBal., ABT: 68)
In the generic meaning, they are treated as singular:

war-ant
ap-a
water-V.El drink.PR-3P
'they drink water'. (WBal.)
3. 1 . 1 . 2 Case system
( I ) There is no agreement in grammatical descriptions of Balochi on the number of
cases and what they should be calIed (see Korn 2005b, 2008b). EssentialIy there are the
folIowing cases (see also 3 .2.7, 4. 1 and 4.4 for discussion of case marking):
•

•

•

•
•

The direct (DI R) case (also calIed nominative by some authors) denotes the subject in
sentences constructed nominatively and the patient in sentences constructed ergatively.
The oblique (OBl) case is used for the agent in ergative sentences, with prepositions
and in locative and adverbial functions.
The object (OBJ) case is employed for direct and indirect objects in sentences with
nominative-accusative alignment. The oblique case is also used in this function.
The genitive (G EN) case is used for possessors and with postpositions.
The vocative (VOC) case is used in direct address.

Points of much variation are the use of the object case suffix -ra, and of the genitive
case. The WBal. dialects have -ay for the GEN.S and -lira or -ana for the OBIP. The
SBal. system has genitive singular -e and the OBIP is marked with -ana (ra) , -anli or
-anra. In EBal ., the suffix -an may optionalIy be used in the DIR.P. The object case has
the suffixes -iir(ii) (S), -lir(ii) (P). The GEN.S may be marked with -e, -a or zero.
(2) Table 1 1 . 1 0 shows the case system common in dialects spoken in Pakistan.
(3) In the Balochi dialects of Afghanistan and Turkmenistan (Table 1 1 . 1 1 ), there is no
separate form of the object case in the singular and the marker of the GEN.S is -ay for
nouns while -T is used on xuda 'God' and on names. Objects are found in the OBJ case.
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TABLE 1 1 . 1 0: CASE SYSTEM OF PAKISTANI BALOCHI
Direct
Singular

-@

Plural

Oblique

Object

Genitive

Vocative

-a

-ara

-ay, -e, -f

-@

-an

-ana, -anra

-anI

-an

TABLE 1 1 . 1 1 : CASE SYSTEM OF TURKMENISTAN AND AFGHANISTAN BALOCHI
Direct
Singular

Object

Oblique
-a

-@

-ana

-an

Plural

Genitive

Locative

Vocative

-ay, f

-aya, -fa

-@

-anI

-anfii

-an

The element -ra is not systematically used for nouns, but occurs in the pronominal
paradigms as marker of the object case.
More noteworthy is a case called 'oblique II' by Buddruss ( 1 988: 45-52) and 'locative'
by Axenov (2006: 80-83, 104), which is used in local/directional function (cf. Korn
2008a). Its marker is composed of the oblique case ending -a, which is suffixed to that of
the genitive, thence -ay-a or f a pI . -an-i-a.
(Note that the case ending -a in these dialects is glossed in two different ways, OBl
when it is an object (direct or indirect) and OBL elsewhere.)
(4) In IrBal. , there is a restructuring in progress towards a primary contrast between
singular and plural, whereas the opposition between direct vs. oblique case tends to get
lost (cf. lahani 2003). The suffix -an is used for the functions that DIR and OBL case have
in the other dialects, while the OBL.S is mostly not marked in functions other than
objects (i .e. -0 after prepositions, for adverbial use and for the agent in ergative construc
tions), yielding a system that may be described as in Table 1 1 . 1 2. As in AfBal. and TBal.,
the element -ra is not systematically used for nouns, but occurs in the pronominal
paradigms as case marker of the OBI
-

-

,

TABLE 1 1 .1 2: CASE SYSTEM OF I RA NIAN BALOCHI
Direct

Object

Genitive

Vocative

Singular

-@

-a(ra)

-ey

-@

Plural

-an

-ana

-tinl

-tin

N ote, however, that in the southernmost IrBal. dialects (spoken in, for example,
Sarbaz, Kaserkand and Chabahar) the case system is similar to that of Pakistani Balochi,
insofar as the D I R .P is unmarked and the OBL.P takes the ending -an, but follows the
IrBal. system for OB110BL.S and OBIP. There are also intermediary dialects with -an for
the DIR.P.
IrBal . dialects also use the ezaje construction (see lahani 1 994, 2003: 1 28, cf. also 3. 1 .3
( I » . I n the dialect of the Central Sarawan valley, the GEN is replaced by the ezaje
construction (Baranzehi 2003: 8 1 , see Table 1 1 . 1 3).
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TABLE 1 1 .1 3: CASE SYSTEM OF CENTRAL SARAWAN I
Direct

Object

Vocative

Singu lar

-fiJ

-ti(rti)

-fiJ

Plural

-tin

-tinti

-tin

3.1.2 Pronouns and deixis
Balochi pronouns exhibit a variation in number and function of cases similar to the one
observed for nouns in 3. 1 . 1 .2. As the pronouns present more complex systems than the
nouns in several respects (cf. also Korn 2005b), they are kept as one unit (i.e. without
hyphens) in the morphological analysis.
3 . 1 .2. 1 Personal pronouns
Tables 1 1 . 1 4 and 1 1 . 1 5 display the pronouns for the I st and 2nd persons. They show
the same form for the DIR and OBL in several dialects. It is not clear whether the
contrast DIR vs. OBL noted in the earlier sources for the EBal . I S pronoun is (still) valid,
and if so, in which dialect(s). Bashir (2008 : 48) has ma, ma for both direct and oblique
case.
TABLE 1 1 .14: PRONOUNS FOR THE 1 ST A N D 2ND SINGULAR

IS

Direct , Oblique

Object

Genitive

EBal.

mao mao mil. mti

mana. mana

mal, mar

SBal.

mall

mana. mantirti

WBal. Pakistan

2S

-

m (a)llf

mall
A fgh.+Turkm.

Locative

mnfti

m(a)llti

!rBal.

mall

Sarawani

mOil

mOlla

-

EBal.

('aw, ('a

t"ar(a)

t"ai, th;

SBal.

taw. to

t(a)rti, tartira

WBal. Pakistan

taw

-

taf
t (a) ra

A fgh.+Turkm.

If

ta

IrBal.

taw, ta

lara, lorti

taf. tf

Sarawani

la

tara

-

/fti
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TABLE 1 1 .1 5: PRONOUNS FOR THE 1 ST AND 2ND PLURAL

IP

Direct, Oblique

Object

Genitive

EBa!.

111(1

1/1({/,((()

/1/({1, mal

SBa!'

/11({

m({/,({

mae, me

Pakistan

m({

1/1({/,(1

may

AfBa!.+TBa!.

am (m) ({

am (m)({/,(I

am (m)ay

111(1

/11({/'({

WBa!.

IrBa!.

al11(m)aY(1

-

EBa!.

s(a) w(;, S({

S(a) w({/; S({/'

S(a)w({l, .5({/

SBal.

SU/I1(;

SU/1/({/,({

sll/ne

!i(u) /11({

!i(u) 111({/,(;

!i(u )may

WBal.

-

may

Sarawani
2P

Locative

Pakistan
AfBal.+TBal.

IrBal.

-

S(u)l11ay({
s(o)/11ey
S(o)m({

-

S(O)I11({/,({
-

Sarawani

For the functions of the non-direct cases, pronominal suffixes are also used (see
3.1 .2.2), and possessive adjectives may be lIsed in stead of the genitive (see 6. 1 ).
Demonstrative pronouns are employed for the 3rd person (see 3 . 1 .2.3).
A separate form for the I P incl usive (mii-S(u)mii) is found in the Balochi dialects of
Afghanistan (Budd russ 1 988: 5 1 ), Turkmenistan (Sokolov 1956: 69) and some IrBal.
dialects, e.g. Sarawani; the latter also has an additional I P exclusive (mii-lvat, lit. 'we
ourselves'), and dual (mii-tmv 'I and you.s') (Baranzehi 2003 : 85).
3 . 1 .2.2 Pronominal suffixes
In addition to the independent pronouns, there are pronominal suffixes, also called
enclitic pronouns (ENCL.PRO, Table 1 1 . 1 6), which are used in all functions of the
oblique case, i.e. agent of ergative constructions (see 3.2.7, 4.4. 1 ), direct and indirect
objects (4.4.2), and as possessive pronouns.
TABLE 1 1 .16: PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES
1 st
EBal.
Sg.

-

PI.

-({, -0

2nd

3rd

WBa! '

[rBal.

EBa!.

WBal.

IrBal.

EBa!.

SBal.

WBal., IrBal.

-lin

-on, -0111

-e

-it

-et

-/

-I. -e, -is

-e, -/

-in

-en

-L7

-6, -is

-is

-is. -e

-is, -es
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The pronominal sutfixes are used to markedly varying degrees. Balochi dialects
in Pakistan , Afghanistan and Turkmenistan use them mainly for the 3rd person,
although in the literary language (e.g. oral and written poetry, modern short stories
and novels) <;lther persons are also encountered. IrBal. dialects use them frequently for all
persons.
3. 1 .2.3 Demonstrative pronouns
The demonstrative pronouns are inflected essentially in the same way as the nouns. The
distal demonstratives are also used as personal pronouns for the 3rd person .
The attested stems differ across the dialects (Table 1 1 . 1 7). Some demon strative pro
nouns only occur in adjectival function, that is, in attributive position. Frequently,
demonstratives take the prefix ham for emphasis ((h)am-a, (h)am-e, EBal. halV-). In
some dialects, these forms have become the usual forms of the demonstratives.
TA BLE 1 1 . 17: DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOM INA L STEM S

proximal

Stem

l ise

e

attributive, in direct case also substantive

es

inflected

distal

all dialects
several dialects

Tn

T

Dialects

attributive, in direct case also substantive

EBa!.

( i)§-

several dialects

a

SWBa!'

an

EBa!.

3. 1 .2.4 Other pronouns
The pronouns kay 'who' and ce / cf 'what, which' are inflected like demonstrative pro
nouns. The pronoun wat 'self' is used as a reflexive pronoun for functions entirely parallel
to that of Persian xad (both < *lllvat-). Its case forms are, depending on the dialect, OBL
wat (a), OB] \Vata / Ivat(a)ra, GEN waif. When the possessor coincides with the subject,
\Vatt must be used for all persons, for example

man lVatf
padis{7f u taxt-d
tark-a
kan-fn
self.GEN kingdom and throne-OBJ abandoning-VEL do. PR- I S
' I will leave my (lit. own) kingdom and throne'. (TBaI.)
3. 1 . 3 Adjectives
( I ) Attributive adjectives usually precede the head noun. In this position, they are used
with the suffix -en: \Varna-en bacak(k) 'the young boy', waS(s)-en hc71 'good news'. Adjec
tives can also be used as nouns, in which case they take case endings: (h)am-e warna-d
,
'that young (man) (OBLlOBJ) . When post posed to a noun for emphasis and clarifica
tion, the adjective is treated as a noun:
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guniikiirf-e mazan-en-ii
sin-INDEF big-ATTR-OBJ
'a big sin' (TBal ., ABT: 88)
In fixed phrases (and in IrBal . also elsewhere), eziiJe constructions are used. Here, the
adjective is found with or without the attributive suffix:

swiileh-en
nek-en
0
awliid-e
children-EZ good-ATTR and pious-ATTR
'good and pious children' (lrBaISarw. , BSD: 84)
pa izzat-i
tamiil11
for honour-EZ complete
'with great honour' (TBal. , ABT: 92)
(2) The com parative is formed by adding -til', and the superlative by adding the attribu
tive ending -en to the comparative: sal' (I'} -tir 'better', sar(r}-tiren 'better, the best' (sar(r)
'good'). This means that sarrtiren kitiib-e (with the individuation suffix -e) means 'a better
book' and without this suffix 'the best book'. Noteworthy irregular forms are mas-tir and
kas-tir (for mazan 'big' and kasiin 'small'). The adposition used in comparisons is sa / ce
(etc., see 3 . 1 .5) 'from, than'.
(3) A number of dialects also have analytic expressions with sa / ce:

mazan
ce
ala
DEM .OBL from big
'bigger than he/she', 'lit. 'from him/her/it big' (SBal., Karachi dialect, Farrell
2003: 1 97)
man sa
zag-a
til at-un
from child-OBL big COP.PT- I S
'I was bigger than the child'. (AfBal ., BLB: 50)
The superlative form occurs in attributive position and when the adjective functions as
a noun. In predicative position the formulation 'than all ' is added to the comparative to
give the superlative meaning.

tiiJir

bi swiir-iinf

mastiren-ii

gust

merchant to rider-P.GEN big.SUP-OBL say.PT.3S

ki piidisii-ay ziil11iis
am-es
int
CL king-GEN son-in-law EMPH-DE M COP.PR.3S
'the merchant told the eldest (lit. biggest) of the riders that this was the king's son-in
law'. (TBal.)
mastiren gust
mnf
piss niiJor at
big.SUP say.PT.3S I.GEN father ill
COP.PT.3S
'the eldest one said: my father was ill'. (TBal.)
aspswiir-ay ziil11 sa
l11ucc-iin {il-tir
at
rider-GEN sword from all-P'OBL big-COMPV COP.PT. 3S
'the sword of the rider was the biggest'. (TBal. , ABT: 90)
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3. 1.4 Adverbs
Adjectives normally also function as adverbs in Balochi: Jwiin int 'it is good' vs. Jwiin kurt
'he/she did well' (WBal.). Certain adjectives in the OBL may function as adverbs: dftr-ii
'hard' (adv.), JaM-ii 'deep down' (see also 3. 1 . 1 .2 ( I » .
Further adverbial expressions can be formed with the help ofthe postposition sarii 'on'
(see 3.1 .5), e.g. zar-e sarii 'powerfully' (SBaIKar., FBB: 68), or the preposition pa 'for',
e.g. pa drag 'Iying ly' (TBal ., ABT : 97).

3. 1. 5 Adpos itions
Prepositions, postpositions as well as circumpositions are found in Balochi. Table 1 1 . 1 8
shows some frequently encountered ad positions.
TABLE 1 1 .18: BALOCI-II ADPOSITIONS (SELECTION)
Prepositions

Postpositions

Circumposi tions

so I co I as I ac 'from'
po (I') 'for'
bi 'to'
gon 'with'

ce 'from'
pus/a 'behind'
taM 'inside'
sara 'on (top of)'
dema 'in fron t of, before'
cera 'under'
nemaga 'towards'
nyama 'between, among'

so . . . pusta (etc.) 'from behind (etc.)'
po . . . xiitira 'for, for the sake of'
bi . . . taM 'into'

( I ) Many postpositions are originally nouns i n the O B L (literally 'at the front/back/top
of' . . . ), so the noun or pronoun is in the genitive: eukk-e dem-ii 'in front (lit. face)
of the child' (SBal.); es-iinf pad-ii 'behind them', lit. 'in the footstep of them'
(WBal.).
(2) Prepositions are for the most part used with the OBL of nouns and pronouns, e.g. pa
ziig-ii 'for the child', sa man 'from me', gan iiw-iin 'with them' (WBal.).
(3) Circumpositions occur in most dialects; they are composed of one of the most
common prepositions, i.e. mostly ae, ea (etc.) 'from' , pa 'for' and to some degree also
hi 'toewards)', and one of the postpositions. The noun or pronoun normally follows
the rule for postpositions, i .e. is in the GEN: pattf pad-ii 'after you' (TBal ., ABT:
1 50), pa wiintin-ay xiitir-ii 'for the sake of studying' (TBal . , ABT: 1 50), af . . . lao-ii
'behind' (EBal . , Dames 1 89 1 : grammar: 37).
(4) The dialects heavily influenced by Persian prefer prepositions, but those in direct
contact with Indic languages chiefly use postpositions (cf. Jahani 2003: 1 27; Farrell
2003: 1 95ff.). The difference can conveniently be exemplified with two of the most
common adpositions, namely the preposition sa (with variants) 'from', which is a
postposition in Karachi Balochi (ee), and the postposition tahii 'inside', which is
often encountered as a preposition in IrBal.
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3. 1.6 Numerals
Table 1 1 . 1 9 gives the ordinals found in the various dialects and sources presenting the
most common variant(s) first. ° means that the given item is fo und as second member of a
compound (like nine in thirty-nine).
TABLE 1 1 .19: CA RDINA L NUM BERS
1 -9

1 1-19

yak(k)
do. du
sa;, sae, sr, sah
car, EBa!. cyar
panc, pan]
!,'aNs)
(h) ap t , (h)a/t
(h)ast
no, nuh, nil, On au

yazda(h), yanzda(g) , EBa!. yaidah
d(u)wazda(h), dwanzda (g) EBa!. dll'aidah
shda (h), senzda(h)
carda(h) , BMC carda (g) , EBa!. cyardah
panzda(h)
sal1zda(h)
(h)abda(h), hawdah
(h)aZda(h)
nozda ( h), n 8zda(g) , 11I1zdah

1 0-90

1 00-

da(h) , FBB da, BMC °da(g)
blSt, EBa!. gist
Sl
Ci/ ( I) , Cihil
pan]a(h)
S{W, .fast, EBa!. sa;-gISt, sah-glst
(h) ap tad, (h ) a/tad, EBa!. sa;-glsl-II-dah
(h) aslad, EBa!. cyar-gTst
nall'ad, nuwad, EBa!. cyar-gf.H-II-dah

sad ' 1 00'
hazar 'I ,000'
lak(k) ' 1 00,000'
kllro!, ' 1 0,000,000'
arab ' 1 ,000,000,000'

Interestingly, there is a system of counting by 20s in EBa!. ( For more details about the
attestation and history of the numerals, see Korn 2006).
arab i s 1 ,000 million in FBB and Sayad Hashmi 2000, but 100 million in BMC (which
is indeed the meaning of Urdu arab). N umbers like '2 1 ' are compounds made in the same
way as in Persian (thus bfst-u-yak, EBa!. gTst-u-yak). 200 etc. is doldu-sad etc.
According to Dames ( 1 9 1 3 : 1 3ff.), subtraction strategies also occur in EBa!. (e.g. say
I('am yaidalt-gTst '3 less than I I times 20' 2 1 7).
=

3.2 Verb morphology

3.2. 1 Simple and complex verbs
Balochi verbs are either simple or complex. Complex verbs may have a noun, adjective or
preposition (preverb) as their first element (e.g. sar kan- 'bring, deliver', tarr kan- 'wet',
dar kan- 'take out, remove'). Borrowed verbs are often incorporated in this way, e.g. pan
kal1- (SBa! . of Karachi, Farrell 2003 : 1 85), zang jan- (WBa!. of Iran) both meaning
'phone', taCIt kall- 'sharpen' (TBal ., Axenov 2003: 250), garasakk kal1- 'wait' (TBal .,
Axenov 2003: 25 1 ), but may also be incorporated as simple verbs, e.g. dar- 'hold, have',
fikk- 'write', i'u{!- 'be freed' (Korn 200 1 , A. I ) .
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3.2 .2 Stem formation
3.2.2 . 1 Present and past stems
As in most Iranian languages, Balochi verbal morphology is based on the dichotomy of
present stem (PR) and past stem (PT).
Most past stems are formed from the corresponding present stems by adding the sum.x
-it (which is productive and the most common sum.x, also for borrowed words and
den ominati ves), -t, or, more rarely, -itt, e.g. PR gll'ar- 'rain' -7 PT gll'ar-t, car- 'look' -7
car-it, bask- 'forgive' -7 bask- al.
Some verbs have synchronically un predictable past stems, reflecting Old Iranian
formations (e.g. kal1- -7 kurt 'do', gil1d- -7 drst 'see'). Others show retention of his
torically regular, but synchronically irregular forms: rlld- -7 rllst 'grow', waps-, wasp- -7
wapt 'sleep'. For a list of verb stems, see e.g. Moshkalo ( 1 991 : 53-62) or Korn (2005a:
3 1 2-322, 344-4 1 6).
3.2.2.2 Causatives and double causatives
Causatives are fo rmed by sum.xing -CI1- to the present stem. Do uble causatives occur in
many dialects. The sum.x for double causatives is SWBal. -ael1- / EBa! . -ail1-:
l11al1 cllk-a

ras-el1-a

child-P.OBL arrive.PR-CAUS- I S
'I transport the children ', lit. 'cause the children to arrive'.
l11al1 aya

ce

cllk-a

ras-aen-a

DEM .OBL from child-P'OBL
arrive.PR-DBL.CAUS- I S
" make him/her transport the children', lit. ' I cause the children to be transported by
him/her'. (both SBaIKar., FBB: 49).

3.2. 3 Non-jinite forms
3.2.3. 1 Infinitive
The formation of the infinitive depends on the dialect. Most dialects use -ag added to the
presen t stem: kall-ag 'to do'. In a number of dialects, all from the WBal. group, the
infinitive is formed by adding -in to the past stem; thus from kal1- -7 kllrt- 'do': kal1-ag /
kurl-in 'to do'. Infinitives may be used and inflected as a verbal noun, e.g. pa want-in-ay
xatira 'for reasons of the studying' (TBal ., ABT: 29 1 ).
3.2.3.2 Participles
A present participle is formed by adding -an to the present stem, e.g. kan-an 'doing', raw
an 'going', k-ity-iin 'coming'.

The perfect participle is derived from the past stem by the sum.x -ag / -a (see 2.3.2.3),
e.g. kllrt-a(g) 'done', sut-a(g) 'gone', likkit-a(g) 'written'.
3.2.3.3 Gerundive
The gerundive is formed by adding -f to the infinitive, e.g. man gus-ag-f a / un 'I am about
to say' (SBaI./WBal).
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tf

piss

tra

wat bimman diit-in-f

but-a

you.S.GEN father you.S.OB] self to.!
give.PT-IN F-GERV become.PT-PF.3S
'your father himself was going to give you to me'. (TBal ., ABT: 2 1 1 )
3 .2.3.4 Agent noun
There is an agent noun with -ok added to the present stem: kus-ok 'killer', niwfs-ok
'writer', which to a certain extent may also be used as a present participle.

3.2.4 Person marking and auxiliaries
The verbal endings are largely identical with the corresponding forms of the copula.
Where no separate forms are given in Table I 1 .20, the quoted forms apply for both.
TABLE 1 1 .20: VERBAL ENDINGS AND COPULA
EBal.
IS

ending present

-lin, -[m

copula
ending past
2S

endings & copula

3S

ending present

SBal.

WBal.
- in, - lin

-lin, -un, -8

un, lin

-

e

-ay

-f,J, -I

-ft, -T, -t

e

ending past
IP

2P
3P

-ey
-et, -t

int

0

-an, -en

-en

-it

-et, -e

-0

ending present, copula
ending past

-lin

-un

-lin

copula

Sarawani

en an in

-un

-

-e,J, -e

-et. -e, -it

,

-

-ant, -[z

,

-

-

ant

-ent, -e

The 3S ending -t is confined to certain verbs, and some of these forms lengthen the
preceding vowel. Some of these verbs even have an alternative reduced form: dan-t 'gives',
Jan-t 'hits', kan-t 'does', zan-t 'knows', raw-t 'goes'; with lengthening: gfr-t 'takes', war-t,
wa 'eats'; bar-t, ba 'carries'.
The imperative has the ending zero in the 2S: b-ra 'go!', p-kan 'do!', b-gir 'take!' (see
3.2.6.3) .
Note that i n Balochi dialects that pattern ergatively (see 3.2.7), the past endings in
Table I 1 .20 only apply to intransitive verbs, while transitive ones do not agree with the
agent in the verb forms from the past stem.
Most Balochi dialects have a past tense for the copula which is composed of a stem at
(SBal. sometimes it-) and the copula forms from Table I 1 .20 (the 3S is without ending:
at). Some SBal. dialects use the past stem of 'become' plus verbal endings. The copula is
also used for the compound tenses (see 3.2.8.2) and in some periphrastic aktionsart and
modal constructions (see 4.5.3).
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The present stem of 'become' is (de�ending. on the dialect) bay-, b.ery)-, bT-, bu-, b-, .its
ast stem is but / bTt (see 2. 1 . 1 . 1 ). ThIs verb IS also used as an auxIlIary for the passIve
oice (see 3.2.6.4) and in some of the aktionsart and modal constructions (see 4.5.3).
The verbum existentiae ('to be, to exist') is 3S (h)ast 'there is' (negative nest 'there is
not'), 3P (h)as t-ant (see also 3.2. 8.4). Its other TAM-forms are supplied by the verb
'become'.
Other verbs used in an auxiliary-like function in some aktionsart and modal construction s include dar- 'hold', kan- 'do' and li5!- 'want' (see also 3.2.8.4 and 4.5.3).

�

3.2.5 Aspectual-modal affixes and negation
3.2.5. 1 Imperfective markers
( I ) In many dialects, some or most verbs with a word-initial vowel show a prefix k- in the
present indicative (e.g. k-ay-fn 'I come', WBaINosh.), the present participle (k-ay-an
'coming') and (where applicable) in the imperfective aspect of the past tense. In most
IrBal. dialects (except in the very south), the verb stem is often found with a prothetic
y_ instead (y-ay-fn 'I come', WBal. of Iran).

ahinkar-e-a
k-ar-an
banda
tomorrow blacksmith-INDEF-OBL Y.PREF-bring.PR- I P
'tomorrow we will bring a blacksmith'. (WBaINosh.)
muee mardum sa ham-ada
ap-a
k-awurt-ant
all
human from EMPH-there water-V.EL Y.PREF-bring.PT-3P
'all the people used to bring water from there'. (TBal.)
(2) In several Balochi dialects, a 'verbal element' -a marks the imperfective aspect (see
Buddruss 1 977: 9-1 3, 1 988: 62-65; Axenov 2006: 1 66-1 70); in the non-past tense the
verbal element also marks the indicative mood as opposed to the subj unctive mood (see
3.2.6.2 and 4.5.2.6).
While morphologically, the element belongs to the verb, it is enclitic to the word
preceding the verb phonologically (and thus generally written as i f it were a suffix). It can
therefore not occur in clause initial position or after a pause. Other restrictions apply as
well (for details, see Axenov 2006: 1 68-1 70).
3.2.5.2 Modal markers
The prefix bi- (see 2.3.2.2 for its variants and 3 .2.6.3 for its use) marks the imperative and
the sUbjunctive: bi-ka(n) 'do!', bi-kan-it 'that he/she do', bi-kurt-en 'he/she would do.'
The prefix is often omitted in complex verbs, e.g. bir gard 'return!', so] kan 'ask! ' (TBal . ,
ABT: 1 65), dur (p-)kan 'remove!'.
The past subjunctive adds -en- to the past stem, usually also employing bi- at the same
time.
The optative is marked by the suffix -at- (see 3.2.6.3).
3.2.5.3 Negation
The negative prefix is na-; the prohibitive prefix is ma- (occasionally na- in IrBal.), which
is used for all non-indicative forms, i.e. those that also use positive bi-, with which both
are mutually exclusive (see 3.2.5.2). In compound TAM-forms, complex verbs and peri
phrastic aktionsart and modal constructions, na- and ma- are added to the main verb.
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3.2. 6 System of tense, aspect, mood and voice
3.2.6. 1 Tense
Balochi dialects essentially contrast non-past (present/future) and past tense. There is no
separate construction to express the future tense.
3.2.6.2 Aspect
Several Balochi dialects show an opposition of perfective vs. imperfective aspect in the
indicative mood (see also 4.5.2.5 and 4.5.2.6). In some of these dialects (WBal. of Iran,
Afghanistan and Turkmenistan, Sarawani) the 'verbal element' -a (see 3.2.5. 1 (2)) is
employed to mark the imperfective aspect in the past tense:

dars-a
dars

want 'he/she used to study (imperfective aspect)', as opposed to
want 'he/she studied (perfective aspect)'.

3. 2.6.3 Mood
Balochi dialects show indicative, imperative, subjunctive and optative mood . The optative
mood has a limited distribution (see 4.5.2 .4), but is attested in, for example, IrBal. of
Lashar and Pakistani WBal.
( I ) In many Balochi dialects, the prefix bi- (see 3.2. 5.2) is employed in a way parallel to
Persian to generate the imperative and subjunctive. In EBal. dialects, the corresponding
forms are more often found without bi- (cf Bashir 2008: 75-77).
bi- plus the present stem yields the imperative sg. ; the pI. is identical with the 2P sub
j unctive (see 4.5.2.3). bi- is used with the forms of the present tense to form a subjunctive
(see 4. 5.2.2).
bi- with the past stem (for this pattern see 3.2.6.3 and Tables I I . IO and 1 1 . 1 1 ) and the
suffix -el1- (according to Farrell 1990: 75 also without -en-) generates a form which
denotes counterfactual modality (see 4.5.2.9 and e.g. Barker/Mengal 1 969/1: 459-460;
Baranzehi 2003: 99; Axenov 2006: 1 97-199).
(2) The optative adds the suffix -at- plus the copula to the present stem, e.g. nend-iit
en (t) 'may they sit' (lrBal . , Yusefian 1992: 66). The 3S has either the copula 3S or zero
suffix:

ahmad yay-iit-e
come.PR-OPT-COP'PR.3S
PN
'would that Ahmad came'. (IrBal ., Yusefian 1 992: 59)
(3) In WBal. dialects spoken in Iran, Afghanistan and Turkmenistan the verbal
element -a is found in the indicative mood of the non-past tense (paraI1el to the M odern
Persian use of the prefix 111/-), so for the non-past tense, it marks indicative mood rather
than aspect (see also 3. 2.6.2).
3.2.6.4 Voice
N otwithstanding the existence of ergativity in many Balochi dialects (see 3.2.7), a passive
voice is also found . However, owing to the predominantly oral style of Balochi texts, it is
not frequently used, and rare with an explicit agent.
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It is constructed by ( I ) the past participle or (2) the infinitive (see 3.2.3. 1 ) with bay'become' as auxiliary:

ar duken-iinl
sar burrit-ag bitt
each two.ATTR-P.GEN head cut.PT-PF become.PT.3S
'the heads of both of them were cut off'. (TBal., ABT: 200)
mardom-iin fat-en
bitt-e
e
DEM human-P.DIR hit.PT-I NF become. PT-3P
'these people were beaten '. (IrBaISarw., BSD: 1 00)
maskat-e takii liine gir-ag
blt-ag-it-lL
PN-GEN in boat take. PR-I NF become. PT-PF-COP'PT-3P
'boats had been caught in Muscat'. (SBaI. Kar, FarreIl 1 989: 37)
(3) Eastern Balochi has acquired a morphological passive, which is formed by affixing
-f]- to the present stem of the verb (see Bashir 2008: 60-64 for discussion).

agar ta
aM
baral'a {all'k-e
kan-ay
if
you.S DEM .GEN about talk-IN DEF do.PR-2S
bay
gura jan-Ij-a
then hit.PR-PASS-V EL become.PR.2S
'if you make a complaint about him you wiIl be beaten'. (EBal., Bashir 2008: 63)

3.2. 7 Transivity and ergatil'ity
Transitivity is an important category in Balochi, since the construction of verb forms and
the marking of arguments depend on this feature. Many dialects of Balochi show split
ergativity (cf. FarreIl 1989, 1 995, Korn 2008c and forthc.): while an intransitive verb is
inflected according to the nominative pattern throughout (namely, the endings of the
verb indexing subject), transitive verbs foIlow a different pattern in all verb forms based
on the past stem (see 3 .2.2. 1 ), including those formed from the perfect participle (see
3.2.3.2) and the past subjunctive (see 3.2.6.3 and 4.5.2.9).
Balochi ergative constructions show the logical subject (i .e. agent) in the OBL case and
the object (patient) in the DIR case by default. It is common to use pronominal suffixes
(see 3 . 1 .2.2) for the agent (particularly in IrBal. dialects); they may occur in addition to
an overt agent, to which they are never suffixed (see also 4.4 for further discussion).
There is no person (or gender, see 3 . 1 . 1 . 1 ) agreement of the verb with the patient in any
dialect of Balochi, but there is an optional agreement in number for 3rd person patients,
i.e. the 3P ending is optionaIly added if the patient is understood to be plural. This
marking of plurality for patients is independent of animacy and definiteness.

fanen-ii
maJ'd-e
bi biidsiih-ay nemagii dem diil
woman-OBL man-INDEF to king-GEN beside face give.PT
'the wife sent a man to the king' . (WBaINosh.)
biinuk-ii zahm kassit drust fat-anI
lady-OBL sword puIl.PT all
hit.PT-3P
'the lady drew the sword and struck [them] all '. (SBal ., Elfenbein 1 983: 14)
ahmad-ii e
ketiib zort-ant
PN-OBL DEM book take.PT-3P
'Ahmad bought these books'. ( lrBal. of Sarbaz)
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NUl Id'ay-a

ja{}-a
EM PH-DEM well who-OBL hit.PT-PF
'who has dug that well?' (EBal ., Gilbertson 1923: 1 2 1 )

/zmv-e

Balochi dialects differ to a considerable degree i n their use o f the ergative construction,
ranging from a rather consistent ergative pattern to a complete substitution by the
nominative construction in some WBal. dialects, particularly AfBal. and TBal. I n these
variants, the category of transitivity is not relevant:
ma ayra
biiz ' kagad Iikkit-an
we DEM .OBJ much letter write.PT- I P
'we wrote many letters to him/her'. (WBaINosh . , BMC I: 282)
In those IrBal. dialects that show a restructured case system (see 3. 1 . 1 .2 (4)), both
agent and object of ergative constructions are in the DIR case. The agent is often also
referred to by a pronominal suffix.
kost-a
0
jest-a
ali jan-f-l
PN wife-ENCL.PRo.3S-ENCL.PRO
kiII.PT-PF and fiee.PT-PF
'Ali has killed his wife and run away'. (IrBal . of Lashar, Mahmoodi Bakhtiari 2003�
1 43)
zaman-a
a
dars-en-a
wa
lesson-ENCL. PRO. I P-V EL read.PT DEM time-OBL
'we used to study in those days'. (lrBal . of Khash, Jahani 2003: 1 25)

3.2.8 Individual verb forms
3.2.8. I Simple tenses
The endings shown in Table I 1 .20 are joined to the present stem to build the simple
present (sometimes also called aorist). The preterite (simple past) is built by suffixing the
verbal endings to the past stem. However, in the Balochi dialects with ergative patterning
(see 3.2.7), this applies only to intransitive verbs whereas the bare past stem is used with
transitive verbs. In EBal. dialects, the present perfect is used instead of the preterite (see
4.5.2.7).
With the affixes shown in 3.2.5, the present and preterite can be converted into modal
and aspectual forms. For examples, see 4.5.2.
3.2.8.2 Compound tenses
Compound tenses are based on the perfect participle (see 3.2.3.2). They are constructed
ergatively in dialects that pattern ergatively if the main verb (that is, the one represented
by the perfect participle) is transitive (note the contrast to the periphrastic aktionsart and
modal constructions mentioned in 4.5.3, where it is the transitivity of the finite verb that
determines the type of construction).
The present perfect uses the perfect participle with the present copula, but omitting the
copula in the 3S:
a kapt-a
man kapt-ag-8
'he/she has fallen';
'I have fallen';
(all SBaIKar., FBB: 73)

man gust-a
'I have said . . . '
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The past perfect uses the perfect participle or the past stem with the past copula or the
auxiliary 'become' (see 3.2.4 ):
bast-ag-at-ant
ka{[lt-e
fort-INDEF build. PT-PF-COP.PT-3P
'they had built a fort'
(WBaINosh., BMC 1 :348)

rapt-at-ant
go.PT-COP.PT-3P
'they had gone'
(irBaISarh., ASG: 1 7)

intransitive
man kapt-a
bft-ag-b
1 fall.PT-PF become. PT-PF-COP'PR . I S
' I had fallen'.
(both SBaIKar., FBB: 73-74)

transitive
gust-a
btt-a
iiya
DEM.P.OBL say. PT-PF become.PT-PF
'they had said . . . '

3.2.8.3 Basic Balochi TAM-forms
The following tables show the basic Balochi TAM-forms, from which individual dialects
may diverge to a certain extent.
Table 1 1 .2 1 shows the forms which apply (with varying personal endings, here demon
strated with those of WBaINosh.) to WBal. of Pakistan, and, with the modifications
noted in 3. 2.4 and 3.2.8.2 also to SBal . , and with those noted in 3.2.4 and 3.2. 8 . 1 to EBal.
Table 1 1 .22 (with TBal . endings) presents those applying for systems with the verbal
element -a. In these dialects the past perfect form with past stem + past copula is
predominant.
TABLE 1 1 .21: BASIC BALOCHI TAM-FORMS: SYSTEM I
Presen t
indicative

subjunctive

kap-In
kap-ay
kap-ft
kap-an
kap-it
kap-ant

bi-kap-In
bi-kap-ay
bi-kap-It
hi-kap-an
bi-kap-it
bi-kap-ant

imperative
bi-kap-@

bi-kap-it

optative
bi-kap-iit-un
bi-kap-iit-ay
bi-kap-iit-@
bi-kap-iit-an
bi-kap-iit-it
bi-kap-iit-ant

Past
preterite

subjunctive

perfect

past perfect

kapt-un
kapt-ay
kapt-@
kapt-an
kapt-it
kapt-ant

bi-kapt-en-un
bi-kapt-en-ay
bi-kapt-en-@
bi-kapt-en-an
bi-kapt-en-it
bi-kapt-en-ant

kapta(g)-un
kapta(g) -ay
kapta(g)-@
kapta(g)-an
kapta(g)-it
kapta(g)-ant

kaptag-at-un
kaptag-at-ay
kaptag-at-@
kaptag-at-an
kaptag-at-it
kaptag-at-ant
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TABLE 1 1 .22: BASIC BALOCHI TAM-FORMS: SYSTEM II
Present
indicative

subjunctive

-a kap-Tn
-a kap-ay
-a kap-It
-a Imp-an
-a kap-it
-a kap-ant

(bi-) leap-in
(bi-)kap-ay
( bi-) kap-it
(bi-)kap-an
(bi-)kap-it
(bi-) kap-ant

imperative
(bi-)kap-(2)

(bi-)kap-it

optative
(bi-) kap-at-un
(bi-)leap-al-ay
(bi-)kap-at-(2)
(bi-)kap-at-en
(bi-) leap-at-it
(bi-) kap-at-ant

Past
preterite

imperfect

subjunctive

perfect

past perfect

kapt-un
leapt-ay
ka1',-(2)
kapt-an
kapt-it
kapt-allt

-a kapt-un
-a kapt-ay
-a kapl-(2)
-a leapt-an
-a kapt-it
-a leapt-ant

bi-kapt-en-un
bi-kapt-en-ay
bi-kapt-en-(2)
bi-leapt-en-an
bi-kapt-en-it
bi-leapt-en-ant

leapta( g)-un
kapta(g)-ay
kapla(g)-(2)
kapta(g)-an
leapta(g)-it
kapta(g)-ant

kapt-at-un
kapt-at-ay
kapt-at-(2)
kapt-at-an
kapt-at-it
kapt-at-ant

3.2.8.4 Possession
There are various constructions for the concept 'to have' in Balochi (see Jahani 1 995):
( I ) A construction corresponding to the Latin mihi est 'to me there is' is used to express
permanent ownership (in EBal . , ownership in general). Forms that are used for this
purpose are the 3S of the copula or verbum existentiae (when existence or non-existence is
in focus) (see 3.2.4), with or without agreement in number with the items possessed. The
possessor is in the OBJ or GEN case, for example
mana cjagar ast
LOBJ land Y. EX.3S
'I have land'.
(WBaI Nosh., BMC I: 69)

bras
nest
tara
you.S.OBJ brother N EG.V.EX.3S
'you don't have brothers' .
(WBaI Nosh ., B M C I : 73)

mani biiz bras
ant
I .GEN much brotherCOP.PR.3P
'I have many brothers'.
(WBaINosh., BMC 1: 74)

ni t"ara
mahal �
now you.S.OBJ leisure COP. PR.3S
'are you now at leisure?'
(EBal . , Gilbertson 1 923: 1 87)

(2) Adpositions are used to express temporary ownership:
tai
kitab g8 manf bras-a
int
you.S.GEN book with I.GEN brother-OBL COPPR.3S
'my brother has your book',
lit. 'your book is with my brother'. (WBa1Nosh., BMC I: 73)
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gan man baz kitab ant
with I
much book COP.PR.3P
'I have many books (in the sense of: I have them with me, without necessarily owning
them)'. (WBaIN osh ., BMC I: 73)
tai
kirra dan ast-�
you.S.GEN beside rice V EX.3S-COP.PR.3S
'do you have rice?',
lit. 'is there rice at your side?' (S BaIKar., FBB: 27)
(3) In some dialects (e.g. TBal., AfBal. and some IrBal. variants) the verb dar- / dast
(which otherwise means 'hold, keep, protect') is used for 'have':
ye
deb
mazan-en xazanag-e
dar-it
DEM demon big-ATTR locker-INDEF hold.PR-3S
'this demon has a big locker'. (TBal.)
takar u hant sey zahg dar-ant
PN and PN three child hold.PR-3P
'Chakar and Hani have three children'. (irBal. of Zahedan)
4 SYNTAX
4.1 Noun phrase structure
( I ) As a rule, the Balochi noun phrase is head-final (left-branching): genitives and attribu
tive adjectives are placed before the head noun. The same applies to adpositions (see
3 . 1 .5) since, on the whole, postpositions dominate.
mni
bras-ay
kitab
I .GEN brother-G EN book
'my brother's book(s)'

mazan-en asp
big-ATTR horse
'big horse(s)'

gis-ay
pusta
house-GEN behind
'behind the house'. (all WBal.)

(2) When two semantically similar nouns are enumerated, nominal endings are used
only once, at the end of the phrase ('group inflection'):
badsah
u
wazir-ay
jinikk allt-ant
king
and minister-GEN girl
come.PT-3P
'the king's and the minister's daughters came'. (WBaINosh.)
4.2 Definiteness
There is no definite article in Balochi. The term 'indefinite article' has been used for the
suffix -e, whose main function is to mark an indefinite specific form in the singular.
Except for its function of marking antecedents of restrictive relative clauses (see 5.2.2), it
is not used with plural nouns in Balochi. So -e might be better termed 'singularity
marker' or 'individuation marker', e.g. kitab-e 'a [certain] book' (not 'any [one] book').
Definiteness also plays a role in word order and in the marking and placement of
objects (see 4.3. 1 and 4.4.2 . 1 ), but not for verbal agreement in ergative constructions (see
3.2.7).
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4.3 Clause structure and word order

4. 3.1 Word order
The default word order is SOV (Subject - Object - Verb). Adverbial phrases generally
follow the verb. Balochi is a pro-drop language. The order between the direct and indirect
object is not fixed . A definite direct object tends to precede the indirect object, whereas an
indefinite or generic one usually follows it. Alternative constituent orders may occur for
pragmatic reasons (see 4.3.2).
yakk pfr
cil/a-kass-e
one holy.man forty-pull .PR-I N O EF

mana damf-e
sop-e
I.OBJ blessed-ATTR apple-INOEF
dat-ag
give.PT-PF.3S
'a holy man observing a period of fasting and praying gave me a blessed apple'.
(WBaINosh.)

man digar-ay
rOZI-a
bitta
dat-ag-a
na-kan-fn
other-GEN daily.bread-OBJ to.you.S give.PT-PF-VEL NEG-do.PR- I S
'I cannot give someone else's daily bread to you'. (AfBal.)
sut-ant
badsahf marf-a
go.PT-3P royal mansion-P.OBL
'they went to the royal mansions'. (WBaINosh.)
bakf-y-a
dat
bi ra-y-i
xuda
rest-HI-OBJ give. PT.3S to way-HI-EZ God
'he gave the remainder as charity'. (AfBal .)

4.3.2

Focus and prominence

A constituent can be placed in the postverbal or preverbal position, or be left-dislocated
to the beginning of the sentence for prominence.
sunduk-a moUd-a
bac/4 dat-ant
chest-OBL maidservant-P.OBL back give.PT-3P
'the maidservants carried the chest'. (WBaINosh.)
am-e
putI'
sandux-ay ta
enter.PR. SB] EMPH-OEM chest-GEN in
'get inside this chest!' (TBal. , ABT: 233)
e
kar-a
man kurt-un
OEM work-OBL I
do.PT- I S
'it is I who has done this'. (WBaINosh.)
Cleft constructions are another strategy for marking focus:
a
Clz-e
ki sma dfst-ag-it
OEM thing-I NOEF CL you.P see.PT-PF-COP.PR.2P
a
mardum-e
but-a
OEM human-INOEF become.PT-PF.3S
'what you have seen turned out to be a man'. (TBal ., ABT: 240)
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4. 3. 3 Nominal clauses
Balochi also employs nominal clauses, but only for the 3S of the non-past indicative.
These senten ces have a nominal predicate followed by the individuation marker -e
(see 4.2), e.g.:
murg-e @
murg-e at
bacakk-e ay

'it is a bird', but
'it was a bird', and
'are you a boy?'

4.4 Case marking

4. 4. 1 Subject m arking
In nominative constructions, the subject is in the direct case, which has a zero suffix in
both the singular and the plural (except in IrBa\., see 3. 1 . 1 .2 (4)). This applies to the
transitive agent of verb forms based on the non-past stem, to the intransitive subject in all
dialects, and to the transitive agent in non-ergative dialects (see 3.2 .7).
In ergative constructions, the agent is in the oblique case. This applies to the transitive
agent of verb forms based on the past stem in ergative dialects. Since pronominal suffixes
(see 3 . 1 .2.2) function as unstressed variants of the oblique case pronouns, they may also
be used for ergative agents.
waja aff gopt-f
mister PN say.PT-ENCL.PRO.3S
'Mr. Ali said . . . '
(IrBaISarw., BSD: \ 05)

batJ4-f
ko
karbas-ana
back-ENCL.PRo.3S do.PT cotton-P.OB]
'she carried the cotton'.
(IrBaISarw., BSD: \ 06)

4.4.2 Object marking
4.4.2. 1 Direct object
The marking of the direct object by the oblique and object case is governed by the
principles of DOM (differentiated object marking). A direct object that is generic/indefin
ite, non-specific and inanimate is in the direct case (see also Farrell 1 990: 65) whereas
definite direct objects are in the oblique or object case (see 3. 1 . 1 .2 ( I )) .
In sentences constructed ergatively, the direct object is usually in the direct case, but it
may also be in the oblique or object case if it is definite. This is even the predominant
pattern for the 1 st and 2nd person pronouns (cf. Farrell 1 995, Korn, forthc.), but the DIR
of these pronouns is occasionally found when a pronominal c1itic follows.
zant
har kas-a
nam-a
name-OBL each person-OBL know.PT
'everyone knew the name'.
(SBa\., Elfenbein 1 983: 30)

dft-is
mard-ara
see.PT-ENCL.PRO.3 P man-OB]
'they saw the man'.
(SBa\., Elfenbein 1 983: 1 6)

esan
ki waja panc-kus-a
dfst
sakk wassal but-ant
DEM.P.OBL CL mister five-kill.PR-OBL see.PT very happy become.PT-3P
'when they saw Mr. Five-slayer, they became very happy'. (WBaINosh., BMC I I :
1 78)
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kot-ag
man-et
weyt
Cf-ii
what-OBL I-ENCL. PRO.2S abandoned do.PT-PF
'why have you left me?' (l rBal. of Sarbaz)
fat-a
mnii lltll n-ii
I"iih-ii
way-OBL 1.0BJ thirst-OBL hit.PT-PF
'on the way, I was overcome by thirst',
lit. 'thirst struck me' . (AfBal ., Rzehak 1 998: 1 78)
4.4.2.2 Indirect object
Indi rect objects are marked with OBL or OBJ. OBL is used only for nouns, and in dialects
following the case system outlined in Table 1 1 . 1 0. OBJ can also be used to mark nouns as
indirect objects in these dialects.
mo diit-i!
ramaziin-a ke I"a
J give.PT-3P PN-OBJ CL go.PT.3S
'I gave [them) to Ramazan , who [then) went'. (lrBaISarw. , BSD: 83)
gal/apiin-ii
biidsiih-iirii hiil diU
horse.herder-OBL king-OBJ news give.PT
'the horse herder gave news to the king'. (WBaINosh., BMC II: 1 74)
manii tor-It
ki hal' c8 bi-bit
1. 0BJ want.PR-3S CL each how SBJ-become.PR.3S
man ii
maziir-ii bi-gir-in
u zindag-ii biidsiill-ii pes
DEM tiger-OBL SBJ-take.PR- I S and alive-OBL king-OBL before
bi-diir-in
SBJ-hold.PR- 1 S
'by all means he wants me to catch that tiger and bring (lit. show) it alive to the king'.
(WBaINosh., BMC II: 1 75)
In TBal., AfBal. and IrBal. indirect objects constructed with the preposition bi 'to'
(dative drift) are frequently encountered:
ta
be ciikar manii bakSet
you .S to PN 1.0BJ give.PT
'you gave me to Chakar'. (lrBal. of Khash, Jahani 2003: 1 26)
4.5 Semantics and use of verb forms

4.5. 1 Concord
Except for ergative constructions (see 3.2.7 and 4.4), verbs most often agree with the
subject in number and person (see also 3. 1 . 1 ). H owever, there are cases of 3P subject with
singular verb:
al"
duken-iinT
sar burrit-ag bilt
each two.ATTR-P.GEN head cut.PT-PF become.PT.3S
'the heads of both of them were cut off'. (TBal., ABT: 200)
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4.5.2 Use of TAM-fornls
4.5.2. 1 Present indicative
The present indicative basically denotes continuous and habitual actions and states. It
may also imply present continuous and future time reference. It is thus used for habitual
actions or states and ongoing actions in the non-past temporal field, as well as for general
truths and future events. It is, furthermore, used for past events in narrative style (histor
ical present). See 3.2. 5 . 1 ( I ).
man ham-e
rang-J
mard-e
un
EM PH-DEM kind-ATTR man-INDEF COP.PR. I S
u e
cjawl-J
sitah-ana
k-arz-ln
and DEM kind-ATTR praise-POBJ V.PREF-deserve. PR- I S
'I am such a man and 1 am worthy of this kind of praise'. (WBaINosh.,
BMC II: 1 73)
taff u
kaws-anl
badal-a
glr lIl
man watl
self.GEN stick and shoe-P.GEN exchange-OBL take.PR- I S
'I will take revenge for having been beaten up'. (WBaINosh.)
-

suma sut-ag-it
ma k-a-h-an
you. P go.PT-PF-COPPR.2P we VPREF-come. PR-HI- I P
'you have gone [to the afterworld already], we will come [as well]'. (Badalkhan
2008: 302)
gwast-ag-en
dawr u zaman-an
yakk warna-e
pass.PT-PF-ATTR period and time-POBL
one young.man-INDEF
)lI1en-a
aSlg-a
bit
pa dukkandar-ay
for shopkeeper-G EN woman-OBL enamoured-VEL become. PR.3S
'in ancient times a young man fell in love with the shopkeeper's wife'. (TBal . ,
ABT: 1 83)
4.5.2.2 Present subjunctive
The present subjunctive denotes uncertain actions and states (irrealis) in the non-past
temporal field. It is employed in modal constructions (see 3.2.6.3 and 4.5 .3) and various
types of subordinate clauses (see 5 .2.3) as well as in exhortations, admonitions, wishes,
etc.
bi-raw-ln
maroCf madrasag-e-a
today school-IN DEF-OBL SBJ-go.PR-I S
by-ar-ln
balkin Cl-e
perhaps thing-INDEF SBJ-bring.PR- I S
,
'let me go to school today, maybe I will bring something [from there] . (WBaINosh.)
aga da b-day-ay
sad-a
dan!
if ten SBJ-give.PR-2S hundred-VE L give.PR.3S
'if you give ten, he will give a hundred'. (AfBal.)
4.5.2.3

I mperative

The imperative is used for commands.
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plr
gust
sarr taw e
la{{-a
b-ztir
holy.man say. PT. 3S good you.S DEM stick-OBL SBJ-take. PR
b-ra
ask-ay
sop-ay
drack-a b-jan
SBJ-go.PR that.side-GEN apple-GEN tree-OBL SBJ-hit.PR
'the holy man said: Wel l , take this stick, [and] go and hit the apple tree over there' .
(WBaINosh.)
4. 5.2.4 Optative
The optative is used in literary style and formalized phrases to communicate wishes. Most
dialects (in non-literary style all dialects) replace it with the subjunctive.
gul
bi-rie-at
flower SBJ-pour. PR-OPT.3S
'may flowers shower [down]'. (Badalkhan 2008: 302)
durah bat-ay
healthy become. PR.OPT-2S
'farewell', lit. 'may you be healthy'. (WBaINosh.)
manf zird-ay
sirab-en
wahag int
ki
I. GEN heart-GEN burning-ATTR desire COPPR.3S CL
ga111-ay
garm-en
gwat tal
de111-a
l11a-kass-at
sorrow-GEN warm-ATTR wind you.S.GEN face-OBL PROH-pull .PR-OPT.3S
'the burning desire of my heart is that the hot wind of sorrow should not blow upon
your face'. (WBal.)
4.5.2.5 Preterite
The preterite (simple past) indicates past tense with perfective aspect, that is, events
completed in the past and viewed as a whole with no internal time structu re. It is the most
common verb form in narratives. It is additionally used as a relative tense referring to
future events in temporal and conditional clauses (see 5. 2.3. 1 and 5.2.3.6) when the
subordinate clause is backgrounded and/or assumed to take place before the main clause
and for events which are about to happen.
poryagir pa{{it
dfst
sinikk-a
gipt
labourer search.PT.3S see. PT.3S goat.kid-OBL take.PT.3S
nukk-a
sinikk-ay
dast-a
burt
hand-OBL take.PT.3S goat.kid-GEN mouth-OBL
incukk-J
trisk-e
kassit
jan-a
dat-e
such-ATTR piece-INDEF pull .PT.3S wife-OBL give.PT.3S-ENCL.PRo. 3S
'the labourer searched and saw the goat kid, caught it and put his hand in the goat
kid's mouth, pulled out a small (lit. such a) piece and gave it to the wife'.
(WBaINosh.)
yakk sop-e
kapt
kapp-e
watf
jan-a
b-day
one apple-INDEF fall.PT.3S half-INDEF self.GEN wife-OBL SBJ-give. PR
'[it] one apple falls, give half [of it] to your wife'. (WBaINosh.)
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eso yaht-e
look! come.PT-3P
'here they come (lit. came)'. (lrBaISar., BSD: 92)
4.5.2 .6 Imperfect
In those dialects that have a distinct imperfective past it is used for ongoing and habitual
states or events in the past temporal field. Dialects without this verb form employ the
preterite in these instances.
iskiirf pa watf
kiir-ii
biiz biiz pasomiinf-a kassit
hunter to self.GEN work-OBL much much regret-VEL puII. PT.3S
'the hunter was (being) very regretful of his deed'. (TBal ., ABT: 1 90)
4.5.2.7 Present perfect
The present perfect expresses events in the past which are relevant to the present. For
transformative verbs ('lie down', 'stand up', 'sit down', etc.) it has a stative meaning. In
EBal. the perfect form is also used where other dialects have the preterite (and imper
fective past), see 3.2.8. 1 .
ki iifii
maziir pa rad/-ii
dfst-f
see.PT-ENCL.PRO.3S CL DEM.OBJ tiger for mistake-OBL
gipt-a
u
bast-a
take.PT-PF and tie.PT-PF
'he saw that he had caught and tied up the tiger by mistake'. (WBaINosh., B MC II:
1 77)
yakk ballf-e
nist-a
one grandmother-INDEF sit.down . PT-PF.3S
sfr u sfliine kan-ag-ii
int
milk and whey do.PR-INF-OBL COP.PR.3S
'an old woman is sitting and making whey (out of milk)'. (WBaINosh.)
zahm iir{J-ag-ant
mii
I. OBL sword bring.PT-PF-3P
'I have brought the swords'. (EBal ., Gilbertson 1923 : 1 1 3)
There also seems to be an inferential use of the perfect (for assumptions, indirect
report, etc., see also Rossi 1 989).
wat dosf
be-wiib
but-a
u
atk
na-kan-t
self last. night without-sleep become.PT-PF.3S and come.PT NEG-do.PR-3S
'as for him, he was sleepless last night and can't come'. (WBaINosh., BMC I I : 1 77).
Actually, he was not sleepless according to the story, but the wife reports him to have
been sleepless as an excuse.
4.5.2.8 Past perfect
The past perfect indicates that the situation in question is located prior to another refer
ence point in the past. For trans formative verbs (see 4.5.2.7) it expresses a past state.
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naryan ki hiN swarf na-dfst-ag-at,
stallion CL any rider N EG-see.PT-PF-COP.PT. 3S
tracjcj-an
u gwanz lVar-an-a
del71 pa laskar-ay
skip.PR-PART and swing eat.PR-PART-OBL face to army-GEN
nemaga sut
towards go.PT. 3S
'the stallion, which had not carried (lit. seen) any rider [before], went skipping and
swinging towards the army'. (WBaINosh ., BMC II: 1 80)
pull-e
tamam kart-at
money-ENCL.PRO. I P finished do.PT-COP.PT
zang-e
ke pull
be-y-ar-et
.fat
phone-ENCL. PRo. I P hit.PT CL money SBJ-HI-bring.PR-2P
'we had run out of money, [so] we phoned [and told them]: bring money'.
(IrBaISarw., BSO: 95)
yak roc-e
sardar bi \Vall
gis-a
nist-at
u
one day-INOEF chief in self.GEN house-OBL sit.PT-COP.PT.3S and
gll'arag-a)' kaMb
wart-/
lamb-GEN roast.meat eat.PT.3 S-ENCL.PRO.3S
'one day the chief was sitting in his house and ate roast lamb'. (TBal ., ABT: 1 97)
4.5.2.9 Past subjunctive
The past sUbju nctive expresses counterfactual events or actions such as doubts, unreal
conditions and wishes in the past and non-past temporal fields.
na-ke
ada be-rapt-en-a
NEG-CL there SBJ-go.PT-SBJ- I S
'I wish I had gone there'.
(lrBaISarw. , BSO: 99)

ahlii
kar ku{}-�
OEM.OBL work do.PT-SBJ
'if he had worked'
(EBal., Bashir 199 1 : 105)

aga e
Jaga-ay
badala tall' diga badsahf-a
btit-en-ay,
if OEM place.GEN instead you.S other kingdom-OBL become.PT-SBJ-2S
taf
baz qadr
u wahag biit
you.S.GEN much recognition and desire become.PT.3S
'if you had been in another kingdom instead of in this place you would have been
given due honour'. (WBaINosh., BMC II: 1 72)
It can also be used in counterarguments:

111111

piss mnii arcon
dost dast-en
ham,
I .GEN father 1.0BJ although friend hold.PT-SBJ.3S also
pa want-in-ay
xatirii I1111CI-a
gipt
u .fat
for study.PT-INF-GEN sake 1.0BJ-Y.EL take.PT.3S and hit.PT.3S
'even though my father loved me very much, he took and beat me because I did not
study'. (TBal., ABT: 265)

In subordinate clauses it may denote iterative past:
puc
\Va nan wa l11asrap-e
ki
clothes and bread and consumption-IN OEF CL
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man bi-diist-en-un
l1111ii diit
SBJ-hold. PT-SBJ- I S 1.0BJ give.PT.3S
I
'he gave me clothes and food and [other] consumables that I needed'. (AfBal.,
B LB: 22)

4.5.3 A ktiol1sart and modal constructions
There are various periphrastic constructions that express both aktionsarten and
modalities. These are either nominal constructions or, in Persian style, double finite
constructions (for the nominal forms, see 3.2.3), as shown in Table 1 1 .23 and 1 1 .24. For a
(not necessarily exhaustive) list of the dialects in which these constructions are found, see
the examples.
4.5.3. 1 Aktionsart constructions
TABLE t 1 .23: A KTIONSART CONSTRUCTIONS
P�rsian-slyle ..:onslrucliuns

numinal cunstructiuns

( I ) Progressive / Ingressive
go/ayTs
INF-OBL
+ COP + SB]
+ COP
PR.PART
dar- / dast 'huld' + SB]
+ COP
+ lagg- / /aggil 'begin'
INF-OBL
(bi) INF-OBL + bina kan- / kurt 'begin' ur billa kOI1- / kurl + bi + I N F-OBL

I

(2) Terminative
INF-OBL
+ iI/- / isl 'leave'

(3) Immediate future

ay- / al 'cume'

ki + SB]

(1) Progressive / Ingressive
Several Balochi dialects have a syntactic construction comparable to the English 'con
tinuous form', employing the infinitive (see 3.2.3. 1 ) in the OBL (thus a kind of locative
expression) with the copula to express the progressive.
man gus-ag-ii
un
say. PR-IN F-OBL COP.PR- I S
I
'I am saying' (WBal .)

it-a
l11an gus-ag-ii
say.PR-IN F-OBL COPPT- I S
' I was saying' (SBaIKar., FBB: 74)

In Pakistani SWBal. there i s a continuous construction based on the present
participle + copula:
lI'iiJa pancckus
bi lIar-ii
sIViir raw-iin
at
mister five-kill .PR to donkey-OBL riding go.PR-PART COPPT.3S
'Mr. Five-slayer kept moving forward riding on his donkey'. (WBaINosh., BMC
II: 1 78)
Central Sarawani has a special progressive construction consisting of goliiyis + copula
employed with the present form of the verb:
kan-J
goliiyfs-J
zapt-a
PROG-COPPR . I P recording-VEL do.PR.SBJ- I P
'we are busy recording'. (IrBaISarw., BSD: 90)
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dar-a
yay-J
go/{jyTf-at-J
PROG-COP.PT- I P out-V.EL come. PR- I P
'we were coming out'. (IrBaISarw., BSD: 93)
Some variants of IrBal. (e.g. Sarhaddi Balochi of Granchin, described by Ahangar
2007) have acquired a progressive/ingressive construction modelled on the Persian
construction with the verb dar- / daft 'hold, have':
daft-on
rapt-on ke ta
yaht-e
hold.PT- I S go. PT-I S CL you.S come.PT-2S
'I was about to go when you came'. (lrBaISarh. , ASG: 14- 1 5)

kessa dar-ft
gehter a gehter-a
bTt
story hold.PR-3S better and better-V.EL become.PR.3S
'the story is getting better and better'. (IrBaISarh., ASG: 1 1 - 1 2)
Ingressives may be expressed by the infinitive in the oblique with the verb lagg- / laggit
'begin '. In TBal., bina kan- / kurt 'to start' may also be used in this sense.
/agg-lt
man gll.s-ag-a
say.PR-INF-OBL start. PR- I S
'I begin to say'. (SBaI.Kar., FBB: 76)
laggit
carit-in-a
100k.PT-INF-OBL start. PT.3S

'it started to graze'.
(both TBal ., ABT: 2 1 8)

bi zulm-ay
kurt
bina
building do.PT.3S to cruelty-GEN
kurt-in-a
do.PT-INF-OBL
,
'he started to do cruel things (lit. cruelty) .

nan u ap-ay
Jar kurt-in-a
bina-a
kan-t
bread and water-GEN ready do.PT-INF-OBL building-VE L do.PR-3S
'she starts to prepare the meal'. (TBal.)

(2) Terminative
TBal. also has a terminative construction with ill- / ift 'to leave':
watf
fang kurt-in-a
i.st
self.GEN fight do.PT-IN F-OBL leave.PT.3S
'he stopped quarrelling'. (TBal., ABT: 2 1 8-2 1 9)
(3) Immediate future
TBal. also has a construction for immediate future, in the present or past, employing
the motion verb ay- / at 'come' fol lowed by a purpose clause in the subjunctive:
ki ayra
malantj u masxara b-kan-t
padifa k-ayt
king VPR EF-come. PR.3S CL DEM .OBJ joke
and ridicule SBJ-do.PR-3S
'the king is going to ridicule him'. (TBal.)
at
ki dar-ana
ba4¢ kan-t
come.PT.3S CL wood-P.OB] back do.PR.SBJ-3S
'he was just going to load up the wood on his back'. (TBal.)
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4.5.3.2 Modal constructions
TABLE 1 1 .24: MODAL CONSTRUCTIONS
Persian-style constructions

nominal constructions
( I ) Ability I possibility

+ kan- I kUft 'do'
ability
I
n
ntio
Inte
(2)
PT( PF)
-

t(o) wan- I t(o) want 'be able'

+ SBJ

lor- I lorit

+ SBJ

+ COP
GERV
(3) Necessity I intention
noun-OBL GERV + int
noun-OBL I N F + lo! i(t)
(4) Desiderativity
INF

+ lot- I lo!;t 'want'

(I) Ability ! possibility

Ability may be expressed with kan- ! kurt 'do' as auxiliary:
dfst-ag-a
kan-ay
see.PT-PF-V E L do.PR-2S
'you can see' (TBal ., ABT: 223)
kan-e
kut
do.PT do.PR-2S
'you can do'

.sut
na-kurt
go.PT N EG-do.PT.3S
'he could not go'. (WBal.)

aya
kapt
kttt-ag-a
DEM .POBL fall . PT do. PT-PF-3P
'they could have fallen'. (both SBaIKar., FBB: 58, 75)

In IrBal. this constuction is less frequently found. Instead, the construction modelled
on Persian with t (o)wan- ! t (o) want 'be able to' + subjunctive of the main verb is normally
used to express ability:
miJ .sera
na-towan-a
test kan-a
I DEM .OBJ NEG-be.able.PR- I S lifting do.PR . SBJ- I S
' 1 cannot lift this up'. (IrBaISarw., BSD: 97)

(2) Intention ! ability
Pakistani SWBal. also has constructions expressing intent, ability and necessity based
on the gerundive (see 3.2.3 .3) + copula.
un
man raw-ag-f
1
go.PR-INF-GERV COPPR. I S
' 1 intend to ! will be able to ! have to go'. (WBaINosh., BMC I : 238) ! the same
construction means 'I am about to go' in (SBaIKar., FBB: 76)
(3) Necessity ! intention
mana raw-ag-f
int
LOBJ go.PR-IN F-GERV COP.PR.3S
'I have to go'. (WBaINosh . , BMC I: 240; same construction SBaIKar., FBB: 76)
Another construction expressing necessity, which consists of infinitive + the verb IOf- !
IOfit 'want, wish', is found in SBal. of Karachi:
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mana
likk-ag
lo!-i
want.PR-3S
write. PR-INF
1 .0BJ
'I should write', lit. 'to me it needs to write'. (SBaI Kar., FBB: 45)
(4) Desiderativity
The verb lor- I lorit 'want, wish' is also used to express desiderativity. In some Balochi
dialects the construction employs the infinitive + lor- (rall'-ag lor-In), in others it is con
structed in the Persian way with the subjunctive of the main verb, e.g. lor-in b-rin 'I want
to go'. This is particularly common in Balochi dialects in close contact with Persian
(lrBal., TBal., MBal.).
lorit
ki mna watl
zamas
want.PT.3S CL 1 .0BJ self.GEN son-in-law
'he wanted to make me his son-in-law'. (TBal .)

b-kan-t
SBJ-do.PR-3S

5 COMPLEX SENTENCES
5.1 Coordinate clauses
The most common coordinate conjunctions are u, all', IVa 'and', bale, wale, amma 'but', ya
'or'. Coordination may also be accomplished by the reduplicated conjunctions (h)am . . .
(h)am 'both . . . and', ya . . . ya 'either . . . or', and Ila . . . na 'neither . . . nor'.
Examples:
watf
cunt roc-ay
ap
u nan-a
zurt
11
selfGEN some day-G EN water and bread-OBJ take.PT.3S and
ham-a
S(//'-ay
ralt-a
watf
demii gipt
EM PH-DEM town-GEN way-OBJ self.GEN before take.PT. 3S
'he took [enough] bread and water for a few days and set out for that very town'.
(TBal.)

laskar-a bi sahr-a
atk
bale wiija panc-kus
biidsah gon watT
king with selfGEN army-OBL to town-OBL come. PT.3S but mister five-kill.PR
pesar bi lI'atl
109-a
alk
u
rast
ca aha
from DEM .P.OBL before to self.GEN house-OBL come.PT.3S and arrive.PT.3S
'the king came to the town with his army but Mr. Five-slayer had reached his house
before them'. (WBaINosh., BMC I I : 1 78)
am gret
11
a111 gal-a
kurl-f
also cry.PT.3S and also joy-V EL do.PT.3S-ENCL.PR0.3S
'he both cried and rejoiced '. (TBal.)
5.2 Subordination
There are few descriptions of subordination in Balochi. The most comprehensive one so
far is that of Axenov (2006: 243-267) for TBal ., on which this section is largely based
(examples are mainly from TBal. and other WBaJ. dialects). As Balochi is primarily a
spoken language, the syntax is usually fairly simple. Subordination closely follows
the basic pattern of Persian, and several conjunctions have been borrowed from neigh
bouring languages (e.g. agar 'if', lekin 'but').
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Subordinate clauses sometimes precede and sometimes follow the matrix clause, into
which they can also be embedded. The particle ki serves as a general subordinator: it
introduces complement and relative clauses as well as quoted speech . I t may also intro
duce adverbial clauses. Other subordinating conjunctions are mainly formed with ki as
their basis, e.g. wallde lei 'when', pa(r)Ce lei 'because', tan ki 'in order that'.
Sometimes a subordinate argument is asyndetically connected to the matrix clause (i.e.
without a conjunction):
miisa [ J ta

PN

xuda-aya

rmv-ay

ta

alia-a

b-gus

lei

yo u.S God-LOC go.PR-2S you.S God-OBJ SBJ-say.PR CL

am-e

yakk roc-e

EMPH-DEM one

mn[

lap-ii

sa

nan-a

day-IN DEF I .GEN belly-OB] from bread-OBL

ser /al/1

full do. PR.SB]
'Moses, [when] you go to God, tell him to fill my belly with food even if only for one
day '. (AfBa!.)
lalss-e

hast [ J

mana kal11m-en

iip

bi-dant

person-IN DEF V. EX.3S 1 .0BJ Iittle-ATTR water SBJ-give. PR.3S
'is there anyone [who could] give me a little water?' (WBal.)

5.2. 1 Complement clauses
Complement clauses are normally introduced by the subordinator ki. Complements may
constitute either the subject or the direct object of the main clause.
u

telrik at

zabr miifllm-a

na-bra

dark COP PT.3S and good evident-V.EL N EG-become. PT.3S
lei mardllm-e

yel diga

C/z-e

CL human-I N DEF or other thing- I N DEF
'it was dark and it was not quite clear whether it was a man or something else'.
(TBal ., ABT: 247)
l1a-zell1-ay

ki

l11an[

nell11

wiija

panc-kus

int

NEG-know. PR-2S CL I . GEN name mister five-kill.PR COP.PR.3S
'don't you know that my name is Mr. Five-slayer?' (WBaINosh., BMC II: 1 72)
Quoted speech can be considered a subtype of object complement.
janel1-eI

gll'ast

ki

nef

gapp ce

int

woman-OBL say.PT.3S CL now talk what COP.PR.3S
'the woman said (that:) what is the matter (lit. talk) now?' (WBaINosh., BMC II:
1 75)
Non-finite complements employing infinitives are also common.
l71el11an-ay

xizmatt kurt-ill

cO-I11-e

asal-aya

wass int

guest-G EN service do.PT- I N F like-EM PH-DEM honey-LOC good COP PR.3S
'to pay honour to a guest is sweet like honey (lit. this honey)'. (TBal., ABT: 246)
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5. 2.2 Relative clauses
The subordinator ki also introduces relative clauses. Head nouns of restrictive relative
clauses are introduced by a demonstrative or indefinite pronoun (functioning as an
adjective) and/or marked by the individuation suffix -e (see also Jahani 2008).
If the antecedent has the syntactic function of subject or direct object in the relative
clause, it can be resumed either by zero (more common) or by a pron oun (less common).
If the antecedent carries another syntactic function, which is very rare in Balochi, there
must be a resumptive pronqun in the relative clause.
(Temporal and locational clauses are structurally relative clauses, but are used as
adverbial complements and do not require a resumptive pronoun, see 5.2.3 . 1 and
5.2.3 .2).
Clz-e-ra
ki din
gus-it
wagi/yat dar-it
thing-INDEF-OBJ CL religion say. PR-3S truth
hold.PR-3S
'what religion says holds true'. (AfBal., Jahani 2008: 1 47)
ta
p-e
kar-an
ki man-a kan-in
baxt na-dar-ay
YOll.S for-OEM work-P'OBL CL I-VEL do.PR- 1 S luck N EG-hold PR-2S
'you don't have any success in the things that 1 occupy myself with'. (TBal ., Jahani
2008: 148)
gls-e
ki mni
balluk
bi ai
taM zindagf-a kurt
house-INDEF CL LGEN grandmother in DEM.GEN inside life-VEL do.PT.3S
annun bexi wayran
int
now totally destroyed COP.PR.3S
'the house in which my grandmother lived is now totally in ruins'. (TBal., ABT: 25 1 )
mard-e
k i ea
pane mazar-ay kus-ag-a
baJJ na-wart
man-INDEF CL from five tiger-GEN kill.PR-INF-OBL fear NEG-eat.PR.3S
e
yakk-�
mazar-ay kus-ag
pa at
OEM one-ATTR tiger-GEN kiII . PR-INF for DEM.OBL
na-kan-t
but
hiee Cf-e
any thing-INDEF become.PT NEG-do.PR-3S
'to kill this one tiger cannot be any problem for a man who is not afraid of killing
five tigers'. (WBaINosh., BMC I I : 1 74-1 7 5)
eos-�
mard-e
bi
ki gunah ei
na-khuiJ-a
such-ATTR man-INDEF become.PR.3S CL sin
thing NEG-do.PT-PF
'it should be such a man who has not committed any sin'. (EBal., Dames 1 89 1 :
Part 1 : 5)
pa-ce
am-a
lunka-e
ki at-ay
ki b-or-ay
for-what EM PH-OEM mouthful-INDEF CL come.PT-2S CL SBJ-eat.PR-2S
am-ayra
um pada
ist-ay
EMPH-DEM .OBJ also afterwards leave.PT-2S
'why did you leave the mouthful that you were about to eat?' (TBal .)
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5. 2.3 A dverbial clauses
5.2.3. 1 Temporal clauses
Temporal clauses are introduced by one of the conjunctions wahd-e ki / waxt-e ki,
(h)ar (ka)den ki 'when', an-co ki, (h)am-e ki 'as soon as' and tarn) ki, fa wahd-e ki
'until', or by the subordinator ki, which in this function is placed after the first word or
phrase of the clause. In some dialects the main clause is frequently resumed by ta, to,
gurja 'then' .
In narratives, the time frame is generally the past, and the preterite is used in the
temp oral clause. In the non-past temporal field, the indicative denotes certainty and the
subjunctive uncertainty. Also, the preterite can be used as a relative tense in non-past
temporal clauses with the matrix clause as the deictic centre: it puts the matrix clause in
the foreground and the temporal clause is construed as background information.
yakk roe-e
hard� ki a
bewass
one day-INDEF when CL DEM poor. one
rast
u
ea
poryat-a
bi gis-a
atk
from work-OBL to house-OBL come. PT. 3S and arrive.PT. 3S
eam111 bi pane musk-anf
sara kapt
ta at
then DEM.GEN eye
to five mouse-P GEN on fall.PT.3S
'one day when that poor one came home from work his eye fell on five mice'.
(WBaINosh., B M C II: 1 72)
jine/1Ziig ki sa rjanna k-ayt
woman CL from outside V.PREF-come.PR.3S
padisa kitab-a
by-af-a
dant
king book-OBJ to-DEM.OBL-V.EL give. PR.3S
'when the woman comes from outside, the king gives her the book'. (TBal., ABT:
254)
arkaden ki watf
Clz-ana
ba b-kan-fn
when
CL self.GEN thing-POBJ sale SBJ-do.PR- I S
pa wat Cfz
b-zin-fn
ra-fn
for self thing S BJ-buy. PR- I S go.PR- I S
'whenever I sell my things and buy something for myself, I will go'. (TBal . , ABT:
254)
waxte ki ta
mardum awurt-ay
al11-e
gis-ay
ta
when CL you.S human bring.PT-2S EMPH-DEM house-GEN 111
wat putr
sa
muee-an dema ta
from all-POBL before you. S self enter.PR.SBJ
'when you bring people, go into this house, yourself, before everyone [else]'. (TBal.,
ABT: 255)
5.2.3.2 Locational clauses
In locational clauses, ki is preceded by an adverb or a noun indicating place, e.g. ida
'here', ada 'there', (h) ar ja / (h)ar kuja 'wherever'. Depending on the prominence of
the two clauses and the degree of realis of the locational clause, the preterite, past
SUbjunctive, or non-past indicative or subjunctive may be used in this clause.
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arJa
ki ostat.
:::an-ay
wherever CL stand.PT. 3S know. PR-2S
ki (f
bras
am-odeIII
ant
CL you.S.GEN brother EM PH-there COP.PR.3P
'know that your brothers are wherever it stops'. (TBal.)
esana
awurt
am-ada
OEM.POB1 bring.PT.3S EM PH-there
ki wa:::Jr-ay
Jillikk-a-a
sod-ant
CL minister-GEN girl-OB1-V.EL wash.PR-3P
'he brought them to the place where they were washing the minister's daughter'.
(TBal ., ABT: 257)
5.2.3.3 Clauses of manner
Clauses of manner are linked to the matrix clause by, for example, Call ki 'like', and the
matrix clause may be resumed by an adverb of manner such as ama rang 'in that way'.
nokar /1111 can ki sa abbas gust-at-T
say.PT-COPPT.3S-ENCL. PRO. 3S
servant also like CL king PN
rang kurt
am-a
EMPH-OEM kind do. PT. 3S
'and the servant did it the way that Shah Abbas had told him'. (TBal ., ABT: 262)
5.2.3.4 Causal clauses
Causal clauses are most frequently introduced by pa (r)-ee ki or s-am-a ki 'because'. The
subordinator ki and other conjunctions also have this function. Since the causal clauses
express factual circumstances, the verb is in the indicative mood.
be-sakk
tal
nam pane-kus int
without-doubt you.S.GEN name five-kill.PR COPPR.3S
parce ki ii
panc-�
l1ulsk tal
Janok-e
ant
because CL OEM five-ATTR mouse you.S.GEN slayer-ATTR COP.PR.3P
'undoubtedly your name is Mr. Five-slayer because you have slain those five mice',
lit. 'those five mice are your slain'. (WBaINosh., BMC II: 1 72)
sama
ki mnT
gls-a-a
k-ay-ay
because CL I.GEN house-OBL-V EL VPREF-come. PR-2S
mnT
meman am ba:::-a
bay-ant
I.GEN guest also much-VEL become.PR-3P
'\ will have many guests because you come to my house',
lit. 'my guests will be many, too'. (TBal., ABT: 259)
mna yakk rupl-ay
brinJ b-day
1 .0B1 one rupee-GEN rice SB1-give.PR
ki mnl
mard-ay
dil
pa palaw-a
mant-a
CL I.GEN man-G E N heart for rice.dish-OBL remain. PT-PF. 3S
'give me one rupee['s worth] of rice because my husband's heart is longing for pilaw'.
(TBaI ., ABT: 259)
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5.2.3.5 Consecutive and final clauses
Consecutive (resultative) and final (purposive) clauses are both introduced by the
subordinator ki. The only difference between these two types is that the indicative mood
is used in consecutive clauses, since they describe real events, whereas final clauses always
exhibit the subjunctive mood, owing to the fact that they state a desired purpose.
Result (ind icative)
deb-a
yakk ziil11-e
Jan-t
e
DEM demon-OBJ one sword-I NDEF hit.PR-3S
ki sarag-f
iida-a
kap-It
CL head-ENCL. PRO. 3S there-VEL fal1.PR-3S
'he strikes the demon with a sword once so that his head falls far away'. (TBal . , A BT:
260)
Purpose (subj unctive)
bi-band-f
sakk g8 zamzfl-iin
hard with chain-POBL SBJ-tie. PR-ENCL.PRo.3S
ki wat-a
pace kurt ma-kan-t
u
ma-ralVt
CL self-OBL open do.PT PROH-do.PR-3S and PROH-go.PR.3S
'tie it tight with chains so that it can not untie itself and get away'. (WBaINosh.,
BMC II: 1 76)
A non-finite construction with the infinitive in the oblique case is also common to
express purpose.
kii-a
ap
sut
kass-ag-a
go.PT. 3S well-OBL water pulI.PR-IN F-OBL
'he went to the well to pull up water'. (WBalNosh.)
5.2.3.6 Conditional clauses
Conditional clauses are introduced by the conjunction aga (r) (ki) . The matrix clause is
sometimes resumed by the particle to / tao
Hypothetical conditions have either a preterite (relative tense) or a non-past sub
junctive form of the verb depending on focus.
age be bazar rapt-a
Clz-e
ger-a
if to market go.PT- I S thing-INDEF take.PR- 1 S
' I will buy [a little] something if I go to the market'. (IrBal . of Lashar, Mahmoodi
Bakhtiari 2003: 1 38)
agar ki e/a-f
nw-kan-t
mnf
dil
patta-a
if
CL free-ENCL.PRo. 3S PROH-do.PR-3S I.GEN heart for.you.S-VEL
sue-It
burn.PR-3S
'if he does not set him free, I will feel sorry for you'. (TBal. , ABT: 264)
Counterfactual conditions have a past subjunctive form in the conditional clause and
an imperfect form in the main clause in dialects with the verbal element -a (see 3.2.5. 1
(2)). In other dialects the verb form in the main clause is preterite.
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aga taw mani nam waja pani'-kus er
ma-kllrt-el1
if you.S I .GEN name mister five-kill.PR down PROH-do.PT-SBJ
ma-kurt-en
mani sita-a
II
and I.GEN praise-OB L PROH-do.PT-SBJ
fa par ce
maroCi
e
balah
l11al11 sara kapt
DEM calamity I .G E N on fall. PT. 3S
then for what today
'if you had not called me Mr. Five-slayer and praised me, why then would this
calamity have befallen me'. (WBaINosh ., BMC I I : 1 7 5)
5.2.3.7 Concessive clauses
Concessive clauses are marked by (h)ar-i'inkas, (h) ar-Ci, (h)ar-con 'even if, although'
(+ ki). The matrix clause is sometimes resumed by bale 'but'. The verb in the concessive
clause is fo und both in the indicative and in the subjunctive (see also 4.5.2.9 for an
additional example).
hari'inkas ki janen-a
diljami
dat
although CL woman-OBL comforting give.PT
bale waja pane-kui na-mannit
but mister five-kill .PR N EG-obey.PT.3S
'even though Mr. Five-slayer's wife comforted [him], he did not calm down' (i.e. did
not listen to her). (WBaINosh., BMC I I : I 77)
6 WORD FORMATION
6. 1 Nominal word formation
Common nominal suffixes are -ag, -k, -ak(k) , -ik, -uk (see Korn 2005a: 1 63-1 69), which
in many cases do not change the meaning of the word, and are also used interchangeably,
e.g. aden vs. adenk, adenag, all 'mirror'.
Several of these suffixes are also used to derive adjectives from nouns, as are the
suffixes -fig and -ig. Here as well, there is a certain degree of interchangeability of suffixes,
e.g. sud 'hunger' � sudag, sudig, sudik 'hungry'. However, the most productive adjective
suffix is -I, e.g. naSi 'tasty' (from nos 'drink(ing)'), waxti 'on time, timely' (from waxt
'time').
Adjectives derived from personal pronouns with the suffix -ig are used in the function
of predicative possessives in some dialects, e.g. l11anig 'mine' , taig 'yours', aig 'his, hers,
its', mayg 'ours', sumayg 'yours', awanig I ayanfg I ahiinig 'theirs'.
The suffixes -ik(k) , -uk and -Iuk (to a certain extent also -ak(k) ) (also) have a diminu
tive function; -uk is particularly productive (also on names, cf. Badalkhan 2003: 297).
Another suffix -f derives abstract nouns from nouns and adjectives (e.g. was(s) i
'happiness' from was(s) 'good, nice'; duz (z) f 'theft' from duz (z) 'thief'), and -ok forms
agent nouns from the present stem of verbs (see also 3.2.3.4). Both suffixes are
productive.
6.2 Verbal word formation
( I ) Denominative verbs can be formed from inherited as well as borrowed nominals
without adding a suffix, that is, by using the noun as the present stem, e.g. cop- 'hit' (from
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cop 'stick'), duz(z) - 'steal' (from duz (z) 'thief'), som- 'plough' (from sam 'ploughing'),
Jall- 'contain' (from Jail 'box'), g(a) rand- 'thunder' (from g(a) rand 'thunder(n.)'), badl
'change' (from badal 'change (n.)').
Very frequently, inherited and borrowed nominals are converted into verbs by com
bining them with a light verb to give a complex verb (see 3.2. 1 ). Common light verbs are
kan- 'do' and Jan- 'hit' for actions with the feature [+ control], and war- 'eat' (see Farrell
2008: 1 26-127 for a list of examples), gir- 'take' and bey-Ibay- 'become' for [- control].
(2) The formation of causative verbs is productive. Causatives are formed by suffixing
-en- to the present stem; double causatives use the suffix -aen- (see 3.2.2.2) .
7 SAM PLE TEXTS
The two sample texts below are intended to illustrate the great variation among the
Balochi dialects. Karachi Balochi is located in the very south-east of the Balochi
linguistic area and Turkmenistan Balochi in the very north. The first sample text is from
Farrell 2003: 207-209, and the second is an excerpt from the text A 1 .5 published by
Axenov 2006: 29 1 -293 (with glosses added), both with a few minor changes in text and/or
translation.
Karachi Balochi: Fishing
matlab is
J,
jO
ast-J,
meaning OEM COP.PR.3S REL V. EX.3S-COP.PR.3S
'It means that, you know',
ida Jab dar k-ay-ant-J,
here when out VPREF-come.PR-3P-COPPR.3S
'when they leave here',
[sam
takrfban rem bft-J
da baJ-e
rem-a
OEM.P.GEN about
time become. PR. 3S-COPPR.3S ten hour-GEN time-OBL
'it will be about ten o'clock for them'.
da baJ-e
rem-a,
jO
ast-J
ten hour-GEN time-OBL REL V.EX.3 S-COP.PR.3S
'At ten o'clock, you know',
e
mahar-a dawr
de-ant-J,
OEM net-OBL throwing give.PR-3P-COPPR.3S
'they will throw out the net'.
na?
da baJ-e
rem-a,
ten hour-GEN time-OBL N EG
'At ten o'clock, right?'
dii-e
rem-a
mahar-a dawr
de-a.
ten-GEN time-OBL net-OBL throwing give.PR-3P
'They throw out the net at ten' .
ast-J,
mahOr-a dawr
de-a,
daki sae baJ tak, jO
net-OB L throwing give.PR-3P until three hour until REL VEX.3 S-COP.PR.3S
'They throw out the net until three o'clock, you know',
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e
mahor-a
g8 sarpll! be-a .
OEM net-P'OBL with busy become.PR-3P
'they will be busy with the nets'.
anell ree-anl
isa,
pada car baJ tak
so
pour.PR-3P DEM.P.OBL then four hour until
'So they throw them out, and then, until four o'clock',
e
kamnlllk nind-a,
aram kan-ant-l
OEM little
sit.PR-3P quiet do.PR-3P-COP. PR.3S
'they sit a bit and rest'.
ast-e,
saJJ-e
sap da . . . mahOl; Jo
whole-ATTR night until net
REL Y. EX.3S-COP.PR.3S
'All night until . . . the nets, you know',
ap-e
lahii bft-l
water-GEN inside become.PR.3S-COP.PR.3S
'[they] are in the water'.
ham-a
sob-e
sara takrlban pane baJ-e
rem-a,
EM PH-OEM morning-GEN on about
five hour-GEN time-OBL
'Early that morning at about five o'clock',
na?
panc-e
!em-a,
five-GEN time-OBL N EG
at five o'clock, right?'
'_.

nl mahOr-e kass-ag-a
SUi'll kan-ant-e,
now net-GEN puII.PR-INF-OBL start do.PR-3P-COP'PR.3S
'Now they begin to pull in the net'.
daki sap-e,
matlab roe-e
bar
baJ tak e
mahOr
until night-GEN meaning day-GEN twelve hour until OEM net
kass-ant-e.
puII. PR-3P-COP.PR.3S
'Until twelve at night, I mean day, they pull in the net'.
mahar-a kass-ant-e
maeCl-an alag
kan-a
net-OBL pull. PR-3P-COP.PR.3S fish-P'OBL separate do.PR-3P
'They pull in the net [and] separate the fish'.
macc/-an alag
kan-a,
barf-mmf kU!f-ant-e,
lae-e
saul
fish-P.OBL separate do.PR-3P ice-DBL cut.up.PR-3P-COP.PR.3S boat-GEN on
'They separate the fish, they cut up ice, on the boat'.
sara bar
baf, yak baJ lagg-f.
Jarig be-a,
half twelve hour one hour take.PR-3S free become.PR-3P
'When it turns half past twelve or one o'clock, then they are free [for that day]',
sarti
pada warag-marag war-anl-e,
lae-e
then food-DBL eat.PR-3P-COP.PR.3S boat-GEN on
'and eat some food, [right there] on the boat'.
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ce
ata
bad watf
mahar-a sahj-a
kan-ant-t,
DEM.OBL from after selfGEN net-OBL side-OBL do.PR-3P-COP.PR.3S
'After that they [again) put their net to the side'

pada mahar-a ree-a
ap-a
then net-OBL pour.PR-3P water-OBL
'and throw the net into the water'.
Turkmenistan Balochi: My Childhood
gll'a!1(jakkf-a
man watf
Jind-ay gis-ay
mal-ana-a
childhood-OBL I
self.GEN self-GEN house-GEN caule-P.OBJ-Y.EL
earent-lin.
graze.CAUS.PT -1 S
'When I was a child, I used to graze the sheep of our household '.
ammo nazzfk-i sad
pas deW-an.
we
near-EZ hundred sheep hold.PT- I P
'We had almost one hundred sheep'.
man

II

mnf
bras
llsman u
sapar warf-pa-berf mal-[l1la-a
and I.GEN brother PN
and PN turn-by-turn cattle-P.OBJ-y'EL
earent-an.
graze.CAUS.PT- I P
'I and my brothers Usman and Sapar took turns grazing the sheep'.

al11ma pa watf
mal-an
yakkyakkf nom iSt-at-an,
we
for selfGEN cattle-P.OBL one.by.one name leave.PT-COP'PT- I P
'We had given names to each one of our sheep'.
awana
baz dast deist-an
u
zabr dl'llst-a
kurt-an.
DEM .P.OBJ much friend hold. PT- I P and good recognized-Y.EL do.PT- l P
'We loved them very much and would recognize [each one) right away'.
gis-ay
dapa
bag
II
palez
ham kist-an.
house-GEN in.front.of garden and melon.field also plant.PT- I P
'We planted a garden and a melon field in front of our house as well'.
man da-dwazda salagf-a
ga ar-a
alap-a
k-awllrt-lin.
I
ten-twelve year.old-OBL with donkey-OBL grass-Y.EL Y.PREF-bring.PT- I S
'When I was about ten or twelve years old, I used to fetch grass with the donkey'.
ham-a
waxt-a
yakk spet-en
ar-e
dast-an,
EMPH-DEM time-OBL one white-ATTR donkey-INDEF hold.PT-I P
'At that time we had a white donkey',
nam-f
I/abbu at.
COP.PT. 3S
name-ENCL.PRO.3S PN
'its name was Shorty'.
mnf
piss mnii sa
pane-sass siilagf-ii
I .GEN father LOBJ from five-six
year.old-OBL
'From the age of five or six, my father'
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quriin-ay
Iviint-in-ii
dat.
et
Quran-GEN read.PT-I N F-OBL learning give.PT.3S
'taught me [mnii] to read the Quran'.
man gawaxt-a
na-want-un,
sa
at
dema-a
Jist-un.
I
sometimes-VEL NEG-read.PT- I S from DEM .GEN before-V EL ftee.PT- I S
'Sometimes I did not study, I ran away from him'.
mnl
piss mna areon
dost dast-en
ham,
I.GEN father 1 .0BJ ·even. though friend hold.PT-SBJ.3S also
'[And] even though my father loved me very much',
xatira nma gipt
u
Jat.
pa want-in-ay
for read.PT-INF-GEN sake LOBJ take.PT.3S and hit.PT.3S
'when it came to studying, he used to take me and hit me'.
man zar-a
but-un,
ta
cunt roc
angry-VEL become.PT- I S until some day
'[And then] I got angry, [and] for several days'
ta abar-a
na-dat-un.
go ickass gis-ay
with nobody house-GEN in word-V EL N EG-give.PT- I S
'I did not talk to anyone in the house'.
nun, waxt-e
ki {u but-un,
sarpad-a
bafn
now time-INDEF CL big become.PT- I S aware-V EL become.PR. l S
' Now that I have grown up, I understand
ki mn[
piss
zabr kurt-a
ki mna Jat-a.
CL I.GEN father good do.PT-PF.3S CL LOBJ hit. PT-PF.3S
'that my father did a good thing to beat me:'
agar ma-Jat -en,
man-a na-want-un.
if
PROH-hit. PT-SBJ. 3S I-VEL N EG-read . PT- I S
'if he hadn't beaten [me], I wouldn't have studied '.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ABT
AfB al.
ASG
Bal.
B LB
B MC
BSD
ComBal.
EBa! .
FBB
IrBa! .
IrBal Sarh.
I rBalSarw.
SBal.
SBalKar.
SWBal.
TBal.
WBal.
WBalNosh.

Axenov 2006 (TBal. )
Balochi spoken in Afghanistan
Ahangar 2007 (lrBaISarh.)
Balochi
Buddruss 1 988 (AfBal .)
Barker/Mengal 1 969 (WBaINosh.)
Baranzehi 2003 (lrBaISarw.)
Common Balochi (see 1 .4)
Eastern Balochi dialect(s)
FarrelI 1 990 (SBaIKar.)
Balochi spoken in Iran
Iranian Balochi of Sarhadd
Iranian Balochi of Sarawan
Southern Balochi dialect(s)
Southern Balochi of Karachi
Southern and Western Balochi
Balochi spoken in Turkmenistan
Western Balochi dialect(s)
Western Balochi of Noshke, Pakistan
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C H A PT E R T WELVE

PARACHI
Charles M. Kieffer

1 INTRODUCTION
Parachi (Parael) is spoken north-east of Kabul in three valleys in the southern foothills of
the western Hindukosh by a total of approximately 3,500 speakers (as of 1 98 1 ): in the
Shotol valley, north of Gol bahar, with approx. 1 ,500 speakers; in the Pacheghan branch
of the Nejraw valley, north-east of Golbahar, with approx. 1 ,200 speakers; and in the
Ghochiilan branch of the same valley, with approx. 700 speakers (see Map 1 4a. I ). These
represent remnant linguistic pockets of an earlier dialect continuum (cf. Morgenstierne
1 970: 350-2; Kieffer 1 979a: 45-47; 1 983: 5 1 2).
The earliest references to the Parachi date to the sixteenth century. One is by the
emperor Babur (Beveridge 1 922: 207) in his memoirs, where they are mentioned in a list
of tribes in the region of Kabul. The other is by the Ottoman admiral Ali Rels ( 1 899: 65)
in his travelogue to the eastern regions. They are next mentioned in the nineteenth
century by the travelers Elphinstone ( 1 8 1 5 : 3 1 6) and Masson ( 1 842 I , 2 1 9: 221 -22). The
earliest reference to their specific location, though without mention of their name, also
dates to the sixteenth century, and is found in an eyewitness report on an Islamic jihad in
Kafiristan by Qadi M uhammad Salim (Scarcia 1 965: 73), who cites "the pagan popula
tions of Nejraw and Pacheghan".
Georg Morgenstierne is the true discoverer of Parachi. Having collected extensive
materials in 1 924, he established the dialectological position of Parachi, together with
Ormuri, as a South-East Iranian group which is historically closely related to North
West I ranian ( 1 932: 1 8-39), and three years later published his masterly grammatical and
philological description with extensive texts and glossary ( 1 929 [ 1 973]; dialect position:
8-1 7), which was followed some 50 years later by a succinct summary (Morgenstierne
1 983). E. Benveniste collected materials in 1 947 in the valleys of Shotol and Nejraw,
which remain unpublished ( Kohzad 1 954; 1 957). Charles Kieffer conducted field research
in all Parachi-speaking locations between 1 96 1 and 1 973, and in 1 978; in 1 98 1 , he worked
with refugees in Kabul ( l 977a; 1 979a, 1 980a; 1 977b, 1 977c, 1 978, 1 979b, 1 980b, 1 98 1 ;
1 983; 1 986; 1 989). Four questionnaires collected by him in 1 965 for the Linguistic Atlas
of Afghanistan are in the archives of the latter (Kieffer 1989: 445).
Kieffer established that Parachi is still spoken in the same separate locations as in 1 924,
but is confined to use among members of extended families, who are bi- and multilingual,
and even individually show considerable variation. Nevertheless, he found relatively few
substantial changes in phonology and grammar between 1 924 and today, except for an
increase in Persian patterns as could be expected. It should also be noted that the medium
of data collection then and now was the Persian of Afghanistan.
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2 PHONOLOGY
2 . 1 Inventory and distribution

2. 1 . 1 Vowels
The system of vowel phonemes has not been established with certainty, and may be
shown as follows:
TABLE 1 2.1: PARACH I ·VOWELS
Quantitative Characteristics

Qualitative Characteristics
High

Front

Back

r

ii

Long

r e

Short

e

Mid close

e

0

Mid open

e

6

Low

a

a

a
a

6

ii
0

The long back rounded vowels tend to be fronted: Fl > ii, and in Shotol particularly
long a > 6 [0] in most instances. Low back il tends to be rounded, and raised pre-nasally.
Mid front e is tense and tends to be raised .
The long vowels are fairly stable, but tend to be shortened in unstressed position. Thus,
the unstressed mid vowels e a tend to merge with e 0, and I > i, li > u.
The short vowels show considerable variation: e 0 vary between high and mid-high
position, [e - i, 0 - u]; e is reduced to [:l] in unstressed position; a is often fronted and
raised to [a].
Length distinction appears to be upheld only in Persian loans. While there is strong
systemic interference from Kaboli Persian, the system of Parachi appears to be more
determined by vocalic quality than length, and thus tends toward a system similar to
Pashto, except for phonemic � in the latter.
Note: For practical purposes, in the following discussion vowels will be represented in a
broad transcription, and umlaut will only rarely be indicated.
2. 1 . 1 . 1 Diphthongs
Diphthongs do not appear to have phonemic status, and are best analyzed as vowel +
semivowel . They tend to be reduced particularly in rapid speech, thus final aw > a, and
final OlV, OIV > 0: personal enclitics 2s -aw - -a, 2p -ow - -0. Medial ay and alV, ill\!, which
only occur in loans, are mostly reduced to e [ and 0, respectively. The causative infix ell'
+ vowel often contracts to e: dal-elv-em - dal-e-m 'that I tear'.
-

-

-

2.1.2 Consonants
Like its neighbor languages, Parachi has developed a series of retroflex phonemes. What
distinguishes Parachi most is the frequency of aspiration, which is confined to initial
and medial position. It is found in loans from Indian: pM!, 'fruit', dhilr 'hill', but also
originates in Iranian word-initial voiceless fricatives, mostly x > kh: Idwn- 'to laugh',
khar 'donkey'. It is prominently the result of the metathesis of earlier medial 17: the 'to
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go' < *i!i!h- < OIr. *Ciyuta-, but may also be quite recent: mhetar 'groom' < Persian
mehtar. There is also secondary aspiration. Even though the phonemic status of the
aspirates remains to be determined, they are listed in the following chart. Two of the
phonemes, q and y, are confined to loanwords, where q alternates with k.
TABLE 12.2: CONSONANTS
Dental

Stops voiceless
aspirate

Labial
p
pll

111

Stops voiced
aspirate

b
bl1

d
dl1

Fricatives, voiceless
aspirate
voiced

f
( I')

s
sll
z

Nasals

111

11

ml1

1111

Trills

aspirate

r

aspirate

, .11

Laterals
aspirate

III

Semi vowels

w

Palatal

Velar

Retro.
(
(II

I'
I'll

k
kl1

c.l

]
]11

g
gh

f

x

if

y
(II)

!l

Uv.
(q)

Glott.

h

r

(y)

2.2 Non-segmental features, stress
The accent in Parachi is one of intensity, and is free to the extent that it may fal l on any
one of the last three syllables of a word. This system is obscured by two main factors,
coupled with the different chronological level s: One is the large loan component from the
Kohestani Persian koine, with its different system of stress, in particular final stress in
nominals, and the liberal switch of these bilinguals between the two languages, and thus
their stress patterns. The other is that fact that during the elicitation of materials,
researchers tend to pay less attention to suprasegmental aspects. For practical purposes,
in the following accent is indicated by the underlining of the respective vowel .
Stress alternation is particularly evident with nominal inflectional endings, which
appear to have been unstressed. Instructive examples are the pl ural marker and the
singular ablative ending -f: The unstressed general plural ending -all alternates with the
stressed ending -ijn, on the model of the Persian plural ending -ijn . The optional stress on
ablative -lis most likely due to the stressed -f in Persian adverbial noun phrases (be zlid-[
'in quickness, quick ', az kh oshhal-t from - out of happiness').
In general, it appears that word stress is superseded by a yet unexplored indigenous
pattern of rhythmic, if not prosodic, sequences of stressed and unstressed syllables.

2.3 Morphophonemic changes
Like other Iranian languages, Parachi inherited the morphophonological changes
between present and past stems of many verbs. Singul ar-pl ural ablaut is found in rem
nants. The only regular morphophonemic change is that of a > 0 in closed syllables. It is
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most prominent in the 3s forms of the past tense: nhast-em ') sat down' vs. nhost 'he, she
sat down'.
3 MORPHOLOGY
3.1 Nominal morphology

3. 1 . 1 Nouns
3. 1 . 1 . 1 Gen der
There is no morphological distinction of gender. As elsewhere, natural gender may be
expressed lexically by different etyma, and by classifiers such as nar 'male', mada 'female'
for animals, either as a regular NrN , compound, or ezaJe construction: nar-gu vs. mada
gu; mada-yaso or yaso-e mada (gu 'cow, bull', yaso 'calf').
3 . 1 . 1 .2 Number
The plural marker is -an (a strongly rounded, [a]) for both animates and inanimates. I t
i s mostly stressed (after Pers. -an), but may alternate with unstressed -an, which appears
to be the original pattern: yos-qn 'houses', but ketqb-an 'books', biyar-qn 'brothers'
(sg. hiy[j). The rare ending -a occurs only after numerals, including indefinites, and is
probably a numerative (cf. Sogdian): hQdf biyiJ:.r-a 'both brothers'. Paired nouns may
inflect as a group: dust 0 rafiq-an 'friends and comrades'.
The marker -ha (unstressed) in found in the elliptic duals haw-eha 'father and son', ma
w-eha 'mother and daughter'.
Ablaut plural is found in two loans: sg. phOr, pI. phar 'fruit, grain' (cf. Pashai phal),
also itemizer (Pers. dane, ta), and the progressive participial suffix sg. -ton, pI. tan
(cf. Pashai -@.
3. 1 . 1 .3 Declension
There are three inflectional cases in singular and plural: direct (DIR), oblique (OBL),
and ablative (ABL). The singular oblique has the variants -eka, -ikf, but -an for personal
names (and pronouns, cf. below). The oblique -ana and ablative -an are rarely dis
tinguished. For the numerative -a see section 3 . 1 .6 Numerals, specifically 3. 1 .6.5a.
TABLE 12.3: NOMINAL DECLENSION
DlR
OBL
ABL
NUM

Singular

Plural

osp
£sp-eka, Ali-q,n
osp-[

osp-qn
osp-q,na - osp-q,n
osp-q,n
osp-g

Adpositional Cases (singular)
ACC, spec.
ma £sp
DAT
Qsp-kon
LOC/Dl R
Qsp-tar
£sp-pen
I NST/COM
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Other case relations are expressed by unstressed adpositions. These include
prominently ( 1 ) the preposition ma for specific direct object (ACC), (2) the postpositions
kon for dative (DAT), tar for locative-directive (LOC/DIR), and (3) pen for instrumental
comitative (INST/COM). The basic paradigms are shown above, with asp 'horse'.
The vocative may be indicated by particles such as ai, wo preceding the direct case.

3.1 .2 Adjec tives
Adjectives are morphologically unmarked, unless functioning as a noun. There is no
comparative or superlative marker: biya-e gha1Jq 'elder brother'. The referent is marked
by -tar 'from, than', and ko/-tar 'than all', respectively: kq}te-tar gha1Jq-a 'he is bigger
than the girl'. Note godar- 'to pass, surpass' in an [to]-tar ham godar-em, [Mamad
Hanfja]-tar na 'I (an) surpass even (ham) thee, but not M . H.'.

3. 1.3 Pronouns and deixis
3 . 1 . 3 . 1 Personal pronouns

The independent personal pronouns distinguish direct and oblique case, and the direct
object. The personal enclitics of the I p, 3p have mostly coalesced. In synopsis, the
inflectional forms of personal and demonstratives pronouns are as follows:
TABLE 12.4: PERSONAL PRONOUNS
Is

DIR
OBL
OAT
ACC
POSS
ENCLITIC
•

(11') -

-

=

an
man, mun
mon kon
ma mun
man-an
-(o)m

2s

tii (to)
t-o (iii)
1-0 kon
ma to
I-an
-(w)a(w)

3s

0
od-e
6d-e kon
m-ond-e
od:an
-(w)-e

Ip

ma
ma
ma kon
ma ma
mak-an
-(w-)an
- V-n

2p

wa
wa
wa kon
ma wa
wale-an
-(w)o(w)
-V-w/u

3p

o-an
od-an-an
od-an-an leon
m-;;nd-an-an
od-an-an
-(w-)an*
- V-n

postvovalic glide

3. 1.3. 1a Exlusiveforms
A singular pronoun may combine with another to form quasi-exclusives: dal [man a to]
'with us' (we and thee); [ma a tu] par-a-man 'let u s go' (we and thou).
3. 1 .3.2 Demonstrative pronouns
The demonstratives show binary deixis. Of the two, the far member has largely
become the independent 3s pronoun, while the near member has become the general,
deictically neutral referent, often with article-like function in noun phrases (see examples
in section 8 Sample text). A typologically prominent feature is various degrees of focus,
which may re-combine. The basic deictics and two of the combinatory ones are shown
here.
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TABLE 1 2.5: DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
Demonstrative and Deictic Patterns
Independent
far
near
a
Unmarked
e
howyak
hbvyqk
Selective
ek-wiYCi.k
ok-wryak
Emphatic
Note also pii, pf 'that, this sid� '.

Independent Demonstrative InHection
'that'

Attributive
far
near

Location -Di rectio n
rar
near

hO
howl
ok-6

ok
onhiik
ok-inhak

he
hawf
ek-i

ifk
enhak
ek-enhak

'this'

'those'

'these'

e
Me
ed-if kOIl
m-end-e
ed-fin

a-fin
od-fill-fill
ad-fill-fin kon
m-ond-fill-fin
od-fill-fi�l

e-fin
ed-fin-fin
ed-an-fin kOIl
m-ind-fin-fin
ed-fin-in

Demonstrative InHection, Selective Focus
'this same'
'that same'

'those same'

'these same'

hOwyqk
odhek
odhek kon
m-o�dhek
odhek(-?i..n)

howvakall
odh�kfin
odhekfin kon
m-olldhekfin
odhek?i..Il(--;)

hewyak?Jn
edhekfin
edhekfin kon
m-endhekan
edhek?i..n(-a)

D1R
OBL
DAT
ACC
POSS

D1R
OBL
DAT
ACC
POSS

a
Od-e
od-e kOIl
m-ond-e
ad-fin

hewyC!!(
edhek
edh�k kon
m-endhek
edhek(-?i..n)

3 . 1 .3.3 Reflexive pronoun
The reflexive pronoun is xo 'self', obI. xo-k-iln; emphatic form: xQxo.
3. 1 .3.4 Interrogative-indefinite pron ouns and related adverbials
Interrogatives mostly function also as indefinites, either by themselves or in combination
with others:
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

pronoun: animate, kl, obI. k-iln 'who' (sg. and pl .); ka + copula; inanimate, cl, ce + N
'what';
selective: khiiin (+ N), obI. -eka 'which one, some one'; khiiin-zil 'which thing, some
thing' (zil 'thing'); khiln-Ja-l'from what place, from some place';
location: hi 'where'; kucf.nd 'from where, somewhere'; kil-wano 'where to, somewhere
to';
time: kab[ ,when ';
manner & measure: cil 'how, why'; cil (war) + N 'how many'; ceqa 'how much' (see also
3. 1 . 6 Numerals);
kind: zan?,ng 'what kind'; zaneng-[ 'how, what manner'.
inclusive: har 'every, each' + interrogative: har kl 'every one'; har khiin 'every which
one'; liar kll 'everywhere'; har kilb[ 'anytime';
exclusive: hec 'any' + interrogative-indefinite: hec kilbf 'anywhere'.
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3. 1 . 4 Adpositiol1s
3. 1 .4.1 Prepositions
The preposition l11a marks ( I ) the specific direct object, and specific location, time and
goal (cf. Ormuri kl l-): 1110 dur 'at the river'; l11a dOlVas 'at 1 2 o'clock'; ma [!in qaterJ SliwaI'
,,!lost 'he sat down on/mounted [a mule]'. It also marks (2) the recipient, or dative, with
'to give' and 'to say' (similar to kOI1): [ma gll-y-OI1J ao dhaY-111 'I shall give water [to the
'
co ws (gll-)] .
Othe r prepositions include: men 'in , among' , l11f!..n yanir 'in the middle of the terasse',
men alvJ'an 'among (the) Afghans'; dal 'in front of, before, with': dal l110n 'in front of me ,
w�h me' (Kb. pes-e l11an).
3. 1 .4.2 Ablative -l and postpositions
Ablative -I, direction 'from' (singular): I11hmvr-I 'out of the garden '; qala-f nary-o 'he left
the farm'; lalbol-f ely-o 'he has come from Kabul'; xom-I Cid-i 'he woke up from sleep';
haIVf lI'axt-f 'from that time on'.
kOIl, direction 'to, towards; till': sa(-kon 'to the village', :a sar-kOI1 'till next year'; fii M
kon aseq ch-e 'thou becamest a lover t% f M. '; [mon-kunJ-e yar-aw 'for me, your friend'
(ezaje); gu-y-on-kun-e da 'he (-e.AG) gave to the cows'.
tar, bi-directional general location and direction , 'in, to' and 'from': tar-e 'before him';
delrtl-tar has mar 'all (has) died from the medicine (dell'll)'.
pen, instrumental, comitative: D I R, rafiq-pen-e 'with his (-e) friend'; paso-pen 'with the
axe'; OBL -an of person: [Mal11ad HanifJ -an-pen 'with M. H.'.
The locative adpositions frequently combine with each other, and may form circum
positions (for prepositional adverbs with ezaje, see 4.2 Noun phrase structure): [menJ xa
[-tarJ 'in , among themselves'; [maJ yos [-fJ chi 'he left/went from, the house'; [dalJ
ma[-iJ chi 'he went away from (before) me' (often in allegro form: damaf 'from us'); e
[Sol' osp J-f char-f [dharma J-tar 'she fell from the top of the horse to the ground'; [dos
sarJ- {ar-f 'ten years ago, earlier' ( Kb. pes az da sal).
=

3. 1.5 Adverbs
Adverbs are not morphologically marked, except for focus -k: bf!..te 'again', badil 'now', nf
'now, today', nf-hek 'right now', nf xawan 'tonight'; aze 'yesterday', sab?!:, 'tomorrow', GSaI'
'this year'; wakhe, lVachanil 'up'; pas{Q 'down' (for further locative and temporal adverbs,
cf. pronouns above).

3. 1.6 Numerals
3. 1 .6. 1 Cardinal numbers
The decades 60-90 are based on the vigesimal system, yost-ak 'unit of twenty'; note Indic
laIc
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TABLE 1 2.6: NUMERALS
1 -9

1 1-19

1 0-90

100+

iil
df
sf
cor
pone
xf
hOt
OS/
no

iilwos
dowas
sidos
cados
paes
xodos
hatos
astos
nams

dos
yost
sos
chef
penJa
Sfyos/qk
Sf nfm yos/ak
cor yostak
cor nfm yostak

so
hazar
lak
dos lak

hundred
thousand
hundred-thousand
ten lak one million
=

Digits follow the decades: yost 0 tu '21'; hundreds have -soy, or Kaboli -sat: df-soy,
cor-soy; dos-soy 'ten-hundred' 'one thousand', or df- sat '200', sf sat '300', etc.
=

3 . 1 .6.2 Ordinal numbers
The ordinal numbers include: a v val[ first', axel' 'last'; others have the suffix -om-[: sf-om-[
'third'; substantive -gf: cOI -om-g[ 'the fourth one'.
'

'

3 . 1 .6.3 Distribution
Distribution is indicated by repetition: tu tu 'by one, one each'.
3 . 1 .6.4 Other numerals and measure
These include ( I ) preposed: hodf, pI . hodf-n-an 'both'; hos, pI. hosi-n-an 'all'; kol 'all';
yalaba 'many, very'; yolu 'many, very'; cawal', ca 'several '; and (2) postpositional Ijal 'a
crowd, many'; and others. Examples: kol-e wa-k-an 'all of you', cawar mazdul' 'several
servants', yalaba sal 'many years'; ma Ijal 'we all'.
3 . 1 .6.5 Numerals and case marking
3. 1.6. 5a Numerative -a
Numerals larger than one may take what appears to be a numerative ending -a: yalaba
biyal'-a 'many brothers', df hiil-a ben 'there were two boys' (sg. bal-Q).
3. 1.6. 5b Genitive o/measure
The partitive genitive is used with measure: yost sfr bfz-eka '20 sirs of grain'; hazar
na/ar-eka 'one thousand persons'; hos-e seb-eka 'all of the apples'.
3. 1. 6. 5c Plural o/specificity
N umerals implying specificity as a rule take the plural: hodfpus-an 'both sons'; hawf yuliJ.
asp-an 'these many horses'; hos dos-an 'all the hair', [hosi-n-anJ-an-a 'it is (-a) all (pI.) of
theirs (-an)'.
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3.2 Verb morphology

3.2. 1 Stem/ormation
The verbal system is based on two stems, present and past. Past stems originate in a
dental (except for two verbs: pec-Ip(h)ak- 'to cook', ?Ihusk- 'to dry'), which may be
retained, or lost (examples are cited as: present/past).
Regular verbs ('weak') have past stems in -f « *-fd): berkh-Iberkh[- 'to fear'.
Irregular (,strong') verbs mostly show morphophonemic change. The dental may be
retained, contracted to r < *urd, or post-vocalically lost: (a) p?J.n-lpant- 'to know', bez-I
bast- 'to bind', nhfn-Inhast- 'to sit down'; (b) kan-1kor- 'to do' « *kurd < *krta-); (c) ost-I
osta- 'to stand (up)' (cf. Pers. fstad); dah-Ida(-w)- 'to give' (cf. Persian dad) vs. regular d�h-I
dehi- 'to hit'. Note that short a is rounded before clusters in pause: nhqJt-am 'I sat down',
but-;;hiiSt 'he sat down'.
Suppletive stems are ze-l?J.ya- 'to come' (cf. Pers. a-Iamad), while ch-Ichf- 'to go, to
become' takes the present stem of par-a- 'to go, walk, wander' as a suppletive in the
present-future.
Causative stems are regular, and marked by -ewl-ew-f-: berkh-ew-Iberkh-ew-f- 'to
frighten'; in context: pres. an-e.SB] dal-ew-elll 'that I (an) tear', past //Iun dal-ew-e 'I
(mun.AG) tore'.

3.2.2 Nominalforms
There are a good number of nominal forms (for their individual use, see discussions
below):
3.2.2. 1 Forms based on the present stem
( I ) The progressive participle in sg. -ton, pI. -tan (cf. Pashai -@: kan-ton 'be doing'.
(2) The verbal noun, or infinitive, in -en, only with nar- 'to be able': kan-en 'doing, to
do'.
(3) The passive participle in -en in the passive construction (cf. Pashai -�n): kan-en 'be
done'.
(4) The present conjunctive participle in -en, -fn, mainly with verbs of movement (cf.
Pashai -mana).
(5) The absolutive in -aman.
(6) The attributive gerundive in -ane: chem-ane 'to be done' (chem-Ichemf- 'to go, move,
wander, become').
(7) The deverbal noun in -0: mer-o 'death' (mer-1mur- 'to die').
3.2.2.2 Forms based on the past stem
( I ) The perfect participle in -0: nhast-o 'having sat down' 'seated'.
(2) The verbal noun in -0: rhfnt-o 'weeping' (ruh-Irhfnt- 'to weep').
(3) The perfect adjective in -o-f.
=

3.2.3 Person marking and 'to be'
The three persons in the singular and plural are indicated by distinct endings. The end
ings of the 2s, 3s show some irregularity, as shown in the following synoptic table:
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TABLE 1 2.7: PERSON MARKING
Existential Verb
PR
PT
PR inan.
PT inan.

Is
(/i)e-m
(h)�sl-a/11

2s
(/i)e
(/i)�sl-a

3s
(/i)ci
(/i)os/
sf
so bO-n

Ip
(h)e-man
(h)�sl-all7an

2p
(Iz)e-r
(h)�st-ar

3p
(/i)e-n
(It )�sl-an
sf
(cC PT)
se be-n (cC PP)

2s
-f
he
b-f

3s
-a/-ci
bf-n
b-e

Ip
-eman
be-man
bl-man

2p
-er
be-r
b"-or

3p
-an
he-n
b-ell

3s
-a
-T
-T bO-n
-f
-a bO-n

Ip
-eman
- T-eman
-T he-l/1a/1
-e-mail
-e be-mall

2p
-151'
-T-er
- T be-r
-15-1'
-e be-r

3p
-(/n
-T-all
-T be-Il
-e-n
-e be-n

Copula and 'to be'
PR
PT
SBJ

Is
-em/-em
he-111
bi-m

Personal Endings, intransitive
PR
PT
PP
PT
PP

Is
-em
-T-al11
-T be-m

-15-/11

-e be-m

2s
-e
-T-15
- T he
-e
-e he

The imperative 2s is generally the bare present stem, while the ending of the 2p is

da(/z), &111-01' 'give (2s, 2p)! '.

-or:

3.2. 4 Negation
There is only one general marker na: na XOI'-OI11 'I did not eat'; na hem 'am not', na
'is not'. The negation usually precedes the verb form immediately, but the copula and the
personal ending may be attached to it: na-111 boc-elon ' I am not seeing (it)', na-/11 nari
'I could not'. Persian prohibitive lila is rarely used. Note that apprehension, such as 'to
fear', requires the negation :

an-em berkhi-ton-em, ce l11eri-en [naJ par-i
I-am fearing-am
that killed not he go
'I am afraid, that he may be killed';

jigar-om xtin

kol', [naJ-T

ce

xesem kol'-O b-e

liver-my blood made not-he.AG that anger he have done-SUB)
'I am distressed, that he may have gotten angry',

3. 2. 5 System of tenses and moods
The basic system is defined by the opposition between present and past tense, and con
tinuous (imperfective) and perfect (perfective) aspect. The perfect also distinguishes
temporary state. There are corresponding non-indicative moods. Transitive past tenses
have the ergative construction.
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3.2. 5 . 1 General present and past
The simpl e present and past forms are based on the bare present and past stems. The
subj ect is either marked by the personal ending, or, in the ergative transitive past, by the
agent enclitic:
Intransitive
pres. , lill nhrn[-em} 'I (shall) sit down'
past, nlw.st[-em} 'I sat down';

Transitive
pres. , kan[-em}
past, kor[-om}, [-am} kor

'I (shall) do'
'I did'.

3.2.5. 1a Past immediacy marker

In familiar speech, the enclitic -(n)a, attached to the past of the 3s appears to indicate
immediacy: {iy-a-na 'he arrived, there he is' (cf. Kb. {imad-ak 'the "guy" is here').
3.2.5. 1 b Contilluous present and past

The continuous, i.e. ongoing or habitual, present and past is a participial construction .
It is marked by the formant sg. -tall, pI . -tan, added to the present stem. The copula
marking the subject may be attached to the participle, or precede it:
kan-ton[-em} or lill[-em} kall-toll
lill flirsi [hast-am} xliII-ton

'I am doing';
'I was studying, used to study, Persian'.

While the continuous present expresses ongoing and habitual action, the general
present may express: ( I ) unspecific present and future action, including suggestions and
intention, as well as (2) dependent potential action, i.e. the subjunctive.
The unmarked past expresses the completion of an action, which may include repeated
action seen as a whole. A distinctive use of this form is to express completion or antici
pated certainty of an action in dependent clauses, most conspicuously in conditional
clauses (see section 5. 5.2).
3. 2. 5. 1 c Temporary state present andpast

State is expressed by the perfect participle with the copula in the present, and hasta- in
the past. It is mostly found with change-of-state verbs: nha.st-o (h)en, nha.st-o (ll)asta-n
'they are, were sitting' ('to sit (down)'). The distinction between temporary state and the
perfect forms is clearly seen in the past perfect eli [-e) be-n 'they have sat down' vs. eli [-a}
be-II 'they were seated'.
3.2.5.2 Present perfect and past perfect
The forms of the present and past perfect are based on the perfect participle and the
present and past forms of the copula with intransitive verbs, and the agent enclitic with
transitive verbs:
Intransitive,
perfect, a liy[-o} 'he has arrived', a dal[-o} 'he has been torn, he burst';
Ergative transitive,
perfect,
past perf.,

[-am] kor-o 'I have done';
[-om1 lear-a bon 'I have done, 1 had done'.
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3.2.5.3 D ubitative

3.2.5.3a Dubitative-future, xo
Dubitative is marked by the particle
forms:

xo preceding the unmarked present and past
,

present, m-ond-e [xo} mer-a 'he may, might kill him (m-ond-e)
(cf. Kb. xiit u-rii be-kos-es, xiit kost-es);
past, balo [xo} bin 'it may, could be the boy (balo)' (cf. Kb. xiit bud).

3.2.5.3b Dubitative future pel/ect, xiihiit
An apparent future perfect form, with xiihiit followed by the past stem, is found in the
following:

ma mii ham [xiihiit dehf} 'you will indeed (ham) have beaten us'.
3.2.5.4 Subjunctive and conditional

3.2.5.4a Present subjunctive and conditional
The only verb to distinguish the subjunctive is 'to be' (see section 3.2.3 Person marking).
With other verbs the subjunctive is identical with the unmarked present-future, used
prominently in dependent clauses: boch(e)-em 'that I see' (cf. Kb. be-bin-am). To it corres
ponds the rare conditional with the invariant conditional of the copula, bii:

na-m kor [bii} 'if only I had not done (it)' (cf. Kb. na-me-kad-om).
3.2.5.4b Continuous subjunctive
A further, apparently continuous, subjunctive is constructed with the present participle in

-en:

xoxo-e.SBJ rafiq-pen-e ais kan[-en} b-e
'may she be enjoying herself (xoxo) with her friend'.
3.2.5.4c Perfect subjunctive and conditional

( I ) The perfective subjunctive is marked by the subjunctive forms of ' to be':

magam mardum-ikii nhiimor [ch-o b-e}
perhaps people-EZ memory it will have gone
'people will probably have forgotten (me)'.
(2) The perfect conditional is expressed by the past perfect:

aze

iiya

b-e,

mon

zu

cha{ak-f dii be

yesterday hadst thou come I.AG one rupee

had given-us

'had thou come yesterday, I would have given thee a rupee (cha{ak)',
where be is 2s past of 'to be' «

be-e).
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3.2.5.5 Note on contracted past and perfect forms
Verbs with past stems in -f, prominently the regular verbs, distinguish past and perfect
forms clearly only in the 3s. These stems derive from *-fd, e.g. *chfd 'gone' « *Ciyuta-),
and show contraction with the personal endings due to the loss of intervocalic *-d- as
follows: *-fd before vowel > -eo, but > -f in pause.
The perfect forms of these verbs show further contraction due to the loss of intervo
calic -g- in the participial form *-ld-ag- as follows: before vowel > -e-e- > -eo, but > -0/0 in
pause. Thus, in the past, *chfd with the personal endings -am, -e, -@, -aman, -er, -an, and
in the perfect *chld-ag- « *Ciyutaka-) with the personal endings, have the following
forms:
'to go'
Past
Perfect

Is

chern
chern

2s

che
che

3s

chi
chO/chO

Ip

cheman
cheman

2p

cher
cher

3p

chen
chen

3.2.5.6 Overview of past and perfect forms
The past perfect forms are subject to similar contractions. The following table shows
the patterns of the various strong verbs ending in a dental or vowel, and of the weak
verbs:
TABLE 12.8: PAST AND PERFECT FORMS
Past

O-tld-

'to sit down'
strong

'to die'
strong

'to stand up'
strong

'to come'
strong

'to go'
weak

3s nhost
I s nhast-am

mor
mor-om

osta
osta-e-m

ay-a
ay-e-m

ch-r
che-m

3s nhast-o
1 s nhast-e-m

mor-o
mor-e-m

osta-w-o
osta-w-e-m

ay-o
ay-e-m

ch-o
ch-e-m

3s nhast-a bOn
I s nhast-a M-m

mor-a bOn
mor-a M-m

osta bOn
osla be-m

ay-a bOn
ay-a M-m

ch-o bOn
ch-e M-m

Perfect
O-tld-ag

Post Perfect
O-tld-ag_

3.2.5.7 Overview of tenses, moods, and aspect
The following synoptic table shows I s forms of the transitive verb kan-/kor- 'to do' for the
basic pattern here ergative (see section 4.3.3 Subject and object marking, and 3s forms of
the change-of-state verb nhfn-/nhast- 'to sit down' for temporary state.
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TABLE 1 2.9: SYSTEM OF TENSE, MOOD, AND ASPECT
Non-Indicative

Indicative
PR hill-em
PT -am kor

'(will) do'
'did'

/((IIl-em

'that I do'

PF -am kor-a
PP -0111 kor-a ball

'have done'
'had done'

-am kor-a b-e
-am kor-a bOil

'may have done'
'would have done'

Temporary State
PR naSI-a a
PT n17q}l-a/-a (17)osl

'is sitting'
'was sitting'

Continuous
PR kan-Ian-em
PT kan-Ian (17) asl-am

'am doing'
'was doing'

kan-en bi-m

'm ay be doing'

Dubitative
PR xa kan-em
PT -am xa kor

'may do'
'might do'

3.2.6 Aktionsart and modal constructions
3.2.6. 1 Incipient action

Incipient action is expressed by the perfective verbal noun in -0 + da(r) into' and verbs of
movement, such as i'17- 'to go, become', i'har- 'to fall ' : [da na),ol1 xor-a} i'1I-e-1I 'they began
to eat (bread)'; [da dell-a} i'har-I 'he fell to = started striking' (deh-IdeM 'to hit').

3.2.6.2 Intention
Intention is expressed by phrases such as bella kall- 'to begin , intend' and xaes der- 'to
have the wish' in euife constructions with the oblique of the verbal nouns in -a:
bella [-e IIdhek-an mat-a-eka} kor

'he has the intention [of killing that one]';
xaes [-e Fni' bar-a-eka} der-a

'he has the wish [of taking a wife]'.

3. 2.6.3 Ability and possibility
Ability or possibility is expressed by the verb nar-Inarf 'be able, be possible' and the
verbal noun in -en. The construction may be ( I ) personal, marked by the subject endings,
or (2) impersonal, marked by the personal enclitic in experiencer ('dative') function:
Personal ending,
[fang kan-en-e} nar-e
[xar-en-e} Ie na nar-em

'canst thou fight him (kan-en-e)?';
'I cannot eat it (-e)'.

Personal enclitic,
na-m nar-e xar-en 'I cannot eat it (-e)', where na-11l < na-OI11, lit. 'not-to me' .
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3.2.6.4 Necessity and obligation
Necessity is expressed by the impersonal hayat 'is necessary, must', also hayat as(t)
'sho uld' followed by the subjunctive (cf. local Persian hayat; me-hayest):
[hayat asJ [ee xoxo feker
lean-emanJ
'it should be that self thought we make', i.e. 'think ourselves'.

Obligation may be expressed by the verbal noun in -a (past stem) together with terms
implying appropriateness, such as rall'ii 'agreeable', bakiir 'appropriate':
[ell -a J-all' rall'ii nii
'thy going is not appropriate', i.e. 'thou shouldst not go';
[l11aliimat kor-aJ
bakiir nii
'(thy) reproaching (him) is not good ', i.e. 'appropriate, necessary'.

3.2. 7 Passive and causative formations
3.2.7. 1 Passive and gerundive
3.2. 7. 1 a Passive

Passive is expressed periphrastically by the passive participle in -en and the verb c"-Iehl
'to go, become' (present-future par-a-), alternating with ehem-INlIjemi- 'to go, move,
wander':
[mer-en J chi
'he was killed';
an-em berkhi-tan-em ee [meri-en na parrJ
'I am afraid
that he may be killed)'.
3.2. 7. J b Potential passive

Passive with potential connotati on : "0I1'f ker-a [chem-lonJ 'that work can be done' (-a
'is', continuous present). Note that both uses (and the etymology) correspond to that of
sodan in Persian (koste misal'ad, misa vad Icard).
3.2. 7. 1 c Adjectival gerllndive

The gerundive, present stem + -ane, is only found in adjectival position:
ker-e
[cem-iineJ bin, chr
'there was work [to be done],

(and) it was (done)'.

3.2.7.2 Causation
Direct causation is indicated by the marker -ell' (see section 3.2. 1 Stem formation). Other
agent causation may be expresses by the verb dah- ba 'to give to', and the imperfective
verbal noun in -0:
[ba mer-aJ-a11l te dcllI-em
to be killed-thee will I give
'I will give thee over to be killed, will have thee killed'.
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Together with inherited intransitives and transitive-causatives, there thus may be four
forms:
Intransitive: mer-Imor
Transitive: mer-Imat

mer-en chlchf
'to be killed';
ba mer-o dah-Ida 'to have s.o. killed'.

'to die';
'to kill';

4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS
4.1 Conjunctions and clitic§
The coordinating conjunction is 0, postvocalic woo The enclitic connector is ham 'also,
even'. Alternates include na-na 'neither-nor'. An emphatic particle is xo, xu. There are
two modal particles te and e used with the general present (see section 4.3.5). The general
subordinating conjunction is ceo
4.2 Noun phrase structure
Parachi belongs to those languages which are basically left branching, that is, the head
noun follows dependent nominals. However, due to interference from Persian, the inverse
order is equally found.

4.2. 1 Noun and adjective
( I ) Adjectives may immediately precede the noun, ADJ N: Gino pus 'little boy'.
(2) More frequently they follow the noun in an ezaJe construction, N-e ADJ: pus-e Gino.
In that case, the nominal case marker is attached to the adjective as a phrase clitic:
,
(osp-e chato}-eka zfn '[the white horse] s saddle (zfn)'.
(3) The inverse ezaJe is also found, Adj -e N: aga bad-e gonakar ham ch-em 'even if I
become an evil (bad) sinner'.
-

4.2.2 Noun and dependent noun
There are three options: The dependent noun in the oblique case:
( I ) immediately precedes the head, OBL N: [howf iidam-eka] osp '[that man's] horse';
or
(2) immediately follows the head, N OBL: osp [hOwf iidam-eka]; or
(3) the dependent noun follows the head by ezaJe. In this case, iUs usually in the oblique
case, N-e OBL: pa-n-an [-e baw-eka] 'the feet of father's'; but it may also be in the
direct case, N l -e N2: osp [-e hOwf adam] 'the horse of that man'.
(4) There is also a focused construction marked by an anaphoric enclitic:
[zii-eka] nam-[e] Air bfn, lit. 'one's, his name was Air'.
-

-

These options may lead to ambiguity: the sequence

ma zfn osp-eka pot-tar lam da
may be interpreted as
[ma zfn osp-eka] pot-tar lam da 'put the saddle of the horse on its back', or
ma zfn [osp-eka pot-tar] lam da 'put the saddle on the horse's back'.
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4.2.3 Functions of the oblique
In ove rview, the functions of the obliq ue in noun phrases include the following:
( I ) possession, genitive: [Mamad Hanifa Saheb-ekaj osp 'M. H. Saheb's horse';
(2) genitive of kind and measure: [nayon-ekaj thOt-an 'burnt pieces of bread';
(3) object of adpositions, alternating with the direct case: [Mamad Hanif-anj-pen 'with
M . H . '; but [rafiqj-pen-e 'with his (-e) friend';
object
of adverbial ezaje constructions: nazdtk [-e ma yos-ekaj aya 'he came near the
(4)
house'; pest-e [Mamad Hanifa Saheb-eka osp-ekaj 'behind M . H. Saheb's horse';
post-[e pa-n-an -e baw-ekaj 'behind father's feet'; mox-tar [-e MIrza, biya-e ghalJcj
ekaj-t 'on the face (mox) of M . , his elder brother's'.
4.3 Clause structure and word order

4. 3.1 Order of constituents
Parachi is basically a SOY language. Generally, any part of speech that is determined by
the semantic range of the verb occurs in immediate preverbal position. However,
adverbial phrases giving a particular direction, as well as direct objects, and more rarely
subjects, may be found in postverbal position.

4.3.2 Semantics and use of nominalforms
4.3 .2. I Animacy
While there is no distinction of masculine and feminine gender, there is a distinction of
animacy. This includes the following:
( I ) the interrogative-indefinite pronoun, animate ki, inanimate ce;
(2) the existential verb, general and animate sg. ha, pI. hen, inanimate pres. St, past sg. so
bon, pI. se be-n;
(3) the singular oblique -an, with high agency pronouns and named persons as opposed
to -eka with all others.
4.3.2.2 Plurality and agreement
Plural is as a rule not marked after numerals and numbers: zu, dt osp 'one, two horses', ca
phar seb 'several items apples' (but see 3 . 1 .6.5a Numerative -a). I t is, however, mostly
marked after the implicitly indefinite specific hos 'all', hodt 'both' (see 3. 1 .6 Numerals).
Bare nouns may function as collectives. In that case, the plural is generally marked in
the verb, if subject:

ganem-ow

asor

bakar che-n

wheat-2p
this year good became-3p
'your wheat has become good this year'.
Otherwise, it is understood by context:

man-an xat ko xan-en na-nar-a
'no one (ko na-) can read my letters (sg. xat)'.
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Conversely, plural items or persons may have singular personal endings or pronomin al
referents, apparently when seen as a set:

juwiin-iin-e kiirf-a 'they are (-a 'is') good young men';
110 cor-e che-n
'those fo ur of them (-e 'its, of it') went'.
In turn, singular items or persons may be expressed by plurals:

mii-tar gur-e 'take it from us me'.
=

4.3.2.3 Definiteness and specificity
The unmarked noun may be definite or indefinite, depending on the context. Similarly,
the plural may be indefinite: [Jaliit-iin}-e dhihvf 'he (-e.AG) called for (some)
executioners'.
Specific indefiniteness may be indicated by the unstressed numeral zu 'one': Zli QSP 'one,
a (certain) horse'. Also found is the Persian indefinite -I: chit suwar-f 'some forty horse
men'. Its attachment is still rather free: .fang(d-tar - .fangal-f tar - [Jangal-tar}-f zahf 'he
came to a (certain) forest'.
Definiteness may be indicated by the stressed demonstrative, usually the near demon
strative adjective: II? asp 'this/the horse'.
Specificity is obligatorily marked in case of the direct object, mostly with the prep
osition ma.
4. 3.3

Subject and object marking ergative

Parachi is an ergative language. The subject in the present, and in the past of intransi
tives, is in the direct case, but the agent/subject of past transitive verbs is in the oblique
case if pronominal, either independent or attributive: od[-e. AG} pant ce . . . 'he under
stood that . . . '; ed-[e. AG} mlrza fiirl 'this scribe said'; else it is l1l1marked:

.fiirl ma ka!!o ziiif

dukandiir

'the shopkeeper.AG said to the old woman'.
The direct object of transitive verbs is marked by the oblique case in both the present
and past. This may be the bare oblique, particularly with personal pronouns, but usually
the object is marked by ma: present, [mol1} po! kan 'hide me'; iin zaneng [ma xii-m} gam
kan-em (subj.) 'how can I lose my husband?'; past, [ma man} dhor 'he saw me'; 1110n [ma
wa} d1lOr 'I saw you.p', with agent oblique mall.
4.3 . 3 . 1 Patient ending
As seen is the examples above, the ergative in Parachi has "decayed": patient marking in
past tenses is the same as in the present, and the verb ending is usually that of the
unmarked 3s. However, the materials contain several instances of the ful l ergative
construction; in particular, the patient is expressed in the verb by the personal ending,
even though the direct object/patient is marked by the oblique and ma:

zu espo

[ma mall} s01}(i-pen

danal1 kor[-am}

muzzle-with tooth did-Is
one dog.AG me
'a dog bit me with his muzzle'.
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4.3.3.2 Indirect object
The indirect object as experiencer and beneficiary may be expressed by the plain oblique
case, i.e. witho ut adpo sition :
(a) with eh- 'to happen':

[pus-eka] za na ehO bo

'nothing had happened [to the son]';
(b) emotions and sensations:

efq sor-tar-e aya [sekar-eka]
feJ'an osta [kast-eka]
'lament (feJ'an) rose [from the girl]; fancy (esq) [for a hunt] came to his head';
[mon 0 tan] fang-aM ketab [hOll'i adam-ika]
'there is quarrel to/between [us]','this book is [that man's]"
lit. 'to me and thee'.
4 . 3 . 3.3 Indirect object raising
There are likewise instances where the indirect object (,indirect affectee') may be raised
and be marked by the personal ending as is shown in the following example:

aJ'-a b-e,
111011 ia ehatak-i da
be
yesterday come be-2s (perf. subj.), LAG one rupee-a given be-2s (past perf.)
'hadst thou come yesterday, I would have given thee a rupee'.

aze

4.3.3.4 Attachment of personal enclitics
The personal enclitics function as general oblique case markers. This includes the
genitive, dative, direct object, and object of adpositions, and the agent in past tenses of
transitive verbs.
Their leftmost attachment includes interrogatives or conjunctions:

e-e far- ton what art (-e) thou saying';
ee-ol11 qasam xor 'that I (-om) have sworn an oath'.
'

Sequential person marking occurs freq uently:
general present, mer[-an-om] te 'they (-an) will kill me (-0111)';
imperfective present, larz-ew-ton[-ol11 a] 'he (-a 'is') making me (-om) tremble';
perfect, lam-ew-o[-i-a] 'thou hast (-a) hung it (-i) up'.
-

In the ergative, and in the absence of any other parts of speech, the agent enclitic is
attached to the verb form: xor-[a] 'thou (-a) atest'. Otherwise, it is mostly attached to
the preverbal phrase, but may be attached to any other phrase for selective emphasis.
For example, in the following sentence the parentheses indicate possible positions of
2s -a - a1V:

tii

ni xawan (-a) nagon (-a) e�-pen (-a) xor

thou to-night
bread
what-with ate
'with what atest thou the bread tonight?'
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Types ofpossession

4. 3.4

( l ) The copula with the oblique marks possession: man-an-a 'it's mine'; he ketab all-an a
'that book is Ali's'; he ketab [hOwi adam-ika] 'this book is that man's'; plural, he
[adam-ana i-en 'these are the men's'.
(2) In addition, there is a locative construction with ba 'with', probably indicating
temporary possession: [ba haw-om] cawar mazdiir hen, lit. 'with my father are
several servants'.
(3) Possession may also be . expressed by the verb der-Idere b-, subj. dere b- 'to have,
hold': aze ker dere him 'I had work (to do) yesterday'.
4. 3.5

Future and modal clause clitics te and e

The clause enclitics te and e disambiguate the future and potential future function of the
unmarked present (cf. Northern Kurdish de, e, MacKenzie 1 96 1 , I: 1 80-1 82). Both occur
mostly adjacent to pronominal markers, or in clause final position, which points to their
focusing function.
4.3.5 . 1 Future clitic te
The future function of te is shown in the following sentence:

yos-tar Jar-em dal xa-m

[te], ce iii xf-yorok-om mheman-om ayo

house-in I will tell to husband-my [will] that one sister-son
guest-my
has come
'In the house I will tell my husband, that my sister-son has come as my guest'.
This sentence is part of an extended direct speech, where a cheating wife tells a Molla
what she is going to do, and where every main clause is likewise marked by te (text:
M orgenstierne 1 929: 209).
Similar to English 'will' as in 'that will be Harry', implying probability, te may also
connote supposition:

khain-za-m [tel gas-a 'something [seems] to be biting (gas-) me (-m)'.
4.3.5.2 Assertive clitic e
The function of the enclitic e « 3s opt. *he 'may be') is similar to that of Ie, but implies
assertion (cf. section 4.5.3.2 Factual enclitix ta in Chapter 1 4):

ze,

ce ma to

[-e] gap Jan-em er-em [-e] an [-e]

come that to thee [let] talk I hit 'I [shall] kill (thee)';
'come, let me say a word to thee';
The uncertainty implied may be emphasized by the addition of dubitative

bi

rafiq-om ma sar na [( -e)] (xo)]

par-a-m

without friend-my to town not [shall perhaps] I go
'perhaps I will not go to the town (Sar) without my friend'.

xo:
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5 COMPLEX SENTENCES
5.1 Coordinate clauses
Coordination of clauses is by far the dominant way of combining two or more clauses,
with or without overt coordinating conjunctions, clitics, or conjunctive phrases. Such
patterns are seen in the Sample Text below. In both coordination and subordination there
is a strong tendency to follow the Persian patterns.
5.2. Subordinate clauses

The indigenous pattern appears to have been that the conjunction is placed immediately
before the verb phrase. This is still found, as in the following example from the sample
text below:

tar-e

e zu-ika
zu billa ce b{n,
from-Ez this one-OBL one boy CON] he-was
'that one who was someone's only child . . .'

5.3 Relative clauses

Following the Persian pattern, the head noun phrase of the restrictive relative clause is
often preceded by -I, with or without demonstrative: dal howl zaif-I, ce 'near that woman,
who'; hawl maneS (-I) ce 'this man, who'. The relative -I follows postpositions: jangal-tar-I
ce 'to the forest which '.
ce may be absent:

ker-a kor-a, xub kef-a
'the work thou (-a - -aw, agent) did, is good work'.
5.3. 1 Generalized clauses
Such is often the case with generalized clauses:

IIal'kl-an

yont, mer-tan-en

'whomever they (-an) found, they used to kill',
lit. 'they are killing' (note the present tense).

5.3.2 Anaphoric pronouns
The syntactic relationships are indicated by anaphoric pronouns and similar means, and
may be so even if in subject function:
ce if ma mhawr riz-a hast
'Molla Nasroddin was a certain man, that he was sleeping in a garden '.

mota nasrodfn zu manes bin,

Similarly, an anaphoric pronoun often follows in the main clause:

ma ser, ce wa dhor-a, jj ham tab-e manan-a
'the lion that you saw, it also is my subject'.
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5. 3. 3 Case attraction
Case attraction, that is copying the syntactic function of the head within the relative
clause onto the head, is not infrequent:

halVl kast-eka ce dost-an-e basta bon, tharl ce . . . ,
lit. 'the girl's that you tied her hands, said that . . . ';
ma ser ce Iva dhor-o, 0 ham tab-e manan-a

'the lion (dir. obj.) that you saw, it also is my subject' (cf. Payne 1982: 351 If.).

5.4 Object clauses
Object clauses follow the main clause, with or without ceo The dependent verb is as a rule
in the present or present perfect of the observed action:

dhor-an, ce onhak tft manes nast-o a
'they saw, that a man (m{jnes) was sitting there', lit. 'is sitting'.
5.5 Adverbial clauses

5. 5. 1 Temporal clauses
Temporal clauses precede the main clause and are marked by the enclitic ce attached to
the first part of speech. The verb may be in the indicative or non-indicative, depending on
the degree of reality:

saba ce chJ, wada barabar chi
'when the next day came, the marriage union

(wada) became due';

ma maktab ce hast-am, jarsl hast-am xan-ton
'when I was in school, I was studying Persian '.

5.5.2 Conditional clauses
Conditional clauses are mostly introduced by aga(r) 'if'. In the protasis, most frequently
found is the general present or the unmarked past, followed in the apodosis by the
present-future or imperative, with or without te and e. The apodosis may be introduced
by the particle xo:
aga en-en-e na nar-em, xo xar-em te
'if I cannot bring it, I will eat it'.

In the following example, the verb narl-m is in the unmarked past, implying real
possibility and anticipated completion, followed by the unmarked present-future tl-m:

agar narr-m, saba zr-m
'if I can, I go tomorrow'.
Unfulfilled conditions are indicated by the past perfect:

aze iil'-a he, mon tii chatak-l dii he

'hadst thou come yesterday, I would have given thee a rupee'.
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5. 5. 3 Causal clauses

Causal clauses usually follow the main clause, and are introduced by ce:
na charak-or, Ce e ser 11101'
'don't f1ee- l p, because that lion has died'.

Another frequent conjunctions is co-kon (ce), lit. 'what for' (cf. Persian zi-ra (ke), cnn-ke)

.

5.5. 4 Final clauses
Final clauses, implying intended or potential action, are in the general present in its
subjunctive function. They may or may not be introduced by ce:
yax kan-em, (ce) mer-(ln-alV
'I will call, that they kill thee (-aw)';
an Z([neng
l11a xa-111 gom kan-em-SUBJ, ce fccl-lVano pari-a
'how (zaneng) may 1 get rid of my husband, so that he goes somewhere else (ka
wano)'?'
5. 5. 5 Other clauses and conjunctions

Other conjunctions include ta, ta ce 'till, until', and complex conjunctional relative
phrases such as ede az xater-l ce 'in the thought that', 'in order to'; or topicalized
edhek-tar . . . ce, 'from this that', 'because':

Ulliik-tar-om pant, ce tamam-e Jan-eka-e ta zalUi SOl' asp larzi

'I understood (-0111) it for that reason, that all of her body (jan) to the knees (zann)
trembled on the horse (asp)'.

More complex subordination is occasionally found. Thus, the following example
includes a relative clause embedding direct speech:

molii e (ce Jar-a "bon ce xi-yorok-om-a" ) alahedi yos-tar nhant
-

'she (-e, agent) put the Molla that she had said that "he is my sister-son" in another
house'.

5.6 Nominalized clauses
Nominalized clauses are participial or infinitival , and prominently express temporal
relations between two actions.
5. 6. 1 Coordinating participle in -en
This construction appears to express simultaneous or immediately successive actions:
bi-yam nhfn (khan-en)
'sit down without worry, laughing';
(m-endan-an guri-n) hii dhiir-tar whe-ton
,
'taking these with him, he is going to the mountains (dhar) .
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5. 6.2 Subordliwting participle in -aman
This construction expresses prior action if unmarked, or subsequent action indicated by
the preposition ta:

(nayon xar-aman)

osta-eman

'having eaten the bread, we got up',
cf. the finite clause
nayon-an ce xor 'when we (-an .AG) had eaten (lit. 'ate')';

jar ce-aman
tii dada-m
'until my father having gotten better'.
An example of embedded subordination is found in

(Gem-aman) , (jar-aman) xo-pen-om osta
'having told (Jar-) him, upon leaving (cem-), he got up together with me'.

5. 6.3 Verbal noun + lar 'from'

The ablative of the verbal noun in -0 may function similarly:
(he ker kor-o) -tar
m-onde-m dhOk
'after doing this work, I (-M.AG) said to him'.
6 LEXIS AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC ASPECTS
6.1 Word formation
Word formation in Parachi is similar to that of Persian and other I ranian languages. Both
derivation and composition are well documented in the Shotol data. Prefixation is
rare, with the exception of Persian bi, be 'without': bi-ban 'dumb', lit. 'without tongue'.
Typical derivative suffixes are the adjectival -i and the abstract -f: adjective from noun,
dhar 'mountain' > dhar-f 'mountain-', and noun from adjective, yorca 'hungry' > yorcagf
'hunger'. Other suffixes include diminutive -ok: biya-k-ok 'younger brother', barfk-ok
'very slender'; and -ak: kaman 'gun' > kaman-ak 'forearm'; note, yost-ale, the vigesimal
unit for the higher decades.
Composition is prominently found with kinship terms: biya-yorole 'brother-son',
and plant names. It includes largely obscured old compounds such as gil-man 'stable'
(gil 'cattle', and the obsolete man 'dwelling'), and loaned neologisms such as alf-kq(tar
'helicopter', lit. 'Ali's pigeon', which includes sound-play with the English term, with
probable reference to the white doves of Mazar-e Sharif.
6.2 Sociolinguistic aspects and loan component
The loan component consists of two major historical layers (cf the overview in
M orgenstierne 1983: 524): Indic, specifically the neighboring Dardic language Pashai,
which can be traced back to antiquity; and Persian, specifically its Kaboli variety, the
main impact of which began with the Islamization of the Parachi-speaking areas in
the sixteenth century. Both thoroughly affected not only the lexicon, but also phonology
and grammatical structure. The Indic impact resulted in the integration of retroflex and
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aspirated consonants i n phonology, and i n grammatical restructuring, particularly i n the
verb system, including loan morphemes, such as the progressive -ton, and participial -en.
The impact from Persian is evident throughout, affecting the vowel system and stress
patterns, and syntax on all levels. This impact gained new impetus during the efforts of
Amir Abdur Rahman at unification between 1 885 and 1 90 1 , and the subsequent increas
ing centralization and modernization, including the building of roads into the valleys.
More recently, impact comes from the expanding regional variety of Persian, known as
Kohestani. The impact from Pashto, as one of the two official languages, is fairly recent
and has been relatively limited. Smaller components include loans from Western
languages, in particular English.
These processes of progressive acculturation are reflected throughout the lexical
domains. They include both the spiritual-religious domain: (Jaram 'forbidden ', Jen(d)
'jinn', nemaz 'prayer' parda 'curtain , chastity, virtue', and the material domain, with
doublets such as Kb. cob 'wood for carpentry' vs. Par. :fox 'firewood'. A distinct sub-type
are partially integrated loans and calques: khOr-e-gu 'hare' < Par. khor 'donkey' and gu
'ear', patterned after Persian xar-gus; tf-e be-dana < Par. tf 'mulberry' + ezaje + Kb.
be-dana 'seedless'; and poetic ezaje-compounds such as awe-e dfda-eka 'tear' < Par. awe
'water' amI Persian dida 'eye', with Par. oblique suffix -eka, after Persian ab-c dlda 'water
of the eye'.
On the whole, the loan component is freely used, often without phonetic or mor
phological modification, while indigenous neologisms either in form or meaning are rare,
and increasingly unlikely.
7 DIALECTOLOGY AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
Internally, the sub-dialects of Parachi differ relatively little from each other (cf. Phon
ology). Given their relative locations, Shotol is in a Perso-phone environment and thus
more exposed to Persian than are the others. As indicated, the number of speakers of
Parachi is approximately 3,500, and is decreasing under the impact of the steadily
increasing dominance of the regional and national languages, which is fostered by obliga
tory military service and other factors contributing to population mixture, and the
impact of the media. It appears that the younger generation, already thoroughly multi
lingual like the older generation, has ceased to use Parachi as their preferred language of
communication, even locally, and no longer regards it as part of their ethnic identity
(Kieffer 1 977, 1 979, 1 980).
8 SAMPLE TEXT
The following is a tentative broad phonemic transcription of the Pacheghan text in
Kieffer 1977c: 251-252 (CON] conjunction; EZ eziije construction; INAN inanimate;
INDEF indefinite; NUM numerative case; OBL oblique case).
=

=

=

?

=

=

:f� qesE, a ce
e dl bai-E,
be-n;
this one story i s CON] this two bOY-NuM they-were
'This is a story, that there were the two boys;'

ma maktab hast-an.
-

-

in school they-used-to-be
'they used to be in school.'

=
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e

di bal-�
zu-y
hodi ham-s�nf be-n,
ZlI sen!
this two bOYS-NUM one-EZ both same-class they-were, one class
'The two boys were both classmates, in the same class.'
e

t�l'-e

zii-ika Z!:!, bala ce

bin,

from-Ez this one-OBL one boy CONJ he-was
'Of these one who was someone's only child,'

?d-an

bab-an

yol!:!, hasti

zyat s? bOn.

this-oBL father-oBL very wealth much waS-INAN
'his father had great wealth' (lit., 'to the father was')

e

heM( -m) ler? ce

bin, ?d-e

yo I!!, bi-cal'� bin.

this other-also lad CONJ was, this-oBL very poor was
'and the other lad, who was there, as to him, he was very poor.'

e

hQdilhew{ m:u;lilv?J.I be-no

this both
comrade they-were
'Both were comrades.'

w�xl-e

ce

ehew{

yar{b

hOst,

time-oBL CONJ this-same unfortunate was-being
'While he who was very unfortunate,'

hewi

b{-Nlra hast

ce

yol!!, klls�s k�n-ta,

this-same poor was-being CONJ very effort making
'the one who was poor, he was working very hard,'

zyad� tar e

h�zay ce

yol!!, pal-d?J.r bin.

more than this other CONJ very wealthy was
'more than the other one who was very rich.'

?

wQs kus�s n�-kant-ta. (note was <
this was effort not-making
'That one made no efforts.'

?

wQs sQ.r ?d-e

kh�n-Ia

hQst and -ta < -ton)

maskarag{

tl

this was on this-oBL laughing and ridicule
'He used to laugh at and ridicule the other one,'

was khan-ta sor hewi
-

-

-

bi-cara-tar
-

-

was laughing on this-same poor-to
'laughed at the poor one. '
chi ce
e bi-cara awal-namra chi.
one time-INDEF came CONJ this poor first-number became
'A time came when the poor one became the first of the class.'

Ztl waxt-e
-

ax�r e hew!

-

ed?J.nek-an

ce

-

-

-

hast{ se bon,

finally this same this-very-oBL CONJ wealth waS-INAN
'In the end, the one who had great wealth,'

e

ed?J.nek-an

h?J.zer-b?J.s moqal'�r chi.

this this-very-oBL attendant appointed became
'he was appointed attendant of the other one (in the army). '
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bi-cara- ler� Rker kor
this p� or lad thought made
'The poor lad thought'

e

ce

e
hast{ u e zf}..ndag{ ediJ.nek-iJn
this wealth and this life
this-very-oBL
thus: 'The wealth and (good) life for him
CONJ

ce

ba kar aya-n-a?

;hat-Q goo d has-come?
'what good has come?'

aw ml!:.n

ce

zyamqt nQ!,

mv zyamqt-om kasey{.

and me-OBL CONJ trouble endured and trouble-me drawn
'And because I have pained myself, and have endured pain,'

man

kon e

c�-qadq,r

Jaydq,-e zyiJ.t

chi!

me-oBL for this how-much profit-EZ plenty came
'so much good has happened to me!'

ce

e

tQ edh-iJ.n hast{

u

z�ndag{,

this thee this-oBL wealth and life
'i.e. this thy wealth and (good) life'
CONJ

II

zfl.ndag{ u

z�ndag{ to

s�l kan

and life
and life
thou, look make
'and at thy life and wealth look'

ce-e

bq,y iJ.y-o

now come-has:
'what has happened to him now:'
cONJ-him

man-an naJar-xesmati yii kan-ta.
-

-

-

-

-

my-oBL person service he is doing
'He is my personal attendant.'

btiyq,t

as ce

miJ. xoxQ J�ker

kq,n-eman

necessary is CONJ we self thought we-make
'We ourselves must th i nk'

m-endh�k xo-k-iJ.n gap.
this-oBL own-OBL talk
'talk about this our story. '
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C HAPTER T H I RT E EN

PASHTO
Barbara Robson and Habibullah TegeYI

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview
Pashto is a principal language in Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is spoken natively by over
half the population of Afghanistan, an estimated 7.5 million, and an estimated 1 4 million
(ca. 90 percent of the population) in the Northwest Frontier Province of Pakistan. It is
also spoken natively in Baluchistan, the province of Pakistan which lies directly south of
central Afghanistan, and by a community of over two million native Pashto speakers in
Karachi . There are also about 50,000 native Pashto speakers in Iran.
The name of the Pashto language is Romanized in several ways, such as Pashto and
Pakhto which reflect dialectal differences. In the following the transcription is based on
the pronunciation of the Central dialect, and most examples are from the authors' Pashto
Reference Grammar of 1 996.
Pashto is the national and an official language of Afghanistan, while in Pakistan,
Pashto has no official status (for Pashto identity in Pakistan, see Rahman 1 995). There
Pathans, who receive an education, do so in Urdu or English, or both. I n fact, it is in
Pakistan where, as a result of the British presence in the North west Frontier Province,
there are more Pashto publishing houses, and more Pashto books are published in
Peshawar than in Afghanistan.
The earliest known example of written Pashto is a multilingual book of religious
verses. The text, in Pashto and Arabic, dates from the end of the sixteenth century and
was written by the Afghan anti-Mughal mystic and poet Bayazid Ansari of Waziristan
(ca. I 525-ca. 1 573), known as Pir Roshan and founder of the Roshaniya movement.
While making religious writing avail able to people in their own language, the Pashto in
that pioneering work is a stilted, unnatural kind of rhymed prose that reflects the style of
Arabic found in the Koran.
The earliest Pashto literature was written by the Khattak clan the foremost writer of
which was the pre-eminent poet Khoshal Khan Khattak ( 1 6 1 3-1 689), whose adaptation
of the Persian alphabet laid the foundations for the modern Pashto writing system. The
Khattaks spoke the Kandahar dialect of Pashto and the spelling system still reflects the
Kandahar dialect more than it does the Central or Eastern dialects.
Since Pashto is not standardized, there is no universal agreement among Pashto
speakers as to what constitutes "correct" Pashto, either oral or written. One of the results
of this lack of standardization is that individual Pashtun writers vary widely, both in
spelling and punctuation, not only from one writer to another, but often with the same
writer, and within the same document. Pashtuns in Pakistan frequently adapt the conven
tions of written Urdu in writing Pashto, including spelling conventions. Finally, many
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Pashto texts are written by writers who have only a few years of formal schooling, and
most probably not in Pashto, and their writing may reflect both lack of extensive educa
tion, and the lack of language standardization.
1 .2 Writing systems
The following table lists the letters of the Pashto alphabet in their standard order
(underdot Pashto retroflex phonemes.-A letters found mostly in Arabic loanwords;
P letters found in Persian and Pashto.-W Western Pashto dialects; C Central
Pashto dialects; E Eastern Pashto dialects).
=

=

=

=

=

TABLE 0.1 PASHTO ALPHABET
Position i n Letter Group
Eml
Middle Begin

t

..,..,.
w..

,
..::....

+
.l.

,

:i..

�
J

,

�

ALONE

y
'-'
,
w

:i..

�

.,...

....

'"

�

-"',
-"'-

-""
,
-""

[

C:

�

....

..;.,.
,

w..

�
�

�

,

.l.

.

J

..:;,
.

'-'

1:

t
t.

t

i:.l.

�

.l.

.�

>

.)

•

�

�

-l

-l

j.
j.

.:>.-

IY-

J:..
L>-"'-

uA

.b..

j

,
.)

..:..

...:....

.b..

.1;.

t

...

.......

J..

...s.

J..
J.

r

,
...

V"

,

V"

u;.

.1;.
�

.:.!

.....

....;.

.1

j;,

.c.

.i

i:-

...

.;

s..

oS;

:i

�
1

l

g
j

Name

I

�

u:..
.1

1·
...

t

t

.....

J

...s

....g
J
('

'alef

Prollullcittl;Oll
it

be
P pe
te
t.e
A se
j im

b
p
t
t Pashta

P ehe
A he

eh
h

khe

kh

tse

ts

dze
diU
Qal
A ziil
re
�e
ze
P zhe
:{:he, ge
sin
sin
�hin, xin
A sad

A
A
A
A

md

ta

m

cayn
ghayn
fe
A qaf
kaf
P gaf
liim
mim

S

dz
d
Q Pashta
z
r
� Pashta
z
W zh, C z, E j
W :{:h, C g, E g Pashta
s
sh
W �h, C x, E kh Pashta
s
z
t

z
gh
f
q
k
g

I

m

=

PASHTO
0.;r
.,.

...

I.S"
;.,-

.i.
.i.

+,!-

mill

W

,;.
II>
�

V

I).un

<.5

he
ye

wliw

J

r.;

<.5

i..S
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n
I). Pashto
W, U, O

h; a in final position

y, i
e
::ly in tinaI position, masculine
::ly in final position, feminine

2 PHONOLOGY
2. 1 Inventory
2. 1.1 Vowels
The Central dialect of Pashto has nine vowels, of which f and II are confined to borrow
ings, indicated by parentheses.
TABLE B.2: VOWELS
Front Mid
(unrounded)

Back
(rounded)

High

i (1)

(aJ u

Mid

e

Low

o
a

Semivowels. There are not phonemic diphthongs. Phonemically, the postvocalic semi
vowels HI and y are consonants.
2. 1 . 1 . 1 Conditioned variation
The vowel a tends to alternate with ;J in unstressed pOSItIOn. In all dialects, but
particularly the Central dialect, e and 0 freq uently become i and u, respectively, if a
following vowel is i or u: kf!.g;J111 'I do' as opposed to kf!.gi or k{gi 'he does'. a changes to
a when the following final syllable ends in ;J: tar!:111 'I tie' as opposed to tar!: 'he ties'.
2. 1 . 1 .2 Distribution
Initial occurrence of r, e, 0, and II is confined to borrowings, e.g. eyjansl})' 'agency'.
2. 1.2 Consonants
2. I .2. I Inventory

There are 32 consonants in the Central dialect.
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TABLE 13.3: CONSONANTS
Labial

Dental

Retr.

Palatal

VI Stops

p

Vd Stops

b

d

VI Fricatives

f

s

sh

z

zh

Vd Fricatives
In

Nasals

n

if

�

ts

eh

Vd Affricates

dz

j [dzh]

Trill

r

Semivowels

w

Back Velar Glottal

k

q

Pharo

g

VI Affricates

Lateral

Velar

x

kh

h

gh

H
)I

!"

y

Examples
p: voiceless bilabial stop, pardq, 'curtain', chap 'left', khapq, 'unhappy';
b: voiced bilabial stop, b:J1 'other', tartib 'order', babIJ:. 'grandfather';
t: voiceless dental stop, tashakljr 'thank', tut 'mulberry', atQ 'eight';
d: voiced dental stop, da 'this', tod 'warm',judlJ:. 'separate';
t: voiceless retroflex stop, tol 'all', tS:Jt 'nape', mo{q,r 'car';
t;l: voiced retroflex stop, t;ler 'very', t;lant;l 'valley', t;lot;l!!y 'bread';
k: voiceless velar stop, kar 'work', barik 'sensitive', akIJ:. 'uncle';
g: voiced velar stop, gW:J1 'fiower',j:Jg 'tall', bazingq,r 'dancer';
q: voiced aspirated uvular stop, qar 'anger', sandfl.q 'trunk', daqiqq, 'minute';
': glottal stop, majmu� 'collection';
m: voiced bilabial nasal, mor 'mother', salIJ:.m 'hello', mam{1 'maternal uncle';
n: voiced dental nasal, n:J 'not', taw{1n 'burden', karwandq, 'field';
�: voiced retroflex nasal, l!:!:.�e 'daughters', atq,� 'dance';
f voiceless labio-dental fricative,jarsi 'Farsi', talaffl.z 'pronunciation';
s: voiceless dental fricative, sur 'red', las 'hand', as{1n 'easy';
z: voiced dental fricative, zoy 'son', andIJ:.z 'style', awazq, 'rumor';

sh: voiceless palatal fricative, shpag 'six', shti 'back', ashn{1 'familiar';
x: voiceless palatal/fron t velar fricative, xa 'good', partug{1x 'drawstring', paxtQ
'Pashto';

kh: voiceless velar fricative, khwd?J.y 'God', tar{kh 'date', wakht 'time';
gh: voiced velar fricative, ghtix 'tooth', rogh 'healthy', q,gha 'that';
h: voiceless glottal fricative, h:Jm 'also', nQh:J 'nine'.
H: voiceless pharyngeal fricative, Hamq,l ' March-April', Habib 'dear';
y: voiced pharyngeal fricative, yq,q:J1 'wisdom', tabq,y 'subject', be-yamq,la 'without
study' (Arabic 'aql, tabi', 'amal, respectively);
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ts: voiceless dental affricate, tso 'how many', hers 'no', nats�gi 'they dance';
dz: voiced dental affricate, dzan 'self', term�ndz 'between' x�dza 'woman';
ch: voiceless palatal affricate, ch�ra 'where', mr;}ch 'pepper', achaw{ 'they throw';
j: voiced palatal affricate, jor 'good', khfirij 'outside', taj�k 'Tajik';
I: voiced dental lateral, las 'hand', khp;}1 'his own', d;}lta 'here';
r: voiced dental tap or trill, rogh 'healthy', tashakllr 'thank', cll�ra 'where';
r: voiced retroflex flap, rund 'blind', zor 'old', st�ray 'tired';

w: voiced bilabial semi-vowel, w�za 'open ', yaw 'one', w�waya 'say';
y: voiced palatal semi-vowel , yaw 'one', khwd� 'God', aryay! 'Aryan'.
Of these,/, q , H, y occur in borrowings. In the informal speech of ed ucated Pashtuns,
and in the formal and informal speech of uneducated Pashtuns, ( I ) lis pronounced as p;
(2) q is pronounced as k (although Pashtuns growing up in areas where there is extensive
interaction with Dari speakers will often have q exclusively in the relevant words), and (3)
H and y (reflecting Arabic b and '(' ayn) are dropped altogether.
The consonantal system as a whole is characterized by: ( I ) dental vs. palatal affricates:
ts, dz and ch j [dzh]; (2) retroflex dental-alveolars: !, 4, r, � (but not I); (3) palatal vs.
palatal/front velar vs. velar voiceless fricatives: sh, x, kh (see section 6. 1 Sub-groupings of
dialects).
2.1 .2.2 Distribution

h and

�. In native Pashto words,
syllable-final position.

h is found only in syllable-initial position;

�

only in

2. 1.3 Clusters and syllable structure
Pashto is unique among Iranian languages in the extent of permitted clustering. Binary
initial clusters include stops with same-voice fricatives and continuants in first or second
position (including xk and khp), and continuants with continuants, with relatively few
exceptions; n does not occur in second position. Triple initial clusters are rare, and only
include: skw, skhw, shkhw, khkw, khwd, khwl, and ndr. The most common final clusters in
native Pashto words include: sk, st, xt, kht, ndr, nd, rkh, and rg.
2.2 Stress

Pashto is the only Iranian language to have phonemic stress:

!�nga 'pear tree' ghl:!:.!a 'knot'
!ang� 'cart'
ghu!� 'dive!'
jl.!Ja 'well (f)'
jor� 'pair'

�spa 'mare'
asp� 'spotted fever'

kenast;} 'he sat'
gQra 'look'
gor� 'fair-skinned' kenast;} 'he's sitting'.

While stress is not predictable, as a general rule, stress is on the last syllable when
ending in a consonant, and on the penultimate syllable if the last syllable ends in a vowel
randzl:!:.r 'sick' (m) vs. randzl:!:.ra 'sick' (f). This rule-of-thumb, however, is contradicted
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by the very name of the language, paxIQ. The sole cases of predictable stress are the
prohibitive prefix 111!}., the negative prefixe f1!}., and the perfective prefix IV!}., all of which
retain stress even in combination:

dared;]171
'I was standing'
w;]dared;]/11 'I stood'

f1!}.dared;]111
I wasn't standing'
w;]l1;]dared;]111 'I didn't stand'.
'

See also Becka (1 969), and Morgenstierne ( 1 973) for a comparative-historical study.

3 MORPHOLOGY
3.1 Nominal morphology
Nouns, adjectives, and pronouns in Pashto distinguish masculine and feminine gender
(m, f), singular and plural number (s, p); and direct and oblique case (0, 0). Within each
gender, there are distinct inflectional classes.
The inflections of the adjectival and nominal classes correspond to each other, one of
the distinctive differences being the absence of the nominal animate and inanimate plural
markers -an vs. -un in adjectives.
A major distinction between pronouns and nouns, in addition to their morphology,
i s functional: pronouns as direct objects in present tenses appear in the oblique case, as
opposed to the direct case of nouns.
A specific feature of number-gender assignment is the fact that the abstract categories
of ( I ) infinitives (verbal nouns) and (2) subject, object, and complement clauses, are
grammatically marked as masculine pl urals.

3. 1. 1 Nouns
3. 1 . 1 . 1 Gender
The most basic division of nouns is gender. In addition to natural gender, each noun is
either masculine or feminine gender, which determines agreement within the noun phrase
and within the sentence. Overt gender distinction is marked by:
( I ) the feminine ending -a:

parast{jr 'nurse' (m)
s/zag;]rd 'student' (m)
'shepherd' (m)
s/zpyn

parastar-a
shag!}.rd-a
shpan-[!.

'nurse' (f)
'student' (f)
'shepherdess, shepherd's wife'.

(2) the feminine ending -;]y in opposition to masculine -ay:

sp-qy
'dog'
IVur-£!y
'Iamb' (m)
kabul-qy 'man from Kabul'

SP-!!y
wur-!!.)'
kabul-!!y

'bitch'
'Iamb' (f)
'woman from Kabul'.

In general , nouns ending in a consonant, -ay and -u are masculine, and nouns in
unstressed -a, -;]y, and -0 are feminine, while nouns ending in other vowels may be either
gender.
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3 . 1 . 1 .2 Inflectional classes
The grammatical study of Pashto has not progressed to the point where there is wide
spread agreement on such basic topics as the number of noun classes. Writers differ in
thei r analyses, and use different criteria for choosing the number and characteristics of
classes.
The classification suggested here is largely based on the forms of plural endings. There
are three classes of masculine nouns, including two sub-classes, and th ree classes of
feminine nouns. In addition, there are irregular masculine and feminine nouns.
Masculine 110111105

( I ) M I , and M I b nouns end in a consonant; o f these,
(a) M I " nouns are mostly animate, with animate plural marker -QI1, while
(b) M I b nouns are mostly inanimate, with plural marker 1lI 1 ;
-

-

(2) M2a and M2b nouns end in unstressed or stressed -ay, respectively;
(3) M, nouns end in a stressed vowel, and are usually animate.
Feminine nOli/IS

( I ) F , nouns end i n a vowel, usually -a;
(2) F2 nouns mostly end in �y;
(3) FJ nouns end in -([ or -ii, sometimes in -0 or -i.
-

Morphologically, the three masculine and three feminine classes are correlated, M I
with F" M2 with F2, and M) with F).
There are two basic patterns of case marking. In most the direct singular is identical
with the oblique singular, Os = Os, but in two, FI and M2, the oblique singular is identical
with the direct plural, Os = Dp. In this analysis, these alternate patterns determine the
paired masculine and fem inine classes, as follows:
M,
F,

Ds = Os
Os = Dp

M2
F2

Os = Dp
Ds = Os

MJ
FJ

Ds = Os
Ds = Os

These patterns are shown in the following table and examples.
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TABLE 13.4: NOMINAL ENDINGS
M

=

final consonant -C, F -a
Os

Op
-an-o
-un-o

-e

Dp
-an
-un-a
-e

M -ay, F -;Jy
Ds
-�
M 2a
M 2b
-�

Os
-i
-i

Dp
-i
-p-y-(Jn

Op

-�

-�

-�

Ds
-c

M ia
M lb
FI

-c

-a

F2

M.

a

MJ
FJ

i II

;J,

-c

-c

mostly animate
mostly inanimate
unstressed ending

-0

-0

stressed ending

stressed ending

-y-gn-ef
-;Jy-g-�n-e

-of
-y-gn-of
-;JY-Q
-;JY-Qf
-�of
-y-�n-of
-;Jyg-�n-o

Dp
-dg-�n
-aw-e/
-ag-Qn-e

Op
-dg-�n-o
-aw-of
-dg-�n-o

F. d i 0 ;) a

Ds
-a
-d

Os
-d
-a

TABLE 13.5: EXAMPLES OF DECLENSIONS
M ia
M lb
FI

'student'
'house'
'woman'

Ds
shdgErd
kor
x;Jdz-a

Os
shiig�rd
kor
x;Jdz-e

Dp
shdg;Jrd-�n
kor-un-a
x;Jdz-e

Op
shdg;Jrd-�n-o
kor-un-o
x;Jdz-o

Ds
M 2,
M 2b

'friend'
'man'

m;Jlg�r-ay
sar-�

Os
rn;Jlg�r-i
sar-i

Dp
m;Jlg�r-i
sar-if
sar-y-�n

F2

'family'

koran-�

koran-�

koran-�f
koran-;Jy-g-�n-ef
koran-y-�n-e

Op
m;Jlg�r-o
sar-of
sar-y-�n-o
sar-�-o
koran-�-of
koran-;Jy-g-�n-of
koran-y-�n-o

MJ
F3

'uncle'
'salary'

Ds
mdmd
tankhii

Os
mdma
tankhii

Dp
mamd-g-�n
tankhc1-w-e/
tankhd-g-gn-e

Op
mdmd-g-�n-o
tankhd-w-of
tankhd-g-�n-o

-

3. I. I.2a Irregular nouns and ablaut
Pashto has a considerable number of irregular nouns, each of which is clearly masculine
or feminine, but beyond that, so varied in their oblique and plural forms that they cannot
readily be grouped into any of the more regular noun classes described above.
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A distinctive feature of these inflections is various types of ablaut, frequently corre
lated with final stress. They are mostly found with masculines, and mostly follow the
pattern of as Op of M2• Feminine forms are derived from the weakest stem. Some
examples are:
Op
Op
Os
as
=

CuloC > CaiaC

paxt-an-o
swar-o

'Pashtun'
'rider' (m)

paxt-un paxt-an-;)
slVor
swar-;)

paxt-an-!?.
swar-;)

'mountain' (m)

ghar

ghr-!!J-una ghr-o

Cali/uC > CC

ghr-!!J-lJ:na

Irregular nouns include some of the most common kinship terms, such as the
following:
Os

'mother'
'sister'
'aunt'
'daughter-in-law
'daughter'
'son'
'brother's son'
'husband's brother'

mor
khol'
trol'
ngor
lur
zoy
Wl'ar;)
lelVar

as

Op

mor
mqynd-e
khol' klllvqynd-e
tl'OI'
tl'qynd-e
ngol'
ngqynd-e
luI'
Il:!.U-e
zoy
zam;)n
Wl'al';) lVl'el'-un-a
lewar lewr-un-a

Op

mqynd-o
khwqynd-o
tl'qynd-o
ngqynd-o
Il:!.U-o
zam;)n-o
wl'er-olwl'er-un-o
lewr-un-o

In addition, masculine stems in -C, mostly inanimate, take "numerative" -a after
cardinal numbers larger than one or other quantifiers (e.g. the terms for ' 1 00' and ' 1 000',
see section 3. 1 .6. 1 below).
3. 1. 1.2b

Dialectal variation

Irregular nouns vary widely from dialect to dialect, from speaker to speaker, and even
within the same speaker at different times. For the most part, this variation arises when
irregular nouns become regularized, e.g. as 'horse', which is M l b in the Central dialect,
and as such violates the "rule" that animate nouns are Mia' In the Western dialect,
however, the word occurs with both Mia and M lb endings. Other examples are M i a nouns
denoting inanimates, like nuk 'finger-, toenail' and shay 'thing', which frequently occur
with M lb endings.

3. J. l.2c Singular-only andplural-only nouns
Pashto mass nouns occur either only in singular or only in the plural. These nouns tend
to denote such things as grain, food, liquid, or other elements that are not practically
countable. Examples of singular-only mass nouns are: chalf!:w '(cooked) rice', kab�b
'kebob', palf!w 'pilaf', xurwf! 'soup'; examples of plural-only mass nouns are: w!';) 'flour',
wob!?. 'water', khwar!?. 'food', shal'§:.b 'wine', and dal 'lentils'.
The plural-only nouns have no overt plural endings, but are determined by their plural
oblique ending -0, and by their co-occurrence with plural adjectives and verbs, as the
following sentences ill ustrate:

wob r-;)}

khwf!gr-e}

dr-i}

water[-Opf] sweet[-Opf] be.PR[-3p]
'the water is sweet';
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de kab;)! de sin

de wob[-o]

kH'and n;)

sta

of Kabul of river of water[-OBLpJ taste
N EG be. EXIST
'water from the Kabul River is not drinkable, 'Ii t. 'there is no taste to . . .

'

3. 1. 1.2d II!/!ection o/iI�/initives and o/nomina! clauses
The infinitive (verbal noun), as well as subject, object, and complement clauses belong to
this masculine plural-only class:

Ivay;)![-0]

ta ye 111!?

gor-a

saying-IN F[-OB LpmJ to bis PROH 100k .PR.IMP-2s
'don't look at hi s saying', i.e. 'what he says' .
3. 1 . 1 . 3 Use of cases
( I ) The oblique case of nouns is used for:
(a) tbe subject with past transitive verbs (past agent, see 3.2.6.2 Transitivity);
(b) tbe object of adpositions;
(c) in vocatives.
(2) The direct case is used in all other functions, including:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the subject with present verbs;
the subject wi th past in transi tive verbs;
the direct object with present transitive verbs;
tbe direct object with past transitive verbs.

Usage of the two cases is illustrated in the sentences below with the irregular noun
agent; PAT patient; 0 direct; 0 oblique; PR present, PT past;
IPFV imperfective; PFV perfective).

paxtyn (AG

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

3. 1. 1.3a Direct case, subject in present and intransitive past tense
[paxt-yn]
p;) kab!!) ke wos-�g-il
wos-ed[-!?]
[PashtunJ-Dsm in Kabul in Iive.PR . IPFV-3s/ live.PTI PFV-3s
'[the PashtunJ livesllived in Kabul';

[paxt-an-!?]

p;) kab!!) ke wos-�g-il

wos-ed[-!?]

[PashtunsJ-Dpm in Kabul in Iive.PR. IPFV-3pllive.PT.IPFV-3pm
'[the PashtunsJ livellived in Kabul .'

3. 1. 1.3b Direct case, direct object in all tenses
1V�n-l
ahl11ad [paxtlJ.n]
Ahmad [PashtunJ-Dsm see. PR.IPFV-3s
,
'Ahmad is seeing [the Pashtun) ;

ahl11ad [paxt-an-!?]

lid;)!

Ahmad [PashtunsJ-Dpm see. PTPFV-3pm
,
'Ahmad saw [the Pashtuns) .

3. 1. 1.3c Oblique case, subject in transitive past tenses
[paxt-an-!?]
tapak r{l-lVor
[PashtunJ-OBLsm rifle here-bring.PTPFV-3s
'[the PashtunJ brought the rifle';

=
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tapak rQ-wor
[paxt-an-gj
[Pashtuns]-Opm rifle here-bring. PT.PFY.3s
'[the Pashtuns] brought the rifle'.
3. 1.1.3d Oblique case, object of adpositions
[de paxt-an-!'lJ zam;m p;) kabi'!J ke wQs-i
[of Pasht un]-Osm sons in Kabul in live. PR.lPFV-3p
'[the Pashtun's] sons live in Kabul';
zal71;)n p;) kab�J ke wQs-i
[of Pashtuns]-Osm sons in Kabul in live.PR.l PFV-3p
'[the Pashtuns'] sons live in Kabul'.

[de paxt-an-q)

3. 1. 1.3e Oblique case, vocatives
ey nik-i'!! '0 grandfatherl', ey x!'!..dz-o! '0 women!'.
Masculine nouns ending in consonants, including -y, form the vocative by adding the
-(I to the direct singular form:

suffix

al!'!..k-a! 'boy!', malg!'!..r-y-a! 'friend!' (0 malg!'!..r-ay).

3. 1.2 A djectives
3. 1 .2. 1 Classes
As in the nominal inflection, there are three classes of adjectives in this analysis, two of
which have variants, as well as a number of irregular adjectives.
( I ) Adjl a (final syllable unstressed) and Adjlb (final syllable stressed) form parallel MI
and FI nouns, masculine Adj l b forms adding -!'!.. in the Os/Dp.
(2) Adj2a.b (unstressed, stressed) forms parallel M2 and F2 nouns. The Adj2a class
includes the present and perfect participles (described in section 3.2.3).
(3) Adj] forms are invariable, but may have an optional plural oblique -0.
TABLE 13.6: ADJECTIVAL CLASSES

Adj 'a (m)
Adj" (f)
Aclj ' h (m)
Adj ' h (f)
Adj2, (m)
Adj2, (f)
Adj2h (m)
Adj2b (f)
AdjJ (m/f)

Os

Os

Op

Op

tit

tit

tit

tito

tita

tite

tite

zig
zigg

zig!'!..
zig!'!..

zig!'!..
zig!'!..

t!'!..gay
t!'!..ge

t!'!..gi
t!'!..ge

t!'!..gi
tE,ge

tito
zigQ
zigQ
t!'!..go

nargy

naril

naril

naro/

nar£!)'
nar£!)'

nar£!)'
nar£!)'
xaystg

nar£!)'o
nar£!)'o

nar£!)'
xaystg

xaystg

'scattered'
'rough'
'thirsty'

tE,go

xdystgl
xdystgwo

'thin'

'pretty'
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3 . 1 .2.2 Irregular adjectives
As is the case with nouns, there are irregular adjectives, in which the feminine form is
derived from the weakest ablaut stem forms; the patterns are oluC - alaC and CaliluC 
CC-.
TABLE 1 3.7: IRREGULAR ADJECTIVES

Adj (m)
Adj, (f)
Adj. (m)
Adj, (t)
Adj . (m)
Adj . (t)

Os

Os

Op

Op

pokh
pakho

pakh::,

pakh::,
pakhl!,

pakhll.
pakl1(!.

'ripe, cooked'

SOl'

sare

'cold'

sure
shll;!
sl1ll e

sar;!
sure
shll;!

sara

sura
shill

suro
sl1ll 0

'green'

sl11le

sl11l0

sl1ll0

pakhl!,

3 . 1 .2.3 Comparison
Pashto does not have comparative or superlative suffixes.
( I ) Comparative
Simple comparsion is expressed by the ambipositions I;} . . . na 'from':
asad [I;} amq,n na] J!?B da
Asad [from Aman from] tall be.PR.3s
'Asad is taller than Aman';
de aman piaI' de asad [I;} plar na] I�g biigh-un-a
lar-i
of Aman father of Asad [from father from] few orchards-Op have.PR.IPFV-3s
Aman's father has fewer orchards than Asad's father'.
(2) Superlatives
Superlatives are expressed in three ways:
(a) with I;} . . . na 'from', in which the object of the ambiposition is all-inclusive:
khoshal p;} sin! ke [I;} {ol-o al;}k-an-o na] J�g da
Khoshal in class in [from all
boys-Op from] tall be. PR.3s
'Khoshal is taller than all the boys in the class'.
(b) A second way to express superlatives is with the adverb q,er 'very', in which case the
sentence is ambiguous:
khoshiil p;} sin! ke [q,er J�g] al;}k da
Khoshal in class in [very tall] boy be.PR.3s
'Khoshal is the tallest boy in the class', lit. 'a very tall boy in the class'.
(c) The third way is with q,er 'very', but with the subject moved out of position to just
before the verb, disambiguating the sentence:
p;} sin! ke f4er J�g] al;}k khoshq,1 da
in class in [very tall] boy Khoshal be.PR.3s
'Khoshal is the tallest boy in the class'.
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3. 1.3

Pronouns and deixis

3. \ . 3 . 1 Personal pronouns
Pashto has enclitic, proclitic and independent personal pronouns.

3. 1.3. 1 a Enclitic pronouns
TABLE 13.8: CLiTIC PRONOUNS
Enclitic

I pers.

2 pers.

3 pers.

Sing.

me

de

ye

Plur.

malam

malam

ye

I'd

d;}/'

Wdr

Praclitic

Sg./pl.

The enclitic pronouns function as subjects/agents in past transitive sentences, and in
possessive constructions, as do the nominal oblique cases; but different from those, they
also function as direct objects in present tense sentences.
The proc1itic pronouns are phonologically identical with the directional prefixes that
form the first syllables of prefixed verbs described in section 3.2.2.3. This identity and the
correlation between persons and directions suggests that at some earlier stage of the
language the two functions were identical as well.
( I ) Direct object in the present tense, and as subject/agent in the past tenses of transitive
verbs:

mach-aw-i

[me]

kiss.PR. IPFV-3s [me]
'he is kissing me';

l11ach-aw-�I-;)m [ye]
kiss.PT.I PFV- I s [he-AG]
'he was kissing me' .

(2) Possessor:

kit?!:,b [me], kit?!:,b [ye]
book [my], book [his]
'my book', 'his book'.
(3) Proc1itic with adpositions:

Asadf!.s

[ra tal qkhl-i

da [d;)/' pQre] kh?!:,nd-i

Asad horse [me to] buy.PR.IPFV-3s
'Asad is buying a horse for me';

she [you at]
laugh.PR.IPFV-3s
'she's laughing at you';

aman n;)

layl?!:, [w;)r tal w�-lVel-e

[w;)r sara] dz-{

Aman not [him with] go.PR.IPFV-3s
'Aman isn't going with him';

Layla [them to] PFYteII.PT.PFV-3sf
'Layla told them'.
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3. 1.3. 1 b

Independent pronoul1s

TABLE 13.9: INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS
Is

2s

Subject

Z;J

1 ;J

Object/Prepos.
Possessive

I//a
di mal

la
di /()/

Z1116* ,

sid'

Plural

Ip

2p

Subj.lObj.lPrep.

mung

Idse

Possessive

zmung

Sfase

Singular

*

3sf

3sm

3sf

day

da

day
di d;J

da
di d;J

aghQ
aghq,

aghQ
aghQ

3pm

3pf

3pm

3p f

duy

agh!!y

agh!!y

3sm

duy

Non-Central dialects

The independent pronouns are used for emphasis:

rz;J ] alzmaq n!!.. Y-dl11;

rd�!.y] alzmaq da

[I] stupid N EG be.PR- l s
'I'm not stupid; he is'.

[he]

stupid be.PR.3sm

Their oblique cases function both as di rect objects in the present tenses and as subjects
in transitive past tenses, and occur with adpositions. In the Central dialect, the possessive
forms Is di I11Q and 2s di tQ are used; in other dialects, the forms zmd and std are preferred,
while the I p and 2p forms are zl11l1ng and slQse in all dialects.
The 3rd person pronouns distinguish near and far deixis.
3. 1 .3.2 Demonstrative pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns in Pashto function as both as independent pronouns and as
attributive adjectives. As pronouns, they have initial stress, as adjectives final stress. There
is a th ree-way contrast, here called near, middle, and far.
TABLE 13. 1 0: DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
Masc./fem.

Near

Dsmf

Osmf

Dp (= sg.)

Op (= sg.)

dd

de

dd

de

Masculine

Dsm

Osm
d�Bh -;J

Dpm (= sg.)

Opm

dq,gh-a

d!!.gh-o

Mid

dq,gh -a
Qgh-a

Far

lJ..gh-a

Qgh-;J
lJ..gh-;J

Qgh -a
lJ..gh -a

Qgh-o
lJ..gh -o

Dsf (= m)

Near

[Opf=

Dpf]

d�gh-e
Qgh -e

dQgh-e

Mid

dq,gh -a
Qgh-a

Far

lJ..gh-a

lJ..gh-e

Feminine

Near

Focus and identity is marked by the prefix
e.g. hqm-dagha 'this very one'.

Qgh-e
lJ..gh -e

Opf (= m)

d�gh-o
Qgh- o
lJ..gh-o

ham- 'same' with bisyllabic demonstratives,
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3 . 1 .3.3 Reflexive and possessive pronouns
Reference to self is expressed by the adjective khp;;}l (regular Adj l inflection) as well as the
nou n dzdn (regular M2 noun inflection):

ahmad [khp;;}lj ki/fib rfi-wor
Ahmad [own] book here-bring.PT. PFY.3s
'Ahmad brought his (own) book';

ahmad [yej kitdb I'fi-wor
Ahmad [his] book here-bring.PT. PFY.3s
'Ahmad brought his (someone else's);

ki/db [dzfifl } fa akhl-;;}1l1
book [self] for buy.PR.IPFV- l s
'I'm buying the book for myself '.
3. 1 .3.4 Indefinite and interrogative pronouns and related adverbials
Some basic indefinite pronouns, which also serve as interrogatives, are:

Pronominal
{sok, obI. clld
tS;;}
tS;;}W;;}/11
tso
tsumra
kum

'someone; who'
'something; what' (no inflection)
,
'which (number)
'several; how many/much' (plural only)
' that/how much'
'(a) certain' (Adj la)

Adverbial
'when'
bla
chera, cherta 'where'
d;;} k;;}l11-a
'where from'

tS;;} wakht 'when'
tS;;} I'anga 'how'
wali
'why'

Other inflected pronominal adjectives include: hal' 'each', !ol 'all', b;;}l 'other, else', flor
'others', dzini/-o.
These pronouns may be combined: yaw, yaw tsok, yaw tso, yaw-ts;;} 'somebody, some
(people), something'; hal' yaw 'each one', har-tsok 'each one'; b;;}l-tsok 'somebody else'.
The negative pronoun is hets 'any' with negated verb, e.g. hetsok 'nobody'; also hechera
'nowhere (to)', etc.

3. 1.4 Adpositions
Pashto adpositions include prepositions, postpositions, and ambipositions which consist
of pre- and post-nominal elements. Nominal objects of adpositions are in the oblique
case, except in some literary or formal usages.
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3. 1 .4 . 1 Prepositions and postposition
There are only two prepositions, which are of high frequency, and only one common
postposition that we know of:
•

•

•

de 'of' forms possessive phrases with nouns or strong pronouns: de asad plar 'Asad's
father';
p;} has a large range of meanings, the most common of which are 'with/by means of ':
p;} char;} 'with/by means of. a knife', and 'at' in time expressions: p;} yaw� baja 'at one
o'clock';
ta 'to' typically expresses the indirect object or direction, or dative: bdz?!,r ta 'to the
market', as�d ta 'to/for Asad'.

3 . 1 .4.2 Ambipositions
Most adpositions have two elements, bracketing the nominal object. The first element of
these is either p;}, I;}, or t;}r. The second element is likely to be one of the following
particles: ke, b?!,nde, p;}S�, na, ts�kha, sar�, I?!,nde, pqre. Some of the commonest
ambipositions are the following:

p;} . . . ke 'in, at':
p;} . . . b?!,nde 'on/to':
p;} . . . P;}sc:. 'after':

p;} kab!?1 ke
p;} pi!? b?!,nde
p;} d!.!.,rs p;}S�

'in Kabul';
'on the bridge';
'after class';

I;} . . . na 'from':
I;} . . . ts;}kha 'from':
I;} . . . lande 'under':
I;} . . . sara 'with':

I;} layl?!, na
I;} log�r ts!?kha
I;} pl!? l?!,nde
I;} asad sara

'from Layla';
'from Logar';
'under the ridge';
'with Asad';

t;}r . . . lande 'under': t;}r mez lande
t;}r . . . -a pqre 'up to': t;}r sah?!,r-a pqre

'under the table';
'until morning' .

Either element of an ambiposition, most often the first, may be deleted: I;} as�d na >
as�d na 'from Asad', I;} as�d sara > as!.!.,d sara 'with Asad'.
The first element of an ambiposition is mutually exclusive with the enclitic pronouns
(described in 3. 1 .3 . 1 a): w!?r sara 'with him', d!?r na 'from you', and w!?r bdnde 'on it'.
In the ambiposition I;} . . . na 'from', -n is frequently elided after consonants as in I;}
as�d na > I;} as�d-a 'from Asad' in the example above.
The alternation just cited, with na > -a-which we have analyzed as an optional phono
logical process-is considered by other scholars to be a second oblique case in other
analyses, notably that in Penzl ( 1 955; in general, see also Heston 1 987).
3. 1.5

A dverbs

See section 3. 1 . 1 . 3 Use of cases.
3. 1 . 6

Numerals

3. 1 .6. 1 Cardinal numbers
Pashto numbers are all indeclinable adjectives of the Adj) class, with optional plural
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oblique -a. The exception is 'one', which distinguishes gender and case according to class
Adjlb thus yaw (m), yalV-� (f).
'
In the mostly irregular numbers from 1 1 to 99 the unit precedes the decade: drf!. aty�
'3-80' 83. Hundreds above 1 00, and thousands above 1 000, follow the unit in their
distinct obliq ue pI ural forms in -a: (yaw) s�J ' 1 00', shp!:g s!:w-a '600', (yaw) z!:r ' 1 000',
dre z:Jr-a '3000'. Larger compound numbers have the connective alV 'and': drf!. z:Jr-a aw
shP!'l.gsew-a aw drf!. atya '3683 '.
Nouns after numbers larger than one require the plural.
=

TABLE 13.11: BASIC CARDINAL NUMBERS
1 -9

1 1-19

1 0-90

1 00+

yaw*
dwa
dre
tsal£r
pindzi!.
shpag
W;J
ati!.
n;Jh;J

yaw£-las
do-las
dy[!r-las
tswar-las
pindz;:-Ias
shpfJ.r-as
w;J-las
at;J-las
nun-as

las
sh;J1
ders
tsalwext
p;JndzQs
shpeti!.
awyfJ.
atyfJ.
nawi

s;J1 ' 1 00'
Z;Jr ' 1 000'

•

m.ymv, f. yaw-q"

Adj lb.

TABLE 13.12: DECADES

+

SINGLE DIGITS

2 1 -29

3 1 -69

7 1 -99

y£wist
dw-a-wist
d;Jr-wist
tmler-ist
pindz;J-wist
shpi!.g-wist
W;J-wist
at;J-wist
n;Jh ;J-wist

y£w-ders
d-u-ders
dr-i-ders
tsalor-ders
pindzi!.-ders
shpi!.g-ders
w;J-ders
at;J-ders
n;Jh;J-ders

y£w-awyc1
dw-£-awyc1
dr-!!,-awyc1
tsalQr-awyd
pindz;:-awyc1
shp;:g-awyc1
wi!.-awyd
at;:-awyc1
ni!.h;J-awyc1

3 . 1 .6.2 Ordinal numbers
Ordinal numbers are formed from the cardinal numbers by adding the suffix. -�m (m),
-!'l.ma (f). The resulting adjectival inflection has the pattern Adjlb [Os Dp], e.g.:
=

'fourth'
(cardinal ends in consonant)
masc.
fern.
Ds
Os
Dp
Op

tsafar-am
tsalar-:Jm
tsafar-:Jm
tsafar-:Jm-a

tsafar-:Jm-a
tsalar-:Jm-e
tsalar-:Jm-e
tsalar-:Jm-a

'seventh'
(cardinal ends in vowel)
masc.
fern.

iV-am
iV-:Jm
iV-:Jm
w-:Jm-a

w-:Jm-a
iV-:Jm-e
w-:Jm-e
w-am-o
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3.2 Verb morphology
The verb system of Pashto is based on two stems: present/past, and two aspects: perfect
ive/imperfective, and distinguishes gender and number in the third person. M ood is
distinguished by inflection and particles. All verbs are anchored on the following four
verb formations:
PR
Imperfective Perfective

PT
Imperfective Perfective.

The imperfective/perfective distinction appears to relate mostly to whether the action
denoted by a verb has been completed or is incomplete. In some analyses, various occur
rences of the perfective have been associated with subjunctive functions. These semantic
distinctions are not consistent, however, and it seems most prudent-at least until further
inquiry is completed-to consider the perfective a grammatical form only.
3.2. 1

Person marking and 'be, become'

3.2. 1 . 1 Basic forms
Functionally, endings agree in number person, number, and gender with either subjects or
objects depending on the tense and particular construction. The forms of the verb 'be,
become' exemplify the inflection of regular verbs. (Note that elements in parentheses
indicate that the element -!!.' is optional.)
TABLE

1 3 . \ 3:

PERSON MARKING AND 'BE, BECOME'

Endings
PR
PT

'be' (imperfective)
PR
PT

'become. be' (perfective)
PR
PT

Is
2s
Imper.
3sm
3sf

-JI11

-( �l) -JI11

y-JI11

l1'-�/n

S-JI1 1

SII'( -!!,/} -JI11

-e

-( JI) -e

y-e

w-e

s-e

sw( -JI)-e

-;

-J

d-ald-ay

W-,J

s-;

Sll'-J

-;

-(!!,/}-a

d-a

\I"-({

S-;

SI1'( -!!,I) -a

Ip
2p
Imper.
3pm
3pf

-II

-(!!,/}-II

y-II

1V-1I

S-II

sw(-::I)-u

-JY
-J)'

-( !!,/} -JY

y-qs/Jy

S-J)'

SlI'( -::I) -JY

-;

-!!,I(-J)

d-;

11'-,)

S-;

sw-::I( -J)

-;

- (::I) -el-!!,I

d-;

w-e

s-;

SII'( -!!,I)-e

-a

S-({

W-

J)'

s-ey

3.2. 1 .2 Third person existential and modal forms
In the 3rd person the copula has three additional forms which are undifferentiated as to
person, number, and gender: sta, wi, and way; they are negated with IW.

( 1 ) sta is the existential verb: 'there is/are'; negated 11!!.-sta.
(2) Ivi (also referred to as subjunctive) is conjectural, used when an assumption or given
fact is being discussed, in contrast to da and di which are used when reporting an
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observati on . The contrast between them is clear, for example, in the following sen
tences referring to a publ ic picnic table:

khaldk ddlta l1{],st [d-ij 'people are sitting here' (we can see them);
khaldk ddlta n{],st [w-ij 'people (may) sit
here' (we can use this table).
(3)

way (also referred to as conjectural and optative) is used in irreal clauses
non-Central di alects).

Note that the present and past forms of the copula, including
to form periphrastic forms of the verb.
3.2.2

(way in

wi and way, are also used

Stem/ormation and tense/aspect

Verbs may be classified according to the way in which their forms are constructed. There
are three main classes of verbs: ( I ) simple verbs; (2) derivative verbs; and (3) prefixed
stress-shifting verbs.
3.2.2. j Simple verbs

Simple verbs form their perfective stems by adding the prefix IV�- to the imperfective
present and past stems.
This class includes: ( I ) regular verbs where the past stem is derived from the unex
panded present stem by the regular past morpheme -�l; (2) a great number of irregular
verbs where the morphological interrelationship between the two stems is opaque; (3)
verbs where there is stem suppletion.
In the following examples the forms are in the I s; forms in parentheses indicate
optional omission of the element.
TABLE 13.14: REGULAR SIMPLE VERBS

'drink'
'throw'
'have'
'write'
'dance'
'tie'

PR.lPFV

PTIPFV

PR. PFV

PTPFV

tsk-;ml

tsk-;JI-;ml

lI··;J-(sk-;J111

w;J(sk-;J!-;J111

silind- ;J111

shind-;JI-;J111

lI';J-shind-;J111

w�-shind-{ �l) -;J111

Itir-;J111

lar-;JI-;J111

w;J-lar-;J-111

w;J-lar-;JI-;J111

lik-;J11/

Iik-;JI-;J11/

w;J-/ik-JI11

w;J-lik-;J/-;J111

gaej-fg-;J111

gaej-ed-�111
la!,-ed-�11

1,,�-gaej-eg�111
1l'�-ta!,-e g-;J111

w�-g(/ej-ed-;J111
w�-la!,-ed-;J111

(a!'-fg-;J11/

TABLE 13.15: IRREGULAR SIMPLE AND SUPPLETIVE VERBS

'take, buy'
'wear'
'kill'

PR.IPFV

PTIPFV

akhl(ighllndwazn-

akhist{ -�I) agill/sl{-�I) waz( -�l) -

'read'
'show'
'see'

PR.lPFV

PT-IPFV

/wallx�gQr-

IlVist{-�/)xod(-�l) kal{ -�I) -
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3.2.2.2 Derivative verbs
Derivative verbs are transparently based on adjectives or nouns, and constitute the larg
est and only open class of verbs. They occur with auxiliaries.

Intransitive and transitive
(I a) the transitive PR (k)eg-, PT (k)ed(;)/)- related to the full verb meaning 'be done,
become', and

( I b) the transitive formants PR (k)aw-, PT (k)aw(;)1)- which when used as a full verb

means 'do'.
(2a) If the noun or adjective ends in a vowel, the auxiliary is a separate word, and has
forms as listed below, but
(2b) when the noun or adjective ends with a consonant, the k- of the auxiliary is dropped,
and the rest of the auxiliary is added to the noun or adjective to form a single word.
N ate that the imperfective forms of these verbs are indistinguishable from the imper
fective forms of many of the simple verbs.

Impetfective and petfeClive aspects
( I ) Both (a) (k)eg-, (k)ed(;)1) and (b) (k)aw-, (k)aw;)/- represent the imperfective
forms of these verbs.
(2) The corresponding perfective forms are expressed by (a) intransitive PR
sw(�/)- 'become, occur' and by (b) transitive PR k-, PT kr(�/)-.

SO,

PT

The pattern of these distinctions is shown in the following, again with examples in first
person singular:
TABLE 13.16: DERIVATIVE VERBS: INTRANSITIVE-TRANSITIVE
PR.lPFV

PT.IPFV

PR.PFV

PT.PFV

kf!B-:Jm
kaw-:Jm

ked(:J!)-:Jm
kaw:;!-:Jm

s-:Jm
w£-k(r)-:Jm

sW(-£!)-:Jm
w£-kr-(:J/) -:Jm

PR.lPFV

PT.IPFV

PR.PFV

PT.PFV

zob!-eg-

zob!-r;,g-:Jm

zobl-ed( -£/)-:Jm

zob;}! s-;}m

z£b;}/ sw(-£!)-;}m

zob!-aw-

zob!-aw-;}m

zob!-aw-;}!-;}m

zob;}! k-;}m

z£b;}! kd-!?,l)-;}m

Xclyst� k-eg-

x. k-r;,g-;}m

x. k-ed( -£/)-;}m

x.

s-;}m

x. sw( -£!)-:Jm

Xclyst� k-aw-

x. k-aw-;}m

x. k-aw-;}!-;}m

x.

k-;}m

x. kr(-£!)-;}m

Basic auxiliary verb
'be done, become'
'do, make'
Derivative verbs
'be injured'
'injure'

'become pretty'
'beautify'

3.2.2.3 Prefixed stress-shifting verbs
Prefixed verbs are stress-shifting verbs where aspect is determined by the position of the
stress. In the perfective forms, stress is on the nominal component or the prefix, or the
first syllable of the verb, while in the imperfective forms it is on the last or penultimate
syllable.
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The prefixes include forms phonologically identical to the proclitic forms of the
pronouns, and carry rough approximations of the meanings of the proclitics (see Proclitic
pronouns under 3 . 1 .3.1 a):
di

'here' (ich-deictic)

dilr 'in your direction' (du-deictic)
Wilr 'there' (er-deictic)
Other prefixes include directional ke 'down', pre 'away', and n!!.na 'inside' (the mean
ings are approximate and inconsistent), plus a number of syllables for which the meaning
is not immediately apparent.
This class of verbs is very small and highly irregular, involving both morphological
change and shifts in stress, in addition to idiosyncratic third person forms in the past. The
complexi ty of these verbs is demonstrated in the following list:
TABLE 13.17: PREFIXED VERBS: ra-, dar-, warPR. I PFV

PT.lPFV

PR.PFV

PT.PFV

'come here'
'go to you'
'go there'

dz-�m
rti-dz-�m
dar-dz-=�m
war-dz-�m

tl(-�l)-�m
rti-ll( -�l)-�m
dar-tl( -�l)-�m
war-tl( -�l) -�m

l�r s-�m
rti-s-�m
dar-s-�m
war-s-�m

'give here'
'give to you'
'give to him'

rti-kaw-�m
dar-kaw-=�m
war-k-aw-=�m

rti-kaw ( -�l) -�m
dar-kaw-�l-�m
war-kaw--;l-�m

r�-kr-�m
dQr-kr-�m
wQr-lq-�m

l�r( -�l)-�m
r�-ghl( -�l)-�m
dQr-ghl (-�l) -�m
wQr-ghl( -�l)-�m
rtl-kd -�l) -�m
dQr-(q( -�l)-�m
wQr-kr( -� l) -�m

'take, carry'
'transport here'

wr-�m
rti- wr-�m

wr-�l-�m
rti-wr-�l-�m

wf.s-�m
r�-wr-�m

wf.-wr-�m
rtl-wr-�/-�m

'bring here'
'take there'

rti-wasl-�m
war-wr-�m

rti-wast-�/-�m
war-wr-�l-�m

rti-wast-�m
wQr-wr-�m

rti-wasl-�l-�m
wQr-wr-�I-�m

'

go

'

TABLE 13.18: PREFIXED VERBS:

ke-, pre-, n�na-;

PR.IPFV

PT.lPFV

NOUN + VERB
PR.PFV

PT.PFV

'sit down'

ke-n-�m

ke-ntist( -�l)-�m

ke-n-�m

kf.-ndst( -�l)-�m

'plant'

ke-naw-�m

ke-naw-�l-�m

ke-naw-�m

ke-naw-�l-�m

'squeeze'

ke-k�g-�m

ke-xkod(�l)-�m

kf.-kdg-�m

kf.-xkod( �l)-�m

'put'

gd-�m

ke-xod( -�l)-�m

kf.-gd-�m

kf.-xod(-�l) -�m

'allow'

pre-gd-�m

pre-xod( -�l)-�m

prf.-gd-�m

prf.-xod( -�l)-�m

'lie down'

pre-w�z-�m

pre-wal( -�l)-�m

prf.-wJZ-�m

prf.-wal-( �l)-�m

'arrive, enter'

n�na-w�z-�m

n�na-wat (-�l) -�m

n�na-wz-�m

n�na-wat( -�l) -�m

'cut'
'wash'

pre-kaw-�m
pre-mind�-�m

pre-kaw-�l-�m
pre-mind�-�l-�m/prew�l�m

pre-kr-�m
prf.-mindz-�m

prf.-kr( -�l)-�m
prf.-mindz-�l-�m/
prf.-wol-�m

khala
bds-�m

khaW
yest( -�l)-�m

khata
bds-:im

khaW
yest(-�l) -�m

khata
w�z-�m

khata
wat ( -�l) -�m

khata
w�z-�m

khata
wat(�l)-�m

khaUi 'error'
'deceive'

'err'
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TABLE 13.19: VERBS WITH FUSED PREFIXES
PR.lPFV

PTIPFV

PR.PFV

PTPFV

'lose'

bd)'I-�m

bd)'lod( -!!.I)-�111

bqyl-�m

bqylod( -�/) -�111

'take'

bydY-!!.111

bOlV( -!!.I) -�m

boz-�J11

bq.rl( -�l)-�J11

'get up'

pdts-£g-�m

pdts-ed( -�I)-�m

p?!.ls-eg-�1I1

p?!.ts-ed( -�/) -�111

'open'

prd-l1{z-�111

prd-Il�st(-!!.I)-�m

pr?!.-niz-�111

pr?!.-I1�st( -�l)-�111

3.2.3 Nominalforms
3.2.3 . 1 Present participle
Present participles are adjectives in -ay of the Adj2' class, which are derived from present
stems by the formant -ynk, e.g. cjaraw- 'th reaten ' > cjaralV-ynk-ay 'th reaten ing'. These
participles are artificial constructs, created by the Pashto Academy in the I 940s1 1 950s.
They never caught on, and there are only a handful of words, certainly not a productive
class, that made it into common usage, e.g. xOlF-link-av 'teacher'.
3.2.3.2 Perfect participle
Perfect participles are formed by affixing -ay to the imperfective or perfective past stems
of the verbs. They are of the Adj l b class, as shown with the example of the verb dar-eg-I
dar-ed-;1/ 'stand, stop':
Os
Os
Dp
Op

masculine
dar-ed-!?l-ay
dar-ed-;1/-i
dar-ed-;1/-i
dar-ed-;1/-o

feminine
dar-ed-;1/-e
dar-ed-;1/-e
dar-ed-;1/-e
dar-ed-;1/-o

They function in a number of verb constructions: (a) the "perfect" tenses; (b) abililta
tive statements; (c) the passive construction; and (d) conditional sentences.
3.2.3.3 Conditional participle
In the central dialect described here, the conditional participle is formally identical to the
perfect participle: dar-ed-!!,/-ay. It is marked for number and gender only when used with
the past conditional form of the copula, lvay:
. . . ke-nast-!!,I-e ba IVay
' . . . I would have sat-sf down' (female speaker).

3.2.3.4 Infinitive

Infinitives consist of the past imperfective stem + -!!,l. They belong to the masculine
plural-only class, Dp -@, Op -0:
[boIV-!!l.J cjer gran
f!.l day
[taking] very difficult verb is
'bo1V;1/ is a very difficult verb';

de layla [kaf-;1/J saray wqzhn-i
of Layla looking man kiII.PR.IPFV-3p
' Layla's gaze kills a man'.
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3. 2.4 Aspectual-modal particles and negation
3.2.4. 1 Future, necessity, and obligation
There are three aspectual-modal particles, in addition to perfective IV;:):
( I ) definite future is marked by ba; except for the infinitive, this particle co-occurs with
each of the imperfective-perfective pairs;
(2) necessity is marked by de;
(3) obligation is marked by bayiid.
3.2.4 .2 Negation

The prohibitive prefix is f11!!" and the general negative particle 11!!,. Both always occur
immediately before the inflected verb form, and attract primary stress. Thus with simple,
derivative, and prefixed stress-shifting verbs these two particles are inserted after: ( I ) the
perfective IV!!,; (2) the prefix; and (3) the nominal component, respectively. (4) In the
periphrastic perfect tenses (see 3.2.7.3), where the inflected component is the copular
auxiliary at the end of the verb form, insertion entails reordering, by which the negated
auxiliary component is shifted to the head of the construction.
( I ) Simple verb, after perfective IV!!,
z;:)

ba

lik

w;:)

[n!!,} leg-!!,111

I FUT letter PFV NEG send. PR.PFV- l s
'I won't send the letter'.
(2) Prefixed stress-shifting verb, after prefix
z;:)

ba

ke

[n!!,}

11-;:)111

I FUT pref NEG sit.PR.PFV- I s
' I won't sit down' (ke-n-Ikenast-).

(3) Derivative verb, after nominal component
z;:)

ba

clzalaw pokh

[n!!,} kr-;:)m

I FUT rice-sm cooked-sm N EG do.PR.PFV- l s
'I won't cook the rice'.

(4) Periphrastic perfect forms

tor

tsmvk-;:)y [n!!.l da

jor-a

k;:)r-a

Tor.AG chair
NEG COP build-sf became-3sf
'Tor has not built the chair'.
3.2.5 Overview of tense, mood, and aspect
Pashto verb forms and verbal constructions involve one or the other of the binary tense
distinction and of the equally binary aspectual distinction, as well as various auxiliaries
and particles.
The system has been described in various ways. The following analysis, which is based
on the fundamental opposition between imperfective and perfective, shows the symmetry
of the system. This system has the following subsets: ( I ) the imperative forms; (2) the
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simple present and past forms; (3) the periphrastic perfect forms. In terms of non
indicative modality, there are two: ( I ) future forms in the present and present perfect; (2)
conjectural subjunctive forms, also in the present and present perfect, but mostly con
fined to use in dependent clauses. In synopsis, this system may be shown as follows
(suggested by the Editor of this volume). The verb chosen here is the regular intransitive
verb ras-ed-Iras-ed-:l/- 'arrive' with 2s ending.
TABLE 13.20: PASHTO BASIC VERB SYSTEM
IMPERFECTIVE

PERFECTIV E

IMP

ras!,!.s-a

w�-raseg-a

IMP

PR

ras£g-e

ba w�-raseg-e
w�-raseg-e

FUT
SUBJ

PT

rased-e

w:J-rased-e

PT

PRPF

rased�l-ay ye

ba rased�l-ay ye
rased�l-ay wi

FUT
SUBJ

PTPF

rased�l-ay we

This table excludes two periphrastic forms which only occur with irreal function in
conditional constructions (see 5.5.2 Conditional clauses).

3.2. 6

Preliminary notes on iriflectional pattern

3.2.6. 1 Inflection of verb classes
The individual tenses and verb constructions will be discussed in sections 3.2.7-10. The
example sentences given there include verb forms of the three classes of verbs: simple,
derived, and prefixed stress-shifting. It is particularly the derived verbs where the inflec
tion is distinctly more complex than that of the simple verb raseg- lrased:l/- shown in
Table 1 3 .20. This is because the verb forms in certain tenses are split into (a) an inflected
nominal component and (b) the auxiliary. The following table provides an overview of
those patterns. See also section 3.2.3.2 Perfect participle, and Tables 1 3 .6 and section 1 3 . 7
Adjectival classes.
Note that verbs derived from ablauting adjectives retain the ablaut as well as number
and gender marking, e.g.:

Z:l
ba chalaw [pokh] kr-:lm 'I will cook rice' (masc. sg. mass noun), but
tarisa ba tishak [ptikh-!?J kr-i 'Theresa will cook aushak' (masc. pI. mass noun).
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TABLE 13.2 1 : OVERVIEW OF VERB CLASSES AND INFLECTION
'dance'

'build'

'be built'

'go'

'take'

CLASS

regular

derivative tr.

derivative intr.

suppletive

fused prefix

PR.IPFV

gaq-eg-PR

jar-aw-PR

jar-eg-PR

dz-PR

byay-P�

PR.PFV

w� gaq-eg-PR jar-AI k-PR

jar-AI s-PR

lar s-PR

baz-PR

pT.!PFV

gaq-ed-PT

jar-ed-f!J-PT

tl( -�l) -PT

baw( -.�O-PT

pT.PFV

w� gaq-ed-PT jar-AI ler( -�/)-PT

jar-AI sw(-�/)-PT

lar ( -�l)-PT

bQtl(-;Jl) -PT

PF

gaq-ed-�l-ay
y-Id-

jar-AI br(-�l)-ay
-Id-

jar-AI sw( -�/)-ay
y-Id

tl-�/-ay
y-Id

batl-ay
y-Id

PP

gaq-ed-�/-ay
w-

jar-AI br(-�l)-ay
w-

jar-AI sw( -�l)-ay
w-

tl-�/-ay
w-

batl-ay
w-

jar-aw-�/-PT

PR and PT = present and past endings

.1-

and .511"

y-Id11'-

AI

-ay

=

present and past endings of perfective 'be, become'

=

present imperfective of 'be'

=

inflected as adjectival class

=
=

past imperfective of 'be'
inflected as adjectival class

A I,
A"

3.2.6.2 Transitivity and ergative construction
Transitivity is a crucial category in Pashto (Tegey 1 979). It is a spit-ergative language
similar to a good number of modern Iranian languages where verb forms of transitive
verbs based on the past stem morphologically change the arguments from the direct
oblique pattern to the oblique-direct pattern, with a concomitant shift of person,
number, and gender agreement to the patient. In the examples sentences below: AG
agent oblique case, and D direct patient case.

=

=

3.2.6.3 Order of presentation
The sequence of constructions discussed in the following will be:

( I ) basic tenses and moods (3.2.7);
(2) modal constructions (3.2.8);
(3) passive constructions (3.2.9);
(4) infinitives as subject and object (3.2. 10).
Inside each section, the sequence will be present, past, and future forms. For ease of
reference, the canonical forms of the verb raseg-lrased-:1I-, all 2s, found in Table 1 3.20 will
be given first.
The verbs in the examples sentences are mostly taken from the following list to show
differences in construction from one verb class to the other.
Intransitive
ga¢eg- 'dance'
Simple:
Derivative: joreg- 'get better, be built'
Prefixing: dz'go'

Transitive
leg'send'
joraw- 'build'
byay- 'take'
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Note that the modal markers of future ba, necessity de, and obligation bayad are clause
clitics and attached to the first simple or complex component of the clause, which may
result in the change of word order.

3.2. 7

Basic tense constructions

3.2.7 . 1 Present time constructions

Imperative
raseg-allv!!.-raseg-a

3.2. 7. 1a

Note that positive commands usually require the perfective present stem, prohibitive
command marked by prohibitive 111!!. require the imperfective present stem.
( I ) Positive ('go')

fsawk-EY jf!.!"-a k-a
chair-sf build-sf AUX.PR.PFY-IMP.2s
'build the chair!';

lIIE.-garj-eg-;;JY
PFY.dance.PR.PFY -IM P.2p
'dance (everyone)!';

mdshumdn d;)r sara boz-a
children you with take.PR.PFY-I M P.2s
'take the children with you'.
(2) Prohibitive
111!!. + present imperfective stem

makt!!:.b was m!!.

was nw

leg-a

dz-a

letter now PROH send. PR . IPFY-IM P.2s now PROH go.PR.lPFY-IMP.2s
'don't go now!';
'don't send the letter now!';

kar

sar;)k ta nizd� m!!.

jar-aw-;)y

house road to close PROH build.PR.lPFY-IM P.2p
'don't build the house so close to the road';

layl4 kar

fa

m!!.

byily-Jy

Layla house to NEG take.PR.lPFY-IMP.2p
'don't take Layla home yet'.
3. 2. 7. 1 b

Impelfective present

ras�g-e
The imperfective present expresses general, habitual, and ongoing action in the pres
ent, and contextually in the future.

(0) 'be'
dukdn-dqr

y-;)m

shop-keeper be.PR.lPFY- I s
' I am a shopkeeper';

w!!.g-ay y-e
hungry be. PR.lPFY-2s
'you're hungry'.
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(I a) Intransitive
pohanllJ..r1 ta dZ-lI

gacj-C!..g-;ml

un iversity to go. PR. lPFV- 1 p
'we go/are going to the university'.

dance.PR.IPFV- I s
'I'm dancingll dance';
(I b) Derivative class

tsapl-� p;) pexall'!!.r ke jor-(!.l�-i
sandal in Peshawarin be made. PR . l PFV-3p
'sandals are made in Peshawar'.

(2) Transitive
layl§. khp;)l-e koran-� fa pays-C!..

leg-i

Layla own
family
to money send .PR. IPFV-3s
'Layla sendslis sending money to her family';
maj!!.t

jor-alV-i

mosque build.PR.l PFV-3p
"they are building a mosque".
3.2. 7. 1 c Pelfective present
II'!!.-raseg-e

The perfective present mostly functions as a subjunctive. It expresses admonition,
doubt, or similar modalities in independent clauses, and potential action in dependent
clauses (see also 3.2.8 Modal constructions).
k-i,
maal;)111 ha
s-i
aSQd che maktQb khlQs
Asad when school finish-3s dO.PR.PFV teacher FUT be. PR. PFV-3s
'Asad will be a teacher when he finishes school';
gll ll'§.-i
tse
b§.gh
w-iikhl-i
of Asad father want.PR.lPFV-3s CONJ orchard PFY.buy.PR. PFV-3s
'Asad's father wants to buy an orchard'.

de aSQd plar

3. 2. 7. 1 d Presen t fllture
ha w!!.-raseg-e
(0) 'be'

ha
Z;)r t!!.g-i
S;)y
you.p BUT soon thirsty-pm be.PR.PFV-2s
'you all will be thirsty soon'

tase

day ha

( 1 ) I ntransitive
ba
p;) wiid!!.
ke w!!.-gacj-eg-i
Ahmad FUT at wedding at PFY.dance.PR.PFV-3s
'Ahmad will dance at the wedding';

ahmQd

layl§. ha

jQr-a

s-i

Layla FUT healthy-sf AUX.PR.PFV-3s
'Layla will get better';

j!!.g

s-i

he FUT tall.sm be.PR.PFV-3s
'he will be tall'.
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as[id ha
melmasty?!. ta I?!.r
s-i
Asad FUT party
to go.sm AUX. PR.PFV-3s
'Asad will go to the party'.

(2) Transitive
aSf!.d ha
dew?!.1 jQ!"
k-i
Asad FUT wall build.sm AUX.PR.PFV-3s
'Asad will build a wall';
tQr ha
ye bQz-i
Tor FUT him take.PR.PFV-3s
'Tor will take him'.

3.2.7.2 Past time constructions
3.2. 7.2a Imperfective past
rased-e

The imperfective past has two functions:
(a) Similar to the imperfective present, the imperfective past expresses general, habitual,
and ongoing action in the present and contextually future in the past (prospective
past);
(b) It expresses irreal action in expressions such as wishes, and in conditional clauses (see
section 5.5.2).
(0) 'be'
st!!r-ay w-�m

st!!.r-ay sw-�m

tired
be. PT.I PFV- I s
'I was tired';

tired be.PTPFV- I s
'I became tired';

xOlVynk-ay w-�

xowl!:.nk-ay s-�

teacher
be.PTIPFV-3sm
'he was a teacher';

teacher
be.PTPFV-3sm
'he became a teacher'.

( I a) Intransitive
ml!:.ng wdd!!.

ta tl-I!:.

we
wedding to go.PT.IPFV- I p
'we were going to the wedding'.
( I b) Derivative class
tsapl-!!)J

p� pexaw!!.r ke jor-ed-!!.I-e

sandals-pf in Peshawar in be made.PTIPFV-3pf
'sandals used to be made in Peshawar'.
(2) Transitive
layl?!.

khp�/-e koran-!!)J ta pays-�

leg-!!.I

Layla.AG own
family-O to money-Dpf send.PT.IPFY.3pf
'Layla was sending money to her family';
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jor-alV-� « -i)l)

mosque.Dsm they.AG build.PTIPFY3sm
'they were building a mosque';

tqse

as-yna

hazQ.r ta bow-i)l?

you.p.AG horses-Dpm bazaar to take.PTIPFY3pm
'were you taking the horses to the market?'

3.2. 7.2b Perfective past
w-i)-rased-e

The perfective past expresses the action or event as a completed whole. See also Syntax
for its use in 5 . 5 . 1 temporal and 5.5.2 conditional clauses.

( 1 ) Intransitive

pohant!:!:.n ta ll!:.r-u

SlV-e

jQ!-e

x�dz-e

women-pf recover-pf AUX.PTPFV-3pf
'the women recovered';

aSQ.d

university to go.PTPFV -1 p
'we went to the university';

w�-ga{i-ed-i)

Asad .sm PFYdance.PTPFV-3sm
'Asad danced'.
(2) Transitive

layll!:.

khpi)l-e koran-� ta pays-�

Layla.AG own
family
to money-Dpf
'Layla sent money to her family';

ye

/11aj�t

w�-leg-i)l-e
PFV.send.PTPFV-3pf

kr

jQr

mosque.Dsm they.AG build.sm AUX.PT.PFV.3sm
'they built a mosque';

tase

as-una

hazar ta botl-i)?
_.

-

you.p.AG horses-Dpm bazaar to take.PT. PFV-3pm
'did you take the horses to the market?'.
3.2.7.3 Perfect constructions

3.2. 7. 3a Present pelfect
rased�l-ay ye
The present perfect expresses an action the result of which continues in the present.
( I ) Intransitive

de aSQ.d pial"

pakisti!:.n ta tl-�l-ay

da

of Asad father.sm Pakistan to go- PART-IPFV-3sm be.PR.lPFY3s
'Asad's father has gone to Pakistan'.
(2) Transitive

layla

Uk

leg-�l-ay

da

Layla.AG letter.Dsm send.PA RT-IPFV-sm be.PR.lPFV.3s
'Layla has sent the letter';
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tor

tS(lJvk-� jar-a

k;}r-e

da

Tor.AG chair-Dsf build-sf PA RT PFV-3sf be.PR.I PFY.3s
Tor has built a chair'.
3.2. 7.3b Past pe/fect
rased!J.l-ay Ire

The past perfect expresses a remote action, or an anterior action in the past.
(I) Intransitive
de asqd plar

lV-;}

pakist?J.n ta tl-!J.I-ay

of Asad father. Dsm Pakistan to go- PA RTPFV -sm be.PT IPFV-3sm
'Asad's father had gone to Pakistan'.

(2) Transitive
Tor

kor

jar

k!J.r-ay

w-;}

Tor.AG house.Dsm build.sm PA RTPFV-sm be.PTI PFV-3s
'Tor had built a house'.
3.2. 7.3c Future pelfect
ba rased!J.l-ay ye 'will have gone'

( 1 ) Intransitive
ha
pakist?J.n ta tl-!J.I-ay
w-;}
of Asad father.Dsm FUT Pakistan to go.PARTPFV-3sm be.PTI PFV-3sm
'Asad's father will have gone to Pakistan'.

de asqd piaI'

(2) Transitive
tor
ha
tsalVk-� jar-a
k!J.r-e
w-a
Tor.AG FUT chair.Dsf build-sf PA RTPFV-sf be. PT. IPFV-3sf
Tor will have built a chair'.
3.2. 7.3d Conjectural pe/fect
rased!J.l-ay wi

Similar to the perfective present as a subjunctive, the perfect subjunctive expresses
conjecture and assumption, but of a completed action or event. While occurring mostly
in dependent clauses, it may be used in main clauses as well, as in this example:
[IV-i]
people here seated be.SUB]
'people sit here', lit. 'people may sit/be sitting here' (we can use this table).
khal;}k d!J.lta nast

Compare the use of wi in the following (see section 7 Sample Text):
all' sal'

ye p;}

larg-Q lV;}r-W;}-poX-;},

and head its with wood there.PFY.cover.PTPFY.3s
che I;}
bad all' baran-a p;}k-e p;} aman [lVi]
that from wind and rain
blow in safety be.SUB]
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'and he covered it over with wood planking, s o that he could live there protected
from the wind and rain'.
For the use of the present and past conditional forms, see section 5.5.2 Conditional
clau ses.
3.2.8 Modal constructions

3.2.8. 1 Ability 'can'
3.2. 8. 1a Presen t ability
ras-ed-;]l-ay + SO, all tenses and moods.

N ot�that the auxiliary is identical with the perfective forms of 'be, become'.

( 1 ) Intransitive
asad X;]

gaejf!d�l-ay

s-i

A�ad well dance-PART-IPFV be.AUX .PR.PFV-3s
'Asad can dance very well';

polzantl:!:.n ta tl�l-ay

S-;]y

university to go-PART-IPFV be.AUX .PR.PFV-2p
'you can go to the university'.
(2) Transitive
kor

alta

jor-aw�l-ay

s-e

house there build-PART-IPFV be.AUX.PR.PFV-2s
'you can build a house there';
kor

ta me bow�l-ay

s-e?

home to me take-PART-I PFV be.AUX.PR. PFV-2s
'can you take me home?'
3.2.8. 1b Past ability

( 1 ) Intransitive
mung n;]n

sa/llir

p;] b?!:glz

ke-har-chera

tl�l-ay

SlV-U

we
today morning in orchard in any-where go.PART. I PFV be.AUX.PT.PFV- I p
'we could go anywhere in the orchard this morning'.

(2) Transitive
layta

lik

So;]

w!!.-leg;]l-ay

Layla.AG letter. Dsm PFY.send .PART.PFV be.AUX.PT.PFV-3sm
'Layla could send the letter'.
3.2.8. 1c Future ability

( I ) Intransitive
as�d ha

X;]

w!!.-gaejed;]l-ay

s-i

Asad FUT well PFV.dance-PART.PFV be.AUX.PR. PFV-3s
'Asad will be able to dance very well'.
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(2) Transitive
layl§:. ha

lik

sab§:.

ta w:z-Ieg;>l-ay

s-i

Layla FUT letter tomorrow to PFV.send-PART.PFV be.AUX.PR.PFV-3s
'Layla will be able to send the letter tomorrow';
ha
kQr
jor k:zr-ay
s-e
there FUT house build PART.PFV be.AUX.PR .PFV-2s
'you will be able to build. a house there';

�/ta

ta ha
me bQtl-ay
s-e?
house to FUT me take.PART.PFV be.AUX.PR.PFV-2s
'will you be able to take me home?'

kQr

3.2.8.2 Necessity and assumption, 'must'
de + perfective present stem, and related modal words or expressions.
The particle de expresses both strong and weak necessity as well as assumption,

and accordingly governs the potential verb form , i.e. the perfective present. In addition.
adjectives and nouns with similar semantic connotations are used.
( I ) de
( I a) Intransitive
day de

w:z-gaq-eg-i

he must dance.PFV.PR.PFV-3s
'he must dance';
layl§:. de

kor

ta liir-� s-i

Layla must house to go-sf be.AUX.PR.PFV-3s
'Layla must go home'.
( I b) Transitive
duy de

kor

sar;>k tanizdfi jQr

k-i

they must house.sm road toclose build.sm do.AUX.PR.PFV-3p
'they must build the house close to the road';
asad me de
-

kor

ta boz-i
-

Asad me must house to take.PR.PFV-3s
'Asad must take me home'.
(2) zar!!.r 'necessary' + 'be'
zar�".
n:z
da che
melm� w:z-bal-;>
in Pashtuns in this necessary NEG is CONJ guest PFV.invite.l N F

p;> paxt-an-Q ke dii
s-i

be.PR.PFV-3p
'among Pashtuns it is not necessary that a guest be invited'.
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3.2.8. 3 Obligation, 'should'

Obligation is expres�ed by bfiyad + perfective present.

( I ) Intransitive
mung h;)m hiiyad w!!.-gGlj-eg-u

w� also should PFY.dance.PR.PFV- l p
'we should dance too';
layl4 hiiyad kor

ta ldr-[!. s-i

Layla should house to go-sf be.AUX.PR.PFV-3s
'Layla should go home'.
(2) Transitive
dyy hiiyad n!!.w-ay kor
jQr
k-i
they should new
house,sm build.sm do.AUX. PR.PFV-3p
'they should build a new house';
mashum-4n hiiyad tsok

mel-£!. ta bQz-i

children
should someone picnic to take.PR.PFV-3s
'someone should take the children to the picnic'.

3.2. 9 Passive constructions
Infinitive + keg-Iked-;)l- in all tenses and moods
This construction is formed with the infinitive plus the tenses and moods of the
auxiliary keg-Iked-;)l-, which is derived from the verb 'make, do'. See also the passive-like
examples of the derivative class under 3.2.7. 1 b and 3.2.7 .2a.
( 1 ) Present
day waz-!!.l

k-f!fJ-i

he kill. lNF become.AUX.PR.IPFV-3s
'he is getting killed';
as

m;)lg!!.r-i ta bax-!!.l

k-£!.g-i

horse friend
to give.lNF become.AUX.PR.IPFV-3s
'one's horse is given only to friends';
sar-qy p;) bad-a wradz ke pezand-!!.l k-£!.g-i

man on bad day
on know.INF become.AUX.PR.lPFV-3s
'a true man makes himself known in difficult times'(proverb),
lit. 'a true man becomes known . . . '
(2) Past
p;) pexaw!!.r ke nj1:!.n-e

t;)xt-aw-!!.l

k-£!.d-e

in Peshwar in girls-3pf kidnap.l N F become.AUX.PT.IPFV-3p
'girls used to be kidnapped in Peshawar'.
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3.2. 10

Infinitives as subject and object

Infinitives may function as nominalized short clauses. As ind icated under 3. 1 . 1 . 1 Gender,
they count as masculine in gender, and as plural in number.
( I ) Subject
bOlV;}l

Ijer

grail

fjl

day

take. lN F very difficult verb be.PR.3pm
'bOIF;}l is a very difficult verb';
de layl� kat�l

sar-qy wazhn-i

of Layla 100k.INF man
'Layla's gaze kills a man';
tl!!.l

me st�r-ay

kiII.PR.I PFV-3pm
kaw-i

go. l N F me tired-D3sm do.PR.I PFV-3pm
'tl'a veling makes me tired'.
(2) Object
way!!.l-o

ta ye m�

gar-a,

kaw!!.l-o

ta ye gor-a

talk.lNF-Opm to his PROH 100k-I MP2s do.INF-Opm to his 100k-I MP.2s
'don't look at his words, look at his actions'.
4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS
4. 1 Noun phrase structure

The regular sequence of the constituent parts in the noun phrase is left-branching:
( I ) Adjectives precede the noun, AD.I - N : spin l11o!qr 'white car'.
(2) In the extended noun phrase, demon stratives, quantifiers, and adjectives, precede the
noun, in that order, and adverbs precede the adjective; the normal sequence is thus:
DEM - QUANT - (ADY - ADJ) - N.
(3) Adpositions precede and/or follow the noun phrase.

4. 1. 1

Agreement

Adjectives and demonstrative pronouns in a noun phrase, and predicate adjectives, agree
with the nouns they modify in gender, number, and case. If the noun phrase consists of
both masculine and feminine genders, the adjective is masculine.

4. 1.2

Dependent noun phrases

( I ) Dependent possessive noun phrases, marked by the preposition de, precede the head
noun phrase, NP2 - NP,: de asad kitiib-yn-a 'Asad's books'.
(2) Demonstratives and adjectives remain with their noun phrase:
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[de asgd (agha loy kitob-lIJl-a) j

of Asad those big books
'those big books of Asad', lit. 'Asad's those big books'.

(3) Similarly, prepositions similarly remain within their noun phrase:
[de as�d de pi?!,/'

(ld

tsalo/'-o tje/'-o xoyst�

IU(I-0

sara) }

of Asad of father with four
very pretty daughters with)]
'with Asad's father's four very pretty daughters'.

4. 1.3 Topicalizatiol1
The unmarked order may be violated when the speaker wishes to focus on one or the
other of the modifiers, in which case the emphasized element tends to be in first position.
For example, in the following extended noun phrase, with mUltiple embeddings, the
locative phrase [Pd /(;}/i ke) 'in the village' precedes the first possessive phrase [de to/') 'of
Tor', and is also far removed from its referent ko/' 'house' at the end:

/(Pd k;)/i
in

ke) de to/' de ta/'ikh

de xOll'!!,l1k-i de m!!Shd/' l I'/,O/,

village in of Tor of history of teacher

xoysta

of older

brother

(ko/')}

beautiful [house]
'Tor's history teacher's older brother's beautiful house in the village.'
4.2 Clause structure and word order
4.2. 1 Basic lvo/'d orde/'
The basic word order in independent, coordinate, and dependent clauses is SUBJECT
OBJ ECT-VERB (S-O-V):
S

o

Asad
t;)

leg-i
'Asad is sending the letter'
lik
tS;) ko/' k-aw-e? 'what work do you do?'

V

Adverbs and adverbial ph rases of time are usually clause initial, followed by locational
and directional phrases, which may be close to the verb depending on the semantics of
the latter. However, if in a prepositional phrase the object is a proclitic pronoun, the
phrase immediately precedes the verb, as shown in the following examples:
(pa/'!!,n)

me

(l;)

m;)lg�/'-o sara) P;) rastll/'on

yesterday LAG with friends

ke kabdb

with in restaurant in kabob-sm

w�-khJ1lr-�

PFY.eat. PT. PFV -3sm
'I ate kebob anhe restaurant with my friends yesterday'.
P/'oclitic
(pa/'!!,n)

me

P;) rastu/'on

ke kabob

(lV;)/' sara) JII;)-klll "r-�

yesterday LAG in restaurant in kabob-sm them with PFV.eat.PT.PFV-3sm
'I ate kebob at the restaurant [with them] yesterday'.
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4.2.2

Split-ergativity and agreement

Whenever person is marked by personal endings, enclitic pronouns must drop.
With intransitive verbs, the personal endings agree with the subject in person, number,
and gender in both present and past tense, and agree also with the gender of subjects in
past tenses.
With transitive verbs, the pattern differs from the intransitive in past tenses, where the
personal endings agree with the object in person, number, and also in gender with 3rd
person objects.
( I ) Nominal subject and object
Past:

Present:
sar-ay

malJ-�

khwr-i

sar-i

man-Dsm apple-Dsf eat.PR.IPFV-3s
'the man is eating the apple';
x;}dz-a

!ikr-ay

akhl-i

malJ-�

x;}dz-e

woman-Dfs scarf-sm buy.
PR.IPFV-3s
'the woman is buying the scarf';

khwar-!!.l-a

man-OAGsm apple-Dsf eat.PT.IPFV -3sf
'the man was eating the apple';
!ikr-ay

akhist-;}

woman-OAGsf scarf-Dsm buy.
PT.IPFV-3sm
'the woman was buying the scarf'.

(2) Nominal subject, enclitic object
Past:

Present:
zmar-ay

ye rd-wal-f

zmar-i

Zmaray-Dsm 3s bring.PR.IPFV-3s
'Zmaray is bringing her';

rd-wast-;}l-a

Zmaray-OAG-sm bring.PT-IPFV-3sf
'Zmaray was bringing her'.

(3) Ending and enclitic as subject and object, post-verbal
Past:

Present:
khartsaw-lJ:.

ye

sell.PR.IPFV- I p 3s
'we're selling it';

khartsaw;}l-a

rno

sell. PT.IPFV -3sf we.AG
'we were selling it'.

(4) Derivative verbs
In past tenses of derivative verbs whose first element is an adjective, the adjective
agrees with the object of the verb if there is one, and with the subject if there is no object,
in number and gender.
In the tenses formed with the perfect participle, the participle agrees in gender and
number with the object of the sentence if there is one, and with the subject otherwise.
If the noun phrase consists of both masculine and feminine genders, the verb is
masculine.

4.3 Rules of c1itization
Besides the ergative construction, the rules for the position of the enclitic pronouns and
of particles, and their order, are probably the most interesting aspect of Pashto grammar
(Tegey 1 975a, 1 975b, 1 976, 1 978).
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Enclitic pronouns in any syntactic function are always attached after the first stressed
part in the noun phrase: (pIaI') me 'my father'.
4.3. 1 Sentence
The same rule holds for the sentence, where the first element may be one of a number of
grammatical elements, ranging from short or extended noun phrases, to particles, to
successive verbal prefixes in the absence of other elements, and to a single verb form, as is
shown in the following examples:
khoshal khtln me pIaI' da
after the subject:
after a perfective marker: w� me pezand-;)
after a negative particle: n� me p�zan-i
rtl-Ieg-;) me
after verb:

'Khoshal Khan i s my father';
'I recognized him';
'he doesn't know me';
'I was sending it here'.

By this rule, the pronoun may be considerably separated from the referent noun:
(a) after an adverb:
(H'rtlsta La

pltlr

nay

me rtl-gh-ay

after
from father from my arrive.PT.PFV-3sm
'he arrived after my father'.
(b) after a direct object:
(de plar

btlgh)

me q,khl-i

of father orchard my buy.PR.lPFV-3sm
'he is buying my father's orchard'.
4. 3.2 Order ofparticles
The rule of enclitic attachment to the first part of the sentence also applies to various
particles. These include kho 'but, well , then, at least, maybe', the future marker ba, and
the necessitative de 'must, should'.
The various particles and enclitics appear in the following order, with 1 st person
pronoun preceding the general 3rd person pronoun:
kho + ba + I p me/mo + de + 3rd yeo

This rigid ordering can lead to ambiguity. For example, the sentence below may be
understood in two ways: me is either (a) possessive, or it is (b) the direct object, in which
case de is the possessive, attached to the first stressed part of the sentence, while me is the
object. In most cases the context or use of independent pronouns solves the problem,
here with the pronominal clitics 1 s me and 2s de in hierarchical sequence:
pltlr

kho

me

de

I�g-i

father maybe my/me you/your send.PR .lPFV-3sm
(a) 'maybe [my] father is sending [you]'; or
(b) 'maybe [your] father is sending [me]'.
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4.4 Conjunctions
4. 4. 1 Agreement

Nouns are conjoined in Pashto most simply by means of the conjunctions all' 'and' or yd
.
'or'.
( I ) When one of the conjoined elements i s a pronoun, the pronoun ordinarily comes
first.
(2) When nouns conjoined , with all' 'and' or yd 'or' have the same gender, adjectives
modifying both nouns agree with them in whatever the gender is, and are in the
plural:
nj;}/-!l)J all' x!!.dz-a
pretty-pf girl-sf and woman-sf
'pretty girl and woman'.

xkll';}/-e

(3) When the nouns are of different genders, the adjective must be repeated, with end
ings in agreement with each noun:
zralj!;}r-a x!!.dz-a
(flj! zrawqr sar-!!)I
brave-sf woman-sf and brave.sm man-sm
'brave woman and man'.

(4) Verbs in sentences with conjoined subjects, or objects are in the plural when
coordinated by all' 'and '. When the nouns are of different genders, the verb i s
masculine. This is certainly the case i n the Central dialect, even though there has
apparently been a prescriptive tradition in the language that the verb agrees with
gender of the last nominal:
amiJn

kllOShiJl

aw layliJ.

mel-� ta /dr-!!.l

Aman.sm Khoshal.sm and Layla.sf picnic to went.PT.PFV3pm
'Aman, Khoshal and Layla went on the picnic'.
(5) When nouns are connected by yd 'or', the verb agrees with the noun closest to it:
amiJ.11

yo layliJ.

w!!.-g(u!-ed-a

Aman.sm or Layla.sf danced. PT. PFV-3sf
'Am an or Layla danced'.
4.4.2 Reduplicative conjunctions

Words and phrases may be conjoined with red uplicative conjunctions, for example yd . . .
yd 'either . . . or', 11;) . . . 11;} 'neither . . . nor' and h;}11l . . . all' h;}11l 'both . . . and'. I n this
case, the second occurrence of the verb is avoided ("gapped"):
amdn

h:1111 tdrikh pQh day

aw 11:1111 likwql

Aman also historian COP.3s and also writer
'Aman is both a historian and a writer';
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ashQ. x-a

da,

not Asha good be.PR.IPFY.3s
duy de

w!?,-ldllvr-i

11:1
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glVdla;

NEG Gwela;
yaw tdr

b!?,l-a!

they MAY PFVeat.PR.PFY-3p one toward other
'neither Asha nor Gwela is good; may they destroy each other!' (proverb)
other.

4.5 Questions
Yes-no questions are differentiated from statements solely by the rise of the voice at the
end of the sentence.
statement: patqng cjak{q,r daJ. 'Patang is a doctor';
question: patq,ng cjak{q,r dai 'is Patang a doctor?'
Questions pertaining to particular parts of the sentence retain the regular word order,
and the question word occurs in the position of the respective part of speech (for
question words, see 3 . 1 .3.4 Indefinite Pronouns):
asad k41' k-aIV-i Asad work dO.PR. IPFY-3s
asad fsf!. k-aw-i? Asad what dO.PR.I PFY-3s

'Asad is doing work';
'what is Asad doing?'

5 COM PLEX SENTENCES
Noun clauses in Pashto are syntactically identical with corresponding independent
sentences, and are usually introduced by the conjunctions tse or che. They function as
subjects, direct objects, complements, or adpositional adverbial phrases.
Grammatically they are masculine plural, which reflects their status as abstract sub
jects and objects, which is evident from the verb forms preced ing subject and object
clauses. Especially longer noun clauses are often post-posed to the end of the sentence,
with a demon strative marker left in their place.
Adverbial clauses include causal, temporal, and conditional types. Combinations of
tense and aspect freq uently play a major role in these clauses.

5. 1 Relative clauses
Relative clauses usually follow the head noun they modify and are introduced by che or
tse. The definite head noun must be marked by a demonstrative.
Within the relative clause, the head noun is referred to either by the personal ending or
the enclitic pronoun if subject or object, depending on the transitivity of the verb and the
tense, and in prepositional phrases by the enclitic pronoun. This includes the possessive
relationship:
( I ) Possessor
ag"-a njdl-I:!Y fse kamis ye . . .
that girl
that dress her . . .
'that girl whose dress . . . ', lit. 'that girl that her dress . . '.
.
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(2) Subject
agh-a nj;;}l-:!)! tse melmasLya La ra-gh-!!.l-e
lV-a,
de rabya kluzr da
that girl
that party
to come.PA RT-3sf was-3sf, of Rabya sister is
'the girl who came to the party is Rabya's sister', lit. 'had come'.

(3) Ergative patient
agh-a nj;;}l-:!)! tse p;;} melmastya ke me
lV!!.-lid-a,
de rabya khQr da
that at party
at L AG PFV.see.PTPFV-3sf, of Rabyasister is
that girl
'the girl whom (3sf -a) I saw at the party is Rabya's sister'.

(4) Adpositional
agh-a nj;;}l-:!)! tse lV;;}r sara n�st w-;;}m, de rabya khQr da
that girl
that her with sitting was- I s, of Rabya sister is
'the girl with whom I was sitting is Rabya's sister'.

5.2 Noun clauses
5.2. 1 Subject clauses

The verb of the main clause is ( I ) in the 3rd person masculine plural, or (2) in the
masculine singular in the presence of a demonstrative. The subject clause is usually post
posed to the end of the sentence, either with or without a demonstrative marker.
( I ) Without demonstrative
X-!!.
slV-;;}1
tse w[!.kht-a ra-ghl-e
good-pm be.PT PFV3pm that early
come.PT.PFV-2s
'it was good that you arrived early'.

(2) With topical demonstrative
dii
X-;;}
SIM
tse w[!.kht-a ra-ghl-e
that.sm good-sm be.PTPFV.3sm that early
come.PTPFV-2s
'it was good that you arrived early'.

5.2.2 Object clauses
In past tenses, the verb of the main clause is in the masculine plural, agreeing with the
clause in the normal ergative construction.
( I ) Present
W�-l

tse

de asad plar

x-!!.

sar-� da

say. PR.IPFV-3p that of Asad father good-sm man-m be.PR. IPFV3s
'they say that Asad's father is a good man'.
(2) Past ergative
ma

kat-!!.l

che asad r iJ.-ghl-ay

LAG saw.PT.PFV3pm that Asad here-come.PART-3sm
'I saw that Asad had arrived', lit. 'has arrived'.
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5.2.2. 1 Quotations as object clauses
Quotations as object clauses are mostly direct speech . The main clause verb agrees with
the clause in past tenses, and the subject in present tenses.
( I ) Present
layla aman ta way-i

che mel-� ta ba

ashak wes-;ml

Layla Aman to say.PR.IPFV-3s that picnic to FUT aushak take.PR.PFV- I s
'LayJa is telling Aman that she will take aushak t o the picnic', lit. ' I will take'.
(2) Past
layla aman ta w!!.-way-!!.l

che mel-� ta ba

ashak

lV�s-;)m

Layla Aman to say.PT.PFY.3pm that picnic to FUT aushak take.PR. PFV- I s
'Layla told Aman that she would take aushak to the picnic', lit. 'I will take';
aman w!!.-way-!!.l

tse

b;)la myiJ:st ba

pakistiJ:n ta lCJ.f

Aman PFV-say.PT. PFY.3pm that next month FUT Pakistan to go.PFV
S- P/11

be.PR.PFV- I s
'Aman said that he would go to Pakistan next month', lit. 'I will go'.
5.2.2.2 Infinitival direct object clauses
Many direct object noun clauses translate into other languages as infinitives. In fact,
a sentence like the following can be heard in the Pashto variety spoken in Pakistan,
possibly due to influence from Urdu or English.
khoshal kar

kmll!!.l

n!!. gll1var-i

Khoshal work do.lNF not want.PR.IPFV-3s
'Khoshal doesn't want to work'.
In the Central dialect, however, such clauses must be finite noun clauses with tse and a
perfective verb (subjunctive):
tse kar

khoshal n!!. ghwar-i

w!!.-k-i

Khoshal not want.PR.lPFV-3s that work PFY.do.PR.PFV-3s
'Khoshal doesn't want to work', lit. 'that he work';
khosMI ghwar-i

tse pMr

ye CJ.S

w-iJ:khl-i

Khoshal want.PR. PFV-3s that father his horse PFV.buy.PR.PFV-3s
'Khoshal wants his father to buy a horse' lit. 'that his father buy a horse';
tarisa

kosh{sh w!!.-kr-;)

Theresa.AG attempt PFY.make.PT.PFY.3pm
tse ashak pakh-;) kr-i
that aushak cook AUX.PR.PFV-3p

'Theresa tried to cook aushak' lit. 'that she cook', note 3p endings.
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5.3 Complement clauses
Complement clauses may be pointed to by a demonstrative pronoun in the main clause.
( I ) Without demonstrative
ol11fl.d day clle sQI-a ba

ra-s-i

hope is that peace FUT here-come. PR.PFV-3s
'the hope is that peace will come'.
(2) With demonstrative
p:J paxt-an-Q ke dli

:::arur

Il� da clle l11elm-a 1V�-bal-:JI

in Pashtuns in this necessary not is that guest

invited-INF
s-i

be.PR.PFV-3p (PASS)
'among Pashtuns it is not necessary that a guest be invited'.
5. 3. 1 Clauses as objects ofadpositions
These clauses are almost always positioned after the adposition, but occasionally at the
end of the sentence, with demonstrative markers left in place.
( I ) 'about', di dfl. . . . p:J biirQ ke
mung di df!. p:J biirQ

we

ke che t:J

kar

r� sara w:J-kr-e,

of this on subject on that you work me with PFY,do.PR.PFV-2s,

1V�-ghag-ed-u

PFV.talk.PT.PFV- l p
'we talked about your working with me', lit. 'that you work'.
(2) 'instead of . . .' di dfl. . . . p:J d:::� + PR.PFV/(subjunctive)
di df!.

p:J dz� che 1:J

ahmad sara k�r

w:J-kr-e,

of this in place that with Ahmad with work PFV.do.PR.PFV-2s
m� sara ye w:J-kr-a

me with it PFY,do. lMP-2s
'in stead of doing the work with Ahmad, do it with me', lit. 'that you work '.
5.4 Adverbial clauses
5. 4. 1 Causal clauses
Causal relationship between clauses is overtly coordinate, with the causal clause
unmarked in the Central dialects.
The result clause is frequently unmarked as well in the Central dialect. It can also be
introduced by: (a) no 'then, so', which is also often found in the apodosis of conditional
clauses, or (b) by d::::Jka 'therefore', or (c) combined dZ:Jka no, no d::::Jka, or (d) d::::Jka che
particularly in literary, and in Western Pashto, calqued after Persian patterns.
day bur-a n:J

khwr-i,

faw�n IV:J/' fa kaw-i

he sugar NEG eat.PT.PFV loss him to dO.PR.IPFV-3
'he doesn't eat sugar [because] it's not good for him';
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de asad garl11i ked-a

lVob-� ye
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w;}-tsk;}l-e

of Asad heat become.PT.I PFV-3sm so water he.AG. PFV3 drink. PT.PFV-3pf
'Asad felt hot, so he drank some water';

You-p now him to any harm NEG-can.PR.IPFV-2p, bring.IPFVPART

tase

ta fs;} zyan n;}-sh-;}y

wos de

rasaw;}l-ay

dZ3ka che day zl11a poraw�-ay day
because that he my debtor
be.PR.IPFV3s
aw ma fa ye
pana r4-1V;}(-e
da
and me to he.AG asylum here-bring.PARTPFV-3pf be.PR .IPFV3s
'none of yau can harm him because he owes me and has come to me for asylum'
(Ulfat); with transitive verb pana w;}(- 'take one's shelter to'.
5.4.2 Temporal clauses

Temporal clauses are among the most common subordinate clauses in Pashto. They are
introduced by k;}/a che or che 'when', or by an enclitic che.

(I) 'when', kdla clle

k31a che layl4 de asad p;} aksident kllab(!r-a
SlV-a,
Layla of Asad with accident informed-sf become.AUX.PT PFV-sf
when
samdasfi

rogllfufl fa la(-a

immediately hospital to go.PTPFV-3sf
'when Layla heard about Asad's accident, she immediately went to the hospital ';
layla che

ra-ghl-a.

rjer

!Vakllt IV;}r sara kf}.-nast-;}111

Layla when come.PTPFV-sf, much time her with down-sit.PTPFV- l s
'when Layla came I spent a lot of time with her'.
(2) 'as soon as', ts;}nga che + PR .PFV
s-e,
tS311ga che ka( fa 14r
as soon as city to go.PFV be.AUX.PR.PFV-2s,
IV;}r sara w;}-ghag-eg-a

him with PFVtalk.PR.IMP-2s
'talk to him as soon as you go to the city!'
(3) 'until', t;}r tso clle + PR.I PFV
131' tso che asad lI;}w-ay motar (!klll-i,
until
Asad new
car
buy.PR . IPFV-3s,
de al114n rno!(!r g;}rdz-aw-�l-ay s-i
of Aman car
use.PART-3sm can .PR.PFV-3s
'until Asad buys a new car, he can use Aman's'.

(4) 'after', wrtlsta l;) + PT.PFV
wrusla 13
d� che ashak rno
w�-kllwa(-;}l.
IV�-garj-ed-u
after from that that aushak we.AG PFVeat. PT.PFV-3p, PFVdance.PT.PFV- l p
'after we ate the aushak, we danced'.
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5.4.3 Conditional clauses

5.4. 3 . 1 Overview
The protasis of conditional clauses is introduced by ka 'if '; the apodosis may be intro
duced by no 'then, so'. Tense and aspect determine the degree of reality.
The conditions in the protasis are expressed by two sets of conditions:
( 1 ) potential, either (a) as a supposition or (b) assumed to be completed before the
result; They are expressed by the perfective present and the perfective past: w!!.-raseg
e and w!!.-rased:1l-e, respectively.
(2) irreal, referring either to (a) the present, or (b) the past. These two are expressed by
two periphrastic perfect forms (see section 3.2.3.3 and Table 1 3 .20). Their vocalism
in the Central dialect differs slightly from that in the other dialects:
Central dialects:
Other dialects:

Irreal in present

Irreal in past

rased!!.lay
rased!!.lay

rased!!.lay way
rased!!.lay way (invariant)

In the apodosis, the results are expressed by three sets, two of them marked by the
future particle ba:
( 1 ) the present result o f the two potential conditions is expressed by the present future
ba w!!.-raseg-e;
(2) the present result of the present and past irreal conditions is expressed by the imper
fective past form, rased!!.l-e;

(3) the past result of the same two irreal conditions is expressed by the future past irreal
form: ba rased!!.lay way.
TABLE 13.22: PROTASIS AND APODOSIS IN CONDITIONAL CLAUSES
Real/potential
'if

Protasis

Apodosis

Condition

Result

lea

w�-raseg-e

ba w�-raseg-e

Present

Present

lea

w:J-rased:Jl-e

ba w�-raseg-e

Completed

Present

Unreal, result in present
Protasis

Apodosis

lea

rased!lJay

rased:Jl-e

Condition
Present

Result
Present

lea

rased!l.tay way

rased:Jl-e

Past

Present

Unreal, result in past
Protasis

Apodosis

lea

rased�lay

ba rased�lay way

Condition
Present

Result
Past

lea

rased�lay way

ba rased�lay way

Past

Past
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5.4.3.2 Examples of conditional clauses
Note that past constructions require the ergative construction with past transitive verbs.
( I ) Potential conditions, result in present
(a) supposed condition:
Present perfective

Present perfective
ha
ye IM-lagaw-i
if he money-p find AUX
immediately FUT it spend.
PR.PFV-3s
PFV.PR.PFV-3s
'if he finds some money, he will spend it immediately'.

ka dqy pays-e

payd§: k-i,

samdasti

(b) assumed completed condition:
Past perfective

Present perfective
samdasti
ha
ye IM-lagaw-i
if he.AG money-pf find AUX
immediately FUT it spend.
PT.PFV-3pf-ERG
PFV.PR.PFV-3s
'if he finds (as soon as he finds) some money, he will spend it immediately'.

ka d;J

pays-e

payd§: kr-e,

(2) Unreal conditions, result in present
(a) present condition:
ka am§:n aw layI§: kor

ta ,.a-tl-�l-ay,

p;JS-�

mo

akhist-�

if Aman and Layla house to come.
lamb-sm we.AG buy.
PART.IPFV
PT.lPFV-3sm (ergative)
'if Aman and Layla came to the house, we would buy a lamb'.
(b) past condition:
ka al11§:n aw layl§: hal' wakht kor

if Aman and Layla each time
kili

1110

ba

war-k�r-e

ta ra-fl-�l-ay,

house to come.·PART.IPFV
way

key-sf FUT we.AG give
would
PART.IPFV-sf
AUX
'if Aman and Layla often came to the house, we would have given them a key'.
(3) Unreal condition, result in past
(a) present condition:
way,
n ;Jn
sIn! ta tl-�l-;Jm
if I sick
NEG
would be today class to go.PT.IPFV-ls
'if I weren't sick, I would go to class today'.

ka Z;J narQgh-a n�

(b) past condition:
ka fa

way-�l-i

way,

ke-nast-�l-e ba

way

would,

down-sit. FUT would
if you.s.AG ask
PART.IPFV-pm-ERG
PART.IPFV-sf
'if you had asked, I would have sat down' (female speaker).
Note that the 3s patient ending -i in this ergatively constructed conditional clause refers
to the implicit object '(ask) a question'.
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5. 4. 4 Consecutive clauses

Consecutive clauses frequently occur with antici patory adverbs like dymra 'so' and dfJse
'such', and are introduced by ehe or tse.
( I ) elle 'so that, in order to'
Zd dfJ kitab khpdl lVl"QI"
ta war-k-aw-i!.m,
eke wi!. ye IlV(t/-i
J this book own brother to give.PR.IPFV- I s that PFV it read.PR-3s
'I'm giving this book to ' my brother to read ', lit. 'that he read ';
ta w�r-kr-d
eke wi!. ye lwal-i
dfJ kitab me khpdl wrQr
this book LAG own brother to give.PR. PFV-sm, that PFV it read.PFV-3s
'1 gave this book to my brother to read'.
(2) dumra . . . ehe 'so much . . . that'
kdla kdla d'!:.mra zyat-a
wawr-a wor-�g-i,
sometimes so much heavy snow faII.PR .I PFV-3sf,
eke sarak-l!.'l-a bikhi
bal1d-�g-i
that streets
completely block.PR.IPFV-3p
'sometimes it snows so much that the streets are completely blocked'.
(3) dase . . . clle 'such . . . that'
dfJ dase kit�b
day, elle IWdst-i!.1
this such book is.m, that read .INF
'this book is such that it is hard to read '.

ye gr�n
di
it difficult be.PR .IPFV3p

6 DIALECTOLOGY, LEXIS AND SOCIOLINGUISTIC ASPECTS
6. 1 Sub-groupings of dialects
The dialects and sub-dialects of Pashto have not been classified or studied to any great
extent, and most Pashtuns themselves are sensitive only to the obvious differences in
pronunciation and vocabulary. There are three major dialects of Pashto:
•
•
•

the Western (Kandahar) dialect;
the Central (Kabul) dialect;
the Eastern (Ningrahar) dialect;

(for a four-fold division see Kieffer 1974; Skjrerv0 1 989: 387).
Speakers of the Western dialect are found mostly in south-west Afghanistan and
in Baluchistan; speakers of the Central dialect mostly in the Kabul, Logar, Ghazni
and Parwan provinces; speakers of the Eastern dialect in the north-east sections of
Afghanistan, and in the Northwest Frontier Province of Pakistan.
The dialectal differences among these major dialect groups of Pashto are relatively
minor, and the speakers of most dialects of Pashto are readily understood by almost
all speakers of other dialects, as many Pashtuns have large passive vocabularies of
words from other dialects. The most distinctive isoglosses are the following which reflect
different diachronic development and the present phonetic realization of three central
phonemes (note that Central x is a voiceless palatal/front velar fricative):
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retrofl .
retrofl.

Western

Central

zh
;h
�h

Eastern
j [dzh]

g
x

g
kh

The variation between �h
name of the language.

-

x

-

kh is the source of the different Western spellings of the

6.2 Contacts
In some respects, Pashto is perhaps the most conservative among the Iranian languages.
Thus, it has retained phonemic stress, the ergative construction, and gender distinction.
But Pashto has also inn ovated both internally, and by contact, for which the retroflex
consonants due to contact with Indian languages are a prominent example.
6.3 Lexis
Within Iranian, Pashto shares great numbers of words with Dari-Persian, including
shared borrowings from Arabic, not only because the genetic relationship of the two
languages, but also because Pashtuns and Dari speakers have been neighbors for
centuries, and more recently have been citizens of the same country, where both are
official languages. By geographic contact, the Western and Central dialects (spoken in
Afghanistan) are most likely to borrow vocabulary from Persian (and its Arabic com
ponent), whereas the Eastern dialect (spoken mostly in Pakistan) is more likely to borrow
vocabulary from Urdu (and its English component).
7 SAMPLE TEXT
Note that the Pashto variant of this sample text by the author M. Pasanay has sh-/slllv
vs. the Central auxiliary S-/SlV- 'be, become' found in the variant described in the present
chapter.
de IVUX

p;Jx-a

of camel.m leg-f
The Camel's Legs
bla-che (de archi p;J daxta) lVob-;J

time-that (of Archi on plain) water-pf
shw-e.

ra-spar-e

here-distribute.PART-pf be.PTPFV-3pf
'When the Archi Plain was irrigated,'
aw de dzm;Jk-o wesh

payl

shu

and of land-Opf distribution started become. PTPFY.3sm
'and land distribution began,'
no

haji sayib

h;Jm (ders j;Jrib-a dzm;Jk-a)

then Haji Sayib.AG also (thirty jarib
t;Jr las-a

land-f)

kr-a.

in hand-to dO.PTPFV-3sf
'Haji Sayib acquired thirty jaribs of land.'
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karja

ye w:Jr-wast:J!-a

belongings his there-take.PTPFV-3sf
aw (p:J khp:J!-a dZ/11 :Jk-a) ye

waraw:J1.

and (to own-f land-f) he.AG move.PTPFY.3sm
'He moved his household and belongings onto his land.'
tS:Jnga-che (/:J

yaw-e

klava) wakhl !:Jg

lV-:J

since
(from one-Osf side) time short be.PT-3sm
' Because on the one hand time was short,'
aw (!:J

b:Jl-e

khwa)

and (from other-Osf side)
'and on the other hand'
(p:J archi ke) (de khatg:Jr-o

pata) n:J

laged-a,

(on Archi on) (of masons-Opm trace) N EG find .PT IPFV-3sf
'there were no masons available in Archi,'
no

(!:J

nachiir-:JY)

ye

then (from desperation-Osf) he.AG
(de nor-o

naqe!-in-o)

p:J tser

(of other-Opm settlers-Opm) in keeping
'he, like the other settlers, in desperation'
zhalV:Jr-a kr-a

dzm:Jk-a

sam!asi

immediate ground-PAT-sf deep-sf make.PTPFV-3sf
'immediately dug a hole in the ground'
aw sar

ye (p:J

!arg-o)

w:Jr-w:J-pOX-:J

and head its (with wood-Opm) there-PFV-cover.PFV-3sm
'and covered it over with wood planking,'
che (!:J

bad aw baran-a)

p:Jk-e

p:J aman lV-i.

that (from wind and rain-from) blow-Osf in safety be.SBJ-3sm
'so that he could live there protected from the wind and rain.'
hiiji sayib

ka1V:J!-a

kisa

Haji Sayib.AG story. PAT
'Haji Sayib told this story,
aw waY:J!

tell. PT. I PFV-3sf

ye,

and say.PT.IPFY.3pm he.AG
saying,'
yaw-a wradz (p:J khp:Jl-e d:Jgh-e khun-e ke)

one-f day-f (in own-f that-f room-f in)
nasI

lV-:J/11.

sitting.3sm] be.PT-l s
'One day I was sitting in my room.'
yaw-natsa-pa (l:J

pasa)

(khiiwr-e a w fur-e)

suddenly
(from overhead) (dust-pf and clay-pf)
'Suddenly dust and clods of earth'
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ra-toy-e

shw-e.

here-pour.PART.PFY -3pf become. PTPFY-3pf
'poured down from overhead.'
tS:J (wugd-:J shay-an)

w:J-kat:J/

bar me

that (long-pm things-pm)

up I .AG PFY-see.PTPFY-pm
'I looked up to see long things'

ra- W :J-dzared:J/

khwadzed-:J.

here-PFY-hangdown.3pm
'hanging down, moving,'

move.PTIPFY.3pm

aw (d:J klum-e

(ye

bam)

and (of room-Osf roof)

/:J

khwadzed-o

sara)

(their with movement-Op with)

war-khata

move.PTIPFY.3pm
'and as they moved, the roof of the room moved.'
H':Jr-lI':J-lI'at-:Jm.

there-PFY-get.out- l s
kat:J/

me

che yaw

ghar wux

see.PTPFY.3pm I.AG
that one.m huge camel
hastily
got
out
of
there,
and
on looking saw that a huge camel',
'I
(zmung p:J bam)

(de awar-e dzm:Jk-e)

p:J guman

on roof)
(of flat-Osf ground-Osf) by guess
(our
'apparently thinking our roof was solid ground,'
ra-barabar shmv-ay

here. to

day

reach .PART-3sm be.PR.3sm

aw (de chat

war-:J

/arg-i)

and (of ceiling small-pm wood-pm)
'had wandered onto it,'
(ye t:Jr

p:JX-O

/ande)

(his under feet-Op under)
sh:Jw-i

mat

di.

broken become. PART-pm be.PR.3pm
'and the slats of the roof had broken under his feet. '
(tsa/or war-a p:Jx-e ye)

(four

all-pf feet-pf his)

(t:Jr

bam-a)

wal:J/-i

(thro ugh roof from) hang.PT-IPFY-3pf
'All four of his legs were hanging down through the roof,'
aw nor

(de khun-e

p:J

shatir)

and other (of house-Osf with beam)
lam

sh:Jw-ay

day.

supported become.PART-sm be.PR.3sm
'but his body was supported by the roof beam.'
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che was har-tsumrcl

II'UX

dzan khl1'adzall'-i,

camel that now however-many-times body moved-PR. IPFV-3sm
'However the camel struggles,'
n;J

(ye p;Jx-e)

(dZ111;Jk-e

ta)

not (his feet-pf) (ground-Osf to)
'his feet do not reach ground;'
n;J

(khp;J1 be-JIIaka

not

(own

rclseg-i;

reach.PR.I PFV-3pf

leng-i)

un-controlled legs)

w;Jr-{olalV;Jl-ay

sh-i

there-collect.PART can .PR-3sm
'he can neither collect his legs'
aw n;J shatir 111ateg-i.

and not beam break.PR-3sm
'nor does he break the beam.'
(yaw-ts;J

shib-a)

ye p;J nandaral1'-;J111;

(one-some moment) it at watch.PT.IPFV- I s
' I watched for a while,'
tso clle (nor

until

de shalV-khl1'a

khal;Jk) h;J111

(other of neighborhood people) also

khabar slnv-;Jl

news become.PT. PFV3pm
'then others in the neighborhood also got the news,'
tjer taklif)
and (with great difficulty)
'and with great difficulty'

aJV (p;J

1110

wux

kh/as

k;J!'-ay

shu.

we.AG camel released make. PART can .PT.PFV3sm
'we managed to free the camel'.
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THE PAMIR LANGUAGES
D. (Joy)

I

Edelman and Leila R. Dodykhudoeva

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview
"Pamir languages" is the generalized conventional term for a group of languages that
belong to the eastern branch of the Iranian language family, and are spoken in the valleys
of the western and southern Pamirs and adjacent regions: the Mountainous Badakhshan
Autonomous Region (Tajik Viloyati Kuhistoni Badakhshon) of the Republic Tajikistan;
the Badakhshan province in Afghanistan; parts of northern Pakistan (Chitral, Gilgit,
Hunza); and parts of the Xinjiang-Uygur Autonomous Region of China.
The Pamir languages constitute four distinct genetic sub-groups that derive from
several distinct proto-dialects of East Iranian origin (see also Chapters 1 4b and 1 5 on
Shughn(an)i and Wakhi):

I.

2.
3.
4.

"North Pamir" group
(a) Old Wanji (extinct), relatively close to (b) Yazghulami, and (c) the Shughni
Rushani group to the south of it (see Chapter 1 4b).
Ishkashimi group
(a) Ishkashimi proper, (b) Sanglichi, (c) Zebaki (extinct).
Wakhi.
Also, owing to a series of features
(a) Munji, (b) Yidgha.

Extinct Sarghulami in Afghan Badakhshan is usually included. However, the very
existence of this particular vernacular is doubtful. The material, described by Prof.
I. I. Zarubin in the 1 920s, could never be verified. It is based on the information from
a speaker of one of the neighboring villages of Sarghulam, who called it lavz-i mazor 'the
speech of mazar', presumably referring to the Afghan village of Sarghulam, which had
such a shrine.
1 .2 Social status and survival
The various groups of speakers of the Pamir languages consider themselves ethnic
minorities. In official statistics and the census of Tajikistan they are not recognized as
such, but identified as Tajiks of the Mountainous Badakhshan Autonomous Region.
The official language policy until 1 989 did not recognize the independent status of
these languages. I t was only in 1 989, with the "Tajikistan Republic Law on language",
that the existence and the special status of Pamir languages was acknowledged de jure.
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It stipul ated special actions for "the independent development and usage of the
Mountain ous Badakhshanian (Pamir) languages", but did not include official per
mission for writing in these languages. Thus, de facto the Pamir languages remain
spoken languages only. In fact, one among them has gained the status of lingua franca,
Shugh n(an)i, at least in less official situations, beside official Tajik.
All Pami r languages can be called endangered languages to a certain extent. Some of
these languages were included in the "Red Book of endangered languages of the world"
(UN ESCO 1 995), viz. Rushani, Yazghulami and Ishkashimi. However, other languages,
particularly those with fewer speakers, like Roshorvi, Bartangi, Sarikoli, Khufi and
Sanglichi, are not included.
Moreover, a number of vernaculars are not well known to scholarship, or not
described at all such as the vernaculars of Barwoz in Shughnan, Sawnob, and Bardara in
Bartang. While some are still spoken, like Baj uwi and Sanglichi, others, like Barwoz, are
apparently no longer used, and still others have been completely lost. Only in some cases,
such as Old Wanji and Zebaki, there exist short preliminary descriptions.
The official figures given for the Mountainous Badakhshan Autonomous Region
in the census of 1 989 (last Soviet census) and the census of 1999 (the first sovereign
Republic Taji kistan census after the migration caused by civil war) are as follows: 1 989,
total 1 54,554 (21 ,000, Khorog, Taj . Khorugh, administrative center of the region; 20, 1 50,
Wanj region including Yazghulam; 1 7 ,868, Rushan; 48,806, Shughnan; 1 9,287,
Ishkashim; 1 1 ,843, Murghab).
1999, total 21 1 ,292 (25,000, Khorog; 29,987, Wanj
region including Yazghulam; 25,1 57, Rushan; 37,574, Shughnan; 23,9 1 5 , Roshtkala;
27,265, Ishkashim; 1 5 ,885, M urghab; Darwaz, 25,952, not included).
In rough approximation, then, the total number of speakers of Pamir languages
proper in Badakhshan can be estimated to be about 1 20,000 for 1 989 and 1 70,000 for
1 999.
-

2 LINGUISTIC SETTING AND DYNAMICS
2.1 Substrate and superstrate
The Pamir languages are the successors of several distinct ancient East I ranian dialects
that penetrated the region, though probably not simultaneously. It is rather difficult to
ascertain the time of divergence of this group from the other Iranian languages, but it
most likely coincided with the period of the disintegration of the common East Iranian
proto-language some time before the end of the first millennium Be.
Spreading to the Pamir valleys and adjacent regions, speakers of these emerging
Iranian dialects formed layers over a common substratum of pre-Indo-European Pamir
languages, or groups oflanguages. This su bstrate layer gave the immigrating East Iranian
groups as a whole a set of shared characteristics on all lin guistic levels, be it phonology,
morphology, syntax, or lexical inventory. Significantly, the substrate features include, in
comparison with other Iranian languages, shared shifts in the semantics not only of
certain sets of terms, but also of the content of some grammatical categories. Thus,
numerous structural parallelisms and shared loans provide the evidence for the con
tinuous substratal coherence of this group, even though in the course of time, there
developed internal divergences in phonetics and other characteristics due to the problem
of communication between the speakers of these language groups in these mountainous
regions.
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In tum, during the last several centuries a new unifying layer was superimposed over
all languages in the Pamir region by dialects of Farsi, specifically Farsi-ye Dari of
Afghanistan, and Tajiki and its regional dialects. These gradually came to function as the
language of oral communication, having been first introduced in the Middle Ages
through the missionary activities of Islam. Today, M odem Literary Tajik is the official
language in Tajik Badakhshan.
That the original area of the Pamir languages was considerably larger than today,
particularly towards the north and north-west, can be demonstrated on the basis of
documented but now extinct East Iranian languages as well as the toponymy and the
areal and substrate lexicon. It is apparent that the expansion of the Tajik dialects
occurred not only on the margins, but also into its inner parts due to forced migrations, as
shown by the dialect of Ghoron and some Tajik dialects of Ishkashim. The various
Tajik dialects with which closest contacts and connections developed include Darwaz,
Wanj, Vakhiyo, Qarategin, Rogh, and Badakhshan in the North and West, while various
Dari dialects provided contacts in the West.
Other contact languages in the larger Pamir area include Pashto, Burushaski and the
N uristani and Dardic languages in the south, and south-east, as well as Urdu, Kyrghyz
and Uzbek dialects in the east and north-east along with Uyghur and Chinese.

2.2 Genetic relationships and Sprachbund

Comparative-historical research, prominently expounded in the works of Georg
Morgenstierne in the 1 930s, has demonstrated that the Pamir languages show divergent
historical developments. They represent several groups each with its own distinct sets
of characteristic features, including shared early innovations. Significantly, the features
typical for each group individually are not shared with other groups inside the Pamir
region proper, but with other East Iranian groups both within or outside of the larger
region. That is, the Pamir languages constitute distinct genetic sub-groups that derive
from several distinct proto-dialects of East Iranian origin. These facts contradict the
assumption, still sometimes found, that the Pamir languages represent a unified family of
related languages that derive from a common Iranian "pre-Pamirian" proto-language.
The degree of genetic relationship among the Pamir languages varies considerably.
There is only one group that exhibits a genetic relationship on the basis of their historical
phonology, morphology and shared innovations that is sufficiently close to allow for the
reconstruction of a common inner-Pamir proto-language, or a group of very close dia
lects. This is the group which by some is called the "North Pamir" group, with three
members: ( I ) extinct Old Wanji, relatively close to Yazghulami; (2) Yazghulami; and (3)
the Shughni-Rushani group to the south of it. The reconstruction of their shared proto
language was partly undertaken by Valentina S. Sokolova ( 1 967) and D. (Joy) I. Edelman
( 1 980, 1 986, 1 987, 2009).
In tum , the Shughn(an)i-Rushani group itself (see Chapter 1 4b) consists of several
local members that genetically constitute sub-groups, with various degrees of relation
ship: (a) Shughn(an)i-Bajuwi-Barwozi; (b) Rushani; (c) Khufi, (d) Bartangi-Roshorvi;
and (e) Sarikoli. Further, each of these has its own internal subdialects and varieties, with
clear geographical boundaries and mutually intelligible.
As indicated above, genetically related to the North Pamir group are: (4) Ishkashimi
with Sanglichi and extinct Zebaki; further (5) Munji with Yidgha, which constitute
closely related, but relatively independent, groups that share a set of features with the
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others, but show sufficient number of substantial differences that makes a close relation
ship doubtful; finally, (6) Wakhi, which is genetically more distant, originating in a
North-East Iranian dialect (see chapters on Khotanese and Tumshuqese, and Wakhi).
At the same time, there is convergence among the Pamir groups. It is evidenced by the
fact that, typologically, there is a well-defined resemblance in structure (somewhat less so
for Munji and Yidgha among the six groups) as well as shared vocabulary. However,
those shared features are not due to close genetic relationship, but to the effect of con
vergence in the regi on. It is a process that was enhanced by the influence first of the
common early substrate and then in the last few centuries by the penetration ofTajik. We
are therefore justified in considering this region to be a "linguistic area" (Sprachbund).
Table 1 4a . 1 combines the Cyrillic and Latin transcriptions developed for the alphabets
of the individual Pamir languages.
3 MAIN LINGUISTIC CHARACTERISTICS AND TYPOLOGY
The main structural and typological characteristics (especially the more recent ones) as a
whole are similar for all Pamir languages.
3.1 Phonology
3. 1 . 1 Vocalic systems

The vocalic systems show various types of qualitative and quantitative opposition. The
inherited Iranian opposition of length, f e a 0 U vs. i a u, is not retained as such. In general ,
length distinction is lost on the "margins", but retained in the inner area. Thus, Shughni
has a pair of low vowels a and a, and also two series of three long vowels each which are
apposed to a single short vowel, i and u, respectively, which have a wide range of phonetic
realizations. Similar systems are found in the other members of the Shughni-Rushani
group (except distant Sarikoli), and in Munji.
In Yazghulami, Ishkashimi and Sarikoli length distinctions are essentially lost. Distinc
tions in vowel quality are replaced by opposition of relative stability; thus, unstable
central vowels are in opposition to all the other, stable vowels. Yazghulami, though,
does retain length distinction in the low pair a a. Wakhi has no quantitative gradation,
and length distinction is not phonemic but conditioned by position, differing by the
subdialect. The various systems are shown in Table 1 4a.2:
3. 1.2 Consonantal systems

A common typical feature of the Pamir languages is the absence of an independent
phoneme Ihl, and the conditioned, non-phonemic "rough breathing" sound [h] before
word- or syllable-initial vowel.
3. 1 .2. 1 Velar and uvular fricatives
In Yazghulami, the Shughni-Rushani group and in Wakhi the phonemic pair x and y has
shifted to uvular position (like in Tajik), and the emptied velar place was occupied by the
new phonemic velar pair x and Ji. In Ishkashimi, however, such velar phonemes did
not develop. In Munji, x remained velar, and a new pair x and y developed from other
sources.
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y
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x
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(
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t
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p
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k
k (Y)
k O (Y)
q
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I
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m
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Z

Y

K
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j, 3 (dz)
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H

C

Z

ll\
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t ( I , W)

b
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L

c (ts)
c (tg)
¢ Hg) (W. I)
J (d'l)
J (<;I'l) (W)
S

� ( I , W)
b (.) (I .)
bl U) (I .)

11
f
x
XO (Y)
!t

!t o

(Y)

h

= Bartangi; I = Ishkashimi; Rsh = Rushani; S = Shughni; W = Wakhi; Y = Yazghulami.

TABLE 14a.2: PAMIR VOCALIC SYSTEMS
Long vs. Short
e
f
f e

IE

f e e
e
f

;1

e

e
e :l

0 II ii

Ii
0
Ii
0
Ii
0
Ii
0
Ii
0
Ii

0 ii
0
0 II
II
0 0
II
0
II
0

a

0

0

II

II

Rushani (Shughnani-Rushani group)

ii

Khufi (Shughnani-Rushani group)

l7

Shughnani (Shughnani-Rushani group)

ii

Bartangi-Roshorvi (Shughnani-Rushani group)

l7

Munji

l7
II

Sanglichi

Stable vs. U nstable*
Ii
0 II II
Yazghulami
i e *;1
a
Ishkashimi
a
0 ii II
i e */,
a
0
II
Sarikoli (Shughnani-Rushani group)
*i e *bl
Wakhi of Wakhan proper
0
*11
i *bI ;1
*0
(For Wakhi, see also Chapter 1 5, section 2. 1 . 1 .)
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3 . 1 .2.2 Palatalized affricates and fricatives

*
In the North-Pamir languages *k and g of the proto-language were conditionally
palatalized. These variants developed into phonemic palatals in Yazghulami, and into
phonemic c J z in the Shughn(an)i-Rushani group.
3. 1 .2.3 Labialized velars and uvulars
In Yazghulami, a series of six labialized phonemes developed as correlates of non
labialized phonemes. As a result, there is a triple post-palatal opposition (reminiscent of,
but certainly distinct from, the triple Indo-European series): I�-k-t( and g-g-g.
3 . 1 .2.4 Cerebrals
In Munji (with Yidgha), Ishkashimi (with Sanglichi and Zebaki), and Wakhi there
developed sets of cerebral phonemes opposed to the unmarked sets varying by language
group. These included the dental plosives stops, palatal affricates, and the sonorants. It is
not only the very inventory of these phonemes, but more importantly the frequency of
their use and their distribution (different frequency and use of classes) that show that
they were not borrowed from the Indo-Aryan languages, but from a language like
Burushaski. The conclusion that celebral ization in an intrusive process is fu rther
supported by the absence of cerebrals in the North-Pamir languages, i .e. Yazghulami and
the Shughni-Rushani group. The various systems are shown in the following table, using
digraphs for affricates.
TABLE 1 4a.3: PAMIR CONSONANTAL SYSTEMS
Labial Dental

Velar

Palatal

Yazghulami
ph
Iv

Id
O li

ts
s

dz
z
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5'
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i

Ie g

k
kO
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o
...i
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q
O
q

x
y
XO (0
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z
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s
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s

z

g

q

y
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k

g

q

i

x

y
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q

s

i

x

y
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x
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Ishkashimi
Iv
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Continued
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TABLE 14a.3:

Continned

Velar

Palatal

Labial Dental
Munji
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Z
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5

z
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S
$
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1$
S
$

dif
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f

if
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Ie g

k

�-(
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g

(q )
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(nj (r)

Wakhi
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Iv
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( c!
0 ,)

k

g

q

�f
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w )' I11 /1 r l

3. 1.3 Suprasegmentalfeatures

The pattern of stress in nominals tends to be word-final, while that of the verb forms
varies according to language, except for obligatory stress on the negative prefix. In
general word stress is rather weak and subordinate to a sentence stress.
3.2 Morphology
For nominal morphology, the absence of distinct morphological boundaries between
substantive, adjective and adverb is characteristic, e.g. Bartangi tor 'top; upwards; upper'
may function in all three categories. That is, the function is largely determined on the
basis of semantic and syntactic criteria.
3.2 . 1 Nominal morphology and categories

3.2. 1 . 1 Gender
The category of gender, distinguishing masculine and feminine, is preserved in a rather
reduced form in Yazghulami, the Shughni-Rushani group (with the exception of
Sarikoli), and Munji (with Yidgha). I n Yazghulami gender is exposed only by correlation
with gender-marked 3s pronouns in the oblique case which derive from demonstrative
pronouns. In the Shughn(an)i-Rushani group and M unji (with Yidgha) gender is
formally expressed only in a small set of nouns. Otherwise, the gender of a noun is
indicated by demonstrative pronouns, as well as by those adjectives and verb forms that
have retained gender distinction. In Ishkashimi, Sanglichi, Wakhi and Sarikoli the
category of gender is lost.
Semantically, one observes the tendency towards transformation of the category of
gender to a system that is defined by semantic classes, evidencing a shift that is due to the
substratum. The process is practically completed in Yazghulami. In the Shughni-Rushani
group, the category of gender is partially shifted to the category of concreteness, con
crete/general (abstract). Thus, irrespective of natural gender, names of inanimate objects,
of animals (when sex is not specified), and objects appear in the masculine gender when
they indicate the general, categorical idea, or the totality of objects, while a concrete
object is in the feminine gender. For example, in Rushani mawn 'apple' has feminine
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gender when referring t o a single apple, but masculine gender when the totality o f apples
is referred to.
3.2. 1 . 2 Number
The category of number in most Pamir languages is expressed by the opposition of
the bare, unmarked noun (as an object, concept, or totality) and the noun with pl ural
markers (distributed multitude). In most of the Pamir languages the markers are
agglutinative suffixes. Munji, Wakhi, and Sarikoli distinguish plural direct and oblique
forms. In Bartangi plural is indicated syntactically by the combination of the bare noun
with demonstrative pronoun and the verbal number markers. In all Pamir languages, with
the exception of M unji, the singular is required after numbers higher than two, which
thus implies totality.
3.2. 1 . 3 Case marking
Case marking is partially preserved in M unji (and Yidgha), Wakhi, and Sarikoli, in form
of two main cases: direct and oblique, sometimes with the addition of adpositions. In the
Shughn(an)i-Rushani group (excepting Sarikoli) the case (as well as gender and number)
of the substantive is denoted by the case of a demonstrative pronoun that serves as a
definite article. In Yazghulami and Ishkashimi nouns are not inflected, and their syntactic
function is determined by position within the clause, as well as adpositions, adpositional
phrases, and other markers such as adverbs.
3.2. 1 .4 Definiteness
The category of definiteness is marked morphologically by articles that have largely lost
the semantic distinctions of their origin. The indefinite article is derived from the numeral
'one', usually in truncated form. Definiteness is indicated by articles that are inflectionally
reduced sets of the demonstrative pronouns. The Shughni-Rushani group is noteworthy
for having retained gender, number, and case distinctions in these demonstrative pro
nouns, which thereby serve not only as definite articles, but also to identify noun and
noun phrases grammatically.

3.2.2 Adjectives
The inflection of adjectives is even more reduced than that of substantives. Gender is
preserved only in the Shughn(an)i-Rushani group (with the exception of Sarikoli) and in
Munji (with Yidgha); number is preserved in Munji (with Yidgha); case is lost
everywhere.
Comparison is marked by reflexes of aIr. *-tar-a, e.g. Sh. -di, Rsh. -dor, Y -dur). There
are also degrees of intensity, 'a little more', etc. expressed by either old or recent means
such as reduplication, e.g. Sh. -dar-di, Y -dar-dur < *-tara-tara. The superlative is
expressed descriptively.
-

3.2.3 Pronouns
I n most of the languages the 3rd person pronoun is not developed and the demonstra
tive pronouns serve in this function. A special case is Yazghulamii, where historically
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demonstrative sets were redistributed into personal pronoun function and demonstrative
function. In general, the I st and 2nd personal pronouns reflect the ancient personal
pronouns, albeit with considerable and varying assimilations between the forms. The
exception is found with the second person plural pronouns. They were innovated, on the
model of su bstrate system, by copying initial t- from the 2s pronoun, th us, Shughni mas
'we' - tama 'you', Yazgh. max - t;}lI1ax. This is not the case in Munji (with Yidgha) and
Wakhi, even though there the 2p personal pronouns are likewise innovative.
The demonstrative pronouns preserve (with the exception of Yazghulami) the ancient
Indo-E uropean system of tr.i ple deixis: ( I ) ich-deixis, nearest to speaker 'this' < *ima-; (2)
dll-deixis, nearest to addressee (interlocutor) and not that far, 'this, that' < *aita-, also
used as emphatic and anaphoric pronouns 'that very', 'that one that', and (3) er-deixis,
either distant or neutral, 'that; he' < *alVa-.
The declension of pronouns is relatively archaic, and is preserved even in those lan
guages that have lost the declension of other nominal classes, as is the case in Yazghu
lami, the Shughn(an)i-Rushani group and Ishkashimi.
3.2. 4

Numerals

Numerals up to ten are usually indigenous. Higher numbers are often loaned from Taj ik
(in Sarikoli from Uygur), but the older generation tends to preserve indigenous com
posite numbers. The teens are additive, 'ten (and) digit'. From 40 and above, Yazghulami,
Munji (with Yidgha) and Wakhi have a vigesimal system; thus 'twice 20' 40, 'twice 20
and ten and five' 55, 'four times 20' 80. By contrast, the system of the Shughni
Rushani group is decimal; thus 'four times ten' 40, 'five times ten and five' 55.
=

=

=

=

=

3.3 Verb morphology and system
3. 3. 1

Past tenses

The basic two subsystems are present and past, typical for most Iranian, and three stems,
typical for this group. Present forms, present-future, and imperative, are derived from the
present stems. In the past tenses, forms are based on the past stem, usually originating in
the aIr. perfect participle in *-ta, very rarely in *-wa, in Wakhi also in *-na. The perfect
and pluperfect forms are based on the extended participle masc. *-taka, fern. *-tacT(with
i-umlaut).
In the present tenses, person and number are marked by endings that reflect, on the
whole, the aIr. "primary" active endings. In the past and perfect tenses, participles of
intransitive verbs have gender and number agreement. Person and number in all Pamir
languages are typically marked by enclitics that resulted from the partial merger of
the aIr. enclitic pronouns with copula forms. By that merger the earlier ergative con
struction, where agents of past transitive verbs were expressed by the personal c1itics,
was mostly lost. However, the markers still show traces of that construction, e.g. in
the Shughni-Rushani group (with the exception of Sarikoli), the 3s past marker -i with
transitive verbs originates in the 3s personal enclitic *-hai.
The various patterns of present and past person markers are shown in the following
table. Parentheses indicate optional marking; note that past tense markers are clause
c1itics.
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TABLE

1 4a.4:

PAMIR PERSON MARKING IN PRESENT AND PAST
2s

3s

Ip

2p

3p

-in

-a)'

-11-

-;)111

;)111

at

a)'
(ay)

an

-il
;)f

-an
an

-11m

-i

-II-d

-am
am

-N
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-en
en

Is
Yazghulami

Present
Past
Trans.

Shughni

Present
Past
Trans.

11111

Rushani

Present
Past
Trans.
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Present
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0

-i

01

-II-d

ill11

-0/11
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-an
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-li
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- Il V

bl'

-on
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-am
am
am

-[if
af
[if

-al
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at

-;)11
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-;)V
;)V

-;)11
;)V

-an

-it
{if

-in
af

-W11

0

Sanglichi has the same end ings, except for pres. 3s -0
Mllnji

Present
Past
Trans.

-;)111

-tl-d

all1
;)m

-;)y
ay
;)t

-;)m
;)m

-i
;)t

-ll-d

-am
am

-0

-tl-d

at

0

a

Wakhi

Present
Past
Sarikoli

Present
Past

0

an

4 LEXIS
4 . 1 Word formation and semantic sets
All Pamir languages share the same word-building models. A noteworthy phenomenon
is the contextually restricted use of certain sets of words and of acts, including taboos,
e.g. the name of the wolf or mouse in different situations, as well as different kinds of
acts of prohibition protected by taboo, such as Ishkashimi PbCbfbnJ which is the ritual
prohibition to enter the house at Nawruz. In response to the need of new vocabulary
items, new words with descriptive semantics or old words that already exist in some Pamir
languages are used in new senses, or words are borrowed.
In general, the lexicon continues the inherited one, but also includes innovations and
semantic shifts at various stages, dating from Indo-European to relatively recent periods.
Thus, ancient is Yazghulami boyd 'daughter' < IE. *dhug;}2ter- , whereas Rushni razen
'daughter' < *Jra-zanya- (fern.) 'born' is an early innovation.
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4.2 Loans
The largest number of loan words in all Pamir languages comes from Tajik. Of interest
are loans that have become obsolete in Tajik, as well as in Persian and Dari, though
preserved in all or several Pamir languages, and sometimes show semantic shifts. There
are also numerous terms loaned from Arabic via Tajik, etc. mostly in the religious and
cultural spheres. Loans from Indo-Aryan and Burushaski generally are terms of material
culture. There are also a small number of loans from Turkic, mainly from Kyrghyz, and
from Uygur and Chinese in Sarikoli. More recent are loans from European languages,
mainly Russian and English that were incorporated during a rather long period, most
intensively from the end of nineteenth century onward.
There have also been some mutual borrowings among the Pamir languages. Certain
lexical strata and sets of words are of substrate origin, or are areal words whose source or
origin is unknown.
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SHUGHNI
D. (Joy ) I. Edelman and Leila R. Dodykhlldoel'a

1 INTRODUCTION
1 . 1 Overview
The Shughni, or Shughnani, ethnic group, ethnonym xuynl, xuynl'tnl, populates the
mountain valleys of the West Pamir. Administratively, the Shughni-speaking area is
part of the Mountainous Badakhshan Autonomous Region (Tajik Viluyali /viukltlori
Klihistoni Badakhsholl) of the Republic of Tajikistan, with its major center of Khorog,
Taj . Khorugh (370 30/N, 7 1 0 3 l /E), and of the adjacent Badakhshan Province of
Afghanistan.
In Tajikistan, the Shughn(an)i live along the right bank of the longitudinal stretch of
the river Panj from (Zewar) Dasht in the North to Darmorakht in the south, as well
as along the valleys of its eastern tributaries, the Ghund (rlll1d, Tajik runt) and the
Shahdara (Xa"tdarii), which meet at Khorog. They also constitute the major population
group in the high mountain valley of Baju(w)dara (Bafli (l I>}darii) to the north of
Khorog. Small, compact groups are also found in central Tajikistan, including Khatl on,
Romit, Kofarnikhon, and other regions.
In Afghanistan, the Shughn(an)i have also compact settlements, mainly on the left
bank of the river Panj in Badakhshan Province. A sizeable Shughn(an)i-speaking com
munity is also found in Kabul (cf. Nawata 1979) and in Faizabad, the capital of Afghan
Badakhshan.
Linguistically, the Shughn(an)i language, endonym (xlIyn (I.ln) l, Xll)i/1 (lln)J zil'. XUYIUII1
zil'), belongs to the Shughn(an)i-Rushani sub-group of the North Pamir languages. This
group includes, in addition, Yazghulami as well as the now extinct Old Wanji in
Tajikistan, relatively close to the former. These languages are genetically closely tied
together, and it is quite possible to recon struct the common North Pamir proto-language,
defined by numerous shared innovations in historical phonetics and morphology, a task
that has been undertaken by V. S. Sokol ova ( 1 967) and by D. (Joy) I. Edelman (1 980,
1986, 1 987, 1 990, 2009). Altogether, the Pamir languages belong to the East Iranian
branch of the Iranian language family (see Chapter 14a).
The Shughni-Rushani group itself consists of some seven members. Though varying in
types and degree of relationships, four genetic sub-groups can be distinguished (see also
7 Dialectology):
( I ) Shughni, Bajuwi, and Barwozi;
(2) Rushani with Khufi to the north;
(3) Bartangi with Roshorvi to the north-east (widely known in its Kyrghyz form
Oroshori);
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(4) isolate Sarikoli spoken in the Xinjiang-Uygur province of China.
Specifically, the location of the members of the first group and their varieties of speech
are as follows:
( 1 ) Shughni proper, spoken on the banks of the river Panj from Sokhcharv i n the north
to Darmorakht in the south, and in the provincial center Khorog;
(2) the micro-dialect Bajuwi (BajulVf) in the high Baju(w)dara valley, with the micro
dialects of the villages of Baju(w) and Baju(w)-pastev north to Khorog;
(3) the micro-dialects of Barwoz (BarlVoz) in the highest part the Shahdara valley now
confined to a few families and in the process of being replaced by the common
variety;
(4) in addition, there are the micro-dialects of the Ghund valley, and of the lower and
upper villages of the Shahdara valley, specifically from Khorog to Tavdem, and from
Tavdem to Jawshanghoz. The varieties in these two valleys are to a considerable
degree due to the admixture of immigrant population from Rushan, Bartang,
Roshorv, Sarez, and the Wakhan-speaking areas.
The speakers of Shughn(an)i consider themselves an ethnic minority in Tajikistan. The
official statistics and the census record them simply as Tajiks of the Mountainous
Badakhshan Autonomous Region. The census of 1 989 gave the following numbers for
that region: total population 1 54, 554; Shughan district 48,806; the census of 1 999 gave:
Shughnan 37,574; Roshtqala 23,9 1 5; and Baju(w) (which is included to Rushan region)
4 , 1 50; total 65,639; for the town of Khorog, ca. 2 1 ,000 and 25,557, respectively. By
unofficial indirect estimate, the total number of the Shughn(an)i-speaking residents of
historical Shughnan is ca. 80,000 and 1 00, 000.
Shughn(an)i is used mainly as a spoken language. As elsewhere in Tajikistan, Tajik is the
official language. It is the only language that can be legally used for official purposes, and
is mandatory in school, the mass media, etc. Accordingly, Tajik dominates even in verbal
communication. For less formal purposes, however, oral communication may be con
ducted in the Shughn(an)i language.
I n fact, Shughn(an)i serves as the de facto lingua franca for the entire Pamir linguistic
area besides Tajik. In addition, a kind of regional Taji k vernacular has traditionally
evolved in Badakhshan, which has at least three major inputs: I t is based not only on the
local dialects, and on the linguistic norms of official Soviet Tajik, which were formed not
later than the 1 980s and are now predominant in schools, but also on classical Farsi
Tajiki, which is popular in the region, as well as on contemporary Farsi and Dari norms.
1.2 Writing systems
Shughn(an)i, even today, is regarded as an oral language. However, in the 1 930s an
alphabet was developed based on Roman characters, soon after which several textbooks
as well as a few works of fiction were published. For several years afterward, reading
and writing instruction was conducted in Shughn(an)i in the elementary schools of
the region. In the 1 980s a new alphabet was created based on Cyrillic characters, with
diacritics for specific Shughn(an)i phonemes (see Table 14a. 1 in Chapter 1 4a).
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2 PHONOLOGY
2.1 Inventory and distribution

2. 1. 1 Vowels
Vowels are characterized by qualitative and partly quantitative phonological oppositions:
TABLE 14b.l: SHUGHN(AN)I VOWELS
Qualitative Characteristics
High
High Mid
Mid
Low

Front Center Back
I
u U
o
a

Quantitative Characteristics
Long
Short

Ie e

Ii

a

uuo
u

Ii

The three long phonemes u, it, 0 are opposed to the single short phoneme u, which has
a wide range of phonetic variants [u, y, 0, :l] corresponding in quality to the long three
vowels. The same holds for long f, e, e as opposed to the single i with variants [i, I, e, E,
�, e]. The low vowels a, a constitute a single pair. In general, long vowels are stable, and
the degree of variation is rather low.
The phoneme u, moved forward compared to u, is the result of, or may occur as a
conditioned v�riant of the following: ( 1 ) long 0 in prenasal position: pond > pund 'road';
(2) aw in preconsonantal contraction: saw-d > su-d 'goes, is going'; (3) short u with
compensatory lengthening and loss of pharyngeal: muhlat > nullat '(granted) period'. In
addition, u occurs in expressive vocabulary, as in the interrogative emotive particle u, and
the interjection uxxa.
The trend towards monophthongization is well developed, and affects inherited, old
and recent loans, such as nawbat > nowbat > nubat '(one's) turn'.
Similarly, the phoneme e reflects the contraction ofthe diphthong *ai: siped 'white' .The
phoneme e, besides its occurrence in indigeneous words such as nixeb 'to make sleep',
reflects a further level of contraction, that of the diphthong -ey: xeyr> xer 'an emotional
particle of surprise, also of endorsement', and is also found in pre-uvular or pharyngeal
position in loans: tey 'razor'.
Prenasal raising. In general, in most of the Shughni local dialects the long mid-high
phonemes are raised before nasal to the next level of narrowness: e > e > f and 0 > U > u:
*diven- > diven- 'winnow', *xen > xfn 'blue' and *nom > num 'name', *yunj > yunj 'hair'.
Bajuwi and some Shughn(an)i micro-dialects, however, tend to retain the broader vowels:
Sh. mun, Bj. mun 'apple'. Nevertheless, vowels of one and the same word in Shughni
and Bajuwi, while similar in their linguistic characteristics, may form different lexical
variants.
Final f, i and a, a. ( 1 ) Long f in final position is reduced to short i: tfr > Ii ' upwards,
upper part', df > di 'village'. (2a) Long a in final pre-pausal position serves as an archi
phoneme for both a and a: garJa-y-um zoxt 'I took a flat bread ', but garJa 'flat bread'.
(2b) In turn, short a may occur in final position as the result of truncation: saw > sa 'go!',
a yil5a > a Ja 'address to a young man'.
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2.1.2 Consonants
The system of Shughn(an)i consonants may be shown as follows:
TABLE 1 4b.2: CONSONANTS
Labial
Stops
A ffricates
Fricatives

jJ

I
.d

b

II'

Nasals

111

(Is)

C

j (dz)

j

C

Os
() z

f

Glides

Palatal

Dental

§

i

Velar

Uvular

k

q

g

.\'

y

x

(

Glottal

(h)

y
11

Liquids

r,

/

2. 1 .2. 1 Back-lingual k g and fronting
In Shughni proper the phonemes k g are always back-lingual. However, in the larger
Sh ughn(an)i group, including Bajuwi, these two are palatalized to [k, g) under two con
ditions: before front vowels, and in final position after any vowel. In Bajuwi, pre-vocalic
fronting occur in some other positions as well: gaxt [gaxt, jaxt) 'appealed', ka [kil, ca)
'where'.
2 . 1 .2.2 Uvular x J' vs. velar x y

The uvular phonemes x J' are opposed to the velar pair x y. These are articulated with the
back of the tongue raised high, while the remainder of the tongue remains flat, or its tip
is lowered . Therefore, those sounds could be considered single-focus, or double-focus
phonemes with pronounced front focus: ,\:ac 'water', wox 'grass'.

2. 1 .2.3 Palatal c J vs. dental c j
Among the affricates, the double-focus palatal pair c J is opposed to the dental single
focus pair cj. The latter tends to soften, or lose, occlusion, and merge with z. In turn, the
fricative s may be occluded to c after consonants: wizajcls- 'to return'.
2 . 1 .2.4 Labio-dental

II

vs. bilabial

IV

Labio-dental II is opposed to bilabial 11'. The latter is groove or slit depending on position.
In word- or syllable-final position it appears as a semivowel resulting in phonetic diph
thongs: ZOIV 'cow', baJll(w} 'Baj uw'.
2. 1 .2.5 Non-phonemic h
For Shughn(an)i, the absence of phonemic h is typical, although [h) occurs in recent loans
from Tajik, and as an onset glide before initial vowel, alternating with [w) or [y). This
process thus contrasts with the truncation of final vowels or syllables mentioned above.
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2. 1 . 3 Consonant clusters

The re are some positional alternations connected with historical processes or with the
modern implementation of phonemes.
2. 1 .3 . 1 Clusters and structural assimilation
In general, there are no initial clusters. Final clusters in loans which deviate from per
mitted indigenous clusters are assimilated by release vowels: lImr > ymri 'life', naql > nqgli
'narration' .
2. 1 .3.2 Metathesis
Further, metathesis of phonemes and syllables, which is distinctive for Iranian languages,
particularly East Iranian, is an intriguing phenomenon in Shughni: naxq < Tajik naq§
'ornament, ornamentation', ciJrx 'wheel' < OIr. caxra.
2. 1 .3.3 Voice assimilation
Consonants show voice assimilation: bad-qiJr > bat-qiJr 'angry', but tii!5-pLit > tii6-bixt
'mulberry flour', tii!5-paj > lti!5-baj 'the season when mulberry is ripe'.
2. 1 .3.4 Assimilation of n
The nasal n may have dental, palatal , and guttural varieties: rang [ral) g] 'color', carang
[caral)g] 'how'. Before palatalized [Ie, g], 11 could occur as post-alveolar palatalized
sound.
2.1 .3.5 v > !5, 0 > f
In some words, v is changed to 15 due to noise intensification: v/!5idfrm 'besom'. In turn,
the voiceless non-strident fricative 0 may change to labial: Sh. ,fili 'slippery', Barwozi
3:irO, Sh. xagmf proper name' < xagarO < xagar!5 < sogJrd < Tajik sogird 'pupil'.
'

2.2 Non-segmental features

2.2. 1 Word stress

( I ) Enclitics, including person markers, postfixes, postpositional -i (iziJfa), are
unstressed, or have no primary stress.
(2) Otherwise, nominal stress is final, including final derivative suffixes.
(3) Composite forms may have primary and secondary stress.
(4) Similarly stress is on the final syllable of verbal stems, and always on the negative
and prohibitive markers na and miJ.
2.2.2 Phrasal stress

Word stress is rather weak and is subordinated to that of the sentence or clause. Parts of a
syntagm are grouped around a word on which the phrase stress falls. Phrase stress is
achieved by increasing the stress of one of the words included into the syntagm, which
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has a slight rise on the stressed syllable. On the last syllable of the syntagm the tone rises
sharply and simultaneously the vowel is lengthened.

2.2.3 Sentence stress and intonation
( I ) I n declarative sentences, a syntagm, especially at the end o f a phrase, has a sharp
drop in the tone of the syllable on which the phrase stress rests.
(2) Interrogative sentences have distinct interrogative intonation with rising tone, which
is rather prominent in Shughni: saw-i-y-o? 'are you going?'.
2.3 Morphophonemic alternations

( I ) Like other Iranian languages, Shughni inherited the morphophonological alterna

tions between present and past stems of the verb. In addition, morphological change
is found in perfect and infinitive stems as well as in forms of the 3s.
(2) A subset of nouns shows both gender and number alternation, and a subset of
adjectives shows gender alternation.
3 MORPHOLOGY
Traditionally, the following basic parts of speech are distinguished: noun, pronoun,
numerals, verb, preposition, postposition, particle, and conjunction. For nominal
morphology, the absence of the morphological distinction between the word classes:
noun, adjective, and adverb is typical, so that the identification of some words as belong
ing to one of these categories requires additional semantic and syntactic data.
Agglutination together with elements of internal inflection for nominal forms appears
frequently, as is the case in verbal inflection in the present-future tense and the analytical
structure of forms of the past tenses.
Modal and aspectual-temporal constructi ons are formed analytically.
3.1 Nominal morphology
Nominals possess the category distinctions between masculine and feminine gender,
singular and plural number, definite and indefinite, as well as person and non-person, and
alienable and inalienable possession (marked syntactically).

3. 1 . 1 Nouns
3. 1 . 1 . 1 Gender

3. 1. 1. 1a Morphological gender
Nouns are either masculine or feminine. However, morphologically, this distinction is
preserved only in a small set of substantives, animate nouns and adjectives, and is marked
by ablaut: m. kud, f. kid 'dog'; m. vflyd, f. voyd 'demonic creature'; m. cux 'cock', f. cax
'hen'.
Similarly, a small set of nouns functions as lexical gender markers in compounds, such
as m. buc f. -bie 'child'; m. -gil, f. -gal 'head'; ill. -vor, f. -ver 'a person bringing some-

,
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thing': m. ler-gfl, f. ter-gal 'with black hair'; m. Zlz-vor, f. ziz-ver 'a person bringing
firewood '.
Simil arly, natural gender is inherent in derived nouns such as vil od-ej 'stepbrother'
nan-ej 'stepmother', xaray-ej 'inhabitant of Khorog', either male or female.
Otherwise, animate gender is expressed lexically: corik 'man', pinik 'woman'.
·

,

3. 1. 1. 1 b Gender marking by attributives and verb forms
Nouns are not morphologically marked, but whether animate or inanimate, their gender
becomes apparent by gender-marking attributive demonstratives, adjectives, and
intransitive forms of the past tenses. Thus, in the adverbial phrase: wi ruz-al wam xab
'(for) that-OBLm day-and that-oBLf night', the oblique pronouns masculine wi and femi
nine wam indicate the masculine and feminine gender of 'day' and 'night', respectively.

3. 1. 1.1c Classificatory gender
There is a tendency to transform the category of gender into a classificatory system
according to the principles of semantic classes. Essentially, abstract nouns, such as moyj
'famine', are masculine, while concrete nouns are cla ssified as masculine or feminine by
semantic class, or cognitive sets. Thus, generally feminine are particular parts of the body,
parts of clothes, and tools, as well as parts of landscape. The common denominator
appears to be "body", of both human and of earth, with its parts and cover, and tools
to shape them. Also feminine are: mest 'moon', xab 'night', and xiterj 'star', as opposed
to masculine xir 'sun'.
Following this tendency, terms for inanimate objects and those for animals appear in
the masculine gender when referring to the general category or species in their entirety,
irrespective of natural gender. For example, masculine yu rubcak 'fox' refers to the fox
species, while the feminine ya rubcak refers to a concrete object, here a particular
fox irrespective of natural gender 'this fox' (in some situations, even without further
indication of sex).
3. 1 . 1 .2 Number
Generally the singular is unmarked. The most productive and polyfunctional plural suffix
is -(y) -en (in Shahdara -jev, -ev) : yinik-en 'women', corik-en 'men ', maraka-y-en 'social
gatherings'; [sur mer)j-en 'wedding days', [zow-al sagj-en 'cows-and calves'; with ablaut:
sg. cid 'house', pI. cad-en; sg. puc 'son', pI. pac- en. The marker -jev is found in Shughni
with terms denoting time periods: tobistun-jev 'summers', ar sol buor-jev 'springs of
every year', ma(jor-jev 'afternoons'.
The kinship terminology uses specific suffixes side by side -en, including -yun, -gun,
-jun; and -erj, -orj, -ar: xolak-en - xolak-yun 'uncles'; xer-en - xer-yun 'nephews, nieces';
yax-en - yax-jen - yax-jin-en 'sisters'; abin-en - abin-erj 'co-wives' (Bajuwi abm-or]).
The expression for plurality may be indicated by specific markers such as -xel 'group',
and -gal(l) a: 'flock': bac-gala 'children', vaz-xel 'goats'.
Inde.finite collectiveness may be expressed by using alliterative patterns of the form
c-m/p-, or suffixed -adis (lit. 'and such'): toOc-moOc 'all sorts of dishes'; toOc-adis
'dishes and such'.
Named human groups may be indicated by the direct and oblique 3p demonstrative
pronouns, such as WM, dM, mM, and wev, dev, mev 'those, they' added to the name,
though usually pronouns of the 1 st and 2nd series are used (see l 4b.3 Table of pronouns):
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Madbek-lvii(j 'Madbek and those connected with him, his group, family' (cf Persian
[NameJ in-ha). Similar meaning is expressed by the suffixes -ytln and -en: Madbek-ytln,
Madbek-en 'Madbek and those connected with him, his group, family'.
3. 1 . 1 . 3 Case marking by demonstratives
Nouns do not distinguish case. The syntactic direct and oblique case in singular or plural
of a noun or noun phrase is indicated by the case of demonstrative pron oun.
3. 1 . 1 .4 Definiteness
Definiteness is formally expressed by preposing forms of the remote demonstrative
pronoun, serving as definite articles: m. yu, f. ya, and their corresponding oblique and
plural forms: ya yac 'that girl', yu yi&i 'that boy'.
Indefiniteness is formally expressed by the cardinal number (y) ilV 'one', usually in its
reduced form (y)i, serving as an indefinite article: tar yi jingal yo pu�'(ta 'to a forest or a
mountain plain'; cf. its use as cardinal number in: yi meO . . . , lVi yi-ga meO-ard 'for (-ard)
one day . . . , (and) the other day . . . '

3. 1.2 A djectives and degree
Gender is still distinguished by ablaut in a small subset: m. rtist, f. rost 'red'; m . tuxp,
f. taxp 'sour'. There is no number distinction.
The comparative of qualitative adjectives is marked by -di. In addition, the comparison
may be differentiated by degree: -di-di, approximately 'much more'; and -dar-di,
approximately 'some, yet more': jald 'fast', jald-di 'faster', jald- (d) ar-di 'more fast, faster
yet'. The elative is expressed lexically by lap 'very': lap xusrtiy 'very beautiful'. Note as kor
yu gap lap-di �f-d 'he talks more than he works' (lap �a�- 'to chat, talk without result').
The superlative is expressed adverbially by words and phrases such as sar 'top; over', as
fuk 'than all', bar fuk 'upon all', added to the comparative form: sar jald-di 'most fast
one', asfuk basand-di 'best of all', barfuk xusrtiy-di 'most beautiful'.

3. 1.3 Pronouns and deL'Cis
Shughni distinguishes personal, demonstrative, reflexive-possessive, interrogative, and
indefinite pronouns, which may combine with emphatic and negative components.
3. 1 . 3 . 1 Personal pronouns
The personal pronouns occur for the 1 st and the 2nd person; the 3rd person is indicated
by demonstrative pronouns. Only the I s has retained case distinction, lVuzlmu. The 2p
Sh . tama (Bartangi, Rushani, Sarikoli tamas") is a historical innovation with initial
t- copied from 2s tu, built on a substrate model.
3. 1 .3.2 Demonstrative pronouns and deixis
The demonstrative pronouns distinguish gender, and direct and oblique case in singular
and plural. They preserve the ancient Indo-European triple deixis based on bicentric
system that is defined by degree of distance relative to the object:
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I)

ich-deixis, proximate, nearest to the speaker, 'this';

3)

jener-deixis, remote 'that'. Similarly adverbials have triple deixis.
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2) du-deixis, referring to the sphere of communicator, 'not that far' , 'this' - 'that';
Du-deixis also serves as an emphatic and anaphoric: 'that very', 'that which', while
jener deixis serves as a definite article, as well as the 3rd person pron oun.
-

TABLE 14b.3: PRONOUNS AND DEICTIC ADVERBIALS
Person

2

311ener-Deixis
m.

r.

m.

yid

yid

di

dam

Du-Deixis
f.

Ich-Deixis
f.

m.

DIRs

WIiZ

(u

yu

ya

OBLs

inti

tu

wi

wam

DIRp

mas

lama

Wa,)

dii<5

Ina,)

OBLp

mas

lama

wev

dell

mel'

ADV

yam 'there' (far)

yed 'there'

yM 'here'

-ard 'for'

yam-ard

yed-ard

yild-ard

(ar 'to'

(ar-a/J1

(ar-i!d

tar-lId

az 'from'

az-a/J1

az-ed

aZ-lld

yam
mi

yam
mam

The plurals of all personal and demonstrative pronouns may have secondary forms
with the nominal plural marker -en: mas-en, tamas-en - tama-y-en; wa<5 en , wev en .
Emphatic and anap/zoric forms are marked by yik- (ik-) preceding the demonstrative
forms, 'the very, that which', etc. Thus, the remote or neutral demonstrative combines as
follows: singular, direct case, m. yik-ll, f. yik-a; oblique, m. yik-lVi, f. yik-wam; and so
forth: direct case, xu 1'0 yik-ll bOzl 'then, again (there was) the very same entertainment';
oblique, mas-am [ik-lVi kor] ctiyj 'we (-am) would do (all) this (very) work'; [yik-di kor]
poc luv-en 'this (very) activity they call poc'. Note the adverb of manner dis 'thus, in such
a way'; emphatic yik-dis '(exactly) this way'.
These forms are prominently found with restrictive relative clauses (see 5.3).
-

-

3. 1.3.3 Reflexive and possessive pronouns
Reflexive: xl/baO 'oneself', oblique xu; note yu xu-rd-aO-i /tid 'he said to (-rd) himself ';
possessive: xu(d) '(one's) own'.
3. 1 .3.4 Interrogatives and indefinites and related adverbials

Interrogative-relative: human, cay, oblique Ci 'who'; animal, non-human, ciz 'what
(thing)'; ca 'what, which'; ca + N: ca-lVaxt 'what time, when'; ca-rang 'how'; clz-ardlrad
,
'what for, why? Cidllm 'which one?'; cllnd 'how much', dund 'so much'.
Generic: ar 'each, every (one)': ar-cay 'every, each one' ; fuk(-aO) 'all '; varO 'both'.
Indefinite: (y) i-ciiy 'anybody; somebody'; exclusive: (y) ic(-aO) - (na-) '(not) any': atii
yi-ciiy as wev-andi na ris-t 'and not anyone from among them remains'.
Interrogative adverbials follow the triple deictic system, with post- and prepositions:
k-u-, k-id, k-am; ka- 'where when': kad-and 'where'.
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3. 1.4 A dpositions
Numerous syntactic particles and words are commonly used in Shughni as in any other
oral language. The adpositions selected here are based on forms that occur frequently
and in multiple contexts. They reflect a highly developed system of spatial orientation
and movement characteristic for the linguistic area.
3 . 1 .4.1 Prepositions
The main prepositions are:

tar
as, az
pi
ar
pis
ci
mi
par
to
ba

horizontal movement, 'towards, to';
source, 'from', 'about (a topic)'; also specific direct object;
upwards, 'on, up(to)';
downwards, 'down, in(to)';
final and spatial orientation and time, 'after, following';
position, 'on, at, to'; intention;
position of something, 'at, in ';
means of movement, 'by';
limit in time, space, 'till';
instrumental; manner of acti on.

3. 1 .4.2 Postpositions
The main postpositions are:

-(a) nd
-Ja
-ti
-a ven
-aJ
-andfl; -and(i)
-(a) rd, -ra (d)
-ec
-qati

constant availability, presence; possession; « *ana-,
contamination with *antar-, c[ Av. ana, Yazgh. na);
location, possession;
location on some surface, 'at, on, upwards, for';
' for (the sake of)';
direction;
definite, exact direction or location (often inside), location both 'in'
and 'from' (inside)'; definite time « *antar-);
indefinite location and time; direction, both 'towards' and 'from';
addressee of the speech, action, aim;
limit, period; instrument;
sociative-instrument.

Postpositions require the oblique case of the pronouns.
Pre- and postpositions may combine, such as az, as 'from' with -and and directional
-ard: az wi xez-and 'from his house'; as yi.Jfd-ard 'out from the sheds'.
3 . 1 .4.3 Case functions
As indicated, three of the postpositions also function as markers of main syntactic
cases:
( I ) directional -ard for dative and experiencer or beneficiary: mu-rd dak 'give me',
mas-ard luv 'tell us';
(2) definite locational-directional -(a)nd(i) as ablative: wev-andi 'from them';
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(3) -and for possessive: yu rnu-nd 'this is mine'. Note that some are bi-directional, such
as -andi 'from' in the precedi ng example vs. -and 'in' in qisloq-and 'in a village'.

3. 1.5 Adverbial demonstratives and adverbs
Similar to the demonstrative and interrogative pronouns, the pronominal adverbs are
used concretely with pre- and postpositions, such as the directional suffix -ard in yarn-ard
'there' (far), yed-ard 'there (to)', yud-ard 'here (to)'; or the locational suffix -and in
kiid-and 'where', yam-and 'there', yud-and 'here'; tar ka 'to(wards) where'.

3. 1.6 Numerals
3. 1 .6. 1 Cardinal numbers
The cardinal numbers up to ten are indigenous: (y) fw 'one', biyun 'two', aray 'three',
cavor 'four', pfnj 'five', xo'); 'six', wflJld 'seven', waxt 'eight', now 'nine', Us 'ten'. The teens
follow an additive pattern, 'ten' + N: Us-at yfw 'ten-and one', ofs-at Oiyun 'ten-and two'.
Higher numbers are loaned from the Tajik. However, the older generation still
preserves the indigenous decimal system and compound numbers: The three upper teens
are counted by subtraction, e.g.: yfw karn ou ofs 'one less of two ten' 'nineteen'. The
higher units are multiples of ten: ou ofs 'two ten' Taj . hist 'twenty'; cavor ols 'four ten'
Taj. cil 'forty'; ofs-Ofs(-ak) 'ten ten' Taj . sad 'one hundred'; Us-Ofs-Ofs-ak hazor 'one
thousand'.
=

=

=

=

=

3 . 1 .6.2 Ordinal numbers
Ordinal numbers are formed by adding the suffix -(y) urn: yfw-urn, 'first', aray-urn 'the
third'; but the Tajik ordinal numerals are widely used.
3 . 1 .6.3 Distributives

Distributive numerals are formed by adding the stressed suffix -(yH yfw-£(yfw-f) 'one by
one'.
3.2 Verb morphology
The verb system distinguishes tense, mood, person, number, transitivity, and voice.
small set of intransitive verbs have gender distinction in past tenses.

A

3.2. 1 Stem/ormation
3.2. 1 . 1 Present, past, and perfect stems
In terms of morphophonemic alternations, there are regular and irregular verbs. Because
of such alternation, a total offive (present, past, perfect, past perfect and infinitive) stems
can be distinguished. In addition, the form of the 3s present may be distinct from the
other persons, and the mentioned set of past intransitives has different masculine, femi
nine and plural stems.
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( I ) The present stems reflect most of the productive Old Iranian present stem classes.
(2) Past stems are formed by adding -t, -d, reflecting the Old Iranian perfect participle
in *-ta. Regular verbs simply add -I, -d to the present stem: pres /ell11-, past/elm-/- 'to
understand, know'; irregular verbs show considerable stem alternation: pres. Xelf-,
past xli-d- 'to eat'.
(3) Perfect stems are formed by the suffix c or j (reflecting *-ka-): regular pres. paloys-,
past pa/oys-t, perf. paloys-c- 'to work'; irregular pres. SelW-, past m. SUl-t, f. sa-t, perf.
m. su-O-j, f. si-c, pI. sa-O-j 'to become'.
(4) Past perfect stems are derived from the perfect stem by suffix -at (Shd. -it; originally
a past of ' to be'): su-O-j-al 'had become'.
3.2. 1 .2 Causative stems
Causative stems, intersecting with transitivity, partially retlect the Old Iranian patterns,
notably in the pattern non-causative CaC- vs. causative Ce/eC-, mostly with further stem
alternation. Newer causative stems are derived by -en, which is infixed before root labial,
-e{m)b; also -lin, -lin:

Intr.
Caus.

Present/Past
'to fly up'

Presen t/Past
'to stick to'

Present/Past
'to be fried'

Presen t/Past
'to crumble'

riwelz-/riwlIxt
riwez-/riwez-d

piba/s-/pibiiv-d
pibel11b-/pibem-t

sita/s-/sifllv-d
siteb-/siteb-t

raz-/rixt
raz-en-/raz-en-t

Note denominative: tult 'rag' > tult-lln-t-ow 'to drag'.
3.2. 1 . 3 Compound verbs
There are numerous denominal compound verbs, formed by a nominal with a common
verb serving as auxiliary verb: velr-Oed-ow 'to be able', kor cid-ow 'to do work, work',
onomatopoetic taq-taq 'rat-tat' > taq-I-ow 'to knock'. These include calques from Tajik:
naqli cfd-ow 'to make a narration, to tell', Taj . naql kard-an.

3.2.2 Nominalforms
The following description is confined to the most frequently found nominal forms.
3.2.2 . 1 Agent noun
Agent noun, present stem + -fI luv-fj 'speaker'.
3.2.2.2 Infinitive
The infinitive corresponds to the past stem, usually with i-umlaut (reflecting *-ti): past
ltiyd-, inf. tid 'to go'; extended form past stem + -ow: xevd-olV, beside �ievd 'to sleep'.
3.2.2.3 Perfect participle
The perfect participle consists of the perfect stem + -ak: intransitive nfvj-ak 'weeping',
transitive nivist-ak 'written'.
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3.2.2.4 Adjectival participle
The adjectival participle consists of the perfect stem + -in: ziniXi]-ill 'washed'; gender is
distin guished where retained in the verb: m. llly]-in, f. Ilc-in 'somebody who has gone
away' .
3.2.2 . 5 Future participle
The future participle consists of the infinitive +
'preparing to go'.
3.2.3

-me] and connotes intention: ltd-me]

Person marking and 'to be'

The type of conjugation of the present-future tense differs significantly from that of the
past tenses. Thus, in the present-future the three persons in singular and plural are the
inherited personal endings added to the present stem . In the three past tenses, however,
the three persons in singular and plural are indicated by personal enclitic pronouns
(resulting from the merger with the earlier copula). Unlike the personal endings, these
markers are as a rule attached to the first constituent part of the clause.
The distinction between copula and present and past person marking is leveled except
in the 2s and 3s. The forms of the verb vi-, vud- 'to be' replace the copula in all other
tenses and contextual uses.
TABLE 1 4b.4: COPULA AND PERSONAL ENDINGS
Is

2s

Copula

-11m

-al

Present

-11m

-i

Past

-11m

-at

intr. -0, tr. - (i)

-am

imp. -0

The existential verb i s 3s
4. 5 . 1 below).
3.2.4

3p

Ip

2p

-0

-am

-el

-en

-tl-d

-am

-el

-en

-el

-en

3s

imp. -et

yast, neg. nisI, which also serves to express possession (see

Negation

The general negative marker is na, which precedes the verb, including preverbs: yatt-olV
lla-var-c5od 'I could not come'; nisI 'is not'. The subjunctive and prohibitive marker

wn

is ma:

ma-ya(d) 'don't come';
panvos Sindev bOyad yu ma-vi-d
last year Sindev must he not to be
'last year he must not have been in Sindev'.
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3.2. 5 System of tenses

The basic inflectional system of tenses is four-fold: present-future, past, perfect, past
perfect:
Present-Future
Perfect

Past
Past Perfect

The imperative is distinguished by 2s -0; the present subjunctive by the use of the
negative marker ma-: boyad yu ma-vi-d 'he must not be'.
The following exemplifies typical intransitive and transitive conjugations.
TABLE 1 4b.5: INTRANSITIVE AND TRANSITIVE STEMS AND IMPERATIVE
Intransitive verbs
Present
Past

Perfect

Inlin.

Impel'.

vaoJ-

vid

vi

'to be'

sic-

sail]-

sit

saw. sa

'to become'

tfc-

toy]-

tfd

ti. te

'to go'

Perfect

Inlin.

Imper.

m.

f./pl.

m.

f.

pI.

vi-

vud-

vad-

vuoJ-

vic-

saw-

sut-

sat-

suil]-

ti-

tiiyd-

toyd-

tiiy]-

Transitive verbs
Present
Past
kin-

ciid-

ciiy]-

cfd

ki(n)

'to do'

paloys-

paloyst-

paloysc-

paloyst

pa/oys

'to work'

azer-

azert-

azerc-

azert

azer

'to moisten'

3.2. 6 Transitivity and voice

3.2.6. 1 Transitivity
The differential marking of the 3s is a major indicator of transitive verbs as opposed to
intransitives. In tum, the distinction of transitivity is marked in intransitive verbs where
in a small, but significant set gender and number are marked by means of ablaut. Both
features reflect an earlier ergative system (see section 7 Dialectology).
3.2.6.2 Passive
Passive is expressed by the perfect participle of transitive verbs usually marked by the
suffix -ak, followed by the auxiliary verb silt-ow 'to become': ya xat nivisc-ak sat 'that (f.)
letter (xat) written was (f.)'.
4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS
4. 1 Coordination
Some of the coordinating conjunctions are enclitic. Both noun phrase and clause clitics
are -at 'and', yo 'or'. Paired conjunctions include am-am 'both . . . and', yo . . . yo 'either
. . . or'.
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TABLE 14b.6: INTRANSITIVE CONJUGATION
'to be'
Is
2s
3s

Presen t
vi-y-um
vi-y-i
vi-d

Past, m.
vud-um
vud-at
vud

f'/pl.
vad-um
vad-at
vad

Perf. m.
vu<5J-um
vu<5J-at
vu<5J

f.
vic-um
vic-at
vic

Past Perf. m.
vu<5J-at-um
vu<5J-at-at
vu<5J-at

f.
vic-at-um
vic-at-at
vic-at

Ip
2p
3p

vi-y-am
vi-y et
vi-y en

vad-am
vad-et
vad-en

vad-am
vad-et
vad-en

va<5J-am
va<5J-et
va<5J-en

vic-am
vic-et
vic-en

vatij-at-am
va<5J-at-et
vatij-at-en

vic-at-am
vic-at-et
vic-at-en

Past, m.
sut-um
sut-at
sut

Upl.
sat-um
sat-at
sat

Perf. m.
su<5J-um
su<5J-at
su<5J

f.
sic-um
sic-at
sic

Past Perf. m.
su<5J-at-um
su<5J-at-at
su<5J-at

f.
sic-at-um
sic-at-at
sic-at

saw-am
saw-et
saw-en

sat-am
sat-et
sat-en

sat-am
sat-et
sat-en

sa<5J-am
sa<5J-et
sal5j-en

sic-am
sic-et
sic-en

sa<5J-at-am
sa<5J-at-et
sa<5J-at-en

sic-at-am
sic-at-et
sic-at-en

Is
2s
3s

Present
ti-y-um
ti-y-i
tiz-d

Past, m.
tiiyd-um
tiiyd-at
tiiyd

Upl.
toyd-um
toyd-at
toyd

Perf. m.
tiiyJ-um
tiiyJ-at
tiiyJ

f.
tfc-um
tfc-at
tfc

Past Perf. m.
tiiyJ-at-um
tiiyJ-at-at
tiiyJ-at

f.
tic-at-um
tic-at-at
tic-at

Ip
2p
3p

ti-y-am
ti-y-et
ti-y-en

toyd-am
toyd-et
toyd-en

toyd-am
toyd-et
toyd-en

toyJ-am
toyJ-et
toyJ-en

tic-am
tfc-et
tfc-en

toyJ-at-am
tiiyJ-at-et
toyJ-at-en

tic-at-am
tic-at-et
tic-at-en

'to become'
Present
saw-um
Is
saw-iyi
2s
su-d
3s
Ip
2p
3p
'to go'

Clause clitics include: -atii (-ata, -at, -tii, -ta, -ii, -a) 'and, but'; -xu 'and, then'; -mis
'also'; -vo 'again'; others include: interrogative -0; referential -ik; and intensifying -aO.
Particles include: vocative ale, 0; interjections: ii, ay, (w}u.x, uxxa.
4.2 Noun phrase structure
Shughni is a head-final language. The unmarked sequence is:
Determiner - Possessive - N umeral - Adjective - Head Noun, and
Dependent Noun Phrase - Head Noun Phrase.
The attribute may be represented by pronoun, noun, numeral, adjective, participle, or
an infinitive and as a rule precedes the head noun.

4.2. 1 A ttributive adjectives
In general, adjectives precede the head noun by parataxis, and agree in gender with the
head where gender is retained, thus ADJ (gender) - NOUN :

xUYnun ziv 'Shughni language'; with gender agreement: rost mun 'red-(f.) apple',
tfc-in yiic 'walking (f.) girl'; ter cirrnid 'black basket', pI. ter cimud-en.
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TABLE 14b.7: TRANSITIVE CON.JUGATION
'to do'
Is
2s
3s

Present

Past

Perfect

Past Perfect

kin-um
kin-i
kin

ctid-um
ctid-a/
clid- (iJ

cti"}J-um
cl7,)J-at
cii')J(-i)

cti?J-at-um
cii')J-a /-al
cti')l-a/(-i)

Ip
2p
3p

kin-am
kin-et
kin-en

ciid-am
ciJd-e/
ctid-en

cti,)J-am
cl7,)J-et
CiiyJ-en

cti'}.f-a I-am
cli?l-a /-e t
ctipJ-a I-en

'to work'
Is
2s
3s

Present

Past

Perfect

Past Perfect

paloys-lim
pa/oys-i
pa/oys-/

palOyst-um
pa/oyst-at
pa/o)'st

pa/oysc-lIm
pa/oysc-at
pa/oysc

palOysc-a/-lim
pa/oysc-al-at
pa/oysc-at

Ip
2p
3p

paloys-am
palOys-et
paloys-en

pa/oys/-am
paloys/-et
paloys/-en

pa/oysc-am
pa/oysc-et
pa/oysc-en

pa/oysc-at-am
pa/oysc-a/-et
paloyse-at-en

'to moisten'
Is
2s
3s

Present

Past

Perfect

Past Perfect

azer-um
azer-i
azer-t

azert-lim
azer/-a/
azert-(i)

azere-wl1
azed-at
azere-(iJ

azere-a/-um
azere-a/-at
azere-al-(iJ

Ip
2p
3p

azer-am
azer-et
azer-en

azer/-am
azert-e/
azer/-en

azere-am
azerc-et
azere-en

azere-al-am
azere-a/-e/
azerc-at-en

4.2.2 Pronominal adjectives
Pronominal adjectives precede the head noun with gender and number agreement:
PROADJ (gender/number) - NOUN:
y u riiz

'that (m.) day'; lva171 xiib 'that (f.) night'; dii(j ')inik-en 'these women'.

Note that pronouns are also marked for case, here direct y u and oblique wal11, and thus
not only indicate the gender of the noun, but also the case of the noun phrase.

4.2.3 Dependent nouns and noun phrases
Dependent nouns and noun phrases paratactically precede the head noun or post
position, and are in the oblique case, which is evident with pronouns: N P2 (Oblique)
NPI :

_.

[I11U biixJ miros 'my share of the inheritance', [wi surdorJ I1UI11 'the name of that
wedding-holder' .
Postpositional phrases: [wi] garginuxii 'around him'; [JlliJ piili-ndi 'on his side, beside
him'.
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4.2. 4 Izafa
The Taji k-type iztiJa construction N P I -i N P2 is found frequently:
Shughni, sol-o-y-i sol-ifc 'for many years' (with Shughni temporal -ifc), cf. Tajik,
sol-ho-y-i sol); ktim-i ktim 'little of little, at least'. Even in this loan construction,
the oblique case may be marked : as l1um-i [wi] 'in his name, on his behalf'.
4.3 Clause structure and word order
The standard sentence structure is subject-object-verb, SOY.
The syntactic function of a noun phrase is specified by its place in a sentence, pre- and
postpositions, and other markers.
The predicate is usually located at the end of the sentence. However, depending on
intonati on, reflecting the sense and other circumstances of the utterance, the predicate
can be transferred to the beginning of the sentence, thus placing it before the subject:

sat-tim nuts tar stir
' went-lp we to the wedding'.
In turn, location and particularly direction which semantically depends on the verb
rection are often placed after the verb:

yu na}:,/tlyd far va]
'he went
out'.
Otherwise, adverbial phrases locating or qualifying the sentence as a whole are often in
initial position.
In emotional speech, however, the word order can be disregarded. In oral Shughni
speech, intonation is highly important as a means to convey the syntactical connection of
words in a phrase.
4.4 Semantics and use of nominal forms

4. 4. 1 Person, animacy, and alienability
The category of person vs. non-person is conveyed by lexical means, and in reduced form
by the interrogative-indefinite pronouns, such as personal cay 'who' vs. Cfz for animal,
non-human, and ca for inanimate.
The category of alienable vs. inalienable possession is denoted by lexical means as well,
and is overt with inalienable possession, including parts of the body, kinship terms, and
others, by preposed personal pronouns: [mu] yoJ 'my memory', [mu] bast 'my hand'.
This distinction becomes more evident in the presence of a preposition. In that case, the
possessive prounOUi1 is focused and precedes the preposition, whereas it precedes the
noun di rectly if alienable:
I11U [pi] tanti 'on my body'; I11U [tar] bast 'in my hand'; mu [ba] yoJ 'in my memory';
as opposed to the unmarked order; [tar] I11U Cfd 'in my house'.

Note also tu- (a) t [cal /u/111 'what's your name?' and the split of (y) ik-wi in the prep
ositional phrase: piro yik[az]wi 'before (this that)' (Persian pis az an ke).
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4. 4. 2 Syntactic cases
4.4.2. 1 Subject marking
Subjects are unmarked and in the direct case.
4.4.2.2 Direct object marking
Direct objects are in the oblique case, where distinct, and may be preceded by the
preposition as:

rnu nan [we v] w'in t
'my mother saw [them]';
'they place [him] on. . .';
neJ-en [wi]. . .
tu
[as wev] na wint 'you have not seen [them]?'.
4.4.2.3 Indirect object marking
Indirect objects are generally marked by postpositions, but may be unmarked with the
verb Jed-ow 'to give':

qarnoc [rnu-rd] var 'bring [me] some bread';
xinowari [wi]
J-en 'they give [him] a washing'.
4.4.2.4 Adverbial phrases
Adverbial phrases may stand as the plain oblique case where distinct:

[wi] sar piro rilz 'on [that-m] very first day';
'(during) [that-f] night';
[warn] xab
or may otherwise be unmarked:

xurnne silr-a 'tomorrow you (will arrange) a wedding';
taru ya
'come here'.
More often they are more specified by pre- and postposition:

[pi] rnazor saw-urn ' I am going [to] the shrine';
[tar] rnu xez ya
'to my place come!';
tid xez[-and]
'[at] a house's location, place'.
4.5 Semantics and use of verb forms

4. 5. 1 Possession
Possession and ownership is expressed by a locative construction, where the possessor is
marked by the postposition -and, and the verb is the copula, the existential verb yast, or
other forms of 'to be', i.e. 'to X is/was':

rnu[-nd] it-aO pill nist
'I have (at all) no money', lit. 'to me';
tu[-nd] cund puc
'how many sons do you have?', lit. 'to me';
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wev[-and] viradyast
'they have a brother', lit. 'to them';
mu di5d[-and] wi dund xizmatgar
'my father has so many servants' (3s copula regularly zero), lit. 'to my father's';
4.5.2 Person, number, and agreement
4.5.2. 1 Person and number
The singular refers to a single object, concept, or objects in their entirety as a class; hence
numerals larger than one generally require the singular. The pl ural expressedly refers to
plurality. It is morphologically marked by agglutinative suffixes, together with ablaut in a
small subset of nouns, as discussed above.
Indefinite agents are as a rule expressed by the 3p.
4.5.2.2 Subject-verb agreement
The verb is in agreement with the subject in person, number, and gender:

[wuz]-ta tiy[-um]

' I am going';

[mas] mum-en tiy[-en] 'our grandmothers are going'.
However, if the subject contains components like -gal(l)a or -xel, which connote
collectivity, the predicate may be in the singular:

civinc [-xel]-ta riwaz[-d] 'these wasps are flying'.
Similarly, collective nouns like mardum 'people' and adam 'people, humans' usually
show the 3s (for the particle -ta see 4.5.3.2)
4.5.2.3 Predicates
( I ) Predicative noun phrases, even when referring to plural subjects, may be singular or
plural (-en):

mas-am tama ziryat(-en)
,
'we are (-am) your child/children (-en) .
(2) The predicate may be expressed by finite verb forms, nouns, or other parts of speech
with separable predicative copulas:

mas tama na-wzun[-am]
'we don't know you';

kasal[-um] vud
'I was sick';

dOO[-en] yal nist
'they have not (come) yet'.

(3) Nominal sentences in the 3s have zero marking:

tu-t ca num 'what (is) thy name?', lit. 'thou-thy what name'.
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4. 5.3 Use of "tenses"
Given the fact that there are only four morphologically distinct tenses, each form func
tions in a variety of semantic-cognitive contexts.
The basic functions are temporal. Thus, the present-future refers to ongoing, habitual,
or future actions. The past refers to past actions. The present perfect expresses present
relevance: sic 'she has gone, left'. The past perfect refers to a past or remote result or
state: yinik-en yaOc-at-en 'the women had come'.
Contextually all four alsQ have modal connotations (see 5.2 Subordinate clauses).
The following notes are confined to the more salient points, here focusing on the
present-future.
4.5.3 . 1 Present-future, modal function

tar kal-texe] sut, xu kal
[tex-t]
to barber he went, that his head he shaves
'he went to the barber to shave his head'.
4.5.3.2 Factual enclitic fa
The enclitic particle ta disambiguates the various functions of present-future, and
emphasizes the reality or fact of an action. It is usually attached to the first constituent
part of the clause, as in the first sentence in Sample Text I below:

ar sol [tal buor-.fel' bat aYllm fd [ani-en]
each year fa springtime Bat Ayom fest they celebrate
'every year they celebrate the Bat Ayom festival during springtime'.
The text describes the fact that the ancient customs of the New Year festival continue
to be performed to this day. In fact, with its first occurance ta predicates that text as a
whole.
Similarly, the factual function of ta together with the present-future may contextually
connote certainty in the completion of an acti on:

naw [tal yu [yoo-d], xu mas fa tar maktab [saw-am]
new fa he comes, then we ta to school we go
'as SOOll as he comes, then we to school will go';
yu [fa] ca waxf [yoo-d], mas [ta] awqof [xar-am]
he ta what time comes, we ta dinner we eat
'when he comes, we (shall) have dinner.
The contrast between the presence and absence of ta is shown in the following
examples with present-future forms, where the second sentence implies that the coming
may be an accomplished fact:

mu gUl11un

ytt SIC

kor [kix-t]

me assumption (is) he now work does
'I think he may be working now (sic,,)';
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[La yoc5-d]

as sumption this-f ta she comes
'I think she may have come'
(note the use here of the English perfect tense).
4.5.3.3 Modal function of the perfect
The perfect also serves as the perfective subjunctive in parallel with the subjunctive
function of the present-future. Diagnostic contexts are: necessity, wishes, and real or
possible actions in conditional clauses (see the respective discussions further below).
4.5.3.4 Evidential function of the perfect
The present perfect also serves as the Shughni evidential form, as is most clearly shown in
the stereotypical:
vlIbj

na-vubj

aray vil·od-en vac5j

has been has not been, three brothers have been
' once upon a time there were (three brothers) , .
4.6 Aktionsart constructions
Aktion sart constructions make use either of the infinitive, or finite verb forms.

4.6. 1 Anticipated action
Anticipated action may be expressed by the prepositions Ci 'to, at' connoting intention
and pay 'before' connoting readiness, plus the short infinitive and the verb 'to be':
Present: [Subject)-Person (fa) [X Ci Infinitive)
Past:
[Subject)-Person
[X Ci Infinitive) vud 'was'.
( I ) Present:
'I am going to begin to work';

sic fa lVUZ-UI11 [pay tid]
'now I am going to go'
(emphatic ta)';

WUZ-UI11 [Ci tid]

YU [Ci xelJd]

'I am going to go (now)';

'he is going to sleep';

WlIZ-lII11 [kor Ci cld]

yii garbii [pay pext]

'she is going to bake bread'.
(2) Past:
IVUZ-1I111 [kor Ci cld] vlld
'last year, I was going to do this work';

pm·wos,

wiib-en [sados-aO ar-ed pay-tid] vud

'they were ready [to go there two years ago (sados))' .
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4.6.2 Inception
The inception of an action may be expressed by replacing 'to be' with the action verbs
saw-, sut- 'to become', kin-, cud- 'to do', or JaJ-, Jod- 'to give'. Here dat; daraw, dawttm are
often used instead ofpay and Ci:
Present: [Subject]
[X pay Infinitive] saw-Personal Ending.
[Subject]-Person [X pay Infinitive] sut, or
Past:
[Subject]
[X pay Infinitive]-Person sut
( I ) Presen t:
yac-en [darldarawlpay nfwd}
'girls begin to cry';

s-en[daraw dewol cfdow} s-en
'(they) begin to build the walls';

[zamfn dar Nrt} kin-am
'(we) begin to plough the land';

di Yin [pay vid}
'his wife is waiting (for a child)'.

(2) Past:
yac-en [darldarawlpay nfwd} sat
'girls began to cry';

[wi pay-am daraw mfzd} sat
'that sour milk (we) began to churn';

ya talaw [pay ad} sat
'that barrel began to leak';
tama yal dako xar-et-at,
'you-2p are still eating,

wuz [soz darl daraw lUvd} saw-um
and I begin to sing songs'.

4.6.3 Habitual action
Habitual action is expressed by preposing the adverbial doyim (-ik) 'continuing' in the
present and past:
ata [doyim-ik}-en

bex-di yo
bat ayum [Iud}, yo xidfr ayum
but [continuing]-AG3p more either Bat Ayom [called], or Xidir Ayom
'but they used to call (lud) it Bat Ayom, or Xidir Ayom'.

4.7 Modal constructions
A broad range of modal meanings can be expressed by constructions with modal words
and auxiliaries.

4. 7. 1 A bility
Ability is expressed by the verb var-t5i-, past var-t5i5d-, perf. var-t5oJj- 'can, to be able'. The
form of the dependent verb is either ( I ) the present-future; (2) the full infinitive form or
(3) the infinitive in -ow. The infinitives may precede or follow the auxiliary, e.g. :
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(2) I nfinitive:
yu [xinolVariJ na viir-i5-ed
'he can not swim'.

wuz viir-i5im [siiw-um J
'I can go'.
(3) Infinitives in -ow:
wuz [nivist-olVJ viir-i5-iy-um
'I can write';

wuz-um viir-i5ob.! [di kor Cfd-olVJ
'I could do this work'.

biyor mu mum [sifid-olVJ na- viir-i5od
'yesterday my grandmother was unable to get up'.

4. 7.2 Wishes
In wishes, the subject-experiencer is marked by the dative -ard, with the transitive aux
iliary fort, and the extended infinitive if the action refers to the subject:
Pres. : [N-ard ] Infinitive-ow fort: mu rd tId-ow fort 'I want to go (home)';
Past: [N-ard ]-i Infin itive-ow fort: I11I1-rd-; tid-ow fort 'I wanted to go (home)'.
-

biyor
mu-rd fort, idi tu-t
tarM yaOe
yesterday me-for wish, idi you-you-2s here have-come-pF
'yesterday 1 wished you would have come'.
Alternatively the explicit term xoyix kin-feud 'make wish, want' is used (see also Wish
clauses):
rM.!-in ta wuz xoyix eud-um wun web-um
'on the remainder (of it) ta 1 want to place wool myself'.
,

4. 7.3 Intention
Intention may be expressed by the participle -me.f. This construction is confined to the
verbs 'to go' and 'to stay': yu tid-me.! 'he is going to go' (zero copula); yii tId-me.! na-vad
(fern.) 'she had no intention to go'.

4. 7.4 Necessity and obligation
( I ) Necessity as well a s obligation is expressed by boyad 'must, to have to', followed by
the present-future for present action, and by the perfect for past action; thus:
bOyad [Present-Personal Ending]
Present: [Subject]
Past:
[Subject]-Person bOyad [Perfect]
(a) Present:
wuz bOyad [nur memuni saw-amJ
,
'I must [go to visit my friends today (nur)] .
(b) Perfect:
wuz-um boyad [pariixib memunisur5.fj

'1 had to go to visit my friends the day before yesterday'.
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(2) Suggested obligation may be expressed by bOyad followed by the imperative; thus:
bOyad [X Imperative):

III boyad [namiinii saJ
'you should [be(come) an example (for others))';
III bOyad [q/wJ lVi
'you should [call him)'.
4. 7. 5 Supposition
Supposition may be expressed by bOyad followed by the present-future; negated action
requires prohibitive mii, rather than na:

panvas Sindev bayad [yu mii-vi-dJ
last year Sindev must [he not to be)
'last year he must not have been in Sindev'.
4. 7. 6 Assumption
Assumption may be expressed by gunllln 'assumption, thought', extended 111U gUl1llln 'my
assumption (is)', or HllIZ gllllllln kin-u/l1 'I make the assumption'. The dependent verb
phrase is in the present-future, with additional la when referring to a possible completion
of the action :
ongoing: gllnlllf1 [X
Present-Personal Ending)
completed: gll/mll1 [X la Present-Personal Ending)

mu gU111l111 [yu fic ka/" kii-fJ
'I think [he may be working)';
HlUZ gU111l111 kin-um glll1llln
[yii fa yoo-dJ
'I make the
assumption [she may have come)'.
5 COMPLEX SENTENCES
As Shughni is an oral language, the structure of the clause is usually simple. However,
simple clauses may be combined into complex sentences in two ways, by coordination
and by subordination, which may be conveyed by suprasegmental means of intonation
and by conj unctions.
5. 1 Coordinate clauses
The structure of the coordinating sentence may be asyndetic, i.e. with the omission of
conjunctions in sentence constructions in which they would usually be used. This is prom
inently the case in case of simultaneous, sequential, or contrasting events:

yu x€yd, yci �yovd
'he read, she slept'.
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More frequently, clauses are connected by clitie coordinating conjunctions conveying
seq uential or consecutive actions, or actions resulting from another, ata, at 'and' and XII
'then, and so':
sic qaror niO-atii,
IVUZ hiv-um
'you now keep quiet, and 1 (will) speak';
lVuz-um riniixt-at,
'I forgot, and

yu-i yodowari na-i5tid
he (-i AG) did not remind (me)';

mas-am sat tar wi xez
yu as xu joy-ti andliyd-at,
'he stood up from his place, and we (-am) went to his house';
yu as xu joy anduyd-xlI,
mas-am sat tar wi xez
'he stood up from his place, then we went to his house';
tar yi-Ci-aO-i na cuxt-XII,
/'leust
'he (-i AG) did not look at anybody, then he ran away' (i.e. 'without looking').
5.2 Subordinate clauses

Most of the subordinate clauses in a complex sentence perform a function similar to the
syntactical functions of the parts of a simple sentence. Since subordinating conjunctions
have a broad range of use and functions, they occur in different types of subordinate
clauses. The relative position of subordinate clauses and the placement of conjunctions
and particles vary. The most frequent conjunctions and their main uses, together with the
unmarked sequence of the dependent clauses, are:
Dependent clauses preceding the main clause
ea
aga
idi(ide), di, didi

preverbal: relative, concessive, temporal, and conditional clauses;
clause initial: conditional clauses, often with ea;
clitic: causal clauses.

Dependent clauses following the main clause
idi, di
xu

clause initial: object, restrictive relative, consecutive, and final clauses;
clitic to main clause: final clauses.

Conjunctional phrases
These are mostly calqued on Persian, and include:
dund-ee-i idi to
kad-and ea
ba jo-i di
piro yik az wi di
dtlnd-aven idi

'until' ('so much-TIM E that');
'while, if' (,where-in thaf);
'instead of' (Persian be jia-ye in ke);
'before (this that)' (Persian pis az an ke);
'for (the sake of)' (Persian ba-ra-ye an ke).

5.3 Relative clauses

5.3. 1 Basic structure
Relative clauses are usually marked by preverbal ea, which is, however, not obligatory.
The pronominal referent in the relative clause takes the appropriate case marker, but is
usually absent:
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yid tu puxok, nann-at safld ea, dund-ga xizl11at tu-rd kix-t, yo nay?
this your dress, soft-and white-ca, such
service you-to make, or not
'this dress of yours-2s, which is soft and white, will it serve you this long as welJ?'.

5.3.2 Generalized relative clauses, ar- 'each, all'
ar
Cfz wi-nd
ea
vud fuk-aO-i
binest
every-thing him-poss what was, all he (-i AG) lost
'he lost everything that he had'.
,

5. 3.3 Head noun incorporation
aJ"
Ci-nd naw na ve-d, zinooj-in ta pinfz-d
to every whom new not is, washed ta he-puts on
'everyone who has no new clothes puts on clean ones'.

5.3.4 Focused restrictive clauses
In focused restrictive clauses the antecedent is marked by pronominal forms with the
particle (y) ik-, followed by the conjunction idi, ide, with or without ca:
adam yast, ide ayum meO sad tarmurx yes-t
person exists, that fest day 1 00 egg
takes away
'there are people who can win up to one hundred eggs on the day of the fest';
corik idi vegii-y-um di ar bozor ea wint
this-very-he man that yesterday-I him at bazaar ca saw
'this is a man whom I saw at the bazaar yesterday';

yid ik-u

corik idi dam
mun az wi
xez-and-um zoxt
this-very-he man that this-OBLf apple from his-oBLm pl ace LOc-1 took
'this is a man from whom I brought the apple';

id ik-u

-

yinik
idi wuz ik-wiim
rizin-ul11
Ci-vfd
this-very-she woman that I
very-her-oBLf daughter-I am going-to marry
'this is the woman whose daughter 1 am going to marry'.

yid ik-ii

5.4 Object clauses
Object clauses directly follow the main clause; here with interrogative pronoun:
wuz na fiim-um, yu tar kii
rawun
I
not know, he to where goes
'I don't know where he goes'.
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5.5 Adverbial clauses

5. 5. 1 Temporal clauses
Temporal clauses may precede or follow the main clause, depending on the sequence of
action , with or without preverbal ca, or with conjunctional phrases, and may be followed
by the c1itic xu 'then, so':

yoo-d,
miis ta awqot xiir-iim
yu ta ca waxt
he ta ca what time comeS-PR, we ta dinner eat-PR
'when he comes, we (would) have a dinner';
miis ta tar maktab siiw-am
naw ta yu YOO-d-Xll
newly ta he comes-pR-then we ta to school we-go-PR
'as soon as he comes, then we will go to school';
pll'O

yik az

tar CTd

ded-ow,

adam bOyad xu

but weo-d

before this from to house to enter-INF, person must own shoe removeS-PR
'before going inside the house, people should put off their shoes'.

5.5.2 Conditional clauses
Conditional clauses are marked by the preverbal conjunction ca, and are often intro
duced by the conj unction aga 'if'. These clauses are of three main types:
5.5.2. 1 Real or likely conditions
Real or likely conditions are expressed by the present-future, followed by the imperative
and present-future, or perfect; or by the perfect in both clauses:

5.5.2. la Present + imperative:
aga yu ca yoo-d,
Iii
wi-rd (idi lVUZ ta pi wi niO-um)
ta for him sit-I-PR)
if he ca comes-PR, saY-IMP him-for (that I
'ifhe comes, tell him that I will wait for him'.
5.5.2. lb Present + present:
sur
purra ca najJimb-en,
kam-i kam array mee darkor
wedding full ca they-perform-PR, little-Iz little three day necessarY-PR
'if one wants to, to hold the wedding ceremony in full, at least three days is
necessary' .
5.5.2.2 Possible conditions
Possible conditions are expressed by the present-future or perfect in their subjunctive
function:

5.5.2.2a Present + pelfect:
tu

wi

ca flm-i,

tu-rd

yu xus ya(Jc

you-2s him ca you-understand-PR, you-2s-for he well has-come-PF
'if you get to know him, you would like him'.
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5.5.2.2b Pelfeet + perfect:
aga yu ea yaDe,
mas-tim ik-wi
kor CUr)
if he ea has-come-PF, we-we the-same work have-done-pF

'if he would come, we would do this work'.
Here the perfect appears to connote possible or assumed future fact, approximately
'once he has arrived/will have come, we will certainly have completed', or 'we will com
plete all this work'.
5.5.2.3 Irreal conditions
Irreal or desirable conditions are expressed by the past perfect, followed by the past, or
more generally by the past perfect:
5.5.2.3a Past perfect + past:
(idi yi torik muYJ-at)
wi flmt
if he ea had-come-pp, he understood-PT (that one man has-died-pp)
'if he would have come, he would have seen that a man had been dying for him'.

aga yu ea yaDe-at,

5.5.2.3b Past perfect + past pelfeet:
tu-t
wi ea flme-at,
tu-rd yu xus na yaDe-at
you-you-2s him ea had-understood-pp, you-for he well not had-come-pp
'if you knew him, you would dislike him';
aga yu sic-ard ea yaDe-at,
m(lS-am ik-wi
kor eiif.[-at
if he now-for ea had-come-pp, We-AG this-very-oBLm work had-done-pp

'should he have come by now/already, we would do this work';
aga yu ea yaDe-at,

fuk soz
stu)J-at
if he ea had-come-pp, all fitting had-become-pp
'if he had come, everything would be alright'.
5. 5. 3 Concessive clauses
Concessive clauses precede the main clause, and are marked by the enclitic conjunction
ea:
kor-i
mis
ea cud, put-en
wi-rd na..oOd
work-AG3s though ea did, money-they him-to not-gave
'although he did his work, he was not given money';
pi wi ea qllV-um, yu na-yat
to him ea call-I, he not came
'though I called him, he did not come';
wuz-um na-yat
not came
'however often he called me, I did not come' (Persian har cand).

ar

eund-i

yu qlwd,

every how-much-AG3s he called, I-I
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5. 5. 4 Consecutive clauses
Consecutive clauses have a cataphoric antecedent and are introduced by idi:
wi-nd dis lap kor vud, idi
yi clz-aO-i
uspet na-ciid
he-for so much work was, so that one thing-3sAG in time not did.
'he had so much work, that he could not do one thing in time';
kor cad, itfi to
1I}<:mand na-suoj
yll dllnd-ec-i
he so much-TIM E-AG3s work did, so that till skilled not has become-PF

'he worked hard, until he finally became skilled enough'.
Note the negation in to na suJj, lit. 'till not he has become'.

5.5.5 Causal clauses
Causal clauses either precede the main clause', marked by the conj unction di, or follow the
main clause introduced by an explanatory phrase, such as di jat '(for) this reason' (Pers.
az

in jah a t) :

na-var..Jod
panvos di kasal um vud, yat-ow-um
last year di ill-I
was, to come-INF-I not was able
'because I was ill last year, I could not come';
-

sifo sut,

mol
(lr yijJd
cold became, this reason animals in sheep-cote
'it got cold; this is why the cattle (are) in a sheep-cote'.
dijiit

5. 5. 6 Final clauses
Final clauses follow the main clause and may be introduced by the clitic xu 'then, so
(that)'. The verb is usually in the present-future in its subjunctive function:
tar kcil-texej sut-xu
kal tex-t
to barber he-went, so that head he-shaves-PR
'he went to the barber to shave his head'.

5.5. 7 Wish clauses
Wish clauses are introduced by idi and are followed by the present-future or the present
perfect in their subjunctive function:
mu-rd xoyix, itfi tu ya(d)
me to wish, that you come
'I wish that you (would) come-PR;
panvos-um xoyix vud, idi tu-t
tartt ya(Jc
Last year-I wish was, that you-you here have come
'last year I wished that you would (have) come here-pp'.
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5. 5. 8 Request clauses

Clauses implying request are usually expressed as direct speech which is introduced by the
particles na( la} , the conjunction (d) i-di, with or without the verb luvd-ow 'to speak':
ya tar mu gaxt didi ti tar tid
she to me turned that you to house!
'she turned to me: "go to the house" ';
yu l11u-rd IUd idi tu niB
he me-to said that you sit!
'he told me: "sit down/take a seat" '.
5.5. 9 Narration and dependent speech

Constructions of indirect narration are practically not used. The usual way of conveying
direct speech are the verbs blvd-ow 'to speak', q'iwd-ow 'to call', pexst-ow 'to ask': hld: viiI'
dev '(he) said: "bring them", followed by the conjunction (d} idi, such as yu hld idi 'he said
that':
yu yat, (Iud) idi ti-y-iim
'he came (said) that: "let us go" ';
aga yu ca yo b-d, lu wi-I'd, idi niB-um pi wi
'if he
comes, tell him that I wait for him'.
Alternatively, the particles na, nala, with the meaning 'says that':
yii nata, mu-nd mu kor lap
she says mine my work much
'she (says): "I have a lot of work" ';
yu nata, pi yel
garm sut
'he (says): "in the mountain pasture it got hot" '.
6 LEXIS
6.1 Word formation

6. 1 . 1 Derivation
The derivation by affixes is mostly by suffixation, some of which are closely related to
Tajik equivalents. Prefixation as a model of formation is rarely used, and mostly loaned
from Tajik.
6. 1 . 1 . 1 Suffixation
-i

abstract nouns: rust-f 'redness';
agent nouns: vidoJ-gar 'irrigation-worker';

-eJ

(a) the geographic origin of a person; xt/f-eJ 'from Khuf', xaray-eJ 'from
Khorog';

-gar
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(b) general relationship of things: vidfrm-ej 'bush used for making brooms';
(c) step-kinship for masculine gender: virOd-ej 'stepbrother';
-ej step-kinship for feminine gender: niin-e} 'stepmother';
-ik, -ak diminutives:}ulik-ik 'very small', Cib-ak 'small spoon';

-in

(a) adjectives from nouns: sarOk-in-ak 'earthenware toy' (sarOIc 'clay');
(b) participles: tic-in 'having come (f.)'.

6. 1 . 1 . 2 Prefixation
Adjectival ba- 'with', be no 'without', form adjectives: ba-mazii 'delicious, taste-ful',
be-tamfz 'shame-less'.

6. 1.2 Compounding
6. 1 .2 . 1 Basic types
Juxtaposition, simple reduplicated: xe:�,-tabOr 'relati ves' (Persian xis-labiir); pix-palak
'shoes, lit. '(high) boot-foot-c1oth'; dil-dil cfdolV 'to rock to sleep (child)'.
Alliteration, with substitution of the initial consonant mainly with m- or p: coy-poy
'tea'; bac-kac 'children; family'; cllfy-pflfy 'noise'; pttl-mul 'money '; xoriji-moriji
'foreigner'.
Connective formants are: (a) -at 'and', e.g. -pin-at cor 'wife and husband, couple'; (b)
others include -0, -tar, -a, -Ci, -ba, e.g. yev-tar-yev 'abuse', xab-o-xab 'till dawn '.
6. 1 .2.2 Determinative compounds
Noun-noun: bUY-lVox 'aromatic herb' (bUy 'aroma' + wox 'herb'), can-kamunak 'sling'
(can 'gun' + kamunak 'bow'), xidorj-Zfr 'millstone', gul-yuncii 'bud' (,flower bud').
Adjective + noun: safid-giil 'an old woman' (safid 'white' + giil 'head', fern. form).
Numeral + noun: 15u-zivak (15u 'two' + zivak 'tongue'), varO-tanii 'both persons'.
Noun + verb stem or agent noun: zfz-vor 'fuel gatherer', zindam-xor 'wheat eater',
xac-viirfj 'water carrier' .
Noun + lexical gender marker: m. ter-gfl, f. ter-giil 'with black hair', m. zfz-vor, f. zfz
-ver 'a person who brought firewood'.
6.2 Sociolinguistic aspects

6.2. 1 Naming
Shughn(an)i anthroponyms merged with Iranian Muslim anthroponymics and are partly
canonized, but have retained some specific features. Thus the tradition of preserving the
name of a deceased ancestor is carried out by a ritual of transferring his name to a
descendant. Ritually preserved names consist of two or three components: Mast-iili,
lit. 'intoxicated (by love for the shiite champion) Ali', Yusuf-iili-so < Yusuf-Ali-Shiih.
Nicknames are a unique source of language materials, for their anthroponymy is based
on appellatives that are rarely used or not used at all in the modern language, e.g. the
proper names f. Kanginii 'a type of vessel', m. Yurx-ak '(bear) cub'.
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6.2.2 Kinship terms
The Shughni kinship terminology is mostly indigenous (for plural forms see Section
3. 1 . 1 .2 Number).
TABLE 1 4b.8: KINSHIP TERMS
pid

'father'

nan

'mother'

bOb

'grandfather:

mum

'grandmother'

puc

'son'

rizln

'daughter'

nibOs

'grandson'

nibes .

'grandson, -daughter'

virOd

'brother'

yax

'sister'

xisur

'father-in-law'

xU;

'mother-in-law'

amak

'uncle (paternal)'

amma

'aunt (paternal)

,

,

xi5lak

'uncle (maternal)

xi5lii

'aunt (maternal)'

vh'od-iij

'step-brother'

xer

'nephew, niece'

nall-iij

'step-mother'.

abril-ell

'co-wives'

Note, pid also 'father-in-law'; dod, tat 'father' (nursery term).
Members of the family commonly address each other using these terms. To indicate an
extended family or a kin , the term awlod is used: NazarSo awlod. The term for blood
relatives is xex-tabOr; others: xel. zot. qawmiyot (qalVI11 'relative'); toy/a 'kinship; ethnic
group' .

6.2.3 Familiar address and phraseology
Polite phraseology is represented by some words of address, which are used in
Shughn(an)i for socialization and friendly small talk:
a-ba 'guys' < a-yk5a; a-ro 'brothers' < a-vi/'od; a-cen 'children' < a-bacen;
a-Io 'girl', address among girls and women; a-/a 'you-all', address to everybody.
When an elder family member addresses a young person (son or daughter, boy or girl),
he or she uses the term for his or her own kinship relation:
a-tat 'dad', father to youngster; a-nan 'mom', mother to youngster;
a mum 'grandmother', elder female to young; a bOb 'grandfather', elder male to
young.
When a son or a daughter is born, the person who brings the news is called xlis-poy-i
qadam 'who has easy-going step, brings happiness'. This person greets the happy father
with the ritual phrase MubOrak-i tirandoz 'congratulations by a shooter' in case of
a son, and Muborak-i (h)alwo-paz 'congratulations by a person preparing sweets' if a
daughter was born.
Frequent are also such verbal formulae as salol11olek! 'How do you do; welcome', cf.
less official salum greetings, 'hi'. A polite answer for greeting i s lVate/( bar salul11, accom
panied by a das( f) -busi 'a gesture of ritual kissing each other's hand'.
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7 DIALECTOLOGY AND CONTACTS
7. 1 Internal dialectology of Shughni

The Shughn(an)i linguemes that are located in neighboring valleys have rather clear
geographical boundaries, but remain mutually intelligible. In their con tact zones tran
sitional dialects develop, and their level of linguistic affinity varies.
In vocabulary, there are found series of differentiations, particularly in the most active
stratum of cultural lexemes. In the Shahdara subdialect the speech of residents of the
lower villages, i.e. those from Tavdem to Khorog, closely resembles that ofShughni, while
higher up the Shahdara river, from Tavdem to lawshanghoz, are fo und some subdialectal
distinctions.
The subdialect of Barwoz, which is located in highest part of the valley, is quite
excl usive and can clearly be distinguished. It has developed some specific phonetic,
grammatical , and lexical characteristics, which still need to be investigated in detail. This
dialect is now limited to use within a few families.
The di stinctive criteria applied for dialects and subdialects are usually those of a
phonetic and/or grammatical natu re. Regarding the consonant system, one can find
several distinctions i n spedal features of several phonemes, together with particular
lexemes: in the Shughn(an)i proper and Shahdara subdialects the consonants k g are
postdorsal in all positions. In the Baj uwi and Barwoz subdialects these consonants differ
from Shughn(an)i, and by their articulation approaches that of Rushani and Khuti palat
alized k g. The fricative y in the Shughn(an)i proper and Shahdara subdialects also has
permanent postdorsal articulation . In the Bajuwi and Barwoz subdialects, fricative )1 in
some positions approaches that of Rushani and Kh uti palatalized y. Thus, for example, in
the Bajuwi su bdialect the articulation of the fricative y in position before frontal 1, i
substantially moves forward, and develops into a sonant palatal variant (Karamshoev
1 963: 69). Particul arly noteworthy is the correspondence between Bajuwi IV - Shughni )I,
which reflects deeper divergent historical developments.
Distinguishing features in grammar include the prevalence of different grammatical
markers, such as the plural marker Shughn(an)i en vs. Shahdara - (iNv, mentioned above.
Of major importance for the larger Shughn(an)i-Rushani sub-group is the distinction
between transitive and intransitive inflection in past tenses. In particular, the ergative
construction is retained in Shughn(an)i only minimally by the marker -i for the 3s
agent, whereas the ergative construction is relatively better preserved in Rushani and
Bartangi.
-

7.2 Adjacent languages and dialects
The relatively large geographic area where Shughn(an)i is spoken is adjacent to a large
variety of linguistic neighbors. In the North, the neighboring languages are Rushani and
Khufi, which are closely related to Sh ughni. In the south, the prevalent languages are
Tajik, and then Ishkashmi and Wakhi. In the east and north-east are the Turkic Kyrghyz
dialects.
The Shahdara and Ghund valleys were the destination for numerous immigrants from
various regions of the West Pamir, including Rushan, Bartang, Roshorv, and even more
distant Sarez and Murghab. In the upper reaches of the Shahdara valley, where the
almost inaccessible mountain pass to Wakhan is located, the local people trace their
grandparents to Wakhan. To this day their relationship has not been interrupted
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completely, and close marriages and social contacts with the Wakhi-speaking community
are still common there.
The closest contacts and connections with the Tajik language are those with the Bada
khshan Tajik subdialects in the south-west of the region, Ghoron, Ishkashim, and with
some other Tajik dialects, such as M unji in Shahdara. In the west there are close contacts
with the Dari dialects of Afghanistan.

7.3 Loan component
Indigenous forms are preserved in verbs, pronouns, nouns (cultural terms, body parts,
crafts and occupations, agricultural, ritual terms). However, numerous terms related to
traditional culture, such as the names of the seasons in the folk calendar, house utensils,
types of buildings, ritual dishes, clothes, etc. are di sappearing, and the older terms tend to
be preserved only in bound contexts such as collocations and phraseology.
Most numerous in the contemporary language are loans from Tajik. These include
terms relating to modern technology as well as traditional Islam: sarat 'shariat' (the
Islamic law), and saytun-aroba 'bicycle', adopted in the I 920s. Some loans include terms,
which have become obsolete in the Tajik itself, and are only preserved in the Pamir
languages, sometimes with shift of meanings, such as Jamat 'family' (beginning of the
twentieth century) in the term Jamoat-xtina used by the Ismaili community for a place for
prayer.
There are some loanwords from Arabic that entered via classical Farsi or Tajik, but
have become archaisms in contemporary Tajik. Such Shughni terms include sito 'cold' <
A. sila' 'winter', saxra 'stubborn fellow, country man', Taj. saxra 'rocks; country man
(or person who lives in high mountains)" Ar. saxra 'rock; stubborn'; yalfz 'crude;
inadmissible', yalfz gap 'crude word(s)', Ar. yalf; 'coarse; large, fat'.
In turn, numerous Shughni words or their phonetic variants are used in Tajik dialects,
such as yurs 'dung', Taj. dial. yurus, f. Taj . yusa id.; yur-ak 'unripe fruit', Taj. Badakhshan
yurk, yuruk id., Northern Taj . dial. yurak 'fruiting, ovary', yur 'nutshell'.

7.4 Pamir languages and I ndo-Aryan
There are some loan words from other Pamir languages, including the following loaned
via Wakhi: "mountain stream, flow; tributary", Barwoz micro-dialect zirav < Wakhi i'erav
(vs. Shughni proper sarvidoi' and similar in other varieties); "wolf", Sarikoli xlOn <
Wakhi sapt, an old taboo term < Dardic Khowar sapir < *aapita-, OInd. aapta- 'cursed'
(vs. lexemes derived from *wiirka- in most Shughni varieties, e.g. Shughni proper wuri). In
general, terms borrowed from Indo-Aryan relate to material culture, such as birui' 'birch
bark'; Cipos rugan 'cotton oil' < M Ind. *kappasa- (as in Pali), Olnd. karpasa- 'cotton';
kappur 'vessel made of pumpkin' < M Ind. *kappara-, OInd. karpara- 'bowl'.

7.5 Turkic Kyrghyz
A number of loanwords are from Turkic, especially Kyrghiz, most of which relate to
cattle breeding, dairy farming, housekeeping equipment (especially associated with
summer pasturing).
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7.6 Substrate features
A certain lexical stratum is of substrate origin. There is also a group of "areal words"
which are used in different languages of the region (Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Dardic, and
non-Indo-European), but whose origins are unknown.
The substratum influence was significant, and not only resulted in supplying new
vocabulary items, but also caused a shift in the semantics of words that already existed in
Shughni. For example, dawum Cfd-ow 'to begin', loaned from Arabic dawam via Tajik
davom 'continuation', could change its meaning from 'continuation' to 'beginning' not
spontaneously but only under the influence of a substratum form like Burushaski dohon
'beginning, the beginning' (with substitution h for w). Substrate influence is also reflected
in the innovative derivation of t-ama, the pronoun of the 2p, from the singular pronoun
t-u.
8 SAMPLE TEXTS
8.1 Biit Ayum 'The Spring Equinox Festival'

sol ta buor-jev
bat ayum fd anf-en.
ar
each year ta spring-TIME Bat Ayom fest they-set about
'In the spring of every year they celebrate the Bat Ayom fest.'
yid as/uk-aO yulla-di ayum mas-and,
this from all biggest fest us-poss
This is our greatest holiday.'
SIC

ta bex mardum dam
aYllm nawruz LUv-en
now ta more people this-OBLf fest Nawruz they-say
'Nowadays most people call it N awruz,'

yo
bat ayum hid
yo xidfr ayum.
ata doyim-ik-en
bex-di
and continuous-they more this-oBLm either Bat Ayom call-pT or elder Ayom
'but they used to call it either Bat Ayom or Xidir Ayom.'
azda-um-i mart yo bist-u-a/t-um-i amal
I S-th-IZ March or 27-th-IZ
Amal
'On March I S , or Amal 27'
ata mardum ta xu kocor /uk-aO as cid-and
ziweo-en-xu
and people ta own thing all
from house-LOc they-bring out, then
'people take all their belongings outside, then'
xu cad-en toza kin-en ,
sipe-gi/
yo gac wev
t5-en,
own houses fresh they-make, white-clay or lime those-oBLp they-hit
'clean their houses, whitening them with white clay or lime'
doyim-en
yinik-en xu cid
burf-en gul-buri mis cud
yoyf qati.
continuous-AG3p women own house columns decoration also made-PT flour with
'women usually decorated the walls of their houses with flower ornaments made
with flour.'
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lI'i

aylim meO ta mal"duJ11 luk-aO 11[(11' prL>cok pinTz-d,

that-om fest day ta people all
new dress he-puts on
'On the day of the holiday people put on new clothes,'
al"

11m\!

Ci-nd

l1a I'e-d, zinol5]-in fa piI1Tz-d-at

each who-to new not is,
washed ta put on, and
'those who have no new clothes put on clean clothes, then'
bad na,>cti-y-en tal" l11araka-yen,

after they-leave to social gatherings
'afterwards go to social gatherings,'
yinik-en disad-en ti dal

di-y-en,

women roofs
on drum they-hit
'women play local drums on the roofs of their houses,'
cOl"ik-en gu] tai-en-at

qastfn

anJ-el1.

kid they-drag-and wrestling they-take up
men
'while men compete in goat-dragging and wrestling (and similar sporting events) .'
ala as

luk-aO bex-di ta tal"l11UI"X l5ed

wel5-el1,

and from all
more ta egg
fighting they-put
'And the best of all is the egg cracking competition,'
adam

yast

ide

aY11111 meO sad tal"mul"x yes-to

person exists that fest day 100 egg
takes away
'there are people who can win up to one h undred eggs on the day of the fest. '
8.2 The Prodigal Son, Luke 1 5, 1 1-32
ata yeso dawllm-i

Clld:

yi

odal11-and-en l5u

puc \lad.

and Jesus begin-AG3s made: one man-to-3p two son were
'And Jesus began to speak: One man had two sons.'
fistTI"

puc xu

dod-al"d-i

hid: I11U bax

11111"OS

11111-l"d da-k.

ol-i

pac-ell-al"d biix

younger son own father-for-AG3s said: my portion inheritance me-for give
The younger son told his father: Give me my portion of the inheritance. '
ata yu

corik xu

mol-at

xu

and that man own property-and wealth-AG3s own sons-for
'And that man divided his (own) livelih ood between his sons.'
bad as

oil-amy

meG )lll

fis{fl·

puc luk-aO-i xu

hid

division made

/1101

after from two-three day that younger son all-AG3s own property
Jam

cud,

collection made
'After two three day the younger son gathered all his l ivelihood'
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Ctld

own money-with to far-off place went there-AG3s such-way enjoyment made
'And went with his money to a far country. There he so enjoyed himself'
CIZ

ide ar

lI'i-nd

ca vud,

filk-aO-i binest.

that every thing his-ross ca was-m all-AG3s lost
'that he lost everything that he had.'
ata yik-di

waxt-and yik-1Vi

mum/akat-and may}

and very-this-oBLm time-LOC very-that-oBL- I m countrY-Loc
'And just at that time in that coun try famine arose, and'
yu so!

sut-at

famine it-became-and

be-nawo sut.

he plain poor
he-became
'he became completely poor. '
bad as

l11ajbflri slit

tar yi

bOy

xez

kor

ti/apt,

after from necessity he-went to one rich-man house work requested
'Afkr that h� b�cam� fon;�J to ask for work at 011� rich citiz�n's farm,'
bOy lVi-y-i
tar XII qisloq xlig-btlni
Ci'd-ow bolt.
and that rich him-AG3s to own village swine-herding making sent
'And that citizen sent him to his village to herd the swine.'
ata yu

yu al11e>l"a , yik-dis

maY}I/nj vlId

ide xlig-en xurok-a CT-xTd

sut,

he always such-way hungry he-was that swine fodder to-eating he-became
'He was always so hungry that he began to eat the fodder of the swines,'
dl/nd-aven ide wi-rd-en

yi

cJz-aO na-bod.

such-sake that him-for-AG3s one thing not gave
'because they gave nothing to him.'
dab wi WI/-\'

tar IVi

yat-xu

Jill

xu-rd-aO-i

!tid:

then his conscience to him came-then he self-to-AG3s said
'Then this awareness came to him, and he said to himself:'
I11U dod-and wi dl/nd

xizmat-gor

my father-to that-many servant
'My father has so many servants'
ata yi-cay as

lvev-andi

mapjl/nj na-ris-t-at,

and one from them-among hungry not remains-and
'and none of them stays hungry, and'
weI' xurok biLi

l11is bed.

their food more also remained
'there are always leftovers of their food" '.
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C HA PT ER F I FTE EN

WAKHI
Elena Bas/iiI'

1 INTRODUCTION
1 .1 Overview

Wakhi (Tajik Persian wakhf, self-designation xik; Khowar xikwar, Burushaski gurski,
Shina guitsaa) is an Eastern Iranian Pamir language. In Tajikistan and Afghanistan,
Wakhi villages are situated on both banks of the Panj River ( upper Amu Darya, Oxus)
below the confluence of the Wakhan River. On the Tajikistan side, Wakhi villages extend
from Namadgut to Ratm, interspersed with a few Tajiki settlements. On the Afghanistan
side, settlements stretch from Pbltur, near Ishkashem, to Sarhad on the upper reaches
of the Wakhan River. In Pakistan, the main settlements are in Gojal, including part of
the upper Hunza valley and the Shimshal and Chapursan valleys; in Ishkoman; and the
upper Yarkhun valley in Chitra!. In China, two separate settlement clusters are in Dafdar
(Sarikol) and the towns of Kilian and Sanja (Pishan) (Kreutzmann 1 996: 1 37).
Wakhi is spoken ( 1 990-9 1 data) by a total of around 37,570 people, of whom 1 2,500
live in Tajikistan, 9500 in Afghanistan, 1 1 ,770 in Pakistan, and 3800 in China (Kreutz
mann 1 996: 1 37). In the following, Wakhi dialects will be discussed with reference
to national boundaries because of the dearth of comparable data from Tajikistan,
Afghanistan, China, and Pakistan. Moreover, the national boundaries established during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have divided and continue to further divide a
formerly more cohesive and homogeneous l anguage area (see also 7 Dialectology). The
main sources for Wakhan Wakhi (WW) are Pakhalina ( 1 975) [hereafter P] and Griunberg
and Steblin-Kamensky ( 1976) [hereafter GSK]; for Hunza Wakhi (HW), Lorimer ( 1 958),
Buddruss ( 1 986), Reinhold ( 1 992a, b, c), Mock ( 1 998), and the present author's field
notes from Hunza. All examples the source of which is not otherwise indicated are from
Bashir's field notes.
As far as is known, the original home of the Wakhi speakers is the area along the
Wakhan River in present-day Taj ikistan and Afghanistan. There is no evidence in oral
tradition or onomastics that would point to immigration from any other place (Morgen
stierne 1938: 435). From Wakhan proper, Wakhi speakers have migrated during historical
times to Sarikol (China) and several areas in the N orthern Areas and Chitral regions of
Pakistan (see Kreutzmann 1 996: 1 39 for a schematic of the migration patterns). Mock
( 1 998: 1 7, 22) reports that the earliest permanent Wakhi settlements in Shimshal and
Avgardh were probably established from 250 to 400 years ago, and that Chapursan was
settled during the nineteenth century. Wakhi speakers migrated to Ishkoman around 1 880
(Lorimer 1 958: 8). Apparently there were Wakhi settlements in Chitral along the upper
reaches of the Yarkhun River in the early twentieth century (Stein [ 1 92 1 ] quoted in Payne
1 989: 420).
=
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The position of Wakhi in Tajikistan, Afghanistan, and Pakistan presen ts an interesting
sociolinguistic laborato ry. In Tajikistan, the language of communication, writing,
and education is Tajik Persian. Wakhi oral tradition is also bilingual in Wakhi and
Tajiki and many Wakhis also speak Shughni, the second lingua franca of the Pamir
region. Schooling is obligatory for everyone in Tajikistan and the medium of education
is Tajiki, leaving only old women and young children monolingual. This diminishes the
role of Wakhi in public contexts, though it is still preferred in domestic settings. Until
very recently, Wakhi speakers in Tajikistan felt themselves a marginalized group
with negative attitudes toward their language; however the poems published in
Reinhold ( l 992a) indicate that there is an incipient awakening of interest in local
languages.
In Afghanistan Wakhis also speak Dari Persian, or Pashto. However, li teracy is not
widespread and the admixture of other elements into Wakhi is less than in Tajikistan.
The situation of Wakhi in Gojal (Pakistan) is unique. Almost 1 00 percent of Wakhi
speaking children in Hunza now attend school, which exerts greater infl uence on the
language than any single factor in the past. This has resulted in an enormous literacy gap
between younger and older generations. All schoolgoing children and many young
women up to the age of 20 know Urdu, where(ts hardly (tny of the older gener(t tion do
(Reinhold I 992b). In addition, Gojal Wakhi is being heavily influenced by both Urdu and
English (Reinhold 1 992b). Nevertheless, it is an increasingly vital language, and speakers
have a very positive attitude toward their language, evidenced by the Wakhi Tajik
Cultural Association (Mock 1998: xvi, 38).
1 .2 Writing Systems
Wakhi is now being written in both Tajikistan and Gojal. The poems appearing in
Reinhold ( l 992a) were written in modified I PA-based script inspired by the work of
Gri unberg and Steblin-Kamensky. Some Wakhi literateurs, perceiving IPA as closer to
English than the Perso-Arabic script, attribute some prestige to it. A similar script is
being used in Gojal (Mock 1998: 36-7), and a prominent Wakhi cultural figure has
published a primer for writing Wakhi (Haqiqat Ali n.d.). The symbols used in this primer
are: < a, a, a, b, c, C, c, d, D, 4, e, ;), f, g, y, y , h, i, j, J, 11 , k, I , m, n, 0, 6, 0, p, q, 8, r, s, S, S,
t, ts, u, ii, u, v, w, x, x, y, t, z, Z >. However, others in Pakistan prefer to use a modified
Perso-Arabic script. See also the Cyrillic alphabet, Table 14a in Chapter 1 4a Pamir
languages.
2 PHONOLOGY
2.1 Inventory and distribution

2. 1 . 1 Vowels
Wakhi dialects present some difference in their vowel inventories. The system of WW
appears to have five vowel phonemes, i 1I bl ;} o. In Payne ( 1 989), bl t. Pakhalina
( 1 983: 4 1 1 ) finds this sound somewhat rounded. For HW, Buddruss ( 1 986: 28) gives the
phonemes i e w a 0 1I, describing w as a high back unrounded vowel. For Gojal , Mock
( 1 998: 37) gives seven phonemes, i 1I H 0 ;} e a. Mock characterizes H as a high central
rounded vowel. For Sarikol, Gao ( 1 985: 1 0 1 -2) gives i e w a 0 1I, and ten diphthongs. In
comparison:
=
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TABLE 1 5. 1 : VOWELS
bl

Wakhan
Hunza

i

e

w

Gojal
Sa rikol

i e

H

i

w

e

;}
( ;})

0

u

{/

0

II

{/

0

u

{/

0

u

Hunza e corresponds to Wakhan ;}: HW yem, WW y;}111 'this', and is distinct from i and
a: yet 'male (of animals)" yat 'mouth', yit 'ear'. Gojal also has [aj, which, however,
appears to be an allophone of unstressed e or a, depending on intonational factors. As in
other Iranian languages, the length distinction has been replaced by the distinction
between stable vowels with little allophonic variation, and unstable central vowels which
show wide allophonic variation, even loss in unstressed syllables (Payne 1 98 1 : 1 66).
The question of vowel quantity remains problematic. All authors note that there is
consid erable phonetic variation in vocal ic length. Pakhalina (1 975 : 1 1 ; 1983: 4 1 0-12)
finds six basic vowel qualities with l ong-short pairs for each. Griunberg and Steblin
Kamensky (1 976: 542-5), however, present experimental evidence that synchronic vowel
length is not phonemic, but correlates with positional and intonational factors. They
suggest that there co-exist two separate phon ological systems, one for native Wakhi
words including old borrowings and one for (more recent) borrowings. Buddruss finds no
clear minimal pairs for length ( 1 986: 29).

2. 1.2 Consol1(ll1ts
2. 1 .2. 1 Overview
The inventory of consonant phonemes is the same for all WW dialects studied, for HW,
and for Sarikol Wakhi:
TABLE 1 5.2: CONSONANTS

Stops

Labial

Dental

Ret.

P
b

I
d

cj

Is
dz

¢
J

C
J

i

S
Z

Affricates
Fricatives

f
v

Glides

w

Nasals

In

Liquids

Pal.

I

Os

c'5 z

*

Velar

Uv.

Ie

q

g

.f

j"i

GI.

x

y

(h)

y
n
I;

I

2. 1 .2.2 Fricatives and affricates
Wakhi is rich in fricatives, contrasting labio-dental, interdental, dental, palatal, retroflex,
velar, and uvular positions: sak 'we', .sak 'bad', tak 'dew', }<ak 'to make'.
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Voicing is contrastive at each of these positions. Significant features are the triple
distinction of dental, palatal and retroflex affricates and fricatives, and the distinction
between the two pairs of velar and uvular fricatives, x y and x y.
2. 1 .2.3 Interdental 0
In the Yasin dialect (Pakistan) (Backstrom 1 992: 68) and in most dialects of WW, the
voiced interdental fricative 0 is being replaced by the dental stop d: Langar PblO, WW Pbld
'foot' (Lashkarbekov 1 975: 7,5).
2. 1 .2.4

q

and k

With regard to the status of q and k, while q may be indigenous in a few native Wakhi
words, it is mostly confined to obvious loanwords, mainly Arabic and Turkic, but also
Khowar, which may reinforce its phonemic status. In WW, q in loans alternates with k:
q;ml O c/bmoc 'bread ' (GSK: 550).

2. 1 . 3 Sy/fabfe structure and consonan t clusters
Native Wakhi words consist of one or two syllables, with the exception of some three
syllable verb forms. The predominant syllable type is ev, but ve, vee, and eve are also
frequent. In initial position, two-consonant clusters, eev, are common: Sp-, st-, sk-, br-,
dr-, tr-, gr-, la-, bl-, pl-; and some triple clusters, eeev, are found as well: spr-, str-, stw-,
xt/-: strblzg 'large broom', xtlivung 'Artemisia Tournifortiana'. In syllable-final position,
up to three consonants may occur: spundr 'plowing implement' (GSK: 552).
2.2 Non-segmental features

Wakhi stress i s strong and in most native Wakhi nominals falls on the last syllable: kitkq:.'1
'doll', kitkan!Jk 'little doll', kitkan-dun-;zk 'place for dolls' (Pakhalina and Lashkarbekov
2000: 1 75). This includes nominalizations such as infinitives and participles. Grammatical
suffixes and enclitics are unstressed. In verb forms with personal endings, the stress is
shifted onto the initial syllable: infinitive wfzm-gk 'to bring', but finite wtztm-d 'brings'.
Stress is indicated here and in subsequent examples by underlining stressed vowels.
3 MORPHOLOGY
3.1 Nominal morphology
Wakhi nouns and pronouns are marked for number and case, the pronominal paradigm
having adopted the nominal markers. Grammatical gender has been lost, although some
word forms preserve its historical traces (Pakhalina 1 989: 1 8-20).
3. 1 . 1 Nouns
The major distinction is between direct (DI R) and oblique (OBL). There are two oblique
cases, simple oblique (OBL,) and focused oblique marked by a front or mid vowel
(OBL2). The I s and 2s pronouns also have a distinct possessive/genitive form (POSS). I n
addition, the dative/goal case (GL) i s marked by - ( V)r(k) , and the ablative/source case
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(SRC) by - ( V) n. These four cases may co-occur with prepositions to form circumposi
tions, and also with a variety of postpositional adverbial and nominal elements, which
show a continuum of grammaticization from transparent nominal to opaque lexicaliza
tion. There are thus several levels of case constructs. The basic case distinctions are as
follows; note that the singular OBL[ has zero-marking:
TABLE 15.3: CASE ENDINGS
Hunza
Sing.
Level-l

Dative/GL
Ablative/SRC

Plural

Sing.

-iff
-ev

DlR

OBLI
Level-2
OBL2

Wakhan

-e

-ev-e

Plural
-iff

-ayl-i

-av-ayl-i (upperllower)
-av-ar(k). -(r)ak

-e-r

-ev-e-r

-ar(k). -(r)ak

-e-n

-ev-e-n

-an

Level- I forms are the base for the Ievel-2 case markers, e.g. WW k;)nd-;)y/k;)nd;)v-;)y
'the woman/women'; k;)nd-;)rk/k;)/1d-;)v-;)rk 'to the woman/women'; k;)nd-;)n/k;)nd-;)v-;)/1
'from the woman/women '. OBL2 in both WW and H W marks: (a) some transitive past
tense subjects;' (b) some direct objects; (c) some genitive relations; and (d) in HW some
intransitive subjects. Level-2 case markers appear to be transitional between postposition
and suffixal case marker. One indication of this is that the occurrence of OBL2 varies
from dialect to dialect and even speaker to speaker, especially in HW This area of Wakhi
syntax is a prime area in which to observe language change in progress.
3. 1.2 A djectives
Adjectives are invariant. The may also be used substantively, in which case they take the
regular nominal endings: digar-ev-;)r 'to the others'.
The comparative marker is -I;)r: lup-I;)r 'bigger'; however, comparison is usually
expressed analytically, with the plain adjective and the circumposition Ise NP-en:
yem VYl>l1 Is-a [vrbltJ-en zaq lei
'this brother is younger (zaq "small") than that brother' (Lorimer 1 958: I , 1 39).
The superlative is expressed by kbrxI plus the ablative -;)n, or kbzl-i 'all':
y;)m tS;) kblxt-;)n dz;)qlay( -t;)r)
'she is the smallest of all' (aSK: 564).
3. 1 . 3 Pronouns and deixis
3. 1 . 3 . 1 Personal and demonstrative pronouns
Only the 1 st and 2nd person pronouns distinguish DIR, OBL[ and OBL2, and also have
separate possessive/genitive forms. The demonstrative pronouns have triple deixis, far,
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mid, and near distance; but they do not distinguish DIR and OBL, in the singular. The
far demonstrative pronoun often loses its deictic function, and serves as the 3rd person
pronoun:
TABLE 1 5.4: PERSONAL AND DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS, HlJNZA
Hunza
Singular

2
3far
3mid
3near

Plural

DIR

OBL,

O B L,

DIR

OBL,

O B L,

l1'lIZ

matima

fnat-e

sak

sale

sak-e

III

low/law/ra

IOw-e/ taw-e

sast

sal'

sal'-e

yaw/ya/
yow

yaw/ya/
yOII'

yalV-e

yost

yal'

yav-e

yet

yet

yet-e

yet-ist

yet-el'

yet-el'-e

yem

yem

yem-e

yem-ist

yell1-ev

yem-ev-e

POSS

POSS

I
2
3far
3mid
3near

tbl

spa

ti

ti

yaw-e
yet-e

Y(fl'-e
yet-ev-e

yem-e

yem-ev-e

TABLE 15.5: PERSONAL AND DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS, WAKHAN
Wakhan
Plural

Singular

2
3far

DIR

OBL,

OBL,

DIR

OBU

OBL2

sak-;}y

wuz/w;}z

matIma

mat-;}y

sale

sale

III

taw/ta

taw-;}y

sa(y Jist

sav

sav-;}y

yaw/ya/
yow

yaw/ya/
yow

yaw-;}y

ya(wJ ist
yow-ist

yav

yav-;}y

3mid
3near

y;}t

y;}t

y;}t-;}y

y;}t-ist

y;}t-;}V

y;}t-;}V-;}y

Y;}1I1

y;}m

y;}m-;}y

y;}m-is(

y;}II1-;}V

y;}II1-;}V-;}Y

I
2
3far
3mid
3near

POSS

POSS

tN/t;}

spa

ti

*sav/savist

yaw- ;}y

yav-;}y

y;}t-;}y

y;}(-;}V-;}y

y;}m-;}y

y;}m-;}v-;}y
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*In upper WW, the DIR plural ending -iSf is extended marginally to possessive

sa(v)ist .
All demon stratives may take emphatic (h)a- (cf. Persian ham- 'same'): ha-ya vax ! 'that
same, that very time'. (/t)a also occurs with similar functions in the Dardic languages
Pashai, Kalasha, Kh owar, and Palula (Bashir 2003). Demonstrative adjectives are invari
ant before nouns.
3. 1 . 3.2 Possessive forms
The predicative adjectival forms of the 1 st and 2nd pers. possessive pronouns consist of
the ablative of the possessive/gen itive: ;!!!.- n(-;m) 'mine', t{-n-;m 'yours', sPQ-ts-(dn)
' ours' .
3.1 .3.3 Reflexive-emphatic and reciprocal pronouns
The reflexive pronoun is J;at 'self'; the attributive adjective .hl; and the predicative adjec
tive /:i-n-dn. The reflexive also functions as an emphatic. The reciprocals are indigenous
WW yomqn, HW alam[{Il, and borrowed am-digqr 'each other'.
3. 1 .3.4 Interrogative and indefinite pronouns and related adverbials
Interrogative pron ominals include: kllY 'who', Ciz 'what', Ciz-dr, i'ir 'why', kllm (d) 'which,
,
what kind of (of finite set)', tsum 'how much, many', star 'what (substantive) . These
forms also function as indefinites: kllY 'some(one), any(one)', kWl1-yor 'someone', Ciz
'some' (non-specific), i'iz-i 'some' (specific), tsum 'some, several', iY!:!.11 'a, some, any' (non
specific): iY1l11 kitob ma-r rand 'give me a book' (G SK: 573).

3. 1.4 Adpositiol1s
3. 1 .4. 1 Prepositions
The basic indigenous prepOSItIOns express various locative relations, usually with
reference to the parameters of horizontality or verticality:

sdk/sb
Pd
tdr
dd/td

location or direction above the reference object;
direction or location above or horizontal to reference object;
location horizontal to (or above) reference object;
di rection or location (usually) horizontal to the reference object;
location in time;
( V)r( V) location below the reference object;
tSd
direction away from object, usually with -dfl.

They take the OBL1 case: Pd ma; 'on me', Pd daraxt 'up the tree'. They often fuse with
their pronominal host element: sk-av 'on them' < skd-yav.
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3 . 1 .4.2 Postpositions
Postpositions take the possessive/genitive form of the personal pronouns: ti mis 'in front
of you', spo sixn iii 'stay with us'.
3. 1 .4.3 Circumpositions
Circumpositions (ambipositions) are centrally important in Wakhi, as in other Iranian
languages of the region (Stilo 1 987). For example, combined with the SRC marker ;), p;)
can mark instrument: p;) xing�r-;)n 'with the sword' (GSK: 58 1 ), a usage found mostly
in upper WW (P: 99). Another WW instrumental usage is the simple preposition
d;): d;) Bin yupk d;) SObbl!!.'l 'with hot water and soap' (GS K : 639-40). I n HW instrument
is expressed either with -en (SRC) alone: lup yiir-;)n 'with big stones', or with the
circumposition ts;)-NP-;)n: ts(;)) tambuk-;)n 'with a pellet bow' (Lorimer 1 958: I , 1 07,
1 1 6).
3. 1 . 5 A dverbial demonstratives and adverbs
A central aspect of Wakhi nominal morphology is the fusion of the basic locative pre
positions expressing the parameters of verticality and horizontality with the demonstra
tives to yield a complex series of locative adverbials (see GSK: 582-7 for full paradigms).
For example:
TABLE 15.6: ADVERBIAL DEMONSTRATIVES (SINGULAR FORMS)
Near

Mid

Far

Above

{a)-sk-:J1n 'here'

(a) -sk-:Jt 'there'

(a) -sk-a 'there'

Horizontal

{a)-dr-:J1n 'here'

(a) -dr-:Jt 'there'

(a)-dr-a 'there'

Below

{a)-r-:J1n 'here'

(a)-r-:Jl 'there'

(a)-r-a 'there'

In general, the emphatic (h)a- precedes the preposition, ha-PREP-DEM: (h)a-ts-�
'from that/hislthere < ha-ts;)-ya(w) . I n the case of reduced yaw > -a, -n- (or -r- in WW) is
inserted intervocalically: ha-ts-a-n-;)n 'from that/him/there'.
Other adverbs are treated as lexical items, having no special morphological shape or
rules of formation.
3. 1 . 6 Numerals
3. 1 .6. 1 Cardinal numbers
Two notable features of the original Wakhi numeral system are the remnants of a
vigesimal system and the ( 1 0 + n) structure for teen numerals, both characteristics shared
by a number of neighboring languages (Bashir 1 988; Tikkanen 1 995). However, the teens
and decads larger than 20 are now only used by older speakers, and except for the single
digits, Tajiki numerals are used. The original Wakhi numerals are the following
(GSK : 645):
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TABLE 15.7: CARDINAL NUMBERS
1 -9

1 1-19

1 0-90

1 00+

(y) i(w)
bury)
tru(y)
tS;1bblr

t5as-yiw

()as

pandz-bisl 'one hundred'

t5as-bu(y)

bist
bist-;1t t5as

pandz
sat5
(h)blb

t5as-lru(y)
t5as-ts;1bblr
t5as-pandz
t5as-sat5

bu-bist
bu-bist-;11-Oas

t5as-(h) bib
t5as-(h)at

tru(y)-bist-;1t-Oas
tS;1bblr-bisl

t5as-naw

tS;1bbll'-bist-;1(-()aS

(h) at
naw

tru(y)-bist

With the numerals for ' I ' , '2', and '3', the consonant-final forms (-w, -y) are substantive
and the vowels-final forms adjectival. Nouns usually appear in the singular after cardinal
numerals.
3 . 1 .6.2 Ordinal numbers and distributives
Ordinal numbers are formed by suffixing -bing: bUY-bing 'second', and distributives by
suffixing -i: buy-i 'by twos'. A distributive suffix -gon is attested with 'one': i-gon i-gon
'one each' (Morgenstierne 1 938: 489).
3 . 1 .6.3 Classifiers
Wakhi makes some use of nominal classifiers, loaned from Tajik: dona 'thing' (for
objects), nafar 'person' (for persons), sar 'head' (for animals): bist sar tuy 'twenty goats'.

3.2 Verbal morphology
Finite verb forms mark person, number, tense, mood, and evidentiality, which is a regular
development of the perfect form. There is no morphological voice opposition; an action
with an unspecified agent is expressed with a 3rd person plural verbal ending: yark-ep
tsar-en 'the work will be done' (lit. 'they will do the work'). Wakhi does not mark aspect
inflectionally; many of the functions associated with imperfective forms in other
languages are performed by the particle -r

3.2. 1 Stem formation
3.2. 1 . 1 Overview
There are only about 300 simple verbs in Wakhi (GSK: 58 2). The rest are conjuncts
of nominal elements and a small set of simple verbs ("light verbs"), which define the
transitivity or intransitivity of the conjunct. The most frequent of these are tsar- 'do',
gox- 'do, make', ka!- 'put', xaf- 'pull', di- 'beat, hit', llblr- 'have' for transitives; and wots-,
past vit- 'become' for intransitives.
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Wakhi verb forms are based on three stems: present, past, and perfect. Based on the
morphological relation between present and past stems, there are regular and irregular
verbs.
3.2. 1 .2 Present and past stems
In past stems, the most numerous group of regular verbs simply suffix -tId to the present
stem: pres. cok-, past cok-t- 'cut'; pres. al-, past al-d- 'remain'. Another group changes bl
to 0: pres. bbll1-, past bon-d-. 'throw'; pres. Jiw(bI}y-, past JOlVoy-d- 'steal'. These include
derived causatives. The remaining verbs show various types of stem alternation: pres.
yund-, past ylIl- 'take away'; pres. Oa1l'-, past 0;)1- 'burn'.
Some irregular verbs have past stems in -11: pres. Jils- 'milk', past J;)y-n-.
3.2. 1 .3 Perfect stems
Perfect stems are formed in two ways: ( I ) past stem + -klg: pUV- 'drink', past pit-, perf. pil
k-; (2) present stem + -;)tk: bbll1- 'throw', past bon-d-, perf. bbl11-;)tk; lVbldbll"- 'take, seize',
past lvodorl-, perf. lI'bld(l>l} r-;)lk-. Class 2 includes most of the derived transitives and
causatives.
3.2. 1 .4 Causative stems

Causative stems are formed regularly: pres. + -blvIHV, past + -ovdloll'd: c;)rl11- 'enter' >
c;)rl11-l>Iv-, past c;)rm-ovd 'lead into'; pl/V- 'drink' > pres. pI>lV-I>IV-, past puv-ovd- 'cause/give
to drink'.

3.2.2 NOI1-jil1ite forms

3.2.2. 1 Verbal nouns or infinitives

There are two verbal nouns or infinitives: ( I ) present stem + qk, (2) present stem + -11 (or
-g, with n-final stems): k;)my-qJ( and k;)I11!J)!-fl 'to desire'; lVin-qk and lVin-g 'to see'. Most
verbs have both infinitives, but some only one or the other. Forms in -11 predominate in
upper Wakhan, forms in -k elsewhere in Wakhan. In contemporary HW, n-forms pre
dominate, perhaps partially due to recent influence from Shina and Urdu. Where both
forms exist, it appears that the �k-forms are more agent-focussed, as distinguished from
the activity focus of ll-forms. Griunberg and Steblin-Kamensky call WW qk-forms
"infinitives", and n-forms "action nouns". The extent to which this distinction is main
tained or valid for Hu nza remains to be investigated . As nouns, they may assume any
syntactic function, and also serve in various types of nominalized clauses (see 5.3-6).
3.2.2.2 Participles
3.2.2.2a Presen t participle

A present participle is derived from the verbal noun by the suffix -kblzg. With k
infinitives, the suffixal -k is lost: l;)dOlVI1-kbIZg 'giving, giver' < l;)dolVl1 'to give', xak-blzg
'working, worker' < xale 'to do' (P: 88). The present participle also functions sub
stantively as an agent noun.
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3.2.2.2b Pelfeet participles
There are two perfect participles: one is identical with the perfect stem and functions
either adjectivally: Je-tlc fapik 'burned bread', mer-kfuks 'dead snake', or substantively:
nO-lI'in-etk 'one who hasn't seen'; the other consists of the perfect stem plus the adjectival
ending -b111g (upper WW), -;mg (lower WW), -in (middle and lower WW) (OSK: 60 1 ):
yakf-b1V-;}tk-in yupk 'boiled water' (P: 89).
'
3. 2.3 Person marking and th e verb ' to be

3.2.3 . 1 Overview
Person and number are marked by personal endings in the present-future. Pronominal
c1itics mark the subject in all past and perfect tenses of both transitive and intransitive
verbs. These c1itics are homophonous in most cases with the copula and the personal
desinences (Table 1 5.8).
TABLE 15.8: COPULA, PERSONAL ENDINGS AND CLITICS
Copula

Hunza
Pres.lFut.

Past (c1itic) Copula

Wakhan
Pres.lFut.

Is

-em

-en'

-em

-dlJl

-d/11

2s

-et

3s

-0.

Ip
2p
3p

Past (c1itic)

(-0. -ij

-el

-dl

(-dylij

-d/11
- d/

-tid

-0. -i

-0. -it

-t

-0. -dJ'li

-en

-

-ell

-dl1

-dll

-dll

-ev

-it

-ev

-�1'

-itl-d1'

-dV

-�I'

(upperllower)
- dl1

-�v

-el'

oil

ell

-ell

-ell

Except for the 3s, which is optional and cannot attach to the verb, the pronominal
c1itics may attach to any constituent in the sentence, but are most often found attached to
the first constituent of the clause. They may appear more than once in a clause.
3.2.3.2 Existential verb 'to be'
There are four indicative tense forms: pres. tei, past 1lI, perf. tuwelk, past perf. tU1l'etu.
These forms are unmarked for person or number, which are indicated by the pronominal
clitics. The suppletive subjunctive base is HW /zblll1i-/WW (y/IJ) b/m (I>l)Y-, of which only
the present/future forms are attested (see Table 1 5 .9).
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TABLE 15.9: EXISTENTIAL VERB 'TO BE'
Wakhan

Hunza
Present

Past

Subjunctive

Present

Past

Subjunctive

tey-em

tu-m

hHmi-em

t::JY-::Jm

tu-m

blmy-::Jm

2s

tey-et

tu-et

hHmi

(::JY-;:J{

tu-t

blmbl-y

3s

tey( -it)

tu

hHm( btli)-t

t::Jy(-it)

tu

blmbl-t

Is

Ip

tey-en

tu-n

hHmi-en

t::JY-::Jn

tu-n

blmY-::Jn

2p

tey-ev

tu-v

hHmi-it

t::JY-::Jv

tu-v

blmY-::Jv

3p

tey-ev

tu-v

hHmi-en

t::Jy- :. v

tu-v

blmY-::Jn

In copular function, the personal clitics can also attach to another constituent: -em tei,
-et tei, -en lei, -ev lei.

The corresponding non-stative verb 'to become' has the following basic forms: pres.
lVols-, past vil-, perf vil-k, and the two infinitives lVOls-�k and wots-n.

3.2.4 Aspectual-modal affixes and negation
3.2.4. 1 Aspectual clitic -f

The aspectual clitic -f appears in numerous variants which may be summarized as
- ( V).f( V) (k) . Also, with consonant-final stems, a vowel harmonizing with the stem
vowel of the host word appears; with vowel-final stems, -f is either directly attached: lu-f
or is connected by a homorganic glide and vowel : tu-w-uf 'you'. -s combines with the
present-future and with the past to express specificity and immediacy, either present
relevance or immediate future, and various imperfective meanings. It also expresses real
conditions with the present-future, and irrealis conditions with the past and with the
distant perfect (see the discussion of the individual tenses in section 3.3.5). -f is usually
enclitic to the first sentence constituent; however, it may attach to other constituents
including the verb, and may also occur more than once in a clause:
yiw-if ma-r ko{_o, noy, low-ef be yow-em ti zoman-ef be yow-em
'throw one to me or else I am going to eat (yow-) both you and your child' (Mock
1 998: 45 1 ) .
3 .2 .4.2 Particle - ( V)p

The particle - ( V)p specifies non-past situations as non-immediate, i.e. as future or as
tenseless/generic (see section 3 .2.5.2 Present-future).
3.2.4.3 Negative particles

The negative particles are pre-verbal n� for indicative and m� for non-indicative, n�y and
m�y post-verbally. The negated copula is nast 'is not'. All nominal forms of the verb
take no-: infinitive no-dis-q,k 'not to know', perfect participle no-dis-!!,tk, adjectival no-dis
etk-in.
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3.2.5 System of tense, mood, and aspect
3.2.5. 1 Overview
The fundamental tense distinction in Wakhi is between past and non-past, i.e. presentl
future. Perfect forms indicate not tense but resultativity, stativity, or inferentiality.
Non-indicative mood is morphologically distinct only in the imperative, which is zero
marked, and in the forms of the subjunctive of 'be', HW Jl/o/mi-/WW (ylh) blmblY-. Other
aspectual and modal functions are expressed contextually by the tense forms described
below and/or by the aspectual clitics.
3.2.5.2 Present-future
The present-future tense consists of the present stem with the personal endings. In con
trast to the pronominal clitics, these attach only to the verb, and appear only once in the
clause. This tense refers to all non-past events and also functions as a historical present.

3.2.5.2a Subjunctive/unction without particle
Without a specifying aspectual particle, the present-future conveys various subjunctive
meanings involving potential action, including suggestion, hortation, and a positive or
negative wish:
wuz kyy-e r�m-im
'whom should I send?';
sal{m [k!:!:J1h)rJ er gilt me w{zi-t
'[hopefuljy] Salim won't come (down) to Gilgit';
i wuz blmY-:Jm, i k:Jmp{r
'would that there would be only me and the old woman' (GSK: 635);
zman ya-r kam hCtmll-t
'she should have few children' (lit. 'let there be to her') (Reinhold 1 998: 345).
With 2nd person subjects, this form constitutes an imperative:
tr-a m:J-re¢ !aq-ep wots
'don't go there, you will slip'.
3.2.5.2b Specificity and immediacy with -$,
With the particle -I, the present-future expresses specificity or immediacy, either present
relevance or immediate future:
wuz-ef coy pev-em
'I am drinking tea';
a-y� xalg [naql-:Jf tS:J tsar-:JmJ
,
'that man [(whose) story I am telling] (GSK: 637);
wuz-ef [angrezi nivis-enJ-if dis-em
'I know [(how) to write English]'.
3.2.5.2c Future and tenselesslgeneric/unction with -(V)p

With the particle -( V)p, the present-future specifies future or tenseless/generic. Pakhalina
( 1 975:75) describes it as specifying the completion of an action in future time. GSK do
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not find the future meaning in their materials and give only one example of it, in which
the reading is of a timeless generic situation:
xalg-dp a-z{ nd go}(-t

'a person never does like that (a-z[), (GSK: 654).
( V)p appears more frequently in HW than in Ww. Lorimer's materials show freq uent
use of it to indicate both generic and future actions. In Mock's texts and my materials,
sentences referring to specific future actions appear consistently with -( e)p. It occurs in
both indicative and non-indicative contexts:
-

jald tuy-p I11d tsar-dn

'they should/will not marry soon' (Reinhold 1 998: 344);
tll-P ;i xun-e batken ref

'come/you will come to my house!' (batken ' LIP to').

3.2.5.3 Past
The (simple) past tense consists of the past stem, with the subject indexed by the
pronominal c1itics. When no other particle or personal marker is attached to it, the past
stem ends optionally in -i/d(y) (upper WW/lower WW), or -e/a (HW):
1\'UZ-;1II1 taw-dY wind-;)y

'I saw you' (Payne 1 980: 1 82).
In Hunza (Passu), it appears that this past tense marker is strongly preferred, perhaps
even obligatory with intransitive past tenses
WUZ-;)111 kand-a (* kand)

'I l aughed ' .
3.2.5.3a Anterior t o present and conditional pelfective

The (simple) past refers to events occurring prior to the time of the speech act, but it also
functions as perfective in conditional clauses (see 5.7).
3.2.5.3b 1I11pelfective meanings and conditional irrealis with �
-

With the particle -I, the past expresses various imperfective meanings including pro
gressive, durative, and habitual, as well as unrealized actions, and functions in irrealis
conditional clauses (see 5.7.2):
ma;-ef yark kert

'I was working';
yalV-ef sk-i yafC fup l11ulk hukumat kert

'he ruled over a very great kingdom';
ar ruz-;)S td ku-[ reyd-;)y

'he would go to the mountain every day' (GSK: 625).
3.2.5.4 Distant past
The distant past ("pl uperfect") is derived in two ways:
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( I ) from the perfect base by replacing -k/g with the past tense form of 'to be', HW and

lower WW -tll, upper WW -tblW: pres. tsar- 'do', past k;}rt, perf. k;}r-k, dist. past k;}r
tll;
(2) present base + -;}tu/tblW: pres. W':.!.Zbll11- 'bring', past lVozol11-d, perf. WblZ(bl)I11-;}tk,
dist. past lVblZI11-;}tu (P: 77; GSK: 598-9).
3.2.5.4a Anterior to past event and distant past

The distant past refers to a past event prior to another past event, or to an event in the
relatively distant past:

;bl vr,,1t pard W;}S-tu
'my brother came last year' (GSK: 626);
wuz d;} yi dhvgJ b;}11 I11bls-tU-111 xat-;}y, yaw l11a;-;}y n;} wind-;}y
'I hid/had hidden myself at the base of a wall, and he didn't see me' (GSK: 626).
3.2.5.4b Unrealized actions and irrealis cOllditional lVith -$
With the particle of, the distant past expresses unrealized action, and appears in irrealis
conditional clauses:

tS;} dil1g-;}n-;}v yqw-i q;}r{b si- tlJlw-:Jv-!:Jk
'they almost killed him by beating him' (P: 84).
3.2.5.5 Perfect
The perfect consists of the perfect stem plus the pronominal cJitics. It functions as fol
lows: the basic indicative function of the perfect is resultative-stative:

Obltr kbllld vit-k
'the sickle has become dull/is dull' (P: 83),
from which develop inferential and mirative senses. Compare the simple past and
perfect meanings in the following sentences:
simple past:

salim pes£!.war reyd-e
'Salim went to Peshawar' (direct knowledge);
perfect (inference): salim-i peS£!.war rd-k
'apparently Salim went/has gone to Peshawar';
perfect (mirative): tu ya bila/t£!.-;}t tUIV-;}fk
'apparently you are very stupid !' (GSK: 625).
3.2.5.6 Perfect subjunctive
Combined with the perfect, (11)1111111, i.e. non-indicative 'be', contributes subjunctive
senses to the basic resultative meaning of the perfect. It appears as an optative, in a future
perfect sense, and in conditionals:

sal{111 k!!.m -er er gilt 111;) wez-g 11l!.mu-t
'I hope Salim hasn't come down to Gilgit';
pig£!. batkenit 1V1IZ yem yark-e xet-k "!!.muy-em
'by tomorrow I will have finished this work'.
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3. 2.5.7 Distant perfect
The distant perfect is formally a double perfect, consisting of the perfect followed by
tuwfitk, the perfect of 'to be'.
3.2.5. 7a Unwitnessed/inferred action
This form temporally distances unwitnessed/inferred action :
YlJ:.kf-f a-Yf!:. xiilg d:Jyt ki yaw tat diy-:Jtk tmv-fitk
'the same person killed the mountain goat who (previously had) killed his father' (P:
83).
3.2.5. 7b Irrealis wishes in past time
The distant perfect also appears with irrealis wishes in past time:
koski tu m:J r:Jx-k tblW :Jtk
'if only you had not gone' (P: 83).
-

4 SYNTAX AND USE OF FORMS
4.1 Coordination
A native overt coordinating element is the c1itic -et (HW)/-:Jt (WW), which attaches to the
final element of the first conjunct, either a NP: wUZ-:Jt tu 'you-and I', or a clause (see 4. 1 ).
Paired coordinating elements include n;} . . . n:J 'neither . . . nor'; be . . . be and am . . . am
'both . . . and' (P: 1 1 0).
4.2 Noun phrase structure
Wakhi is a head-final language. The unmarked word order in the noun phrase is: deter
miner, possessive, numeral, adjective, head noun (DET - POSS N U M - ADJ - N).
-

tS-:Jm ?i bu lup p:Jtr-(:Jv)-:In
from-this my two big son-s-from
'from these two elder sons of mine' (OSK: 659).
4.2. 1 Genitive phrases
Dependent noun phrases precede the head, and are either in OBL1 (a) or OBL2 (b). The
form with OBL1 is the native Wakhi structure, and is still the most common. I s and 2s
pronouns have a special genitive form: # xun 'my house'. Less frequent in both Hunza
and Wakhan is an ablative construction, approximately 'of NP his X' (c). The Persian
eziiJe construction (d) may be found as well:
(a) tat xun
(b) tat-i xun
(c) lat-:Jn yaw xun
(d) xun-i tat

vrbll-:Jv xun
'the brothers' house'
'father's house'
d:Jrf!:.xt-:Jv-i pf!:.le-isl
'father's house'
'the leaves of the tree'
'the father's house' d:Jr�xt-:Jv-:Jn y�w pale-ift 'the leaves of the trees'
'father's house'.
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4. 2.2 Definiteness marking
Non-specific indefinite noun phrases are unmarked. Specific, referential indefinites are
usually marked by (y) i(w) 'a, one', which may precede the noun or follow as an enclitic,
as in the formulaic fol k tale introduction:

lu n;}-tu, i pOlfQ tu
'there was or there wasn't; there was a king' (GSK: 561 );
kum dblZd-i wiz-il
'a (some) thief is coming' (GSK: 5 6 1 ).
Definiteness may be marked by the far demonstrative, which often loses its deictic force
and functions as a definite article.
4.3 Clause structure and word order
The unmarked clausal constituent order is SOY. The topic occupies sentence-initial pos
ition, while the focus position is pre-verbal :

w1!,z-em I ;} x1!,n rf!.yd-e
'I went home' (unmarked order);
I;} x1!,n-em IVUZ rf!.yd-e
'it is I who went home' (answering the question, 'who went horneT).
4. 3.1 Clitics
The unmarked position for all clitics i s second position, attaching to the first major
sentence constituent. These include the tense/aspect clitics -( V)f( V) (immediate/
imperfective) and - ( V)p (non-immediate/future), the modal cIitic ni 'perhaps', and the
pronominal clitics. The position of the pronominal clitics is variable, and has semantic
and pragmatic correlates. Compare the following sentences in which the shift of the
pronominal clitic to the past form of the verb produces the reading of imminent future
action:

wuz-em t;) x1!,n reyd-e
' I went home';
wuz t;} x1:!.n rf!.yd-em
,
'I'm going home (immediately) .
4.3.2 Questions
Yes-no questions are marked with a sentence-final particle -0 (upper WW)/-a (lower WW;
HW). WH-question words are normally immediately pre-verbal.
4.3.3 Nominal sentences
In present tense nominal sentences, the pronominal clitics sometimes perform the copular
function. When existence is emphatically affirmed or questioned, the copula tei 'is' can
co-occur with the clitics. In negative sentences, the clitic is obligatory (except for 3s), and
attaches either to the negative copula nast 'is not' or to another constituent:
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zi tat p:1 xun
'my father is at home' (no clitic) (GSK: 579);
yel11 cu�n -i trok
'this apricot (tree) is bitter' (clitic -i);
l11iskin-ar roJolV-i bafyark
'to give to the poor is a good deed' (clitic -i);
da p�su-ev dziYy-iit tei
'there are yaks in Passu' (clitic -ev; tei asserts existence);
dziring _'(ak-i baJ nast
'it is not good to do like this' (clitic; nast denies identity).
In the past tense, tu 'was' is obligatory, and co-occurs with the pronominal clitics.
4.4 Case marking
4.4. 1 Subject marking
Subject marking in Wakhi depends on tense: past or non-past. and sometimes on
transitivity. It also involves a choice among at least three ways of indicating the
subject:
(a) personal ending (non-past), or pronominal clitic (past) alone (or zero for 3s);
(b) noun phrase alone (past);
(c) noun phrase plus personal ending or clitic; and, with (b) and (c), a choice between
DIR or OBL case.
4.4. 1 . 1 Non-past tenses
In both Wakhan and Hunza, subjects of both intransitives and transitives are (usually)
DIR in all dialects, and subject agreement is marked on the verb by person-number
markers:
Wllz/*l11at r:1c-:1m 'I am going';
WUZ/*I11# taw-i win-:1m-:1! 'I see you' (Payne 1 980: 1 80).

4.4. 1 .2 Past tense and perfect
Case marking of nominal and pronominal subjects varies by dialect:
4.4. 1.2a Lower dialect of Wakhan W (Namadgut)
Here all past tense and perfect subjects are DIR, regardless of transitivi ty, and definite
direct objects are OBL2, yielding a NOM-ACC type pattern in all tenses:
intransitive: yalViil*yav p:1 hlk r:1yd-:1 v'they went to the spring';
transitive: lV"zl*ma� taw-i (OBL2) wind-:1m'I saw you' (Payne 1 980: 1 80).

4. 4. 1.2b Upper dialect of Wakhan W
Here transitive subjects are oblique:
mat taw-:1Y wind-( -:1Y) 'I saw you' (Payne 1 980: 1 80).
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With I s and 2s pronouns, the only singular forms that distinguish direct and oblique,
both transitive and intransitive subjects may be marked either DIR or OBL,:

ma; (OBL,) fdyd(-dy) 'I left' (Payne 1980: 1 80- 1 ).
4. 4. 1.2c Hunza W

Here marking of past-tense subjects is similarly complex.
(a) Intransitive subjects are usually DIR in isolated non-contextualized sentences:
wIIZ-lII -ef td-xyn f�yd-e 'I was going home' (DIR and c1itic).

(b) Transitive nominal and pronominal subjects, however, can be DIR, OBL" or OBL2,
depending on grammatical person and number, referential status, and discourse
variables.
Case marking thus depends on both discourse and syntactic factors, with OBL noun
phrase subjects more likely to appear when one or more of the following conditions
obtain:
(a) the subject/agent is different from that of the previ ous action;
(b) the specific identity of the agent is to be stressed;
(c) the action is perceived as volitional and active rather than "passive".
4.4. 1 .3 OBL1 and OBL2
Further, there' are two OBL cases: the clearly marked OB L2, and OBL, which is overtly
identical with the DIR in singular nouns and in most pronouns (see sections 3 . 1 1 , 3. 1 .3
on nouns and pronouns). In general, OBL2 has two functions:
(a) as grammatical OBL case where the DIR/OBL, distinction is not marked; and
(b) to mark discourse prominence.
The appearance of OBL2 on both subjects and direct objects is thus conditioned partly
by grammatical constraints, and partly by discourse semantics.
In non-contextualized sentences elicited in 1986 and 1 989 from two Wakhi speakers of
Passu, definite nominal and pronominal subjects of transitive past tenses appear consist
ently with OBL2:

kg}-e (OBL2) mat wind 'the boy saw me';
mf!.t. -e/tf!..w-e/y!.!.w-e (OBL2) fap{k y{t-ik
'I1you/(s)he has/have eaten food (lit. bread)'.
However, OBL, instead of OBL2 in the following interrogative sentence points to the
role of discourse factors:
taw (OBL,) fapik yit-k-a?

'have you eaten (food)?'.
Lorimer noted that OBL2 marking is optional with OBL, pronominal subjects in tran
sitive past tenses, and contrasts the emphatic effect of OBL2 vis-a-vis the pronominal
c1itic plus DIR subject-marking option (Lorimer 1 958: 1 , 97-8). A tabulation of subject
marking strategies in three of Lorimer's texts shows that of 54 OBL2 subjects, 49 of them
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occur when there is a change of discourse subject (Bashir 1986). Contemporary texts
also show this effect of discourse factors; compare the first two sentences below, both
with transitive past tense subjects from the same text. In the second, OBL2 focuses
attention on the identity of the fox and marks a change of subject from the previous
sentence:
bu-i naxCi,. ts-an yit (DIR, c1itic -i)
'the fox ate two of them' (Mock 1 998: 45 1 );
naxCil"-:lY "hum hum" >;:In-etk, "yi foi bdan-i" x:Jnetk (OBL2)
'the fox said, "Hum hum, sing it once more" he said' (Mock 1 998: 452).
F urther, in Hunza it appears likely that the behavior of OBL2 is now being influenced
in bilingual speakers by the functions of the Urdu postpositions ne, which marks
transitive subjects of perfective tenses, and ko, which marks specific direct objects and
indirect objects.
4.4. 1 .4 Oblique intransitive subjects
Under certain conditions, even intransitive subjects may be OBL. In upper WW with the
. I s and 2s pronouns, past intransitive subjects may be OBL,:
ma� r:Jyd(-:JY)

'I left' .
Examining the occurrence of OBL subjects in published WW materials, Bashir ( 1 986)
argues that in cases where both DIR and OBL subjects are possible, the case marking of
past-tense subjects is conditioned by semantic and discourse factors.
In Hunza, this occurs in both past and non-past sentences. Thus, in the following
present tense example, contrastive focus is on my daughter, as opposed to the servant girls
in the story:
{fi &ydj-e (OBL2) dr-em-ep weref-t
'my daughter will remain here' (Lorimer 1 958: I, Text 4, #74).
In the following past tense sentence, OBL2 points up the contrast of the grandmother's
reaction with the attitude of the previous speaker, her grandson:
[X:Jy mumj-:Jy (OBL2) h:Jyron vit-k
'and (his) grandmother was/became amazed' (Mock 1 998: 454).
4. 4.2 Direct object marking
4.4.2. 1 Wakhan Wakhi
In WW, case-marking of direct objects depends on their referential status. Nominal direct
objects are zero-marked if indefinite, OBL2 if definite:
fee rand mQ-r:Jk 'give me bread' (zero-marked) (GSK: 562);
i fay ay:Jt a",qQt-:JY (OBL2) mQr-:Jk w:Jz-:Jm

'please bring me that food' (GSK: 563).
Pronominal direct objects are either OBL, or OBL2:
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tu ma� (OBL) yund, wuz toqa w;;Jfy-;ml
'take me (with you); alone I am afraid' (P: 53);
sac t�II'-;;Jy (OBL2) d;;Jyt m;;Jy
'(look out) lest the dog bite you!' (m;;Jy 'may not') (P: 5 1 );
mauzman y�II'-;;Jy (OBL2) p;;J xingar-;;Jn d;;Jyt-;;Jy
' Mauzman struck him with (his) sword' (GSK: 58 1 ).
=

4.4.2.2 Hunza Wakhi
In HW, direct object marking depends mainly on tense. In non-past tenses, pronominal
and definite or specific nominal direct objects appear regularly as OBL2, and non-specific
direct objects are zero-marked:
kaf-ep ma�-e wind
'the boy will see me';
kaf-ep ya fac-e di:x-t
'the boy will beat the dog';
kuy-ep yem-e gox-t
'who will do this (task)?';
sak-ef fapik yqw-;;Jn
'we are eating (bread)'.
For past tenses, comparison of elicited sentences with texts reveals a continuum of
object-marking strategies. Context-free elicited sentences show a pattern in which a
maximally dis,tinguishing morphological marking strategy employing both OBL) and
OBL2 emerges. In past tenses, direct objects are OBL) (formally identical with the DIR in
nouns and 3rd person pronouns), providing contrast with the consistently OBL2-marked
subjects:
kg:.f-e (OBL2) ma� (OBL) wind
'the boy saw me';
taw-e (OBL2) ya (OBL) tu fix r!:!met
'you sent him to me';
kas-e (OBL2) ya fac (OBL) dixt
'the boy beat the dog'.
However, OBL2 exists as an option, depending on referentiality status and discourse
factors, including choice of subject marking and degree of contextualization, which may
even result in the same direct object marking pattern in present and past. Texts reveal the
variation expected from richly connected context and inter-speaker variability.
4. 4.3 Causee marking
4.4.3. 1 Pronominal causees
Pronominal causees are normally marked as direct objects, and accordingly are in the
OBL2 i n non-past, and OBL) in past tenses:
yaw-ep tall'-e (OBL2) r!!,o-ev-id
'he will make you run away';
yaw-e ta(II') (OBL) r!!,o-ev-ovd
'he made you run away'.
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With causatives of "ingestive" verbs such as 'eat, drink', the human causee takes the
dative/goal:

\l'UZ tow-dr faplk YUV-HI11
'I will feed you'.
4.4.3.2 Causees with analytical causatives
In addition to morphologically derived causatives, causatives of transitives are also
formed analytically, with a finite form of the verb rem- 'send' and the infinitive of the
complement verb:

lVUZ taw-d [loqpar wdzdH-kj rem-il11
'I will get you [to wash the clothes)';

lVuz-ep [Ii yark-e }i:akj rllm-il11
'I will have [your work done]'.

If the specific identity of the causee is to be stressed, it may also be indicated by the
instrumental circumposition ISd NP-dll:

ma;-e tSd taw-en [loqpar IVdzdtl-kj remel
'I got you [to wash the clothes]'.
4.5 Semantics and use of verb forms
4.5. 1 Possessioll

Existential possession is expressed by the ablative-comitative form in - ( V)Il, with or
without Ise 'from':

ti-n kd; Idy-a 'Do you have a knife' (aS K : 568),
;t1-Il-dll dusmall yafC lei 'I have many (yafe) enemies' (Lorimer 1 958: I, 1 06).
Such ablative-comitative forms are also used predicatively:

Ydl11 kitob tl-Il-dll
'this book is yours' (P: 55);

yem XUIl-i ha-Yf!:. lzalg-ev-en [kumd-ar ki sak-e xi l5egit l5etkj
'this house belongs to the people [to whom we gave our daughter)'.
4.5.2 Aspeetual-phasal constructions

Most phasal constructions involve infinitival clauses.
4.5.2. 1 Prospective action
Prospective action 'to be about to', is expressed by 'to be' and the dative/goal case of the
infinitive:

WUZ-dm [ts-am-dll kitflb lVuzum-nj-dr
' I (am) about to [bring the book from him]';

ciz-em [xan-akj-ar tu
'what was (tu) I saying?' (lit. 'about to say').
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Prospective action may also be expressed by the present participle in -kblZg from the
infinitive:

WllZ-dl11 [rd9-n/-khlzg
'I am going, about to go' (P: 88).
4.5.2.2 Intended action
Pakhalina notes a specialized participial form consisting of infinitive + -l11fj, which indi
cates intention to begin an action: tuk-n-mlj 'preparing/i ntending to go/leave' (Pakhalina
1 975: 89, 22 1).
4.5.2.3 Inception
Inception, the beginning of an action, can be expressed in several ways, depending on the
dialect:
(a) wots-, past vit- 'become' with a locative infinitive construction with ddr 'into', or fik
'to':
[yaw wdzy-ak bdrobarj ddr yark tSdr-ak vit-dY
[as soon as he came] she began to work' (P: 86)
yaw-i #k [yark xa-kj vit-k
'he has begun, began to work';

(b) wots-, past vit- 'become' with pdrsim-i + infinitive (ezcife construction):
baytglly-is [pdrsim-i }(n-ak j -dV-Vir
'the birds began to sing' (-dV vii 'they became') (aSK: 628);
(c) wttdttr-n, Wttdrblk 'to seize, catch' + infinitive (cf. Tajik gereftan):
[xon xa-kj-dnJ wQdQrf
'I began to build a house' (Lorimer 1 958: 1, 1 89);
(d) di-, ddyt 'beat, hit' + plus infinite (cf. Tajik and Persian zadan, also Khawar dik 'to
beaC):
Ydl11 kdnJpirzq,n bd ddyf-i [nbllV-n]

'thislthe old woman also began to cry' (aSK: 630).
4.5.3 Modal constructions
Similar to phasal constructions, most modal constructions involve infinitival clauses.
4. 5.3. 1 Deontic modality
Deontic modality, i.e. necessity or obligation, may be expressed in two ways:

(a) wots-, past vit- 'become' + infinitive:

piga sahar-ep sak [jald giz-enj wofs-en
'we will (-ep) have to get up early tomorrow'
(lit. 'early tomorrow we [are to get up quickly])'.
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(b) sequence of two finite clauses:
rat-i majhur vit
'he had to give (it)' (lit. 'he gave it, he was obliged to') (Mock 1 998: 459).
4.5.3.2 Presumption
The presumption of an action may be expressed by ni 'perhaps' with the past tense:
ma;-e ni XII kit'Jb kuy-el' bet
'I must have given my book to someone' (lit. 'perhaps I gave').
4.5.3.3 Ability
4.5.3.3a Wakhan Wakhi
Wakhan Wakhi uses several constructions, including the so-called "potential"
construction:
( I ) b(r) ts:Jr-, past b(r )kaim- 'be able to' + infini tive. probably an original Wa khi

usage
wuz [nblw-!!:.k] n:1 k:1ts:1r-:1m
,
'I am not able [to cry] (GS K : 630).
(2) wots-, past vit- 'become' + infinitive
yaw bland, xalg I kf-akJ n:1-II'ost
'it (wall) is high; a man/person can not [come down]'
(lit. 'it is not possible for a man to come down) (GSK: 627).
Constructions ( I ) and (2) correspond to the "potential" construction in Khotanese and
Tumshuqese (see Chapter 7) and several other Old, Middle and New Iranian languages.
The verbs *kar- 'make, do' and its counterpart *baw- 'become', or their equivalents, are
used to express the potentiality of an action, mostly distinguishing transitive and
intransitive action.
(3) bas-w:Jzy-, past bas-w:Jzd- 'be able' + infinitive
wuz [j0Y-!!:.kJ n:J-bas-wazy-am
,
' I can not [read] (GSK: 629).
4.5.3.3b Hunza Wakhi
Ability can be expressed in H W by bas wez- 'to be able' + infinitive, optionally marked by
the OBL2:
wuz-ep taw-er xu kit'Jb [reoow- ( e) ] has II'!!.z. -im
' I will (-ep) be able [to give] my book to you'.
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5 COMPLEX SENTENCES
5.1 Coordinate clauses
In the most common original Wakhi strategy, a sequence of two actions by the
same agent is expressed by a sequence of finite verbs in the same tense with no overt
coordinating element:

kampir tillah do;d-ei, tagd-ei
'the old woman took the gold coins, and left' (Shaw 1 876: 1 73).
The native coordinating element -;)t (WW)/-et (HW), which cliticizes to the first con
junct, appears when the agents of the coordinated clauses differ:

wuz m;)ryov r;)¢-;)m-;)t yaw dus;)nbi r;)$-t
'I am going to Murghab, and he is going to Dushanbe' (Payne 1 989: 44 1 ).
In sentences like the preceding, either forward or backward deletion of the identical verb
is possible.
Upper WW and HW also employ j(;) (WW)/xe (HW), which typically indicates
temporal succession in coordinated clauses (P: I l l ); the subjects of the clauses may be
the same:

wuz wez-im ie fapik yaw-em
' I will come, and (then) eat'; or different:
wuz-;)m wezd-a ie taw-;) fap{k yit
' I came and (then) you ate'.
A borrowed construction with woz 'again, and, but' occurs in both HW and WW:

;i virut-e lahor joy-{tk, IVOZ # xuy-e islamabadjoy-{tk
'my brother studied in Lahore, but my sister studied in Islamabad'.
yii/yo 'or' and lokin 'but' are borrowed Persian elements.
5.2 Subordination
The principal native subordination marker is tS;) (pre-verbal)/ts;)y (clause-final). Wakhi
has also borrowed Tajiki clause-initial ki, which, like tS;), introduces a wide range of
subordinate clauses, including relative clauses, temporal, conditional, purpose and
reason clauses, and complements of verbs of cognition. Clause-initial agar 'if is also
borrowed from Persian.
5.3 Relative clauses
5. 3. 1 Finite relative clauses
Finite relative clauses (RCs) are constructed in several ways.
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5 . 3 . 1 . 1 Relative noun in matrix clause

If the relative noun appears in the matrix clause (MC) it can be preceded by a demon
strative element, and the native subordination marker Is;) immediately precedes the verb
of the RC:

a-y� xalg [naql-;)f Is;) Isar-;)11Ij

,

'that man [(whose) story I am telling] (GSK: 637).
5 .3 . 1 .2 Relative noun in rela'tive clause

If the relative noun appears in the RC, a resumptive pronoun co-referential with it
appears in the MC:

[pard ya d;)raxl d;)r-;)111 tS;) Iuj y�w-f kQI-;)v
'[last year (pard) that tree that was here], they dug it up',
i.e. 'they dug up the tree that was here last year' (P: 1 1 5).
5 . 3 . 1 .3 Demonstrative + head noun in matrix clause

The head noun is in the MC preceded by a demonstrative element, and the generalized
complementizer ki introduces the RC:

yel11 XUIl-i "a-y� halg-ev-en [kumd-ar ki sak-e xi l5egil l5elkj
'this house belongs to the people [to whom we have given our daughter]'.
5.3. 1 .4

lei and tS;) in relative clause

ki and Is;) co-occur in the RC; lei introduces the RC, and Is;) immediately precedes the
verb. A demonstrative element precedes the relative noun in the MC, and the borrowed
pre-conjunctional restrictive -i can sometimes appear:

a-y� nayd-i [ki a-y;)l11 l11;)rdq,-v gur tS;) kart-;)vj
'that night [when they buried this corpse]' (GSK: 664).
5 . 3 . 1 . 5 Interrogative/indefinite pronouns

The interrogative/indefinite pronouns kuy 'who', kUI11{d) 'which' + ki, with ki introducing
the RC and a distal demonstrative as correlative element in the MC:

yel11 xun-i "a-y� halg-ev-en [ kumd-ar ki sak-e xi l5egil l5etkj
'this house belongs to the people [to whom we have given our daughter]'.
5 . 3 . 1 .6 Headless relative clauses

The interrogative/indefi nite pronoun + ki can also introduce a headless RC:

[kiiy ki ;;) J;)yJ n!!.ng-f dislj, ;;) J;)yJ y�-r;)k

'[whoever guesses my daughter's name], my daughter (goes) to him ' (P: 1 1 3).
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5.3.2 Participial relative clauses

Participial relative clauses are constructed with the present and perfect participles.
5.3.2.1 Present and perfect participles
( I ) Present participle (agent)

[sk-a vadek tuk-kizg] xalg-i ;i 1110rl11or
'the man [walking along the road] is my friend'.
(2) Perfect participle
With the perfect participle, the relative noun can have various thematic roles-subject/
agent, theme, or possessor:
,
(a) Agent, [toi Il;)xfetk] Oeyd 'a girl [who hasn't married] (Lorimer 1958: I, 1 8 5);
(b) Possessor, [nang Il;eik] xalg 'a [renowned] person' (lit. 'name having come out')
(Lorimer 1 958: I, 1 85).
5.3.2.2 Substantival perfect participle
Substantival use of the perfect participle yields a headless relative interpretati on:

[no-lv/n-;)tk] rang q;)sa 111;) xal1
,
'don't talk like (rang) [one who has seen nothing] (agent) (P: 1 07);
ha-yem xalg tS;) [xfu f-ell- etk]-;)l1 l11l1l1kir vit-a (object)
'this man has repudiated [what he said]' (theme) (Lorimer 1958: I, 1 85).
5.4 Temporal clauses
Temporal relations are expressed with both clausal and infinitival structures.
5.4. 1 Finite temporal clauses

Finite clauses use the conjunctions ki, tS;)(y) , tsoyader ki « tS;) yow yad-er).
5.4. 1 . 1 Simultaneous actions/events
Simultaneous actions/events can be expressed with ki or tS;)(y):

[d;) }('!!.. diYQr ki tu] ar ruz-;)f t;) ku-f r;)yd-;)y
'[when he was in his village] he would go to the mountain every day' (GSK: 625);

[;i pup m;)rt-i tS;)Y] yaw tsum-soll!. tu
'[when my grandfather died] how old was he?' (G SK: 654).
5.4. 1 .2 Sequential actions
Sequential actions are expressed with tsoyader ki 'when' with the simple past in its com
pletive (perfective) meaning:

[tsoyade,. kijamil wezd-a] zii-iSt-ep xoi wots-en
'[when Jamil comes] the boys will be happy'.
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Such sentences with ki, but without a temporal adverb like tsoyader 'when', may have
either realis conditional or temporal interpretation .
5.4. 1 . 3 Punctual event
A punctual event interrupting an ongoing action is introduced by a ki-clause following
the main clause:

maf-ef fapik yit [ki tu-et wezd-aj
' I was eating [when you came]'.
5 .4. 1 .4 Time after which
Time after which, 'since', may be expressed by finite clauses with ts-o-y;,d-;;m (ki) 'since',
lit. 'from that time that':

[wuz-;,m tsoy;,n tr-;,m drem-;,m niengj tu-et ne wezd-a
'you haven't come [since I have been sitting here]' (Lorimer 1 958: 1, 223).
5.4. 1 . 5 Time up to which
Time up to which, 'until', may be expressed with both clausal and infinitival structures,
marked by phrases with batken 'until, up to'. Notice the negative element in this
'until'-clause, as is found in Urdu (and Tajik):
( I ) Finite

wuz ne yaw-;,m [tsoyad;JY batken-it ki tu ne weskj
'I will not eat [until you come]' (lit. 'so long as you have not come').
(2) Infinitival

[ti re¢-;Jn-e batk;Jnj dr-em nezd-;,m
' I shall sit here [until you go]' (lit. 'until your going') (Lorimer 1 958: I , 1 93).
5.4.2 Infinitival temporal constructions
5 .4.2. 1 Inception of an event
The inception of an event immediately upon completion of a preceding event, 'as soon
as', may be expressed by the infinitive plus b;,robqr 'equivalent, same as':

[potfo-bacq, y;Jt-ak b;Jyob�r d;, Xbl farj p;,rst-;,y
'[as soon as the king's son reached his own city) he asked . . .' (aSK: 628).
5.4.2.2 Sequence of two events
A sequence of two events can be expressed with the infinitive of the prior action marked
as SOURCE, with various supplementary adverbials or prepositions:

yafC peysq,jq,ma ia-k-e tS;Jbas-;Jnj-ep salfm-e tat yi xun gox-t
'[after collecting a lot of money) Salim's father will make a house';
[bad ts;, y ar #�-k-;Jnj kq,/-;,n b;,nyod
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'[after bringing rocks] the foundation is built' (aSK: 628);
Ubi re¢-n-;m tfJr pfJrbltJ . . . 'before my going . . .' (Lorimer 1 958: I, 260).
5.5 Reason and purpose clauses

5.5. 1 Reason clauses
Reason clauses are expressed:
( I ) with the collocation ts-a-r-en ki 'since/because' and a correlative element in the MC:
[tsal'en ki mur-ef dUCtJ IIa-yl!:. dastl!:.n sak t;) xun hqJ-en

'[since it is raining] for that reason we will stay at home';
(2) with the fused prepositional-demonstrative elements (a)-sk-;)m, (a)-sk-;)t, (a)sk-a
'so, therefore':
?bl tat m;)rt-;)y [sk-a wyz-;)m s;)yirf!; vit-;)m]
'my father died [so I became an orphan]' (aSK: 646).

5.5.2 Purpose clauses
Purpose can be expressed in several ways:
5.5.2. 1 Infinitival construction
( 1 ) When the subject of both matrix and subordinate action is the same, the n-infinitive
of the subordinate verb can be marked as dative/goal :

wuz-;)m [yow bar viii-n-fJrJ wez-g-i x ;)n-etk

, "I have come [to sweep his door]," she said' (Mock 1 998: 454).
(2) Another construction employs the k-infinitive in a nominal sentence:

wuz sail!! ¢aw-;)m [bndyuml-l!:.kJ
,
' I am going on a journey [to bring a wife] (aSK: 628).
5.5.2.2 Finite-verb clause
The strategy of using two finite verbs in sequence is also employed to indicate purpose. In
this construction, the subordinate (purpose) clause contains an unspecified present/
future verb carrying an optative sense and follows the main clause:

t-;)m m;)nac nezd-en [mar m;) dix-tJ
'let us sit in this rock shelter [so that it does not rain (on us)]' (Lorimer 1 958 : 1, 224).
5.6 Complement structures
Semantic complement structures may be similarly finite or nominalized:
( I ) The finite verb sequence strategy is employed to form a (semantic) complement of
'to allow':
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xt! fatnan ijazaf ma-/' rand-;)n Iwuz ref-em kerjmi-;)/, . . . J
'(may) my parents give me permission [that I go t o the academy . . . '(Reinhold 1 998:
345).
In general, clausal complements oj speaking follow the main clause, with or without
ki:

ma;-;)r xan I (ki) (wuz) tsoyad;)r wez-il11}
'tell me [when to come]';
lVUZ n;) d{s-;)/11 [yaw I';)x-k tbIW-;)tk ya n;)y}
' I don't know [(whether) he has left or not]' (P: 83).
(2) Some verbs oj cognition like 'to want', 'to know', take infinitival complements:

sah[!.r-;)k, ;bl dur IJayzobQd refl!.k}
,
'tomorrow I want ('my wish is') [to go to Faizabad] (GSK: 627);
IVuz-;)f It;) xun ref-;)I1-;)}} zok ts[!.r-em
'I want ('have desire') [to go to your house]';
lVuz-ef Ial1grezi nivis-elli-if dis-em
' 1 know [(how) to write English]'.
5.7 Conditional clauses
For purposes of this discussion, conditional clauses are defined as clauses referring to
actions which are unrealized or of which the realization status is unknown to the speaker.
With realis conditionals the action/event is still potential, while in the case of irrealis
conditionals it has not happened/is (assumed to be) not the case.

5. 7. 1 Rea/is
Realis conditionals pertaining to present to future time can be constructed with present
(+ - ( V)f( V)), simple past, present subjunctive, and perfect subjunctive verb forms in the
protasis, and the present or imperative in the apodosis. The conjunctions tse in clause
final position, or ki and agar after the clause-initial element, may appear with the present
or past in the protasis:
5.7 . 1 . 1 Present

yast ki {el11-i lVotS-;)11
'if they find the time . . . ' (Reinhold 1992b: 5-6).
5 .7 . 1 .2 Simple past

m�r ki diit-a, sak to xun h[!.l-en
'if it rains, we will stay at home'.
5.7. 1 . 3 Present subjunctive

lVUZ humi-BI11 digar "um-ut, Jarx lIast
'be it I, or another, makes no difference' (Lorimer 1 958: I , 187).
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5.7. 1 .4 Perfect subjunctive
tart t;]r;Jfp 11;J- vit-k ",111",-t, fa-r JVMZIll-3m

'if the milk hasn't become sour, I will bring it to you' (P: 84).
5. 7.2 Irrealis
Irrealis conditions appear with the simple past or the distant past plus the imperfective
particle - ( V} f( V) in the protasis, depending on whether the reference is to fu ture or past
time, and the past or distant past with -( V}f( V) in the apodosis. Agar may appear with
simple past in the protasi s:
5.7.2. 1 Simple past
lVUZ-;J! agarJayzobQd-3! " 3'leI-311l, fq,-r;Jk i'll!n c{z-;J! JVil,ZOlllel-311l

'if I were going to Faizabad, I would bring you something' (GSK: 640).
5.7.2.2 Distant past
1I'1IZ-;JI11-!3 tuw-3tl>llV, ta-r-;JI11-!3 yordam k;JI'-"'lV

'if I had been (there), I would have helped you' (P: 84).
6 LEXIS AND WORD FORMATION
Compounding in Wakhi shows the typical Iranian patterns, such as the dvandva tq,f-;Jt
'parents'.
There are only a few productive derivational suffixes:

nan 'father and mother'
•

•

•
•

=

-{('l)

forms abstract nouns from adjectives or designations fo r residents of specific
places: SbU' 'cold', sblr-{(y) 'cold(ness)'; yml1g 'place name', yml1g-{y 'person from
Yamg';
-ij forms terms for secondary non-blood relationships: p;Jtr 'son', p;Jtr-ij 'stepson!
child';
-J!.k forms a diminutive suffix: yas-;Jk 'little horse', ,'l:iiy-q,k 'little sister';
-�ng!-{11 forms adjectives from nominals indicating time, place or number: phlrz
'evening' (noun), Pblrz-�ng 'evening' (adj.);
-{n derives adjectives from nouns indicating the material of which something is
made: fung 'wood', fung-{n 'wooden'. This same suffix forms a perfect participle.

7 DIALECTOLOGY AND CONTACT PHENOM ENA
7.1 Wakhi dialects

Accord ing to Pakhalina ( 1 975: 8-9) and Griunberg and Steblin-Kamensky ( 1 976: 666),
the basic dialectal divisions are:

( I ) the Wakhi of (then Soviet) Wakhan, which itself falls into three dialect areas plus the
dialects of Sarhad (the villages along the Wakhan River which fall in Afghan
territory);
(2) Hunza Wakhi in Pakistan; and
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(3) Sarikol Wakhi in China. Afghan Wakhi, according to Pakhalina, is close to the
central and upper dialects of Ww. The Wakhi spoken in Pakistan, with two main
variants in Gojal and Ishkoman, is probably close to the central and upper dialects
of Wakhan. It is likely that all Wakhi dialects are mutually intelligible to a fairly high
degree (Backstrom 1 992: 68-9).
The varieties of Wakhan Wakhi constitute a dialect continuum, with influence from
Tajiki strongest in the westernmost villages of lower Wakhan. The few differences in the
consonantal and syllabic syst\!m include: interdental fricative r5 in Langar against the
tendency of r5 > d elsewhere, and variation in consonantal onsets: awz (lower)lhawz
(Lan gar) 'lake'; uz (lower)lwuz (upper) '1'. Noticeable differences in the vowel systems
include the following (Lashkarbekov 1 975: 73-4):
Upper
Lower

;) e
i e
bix 'root' r;)f 'dirt'
hex 'root' ref 'dirt'
-

-

u - ;)
wuz 'l'
W;)Z '1'

bl - u
Pbld 'foot'
pud 'foot'

Other differences include the use of the direct and oblique cases discussed above, and
the lack of n-infinitives in the lower dialect. Lexical differences due to Tajiki influence
include even basic vocabulary, such as (Lashkarbekov 1 975: 78·-9):
Tajiki
Lower
Upper

'flower'
gul
g;)l

spr;)y

'Wakhan' 'bear'

vaxon
lVaxon
IVUX

'rain'
xirs
boron
xers
boron
n ( ;)) y;)rdym Wblr
-

7.2 Adjacent languages and dialects
WW's present linguistic neighbors are: Shughni and Kirghiz on the north, Ishkashmi and
Tajik Persian on the west, Khowar and Burushaski on the south, and Kirghiz on the
east. Baroghil Wakhi borders Khowar on the south. HW's neighbors are: Kirghiz on the
north, Burushaski on the north and south, Shina on the south and west, and Sarikoli on
the east.
7.3 Regional contact languages
In Tajikistan, Wakhi speakers know Tajik Persian and Russian; in Afghanistan, Dari
Persian is the lingua franca of the region within which Wakhi is spoken. Shughni is also
an important contact language for many Wakhi speakers.
In China, Uighur and Chinese are languages of education.
In Pakistan, HW now interacts intensively with Urdu and English. In the Yarkhun
(Chitra!) and Ishkoman valleys Khowar is widely known and spoken.
Gojal Wakhi until recently has been under the strong influence of Persian, recognizable
in the pronunciation of the long vowel [a] in Persian loans. However, this Persian influ
ence is almost entirely restricted to lexical items and set phrases, and used by male
speakers when speaking in public, or by speakers of the older generation, and has not
affected the structure of the language (Reinhold 1 992b).
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7. 3. 1 The Pamir linguistic area
Multilingualism has apparently been widespread in the Pamir region since ancient times.
There are indications of one or more substrates (see Steblin-Kamensky 1 979; Edelman
1980; Tikkanen 1 988, 1 995, 1999; and Bashir 1 988, 1997). I t is also likely that there
existed some unknown (pre-) Eastern Iranian language as a lingua franca of the Pamir.
Evidence for this is the presence of ancient Iranian loans in the Pamir l anguages and
Khowar (Morgenstierne 1 936: 657). Persian has been known in the area at least since the
eleventh century (Payne 1 989: 422). There are also traces of Kirghiz in the language,
reflecting close contact with Kirghiz herdsmen in Afghanistan (see Sharani 1979). The
significant number of Wakhi loans referring to items of concrete vocabulary in Khowar
argues for a long period of close interaction between Wakhi and Khowar speakers
(Morgenstierne 1 936, 1 938: 44 1 -2; Bashir 200 1 ) . Morgenstierne also points to a signifi
cant number of Sarikoli borrowings from Wakhi, and a smaller number from Sarikoli
into Wakhi ( 1 938: 438). Interestingly, however, Burushaski or Shina loans are lacking in
Wakhi (M orgenstierne 1 938: 440-1).
Wakhi has several characteristics which argue against the postulation of a unified
proto-Pamir group as distinct from the rest of East Iranian (see Chapter 1 4a Pamir
languages). A number of scholars have discussed the areal features of various
sprachbund configurations that include the Pamir languages.
The Pamir languages share the following features (here cited from Payne 1989: 422,
after Dodykhudoev 1975: 2 1 n.74):
( I ) vowel alternations to show morphological distinction s-gender, tense, transitivity,
and also number to a limited extent;
(2) three verb stems: present, past, and perfect: Wakhi al- (present), al-d (past), al-Mk
(perfect) 'remain';
(3) indication ,of person and number in tenses based on the present stem with personal
endings, but the use of mobile agreement particles (pronominal clitics typically
enclitic to the first major sentence constituent) in tenses based on the past and
perfect stems;
(4) three-valued demonstrative systems;
(5) similarity of word order patterns, except for clearly borrowed patterns like the eziije
construction: native ADJ-N pattern, baj bnd 'good wife' vs. bnd-i-baf 'good wife'

(eziije) .
7.3.2 Dardic
The Pamir languages share much with the Dardic area. Vowel alternation to indicate
gender, transitivity and number is also characteristic of the Dardic languages. For
example, in Dameli, Shumashti, Kalam and Indus Kohistani, Torwali, Kanyawali and
Wotapuri vowel fronting or raising marks feminines. Three-valued deictic systems are
also characteristic of the Dardic languages, in which the distinctions visible-not visible,
or known-not known are grammaticized. Languages with three-term systems are Pashai,
Shumashti, Khowar, Kalasha, Kalam Kohistani, Torwali, Indus Kohistani, Shina, and
Palula (Bashir 2003). For discussion of other areal configurations, see Edelman ( 1 980),
Tikkanen ( 1 988, 1 995, 1 999), and Bashir ( 1 988 and 1 997).
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8 SAMPLE TEXT
The following text was written by Ghulamuddin Beg of Gulmit village in Gojal, using the
IPA-based script discussed above, and given to Beate Reinhold in 1 99 1 for publication . I
thank her for allowing me to include it in this article as an example of recent Wakhi prose
composition in Gojal. Reinhold's transcription is maintained, with the exception that
<ts> and <dz> have been substituted for Reinhold's <c> and <2:>. Morphemic analysis
is the author's; the gloss follows Reinhold's translation. In addition to convention al
abbreviations, note: G L goa.l ; SCR source; IPV imperfective; PC person clitic.
=

=

=

=

lVungas tuy.
sparrow wedding.
'The Wedding of the Sparrows' . .
lVungas mani
vit-;1y
dzaq-ik
prinda,
sparrow meaning become-PT small-DIM bird
'Sparrow means a tiny bird,'
lVOZ tuy
YOlV-;1r jumat WlIZIIIl1-n.
and wedding he-uL wife bring-tN!'
'and wedding (means) to bring him a wife. '
y;1m r;1lVaj b;1 d;1 gojal alaqa qadim.
this custom also in Gojal region ancient
'This is also an old custom in Gojal.'
dzirg-f
i:an-;1n ki ytirk-;1f
ki
pef-n-;1r
giz-d
like.this-tpy saY-PR3p that barleY-TPv when ripen-INF-GL come.up-PR3s
'They say that when the barley is about to ripen,'
wungas-ist-;1f
yt1rk yafC yalV-;1n,
sparrow-D1Rp-IPY barley much eat-PR3p
'the sparrows (can) eat much barley,'
sk-a-f
y;1111 xlIbdyi go,);-;1n
from-that-Ipy this sacrifice dO-PR3p
'therefore they make a sacrifice (of barley)
lVOZ-;1f bar
go-n
xu(jayi.
and-Ipv outside dO-PR3p sacrifice
'and celebrate the sacrifice in an open area.'
yandi dlllva tsar-;1fl ki
then prayer dO-PR3p that
'Then they pray that'
fasl-;1r tS-;1111
wungas- v-;1n
niyat
wos-t
CrOp-GL from-these sparrow-oBLJ P-SRC blessing become-PR3s
'the harvest be blessed by the sparrows.'
Qadil11 zaman t;1-r
bar
Ciz
lVllztlm-n f;1dek ne tu.
ancient time from-down outside anything bring-INF road not was
'In the old times, there were no roads to transport anything from outside (of the
valley).'
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nd Vit-dY,

person-OBL,p-GL if crop-pc3p-IPv not become-PT
'If the people's harvests did not develop well,

zirie-n-d V-df

mdrt-dY. zdmin kam tll.

weakness-sRc-pc3p-IPv die-PT land little was
'they would die of weakness. Land was scarce.'

sk-a-V-df
wungas-dy yit-dr
bd wayt-dY.
from-that-pc3p-IPv sparrow-oBL2 eat-INF-GL also lament-PT
Therefore, they (even) lamented about the sparrows eating (some barley).'
ha-ya

waxt yafe muskil waxt tll.

EMPH-that time very hard time was
That time was a very difficult time.'

Ydm rasm-df
dd angrizi nlllY jun-d
axiri hafta
this custom-[pv in English month June-oBL2 last week
This custom in the last week of the English month of June,'
tSd Clmr-dn
(jas rar jald gox-en.
from harvest-sRc ten day early dO-PR3p
'ten days before the harvest thanksgiving they do (it).'
t-a
wungas nung yd yi xu(iayi.
to-that sparrow name this a sacrifice
This is a sacrificial rite in the name of that sparrow. '
xalg-ist-df
xl/(5ayi-dr duwa tsar-dn
people-D1R3p-IPv sacrifice-GL prayer dO-PR3p
'People pray during the rite'
ki fasl tS-dm
wungas-v-dn
bdrbad nw wos-t.
that crop from-this sparrOW-OBL,p-SRC destroyed not become-PR3s
'that the harvest not be destroyed by these sparrows'.
NOTES
In this summary article, given the uncertainty about the analysis of the Wakhi vowel systems,
dialectal variation, and lack of comparable data, the original transcriptions of the authors
cited are retained, with the exception that for the voiceless dental affricate <ts> is consistently
used. Lorimer's !:!. is rendered as fI, to avoid confusion with the use of underlining to indicate
stress. Examples from my own field materials are in broad phonetic transcription.
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indefinite articles see articles
indefinite pronouns: Avestan 1 23-4;
Khotanese 388; Middle Persian 209-10;
Old Persian 1 23-4; Pash to 735; Sogdian
293
indefinite relative clauses, Avestan 1 59
indefiniteness, Persian and Tajik 432, 439,
506-7
Indian : loanwords in Khotanese 409-10;
influence on Sogdian 328
indicative verbal systems 25
I ndo-A ryan 1 7
In do-European, phonology 48-9
Indo-I ranian ( I I r.): consonant clusters 1 9;
phonology 48-50
infinitival cla uses, Persian and Tajik 524-5
infinitives: Avestan 94, 1 45-6; Khotanese 392;
Middle Persian 243-4; Old Persian 94,
1 45-6; Parthian 244; Sogdian 296-7, 320- 1 ;
Tumshuqese 392-3
inflection, Indo-Iranian 69
initial clusters 2 1
injunctive, Avestan 9 1
instrumental case: Avestan 1 1 3- 1 5; Old
Persian 1 1 3-1 5
interjections: Avestan 1 53; Sogdian 294
interrogative pronouns: Avestan 1 23;
Khotanese 388; Middle Persian 209-1 0;
Parachi 698; Pashto 735; Shughni 795
interrogatives: Avestan 82, 98; Khotanese
402-3; Khwarezmian 344-5, 359; Kurdish
600, 6 1 5; Middle Persian 249, 257; Old
Persian 82; Parthian 249, 257; Pashto 759;
Persian and Tajik 438-40, 48 1-2; Sogdian
293, 3 1 6- 1 7; Zazaki 572
I ran, varieties of Persian 4 1 7
Iranian: loanwords i n Khotanese 409; timeline
9
irrealis see realis
Ishkashimi see Pamir languages
Islam and Persian 4 1 6

isoglosses, West I ranian 29-3 1
iziiJa construction, Kurdish 6 1 2- 1 3
Johanson, L. 461
Judeo-Persian 4 1 8
Khan!, A. 587
Khattak clan 721
Khotanese: adjectives 386-7, 399-400;
adpositions 389; adverbs 389-90, 406-7;
affixation 408-9; case 403-4; compounds
409; conjugation 394-5; conjunctions 399,
405; consonants 382-3; copula 393-4;
declensions 384-7; diathesis 398; direct
speech 406; gender 384; gerunds 393, 398;
history 377-8; honorifics 4 1 0; infinitives
392; in terrogatives 402-3; language death
4 1 1 ; loanwords 409-10; modals 404;
moods, 396-8; negation 395; nominalised
clauses 407-8; nOllns 384-6, 399-400;
numbers 390; particles 391-2; person
marking 393 4; phonology 1 8 ; possession
404; pronouns 387-8, 401-2; relative clauses
406; script 379-8 1 ; spelling 38 1 ; stems
384-6, 39 1 ; stress 383; tense 395-6, 404;
vowels 382; word order 40 1 -3
Khwarezmian: adjectives 344, 358; adpositions
344, 346-7, 350; adverbial clauses 366-70;
adverbs 348; affixation 360-1 , 370- 1 ;
articles 34 1 . 343, 358-9; aspect 352-4; case
342, 343, 346-7, 362; colloquia lisms 372;
compounds 350, 37 1 ; conjunctions 364;
consonants 340; copula 355;
demonstratives 358-9; DOM 34; ergative
construction 32; gender 342-3; history
336-8; interrogatives 359; kinship terms 372;
loanwords 372-3; modals 363-4; mood
352-4, 356; nasalization 340; negation
356-7, 360; nominalization 370; nouns
343-4; numbers 342-3, 348; participles
3 5 1 -2; particles 355-7; person marking 352;
pronouns 344-5, 359; relative clauses 365;
script 338; stems 349-52; stress 34 1 ; subject
and object clauses 365-6; subordination
364; tense 351-4; verbs 25-6, 354-5, 362-4;
vowels 339-40, 341 -2; word order 358-61
Kieffer, C. 693
kinship terms: Khwarezmian 372; Pashto 729;
Persian and Tajik 532; Shughni 8 1 8; Zazaki
583
Korn, A. 1 9, 20
Kurdish 20; adjectives 599, 626-7; adpositions
600-2, 605-6, 6 1 7- 1 8; adverbial clauses
623-6; adverbs 602-3; affixation 604-5,
606-8, 6 1 6; alphabet 589-90; aspect 608-1 1 ,
6 1 9; compounds 606, 627; conjunctions 6 1 2;
consonants 19, 59 1�3, 596-8, 629;
coordinate clauses 620; copula 606-7;
dialect 628-30; early written 587; geography
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30-1 , 587-8; interrogatives 600, 6 1 5; iziiJa
construction 6 1 2-1 3; marking 6 1 5-16;
modals 6 1 9-20; modifiers 6 1 4; mood
608-1 1 ; negation 627; nouns 598-9, 626-7,
629-30; numbers 603-4; particles 6 1 6;
phrase structure 6 1 2- 1 3; pronouns 599-600,
6 1 5; relative clauses 62 1 -2; stems 604--{);
stress 594; subject and object cla uses 622-3;
subordinate clauses 620- 1 ; tense 608-1 1 ;
terms of address 628; transitivity 608; verbs
6 1 6-17, 6 1 8-20, 630; vowels 59 1 , 595-6, 628;
word order 6 1 3-1 4; and Zazaki 546
Kushan, influence on Sogdian 328
language contact, Sogdian 327-9
language death: Khotanese and Tumshuqese
4 1 1 ; Sogdian 329-30
Lazard, G. 508
left-branching vs. right-branching typology
27-9
length of vowels, Avestan 61-2, 67-8
light verb constructions (LYC), Pe rsian and
Tajik 496-8
literatu re, Balochi 635-6
loanwords: in Balochi 645; in Khotanese
409-10; in Khwarezmian 372-3; in Middle
Persian 263; in Pamir languages 784; in
Parachi 7 1 6- 1 7; in Persian and Tajik
529-30; in Sogdian 327-9; Tajik in Shughni
820; in Tumshuqese 4 1 0; in Wakhi 856-7
locational cla uses, Balochi 681 -2
locative case: Avestan 1 1 5-1 6; Old Persian
1 1 5-1 6
locative clauses, Persian and Tajik 5 1 9
lowering: Avestan 97-8; Old Persian 97-8
M acKenzie, D. N. 30, 34, 204, 341 , 344, 361 ,
362, 6 1 8, 628
Maggi, M . 383
Manichaism 280-1
Manichean script 1 96-7, 1 99 , 282-4
manner clauses, Balochi 682
manuscripts, Avestan 45-6
marginal phonemes, Sogdian 286
marking: Kurdish 6 1 5- 1 6; Persian and Tajik
483-6
Median 43; consonants 57; dialects 1 5;
Empire 7
Mem ii Zin (Khan!) 587
metre: Avestan 68-9, 96-8; Old Avestan
1 69-70; Old Persian and word order 96-8
middle endings, Sogdian 299
Middle Persian 1 96-7; conjunctions 35;
consonant clusters 1 9; consonants 200-2;
coordination 250-5; loan words 263; moods
234-9; nominal morphology 204-1 2;
religious terminology 263-4; script 45, 202;
speech 264-5; subordinate clauses 255-60;
tenses 229-32; verb morphology 2 1 3-2 1 ;
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verb system 24-5; vowels 200; word order
246-9
middle voice: Avestan 1 39; Old Persian 1 39
Minorsky, V. 6
modals: Balochi 677-8; Khotanese 404;
Khwarezmian 363-4; Kurdish 61 9-20;
Parachi 706-7, 7 1 2; Pashto 7 5 1 -3; Persian
and Tajik 489-93, 534; Shughni 808- 1 0;
Sogdian 3 1 0-12; Wakhi 847-8; Zazaki 558,
571
Modern Literary Tajik ( M LT) see Tajik
Modern Persian, consonant clusters 1 9
Modern Standard Kurdish (MSK) 587-9
modifiers, Kurdish 6 1 4
mood: Avestan 1 34-8; Balochi 662, 67 1 -3,
674-5; Khotanese 396-8; Khwarezmian
352-4, 356; Kurdish 608-1 1 ; Middle Persian
234-9; Old Persian 1 34-8; Parachi 702-4,
705--{); Persian and Tajik 45 1 , 453, 456-9,
488, 505-6, 5 1 7- 1 8 ; Sogdian 298-9, 305, 3 1 0,
3 1 1 ; Tajik 465-8; Wakhi 837-40; Zazaki
559 62, 572 3
Morgenstierne, G. 693, 776
morphophonology: Avestan 59-70; Old
Persian 59-70; Persian and Tajik 430
Mountainous Badakhshan Autonomous
Region 773, 787
M Pers. see Middle Persian
Munji see Pamir languages
names, Shughni 8 1 7
narration, Shughni 8 1 6
narrative past tense: Avestan 1 28-9; Old
Persian 1 29
nasalisation: Avestan 55; Khwarezmian 340
negation: Avestan 1 29; Khotanese and
Tumshuqese 395; Khwarezmian 356-7, 360;
Kurdish 607-8, 627; Middle Persian 22 1
[correlative 253]; Old Persian 1 29; Parachi
702; Pashto 743; Persian and Tajik 452;
Shughni 799; Sogdian 304; Wakhi 836
neologisms, Persian and Tajik 530-1
nominal clauses: Khotanese 407-8; Middle
Persian 256-7; Parachi 7 1 5- 1 6; Persian and
Tajik 5 1 4- 1 5, 523-6; Sogdian 320; Zazaki
576
nominal morphology: Balochi 65 1 -8;
Khotanese and Tumshuqese 384-9 1 ;
Khwarezmian 342-8; Kurdish 598-604;
Middle Persian 204-12; Pamir languages
780-1 ; Parachi 696-700; Pashto 726-37;
Persian and Tajik 430-46; Shughni 792-7;
Sogdian 287-95; Wakhi 828-33; Zazaki
548-55
nominal verbs, Middle Persian 2 1 5
nominalization: Khwarezmian 370; Persian and
Tajik 509-1 1
nominative case: Avestan 1 03-4, \07-8 [and
pronouns 1 1 8]; Old Persian 1 03-4
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North Pamir group 776; see also Pamir
languages
noun phrases, Pashto 754-5
nouns: Avestan 7 1 -9; Balochi 684; Khotanese
384-6; Khotanese and Tumshuqese 399-400;
Khwarezmian 343-4, 370; Kurdish 598-9,
626-7, 629-30; Middle Persian 204-6, 22 1 -3,
242-6, 259, 261-3; Old Persian 71-9;
Parthian 22 1 -3 ; Persian and Tajik 43 1 -2;
Shughni 802; Zazaki 548-9
number: Avestan 7 1 , 84-6, 1 0 1 �2, 1 24; Balochi
658; Khotanese 390; Khwarezmian 342-3,
348; Kurdish 603-4; Middle Persian 205,
2 1 1 - 1 2; Old Persian 84-6, 1 0 1-2, 1 24; Pamir
languages 78 1 , 782; Parachi 696, 699-700;
Pashto 736-7; Persian and Tajik 43 1 , 445-6;
Shughni 793-4, 797; Sogdian 295;
Tumshuqese 39 1 ; Wakhi 832-3; Zazaki
554-5
Nyberg 204
object cla uses: Khwarezmian 365-6; Kurdish
622-3; Parachi 7 1 4; Pashto 760- 1 ; Shughni
812
object marking: Balochi 669-70; differential
(DaM) 33-4; Middle Persian 233-4;
Parachi 7 1 0- 1 1 ; Parthian 233; Shughni 804;
Wakhi 844; Zazaki 570
Ohl, P. and Korn, A. 5 1 6
Old Avestan (OAv.) 44, 46, 48; adverbial
clauses 1 60; conditional clauses 1 64-5;
consonants 56-7; ellipsis in poetry 1 7 1 -2;
metre 68; relative clauses 1 55-8; vowels
54-5; word order, poetic 1 69-70;
see also Avestan
Old Iranian: dialects 5 1 ; see also Avestan; Old
Persian
Old Persian 46-8; adverbial clauses 1 6 1 ;
adverbs 80; cases 1 03-1 6; conditional
clauses 1 66; consonant clusters 1 9 ;
consonants 65-6; coordination 1 47-53;
lexis 1 67-9; moods 1 34-8; nouns 7 1 -9;
participles 1 4 1 -5; phonology 1 8, 58-9;
pronouns 80-3; relative clauses 1 59; script
52-3; stylistics 1 72-4; subordination
1 53-66; tenses 1 26-34; verb stems 87-90;
voice 1 39-41 ; word order 94-6; see also Old
Iranian
optative mood: Avestan 90, 92, 1 36-7; Middle
Persian 236-8; Old Persian 90, 1 36-7;
Parthian 237-8
Ormuri, consonant clusters 2 1
orthography see spelling
Ossetic: ergative construction 32; phonology
18

Pahlavi 1 96, 4 1 9; past perfect tense 232;
religious terminology 264; script 45, 1 97-9,
202-4; su bjunctive 236

Pakhalina 827, 855
Pakistan 766; Wakhi in 826
Pamir languages 78 1 ; case 78 1 ; consonants
777-80; gender 780-1 ; loanwords 784;
number 78 1 , 782; pronouns 781 -2; semantic
sets 783; tense 782-3; vowels 777-8
'parabolic' optative: Middle Persian 237-8;
Parthian 238
Parachi: adjectives 697-8; adpositions 699;
adverbial clauses 714-1 5; adverbs 699;
affixation 7 1 6; aktionsart constructions 706;
aspect 705-6; case 696-7; conjunctions 708,
7 1 5; consonants 2 1 , 694-5; coordinate
clauses 7 1 3; definiteness 7 1 0; dialects 7 1 7;
encli tics 7 1 1 ; gender 696; geography 693;
loanwords 7 1 6-17; modals 706-7, 7 1 2;
mood 702-4, 705-6; negation 702;
nominalized clauses 7 1 5- 1 6; number 696,
699-700; object clauses 7 1 4; object marking
7 1 0- 1 1 ; person marking 701 -2; phrase
structure 708-9; possessives 7 1 2; plural
marking 22-3; relative clauses 7 1 3-14;
stems 70 1 ; stress 695; subject marking 7 1 0;
subordinate clauses 7 1 3 ; tenses 702-3,
705-6; voice 707-8; vowels 694; word order
709
parallelism: Avestan 1 70-1 ; Old Persian 1 70-1
parataxis: Avestan 147; Middle Persian 254;
Old Persian 147
parenthetical clauses, Avestan 99
Parthian 1 96; conjunctions 251-2; consonant
clusters 1 9; dating 260; imperative mood
238-9; imperfect tense 230; infinitives 244;
modification of nouns 221 -3; object
marking 233; optative mood 237-8;
'parabolic' optative 238; participles 245;
questions 249, 257; reported speech 257;
scripts 1 98; subjunctive mood 235-6;
subordinate clauses 235-6; tenses 2 1 8-19,
23 1 ; 'to be' 2 1 6- 1 7 , 227; see also Middle
Persian
participle of necessity, Middle Persian 242
participles: Avestan 93-4, 1 4 1 -5, 1 50-3;
Khwarezmian 3 5 1 -2; Middle Persian 205-6,
239-4 1 , 244-6, 254-5; Old Persian 93-4,
1 4 1-5, 1 50-3; Parthian 245; Pashto 742;
Persian and Tajik 449; Shughni 798-9;
Sogdian 297, 302-3; Wakhi 834-5
particles: Khotanese 391-2; Khwarezmian
355-7; Kurdish 6 1 6; Pashto 757; Sogdian
300, 3 1 0-12; Zazaki 558
Pashto: ablaut 729; adjectives 7 3 1 -2;
adpositions 735-6; adverbial clauses 762-6;
agreement 756; alphabet 722-3; aspect 738,
739-42, 743-4; case 730- 1 ; conjunctions
758-9; consonants 723-5; copula 738-9;
dialects 766-7; early written 72 1 -2; enclitics
756-7; gender 726-8; interrogatives 759;
kinship terms 729; modals 75 1-3; negation
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743; numbers 736-7; object clauses 760- 1 ;
participles 742; particles 757; phrase
structure 754-5; pronouns 733-5; relative
clauses 759-60; stems 739-42; stress 2 1 ,
725-6; subject clauses 760; tense 739-42,
746-5 1 ; transitivity 745; voice 753-4;
vowels 723; word order 755
Paul, L . 533
perfective aorist see preterite
periphrastic adnominal constructions, Middle
Persian 223-4
periph rastic forms, Sogdian 302-3
permansive particle, Khwarezmian 355-6
Persian: alphabet 42 1 -3; adjectives 432-4, 475;
adpositions 440-4, 5 1 3-14; adverbial
clauses 5 1 6-26; adverbs 444-5, 480- 1 ;
affixation 526-8; agency 499-500;
aktionsart constructions 493-5; anaphora
503-4; aspect 488, 5 1 8; case 440-4;
causatives 448; classifiers 478-9; clitics
47 1 -2; complement clauses 488, 5 1 1-16;
compounds 476, 528-9; conjunctions
468-70, 501 -2, 534; consonants 426-9;
copula 450-1 , 484; defective verbs 459-60;
definiteness 483; direct speech 5 1 3; DOM
33; early location 30- 1 ; elliptic superlatives
434; evidential forms 461 ; exclamations 482;
ezaje construction 470-7; formality 5 3 1 ;
head incorporation 508; hiatus breakers
429; history ,533; homoglossia 535;
homonymy 526; indefiniteness 432, 439,
506-7; infinitival clauses 524-5;
interrogatives 438-40, 48 1 -2; kinship terms
532; light verb constructions 496-8;
loanwords 529-30; marking 483-6; modals
389-93, 534; mood 45 1 , 453, 456-9, 488,
505-6, 5 1 7- 1 8 ; morphophonology 430;
negation 452; neologisms 530-1 ; nominal
clauses 5 1 4- 1 5 , 523-6; nominalization
509-1 1 ; nouns 43 1-2; numbers 43 1 , 445-6;
participles 449; phonemes 423-4; plural
marking 22-3; possessives 435, 474;
preterite 454, 5 1 8; preverbs 448; progressive
461-2, 534; pronominal clitics 486-8;
pronouns 434-40; realis 500; relative
clauses 503-1 1 , 524; specificity 483, 485-6;
stems 446-7; stress 429-30; subordinate
clauses 502-3; syllable structure 427-8;
tenses 452-6; terms of address 532-3;
varieties 4 1 7- 1 9; verbal nouns 475-6; voice
498-9; vowels 425-6, 531-4; word order
479-82
person marking: Avestan 9 1-3; K hotanese
393-4; Khwarezmian 352; Parachi 701 -2;
Zazaki 557
personal pronouns: Avestan 8 1 -2, 1 1 6-1 9;
Balochi 653-4; Cizre-Botan 629-30;
Khotanese 387; Khwarezmian 344-5;
Kurdish 599; Middle Persian 207-8; Old
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Persian 1 1 6-1 9; Parachi 697; Pashto 733-4;
Persian and Tajik 434-5; Shughni 794;
Sogdian 290- 1 ; Tumshuqese 388; Wakhi
829-3 1 ; Zazaki 5 5 1
phonemes, Persian and Tajik 423-4
phrase structure: Balochi 667; Kurdish 612- 1 3;
Parachi 708-9; Pashto 754-5; Sogdian 3 1 4
pluperfect, Avestan 92
plural marking 22-3
possession: Balochi 666-7; Khotanese 404;
Parachi 7 1 2; Persian 435; Persian and Tajik
474; Shughni 804-5; Wakhi 846; Zazaki 570
possessive pronouns: Avestan 82, 1 1 9; Kurdish
600; Middle Persian 208, 223; Old Persian
1 1 9; Parthian 223; Pashto 735; Shughni
795; Sogdian 307; Wakhi 83 1 ; Zazaki 5 5 1 -2
potential constructions, Old Persian 1 45
prefixation see affixation
prepositions, Sogdian 293-4;
see also adpositions
present marking 24, 26
present participles: Avestan 1 4 1 -2; Old Persian
1 41 -2
preterite: Middle Persian 230- 1 ; Persian and
Tajik 454, 5 1 8; Sogdian 301 , 309
preverbs: Avestan 95-6; Middle Persian 2 14;
Old Persian 95-6; Persian and Tajik 448
priests and the Avesta 44-5
principle of anticipation, Khwarezmian 360
progressive: Persian 461 -2, 534; Tajik 465, 534
pronominal clitics, Persian and Tajik 486-8
pronouns: Avestan 80-3, 84, 1 1 6-24; Balochi
653-5; Khotanese 387-8 , 401-2;
Khwarezmian 344-5, 359; Kurdish 599-600,
6 1 5; M iddle Persian 207-1 0, 223; Old
Persian 80-3, 84, 1 1 6-24; Pamir languages
781-2; Parachi 697-8; Pashto 733-5; Persian
and Tajik 434-40; Shughni 794-5; Sogdian
290-3; Tumshuqese 388; Wakhi 829-3 1 ;
Zazaki 5 5 1 -2, 575
proterokinetic stems, Avestan 75-6
Proto-Indo-Iranian, development 5
Proto-Iranian, phonology 50
Psalter manuscripts 1 98
purpose clauses: Kurdish 625-6; Persian and
Tajik 522-3; Wakhi 853
questions see interrogatives
raising: Avestan 60- 1 , 97; Old Persian 97
realis, Persian and Tajik 500
reason clauses, Wakhi 853
reciprocal pronouns: Tumshuqese 388; Zazaki
552
reci procity: Avestan 1 23; Old Persian 1 23;
Persian and Tajik 437
reflexive pronouns: Avestan 82-3, 1 22; Kurdish
600; Middle Persian 208-9, 229; Old Persian
82-3, 1 22; Parachi 698; Pashto 735; Persian
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and Tajik 436-7: Shughni 795; Sogdian 29 1 ;
Tumshuqese 388; Wakhi 83 1 ; Zazaki
5 5 1 -2
relative clauses (Res): Avestan 1 54-60; Balochi
680; Khotanese 406; Khwarezmian 365;
Kurd ish 62 1 -2; M iddle Persian 255-6; Old
Persian 1 54-60; Parachi 7 1 3-14; Pashto
759-60; Persian and Tajik 503-1 1 , 524;
Shughni 81 1 -1 2; Sogdian 3 1 8-19; Wakhi
849-5 1 ; Zazaki 574-5
relative phrases: Avestan 100- 1 ; Old Persian
100-1
relative pronouns: Avestan 82; Khwarezmian
344-5; Old Persian 82; Sogdian 293
religious terminology, Middle Persian 263-4
repetition as coordination: Avestan 1 47-9;
Middle Persian 253; Old Persian 147-9
reported speech: Avestan 99-100; Old Persian
99-1 00; Parthian 257
request clauses, Shughni 8 1 6
restriction, Middle Persian 254
res ult cla uses. Persi an and Taj i k 522
retroflex consonants, Balochi 643
rhotacisation, Sogdian 285
'rhythmic law' 286-7
right-branching vs. left-branching typology
27-9
rounding, Avestan 60-1
Rumi 4 1 8
Russian, loanwords in Persian and Taj ik 530
Saka groups 8
sandhi: Avestan 67; Old Persian 67
Sangesari 1 5, 337-8; consonant clusters 21
Sanglichi see Pamir languages
Sarikoli see Pamir languages
Scheucher, B. 32
Schindler 46
script see alphabet
Scythia 8
semantic sets, Pamir languages 783
settlement of Arabs into Iran 4 1 9
Shahdara 8 1 9; see also Shugh(an)ni
shibboleths 530
Shughn(an)i 775; adpositions 796-7;
adjectives 794, 80 1 -2; adverbial clauses
8 1 3-16; adverbs 797, 804; aflhation 8 1 6- 1 7;
agreement 805; aktionsart constructions
807-8; alienability 803; al phabet 788;
articles 794; compounds 798, 8 1 7;
conjunctions 800-1 ; consonants 790-1 ;
coordination 8 1 0-1 1 ; copula 799; dialect
8 1 9-20; gender 792-3; kinship terms 8 1 8;
loanwords 820; modals 808- 1 0; names 8 1 7;
negation 799; nouns 802; number 793-4,
797; object clauses 8 1 2; object marking 804;
participles 798-9; possession 804-5;
pronouns 794-5; relative clauses 8 1 1 - 1 2;
stems 797-8; stress 791-2; subject marking

804; subordinate clauses 8 1 1 ; tense 800,
806-7; terms of add ress 8 1 8; verbs 802;
voice 800; vowels 789; word order 80 I , 803
Shughn(an)i-Rushani group 776, 787-8
sibilants, Avestan 57
Siever's law 69
Sims-Williams, N. 2 1 , 286, 3 1 0
sociolinguistics, Sogdian 324-30
Sogdian: adjectives 290; adpositions 293-4;
adverbial clauses 3 1 9-20; adverbs 294;
affixes 322; agreement 3 1 2- 1 3 ; case
marking 305-6; collocation 323-4; complex
sentences 3 1 7-21 ; compounds 323;
conjunctions 3 1 7- 1 8 ; consonants 285-6;
copula 300; death of 329-30;
demonstratives 29 1 -3; dialects 326-7; direct
speech 320; early stages 325-6; ergative
construction 32; honorific expressions
324-5; infinitives 296-7, 320- 1 ; interjections
294; interrogatives 3 1 6-1 7; language contact
327--9; modals 3 1 0-12; moods 298-9, 305,
3 1 0, 31 1 ; negation 304; nomi nal clauses 320;
nominal stems 288-9; nouns 288, 290;
numbers 295; participles 297, 302-3;
particles 300, 3 1 0-12; periphrastic forms
302-3; plural marking 23; possessives 307;
preterite, 30 1 , 309; pronouns 290-3; relative
clauses 3 1 8-1 9; script 28 1-4; stems 305-6,
3 1 2-13; stress 286-7; tenses 305, 307-9;
verbal stems 295-6, 298-9, 30 1 -2; voice
303-4; vowels 284-5; word order 3 1 4-16
Sogdiana 279-80
Southeast I ranian, consonant clusters 2 1
Southern Balochi 637; consonants 645; stress
649; see also Baloch i
specificity, Persian and Taj ik 483, 485-6
speech, Middle Persian 264-5
spelling: Balochi 638; Khotanese 38 1 ; Sogdian
287
spirantisation, Avestan 63-4
Steblin-Kamenskii, I . M . 2 1
stems: Avestan 70-2, 75-9, 87-90; Balochi
659-6 1 ; Khotanese 384-6, 39 1 ;
Khwarezmian 349-52; Kurdish 604-6;
Middle Persian 2 1 3-14; Old Persian 7 1 -2,
87-90; Parachi 701 ; Pashto 739-42; Persian
and Tajik 446-7; Shughni 797-8; Sogdian
288-9, 295-6, 298-9, 30 1 -2, 305-6, 3 1 2- 1 3;
Wakhi 833-4; Zazaki 555-7
Stilo, D. 27
stress 21-2; Avestan 67-8; Balochi 648-9;
Khotanese 383; Khwarezmian 34 1 ; Kurdish
594; Parachi 695; Pashto 725-6; Persian and
Tajik 429-30; Shughni 79 1 -2; Sogdian
286-7; Wakhi 828; Zazaki 547
stylistics: Avestan 1 69-72, 1 73-4; Old Persian
1 72-4
subject clauses: Khwarezmian 365-6; Kurdish
622-3; Pashto 760
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subject marking: Balochi 669; Parachi 7 1 0;
Shughni 804; Wakhi 842-4; Zazaki
569-70
subjunctive mood: Avestan 90, 92, 1 35-6;
Middle Persian 234-6; Old Persian 90,
1 35-6; Pahlavi 236; Parthian 235-6
subordinate clauses 35; Balochi 678-9;
Kurdish 620-1 ; Middle Persian 235-6,
255-60; Parachi 7 1 3; Parthian 235-6;
Persian and Tajik 502-3; Shughni 8 1 1 ;
Zazaki 574
subordination : Avestan 1 53-66; Khwarezmian
364; Old Persian 1 53-66; Wakhi 849
substantival that-clauses: Avestan 1 53-4; Old
Persian 1 53-4
suffixation see affixation
Sulaimani Kurdish see Kurdish
superlatives, Avestan 1 25
syllable structure: Balochi 647-8; Persian
427-8
Syriac: script 282-4; spelling 287
Tajik 420- 1 : adjectives 432-4, 475;
adpositions 440-4, 5 1 3-14; adverbial
clauses 5 1 6-26; adverbs 444-5, 480-1 ;
affixation 526-8; agency 499-500;
aktionsart constructions 493-5; alphabet
423; anaphora 503-4; aspect 488, 5 1 8; case
440-4; causativ�s 448; classifiers 478-9;
c1itics 471-2; complement clauses 488,
5 1 1 - 1 6; compounds 476, 528-9; conjunct
verbs 495-6; conjunctions 468-70, 50 1 -2,
534-5; consonants 426-9; copula 450- 1 ,
484; defective verbs 459-60; definiteness
483; direct speech 5 1 3; dialects 776;
evidential forms 462-4; exclamations 482;
ezc7[e construction 470-7; formality 5 3 1 ;
head incorporation 508; hiatus breakers
429; homoglossia 535; homonymy 526;
indefiniteness 432, 439, 506-7; infi nitival
clauses 524-5; interrogatives 438-40, 4 8 1 -2;
kinship terms 532; light verb constructions
496-8; loanwords 529-30 [in Pamir
languages 784; in Shughni 820 ] ; marking
483-6; modals 389-93, 534; mood 451 , 453,
456-9, 465-8, 488, 505-6, 5 1 7- 1 8;
morphophonology 430; negation 452;
neologisms 530-1; nominal clauses 5 1 4-1 5,
523-6; nominalization 509-1 1 ; nouns
43 1-2; numbers 43 1 , 445-6; participles 449;
phonemes 423-4; possessives 474; preterite
454, 5 1 8; preverbs 448; progressive 465, 534;
pronominal c1itics 486-8; pronouns 434-40;
realis 500; relative clauses 503-1 1 , 524;
specificity 483, 485-6; stems 446-7; stress
429-30; subordinate clauses 502-3; tenses
452-6; terms of address 532-3; verbal nouns
475-6; voice 498-9; vowels 426, 533-4; word
order 479-82
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Tajikistan 773-5, 787; Shughni i n 788; Wakhi
in 826
Talyshi, consonant clusters 1 9
TAM-forms, Balochi 665-6, 671-5
Tati group: aspect marking 26; consonant
clusters 1 9
temporal clauses: Balochi 68 1 ; Kurdish 623;
Parachi 7 1 4; Pashto 762-3; Persian and
Tajik 5 1 9 , 522; Shughni 8 1 3; Wakhi 8 5 1 -3;
Zazaki 576-8
tense: Avestan 1 26-34; Balochi 662, 664-5,
673-4; Khotanese 395-6, 404;
Kh warezmian 351-4; Kurdish 608-1 1 ;
Middle Persian 2 1 8-19, 229-32; Old Persian
1 26-34; Pamir languages 782-3; Parachi
702-3, 705-6; Parthian 2 1 8-1 9; Pashto
739-42, 746-5 1 ; Persian and Tajik 452-6;
Shughni 800, 806-7; Sogdian 305, 307-9;
Wakhi 837-40; Zazaki 559-62
tense-split ergatives 31-3
terms of address: Kurdish 628; Persian and
Tajik 53�-3; Shughni 8 1 8 ; Zazaki 58�
'to be' see copula
transitivity: Balochi 663-4; Kurdish 608;
Middle Persian 2 1 9-2 1 ; Pashto 745
tr-c1 usters 2 1
Tumshuqese: adjectives 387; conjunctions 405;
consonants 383; history 377-8, 379;
infinitives 392-3; language death 4 1 1 ;
loa nwords 4 1 0; negation 395; nouns
399-400; numbers 39 1 ; pronouns 388;
script 3 8 1 ; vowels 383
Turkic 1 7; loanwords in Persian and Tajik 530
Turkification of Persian 41 9-20
II-epenthesis, Avestan 65
Uighur: infl uence from Sogdian 329-30;
orthography 285
verb morphology: Balochi 658-67; Khotanese
39 1-8; Khwarezmian 349-57; Kurdish
604-1 1 ; Pamir languages 782-3; Parachi
70 1-8; Pashto 738-54; Persian and Tajik
446-68, 469; Shughni 797-800; Sogdian
295-305; Wakhi 833-40; Zazaki 555-62
verb stems: Avestan 87-90; Old Persian 87-90
verbal nouns, Persian and Tajik 475-6
verbal quincunx systems 23-6
verbs: Balochi 670-8, 684-5; Khwarezmian
354-5, 362-4; Kurdish 6 1 6-1 7, 6 1 8-20, 630;
Middle Persian 2 1 3-2 1 , 24 1-4 ; Parthian
244; Shughni 802; Zazaki 570-1
vocative case: Avestan 1 04-5; Old Persian
1 04-5
voice: Avestan 90-1 , 1 39-4 1 ; Balochi 662-3;
Old Persian 90- 1 , 1 39-4 1 ; Parachi 707-8;
Pashto 753-4; Persian and Tajik 498-9;
Shughni 800; Sogdian 303-4
voicing, Avestan 62
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vowels: Avestan 54-5, 59-62, 74; Balochi
641 -2, 648, 649-50; Indo-Iranian vs. Indo
European 49; Khotanese 382;
K hwarezmian 339-40, 341-2; Kurdish 59 1 ,
595-6, 628; Middle Persian 200, 202; Old
Avestan, initial 60; Old Persian 58; Pamir
languages 777-8; Parachi 694; Pashto 723;
Persian 425-6; Persian and Tajik 533-4;
Shughni 789; Sogdian 284-5; Tajik 426;
Tumshuqese 383; Wakhi 826-7; Zazaki 547
Wackernage!'s l aw 3 1 5
Wakhi 1 5; adjectives 829; adpositions 83 1-2;
adverbs 832; alphabet 826; aspect 838-40,
846-7; case 829, 842-6; causee marking
845-6; complement structures 853-4;
compounds 855; conditional clauses 854-5;
conjunctions 840; consonants 827-8;
coordinate clauses 849; copula 835-6;
dialects 855-6; geography 825-6; loanwords
856-7 [in Shughni 820]; modals 847-8;
mood 837-40; negation 836; number 832-3;
object marking 844; participles 834-5;
possession 846; pronouns 829-3 1 ; purpose
clauses 853; reason clauses 853; relative
clauses 849-5 1 ; stems 833--4; stress 828;
subject marking 842--4; subordination 849;
temporal clauses 85 1 -3; tense 837--40;
vowels 826-7; word order 840-2
West Iranian: consonant clusters 1 8-2 1 ;
isoglosses 29-3 1
Western Balochi 637; consonants 645; stress
648-9; see also Balochi
Western Middle Iranian, influence on Sogdian
328
Windfuhr, G. 20, 30, 452
wish clauses, Shughni 8 1 5
word order 27-9; Avestan 94-6; Balochi 668;

Khotanese 401 -3; Khwarezmian 358-6 1 ;
Kurdish 6 1 3- 1 4; Middle Persian 246-9; Old
Avestan , poetic, 1 69-70; Old Persian 94-6,
1 72; Parachi 709; Pashto 755; Persian and
Tajik 479-82; Shughni 80 1 , 803; Sogdian
3 1 4- 1 6; Wakhi 840-2; West Iranian 29-30;
Zazaki 567-8, 571-3
Xuan-zang 4 1 1
Yaghnobi 1 5, 327; see also Sogdian
Yaz culture 6
Yazghulami see Pamir languages
Young Avestan (YAv.) 44, 46; adverbial clauses
1 60-1 ; conditional clauses 1 6 5-6;
consonants 56-7; metre 68; relative clauses
1 58; vowels 54-5; see also Avestan
Zagros group 28
Zazaki: adjectives 549-5 1 ; adpositions 552-3;
adverbial clauses 576-8 1 ; adverbs 553-4;
affixation 558, 582; aspect 559-60; cases
567-8; compounds 556-7, 570, 582;
conjunctions 563; consonants 1 9 , 547;
coordinate clauses 573-4; copula 557-8;
dialect 582-3; ezflje constructions 563-7;
history 30, 545-6; interrogatives 572;
kinship terms 583; modals 558, 57 1 ; mood
559-62 , 572-3; nominal clauses 576; nouns
548-9; numbers 554-5; object marking 570;
particles 558; person marking 557;
possessives 570; pronouns 55 1-2, 575;
relative clauses 574-5; stems 555-7; stress
547; subject marking 569-70; subordinate
clauses 574; tense 559-62; terms of address
583; verbs 570- 1 ; vowels 547; word order
567-8, 571-3
Zoroastrian texts 1 96

